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Anti-Semitism?
Florida Flambeau/Bob O'Lary

A four-foot seedling planted by the Jewish Student Union was found broken

off of its stump last week, in what appeared to be an "obvious incident of
vandalism, " according to the Groundslceeping Department, and en act of anti-

[Semitism, according to the JSU.

The tree was planted along a sidewalk between the fSU swimming pool and the

\Bellamy Building. A^ylaquecommemoratingM^^h ArborDay wasUft untouched.

"We were afraid that this might happen, *' said Karen Zedeteck, former secretary

of the JSU, ' 'but it 's been doingfine since February.

"

When asked why they would have anticipated any vandalism when they planted it,

j
she replied,

'

' Well, you 're obviously not Jewish.
'

' She added that they willprobably

{plant another one, but no plans have been madeJust yet.

"This is the first incident of anti-Semitism that I have seen personally on this

campus, but I have heard ofothers,

'

' Zedeteck added.

Right now, a twisted stump is all that remains.

Polish riot police break
up Solidarity marches

UailMi Press Inicrnallonal

WARSAW, Poland — Riot police hurled

concussion grenades and Hred tear gas and

water cannons in clashes with thousands of

Poles who marched through the streets

yesterday to mark Solidarity's second

anniversary in defiance of the Soviet-backed

military government.

Protestors-— some chanting "Gestapo,

Gestapo" and "Free Lech Walesa"—
demonstrated in at least four cities despite

government warnings it would use full force

to break up protests called by the suspended

union's underground leaders.

The U.S. State Department said the second

anniversary demonstrations showed "once

again that repression will not solve Poland's

problems" and wished Solidarity a long,

fruitful and successful life."

The Soviet Union condemned them,

however, and hinted their result would be an

extension and tightening of the martial

law imposed in Poland last Dec. 13.

**Today's developments in Poland showed
the anti-socialist underground forces who
were dealt a serious blow as a result of the

introduction of martial law are not fully

broken as yet," the official news agency Tass

said in Moscow.

As military helicopters circled overhead

and columns of armored vehicles rumbled

through city streets, peaceful rallies erupted

into near-riots.

In Wroclaw, Warsaw andNowaHuta, the

Krakow suburb that is home of the giant

Lenin Steel Works, thousands of
demonstrators fought back as authorities tried

to disperse them, huriing rocks at police from
behind improvised barricades.

Lech

Walesa

Fighting also was reported in Gdansk, site

of the Lenin shipyard strike that ended when
the government-sanctioned Solidarity on Aug.

31. 1980, making it the East bloc's first

independent trade union.

The boom of concussion grenades echoed
through city streets in Warsaw and Gdansk,
but igovernment spokesperson Jerzy Urban
told an evening news conference. "I can

assure you that before today is over there will

Turn to POLAND, page 8

Meenan denied regent's post due to

five-year residency requirement
BY JOHN HOLECEK

AND MICHAEL McCLELLAND
FLAMBEAU STAFF WRITERS

Gov. Bob Graham has withdrawn his

nomination of Tim Meenan, Florida State

University student and former president of

the FSU student body, to serve on the state

Board of Regents.

Meenan, who came to FSU from Colorado
early in 1980» does not meet a five-year

residency requirement for membership on the

board.

"The governor has a high regard for Mr.

Meenan," said Jill Chamberlin, Graham's

deputy press secretary. "He believes Tim
would Ittve made a fine regent."

Meenan had not been aware of the five-

year residency requirement when he applied

for the position, Graham said in a press

release. Graham and the governor's

appointment's office simply missed

Meenan's ineligibility when they nominated

him for the regency earlier this month.
Chamberlain said.

ThcovCTsight was discovered yesterday

afternoon. Jack Reed, Graham's chief

lobbyist, told Meenan early in the day that

the staff lawyers were checking into the

matter to see if there was any allowance in the

regulaticms for an exemption. Reed later

informed Meenan that no such exemption

was possible under the existing law, and that

Graham had withdrawn his nomination.

Meenan, who is currently a senior at FSU,
would have been the first student regent from
FSU.

"We were all unaware of the residency

requirement," Meenan said. "I had made it

clear I had Qnly been down here since

January of 1980. They apparently just

noticed the oversight today.
"1 fail to see how a residence requirement

could affect the kind of job 1 did on the

board," said an obviously disappointed

Meenan. "The 22,000 students at FSU didn't

seem to mind. I can't understand the benefit

derived by the state from that kind of rule.

"It's a state law, and we have to abide by
it," Meenan added.

Meenan said he planned to now
concentrate his energies on getting his degree

in political communications from FSU, and
then, "...move on to bigger and better

things."

Meenan's appointment, had it not
been withdrawn, would have been voted on
by the Florida Cabinet next week. Graham
must now appoint a new student regent, who
will take office at a Regents' meeting late in

Sleptember.
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The race for State House District 9: It's anybody's guess
BY MICHAEL McCLELLAND

FLAMBKAL STAFF WRITfcR

One woman, a pair of blacks, a former police officer, a

self-proclaimed "fighter for North Flcnrida,'* and a rural-

and-proud country boy. There seems to something for

everyone in the crowded race for District'9 seat in the Florida

House of Representatives.

The diversity of the candidates may well be a reflection of

the diversity of the district. District 9, newly carried out by

the 1982 Legislative reapportionment plan, stretches from

Apalachicola River in the west of Tallahassee in die ei^, from

Alligator Point in the south through Liberty County in the

north. The district includes Carrabelle fishermen,

Crawfordville lumber workers, and the physical plant of two

state universities.

With five candidates in the primary, it is very likely a run-

off election will be required. Because there are no Republican

candidates running, that probable run-off election will be a

winner-take-all event.

The candidates run the political gamut from C. Bette

Wimbish, a liberal black female lawyer, all the way to R.E.

"Tookie" Dixon, a back-to-basics conservative who grew up

on the banks of the Apalachicola River. One of the five will

be spending the next two years dealing with the tricky

questions of Florida's economy, social systems, education

and environment.

Even with the diversity of candidates and constituency,

there is a marked similarity in how candidates approach

several of the major issues. Virtually every candidate for

District 9 believes the local economy can be improved by

bringing in new industries, and all of them stress the need for

protecting our environment by allowing only clean industry

in the area. They all recognize crime as a major problem,

although their approaches vary, and all see the maintenance

of our water qu^ty as an issue that will be increasingly

important in the coming years.

The candidates:

Al Lawson, one of the two blacks in the race, is one of

Tallahassee's most successful insurance agents, employed by

Northwestern Mutual. Lawson graduated from FAMU and

did his graduate work at FSU. He is a former basketball

player, assistant basketball coach and coordinates of

Minority Articulation Affairs at FSU.

I^Witson's strong pro-educational stance has won him the

endorsement of the Florida Students Association, and he has

pledged to fight to maintain the autonomous existence of

FAMU. Improving education, Lawson believes, will increase

the desirability of this area for incoming industries and

provide jobs that will both aid the local -economy and cut

crime.

Lawson is surprisingly conservative on the issue of crime.

He supports mandatory sentencing for violent crime, and

thinks our parole and probation enforcement should be

tightened up. He supports a return to the work-farm prison

system, and feels prison should be punishment, rather than

rehabilitation.

Lawscm believes in protecting the environment of North

Florida, supports the needs of the elderly, and has prcMnised

to stay in close contact with the people of his district.

Lawson is far ahead of the pack in the field of campaign

contributions. According to his latest contribution report

filed with the Secretary of State, on Aug. 19!, Lawson had

received almost $20,000 in contributions, nearly twice that of

his nearest competitor. He had at that time spent about

$13,500 of his contributions, much of it on billboards and

media advertisements. Lawson is hoping to draw much of the

black vote, particularly in Tallahassee. Towards that end he

has bought several ads on WANM, a radio station popular in

the black community.

Lawson*s contribution reports are a picture of dichotomy.

Much of his campaign chest was filled by countless small

contributions from individual citizens—$3 here, $5 there, a

few $20 and $50 checks. At the same time, he has received

overwhelming financial support from one of the area's more

wealthy special interest groups: the medical community.

Lawson has received significant contributions from a score

of doctors. Lawson received at least $ 5,000 from the medical

community.

The reason for that support seems apparent—one of the

hotter issues the Legislature will be dealing with next year is

that of malpractice settlements. Doctors are increasingly

being hit by staggering settlements in malpractice cases. They

are hoping the Legislature will do something to change

that—setting a limit on settlements is one solution being

discussed-—and they want Legislators who will champion

theur cause. The insurance industry, of which Lawson is a

part, is also hit hard by costly malpractice payoffs. No one is

trying to buy a pQtcntial Lawson vote, but they can clearly

see a mutual interest.

Even with his lead in the financial battle, Lawson must

pull a significant black vote to gain the run-Off. His chances

for an easy victory suffered badly when legislative

reapportionment cut predominantly black Gadsen County

out of the Ninth District. Lawson's chances for a sweep of

the black vote have also suffered from the presence of

another black candidate, Wimbish.

C. Bette Wimbish is easily the most experienced candidate

in the race. She has been both a city council member and the

vice mayor of St. Petersburg, has chaired the state Crimes

Compensation Commission, and has served as Deputy

Secretary of Commerce and the state Director of Labor. She

did undergraduate work at both FAMU and FSU

.

Wimbish's approach to the issues, while hardly radical, is

probably the most liberal of the five candidates. She supports

legislative action to provide low interest home owner loans

and loans to the state's small businesses. She supports aid

programs for elderly citizens, opposes cuts in state social

services, and would have voted in favor of the Equal Rights

Amendment, if given the chance.

Like most candidates, Wimbish supports continued

adequate funding to law enforcement agencies, and stiff

punishment for violent crimes. At the same time, she

supports increased rehabilitation programs, and community

service sentencing for first-time and juvenile offenders.

Wimbish's stron^st issue is probably that of water

quality. While a public official in St. Petersburg, she

supported legislation to conserve and improve that city's

water supply. She sees water as an increasingly vital issue,

and has a strong record of experience in water issues.

Wimbish is second only to Lawson in funds raised, at

$11,385. She is rapidly nearing the bottom of her campaign

ehest, though, having spent about $10,000 of that money.

Most of her spending has been on printing costs for posters

and leaflets, and an extensive phone campaign. Like Lawson

she has tried to reach the Tallahassee black community

through advertisements on WANM.
Wimbish has also built her campaign fund from both small

and large contributors. Slightly more than half her

contributions were for more than $100. The largest of those,

a $1,000 contribution, came from The Drifters, a
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Reaching out
The frenzied bidding war by Florida

State sororities for new members ended
Monday night when prospective pledges
gathered outside Moore Auditorium to

hear the good (or bad) news about their

pledge bids. Rush week obviously had a
happy ending for these two women.
Cozy Hembly (left and Lisa Schoenroch
call loved ones to tell them the good
news. Both women, Junior transfer

students from Niceville, were chosen by
Chi Omega to be members of its new
pledge class.

Florida Flambeau/Vicki Arias

Spring break extended to five days
BY MICHAEL S. MANOUSSOS

FLAMMEAU WRITER

Good news students—plan your vacation. Spring break

has been extended.

Contrary to last year's three-day spring break, this year it

is going to be five days, from March 7 to 1 1.

Actually it's a nine-day altogether break, according to

Alan Arthur, president of the Students Unite Now (SUN)

party.

"If you consider the weekend of the 5th and 6th, and the

weekend of the 12th and 13th, it's a nice nine-day break,"

said Arthur.

Extending the spring break was a good idea, according to

Gus Turnbuli, vice-president for academic affairs.

In matters like this—changing the academic calendar,

certain legalities exist that must be followed, the sti^

requires that the university have 220 school days.

"We had to extend the holiday without interfering with

the regulations," said Turnbuli. "That is why classes will

be held on January 29 and February 26 to make up the two

days added to the holiday."

The two Saturdays will substitute respectively for a

Monday and Tuesday.

"Other than that (the two Saturday classes) the students

like it fme," said Turnbuli.

"Yes it is a good idea," said Bob Leach, vice-president

for student affairs. "I supported it. President Sliger

accepted it, the calendar committee accepted it and so did

the Board of Regents.

"I think that it's best for the students academically and

socially," Leach added.

The iiiitial procedures taken to stretch the spring break

were the actions of Arthur and his SUN party, according to

Arthur.

Arthur said a longer break was necessary and he was

proven correct when 2,852 students signed the petition

within a week.

The petition was then directed to a sympathetic president

who accepted it. Bernard Sliger passed the petition to the

calendar committee for a decision.

The calendar committee was mostly concerned with

schedule difficulties that could arise with such a change,

but approved it, according to Daisy Flory, chairperson of

the calendar committee and dean of the faculty.

One problem that was considered was that science lab

classes are generally held on Mondays and Tuesdays, and

science professors dislike having to hold lab sessions on

Saturdays.

In any case, Jill McConnell, student body president,

sununed it up this way,*'We are glad to have it."

Committee forming over bus passes
BY BRIAN WILSON
FLAMBEAU STAFF WRITER

Student Body President Jill

McConnell announced yesterday that a

committee will be formed to resolve

the month-long. Alumni Village bus

dilemma.

The bus dilemma centers around the

decision by McConnell to reduce the

bus service from Alunmi Village to

campus.. But that decision came,

McConnell said, only after Taltran Bus

Company raised their prices

substantially for the second year in a

row.

"Something needed to be done,"

said McConnell about the price hike.

"Last year, the bus service cost

$21,600 and this year it would have

been $2S,000. There's just no way our

budget can handle that type of

increase."

That committee will be comprised of

six residents of Alumni Village, one

member of Student Government, and

four ex-officio (nonvothig) raembeis.

"I'm going to give the committee the

problem and show them our budget,"

said McConnell, "and see what they

can do."

The four ex-officio members arc Joy

Bowden, associate dean of Student

Affairs, Rick Hudson, associate

director of Student Affairs, Nancy
Kimmons, student affairs coordim^,
and McConnell.

"Having the Alumni Village

residents vote on what to do will be the

fairest thing," said McConnell.

Barbara Barton of the Mature and

Returning Students organization and

resident of Alumni Village said she had

not heard that much about the

committee.

"I am not sure the residents of the

Village would be able to come up with

any solutions," Barton added. "Most

of them don't really know how the

system (Student Government) works."

Nttinerous residents of Alumni
Village had complained to McConnell
that the number of bus passes she

allotted, 300, would not be enough. But

only 23 1 residents picked up bus passes

yesterday.

"After an the controversy we*ve had
over only gi^ng out 300 bus passes, I

was very surprised to have given out

only 231 bus passes," said McConnell
who personally handed them out at

Alumni Village Monday.

Another compUunt waged by the

residents of Alumni Village had been

over the lack of SG's funding for

the non-traditional students.

"Student Government gives over

$31,000 into a pre-school for Alumni
Village residents," pointed out Student

Government Senate President Gary

Dundas. "That pre-school is in

addition to the bus service we provide

and subsidized housing
. '

'

When McConnell took over the

presidency in May, she didn't realize

the problems she would have

negotiating a contract with Taltran

in July.

"I had no idea that Taltran would

raise their prices by $7,000," said

McConnell. "That's their right, but I

would have liked to have had more
time to work on a decision."

"Jill was just in a bad situation,"

added Dundas. "She had her hands

tied in this situation. But she shouldn't

have to go through this alone."

McConnell will speak before the

Senate ton^t on the bus issue, and

Dundas is confident she will have the

Senate's support.

The committee will meet Tuesday

along with the scheduled Wednesday

September 8 meeting.
, ,
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C Bern Wimbisk

C. Bette Wimbish
For years the Florida Legislature has been little more than a boys'

club. Especially in North Florida, while men have held exclusive

access to state government, and the result has been a system of

political cronyism under which the ability to get along and cut a deal is

more important than willingness to take a fresh approach to our

problems.

Democratic voters in the Florida House district nine have a chance

to change all that by voting for C. Bette Wimbish on September 7.

It's not that Wimbish hasn't drawn some stiff.opposition. Foremost

among them stands Rocky Bevis, the 32-year-old Tallahassee realtor.

Bevis shows a sensitivity for human
rights as well as a keen political savvy

and would make a good representative,

but he lacks WhnMsh's ocperience in

government.

Wimbish has served on the St.

Petersburg city council, including a stint

as vice mayor. She has also served as the

chairperson of the state Crimes

Compensation Commission; as deputy

secretary of the Florida Department of

Commerce; as Florida's Director of

Labor; and as a community relations

consultant for the U.S. Department of

Justice. Beyond that, Wimbish is a

member of the National Urban League

and the NAACP and has served on the

board of directors of the Frenchtown Area Redevelopment Authority.

She holds degrees from both Florida A&M and Florida State

Universities.
'

That experience has given Wimbjish a rare insight into the problems

that face North Florida, and the ninth district in particular. That

district includes parts of Tallahassee as well as parts of Liberty,

Wakulla and Franklin counties--«nd some of thepoorest peoplein the

state.

Those people need jobs. Wimbish would help create those jobs noi

solely through inviting large corporations to settle in the

ma—although she supports lunited Uot credits to lure larger

companies—but by giving small business a break. One way to do that,

she says, would be to give small business the same access to

government-sponsored low interest loans as is provided to large

corporations. Wimbish believes the state can spur job-creation

through encouraging development of renewable energy resources we'll

need to see us into the 21st Century.

Wimbish also has the foresight to realize we must take immediate

steps to protect our most precious natural resource—water. In North

Florida, the main threat to our water supply is toxic waste. Wimbish

would get tough with toxic waste regulations and take steps to prevent

the dumping of raw sewage into our rivers—which more often than

not happens because impoverished local governments cannot afford

effective sewage treatment plants.

When speaking about crime, Wimbish avoids the emotional tirades

to which some candidates resort. She realizes the furst step to a

crime-free society is jobs. Beyond that, she would concentrate on

counseling first offenders—before they are ^t to maximum security

prisons to learn to be better crimmals. ^
But Wimbish would bring to the Legislature more than an

understanding of the issues. She would bring a sensitivity to the

experience of her consttoients, and she would speak to their concerns.

Thirt may not make her popular in the Florida House, but we feel it is

time someone in the House defended the people of this area, and not

the interests of a few businessmen.

- We think it's time someone like C. Bette Wimbish was elected to the

Florida House, and we urge you to vote for her Sept. 7

.

1 mpi

Welcome to Fantasy Island
BY MAXWELLGLEN ANDCODY SHEARER

SPECIAL TO THE FLAMBEAU

WASHINGTON — Ronald Reagan's supply-

side economic theories aren't the only stuff dreams

are made of in America. Nor is the president our

nation's only dreamer.

At least 20 million other Americans will reduce

some of life's more difficult problems to absurdly

primitive solutions this year. They'll do it

inexpensively by simply losing themselves in one of

the latest romance novels that seem to be on sale

everywhere.

While sociological watchdogs may worry about a

culture that scarfed up $250 million worth of heart-

wrenching screed last year, our brows are far from

furrowed. Should there be anything unusual about

a genre that represents more than 40 percent of the

nation's mass paperback market each week? It's

like Fantasy Island, for just $1.75.

Romance novelists know best that Americans

have never had trouble pretending. We believe in

Scrubbing Bubbles, the Easter Bunny, political

pons and other illusive images. Wecfing to the Tidy

Bowl man for security.

For a people who thrive on make-believe, it only

made good sense two years ago to choose, as our

leader, a former actor. The White Tornado. Mr.

Goodwrench. He made a challenge look so easy.

But romance industrialists say there's been a

change in our whims: The days of ingenues falling

for brooding tycoons with chiseled faces are long

gone. The famous "he came, he saw, he

conquered" formula has been upstaged somewhat

by the Erica Jongs of the world.

Reports Vivien Lee Jennings, editor of "Boy

Meets Girl," a weekly romance trade newsletter,

"publishers have begin to shift their attention from

coy 19-year-okl girls to mature women in more

realistic situations.'*

As our reporter John Riccardi discovered, the

heroine of the latest romances is usually career-

oriented, occasionally divorced or widowed, and

not the type to get pushed around by a man. "None

of us ever liked heroines who were wimpy and

victimized,'* Judy Sullivan of Richard Gallen

books assured us.

If less bodice-ripping laces the pages of today*s

pulp press, fewer Heathcliff types show up as well.

Our hero today is, not surprisingly, often more

sensitive, vulnerable and subject to victimization

than the heroine. When the Modern Man violates a

HEREANDNOW
woman, he does so emotionally; moreover, he'll

lose his job, shed tears, eat quiche.

• This "realism" is evident in Glitter Girl, a

recently released Second Chance At Love romance

from Jove. Our heroine. Tiffany Harte, comes

home to Cougar Beach after an unfulfilling and

meaningless marriage to the wealthy Winchester

Regan. She meets Clay Gossard, a warm,

compassionate, sensitive logger (somewhat of a

contradiction, according to our understanding of

the vdcation) she once jilted for Regan's

megabucks (you see, women can be rats, too). Can
Tiffany convince a heartbroken Clay that she's seen

the errors of her ways? No problem. The new

hero's love for the new heroine conquers all. It's an

ordinary fantasy.

Regulars at drugstore bookstalls know that

"historical" romances still comprise a good chunk

of what has traditionally been escapist fiction for

women. Gothic and Victorian settings continue to

provide sure-fire vehicles for lulling the modern
mind. Publishers admit, however, that the more

contemporary venues, such as Cougar Beach are

chiefly responsible for their industry's recent sales

surge.

Yet, romance aficionados need not despair.

Though the sex roles are revised and the interludes a

bit spicy, the bottom line remains the same: boy

meets girl and, after 180 pages of fighting, they

form a bond more invincible than Crazy Glue.

Nor does the new realism shatter the lingering

importance of make-believe; , endings must bring a

sndle to our faces, if only because we won't fall for

anything else.

While we've only made a preliminary diagnosis,

the medicinal benefits of reading books which are

"all for love" should be clear. Tiffany Harte's last-

page revelation (however ungrammatical) that

"nothing else matters as long as there's you and
me" gives one a few hours of peace in a noisy and
chaotic world. It's the cheap fortune inside the

cookie.

Though ardent romance lovers won't soon grow
tired of their repetitive fare, we're not worried.

After all, if the president can build his castles in the

air, why can't the rest of us eat our pie in the sky?
\

Letters Policy: Letters to the editor of the Florida Flambeau should be signed, and must include an
address and phone number if possible. They should be type-written, double-spaced, and no longer

than 150 words. Correct names will be run with each letter unless the author has a valid reason for

remaining anonymous. The editors reserve the right to edit the letters for length and to meet
standards of good taste.
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Gayle Nelson speaks out on
Leon County Commission

WELCOME STUDENTS

BY SARAH CAREY
FI AMBFM STAFF WRITFR

It's time again tor a new academic year.

Chances are, if you're new in Tallahassee,

you know little or nothing about county

government. The Flambeau took this timely

oi>portunity to interview Leon County
Commission Chairman (as she insists on
being called) Gayle Nelson.

SC.: If I were a newcomer to

Tallahassee, or merely in the dark about the

local governmental system, how would you
describe county government to me—that is,

how does county government fit into the

overallgovernmentalscheme?

G.N: County government supplies the

services on behalf of the state that you

assume are present in a community but that

you never think about who pays for: the

public library, elections, road maintenance,

law enforcement, the jail, and the health

department are examples of these things.

S.C.: Are you the first female
chairperson ofthe county commission?

G .N . : Chairman . And yes

.

S.C.. Are you the first woman county

commissioner?

G.N.: Yes.

S.C.: How do you feel about that? Do
you ever think about it?

G.N.: No. Not nally. On my issue, it

takes three votes to make something

happen—mine is one of them. But there are

times when you goof—if you goof—that if

you're not a woman, it's considered only a

goof. If you are, then, maybe you more

than goofed.

S.C.: Didn't you run for election

originally (in 1976) on the Thomasville

Road widening question? You opposed

widening it—but later changed your mind.

Was this a kind of "goof" on your part?

G.N.: Thomasville Road was never an

. issue in my campaign. People thought it

was, but it wasn't. I am just blown away

when I think about what I know now that I

did not know then—namely, that

Thomasville Road will be the most heavily

travelled corridor in our community by the

year 2000. Having grown up here, that fact

surprised me. I think a lot of people, when

they began to realize what's happenuig,

what the facts are about that particular

issue, they began changing their minds. It

also surprises me that by the year 2000, our

community will be made up of 250,000

people.

S.C.: Do you ever receive flak from

certain women 's groups to take a stance on

specific women 's issues, like abortion or the

Equal Rights Amendment? Do you feel an

obligation to support specific women's

issues?

G.N.: No. Most issues we deal with are

community issues—and women are a part

of them in that sense. It's the Legislature

that takes a stance on those issues—our

issues are drainage, sewer, subdivision

regulation. 1 have an obligation to do my
homework—to make quality decisions and

to be accessible to people who want to talk

to me. By doing that, I think I help clear the

way for other women who might seek

political office.

S.C.; // one were to talk about

"infighting" within county government and

, between county government and the local

citizenry, would one be able to pick out a

recurrent set of actors that are pitted

against one another—like, developers,

\ersus neighborhood associations?

O.N.: Yes. That particular set you

mentipiied has been the most consistent.

Guyle Nelson
But from within the two extremes, you're

^ing to find people within those groups

who can mediate. The best we can do is

listen to those people. And the best example

1 can think of where mediation efforts and

cooperative ones have paid off is the new

Cluster Housing Ordinance. The actors

here were the Council of Neighborhood

Associations and the builders. As a result of

Uiese cooperative efforts, we how have

one of the best duster housing ordinances

in the state.

S. C. : What exactly is cluster housing?

G.N.: Just a new way to arrange houses

in a particular development. Developers

like building cluster houses because it's

cheaper than most other forms of

housing—to build and to buy—and
neighborhood associations may resist this

kind of change because it means altering the

appearance of their particular

neighborhood. But it's cooperation between

two or more conflicting sides, that needs to

happen more and more. Our tree

conunittee, in dealmg with the tree and

landscape ordinances, has done the same

thing. The new landscape ordinance will

take us—the board and the county

residents— forward.

S.C.; / remember us talking earlier this

year about the difference between the tree

and the landscape ordinances. You were

really excited about the landscape

ordinance—can you tell me again why you

think it's so important?

G.N.: Well, basically, with the tree

ordinance, you can say a 24-inch hickory

tree is protected. That means, you have to

get a permit to cut it. With the landscape,

ordinuice, you begin^to see that the way to

save the hickory tree is by going around it

and making sure it will survive the

development planning. The second thing is,

the landscape ordinance assures that there

will be more green space left in commercial

areas, or areas of intense density. With the

tree ordmance, there are still all kinds of

reasons to cut the tree down, if somebody

really wants to. With the landscape

ordinance, we are looking at it upfront and

saying—to the developers—tell us what you

are going to do after you've saved this

much more green area.

S.C.; Aren't your brothers contractors?

How has that affected your commission

work—have they enriched your
understanding of contracting-related

issues? Have they been a hindrance?

G.N.: 1 have one brother. And he says

it's cost him money, my being on the

commission. He's had to make sure

everything he does is just so because there's

Tun NELSON, page 7

1906 Uke Bradford Rd.

Open 6 - 9 Mon. - Sat.

featuring

RESTMRJ^NT

• Breakfast served with home fries

% Fresh Seafood Specials 6 days a week

• Fish, Shrimp, Oysters 4.50

• Home Cooked Meals served Mon. - Fri.

^ ALL YOU CAN EAT FRIED SHRIMP 5.95
Tuesday and Wednesday 3-9 p.m.

•ALLYOU CAN EAT FISH FILLET 3.99
MonandThurs 3-9 p.m.

(includes french fries, slaw & hush puppies)

ATTENTION...ATTENTION. •••••••

The NAVAL ROTC PROGRAM at Florida A&M University offers an
opportunity for qualified college freshmen and sophomores to win
SCHOLARSHIPS... and become COMMISSIONED OFFICERS in the

U.S. navy or marine corps.

WHAT IK) YOU NEED TO DO TO QUALIFY?
U.S. citizen between the ages of 17 and 25
Enroll at FSU..TCC..FAMU as a fresliman or a sophomore
Have a CPA of 2.0 or better

Physically fit

If you feel you are the kind of person we want for NROTC... come by
and see me in room 202 in the Perry-Paige Building on the FAMU
campus...or call me at (904) 599-3980/ 3989.

Contact me today...Thi8 is your chance to be someone special.

TNIS mCMIM IS OPIN TO MTN alii MID IMMIN
PHONE: (904) 599-S980/S989

Ask for:

LIEUTENANT COMMANDER

JERRY FORD •••NAVAL ROTC
AN EDUCATION

WITH PAY

Or write to me:

Recruiting Officer

Naval ROTC unit

Florida A&M university

Tallahassee, Florida 52307

aPENING TONIGHT
Under New Management

CREW 22
Tallahassee's Best Rock 'n Roll**

Our late night Bottle Club is the place to be

Crew 22 playing Wed. - Sat. 10 pm - 4 am
^^W^'ve got the best, you bring the rest"

it's finally liappened...doii't miss out!
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Sheraton hotel project

has been abandoned
BY CAROLINE BISCHOF

FI.AMBFAL' STAFF WRITER

Plans to construct a 13-story, 306-room Sheraton Hotel

across from the Tallahassee-Leon County Civic Center

have been halted.

Funding for the proposed project was to come from a

combination of several sources. First, Combined Equities,

Inc. of Baton Rouge, La., the hotel developer and present

owner of the property, was to obtain private financing

commitments from private investors. However, the

company was unable to secure investors and high interest

rates have forced the $20 million project to be abandoned

at this time, according to the Conununity Liaison Office.

The second method of funding wouldliave come from an

Urban Development Action Grant. The city applied for this

federal grant and was awarded one. This funding source

will not become a reality, however, because the deadline to

accept the grant offer and provide the Department of

Housing and Urban Development with certain

requirements surrounding the various projects is September

9, and Combined Equities will not have oiough investors

bjf that time. The phUosophy behind issuing UDAO*s
began in the Carter Administration.

At the time, certain private economic projects were being

lost because of high interest rates. Yet with a small amount

of public funds these projects could be realized, according

to Diane Dunson of the Tallahassee-Leon County Planning

Department.

The benefits of bttUding the hotd included some 300 new

jobs and increased conventions and other local events. Part

of the requirements of the UDAG is that 75 percent of the

jobs resulting from completion of the hotel go to moderate

to low-income persons and 51 percent to persons hving in

blighted areas.

^'Certainly Tallahassee would have been much more

attractive for hosting conventions with the Sieraton here,**

said Ron Spencer, assistant cfoector of the Civic Center.

"There would have also been better access to the Center for

Professional Development and the Capitol
. '

'

Local hotel owners oppose the idea of the city helping

fmance a hotel which will damage their own business. In

September 1982 they lost a suit filed in opposition to the

bond issue.

In addition to hotd constnictioii, several surrounding

areas were to be i^liorated. These inctaded construction

of phase one of the Gaines/Bloxham one-way road pair

and restoration of the two parks in the medians bounded by

Madison, St. Francis, and Martin Luther King, Jr.

Boulevard, according to the Community Liaison Office.

After the hotel was constructed, the city was to buy the

land from Comlnaed Equities and lease it back to them.

The rate of payment woidd have been oa a graduated scale

based on the amount of pro^s the hotel was realizing.

These payments would in turn, have been channeled into

economic improvement projects in Bond and Frenchtown,

according to Dunson.

But all of that has gone up in smoke.

INBRIEF
THE RED BASS NEWS/ART MAGAZINE WILL

hold a meeting tonight at 7:30 in room 247 Union. Open to

the public, all interested persons are cordially invited.

THE FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY STUDENT
Government will hold a forum to meet the U.S. House of

Representatives candidates tonight itt 7:30 in the Leon-

Lafayette Room of tiM Union.

THE COMMITTEE IN SOLIDARITY WITH THE
People oAeI Salvador will hold a meeting tonight at 7:30 in

room 1 18 Diffenbaugh.

WOMEN OF THE WORLD MEETS TONIGHT AT 7

at the International House, 916 W. Park. All are welcome

to attend. For more information call 644-2428.

THE LADY SCALPHUNTERS WILL MEET
tonight at 9 at the Tri Delta House.

PHI SIGMA, BIOLOGY HONORARY, WILL MEET
tonight at 6 p.m. in Room 222 Conradi Building. All upper

level Biology students and grad students are welcome.

COMING

UNIVERSITY PLAZA LAUNDRY
1956 w. Tennessee Self-service PLUS

WASH & DRY & FOLD

S3 25 Top washer Load (Approx. 10 IDS)

self-serve 7am - iipm 7 days a week

wash & dry & fold Service:7-6 Wl-F. 7-1 sat.

COIN LAUNDRY
13S4 Lake Bradford Rd.

Self Service Only 7am-10p.m 7 days a week

Welcome to
Northwood Mall

Northwood Mall is the closest full-service shopping mall to FSU. You'll save time, gas and

money when you visit the friendly merchants at Northwood Mall. Why not see for yourself

-

it's not far to go!

Atom Electronics

BambooGardens—Chinese Food

Bath Boutique

BigBCleanm
Bruce's Key & Lock Shop

Carpet Pro

Commercial Credit Corporation

Demont Insurance

Dress Art By UndaKay— Dres§ Making and

Alterations

Dttbey*s Bookland

Dubey's CardDand

Eckerd Drugs

Edward D. Jones & Co. New York Stock

Exchange

Elaine Powers Figure Saton

Flagship Peoples Bank

Fleming's Dancewear & Theatric^ Supply

FRM Ranch and Garden Center

Gilberg's Fabrics

Hair Happening— Unisex Salon

Hubies— Hot Sandwiches and Snacks

Ice Cream Palace

J. Byrons Department Store

Just Broken In— Childrens and Maternity Wear

Little Folks Store—Toys and Gifts

Main Street Plants

Mall Barber Shop

Mall Theatre

Metcalf's Marketplace— Unique Gifts and

Collectibles

Microwave Cooking Etc.

Nathan's Formalwear

Northwood Coin Laundry

Olan MiUs Photography Studio

Orange Julius— Famous "Julius" Drinks,

Hamburgers and Hotdogs

Orts Music Store

Palace Shoe Repair

Publix Super Markets

Rheinauers—Men's and Women's Specialty Store

Sabre Sports- Self Service Sports Center

Salters School of Dance

SeasheUs By HarrieU- Shell Crafts

SilverSlipper—Steak House

Skandia Interiors—Complete Interior Design

Sketch Box—Custom Framing and Art Supplies

Stafioid Jewelers

Sun Federal Sttvings & Loan Associatkm

'Dldkick Piano & Organ

Tkndy Brass— Complete Brass Shop

Treasure Hut—Estate Jewelry and Repair, Coins,

Stamps and Gift Items

Other Services at Northwood Mall

Vendome Florist

Christian Science Reading Room
Driver's License Office

Florida Lung Association

John Chafin, Tax Collector—(Auto Tags, Hunting,

Fishing Licenses, etc.)

Leon County Public Library

S & H Greenstamp Store

Senior Society Planning Council

Sheriffrs Department Crime Prevention Unit

Tallahassee Recreation Depa|tment— (Tallahassee

Tumbling Tot Gym)
Toddler's Nursery

WTAL Radio SUtion

Northwood
MaU

1940 N. Monroe St. • Tallahassee. FL 32303

Northwood Blall ^
Tharpe "jlf'

W. Tennessee N.

Monroe
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*I Started observing

commission meetings and I

thought, ''I can <to I

didn't alwajrs Hke the way

people were treated—not so

much the answers they were

given, but how they were

given those answers/

—Gayle Nelson

Nelson frompage 5

always somebody looking twice aow at

what he does.

S.C.: You say you 're a local person—does

that mean you 've spent most of your life in

Taliahassee?

O.N.: I went to Sealey Btementary Sdiool

and to Leon for one year* then to F^. Thaa

1 left town for several yenrs aAd came back in

1976.

SC.: What didyou do?

G.N.: Well, I went to New York and

worked as a national marketing services

office representative; for Olivetti-

Underwood Marketing Services; I taught

high school English in Fort Lauderdale; I

worked for Leggs in Winston-Salem, North

Carolina. Then I worked in Tallahassee as a

property manager. It was excellent political

training—spending other people's mon^
who don't know how to handle their own.

S.C.: Aren't there cases when one

particular person can make a phone call to

the commission and that one call can

generate action?

O.N.: There aie many different issues you

address, as a board member, and you're not

an expert in any one of them. We're

fortunate in that we have a community with

some real expertise. There have been three or

four times when someone has called with

information I have not had and that call

hifluenced the duection I took on specific

issues. For example, when hazardous waste

disposal came before the county, I received

no phone calls from the community. I

received one phone call from one person with

expertise on that subject, who is now
working on a study for the county, at our

request. The horrifying thing to me is that

not one person in the general community

cared enough to call; the enlightening thing is

that one person really did care enough.

Another example involved a former state

attorney who wanted more office space—we
got a csdl from a citizen explaining just exactly

what the man wanted, what his motives were,

and he changed my mind.

S.C.; What does the half-cent sales tax

added by the Legislature this year mean for

the county?

O.N.: It goes into effect in October of this

year. But the impact is, we've seen most

people's tax bills go down. There have been

increases in the law enforcement budget and

in the budgets of the four other

constitutional offices totaling $750,000. Yet

people have seen their property taxes go

down.

5. C. ; And what about talk ofan expanded

Jailfacility?

G.N.: That issue will be finally resolved

when our space-needs study is complete,

hopefully sometime this year. We have to

look at the jail overcrowding problem as a

part of our total space-needs problems, these

space-needs are not the board's: they are

rather the court's, the state attorney's, the

public defender's, the clerk of the court's. In

addition, we need to look at the parking

situation to better serve citizens who are

using the courts.

S.C.: What prompted you to run for

political office?

G.N.: I had the League of Women Voters'

local government portfolio. That is to say, 1

was the chairman of their local government

committee—and I started observing county

commission meetings. And I thought: **l can

do this." I didn't always like the way people

were treated—not so much the answers they

were given but how they were given those

answers.

S.C.; What do you view as the

commission's major accomplishments since

you 've been in office?

G.N.: First of all, I should say we had lots

of internal changes that had to come about

before we could address major policy

changes. For instance, in the last three years,

Leon County has hired a new county

administrator, a new assistant county

administrator, a new public works director

and a new personnel director. We have set up

an office of Management and Budget,

revamped our public works department and

it's taken months and years. Few people

know just how chaotic it's been beneath the

surface in county government during recent

years.

S.C.; I understand you have no opposition

Turn to NELSON, page 9
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ALAN AYCKBOURN'S

JULY 15 -17, 21-24

SEPTEMBER 1-4

SUBSCRIBE NOW!!! AND SEE OUR SUMMER SHQW-^
"ABSURD PERSON SINGULAR" by Alan A^ek^bman

ABSOLUTEUr FRfiEUl

GREASE
by }im Jacobs and Warren Casey

A DOLUS HOUSE
by Henrik Ibsen

DEATH OF A SALESMAN
by Arthur Miller

MIDSUMMER NlGHT^S
DREAM by >VUtiam Shakespeare
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February 17-19; 23-26
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Florida Sute University
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LOOK FOR GARP at a theatre near campus.
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Solidarity: A reform movement or counter-revolution?
UNITEO PRESS INTERNATIONAL

Solidarity was formed two years ago today as the first free

trade union of the Soviet Bloc, but its growing strength and

popularity led to a military crackdown that ended hopes for a

transformation of Poland's communist system.

Its leader, Lech Walesa, is held under close guard near the

Soviet border. About 1 ,000 other Solidarity activists remain

in detention camps where they were sent when martial law was

imposed almost nine months ago.

Solidarity began in a euphoria that surpassed the "Prague

summer" of 1968, when Czech Communist Party leader

Alexander Dubcek tried to give communism a "human face"

for a few brief months.

The spark was a wave of strikes i^at swept Poland two

summers ago to protest an increase in meat prices. Three

times previously when the government tried to raise state-

controlled prices— in 1956, 1970 and 1976—workers* riots

erupted that brought down governments.

In the Polish summer of 1980, a different thing happened.

Thousands of workers of the overwhelmingly Catholic

nation non-violently occupied key factories and mines and

finally reached the historic "Gdansk agreements*' with the

ANAL YSIS
government that legalized the existence of their union.

In its heyday, Solidarity counted 9.5 million members and
was capable of organizing nationwide strikes that virtually

paralyzed Poland. Even the nation's farmers joined the

union in a "Rural Solidarity.*'

Among the union's advisors was the dissident Jacek

Kuron, now imprisoned, and Solidarity's growth fostered an

informal coalition between intellectuals and workers as the

Communist Party lost hundreds of thousands of members.

Solidarity's leaders said they just wanted to reform

Poland's communist system, but authorities charged the

labor movement was a purely political group which was
aiming to overthrow the government.

The situation was complicated by the country's worsening

economic problems—in particular the ballooning balance of

payments deficit—and the inability of the government to

overcome corruption and inefficiency.

While Solidarity organized workers' strikes for five-day

work weeks and better conditions, regional chapters of

Solidarity walked out in frequent wildcat strikes as the

economy steadily deteriorated.

On the night of Dec. 12, 1981, over Walesa's objections,

the Solidarity national commission meeting in Gdansk

considered a motion calling for fundamental modifications

of the communist system and declared a national day of

prot^t for five days later.

Prime Minister Gen. Wojiech Jaruzelski declared a "state

of emergency" hours later. Although Solidarity was

officially "suspended," in effect it was outlawed.

Literally overnight, 5,000 Solidarity activists were

arrested. Most were detained for months.

The government said nine people were killed, but

unofficial reports put the death toll far higher. Telephones

and Telex communications within Poland and with the

outside world were cut off.

Since December, 4,000 detainees have been released and

Jaruzelski has said martial law might be lifted by the end of

the year if the country was quiet. But authorities have

refused to consider the revival of a Solidarity-type labor

movement.

Poland frompage 1

be calm all over the country.

"

Peaceful pro-Solidarity demonstrations

were held in New York Qty and in at least two
cities in West Germany.

The Gdansk clashes still were going on

three hours after riot police used tear gas and

water cannons to disperse more than 5,000

shipyard workers gathered at a monument
commemorating workers killed in December

1970 riots.

Barricades were set up and one building

was briefly set afire. A witness said it was the

residence o/ the Rev. Henryk Jankowski,

priest of interned Solidarity chief Lech
Walesa.

One soldier apologized to a demonstrator:

"If you were in my position, you would obey

orders too."

- The^)rotests were seen as Solidarity's last

chance to prove it still was an active force

seven months after being suspended by the

military government.

At least 20,000 demonstrators gathered in

Warsaw, near the picturesque Old Town and
die central, Stalinist'^im Palace of Culture.

Police appealed through loudspeakers for

the crowds to disperse, then laid down a

blanket of tear gas and fired water cannons

and flares.

About 1,000 chanting demonstrators then

headed to the former Solidarity headquarters

and another group of 6,000 people waving

10-yard-long unioB banners marched down
main streets near the central train station.

In Wroclaw, a Solidarity stronghold,

witnesses said about 20,000 demonstrators

grouped and regrouped as police charged

with tear gas and water cannons.

In Nowa Huta, police used water cannons

and tear gas to break up a gathering of

several thousand steel workers.

"Then the rioting begMi," said a witness.

Car windows were smashed and rocks

hurled.

Warsaw television showed film of the

protests but made no mention of them after 7

p.m. and branded the demonstrations a

"fiasco" for the underground.

"Warsaw counts 2 million people and only

1.5 percent of the population took part in

demonstrations," it said. That would be

about 3,000, according to the government

estimate.

The official news agency PAP reported

Zbigniew Romaszewski, director of the

clandestine Solidarity Radio who had been in

hiding since Pec. 13. had been arrested.

FLORIDA SlUDLNI ASSOC IMION, INC .

226 PensacoU Srnm - SwiTf 102 - TaUliA»»«, FL >2>01 - (904) if22->697

CAMPUS COORDINATOR. The Florida Student Association is

searching for an individual on a full-time basis to organize and inform

students on legislative issues and the FSA. Includes preparing articles

for campus newspapers as well as organizing public forums. Will be

responsible for communicating with Student Body Presidents. Job

requires extensive travel to the nine State Universities.

Qualifications:

1) Current or recent student witii at least an A.A. or equivalent. CPA
2.5.

2) Possess excellent writing and communication skills.

3) Preferred majors: Journalism, political science, communication, social

science or marketing.

CkmipeiiMtioii: $8,000 for 8 mo. contract plus travel expenses.

Please provide a resume and writing sample by S^ember 15 to: Room
244 Student Union at FSU.
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in your bid for re-election. What do you foresee as "big

political events"— the subtle and the obvious votes,

etc. —scheduled to come up

?

G.N.: Within very short order, you're going to see the

landscape ordinance and the joint city/county subdivision

regulations come to be. We'll have updated our stonnwater
master drainage study and developed bur design manual,
which is geared toward each of our major drainage basins.

For example, the design requirements for Lake Jackson,

which has mostly clay bottoms, and for Lake Munson,
which has mostly sand bottoms, will be different. They
aren't now.

S.C.rifyou wen looking at an ideal county government,
what kinds ofchanges wouldyou make?
G.N.: I'm not sure what that means. I think it's

important that our board heard Leon County citizens last

year when they said "we don't want higher property

taxes." We got rid of 85 positions this year and we saved

$700,000 this year. It's a fact that in today's world, people

are very suspicious of elected officials. They just don't

think their voices are heard. We heard voices from all over

on property taxes—and we responded. The community has

said, get more efficient—and we have. Also, when you look

at county government, you are looking not just at the

board, but at the supervisor of elections, the tax collector,

the county clerk and others. There would be some
efficiencies and econon^ if we all worked under the same

purchasing and personnel system—and under the same
budgeting system.

S. C. ; Is this afeasible goal?

G.N.: Of course. The pressure on dollars is going to

force these things to come to be. All in all, we have a very

neatly working city and county government system, which

is why consolidation is not going to pass in the near future.

S.C.: Soyou don favor city/county consolidation?

G.N.: What I hear mostly from people is the attitude, "if

it's not broke, don't fix it." Irt truth, of all the 22

consolidated communities in our country, not one can

prove they have saved money by consolidation.

S.C.; What can you say about the student voice in

commission affairs?

G.N.: I think it depends on the issues. When you look at

mass transit, for instance, the students are

important—their voice should be heard. Other things

affecting students, like the civic center—students are

affected by policy there. There's been some registration

stuff done in the recent past, I believe, to encourage the

student vote. And an informed person is always of value.

Generally, though, students are so busy being students that

local government isn't high on their priority list, unless they

happen to be writing a term paper on local government—or

writing for a student ncwswer.

EspECiAlly wkEN you do

youR TAlkiNCi wirh a

FLamBeau CUssiFiEd Ad.

f06 UNION, 9 A.M.-4 P.M.,

AHENTION

"Professor's

Publishing"

Least costtY. most efficient

means to acquire required study

course material .-leave with

KinkQ's...we duplicate and sell

direct...low cost to student...no

cost to you or your department

Dr. AIlM 0. Dtaii, PA
OPTOMETRIST

CONTJia LiNSES

FrmNC FEi

$20 - $S0
in addition to exam fee

810 Thofflasvllle Rd.

Intersection of Monroe

and Thomasvllle Rds.

APPOINTMENTS
222-9991
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Florida State University
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University

Calculator
CanXer.

Featuring
• Discounted prices on almost all calculators we sell.

• Texas Instruments, Hewlett-Packard & Sharp calculators attractively displayed.

• Knowledgeable sales people to assist you.

• Buy with confidence. One year warranty on ail calculators. 90 days "over-the-counter"

exchange on defective T.I. calculators. 30 days on H-P and Sharp.

• Complete line ot calculator accessories.

• Occasional close-outs at extra-special prices.

COMPARE OUR PRICES!

^Where students mean more"
ph. 644-1470
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Planet Waves

World
LEBANON — Israeli warplanes shot down a Soviet-

made Syrioi fighter over eastern Lebanon yesterday and

Israel said it was the first time it had downed a high-flying,

sophisticated MiG-25.

The dogfight was the first Syrian-Israeli clash since June

24 and the jet was the 87th claimed downed by Israel since

the war in Lebanon began June 6.

The plane crashed about six miles northeast of Beirut and

one of its crew members was killed while the'^other was

seriously wounded and captured by an braeU army patrol,

eyewitnesses said.

The witnesses said the plane crashed into a two-story

building, but there were no reports of casualties. Syria

made no immediate comment on the clash.

NAIROBI, Kenya — Researchers said yesterday they

have discovered the jaw bone of an 8 miUion-year-old

"human-like** creature that might prove critical in

unraveling the mystery of man's origins.

The discovery was announced at a news conference at the

Kenya National Museum by Richard Leakey, acting as the

Museum Director, and Prof. Hidemi Ishida of the

University of Osaka, Japan.

If the pr^uninary estimate of the age of the jaw bone is

correct, the fossil would provide a major breakthrough in

tracing tjye origin of man.
It would fill a gap between the 12-million-year-old

Ramapithecus who walked on all fours and the 4-miUion-

year-old Australopithecus who walked upright, but Leakey

said it was not yet known whether the fossil represented a

link in a direct chain of evolution cuhninating in man.

Nation
- ATLANTA —

• Voter turnout was repcMted heavy to

moderate yesterday in Georgia's Democratic primary

runoff pitting Rep. Bo Ginn against State Kep. Joe Fraok
Harris for the gubernatorial nomination.

Ginn, who led the Aug. 10 primary with 35 percent of the

vote, toured his southeastern Georgia Ist Congressional

District in a final-hour bid for votes yesterday. HMs, a
north GeorgianJiacked by powerful state House Speaker

Tom Murpby, made an hour-long radio appeal for support.

Harris had almost 25 percent of the vote in the primary.

In addition to the gubernatorial race, elections officials

said congressional primaries in six of the state's 10 districts

appeared to be drawing many voters to the polls.

RESEARCH TRIANGLE PARK, NX. - A
machinegun-wielding former employee who carried out the

second deadly assault on an IBM installation in recent

months gave no indication of his pent up rage and had been
talking about getting his job back, his sister said Tuesday.

The gunman, 39-year-old Leonard Avery, described as a

troubled Vietnam veteran, got past security guards Monday
and marched down the corridors of the IBM plant firing

bursts from a submachine gun. He killed one IBM
employee, wounded another and fmally tried to conunit

suicide by firing a round into his own head.

He was reported in satisfactory condition yesterday at a
local hospital.

BIRMINGHAM, Ala. — About 4,000 union electrical

workers struck Alabama Power Co. yesterday, but the firm

said it would have no trouble maimaming service to its

more than one million customers.
*The bottom line is that we will maintain electricity for our

customers for the extent of the strike," said company
spokesperson Neal Wade. "There might be some delays in,

for instance, new hookups. But at this point, we don't

anticipate any inconveniences.*'

The strikers, who walked out in a contract dispute, are

members of the International Brotherhood of Electrical

workers. They represent less than half of the company's
9,600-member work force.

State
FORT LAUDfSDALE — Firefighters early yesterday

evacuated himdreds of residents when an electrical fire

extensively damaged the basement of a 23-story

condominum on the city's luxurious Gait Ocean Mile.

No one living in the 360 units at Plaza Del Mar condo

was injured seriously enough to be hospitalized, but

several elderly people with heart conditions had to be

handled with *'kid gloves," Fort Lauderdale Fire

Omimander Robert Root said.

But he said several firefighters were treated at the scene

for smoke inhalation.

i > ITUDENT
CLEANING

SPECIALS

EVERYaTHURSDAY

SLACKS only

SWEATERS $1.49

SKIRTS each

2-pc

SUITS OR
DRESSES

QHalltir 8Mi Stnrke os Dry OeaiimM Laiuulry

ami AlteratiQis

.^Jt^^lSL'^^^^^^^^^^^^ 8 to 6 Sat.

SAVE 25%
ON USED

TEXTBOOKS AT

(Formerly Garnet

& Gold Key)

Will hold a general meeting

Thursday, Sept. 2nd at 8:00 pm
in the Longmire Lounge

all members please attend.

Hoagen-Dazs
ICECREAM

POGOS PINBALL PALACE
"across from Bullwinkle's"

on Tennessee St.

IMPORTED BEERS 222-8444

Authentic Chii\ese & Japanese Cmsnw

3*00^
THE BEST FOOD

AT ECONOMY PRICES
666 W. Tenn. St.

222-7551

EGG ROLL
80c

WONTON
3 for 70c

ENTREE SPECIAL
$1.80 W/ White Rice

$2.00 W/ Fried Rice

COMBINATION
PLATE
includes

1 ENTREE W/white rice

1 EGGROlL
3 Wontons for

for $2.80

w / frieci rice $3.00
4 to 5 Different

Entrees Available Daily

Serving Continuously
M-F 11:30 an^t fan
Sat. 12:00 -^PM

112 E bth Ave.

224 9099

LUNCHEON BUFFET
All You Can Eat

Fried Wonton. Egg Rolls

Two Entrees. Rice.

Chow Mein. Chinese

Salad and Tea
only $3.50 per person

DINNER BUFFET
All You Can Eat

6-Entrees 2-Soups
Chicken Wings. Rice.

Egg Roll, Wonton.
Tea & Fortune Coolcie

$5.95
You Can Also Order
From An Extensive

Variety of Items

on the Menu
Beer & Wine Served

Hours
Lunch 11 45 2 ()0 M F

Dinner 5 (X) 10:(X) M Th
5:00-11 00 Fri & Sat
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[llahassee black women's service/social club. Wimbish
sieved $750 from the Florida Teaching Profession Political

ktion Committee, as well as the FTP endorsment. Other

litkant contributors include the National Organization for

lomen in Florida ($150) NOW Political Committee ($200),

ER America/Florida ($200), and Thomas Nielsen, a

Tallahassee attorney ($383).

Krck> Bevis is probably the strongest candidate in the

rice, most political observers agree. Bevis, 32, has strong

to the Tallahassee business community and carries

tain appeal in the rural counties. He is a graduate of

He MS places new jobs in the district at the top of his list.

L8<e most of the other candidates, he sees attracting new

n-polluting industry to the area as a way to perk up

rih Florida's economy. Bevis has promised to actively

ruit new industry. Part of bringing in that new industry,

vis says, is to provide a well-educated work force,

wafds that end, he promises to continue upgrading the

te's educational ^'acilities, including FSU and FAMU.
Bevis differs from Wimbish most clearly on the issue of

enforcement. He is in favor of stiffer prison sentences,

alreturn to the work-farm system, and, if needed, the

0 instruction of more prisons.

Bevis has taken in $9,370 in campaign contributions. His

mpaign contribution reports present an interesting

sight into the race—while contributions to most
ndidates seem to have slowed during the final weeks,

;vis nearly doubled the size of his campaign chest in the

n iddlc weeks of August. Most of those contributions came
Hom»individual citizens and small businesses. His largest

contribution was an in-kind donation of $1,000 worth of

inboard advertising from Interstate Partnerships. His

fcond largest contributor, surprisingly, was the Beer

Industry Committee for Good Government
(|500 —Tallahassee's Beertown is owned by a relative).

Eievis relatives, in fact, have supplied much of the funding

fbr Ills campaign. About $2,600 came directly from
members of the Bevis family.

Bevis also has some obvious support from his fellow

altors. About $2,100, including a $600 donation from tlie

ealty PAC of Flofida, came from members of the real

taft community.

Ken Katsaris, former sheriff of Leon County, is the onfy

mdidate other than Wimbish with significant experience

elected office. He was defeated in a 1980 re-electk>n bid

\y current Leon Sheriff Eddie Boone.

Katsaris is a former teacher at TCC. He also is a graduate

of FSU. Katsaris is the wealthiest of the five candidates.

with a personal estate worth slightly over $400,000.
Katsaris, with his background in law enforcement, is an

advocate of tough penalties for violent crimes. At the same
time, he supports the development of youth employment
and entertainment programs to help prevent younger
citizens from entering criminal activities.

Katsaris also plans to use his background in education to
improve the state's educational system. He hopes to reduce
class sizes and provide better facilities and salaries for

teachers, particularly those in primary and secondary
education. He also plans to support an expanded school
resource officer program.

Katsaris is opposed to any tax increase, hoping instead to
improve services by eliminating waste and streamlining the

bureaucratic system.

Katsaris has taken in some $10,500 in campaign
contributions, but the flow of contributions has dropped
off sharply in the later weeks of the campaign. In the last

reporting period for contributions, Katsaris had taken in

only $625.

Katsaris* contributions came largely from individuals

and a few small businesses. One firm of attorneys gave
$250. Chevyland Leasing supplied services worth $350.
Katsaris is his own biggest supporter; he loaned the

campaign $3,500.

Weil over half of Katsaris* contributions—about
$6,400—came from contributions of$100 or more.

R.E. "Tookie" Dfanm, a real estate agent who grew up in

Chattahoochee, rounds out the list of candidates. Dbcon
prides himself on his rural background ("Home Grown is

Best," his handouts proudly proclaim) and is probably the

most conservative of the lot.

Db(on supports a tougher penal system, including a

return to work-farms, in hopes of discouraging "career"

criminate. He has called for more vocational education in

high schools, fewer counselors and administrators in the

educational system to allow more money in the classrooms,

and a return to educational basics.

Unlike most candidates, Dixon does not place extreme

emphasis on recruiting new industry to North Florida.

Instead, Dixon says, the Legislature should encourage the

development of Ught industries that could complement
existing resources, such as net and fishing materials

construction on the coastal areas, and timber finishing

industries to complement the North Florida tree fanning

industry.

Dixon is strongly pro-environment, a stance that he

credits to this youth along "the Big River"—that is, the

Apalachicola.
,

"

Dwon is the poorest-funded of the five candidates. He
has had only $2,270 in campaign contributions.Virtually all

of his contributions have come from small businesses and
individuals.
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Student Government has three paid

positions- open for Director of Student

Employment, Director of SCI and Elections

Commissioner. Fill out application in room
244 Union. Deadline is Sept. 6th.
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,
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Prisons: Florida's number one and it isn't football

James Proffit is an inmate on
death row at Florida State Prison in

Starke, Florida.

JOANN MANN
SPECIAL TO THF FI AMBFAl'

Georgia's number one, Nevada's number
two, and Florida's number three—but we're

not talking about sports rankings. We're

talking about people in prison.

For every 100,000 people in Florida, 346 of

them are locked up—not thrown in jail for

the night to sober up, not waiting for trial,

but sentenced and put behind bars for

extended periods of time. There are more

than 24,000 people in prison in Florida.

breaking down the incarceration rates by

judicial circuits, the 4th Circuit (Clay, Duval

and Nassau counties) is in the lead: 1,979

people imprisoned during the 1979-1980

reporting period. Leon County and the rest

of the 2nd Circuit line up in eighth place.

Dade County, the 11th Circuit, home of

refugees and cocaine cowboys, is ISth.

Population size appears to be the more
common denominator in determining how
many persons from any given area will be

sent to prison. Criminal aren't concentrated

in any particular place.

Gov. Bob Graham asked the Legislature

for $25 million last sesston to build more prisons,

some of them temporary plywood barracks.

Jimmy Lohman, of the Florida
Clearinghouse for Criminal Justice, says

"New prisons are like downtown parking

lots. They fill up as soon as they're open."

In 1971, Florida's prison population was

9,500. The Department of Corrections

FSU LADY SEMINOLE

CHEERLEADING
TRY'OUTS

Informational Meeting • September 7-10

September 5rd 4 p.m. — Finals on September lOth

East End of Tully Gym • Pick-up applications

(Lobby) in Tuliy Gym, Room 114

(DCX:) budget was $30 million. Today, the

prison population is more than 24,000; the

DOC budget is $260 million, with another

$25 million requested.

The crisis lies in the fact that Florida

prisons have a maximum capacity of 23,769

inmates. In May, the system showed 24,010

prisoners on its rolls.

Who's in prison in Florida"^ Over half of

the people currently confined, and two-thirds

of those admitted during 1980-1981, are there

for nonviolent crimes. DOC records show

three out of every four of the incoming

Offenders don't have previous felony

convictions. More than 7S percent of the

offenders under age 21 have never even been

placed on probation.

The cost of keeping someone locked up in

a traditional prison averages $10,000 per

year—assuming the prisons are already built.

The DOC says it will need at least one more 600-

plus bed prison every year for the next ten

years to keep up ^th the number of

anticipated prisoners.

Is crime so rampant in Florida? There's

been a steady increase in the state prison

population over the last ten years, but crime

rate hasn't matched it. It goes up and down.
Florida Department of Law Enforcement

information indicates the crime rate in

Florida actually dropped last year.

Four years ago, Milton Rector, president

of the National Council on Crime and
Delinquency, was asked whether Florida's

policy of massive imprisonment of|

violent and non-violent offenders pr

people better than a policy which i|

punitive.

"There is no causal connection betwc

policy of imprisonment and the crime

Rector responded. "Clearly,

imprisonment has given Florida no

protection against crime than states whi|

not so punitive."

There are alternatives to prison,

release centers, restitution centers, hall

houses or probation are much less expj

and much more cost effective both in

of dollars spent and human lives.

The Florida Legislature has recogniz<

several times. The Staff Repo^r

Corrections, Parole and Probation rep

in 1974 that "all new state func

corrections should be funnelled

community-based corrections rather

traditional large institutions and prograj

In 1978, the House Committ(

Corrections, Parole and Probation

out that "Florida has not channelled *

funds into community
corrections.... There should be

alternatives to incarceration as Fll

continues to have one of the highesi

capita prison populations in the nation.

Despite those recommendations, iii

past five years the number of prison*

community correctional centers has incrj

by only 400 persons; the prison populatij

grown by over 5,000.

Osc0OlaHcM

Breakfast Special
Glazed Donuts

25^ eacA

Bagged ice

89< .

SUJ€€T SHOP

aw* A

01 Vt Jellrison
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-theater: Could it be an idea whose time has come?
BY FRANK M. YOUNG
FLAMBEAU STAFF WRITER

Is the theatre really dead? Some people

lay think so, but I'd say desperate is abetter

I rair across a review in August 23rd 's Time

agazine of a musical comedy play based on

l^oger Gorman's classic cheapie film The

liitle Shop of Horrors. Now, the film itself

las a quaint kind of appeal, but it seems like

in odd choice for a Broadway musical

,
superstar Divine recreates her film role as

Babs Johnson, competing with another
family (Shelley Winters. Don Knotts) for the

title of "World's Sleaziest FamUy." With
five or six hit songs by the tunesmiths of
Annie, this Broadway Pink Flamingos is not

only a box-office hit, but the cast album's
platinum.

PUm 9 Ftom Outer Space—Wxih music by
the Monkees, this stage Pkm 9 not only
retains its science fiction background, but

ITSA JOKE SON
Still, people like this stage version; Richard

orliss calls it "funny" and "classy." And it

^01 me to thinking: if one trashy movie can

inake the transition to Broadway, can't

Others?

A whole crazy trend could erupt from this.

Rights to bad movies could be bought for a

^ong, and songs crafted by top-flight

^composers bought for a fortune. This new

jwave could invigorate and revive the theater.

1 These, then, are my predictions for the big

Broadway hits of the 1983-84 season (must

^iv^ this trend time to become one, you

know)—
Pink Flamingos— John Waters' sleaze

classic makes an easy transition to the Great

t|Whiie Way. The plot's been tidied up a little

|bit, but remains basically the same. Cuh

becomes a commentary on life in America in

the late fifties and early sixties.

E.G. Marshall plays the role originated by

Bela Lugosi, and, true to the film, appears

for only two minutes. Hulking Tor

Johnson's role is capaciou^y filled by SCTV
favorite John Candy.

Nutty psychic Criswell makes his

Broadway debut as himself, recreating not

only his film role, but his real-life one to

boot.

The "Flaming Pie-Tin" number is

dazzling, with giant phony-looking art deco

flying saucers, set on fire, swooping across

the stage to the tune of "When You Wish

Upon a Star."

"Dazzling," says Richard Corliss.

Looking For An Apartment?

LONGLEAF
has 1 & 2 bedroom furnished or

unfurnished luxury apartments

SUMMER .& FALL LEASES

POOL

TENNIS COURT

PARTY ROOM

LARGE APARTMENTS

Pensacola

Lovelace Dr

isas Belle
Block off' P^MiSi^colo

0900

Could DivUIC (R), shown here in a tatteredphoto borrowedfrom a degenerate

John Watersgrot^, lure thedreamy Tab onto the boards ofBroadway?

"Stunning," says Kenneth Tynan. The readied. William Shakespeare and Tennessee

producers agree. A musical comedy version Williams are momentarily cast aside. The B-

of Wrestling Women vs. theAztecMummy is theatre is bom.

THE
HOBBIT
DECK

NOW OPEN
6 pm till 2 am

C HAPPY HOUR EVERY DAY 2-8 ¥
50C Draft

SPECIALS EVERY NIGHT
9 PM till 2 am

Mon. - 40C Miller or Miller Litel^-aft

Tues - Bud in the Can - 50C

Wed - 40C Bud or Bud Light Draft

Thurs - Bud Longnecks 50C

Fri - 75C Import of the Week
Sat - 50C Michelob Draft

Sun - 75C Heineken Draft - All Day



A little something for everyone, from poetry to bluegrass
Absurd Person Singular, a play by Alan Tallahassee. bands from all over the nation including day.Absurd Person Singular, a play by Alan

Ayckbourn, begins tonight at 8:15 p.m. in

the Florida State University Mainstage

Theatre. There will be a show each night

through Sept. 4. Tickets are $4.50 for the

general public and $3.50 for senior citizens

and FSU students. Call the Fine Arts ticket

office (644-6S00) for reservations.

• • •

• • •

Crew 22 is scheduled to rock in the Union

from noon to 1 p.m. today. Take a break

from classes and drop/add lines to grab some

sun and check out a local band you'll stumble

across from time to time while barhopping in

Literary types take note. World of Poetry,

a quarterly newsletter for poets, is sponsoring

a poetry competition. A $1,000 grand prize

will be awarded along with 99 other prizes,

cash or merchandise awards totaling more

than $10,000.
• • •

If you like bluegrass and want to get out of

Tallahassee for the Labor Day weekend, you

might want to head down to the Sixth

Withlacoochee Backwater Bluegrass Festival.

The Festival will feature ten bluegrass

bands from all over the nation including

Orange Blossom Bluegrass, Lost & Found,

Sawgrass, and Tallahassee's own Cypress

Creek.

Activities will be going on Sept. 3-6 at the

Withlacoochee Backwater Park. The park is

located between Inglis and Dunnellon on

Highway 40, south of Ocala.

Tickets good for three and four days are

available for $20 in advance, $22 at the gate.

One-day adult tickets are $10 for Saturday or

Sunday and $7 for Friday or Monday.

Children ages 6-12 can in for a dollar a

• • •

Top stars such as Willie Nelson, Hank

Williams, Jr. and Hank Snow gave up

approximately $140,000 in concert fees when

they performed before a sellout crowd at the

Grand Ole Opry House in Nashville, ?enn

The reason? To raise money for Snow\

foundation to fight child abuse. They raisec

a sizable amount of money including a

$10,000 donation from the Oak Ridge Beys.

Snow started his foundation to combat child

abase because he was abused as a child

himself.

1452 LAKE BRADFORD RD.

ALL BRAND STEREO
KING DISCOUNTERS! MmiMitlnisatiiiaf

Hvu and raturninf itMhrntt: Wt ileck or hav* acean to many brands and wadalt «f audia, vidae, and car ttorae products. Pamaiis namas sucli as A|$ai, AR, Boss. Carvor, Craig,

Dual, Harmon/Kardon, Infinity, Jensen, JVC, Kenwood, Koss, Marantz, Mitsubishi, Numarit, Optonica, Pioneer, Revox, Sansuir Sanyo. Sbura, Taac, Taclmics, and atbars. If you

naad parts or acctssarlts, tapo, tolapbones, or whatever, come on by I If wa don't have it, we probably know who does.
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Akai AAR-22 SOw.p.c' 0.05% thd, digit., scan, presets

>AkaiMR-S24S«4>x* o.ooeHttNi,di|it..xan.pn$its

Pioneer SK 4 20 w p c ' 0 08% thd, scan, presets

Pioneer sx-5 30 w.p.c. ' 0.02% thd, digit., scan, presets

Sansui SM0I4OW.P.C.* 0.0S% tM, flgt., son, presets

Sansui 4900Z 55 w p c • 0 05% thd, digit
,
Stan, presets

Sony STR-IM2 28 w.p.c. ' 0.07% thd, servo-lock tuning

Sony STR-MM 40wpc* 0.006H tM, digit., scan, presets

Technics SA-104 20 v» p c * 0 04% thd, nice, compact unit.

TechnKS SA-222 50 wpc. ' 0.04% thd, digit., scan, presets

TfdnKsSM2S SOW.P.C.* o.e0f% tut, digit., km. presets
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RMS, both channels driven into 8 ohms, 20 Hz-20 KHz.

TwitaMts

BIc 201 full auto belt drive w/cartridge, only a fen left!
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pioneer Pi 4 semi auto direct drive
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Technics Sl-020 seml-auto qtx direct drive
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ledinldi sis fuNuto d.d. tangent. Norm., micro
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Pioneer a-M auto, rev., Dotby' B&C. eoien cont.

Sony TC-FX4 OoRiy' , auto replay, L E D. mtrs

Sony TC FX6C Dolby* B4C. soft touch controls, ltd avail

Technics RS-M218 ooiby', soft-touch controls, ltd. avail.
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140.

15S.

101.

21S.

2SS.

.V.

$200.

ISO.

2S0.

300.

210.

S20.

70.9S

119JS

20I.0S

119.95

129.0S

oo.gs

09.9S

120.05

in.gs

99.9S

114.0S

moi
172.95

109.95

140.0S

1I9.N

229.9S

195.00

30a.9B

159.95

249.0S

M.v./pr. New/pr.

AR18S 8" 2-waY 100 nvatt max. 5 yr. ltd. warr. 200. 14S.

ARS8S 10" 2-wav 100 watt max. Syr. ltd. warr.

AR95 8"5-waYdbl.woof,i2Swattmax 5yr.ltd.warr. |Q
S20. 200.

S60. 460.

Mtec/Lansing4 l0"2-waytw. level controls \MM 500. 400.

oosesol S"2-«ivSa«e$i0O.0OH SOO. 200.

Bose 901 9 4',^ " drivers direct/refl. Saw $350.00! 1.S2S. 075.

Cerwin Vega A-10 10" 2-way SOO. SOO.

infmityRSO 10" S4»ay, emit tw. polypropylene woof 4S0.

Jensen LS-36, 10" 2-iii(ay 5 yr ltd transf warr. 170.

Jensen IS-S6 12 " 3-way 5 yr. ltd. transfer warr. 020. S10.

Tapo

IM NOW
MaxeiUDXiiicootiimitei S.00 2.n
TDKSAC-90(llmlt6) 0.10 2.79

FuiiF)(IIC-90iUmit6) m S.29

r^4 metHC-OOdmltOi 0.S0 4.99

VHST-i20eroetai-7SO«id.tape 1-S 4-6 7 +

14.95 15.95 12.95

NMiM.V.

Jensen jrioo am/fm/cass. locking f f

.

ISO. N.OS
Jensen JR-Iio anvfm/cass. p.b. stat. sel. 200. 140.9S

Jensen RE-406 am/fm/cass. standard chassis 290. 2199S
Alpine 7123 am/fm/cass., prsets, ooiby' SSO. 259.95

/upbieTiiSammMcass. 111. 129.05

Marantz CAR-310 am/fm/cass presets, auto ejea IK. 1S99S
Marantz CAR-S02 am/fm/cass., ooiby', presets 109.95

Sanyo R-Ci am/fm/oss. f.f. wd., kxMk sw. auto stop n. S4.0S
Sanyo FT-C8 am/fm auto, rev

,
amiss, bass & trbl

, fader 150. 110.95

Sanyo FT-C13 am/fm auto, rev, presets, fader 100. 120.01

Sanyo FT-C27 amffm, auto. rev.. DoNiy *
. HHiwr. no. 140.K

Sanyo FT-CISamffm auto ref
,
Dolby' , metal capab 200. 119.9$

<ianyo R-S10 am/fm auto, rev., Hi-pwr , bass & trbi. 170. 1S9.95
Jensen 6x9 trial iSWpr. N.9S/pr.
Jensen 6x9 triax II ISO/pr. i9.95/pr.

Commtron SV*" 3-way 5 yr. ltd. warr. Best Buy! lOO^pr. 49.9S/pr.

Commtrano x OS^S|r.M.wirr.OestOuy! ll»pr. n.9S/pf.

VIKO

Tolopioits

Desk piione lotarvdW
Desk phone push button dial

used phones also avauabie from

Don t rent your phone, buy one! it costs less in the long run!

Telephone answering machinesMom
Wireless telephones from

Due to the long lead time involved in setting up this ad, we could not publish current

prices on video equipment. Be assured however , we will get you the best possible price on
any brand of video equipment.

JUIbraid StirM v^nilsMMitffUnpiMllStadiiiHat 1432 Uki BraMom M. • S7S-H51

SS.9S

$1.9$

20.00

SN.SS

119.95

Reciivers

o
OCR 100

,^22W per ch , both ch driven mto 8 iM. $100.

ohms. 20 HZ-20IUi2. 0.09% thd

O
DCR3G0 IMSliO

S5W per ch., both ch. driven iunto 8 m.m
Ohms, 20 HI-20KMZ. O.OSH thd Nl|l2iOJI

CasstttfDKks

14S2 LAKE BRADFORD RO.

OCR ao
22W per ch both ch driven Into 0 Uit $2S0.

ohms 20 HZ-20KHZ, 0.09% OM Olf. 200.

9-SSli

Mnm SMioomMn lid camni oo«ibm i 2 w. Nt.

fliOSaifO

AllbraodStoroo

14S2 UteMm M. • S7S-NS1

UMSISO.

MO. $110.

NOW.$110JB

M 1
'/

1
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Monty Python should have
been content with television

Florida Flambeau Wednesday, September 1, 1982 / IS

BY FRANK M. YOUNG
FLAMBEAU STAFF WRITER

I suppose if one were to stick one's neck

out 10 say something nice about Monty

Pvihon Live at the Hollywood Bowl, there

wSuicl be a clearing of the throat, a look

around to see if anyone was listening, and

then an announcement that it gives new

meaning to the phrase "hit or miss."

The Pythons' real medium is television,

and Live at the Hollywood Bowl makes that

painluliy clear. I've never really cared for

their films (Terry Gilliam's savage,

imaginative Time Bandits is an excq)tion),

and this late^ offing (made in 1980) fails

to change my opinion.

*Live at the Hollywood Bowl is a mish-

mash of routines copped from their highly

successful mid-seventies television series.

Some of the material is, indeed, actual film

tootage from their early years.

The rest is re-treaded for the stage. Their

brand of humor—rowdy slapstick cross-

bred with surrealism—is oddly appealing in

spots, but lacks a cohesive structure

befitting even nonsense. Meandering from

one idea to another, the Pythons (John

Cleese, Graham Chapman, Eric Idle,

Michael Palin, Terry QUliam, Terry Jones)

prance around, making-blind comedic stabs

in the dark. Too much of it seems
overdone, slapdash, just missing the mark.

Not that the audience in the film seems to

notice. Time and time again you are treated

to condescending cutaways of miles of

people howUng with laughter. Laugh tracks

in a movie are a little hard to swallow. I

guess you had to be there.

The rekindled TV routines don't transfer

• the stage too weU. The Pythons work

CINEMA
best with the built-in absurdity of television

to fall back on. Deprived of their idiot-box

forum, their anarchic sketches fall flat.

Undynamic disorder isn't very appealing,

and, unfortunately, there's plenty of it

here. A perfectly funny bit will be followed

by a perfectly flat one, nullifying the effect

of the good skit.

Not that this stops some funny things

from being reeled off here and there. A
routine about Communist leaders (Marx,
Lenin, Mao) being quizzed about British

soccer teams and Jerry Lee Lewis hits is

absolutely fine, a perfect bit of effervescent

silliness. Unfortunately, too much of the

Stuff is second-hand. The old song about

the drag-queen lumberjack appears again,

for anyone who hasn't seen it by nbw.
Ironically, the funniest moments are the

video portions. The "silly Olympics"
sequence is hilarious, as is a broad

burlesque of Little Red Riding Hood.
They're right on the nose and demonstrate

the Pythons' humor at its best. These bits

make the film much easier to sit through.

Ifit or miss, though, diese fellows seem

to enjoy what they're doing. If only we, the

audience, were occasionally let in on the

joke, Monty Python Live at the Hollywood
Bowl might have come off a little better for

us.

Monty Python Live at the Hollywood

Bowl pbys at the Ciqpitol QaeBias, aanm
from the Talalumee Mai. Cal 386-1311 for

•hoWtlBMb

Private service will be held for Bergman
UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL

LONDON — The body of Ingrid

Bergman, one of film's most beautiful and

memorable stars, will be cremated in a

London funeral ceremony attended only by
members of her immediate fandly, a
spokesman said yesterday.

0 The family of the actress, who died at her

Chelsea apartment soon after her 67th

birthday party Sunday, maintained strict

secrecy about the arrangements to the point

^that one family associate called their actions

a mystery.

But one spokesman, who asked not to be

V identified, said Bergman's body would be

cremated this week rather than be buried in

her native Sweden or the United States,

where she obtained citizenship after going

to Hollywood.

A public memorial service will be held at

a later date so fans can pay a final tribute,

the spokesman said.

Harrod's fimeral service coaliniied the

family had organized a private fiineral for

this week in London and that a memorial

service would be held later, but said

Schmidt asked that no other details be

disclosed.

*'She was the most courageous woman 1

have ever met," said Schmidt, who was at

her bedside when she (fied. "Inirid worked

through films with cancer and only few

weeks ago came out to Sweden with me for

a holiday, which she seemed to enjoy.

•'She was a marvelous person and we
shall miss her greatly

. '

'

Student Government Executive Lecture Series presents a

Forum To JUleet The Candidates for

HpuBe of RepreBmtUaiiveB

• AliasCn
• Pete SklMMer
• a represeatatlve foi* Dea Fa^aa

WEDNESDAY /SEPT. 1 at 7s30 p-ai.

LEON LATAYETTE BOOM • STUDENT UNION

Please come and ask questions * p-

Find out where they stand on the issues.

Wednesday &
Thursday are
Faculty, Staff and Student

DISCOUNT DAYS
Just come in and ask for it.

One Hour
Dry

Cleaners
324 N. Monroe
1100 W. Tennessee
1405 S.Adams

Welcome Back
Students

Big B is the FULL-SERVICE

cleaners in

Tallahassee. We're
glad to do your

alterations of any kind.

We'll replace your

buttoms and zippers

and clean your drapes

or bed spreads.WELCOME .

Northwood Moll

1245 E. Lafayette

1201 W. Thorpe

MEDICAL STUDENTS

THE NAVY WILL PAY YOU

TO ATTEND MEDICAL SCHOOL

As a student enrolled in or accepted to an AMA or AOA approved

medical school, you are eligible for an Armed Forces Health Professions

Scholarship.

Some of the benefits of the program include:

— $530.00 a month to do with as you please.

— The Navy will pay your tuition for up to 4 years of school

— Full Active Duty pay at Ensign grade for 45 days. If academic

schedule will not permit active service away from school, students

may remain on campus and still receive full Active Duty pay.

Interested students should apply immediately because the number of

scholarships is very limited.

For further information, ftooe complete the form below and drop it in

the mail TODAY!
Send it to: MEDICAL PROGRAMS

Code70-HP
3974 Woodcock Dr.

JackspnviUe, FL 32207

or call: (904)398-1778.

NAME
ADDRESS

SEX

I AM PRESENTLY ENROLLED AT
I HAVE BEEN ACCEPTED AT .

UNDERGRAD G.P.A __MCAT SCORES.
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Head coach Verlyn Giles

assuming dual golf role
FROM STAFF REPORTS

Verlyn Giles, Florida State women's head ^If coach, has
become the men's golf coach as well.

In an announcement late yesterday, FSU Athletic

Director C.W. Ingram said, "Verlyn has proven to be an
outstanding teacher and coach on the college level. He is

known throughout the country and has a fine reputation on
the collegiate golf scene especially after taking his team to

the national championship in such a short period of time."
As the women's coach, Giles led his team to a national

championship in 1981, and has produced three first team
All-Americans since coming to FSU in 1979,

Giles will also continue to serve as general manager of
the Seminole Golf Course, a position he has held since

1971. He will begin his search for an assistant as soon as

possible.

*'I think the entire golf scone Florida State will be
better coordinated and the total program, will run
smoother. With the right kind of organization and with
quality help this can be a much improved situation," said

Giles.

According to Sports Information Director Wayne
Hdgan, Ingram selected Giles to serve in a dual role because

Women 's head golf

coach Verlyn Giles will

take over where Don
Vellerl^toff.

he could provide more unity and cohesiveness to the golf
program and because it was felt that Giles could handle
both clubs.

Described as a man who is well liked by the players, Giles
is a Jacksonviljp native who earned his master's degree
from FSU. Giles once served as assistant track coach to

Mike Long at FSU, and played football under FSU head
football coach Bobby Bowdoi, while doing undergraduate
work at South Georgia College.

"Veller left the top-notch program he established and a
group of solid performers," Ingram said. "We feel that this

move will be a plus for both our men's and women's teams
from a teaching and instructional standpoint."

SPORTS
IN

BRIEF
FSU waterski club will have

its first meeting of the

semester at 7 p.m. in 118

Bellamy. We would like to

encourage anyone
interested in water skiing to

attend.

Florida State baseball

walk-on tryouts begin

today and continue

Thursday and Friday at 3

p.m. at Florida High. All

participants must bring own
equipment, and should be

present all three days.

The Tampa Bay
Buccaneers traded reserve

quarterback Chuck Fusina

to San Francisco for a low

round future draft pick.

Fusina, who played backup

to Due QB Doug Williams,

should see even less

playing time behind 49er

QB Joe Montana.

thanks

UnitedWdy

EYEEXAMS
$25

$50
in addition

ro evp
e\3''

>£ye Exam including

glaucoma test

contact LMS
fitting fee ^
inciufiing all office

U/s/f s" fn; m:^ntns

Dr. Jorge K. Gort^
Optometrist

Governor's Square
(Next to Morrison s i

8773380 877 043%

SALE*

bond copv>

• High quality copies

• Film processing

•Self-Serve iBMs

•self-serve typewriters

•Typing service

•Overnight sen/ice

222-6171

470W.TMMSSM
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BREAKFAST BUFFET
All You Can Eat - Open 7 a.m.

• — • featuring • — •

SAUSAGE m BACON EGGS GRITS HASHBROWNS m CREAMED BEEF HOT CAKES
HOT HOMEMADE BISCUITS AND FRUIT

ONLY $2.79
Other Breakfasts Available for Drive-Thru S Take-Out

CHRISTY JO'S
SOCITHF; Rh FrIF.D ChICKFT^

1820 N. Monroe St.

(Just North of Tharpe St.) 385-7197

I

Braves take Phillies, 3-0
UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL

PHILADELPHIA — Tommy Boggs,

BJaking his first appearance since April 20,

tanked the Philadelphia Phillies for six

hnings last night and led the Atlanta Braves

f a 3-0 victory.

Boggs, on the disabled list with a partially

)rn rotator cuff, scattered three singles to

jick up his second victory in as many
decisions this year. Gene Garber allowed

fnc hit over the last three innings to get his

6tl|^save.

Atlanta, which has won U of its last 13

games, opened the scoring with an
Unearned run in the fourth. Starter and
|oser Ed Farmer. 2-5. walked CUmdell

Washington and Dale Murphy to open the
inning. With one out, Chris Chambliss
grounded to Pete Rose, who got the force at

second, but Washington scored when
shortstop Ivan DeJesus' return throw was
tow and got away from Farmer, who was
covering first.

Rafael Ramirez, who had two singles and

a double, opened the sixth with a single off

Fanner's glove and stole his lOth base of
the season. Bob Homer's two-out single to

left made it 2-0.

Atlanta made it 3-0 in the eighth on
singles by Jerry Royster, Ramirez and
Murphy off reliever Sid Monge.

SPORTING GOODS
ATHLETIC FOOTWEAR

LIQUIDATION

2,000 PR ATHLETIC FOOTWEAR MUST GO!

ATHLETIC FOOTWEAR
0VER2,000 PR. IN STOCK!

TENNIS • RACQUETBALL
ffl

IFAMOUS NAME BIUND,;^^,

WARM-UPS
^'^

99
BASKETBAU

BP1 SOCCER, ETC.

NOW
JOGGING • SOFTBALL • pALBK PMW 2S.09 TO WS.00

IND

BRAND MANUFACTURERS! P^^^ 1 *t >JJ UP! ?

HUNDREDS OF ITEMS AT COST & BELOW

14.99

HEAVYWEIGHT

,
SIVEATPANTS

// SWEATSNIRTS

f[
ASSORTED COIORS

SnLESANOBRANOS
VALUES T0 12.00

NOW 5.99 AND UP!

ATHLETIC

SNORTS
Ml S.004.N

NOW

2.99

AND UP!

/ SNOITS*TOf$

NOW 5.99

TO 16.00 ONLY AND UP!

NAME BRANDl

TENNIS AND

RACQUETBALL

RACQUETS
mSON • SMIOMC • DOMMvl

SAVE • SAVE

DAMAnn lAIM 2121 W. TENNESSEE ST.

IIHIIIHUH I nil (WEST) TALLAHASSEE, FLA iw west ofCAWPusi

BAR&QBILL

"OnOSERFEST"
Becks BSC St. Fauli filrl 85C

Sraut Dog 9SC

Open Ham Dally

lor Lunch

Mixed Doubles

Dart Tournament

Ioiii|^7:30

SnPilie

DurgerSBeer

tor a Duck

4-B Daily

B28 W. Tenn.

Bappy Hour

1-7 laUy

$2.00 Susch Pitchers

S2.S0 Bud G Dud

Light Pitchers

S1.00 / tir. for pool

presents

in concert

Thursday, Sept. 9 - 8pm

General Admission

ADVANCE -$5.00

DOOR -$6.00

Tickets Available At:

Civic Center
Box Office

FSU
Union Ticket Office

Record Bar
117 W. Tenn. St.

Sears
Governor's Square Mall

Tickets Go On Sale Today
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120 Union
Ad DEAdliNE 2 dAys bifoRE

ClASsifiEd Ads MoNdAy — pRidAy

9 A.w. — 4 p.M.

For $aIe

Small easy chair, hardly used, real
comfy $30; 19" b/w TV, needs new
picture tube $20. Call L«urie at U4-
4075, days.

Yard sale Sat. Sept. 4 nnany Items
166 12 Crenshaw Dr Alumni Village
Also king alto saxophone $2Q0 or best
offer call 575 3528 guitar $45.

Need furniture? Oak sofa $60, D.R.
table with 4 swivel chairs, $135. Will
take best offers. 224-6596 6 pm.

CALCULATORS - BRAND NEW
Tt-30 SCIENTIFIC. REG. $15 REG.
NOW ONLY $10. CALL 2M*1727.

TWO COUPONS FOR CINCY GAME
SEPT 4 FOR SALE HURRY, CALL
385-8586 AFTER TWO P.M.

For sale rear louvre shade for any
1979 81 Honda Accord. $65 firm
Call Keith at 575-8819.

YASHICA TL ELECTRO INCLUDBS
VIVITAR FLASH. EXCELLENT
COND. $100 OR BEST OFFER. CALL
38S-829A.

Confemporary love seat, chair, coffee
table, 2 end tables & 2 lamps. $250 or
best offer. Call Kamal at 224-2841.

FOR SALE: ROYAL BLUE CARPET
GREAT FOR DORM ROOM 11 X 10
FT. $175 CALL 222 0458.

MENS 26" SCHWINN 10 SPEED.
$85 with bag. Perfect condition.
Call Dale 385 8458.

TABLE WITH A SET OF FOUR
CHAIRS AND SINGLE BED WITH
HEADBOARD FOR SALE FOR
INFORMATION CALL 576 5373.

1 Peavy 400W amp w frequency EQ; 1

peavy 9 channel mixer w reverb; 1

Ampeg V-4 cabinet; 1 Carvin 125 amp
w graphic EQ and pre-amp. Call Jon
575-5438 •ftwr«p.m.

NATIONAL PANASONIC STEREO
TURNTABLE AAA/FM RADIO $115
SPEAKERS, CASSETTE PLAYER,
GOOD CONDITION 893-4669.

80 Mazda RX7, powder blue metallic,
pinstriped, 20,000 mi Alpme Cass.
exc. cond. must sell, call 575 0001.

CycUs
HONDA CB 360 CHEAP
TRANSPORT with trunk 8i helmets
$550 or trade for canoe. Call 576-7475.

YAAAA IT175 $950 OR BEST OFFER
EXCELLENT CONDITION. 222-6862.

1981 HONDA~TwiNSfAR CM200T
EXC. COND. - VERY LOW MIL.
$1,100; 877-6588.

81 HONDA PASSPORT LIKE NEW
TWO HELMETS & CHAIN LOCK
FOR $600. CALL LU 644-6085.

For Rent
FURN ROOM FOR RENT IN
LOVELY APT, GRAD
STUD/PROFESSIONAL TO SHARE
BATH, KITCH, WASH
/DRY 1/2 UTIL & PHONE $125/mo.
$100 DEP. CALL 386 4960.

^

Mobile home 8x42 perlict#r«i|NNlnts
or young couple 2bdr 1 Wn clfln and
ready for you $1800. 1-904-W7-3238.
THE DOWNS INC.

Pefnale needed to take over one year
lease on room one block from
campus. $lto per month. Utilities
included. Call 224 3585.

EXTRA LOW PRICES ON GUITARS
A BANJOS. MANY 1/2 PRICE.
PRICES START AT $25. RENTALS
$10 MO. LESSONS $15 3 WK
COURSE.
SCOTT TENNYSON GUITAR
SERVICBS1304 N. Mionree 224-3361.

Ladle's 10 speed bicycle $75 with 2
baskets seldom used 385-7271.

Yamaha console piano beautiful
condition recently tuned 385 7271

Sleeper sofa (combination sofa and
double bed) $60. Waterbed (king size)
w/liner, heater, mattress and
pedestal $125 call 575 2S24

AKC RHODESTaN RIDGE BACK
PUPPIES. Rec'd all shots. Easily
trained, gentle 8i affectionate breed,
fully capable of protecting. $125, $140
8i $160 576 7791, 222 8368.

TENNlTSPECIAL
Lobster Ball Machine NEW $295.00.
576 2829.

Airline ticket from Tally to Tampa 1

Way Sept. 3 $40,576-7846.

2 LARGE WALNUT ADVENT
SPEAKERS FOR SALED, $200 FOR
THE PAIR. CALL 893-1195 OR 893-

1698.

MATCHING SOFA AND COUCH IN
PERFECT CONDITION A STEAL
LEAVE MESSAGE 222-7053.

DOUBLE BED
WITH FRAME $2S.

576-7885

AC 10,000 BTU WHIRLPOOL
EXCELLENT CONDITION. USED 2
SUMMERS $200 386 2597.

Wilson Advantage Tennis Racket with
cover. Been used three times. New
Leoina 66 Strings $50 644 5633 Lisa.

TWO 6x9 RUST COLORED RUGS.
GREAT FOR DORM ROOMf. 125
EACH. CALL 877 6237.

One bedroom furnished apt to sublet.
Start 9/1 or 10/1. Lease runs to end of

Nov. New turn, and carpet. A/C , pool
and cable included in rent. $225/mo.
Pets allowed. Call 385 7804.

Quiet place to study. Bike to FSU.
Seperate dwelling, references req.
2 br turn. $200 mo. 222-2646.

3 bedroom ciote to FSU good cond.
Large yard tt75/nu>. Call John 893
2483 after 5:30 or 224-3006.

2 bdrm mobile home near FSU/TCC.
Pool, garbage, laundry, a/c, gas heat.
No de«8/Ne deposit. S76-S3a2.

Longleaf has 1 and 2 bedroom apts.

Furnished or unfurnished 576-0900.
1845 Belle Vue Way one block Olf

Pensacola at Lovelace Dr.

FM RM 2 BED 1 BATH 1 BLOCK
FROM FSU. 122.50 8. '/7 UTL FURN.
CALL DANA AT 222 0485.

FURNISHED ROOMS IN BIG
HOUSE INCLUDES UTILITIES.
$175/mo. NON SMOKERS
REFERENCES CAUL. CAMILLE
THOMPSON 3M»n8t or S7S-76M.

FM rmmt to sh 2 bdrm apt. close to

campus $158 Si Vj utilities call 644-

6695.

Walk to FSU new 2 br, 1 bth ceiling

fan, ice mkr. decks, many other
features. $315 mo. see at 303 Lipona
Rd., see other new apts. 306 White
Dr., for info, call 222 3943 or 385 4490.

Female or male roommate wanted to

take over one bedroom in a nicely
furnished 3 bedroom / 2 bath house
for more mfo call 385 9302.

F. rmmt. to share 2 br/2 bth. apt. w/3
girls, good loc. Pay 1/4 util 8i sec.

dep. for fall non smoker 575 9423.

FEMALE TO SHARE 2 BDRM
MOBILE HOME $50 MO & 1/2 LOT
RENT 8i UTIL. NICE AREA. CALL
AFTER 5 pm 878-3292.

FM rmmt for 2 bdr house I'/j miles
from FSU central heat & AC 130 mo
plus V2 util. must tove pets 222-7557
anytime.

WANTED ROOMMATE TO SHARE
ONE BR APARTMENT TWO
BLOCKS EAST OF FSU 125 PER
MONTH 8i HALF UTILITIES. CALL
JASON AT 222-6818 ANYTIME.

Rmmt. quiet non smoker. Furn.
townhouse, w/d, 10 mins to campus.
Must like dogs $155/mO li Vi Util.

Days call Jim 224 5967.

FAMU Business students seeking
non-smoking rm rm to share
extremely nice 3 bdrm apt. $125 mo.
Si 1/3 util Call eves. 877 6684.

1st Vj mo FREE! No. sec dep. F
student needs same to share l br apt.

Regency Park Come see No. A21 1817

W. Call St.

FM ORAD STUDENT NEEDS FM
RMMT(S)

To share nice duplex house near FSU
- $157 or 2 $105 mo. St uti. Call Kathy
222 8092.

ROOMMATE(S) for deluxe, fully
furnished 2 laedroom apartment in

Spanish Town complex. Call Liz at
575-8267.

Christian Female to share 3 br, 1',^

bath house on Northside $205. 50 per
month plus Vt utilities. Call 385-1202.

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED
TO SHARE TTMBERS TOWNHOUSE
CALL 575-2807 or 575 2897

Roommates wanted Colony Club
Apts. 1/3 utilities own room partially

furnished $120 a month call ina 224-

7893.

Roommate wanted Harbin Terr. 1/3

utI. 2 bdr. to share rm close to

campus 110 rt liberal but studious 575-

6988 no deposits on utI or rent.

FM ROOAAMATE WANTED FOR 4

BDRM HOUSE NEAR CAMPUS A/C
AND WAHSER/DRYER. $135 PER
AAONTH 8i 1/4 UTILITIES 8i PHONE.
CALL 576-4323.

ML RO FML ROOMMATE TO
SHARE NICE 3 BDRM DUPLEX
WALK TO SCHOOL $175 MONTH 8i

UTILITY CALL 224 1788.

Roommate wanted 1 bdrm furn. Walk
to campus, pool, Indry fac., neat,
responsible persons only! Ph. 224-

6721.

FOR SALE: BENCH PRESS WITH
BAR, CURL BAR AND 170 POUNDS
IN WEIGHTS CALL TONY AT 385-

0395

Autos
1977 CELICA: YELLOW, A/C,
FM/AM CASSETTE, AUTOMATIC,
$34,000 FIRM OR WITHOUT REAL
FINE WIRE RIMS $2950. SEE IT AT
809' 2 W. MADISON ST. OR CALL 222-

6446 LARRY. MUST SELL.

1980 Mazda RX7 5 speed am fm stereo

sunroof air 36,000 miles must sell call

S75-7496 before noon or after 7 pm.

7S AAONZA 4 CYL GOOD ON GAS
BEST OFFER 222-0799 AFTER 5 PM.

Modern 1 br 1 bath apt. available
immed. $250 rent $200 depowit
Monterey Apts. Pool, tennis, courts,

385-9836 (H) 488-9775 (W).

1 BDRM UNFURN APT. FOR
LEASE IMMEDIATELY Prince
Manor Apt. CLOSE TO FSU CALL
DONNA AT 576-9909 BETWEEN 1-5

pm
Need 2 roommates for 4 bdrm house.
Only 1 mile from TCC 386-7639.
Completely furnished Mark.

Several, a br duplexes. All with
oqvlppetf kitdien, heat and air. $228 to
PM Key Realty, Realtors, 224-3250.

WANTEd
Female roommate needed for 1

bedroom apartment near campus.
$110 a month 8i */2 utilities. Call

Janice at A-25 Penwood Apts.

Fern to share 2 br apt near FSU.
$157 per month 8i utilities. Call

57S-2t«. Keep trying.

Fm rmmt to share 2 bdrm
apt.CENTRAL AIR. Next to pool.

Prefer non smoker. Plaza apt. Call
Inga/Kathy 224-5060.

Housemate needed. Fm grad student
pref . 2 br duplex apt. by Brar Rabbit.
Big yard. Access to pool. Call tonight,
222 1203.

NEED PITTSBURGH STUDENT
COUPONS. REASONABLE OFFERS.
CALL MARIO EVES. 576-5373.

Roomate for large 2 bedroom duplex
central location $120 per 4 '/b util.

Call 224-6605 or 222-0009.

MALE ROOMATEfor iarg apt. close

to campus; clean serious student a
must, ONLY SfO plus uti. 575-2638.

M RMT 3 BED 1 BATH HOUSE,
FURNSIHED, T/a Ml FROM
CAMPUS. $135/MO. 1/3 UTL 8. DEP
224 0817.

FM transfer student looking for apt to
share wHttin 2 miles of FSU for fall-

spring sem.. Quiet, non-smoker
preferred. Contact Beth Field 919-497-

7694 202 Maynard Pope AFB NC
28308.

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED
FOR THREE BEDROOM
APARTMENT NEAR NORTHWOOD
MALL. NO UNDERGRADUATES.
$120 A MONTH 8. 1/3 UTILITIES,
PHONE 8. CABLE. $100 DEPOSIT
CALL 385-7564.

FM roommate needed to share 1

bedroom furn. apt. for $97.50 8i ^/t

eiec. rent incl. cable 8i pool. Close to
campus. Call Susan 224-5110 anytime.

ROOMMATE WANTED
to Share new 3 bedroom 2 bath house,

nice area, fireplace, non smoker
preferred 160 per month 8i 1/3 util.

386-9364.

Male roommate needed to share apt.

Next to FSU. 2 Color TVs, pool,
laundry new carpet tturoughout call

222-1802.

Female rmmt needed to share 2
bedroom home In nice neighboriiood
close to campus. $l50/mo. 8i Vi util.

222-9789

Help
WANTcd

Male concrete truck dispatcher to

work after 2 30 pm till closing; 5 days
a wk. Call Sam after 3. 222 4473.

CPE is now taking applications for a

staff position. Come by Rm 247
Union to apply. No phone calls.

We are looking for young married
couples who could use an extra $200
per week for 8 to 10 hrs. of their time.
Call 878 6483 after 7 P.M.

FM RMMT N 3 BR HOUSE W/AC
CABLE HBO W/D MICROWAVE.
OWN FURN. BR $135 MO 81UTIL. 10

MILES FROM FSU 386-2382.

Rmmt needed 2 unfurn rms in 4 bed-
rm house huge bedrm w/fireplace or
avg. size rm. 1/4 utiities male or
female liberal people call after 4;00
224 2981

PART TIME CLERK TYPIST. 10

HOURS A WEEK. MUST BE ABLE
TO TYPE MINIMUM OF 50 WPM.
$3.35 PERHOUR. APPLY UNITED
CEREBRAL PALSY, 1705 South
Gadsden St Ask for Sandy.

Services

FM rmmt, prefer Sr., Grad., or Law
Student F/4 Bd new house $110 & Sh.
of ut., NoRsmoker , na pets call S7S-

1376.

ROOMMATE NEEDED AA/F NON
SMOKER NEAT RELIABLE,
STUDIOUS OWN ROOM 12S/mo. 8.

UTL. CALL ANDREA OR JOE 575-

0355.

FM RMMT FOR FALL SEM ONLY.
OWN RM IN FURN APT 1 Ml FROM
FSU. $130 81 1/2 UTL. 576-6544.

PersonaIs

* * * TYPING * *
FAST 81 EFFICIENT, IBM ELEC.

CALL 878-1587.

QUALITY PRO TENNIS LESSONS
(FORMER FSU #1 PLAYER) ALL
LEVELS. CALL STEW 224-4752.

GUITAR LESSONS by
Professional Performer w/ BM
degree. Classical, Pop/Beginner to
Advanced. Special Student Rates. 644-

5659.

TUNES UNLIMTfEDhas all~of the
music you need for your next social
event. Formal, social, beer bash, or
hall party, we deliver! DJ/MC with
light show 8, dynamite sound system
will underbid any competitor. Just
call Jimbo at 575 5021. Book early!

DEADBOLT LOCK
AND INSTALLATION
$28.00 CALL 893-4499

TYPING. FAST* EFFICIENT.
IBM SEL. 3. EDITING. CALL
222-7M9 AFTER NOON. 80<; pg.

AFTER YOUNG LIFE
CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP WILL
BE HAVING THE FIRST GET-TO
GETHER TUES. 9/7 AT 8:23 PM,
FSU LUTHERAN CENTER. FOR
INFO, CALL: 576-8348.

PERFECT TYPING
No white outs - No errors

HOW??? - WORD PROCESSING
WORKS LIKE THIS....

1. We enter document into computer
2. We print a draft on which you
pencil in minor changes if you wish
3. We input changes and print fIfMl
ALL THIS FOR THE SAME COST AS

PLAIN TYPING. 3t»^
THE UPO THIEVES /MARKET WILL
BE HELD THURS. 9/12/82 FROM 11-

3 PM SIGN UP IN RM. 318.

HEMMING, Zippers, buttons, button
holes, custom sewing. Pickup serv.
available 222-7712 after 6 p.m.

Dissert., Theses, student papers.
You'll get good vibrarTions when you
bring your typing to us. Former
admins, sec'y 81 good speller.
Reasonable Rates. L. Durbin. 878-2260
No calls after 10 p.m.

THE FPIRG FEE OF 82.50 IS AN
INVESTMENT IN THE FUTURE OF
FLORIDA. JOIN US! 644 2826.

EXPERT CARPENTRY
Miscellaneous handiwork.

Free Estimates.
Satisfaction assured.

Call Glen at 222 8079 or 878-1544.

CROSBY BUSINESS /MACHINES 10
g^rcent DISCOUNT ON REPAIRS
F ALL MAKE TYPEWRITERS TO

FSU AND .FAMU STUDENTS WITH
I.B. Si6 Wl OAVNES ST. 222-6610.

BOOKKEEPER EXPERIENCED
IN ACCOUNTS PAYABLE,
RECEIVEABLE, TAXES, AND
PAYROLL AVAILABLE FOR PART-
TIME OR CONTRACT WORK. CALL
222-7798.

DOUBLE O STABLES
350 acres of Cross Country Riding.
Boarding, Night Riding, English 8.

Western lessons. 877 1309.

WE~SELL SERVICE AND PaTtOP
CASH FOR YOUR AH-
CONDITIONERS S7S-9S62.

HOME SECURITY
DEADBOLTS $31.50 INSTALLED.
ALARMS FROM $150. B. BARS.
421-0885. LEAVE MESSAGE.

Complete range of proofreading,
editing, typing services at low rates.

385-1020 after 3pm

ATTENTION STUDENTS
The Students Party is gearing up for

another successful year. Come be a

part of a winning tradition Thur. at

9:00 in the Florida room of the Union.

For more info 222-7428.

GET FREE FPIRG BROCHU^REST
PROTECT YOURSELF FROM
LOSING YOUR SECURITY
DEPOSIT. AVOID AUTO REPAIR
RIPOFFS. LEARN WHERE THE
BEST BUYS ARE. FREE
GROCERY, BANKING AND
CHECKING SURVEYS. PICK UP
INFO AT FPIRG OFFICE 215

UNION. FPIRG CONSUMER
TENANT HOTLINE K IS 644-4884.

GAY PEER VOLUNTEERS
Openings exist for new gay peer
volunteer trainees. A trainee will

recleve training during the fall

semester. Anyone, regardless of

sexual orientation may be screened.
After training and certification, you
may counsel clients with gay related
concerns. Interested persons may
inquire with Dr. Lucy Kizirian at the

FSU Student Counseling Center at
644-2003. -Screening appointments will

be made through September 15, 1982

for the fall semester.

You are cordially invited to a

presentation of Whywork Wireworks
Sept. 2 at the Union. Shop early and
save big.

Business

PersonaIs
KEN'S TAVERN

ON THE TENN, ST. STRIP
SERVING FSU OVER 16 YEAR'S
BEER DRINKERS HAPPY HOLRS

* MON-FRI 4:30 6:30 * *
THE ORIGINAL WED. NIGHT

/yAlCHELOB MADNESS FROM 9 12

*VIDEOS, PINS, 25- POOL**

TNT HIDEAWAY CANOE RENTAL
DIRECTLY ON WAKULLA RIVER
AND HWY 98

$5 up to 4 hrs 50c per cushion call '

1 925 6412

ALPHA KAPPA PSIl BUSINESS
FRATERNITY for MEN and
WOMEN Will hold an information
meeting tonight at 8pm in 220 bus.
bidg.

SCOTT 8. ELLEN'S

BIG PARTY
IS

STAURDAY NIGHT

(call for details)

THE DELTA ZETA'S LOVE THEIR
NEW FALL PLEDGES!!

TO ALL MY SPRING BABIES AT
DELTA ZETA: I LOVE YOU!

LOVE, SUSAN

THE DZ'S ADORE THEIR NEW
HOUSEMOTHER, MOM GRIFFITH.

IMPORTANT S.U.N. PARTY
MEETING, Thur. Sept. 2 in room 240
Union, 6:30 pm. Everyone interested
In running for Student Government
elections must attend.

SCUBA DIVING COURSE!
Under the direction of gold rated

instructor - Marty Glickmanl Course
is top notch. Earn full cert, in 4

weeks. Find out now why Marty
makes the differnece between the

average dive course and the excellent

one. Call Marty Glickman day or

nite at Ph. 575-1263 course starts Sept.

14th DIVE IN NOW!!!

Lost &
FouNd
STUDENTS $100 REWARD

Lost May 1, Lab-type dog, female 45.

lbs, black, white chest, tan paws
please! Any info 576-7258.

MISSING VIOLIN BY KLAUS
SCHLE6EL, 1978 ERLBACH $100

REWARD. No quesions asked. $25 for

productive info. Gray fiberglass case
w/brown cloth cover blonde w/carved
tall piece, dark box 224-4314.

FPIRG speaks for you and to youl
Support 8, fund FPIRG. Funding
FPIRG is an investment in the future
of Florida.

FREE PREGNANCY TEST
Abortion, gynecology. Psych., Couns.
Call N. Fla Women's Health and
Counseling. 877-3183.

THANK YOU SAINT JUDE.

Receive academic credit and do
socially mdanlngful research. Apply
for an FFIRO Intentaltip. Research
environmental, energy, consumer ,,

Issues. Visit our table at registration
for more Infornfatlon call 644 2826.

ii THE HOMECOMING
TRIATHALON RELAY
CHAMPIONS, FRAT OR SORORITY
DIV. SWIM 1 Ml. RUN 4.2, CYCLE
13.2 CONSECUTIVELY. RACE 9 am
FSU RESERAVION OCT. 9.

DEADLINE SEPT. 30 MAIL $10
EACH TO FLA. LEAGUE OF
AQUATICS., Rt. 23, Box 30,
TaiMiusM smi.

Beat Mark O'Brien in the quickest
swim, run, bike in the South, Sat.,
Oct. 9 FSU Reservation Race 9 am.
Deadline entry mail Sept. 30 $10
Each. Fla. League of Aquatics, Rt. tl,
Box 30, Tallahassee, FL 32301.

Clip this valuable coupon and save
big money at Whywork Wireworks
S^. 2attheUn{on.

Gator report

SAVE 25%
ON USED

TEXTBOOKS AT
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layer strike necessary, not selfish
BY DEBORAH BARRINGTON

FLAMBflAt SPORTS EOiTOK

best thing that a strike by the National Football

le would do is shut up Howard Cosell, and bring

fday Night at the Movies*' back to the ABC fall

tauk.

From the fan's point of view there isn't much else a walk-

it would accomplish. The beer industry would suffer and

iller Brewing Company would have a waiting line of

otball players ten miles long looking for jobs...maybe.

With the advent of the USFL, the new league everyone is

to see whether it will fail or succeed, football fans'

a|l^s could be filled. Who cares if the name of the team is

impa Bay Buccaneers or the Tampa Bay Bandits (USFL
inchise) as long as there is a #12 by the last name of

illiams firing bullet passes into the outstretched hands of

;viji House?

jeryone has heard of the players' union's 55 percent

josal. BasicaUy, the players want to ut down with

;ment to discuss

imediate substantial wage increases for virtually all

•s.

*A guaranteed fair shake on future NFL revenues for all

ayers.

•Production of longer careers through elimination of

eentives to cut older players for financial reasons.

•Rewarding performance through significant incentives.

Hanagement could grant these worker demands, which

dh't unreasonable, but management wants to keep the

hip firmly in hand. They have wielded power for so long

lat to have their power threatened makes them retreat and

!fust to bargain. Should a strike occur, blame
tanagement's refusal to negotiate.

GOAL LINESTAND
There are seven! other points of discussion in the football

league unrest. Because of the heaping attention to a

previously closed subject—drug abuse—the use of spot

urinalysis has come up.

This would be a gross invasion of privacy. Certainly the

problem demands a solution, but urinalysis isn't the

answer. Would Congress allow its members to be checked?

Would doctors or lawyers subject themselves to this

invasion?

A urinalysis would not solve the problem, only identify

the players guilty of misuse of drugs. Then, is that player

fired, sent to dry out or simply cast out from society?

True, football players make a fair bit of money, but they

average less than professional basketball and baseball

players. All this talk about money might suggest that

players are only in it for the money. In this country it is

instilled in us at early ages that money is something you
never want to be without. And if money isn't so important,

why won't management give it up?

Don't forget the little squabble going on between NFL
Commissioner Pete Rozelle and Los Angeles Raiders o\9ner

Al Davis. Rozelle, continuing the fight, is trying to push

through Congress a bill that would exempt professional

sports leagues from anti-trust laws. Were this bill to pass,

the decision to allow the Raiders to move (a decision

Rozelle fought tooth and nail) would be reversed.

Without anti-trust laws, workers lose one powerful

resource—one that steel workers, for example, wouldn't

forfdt—collective bargaining.

Now, momentarily forget being a fan and look f^om the

player's side. Why shouldn't you want increased pay and
job security, especially when management is in a position to

give it to you? Why should you not be rewarded for your

efforts and why should you not share a piece of a pie you
helped bake?

The players' union and NFLPA Executive Director Ed
Oarvey aren't about to give in to management's unfair

labor practices, and football fans shouldn't expect them to.

So, for the sake of the NFL, Management Council chief

negotiator Jack Donlan should go to the bargaining table

ready to deal fairly. In 1975, management was offering a

percentage of the gross with a fixed salary scale and

incentives.

Now with the prospect of the league going the pay TV
route or owning its own subscriptin service network,

management is afraid the players will be able to slice

themselves a piece of an even larger pie.

Not every player in the league has the talent of

Tony Dorsett, who can demand a six or seven-figure salary

and get it.

AU those never-will-be-Superstars are hungry too. If it

takes a strike to improve the worker's standing in the NFL,
be forewarned that Sunday afternoons without football

and Monday nights without Howard Cosell are not as far-

fetched as thev sound.
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0 CHARIOTS OF AJ| ^

IF YOU'RE GONNA DO IT...

YOU MIGHT AS WELL ENJOY IT!

HATE TO DO YOUR LAUNDRY? WE MAKE DOING ITA LOT NICER!
vVe Are The Nicest^ Largest ^Laundry In Town. You Never Have To Wait. Why Sit In A Boring,

y Dirty, Hot Laundry When You Can EMJOY OURS. We Have Air Conditioning, A Reading

^ Area, Color T.V, and Snack Machines For The "Munchies." And We Have A Wide
Selection Of theMewest Video Games In Town...Games By Xanadu Games, Inc.

CAMPUS EDGE LAUNDRY
695 W.VIRGiNIAST. (1/2 BlockFrom Cmmpua)...

Behind The Subway... Tennessee St. & Next To The Hairsmith

P.S. Ifyou're really smmrtf dropyour clothes offto UB...we will

waehf fluffdtty& foldyour clothes for 40^/lh..Me almo do
beautiful dry cleaning.

FIRE (PC) «M«m—-r^
Academy Awards

^
Including Best

Picture 7 15,9:45 895-6110

SMWH ON 1M lOUAM

PORKY'S (R)

7:50, 9:45

^ £^ Off Front End Alignment
|

I I I Jv\ Wheel Balancing or brake worki
w/ coupon thru 9/ 13/82

V.W. SPECIALIST
TOYOTA, DATSUN, AND ALL

AMERICAN CARS
222-9342

818 W. Madison 222 9884

2nd Hand Store

Quality used & new furniture,

bedding, appliances, stereos,

dishes, clothing, etc.

1937 W. Tennessee, opposite

Pantry Pride. Open 10-6

224 7356

Gamble Rogers
at the

ihe

^^'"llPiaei

club
FRIDAY and SATURDAY

FREE ADMISSION

VINYL FEVER

1938 w. Tennessee
(Next to Seminole Bowl, unlversltv Plazai

instant cash for used records
(In good conditioni

NEW LP'S AT LOW PRICES

FlMS€lfCtlM0fClttltS

aid Inports

Filly GiamtiMIUiMi

RKords

Opei 12 Noon Dally 224-8455

ROCK«JAZZ»SOUL

R & B*BIUES

NEW WAVE
RECCAE

Tonight Thru Sunday
Rock n Roll With

TlNNilM

DOUBLE TROUBLE
(2 Drinks fori till 11)

you GET IN FREE TONIGHT
If your name Is Carol or Shoryl

Don or Jotin or If you present a

fisMng license, a passport, or a triple

A card In your name
^

Bullwlnkle's
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When you buy an Audio System from Auto Audio & Stereo Store
St-

rrsAVAUJE

0* -S^VA SONY Convenience iiypil«i^aiormance
at a modest price.

complete
w/wire

Direct Drive Semi-automatiq Tugjtable

Convenient 22 watt 5 Station Program Sensor
Reciever

2 - way Fl^^ Speakers

Smoke Glass Eack {additionSi M
MSfi *S;5'S?!

AJ^WVI Indash Cassette

Your choice dP 6x9 xir 6V2 co-aji; SpeaJb^

COMPLETELYJNSfilLLED

aO 94 |98 102^ 108 MH::

A8&t^
s.iiiTa;r
3AND b JlCT SANYO

FT

CAR AUDIO DIVISION ISION

Autp
C TINNESSEE ST. J^sjcMALT)

M-F 10-6 SAT 41^5

EASY FINAMPB^

22^1143

Store
222-8346



Financial aid: Whyyour money isn V her

Florida Flambeau
CLOUDY

SO percent chance of
afternoon thundershowers.

Highs in the 90s lows in the

70s. 20 percent chance of

thundershowers tonight.
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Reagan calls for creation of Palestinian homeland
I NITI O PRKSS INTFRNATIONAL

BURBANK, CaUf. — President Reagan, determined to

make a "fresh start" in the quest for Middle East peace,

called yesterday for a Palestinian government under Jordan's

guidance in the Israeli-occupied West Bank and Gaza Strip.

With the end of the Lebanon crisis, Reagan stressed

**AiBeFica*s commitment to the. security of Israel is

ironclad," and declared strong U.S. opposition to any
further Israeli settlements in the territories captured during
the 1%7 Middle East war.

The president, in a nationally televised address, embraced
for the first time a solution to the problem of autonomy for

the homeless PalestiniaQS first proposed by the late Egyptian

President Anwair Sadat.

"It is the firm view of the United SUtes that self-

government by the Palestinians of the West Bank and Gaza
in association with Jordan offers the best chance for a
durable, just and lasting peace," he said.

Even before Reagan delivered his speech,

Israeli officials vowed to resist any U.S. attempts to sidestep

the Camp David formula for Middle East peace and said they

would "never allow " the creation of a Palestinian state in the

West Bank or Gaza strip.

When Prime Minister Menachem Begin received the

Reagan proposal in a letler Tuesday, the Israeli leader cut

short a vacation and scheduled an emergency meeting of his

cabinet today to review the proposal.

The plan also was uncertain how Jordan's King Hussein

would react. Hussein had vigorously rejected a suggestion by

israeU Defense Minister Ariel Sharon on Sunday that Jordan

already constituted a "Palestinian state" in the region.

In a nationally televised speech, Reagan emphasized that

the peaceful withdrawal of the Palestine Liberation

Organization from Beirut opened the door to fresh initiatives

in the quest for peace in the region.

"With the agreement in Lebanon, we have an opportunity

for a more far-reaching peace effort in the region and 1 am
determined to seize that moment," R^igan said.

"Tragic turmoil in the Middle East runs back to the dawn
of history," he said. "It is time for us all to launch a
common effort for reconstruction, peace and progress."

Calling for a "new realism on the part of all the people of

the Middle East,** Reagan set aside the role of

mediator—scrupulously followed in the months of
negotiations to end the crisis in Lebanon—to outline specific

positions.

Reagan said he was plainly laying out the U.S. position

because "it has become'evident to nie that some clearer sense

of position on the key issues is necessary to encourage wider

support for the peace process.

"

Israeli Foreign Minister YitzhaR Shamir warned even
before Reagan spoke that Israel would resist his new initiative.

Turn to REAGAN, pam- 19

Form study

Flambeau photo editor Bob 0*Lary
captured this v/ew of the Georgia World
Congress Center in downtown Atlanta

on a recent visit. The Omni International

Hotel is visible in the background.

Florida Fhunbeau/Bob O'Lary

)

Jobs top list

of ift'iorities for

county hopefuls

BYDANNIVOGT
rLAIMEAU STAFF WKITElt

Boosting job opportunities, managing
Leon County's future growth, and keeping

the county free of "nudie" bars lead the list

of concerns voiced by the four hopefuls

wishing to fill Jim Crews' seat on the Leon

County ConunissicMi.

The winner of Tuesday*s Democratic

primary will gain the right to face off with

Republican challenger Bob Arnow, a

Miccosukee farmer, in the November 2

general elections.

Ail four favored bringing clean industry to

the area to e^iptlid the tax base aod to

provide jobs for the increasing number of

unemployed Leon County citizens. The
candidates differed on their definitions of

clean, however.

Godby principal Bill Montford and
insurance agent Earl Yancey vowed to accept

only industries tht would do no damage to

the environment. Dave Fountain, executive

director of the Florida Insurance News
Service, would require an industry to be
** non-polluting,** while Rev. A.J.
Richardson, pastor of the Bethel AME
Church, would accept an iochistry that is

"almost pollution free."

All four candidates strongly supported a

recent ordinance that prohibits below-the-

nipple exposure of women's breasts and bare

buttocks in nightclubs in the county.

But the major issue stressed by the

candidates was responsible management of
the inevitable growth expected to raise the

county's population to 250,000 by the turn of

the century. As newcomers flock to enjoy the

Turn to COUNTY, page 9

Outlook grim

for Solidarity
BY ROMAN SZPORLUK

PA( IFIC NFWS SKRVICE

On the second anniversary of the Gdansk
Accord, which accepted the creation of the

independent trade union Solidarity, it is clear

that the rulers of Poland and thdr siponsors

in Moscow are in a fighting mood.
They feel confident that the direct threat to

their power has passed, that the revolutionary

situation is over and that time is on their side.

When thousands marched Tuesday to

support Solidarity, they were met with water

cannon and concussion grenades. Poland's

rulers don*t expect that the protests will

become a national crisis.

Most important, they are determined that

never again will there arise another Solidarity

in Poland or any other communist nation.

They make it clear now—which they did not

do even as late as December 1981—that they

will not permit any free trade union,

something they view as a threat to socialism

as they understand it.

In short, they have returned to the Leninist

concept Qf the dictatorship of the proletariat

under which the party is the leading force of

all organizations and in particular of trade

unions and youth organizations. Any
departure from this system, in their view',

leads directly to counter-revolution.

Although no authoritative statement from
either the Polish party or the Soviet party has

been issued, it is possible to piece together a

comprehensive picture of the emerging

consensus from articles in elite party

publications in the Soviet Union and Eastern

Europe.

The main conclusion on which all

participants in those intra-party debates
agree is that the Polish crisis was caused by
the previous Polish leadership's departures

from the Leninist prescription as to what a

Turn to POLAND, page 6
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Lewis under fire for contributions
UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL

Comptroller Gerald Lewis was at the Hyatt

Regency Hotel in Tampa the night two of his

associates were accused of trying to muscle

$65,000 in campaign contributions from two

banking institutions, Florida Network said in

a copyrighted radio report.

Louie Wainwright Jr., Lewis' campaign

manager, said Lewis was asleep in his room

while the meeting took place July 8 and was

not a participant, Florida Network reported.

Lewis had said previously that he was

asleep during the meeting but had never

specified where.

Mary Pepper, Lewis* former statewide

campaign coordinator, claims that during the

meeting Wainwright and former Deputy

Comptroller Raymond "Vic" Vickers told

her to try to raise $25,000 from the Exchange

Bank of Tampa and $40,000 from North

Carolina National Bank, a bank holding

company seeking a merger with Exchange.

Wainwright and Vickers deny the charges,

which figure prominently in current radio

and television ads for outgoing House

Speaker Ralph Haben.

Lewis and Haben meet in the Democratic

primary Tuesday.

Pepper has taken her allegations to State

Attorney E.J. Salcimes in Hillsborough

County.

Haben pledges open government
UNrrED PRESS INTntNATMmAL

MIAMI—Despite his refusal to allow press

coverage of sensitive state budget

negotiations a year ago, Ralph Haben said

yesterday he will never recommend the

Cabinet close its meetings if he is elected

State Comptroller.

Speaking to the Miami Tiger Bay Club,

Outgoing House Speaker Haben also

promised to work more closely with law

enforcement officials than his opponent,

incumbent Gerald Lewis, to stop banks from

laundering drug money.

Lewis was not present at what had been

billed as a debate because he had other

engagements. Tiger Bay officials said.

However, a televised Haben-Lewis debate is

scheduled tonight in Tallahassee and the two

debated there last week.

During the 1981 legislative session, Haben

shut reporters out of his office when

legislative leadm met to work out the $9

billion state budget. He said the legislature is

not subject to Florida's government in the

Sunshine Law, which requires public boards

and commissions to meet publicly. He also

said the meetings were informational, that no

official decisions were taken and that he was

Gerald Lewis (le/O and Ralph Haben at Tiger Bay Club in Tallahassee

last week.

the most accessible House speaker in history.

"You must distinguish between a collegial

body (such as the Cabinet) and a bicameral,

deliberative legislative body," Haben told the

political forum.

He said the legislature must be able to

conduct business out of the public eye because

lawmakers have to negotiate among
themselves, rather than in public.

But if he were comptroller, a cabinet

member, Haben said "under no

circumstances" would he ask that Cabinet

meetings be closed.

On the job of comptroller, Haben said he

Florida Flambeau/Jill Guttman

would work more closely with the Florida

Department of Law Enforcement and the

Federal South Florida Task Force Against

Crime. Because of his legislative record on

crime issues and police funding, those

agencies would work more closely with him

than with Lewis, he said.

**You have to find out who brings all that

money into those banks in little brown
bags," Haben said.

He said Lewis was not informed by Federal

agents of Operation Greenbacks, an

investigation of drug money in South Florida

Banks.
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Video game ordinance considered by county commission
BY DANNI VOGT
KI.AMBKAl STAFF WRITKR

If you are under 19, like to hang out at

video gamerooms, and sometimes obtain

liquor from older drinkers while

there—watch out.

The county commission indicated Tuesdi^
it was ready to crack down on problems that

might lead to teenage delinquency associated

with the latest craze-—video grames.

Spokespersons from the Leon County
Sheriffs Department appeared before the

county commission Tuesday claiming video

parlors were contributing to truancy in public

schools. The spokespersons also said officers

had noticed some people who were old

enough to legally purchase liquor were
stationing themselves in the parking lots of

video parlors and selling or giving away the

liquor to underage drinkers.

As originally proposed by the sheriffs

office, the law would have prohibited people

under 18 from being at a game room between

7 a.m. and 3 p.m. on school days, between 10

p.m. and midnight on the nights before

school, and between midnight and 7 a.m. on
any day.

In addition, the law^ould make it a crime

to hang out in or near a video parlor if it

interferes with the customers. It also would
make it illegal to drink or possess liquor in or

near a game room, unless the establishment

already had a license to sell alcohol.

While County CommissionerGayle Nelson

feels the problem that necessitated the law

rests basically with the family, she observed

that some parents just aren*t doing the job.

'*I think there will be an ordinance passed,

although it may be re-worded," Nelson
added. She explained that the commission
got a copy of the law immediately before

the commission meeting, and had little time

to consider the best phraseology.

FoOSball
Florida Flambeau/^ 0»Ury

These children are playing this relatively wholesome game at the recreation hall

at Alumni Village. Some fear that electronic video games will lead children like

this astray, and because of that the county commission is considering passing an
ordinance to restrict the hourspeople under 19 can patronize video gameparlors.

While it is expected the sheriff and county

commission would react to an observed

problem, those who own or work at video

parlors don't necessarily share the same
sentiment.

"In a way I'm for the law, because I think

children should be in school during school

hours," said Bob Orosso, an attendant at the

Rage gameroom, at 1944 West Pensacote St.

'*I agree with the part of the law that would
prevent loitering inside the gameroom,
because people come here to play a game and
don't want to be bothered. But the near part

of the law—if they're on public property 1

can't stop them. In the parking lot it's up to

the individual person (to decide) who's
coming in."

Grosso said he's seen no one come in the

gameroom drunk, although a couple of

people have come in with beers in their hand.

He contends the management doesn't need
the sheriffcoming in.

*'It's up to the manager or attendant to tell

(troublemakers) to leave; you wouldn't need
the police," Grosso continued. "If the cops
have to come in, it means the manager and
attendant aren't abiding by the 'natural'

law—being drunk or being out too late. It

would make us look bad if a cop pulled up."
Grosso added that the 10 p.m. curfew in

the proposed law would have little effect on
business at the Rage.

"I usually could count on two fingers how
many high school kids we get in here after ten

during the school season," Grosso said.

Nelson explained that the county
commissioners changed parts of the

proposed law from the way the sheriffs

office had originally submitted it.

"We added a part about allowing a person
to be in the gameroom after curfew with a
parent or guardian," Nelson said.

She also said the commission might have a

problem with the midnight to 7 a.m.
prohibition, suice it might lead to mass arrests

at events like the North Florida Fair. The
commission also struck a provision that

would have banned video parlors within

1,500 feet of a church or school. Nelson
added.

Nelson pointed out that there must be a

public hearing on the new law before it

becomes effective, and noted that the

commission definitely wanted public input

on the new law.

She predicted the public hearing would be
held later this month.
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A. Having the Florida Public Interest Research Group (FPIRG) working for you on these issues:
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FPIRG IS:

FPIRG IS:

FPIRG IS:

FPIRG IS:

FPIRG IS:

students pooling their resources and working together to create a better future for Florida. We can make a

difference.

staffed by a full time staff of lawyers, organizers, and scientists that work with students on issues students are

concerned about. •

producing comparison shoppers guides on banking and checking services, auto repair/ grocery prices and more.
FPIRG is also producing a Doctor's Directory for Leon County, a Landlord Tenant Handbook, and working to

promote energy conservation and a safe environment in Florida.

solving your consumer problems with the Landlord Tenant Hotline (644-4884).

supported by an optional $2.50 fee each semester. Unlike most fees, students have the choice whether or not to

fund FPIRG. We have begun to do a lot, help us do more.i
Visit our office in room 215 of the University Union or call 644-2826. Find out about volunteef, «vork-stu<iy, or

academic credit opportunities through FPIRG.
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A.J.Richardson
Replacing Leon County Commissioner Jim Crews and the kind of

insightful, sensitive approach he has brought to the county commission
will be a hard task for any of the four Democratic contenders for

Crews* seat.

But Crews' decision to run for the Florida Senate has opened up the

door for a strong black candidate with the same kind of approach to

seek A seat on the coimty commisssion.

Not pnly would that candidate, the Rev. A.J. Richardson, be the

first black to be elected to county wide office in Leon County, but he
is also the logical replacement for Crews.

Although two of the other candidates express some of the same
concerns Crews has in past campaigns, only Richardson appears to

haive the personal dynamism to guarantee that those concerns are

addressed by the commission.

Richardson has a history of active involvement in the local

community, including work with the

Tallahassee Urban League and the

Tallahassee Housing Foundation, as

well as with his church, Bethel A.M.E.
Richardson wants the county to

devote more resources to assist local

human services agencies. He is

particularly mindful oC the need to bring

new jobs to Tallahassee.

Richardson sees the connection

between human services, jobs and
crime. He wants to strike at the roots of

crime, rather than always pouring more

money into new jails and new police

equipment.

Richardson also recognises the special

responsibility the county has to manage
Leon County's tremendous growth, to

insure that unlimited growth won't destroy the quality of life Leon
County residents enjoy today.

Richardson also looks at consolidation with a critical eye. He wants

to make sure a joint government will actually save taxpayers' money
and that a joint metro council will be elected at least partially in single-

member districts, so blacks and other minorities will gain a greater

voice in local government.

Above all, Richardson would get the commission moving with the

same kind of fresh, innovative approach that Crews brought to the

commission in 1976.

For example, to help resolve the cable television controversy,

Richardson suggests the county look at organizing a local, quasi-

public corporation to provide cable TV service, instead of continuing

to allow nationally owned, private companies to provide poor service.

Richardson will also serve as an advocate for those groups too long

shut out of the political process, hi a county of some 30,000 blacks

where no black candidate has ever been elected county¥ride.

The county commission needs another progressive voice to replace

that of Jim Crews, and we feel A.J. Rkhardson will provide that

voice.

A. J. Richardson

Florida FlaiiA)eau Foundation Inc. Business and Advertising Office, 206 N.
Woodward Avenue, phone 644-407S; Mediatype Lab, 314 University Union,

phone644-5744; Classified Ad Office, 320 UniverbtyU^ phone 644-3783

.

Rick Johnson General Manager

Laurie Jones Business Manager Jane Duncan. . . Mediatype Manager
Roie Rodriguez Ad Manager George Burns. . Production Manager
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For Israel, what lies beyond Beirut?
BYNOAMCHOMI^Y

PACIFIC NEWS SERVICE

One question which preys on the minds of those

who are deeply disturbed over Israel's invasion of

Lebanon may be stated very simply: What lies

beyond Beirut?

To seek an answer, we must place the Lebanese

'invasion in its broad, historical context. If the

conclusion we arrive at seems darkly pessimistic, it

is nonetheless one which many observers consider a

plausible and logical extension of past and present

Israeli actions.

Since 1973, Israel and the United States have

been committed to removing Egypt from the Arab-

Israeli conflict. Only after the October War were

they willing to accept Sadat's offer, quite explicit in

February 1971, of a full peace treaty that would

turn Egypt into an American client state while

leaving Israel in a position jto control the bulk of the

occupied territories.

At the same time, it was necessary to fend off

annoying Arab efforts to settle the conflict

peaceably on essentially the terms proposed by
Sadat in 1971, but now with a Palestinian state in

the West Bank and Gaza Strip. The U.S. was
compelled to veto a U.N. Security Council

resolution to this effect in January 1976. (The

resolution, which was introduced and backed by

the Arab ''confrontation states^' and supported by
the PLC, called for a two-state settlement with

recognized borders and guarantees for the security

and territorial integrity of both states.)

The Camp David agreements carried the

arrangements further, leading finally to Israeli

withdrawal from the Sinai.

The second significant event of this period was

the annexation (in effect) of the Oolan Heights. A
third was the implementation of the Sharon^Milson

plan for suppressing any form of independent

political expression in the occupied territories.

These policies led to the harsh and brutal repression

that received some limited attention in the U.S.

press.

The next step was the invasion of Lebanon, the

primary aims of which were to destroy the social

and political structures of thePLO while eliminating

the possibility of any response as Israel proceeds

'

towards more efficient control in the occupied

territories, leading to ultimate annexation. A
further aim was to establish, at least in the southern

part of Lebanon, an Israeli client regime that

sooner or later will provide Tsrael with access to the

waters of the Litani River, a long-standing aini of
Israeli government policy with roots ki eariy Zionist

thinking.

As the father of modern Israel, David Ben-

Gurion, remarked at the time of the British

partition proposal in 1937: "We shall accept a state

in the boundaries fbced today, but the boundaries

OPINION
of Zionist aspirations are the concern of the Jewish

people and no external factor will be able to limit

them."
•

Now that the PLO is out of Beirut,. Israel's next

steps are easy to imagine. Israel will continue to

move towards annexation of the occupied

territories, employing whatever measures will be

necessary. The logical extension of this process is

that Jordan must be converted into the

"Palestinian state" that the Israelis already

consider it to be. Then conditions can be created in

which the Arabs of the occupied territories (and,

who knows, perhaps those of Israel, too) will

"voluntarily emigrate" to Jordan as proposed

years ago by the Labor party leadership. This

"Palestinian state" then will be hostage to Israeli

attack, perhaps after such flimsy "provocations"

as those that sufficed to justify the Lebanon
invasion to the American audience.

Wiasting no time, Israel already has dissolved the

elected city councils of Dura and Nablus on the

West Bank, replacing the city council of Dura with

"five Arab moderates," a euphemism for Arab
collaborators.

Longer term planning also is fairly predictable.

Syria is ruled, with quite extraordinary brutality, by

a minority sect. Israel will work to destabilize it, so

that Syria and Lebanon will be restored to a system

rather like that of the Ottoman Empire, with local

dependencies of an ethnic-religious character

dominated by Israel, a powerful militarized state

serving as an American "strategic asset."

Similar plans are being contemplated for Iraq,

where Israel's interest lies in an eventual partition

into Sunni, ShiMte and Kurdish states, as observed

by military commentator Ze'ev Schiff in the daily

Ha'aretz in June. This is one motive for Israel's

support for Iran in the Iran-Iraq conflict.

Another motive is that Israel perceives the

possibility of a military coup (perhaps post-

Khomeini) that will restore the kinds of Israeli-

Iranian relations that existed under the Shah. To this

end, it is important to maintain contacts with the

Iranian military. Jacob Nimrodi, formerly head of

the Israeli secret police in Iran under the Shah,

expounded on these possibilities over BBC radio

last February.

The long-term objective may be an alliance of

Iran (now restored to the West), Turkey and Israel

ruling the region in alliance with the United Sutes
the ubimate source of theu* power. "The chance of

strategic understanding among Iran, Turkey and
Israel should not be ruled out as something that can

surface again," acccording to an IsraeU "expert"
quoted in the New York Times.

Turn to ISRAEL, page 5
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Financial aid woes? Don't despair
BY MIKE TIERNAN
FLAMBEAU STAFF WIHTEII

Having trouble getting your
financial aid this semester'' The one

thing you can bet on is that you are not

alone. 45 to 50 percent of all Florida

State University students receive some
type of financial aid, and many of

them are in the same boat.

The bad news is that there has been

"a deliberate delay to slow the flow of

money," according to Edward Marsh,

FSU's director of Student Financial

Aid, This delay is affecting several

major financial aid programs. Among
them are National Direct Student
Loans, Pell Grants and Supplemental

Educational Opportunity Grants.

Part of the reason for the delays is

"a philosophic change by the present

administration," said Marsh.

"Previous administrations were keen

and eager to help but, now they want
to reduce expenditures and balance the

budget so they are tightening the

screws on programs. '

'

The delaying tactics being used by
the administration include a slowdown
of mailing applications to the schools,

changes in financial aid requirements

and late delivery of required federal

guidelines.

One of the main problems at FSU is

a funding change by the Federal

government affecting campus based

aid. That is. College Work Study and
the Supplemental Educational

Opportunity Grant programs.

According to Marsh, FSU received

an allocation letter on August 17 that

was 50 percent less than what had been

tentatively allocated in April yet the

school has to allocate money based on
the April letter. The shortfall will

eventually be replaced, but not until

October 1

.

Even though the primary system of

financial aid isn't working, there is

some good news.

"The University is trying to front

one to two nSlion dollars in band-aid

money,'* said Marsh. This includes

deferred tuition and housing fee

payments for some students and
delayed short term loans up to $150.

Federal funds aren't expected to be
released until after October 1 to avoid

their being counted as part of this

year's deficit.

If you can't wait that long there are

Still a few things you can do to help

yourself.

One of the best bets seems to be the

new office of Student Employment
Services, located in Bryan Hall. SES
maintains a regularly updated job
board and also provides a computer
referral service. The program is only in

its second year of operation but has
already helped many FSU students.

According to Lorraine Moore, the

SES served over 1,000 students last

year and posted more than 1,500 job
openings. The SES is currently holding

sevmd information sessions weekly.

Other than SES you can also try any
of the different campus departments to

see if they have anyotiier persoai»l

services openings. There is no CMtral
office for this type of job, however, if

a nine-to-five job just isn't your bag
and you have a skill, register with

Student Government. Its student

Employment Office maintains a

regularly updated job board in the

Union and babysitting, typing and
tutor lists which are available to

anyone needing those services.

In the meantime remember that ham
hocks and lima beans are almost as

cheap as spaghetti.

Israel frompage 4

Some Israeli commentators go further still. In the official

theological journal of the World Zionist Organization, Oded
Yinon suggests that **the political goal of Israel in the 1980s
on its Western front*' is to dismember Egypt after reconquest
of the Sinai, overturning the "mistaken peace agreement*'
with Sadat. He outlines, with specific detail, a plan such as

that just reviewed for the restoration of an Ottoman Empire-
style arrangement for the region, including also the Arabian
peninsula. A plausible (though unstated) further

consequence is that Israel will control the region's energy

reserves.
.

•

On a still braoder scale, this alliance may be extended to

include South Africa, which has been the recipient of direct

Israeli assistance in its own rather comparable efforts to

maintain instability and disorder along its borders.

According to numerous sources, it appears that Israel and
South Africa also are advancing towards a large-scale nuclear

weapons capacity in their joint endeavors, including

development of neutron bombs, missile delivery systems

(that can reach targets in the U.S.S.R.) and a wide range of

strategic and low-yield nuclear weapons. Israel and
South Africa also have been reported to be engaged in joint

development of cruise missiles with Taiwan.

Much of this is projection rather than accomplished fact,

but it is within the bounds of plausibility in substantial

measure. As long as the United States provides Israel with

the requisite military force, there is every reason to believe

that Israel will proceed along such a path, to the extent that it

is within its power.

Clearly, the risks of expanded war, engaging the

superpowers and possibly leading to nuclear war, are not

inconsiderable—a fact which has not gone entirely imnoticed
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in Washington.

Several years ago, certain elements in the Pentagon began
to fear that the United States had created a Frankenstein

monster by flooding Israel with advanced armaments.
Anthony Cordesman, who had held a variety of high-level

administrative and intelligence positions in the Pentagon,

wrote in the ArmedForces Journal in 1977 that the United
States "may now fmd itsdf aiding an Israel which may use its

military strength to take permanent contrcd of former Arab
territory in direct opposition to U.S. policy, and be locked
into an indefinite cold war with the Arabs," leading to **a

major national security problem" for the United States.

Cordesman' s interpretation of U.S. policy may be open
to question, but his early warning was apt. United States-

backed Israeli adventurism is creatmg a security problem of
immense proportion. The U.S. disarmament movement
dooms itself to near irrelevance if it disregn^ds this.
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Lech Wol€Stt was carried through the streets of Warsaw at the height of Solidarity's activities^ Now
the union is all but broken.

Poland frompage 1

socialist state should be like.

According to this view, the Polish crisis was not caused by
the Gommunists* failure to adapt their policies to Polish

conditions. On the contrary, former party leader Edward
Gierek is accused of having been too much concerned about

Polish specifics. His major error was to establish too dose
economic, technological and cultural ties with the West.

One of the consequences of this dependence was that the

political regime within Poland, which is criticized for its

extensive contact with the West, became too tolerant d
opposition. Pravda even has pointed out that one of the

factors behind the Polish crisis is the presence of thousands

of Polish-American retirees who make their home in Poland
*

and live off U.S. Social Security beiwfits. Th^are viewed as

having been a subversive factor.

Gierek's mistake, as interpreted by his present successors,

was to assume that a developed socialist society had managed
to establish ttsdf firmly in Poland. In fact, we are now told

Poland is an underdeveloped socialist country, both in social

and economic respects, because it still has private agriculture

and the ideological consciousness of the masses is lacking.

Thus, social and political integration of the Polish nation

will be achieved only through class struggle, including

application of coercion against anti-socialist forces. One
might say that the Polish Communistsare back to 1945, back
to square one. The difference is that today they may be
unable to appeal to the young people with a convuicing

explanation of the failures of the economy, as they could

after World War II.

What specific goals is the present leadership setting for

itself? Several target areas have been identified. One is the

question of contacts with the West. The leaders are

determined to control them more closely, especially in

ideologically sensitive areas. There wiU be a corresponding

effort to promote closer contacts between the U.S.S.R. and
Eastern Europe, under strictly controlled conditions to make
certain that the Poles will not infect their Soviet partners with

anti-socialist ideas.

The second problem area which they are going to face is

agriculture. The question of coUectivuation of agriculture is

back on the agenda. Even though the leadership is not united

on how to proceed, collectivization is now recQfidzed as

something that cannot be avoided if the county 1^ to move
ahead.

The party is aware that Polish agriculture is in a very

desperate situation. The trouble lies in the fact that the policy

of the previous leadership was to tolerate private farming and

at the same time to prevent its modernization. The result is

that 60 percent of Poland's privately owned farms are under

five hectares (about 10 acres) which is almost exactly the same
proportion as in 1931. Most of these farms are, in fact, under

two hectares, which means they are totally unproductive.

The party thus is facing the choice of either allowing the

establishment of stronger, productive private farms the size

of 20 hectares on average, or of opting for coll«;tivization. It

appears that those who prefer the latter choice are now in the

stronger position, although the other view also has its

supporters.

The next major problem area is the Catholic Church,

which Communist leaders view as incompatible with

communism. They adinit that the church not only has

survived as a powerful element in Polish society, but has

managed to win the support of social groups which
previously did not look to it for political guidance. This

applies specifically to the industrial working class.

What practical measures will they adopt toward the

church? The goal, since December 1981, has been to defuse

the power of the church, to separate it from the political

opposition. The party has been relatively successful in this

effort and has managed to weaken the churcb resistance by
cleverly manipulating the carrot of Pope John Paul's

planned visit to Poland. However, it is unthinkable that the

pope will be allowed to come to Poland in the style of his 1979

visit. It is most Ukely that he will not be allowed to come at

all.

As for the problem of the ideological consciousness of the

masses, the party is aware that during the Solidarity period

the official ideology lost its credibility for the vast majority

of the people. Leaders were especially stung by the argument

which was common in Poland before December 1981 that the

communist regime is a foreign import, a force lacking Polish

roots.

Official propaganda will be stressing the domestic national

roots of the communist system in Poland, trying to present it

as an authentic national force.At the same time there will be a

renewed emphasis on the importance of Poland's integration

with the Socialist Community headed by the U.S.S.R. This

probably will coincide with a renewed emphasis on the

teaching of Russian as a means of inculcating new ideological

awareness.

Whether or not all of these goals can be achieved, one may
assume that the Polish leadership will be firm on the one
overriding lesson of the last two years: There will be no more
Solidarities.
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ARE STILLAVAILABLE

FSU STUDENT IJwWlbPROOF
OF FALL^^&JSTR4TI0N

SCHEDULE REQUIRED.^%

TICKETS AfeE ON SALE - ALL
"'GAl^^-E^EPT^'

FI^IDA{|a1
• AVAILABLE AT TULLY GYM
AND UNION TICKET OFFICES

• • • FOR INFO. CALL 64^1830
Roman Szporiuk b a profenor of history at the Univenlty

of Michigan.
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Planet Waves

World
MONTREAL — About 150 prisoners at the Montreal

Detention Center staged what police described as a 2!/2

hour "mini-riot" white their guards were on strike to

protest hazardous work conditions, a Quebec Police Force

spokesperson said.

A police riot squad called in by authorities crushed the

revolt in the early hours yesterday, injuring three prisoners,

prison officials said.

WARSAW, Poland — Wladyslaw Gomulka, the Polish

leader who stood up to the Soviets in 1956, died yesterday

at the age of 77—more honored in death than in the last 12

years of his life.

Gomulka led the Polish Communist Party from 1956

until December 1970 when he was toppled by bloody food

price riots in which hundreds died. He had been

hospitalized with cancer for months before his death.

Nation
CHATTANOOGA, Tenn. — A heavy cloud cover over

parts of the rugged Appalachian Mountains hindered an

air search yesterday for a huge Air Force cargo jet that

vanished with nine crew-members aboard while practicing

low-level flying.

"It's an area of rough terrain and the weather is poor

down there, which is hampering search efforts," said Sgt.

Bob Miskowitz, a spokesperson for the Rescue

Coordination Center at Scott Air Force Base near East St.

Louis, 111.

"In any crash, debris is usually scattered throughout a

large area and it*s hard to see from the air, especially in

poor weather,'* he said.

The C-141B, the military's second largest transport,

disappeared Tuesday shortly after it had been given

clearance by an air controller to skim over the mountains at

a low altitude. Military pilots regularly are taught how to

avoid enemy radar detection by low-level flying.

The transport was one of two military planes that ran

into trouble Tuesday. An Air Force jet flying from
California to Ohio crashed and exploded on an Illinois

farm during a thunderstorm, killing the pilot.

CLEVELAND — A Cleveland woman has been charged

with three counts of attempted murder for allegedly trying

to poison her three children with overdoses of a
tranquilizer.

Police said Janice Smith, 22, gave her children Valium
pills and told them they were vitamin pills.

The children, two sons 9 and 7 and a daughter, 3, were
released from University Hospital Tuesday and were placed
in the custody of relatives.

State
TALLAHASSEE—Holmes County Sheriff Drew

Galloway notified the governor and Cabinet yesterday he

will have lo shut down operations in September because he

has run out of money.

Galloway appealed to Gov. Bob Graham and the Cabinet

for them to use their constitutional authority to order the

Hobnes County Conmussion to give him $56,000 to get

through the month until the county's new fiscal year begins

Oct. 1.

The state's Office of Planning and Budgeting

recommended to Cabinet aides that the action be taken but

that the amount be reduced to $25,000.

*'We absolutely have no money," said Galloway, whose
panhandle county has about 15,000 residents.

Rob LabMky of the Florida Sheriffs* Association said

Galloway ran out of money because "his budget has not

increased in the last three years."

FORT LAUDERDALE — No deer hunting will be

permitted in flooded Everglades Conservation Area 111 this

fall because the deer herd has been decimated by starvation

and disease, state game officials said Wednesday.

The swampland area, located in West Broward and
northwest Dade counties was the site of a controversial

"mercy hunt" ordered by the state in July. Preservationists

fought an unsuccessful court battle to block the hunt.

After receiving a go-ahead from the court, the state

Game and Fresh Water Fish Commission staged the two-day

hunt in the southern half of the conservation area and gave

the conservationists permission to attempt removal of sick

deer from the northern half

.

Applications are now being
accepted for

Escort Service night

supervisor. ONLY
responsible, well-qualified

persons need apply.

Pick up applications

in room 244 Union.

Ken Rasmussen, DMD
Ceiwal Familv Dentistry

57M300

DAY AND EVENING HOURS

122a ocala Rd.

Near university Plaza

By AppolntmeHt OilY

J
PLANTS & FLOWERS

740 W.GAINES
224-2t>74
(2 blocks from campus)

20% OFF
PURCHASE W/
STUDENT ID
EXP 9-1 5-82

by THE BLOOM ROOM
• COMPLETE FLORAL SERVICES •

Feel negative about your resume?
MEDIATYPE will help yougmtit
ready for the printer.

E D I A T Y P E
Room 314. Union Bldg., FSU, 644-5744

(Formerly Garnet

&GoldKeyJ

Will hold a general meeting

Thursday, Sept. 2nd at 8:00 pm
in the Longmire Lounge

all members please attend.

ATTENTION...ATTENTION...*

—

The NAVAL ROTC PROGRAM at Florida A&M University offers an
opportunity for qualified college freshmen and sophomores to win
SCHOLARSHIPS... and become COMMISSIONED OFFICERS in the
U.S. navy or marine corps.

WHATDOYOU NEED TO DO TO QUALIFY?
U.S. citizen between the ages of 17 and 25
Enroll at FSU..TCC..FAMU as a freshman or a sophomore
Have a GPA of 2.0 or better
Physically fit

If you feel you are the kind of person we want for NROTC... come by
and see me in room 202 in the Perry-Paige Building on the FAMU
campus.. .or call me at (904) 599-3980/ 3989.
Contact me today...This is your chance to be someone special.

: THIS PROGRAM IS OPEN TO MfH MEN AND MOMEN
: PHONE: (904)599-5980/5989

•Ask for:

itlEUTENANT COMMMIDER
:jERRY FORD

9

NAVAL ROTC...

AN EDUCATION
WITH PAY

Or write to me:

Recruiting Officer I

Naval ROTC unit S

Florida A&M university S

Tallahassee, Florida 52507!

Bar QrlU

Open Uam Daily for Lunch

Specialties: FhlHy Cheese Steak, Chicken wings,

Steak Burgers, Fried Mushrooms G

Zucchini, Onion Rings, Vacbos. Serving your

favorite domestic S imported beer

Best Lunch on the Strip, Relaxed

Atmosphere, Reasonable Prices!!!

626 W. Tenn.

.1, -a^-* '•=41, -=4 «. -a '» »* « « ^ «
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County
urban/rural characteristics that make Leon County so

cfifficult to leave for many of the people who have settled

here in the last 2S years, problems will arise in a multitude

of areas—transportation, the environment, crime, jdbs,

and the consolidation of city and county govermnent.

Transportation

County residents voted overwhelmingly more than ten

years ago to keep freeways out of the future transportation

plan. Since then, major thoroughfares have become
increasingly clogged and widening of existing arteries has
been the major method of handling the increased traffic

load. Under an agreement several years old, the city took
responsibility for mass transit. Bus.routes, however, seldom
venture outside the city limits.

Claiming "one bus could eliminate a traffic jam,*'

former city commissioner Yancey feels a regional mass
transportation network would alleviate the pressure on
roads. He also favors widening ThomasviUe Road to 1-10

and making ThomasviUe Road between Monroe Street and
Seventh Avenue one way, pairing it with Gadsden Street.

Montford observes that "in the future everybody can't

be driving a car" and would work toward buying land on

the urban fringe to create satellite parking lots and then

shuttling people downtown with mass transit.

Richardson would begin a policy of conservation,

expanding mass transit to reduce the number of cars on the

roads.

Fountain feels bus lines should be extended into the rural

areas of the county if a certain number of people per area

could be reached. He also supports looking at bike paths

and widening roads as long as trees or canopy roads are

not harmed.

Trees

While the county considers a tree ordinance to prevent

the wholesale bulldozing of trees by developers, the

candidates differ on how much protection should be

afforded trees and how the county's canopy roads would
fare in the face of future growth.

"We're gonna grow and it's inevitable that the trees are

gonna have to go," observed Montford. He favors an
i^gressive tree planting program similar to the city's

dc^ood give-away.

Richardson favors making the ordinance protect small

but mature trees rather than just large trees. "I think we
should have tree-lined streets, but the problem is they are

unsafe—and people don't seem to recognize that. If an

^bulance had to get down Centerville Road (before it was
>yidened), we'd be in trouble. I favor keeping the effect of

the roads, but making them safer.*'

Fountain favors strengthening the tree ordinance if it is

shown that too many trees are still being cut down. "As for

"So close to the recorded versions,

that the Lizard King would smile."

National Newspaper of Canada

"Hakim portrays Morrison's

wildness, sensuality and
intelligence with realism."

FRKFTIMh
Rochester. N Y

"THE SHOCKING REINCARNATION
OF JIM MORRISON & THE DOORS'

'

UPO PRESENTS THE BACKDOORS
fiMturiiiK tTOss«-iil Siiw <•!

Ruby diamond auditorium
FRIDAY. SKJM .«. A 1 9 I'M

TICKKTS S4.1W FO» STl'DENTS.
Stf.lW GENERAL ADMISSION

ru kt r>«»\ <\; K TiHiAV \' kki i»=x:> « ^^

canopy roads, I'd preserve them wherever possible. It's a

trade-off. If you want charm and ambience, then you have^
to give up five minutes of driving time."

Yancey sees the environmental debate as a private

property issue: **I love trees, but I have a problem when the

government tells you what to do with your property. For
canopy roads, as long as the road is wide enough to hold

the traffic that's on it, OK. But when you have a canopy

road right in the middle of where development will be, you
have to reconsider."

Sign ordinance

Richardson favors a sign ordinance to prevent what he

calls the "ugiiflcation" of Tallahassee," including size and
setback limitations. He also favors language that would
give signs which don't comply with a sign ordinance two to

five years to comply with the new law.

Founiain claims he was the first one in the race to favor a

strict sign ordinance and now all the others have adopted

his view. He supports placing signs on buildings, not on
streets, and would look at prohibiting **porta-signs,"

whose strobe-type lights he considers a safety hazard. He
also favors making the law retroactive.

Yancey would apply different rules to different sections

of town, but would not commit himself to any size

restrictions or the banning of portable signs, admitting, "1

used them when I ran for the city commission." He would

not make the law retroactive,

Montford would support the size limitations and the

prohibition of porta-signs, but would not make the law

retroactive. He feels enforcement of the law is the key.

Crime
Fountain feels the city and county law enforcement

agencies are ripe for a merger, with an elected sheriff at the

helm. He would like to see more public education programs

and neighborhood crime watch programs, where citizens

cooperate with the police.

Yancey favors keeping officers in schools and increased

cooperation between citv and county police. He feels the

two should be combined with the elected sheriff in charge.

Montford would continue stressing cooperation between

city and county cops, and would support an increase in the

sheriffs budget, a larger jail and an expanded work-release

program.

Richardson would look for more volunteerism from
citizens in crime watch prognum, and commended the

program that places officers in schools so kids can be
exposed to * 'Officer Friendly.

"

Contributions

Yancey leads the contribution race with $8,840 as of

August 13 (37 of $100 or more). Richardson took in $4,553

(12 of$100 or more). Montford $3928 (1 1 of $100 or more),

and Fountain $1,211 (10 of $100 or more). Richardson's

totals include the week ofAugust 13-20.

foronelowprice
LUNCH DINNER

l<3>uffs|
L ISMORGASBORDJ

'WhereThe Extras.„Don't Cost Extra!"

Mon. & Wed. Nights
4 - 8 p.m.

10% Discount
with Student I.D.

8773765
Parkway Shopping Center
1103 Apalachee Pkwy

Pizzainn

99^f

Buy one pizza,

get the next
smaller size

for 99^

Buy any style pizza and get

the next smaller same style pizza

with equal number of toppings,

for 99^
Present this coupon with

guest check. Not valid #o
with any other offer.

82P-61

Expiration 9/8/82Ri
2580 North Monroe St. 386-3115
1424 West Tennessee 222-3786
3529 ThomasviUe Road 893-0064

$1.00 Off Lunch
Buffet

All You Can Eat - Pizza

pasta, Salad Bar, Available

only for lunch (Monday
through Friday, 11-2 p.m.)

One coupon per customer per

visit.

Present this coupon with

guest check. Not valid

with any other offer.

Expiration 9/8/82 FLition 9/8/82 FL

SizzaitmJ

We now have
Deep Dish Pan Pizza!
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Its future bleak,
BY PAMELA DOUGLAS

PACIFIC NEWSSERVICE

NEW YORK—Under an old poster of

Malcolm X in a Harlem grocery store, food is

locked away behind a plexiglass barrier

backed by chicken wire «xteii£iig from the

floor to the ceiling. To buy anything a

customer screams through the wall to a tired

black woman who trudges through the

motionless summer heat, sealed in her plastic

cell, to extract a single box of cereal from the

shelf. She places it in a revolving metal-plated

cubicle, which is not turned to release the

food until the customer pays.

These signs of a desperate time were not so

extreme here even three years ago. Now,

despite all the decades that it has fought to

maintain its position as the capital of black

America, evidence that black Harlem can

continue to survive at all is hard to find.

Some of the old-style hustle to "make it"

ttillcanbefoundintwolittleboys.nuiybeseven

years old, who stalk the checkout counters of

a local market grabbing groceries and quickly

loading them in bags. If each of 50 customers

gives them three cents, they'll make $1 .50 for the

day's work, which they later divide.

But outside on the street the scent of

marijuana fills the eveidng air. For the many
balnes playing on the sidewalk in this fog of

dope, its smell already has become a normal

part of life. The young men who otherwise

would be the ambitious edge of this

community have been blunted. Knots of 13-

year-old kids lean on walls, mumbling
vaguely to each other, 'Tm gonna get it

together soon,*' unable to snap out of their

^walking comas.

Meanwhile, people continue somehow to

find ways to hold on. In a gutted, abandoned

storefront, elderly Harlem residents have set

up shop, sitting on chairs brought out from

their apartments. In front of them a table

displays a few articles on sale—pairs of old

shoes* a worn coat, soone placemats.

Young men walk the streets selling "gold"

chains and rings. Others, with more cash to

invest, push little vendors' carts displaying

stuffed animals and toys, mostly made in

Asia.

On a quieter block Of browhstone houses

an old man screams at a middle-aged

numbers runner that he*s owed $1.50, that he

did so put a quarter on a winning

combination. As the men argue, old women
on the front steps of their brownstones

laugh. After awhile, the argument wanes and

everyone goes back inside, the numbers

runner continuuig down the street to pay off dollar wins. But

the old man who fought so hard keeps talking to himself as

he retreats inside, knowing how much the $1.30 he tried to

talk the runner out of meant to him

.

The only other enterprise visible here is driving taxis. But

the unlicensed jitney cabs with dashboard signs reading

"livery" or "Car service" that do business freely in Harlem

hide their signs downtown, where they're not permitted to

operate—and where the big tippers ride. Though Manhattan

is smaU enough for one to walk from Harlem to Midtown,

these drivers will tell you they don*t know the streets below

100th.

Harlem might as well be, as James Baldwin put it,

another country. Even the Rev. Calvin Butts, associate

pastor of the Abyssinian Baptist Church, who would like to

sound optimistic, admits: "The major industries of Harlem

are drugs and numbers. The political leadership is

bankrupt.... At one time this was a political, economic,

cuUural crossroads. Maybe it still is, but it's deteriorating

rapidly."

Streets in Harlem have been renamed over the last decade:

Frederick Douglass Boulevard, Adam Clayton Powell

Boulevard, Duke Ellington Avenue. Ironically, now that the

road signs are commemorating heroes of the area's past,

black Harlem may be without a future. As real estate

interests from outade buy up the sheUs of abandoned houses

and renovate them, it seems to people who've spent

generations here that the days are numbered before the

Harlem longs for its past

Betterdays
Men sit outside the oncefamous National MemorialAfrican bookstore, owned

by Lewis Michaux, in 1964, Although the bookstore was the scene of the

celebrated dialogue among the books between Nkrumah and Malcolm X two

decades ago, Michawc was ordered to close his store by New York City

renovation authorities to makiespmxfor aparking lot. It later became evident the

parkbtg lot wouldnot encroach on theproperty after all, but it was too late.

middle class—mostly whites^ will be the only ones able to

afford property or rent in this stretch of Maidmttan.

The renovation exempUHes a kind of "neutron bomb"
approach to Harlem: Save the real estate and get rid of the

people. Along with the people would go a substantial legacy,

however. This was the setting for the development of jazz

from the '20s through the '50s; the home of great black

writers; a central power base for three generations of black

political leaders. It was to Harlem that African and

Caribbean leaders like Ghana's Kwame Nkrumah and

Cuba's Fidel Castro felt they had to come, as ambassadors

from Third World nations calling on what they regarded as

America's Third World capital.

Harlem sent Adam Clayton Powell to Congress in 1944,

charging him with responsibility to no one outside his own
constituency. Thanks to the support of his Abyssinian

Baptist Qiurch, then the largest Protestant congregation in

the world with 16,000 regular mmbers. he had little need for

compromise or coalitions.

A generation later, the transition of leadership from

Powell to Malcolm X was surprisingly smooth because both

men ultimately embodied Harlem's belief that its strength lay

in its separateness, never in integration. That's why Martin

Luther King was not popular here: Mixing with whites was

always viewed in Harlem as a dangerous dilution of power.

But after Powell, "the community was gerrymandered, so

there is no longer the possibility of the community as a whole

voting for a black man," points out Butts. "And the

population of Harlem has decreased. Those

who could afford to moved out. We have

fewer children. The drug problem has

increased tremendously. So the spirit we had

when Nkrumah and Malcohn and Powell and

even when Minister (Louis) Farrakhan (of

the Nation of Islam) were here—all of that is

gone. The youth of Harlem have no

direction."

With so little ability to resist left in

Harlem, Butts charges. New Yorks municipal

administration has embarked on a strategy he

caUs "planned shrinkage. The city has cut

back on sanitation and housing is allowed to

deteriorate. Some speak of the

eventual revitalization of the community,

but then the color changes."

Indeed, Harlem's city-owned buildings are

being auctioned off. The rules of the auction

are that to qualify a buyer must show he

earned a minimum of $20,000 per year each

of the past five years—rules few of the

Harlem residents can comply with.

The people of Harlem know changes are

on the way. On the 8th Avenue bus headed

uptown, the conversation shifts above 100th

street. The passengers, now all black, drop

thdr "on guard" postures and talk across the

aisle, as if to members of their own families.

Often an argument ensues about whether

it's true whites are commg to Harlem. One

old man insists, "No, they'll never be able to

survive this jungle up here." Another

answers, "They don't have to. They gonna

change it all before they get here." The

others jump in: "They ain't really coming....

They can't come. . . . They ain't coming.
'

'

Of course, the truth is that the whites are

coming. As if to prepare the way, the real

monuments to Harlem's past as the mecca of

black Arnica are being erased, street names

notwithstanding. The famous Harlem
outdoor market near 125th Street and Lenox

Avenue, once a true focal point for the local

economy, is now a skeleton bordering on a

crater-sized hole. To observers in Harlem, it's

as if the effort were not only to renovate

buildings, but also to dissolve the legends and

the energy that thrived around them.

The most painful example may be the loss

of Lewis Michaux's National Bookstore,

where Nkrumah and Malcolm X held their

celebrated dialogue among the books two

decades ago, as would-be scholars and future

leaders listened. Now in his 90s, Michaux was

ordered to close his store by city renovation

authorities on the grounds that they needed

the space to make way for a parking lot. It later became

evident the area under construction did not actually overlap

Michaux's site, but by then it was too late.

And just this June, at the Schaumberg Library in Harlem,

which is the central repository of all black cultural and

historical documents and literature in America, a white man
was appointed curator over a list of qualified blacks. The

appointment brought out a rally of outraged intellectuals

who marched with placards and handed out flyiers while a

gospel choir sang nearby. Except for black radio stationr , the

New York media carried news neither of the appointment

nor of the protest.

If asked where the center of leadership now lies, people here

say they don't know. They speak, instead, of the past. They
recall,, as if it were recent, the day when "Adam" ran

Harlem. They suggest visits to landmarks left by artists aad
writers long since dead or moved on

.

Some reach back even further, to Africa. They draw
strength from Yoruba churches and African festivals now
flourishing in Harlem as never before as the eistablished

Christian churches decline.

Occasionally one of the many black private schools—run
by blacks for blacks, often teaching African consciousness

laced with black American history—walks its little charges

throu^ the fog of marijuana. Perfectly mannered and neat,

wearing dashiki styles that were popular a decade ago, those
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Auditor blasts game commission

Lawtm CMes

IIMTKI) PRKSS INTKRN ATION AI

Auditor General Ernest

Ellison questioned some
Game and Fresh Water Fish

Commission airplane flights

yesterday, but commission

officials quickly denied they

have done anything wrong.

•'Every flight we have

made involved, a bona fide,

legitimate game commission

purpose," said Maj. Jimmy
Jordan, Deputy Director of

Law Enforcement.

"I don't believe you will

see anybody get fired or have to retire or reimburse money
to the commission because we just don*t have that type of

problem," he said.

Several Florida highway patrol officials, including

director J. Eldridge Beach, and Chester Blakemore, State

highway safety director, have lost their jobs for letting

wives or family members accompany them.on state aircraft

or for other questionable use of the planes.

And family members and a woman friend of Agriculture

Commissioner Doyle Conner reimbursed the state nearly

$4,000 for trips on Division of Forestry planes which

Comptroller Gerald Lewis says were not proper.

At least 15 people not working for the commission

traveled on the agency's planes during the last 12 months

and he is unable to tell from aircraft records whether the

travel was for legitimate state business,EllisonMid.

He also questioned flights on Game Commisdoa planes

by three secretaries from the Lake City regional office and

a flight by a commission teletype operator from Ocala who
was off-duty at the time.

••I can honestly and safely say that any people who have

ever been aboard a commission airplane were there for the

benefit of the State of Florida and the game
commission— without exception," Jordan said.

The 15 passengers whose trips were questioned by Ellison

included U.S. Sen. Lawton Chiles, who wanted to fly over

Osceda National Forest where phosphate strip-mining was
being proposed, and a Palm Beach County judge who
wanted to see if a manatee protection area was properly

posted, according to Jordan.

The judge was hearing charges against people accused of

violating manatee protection regulations and wanted to get

a first-hand look at the protection area. And the

commission was opposing phosphate mining in Osceola

and was happy to fly Chiles over the area in hopes that he too

would fight die miidBg.

Jordan said the three secretaries were taken along on a

routine law enforcement flight so they could become
familiar with game commission operations because they

had to operate the Lake City radio network on a backup
basis from time to time.

And the teletype operator wanted to go along on a law

enforcement fliii^t on her own time at night and was
allowed to do so.

The FHP controversy prompted Ellison to launch a

special audit into the use of airplanes by all state agencies,

He will make a report in the next several months.

But his criticisms of game commission flights came in his

annual audit of the agency.

EUison complained he couldn't tell from commission

aircraft logs if all of the flights were proper. Jordan said his

pilots simply are filling out trip records developed for

state agencies by the Department of General Services.

More detailed records will be kept in the future if that's

what Ellison wants, he said.

Mexico will nationalize its banks
Lame duck president Jose Lopez

Portillo decreed the nationalization of

the country's banks yesterday, the

single most important ^vernment

takeover since the expippriation of

foreign oil firms in 1938.

"It is now or never," Lopez Portillo

said in his fmal State of the Nation

address before leaving office. "Mexico

is not finished."

Lopez Portillo, blamed by many of

his people for Mexico's economic

crisis, said the takeover of banks

eliminated "an instrument that has

more than sufficiently proved its lack

of solidarity with the interests of the

nation.

**To respond to the economic

priorities, I have expedited two

decrees," the president said "One that

will nationaUze all private banks in the

country and the other that will

establish generalized exchange

controls.**

The exchange controls were the

government's latest effort to clamp

down on currency speculation that has

driven the peso as high a$ ISO to the

U.S. dollar.

Lopez Portillo attacked the

international economic order as the

root of Mexico's and other developing

nation's economic difficulties.

**I took the dedsion to launch the

country to escape the trap that a hostile

world, run by the powerful countries

for their own benefit, permanently

hold over the underdeveloped

countries," he said.

Lopez Portillo spoke before

hundreds of congressmen, cabinet

members, dii^omats, tabor lenders and

guests gathered in the legislative

palace. It was a swan song for Lopez

Portillo who turns over almost

unchallenged power to President-elect

Miguel de la Madrid Dec. 1

.

In Washington, Treasury Secretary

Donald Regan told reporters the action

caught the United States by surprise.

*'We were not advised in advance,** he

He said the United States, which is

"up to our elbows'* in aid to Mexico,

was in "daily contact with the

Mexicans, with the banks...and we are

monitoring it very closely."

The bank nationalization was

Mexico's most important government

takeover since President Lazaro

Cardenas expropriated foreign-owned

petroleum interests in 1938.

Lopez Portillo, however, exempted

foreign-owned banks from the

nationalization and pledged the

measure would include '*a just

compensation to shareholders

according to the law." The president

ordered all the nation's banks to close

until Monday.

The only U.S. bank operating in

Mexico is New York's Citibank.

Lopez Portillo said the decree

nationalizing banks would appear

Wednesday in the government*s
Official Bulletin.

Harlem fiompagelO

children sport African names. They are smart and

enthusiastic, the pride of Harlem.

Yet they, too, are being prepared to succeed in the world

of the past. Exactly what they—what black Harlem—will do

when the "new Harlem** comes, no one here seems ready to

answer;

This ad
is for

all those
who ever wonder

if your
United Way gift

is really
appreciated.

United >Mtay

A Public Service of

This N»w»ap«r &
The Advtriising Council

LunchBuffet
AU the Pizza
& Salad Bar
You Can Eat

$299
good thru

>icw>.«^Fri. 11.2 1' fe«p. 9-8-82
Bring Thte Cottpon For A

Free Mcdlmn Pepsi
WHiij^plMuw of Lunch Mtek

pi!:^pr®
WESTWOOO SHOPMNS CENTER'KIUEAim CENTER

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

PHI KAPPA TAU
little sister rush presents

NOJMtttCORfH> iWALESi

CltaniMfgiie and Daiquiris
»r tlie Ladies

5i»ctiil-f«»rfiial ilrcKw code ciiforccfl

National Car Rental

We Peaturp CM C.^r'^

.Ike rnis Chevrolet Chevette

WEEKEND RATES: Rates apply

from 6 p.m. ThursdaY to 6

p.m. Sunday. Offer good to

students. 18 years old or

more; student I.D., valid

driver's license and cash

deposit ($100) required, you

pay for gas on this low rate

and return car to renting

location. Rate is non-

discountable and sut^ect to

change without notice.

Specific cars are subject to

availability, you aist make

reservations by calling S76-

4107.

SPECIAL RATE

WEEKEND

SOO MILES FREE!

CAll NOW<

576-4107

National Car Rental

Available at

MUNICIPAL AIRPORT

Car Rental

Counter
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INBRIEF
District two CongresskHud CaaMite AHn Cox wll

speak on Reaganomics and the role of Congress in

Environmental Law in the Lounge of the FSU Law School,

today at noon. Sponsored by the Environmental Law
Society.

Making Changes: A Life Planning Course will be offered

by DAWN, the Tallahassee Community College Women's

Program, starting tonight at 7. For more information call

Edith Chapman at 385-1011.

There wS he a StaioMs Party mniSmg toolght it 9 hi

the Florida Room of the Union. All those interested in

running in the Fall Student Government Elections should

attend. For more information call 222-7428.

The S.U.N. Party will meet tonight at 6:30 in 240 Union.

For more info call 224-9225

.

Delta Sigma Pi, a business fraternity, will hold itsfint

meeting of the year tonight at 7:30 in the Starry Conference

Room in the Business Building.

Stwrier Library irii he tSmti on Lahor Day Septfher

6.

The Sailing Club will meet tonight at 7:30 in 221 Bellamy.

The Florida State University Flying Qub will meet

tonight at 7 in room 246 Union.

The Scalphunters wiU hoM thehr first meetfaig tonight at

7:30 in the Club Car. Attendance is mandatory for all

members. Any problems, call Steve Eichenblatt at 57S-

8447.

Campus Crusade for Christ wiU meet toiright at 7 hi 201

Diffenbaugh.

The Wesley Foundation, 705 W. Jefferson St., will serve

dinner tonight at 6. A $1.50 donation is requested. Ail are

welcome.

Who is Jesus Chrlrt? wffl he the theme off tonight's

Navigator Rally at 7:30 in the Weichelt Lounge in the

Business Bldg.

Scholastic awards recipient and International Biblical

Scholar Nick Pappis will speak tonight at 7:30 in the

Maranatha Christian Center at the corner of Pensacola and

Copeland Sts.

Friday is Garnet and GoM day at FSU. Wear yoar school

colors and show your school spirit.

CLARIFICATION
In a story that appeared in yesterday's Flambeau, it was

stated that House District 9 candidate Al Lawson obtained

many contributions from the medical community. In fact,

every doctor who gave money to the Lawson campaign was

black . None were white.

CORRECTION
In a photo caption appearing in yesterday's Flambeau

about vandalism to a tree planted by the Jewish Student

Union, the name of former JSU secretary Karen Zedeck

was misspelled.

lorida

lambeau

More
than a
College

Newspaper

Educational Research Center
for Child Development

is accepting children

for Fall and Spring semesters.

We have regular full and part

time openings for children

ages 3-5.

Call 644-4280

AI11IGS&

SIDE 2C||1E ^ THMfMAM SNOPt ON flM tOUAM
' 895-6110

CNMIOTS OF Fill 90 PQiKY'S (»
Winner of 4 Academy 7:50. 9:45

Awards including

Best Picture 7:15,9:45

50C Off
PITCHER OF BEER

witn coupon
coed tnru M-u

CLARK
CHIROPRACTIC

CENTER
Straight Chiropractors

Hours: MWF by Appt.

Phone: 878-5545
1211 MicGOtukee Rd.

Tallahassee, FL

eveIry family needs chiropractic
CARE

The CEMTRAL MERVOUS SYSTEM is the master

controller of all body functions. The CHIROPRACTOR
corrects misaligned spinal bones that cause interference

to the Central Nervous System, thus allowing your body's

natural healing ability to function at its best, keeping

resistance high and maintaining Health Maturally.

HAVE YOUR SPINE
CHECKED REGULARLY

IHs calculator thinks business*
TheTI Student Business Analyst!
If there's one thing undergrad

business students have always

needed, this is it: an affordable,

business-oriented calculator.

The Student Business Analyst.

Its built'tn business formulas

let you perform complicated

finance, accounting and

statistical functions- the ones

that usually require a lot of

time and a stack of reference

boolcs, like present and future

value calculations, amortiza-

tions and bsdloon payments.

It all means you spend less of the package. You also get

time calculating, and more a hock that follows most

time learning. One keystroke business courses: the Business

takes the place of many.
The calculator is just part

Analyst Guidebook, ^siness
professors helped us write it,

to help you get the most out

of calculator and classroom.

A powerful combination.

Think business.

With the Student

Business Analyst.

Texas
Instruments

' 1 '""^ TiAiiv lii-trumeiii'.
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New sophomore skills test planned
BY JOANN HUMBURG
FLAMBEAU STA^ WRITER

Beginning this fall, all final-semester sophomores will be
required to take the College-Level Achievement Skills Test

because of statewide concern about the quality of
education in Florida's pubhc university system.

The purpose of the lest is not only to demonstrate that

sophomores have achieved an adequate background in

their basic skills, but to show educators where university

curriculums are deficient. CLAST must be taken by all

sophomores before they are able to receive their Associate

of Arts degree or before they can transfer to an upper
division school. .

"The test was developed based on legislative measures

which were designed to improve institutional programs at

the basic skills level," said John McLanahan, director of

the Instructional Support Center.

••It has been recognized that Florida has not been
doing a particularly commendable job in overall

basic skills,** said McLanahan. '•Some people have

graduated with Bachelor*s, Master's, even PhD's who
cannot effectively write term papers or communicate."

McLanahan, however did not place all of the blame on
the students themselves.

•*lt may be that students do not apply themselves," said

McLanahan, "or the instructors may be at fault. It's a two-

way street.**

McLanahan also said the CLAST test is only a small part

of a larger statewide program to improve secondary

education. The test is administered by the College-Level

Achievement Skills Program office of the Department of

Education. With the results of the test, the CLAST office

may have suggestions about developing new courses,

modifying existing or identifying areas where no
educational curriculum is available.

For the next two years, until fall of 1984, student are

only required to take the exam, not to pass it, although the

student's test score will become a part of their pennanent

record. Starting in August of 1984, any student who applies

to transfer to an upper division school or to receive an AA
degree must pass the exam.

•'The reasoning behind this,"said McLanahan, "is that

the universities want to be able to see their specific

weaknesses and improve the quality of undergraduate

instruction.**

McLanahan said the universities cannot hold the students

back untU the university either makes curriculum changes

or provides alternate methods of education. Administrators

are looking into self-study programs, possibly using

computer terminals in Strozier Library or other reference

materials.

"This way, through the use of auto-instruction the

university makes it possible for the student to concentrate

on specific areas as needed,** said McLanahan. "If we*re

going to make it necessary to pass the test, the university

has a clear responsibility to see that resources are

available."

'It has been recognized that Florida

has not been doing a particularly

comniendable job in overall basic skills.

Some people have graduated with

Bachelor's, Master's, even PhD's who
cannot effectively write term papers or

commiinicate/

—Director of

Instructional Support Center

The test is divided into four subtests covering reading,

mathematical computation, and writing. The writing

section will have both objective-type questions and an

essay. McLanahan describes the difficulty of the exam as

"more difficult than an SAT but less than the GRE
(Graduate Record Exam)—designed to test the students*

ability achieved in the firstlwo years of college.**

Most students who are eligible to take the test received a

printout at the time of schedule pick-up, or will be notified

by mail. Students must register from September 9 to 17 in

103 Seminole Building. McLanahan suggested signing up

early for the test to avoid long lines.

The Instructional Support Center has distributed posters

and brochures throughout campus in efforts to publicize

the test. For further information about CLAST, contact

the FSU CLAST coordinator at 106 Seminole Building, or

call 644-3017.

Kuhn predicts runoff for Governor
UNITED PRiSS INTERNATIONAL

Democratic gubernatorial

candidate Fred Kuhn said,

Wednesday he has enough

support to force a runoff in

his longshot bid to unseat

Gov. Bob Graham next

week, but the Homestead
businessman stumbled later

when he was asked how
many people serve in the

Florida Cabinet.

Kuhn, 34, is one of two

minor candidates
challenging Grahanii for the

Democratic nomination for ^ w/- l
governor Tuesday. Gay trCu Kuhtl
rights activist Bob Kunst is also on the ballot.

Calling Graham the "mcompetcnt incumbent," Kuhn
said the governor has failed to "come up with a plan to put

people to work," and has not provided the leadership

necessary to combat crime.

Kuhn, speaking at a press conference at the Hilton

Hotel, said depression-style legislation is needed to

provide jobs and cure the state*s economic ills.

*'The next two years are going to make or break the

economic condition of the state until we can elect a

Democratic president," he said.

Kuhn referred to Graham as "Gov. Wimp" and "Gov.

Jello" and called him the weakest governor in Florida's

history. Graham, he said, does not have the administrative

abilities needed for the office.

But Kuhn was unable to answer correctly when asked

how many members serve in the Florida Cabinet, the state*s

principal administrative body. Kuhn said there were **seven

to nine*' members and, when pressed said he was not going

to get into such "ridiculous things" with the press.

The Cabinet has six members plus the governor.

Kuhn has attracted most of his attention so far with a

series of fund-raising concerts featuring country music star

Tammy Wynette that drew fewer than 100 people in Miami

and Jacksonville. A similar event m Orlando was canceled.

On the final day of the formal qualifying period in July,

Kuhn entered the race against Sen. Lawton Chiles. Later

- that morning he switched to the governor's race when Jeff

Latham, 38, of Broward County agreed to run as his

lieutenant governor candidate.

This ad
is for

all those
who ever wonder

if your
United Way gift

Is really
appreciated. * Publir Service of

1/^3 1 Newspaper &
CnUKll Th« Advertising Council

Old Fashioned

PEP
RALLY

Fri. 12 Noon
LANDIS GREEN

FSU SCAiP HUNTERS

Prep Courses
Th« Florida Stat* University

C«nt*r (or ProtCMlonal Dcvclopmenl
and Public S«rvic«

Monday and Thursdoy nights]

,
S*pt. 13^1. 11 « 9:30 p.m.; 1

I tW pie naM&nm PK

LSAT PREP

AHENTION

PROFESSORS!

'Vrofe^ors
Publishing"

Least costly, most efficient

means to acquire required study

course material. ..leave with

Kinl(0's...we duplicate and sell

direct...low cost to student... no

cost to YOU or Your department

kinico's copies

TMOdoy and Wednesdayt,
S«pt.7-M*:1S-10 p.m.;

$140 pre-regiilered

1

Monday* opd Wednetday*,
S«pt. 2(M>ct. * *:1M:M p.m.;

$5S pre-regMeted

OMAT PREP

222-6171

COPYRIGHT INFO AVAILABLE

Tuosdays and Thuitddys
Sept 23-Oct 21

6:15-9:15 p m :

$80 pr*-r*gisterad

CPA REVIEW-
Taxation

TuMdayt, TlHircdayi and
Saturday*, Sopt. 7-1t V
• ajn.-12d0 p-m. Saturday*.
$100 p««>reoi*l*r«d

For more information or to register, call

ttte Center for Profetsloriol Development
and Public Service, weekday* from
a a.m.-4:30 p.m., at 644-3001.

Appliootions ore now being
accepted for

Escort Service niglit

supervisor. ONLY
responsible, well-qualified

persons need apply.

Picic up applications .

in room 244 Union.

IDaVNIEIL'S I

liAII^
9%.00 OFF HAIRCUT &

BLOW DRY
91.00 OFF HAIRCUT

1020N. MONROI 222-1112

RE-ELECT

GEORGE ANDERSON
DISTRiai

Scliool Board
"ABLE AND ACCESSIBLE"

877-6782
DEMOCRAT fPD POL AD! -BETTY ELY, TREASURER

10%
'YuddyscaracCTnc^^^

I
Off Front End Alignment |
Wheel Balancing or brake work|

w/ coupon thni^9/ 13/82
|

I
V.W. SPECIAUST I

TOYOTA, DATSUN, AND AU
AMERICAN CARS

222-9342

818 W. Madison 222 9884

1

9. i
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JOIN WINN-DIXIE'S

ROAD SHOW
SWEEPSTAKES

WIN A NEW 4 Wheel Drive

DODGE RAM CHARGER
DETAILS MD ENTRY lUUIKS ONLY AT WINN-DIXIE

^
TIDE

49-ox.
•OX

$149

cMiMHi MM totnnn 14. tw
LiMil 1 mKIM m wm* pwotaM MnL til*.

RUSTLE IIP

BIB SATINfiS
DURING OUR BIG

BOUKD UP SALE
PRKES GOOD

SEPT. 2-8, 1982

BUY ONE . . . GET ONE FREE! SPECIALS
u. an Mif wnim ma
LIGHT BULBS
11-u m. vmn \m
PRETZELS

CHiisi cmpf

iiA^ARfiiiR

SPAGHETTI
K-ii nt uMSi nm
MACARONI

14' Ml ftt ll»IMIMI_

CHEESE CAKE
INi m- MS UKtI S

SICILLIAN PIZZA

GAitirttkAO
^•l M M MW HCM

CHEESE

Ml. rU. MMH
POPS

! -LI. LNT HI MaUK PIUIKf MKT
WHEATBREAD
WRffitNb'rlSkuT

EN>^roks

• su ma UK
DINNER

SANm'S&'IRrRlil
cAtLlVrE'»T%S

b^Ih'K^s
ebfsnk^BVir

l-U. sum

smt
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PRICEmm SAVE SAVE 60
KRAFT

MAYONNAISE

FILLYOURFREEZERSALE!
USDA CHOICE BEEF

WHOLE UNTRIMMED BONELESS
TENDERLOINS OR

RIB EYES
CUT INTO DELMONICOS FREE!

USOA CHOtCt WMCXe UNTRIMMED Ktf

HINDQUARTERS
CUT & WRAPPED FREE

ir SATISFACTION
PRKESGOOD

S9T. 2-4, I9t2

USOA CHOICf
ONELESS

QUICK FROZEN
QUARTER POUND PURE- ^HUUJ^' QUARTER POUND PURI

CHUCK ROAST BEEF PAniES

( roOM THI BHF PIOPU
w 0 BRAND USDA ( HOCE BEtf (

CHUCK ROAST .

.

W D BRAND USOA CHOICE Kff I

CHUa STEAK ...... a. n*"
U6M WSFftiB W4> HAND 1. >. 3 « S lA IMMI

* •r
USOA CHOCf FRESH

UG 0' LAMB ^ir
mCKORY SWtET

SLKED BACON
SUNNYIANO SMOKED SliCR> MBS « PIECES

BACON 5S »r
USOA GRADE A' HIESH MHEO

FRYER PARTS 59^
W-D MANO VKHOU HOC MHD. MEDIUM & HOT

W D (RAND

DINNER FRAMS ^i^^**
MADISON MANO CHKKEN

HOT DOGS
bUNNYlAND PORK MtlD MOf

SAUSAGE ROU
QUICK ERO/tN

TROUT nuns ^ w
KAHN-S JUMtO

PER SERVING

BONUS STAMP COUPON L^,

100IXTM
TOP VALUE STAMPS

ONt lOaCI KM
iirfON

TEA MIS
« V«PT 18 9tl

100 IXTRA
TOP VALUE STAMPS

vim rMi njaCMAU a*

ONf 1 II «CO w o »«ANO
ItCUlAR Ot TMCK HICtD

MUMIA
cowRiMaoaoMn i* >m

TOP VALUE STAMPS
wi>H 'Ht a*

ONE USOA CHOICE KfF

FOM M MINDQUARm
Ol WHOlf MM

BONUS STAMP COUPON

SOO EXTRA
TOP VALUE STAMPS

WITH TMI PUKMAM <y

ONI WHOlf
TINDItlOIN
Ol Mt EYi

HARVEST ERE SI

GR^^ES
HMTVEST FKaH OBIOOUS

RD APPliS........^
HARVEST nCSH

BROCCOLI .WMCN 99*
HARVEST FRESH

CABBAGE
HAm$T FKSH SWEET

.4 «

COU»ON GOOD 54" )« HtJ ^^fl^l

BONUS STAMP COUPON

150 iXTM
TOP VALUE STAMPS

tmKmtKK mm mm
S«« 2 1 !»«.

Another good reason to shop at Winn-Dixie

18' STERLING SILVER OR
14KGOLD-FILLED CHAIN

V-w ihr^ .:icJ^llll WT)ViH'-i>.' link >tui" ...m K- vtur^wtKn v.ni 'Jkf ji Hiitn-DiMi-

WITH $300 INGOLD
REGISTERTAPESFREE

PORCELAIN
FINE CHINA

OFFER
FINE CHINA

SEE DISPUY WHEN YOU VISIT WINN-DIXIEI

— —I

fC&i

-o

10^ 1

3
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The plague

is back
P\( IH( NKWSSKRVICK

As if we don*t have

enough to worry about:

Bubonic plague— tbe
"Black Death" which killed

hundreds of thousands of

people during the Middle

Ages— is making a

comeback. Before 1965,

there was an average of only

one case a year report^ in

this country. Now it's up to

15 cases a year. The disease

is most prevalent in the

West, where it is carried by

squirrels and other rodents.

Thomas Quan of the

National Center for

Disease Control says

bubonic plague is on the

rise because people are

spending more time

outdoors. Plague-infected

humans have about a 15 to

20 percent mortality rate, he

say«, mostly because they

don't recognize the

symptoms—which include

fever, body aches and
swelling of the lymph
glands.

• • •

Just when we've gotten

used to killer bees , a

scientist working in l atin

America has discovered a

species of... vulture bees.

The bees, which live in the

Amazon Basin and as far

north as Panama, collect

dead flesh instead of pollen,

and turn it into food for

larvae back at the hive. In

place of pollen receptacles,

the flesh-eating bees have

sharp teeth useful for

tearing carcasses.

Fortunately for us, the

vulture bees seem to prefer

the taste of amphibians.

• • •

War is good for

business—even the tourist

business. At least that's the

hope of four former Laker
Airways executives, who
have announced plans to

offer package tours to the

Falkland Islands. To
accommodate the tourist

crowd, their new airline,

British Atlantic, has

appealed to Falkland

Islanders to open their

homes for bed and
breakfast. Airline

spokesperson Malcolm
Bowden says, "It sounds
ghoulish, but we expect

battle sites to be part of the

itinerary."

MEDIATYPE

Publix

Celebrate

Summer's Last Long

Weekend
f

For your shopping

convenience, Publix

will be open until

7 P.M. on Labor Day,

Monday, September 6th. LMHIRMr
WIRS The word is spreading throughout the

neighborhood your headquarters for great Labor

-1-1 -f- 1 1 r\f -f-i Day values is Publix. So from paper products and

ArP Thp Ti:^ K I IT I hp Dell foods to charcoal and USOA Choice beef.

r\IC I lie iair\ ^m'I lllu
shop Pubnx tor the supplies

you need to celebrate

this holiday right.

Publix
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N.J. rapist

goes back
to prison
TRENTON, N.J. — A

565-pound rapist whose

release from jail for health

reasons provoked a national

outcry was sent back to

prison Wednesday to the

cheers of onlookers

—mostly women.

Judge Richard Barlow

Jr., who had freed Joseph

"Jo Jo" Giorgianni, said a

videotape of the l^fty sex

offender partying at an
Atlantic City prize fight and
new medical testimony

showed he had been
enjoying a "normal
lifestyle" while free.

At the end of the two-day

hearing called t& reconsider

Giorgianni's reduced 13-

year sentence for raping a

14-year-old girl. Barlow
castigated prosecutors,

saying he would not have

released the defendant had

they presented the proper

evidence at earlier hearings.

Giorgianni, 33, who
arrived at the courthouse in

a black Lincoln Continental

driven by his girlfriend, was

subdued and pale

throughout the hearing. He
was seated on a special

wooden bench.

As court officers led the

obese steakhouse owner
from the courthouse to a

waiting police van after the

hearing, county
employees—mostly women
—leaned cheering and
dapping frcnn the windows
of the five-story buiUing.

He was taken to the

Yardville Youth and
Corrections Center, where

he resumed serving his

sentence. His lawyer filed

ah immediate app«d in the

Appellate Division of

Superior Court.

Giorgianni, who suffers

from asthma and other

obesity- related ilnesses, had

served only one week. He
was released Aug. 6 after

doctors testified his

imprisonment would be
*• life-threatening" because

he needed air conditioning

and other facilities to

survive.

•'I just feel great," said

the rape victim's sister. Dee
Milewski, 23, who sat in

court as the verdict was
read. **

I was holding my
breath. This will really help

my sister."

The case provoked a

national outcry when
Barlow cut Giorgianni's

prisop temi to three years

probation and a $^,000
fine.

Hundreds of letters

flooded the offices of the

governor and the

prosecutor from as far away
asHonduhi.

For your shopping

eoRvoRioneo,

Publix will be

open until 7 P.M.

on Labor Day,

MoRiloy,

Septembor 6. Publix

Celebrate Summer's Last Long Weekend

niBUX' LABOft DAY

VALUES quarter
lb.

99<

69*

Don t let the last days of summer catcti you napping

Prepare now tor ttie last long weeKend of summer with the

great Latwr Day values at Publix Plan a picnic Plan

h abeacntr.p cookout o' pooi party Whatever

ceietjralion you plan you ii find everything

youneedtiPubiix

Tasty Pickle & Pimento Loaf or

German Bologna... T 99*
Delicious Franklin or

Genoa Salami
Flavorful White or Yellow

American Cheese
Zesty-Flavored

Potato Salad ?b*' 89«
Chicken, Ham or Tuna Salad
Canteen
Sandwiches VS" 99^
Fresh-Made

Hoagie Rolls ^. 69*
Hot fr(Kn the Defi!

Veal Parmesan ^.

Macaroni &
Cheese
Fresh-Baked Dutch Apple or

ApploPia

ArnxHjr Star Fully-Cooked

Bonetosstan 'S:
<2«»

Okie Smithfield /

Sliced Bacon
Swift's Preniium (All Varieties)

Franks K
Swift's Premium Regular. Garfic

or Beef Sliced Bologna or

Cooked Salami IR: M»>
Swift's Premium Beef or

Regular Sizzlean

Breakfast Strips. .. V^' M«»
Swift's Premium (All Varietim)

DeH Thin Meats %r 49*
Sunnyland Mild or Hot
Whole Hog
Sausage a M«»

Seafood Treat, Frozen

Cod Fillet ^ ^2^^

Seafood Treat, Frozen

SmaKs r
Seafood Treat. froaaanB»B Qte
Soutfiern Style

Deviled Crab Sii ^S^^

|3I Publix

SAVE 70c, TOTINO'S
FROZEN COMBINATION

Classic
Pizza
20-oz. pkg.

Breakfast Club Regular Quarters

Corn Oil

Margarine \t. 49*
Weight Watchers (Twin-Pack)

Diet Margarine It:

Pillsbury's Crescent

Dinner Rolls «n 89*
Breakstone's

Sour Cream ^ 89*
Publix Brand

CItnis Punch S! 89*

PILLSBURY'S TASTY
HUNGRY JACK

Buttermilk
Biscuits

3 *1cans

THIS AD EPracnVE:
TNURSDAY, SVT. 2
THRU WEDHESDAY
ttPT.8,1M2...

RIPE, JUICY
CALIFORNIA, 150 SIZE

Bartlett

Pears

1o?$-|29

MRS. FI.ORIIU

|TMi:ill< A

ENrav INfOBMATION
AVAaAM« INoutmHS

PUBLIX
RESERVES
THE RIGHT
TO LIMIT

QUANTITIES
SOLD

GOOD ANYTIME
PUBLIX BRAND CHILLED

Orange
Juice
half gallon

•|29

cans

029

3Plants& Fknvers

Colorful Assorted

Straw Flowers ... 99*

^nroscafiiMids

Minute Maid Regular or

"More Pulp" Concentrate _
Orange Juice 'tZ 99<
Downyflake

Waffles PK,' 36*
Lender's

Bagelettes 'ii^: 69*
Chicken Cordon Bleu or

Chicken Ala Kiev

Swift Entrees 'ST »2»«

Young n Tender Rock
Cornish Hens

Treasure Cave
Portions or Crumbled

Blue Cheese pk, 89*
Wisconsin Cheese Bar

Shredded Mozzarella or

Sharp Cheddar 'p",' ^l^^
Wisconsin Ch^se Bar Muenster,

Monterey Jack or

Mild Brick K.'
*25'

Wisconsin Cheese Bar

Sliced Natural Cheese
Mild Cheddar. Brk* or

Muenster K ^V^
Breakstone Tangy or

California Style

Cottage Cheese 1^,'

(Regularly 89c) (8-oz. Cup).

Farm Country Prench Onion,

Chive & Onion or gyy t, get i

Bacon Horseradish

Non-Dairy Dips

Select Your Favorites From These
Ripe, Sweet, Whole, Flavorful
Casabas, Cranshaws, Persians,
Santa Claus, Juan Canaris

Melons T 39<'

Serve Chilled, Ripe,
Delicious, Jumbo
Honeydews
Ripe, Tasty, Western

Cantaloupe "for" 59«
"The Natural Snack"
Thompson WMte
Seedless
Grapes T 69«
For Snacks or Salads, Tasty

Red Seedless
Grapes T ,69«
Serve With Cheese Sauce
Sno-White

Cauliflower t!:^ M>«
For Slicing or Salads,
Large Size, Tasty

Tomiitoes 39«
Salad Perfect, Crisp, Freth

Cucumbers 5 loc *1

Fresh, Crisp, Green

Bell Peppers 5 lor I

Perfect For Bean Salad,
Fresh, Crisp

Green Beans m' 49«
For Dips or Salads,
Florida Large Siss

AwcMlos ...X M«
Serve Hot or Cold,
Fresh, California

Artichokes 3 lor * 1
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Schlitz Beer

$1.98
each

6-pack

12 01. disposable cans

Dairy Frash LMifat

Yogurt

assorted flavors

R.C.. Diet Rite, RC-100
ILC. BMaf., Nffel Oraiff

Miy $1.29
each

Hack

16 oz returnable bottles

(REGULARLY $2.29 EACH)
VO-5 PUMP

REGULAR OR UNSCENTED

Hair Spray
8-oz. bot.

SAVE 52c. (30c OHLabeO
Pepsodent
Toothpaste ''i^.' 77*

SAVE 20c. No Nonsense
Sandalfoot. Nude, Tan or Taupe
Knee-High's Ui
SAVE 20c. No Nonsense Sheer to
Waist. Assorted Colors, Petite to

Medium or Medium to TaN
PantyHose ^

WELCH'S GRAPE

Jam or

Jelly
32-oz. iar

1«

^Grocery^ Grocery^

A.D.C. Regular orElec. Perk Coffee

MaxwellHouse \Z ^2^'^

With Meat, Chef Boy-ar-dee

Spaghetti Dinnerr^»c^'
WorchestersNre Sauce
Lea & Perrlns 'gS"

Sun Giant

Seedless Raisins.. 'Lr ^V^
Big John's

Beans & Fixins' »°^ $102
Spring Medley (9-inch)

Paper Plates M»»
Spring Medley (16-oz. Capacity)

Cold Cups 'St-
(alad Small „ .

Garbage Bags ... ..

Camay Assorted
Bath Soap St^Jim

Sealtest Plain or Crunchy
Polar B'ar 5tt
KMbtor Cookias
Chips Deluxe 'STM^*
Keebler's Wheat, Rye, Oitfon,

Sesame or Buttercrisp

Toast Cracksrs tS^ 00*
Diet or Regular
A&W Root Boar "i^' B9^
Gulden's Spicy

Brown Mustard 3IH
^ Kraft's Garlic, Hot, Smoked or Plain
• Barbecue Sauce 'tx' 69«

hieinz Kosher
Dill SpMMrs. %r 89^
Hunt's

Tomato Paste 'c'.n 69«

Q Wine
fgj

Wine ^
Cark> Rossi
Rhine Wine *'bS?"»3«»

Funk & Wagnalls
Family Library
ofGreat Music*

Album 2

$2*9

Free Binder
iRrrrctiteSepl. 2-H. 19K2l

Tchaikovsky%vith

600 OFF
With This Coupon ONLY

Nature's

i

Baby Powder
9-oz. can
(EffacHw* S«pl. t-t. IMS)

^tBIII^MIMNMIIIIIIlmi«ml

400 OFF
With This Coupon ONLY
Five Day
Roll-On Deodorant
1.5-oz. pkg.
(ElfMHWl

THIS AD
imCTIVB:
THURSDAY
MPT. 2
THRU

WIDNISDAY
ssrr.8,
1M2...

ml

HEINZ RICH, THICK

Tomato
Ketchup

32-oz. bot.

$•119
n.

SUNDAY

ALL NATURAL, 100%
SUNFLOWER SEED OIL

sullte

cosco
Folding tables
and cliaiisfnun
Riblix ''"Si^""

Atit.iclive

CDinlortable.

lightweight and
siiKCly Ideal tor

home church aixl

club use

GatefOld Padded
Folding Chair

9 with S50 in tapes

'13 49 with no purchase

CORONET

Paper
Towels

large roll

59«

Sunlite
48-oz. bot.

(029

PUBLIX RESERVES THE RIGHT
TO LIMIT OUANTrrmS SOLD

M^99 with $50
in tapes

M9.99 with no purchase

Start saving your ragistar tapas now.
Last day for thia spacial offar is October 2nd.

Bonus Buys

Leisure Way (9-inch)

Mat 100-ct.

Pkfl.

roll •T"

Paper PI
Pubiix (12-inch)

Aluminum Foil
(Family Pack) Assorttd
Scott Napkins.. 79«
Fabric Softener
Sta-Puff ^ 69«
All Temperature (35$ Off Label]

Cheer Detergent h^'^3o>

Kraft's 10-02 Jet Puffed or

10'2-oz. Miniatures

Marshmallows
Kraft's 6'4-oz Miniatures

Marshmallows

1

200 OFF
With This Coupon ONLY
Thrive Dry
Cat Food

•ach
bag

each
bag

63«

45*

For your shopping

convenience.

Pubiix will be

open until 7 P.M.

on Labor Day.

Monday.

September 6.

20$ OFF
With This Coupon ONLY •

Heinz
57 Sauce
15-oz. bot.
(fff«cUv« 8«»l. >•«. 1M2)

3H-lb. bag
(Cffccllv* S«pt. 2-8. 1M2)

2 e

g
2

350 OFF
With This Coupon ONLY
Drip or

Elec. Peric

Sanica Coffee
1-lb. can

» (CfiMfiM s«pi. a-s. 1SS2)

Publlxl

KHart Plaza

1719

Killeam cmtr
5485 TlMeasvillt Rd.

NorthNood Mall

1940 N. Moaroe St.

THIS AD GOOD AT THESE lOCATIONS ONI

V

Wfstaoml CMttr

News for

drinkers
PACIFIC NEWSSERVICE

A very old method of

relieving pain is being hailed

by doctors as a new

treatment for cancer.

European researchers

found alcohol injections

can eliminate pain in up to

75 percent of patients with

advanced cancer where

other drugs don't help at

all. Dr. John Bonica,

director of a Washington

state pain center , says, 'Mn

many cases where massive

doses of narcotics fail, two

or three injections of pure

alcohol will do the trick."

- • • •

Borrowing an idea from

Nathaniel Hawthorne's The

Scarlet Letter, a

Philadelphia lawmaker
wants to put scarlet license

plates on the cars of

convicted drunk drivers.

State Senator Vince Fumo
says, **This would hold the

driver up to ridicule, and it

could be a deterrent to

drunk driving." The red

plates would remain on the

cars until their registration

comes up for renewal.

• • •

Stock up on the whiskey

and man the stills—the

nation's alcohol beverage

industry is warning we may
see a return to prohibition.

The reason— the Reagan
Administration is moving
towards -Aotal deregulation

of the liquor trade. While

that might seem a blessing

to some, most people in the

industry saf they'd rather

deal with one set of Federal

alcohol regulations than
with 50 different state

regulations. Douglas Metz
of The Wine and Spirits

Wholesalers of America
says **if the Federal

Government got out
completely from dealing

with the devil's brew, it

would give the neo-

prohibitionists a great

opportunity." Metz adds

that 450 of the

approximately 31 -hundred

counties in the country are

now dry. Despite what
appears to be all-around

opposition to the

deregulation, the Reagan
. Administration is still

backing the idea.

Government estimates say

the plan would save more
than $11 million a year in

enforcement e]q;>enses.
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For your shopping
convenience, Danish Battery

¥tfill be open until 7:00 P.M.

on Labor Day, Monday,
September 6th.

TENDER DANISH DOUGH
TOPPED WITH PECANS

Danish Pecan
Strip

eachS^gg

THREE LAYERS OF CAKE
SANDWICHED WITH

RASPBERRY OR APRICOT
(28-OZ SIZE)

French Nut
Bar Cake

$4 gg
for

(AbovvRwnAlM
AvaNabl* at Storss

WiHiOMt Hot Bak«ri««)

FRESH BAKU) SPSCIALS

Kaiser Rolls 6 >.r 69^

Fruit Bars 99^

English Muffin Bread 69^

Cherry Squares 2 ..k 45^

JUST PERFECT FOR
THAT COOKOUT

Hamburger
Rolls

859

YOUR CHOICE: PLAIN,

POWDERED OR
CINNAMON SUGAR

Cake Donuts

8 99«

THIS AD EFFECTIVE:
THURSDAY. SEPT. 2

THRU WEDNESDAY
SEPT. 8. 1982 . .

.

CLOSED SUNDAY . .

.

Oaniali B«k«ry

toUNtt

NESmOOD CENTER

KIUEARN CENTER

NORTHWOOD MALI

K4MRTn«U

ilii

'It is the firm view of the

United States that self-

gOYernment by the Palestinians

of the West Banic and Gaza in

association with Jordan offers

the best chance for lasting peace.'

—Ronald Reagan

Reagan frompage 1

"At Camp David we reached the limit of

concessions and any step beyond that limit

would bring untold dangers," he said.

"The decisive majority of the nation has

vowed never to part with Judea, Samaria

the West Bank and the Osia district and

never to give up our natural and sacred

right to settle and live in all parts of the

homeland," Shamir said in a speech to

veterans of three Jewish underground

movements.

In his speech, Reagan noted the Camp
David accords, signed by Egypt, Israel and

the United States, set a five-year timetable

for autonomy of the PalestiniiAs of the

West Bank and Gaza.

In a stern warning to Begin, the president

said that during his proposed transition

period, "The UAited States will not support

the use of any additional land for the

purpose of settlements.**

The Begin government lias supported

establishment of Israeli settlements in the

West Bank area and adjoining Jordan and

in the Gaza area between Israel and the

Sinai desert, recently returned to Egypt as

part of the Camp David peace treaty

negotiated during the Carter

administration.

"I want to make the American position

well understood: The purpose of this

transitional period is the peaceful and

orderly transfer of authority from Israel to

the Palestinian inhabitants of the East Bank

and Gaza,
'

' Reagan said.

He added, "At the same time, such a

transfer must not interfere y/Mk isriel's

security requirements.*'

Reagan said it was clear to him that

"peace cannot be achieved by the

formation of an independent Palestinian

state in those territories. Nor is it achievable

on the basis of Isradi sovereignty or

permanent control over the West Bank and

Gaza.

"So the United States will not support

the establishment of an independent

Palestinian state in the West Bank and

Gaza, and we will not support annexation

or permanent control by Israel.

**There is, however, another way to

peace. The final status of diese lands must.

of course, be reached through the give and

take of negotiations. But it is the firm view

of the United States that self-government

by the Palestinians of the West Bank and

Gaza in association with Jordan offers the

best chance for a durable, just and lasting

peace."

Reagan flew to Burbank from his

vacation home tke mountains near Santa

Barbara after the speech was hurriedly

arranged.

In his address, he played heavily on

peaceful resolution of the crisis in Lebanon,

including the U.S* negotiated withdrawal of

the PLO, which concluded yesterday.

"With the agreement in Lebanon, we

have an opportunity for a more far-

reaching peace effort in the region and I am
determined to seize that moment," Reagan

said.

"So, tonight, I am calling for a fresh

start. This is the moment for all of those

directly concerned to get involved - or lend

their support - to a workable basis for

peace.

"In the aftermath of the settlement in

Lebanon, we now face an opportunity for a

broader peace. This time, we must not let it

slip from our grasp."

"We must look beyond the difficulties

and obstacles of the present and move with

fairness and resolve toward a brighter

future,
*
' the president said.

An administration source said the

reference to all parties involved included

Arab nations, but said he knew of no

chance in the U.S. policy of not officially

recognizing the Palestinian Liberation

Organization.

The last 1,000 guerrillas in west Beirut

sailed to Syria yesterday, ending the

Palestinian Liberation Organization's 12-

year reign in the Lebanese capital.

Secretary of Defense Caspar Weinberger,

who arrived in Beirut shortly after the last

guerillas left then flew for a two-day visit

to Israel, said the 800 U.S. Marines in the

American - French - Italian peacekeeping

force will return home in a few days

.

Israel seized the West Bank in the l%7

Middle East war and has been trying to

absorb it through the creation of Jewish

settlements. It set off a howl of

international protest with its annexation of

the Golan Heights region, taken from Syria

in the war.

UnitedW&y
Thanks to you. it works, for ALL OF US.
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DELI/BAKERY
Delicious IHot or Cold foods
prepared by our Pantry CInef on
our premises as well as meats
and cheeses with that Deli taste
COUNTRY PRIDE SOUTHERN
V«l • jm 4 BREASTS. 4 WINGS,

PriCQ ^ THIGHS
, 4 LEGS

Chicken $C99
^TCHEL

BEVERAGES
A complete line of soft drinks,

Beer and Wines all at our Every-

day Low Prices.

Budweiser Beer
REG. OR LIGHT. 6 PACK 1 2oz CAN

KEG BEER
AVAILABLE AT OUR

STORE ON W. TENNESSEE ST.

DAIRY/DELI
A COMPLETE UNE OF
DAIRY/DEU PRODUCTS for all

your cooking and sandwich
needs.
PANTRY PRIDE CHILLED

Orange Juice
IN THE DAIRY CASE
HALF GALLON CTN.

GENERICS
Low Priced products in plain

wrappers with nutritious, tasty
contents to save you money.
GENERIC

Trash
Bags
30 CT. GALLON

TENNESSEE ST

1964 W. TENNESSEE STORE
SHOP MON.- SAT. 7 A.M.- 1 2 MIDNIGHT

SUN. 7 AM.- 1 2 MIDNIGHT

1700 N. MONROE ST.
SHOP 7 DAYS A WEEK

7 AM.- 12 P.M.

3521 THOMASVILLE ROAD
SHOP 7 DAYS A WEEK

7 A.M.- 12 P.M.

PRODUCE

FROZEN
Everything In Frozen Foods from
Gourmet meals to desserts that
are quick and convenient to fix.

LEMON-ADE
PANTRY PRIDE
REG. OR PINK
6ozCAN

USE THESE COUPONS THIS WE

^No Coupon Needed^
Buy-1 Get-1 Free

PANTRY PRIDE

ENGLISH
MUFFINS

6 PACK

PANTRY PRIDE
2 LITER SODA

ASSORTED
YOU PAY 19' WITH THIS COUPON GOOD

FHURSOAY. SEPT. 2 THRU WED., SEPT. 8, 1982.
UMIT-I WITH A S7.SO OR MORE FOOD ORDER.

II
II
1

1

It
II
1

1

il
Jl

MRS. KINSERS *

PIZZA
WITH THIS COUPON GOOD THURSDAY, SEPT.

2 THRU WEDNESDAY. SEPT 8. 1982
UMIT- 1 WITH A S7.50 OR MORE FOOD ORDER.

I

I

I

I

I

^ 35^ OFF JR. CP.
418 663 ^ 56^ OFF JR C.F

420 665 70* OFF JR CP
42 1 666

I

I

1

I

I

I

I

I

WESTINGHOUSE
SOFT WHITE EYE SAVER

LIGHT BUUBS
60/79/100 WATT- 2 PAK

YOU PAY 99 WITH THIS COUPON GOOD
THURSDAY. SEPT. 2 THRU WED.. SEPT. 8. 1982
UMIT. I WITH A S7.S0 OR MORE FOOD ORDER.

SUNSHINE
CHEESE-IT

10oz BOX
YOU PAY 39' WITH THIS COUPON GOOD

THURSDAY. SEPT. 2 THRU WED.. SEPT. 8, 1982
UMIT-1 WITH A $7.50 OR MORE FOOD 0R06R.

ii
1

1

II
1

1

II
II
I I

I I

J L

PAMTRY PRIDE
ICECREAM

HALF GALLON
YOU PAY 59 WITH THIS COUPON GOOD

THURSDAY, SEPT 2 THRU WED , SEPT 8, 1982
UMIT. 1 WITH A S7.50 OR MORE FOOD ORDER.



An age of production line books?
BY FRANK VIVIANO
PAanC NEWS SERVICE

Is the printed word headed for the vast

wasteland?

That question is troubling a large number
of people in the book world these days, as

giant national bookstore chains carry

publishing down a path that many fear

leads straight to the television model:

applying minimum standards to reap

maximum profits.

At stake, they say, is the special universe

of serious writers, sinall publishers,

independent bookstore owners and picky

consumers who constitute the soul—if not

the commercial heart—of reading America.

•'The chain approach is to push books

like you would push Fords and Chevies,"

says best-selling novelist Rita Mae Brown.

"It's all commerce. There's no suggestion

of any concern about literature.

"

But that dire verdict is by no means

unanimous. Others maintain that chains

actually may enlarge the U.S. reading

market, although even they concede that

some serious losses will be sustained in the

process.

There's certainly no question that the

chains themselves are oipanding. Since its

inception just IS years ago, B. Dalton

Booksellers, owned by the Minneapolis-based

Dayton-Hudson corporation, has opened

575 stores across the country. Current plans

call for another 1,056 outlets by 1987.

Waldenbooks, a subskfiary of Los Angeles'

Carter Hawley Hate, Inc., presently has 750

outlets and expects to establish 80 to 90

more annually for the next several years.

The chain-store trade now accounts for

nearly one-fourth of all book sales in

America, according to BP Reports, an

industry newsletter. By five years from

now, predicts Northern Cftlifomia

Booksellers Association president Andy
Ross, **the nuvket share for the chains

could easily climb above 50 percent."

Independent bookshop owners like Ross,

who runs Cody's Books in Berkeley, Calif.,

say the impact on their business already is

devastating. Among other things, the

chains can afford publicity, managerial and
support services that lie far beyond the

reach of small business people. Last fall,

for instance, Waldenbooks ran a $2.2
million, 32-page advertisement in Time
that Madison Avenue experts call the

largest single magazine ad in history.

Ross also charges that the chains receive

special treatment in return for large orders
from publishing houses. He and the
Northern California booksellers have taken
that charge to federal court with an
antitrust suit, alleging that the Hearst

Corporation's Avon Books Division

offered secret, illegal discounts to chain

buyers.

In sum, competitive disadvantages and
the sheer proliferation of chain outlets have
cut deeply into independent book sales. The
problem is most acute in the realm of best-

sellers, which traditionally have been the

chief source of bookstore profits. Ross
claims the concentration of chain
marketing on such books "has left

independents with the toughest, least

profitable part of the market—the books
that simply don't conunand a large number
of buyers."

"Between the recession and the chains it

is really hard times for the small shops,"

observes literary agent Miclttel Larsen.

*'Rumor has it that 75 percent of the

membership of the American Booksellers

Association is slowly going out of
business."

But there is more involved than their

livelihoods, say bookshop owners. "From
the point of view of the ^culture business,'

"

argues Ross, national chains threaten to

TvutoBOOKS,ft9e22

LOOK AT US,

WE'RE NEW!

OPENING SALE

9V9CMon.-Thur 8-8 / ^
Fri 8-6

Sat.... 9-6 8Vi X 11 bond

Sun 12-5 COPY

222-6171

470 Ml. TeiR. St.

Ntlt door to TOMMf'S

Thnrsday, September!, 1982 / 21

CHRISTIAN CAMPUS HOUSE
A NON/INTERDENOMINATIONAL
CHRISTIAN CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP.

WORSHIP/CELEBRATION
SUNDAYS 10:30 A.M.

524 W. COLLEGE AVE. - Ph. 224-1968

(1/2 block from Westcott Bldg.

around comer from Bill's Bookstore on College Ave.)

Werner Herzog gazes at a steamboat which plays a central role in his

latestfilm, Fitcarraldo. Burden of Dreams, a Les Blank documentary chronicling

the nearly four-year struggle Herzog waged to complete the film, airs tonight on
WFSU channel 11 (cable 8) at 10 p.m. Filmed in the Peruvian Amazon, the film
was beset with one setback after another—everything from having the original

stars (Jason Robards and Mick Jagger) leave the crew to deaths, plus infernal

jungle conditions. It's afascinating documentary which shouldn 't be missed.

LONGBRJINCH

Bar I Grill

"ESCAPE TO THE GREAT WHITE NORTH"

MolfioneBSC

Moosfihead 85C

Fhilly cheese Steak $2.S0

SINQLES SBUFFLESOiLBD TOU&N&MENT 7:30

U am Sally

"Desperate Desperados"

Surger and Beer for a Buck

4-B Daily

B26 W. Tenn.
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Books frompage 21
produce "a monolithic bookselling structure that limits the

number of ideas readers have access to. It's a form of

implicit censorshfplMsed on what sells.**

it is in arguments Hke that that book lovers' anxieties

over a "TV model" most clearly surface. Like the major
broadcast networks, chains concentrate heavily on a limited

inventory of products that aim directly—and very

profitably—at mass taste, according to their critics.

Moreover, they charge, the centralized chains tend to

buy the same books for every outlet, regardless of local

interests. **Good independent bookseUers known their own
communities,'* says Betty Kurtzman, owner of the
Birmingham Bookstore in suburban Detroit. "We can
match our book purchases with our customers."

Not all chain franchises conform to the "limited

inventory-mass taste" generalization, however. B. Dalton

stocks an average of 25,000 titles in its stores, including a

fair sampling of serious literature and highbrow non-
fiction.

*My generation of novelists may be

the last one that had half a chance.'

—Rita Mae Brown
"The chains aren't really as monolithic in their buying

as the stereotype has it," adds Michael Larsen. "At their

best, they can be very helpful to small publishers: They give

them something to aim for, and a reason to be more
efficient. The chains will take a look at a good piece erf non-
fiction, even if it's untried."

Nevertheless, many in the business agree that chain

expansion dramatically endangers at least one species of

author. "When it comes to fiction, anything that's not

*m.o.r.'—middle-of-the-road—or doesn't already have a

track record, is in trouble," says David R. Godine, a
Boston-based publisher. '*You can*t blame the chains for

doing what they do best in terms of their own corporate

strategies. There's nothing evil about it. But books that

don't have sales promise, and especially new fiction, will

suffer."

The experience of Rita Mae Brown offers a case in point.

The chains showed no interest in her novel, Rubyfruit

Jungle, until it had registered more than 100,000 sales by
independent bookstores in five years. The original

publisher, Daughters Press, then was able to sell rights to

Bantam, and Rubyfruit Jungle cracked the chains. Today,

with some one million copies in print, it is a blockbuster

success.

"My generation of novelists may be the last one that had

half a chance," remarks Brown, who is in her mid-30's.

"There were stSl some independant bookstores«ound tot^ a

chance on us."

Ultimately, that is what worries so many book people:

The consolidation of bookselling under profit-conscious

chains could narrow opportunities—making it. harder for

the new and different to win an audience.

Indeed, B. Dalton and Waldenbooks already are

modifying their inventory plans to meet the threat of

Crown Books, a newer chain that focuses almost

exclusively on tried-and-true best sellers, offering discounts

which are beginning to eat into the bigger and more
versatile chains' profit margins. Book lovers wonder how
so many franchise stores can compete for the mere $26 per

capita thai Americans spend annually on books and still

leave room for specialized local bookshops.

"Off the record, the chains have been pretty good to me
financially," says oiie New York publisher who prefers to

keep his name out of any public debate on their impact.

"But sure I'm scared about what's going on. In a business

ihat involves the care and dissemination of ideas,

consolidation is just not good. We'll always need the

broadest possible range of ideas, and the largest possible

market for them."

fl^iGS&

SIDE 1

0
TIMH•lANI SHOPS ON THI SQUARI

895-6110

CNARWTS OF FIRE (RG)

Winner of 4 Acad^y
Awards including

Best Picture 7:15,9:45

VIES
SIDE 2

PORKY'S cn
7:5Q, 9:45

Coupon

Good on Mon.

mMmi
Eye Examination
(including glaucoma test) $25
Contact Lens Fitting Fee ^ cn
(includes all office visits for 3 monthsl vWW

aJa''!on to eye exam

DR.JORGE K.GORB
OPTOMemiST

Governor's Square
(Next to Morrison s)

Open Daily Evenings*Soturdays

•877-3380
•877-0431

Coupon

Expires 9-8-82

UNIVERSITY PLAZA LAUNDRY
1956 W. Tennessee Self-Service PLUS

WASH & DRY & FOLD
S5.25 Top washer Load (Approx. 10 lbs)

Self-Serve: 7am - 11pm 7 days a week

Wash & dry & fold Service:7-6 M-F, 7-1 Sat.

COIN LAUNDRY
13S4 Lake Bradford Rd.

Self Service Only 7am-l0pm 7 days a week

SPORTING GOODS
ATHLETIC FOOTWEAR

LIOUIDATION
BUYjOUIWLOS^^
im All Jin Jl Ntt IP TM niK IMiN OPIMIMI^

adidos^ IDif^on CtBSSS (QconveRsej

SPAIMIIG • PUIA

SPA.«^U T-SHIRTS
REG. $.M4.M VALUE

1.99ONLY
OR S FOR S.OO

_ TUBE SOCKS
ajPl VMVBmmmrw
ji NOW AA/* AND

/njONlY^SPV UP

\^,jt.UU SOCKS n J for j oo

NAME BRAND

BASEBALL

SLEEVES
AND JERSEYS!

VALUES NOW A AND
TO 10.00 ONLY A.99 UP!

2,000 PR ATHLETIC FOOTWEAR MUST GO!
ATHLETIC FOOTWEAR
PVER2.000 PR. IN STOCK!

TENNIS • RACQUETBAIL •

JOGCINC • SOFTBALl •

BASKETBALL

OH SOCCER, ETC

VALUES jmp^ MM
IFROM 28.00 12.99 — «vv.. ...

TO 48.00 12 NAME BMWD IWWMIFACTu'Riiia P^^^

FAMOUS NAME BRAND.^x

WARM-UPS ^

VALUES FROM 26.00 T0 105.00

NOW QQAND
,

.

UP!
f

i,
ti

HUiVDREDS OF ITEMS AT COST & BELOW
HEAVYWEIGHT

SWEATPANTS

SWEATSHIRTS

IS, MsonacouRs
STYLES ANDBRANDS
VALUES T0 12.00

NOW 5.99 ANDun

ATHLETIC

SHORTS
Rtl. S.00-8.00

NOW

2.99

AND UP!

UNNINC
WEAR

SHORTS • TOPS

vTrsT 5.99
TO 16.00 ONLY AND UP!

NAME BRAND
I

TENNIS AND

RACQUETBALl

RACQUETS
WILSON • SPAUNIK • DONWAY

SAVE • SAVE

RAMADA INN aa cct/ 2121 w Tennessee si

^!il!™f*L!jll^ (WEST) TALLAHASSEE, FLA (1/2 west of campusi

1 DAY ONLY • CASH ONLY • NO CHECKS
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BY CURT FIELDS AND MAUREEN MCCARTHY
FLAMBEAl) STAFF WRITERS

Walk into any lounge or bar in Tallahassee featuring live

music and you'll more than likely be greeted with the same

thing—homogenized pap spewing forth from Bruce

Springsteen or Pat Benatar clones.

There are exceptions, of course. Sid's andRocky'sII

provide a haven for C&W fans. Stoney's lends a touch of

class and a heavy dose of R&B to the Tennessee Street

scene. A warehouse here and there helps provide new music

from garageland. Then there's Crosscut Saw.

No "Eye of the Tiger" covers for this group. Crosscut

Saw plays the blues. That's right, the blues. Robert

Johnson. B.B. King. Those people. They also sprinkle in a

few originals.

More refreshing than their musical selection is the fact

that Crosscut Saw members play it well. Guitarist Julten

Kasper is excellent and lead vocalist Pat Ramsey plays one

hell of a mean blues harp. Brothers Mike and Steve Howell,

Tm to CROSSCUT,page 24

2Vii

SALE

bond copy)

• High quality copies

• Film processing

•Self-Serve NMs
•self-servetviiewrKe5

• Typing service

• Overnight service

222-6171

470 W. TMitSSM
(

Dr. MIM 0. Dean P.A.

OPTOMETRIST

EYE HEALTH

EXAMINATIONS

Contact Lenses
Soft Lenses

Hard Lenses

Gas Permeable Lenses

Soft Lenses

for Astigmatism

Extended Wear Lenses

810 Tkomasvlllt Rd.

ApDOiRtnitiits
222-9991

Ik

competitive Rental Rates • Personal Service • Superior

Facilities • Convenient lOGtlon • Flexible Lease Terms

AMBERWOOD
1 and 2 Bedroom 575-1258

COLONY CLUB
1 and 2 Bedroom 224-7319

FOUR SEASONS
1 Bedroom .222-0505

GLEN OAKS
1 and 2 Bedroom. 576-9787

GOVERNOR'S SQUARE
1-2-5 Bedroom....... 878-4125

HILLTOP
1 Bedroom 222-2056

PLANTATION
1 and 2 Bedroom 576-5805

PRINCE MANOR
2 Bedroom 576-9909

PALMS WEST
2 Bedroom Townhouse 576-6814

SPANISH TOWN
2 Bedroom. 576-9787

TALLAHASSEE
1 and 2 betoom 576-9961

call Mottice and Associates ay S86-2117 for Leasing Assistance

on any of these fine apartment communities.

VALUE
SERVICE
AMENITIES

CONVENIENCE
mOttlCC CONSIDERATION
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HOTFLASHES
PAtlH( NFWSSFRVICE

Jesus Christ has been disinherited. The public trustee

assigned to administer the estate of a British school teacher

has decided to turn the legacy oyer to Ernest Digweed*s
relatives, rather than hold onto it for the Messiah.
Digwood, who died in 1976, specified that his Sl-thousand-
dollar estate be left to Jesus Christ in the event of a Second
Coming. Since then, several people have laid claim to the

money, including one man who showed up wearing a crown
of thorns and a Connecticut woman who said she was the

bride of Christ. To be on the safe side, the executors have
taken out an insurance policy with Lloyds of London just

in case the Messiah does reappear. Asked how Lloyd's
would verify such an event, a spokesman said, "We'll
simply ask him to walk on the Thames. '

'

• • •

Lloyd's of LcMUlon is hoping a gay porno movie called

"The Centurions of Rome" has a long run at the box
office. The reason: That's about the only way the
insurance firm wiU get bacK any of the nearly two million
dollars it paid out after a Brink's guard walked off with the
loot several years ago. Convicted robber George Bosque,
now in a federal penitentiary, had spent almost all the
money when he was apprehended. But he did invest

$200,000 in "Centurions," which features, according to the
ads, "An aU-star cast of 32 slaves and Romans."

• ••
He hates taking baths, listening to Led Zeppdm or

watching John Travolta. Those are just some of the tidbits

about the Rolling Stones' Keith Richards in a new
biography by music writer Barbara Charone. Want more?
Richards denies the much-published reports that he had his

blood changed to kick a heroin habit, but he does say his

drug of choice in his art school days was Midol. The Stones
guitarbt also confesses that his boyhood hero was...Roy
Rogers.

Crosscut frompage 23

who play bass and drums respectively, provide a good tight
rhythm for the band.

Apparently someone else also finds the band a refreshing

departure from the normal musical fare found locally. The
band, frequent performers at Seminole Tavern and
occasionally at Bullwinkle's, will be. opening for the

BackDoors tomorrow night at Ruby Diamond Auditorium.
Then next week. Crosscut Saw will open for the Producers
at the Civic Center and play a weekend gig at the

DownUnder Pub. Not a bad two weeks for a local band.

Crosscut Saw has worked for a long time though.

Guitarist Kasper has been in the band longer than any of
the other current members and Crosscut Saw had been in

existence for a good while before he joined up nearly four
years ago. The group has played in clubs around the country
making appearances at Safos in Portchester, N.Y.,
Tipitinas in New Orleans and SloppyJoes in Key West,
among others. Ramey worked with Johnny Winter pn
Winter's White, Hot and Blue album.

You might say the boys were about due for a break.

Maybe, but it's a break that's not without its dangers. One
of the group's strongest points is its down-home sincerity.

In the closed atmosphere of a bar, you can see that these

four really like playing the blues. They're not doing it just

to be different. In the wide open spaces of the Civic Center,

and to a lesser degree. Ruby Diamond Auditorium, it will

be a bit more difficult to convey that message.

Also, the band occasionally carries a lead too long, which
might get a trifle borh^ for an audieti^ anxious to see the
show's headliners.

But if Crosscut Saw can make the adjustment to playing

in a comparative cavern as opposed to the cozy clubs of
recent shows, the group just might be more enjoyable than

the main attractions. Considering who the main attractions

are—the BackDoors and the Producers—that doesn't seem

^ofy-fyt^l^qlat^tfl,

WELCOME TO THE FLYING CLUB

The Florida State Flying Club
extends an invitation to all previous members
and to anyone interested in aviation. Our first

nneeting of the semester will be Thursday at

7PM in room 246 of the Union, and will meet
every Thursday thereafter. All you flying buffs

come on out and help the club get off to a
flying start! This year will be great!

EVERY THURSDAY 1$

nADIES' NIGHT
This week featuring

Rock n Roll by

THE NIGHT

All

Ladies

Get

* starting at

8 p.m.

FREE ADMISSION
PIUS

2 FREE DRINKS
Of their choice

Bullirinkle's

Rm. 314 University Union BIdg. 644-5744

witli coupon

Calvin Klein stonewashed
jeans for juniors, only ^27.

Cut out this ad and
we'll cut the price.

Here's your first lesson in fashion class:

saving money on Calvin Klein jeans.

Clip out this ad, bring it in and we'll

take 25% off the price of Calvin's hot,

new denims, 5-pocket stonewashed
jeans. Made to be soft, to fit where
you want them to. Get more for your
money and Calvin too. (See. You
learned something already.)

Stonewashed jeans reg. 36.00.
27.00 with coupon.
Junior World.

/l/laas Brotliers
iSi^A jf,,' A.,,f:. -.toftf', FLORIDA
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Elvis Costello: Beyond rock but
anchored to something universal

BY CHRIS METZ
FLAMBhAr STAFF WRITF R

Elvis CosteWo—Imperial

Bedroom. Masterpiece? I'm

not so sure. Now that El^as

"come clean" (in the

simple-minded words of

Rolling Stone), it becomes

somewhat easier to analyze

his career (especially since

Costello does it for us in

several recent interviews).

And in the wake of imperial

Bedroom, arguably—I say

arguably— his best album—
Costello's amazing spree of

pop genius asserts itself into

something like a five-year-

plan for world domination.

But he's not angry

anymore. He's learned to

control that seething

temper, the seeping rancor

that spilled over every hard-

bitten line of This Year's

Model. The lover's

accusations, all the guilt

and revenge resolved

themselves into bitter

teardrops for Almost Blue,

the highly underrated sortie

into Nashville country

which almost served as a

blueprint for his next

outing. He's tempered that

raging Attractions' beat,

too.

Imperial Bedroom is

sublime. The production

easily equals anything the

Beatles ever did (Costello

shares credit with Geoff

Emrick, not coincidentally

a former assistant to George
Martin), weaving
contrapuntal textures of

sound into a seamless pop
fabric. The tone is often

regret, Elvis' whiny voice

broadening its context to

achieve an unprecedented ElViSC Saddened by experience?
wisdom and scope.

His songs have always borne a master's

touch, but where **The Beat" and "Pump
It Up" and "Chelsea" were clearly infused

by an adolescent sensibility —an angry

young man raging about cruel cul-de-sacs

of desire, denial and betrayal, and best of

all, getting even— /fi '5 "Kid About It" or

"Shabby Doll" could only be the work of a

, mature artist, one who examines the foibles

of the people around him, but turns the

focus on himself

.

And those twinkling Steve Naive

arrangements. . .heartbreaking.

musical terms, laden with hefty socio-

cultural analysis and requisite ref. to the

FaUdands, but it's not. I refuse to sit across

from the turntable and make pithy notes—

I'd rather relax and listen, let Imperial

Bedroom shimmer and slip up on my
senses. Used to scream and shout to Elvis,

but now we got Flipper an 'X an' Gang o'

Four for that. EC's moved with the time—
and ahead of the trends. Who elie—in the

Year ofSkinhead—modds himself after a
melange of George Jones, Chet Baker and
Jerome Kern, and aims to be the next

Sinatra?

MUSIC
Nope, Imperial Bedroom ain't kids'

stuff. Like Koxy h/luuc*^ Avalon, it's an

aJu// album—keyed to trigger responses in

those already saddened by experience. The

argument, of course, is that rock and roll is

popular because it makes us feel young.

True, but Costello's craft lies well beyond

rock—yet remains anchored to something

steady, universal.

I wish this were a proper review,

o^cation of lyrics, littering of buUs-t

Find out for yourself tonight at 8 in

OainesviUe. Elvis Costello and the

Attractions perform at the ^orlous U of F
space dome—the O'Connell Center, where
$9.75 buys a place inside. Talk Talk—Huh?
Huh? opens, some manner of dance-

oriented combo from the UK, where they

feed baby pop stars silicon chips and give

them Bryan Ferry as a role model. (Excuse

me,PhilOakey).

Oiens.

we re Sizzlii to offer

YOU our t^ Broiled Sizziin

8 OZ. sirloin Steak

for

$3.50

Offer Good
Sept. 2 thru 13th

Ctioice of Potato

and bread

with this coupon

FUN IN THE SUN CONCERT
Brought to you by Student Government and

purrm
Auto

I^HdiMl^Hi

mm
with music of

QUALITY HI-FI

Tollohcnsee's First Stereo Shop

Labor Pay - Mondtyi Se^i 6 - Nooii-S:30

FSU Reservation on Lake Bradford

Ftm fe ilucl«iifs, you must have your ID.

NMid a iktoT A shuttle bus wUI be leaving the Union Pool parking tot starting at

10a.m. & wtll retum to campus every half hour. Cost is 25 cents.

SEMINOU

Need Extra Cash?
Vendors wanted for FSU

Football Games.
Must be 14 years or older.

Call Seminole Boosters,

Concession Division at
644-1056 or come by Concession

office, AMe 14 (Pensacola Side)

Campbell Stadium between 2-5 pm
Monday - Friday

TURNED OFF!!

WE'LL TURN YOU ON!!
to Tallahassee's finest video games*

pin games, air hockey, foosball.

SOMETHING ELSE AMUSEMENTS
1S17 W. Tenn«tM0 St

(Next to McOonald'sj

SOMETHING ELSE
good for 1 free

TURN ON
any machine

•xp. t/is/sa

Umtt SeoupoM p«r pMBon

SOMETHING ELSE
good for 1 free

TURN ON
any machine

exp. 9/18/82

Umit 1 couponspm p«nen

T
I

I

I

I

I

.1

SOMETHING ELSE
good for 1 free

TURN ON
any machine

•xp. a/is/sa

UmHS

I

I

I
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720 Union
Ad DcAdliME 2 dAys bEfoRE CUssiFiEcl Ads MoNdAy — pRidAy

9 A.M. — 4 p.M.

For SaLe Autos
74 DODGE DART GOOD BUY
GOOD CONDITION, S800 MUST SELL
CALL BRYANT 222 7692.

ONE PAIR JENSEN 6X9 TRIAX
SPEAKERS WITH GRILLS. VERY
GOOD COND. FIRST t6S CASH
TAKES THEM. CALL 575 4560.

COUCH; 3 months old, rust color
perfect condition. $230. Call 576-7390
after 5 pm.

eTg~ht foot'^yThionTor sale
$300 with cage. ask for john
576-&SM.

/Moving Must Sell Now- dresser $10,
waterbed $65, assorted small tables.
386-8545 evenings, KEEPTRYING.

Two 10 gal. aquariums, stand,
equipment, fish $75 sleeper sofa $50.

Recliner $20. Rocker $15. 575 9971

For sale, season guest ticket book for

F S U. football games. Ttiis is a guest
book! Will sell for $40 00. Call Wendy
(222 6287) or Chip (644 2931). HUTTy -

before Sept. 4 home game.

Small easy chair, hardly used, real
comfy $30; 19" b/w TV, neecb new
picture tube $20 Call Laurie at 644-

4075, days.

Yard sale Sat. Sept. 4 many items
166 12 Crenshaw Dr Alumni Village
Also king alto saxophone $200 or best
offer call 575-3528 guitar $45.

Need furniture? Oak SOfa $60, D.R.
table with 4 swivel chairs, $135. Will
take best offers. 224-6596 6 pm.

CALCULATORS - - - BRAND NEW
Tl 30 SCIENTIFIC. REG. $15 REG.
NOW ONLY $10 CALL 222 1727.

New 5 speed Earth Cruiser for sale
with U Lock call 222 9928 ask for
Stacey $175.

YASHICA TL ELECTRO INCLUDES
VIVITAR FLASH. EXCELLENT
COND. $100 OR BEST OFFER. CALL
385 6296

Contemporary love seat, chair, coffee
table, 2 end tables 8. 2 lamps. $250 or
best offer. Call Kamal at 224 2841.

FOR SALE: ROYAL BLUE CARPET
GREAT FOR DORM ROOM 11 X 10

FT. $175 CALL 222-0458.

MENS 26" SCHWINN 10 SPEED.
$85 With bag. Perfect condition.
Call Dale 385-8458.

TABLE WITH A SET OF FOUR
CHAIRS AND SINGLE BED WITH
HfrADBGARD FOR SALE. FOR
INFORMATION CALL 576-5373.

1 Peavy 400W amp w frequency EQ; 1

peavy 9 channel mixer w reverb, 1

Ampeg V-4 cabinet; I Carvin 125 amp
w grapttic EQ and pre-anrtp. Call Jon
575-5438 after 6 p.m.

NATIONAL PANASONIC STEREO
TURNTABLE AAA/FM RADIO $115
SPEAKERS, CASSETTE PLAYER,
GOOD CONDITION 893-4669.

EXTRA LOW PRICES ON GUITARS
ft BANJOS. MANY 1/2 PRICE.
PRICES START AT $25. flENTALS
$10 MO. LESSONS S1S-3 WK
COURSE.
SCOTT TENNYSON GUITAR
SERVICES 1304 N. Monroe 224 3361.

Ladie s 10 speed bicycle $75 with 2

baskets seldom used 385 7271.

Yamaha console piano beautiful
condition recently tuned 385 7271.

AKC RHODESIAN RIDGEBA^
PUPPIES. Reed all shots Easily
trained, gentle & affectionate breed,
fully capable of protecting. $125, $140
& S160 576 7791, 222-8368.

TENNIS SPECIAL
.Lobster Ball Machine NEW $295.00.
576 2829.

Airline ticket from Tally to Tampa I

Way Sept. 3 $40 576-7846.

2 LARGE WALNUT ADVENT
SPEAKERS FOR SALE. $200 FOR
THE PAIR, CALL 893-1195 OR 893-

1698.

MATCHING SOFA AND COUCH IN
PERFECT CONDITION A STEAL
LEAVE MESSAGE 222 7053.

AC 10,000 BTU WHIRLPOOL
EXCELLENT CONDITION. USED 2
SUMMERS $200 386 2597.

1977 CELICA: YELLOW. 'A/C,
FM/AM CASSETTE, AUTOAAATIC,
$34,000 FIRM OR WITHOUT REAL
FINE WIRE RIMS $2950. SEE IT AT
809</2 W. AAADISON ST. OR CALL 222
6446 LARRY. MUST SELL.

1980 Mazda RX7 5 speed am fm stereo
sunroof air 36,000 miles must sell call

575-7496 before noon or after 7 pm.

Wilson Advantage Tenms Racket with
cover. Been used three times. New
Leoina 66 Strings. $50. 644 5633 Lisa.

TWO 6x9 RUST-COLORED RUGS.
GREAT FOR DORM ROOMS. $25
EACH. CALL 877-6237.

80 Mazda RX7, powder blue metallic,
pinstriped, 20,000 mi Alpine Cass.
oi>( fonci niuslsi'l, ,ii '

' S OOli I

CycUs
YAMA ITI75 $950 OR BEST OFFER
EXCELLENT CONDITION. 222 6862.

1981 HONDA twi NSTAR CM200T
EXC. COND VERY LOW MIL.
$1,100, 877 6588.

81 HONDA PASSPORT LIKE NEW
TWO HELMETS & CHAIN LOCK
FOR $600. CALL LU 644-6085.

For Rent
House for rent, students only.
Very close to FSU. $175 mo. Call Jim
at 224 1907.

ROOMATE WANTED $78 MO. TWO
BLOCKS FROM FSU, FOOD. CO-OP
CALL JAY 222 1318.

House M rmmf, fireplace/cable in

your bdr, central a/c, furn, 200 yds to
Phyrst,$150 f ' j util. Chris 224 9340

PENWOOD & JEFFWOOD APTS.
Next to FSU. 1 bdrm furnished quiet

& convenient. Now taking immediate
summer & fall leases. Call anytime
Mgr. 224 5679

Longleaf ttas 1 and 2 bedroom apts.
Furnished or unfurnished 576-0900.

1845 Belle Vue Way one block off

Penaacola at Lovelace Dr.

FURN ROOM FOR RENT IN
LOVELY APT. GRAD
STUD/PROFESSIONAL TO SHARE
BATH, KITCH, WASH
/DRY 1/2 UTIL & PHONE $12S/mo.
$100 bEP. CALL 386-4960.

^

Mobile home 8x42 perfect for students
or young couple 2bdr 1 bth clean and
ready for you $1800. 1-904-997-3238.
THE DOWNS INC.

Female needed to take over one year
lease on room one block from
campus. $130 per month. Utilities
included. Call 224-3585.

One bedroom furnished apt to sublet.
Start 9/1 or 10/1. Lease runs to end of
Nov. New furn. and carpet. A/C , pool
and cable included in rent. $225/mo.
Pets allowed. Call 385-7804.

Quiet place to study. Bike to FSU.
Seperate dwelling, references req.
2 br furn. $200 mo. 222 2646

3 bedroom close to FSU good cond.
Large yard $275/mo. Call John 893-
2483 after 5:30 or 224 3006.

2 bdrm mobile home near FSU/TCC.
Pool, garbage, laundry, a/c, gas heat.
No dogs/No deposit. 576-5322.

FURNiThED ROOmT IN BIG
HOUSE INCLUDES UTILITIES.
$175/mo. NON SMOKERS
REFERENCES CALL CAMILLE
THOMPSON 386-7208

Walk to FSU new 2 br, 1 bth ceiling

fan, ice mkr. decks, many other
features. $315 mo. see at 303 Lipona
Rd., see other new apts. 306 White
Dr., for info, call 222-3943 or 385-4490.

Modern 1 br 1 bati), apt. available

immed. $250 rent, $200 deposit
Monterey Apts. Pool, tennis, courts,
385 9836 (H) 488-9775 (W).

1 BDRM UNFURN APT. FOR
LEASE IMMEDIATELY Prince
Manor Apt. CLOSE TO FSU CALL
DONNA AT 576-9909 BETWEEN 15
pm.

FM rmmt to sh 2 bdrm apTTciose to
campus $158 8i <3 utilities tall 644-
6695.

WANTEd
Roomate for large 2 bedroom duplex
central location $120 per li V« utll.

Call 224 6605 or 222-0009. .

MALE ROOMATCfor larg apt. close
to campus; clean serious student a
must. ONLY $90 plus uti. 575-2638.

Fm Rm Quiet nonsmoker. 2Bd IBath
2' 2 mi from FSU. $117.50 8. Vt utI.
Ceiling fan, w/d. Call 222 9087.

FEMALE ROOAAMATE FOR 3 BDRM
HOUSE, NICE PLACE. $105 AM). «.

UTIL. 385 5836 DENA.

WALK TO F.S.U.! POOLSIDE. 1

BEDROOM, FURNISHED, NO
DEPOSIT, v, UTILITIES, '/j RENT.
MALE ROOMATE WANTED. CALL
AFTER 6. PHONE 224-0634.
1817 W. CALL. REGENCY PARK.
WILL BE GONE FOR THC LABOR
DAY WEEKEND.
Male roomate to share 2 bedrom
mobile home $100 mo. + Vi utilities.
Call 575 8535 after 7 pm.

ROOMATE WANTED: MELLOW
VEGETARIAN. ONE BLOCK FROM
FSU CALL BRYANT 222-7692.

1 or 2 females wanted for 1 large
bedroom in 5 bedroom house with pool
fireplace and more. $150 per month
plus 1/5 utilities. Call ^6-3970. Ask for
Ben.

HUMANIOD RMMT FOR 3 BDRM
APT NEEDED COLONY CLUB. »/i

UTL. $122.00 MO. 222 7576.

2 fm. rmmts. needed to share 2 bdrm.
townhouse. Furnished, fireplace,
washer/drytr. $l3S/mo. 575-89S5 aft. 5

Female roommate needed for l

bedroom apartment near campus.
$110 a month & Vz utilities. Call
Janice at A-25 Penwood Apts.

Fem to share 2 br apt near FSUl
$157 per month 8i </> utilities. Call
575 2848. Keep trying.

Fm rmmt to share 2 bdrm
apt.CENTRAL AIR. Next to pool.
Prefer non smoker. Plaza apt. Call
Inga/Kathy 224 5060.

Housemate needed. Fm grad student
pref. 2 br duplex apt. by Brer Rabbit.
Big yard. Access to pool. Cal^ tonight,
222-1203.

Female or male roommate wanted to
take over one bedroom in a nicely
furnished 3 bedroom / 2 bath twuse
for more info call 385 9302.

F. rmmt. to share 2 br/2 bth. apt. w/3
girls, good loc. Pay 1/4 util & sec.
dep. for fail non-smoker 575-9423.

FEMALE TO SHARE 2 BDRM
MOBILE HOME. $50 MO & 1/2 LOT
RENT 8. UTIL. NICE AREA. CALL
AFTER 5 pm 878 3292.

FM rmmt for 2 bdr house IV2 miles
from FSU central heat & AC 130 mo
plus V2 util. must love pets 222 7557

anytime.

FAMU Business students seekina
non-smoking fm rm to share
extremely nice 3 bdrm apt. $125 mo.
81 1/3 util Call eves. 877-6684.

FM GRAD STUDENT NEEDS FM
RMMT(S)

To share nice duplex house near FSU
1 $157or 2 $105mo & utI. Call Kathy
222 8092.

Christian Female to share 3 br, iv?

bath house on Northside $205. 50 per
month plus '/2 utilities. Call 385 1202.

F EMA L E ROOMMAT E WANTED
TO SHARE TIMBERS TOWNHOUSE
CALL 576 2807 or 575 2897.

Roommates wanted Colony Club
Apts. 1/3 utilities own room partially
furnished $120 a month call Ina 224
7893.

Roommate wanted Harbin Terr. 1/3
utI. 2 bdr. to share rm close to
campus 110 rt liberal but studious 575-

6988 no deposits on utI or rent.

FM ROOAAMATE WANTED FOR 4

BDRM HOUSE NEAR CAMPUS A/C
AND WASHER/DRYER. $135 PER
MON IH8.1/4UTILITIES8. PHONE.
CALL 576 4J23

ML OR FML ROOMMATE TO
SHARE NICE 3 BDRM DUPLEX
WALK TO SCHOOL $175 MONTH 8i

UTILITY CALL 224 1788.

Roommate wanted 1 bdrm furn. Walk
to campus, pool, Indry .fac, neat,
responsible persons only! Ph. 224-

6721.

FM roommate needed to share 1

bedroom furn. apt. for $97.50 8. 'j

elec. rent incl. cable & pool. Close to

campus. Call Susan 224-51 10 anytime.

ROOMMATE WANTED
to share new 3 bedroom 2 bath house,
nice area, fireplace, non-smoker
preferred 160 per month 81 1/3 utll.

386 9364.

Male roommate needed to share apt.

Next to FSU. 2 Color TVs, pool,

laundry new carpet throughout call

222 1802.

Female rmmt needed to share 2

bedroom home in nice neighborhood
close to campus. $150/mo. & util.

222 9789.

FM RMMT N 3 BR HOUSE W/AC
CABLE HBO W/D MICROWAVE.
OWN FURN. BR $135 MO 81UTIL. 10

MILES FROM FSU 386-2382.

M RMT 3 BED 1 BATH HOUSE,
FURNSIHED, Vj Ml FROM
CAMPUS. $135/MO 1/3 UTL 81 OEP
224 0817.

QUALITY PRO TENNIS LESSONS
(FORMER FSU #1 PLAYER) ALL
LEVELS CALL STEW 224-4752.

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED
FOR THREE BEDROOM
APARTMENT NEAR NORTHWOOD
MALL. NO UNDERGRADUATES.
$120 A MONTH 8. 1/3 UTILITIES,
PHONE 81 CABLE. $100 DEPOSIT
CALL 385-7564.

Rmmt needed 2 unfurn rms in 4 bed-
rm house huge biedrm w/fireplace or
avg. size rm. 1/4 utlities male or
female liberal people call after 4:00
224-2981.

FM rmmt, prefer Sr., Grad., or Law
Student F/4 Bd new house $110 & Sh.
of Ut., Nonsmoker , no pets call 575-

1376.

ROOMMATE NEEDED M/F NON
SMOKER NEAT RELIABLE,
STUDIOUS OWN ROOM 125/mo. 8,

UTL. CALL ANDREA OR JOE 575
0355

FM RMMT FOR FALL SEM ONLY.
OWN RM IN FURN APT 1 Ml FROM
FSU $130 S. i 7 IJ I

i
^!.'; c-.i-i

HeIp
WantecI
MYSTERY CUSTOMER WANTED

Pizza consumer to evaluate delivery,
service, and product on a monthly
basis. Must live within the delivery
area of our Dominoe's Pizza Store
located at 300 East Orannge Street,
Tallahassee. Must enjoy a free pizza
once a month. Call Toll Free on
Thursday, September 2nd until 3:00
pm. 1-800-521 3674 Dominoes Pizza Inc

Bartender to work 10:30-1:30 M F at
Barnaby's. Apply between 2 5 wkdys,
2331 Appalachee Pky. Some exp. pref.

Late night supervision for residen-
tial treatment facility, upper div. or
grad. student preferred. 11 pm-8 am
Sat + Mon, 18hr».wk.at$3.35hr.Send
resume to P.O. Box 6054 Tallahassee.
Fl. 32301 E.O.E.

$ $ $
In the same class as Rolls Royce,
Cartier, Pierre Cardin and Bo Derek.

Nowk hiring dancers
Apply in person only 4 pm - 8 pm

Fannie's
Need we say more'-

CPE is now taking applications for a
staff position. Come by Rm 247
Union to apply. No phone calls.

We are looking for young married
couples who could use an extra $200
per week for 8 to 10 hrs. of ttieir thn*.
Call 878 6483 after 7 P.M.

PART TIME CLERK TYPIST. 10
HOURS A WEEK. MUST BE ABLE
TO TYPE MINIMUM OF 50 WPM.
$3.35 PERHOUR. APPLY UNITED
CEREBRAL PALSY, 1705 South
Gadsden St. Ask for Sandy.

Services
GOTTA TAKE A STAT COURSE?

We may have an answer to your
prayers The SPPC Manual: A
statistical package for the Pocket
Calculator. Order 100 statistical
procedures with step by step
instructions. ORDER NOW! Send
$15.70 (includes tax) to WALMYR
PUBLISHING CO., PO BOX 3SS4,

LEON STATION. TALLAHASSEE,
FL 32303.

IMPROVE YOUR GRADES!
Research Catalog - 306 pages - 10,728
topics Rush $1.00. Box 25097C, Los
Angeles, CA 90025. (213) 477 8226.

HEMMING, zippers, buttons, button
holes, custom sewing. Pickup serv.

available 222 7712 after 6 p.m.

Dissert., Theses, student papers.
You'll get good vibrartlons when (you
bring your typing to us. Former
admins, sec'y 8i good speller.
Reasonable Rates. L. Durbin. 878-2260

No calls after 10 p.m.

THE FPiRG FEE OF $2.50 IS AN
INVESTMENT IN THE FUTURE OF
FLORIDA JOIN US! 644 2826.

EXPERT CARPENTRY
Nliscellaneous handiwork.

Free Estimates.
Satisfaction assured.

. Call Glen at 222-8079 or 878 1544.

CROSBY BUSINESS MACHINES 10
percent DISCOUNT ON REPAIRS
OF ALL MAKE TYPEWRITERS TO
FSU AND FAMU STUDENTS WITH
I.D. 526 W. GAINES ST. 222-6610.

BOOKKEEPER EXPERIENCED
IN ACCOUNTS PAYABLE,
RECEIVEABLE, TAXES, AND
PAYROLL AVAILABLE FOR PART-
TIME OR CONTRACT WfORK. CALL
222-7798.

GUITAR LESSONS by
Professional Performer w/ BM
degree. Classical, Pop/Beginner to

Advanced. Special Student Rates. 644-

5659.

TUNES UNLIMITEDhas all of the

music you need for your next social

event. Formal, social, beer bash, or
hall party, we deliver! DJ/MC with
light show 8< dynamite sound system
will underbid any competitor. Just
call Jimbo at 575 5021. Book early!

DEADBOLT LOCK
AND INSTALLATION
$28.88 CALL 893-4499

TYPING. FAST. EFFICIENT.
IBM SEL. 3. EDITING. CALL
222 7629 AFTER NOON. 80<: Pg.

AFTER YOUNG LIFE
CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP WILL
BE HAVING THE FIRST GET TO
GETHER TUES. 9/7 AT 8:23 PM,
FSU LUTHERAN CENTER. FOR
INFO, CALL: 576-8348.

PERFECT TYPING
No white outs No errors

HOW??? WORD PROCESSING
WORKS LIKE THIS....

1. We enter document into computer
2. We print a draft on which you
pencil in minor changes if you wish
3. We input changes and print final

ALL THIS FOR THE SAME COST AS
PLAIN TYPING. 385-9057

DOUBLE D STABLES
350 acres of Cross Country Riding.
Boarding, Night Riding, English &
Western lessons 877-1309.

WE SELL SERVICE AND PAY TOP
CASH FOR YOUR AlR-
CONDITIONERS 575-9562.

HOME SECURITY
DEADBOLTS $31.58 INSTALLED.
ALARMS PROM $1S9. B. BARS.
421-0885. LEAVE MBStAQg.

Complete range of proofreading,
editing, typing services at low rates.
385 1020 after 3 p.m.

PersonaIs
YOU WANT LOVE? ADORATION?
RESPECT? COME BY AND ADOPT
ONE OF MY ORANGE KITTENS.
CALL CHRIS AT 222-8185.

I need a ride home from class on Tues
and Thurs after 6:45 pm. I live on
Locke St. near AAeridian Place Apts. I

can chip in for gas. Call Steve at 386-

1808 evenings or 644-5473 early
afternoon weekdays.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY ANdV, YOU
FINALLY MADE IT AND NOW
YOU'RE NOT JAIL BAIT!!!
LOVE YOU, LAURIE. SEE YOU
TONiOHTI

GLEN AND TRACY ZELNER
WHERE ARE YOU? THE PHONE IS
NOW CONNECTED. WK MIS$ YOUi.
JERRY ANDRICK.

ATTENTION STUDENTS
The Students Party is gearing up for

another successful year Come be a
part of a winning tradition Thur. at

9:00 in the Florida room of the Union.
For more info 222 7428

GET^^FREE FPIRG^BROCHIuI? ESI
PROTECT YOURSELF FROM
LOSING YOUR SECURITY
DEPOSIT. AVOID AUTO REPAIR
RiPOFFS. LEARN WHERE THE
BEST BUYS ARE. FREE
GROCERY, BANKING AND
CHECKING SURVEYS. PICK UP
INFO AT FPIRG OFFICE 215
UNION. FPIRG CONSUMER-
TENANT HOTLINE # IS 644 4884

GAY PEER VOLUNTEERS
Openings exist for new gay peer
volunteer trainees. A trainee will

recieve training during the fall

semester. Anyone, regardless of

sexual orientation may be screened.
After training and certification, you
may counsel clients with gay related
concerns. Interested persons may
inquire with Dr. Lucy Kizirian at the
FSU Student Counseling Center at
644 2003 Screening appointments will

be made through September 15, 1982

for the fall semester.

SCOTT 8. ELLEN'S

BIG PARTY
IS

STAURDAY NIGHT

(call for details)

IMPORTANT S U N PARTY
MEETING, Thur. Sept 2 in room 240
Union, 6:30 pm. Everyone interested
in running for Student Government
elections must attend.

FPIRG speaks for you and to youi
Support 8i fund FPIRG. Funding
FPIRG is an investment in the future
of Florida.

You are cordially invited to a
presentation of Whywork Wireworks
Sept. 2 at the Union. Shop early and
save big.

BE THE HOMECOMING
TRIATHALON RELAY
CHAMPIONS, FRAT OR SORORITY
DIV SWIM 1 Ml. RUN 4.2, CYCLE
13.2 CONSECUTIVELY. RACE 9 am
FSU f^ESERAVION OCT. 9

DEADLINE SEPT. 30 MAIL $10
EACH TO FLA. LEAGUE OF
AQUATICS.. Rt. 22. Box 30.
Tallalwssee 32301.

Beat Mark O Bnen in the quickest
swim, run, bike m the South, Sat ,

Oct. 9 FSU Reservation Race 9 am.
Deadline entry mail Sept 30 $10
Each. Fla League of Aquatics, Rt. 22,
Box 30, Tallahassee, FL 32301

Clip this valuable coupon and save
big money at Whywork Wireworks
Sept. 2 at the Union.

FREE PREGNANCY TEST
Abortion, gynecology. Psych., Couns.
Call N. Fla Women's Health ^nd
Counseling 877 3183.

THANK YOU SAINT JUDE.

Business

PersonaIs
* * * *

FLYING HOME?
Holiday flights are already filling up.

Call or come by The Travel Center tor

lowest airfare anywhere. We can also

ticket reservations you made directly

with the airlines.

THE TRAVEL CENTER
University Union 2nd floor. 222-1192

* * *

MILLER DRAFT SPECIALl

!

EVERY THURS NIGHT 9-2

40CGLASS- $2.25 PITCHER
THE PALACE SALOON

1303 JACKSON BLUFF ROAD

TALLAHASSEE'S NEWEST
BOTTLE CLUB IS ROCKIN!
SWEETBAY BOTTLE CLUBU

1313 JACKSON BLUFF RD
FRI81SATII PM til 5 AM

THIS WEEKEND PRESENTING:

THE KNOW IT ALLS

LARGE DANCE FLOOR, ICE &
SET-UPS AT THE BAR

COOLERS WELCOME TOO! I

!

Adult catalog. 16 full pages, explicit

illustrations, lOO's of films, books,
rubber goods, etc. Buy locally, but
shop at home. Send $2.00 (refundable
first order). State you're 19 or older.
B.O.P. Enterprises, Dept. 5 BOX 5311
Tallahassee, Fla. 32301

FACIAL -I- BODY HAIR REMOVAL
PERAAANENTLY BY ELECTROLYSIS
REGINAARXER,ELECTROLOGIST
EUROPEAN DEEP CLEANING
FACIALS BY APPT. 222 3170.

SO START ROCKIN' THIS
WEEKEND AT THE ALL NEW
SWEETBAY BOTTLE CLUB

YOU'LL SEE LOTS OF
FAMILIAR FACES THERE TOO!
TOMMY & JEFF INVITE THEIR
OLD PALS TO CHECK IT OUT.

1313 JACKSON BLUFF RO
ROCK N ROLL LIVES ON AT

TOMMY'S NEW
SWEETBAY BOTTLE CLUB

* COSTUMES & ACCESSORIES
Magic Trix, lessons, gags, jokes.

Make up, masks, clown 8. juggling eq
MAGIC AND FUN SHOP *

Univ Plaza 1916 W Tenn 224-MAGI

To RELIEVE TENSION & STRESS
Try MASSAGE THERAPY 222-8SS8
Registered Massage Therapist

TNT HIDEAWAY CANOE RENTAL
DIRECTLY ON WAKULLA RIVER
AND HWY 98
$5 up to 4 hrs SOc per custtion call
1 925 6412.

SCUBA DIVING COURSE!
Under the direction of gold rated
instructor Marty Glickman! Course
is top notch. Earn full cert, in 4

weeks Find out now why Marty
makes the differnece between the
average dive course and the excellent
one. Call Marty Glickman day or
nite at Ph. 575 1263 courSe Starts Sept.
14th DIVE IN NOW! I!

Lost &
FouNd
STUDENTS $100 REWARD

Lost May 1, Lab type dog, female 45
lbs, black, white chest, tan paws
pleasel Any info 576-7258.

MISSING VIOLIN BY KLAUS
SCHLEGEL, 1978 ERLBACH $100

REWARD. No quesions asked. $25 for
productive info Gray fiberglass case
w/ brown cloth cover blonde w/carv«|
tail piece, dark bow. 224-4314.
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People who never venture to FAMU's Bragg stadium never get to see Dr. George Foster and
the nationaily recognizedMarching 100 Rattler band,

Seminole fans,see what you're missing
BY M1K£RADIGAN
FLAMRAUITArPWItlTlll

What is it about Florida A&M athletic events that makes
white people stay away?
Are you white? Have you ever been out to Bragg Stadium

or the Gaither Athletic Complex? Never really gave it much
thought before, I bet.

If you're a student at or an alumnus of Florida State,

your main concern should be with how the Seminoles

perform. Far be it from me or anyone else to deny you that

right.

But look at all you're missing.FAMU has sent

truckloads of athletes to the pros. How about the Montreal

Expos' four-time AUstar Andre Dawson (FAMU, 1974-76)

or Kansas City designated hitter Hal MacRae (FAMU late

sixties) who leads the major leagues in runs batted in. In

football, there is Minnesota's Greg Coleman (FAMU 1974-

78), a five-year veteran with the Vikings.

But you missed all that because—because wh/t
"Half the (Bragg) stadium used to be white in the 60s,"

said football head Coach Rudy Hubbard. "Now whites fee!

threatened coming to the games. I think the black uprisings

in the past (late 60s, early 70s) are the main cause of the

switch. The only time you see a white person in this end of

town is when they go speeding through."

. On the local high school football level, Florida State, and
Florida Statesmen games he has attended, Hubbard has

found more of a racial mix than at A&M.
"It's a problem Florida A&M is trying to solve," said

University Athletic Director Roosevelt Wilson.

"Everything's the same as it is at a predominantly white

MOVING VIOLATION
school—same size ball, same size Held...

"A lot of them (whites) don't come to our games because
of perceived social barriers. Most of those who have come
out have been favorably impressed. We've had several

(white) state legislators come out and they're now hooked on
FAMU football," said Wilson.

*The (Caucasian's) fear of blacks is a myth. Innocent

ignorance is what it is," he added.

Seminole Day? Is that what it will take to get the white

Tallahassee community to attend a FAMU football game?
Well, believe it or not, they're going to give it a try this fall

at A&M. According to Wilson, FSU fans will receive a

reduced rate on the cost of a Rattler football ticket this fall

when the Rattlers take on Orambling State. Wilson said the

plan is designed to take advantage of the Seminoles'

absence (they'll be playing away against Southern
Mississippi that night) and coax the fans out to see a live

game.

Whatever the result of Seminole Day, it shows FAMU is

at least trying to do something about the imbalance.

In the past you could have blamed the lack of white-

attendance at A&M sporting events on lack of promotion.

But not any more.

Give the Rattlers a shot. Who knows, you may like it so

much, you'll add an Orange and green suit to your
wardrobe.

SPORTSINBRIEF
Halt wiH lie an important SMeting today, at 4 p.m. In

room 214 TuUy for all those interested in part time work as

IM flag football referees.

Sign ups for flag football are still going on in the IM
Office (309 Union). Several time slots are already filled so

you need to come by as soon as possible. Rosters are due at

the mandatory captains' meeting that is being held on

Wednesday, Sept. 8, at 4 p.m. in Moore Auditorium. You
must sign up for a time slot before the meeting.

The Water Polo Club is holding its important first

meeting today at 12-1 p.m. at the Union pool. Anyone
interested please stop by or if you can't make it call Gordon
at 222-3468.

Women's tennk team tryonts aie scMnM for today, 2
p.m. at the Montgomery gym tennis courts.

1982 college football should yield a bumper crop of

senior players with five years experience. A NCAA rule

change in 1978 allowed freshman to be red-shirted. 1982

could be a year filled with surprises, as some teams back in

*78 red-shirted all or a majority of the incoming freshman

class.

LABOR DAY WEEKEND SPECIAL!

Thurs., FrI., Sat., $un. k Mon.

80 TOKENS FOR $10.00
($20.00 valu*l

2 FREE TOKENS W/ EACH SUB
OR PIZZA PURCHASE

!

CAMe
TO>M i SAiitwiCti SIM* 576-8313

WINN Dixit SHC^N'^ CENTER • iirk-SON RUif-i ''I'

Century 21 Hair
Haircutting

Style cuts men women

J 576-6469
$5

I
i

I

M-F mi) AM (iPM ?

54229 W. Pensacola SAT 8:30 AM IF.M J

LEON TRANSMISSION SERVICE
SERVICE OVERHAUL EXCHANGE
AUTO TRANSMISSION OVERHAUL

$225.00 Most American Cars

12 Month / 12,000 Mile warranty

tm sptiamn m. vtmrn tf spmniii
IM lata MtMi - MNMi Tin. NtoC IM Mf)

S7S-7217

VINYL FEVEk
Mcortst Tapis

NOWI TO THE SetlOttS iECOBD BUYER

1938 w. Tennessee
(Next to Seminole Bowl, university Plaza)

Instant cash for used records
(in good condition)

NEW LP'S AT LOW PRICES

FlMSttaCtlMSfClttltS

aid iMports

FlIlYCumtMilllMl
RKords

Open 12 Noon Daily 224-8455

ROCK«JAZZ»SOUL

R & B*BLUES

NEW WAVE

REGGAE

COIN LAUNDRY
AIR CONDITIONED AND
ALWAYS AnENDED

• Laundry Service-35ifc

(10 lb. min.) includes soap, bleach,
softner-weekdoys only

• 606Speed Queen Washers
«

• Checks Accepted with proper I.D.

• Free use of Steam Board

7:10am, - 9:30 p.iil. 7 Doys a W«tk
(Lastwash ttortt at 0:30)

2636 W. Mission (Close to Appleyord)
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ATTHEIRPRKE
THEYARE SIMPIYASTEAL!"

AUDIOGRAM

1

:;:;:;:;::-::::::x:;:;:x:&::

''If you're shopping for stereo our advice is not to buy
spealcers until you've iieard the Poiks." nM^^t^^^n^
"Polk Audio Monitor •*

Speaicers (are) so vastly
superior to the competition

in their price range we had to

...tNifli^n produces a re-

marl<ably well integrated and
coherent scMjnd ttiat adapts
itself ideally to all kinds of

*

music...and produce the kind
of open uncotored perfectly im
ag«i sound we thought b^gan

t«jge amounts of amplification

...(The Polks) will benefit from
state of ttie art efectronics but
sound quite magnificient with

a goodmid powered popular

brand receiifer. . .Thev make the

popular speakers in their price
range seem dim, colored, boxy,

fident. . . If you're shopping for

stereo our ad\nce is not to bM>
speakers until ypu've heard
the PoM<s." Mustcian Magazine

MonitorSeites Loudspeakers

INCREDIBLE SOUND- AFFORDABLE PRICE i««|||able
Located in tl»B Tennessee St. Meiiiilill' ^IH^Jj

at

.^^MEE StMU^^^
he
tereo
lore



End: So it Friday. Bl

Florida Flambeau
CLOUDY

50 percent chance of
afternoon thundershowers.
Highs in the 90s lows in the

70s. 20 percent chance of

thundershowers tonight.
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Florida Flambeau/Jill Guttman

Bobby Bowd€n counsels back-up quarterback Kelly Lowrey
during practice yesterday. The 'Nolesface the Cincinnati Bearcats

famarrow night. For a rundown on both teaius, see page 21.

Israelis express ^betrayal'

over Reagan peace initiative
UNITED niESS iNTERNATIONAL

JERUSALEM - President Reagan's new Middle
East peace plan broke over Israel like a tidal wave,

washing away Israeli hopes of timing the military

victory in Lebanon into political gains on the

occupied West Bank.

The U.S. plan itself as well as its outright

rejection by Israel signal a dramatic and deep rift

between Washington and Jerusalem on the basic

approach to the Middle East crisis.

And lingering strongly in the air is an Israeli

feeling of betrayal.

The 16 points presented to Israel privately go far

beyond President Reagan's televised speech.

They amount to the first U.S. peace plan in five

years, dnce the late Egyptian President Anwar
Sadat's historic visit to Jerusalem in November
1977.

Israel's rejection, therefore, is more serious than

U.S. -Israeli differences over specific issues such as

annexation of the Golan Heights of Syria or Israeli

bombing of West Beirut.

It is a clash not over individuM issues, but long-

term policy.

The stated U.^. aims go to the heart of questions

the Camp David accords carefulfy omitted for the

sake of reaching any agreement at all.

ANALYSIS
On the emotional issues of Jerusalem, Jewish

settlement in the occupied territories, security in the

disputed region and control over land and water

resources, Israel sees Washington as coming
squarely down on the side of Egypt and the

Palestinians.

But beyond rejecting the letter of the proposals,

Israel also expressed total disagreement with their

spirit, accusing Washington of ''serious

deviations" from the Camp David accords.

"The whole point of Camp David was to leave

the final status of the territories to last after you

have the wwking autonomy and some trust built

up,*' said one ranking Israeli privy to cabinet

deliberatiom.

"These new American ideas are a very significant

shift in weight, since they openly speak of final

status — before negotiations have begun, before

there is an autonomy."

By becoming an advocate of specific positions,

Israel believes Washington has abdicated its role as

honest broker and mediator and has lost its

credibility.

Fuqua leading in money race
BY MICHAEL McCLELLAND

FLAMBEAU STAFF WRITER

The race for the Democratic nomination in the

second Congressional district bears a certain

resemblance to the old Biblical story of David and
Goliath. -

Goliath, in this case, would be Altha Democrat
Don Fuqua, armed with a 20-year incumb^icy and
a campaign chest of more than $ 1 00,000.

The would-be David — or Davids, in this case —
are Allen Cox, a Tallahassee native with experience

both in Washington and in Florida government,
and Lake City resident Sherrill 'Pete* Skinner, who
abandoned his position as majority leader of the

Florida Senate to make the race for Congress.

Unless there is a run-off election, the winner of

the September 7 democratic primary will face

Republican Ron McNeil for the right to represent

the second district in the U.S. House of

Representatives.

Don Fuqua
Fuqua, with his incumbency, the chair of the

House Science and Technology committee, and a

hefty bankroll, comes into the campaign as a heavy

favorite. But Fuqua's critics, including Skinner and
Cox, say Fuqua has not taken advantage of the

power afforded by Washington tenure. They also

question how valuable Fuqua's position on the

Science and Technology committee is to the

predominantly rural second district. Moreover,

with the economy of the nation and the district in

poor shape, Fuqua's incumbency may actually

prove to be a liability. Fuqua may be vulnerable for

the first time in years, many political observers feel.

Turn to CONGRESS, page 8

Troubled Vietnam veterans can find help close at hand
BY STEVE ROCHE

FLAMBEAU WRITER

''Sometimes my head starts to replay some of my
experiences in Nam, Regardless of what Vd like to think

about, it comes creeping in. You know, everytime I hear a
chopper or see a clear, unobstructed green treeline, a chill

goes down my back. . . when I walk down the street, I get real

uncon^fortable with people behindme that I can 't see. .

.

"

—A Vietnam veteran

When the Vietnam war ended, most people just wanted

to forget the whole thing happened. It was an unpopular war

with a majority of the Americafi public, and an

embarrassment to the government. Not a lot of celebrating

was done when the soldiers came home; no heroes' welcomes

like World War II, because wars were oiit of style. The

veterans who returned would re-adjust to civilian life, it was

assumed. But it has not been that simple. Many Vietnam-era

veterans found doors were closed to them, when looking for

work. Most had no college education, and still others were
now mistrustful of the Veterans Administration, run by the

same government that sent them overseas in the first place.

Several years have passed since then and not much has

been done for Vietnam-era veterans. Some research has been
done into the problems they face, however.

That research has uncovered a new problem among
veterans; what is referred to as "delayed stress reaction."

Simply stated, a veteran may not have suffered any
psychological problems when he or she first came home, but

years later—sometimes as many as 10 years later—flashbacks

occur. The veteran has nightmares and feels depressed, and
many sukides result from the more severe cases of delayed

stress—a delayed reaction to the enormous stress the combat
soldier was subjected to every day. The suicide rate is 23
percent higher among Vietnam veterans than among non-
veterans, according to a report by the Disabled American
Veterans Association.

Counseling has been available, but only from Veterans

Administration hospitals, known for being overcrowded and

understaffed. Part of that is because there aren't many
hospitals available, and each one is open to veterans from all

branches of the armed forces. In the case of towns such as

Tallahassee, the nearest VA hospital is in Jacksonville, which

means a 400-mile round trip.

One veteran agreed to talk about some of his problems if

his name were kept confidential.

*'l know that a lot of us use alcohol and drugs, not so

much to forget, but more to dull the thought process," said

the vetCTan. "Marijuana is my favorite, because it's easiest to

get. The VA^ves out lots of drugs. I mean, they don't just

give them out, but you can get them. Mostly psychotherapy

drugs. I took something they prescribed for me once. I was

practically unconscious for thirty hours. And they wanted

Turn to KETS, page JO
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Kunst blasts Graham over paraquat
BY DANNI VOGT
FLAMBEAU STAFF WRITER

Gov. Bob Graham is

trading the health of many
Florida pot smokers in an

attempt to bolster his re-

election bid by spraying

state marijuana fields with

paraquat, a fellow

candidate for governor

charged yesterday.

**Graham is

grandstanding politically to

get re-elected by showing

he's doing something about

crime, but he isn't," said

Bob Kunst, IM3ainesville,in

a press conference held in

front of the Governor's

Mansion yesterday. He
announced he intends to sue

both Graham and the state

over the paraquat spraying

program whether or not he

wins in next Tuesday's
primary.

"I believe Graham can be

hung on this, and I'm going

to attack it on every single

possible ground I can, and

hold Graham responsible,"

Kunst said.

**My interest is not in

regulating someone's
behavior," Kunst added, **I

want to deal with reality.

Fifty four million people

smoke it, and Graham
wants to harm them all."

Kuiist atoo aimouiiced he was dedicating the lawsuit to

James Franzen, a Marietta, Ga. nursery worker whose
lungs were severely damaged by paraquat. Although Kunst
claimed he had died, Franzen underwent a lung transplant

op)eration in Toronto earlier this week and was still in

critical condition, according to United Press international.

Graham, who was spending the day as a schoolteacher in

Polk County as part of his "workday" program, was
unavailable for comment. Deputy Press Secretary

Bemadette PhUtips said he would return this morning. She
affirmed the fact ttmt Graham supported the paraquat
spraying program.

Graham's campaign press secretary David Voss denied,

the spraying was politically motivated.

"The fact is we've tried to keep paraquat out of

politics," said Voss. "It's a cost effective and proven way
of destroying marijuana. Ori^am is the state's chief law
enforcement officer, and he made the decision that's the

best way. It's not a political decision as far as we're

concerned."

Florida Department of Law Enforcement officials

sprayed an 80-acre pot field in Walton County with

paraquat last Saturday. The plants were cut down late

Sunday, placed in a large pit and burned, according to

FDLE special agent John Sullivan. Sullivan admitted the

field was first discovered by the Walton County Sheriffs

Department, and that about six weeks elapsed between the

Florida Flambeau/Jill Gutunan

Gubernatorial candidate Bob Kunst and a
Feline Friend stand in front ofFlorida's Governor's
mansion, a home Kunst hopes soon to occupy. Kunst
plans to sue Graham over the state's paraquat
sprayingprogram.

discovery of the marijuana

and the spraying so arrests

could be made. Voss said

the FDLE, not Graham,
chose the spraying site.

Kunst castigated Graham
for not firing the Walton
County Sheriff for allowing

the marijuana to grow there

in the first place, and also

for not destroying the crop

for six weeks until the

spraying took place. He
claimed there was collusion

between public officials and
the police to harm citizens

of Florida.

"It's all politics—where
did they all of a sudden find

an 80-acre field?" Kunst
asked rhetorically. "They
all know it's growing. It's a
$50 billion a year faidustry.

Graham keeps talking

about the fantastic job he's

doing on the economy.
Without the $50 billion in

pot money, he wouldn't be
doing so good. Graham
needs to admit that.'*

Kunst, an admitted pot-

smoker, is also anti-nudear

energy* pro-abortion and
prefers to call Graham a
"Jimmy Carter clone." He
made national news several

years ago when he
challenged Anita Bryant

over a gay rights ordinance in Dade County. While most
political observers don't give Kunst and running mate Gary
Bryant of Miami much of a chance in the primary, you
could never tell that from his attitude.

KuMt said he has yet to file his suit against Graham and
the state because of the difficulty m finding an attorney to

take the case. He said one attorney offered to take the case

for $25,000, a figure Kunst said was too high.

He also explained lawyers were hesitant to take the case

because the Privacy Rights Amendment, added to the state

constitution by voters in 1980, had never been tested in the

courts. The amendment states "all natural persons have

the right to be free and left^ alone from government
intrusions in their private lives." Kunst feels the private use

ofmarijuana might be made legal under this amendment.

Kunst also cited the lack of an environmental impact
statement required by state and federal laws as another
reason the paraquat spraying was illegal. PhUlips explained
that a federal judge had examined the issue before the
spraying pn^ram to let it take place.

She also said the judge's order prohibited harvesting the

pot and making it avaikMe to the public.

Sullivan, who caUed the spraying successful, said the

Wahon County fidd was chosen because it wasn't near a
water source, Uvestock or houses.

SHORT ON CASH?!
When Buying or Selling

GOLD & SILVER
Jewelry. Diamonds, Class Rings

CHECK PRICES AT

Dust Collectors
739 N. Monroe

222-3524

For More Money In

Your Pocket!

Mon. • Fri. 10-5:30

r-r-

v.-

CLARK
CHIROPRACTIC

CENTER
Straight Chiropractors

Hours: MWF by Appt 1211 Miccosukee Rd.

J^
. Phone: 878-5545 TaUalwstcc, FL

EVERY FAMILY NEEDS CHIROPRACTIC
CARE

The CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM is the master
controller of all body hinetlons. The CHIROPRACTOR
corrects misaligned spinal bones that cause interference
to the Central Nervous System, thus allowing your body's
natural healing ability to function at its best, keeping
resistance high and maintaining Health Naturally.

HAVE YOUR SPINE
CHECKED REGULARLY

'^LnuilU| -'JruUuf

I0a.m.-6pm.

SatmiaifS c^Tzi7i»yL>

tn{:ippcmttmnt

214 Scuih M'»u\ yDc»iitc>i>i. JjlLilui».\ --222-Sh^':

yes, vie still ha\'e our

Traternitif Special

^8.00 Jcr Wask Cut ®/oM' Drij

Wednesdays Only

We Vf noD^ adiei a Sororitij Special

hS.OOjor Wash, Cut St^ 'BIom/ Dry

—Mondays Only

TUCKER'
DRIVE IN RESTAURANT

Chicken Special
FAMILY STYLE

ALL YOU CAN EAT
INCLUDES 2 DRINKS

W/MEAL
Tea of Coffee

S520 S. MONROE
2102 or 87M825

$Q25
PER
PERSON

iOL • TliMrs.

S:S0-10PM
Fri. sat

S:SO-llPi
SM.

FIX KEEP THE
CAP Wi

INTEREST RATES

Tho bank presidents named Sutton and Grant are
running against Jim Crens fur State Senator.

Last year in the Senate, bankers tried to take the 1 8 |»er-

cent cmp off ialere«l rates.

Do >-o« Huil to pay up to 45 pereent interest for a ne%»
car, farm equtpawiit or kitciien applianres?

Jim Crrwa wUI figAit to keep a cap on interest rale«.

Jim Crews ydB keqi banker* off your baek.

Crews
STATE SENATOR

A New
Leader

From North

Florida
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Candidate files lawsuit
JACKSONVILLE — Independent gubernatorial

candidate and yoga teacher Michael Geison has filed a

federal lawsuit aimed at blocking further paraquat spraying

in Florida's marijuana fields, court officials said yesterday.

The Gainesville teacher filed the class-action suit "On
behalf of those who place a value on natural, chemical-free

food...and who want to protect the enviroment from

dangerous chemicals, and themselves and their fellow

humans from dangerous chemicals/* court records show.

Geison accused Gov. Bob Graham and Attorney General

Jim Smith, both running for re-election in next week's

primary, of threatening the "health, happiness and well-

being of Florida's citizens by spraying paraquat on
marijuana crops.

Geison is asking the court for a temporary and

permanent injunction preventing state officials from using

the herbicide.

Law enforcement officials sprayed an 80-acre field of the

illegal plants near Red Bay last weekend in the nation's first

use of the herbicide.

Loan distribution
FROM STAFF REPORTS

If you are eligible for National Stuctent Direct Loans you

will receive your money during the regular financial aid

check distribution period after aU. The distributkm period is

Sept. 7 through 15.

Ed Marsh, director of Financial Aid at Florida State

University, said that ahhough the NDSL federal money is

still delayed, the university has made arrangements to make
funds available to eligible students.

Marsh said he R concerned that students who are

counting on NDSL loans might get discoura^ ami leave

school prematurely, thinking that they won*t have thehr

money in time.

If you are eligible for the NDSL, show up at the

appointed time at financial aid distribution in the Union

next week to get your check.

INBRIEF
CANDIDATES FOR THE HOUSE OF
Representatives Dis^ 9 race will speak at the Florida

State University Law School at noon today. Sponsored by

the Environmental Law Society and the Student Bar

Association

.

THE FAMILY OUTREACH PROGRM WANTS
volunteers for parents who need help coping with family

problems and who might otherwise abuse or neglect their

children. Training will begin in September. For more

information call BonnieSyfrett at 487-2930.

THE FSU ALUMNI ASSOCIATION WILL HOLD THE
Annual Labor Day cookout at 6 p.m. today at the home

of FSU President Bernard Sfiger (1030 West Tennessee

Street).

THE FSU RESERVATION SHUTTLE VAN WILL RUN
this Saturday, Sunday, and Monday. The van will leave

the pool parking lot on Woodward Avenue at 10, 11, and

noon and will make return trips at 4 and S p.m. There will

be a 25e one-way charge.

THERE WILL BE FREE EXCURSIONS THIS
Monday between the FSU Reservation and the Tallahassee

Junior Musuem between noon and 4 p.m.

THE HILLEL FOUNDATION IN COOPERATION
with the Jewish Student Union will be sponsoring a

barbeque tomorrow at 3:00 p.m. WiU be held at the'comer

of Woodwar and Pensacola. For more information cidl

222-5454.

THE INTER-VARSITY CHRISTIAN
Fellowship will meet tonight at 7 in the Weichelt Lounge,

room 212 of the Business Building. Byron Brown will speak

on the "Commitment to Jesus Christ.'*

THE INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS BIBLE STUDY
Group will meet today at 6 in the eighth floor lobby of

Rogers Hall.

CORRECTION
In an article that appeared in yesterday's Flambeau

about campaign contributions for Comptroller Gerald

Lewis, Mary Repper'-i^iame was misspelled.
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Bob Graham?
Four years ago — to everyone's later regret — the Flambeau

endorsed Bob Graham for governor.

It wasn't really much of an endorsement. The campaign had been

acrimonious, with Graham and opponent Robert Shevin spending

most of their time slinging insults at each other. The Flambeau
editorial board, which voted on the ''endorsement,'* didn't like either

candidate, but decided Graham was less politically loathesome.

The point is that the editorial board at least had a choice. This year

the board — and for that matter the voters — have nothing of the

sort.

Let's look at the candidates opposing Graham in the primary:

there's Bob Kunst, the gay rights activist from Gainesville who spends

a great deal of time complaining that the media listens only to big

money candidates and then proposes we turn Florida into some kind

of all-night pleasure dome, a haven for drugs and gambting and God-
knows-what-else. A serious candidate? Come on.

Then's there Fred Kuhn, who isn't quite sure how many people sit

on the Florida Cabinet (There are six, plus the governor.) Kuhn filed

for the race against U.S. Senator Lawton Chiles on the morning of the

last day for filing; later that day, when he found someone willing to

run as his running mate, he dropped out of the Senate race and
entered the run for the governorship.

And then there's Bob Graham. Let's look at what Graham has done

with the governorship. He's earnestly embraced the death penalty and
has signed more death warrants than any governor in recent memory.
He's tried to solve Florida's crime problem by trying to cram mm
inmates into Florida's already overcrowded prisons.

He's taken the stump to blast judges for douig their job in

overturning outrageous sentences and convictions based on illegally-

obtained evidence. He's instigated a wasteful and unnecessary

I^raquat-spraying program in Florida in order to persuade Latin

American governments to spray their own fields, no doubt without the

safeguards des^ied to protect our health wlidch are built into the

Florida programs.

That's not all. Graham was elected on a pro-ERA platform, but

what did he do when women needed his support on that issue? He
marched in a parade.

That's the way it's been on a lot of issues. No wonder they call

Graham "Governor Jello."

To be fair, Graham has not been a total failure. He's a strong

supporter of the environment, for example, and has spearheaded a

drive to buy up coastal lands and preserve water resources. But that's

just not enough. Florida needs a governor who can lead the state into

the 21st century. We don't think Graham is our man.

And so we're going to sit out the gubernatorial race, as far as

endorsements go. We don't feel we can conscionably urge you to

support any candidate in the Democratic primary, and the Republican

Party has even less to offer.

Instead, we urge you to boycott the gubernatorial race. Save your

vote for the local races ~- House district nine. Senate district Hve and
the Leon CountfCommission— where you do have a choice. Graham
will be re-elected anyway, but without your endorsement.

Maybe then he'll realize Floridians don't like the direction in which

he's leading us. Maybe then he'll offer us reason and progress. Maybe
then we can hold some hope for a better Florida.

Rape
The most tragic problem you face this year may not be financial aid,

or getting tickets to the Gator game, or even flunking out. As a

student in Tallahassee, or as a resident of Tallahassee, your Ufe may
well be affected in the coming months by rape.

Rape is a crime of violence, a crime that, sadly, occurs far too often

in this community. The best way to fight rape is to be aware of the

potential for rape. Towards that end, the Flambeau has run and will

continue to runaweekly tally of the rapes reported ni Leon County.

Rapes reported this week: 1

Rape» reported Ihis year: 39

HIKE I'VE ALV^VS LIKE

RAY

rAcruAiiv,!

J DONTCAPE
R3RPAY

Ambitious? Don't go to law school
BY MAXWEIX GLENN AND CODY SHEARER

SPECIAL TO THE FLAMBEAU

WASHINGTON - The following is a short, two

scene fable geared for realists of all ages.

Scene I: At a recent political reception here, an

intern on leave firom college reveals her intentions

to attend law school. '*I don*t know why Tm going,

really," she says. "1 just don*t know what else to

do. I know that's a stupid reason. .

.

Scene II: At a somewhat less glamorous

congregation for third-year law students, a Long

Island native confesses he's been living on frozen

pizza and Quaaludes recently. Three years of hard

work for a law d^ree have yet to land him a job.

"I've been a nervous wreck since February," he

moans.

While the scenes differ, they're exemplary of a

growing melodrama: Despite a record level of law

school enrollments, the market for lawyers is

shrinking. The *Maw boom" of the 1970s is over.

Unlike many law studenU and practicing

attorneys, undergraduates may not realiie that a

legal educa^n is nolonger a ticket to the American

Dream. Once again, 1981-1982 was a "good

season" for the nation's 150 American Bar

Association-approved law schools. Applications

increased nearly 7 percent. One third of the 120,000

young Americans who applied to law school this

year will enroll this month.

Yet when numy firms simply reduced the number

of fall recruiting visits last year, they sent a chill

through the hearts of law school placement

officers. Recently it became clear that firms are

hiring fewer new attorneys—in some cases almost

30 percent fewer. There have been reports of lay-

offs. The New York Times reported April 2 that in-

house corporate law officers have often been the'

first let go by company managers.
Ironically, the government which helped spawn

so much litigation in the last decade may be

responsible for the current bust. In addition to the

Reagan administration's reluctance to issue new

regulations, a minimalist Justice Department has

simply brought fewer private concerns to court

Notiiig^**a dramatic drop " in the federal caseload

here, U.S. Circuit Court Judge Patricia M. Wald

told the NationalLaw Journal that the slowdown

would last
'
*a couple more years

. '

'

Yet the lawyer glut isn't necessarily limited to

traditionally "recession-proof" Washington. At

the ABA headquarters in Chicago, attorney Nancy

Slonim noted, *'What I have discovered h thm.

hiring is down all over. It hasn't stopped, but it*s at

lown^fevel^tlwn it historically hasbeen.^'^
^ « « « ^

HEREANDNOW
Qeveland attorney Carolyn BuUer caOs her city's

market **rough.** A year out of Case Western

Reserve law school, the 26-year-old told our reporter

Michael Duffy that only half her classmates had

found jobs befitting their degrees.

"One friend finally got a job, and that was with a

public defender," she explained. "Another was

laid off after three months, a third took a job

clerking at $6.30 an hour, a fourth is waitressing."

In the face of such stories, it would seem wise

these days to pursue computer science, geology, or

even street vendorship—anything but law. Bat the

crude truism—that three years of contracts and

moot court is as good as gold—hasn't lost its

appeal.

Of course, there may be certain immutable

factors. The **prestige* Uiw schools, for example,

seem to endure, if ttot prosper, dtuing times of

uncertainty. Harvard, Michigan and Stanford

expect law school applications to rise between 8 and

10 percentage points this year. Tulane anticipates a

15 percent increase.

Women are also buffeting the flood of

applications. Since the late 1960s, their share of

entering enrollments has increased from nearly zero

to -almost 40 percent. At some point soon the

number of aspiring lawyers among women
undergraduates will level off, but not until college

placement officers offer palatable alternatives to

those who, like the woman in our fable, "Don't

know what else to do .

"

Indeed, too many young men and women get

caught between anachronism and reality. When
other options are few or unappealing, acceptance to

a law school becomes a security blanket. Moreover,

whether one enrolls or not, "I'm applying to law

school" simply sounds good. The truth, however, is

that neither the application nor the (l^gree is a
guaranteed means to success.

When word gets back to college campuses that

**01d Faithful*' has lost its steam, undergraduates

may want to spend some time distinguishing their

interest in the law from their own financial

ambitions. Any effort by professors to put the legal

routine in a realistic light might ease the withdrawal
from our addiction to the "juris doctor" option.

Otherwise, we're Bkcly to see many more mini-

dramas of false expectations, played by a
generation of money-hungry lenunings scurrying

madly toward a mirage.
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Editorial endorsement rebuttals

BY KEN KATSARIS
SPECIAl TO THE FLAMBEAU

Since there will be a minimum of 40 new

members to the Florida House of

Representatives, the election of the

Representative from District 9 is of critical

importance* Having served in positions in the

city, county and state government as well as

having owned a small private business, gives

me a unique perspective which is not

available to the other candidates.

1 also served the majority of the

constituents of this district before as Sheriff

of Leon Cotinty, where 1 had the opportunity

to participate in the legislative process as the

vice chairperson to the L^slative Task Force

for all the sheriffs of Florida. In this elected

position, I also had the pleasure of working

cooperatively with all our area

representatives and senators as well as many

from the entire state. This experience gives

my candidacy further insights and abilities

which are not afforded the other candidates.

We all favor protection of our

environment and furthering our educational

needs. However, my candidacy is further

based on conservative stands which the

people in this district have asked that I

represent. These include:

•Keeping a strong crime fighting program

going by sending the message to the criminat

that Florida is not afraid of handing out

tough penalties.

•Opposing any new taxes until the people

S3

Ken Katmis
I

of District 9 demand them, while finding new

and better ways of using what we have more

efficiently, especially in our state

government.

•Enhancing the free enterprise system so

that the small businessperson is not strangled

by government bureaucracy.

•Attracting only clean industry to promote

more jobs and expand the tax base without

increases.

1 pledge to do these things as well as voting

the concerns of my constituents. A
Representative should listen and work for his

district's needs. What I think is not

important. What the VOTER thinks is.

Looking For An Apartment?

LONGLEAF
has 1 & 2 bedroom furnished or
unfurnished luxury apartments

SUMMER S FALL LEASES

POOL

TENNIS COURT

PARTY ROOM
LARGE APARTMENTS

Pensacola

Lovelace Dr

1845 Belle Vue Way
Om Mock off Peisacola St at Lomlaca Dr. ^

576-0900

BYALLAWSON
SPECIAL TO THF FI AMBEAU

I am a candidate for the House Seat in

District 9 because i am committed to public

and community service. Over the past 16

years, I have been an active member and civic

leader in a variety of community and
professional organizations including the

Tallahassee Association of Life

Underwriters; the Gadsden County
Association for Developmental Disabled

Citizens; the Tallahassee Area Chamber of

Commerce; Little League Coach, the

Tallahassee Urban League; and the FAMU
Boosters. My record of prior and continued

community involvement speaks for itself.

My professional career began at Florida

State University, where I was employed as

assistant basketball coach and Coordinator

of Minority Articulation Affairs. During
those years on campus, I developed a sincere

appreciation for our youth. I spent many
hours working with young people, listening

to their concerns and providing them with

needed guidance. I was then and 1 am today

an advocate of students' rights.

Over the years I have demonstrated active

support for FAMU and FSU, serving on
university committee^, working with the

Boosters, assisting with alumni affairs, and
working to ensure the continued autonomous
status of Florida A&M University. It is

because of this record of service and my pro-

education stance that the Florida Students

Association endorsed my candidacy for the

District 9 seat.

It is no surprise to me that the people in

District 9, particularly residents of Leon
County, are gravely concerned with the

growth in crimes against women and the

AlLawson
Florida Flambeau/Vicki Arias

dderly. The Florida Flambeau has chronicled

the ever-increasing statistics on violem crimes

against women. My stance on crime reflects

an abiding commitment to ensure a safe and

clean environment for all citizens. I recognize

that jobs must be a part of any effort to

combat crime and it is for this reason that

I've made economic development a major

area of focus in my campiEiign. At the same

time, I acknowledge the need for providing

resources to law enforcement so as to enable

this sector to do a better job of apprehending

those persons who have committed crimes.

In this election year, there are many issues

of critical importance to each of us. It is

crucial to elect a representative who has

demonstrated over the years, concern for the

many issues facing the people of the Ninth

District.

Al Lawson is the choice.

l^llahassee

NiiOfseries

Invites

Add that

Final Touch
...Wifh Greenery!

Cactus...75c ea Buy One, Get One FREE!
We have many varieties to choose from, all perfect for

perking up your sunny windowsills!

Spider Philodendron $4.50

Something really new and different for plant lovers!

Bird's Nest Fern...Reg $7 95 NOW $6.50

Add an elegant touch with this exotic table-top specimen!

ArecaPalni...Reg. $10.95 .... . ... NOW JUST $7.95

A hardy, easy-to-grow accent, especially good for those

with terminal "brown thumb"!

385 2162

liJlahassee ^h]]sariesi9
TWO LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU

NEAR WOODGATE 831 WEST THA^E STREET
385 3333
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Planet Waves

World
WARSAW, PolaMl — Crowds battled Polish riot police

in Czestochowa and Lubin Wecbiesday in a second day of

disturbances apparently triggered by the shooting deaths of

two demonstrators, the official news agency PAP reported

yesterday.

Other reports said the riots in Lubin were continuing

yesterday but they could not immediately be confirmed.

With telephone links between Polish cities severed, the

PAP report was the first news of renewed disturbances

after riot poUce clashed with thousands of protesters in

more than 12 cities to break up demonstrations marking

Solidarity's second anniversary.

More than 4,000 people were arrested and three people

were killed during clashes Tuesday—the most serious

challenge to Poland's military rulers since martial law was

imposed Dec. 13.

QUITO, Ecuador —An Ecuadorian airliner crashed into

a mountainous region known as an "airplane cemetery"

killing 41 people including the airline's main stockholder, a

military spokesperson said yesterday.

The Aerocondor airlines turboprop slammed into a

mountain 40 miles east of Loja late Wednesday after

leaving Zumba in eastern Ecuador. Loja is near the

Peruvian border, 350 miles southwest of Quito.

A rescue squad arrived at the isolated . crash scene

yesterday and reported that all 41 people on the plane had

died, the military spokesperson said.

Nation
WEST CHESTER, ftu— Dorothy Petit, tired of media

attention and pressure from anti-abortionists, secretly

ordered an abortion for her comatose 24-year-old

daughter.

When the publicity did not abate, Petit's attorney, C
Barry Buckley, announced the operation.

"She (Petit) chooses to break her silence, not to justify,

explain or rationalize her decision, but in hopes that a

statement wiU end further intrusions into her life and that

of her daughter," Buckley said Wednesday.

Petit had to file a lawsuit to get the abortion of her

daughter, PattI Ann Wunsch, claiming pregnancy

endangered her. Doctors performed the abortion on

Wunsch, who has been comatose since a June car accident,

last Friday at Chester County Hospital.

PHILADELPHIA — Doaors performing an emergency

Caesamn section on a pregnant woman whose pulse had
stopped a half hour earlier say she suddenly^came **bi^k to

life" at the moment the baby was born.

Two doctors at Hahnemann University Hospital say the

woman is the first ever to revive from such a deathlike state

after having a baby by Caesarean.

"She died, we did a Caesarean section on her to retrieve

the baby and she revived instantaneously," Dr. Joel

Betesh, an associate professor of internal medicine at the

hospital, said Wednesday.

The woman's infant girl was fine.

TUSTIN, Calif. — A tough little kid confessed on his

10th birthday that he deliberately torched his

apartment—starting a fire next to his sleeping

sister—because he was mad at his mother for spanking him,

detectives said yesterday.

Police said the youngster showed no remorse Wednesday
when he admitted starting the fire, which caused $85,000 in

damage and left his family with only a couple of kitchen

utensils and few pieces of smoke-tinged clothing.

State
MERRiri ISLAND — E.T., a young female manatee,

was released into the Banana River yesterday, three months
after the endangered sea cow was rescued from Sykes Creek

Canal.

Animal care specialists at Sea World have been nursing

the 535-pound creature back to health since she became
snarled in a crab trap line and buoy.

Saodni Gamett, a Sea World spokesperson, said E.T.

was released in the Banana River because manatees are

"social creaturs" and there is a large gathering of the plant-

eating mammals in the area.

Rep. Bill Nelson, D-Fla., who lives in nearby Melbourne,

was on hand when the giant creature splashed back in the

water.

E.T., named after the popular science fiction movie with

the same title, is the sixth manatee to be rehabilitated under

the Sea World inrogram, which began when the park

opened in 1973.

THE MAN WHO INVENTED KILLER ROCK' IS BACK!

A D- 103 WELCOMES

FED NUGENTa
WITH

DEREK ST. HOLMES. CARMINE APPICE. AND DAVE KISWINEY

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 24
Itallahassee civic center

I

TICKETS ON SALE NOW
AT THE CIVIC CENTER BOX OFFICE

AND ALL USUAL OUTLETS!

SPONSORED BY

E D I A T Y P E
Room 314, Union BIdg. FSU, 644-5744

Learn Bartending

In Tallahassee

ENROLLNOW FOR
ISEPTEMBER CLASSES

Day and night classes
• Limited enrollment

BARTENDING ACADEMY, INC
893-1668 Ask for Kitte 878-4639

WELCOMES FSU FOOTBALL FANS

Steak & Ale will be open

at 4:00 p.m. till 11:30 p.m. on

Saturday, Sept. 4th prior to

the FSU • Cincinnati Football Came.

Come on out & enjoy Dinner

before or after the game at

steak&Aie

2545 N. Monroe St. 388-5165

PHI KAPPA TAU
little sister rush presents

*Craacy

1964 W.Tennessee

1535 Centerville Rd.

Killearn Center

3496-3 Thomasville Rd.

675-2943

877-0961

893-6642

NO UNBtCORTED MALES!
€haii^[l|ip$iie and Daiquiris

r^r the Ladies

S^ml-fformal dress eode enfforeed



Batmobile, or rather

the Breathylizer A Icohol

Testing mobile unit.

Here, Michael Petit (left)

Insurance Commissioner

Bill Gunter's executive

assistant, is tested as

Gunter watches. Gunter

has been a strong

proponent ofstiffer

penalties against drunk

drivers, and has worked
with the legislature in

drafting tough new
legislation. The vehicle

has both a holding cell

and sophisticated

equipment that delivers a

blood-alcohol level

readout.

Florida Flambeau/Vicki Arias

Frank Dubuy reinstated to police force
BYJOHNHOLECEK
FLAMKAU STAFF WRITER

Tallahassee police officer Frank Dubuy will be allowed

to keep his job with the Tallahassee Police Department
after all.

Dubuy was given the go ahead to resume his job

Wednesday when TPD Chief Melvin Tucker gave in and
lifted Dubuy's suspension. Dubuy will start back to work
Tuesday.

Tucker suspended Dubuy in July when he failed a lie

detector test administered to find out whether he was guilty

of using undue force in subduing a bar patron and if he had

been drinking while in uniform while working as a security

guard while off duty.

Dubuy*s attorney .Tony Bajoczky felt confident as to

what would happen to his client.

••I had no doubt he would return to his job sooner (Mr

later," Bajoczky said, adding he was happier it was sooner.

Referring to what public reaction will be to Dubuy's
returning to work Barry Bumgarner, Tucker's assistant,

said "It's obviously a question we can't answer at this

point."

Dubuy has had a problem-filled past with TPD. Fellow

officer and roommate George Greene, along with Dubuy,
were both charged in a sexual battery case last year.

While Dubuy and Greene were away on a trip in

December their apartment was searched by investigators

looking for evidence in the sexual battery case.

Investigators hoped to prove Dubuy and Greene had

rendered the victim helpless with drugs.

What the investigators did find was 20 ounces of

marijuana in the bottom of a clothes hamper.

The marijuana was linked as evidence to three cases from

1974. ^.2 grams of the drug were linked to Dubuy.

Greene was fired from the force for mishandling

evidence and Diibuy was suspended for his part in the

qrime. Both were l^ter acquitted in the sexual battery case.

However, Dubuy's problems did not end there. During

the trial testimony was given that led TPD to conduct an

internal investigation into the charges leveled against

Dubuy.
Tucker found out after Dubuy failed the lie detector test

that there is no rule prohibiting off-duty officers from
drinking while in uniform.

The undue force charge was dropped by the department

when there were no witnesses to sulMtantiate the complaint.

Dubuy does admit to drinking while in uniform, but only

after everyone had left the City of Night, the bar where he

was acting as a security guard. Dubuy acbnitted to having a

beet while the manager counted the money.

Bajoczky added that to the best of his knowledge Dubuy
has no plans to seek punitive damages from the City of

Tallahassee.
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Ambulab)iy

YOU Have a Choice

Q
od

z
AMBULATORY O4CENTRE S2

I oc.

I I

EASTWOOD
_OFFi E PLAZA

90

• The AMBULATORY CENTRE is an outpatient surgical
facility. It has fully equipped operating rooms and other
special equipment needed to safely perform minor surgical
procedures. You walk in, have your surgery andretum home
the same day.

• The AMBULATORY CENTRE is approved by Blue

Cross /Blue Shield, many policiM (including the plan

providing coverage f«n «nployee« of tiie State of Florida)

and most Univerelty Students) pr«^ide for 100X payniiint

of the bill for wnui^cal pn|6ediires done in the Cnitre.

Ask your physician about the

advantages of having yoiur surgery done
in the AMBULATORY CENTRE

(904)878-S16S mah^^
16S1 PhlNlps Rd.; Tana., n. 52308

• The AMBULATORY CENTRE has a medical staff of over
100 Tallahassee surgeons and dentists, and highly trained
surgical teams to assist in any procedure. Physcians and
dentists on staff represent the following specialties: general
surgery, general dentlatry. gynecolonr. pleetic surgery,
orthopedics, oral sufgeiy, urology, etc.

The AMBULATORY CENTRE is a perfect cost saving

alternative for minor surgery patients. No overnight stay is

necessary. By having your surgery done on an outpatient

basis, you can help reduce the amount of work or school

time that othenviee would be missed, in aditttion, your

filial bill will reflect: a efffiificant reduction In cost.

^^Mll An Amencan Medical intemationai. Inc

tK Outpatient Surgical Center

LunchBuffet
All the Pizza

& Salad Bar
You Can Eat

$2mat99good thru

Mon.'-Fri. 1 1-2 j EKp.9-9-82
Bring This Coupon For A

WHh Purdbase of Lunch Buffet

WtSTWOOD SHOPPING CfNlLR-CiLLEARN CENTER
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I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

KICK OFF 1st Game
' MUh Giant Coolue!

10% OFF

Friday & Saturday Night

September 3rd &. 4th

<DownUnder
Club

— Grand Opening!———

-

6aMU0 Rogers
Friday: Open 7:30 p.m. -1 :00a.m.

Saturday: Open 4:00 p.m.-l :00 a.m.

Friday Night Special;

50c Longnecks
Saturday Night Speciai:

Buy one Longneck 8c get
one FREE with your FSU

Football Ticket from 4-7pm
THEN

Bring back your stub after
j

I

'

the game for another
BUY ONE LONGNECK-

\

OET ONE FREE SPECIAL!

^ Pre-gamft - Post-gam Parly

In the Downunder

^HOW'BOUTTHBMNOLeSl
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Congress frompage 1

Cox and Skinner are hoping to prove them right.

Fuqua is generally perceived as a political moderate. He

places continued work on the economy, increased farm

programs, and education at the top of his priority list.

Fuqua points towards his efforts to keep Georgia and

Alabama from dredging the.Apalachicola River as a sign of

his commitment to the district's Apalachicola Bay fishing

industry. He has promised to do whatever he can to help

recruit new industry to the area.

Fuqua's stance on education, including defense of the

beleaguered federal loans to students, has won him the

endorsement of the Florida Student Association. Fuqua

was also instrumental in procuring a $12 million plus

federal contract for Florida State University earlier this

year.

Fuqua voted for the Equal Rights Amendment when it

first came before Congress, but says he would like to see the

amendment's wording changed before he votes for it a

second time. He says that he would not oppose a

constitutional amendment to allow voluntary school

prayer, and would follow his constituents' dictates on a

proposed constitutional amendment to outlaw abortion.

Fuqua drew criticism both from his opponents and from

the state press last month when he missed a widely publicized

vote on the nuclear armaments freeze. Fuqua says that he

missed the vote because of a prior commitment in the

district.

Fuqua has a campaign finance chest roughly three times

the size of his nearest competitor (Cox). As of August

18 (the last- time a contribution report was required by the

Secretary of State's office) Fuqua has received almost

$83,500 in contributions. In addition, he received $30,500

in the waning months of last yea.

.

Those contributions have allowed Fuqua to launch a

virtual media blitz in defense of his incumbency. As of mid-

August, Fuqua has spent slightly more than $ltX),CXX) on his

campaign. Fuqua has spread that blitz throughout the

available media — $15,000 on newspapers, $17,500 on TV,

$6,500 on radio, and $20,000 on billboards.

While Fuqua's contributions have provided the means to

reach the voters, they have ako become one of the issues on

the campaign. As Fuqua's opponents are quick to point

out, most of Fuqua's money comes from outside the

district, including a great deal from big business political

action groups. Many of those special interest PACs
represent industries that are directly affected by the actions

of the Science and Technolc^ committee, and have little

impact in the predominantly rural second district.

Of the $ 1 1 4,000 Fuqua has received since July of 1 98 1 , at

least $12,350 came from electrical corporations like Florida

Power, Southern California Edison, and the Edison

Electrical Institute. Another $4,300 came from banking

PACs, including Florida's Sun Bank PAC and the Florida

Banks PAC. Fuqua took in ahnost $4,000 from energy

industry PACs, including those of Exxon, Standard Oil,

and other gasoline companies. About $5,500 came to

Fuqua from agricultural PACs, including tobacco and

textile PACs. Fuqua is most popular, however, among
industries specializing in aircraft, aerospace, and high

technology. Virtually every major aircraft manufacturer in

the U.S. — companies like Rockwell International, Boeing,

and McDonnell-Douglas — contributed significantly to

Fuqua's re-election fund. Fuqua also drew significant

contributions from high-tech and communications

companies like ITT, TRW, General Telephone, and

AT&T. In all, Fuqua took in almost $20,000 in

contributions from high tech and aircraft industries since

last July of last year.

Industry PACs donate money to commiitee heads as a

matter of course, and Fuqua says that his contributions

have never affected the way he votes on an issue.

Nonetheless, Fuqua's opponents claim that those

contributions are an indication of Fuqua's support from

big business, out-of-district interests. Fuqua has also

received some contributions from individuals and small

businesses in the district, but nothing comparable to his

PAC contributions.

Allen Cox

Allen Cox is second to Fuqua in campaign finances, and

is easily the most progressive of the three candidates. Cox

has been a trade association lobbyist both in Tallahassee

and Washington, and holds a Master's degree in business.

Cox places reducing the national debt to improve the

economy at the top of his list. While he does not believe a

balanced budget is possible in the next few years, he thinks

the budget can be reduced sharply. Part of that reduction,

Cox claims, could come from placing more emphasis on

conventional military forces, and sinking less money into

costly and often ineffective high-technology weapons

systems.

Cox has promised to actively recruit new. clean industry

for the area, and wants to pass legislation to aid smail

businesses largely ignored by the Reagan pro-big business

administration.

Cox thinks Congress can reduce waiste by the

implementation of oversight committeesi including a

military oversight committee.

Turn to CONGRESS, Page 1
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EYEEXAMS
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Race for Chiles' seat heats up

Van Poole

UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL

State Sen. Van Poole
voiced strong, support for

President Ronald Reagan's

economic policies

yesterday, while Sarasota

businessperson George
Snyder claimed polls show

him within striking

distance of the Republican
Senate nomination.

Poole, Snyder and Palm
Beach County State

Attorney David Bludworth
meet in the Republican
primary Tuesday. The
winner will face Se'n.

Lawton Chiles in the
general election Nov. 2.

The two candidates made their comments
at separate press conferences at the Florida

Press Center yesterday morning.

Poole confirmed his statement to

economic issues, never mentioning—even
indirectly—his two opponents.

Snyder, a former Maryland state

legislator, concentrated on a campaign poll

by MOT of America Inc. that showed his

name recognition jumping from 9 percent

to 26 percent in two months and tried to

distinguish his campaign from those of his

two rivals.

Poole, a state senator from Fort

Lauderdale and the self-styled leader for

the Republican nomination, called for cuts

in taxes, spending and red tape and the sale

of excess federal land.

"This country is finally on the right

track. The recovery is under way thanks to

the efforts of the Reagan Administration,"

said Poole, who claims to have the support

George Snyder

of the Republican establishment.

•'What Florida needs and deserves is a
voice in Washington that will support this

recovery."

But Poole offered few specifics when
pressed on where cuts should be made or
what federal land in FIcvida should be sold.

Poole said even though he supports
Reagan, he was disappointed with his $98.3
billion tax package which passed in

Congress last month. The American people

"don't need more taxes now when things

are finally getting better," he said.

Poole said he would have supported only
those portions of the package that closed
tax loopholes and required stricter tax
compliance.

Snyder criticized Bludworth, who he
described as a "very delightful person," for

the high crime rate in Palm Beach County
and for continuing to accept his paycheck
as State Attorney while campaigninig.

Four nabbed inbridgeproject
UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL

Four employees—including two top
officials—of an engineering firm working
on the Skyway Bridge project have been
arrested on charges of defrauding the state

of more than $100,000, State Attorney Don
Modesitt said yesterday.

Modesitt identified the four men as Mid::

South Engineering Inc. Vice President

George Thomas Heinly, 40, Comptroller

George Ehiffer, 43, and crew chiefs Jorge
Rufino Sainz Sr., 46, and Dennis Gordon'
Hensley, 41,

They are charged with first degree grand
theft and obstruction of justice. If

convicted on both charges, the men face a
maximum sentence of 20 years in prison

and fines of $20,000. Bond was set at

$60,000.
The four men are accused of falsifying

records to show inflated costs on Mid-
South's portion of the portion of the

project—surveying the approaches to the

bridge—and then trying to cover up their

actions.

Nearly 1 ,300 feet of the southbound span

of the bridge was knocked down in March
1980 after being struck by an empty
phosphate freighter. Thirty-eight people

died, including 28 of them in a Greyhound
bus. Mid-South, a Fort Lauderdale-based

company, was one of more than a dozen

firms to be awarded contracts . totaling $16
million on the rebuilding project. The
Department of Transportation is scheduled

to award another $150 million in contracts

in October.

Modesitt said two bank accounts in

Sainz*s name totaling $50,000 have

been frozen and a $25,000 boat belonging

to Heinly was seized.

Modesitt said the arrests followed a six-

month investigation that began at the

Fred

Jones

request of the House Transportation
Conimittee.

Committee Chairperson Fred Jones, D-
Auburndale, said Mid-South began its

work on the project without a written

contract, an indication, he said of the

"buddy system" that exists between the

Department of Transportation and private

consultants.

Jones said the committee turned its

information over to Modesitt because the

department failed to act after being advised

by its own internal auditors last March that

there might be possible criminal violations.

**I am most concerned to see

improvement in the Department of
Transportation to offset what appears to be

a serious management relationship with

consultants," Jones said. "Whether heads

will roll will depend on tlie next step in the

ongoing process."

Modesitt did not rule out the possibility

of further arrests and said the investigation

will continue. He said there were also two
other investigations under way but would
not elaborate.
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RENT
TO OWN

COMPACT
MICROWAVE

OVEN
• Rent Applies to Ownership
• No Credit Checks
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Steve Zahn, ofNorthside Counseling Service '^^"^ Flambeau/Jill Guttmaii

Vets from page I

me to start taking them three times a day. It

seems to be their answer. They just don't

understand the problem.

"The problem with me seems to be that I

can't find the problem. There's something

always bugging me, but I don't know what

it is. A constant feeling of restlessness. 1 feel

like I am wasting time.

**ln combat you had to trust your fellow

soldier with your life, constantly.Trust

became a big thing," the veteran continued.

"Here, it's not important with people.

Their life doesn't depend on it. People let

you down, you can't trust them. A lot of the

guys get angry, get into barfights, mostly.

"We had to always be on the lookout for

ambushes, boobytraps, and the adrenalin

was always pumping. It was constant

high. After a long time you're thriving on
it.

"Nothing is challenging to me anymore.

I'm trying to get back into the service. I

thought of becoming a mercenary, maybe
in Rhodesia, or some place like that."

The DAV attempted to remedy problems

for veterans, however, with a problem

called Outreach, which will make help

available to veterans in communities
without VA hospitals.

The Veterans Administration is now
contracting private counseling centers to

provide what they call "re-adjustment"

counseling free of charge to eligible

Vietnam-era war veterans.

There are more than 13,000 eligible

veterans in the Tallahassee area, who
previously would have had to go to

Jacksonville to get counseling, according to

the Northside Counseling Service, which is

handling the program in this area. The

center is reimbursed by the VA for the cost

of the free service.

The area includes the counties of

Calhoun, Franklin, Gadsen, Gulf,

Jefferson, Leon, Liberty, Madison, Taylor,

and Wakulla.

A veteran does not have to have served in

Vietnam, but sometime during the period

from August 5, 1964 to May 7, 1975 to

qualify for service. Veterans must have a

Turn to VETS, page 12
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Cox said he supports equal rights for women aiid would
support a constitutional amendment to that effect, is

opposed to the Human Life Amendment, and would not
oppose a voluntary prayer in school amendment. He is a
strong environmentalist, supports improved education, and
says the social security system must be defended even if it

requires assistance from federal general revenues.

Cox has taken in about $12,500 in campaign
contributions, the majority of it from individuals and small

businesses. He has received considerable support from
friends in California and in the Washington area. Very few
of his contributions were for more than $200.

While Cox has taken in only $12,500 in contributions, he

has already spent more than $32,000. The difference has

come from $20,000 in loans. $15,000 was loaned to the

campaign by Cox himself; the c^er $5,000 came from
several smaUer loans from Talfediassee residents.

Cox is apparently counting on persoiial appearances and
campaign literature to carry his cause, but he has spent

$7,000 on TV and billboard advertising in Tallahassee, by
far the largest urban area in the district.

If financial contributions are any indication, Cox is the

candidate with the most momentum. His contributions

more than doubled in the middle weeks of August, the bulk

of it coming from local individuals.

Pete Skinner

Sherrill "Pete" Skinner is the last of the candidates vying

for the Democratic nomination. Skinner has served both in

the Florida House of Representatives and in the State

Senate, where he was the Democratic majority leader. He
makes his home in Lake City, where he operates a farm.

Skinner also advocates improving the local economy by

recruiting new, dean industry to the area. He is a strong

environmentafist, and points with pride to legislation he

pushed while in the Senate that outlawed phosphate mining
in the Osceola National Forest.

Skinner is strongly pro-farming, and has promised to do
whatever he can to ease the economic crunch many of the

district's farmers find themselves in. Skinner charges that

Fuqua has done little to help the farmers in the district, and
feels his agricultural background gives him the experience
to change that situation.

Skinner also supports easing the national debt. One way
to do that. Skinner says, would be to demand that our allies

in Japan and NATO carry more of the weight of their own
defense. That is not a call for isolationism. Skinner says,

but rather a recognition of the fact that the U.S. can no
longer afford to play poUceman to the entire world.

Skinner was a strong opponent of the ERA when it

appeared before the state Senate, and says that he would
also oppose any attempt to re-introduce it in the federal

House. He would vote to allow voluntary prayer in school,

and to have a balanced budget as a constitutional

amendment. He opposes using federal funds to finance

abortions, but would not vote to have the anti-abortion

Human Life Amendment in the Cionstitution.

Skinner has less campaign money than his (^qxments,
with campaign contributions totaling slightly more than
$9,000. He has already spent two-thirds of UuU, i»rimarity

on mail-outs and newspaper ads.

Skinner's poor funding may in part be a reflection of his

relatively late entry into the race. He did not file for the

congressional seat until the middle of July. Until that time,

it had been assumed he woukl run for another term in the
state Senate.

Most of the money Skinner does have came from small

individual contributions. Two residents of Hoboken, N.J.
— Jack Foy and Meluski Novak, who are apparantly

married — each sent Skinner the maximum $1,000
donation. Skinner also borrowed $1,000 from Ozell

Skinner, and raised $1 ,730 at a Lake Oty fteh fry.
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discharge other than dishonorable, and
must live in one of the counties mentioned.

The program was scheduled to begin

June 2, 1)ut didn't get under way until July

because of the enormous amount of

paperwork involved, according to Steven

Zahn, director of the center. More than 40

veterans have visited the center in the last

two weeks.

'•It's very busy now, said Zahn. "We
take appointments during the day and in

the evenings. We have three full-time

therapists here, and several part-time."

It is often hard to get veterans to open up
about their problems because their

memories are too gruesome or have been

blocked out for too many years, according

to Zahn. "Many of them use drugs or

alcohol to try to cope," Zahn said, "and
with the delayed stress reaction, you could

be fine for years, and suddenly it all comes
back.

"You have to remember that the average

age of the combat soldier was nineteen, and

that's a pretty young age to be put under

such enormous emotional stress," he

added.

Jan MacDonald is also a therapist at the

center. Having been in the Army from

1978 to 1982 she feels she can empathize

with the war yet and the problems he or she

faces.

**There were wcmien, as wett as men over

there," she pointed out, "though not in

combat duty."

She confirmed that of those who have

problems re-adjusting, the ones who were
in combat often have more serious

problems, because of the horrors they faced

every day.

"But you really can't generalize," she

added.

The center offers counseling in ahnost all

areas: marital problems; legal problems;

and vocational, educational, financial, and
physical problems.

"If it's not something we can handle

directly, such as financial or physical

problems, then we give them advice on
where they can get help," MacDonald said.

They also offer counseling for alcohol,

drug, and mental problems, including

flashbacks, suicidal thoughts, homicidal

thoughts, interpersonal problems, and
social assertiveness.

**A great many have marital problems, or

problems with intimate relationships,"

MacDonald added.

According to the DAV, a high percentage

of Vietnam veterans have marital

difficulties. Some feel "dehumanized"
because of the living conditions they had to

endure.

"You had to block it all out in order to

keep going, "said one veteran in the DAV
report. *You see your buddies, or hold them
in your arms. And even thougli you know
they're hurt real bad, you tdl them they're

going to be all right."

For more information about the

counseling service, contact Steve Zahn at

Northside Counseling, 224 Office plaza Dr.,

Tallahassee, 878-6702. Or contact John
TowBsley, Genter, JacksonvUle, (904)

7913621.

Pre-Labor Day
Sale

Men's Lee straight Le^^
(prewashed). — - . 19.99

Ms. lee. ...22.99

Sun Britches Corduroy Shorts 13.99

Sun Britohes Mhirts .......... 6.99

Ms.Lee Baggie-London Rider 27.99

Just Arrived Army Fatigues
and Dee Cee Khaki Pants

Army Green, Navy, Khaki,

Block & White

Army-Navy Store
Mon. - Sat. 9 om ^ 6 pm

538 W. Tenn. 224-7845

A touch ofLas Vegas"

KM «( H

TONICSHT & §ATlimDAY NICIITt

TallaliaMee's No. 1 Hot Spot

New Weekend Hours starting Friday, Sept. 3-Open til 4:00a.m. Fri & Sat

Make a night of it and stay ior breaklast.

Exotic Burlesque Dancers and The Best Food In Town!
Appropriate Dress Required

576-014 5 • 2394 W. Tennessee St.^ Acr06g from Tallahassee Chrysler • Plymouth

jLADIES:JUST FORYOU-MONDAY,SEPT.6

i

Ne. I Slale Go-Ge Group
in the Country Oddessy

i

i

i

I

i
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I

I

Ladies Only
Show Starts at 9 p.m.
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Tallahassee nightlife

Not much has changed, here's what's ahead
BY CHRISMETZ

FLAMBEAU STAFF WRITEI

Well, here it is— first weekend

back on campus: keg parties

busting out all over; bars

overflowing with patrons; cars

zipping down Tennessee Street at

a frightening rate. Summer's
waning and the usual tedium that

typifies nightlife in this waking
town is supposed to lift.

Somehow, I don't buy that.

Despite the influx of thousands of

students, and booming business

.around FSU and FAMU,
Tallahassee is no more exciting

than it was three w^ks ago. Take
a look around. If you were here

last year, it should look familiar.

Bars and clubs have sunk and

resurfaced with new faces, new
names, but with few exceptions.

It's the same old scene.

Well, let me qualify.

Tennessee Street is still the

same. Fine, if you are new to

town, but deathly dull if you're

forced to cruise bars and clubs

every weekend night. Interesting

of late, though, is the scene on

Jackson Bluff Road, where two
new venues have recently opened.

Sweetbay Studio B (1317

Jackson BlufO is now in its second

week as a bottle club. Run by Tom
Schmick, late of Tonuny's, the

dub is open from 11 p.m. to 4

a.m. FHdays and Saturdays and
tends to feature local "new
music" bands. Last week's show

by Hated Youth, Sector 4 and

Grandma's House drew a small

crowd, but a cameo performance

by no-wavers Vinyl Punks proved

worth the $3 admission. This

wedt's line-up is topped by new-

pop faves the Know-It-Alls, and
several unannounced guests.

Emmanuels is right next door.

Laid-back and intimate, this bar

boasts oysters, cheap draft beer

and $1 adoMssion on weekends.

Persian Gulf packed the place two
weeks back and will be back soon.

Wednesday nights will be reggae

night, with hot Jamaican sounds

spun by a DJ.

Entertainment at the Civic

Center is a mixed bag this month. The Producers are likely to be upstaged
Here's a look:

The Prodicers (Sept 9, Ofic Center) — Atlanta's

purveyors of sugary, power-pop chords and pseudo teen-

age conceit return to town, this time at the Civic Center.

A curious choice of venue, I'd say, since the band would

seem more enjoyable in the more intimate atmosphere

of a dance hall, like, say. Tommy's. Then again, they

may want to cash in on the expanded seating

arrangements at the Civic Center. Trouble is, the

band's imperscmat brand of pop styling—derivative

of everyone from the Knack to the Police—should

seem doubly distant in the yawning canyon of the

3,000-seat auditorium. I mean, they won't even

et you dance there—well, maybe this time.

Worthy of attention though are openers

Crosscut Saw and The Night, two local bands

that have carved loyal followhigson the town's

bar circuit with two dis{>arate styles. Crosscut

is a smoking blues-rock band^ featuring

guitar prodigy Julien Kasper and blues-harp

veteran Pat Ramsey. Energetic, sometimes

joyfully ragged, Crosscut Saw plays with

feeling. The Night, with John Kurzweg on

guitar, chum out working-class pop and

neo-Springsteen anthems. Though not

particularly very good, they're at least

more entertaining than the Producers.

Still, I can't help wondering why
they don't relocate this show to a

cozy, rowdy bar. The sound is sure to

be better and .they don't search for

booze at the door. Tickets are $S in

advance.

The O'Jays (Sept. 10, Civic

Center) — This one's a winner.

Fans of Grandmaster Flash and**The Message"can hear an

antecedent in biting soul hits like "Backstabbers" and

"Money, Money, Money," songs that took the Stagger Lee

myth of black popular culture and turned it inside out.

Exemplars of the Philly sound, The O'Jays have continued

to enjoy airplay under the guidance of producers Gamble

and Huff, and their latest hit "I Just Wanna Satisfy," is

testament to the band's durability. Smooth and silky, the

O'Jays* voices slide, swoon and swing in a groove that's

mellow, but funky. Openers Cameo are a Tallahassee

favorite, and, with Atlantic Starr also on the bill, this show

is a soul spectacular not to miss.

The Go Gos (Sept. 19, Civic Center) — Career girls in a

man's world, the Go Gos have redesigned the girl group

formula of the Phil Spector era for the sleek, streamlined

80s. Smart, snappy surf rhythms, good-time lyrics

underscored by a force-beat feminism, energetic vocals and

clean,catchy song-writing make this band a relief to hearon

the radio. Live? Well, they're getting better. The new LP,

Vacation sounds like early Blondie (before Chris Stein was

seized with delusions of grandeur), not surprising since

Richard ^*Instant Record" Gotterher produced.it. Dance-

floor heroes of MTV—A Flock of Seagulls—open, which

make this the best dance rock double-bill yet at the Civic

Center. Sounds like fun, fun, fun.

Ted Nugent (Sept. 24, Civic Center) — Get your ear plugs

and dig in, it's sonic overload time. Never a fan of the

Nuge, not since "Journey to the Center of Your Mind,"

anyway—and that was 10 years ago. Nugent, always an

entertainingman on talk shows, is a brazien beast on stage,

breathing Are and brimstone while spraying the audience

with bleating barrages of pure noise riff-a-ramas. Still,

Turn to.Nightlife, page 15
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TOTO

ISLEYS

'^O CONTROt

Shafcin

Wunnin Away

1

6.49 LP/6.99 Tape
On sale through September 15

Get back to school savings on these and the latest Irom Toto, Judas Pnest and
StanleyCldrkeeach torS6.49albumand $6.99 tcnpe. Plus get the latest from^ Producers and Men at Work each tor $5.99 embum and $6.49 tape.

RecordBar. "

RECORDS. TAPES A LITTLE BIT MORE

Vennessee Street Mumie Mall /MlaluMsee Mall

Refraction (L), a fascinating use of light, and Tropical

Trophy are just two of the many excellent works

featured in (no-space) Art Foundation's show, Hot

Tropical Nights at the Four Arts Center in the

Governor's Square Mall. The show opens tonight at

7 p.m. and will run through Sept. 19.

Florida Flambeau/Vicki Arias

GRAND OPENING
Tallahassee's Newest Nightspot

THE ALLNEW

T)ownUnder'
Club

PRESENTING
LIVE

Gamble Rogers
Sept. 3 and 4

FREE ADMISSION

BEER—WINE—AND FOOD SERVED
Explore the Depths of the New

T)ownUnder
Club

Located in the University Union
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The Go Go8 headline what Should be one of the best dance-rock shows Tallahassee has seen in a long time.

Nightlife y>»«A>«e 75

there's a humorous element—if you find titles like "Wang
Dang Sweet Poontang" the stuff of humor. Vd call it

soggily adolescent—but then look at Nugent's audience.
Item of note: Carmine Appice will be on drums; pray for a

10-minute drum solo on an improvised version of "You
Keep Me Hanging On" to distract from Ted's gee-tar

gymnastics. Oimme the Ramoncs anyday.

lorida

lambeau

More
than a
College

Newspaper

It's finally happened,
don't miss out!

Friday & Saturday, 10 pm - 4 am

Crew 22
Tallahassees Best Rock n Roll

'

Omr late alglit kottle elmh U Ike plaee
to be.

*WpY'e got the besU you bring the resV

mmssscmrm

ft* ^^'kS

* FREE
I MONOGRAM

We have a lar^e ^roup of

Shetland wool and acrylie sweaters

that are perfect for ^ifts

or your fall wardrobe,

y^x^ Fabulous colors of navy, ^reen,

\ red. bei^,e, heather, yellow, blue,

^ wine, lilac.^rey and off white...

mono^rammed free!!

priced at...

$16.90-$18.90

iralfys

kue
Downtown

"So close to the recorded versions,

that the Lizard King would smile.'*

GLOBE fr MAIL,
National Newspaper of Canada

''Hakim portrays Morrison's

wildness, sensuality and
intelligence with realism."

FHEET/ME.
Rochester. N.Y.

THE SHOCKING REINCARNATION
OF JIM MORRISON & THE DOORS"

UPO PRESENTS THE BACKDOORS
featuring Crosscut Saw at

Ruby Diamond Auditorium
FRIDAY. SEPT, 3, AT 9 PM

TICKETS $4.00 FOR STUDENTS,
$6.00 GENERAL ADMISSION

TICKETS ON S.M.E TODAY AT RECORD BAR.
cot NT'l SKAT AND r\lf)\ I l( :K K r ( )FlTf ;h
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John BelusN in >l#Mr}M/HcNiM

'Animal House'starts movie
series off with a loud belch

BY FRANK M. YOUNG
FLAMBEAU STAFF WRITER

UPO's fall movie series "The Great

Comedy FUms" starts today, not with a

bang, but with a loud, reverbating belch.

The ever-popular Animal House kicks

things off. I suppose it's pointless to try to

apply normal critical standards to a film

everyone likes so much. It bothers me,

though, that this reasonably well-made film

is responsible for a successful, artless string

of imitatioiis.

These slam-bang, carelessly made
comedies of bad manners—PorAr^'s, et

al—relentlessly pander to as low a common
denominator as possible. Good taste, good
bad taste, and, most regrettably, comic

expertise, are thrown out the window,

haphazardly replaced by brassy brickbats

and pointlns destruction.

Alfred Hitchcock's Psycho (1960) is a

very well-made film, but its

repercussions—a never-ending cycle of

sleazy, vile slasher pics—linger on. In much
the same way, Animal House inspired this

schlocky turn for the worse in modem
comedies. And they may well continue for

quite some time. It*s a frightening thought,

believe me, to imagine ersatz Animal
Houses still being churned out in 1998.

It may very well happen. Low, low

comedies may continued to appear long after

their elderly father, Animal House, is

forgotten. John Belushi's body lies a-

mouldering in its grave, but his copycats

march on.

And Animal House itself? It's not bad, if

you see it expecting nothing but low
comedy. It's to the film's advantage that

it's well-directed by John Landis. Landis,

whose other films include The Blues

Brothers and American Werewolf in

London^ knows, at least, the bare-bones

essentials of comic timing. He's no

CINEMA
TtK Avery or Buster Keaton, but Landis

manages to keep the hijinks of Animal
House under control. His straight-forward

film-making style insures that you, the

viewer, don't miss anything, even if you

want to. .

• • •

Of the five or ^ fifans Belushi made
before his death, Animal House is the most

ovCTwhehningly popular. It's interesting, in

retrospect, to note that Belushi 's part is

small. Like Superman or Soupy Sales, he

only appears when needed, does his bit,

then vanishes as mysteriously as he came.

When he does appear, we are treated to a

spectacle of raw talent. Belushi's spastic,

slam-dunk comedy style was far from fully

developed, but certainly showed signs of an

interesting beginning. In his final film the

fairly execrable Neighbors (1981), he and

long-time comedic partner Dan Akyroyd

showed signs of becoming an Abbott and

Co^eUo ofthe eighties, a Laurel and Hardy

of vulgarity. We*n never know.

Belushi was cut off before he had a

chance to comedically mature. His plethora

of fans have quite a bit of raw

material—not only his films, but countless

Saturday Night Live appearances—to

remember him by. It*s a pity we'll never see

just what idnd of a comic figure Belushi

would have eventually become. Belushi

himself, belches and screams and stumbles,

is perhaps the only reason a film like

Animal House will be remembered, if at all.

Animal House plays five shows, starting at

1:30 this aftemooB at Moore Attdttorhm.

Cost is fifly cents. CaH 644-5445 for more

details.

Robert Young sacked by Sanka
UNITED PRESS INTCKNAHONAL

HOLLtWOOD— Veteran actor Robert

Young, who won America's confidence as

the revered Dr. Marcus Welby and Jim

Anderson, the father who inevitably knew

best, said Wednesday he felt as if he'd been

stealing money as a TV pitchman.

Young, 75, was fired recently by General

Fobcb inc., makers of Sanka coffee.

He greeted the news with Anderson's

cheerfulness and Welby's stoicism,

conceding the ads might have been getting

'•annoying and repetitious" but admitting

the salary for his .^ork was like having **a

license to steal."

His dismissal ended a five-year

association with the video commercials

which paid him more for the one-minute

spots than he ever earned in either of his

popular tdevision series,
*
'Father Knows

Best,'* which ran for an incredible nine

years, and "Marcus Welby, M.D.,** on the

air for seven seasons.

In the commercials. Young found

himself cheerfully talking some nervous

wrecks into quitting regular coffee in favor

of the decaffeinated brand.

Attention
Ladies//

3 MONTHS

$50.00

3 MONTHS

$50.00

WEIGHT TRAINING HAS BEEN PROVEN TO BE THE
FASTEST, EASIEST AND THE BEST WAY TO

IMPROVE THE SHAPE, TONE, STRENGTH AND
ENDURANCE OF THE FEMALE BODY

1022 N. Monroe
224-8357

Women's Hours

Men. - Fri. 8 a.m. - 8 p.m.

Saturday 9 a.m. - 2 p.m.

Campus Location

505 S. Woodward
222-6432

Mon. - Fri. 10 a.m. - 9 p.m
Saturday 12 p.m. - 5 p.m.

WELCOME STUDENTS

<;Atl\jgni\
1906 Uke Bradford Rd.

Open 6 • 9 Mon. - Sat.

featuring

# Breakfast served with liome fries

% Fresh Seafood Specials 6 days a week

^( • Fish, Shrimp, Oysters 4.50

• Home Cooked Meals served Mon. - Fri.

0 ALL YOU CAN EAT FRIED SHRIMP 5.95
Tuesday and Wednesday 3-9 p.m*

•ALL YOU CAN EAT FISH FILLET........ 3.99
MonandThurs 3-9 p.m.

(includes french fries, slaw & hush puppies)

MIKE'S
BEER BARN

Open 24 Hours

7 DAYS A WEEK

MftMUglt
$239

6-pack caas

With each

$10 purchase

$1.00 OFF

ON

CMIMSN

Jill. 5

KEGS•KECS •KEGS •KEGS •KEGS

Cigarettes 76(

COPELAND&
TENNESSEE
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Absurd Person Singular'
is less than satisfying

BY CLAUDIA NOBLE
Fl.AMBKAlJ STAFF WRITER

Absurd Person Singular is a British

comedy in three acts depicting the

eccentricities and domestic problems of

three couples. Several types of English folk

are in evidence, ranging from the bourgeois

social climbing neuroses of Jane and
Sidney, the pill-popping womanizing team
of Fva and Geoftrey; and the ennui-laden,

alcohol-soaked duo of Marion and Ronald.

Three marriages, three points of view, three

consecutive Christmases. This sextet gathers

yearly, has a rousingly ridiculous time of it

and displays a remarkable lack of growth.

This, Ladies and Gentlemen, is the stuff of

modern comedy. A sideways glimpse of our

own absurdities, with a subsequent

purgation through laughter. Truly, nothing

could be finer, if the ghmpse were funny.

Unfortunately, the antics on FSU*s
Mainstage, loosely christened theater, do
not amuse, excite or purgate—theyirritate.

Initially, the problem stems from the

text. Alan Ayckbourn has not crafted a

good play. Absurd Person Singular has

neither insightful character, thought, nor

fine language. Why it was chosen for

Mainstage fare is a mystery to this reviewer;

but in spite of these lacks it might have

worked. This leads us to David Peck's

direction, which is sadly misguided

considering the genre of British comedy. It

was heavy handed. The pace was so frantic

that any development of character or sub-

text would have been impossible while a
multitude of cheap sight gags were
employed to further the action. He could

have played it straight. The play is full of

inane situations, caricatures and occasional

THEA TER
witticisms, which if acted honestly would

have tapped that elusive laughter. The key

is a commitment to the words, exquisite

timing and simplicity.

Instead, we are assaulted with blatant

over-acting, witchlike screeching,

•unintelligible accents and a pattern of

movement which can only be described as

hyperactive. What did Mr. Peck have in

mind? Surely not a replicant of Laverne

and Shirley!

The company is not without talent.

Plaudits must be given to Carole Hcaley for

her smashing dialect and excdlent voice,

and Robin Allers is to be commended for

her sensitive acting in the face of chaos.

Ultimately, the play might have satisfied

with a proper understanding of the genre

anda strong, subtle director. The froth might

then have been as titillating, as Brut

Champagne, ratiier than flat as day-old

beer.

AbsurdPerson Singularcm be seen tonight

and Saturday nights. Curtain is at 8:15.

Tickets avaiUble at Mainstage box office.

FOR THIS FOOTBALL AND
LABOR DAY WEEKEND

Catch the
SavingsI

PRICES GOOD TODAY ONLY

Bud & Bud
Light $2.69

Lays 89c
Potato Chips 8 ox. bag, reg. $1.29

Bagged
Ice 69c reg. 89c

Fl()Rll)/\ S1U)1\1 \SS()CI\II()\J\( .

226 PtNSACoU Strict - StlTt 102 - lAlUhAistc, FL >2>01 - (904) 222 >69/

CAMPUS C(X)RDINATOR. The Florida Student Association is

searching for an individual on a full-time basis to organize and inform
students on legislative issues and the FSA. Includes preparing articles

for campus newspapers as well as organizing public forums. Will be
responsible for communicating with Student Body Presidents. Job
requires extensive travel to the nine State Universities.

Qualifications:

1) Current or recent student with at least an A.A. or equivalent. GPA
2.5.

2) Possess excellent writing and communication skills.

3) Preferred majors: Journalism, political science, communication, social

science or marketing.

Compensation: $8,000 for 8 mo. contract plus travel expenses.

Please provide a resume and writing sample by September 15 to: Room
244 Student Union at FSU.

SIdadd
& GULF 104 presents

SEMINOLE
SATURDAYS
COME ON OUT TO BIG DADDY'S THIS SATURDAY,

SEPTEMBER 4th FOR OUR PRE-GAME PARTY BEFORE
THE F.S.U. - CINCINNATI FOOTBALL GAME. DOORS

OPEN AT 1 PM. BIG DADDY'S WILL HAVE SEMINOLE
SATURDAY PARTIES BEFORE EACH F.S.U. HOME GAME.

MOST DRINKS SOd:

No Drinks Over $1.50
Don't Forget our DAILY HAPPY HOUR (Mon.- Fri.)

from 3:30 - 7:00 p.m. featuring ^ « ^ ^ . i

. A 1 V, n, 3 for 1 Drinks
Located on Apalacnee Pkwy.

Across from Governor's Square 877-9496

/ JO Sfll 10
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Some alternative suggestions
on iiow to spend your weeicend
MAUREEN McCarthy

FLAMBEAL STAFF WRITER

Even if you have juM
arrived at Florida State, you
^ve probably already

discovered the strip—that
endless row of bars and
saloons that lines Tennessee

Street. It's only fair to warn
you that such glitter

(glitter? Ha!) will soon
grow wearisome. Bat nevtr

fear, there are

alternatives—ones that will

insure an exciting weekend
at little cost.

Since the stress of the

first week of school is

finally over, you'll want to

go out and paint the town.

Why not do it the

inexpensive and daring

way? Just buy a few cans of
dayglo spray paint, keep

your eyes peeled for cops,

and give Tallahassee's

gaudy advertis^entt
something to say for a
change. You'll And this is a

great test of intellect,

requiring a developed

vocabulary and avant garde

artistic talents.

If this triggers an artistic

streak, make more artwork
at home, hang it upside down and
whether it still has the same meaning. This
pastime is perfect for initiating Freudian
conversations.

If you have a craving for sports, try

jogging through a cemetery. Go ear^ the

morning to avoid the heat. Btit don't set the
alarm and expect to get up. That never
works. Instead, stay up all night, piake a
point to achieve a state of hangover that

will leave you feeling numb, and, at the

break of dawn, go jog. You'll be so
miserable the effort of exercise won't even
bother you. Besides when you feel close to
the point tf death, (as all those grimacing
jogger^Vppear to be) the cemetery
atmosphere aids as a peaceful reminder that
being six feet under with a tombstone over
your head has its attractions.

For a real change of pace and
appearance, have a hair dyeing party. Only
invite friends with a penchant for risks.

Instead of the woods, why not try a brisk dawn run
through the cemetery?

LIVING ITDOWN
spectators aren't fun. You'll find dying
each other's hair promotes a great sense of
trust

, although it may start an argument if a
striking shade of magenta clashes with your
best friend's baby blue eyes.

If you absolutely have to check out the
bar scene in Tallahassee, it's best to start

early and take advantage of a Happy Hour.
Several local lounges serve discounted
drinks and a generous supply of hors
d'oeuvres. If you drink enough, you'll

achieve a pleasant state ofmmd early in the

day and if you eat enough, you wont have
to worry about spending any money for

dinner.

End the evening by going to Sweetbay
Studio B, located on 1317 Jackson Bluff
Road. The cover charge is a rather steep $3,
but the Know-It-Alls will bring in an, ahem,
different sort of crowd and play music you
won't hear on the strip this weekend.

High quality, high technology

high fidelity systems for your car.

ylLRNE IWRODUCTORY
SALE

ALPIIVECAR
AUDIO
^m7'^rBlV^TMr|2 installed with

9 M. 3 m JCilvMS one year warranty with

FANTASTIC SAVINGS

Alpine 7205 FM/AM Cassette
Alpine 6004 3 way Component Speaker System.

Regular Price - $539.95 InsuUed
Sale Priced $339.95 Installed

^

YOU SAVE $3M.M

Alpine 7206 FM/AM Cassette
Alpine 6302 6^/4" 3 way speaker syste,

Regular Price - $589.00 Installed

Sale Priced - $339.00 Installed

YOU SAYK f

Alpine 7217 FM/AM Cassette
Alpine 6302 6V^" 3 way speaker systmi
Regular Price - $399.95 Installed

Sale Priced - $259.95 Installed

YOU SAVE $140.00

FRIDAY & SATURDAY
Sept.3&4 0Bly

<|MUitttlM limltMl • Ne la^mtmym mm side ItosM

•TI-55 CALCULATOR:
• TI-55 II CALCULATOR:

COMPUTECH
ANNOUNciNq tIkopcMMi coNiimcTioN wMi Video 21 , of o«ni Second Location on ApAUchti pAiikwAy

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
GRAND OPENING SPECIALS

L?]$29.95 • TI-58C CALCULATOR: $99.95 • TI-5b CALCULATOR: $14.95 • TI-BUSINESS ANAI Y«ST.
$41.95 .TMNVESTMENT ANALYST: $39.95 • TISO-II CALCULATOR: $17.96 • TI^FTWARE LIBRARffi^^^

REGISTERDURINGTHEWEEK OF SEPT. 10-18 TO WINA COMMODORE VIC.20
Timberlane Shops on the Square

v^y^u

893-1743 • LIMITEDQUANTITIES • NO RAINCHECKS • i449E.UfeyetteSt.
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He may not be Jim Morrison but he sure tries hard.

He's Jim Hakim, lead singer of the Back Doors.

Hakim and his group are a copycat band which

performs old Doors tunes and tries to recreate the

atmosphere of the Doors in concert. Hakim is said

to be the leading contender to portray Morrison in a

film scheduled to be filmed about Mr. Mojo's life.

You can get an imitation blast from the past tonight

at Ruby Diamond Auditorium at 9 p.m. when the

Back*Doors and opening act Crosscut Saw take the

stage. Tickets are $4 for students and $6 for general

public.

From the classroom to fieldwork
PACIFIC NEWS SERVICE

When teacher Russell Reade decided to change careers,

he picked a field where he could put his biology skills to

work. Reade, whose associates claimed he could *'bring out

the academic best in kids," quit his job at a Sebastopol,

California high school and moved to Nevada — where he

now manages the biggest brothel in the southern part of the

slate.
•••

New Jersey is bringing its state lottery into the computer

age. The Garden State will be offering instant electronic

lottery games of chance on an experimental basis next

spring. All players have to do is drop 50 cents into a video

machine, and they can win up to $599 payable immediately

at the tavern, liquor store or wherever the machine is

located. Hazel Gluck, executive director of the New Jersey

lottery, says Pac-Man pros will have no advanatge at the

video lottery gaiiie. "This,** she says, *'will strictly be

chance.**
• ••

A senior advisor to NASA's space program says one of

the biggest problems that will face a human space colony

is... murder. Arizona State University professor John
Decker says small groups of people working in the

cramped, isolated conditions of space may develop **cabin

fever,'* just like the old prospectors, and start killing each

other, "It would take some fearful screening and education

to get people up there who could stay congenial," he.says.

"That's the biggest problem we have now."

While it's not unusual for performers to make certain

demands as a condition of their appearance, the pop group

"America** has gone a little beyond l^kstage caviar.

HOTFLASHES

The group's contracts for show in California this summer

specify that promoters must set up voter registration tables

at concert sites. Explains America*s Gerry Beckley, **We

think everybody eligible should vote.*'

The success of special effects movies at the box office this

summer has cleared the way for a return to big budget

movies this fall. Two years ago, the 45-million dollar fiasco

Heaven's Gate caused all the major studios to tighten up.

But blockbuster hits like E.T., Star Trek II, and
Poltergeist, convinced many studios to loosen the

pursestrings. Last year the average cost of a movie was tO-

million dollars, this year it rose to t2-miUion, and liext year

it's expected to at least double.

Jack Valenti, president of the Motion Picture

Association of America, says studios are feeling optimistic.

"Once you've got people standing in long lines for one kind

of movie, like the special effects genre, they'll stand in hne

for others," he says. "Everybody jumps on the

bandwagon."

Like Dumbo the elephant, Walt Disney Studios never

forgets. Movie houses around the country have been told in

no uncertain terms that the Disney film, Tron is not to be

shown as part of a twin bill with The Secret ofNIMH. The
problem appears to be that NIMH was made by a group of

renegade Disney artists who resigned in 1979 after

criticizing the studio for lack of originality.

VINYL FEVER
Records & Tapes

HOME TO THE SERIOUS RECORD BUYER

1938 w. Tennessee
(Next to Seminole Bowl, university Piazai

instant cash for nsed records
(In good conditioni

NEW LP'S AT LOW PRICES

CuniNG Loose
Ills. ADAMS
222-0505

• High quality copies

• Film processing

•self-serve iBMs

• self-serve tvponrltere

• Typing service

• Owernlght service

222-6171

470 W. TMMSSH

Eastern Federal
Theatres
rnONf 214 7617

Miracle5
1(15 THOMASVlUt ROAD

MatllH AdHlSSlM $2.00 til 6 P.IR.

Evffv oav (iMlNlig MolMafs)

•EUCHNOnSKK)
5:45, 7:50. 9 15

STMNMSfPQ
5:15. 7:50. 9:45

HOMO MCOROINC TO CMP (H
5:00,7:50,10 00

MIDElSOFTNflOSTMK(PC)
5:25, 7:50. 9:55

Dr. Allan 0. Dean, P.A.

OPTOMETRIST

CONTACT LENSES

FITTING FEE

$20 • $30
in addition to exam fee

810 Thomasvllle Rd.

intersection of Monroe

and Thomasville Rds.

APPOINTHENTS
222-9991

MHWIK* NMltWSQFTMTIKIITTriKTCfimin
SlSlonH' wo; 55 9 SO

PHONf 774 1636

VarsityS
1831 m5T TENNESStf &I.

GREAT NEWS FOR MOVIE GOERS!

ATTNEVARSin THEATREl

All SiATS4T Ml TIMfS S1.S0

STAR TREK II (PO
4:50, 7:10, 9:25

RLAOERUNNER(R)
5:10, 7:50, 9:50

SECRET OF NIMH (Q
5 50, 7:20, 9:10

SIDE 1

CHARIOTS

OF FIRE (PG)

Winner of 4 Academy

Awards including

Best Picture

Fri.& Sat. 7:15, 9:45

Sunday 5:00. 7:15. 9:45

SHOM OHtWS4UAM
893-6110 — SIDE 2

Cheecli & Ckong
In

TIHNGS ARE TOUGH

AUOKRW
Fri. & Sat. 7:50, 9:50

Sunday 5:50, 7:50, 9:50

TotUlittferaSiMlay
Rock n Roll with

THE NIGHT
Plis: Backstreet SocletY In the Beer Gardei

BULLWINKLES

ĜRAND OPENING

of Mr SECOND MOVIE RENTAL STORE )f
l449E.LafavetteSt.)f
(Across ffronCMinorsSqNare) ^

FRIDAY. SEPT. lOth 1
Register to win a new VHS Recorder ^
or Free Movies for a Year yL

(Register through Sept I8th at E. Lafayette Store Onlvi n
FANTASTIC PRICES ON VCR'SI 1^

W«il.iaf8Y«tt«st ^
878 5921 ^l~ TMMimiilWtWtHStlM

\ >/ U *4 '/ '/ '/ V '/ >/ '/ '/ »/ '/ »/ h

TALLAHASSEE'S MOVIE
ENTERTAINMENT CENTER

l airltfiK l.itcl|lKkl l h*-:ilix-% v» ^ v» ^ ^ ^ v« \« v» ^ >

Rocky Horror Pictin $Im« &
Caddyshack

lattStow Fri. & sat. 11:50
2432 NORTH MONROt 1

NM SlliCllM.9f CiiOltl

MilMipOfftI

FiHw GmMtiii ttMi

0pMl2N90lDiNf2244ISS

ROCK*JAZZ»SOUL

R&B«BLUES

NEW WAVE
REGGAE
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HAPPENINGS
There will be a "Fun in the sun"

concert at the Seminole Reservation on
Labor Day (Monday, Sept. 6) sponsored

by FM-99, Bullwinkles, Quality Hifi,

Furrin Auto, the Great Bicycle Shop and

Student Government. The Desperados

and Tom and the Cats will play and the

concert is free to students with a

student ID. The concert starts at noon.

A shuttle bus will provide transportation

for the nominal fee of 25c. The bus will

make its first run from the FSU Union

Pool parking lot at 10 a.m.

The Back Doors and Crosscut Saw
play tonight at 9 p.m. in Ruby Diamond
Auditorium. Tickets are $4 for students

and $6 for the general public (see page

19).

The Tallahassee Junior Museum
will be open from 12:30 p.m. to 5 p.m.

on Labor Day and will offer free

admission to all FSU, FAMU and TCC
students with validated IDs. The
Bogazedi Band will provide music at

12:30 p.m. and Shark Attack will play at

2p.m.
Adopt a dancer at Dance Touring

Theatre's auction, flea market and social

tomorrow from 1-5 p.m. at 403
Montgomery Gym.

W.I.N.G.S art show will run from
Sept. 5 through Sept. 24 in the Capitol

Gallery on the 22nd floor, an opening

reception will be held Sept. 10 from 4-8

p.m.

Florida's Historic Capitol, an
exhibit of documents and black-and-

white photographs tracing the Capitol

from its beginnings up through the

domed structure that has symbolized

the state of Florida for years. The
museum is open 9-4:30 Monday
through Saturday; 1-4:30 Sundays and

holidays. Admission is free. The
rnuseum is located on the comer of

Pensacola and Bronough.

AM Tallahassee will make its

debut on the ainA^aves Monday morning

at 9 on \NECIK iy (Channel 27). Neddy
Summers and Jack Rklner will be the

co-hosts for the show which intends

to focus on a particular subject each week
and offer pos«ble solutions to the

problem being examined. Helping

discuss each weekly topic will be a panel

of local "experts." Officer Donna Garner

of the Tallahassee Police Department,

financial planner Peter McPhee and

attorney Mark Levine are a few of the

many people on the panel. Topics the

program intends to examine include

unemployment, buying a home, utility

costs and credit records. Patricia blue,

formerly the producer of the John

Eastman Show in the Tampa Bay area,

was recently added to the WECA staff

to oversee AM Tallahassee.

The (no space) Art Foundation's

show Hot Tropical Nighte opens tonight

at the Four Arts Center in Governor's

Square Mall (see page 14).

MUSIC
Alley: Fred Slade, finger style guitar,

tonight and Saturday, no cover.

Brown Derby: Greg Ton'es Trio, top

40, tonight and Saturday, no cover.

Bullwinkle's: The Night, rock and

roll; Backstreet Society, variety, tonight

and Saturday, $2.50

Downunder: Gamble Rodgers, folk,

tonight and Saturday, no cover.

Maxin's: Lohman, Crozier and

Creekmore, jazz, tonight and Saturday,

no cover.

Omni Pub: Mark Hubbard, guitar and

original contemporary, tonight and

Saturday, no cover.

Rooky's II: Southern Satisfaction,

country, tonight and Saturday, $2.

Sweetby: Know-lt-Alls, new rock,

tonight and Saturday, $3.

Sid's lounge: Tom and the Kats,

country, tonight and Saturday, $2.

s^Mw'^^

The Desperados will be playing in a free concert at the

Seminole Reservation on Monday.

Seminole Tavern: Sailin', rock and

roll, tonight and Saturday, $2.

FLICKS
Capitol Cinemas: The Best Little

Whorehouse in Texas (R) 7, 9:25; The

Beast Master (PG) 6:50, 9:30; l\/lonty

Python Live at the Hollywood Bowl (R)

7:15, 9:15 Young Doctors in Love (R)

7:10, 9:30

Capital Drive In: Blade Runner (R);

Any Which Way You can (PG) , SA5
Miracle: Beach House (R); 5:45,

7:30, 9:15; Star Wars (PG), 5:15, 7:30,

9:46; Raiders of the Lost Ark (PG) 5.25,

7:30, 9:35; Annh (PG) 5:15, 7:35, 9:55;

Garp (R) 5, 7:30,10

Moore: Animal House (R) 1:30, 3:30,

5:30, 7:30, 9:30, Friday only (See pg. 16).

Mugs and Movies: Chariots of Fire

(PG) 7:15, 9.45; Porky's (R) 7:30, 9:45

Northwood Mall: Zapped (R) 1:30,

3:30 (Sat., Sun.) 5:30, 7:30, 9:30.

Parkway: E.T. (PG) 1, 3:15 (Sat.,

Sun.) 7:45, 10; Fast Times (R) 1:30, 3:30

(Sat., Sun.) 5:30, 7:30, 9:30; An Officer

and a Gentleman (R) 5, 7:30, 10; / Love

Vow (R) 2, 4 (Sat., Sun.) 6, 8, 10

Tallahassee Mall: Friday the 13th

Part 3 (R) 2, 4 (Sat., Sun.) 6,8,10; Tron

(PG) 1:30, 3:30 (Sat., Sun.) 5:30, 7:30,

9.30.

Varsity: Secret of NIMH (G) 1:50,

3:40 (Sat., Sun.); 5.30, 7:20, 9:10;

Forced Vengeance (R) 5:35, 7:30, 9:25;

Night Shift (R) 5:30, 7:30, 9:30

Florida Flambeau Graphics/Bill Otersen
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Applications are now being
accepted for

Escort Service nigtit

supervisor. ONLY
responsible, well-qualified

persons need apply.
Pick up applications
in room 244 Union.

Attend an Old-Fashioned

PEP RALLY
(wear Garnets Cold)

FRIDAY 12 NOON LANDIS GREEN

Sponsored by FSU Scalphunters

Student Government has three paid

positions open for Director of Student

Employment, Director of SCI and Elections

Commissioner. Fill out appHcation in room

244 Union. Deadline is Sept. 6th.

iii'MBiiiftiifliiriwiitii.r lar r

FootbalL
Florida State head coach Bobby Bowden details

passible game plan for tomorrow night's season
opener against the University ofCincinnati.

Experienced FSU lacks unity

MSCOIItBHr

CNHNATCNTNEGEOKIA-
OBBOR NSfMIl6MKMMNMY
MCRf, Sm. 6tk AT 9:00MMlMC It

FT.SCMEN

NO Clanc

for AdnisslM

BY MIKE RADIGAN AND DEBORAH BARRINGTON
FLAMBEAU STAFF WRITraiS

Three words. **Cohesivcncss** and ''kicking game.**

Those are the ones you'll want to remember when
Florida State takes on the University of Cincinnati at

Campbell Stadium tomorrow night in the season's football

opener.

"That's why you see me walking around here with a

long look on my face," Seminole head coach Bobby
Bowden told reporters Monday. **It*s all because of the

kicking game."
Bowden was referring to the losses of thunder punter

Rohn Stark and kicking specialist Mike Rendina. Stark,

who averaged 42 yards per punt in 1981 , is gone from the

team tor good. He was drafted by the Baltimore Colts in

last spring's pro football draft.

Rendina's absence isn't quite so permanent. He's been

suffering from a pulled hip flexor muscle the past couple of

weeks and definitely will not start tomorrow night. His

condition has been improving, though. He boomed six of

six kicks from 46 yards out at Wednesday's practice. But

Bowden is taking no chances of reinjury.

Rendina was the team's leading scorer a year ago, with 52

points.

Reserve quarterback Kelly Lowrey will be handling the

punting duties against Cincinnati and probably for the rest

of the season. Lowrey presents the Seminoles with an added

dimension at punter. He has a strong passing arm and

could be called on to pull a few fast ones on the opposition

this year.

A walk-on, one P.M. Hall will be doing the extra point

and field goal tries for FSU. He may even get a few cracks at

.

kickoffs so Blair Williams, the Tribe's starting

quarterback, can rest between offensive series.

The Seminoles are showing experience at almost every

position going into tomorrow's game. There are a few leaks

here and there, but basically, the team's pretty solid in

years.

On the offensive Hne, there's been some question about

tackle Jim Thompson's ability to handle the pressure of a

strong pass rush. Thompson is a muscular sophomore at

six-foot-sh and checks in somewhere between 230 and 240
pounds. He's quick, too.

The only freshman starting against Cincinnati can be
found on the offensive line also. Jamie Dukes, a six-foot

tall, 270 pounder out of Orlando will be lining up at one of

the guard slots, Dukes has been knovvn to bench press 450
pounds.

Williams steps into the starting quarterback duties

formerly occupied by graduated Rick Stockstill. Williams'

ability to read through defenses without even squinting and
his long-distance passing arm earned him the right to start

over Lowrey and Eric Thomas.
Another Williams, Ricky, will be lining up at tailback

behind the other Williams (Blair) and starting fullback Ken
Burnett.

Williams is expected to split the ball-carying duties with

teammate Greg Allen. Allen led the Seminoles in rushing

average last year with a 6.4-yard per carry mark and made
himself into an instant household word when he rushed for

322 yards against Western Carolina last fall, setting a new
NCAA record for most yards in one game by a freshman.

Junior Toby Johnson and sophomore Jessie Hester will be
Bowden's starting receivers.

Pefensively, David Ponder will start at noseguard.

Ponder had been slated as a tackle until sophomore Lenny
Chavers messed up some ligaments in his knee in practice

last week. Ponder was shifted to noseguard and Brad
Fojtik, formerly an offensive lineman, was moved to

Ponder's tackle slot.

Darryl Gray, a 6-foot-l, 235-pound sophomore, has

beaten out last year's starter Allen Dale Campbell, at left

defensive tackle.

Another sophomore, Brian McCrary, will find himself

with a starting job tomorrow. McCrary, a former Golden
Gloves boxing champion, will be at weak side safety daring

Turn to GAME, page 25

RE-ELECT

GEORGE ANDERSON
DISTRICT 1

School Board
"ABLE AND ACCESSIBLE

"

877-6782
DEMOCRATHPO. POL. ADI-BETTV ELY, TREASURER

THE JAZZBERRY PATCH
2720 BUiRSTONC Rd. - 877-9447

Monday: Now Open 11:30 - 2 a.m.

Tuesday: Two for One
Wednesday: Buy One Dinner 2nd 1/2 Price 6:00 9:00 p.m.

Thursday: Ladies Night - All Night - Two for One -

Friday: .
Happy Hour 4-7 - Live Jazz

Saturday: Couples Dinner Nite

1/2 Carafe w/dinner - 6:30 • 9:30 p.m.

Fri. & Sat.: $2.00 Entertainment Charge

Sunday: Brunch - 11:30 - 2 Jam Session -2-6 p.m.

LIVE JAZZ ENTERTAINMENT NIGHTLY

Friilav Lunch Buffet

ALL YOU CAN
EAT $3.60

Carry-Out Food Perfect for

TAIL GATE PARTIES

401 E. Tennessee St. 224-9686
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Hurricanes predicted to blow over Gators
BY WAYNE DEAS
FLAMBEAU STAFF WRITER

Did ya' ever try picking your nose with your thumb?
How about making out with seven-foot basketball player

with a broken leg in a MG Midgci? Or even using your
nagging mother-in-law's tongue to jack up your car?

Difficult hmm, but possible. Well if you tried to claim an
above 70-percent correct percentile while picking winners in

this year's edition of collegiate football games you would
hear the same story— difficult but possible.

Though the college season is barely in first gear with

most teams opening their seasons this weekend, the

commotion over who has the best team in the nation will

grow thicker by the week, until a New Year's day finale.

Taking this into consideration, the Flambeau has left the

matter into my buttered hands once again. Looking at the

amazingly balanced field of collegiate teams this year, I get

a drift stronger than John McEnroe's armpits at match
point that 1 may not help the present dilemma at all.

But what the hell. I might catch hold of a hot streak while

correctly predicting these pigskin follies, and become
famous via the Jimmy the Greek Snyder road to success,

and then get to argue my views amongst the likes of a Jayne
Kennedy or Phyllis George.

That might be sheer wishful thinking but fate might deal

me a trump card. Besides, I'm standing at the exact spot

where the Greek began his lofty career. No dummy, the

Greek never worked for the Flambeau and probably never

stepped foot in Tallahicky, excuse me, Tallahassee. But he

did start at the bottom. And my 66 percent and 73 percent

accuracy level for the past two years respectively has skated

on some rocky surfaces.

But forget about the past and place your twin optics on.

This Week's Picks:

Miami (last year 9-2) at Florida (7-5): The last time the

Hurricanes were on the gridiron they were whipping
everything, including the luck out of the fighting Irishmen

of Notre Dame to the tune of 37-15. Florida on the

FLAMBEAUPICKS
opposite side of the coin was last seen lying belly up in the

Peach Bowl after being shocked 26-6 by West Virginia.

A lot has changed for the better for both teams. Florida

has over 85-percent of their starters back from last year and
are talking about a national championship. Miami, no
longer carrying a probationary chip dn their shoulder, is

speaking along the same lines. Now one doesn't have to be
a mathematician to know that something has got to give.

Chances are Miami would be the first to whelt based on
the fact that they are playing on the road as well

having far less game-experienced ballplayers. But don't bet

on it. It's the 'Canes and not the fantastic Rocky Balboa

who has the tiger in their eyes. The 'Canes are seeking a
down payment for revenge against the water lizards even

though they've beaten them for the last four years. After

having the 'Canes on their schedule for the past 44 years,

the Gators now voice an opinion to discontinue their home-
and-home contract. The Gators say that they are shopping

for bigger-gate-attracting schools. The 'Canes cry that such

argument is as lame as Fozzie-the-bear's jokes.

Nevertheless, this could be the last contest in a rivalry that

has recently grown into a name-calling barnbuming pigskin

,

fiasco. Some might call it an upset, but tbe power of
revenge knows better. Miami by 7.

Clemson (12-0) at Georgia (l;-2): Ladies and gentlemen

meet John Lastinger and his merry band of what's-his-

names. Now wait a minute. Just wait one cotton-picking

noinute.Who in the heck is John Lastinger? Such shocking

responses will probably be echoed across the nation m
Georgia's prime-time nationally televised game this Monday
night against Clemson—defending national champs.

But in a nutshell, Lastinger has quickly become the most

important Georgia Bulldog player since All-World running

Turn to PJCKS, page 25
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ESCORT
SERVICE644 1239
/ DAYS A Wf t H

KENNY
IN CONCERT!

Larry Gatlin
itHiithf

- Gatlin Brothers Band

Y'V^lB . /^Il WITH COMEDIAN

Amk m wL P lonnie shorr

Wednesday, October 6 - 8:00 p.m.

laikitiiLvset- 1 mOKum All Seata Reserved
CIVICCENTER $12.50 and $15.00

Stage in the Round

Tickets Go On Sale This Tuesday
at the Civic Center Box Office and all ticket outlets

IF POLITICALADS
LE.WE\OU
CONFUSED AND
LNTHE DARK...

RE\DTHIS

"tV/mb/sh s potHlon on aqualHy tor all

p«op/« Is Impeccabla.

"

Women's PoKlical Caucus

. . sh9 understands tttat the bacl(t)one ot

our educational system Is the family and
the classroom teacher.

"

FTP/NEA

. . Bette cares about the worldng men
and women ol Florida.'

United Steel Workers of America—Wakulla

"80f(e supports laws that make It possible

tor police officers to protect citizens.
"

Leon Co. Police Benevolent Assoc.

. . with her background, poise and experience, WImblsh Is a threat only to mediocrity In the

Legislature.'

Tallahassee Democrat

DEMOCRAT.
FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE DISTRICT 9

MEDIGAL STUDENTS

THE NAVY WILL PAY YOU

TO ATTEND MEDICAL SCHOOL

As a student enrolled in or accepted to an AMA or AOA approved
medical school, you are eligible for an Armed Forces Health Professions
Scholarship.

Some of the benefits of the program include:

— $530.00 a month to do with as you please.

— The Navy will pay your tuition for up to 4 years of school
— Full Active Duty pay at Ensign grade for 45 days. If academic

schedule will not permit active service away from school, students
may remain on campus and still receive full Active Duty pay.

Interested students should apply immediately because the number of
scholarships is very limited.

Send it to:

For further information, please complete the form below and drop it in
the mail TODAY!

MEDICAL PROGRAMS
Code70-HP
3974 Woodcock Dr.

Jacksonville, FL 32207
(904)398-1778.or call:

NAME
ADDRESS

SEX

I AM PRESENTLY ENROLLED AT
I HAVE BEEN ACCEPTED AT
UNDERGRAD G.P.A._ .MCAT SCORES.
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Tomorrow's game:Free parking$l
BY SYDNAE WILLIAMS

FLAMBEAU WRITER

If you were planning on leaving your

house early to take advantage of free and

convenient parking for tomorrow's football

glime, be prepared to leave your house even

earlier and grab your wallet as you leave.

That once free parking will now cost you
one dollar.

University officials and the Seminole

Boosters have agreed on a plan that will

provide the Boosters with a service that

they've been paying for anyway, and it will

also create jobs to the University students.

The entire area bounded by
Stadium Drive and Pensacola Street be

reserved exclusively for Boosters who have

given more than the minimum
contribution. All others desiring to park in

the Marching Chiefs practice field and the

intramural field must shell out $1.

Traffic offlcials warn that there could be

some problems involved in implementing

this new method. A university traffic report

states that for each three second delay in the

traffic line used to hand over the dollar to

the attendant and find a parking space there

would be a three-hour delay for those

people at the rear of the line.

In order to alleviate this predicament.

Vice President of Student Affairs Bob
Leach said that there will be students

working the line of traffic taking money so

that fans can just drive through and park.

Sixty percent of the money generated

from this new plan will be used to maintain

the intramural field and the Marching

Chiefs practice field which have been

particularly abused and torn up during

events that require parking close to the

stadium (such as tomorrow's game).

The rest of the money will be divided

between the intramural department, the

Marching Chiefs and administrative affairs.

University Intramurals Director Bernie

Waxman, whose people are handling

collections, is neither optimistic nor

pessimistic saying he would just wait and

see what happens, though he did say, '*We

really need to be able to maintain and clean

up the broken bottles and chicken bones

after the game, especially when we have

something going on Sunday mornings."

In the past some of the money that went

towards maintenance of those fields came

from the Booster Club. Boosters are able to

benefit from that contribution and when
you think about it, a dollar isn't much to

pay to park when compared to other

university parking prices. The convenience

of the fields is something to think about

also.

Free parking, however is still

available—paved parking lots near Tully

Gym, Florida High and the large lot at the

comer of Woodward and Jefferson.

Any velucle with a current Booster tag

may park in any of the designated campus

areas without a fee. Attendants handling the

pay parking sites will be wearing garnet

and gold vests.

Traffic patterns for this year have also

been altered for an easier drive to the

stadium.

The general public (non-Boosters) should

approach the stadium from Tennessee

Street via Palmetto and Chieftain way or

via Woodward and varsity Drive. Boosters

(Renegades and Warriors) should approach

from the west on Pensacola Street. This

route should also be followed by Skybox

patrons and people with handicaps.

All other Boosters, buses and president's

guests should use the Stadium Drive

approach from Call Street—the same route

as last year.

SPORTS INBRIEF
• Sign ups are going on in the Intramural

Office for flag football. Several time slots

are already full, so someone from your

team needs to come by the Office (309

Union) as soon as possible. Rosters are due

at the mandatory captains' meeting on

Wednesday, September 8, at 4 p.m. in

Moore Auditorium. Rosters will not be

accepted before or after this meeting.

•Tennis entries are being taken in the IM
Office (309 Union) for the IM Tennis

Tourney to be held on Saturday and

Sunday, Sept. 1 1 and 12. You must bring a

new, unopened can of good tennis balls

when you sign up.

• Memorial services will be held today for

Kenneth Eric Alan Spence at 10 a.m. in the

Chapel of the Upper Room, Methodist

student center at Florida State, 705 W.
Jefferson. The family requests that in lieu

of fiowers, memorial contributions be made

to the Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity or the

FSU swim team of which Spence belonged.

The Rev. Austin Hollady, will direct the

service.

Spence, 19 year old sophomore from

Piano, Texas drowned August 24 while

swimming with friends at a Leon County

Sinkhole. Funeral services were held in

Ridgeview, Texas, on August 27.

•Mama Me'a SK for MDA race, labor

Day. Registration 7:15-8:15 at Mama Me'as

Restaurant at Monroe and Coolege. Race

starts at 8:30, finishes at Tallahassee mall.

$5 donation, proceeds to MDA. Medals

and 100 T- shirts to be given away. For

more information call mama Me'a at 222-

5553.

•Florida State University alumni will start

to "get the spirit" teh night before the first

football game on Saturday, Sept.4 when the

Seminoles meet Cincinnati in Doak
Campbell Stadium at 7:30 p.m.

•The 17th annual Florida State University

Alumni Association Labor Day Cookout

will be held at the home of President

Bernard Sliger (1030 West Tennessee Street)

on Friday, Sept. 3, beginning at 6 p.m.

Contact the FSU Alumni Affairs Office,

(904) 644-2761, for details.

•Tampa Bay Buccaneer's running back

Jarry Eckwood will undergo back surgery

on Saturday. Eckwood, the club's rushing

leader last season is expected to miss the

entire upcoming season.

'V

Across

trom Tallahassee Mall

\

tiuPfi-R

2400 Sortli Monroe - 385-0091

1

START EACH MORNING OFF WITH!!!

1 RGG ANY STYLE. GRITS, BACON, HOMK
MADE BUTTERMILK BISCUITS. HONI ^' OR
^^'^^^^""^

$1.29
FRIDAY NIGHT SPECIAL!!!

CATFISH OR MULLET. I-RIES OR CHEESE
GRITS, COLE SLAW & HUSH PUPPIES*4
ALL YOU CAN EAT IT-*^-

$5.95
SATURDAY LUNCH SPECIAL!!!

BEEF RIBS - CHOICE OF TWO \'EGETABLES
AND A VISIT TO THE SALAD BAR. BISCUITS
OR CORN MUFFINS. $495

LUOBUTWEEK-EIS SPECIALS!!mmmi mit tti - sat. 6:3o -m
SUNDAY SPECIAL!!! $4.95
BAKED HAM SER\T.I) WITH RAISIN SAI CE'
TURKEY AND DRESSING W/CRANBERRY
SAUCE .$4.50
ABOVE SER\Ti) WITH CHOICE Ol" T\\ .

VEGETABLES. A VISI I l O THE SALAD BAR
BISCUITS OR CORN MUFFINS.

MONDAY SPECIAL!!!
4 LUNCH SPECIAL TO'CHOOSE FROM
CHOICE OF MEAT, CHOICE OV- TWO
VEGETABLES. BISCUITS OR CORN
MUFFINS $3^50
SALAD BAR $L00 EXTRA WITH ABOVE MEALS

QUARTER BAKED CHICKEN - CHOICE OF
TWO VEGETABLES AND A VISIT TO THE
SALAD BAR. BISCUITSOR CORN MUFFINS

$4.75
OPEN 6:00 A.M. - CLOSE 10 P.M.
(We'll be open past 10 pm on FSU Home Game Saturdays)

TRY OUR K.C. GRAIN FED CHOICE
STEAKS AND SEAFOOD PLATTERS

I

2 LARGE SALAD BARS
SMOKING & NON-SMOiONG
DININGROOMS

firing this Coupon
for a

FREE
BpiWi&e with

your meal
Expires 9-6-82

SOUTHERN COOKING AT ITS BEST

Famous Gallons Famous Returnable
and Half Gallons Bottles

of Draft Beer CASES (Only)
BCD BUD LITE BUD 9.70

BGSCH STROHS BUD LITE. ........ .10.00

MICHELOB OLD MILWAUKEE MILLER 9.70

MICHELOB LITE PABST MILLER LITE. 10.00

SCHLITZ BULL BGSCH 8.65

Famous Weekly Specials ^ >

Pabst Returnables Old Milwaukee Busch Tails

7.51 plus tax & deposit 3.76 12-pack 2^85/6 pk 1 1 .40/case

k*2ib*sBeep8WiR<
^Located next to Burger King

at 1080 W. Tennessee St.

222-0577
DRIVE THRU • CARRY OUT (ONLY ONE ON TENN. ST)

GAS. ICE. CIGS> CHIPS. BEER S WINE
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Florida Flambeau/Vicki Arias

Cheers. Mac Simmons and a colleaguepracticefor tomorrow *s workout.

Cheerleading: More than kicks
wish to maintain any semblance of

professional appearance, must attend a

summer cheerleading camp. Camp is

usuallyXive days long and involves six-hour

per day workouts and drills.

"It's just like going to football practice,
'

'

said Mac Simmons, a member of the FSU
squad. "We work just as hard as a football

team would."

Simmons and FSU qheerleading captain

Paul Schweizer were members of the 14-

person Seminole varsity team which placed

fifth in the overall competition at this

summer's 90-team camp in Blacksburg, Va.

BY MIKE RADIGAN
FLAMBEAU STAFF WRITER

Cheeerleading is a sport. Doggone it.
,

And anyone who can*t appreciate all the

work that cheerleading involves can go

spend three rounds in the ring with one of

Florida State's male cheerleaders.

**lt takes a lot of hard work to

accomplish a lot of the things we do," said

Brian Hurd, first-year coach, sponsor, and

you name it, of the FSU cheerleading

squad.

"Any guys who don't think it's hard

work to be a cheerleader, I'd just like to see

them come out here and give it a try," he

said.

All cheerleaders at Florida State, if they Turn to CHEER, page 27

Feel negative about your resume?
MEDIATYPE will help you get it

ready for the printer.

E D I A T Y P E
Room 3^4, Union BIda., FSU, 644-5744

TOBACCO MIXTURIS

CONNOlSSiUR'S ClOA"

•SMOKiUS ACCiSSORIfS
.CUSTOM PlPi RfPAiRS
•NEWSPAPERS A WAOAXIIIIS

SILiCTlON
A 6IFT ITEMS

•SHOE SNINIS

224-8310

FUN IN THE SUN CONCERT
Brought to you by Student Government and

purnn
Auto

OHHiAN CAR SPECIAUSTS

POMWNCARPAIR

Q11

with music of

QUALITY HI-FI

Audio Specialists

Tallahassee's First Stereo Shop

Labor Pay - MaMaf Se^t. 6 - Nooii-S:30

FSU Reservation on Lake Bradford

Fre9 to students, you must have your ID.

H—d a rld«? A shuttle bus will be leaving the Union Pool parking lot starting at

1 0o.m. & will return to campus every half hour. Cost Is 25 cents.

^

longbhanch

Specialties: Fhilly Cheese Steak, Chicken wings,

Steak Burgers, Fried Mushrooms 6

Zucchini, Onion Rings, Nachos. Serving your

lavorile domestic & imported beer

Best Lunch on the Strip, Relaxed

Atmosphere, Reasonable Prices!!!

B26 W. Tenn.

SI
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Picks frompage 22

\

back Herschel Walker broke his thumb last week, sidelining

him for at least two or three games. Lastinger, the Bulldogs'

starting quarterback, succeeding graduated star Buck
Belue, could have played the entire season in the nude and
still only be recognized as the guy who handed the ball to

Walker.

Now he and a host of Walker hopefuls win try to attack a
Tiger defensive front that would claw their mother to

irthreads if she crossed their path toting a football. Handing
the Bulldogs their only regular season loss, the Tigers held

Walker to 1 1 1 yards and forced two fumbles.

Asking Lastinger and his company of no names to do
much better is like asking James Watt to landscape your
yard. Clemsonby 3.

Clnciniiati (6-5) at Florida State (6-S): This contest has aU
the ingredients of a laughable hometown btowout or a
disappointing defensive mind sleeper. Last year the
Seminoles opened against a much weaker but experienced

team in Louisville and felt their way to an unexciting 17-0

victory. Against Cincinnati the pre-game scenario is

pretty much the same. •

The Bearcats return IS starters and 44 lettermen from
last year. Led offensively by water-bug quick quarterback

Danny Barrett and receivers Deno Foster and Bill Booze,

the Bearcats will provide immediate answers to the

Seminoles' questioned pass rushing ability. Also the Bearcat
secondary, the pride of their defense, featuring safety

Antonio "Hit Man** Gibson, will put an untried Blair

Williams to a fun test.

The major question is whether or not FSU coach Bobby
Bowden will need to go fuU throttle and let the dogs out to
win the game.

On paper Bowden 's only game plan needed should be a

casual pre-game talk similar to "Now boys remember to

clean up your mess when you get through playing."

rn give th(^ habits of cleantiness the benefit of the

doubt. FSU by the third quarter.

Game of the Week:

North Carolina (10-2) at Pittsburgh (11-1): What is

college football coming to? More exact, what is it letting

television bring it to? First Monday-night college football in

the Clemson-Georgia scuffle and now Thursday night

football in North Carolina against Pitt. Whatever the case

or date, this contest stands as the hottest matchup on the

college scene this week.

Pitt is virtually everyone's pick to take it all this season.

North Carolina's Kelvin Bryant might have a thing or two
to say about that. But the question here is that Pittsburgh

quarterback Dan Marino goes Bryant one better and has

three things to say. Pittsburgh by 1

.

Game frompage 21

anyone to pass.

Bowden seems a bit apprehensive with all the chaofes and
lack of game time for his 1982 sqaud.

"We're lacking cohesiveness right now. We won't have it

until we've played a few," he said. "We've got to play

together."

Bowden feels the best way to find out just how good his

1982 footbaU team is is '*to get out and playing somebody."
"The heat and the TaUahassee crowd wfll be our greatest

advantages," he said.

The team has been working out for the past three weeks
in 90-degree-plus temperatures.

FSU has faced the Bearcats three times since Bowden'

s

arrival seven years ago. The Seminoles won all three

contests, but they weren't easy. Iii the most recent games

(1978 and 1979) FSU had to go the comeback route.

"They had us beat up to the last 59 seconds of the game
in both instances,*' said Bowden. The Seminoles won those

two contests on some risky offensive plays, 26-21 both
times.

Meanwhile, the Cincinnati Bearcats are coming off their

best record in four years — 6-5 — and want desperately to

beat FSU before the Mdes gets out of hand.
The Bearcats* only advantage may be the kicking game.

with Phil Peckich hitting 63-yarders with ease.

Returning quarterback Danny Barrett aired the ball for

1,186 yards last year, but tossed only five touchdowns.
When he throws, more often than not he aims for wide
receivers Deno Foster and Bill Booze.

The Bearcat running game is questionable. Senior Larry

Carthan was beaten at his position by Don Goodman, a

junior conege player, and thousand yard rusher Allen

Har^n is trying to come back from a knee injury that has

kept him out of action for the pasX two seasons. If he has

recovered, though, Harvin will be dangerous — he tafiied

his thousand yards during his freshman year.

Defensively, Antonio "Hit-Man ' Gibson, 6-foot-3, 206

pounds, punished opposing team ball carriers for 132

tackles. Gibson benches 325 pounds and has 4.6 speed.

Errol Cleveland, a 6-foot, 197-pound defensive end, landed

the quarterback nine times and also came up with 144

tackles, unassisted. Returning are nine members of last

year*s starting defense, which anowed only 1 10.3 yards

rushing and 141.2 yards passing.

If the Bearcats are capable of the nearly impossible — a

complete shut-down of the FSU offense — then perhaps

they can win their season opener, something Cincinnati

teams have been unable to do Che last three years.—
^Celebrate Before and After

} the game at

^ Clyde's and Costello's J

CATCH THE SPIRIT
|

at our BLOCK PARTY !

on Adams St. Commons I

Starting at 4

^^ Draft Beer and Burgers outside

Specialty Drinks inside including

KAMIKAZI PINA COLLASSUS
MARGARITA BLOODYMARY ANDMORE

,

S After the Game...Dance the NightAway i

Request music from over

5,000GOLDEN OLDIES

I 210 S.ADAMS c^**i/?®,
\^ Spirit(s) at

EspcciAlly whfM you do
youR TAlkiNq wirh a

FUMbcAu CUssiFiEd Ad.
706 UNION, 9 A.M.-4 P.M.,

MoNday-Mday

For Bullwinkle s

BEACH FARTV
SAT.. SEPT. 11

AMATEUR

mi ST&IPFEHS
AND

WETTSHIRT
CONTESTANTS

S100.00 1st PRIZE
FOR EACH

FOR DETAILS CALL 224-0651

M-F til 5 pm

BULLWINSLE'S

presents tin
in concert

With special Guests

THE NIGHT and CROSSCUT SAW

Next Thursday ~ 800

General Admission

ADVANCE -$5.00

DOOR -$6.00

Tickets Available At:

Civic Center
Box Office

FSU
Union Ticket OfKct

Record Bar
117W.Tenn.St.

H- Seara
.Governor's Square Mell

Tickets On Sale Now

f .r »

H

4 , i 1 * \ * & -r - „ < - . <

... ,1. w * « V # fl J3 O'PPil'J^.
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^1 I m J '20 Union

CUsSiriEd Ads MowdAy - FRidAv
9 A.M. — 4 p.M.

For SaU AuTOS
Csvcli wifti tM and nitt patttrn:
ttSS; Rvst color choir: SIS. Call;
1SS-S24S

Super car stereo.. .Clarion Dolby deck.
Jet Sounds 7 band equalizer. Two ADS
speakers. Sacrifice t300 ALSO: Royal
Sound equalizer t40. 877 0893 even.

78 Nova auto a/c ps pb 2door
AM-FM stereo try again

78 NOVA AUTO A/C PS PB 2DOOR
AM FM STEREO, TAPE. VERY
GOOD COND $2650 NEGO 576 4497

10 SPEED AMF BIKE USED ONCE
MUST SELL! S7S OR MS? OPFBR
CALL 224-M24.

MOST UNUSUAL YARD SALE THIS
YEAR! 4 housholds- useful Items
ii>cluding furn. bedding, textiles,
recreational items, artwork, books
and etc. SAT ONLY from 9 4. 1612 N.
Boulevard. Cast) only please.

1977 CELICA: YELLOW, A/C,
FM/AM CASSETTE, AUTOMATIC,
$3,400 FIRM OR WITHOUT REAL
FINE WIRE RIMS $2950. SEE IT AT
809' J W. MADISON ST OR CALL 222-

6446 LARRY. MUST SELL.

IMO Mazda RX7 5 speed am-fm stereo
sunroof air M,000 miles must sell call

575-74M before noon or after 7 pm.

ao Mazda RX7, powder blue metallic,
pinstriped, 20,000 mi. Alpine Cass,
exc. cond. must sell, call 575-Q001.

CycUs
YAMA IT175 t»50 OR BEST OFFER
EXCELLENT CONDITION. 222 6862.

10 speed bike for sale. In good
condition. Price negotiable. Call Cindy
at 877-5759 after 6 p.m.

74 DODGE DART GOOD BUY
GOOD CONDITION, $800 MUST SELL
CALL BRYANT 222-7M2.

ONE PAIR JENSEN 6X9 TRIAX
SPEAKERS WITH GRILLS. VERY
GOOD COND. FIRST MS CASH
TAKES THEM. CALL S7S-4560.

COUCH: 3 months old, rust color
perfect condition. $230. Call 576 7390
after 5 pm.

EIGHT FOOT PYTHON FOR SALE
$300 WITH CAGE. ASK FOR JOHN
576-6586.

Moving- Must Sell Now- dresser S10,

waterbed $65, assorted small tables.

386 8545 evenings, KEEPTRYING.

Two 10 gal. aquariums, stand,
equipment, fish $75. sleeper-sofa $50.

Recliner $20. Rocker $15. 575 9971

.

For sale, season guest ticket book tor

F.S.U. football oamas. This is a guest
book! Will sell tor $40.00. Call Wendy
(222-6287) or Ctiip (644 2931). Hurry •

before Sept. 4 tiome game.

Need furniture? Oak sofa $60, D.R.
table with 4 swivel chairs, $135. Will

take best offers. 224-6596 *pm.

CALCULATORS BRAND NEW
TI'M SCIENTIFIC. REG. $15 REG.
MtPlUPLY $10. CALL 222-1727.

YASHICA TL ELECTRO INCLUDES
VIVITAR FLASH. EXCELLENT
CONO. $100 OR «EST OFFER. CALL
385-6296.

FOR SALE: ROYAL BLUE CARPET
GREAT FOR DORM ROOM 11 X 10

FT. $75. CALL 222 0458.

MEnTw^schwinn 10 speed.
$85 with bag. Perfect condition.
Call Dale 385-8458.

TABLE WITH A SET OF FOUR
CHAIRS AND SINGLE BED WITH
HEADBOARD FOR SALE. FOR
INFORMATION CALL 576-5373.

1 Peavy 400W amp w frequency EQ; 1

peavy 9 channel mixer w reverb; 1

Ampeg V 4 cabinet, 1 Carvin 125 amp
w graphic EQ and pre amp. Call Jon
575 5438 after 6 p.m.

NATIONAL PANASONIC STEREO
TURNTABLE AM/FM RADIO $115
SPEAKERS, CASSETTE PLAYER,
GOOD CONDITION 893 4669.

EXTRA LOW PRICES ON GUITARS
$. BANJOS. MANY 1/2 PRICE.
PRICES START AT $25. RENTALS
$10 MO LESSONS $15 3 WK
COURSE
SCOTT TENNYSON GUITAR
SERVICES 1304 N. Monroe 224-33*1.

Ladle' s 10 speed bicycle $75 With 2
baskets seldom used 385-7371.

YiTinaha console piano beautiful
condition recently tuned 385 7271

AKC R HOOE S I A 14 R I iDGE B A C

K

PUPPIES. Reed all shots. Easily
trained, gentle & affectionate breed,
fully capable of protecting. $125, $140
& $160 576 7791, 222 8368.

TENNIS SPECIAL
Lobster Ball Machine NEW $395.00.

5762129.

Looking for practice/rehearsal area
for rock band Preferably a place
where equipment can be stored
Ready to pay good money. Call Tom/
evenings at 224-7131.

RMTE WANTED: 2BR HOUSE 1

BLOCK FROM P$U. RENT SlOO/mo
4- Vj util 725 W Pensacola 222 3672

MELLOW AA F RMT N^^MOIOER
No pets. 3bdrm house V] mi to FSU
$95 + Vi utilities. 575-7184.

FM RMMT TO SHARE 1 BORM
FURN APT. AC, POOL $112.50 PER
AND Vj UTIL. CALL 575 5402.

Airline ticket from Tally to Tampa 1

Way Sept. 3 $40 576 7846.

2 LA^G E WALNUT ADVENT
SPEAKERS FOR SALE. $200 FOR
THE PAIR, CALL 893-1IV5 OR 893-

1698

MATCHING SOFA AND COUOTTn
PERFECT CONDITION A STEAL
LEAVE MESSAGE 222 7053

AC 10,000 BTU WHIRLPOOL
EXCELLENT CONDITION. USED 2

S U

M

MERS $200 386 2597.

For sale rear louvre shade for any
1979 81 Honda Accord. $65 firm
Call Keith at 575 8819.

GEMEINHARDT PICCOLO FOR
SALE. EXCELLENT SHAPE. MAKE
OFFER. CALL BETH AT 234^79$.

1981 HONDA TWINSTAR CM200T
EXC. COND. - VERY LOW MIL.
$1,100; 877 6588

81 HONDA PASSPORT LIKE NEW
TWO HELMETS & CHAIN LOCK
FOR $600. CALL LU 644 6085.

For Rent
2 bodroom 1 iMlh seraenad porch.
QuW and privalt. 10 mins. to FSU
$275 month on lease. Wf-mn evno*.

3 bdrm. apt. across from Law School.
Hardwood floors, fireplace, ceiling
fans, central heat, fenced in yard.
Available now. $375 per month
893 0085 or 224 5851 after 6.

SUBLET 1 BR. APT. UNFURNISHED
QUIET AREA ON 8TH AVE $140.00
PER MONTH. CALL 224-8161 AFTER
5PM ONLY! ASK FOR RICHARD.

House for rent, students only.
Very close to FSU. $17S mo, Call Jim
at 224-1907.

ROOMATE WANTED $78 MO. TWO
BLOCKS FROM FSU, FOOD CO-OP
CALL JAY 222-^$.

House M rmmt, fireplace/cable in

your bdr, central a/c, furn, 200 yds to
Phyrst, $150 + '/j util. Chris 224-9340

PENWOOO 8. JEFFWOOD APTS.
Next to FSU. 1 bdrm. furnished quiet

& convenient Now taking immediate
summer & fall leases. Call anytime
Mgr. 224 5679

Longleaf has 1 and 2 bedroom aptv
Furnished or unfurnished 576-0900.

1S4& Belie Vue Way one Mock elf

Pensacola at Lovelace Dr.

Mobile home 8x42 perfect for students
or young couple 2bdr 1 bth clean and
ready for you $1800. 1-904-997-3238.

THE DOWNS INC.

Female needed to take over one year
lease on room one block from
campus. $130 per month. Utilities

Included. Call 224 3585.

One bedroom furnished apt to sublet.

Start 9/1 or 10/1. Lease runs to end of

Nov. New furn. and carpet. A/C , pool

and cable included in rent. $225/mo.
Pets allowed. Call 385 7804.

3 bedroom close to FSU good cond.
Large yard $27S/mo. Call John 893-

2483 after 5:30 or 224 3006.

2 bdrm mobile home near FSU/TCC.
Pool, garbage, laundry, a/c, heat.
NO dogs/No depdslt. 5y6-g22.

FURnTsHED ROOMS IN BIG
HOUSE INCLUDES UTILITIES.
S17S/mo. NON SMOKERS
REFERENCES CALL CAMILLE
THOMPSON 386 7208

Walk to FSU new 2 br, 1 bth ceiling

fan, ice mkr. decks, many other
features. $315 mo. see at 303 Lipona
Rd., see other new apts. 306 White
Or , for info call 222 3943 or 385 4490.

ROOMMATE TO SHARE 2

BEDROOM 2 BATH DUPLEX,
LOCATED IN HUNNINGTON
WOODS HAS WASHER AND
DRYER, GARAGE. CALL i3«-75a2 IN
THE EVENING.

Female roommate needed. Furnist)ed
room and bath. For more information
call Cindy at 877 5759 after 6 pm.

NEED PITTSBURGH STUDENT
COUPONS. REASONABLE OFFERS.
CALL MARIO EVES. 57»-5373.

Roomate for large 2 bedroom duplex
central location $120 per & '/i util.

Call 224-6605 or 222-0009.

MALE ROOMATEfor larg apt. close
to campus; clean serious student a
must, ONLY firplUS UtI. 575-263$.

Fm Rm-Quiet nonsmoker. 2Bd IBath
2>/2 mi. from FSU. $117.50 8i V2 utI.

Ceiling fan, w/d. Call 222-9007.

FEMALE ROOMMATE F0R3-B0RM
HOUSE, NICE PLACE. $105 MO. Si V%
UTIL. 385-5836 DEN A.

WALK TO F.S.U. I POOLSIDETT
BEDROOM, FURNISHED, NO
DEPOSIT, */i UTILITIES, RENT.
MALE ROOMATE WANTED. CALL
AFTER 6. PHONE 224-0934.
1817 W. CALL. REGENCY PARK.
WILL BE GONE FOR THE LABOR
DAY WEEKEND.
Male roomate to share 2 bedrom
mobile home $100 mo. ^ Vi utilities.

Call 575 8535 after 7 pm.

ROOMATE WANTED: MELLOW
VEGETARIAN. ONE BLOCK FROM
FSU CALL BRYANT 222-7692.

1 or 2 females wanted for 1 large
bedroom in 5 bedroom house with pool
fireplace and more. $1S0 per month
plus 1/S utilities. Call 576-3970. Ask for
Ben.

HUMAN lOD RMMT FOR 3 BDRM
APT NEEDED COLONY CLUB. V*
UTL. $122.00 MO. 222 7576.

2 fm. rmmts. needed to share 2 bdrm.
townhouse. Furnished, fireplace,
washer/dryer. $135/mo. 575-8955 aft. 5

Femate or male roommate wanted to
take over one bedroom In a nicely
furnished 3 bedroom / 2 bath house
for more info call 385-9302.

F. rmmt. to share 2 br/2 bth. apt. w/3
girls, good loc. Pay 1/4 util 81 sec.

dep. for fall non-smoker 575-9423.

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED
FOR THREE BEDROOM
APARTMENT NEAR NORTHWOOD
MALL. NO UNDERGRADUATES
$120 A MONTH 81 1/3 UTILITIES,
PHONE 81 CABLE. $100 DEPOSIT
CALL 385 7564.

FEMALE TO SHARE 2 BDRM
MOBILE HOME. $50 MO 81 1/2 LOT
RENT 8. UTIL. NICE AREA. CALL
AFTER 5 pm 878 3292.

FM rmmt for 2 bdr house V/i miles
from FSU central heat 8i AC 130 mo
plus Vi util. must love pets 222-7557

ahythne.

FAMU Business students seekina
non smoking fm rm to share
extremely nice 3 bdrm apt. $^25 mo.
8i 1/3 util Call eves. 877 6684.

FM GRAD STUDENT NEEDS FM
RAAMT(S)

To share nice duplex house near FSU
1 - $157 or 2 • $10S mo. & UtI. Call Kathy
232-i09i.

Christian Female to share 3 br, IV2

bath house on Northside $205. 50 per
month plus utilities. Call 385-1202.

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED
TO SHARE TIMBERS TOWNHOUSF
CALL 576 2807 or 575-2897.

Roommates wanted Colony Club
Apts. 1/3 utilities own room partially

furnished $120 a month call Ina 224-

7893.

Modern 1 br 1 bath apt. avaTlable

immed. $250 rent, $200 deposit
Monterey Apts. Pool, tennis, courts,

385 9836 (H) 488 9775 (W).

FM rmmt to sh 2 bdrm apt. close to

campus $1Si li < > utilities call 644-

6695.

WantecI
Female roommate needed for 1

bedroom apartment near campus.
$110 a ntonth ii 'i utUitiM. Call
Janice at A-2S Penwood Apts.

Fm rmmt to share 2 bdrm
apt.CENTRAL AIR Next to pool.

Prefer non smoker Piaza dpt. Call

inga/Kathy 224 5060.

FM ROOMMATE WANTED FOR 4
BDRM HOUSE NEAR CAMPUS A/C
AND WASHER/ORYER. $135 PER
MONTH 81 1/4 UTILITIES 81 PHONE.
CALL 576 4323.

Rmmt needed 2 unfurn rms in 4 bed-
rm house tiuge bedrm w fireplace or
avg. size rm. 1/4 utiities male or
female liberal people call after 4:00
224 2981

QUALITY PRO TENNIS LESSONS
(FORMER FSU »1 PLAYER) ALL
LEVELS. CALL STEW 224 4752.

GUITAR LESSONS by
Professional Performer w/ BM
degree. Classical, Pop/Beginner to

Advanced. Special Student Rates. 444-

5659^

TYPING. FAST, EFFICIENT.
IBM SEL. 3. EDITING. CALL
222-7629 AFTER NOON. 80H.' PO-

ROOMMATE NEEDED M/F NON
SMOKER NEAT RELIABLE,
STUDIOUS OWN ROOM 125/mo. &
UTL CALL ANDREA OR JOE 575
0355.

Help
WANTcd
Help wanted to scoop HAAGKN-DAZS
ice cream. Apply at Pago's 'PInball

Palace 633 W. Tenn. after 13.

2OPENINGS ON FPIRG BOARD OF
DIRECTORS ONE AT LARGE AND
ONE BLACK POSITION. SEE NEIL
IN 215 UNION ASAP FOR INFO. AND
APPLICATIONS.

Bartender to work 10:30 1:30 M F at

Barnaby's. Apply between 2-5 wkdys,
2331 Appalachee Pky. Some exp. pref

.

Late night supervision for residen-

tial treatment facility, uisper div. or

Cad. student preferred. 11 pm-0 am
« -I- Mon, IS hrs. wk. at $3.35 hr. Send

resume to P.O. Box 8054 Tallahasaee,
Fl. 32301 E.O.E.

$ $ $

In ttie same class as Rolls Royce,
Cartier, Pierre Cardin and Bo Derek.

NoW' hiring dancers
Apply m person only 4 pih - 8 pm

Fannie's
Need we say more?-

CPE is now taking applications for a
staff position. Come by Rm 247
Union to apply. No phone calls.

We are looking lor young married
couples who could use an extra $200

er week for 8 to 10 hrs. of their time.
Ill S7$-64i3 after 7 P.M.

PART TIME CLERK TYPIST. 10

HOURS A WEEK. MUST BE ABLE
TO TYPE MINIMUM OF 50 WPM.
$3.35 PERHOUR. APPLY UNITED
CEREBRAL PALSY, 1705 SOUth
Gadsden St. Ask for Sandy.

ServIces
Voice lessons. Openings now available
to study with professional singer with
MM voice degree. $78-3774.'

ML OR FML ROOMMATE TO
SHARE NICE 3 BDRM DUPLEX
WALK TO SCHOOL S175 MONTH 8.

UTILITY CALL 224-1788.

Roommate wanted 1 bdrm furn. Walk
to campus, pool, Indry fac, neat,

responsible persons only I Ph. 224-

6721.

Female rmmt needed to share 2

bedroom home in nice neighborhood
close to campus. $1S0/mo. Ii util.

222 9789

FM roommate needed to share 1

bedroom furn. apt. for $97.50 & ' 1

elec. rent incl. cable 8i pool. Close to

campus. Call Susan 224-5110 anytime.

ROOMMATE WANTED
fo Share new 3 bedroom 2 bath house,

nice area, fireplace, non-smdker
preferred 160 per month <i 1/3 util.

386-93S4.

TYPING. MONDAY THROUGH
FRIDAY. PHONE 386-3759,
9 A.M. -3 P.M.

TYPING -LET ME MAKE YOUR
WORK LOOK GOOD!
DISSERTATIONS, RESUMES,
EDITING. 878 2231.

QUALITY TYPING, FAST
Accurate, reasonable Any size job.

Call 222 3374. Best to book early I___
IBM, DISSERTATIONS ft THESES

PAT DIXON 386-1255.

AFTER YOUNG LIFE
CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP WILL
BE HAVING THE FIRST GET TO
GETHER TUES 9/7 AT 8:23 PM,
FSU LUTHERAN CENTER. FOR
INFO, CALL: 576 8348.

PERFECT TYPING
No whitee«ts~ No errors

HOW??? - WORD PROCESSING
WORKS LIKE THIS....

1. We enter document into computer
2. We print a draft on which you
pencil in minor changes if you wish
3. We input changes and print final

ALL THIS FOR THE SAME COST AS
PLAIN TYPING. 385-9057

DOUbTe O STABLES
350 acres of Cross Country Riding.

Boarding, Night Riding, English 8<

Western lessons. 877-1309.

WE SELL SERVICE AND PAY TOP
CASH FOR YOUR AIR-
CONDITIONERS S7S-9S62.

HOME SECURITY
DEADBOLTS $11.M INSTALLED.
ALARMS FROM SISO. B. BARS.
431-0085. LEAVE MESSAGE.

Complete range of proofreading,
editing, typing services at low rates.

385 1020 after 3 p.m.

PersonaLs
GET LIVE MUSIC FOR YOUR
PARTY! THE CAMPBELL AND

JOHNSON DUET. 222-5675

COME JOIN THE FUN WITH THE
FSU BALLROOM DANCE CLUB

Meets every Sunday 7pm beginning
Sept. 12. For info call 222-4862.

Volunteer training for counselors in

rape crisis and spouse abuse begins
Men. Sept. 13. Contact TC|tS at
224-6333 for info.

How do you know when you have had
too much to drink? That's when you
try fo walk back to Gilchrist from a
frat party and end up in ttie president
of FSU's back yard.
RIGHT ANN R. LOVE PHIL

FREE PREGNANCY TEST
Abortion, gynecology, birth control,
infection checks a, mental health
counseling. Low cost Professional
services. Strictly confidential. For
appiontment call No. Fla. Women's
Health 8i Counseling. 877 3183.

TRILOGY, THREE PEICE ROCK.
Now playing public/private partial,
dances etc. Calf (904) 663-8321.

GOTTA TAKE A STAT COURSE?
We may have an answer to your
prayers The SPPC Manual: A
statistical package for the Pocket
Calculator. Order 100 statistical
procedures with step by step
instructions ORDER NOW! Send
$15.70 (includes tax) to WALMYR
PUBLISHING CO., PO BOX 3554,

LEON STATION, TALLAHASSEE,
FL 33303.

IMPROVE YOUR GRADES!
Research Catalog - 306 pages 10,728
topics - Rush $1.00. Box 25097C, Los
Angeles, CA 90025. (213) 477-8226.

HEMMING, zippers, buttons, button
holes, custom sewing. Pickup serv.
available 222-7712 after 6 p.m.

Dissert., Theses, student papers.
Youni get good vibrartiens when you
bring your typing to us. Former
admins, sec'y ft good speller.
Reasonable Rates. L. Our:bih. SIS-2360
No calls after 10 p.m.

THE FPIRG FEE OF $2.50 IS AN
INVESTMENT IN THE FUTURE OF
FLORIDA. JOIN USi 644-2$2«.

EXPERT CARPENTRY
Miscellaneous handiwork.

Free Estimates.
Satisfaction assured.

Call Glen at 222-8079 or 878 1544.

BOOKKEEPER EXPERIENCED
IN ACCOUNTS PAYABLE,
RECEIVEABLE, TAXES, ANO
PAYROLL AVAILABLE FOR PART-
TIME OR CONTRACT WORK. CALL
222-779$.

TUNES UNLIMITEDhas all of the
music you need for your next social

event. Formal, social, beer bash, or
hall party, we deliver! DJ/MC with
light show 81 dynamite sound system
will underbid any competitor. Just
call Jimbo at 575-5021. Book early!

"T^ DEADBOLT LOCK
AND INSTALLATION
$M.00 CALL 193^499

ATTENTION! WILL TRADE ALL
STUDENT COUPONS BUT FLA-FSU
FOR 2ND FLA-FSU. 224-6612.

ATTENTION WOMEN

:

Gynecological services inclduing pap
smears - birth control - pregnancy
testing VD screening and testing
medicaL EXAMS — EDUCATION —
REFERRAL ARE ALL PROVIDED
ON FEES DETERMINED BY
INCOME. Call 222 0471, Planned
Parenthood of Tallahassee or come
by 201 S. Bronough Street (corner of
W. College Avenue and Bronough
Street) for appointment. No charge
for consultations or referral^.

I need a ride home from class on Tues
and Thurs after 6:45 pm. I live on
Locl(e St. near /Meridian Place Apts. I

can chip In for gas. Call Steve at 386
1808 evenings or 644-5473 early
afternoon weekdays.

YOU WANT LOVE? ADORATION?
RESPECT? COME BY AND ADOPT
ONE OF MY ORANGE KITTENS.
CALL CHRIS AT 222 8185.

GLEN AND TRACY ZELNER
WHERE ARE YOU? THE PHONE IS
NOW CONNECTED. WE MISS YOU!.
JERRY AND RICK.

FPIRG speaks for you and to you'
Support ft fund FPIRG. Funding
FPIRG is an investment in the future
of Florida.

F R E E PREGNANCY TEST
Abortion, gynecology. Psych., Couns
Call N. Fla Women's Health and
Counseling. 877-3183.

THANK YOU SAINT ,JUOE.

Beat Mark O'Brien in the quickest
swim, run, bike in the South, Sat.,
Oct. 9 FSU Reservation Race 9 am.
Deadline entry mail Sept. 30 $10
Each Fla. League of Aquatics, Rt. 22,
Box 30, Tallahassee, FL 32301.

SCOTT ft ELLEN'S

BIO PARTY
IS

STAURDAY NIOKT

(call for details)

GET FREE FPIRG BROCHURES!
PROTECT YOURSELF FROM
LOSING YOUR SECURITY
DEPOSIT. AVOID AUTO REPAIR
RIPOFFS LEARN WHERE THE
BEST BUYS ARE. FREE
GROCERY, BANKING AND
CHECKING SURVEYS. PICK UP
INFO AT FPIRG OFFICE il5
UNION. FPIAG CONSUMER-
TENANT HOTlWe <f IS 644-4884.

BE THE HOMECOMINO
TRIATHALON RELAY
CHAMPIONS, PRAT OR SORORITY
DIV. SWIM 1 Ml. RUN 4.2, CYCLE
U.2 CONSECUTIVELY. RACE 9 am
FSU RESERAVION OCT. 9.
DEADLINE SEPT. 30 MAIL $10
EACH TO FLA. LEAGUE OF
AQUATICS., Rt. 22, Box 30.
Tallahassee 32301.

Business

PersonaIs
NEW! OLD? NEW NEW NEWiit
SWEETBAY BOTTLE CLUB
OPEN FRI. A SAT. llpm-Sam

HOT NEW MUSIC ROCK ft ROLL
BRING YER OWN BOOZE ftBREW

DANCE ALL NIGHT
1317 JACKSON BLUFF RD.
Across from.Seminole Tavern
KNOW IT ALLS KNOW IT ALLS
KNOW IT ALLS KNOW IT ALLS
KNOW IT ALLS KNOW IT ALLS
NEW MUSIC EXTRAVAGANZA
SUCH A DEAL, CHEAP DRINKS

'CAUSE YOU POUR 'EM
LARGE DANCE FLOOR ft LOTS OF

FAMILIAR FACES
NEWI I OLD? NEW NEW NEW! !

!

SWEETBAY BOTTLE CLUB
FRI. ft SAT. 11PM -SAM

NEW MUSIC • KNOW IT ALLS
SEE YOU THERE TONITE

NOW BOOKING PARTIES
* * * *

GREEKS AND OTHER SERIOUS
PARTY THROWERS WE HAVE

WHAT YOU WANT.
THE HOLLYWOOD TURNUPS BAND

224 0830 or 893 6790

HAPPY HOUR! 4 7 PM MON-FRI
All draft 40C glass. $? 25 pitchers

THE PALACE SALOON
1303 JACKSON BLUFF ROAD

BELLY-GRAMS
AND HULA-GRAMS 878-1651.
CALL AFTER 5OR SAT-SUN.

if you like good food ft drink, a
laid-back atmosphere, and are ready
to be entertained, bring a friend and
come hear Mark Hubbard play
original contemporary tones at the
Omni Pub by the Fine Arts Building,
Friday and Saturday night.

KEN'S TAVERN
ON THE TENN. ST. STRIP

SERVING FSU OVER 16 YEARS
BEER DRINKERS HAPPY HOURS

* MON FRI 4:30 6:30 * *
THE ORIGINAL WED. NIGHT

MICHELOB MADNESS FROM 9 12

* * VIDEOS, PINS, 35- POOL*

22 OZ DRAFT ONLY $1.00 >

BEFORE and AFTER HOME GAMES
Eosy parking Walk to the Stadium

THE PALACE SALOON
M03 JACKSON BLUFF ROAD

* *
FLYING HOME?

Holiday flights are already filling up.
Call or come by The Travel Center for
lowest airfare anywhere. We can also
ticket reservations you made directly
with the airlines.

THE TRAVEL CENTER
University Union 2nd floor. 222-1192

*

TALLAHASSEE'S NEWEST
BOTTLE CUIB IS ROCKIN

!

SWEETBAY BOTTLE CLUBl I

1313 JACKSON BLUFF RO
FRI ft SAT 11PM til 5 AM ,

THIS WEEKEND PRBSENTIN0:

THE KNOW IT ALLS

LAROE DANCE FLOOR, ICE ft

SET-UPS AT THE BAR
COOLER S WELCOME TOOl 1

1

SO START ROCKIN' THIS
WEEKEND AT THE ALL NEW
SWEETBAY BOTTLE CLUB

YOU'LL SEE LOTS OF
FAMILIAR FACES THERE TOO!TOMMY ft JEFF INVITE THEUI
OLD PALS TO CHECK IT OUT.

'

1313 JACKSON BLUFF RO
ROCK N ROLL LIVES ON AT

TOMMY'S NEW
SWEETBAY BOTTLE CLUB

* COSTUMES & ACCESSORIES
Magic Trix, lessons, gags, iokes,

Make up, masks, clown 8. juggling eq
* MAGIC AND FUN SHOP *

Univ Plaza 1916 W. Tenn. 224-MAGI
Adult catalog. 16 full pages; explicit
illustrations, lOO's of films, books,
rubber goods, etc Buy locally, but
shop at home. Send $2.00 (refundable
first order)

. State you're W Of older.
B.O.P. Enterprises, Dept. 5 Box 5311
Tallahassee, Fla. 32301

To RELTeve TENSION^'sfRESS
Try MASSAGE THERAPY 232-OfSO
Registered Massage Therapist.

m JJi?P.^^^*Y CANOE RENTAT
sjsfiwV;?'*^^'^"*-'^"'^"

1-925-6412
'"^ *^ cushion call

»

Lost &
FouNd

orodut!!!!' ^? ""wions asked. $25 tor

K-t^n ^••v_«b«'Bl*M casew/brown cloth cover btonde w/carved '
tall piece, darkbdw. «4-J3fl4
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orget tomorrow; the action's Monday night
UNITEt)ntSS INTEINATIONAL

ATLANTA - College football

anks up in the Southeast tomorrow

ainly as an appetizer for the Labor

ay duel between defending national

diampion Clemson and 1980 national

cilampion Georgia.

* The region's Saturday schedule

features ISth-ranked Miami (Fla.) at

6th-ranked Florida with Mississippi

State at Tulane and Memphis State at

Ole Miss also in the afternoon and
' Duke at Tennessee, Cincinnati at

/.^Florida State and Northeastern

^^Louisiana at Southern Mississippi at

night.

But the main focus of attention has

h^en on the battle looming Monday

11.^ ^-when 7th-ranked Georgia hosts

' 9th-ranl<ed Clemson before more than

32,000 and a prime-time television

t1

audience, attention that was sharpened

considerably when Herschel Walker

broke his right thumb two weeks ago.

Georgia Coach Vince Dooley says

team doctors predict Walker, already a

two-time All-America running back

going into his junior season, probably

won't play before Georgia hosts 19th-

ranked Brigham Young the following

Saturday. Walker says he'll be back

sooner than most think and if he's in

uniform Monday night, he'll play.

"If they decide 1 can't play, I won't

dress for the game," said Walkw. *'I

won't even be at the stadium. 1*11 stay

in the dorm and watch it on television.

I'm not going out there just to watch."

Even with the doubt about Walker,

who rushed for more than 3,500 years

and scored 35 touchdowns in his first

two seasons, Georgia, which returned

a host of veterans from last year's 10-1

squad, is rated a 2-point favorite over

Clemson which beat the Bulldogs, 13-

3, enroute to a perfect '81 season.

"We're expecting Walker to play,"

Clemson Coach Danny Ford said

earlier this week. **We don't need any

surprises.*'

"I hope he does, "said Clemson tackle

Bob Mayberry. 'That way there won't

be any excuses ifwe win.**

"If we don't have Herschel, each of

us will have to do a little bit extra/'

said Georgia taqkle Jimmy Payne.

"We felt we should have beaten them

last year, but made a lot of mistakes

(five interceptions and four fumbles).

Playing in Athens should help since for

some time now, in this series, the home
team has won."

Cheers from page 24

J

The camp, sponsored by the Universal Cheerleading

Association, has a massive cheer-off the final day when all

90 teams compete in three categories — cheer competition,

fight songs, and sideline performances.

FSU took song and sideline categories. Pretty impressive

when you consider they were up against Ohio State, Florida

(yes, the same Florida cheerleaders who appeared in a

recent issue of Playboy magazine) and North Carolina.

Simmons and Schweizer have been cheering at FSU since

puberty it seems. Both are familiar faces in the northeast

end zone at Tribe football games.

Simmons was too busy terrorizing opposing

quarterbacks as a blue chip linebacker at Cocoa High

School in Cocoa, FL his senior year to go out for the high

school cheerleading squad. In fact, he didn't reaOy get

^^terested in the activity until he went to see a University of

^ida football game his senior year and saw the

( heerleaders there perform.

Nobody gave him any serious scholarship offers to play

football so he came to FSU to study Marketing.

"The next best thing to playing college footbaU,** he

said, "was college cheerleading.**

Schweizer, too, played football in high school. He

figured he had enough talent as a split end (he was a four-

year letterman at Miami-Pabnetto High) to give the FSU

\uthentic Chinese & Japanese Cmsinc

T/*E YOUR CHOICE
2814 Apalachee Pkwy.

878-3366

LUNCHEON COMBO
Choose from 15 of our

Famous Entrees

! only $3.50 to $4.35
QUALITY DINNERS
Choose from Japanese &

Chinese Cuisine

Also serving cocktails

MONGOLIAN BAR-&Q
An You Can Eat

Wed. & Sun.
5-9 p.m.

Filt'ts of Eee\ Pork and

Chick»?n and Assorted Fr«h

V«9etabW« pUi* Lucy'*

SpiKial Saucir.

93
JAPANESE HIBACHI
Enjoy Rne Food Prepared

with Entertaining

Imagination at the Hibachi
Hours $8.50

ft up
U 30 10 00 Mon - Thurs.

ll:30-ll:tX) Friday

5:tX)-ll:lX)Saturclav

12:01) 10:tX) Sunday

112 E. 6th Ave.

224-9099

LUNCHEON BUFFET
All You Can Eat

Fried Wonton. Egg Rolls'

Two Entrees. Rice,

Chow Mein. Chinese

Salad and Tea

only $3.50 per person

DINNER BUFFET
All You Can Eat

6-Entrees 2-Soups
*

Chicken Wings, Rice,

Egg Roll. Wonton.

Tea & Fortune Cookie

$5.95
^\)u Can Also Order

From An Extensive

Variety of Items

on the Menu
Beer & Wine Served

Hours
Lunch n:45-2;00M-F

Dinner - 5:00-10:00 M-Th

5:00- ll:00fri.& Sat.

walk-on squad a.shot.

*'I wanted to try out for the football team but I went to a

game my freshman year and saw the cheerleaders d(mn on

the sidelines and got into it," said Schweizer.

Conditioning. That's the basic requirement for a

successful cheerleader, man or woman.

At FSU, the men must be able to maintain a 13S-pound

military press in the weight room and the women can*t

weigh over 118 pounds. Running and three-hour per day,

four-day per week team practices are mandatory for every

member of the varsity team.

"It's a rough sport," said Schweizer. "I got beat up at

camp. When you're throwing around your partner, you

never know when she's gonna land on you."

That conditioning could come in handy if things should

ever get out of hand at any away game. The cheerleaders

are often victims of oranges, ice clumps and soft drinks

thrown at them by hostite fans from opposing schoob.

"We're real loyal to our team and when people (in the

stands) start saying bad things about FSU, we try to handle

it the safest way we can. It's hard sometimes," said

Schweizer.

*'We still get looks and comments from people who still

feel it's a sissy sport,** said Simmons.

"But now,*' Schweizer added, *'people seem pretty

impressed when I tell them I'm an FSU cheerleader.

"Cheerleading has made me more relaxed," Schweizer

said. "It really builds self-confidence."

Photo by Joe Boris

HAIRSTYLES YOU CAN
LIVE IN...

SUNSHINE'S

1490 West Tennessee 224-6609 -Mon.- Sst.

We moil F«rUst4

Pat VfWn Rteoris

Vl]\YL FEVER
m% « TtnntfSH

22484S3
Um4 • Nm • Im^

Ibtk J$n UtI Urn

Ri8 Rt9§$0 aw Mk

CuniNG Loose

111 S. ADAMS
222-0505

(S MOOS fron FSU)

MIDIAiYPE

lYFEIElTINS

2nd Hand Store

Quality used & new furniture,

bedding, appliances, stereos,

dishes, clothing, etc.

1937 W. Tennessee, opposite

Pantry Pride, Open 10-6

224-7356

iAGNOLIA-
Auto Service Center *^

1031 South Magnolia

878-4582 f;^ =^
Complete Auto Service
THIS WEEK ^oteiqn & ^

j"^^^

Discount
SPECIALS i««ost cars)

Tune-Up $29.29
|

Oil Change & Filter $ 12.99

Front Disc Brakes $38.88
Full A/C Repairs
Featuring A/C Recharge
$5.99 plus freon

FREE Rotation

on
Parts & Labor

Exceeding $40
with this ad &

' any Student i.D.

Visa. MasterCard.
Computer Balance

V (4 Tires) & Alignment $28.95 Rna Cards Accepteci

See rJames

20WS0

Castrol
MOTOR Oli

Engineered For Smaller Cars]

SPECIAL!

REGULAR PRICE ^ 1.50 QT

^ 1.10 QTSALE PRICE

YOU SAVE QT.

504 W. Tennesseo ^C#f vfffff
(across from the m _ m _

'

Flm Arts Buildtng) J>%UMiO
3 i J 1/
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We've got ourups.

Next time you're in the market for a new turntaU®*..
Mon.-Fri. 10-6

Saturday 11-5

fhe
tereo
«ore

¥h 4:^ #4r. i>i
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Bored by politics? Y^u^hou^dUw

FloridaHambeau
CLOUDY

Cloudy with a chance for

afternoon thundershowers.

Highs in the uppper 80s and
lows in the low 70s.

WESDA Y, SEPTEMBER 7, 1982 SERVING TALLAHASSEEFOR 70 YEARS VOL 70 NO. 7

UF professor victim of 'ritualistic' murder
UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL

GAINESVILLE ^ A University of
Florida nutrition professor lay suffocating on
his living room floor while his killers sipped

beer, wine and whiskey, munched
sandwiches and scribbled "murder" on his

apartment walls, police said yesterday.

A canvas Cote bag and bedsheets tied

around Howard Apptedorfs head were the

murder weapons in the "ritualistic** «li^ins»

police said following an autopsy yesterday.

Complete results of the examination were not

yet available.

Police Chief Atkins Warren said yesterday

the killing was "ritualistic** and added:
"Talk to sonie of your occult people and you

find out what, we're talking about when

we say ritualistic kiffing.**

''There were aU kinds of words written on
the walls." Police Capt. Richard Wards said

"Predominantly, the word 'murder* is

written. And then, they spelled the word
'murder' backwards.*'

The reversed spelling of murder,
"redrum," was a feature of the horror movie
The Shining, which had been shown on
Gainesville cable television several times

within the past week, Appledorf's killers

used barbecue sauce and ink to mark the

walls, police said.

"Go watch that movie and you'll see what
kind of killing we have here/* Ward said.

The killers also left threatening notes in the

apartment, Lt. Larry Gabbard said. But he

refused to reveal their contents. Also
scrawled on the wall were the words,
"Howard, we love you, sincerely,'* followed

by an unreadable name.

Police found the 41 -year-old nutrition

professor's body after neighbors phoned
authorities, saying they suspected a burglary in

the third-floor, lakeside condominium.
Ward said the killers apparently "partied

in there for about three hours" before
slaying Appledorf, who police said had been
dead for one to three days. The killers

apparently knew Appledorf, were waiting in

his condominium and surprised him when he

came home, he added.

Appledorf, nicknamed "the junk food

professor" after he touted the nutritional

value of McDonald's hamburgers in the

1970s, was found propped against the sofa
with his hands, feet, ankles and knees tightly

wrapped with belts and brightly colored
neckties from his closet.

He also was gaggd and blindfolded with

neckties, and a canvas tote bag full of water

rested on his face. He had signs of a

nosebleed and the autopsy showed he was hit

on the head with a bhint object and knock^
unconscious briefly, police said.

"He was struck on the right side of the

head with some kind of instrument and
knocked unconscious—immobilized would

Turn to MURDER, page 5

Ploweddown
Cincinnati'sDon Goodman is brought to earth by

Florida State defensive end Garth Jax during action

Florida Fhunbcra/VkHd Arias

in Doak Campbell Stadium Saturday night. After
some early setbacks, the 'Notes came back to win the

contest 38-31. For more on the game, see page 12.

Low voter turnout

is expected in

today's area races
BY DANNI VOGT AND MIKE McCLELLAND

n^AMSEAU STAFF WRrrERS

Elections officials predict a low turnout for today's

statewide primary election, with one local official dropping
his prediction from 58 to 50 percent last week due to the

meager number of absentee ballots requested.

"There's a lot of people not on vacation because they

don't have the money to go anywhere, then we've also got an
election that nobody cares about," Leon County Supervisor

of Elections John Sullivan said Friday. "Balance that out

and I'd predict we'll have tt turnout of about SO percent." If

half the Leon County voters went to the polls, 36,000 people
would vote, according to Sullivan

CAMPAIGNS!
Lever-pullers who make it to the polls today will have quite

a palette from which to choose, with seats in the U.S.
Congress, state cabinet and Legislature, county commission and
even a circuit judgeship and two places on the school board
at stake.

While the losers will be able to go home and rest, the

winners (with a lew exceptions) will begin gearing up for the

final battle foelweea Democrats and Republicans on
November 2.

Highlighting the local races is a four-way battle to replace

Jim Crewson the county commission. Crews left his position

there to try for a spot representing much of Northeast

Florida in the state Senate.

The outcome of the commission race could be of historical

significance. If A.J. Richardson, pastor of Bethel A.M.E.
Church, emerges victorious, he would become the first black

to serve on the county commission in Leon County history.

Richardson stresses economic development, crime
prevention, hunian service programs and protecting the

environment as his chiefconcerns.

Opponent Dave Fountain, executive director of the

Florida Insurance News Service, claims to be the candidate in

the race whose progressive credentials most closely match
those of Crews. His campaign stressed the need to develop

and enforce strict guidelines to deal with the growth

Turn to CAMPAIGN, page 6
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FSU escort service:

Free protection
BY BRIAN Wn SON
H AMB^ Al M \K WKI I I K

Walking around the Florida Slate University campus at

night can be a very dangerous experience.

But all you have to do is pick up the phone and call 644-

1239 to be escorted, for free, anywhere that is afflliated

with FSU.
Last spring, the Escort Service was used 4,792 times.

"We were very encouraged by the amount of people who
used the Escort Service," said director David Mclnnes.

"We were averaging over 65 calls a night, and the best part
,

was that no rapes on the FSU campus were reported."
i

Many of the new FSU students are apprehensive about
I

using the Escort Service, according to Mclnnes.

"The girls I've talked to," said Mclnnes, "didn't feel

like calling the police department because it would sound

like they're too scared to walk around campus at night.

"I'd like to tell the girl who chooses not to use the Escort

Service that her chiinces of being assaulted are good,"

Mclnnes warned. "There's no way we can limit the people

who come onto this campus, so it's just stupid to walk

alone at night.

"Just because this campus is well lit doesn't mean it's

safe," Mclnnes added.

Lighting on campus has gradually improved over the last

year mostly because of the efforts of Student Government.

Sodium lights are used in some of the more dangerous areas

of campus, such as the "rape park" area between the main

gate on Jefferson St. and Landis Hall.

Construction on a Blue Light Trail, a series of call boxes

across campus directly connected to FSU Police marked by

a blue light, is supposed to begin within the next few weeks,

according to Jill McConnell, FSU student Body President.

This school year, the Escort Service expects to have 17

students working. All of them have been checked by the
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FSU police department and are "highly

responsible" according to Mclnnes. No
assaults have ever occurred with an escort

present, he said.

The escorts don't carry any weapons, but

they do carry a portable radio to monitor

the police, and a flashlight.

Because the Escort Service will go

anywhere that is campus affiliated, some

people abuse the service.

"If somebody needs to get to Alumni
Village or a fraternity or sorority at night

and it's an emergency," said

Mclnnes, "we'll drive them there. We have

two cars for this purpose, but some people

think we're a taxi service. I'd say that about

95 percent use the Escort Service for

protection, and the other 5 percent as a taxi

service!"

MIDIAIYPE

lYPEIElTINi!
Dr. All» 0. DCM P.A.

OPTOMETRIST

EYE NEALTN

EXAMINATIONS

Contact Lenses
Soft Lenses

Hard Lenses

Gas Permeable Lenses

Soft Lenses

for Astigmatism

Extended Wear Lenses

HOnomsvllle Rd.

MMOtatmits
222-9991

Am At US,

we're New!!!

kinko's copras

GRAND OPENING

SALE

ZVi X 11

brad copy

• OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK! •

222-6171
470 W. Tennessee

Next door to Tommy's

^LECTURE SERIES^^^^^^^^=
Ruby Diamond Auditorium Wed., Sept. 8, 7:30 p.m.

FIRE NEXT TIME Is a survival kit for thdifSOt: a bfHIia^ provocative,

terrifying multi-media presentation CH^I^t^w, wliy,1|l|| wli*n nuclear

holocaust will occur...and what we must do now to stop )t.

Dr. Paul F. Walker, organizer fIJhe 4981 nationwide campus teach-ins

on nuclear war, presents the aiililOiae foi^ of the Soviet-iinerlcan

nuclear arms race and our accelerating slide towards Armageddon. A
must for everyone concerned 9t»putthe ^Mture, the chances for surviving

thisdecade.
Were you aware, for exai
• We and the Soviets p<

today]

fe. tluat:

air to ovor
crater 2500 feet ocrou an

oWlbombs

pewMul thdlft|

f lOO^ISpinff

^

ilaiirii'""

torn of dlH l^to thi litiiifShej

MM 0B4p^ ^estr^^M s^ppirfKilM, ond
contaminate another 4000 square mllost
e The United States wiil spend $20f^|i^o^ ttie next five years on

nuclear weaponry, some |4900 from iNi^ry American foxpaying family?
e We have on averagSriNS^yip-^^lse alerts of nuclear atfoolc every day?

In June, I9a0, for 9xtm0^^^^ cilfrt brought us withtim^ '^'^l!^^ ®*

nuiledr war?
"^-^

e Thirty-twomembers of the Reagan foreign-policy and defense tefi^

prodiiced a 4#S0 pamphlet warning that "the tiiik^are once again \-

rustling the world toward general^ar?"
e Vice President George Bush at^ed th«it wt^Mld survive a nuclear

war if dt least S% of Americans imd? / | ;
?

Fifty-thousand Americans died in Vielnmii.it^l»itidred thousand die

in World Wor II. One Hundred million or more tmsu$^hMe
War III - NEXT TIME. Unless we slip nowl W 'f'

In graphic and full detail, WalW^NMi sqiHirios Hf esccHitlon, how
nucleor war may occur, whot It^lMlcts wouldbOv and how wiitaiikleiid

ourselves out of the nuclear maze...before lt*s too late.

'X 1 5.1
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New road test for drivers

UNITH) PRKSS INTKRVAI lONAI

Beginning next year, Florida drivers

involved in auto accidents may be required

to take a road test that could lead to license

revocation, officials say.

As of Jan. 1, 1983, police officers wiU
decide if accident-prone drivers should be
tested for driving competence, said Don
Kiern, director of the state Department of
Highway Safely and Motor Vehicles' driver

improvement office.

If the office checks the box marked "yes"
a driving test will be required, Kiorn said.

The chinge stems from the case of
Gertrude Karmiol, and 81 -year-old woman
who ran her car into a Miami bus bench last

March, killing three elderly women and
critically injuring four others.

In two earlier accidents, Karmiol hit a 12-

year-old boy on a bicycle and criticaUy

injured two elderly women. She has since

surrendered her drivers' license.

"We want to find some way to prevent

that from happening again," said Kiern.

He also said that the department would
ask the state Legislature next year for

money to test peripheral vision because

there have bM a number of acddents

involving drivers who failed to see the

object they struck.

"Right now this is our biggest concern,"

Kiern said. "We had several fatal accidents

where the driver never saw them.

'*It's like looking down a pipe or like a

horse with blinders. They can't see anything

on the side— a car, a kid a dog."

Of the 1 .5 million licensed Florida drivers,

about 1 percent, or 15,000 people, lack

peripheral vision, Kiern said.

The department began hunting for

equipment for the test after an 80-year-old

Naples man killed three schoolgirls with his

car two years ago. Ronald Slatzer, who
served a year-long prison sentence for

manslaughter, has maintained be struck

somegarble eins.

Slatzer failed the vision test for a
Florida driver's license, but was able to

renew his Ohio license by mail for 13 years.

As a result of the accident, Ohio changed its

law to require a vision test before renewal.

Although no one knows how many
accidents are the result of a driver's

inability to see, elderly i>eople are especially

prone to accidents because vision

deteriorates with age, said Jill Bromberg of

the NatkHial Society to Prevent Bindness.

Woman raped, mother beaten
FROM STAFF ftEPORTS

A man wielding a knife and wearing a

paper bag over his head broke into a

northwest Tallahassee home early Sunday,

raping a 17-year-old woman and severely

beating her mother, officials said.

The mother is reported to be m good
condition at Tallahassee Memorial
Regional Medical Center. Her du^hter
has since been released.

The rapist, according to Leon County
Sheriff's department spokesperson Dick

Simpson, broke into the house through the
' back door about 9:30 Sunday morning and

sexually assaulted the Tallahassee

Community College student.

Her mother returned about forty minutes

later and was brutally beaten when she

entered the house. She was knocked
imconscious by the intruder, and left in a

closet.

She regained consciousness sometime

later and found her daughter tied up in

another closet. The mother then called the

F)olice and sheriff's departments.

Simpson said there have been no new
developments in the case, and no suspects

have been named.

INBRIEF
A SERIES OF 13 LECTURlES CALLED

Darwinism Revisited commemorating the

centennial of Charles Darwin's death will

begin today at 4 p.m. in Room 004 of the

School of Library Science building. John

Albright, professor of physics at FSU, will

open the series with a lecture on A
Physicist's View of Evolution.

A HOW TO START YOUR JOB
Hunt Clinic for seniors will be held tonight

at6:30in llOBrvaii Hall.

THE FSU YOUNG DEMOCRATS
will hold their first meeting of the school

year tonight at 8 in 240 Union, Doug St.

Angelo, FSU government professor, will

speak on tbe Potitkal Parties of the R«igan

Years.

THE FSU DEBATE TEAM WILL
meet tonight at 7 in 402 Diffenbaugh.

ALPHA EPSILON DELTA,
premedical honor society, will hold its first

general meeting of the school year tonight

at 6: IS in 228 Conradi. The director of the

PIMS program will speak.

PHI THETA KAPPA ALUMNI
meeting today at 4 p.m. in 240 Union. Call

644-3246 for more information.

SEMINOLE SCUBA DIVERS WILL
meet today at S:30 p.m. in 1 13 Bellamy.

A EMERGENCY MEDICAL
Technician Refresher course will be offered

by Tallahassee Community College from 6

to 10 p.m. each Tuesday and Thursday

beginning tonight in Room 119 of the

Applied Sciences Building. For more
information call Vera Mathis or Bill

Donalson at S76-S181, ext. 268.

A BASIC GROUND SCHOOL FOR
Private Pilots will be offered by Tallahassee

Community College beginning tonight from

7 to 10 p.m. in Room 158 of the Fine Arts

Building. For more information call Vera

Mathis or Bill Donalson at S76-S181, ext.

268.

APPLICATIONS WILL BE
available this week for jury positions on
FSU lower court hearings of disciplinary

cases. Applications can be picked up in 205

Bryan Hall, 323 Union or at the Union

information desk. Applications must be

returned to 205 Bryan Hall by noon
September 13.

OMICRON DELTA KAPPA WILL
meet this Wednesday at 7:00 p.m., 346

Union. All members urged to attend. For

more information call Scott Hall at 644-

3365.

RESUMES.
P.M. Publishing and Typographies offers quality typesetting, design & printing of

' custom resumes within 24 hours. We have many unique styles to choose from!
lOOftESuMES 25 RESUMES 50 RESUMES OTHER OPTION
^HiTE PftPEH I 25 COVER SHEETS ( 50 COVER SHEETS ( GIVE US THE DETAILS

CUSTOM OESiGNEO t 25 ENVELOPES : 50 ENVELOPES »

TVPESET SPRINTED ) ON CLASSIC LAID PAPER ) ON CLASSIC LAID PAPER ]

$24.95 $30.95 $35 95

&WE LL GIVE YOU
A GOOD PRICE

& A 6000 JOB!

P«Q
presents

in concert
With special Guests

THE NIGHT and CROSSCUT SAW

This Thursday - 800
PM

Ganaral Adnisuon

ADVANCE -$5.00

R^$6.00

Tickets Available At:

Civic Center
Box Office

FSU
Union Ticket Office

Record Bar
117W.TMin.St.

Sears
GovMVor's SqtMr* Mall

Tickets On SaleNow

SCUminLfiWW WmANCEMs AMB PISTRIBUTION
••••Stete Room

If your
name begins Time Day Date
A-B 8:30-12:00 Tuesday September 7

C 1:00-4:00 Tuesday September 7

D-E 8:30-12:00 Wednesday September 8

F-e 1:00-4:00 Wednesday September 8

H-J 8:30-12:00 Thursday September 9

K-L 1:00-4:00 Thursday September 9

M-N 8:30-12:00 Friday September 10

O-R 1:00-4:00 Friday September 10

S 8:30-12:00 Monday September 13

1:00-4:00 Monday September 13

A-E 8:30-12:00 Tuesday September 14

A-I 1:00-4:00 Tuesday September 14

A-1 «:30-12:00 Wednesday September 13

A-1 1:00-4:00 Wednesday September 15

SEPTEMBER 10, FRIDAY 3:00 pm
LAST DAY TO FILE APPLICATION
FOR GRADUATION AT THE END

OF FALL SEMESTER 1982
' Bo t* the Office of Records & Registratloa

214 Seminole Building
DIVISIOK OF ACADEMIC Sl'PPOBT SYSTEMS.
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A Choice!
Long-time observers of electoral politics in this area will tell you

that, more often than not, local elections boil down to a choice

between any number of conservative, business-oriented candidates.

More progressive candidates are winnowed out of the process by the

time the first primaries are over, so progressive voters are faced with a

choice between the lesser of two evils — that is, jno choice at all—by
general election time.

'

This year, things have worked out somewhat differently. Although

a number of big business spokespersons have emerged as strong

contenders in every local race, an impressive crop of progressives with

a better-than-even shot at winning berths in the run-offs has also

emerged. If that happens, Leon County stands a good chance of

progressive representation in both state houses, Congress and on the

county commission.

The reason for the change in tradition would appear to be the

nature pf the candidates themselves. Increasingly, progressive

candidates have shimned the label, in^e&d optii^ for tags like

**PQPulist" or **pragmatist!* Some reftise to be stuck with labels at

all.

The reason for that is obvious, at least on the surface': In an area

which prides itself on its conservatism, and where a business

background is considered the main prerequisite for elected office,

candidates who embrace the labek "liberal" or "ppogressive".don't

stand a chance.

Beyond that, however, lies an understanding of what progressivism

means. At the base of progressivism lies a sense of pragmatism.

When the old solutions fail to address a given problem, forward-

looking thinkers arrive at new solutions. The mindless adherence to

ideology, such as that which in recent times has discredited New Deal

liberalism, sets in only later. The key is that many of our current crop

of candidates are willing to try new approaches.

They also appear to be able to sell those new approaches to the

voteribecause th6y listen to and und^stand the voters' problems. In

this area, voters are worried about creating meaningful jobs so they

can feed their children while retaining then: dignity. At the same time,

they want to maintain the quality of the local environment and they

want something done about the ever-increasing crime problems.

Those problems were created — or went unaddressed by — the

conservative, big^mon^ candidates who have always run the state and
county in a manner which favors people Hke themselves. If some of

the benefits of that sort of policy-making trickle down to the little

people, well okay. But for the most part, the little people only matter

at election time.

But the little people do matter to a number of local candidates, and
those candidates apparently are able to convince otherwise

conservative voters to listen to their new solutions. The rare ability to

achieve that sort of communication was one of the qualities the

Flambeau editorial board looked for when it made its endorsements

in several local races.

Below, we reprint the endorsements the Flambeau has made in area

races. We urge you to support these candidates, because we feel they

offer all of us a chance for effective, fair representation and,

uhimately, a chance for a better Hfe for the people of Leon County.

The Flambeau endorses:

U.S. Representative, Second District: Allen Cox
Florida Senate, Ftfth District: Jim Crews

Florida House, Ninth District: C. Bette Wimbish
Leon County Commission, District Three: A. J . Richardson

Florida Flambeau Foundation Inc. Business and Advertising Office, 206 N.

Woodward Avenue, phone 644-4075; Mediatype Lab, 314 University Union,

phone 644-5744; Classified Ad Office, 320 Univeristy Union, phone 644-5785.

Rick Johnson General Manager

Laurie Jones Business Manager Jane Duncan. , . Mediatype Manager

Rose Rodriguez Ad Manager George Burns. . Production Manager

WAKEN'TTWEV

James Watt strikes again
DOUG ALDERSON
SPECIAL TO THE FLAMBEAU

James Watt is a master of poor timing and
misguided mtentions. He wants to stripmine for

phosphate nearly one third of Florida's Osceola
National Forest at a time when there is a world
phosphate glut with no foreseeable shortage of

phosphate for the next fifty years. James Watt also

wants to mine and drill in our carefully protected

wilderness areas even though these areas represent a

inini^ule amount of our country's oil and mineral

reserves. His la^t move is to release over one
billion offshore acres to oil and gas drilling by 1987,

including areas along most of Florida's 1,200-mile

coastline — even though most oil companies are

not capable of utilizing the full acreage already

available to them under the old plan.

Florida has much to lose from these schemes,

especially those plans for offshore oil and gas

drilling. Consider this: Prior to the Reagan
Administration, the states usually knew at least two
years in advance which offshore tracts would be

offered for sale. In that tune, the states could

negotiate lease stipulations and recommend
mitigative measures designed to protect

environmental and economic resources. Under the

new leasing system, however, once a tract has been

identified, the states will have only 30 days to

negotiate before the leases are sold.

Watt has taken another step backwards in

ordering large regional impact studies to be

conducted, rather than individual impact studies of

the areas included in the lease sale. A regional

impact study, for example, would consider the

entire Eastern Gulf — literally millions of acres,

rather than the 5,270 acres that iKjrmaUy make up
specific tracts. Thus, an area off the coast of

Northwest Florida, heavily laden with toxic

hydrocarbons, would be included in the same
environmental study as a pristine area off the South

Florida coast.

How woiild these drastic changes in procedure

affect Florida? Due to a lack of time and money,
Florida has been incapable of exploring massive

offshore areas included in Watt's plan. Many of

these tracts could be rich in marine resources, but

not enough scientific information is known or will

be known under the Watt plan to modify or

possibly reverse the drilling proposals in these

areas. Consequently, environmentid damage may

GUESTCOLUMN
occur, especially if oil i$ found, as the likelihood of

a spill is enhanced somewhere along the line — at

the rig, the pipeline, the tanker or the refinery.

Damage to our fisheries and tourist-based economy
could be the end result. It is much wiser to identify

the most fragile areas first and to skirt or modify
drilling activity around them.

Watt's reckless measure is disturbing from
another perspective — the strictly economic one.

Watt hopes his plan will help "balance the

budget." In fact, oil companies generally consider

two major factors before drilling — the cost and the

Ukelihood of a find. They do not necessarily

consider an increase in the available acreage.

Opening such a large amount of offshore acreage at

a time when there is a world oil surplus does not

make good business sense. More revenue per acre

would be earned for the Federal Treasury if assets

were sold selectively over a longer period of time

when the price of oil increases, rather than at the

present depressed world oil prices.

In view of these facts, a would be more
important at this time to waste less energy, develop

alternative sources and to store more oil in our
strategic reserves. But the Reagan Administration
takes a dim view of these steps. Reagan is presently

dismantling the Department of Energy and
programs for conservation and renewable energy

sources — solar, wind, geothermal, small

hydroelectric and some biomass sources. These
resources, if developed wisely, could provide as

much or more energy as the Watt plan without
threatening the environment, the fisheries and
tourist industries, or draining the country's oil

reserves.

Iri summary, the State of Florida needs to join

California, Alaska and several national
conservation groups in fiUng suit by September
20th, the deadline for such a suit, to protest the
reckless scheduling of the Watt plan. We would like

for all persons to sign the petition we are
distributing that urges the state to do just that.

• • •

Doug Alderson is a conservation consultant for the

Florida Public Interest Research Group.

Letters PoUcy: Letters to the editor of the Florida Flambeau should be signed, and must include an
address and phone number if possible. They should be type-written, double-spaced, and no longer
than 150 words. Correct names will be run with each letter unless the author has a valid reason for
remammg anonymous. The editors reserve the right to edit the letters for length and to meet
standards of good taste.
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George Wallace: Back into the circus of Alabama politics
BYCURTHELDS
FLAMBEAU STAFF WRITER

Today's an election day, and on days such as this I miss my
years in Alabama.

Elections in Alabama are entertaining. Sure, Florida has
Haben vs. Lewis , which resembles a mining camp payday
brawl, but that's for the Comptroller's position, for God's
sake. Other than that race, who really gives a bloody damn
about the election?

But in Alabama, ah, there's an election. Never a haven for
the faint of heart, Alabama politics always features some good
old-fashioned mud-slingin* and hard-nosed commercials that
just skirt slander. This year's governor's race has been made
especially entertaining by the return—nay, resurrection—of
George Corley Wallace.

Affectionately known as "the Guvnor" though he hasn't

held office since the mid-70s, Wallace is making a run for an
unprecedented fourth term as governor. That's not counting
the time spent in office by his first wife Lurleen (those of you
not from Alabama will be excused for not genufiecting) before
she died of cancer in mid-term.

Wallace's opponents are the current Lt. Governor George
McMillan and Speaker of the House Joe McCorquodale.
Don't feel bad if you've never heard of them. Hardly anyone
in Alabama had either until the gubernatorial race this year.

There's no incumbent in the race because the current
Governor, Fob James, a born again Democrat (he saw both
the light and the demographics), who used to be a
Republican, has made a few enemies. He also has a name
recognition problem. He's been in office for four years and
state employees still can't get his name right. They keep
calHng him S.O.B. instead of Fob.

This puts Wallace in the position of quasi-incumbent, which
is fbrHifMito fdr litm, because he needs all the help he can get.

Sure, the man is *the Guvnor" and a living legend in

Alabama, but he's also half-blind, almost completely deaf

George Wallace^ who was paralyzed in 1972
in an assassination attempt, is making a comeback
attempt in Alabama politics.

CHEAP SEA TS
and paralyzed from the waist down—and that's making a
few voters shy about supporting him.

His condition didn't bother the voters in 1974, but this

year, well, Wallace's opponents have learned the lessons of
Alabama politics thoroughly.

McCorquodale does so much running up the steps of the

Capitol and hopping up and down from behind his desk you
get the impression he's training for the Olympics instead of
running for Governor. Sprinkle in the dialogue which tells

how the governor has the toughest job in the state and you
get the message.

Since McCorquodale, who looks a bit like a walrus with a
mustache, is as conservative and little-people conscious as
Wallace, a lot of voters are turning toward him, largely

because of his healthful image.

McMillan is also running a well-designed media campaign
which picks at Wallace's domestic life like vultures picking at

carrion:

A family happily cavorts on the grass in front of the
Governor's mansion, the epitome of nuclear family bliss. A
voice suddenly intones:" When you elect a governor, you also

elect a first lady. Mrs. McMillan is a first lady Alabama can
beproud of.*'

Of course, it probably has nothing to do with Wallace's
stormy divorce from his second wife, Cornelia. (Stormy
because how many divorces involve wire-taps and charges of
infidelity with the state troopers assigned to

protect/chaperone the parties involved?) It also probably has
nothing to do with Wallace's third wife, Li.sa, a 32-year-oki
country singer. After all, Lisa has only been in the news
twice. Once when she married George and the second time
when she was accused of trying to beat her Daddy out of the
family business.

The rumor mill is grinding at a furious pace as well.

McMillan is said to be effeminate (and you know what
THAT means to your average rural Alabaniian). The
Republican candidate with a great name (Emory Folniai ). an
ex-marine and current mayor of Montgomery is just waiting

around for the general election, but he's getting dragged into

the mud as well. Seems someone planted the idea that Emory
has 3 son born on the wrong side of the blanket. Wallace is

said to be so far gone that he might not finish his term, or be
a vegetable by the end if he does make it.

Of course, all the candidates deny having anything to do

Turn to WALLACE^ page 9

from page 1

be a better word," Ward said. "The
apparent cause of death was suffocation

from the bag and pillows and towels placed

over his head.

*'It was a slow process for him to pass

away in the matter that he did," he added.

A cigarette burn was on his stomach where

one of the killers ground out a cigarette and

a large metal name lag with the professor's

name, address and place of work was placed

on his forehead. Ward said. *

"It was kind of like a tombstone marker,"
he said.

Wine, bourbon and beer containers littered

the ransacked condominium and four plates

piled with sandwiches were left in a neat

circle on the living room carpet, police said.

Appledorf was known to have parties from
•'time to time," which might explain the

food strewn about the apartment, police

said.

"It is also our belief that he was alive while

most of it was going on and that while they

were having their party—their big shindig—

CAPITAL OFFICE SUPPLY

SAYS

WELCOMEBACKSTUDENTS

he was conscious and aware of everything
that was going on," Ward said.

"We think at least three people were
involved but there may have been more," he
said. "We have three people in mind that we
want to ask some questions to.

"

Police still were looking for Appledorfs
1981 dark blue Pontiac Firebird, which was
missing from its parking space.
On August 23, three men were arrested by

police for trying to cash $900 in checks drawn
on Appledorf's account at the Great
American Bank. They were identified as

Howard Lutz, 20, of New York; Gary
Ostrowski, 20, of New York; and Stephen
Anderson, 19, of Connecticut.

Police said the three, who are not UF
students, are wanted for questioning but are

not the three prime suspects in the killing.

Appledorf was seen Friday night at a local

bar. He had returned from New York
recently, police said.

Appledorf, with 15 years teaching
experience at UF's Institute of Food and
Agricultural Sciences, lived alone and was
separated from his wife. Ward said.

• Binders, Calendars, Date Books
• Pens, Pencils & writing Snpplles

• Pipir a Fllim SivpHU
• DtslSpClaln,FiHi|CaMitts
• Brifcases, Pad Holders

• Ample Parking

15% off purchase w/student ID

222-6828 1$18S.iMattSSt

THE JAZZBERRY PATCH
2720 BUiRSTONE Rd. - 877-9447

Monday: Now Open 11 .30 - 2 a.iii.

Tuesday: Two for One
Wednesday: Buy One Dinner 2nd 1/2 Price 6:00 - 9K)0 p.m.

Thoradiqr: LadiesNight • AU Night •Two for One
rriday: HiWii<»ar4f•Uwotai ^

Saturday: Couples Dinner Nite

1/2 Carafe w/dinner - 6:30 - 9:30 p.m.

Fri. & Sat.: $2.00 Entertainment Charge

Sunday: Brunch - 11:30 - 2 Jam Session - 2 - 6 p.m.

UVE JAZZmmTAmMENT NIGHTLY

SALE

bond copy)

• High quality copies

• Film processing

•self-Serve IBMS

•Self-serve typewriters

• Typing service

• Overnight service

222-6171

470 w. Tennessee
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OPEN HOUSE BAR-B-Q

WEDNESDAY - SEPT. 8
Between 5-7 P.M.

EVERYBODY WELCOME
CHRISTIAN CAMPUS HOUSE
524 W. College Ave. ph. 224-1958

(1/2 block from main gates and around corner from Bill's Bookstore)
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Campaign )h»>t>««/

explosion expected to double the county's population by the

turn of the century.

Earl Yancey, a 65-year-old insurance agent who says he

doesn't want to retire, would work more closely with the

state to attraa new businesses to the area. He also stressed his

experience as a city commissioner and former Tallahassee

mayor and vowed to listen to the concerns of "Mr. Ordinary

Man."
The final contender in the county commission race is Godby

High School Principal Bill Montford, who hopes his ability

to work with people and his leader^ qualities wiU propd him

to victory. During the campaign, Montford hammered on

energy conservation and fiscal responsibility, both of which

he says he brought to Godby while principal.

All four candidates support bringing clean industry to the

county to provide jobs and banning nude entertainment

here. If no single candidate garners more than 50 percent of

the vote today, the two leaders will face each other in a run-

off October 5.

Other county races pit incumbent George Anderson

against Scott Dailey for the School Board District One seat,

and Erb Fontenot against Donna Harper in School Board

District Two.

Voters will also have a choice between incumbent Circuit

Judge Victor Cawthon and challenger Robert Dean.

A six-person slugfest pitting urban and rural candidates

will end today in the race to refiliK^e Pete Skinner, D-Lake

City, in the state Senate. Skinner opted to challenge Don

Fuqua for the right to serve on the U.S. House of

Representatives after his state Senate district was

reapportioned in June.

Crews, Lewis State Bank President Bill Sutton and

homemaker Jane Bell, all of Tallahassee, will be vying for the

urban vote. CreWs, an urban planner, b the only one with

any experience in an elected office. He stressed jobs, helping

minorities and saving the environment in his campaign.

Bell centered her campaign around increasing

communication with constituents and providing more money

for health and education programs. Sutton, who took in the

lion's share of campaign contributions during the race,

asserted that his business experience would help him bring in

new industry to provide jobs for district citizens.

The other three candidates in the race are Jefferson County

Rancher Doyle Conner Jr., Live Oak realtor/ forester Jim

Senterfitt, and BUI Grant, president of the Bank of Madison

County.

Groups endorsing Sutton include the Leon County and

Florida Police Benevolent Associations, the Florida League

of Hospitals, Southern Bell of Florida PAC, Right to Life,

the Management Employees Good Qovermnent Association,

and numerous banking and realty interests.

Crews was endorsed by the United Faculty of Florida, the

Florida League of Conservation Voters, the Sierra Club,

FEA-United, FTP-NEA, the Gainesville and the Big Bend

Labor Council, the Florida Student Association, and the

National Organization for Women.
The fight for Florida Hoiise of Representatives district

nine seat is perhaps the most wide-o0en race to be held

today. The presence of five candidates in the race virtually

guarantees a run-off.

Rocky Bevis, a 32-year-old Tallahassee realtor, is a good

bet to be in the October 5 run-off. Bevis has strong support

in the Tallahassee business community, and is likely to draw

in a fair amount of votes from the outlying rural counties.

He is, at least on paper, the candidate with the most

momentum. Bevis' campaign contributions nearly doubled

in the later part of August.

Bevis, like most candidates, places new jobs for the area at

the top of his list. Those jobs can be acquired, Bevis says, by

recruiting new, clean industries for the aretf. Bevis is also a

strong supporter of improved education, and hopes to cut

crime in the state by employing toughs sentences and a

return to the work farm system.

Bevis will probably face his greatest challenge either from

Al Lawson or C. Bette Wimbish. Wimbish, lawyer, and the

only female candidate, is easily the most experienced person in

the race. She has served in the past as a city council nwmber

and later vice<4nayor of St. Petersburg, as well as chairing the

Florida Crimes Compensation Conunission and acting as the

Deputy Secretary of Commerce and the Director of Labor.

Wimbish is probably the most liberal of the five

candidates. She places great emphasis on the increasing

environmental problems threatening Florida's water supply.

Protecting our water, Wimbish feels, will be the most crucial

issue in Florida in the coming years.

Wimbish supports increased programs for elderly citizens,

opposes cuts in the state's human services, and would

support legislation to provide low-interest home owner and

small business loans. She supports tough penalties for violent

crimes, but would like to see increased rehabilitation

programs, and community services sentences for first time

offenders and juveniles.

Lawson is a successful local insurance agent. He has

degrees from both Florida SUte and Florida A&M
Univwtittes, and served in the FSU administration.

Lawson*s experience in the educational field has made him

a strong supporter of education, and won him the

endorsement of the Florida Students Association. He has

pledged to protect the autonomous existence of FAMU, and

feels that improving the area's educational facilities will help

bring new industry and jobs to the district.

Lawson supports the rights of the elderly, and beUeves in

protecting the environment of North Florida. He supports

mandatory sentencing for violent crimes, a more strict parole

and probation system, and a return to the work farm prison

system.

Lawson hopes to balance out Wimbish's governmental

experience with his own long record of community

involvement. He has long been an active member of the

Tallahassee Urban League, the Tallahassee Chamber of

Conunerce and numerous other local organizations.

Lawson and Wimbish, the two black candidates in the

race, have both been fighting hard to win the support of the

black community. That battle could spell either victory or

disaster for the two pohtical hopefuls. The presence of two

qualified black candidates has galvanized the black

community, and could very well result in a large black voter

turnout—a plus for both candidates. But the black

community seems largely divided between the two. A split of

"the black N ote could hurt both candidates, and could resuU in

eliminating both from the election.
„ ,. .

The key to the Lawson/Wimbish battle may well he not m

the black community, but in how much support each

candidate draws from Tallaha'^see's white voters. L.axNson

enjoys more support from the business community, where he

is well known. Wimbish is the more liberal ot the two, and

mav carrv the white progressive vOte. She also has the

support of women's groups like NOW and ERAmerica.

Wimbish was endorsed by the Florida Teaching Profession,

the Florida F/flwfteai/, and the Tallahassee Democrat.

If Wimbish and Lawson do knock each other out ot the

run-off look to former Leon County Sheriff Ken Katsans to

fill the gap. Katsaris is the only candidate other than

Wimbish to have served as an elected official.

Katsaris portrays himself as the spokesperson for the

conservative voter. He supports tougher criminal penalties

and is strongly opposed to any new taxes. Katsaris has a

small business of his own and promises to protect the

interests of the small businessperson in the House. He is also

an advocate of improved education and protecting the

environment. Katsaris also hopes to bring in new, clean

industry to provide new jobs in the district.

Rounding out the District 9 slate is R.E. "Tookie" Dixon,

an Alligator Pdint real estate agent who grew up in

Chattahoochee.
Duion wants a return to the work farm prison system and

tougher sentencing to discourage "career" criminals. He has

called for a return to basics in the educational system, as well

as increased emphasis on vocational training in schools.

Rather than focus solely on recruiting new industries,

Dixon believes the Legislature shotild encourage the growth

of local industries that would complement businesses already

existing in the district.

Dixon is a staunch environmentalist.

The race for the U.S. House of Representatives seat from

the second Congressional district, while not as crowded as

the state house campaign, is just as heated. Leading the pack

is incumbent Rep. Don Fuqua, D-Altha, followed by

Tallahassean Allen Cox and former Florida Senate majority

leader Pete Skinner.

Fuqua using the weight of his 20-year incumbency and his

position as chair of the House Science and Technology

committee, has hammered away throughout the campaign on

his influence in Congress. Skinner and Cox have both

charged that Fuqua has not used that power effectively, and

that the Science and Technology Committee has little impact

in the predominantly rural second district. Both Cox and

Skinner see Fuqua as being at his most vulnerable in years,

and hope to force him into a run-off.

Fuqua is generally regarded as a political moderate. He has

promised to work toward an improved national and local

economy, including efforts to bring new industry into the

district. He w»nts to see better federal farm programs, and

has directed tlie Science and Technology committee to begin

researching better farminjg technologies.

Fuqua is a strong supporter of education, including federal

financial aid to students programs. His educational stance

won him the endtM-sement of the Flori^la Student

Association. He was also endorsed by the Tallahassee

Turn to CAMPAIGN, pase 9

CAPITAL CITY BODYBUILDING
CHAMPIONSHIPS

SATURDAY, SEPT. 11, 1982 MOORE AUDITORIUM, FSU

• Ms. Capital City

• Mr. C^apital City

• Mr. Teenage Capital City

SPONSORED EXCLUSIVELY BY

Pre-judging at 11 a.m. .. $3.00

Finals at 4 p.m. .. $5.00

For infornnation & tickets

CALL 222-4056
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MEETINGS

Rotaract Club, will hold its first meeting of the

semester Tuesday, Sept 7th in Room 352 of the
Union Everyone is welcome to attend,

refreshments will be served following the

meeting/
Florida State Insurance Society, will hold a
meeting on Tuesday, September 7th at 7:30

p.m. in Room 220 Business Bldg. All Insurance
majors please attend.

Mature & Returning Students at FSU (MARS),
will hold a meeting on Sept. 8th at 12:15 in the
Florida Room of the FSU Student Union.

Everyone is welcome, one of the main topics of

this meeting will be the cutback in bus service

to Alumni Village.

Minority Business Students Association, will

hold their first meeting of fall semester,

Monday, Sept. 13th at 7:00 p.m. in Room 220
Business Bldg. All interested business students

are encouraged to attend.

COME lOIN US

FSU Ballroom Dance Club, will begin class on
Sept 12th, with a meeting every Sunday at 7:00

p m. All interested dancers may attend. For

more information, call 222-4862.

FOR YOUR INFORMATION
FSU Sailing Association, would like to welcome
back all sailors, and students interested in

sailing. The saijing club will be in the Union the
7th through the 9th to answer your questions

about the club. Our first meeting is Sept. 9th

at 7 30 in Room 221 Bellamy Bldg, We hope to

see you there.

I.A.S.P. ^J^venile Alternative Services Program)
is cooperation with S.O.LV.E. (Seek, Observe,
Learn, Volunteer and Educate) of Florida State

University will sponsor a training session for

volunteers who desire to work with juvenile

first offenders as a counselor/friend.

Orientation and training will be held at the FSU
Union Bldg

, Rm. 240, Wednesday, Sept. 8th,

from 6 30 p.m. - 8:00 p m.

Center for Participant Education (CPE),

announces "Alternative Orientation" open on
Wednesday, Sept. 8th, in the Union Courtyard.

The Orientation will introduce CPE's fall line-

up of free classes offered this semester with

tables, demonstrations and performacnes from
11:00 a.m. to 3 p.m.

Scalphunters, would like to call attention to all

Florida State Organizations. If you are

interested in great exposure for your

organization, and want to earn money as well,

then open a food, drink, or game booth at this

year's Homecoming Pow Wow, and keep all the

profits. For more information, contact Maureen
McLaughlin at 222-2485 or go by Rm. 323

Union for an application. Deadline is Sept.

1 5th.

The Student Government Association,
announces the "University Club Card," which
offers discounts to both students and faculty at
over 20 stores and restaurants throughout
Tallahassee To get your University Club Card,
simply stop by Rm. 244 of the Union. Don't
miss your chance to save money by using this
card.

Student Activities & Organizations, announces
that all registered student organizations must

*

re-register by the deadline October 1, 1982. The
new student organizations manual is also
available and may be picked up in our office,
on 323 Union If you have any questions, please
call our office, at 644-3840.

1982 HOMECOMING PARADE
The Florida State University Homecoming
Parade will be Friday, Octobers at 3:00 p.m.
"The Drama of 125 Years" is the theme
selected for the 1982 Homecoming because
Florida State, as an institution, is celebrating its

125th anniversary this year Once again the
Homecoming Committee has made it possible
to offer $125.00 to the first twenty-four
organizations to turn in their applications for
floats and that comply with the rules and •

regulations set down for the parade.
Applications for entering the parade can be
picked up in the Office of the Director of the
University Union, room 350, between 8:00 a.m.
and 4:30 p m any time until Friday, Sept. 10.
The completed applications are due on Tues.,
Sept. 14, between 8:00 a.m. and 4:30 p.m.

"WHATEVER HAPPENED TO EL SALVADORr
in the newspaper, TV and in our minds?

CPE brings Mary Ann Buckley from National
CISPES (Committee on Solidarity with the
People of El Salvador) to analyze the current
situation in that small Central American
country that has recently been certified by the
Reagan administration for humai> rights

progress. Come hear an educated, updated
speaker this Thursday, Sept. 9th, in 128 Diff-
enbaugh at 8 p.m. for free.

SPECIAL EVENTS

Center for Participant Education (CPE), presents
"Bread and Chocolate," the first highly-

acclaimed movie of CPE's International Film
Series, to be shown Wednesday, 7:30 p.m. 201
Longmire Tuesday 7:30 128 Diff. This film is free

to the public, because it's sponsored by CPE.
FSU Womafi'S Center and University Program
Office, presents "Cris Williamson with Tret
Fure and Vickie Randle. on Sunday, September
19, at 4 p.m. at Ruby Diamond Auditorium.
Students get in free with ID Tickets are $8.00
in advance and $10 00 at the door Tickets are
available at Vinyl Fever Records and Tapes For
further information contact: Birds of a Feather
Productions at 877-5921.
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Rape Awareness Week, begins next week, the
executive branch as well as several other
organizations met and planned all summer to
develop an educational week for you, the
students at FSU. The week includes a series of
programs by experts on the subject of rape, as
well as medical and legal professionals,

Christine Masterson will do a special

presentation on self defense. The week will end
with a "Take back the night" march on Friday,

Sept. 18th. The Woman's Center would greatly

appreciate any interested volunteers to assist

with the week. For more information, call Julie
Rippy at 644-4007.

UPO UPCOMING EVENTS

• UPO Diversions will present the Orange
doggers on Wednesday, Sept 8th in the

Union Courtyard from noon to 1 p.m.

• To celebrate the Grand re-opening of the

Downunder, they will present Crosscut Saw at

8:30 on Sept. 9th.

• Atlantic Art Reproduction Sale will be held
in the Union Courtyard and the Florida Room
in the Union, one Sept. 6-10.

UPO meeting will be held in the Leon-Lafayette
Room, Wednesday at 5:30. Come get involved.

Creative Arts Program Classes begin on Sept.

20. $15 students $20 non-students sign up in

room 318. Tennis - Racquetball - Guitar -

jazzercise - Slimnastics.

D L L S, is coming soon. Watch for further

details.

Let's Make A Deal. The Flea Market will be
open on Saturday, Sept. 18. $3 00 students

$6.00 non-students SELL ANYTHING - ALMOST.

Sign Shop is open for business. Banners and
signs made.

Circle K, Number One collegiate service

organization in the world cordially extends a

special invitation to you at its first meeting and
reception for the fall term. If helping others,

attending socials, and meeting people who
might prove to be significant to your future,

interests you, then join us on Sept. 7th, 7 30-

8:30 In Ro<im 346 Union. Be a part of the Cream
of the Crop, be a true Seminole, join Circle K '

today. Membership applications can be picked
up in Room 323 Union.
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Planet Waves
World

BERN, Switierfauid — Polish terrorists

seized the Polish Embassy in Switzerland

yesterday and threatened to blow it up with

1 3 hostages unless martial law in their native

land is immediately lifted.

The terrorists stormed the embassy in the

Swiss capital of Bern aiid took contr<rf

apparently without violence. Swii» radio

reported gunfire inside the embasssy about

four hours after the seizure, but- polke
could not confirm it.

The leader of the group, who identified

himself as "Commandant Wysocki," said

his men, all Poles, numbered more than 10

and were well armed. But a police

spokesperson said there mky be less than
three gunmen.

LUCA, Italy — A meeting to discuss the

problems of absenteeism in Italian

industries had to be canceled yesterday

because only six people showed up to

attend.

Nation
SAN BERNADINO - The man who

invested $12.5 million in promotion of the

three-day US Festival of rock and
technology may end up in the black, it was
reported yesterday, but it will take about a

month to clean up the trash left by fans.

Stephen Wozniak, co-founder of Apple
Coiiiputers Inc., said he would stage

another rock festival, pos«bly next Labor
Day.

The mostly young crowd, who fought

106 degree heat and smog by dousing

themselves with water, peaked Saturday

with 230,000 fans converging on the Glen
Helen Regional Park.

WASHINGTON - Close to 40,000
Internal Revenue Service workers are

scheduled for layoffs this week because of a
spending dispute between President Ronald

Reagan and Congress, an IRS official said

yesterday.

Tht furloughs, to be spread over two
diiys, wooM virtually halt tax collections

and investigations.

The first wave of layoffs begins at the end

of the work day today, when 19,000 IRS
employees close down their offices in the

area of criminal investigations, employee

tax pUms and tax exempt organizations.

State
TALLAHASSEE—at least 17 people lost

their lives on Florida's roadways during the

long Labor Day holiday weekend, including

two pedestrians, the Florida Highway
Patrol reported yesterday.

MEDICAL STUDENTS

THE NAVY WILL PAY YOU

TO ATTEND MEDICAL SCHOOL

As a student enrolled in or accepted to an AMA or AOA approved
medical school, you are eligible for an Armed Forces Health Professions

Scholarship.

Some of the benefits of the program include:

— $530.00 a month to do with as you please.

— The Navy will pay your tuition for up to 4 years of school

— Full Active Duty pay at Ensign grade for 45 days. If academic
schedule will not permit active service away from school, students

may remain on campus and still receive full Active Duty pay.

interested students should apply immediately because the number of

scholarships is very limited.

For further information, please complete the form below and drop it in

the mail TODAY!
Send it to: MEDICAL PROGRAMS

Code 70-HP
3974 Woodcock Dr.

JacksonviUe, FL 32207
or call: (904)398-1778.

NAME
ADDRESS

SEX

I AM PRESENTLY ENROLLED AT
I HAVE BEEN ACCEPTED AT
UNDERGRAD G.P.A.. MCAT SCORES.

STUDENT EMPLOYMENT^RVICES INFCWIMATION SESSIONS

> Any Florida State University student seeking work in order to stay in

school should attend one of the sessions below. PLUS check the job board

outside of room 118, Bryan Hall, as often as possible.

Sept. 7th, Tues.

Sept^ 8th. Wed.
Sept. iWi, TkoM.

201 Education

201 Educatl<»i

201 Edueatiffiti

5:304:30

5:304:30

5-J0«:30

An equal opportunity referral service of the Office of Financial Aid

WELCOME STUDENTS
1906 Lake Bradford Rd.

Open 6 - 9 Non. - Sat.

featuring

• Breakfast served with home fries

9 Fresh Seafood Specials 6 days a week

• Fish, Siirinip, Oysters 4,50

• Home Cooked Meals served Men. - Fri.

0 ALL YOU CAN EAT FRIED SHRIMP 5.95
|)

Tuesday and Wednesday 3*9 p.m.

[) •all you can eat fish fillet 3,99

II
MonandThurs 3-9 p.m.

lyincludes french fries, slaw & hush puppies)

THIS
WEEK
ONLy^

EXHIBITION
AND SALE
OF FINE ART PRINTS

SPONSORED BY

UNION
PROGRAM
OFFICE

PEA TURING THE WORKS OF:
CHAGALL DAU MATISSE BREUGHEL
i, 9i^WI.Si^ Y^^ HOMER
'il-^lSL'SP£!S[J^ ^^^f^'TT^ ^ PICASSO
^^J!59Ji ^OSCH RENOIR TOULOUSE
i^^M^P. S ^y^TH m ROCKWELL
GAUGUIN m REMBRANDT and many.

many more.

PRICES
LARGE PRINTS

$3.00 ea 3 for $7.00

'Biggest and Best Selection
of Prints Anywhere"

DATE: Tues., Sept. 7th thru Fri. Sept. 10th

TIME: 9 a.m. - 6 p.m.

PLACE: t^niverslty Union Ballroom

SPECIAL FEATURE:
M. C. ESCHER
OLD MOVIE POSTERS
MATTING IS AVAILABLE

Over 1200 different prints



allace
their support behind McMillan and are
talking loudly about how a vote for
Wallace is a betrayal of the dream of
Martin Luther King.-

Wallace claims we all make mistakes
and his stance on segregation was one
of his. "Forgive me," he asks. Sure,
Some heads were cracked, he says a few
people were killed and a church or two
was bombed, partially because of what
he said in l%Os. but that's behind us
now. Besides, adds Wallace. King said
some fairly inflammatory stuff as well,

which probably got a few people hurt.

This man wants to run the state?

Yes, and he just might. His rallies

Florida Flambeau Tuesday, Sep tember 7. 1982 Q
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ith starting the rumors. Just as

veryone denies having anything to do

ith the person posing as

cCorquodale's son and calling little

old ladies to demand exorbitant

contributions very profanely. ; :

»

The black vote will likely be the

deciding factor in this electoral circus.

Ironically, a large number of blacks

support Wallace. Apparently fire

ho'^s, police dogs and night sticks

don't leave as lasting as impression as

one would expect. Black leaders

remember, however—they've thrown

ICampaign frompage 6
Democrat.

qua's great popularity among big business and high
ology industry political action committees has brought
a tremendous campaign chest (more than $100,000) but

it has also become a major issue of the campaign. Cox in

particular has charged that Fuqua's support is from out-of-

^
district big businesses, and that Fuqua is in their debt. Fuqua
in turn says he is influenced only by his constituents, and is

not indebted to any of his major ccMitributors*

Cox, a former trade association lobbyist both in
Tallahassee and Washington, places reducing the national
debt to improve the economy at the top of his list. Some of
that reduction, Cox says, could come from eliminating costly
and inefficient high-technology weapons systems from the
defense budget, and concentrating instead on conventional
tKifes. Governmental waste could also be reduced by
implementing Congressional oversight committees. Cox
feels,

C ox has promised to actively recruit clean new industries
for the district, and wants legislation to aid the small
1^
"^"^l": P^T'^^" He is a strong environmentalist, supports

aren't quite as fiery as in the past, but
they still retain a heavy flavor of the
tent revival meeting. He's well liked bv
a lot of people. People srill want to
touch him—the hem of his garment or
the spoke of his wheelchair.

Wallace and McCorquodale have
the rural whites and conservatives split.

McMillan has the support of urbanites,

liberals and black leaders. It's all going
to come down to how the average
black on the street votes. The
entertainment is coming to an end.
Now it's a time for worry, followed by
(for Alabamians) a time of either pride
or shame.

education and the social security system and is a strong critic
of the nuclear arms race. He plans to propose legislation to
place restrictions on PAC contributions to politicians.
Cox was endorsed by the Flambeau.
Sherrill "Pete" Skinner, of Lake City, is the most

conservative of the three candidates. He is a veteran of both
the Florida House and Senate.

Skinner is a farmer, and has promised to help the district's

farmers however he can. He also advocates bringing in clean,
new industries to the district. He is a strong
environmentalist.

Skinner also supports easing the national debt. One way to

do that. Skinner says, would be to demand that our allies in

Europe and Japan carry more of the burden of their defense.
Skinner's campaign has been hurt by a pair of skeleM in

his closet, however. Earlier this year, while a state senator, he
was arrested for drunk driving. Skinner later testified in a
government corruption case; the federal judge in charge later

described Skinner's testimony as "mere fabrication."
The race capturing the most statewide media attention is

the contest for comptroller, pitting incumbent Gerald Lewis
against former House Speaker Ralp Haben. Voters will also
choose between Fred Goldstein and incumbent JimSmi^ for
Attorney General.

Bring o/riend to PUTT-PUTT
our treat!

Crab a putter and a ball and have some fun at putt-putt*'
There s obstacles, mw. m. idKen, competitions and the best
game of miniature golf in the world. You'll haw abaW

UV Om 9 CAME TKXET- CCTA 3 GAME TICKEt FREE'

IcKh 3 - G<ini« lkk«t

1 COUPON
PER PURCHASE

2 FOR 1

COUPON VALID
MON THRU
iTHURS

Play PUTT PUTT* tonight'

8p StSt"" aSl"ngrt" hTouT
'

BEHIND TALLAHASSEE MALL 586-1560

AL LAWSON: THE STUDENT CHOICE
FOR THE HOUSE: DISTRICT 9

i

Dear Mr. Lawson:

It Is a great pleasure for me to publicly announce that the

Florida Student Association has chosen to endorse you in

your race for election to the Florida House of

Representatives. District 9. Our association is the official

entity representing the 150,000 students of the State

University System of Florida, it is our hope that our endorsenr^ent

and active support will aid your election effort.

As you know, the Florida Student Association is committed to

the philosophy that every citizen should have the opportunity to

acquire a quality education, regardless of his or her financial abilities.

This goal can only beconrie a reality when individuals such as yourself

are elected to public office. ConsecHjently. because of your future

conrrmitment to the students of the State University System of Florida,

our association is anxious to assist you and your Campaign staff in your
election to the Florida House of Representatives.

We would appreciate it if someone from your campaign staff could contact

the Florida Student Association to let us know how we can best serye your

election campaign.

.

Sincerely,

• John Markis

Chief Lobbyist

VOTE THIS TUESDAY
AL LAWSON, HE SHARES YOUR CONCERNS

PAID POLITICAL Ar^'jOU^CEf/EM DR ISAAC WOORE CAMPAIGN TREASURER
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Art (?) for the masses
BY D.K. ROBERTS
ILAMRKAl STAH WRITKR

Art. Who needs it? D.K. has suffered

two whole .weeks of non-stop,

concentrated, marathon exhausting A-R-T,

No more. D.K. wants to read trashy novels.

And watch the tee and vee. ^
Fringe Theatre in London. You know,

those concrete block venues where the stage

is called 'the viable on-going space acting

space" (peace, love). Those theatres that

aren't close to anything convenient.

Those joints that charge strange

asymmetrical prices (45 '/zp) to see a man

and a gerbil enact selected scenes from

Mother Courage. Bringing art to the

people whether they want it or not.

They don't want it. D.K. has been

helping (for free yet) with the opening

festival of the Bridge Lane Theatre,

Baitersea, London, the Universe. Quel

disastre, as they say in Paris Match.

This cheerful hovel, I mean versatile

drama-area, is in a Victorian church hall

cleverly converted to look just like a church

hall. With sonic lights. And a sign out back

(hand lettered in red magic marker) reading

stage door. Voda. A do-it-yourself

Fringe Theatre. Break a leg, gang.

Bridge Lane is run by people so

dedicated they make the Pope look like a

burden on society. They believe in what

ihcy are doing to such an extent that light

conies out their cars and pink marshmallow

lialos appear around their heads. They are

Jill volunteers. The Artistic Director (a title,

not a description) is called Terry. The

Associate Director is called Murray. No
Shiile Muslim with single-cell fanatical

brain ready to die for Islam ever gibbered

with as much devotion as these two. They

are passionate. They are committed. And
they detest each other.

Terry decided to put on a play by an ex-

con named {naturellement) Eddie (robbery,

grievous bodily harm, etc.) without

consulting Murray. Murray guaranteed 160

pounds to the producer of a show which

featured a blovvsy female in fishnet tights

.singing "Second-Hand Rose" without

telling Terry. The show made 7.50 pounds.

Trouble in paradise.

Yqu rannscc'that bringing Art to the

unawakened masses of South London is no

joke. The comrades out there in Battersea

and Clapham are just waiting for

cnljghtenment through Thespian

i^hantment. If only Bri^e Lane could get

it right.

Terry and Murray are trying, sports fans

But somehow. ..The first show was

called On The Wings of the Morning.

One of those titles. It was people reading

stuff from the Penguin Book of War

Poetry. So it had lotsa junk about poppies,

mud, trenches and severed limbs and

whatnot.

Mming right along. There was a one-

woman show coniplete with mop-cap about

that famous popular figure, 18th century

novelist Fanny Burney. Grabs you, yes?

And there was a revue with side-splitting

statistics about ICBMs and fallout called

The Life and Death Show. There was

even a Chilean mime act.

They didn't want to come

to the theatre. They don't

see the point. You can't eat

it and you can't dance to it.

Something for everyone, N'est-ce pas?"

You'd think the neighborhood would be

dead pleased to be so elevated by aesthetic

experience. But no. The comrades ain't into

the sublime, just now. I know. I worked in

the Box Office where the biggest rush we

had was trying to keep the 12-year-old local

skinheads from running off with masking

tape, bits of string, the petty cash box, the

Visa card stickers on the telephone; What
do small bald children want with Visa card

stickers?

D.K.' got on well with these little

representatives of what Terry thinks of as

the theatrically underpriveleged. They

offered me cigarettes and addressed me as

Kate Bush (motive unclear). I believe I won
their respect by ignoring them totally and

reading the New Musical Express behind

the desk. They liked coming down to Bridge

l.anc. There were lots of middle-class

people to terrorize. But they didn't want to

come to the theatre. They don't see the

point. You can't eat it and you can't dance

to it. They kept saying "You nfican people

pay to see this stuff?"

My sentiments exactly. Out of the mouth

of babes and Guardian arts page reviewers.

Meanwhile. D.K. escapes across town to

the new multi-trillion quid Barbican Arts

Center to see the Royal Shakespeare

Company do their stuff. The Barbican

looks like downtown L.A. on the outside

and Atlanta Hartsfield Airport on the

inside. It has nine levels like Dante's hell.

None of the signs actually have words on

them. Just those little stick-pictures that

pass for ••international" symbols. I never

understand those things.

But once you're inside the theatre, boys

and girls, you know it's the real thing. The

RSC waltzed through All's Well That Ends

Well {a very odd play) absoutely enchanting

the audience. Terry and Murray, if you ever

Come close to being this terrific. D.K. will

buy a Bridge Lane sweatshirt (all proceeds

going to fix the roof w hich is about to fall in

and crush all six of the paying customers)

But 1 won't hold my breath. Give me the

good stuff or gi\e me garbage. I'm going

back to my Rosemary Rogers novel now.

So there.

EYEEXAMS
$25 •^^^ ^^^"^ inc'^^'^s

glaucoma test

$50
~

m addition

tc e-,

contact Lens

fitting fee
including an office

Dr. Jorge K. Gorb
Optometrist

Governor's, Square
(Next to Morrison SI

8773380 877 0431
Op»r) DmilY'fv^fHngs'Sarurday!

STUDENT
GOVERNMENT

has a paid position open for

Soliciting General.

Fill out application in

Roonn 244 Gnion.

"Hairstyles for your way of life"

UcBeutiaiae
HAIR FASHIONS |; INC.

^877-7095 • n49 E. Call St. (Bphind Gulf Lifp Bia?*,. off MnjXnolui

IF POLITICALADS
LE^WEYDU
CX)NFUBEDAND
INTOE DARK...

RENDTOIS

Wlmblsh s position on equality lor all

people is Impeccable.
"

Women s Political Caucus

. . Belle cares at}out the working men
and women of Florida."

United Steel Workers of AnTferIca— Wakulla

she understands that the backbone ol

our educational system Is the family and
the classroom leai le'

PTPNEA

8e((e supports laws that make It possible
' lor police officers to protect citliens.

'

Leon Co Police Benevolent Assoc

with hei bacKground fjoisn and enperiencf) ViTimbish Is a threat o.^/c ft- mediocrity In the

I eglslalure

Tallahassee Oemocral

OEMOCRA'!'



A movie classic

shows tonight
BY FRANK M. YOUNG
FLAMBKAL STAFF WRITIJt

One of the finest of all comedies. Buster Keaton's The
General, plays tonight at Moore Auditorium.

Keaton's cinematic oewvre—a handful of self-directed

features and several two-reel shorts— is perhaps the most
accomplished body of comedy films ever made. In his

heyday, the 1920s, Keaton wowed everyone with these

incredible works, proving himself to be not only a great

comedian but a master filmmaker to boot.

The General, made in 1927, is considered by modern
critics Keaton's masterpiece of masterpieces. However, 55

years ago it was a critical—and financial— flop. It was the!

film that cost Buster Keaton his career, the film that pavedi

the path of his devastating downfall. By the end of the!

1930s, Keaton had tragically declined from international'

stardom to "comedy relief* supporting parts in miserable

• musicals and westerns.

Tom Dardis, in his book Keaton: The Man Who
'4^oul(in 't Lie Down, suggests the film was just too complex
for its original audience. Whatever the case, 1927's
moviegoers didn't know a good thing when they saw it.

Apparently. The General is an incredible film, fascinating

and meticulous. It operates like a fmely-run machine, yet

seems spontaneous, completely unmechanical.

Based on Wiliam Pittenger's true-life account, TiKv Great
Locomotive Chase, The General transcends the usual

predictability of Keaton's boy-meets-girl plots, while
remarkably adhering steadfastly to them.

Keaton plays a Southern railroad engineer who, at the

Civil War's start, is warned by his girlfriend that she'll ditch

4IN if he doesn't join the Confederate Army.
The draft board turns him down, not explaining he's

valued too much as an engineer. Meanwhile, scheming Union
spies steal Keaton's locomotive, the General, with intent to

infiltrate Southern territory, destroying the telegraph lines,

and with them, all communication.

What follows is simply the finest comedic chase in movie
history. Keaton remarkably milks every possible comic
idea from this situation, his ingenuity never lagging for a
moment. He eventually regains his engine and is honored
by the Confederacy, makii^ good with everyone, even his

§t\.

Buster

Keaton in The General

CINEMA
In addition to its comedic prowess, The General is

painstakingly full of period detail. **I took that page of

history," Keaton later remarked, **and I stuck to it in all

detail. I staged it exactly the way it happened."

Few films capture the essence of a historical period with

as much flair as The General. Keaton labored to make
everything as accurate as possible, and it paid off. The

film's historical perfection adds layers of dimension to its

comedic greatness.

The Generalk one of the great films. Keaton's efforts, if

unappreciated in 1927, are completely praiseworthy today.

The General plays tonight at 7:30 ami 9:30 at Mooic
Auditorium. AdaMoii is $1.50.

This week's television fare is sparse

It's an

BY FRANK M. YOUNG
FLAMBEAU STAFF WRITER

obvious case of sabotage. The local TV
programmers caught wi^ of this cohimnfs oustence and
are plotting to destroy irby deliberately showing junk all

week. There is very little on television this week worth
watching.

INTERESTING THINGS ON TV:

Tuesday-9 a.m., WECA 27 cable 7 AM Tallahassee -

Proof, beyond a doubt, that this town of ours is a major

metropolitan area. Hosted by local superstar Neddy
Sumners, AM Tallahassee will provide either a good reason

to get up early or deliberately stay up late, depending on
your point of view.

Thursday- 12:05 am, WTBS (Cable 2 ) The Go Between—
From what I've heard, this Joseph Losey-Harold Pinter

film is worth seeing. Leonard Maltin, in.his indispensable

guidebook TV Movies, caUsit **^eguiling...not for all

tastes." Probably worth a look.

Friday-12:30 am, WALB (cable 10) David Letterman
Special-90 minutes of wacky fun with America's weirdest

celebrity. David Letterman. Expect at least 30 minutes of

solid craziness.

Beyond that, there's nothing on. However, if you're

really hard-up for TV entertainment, the following

suggestions may supply some amount of fun, no matter

how minimal.

DESPERATE ALTERNATIVES
Soap-Opera Roiilei te-Slart at about 2 pm on any

weekday. Watch one soap for about ten minutes, then

switch to another. Keep switching, automatically, every ten

minutes. A surrealistic way to kill an hour.

CBN Movie Potluck—Ever since TV Facts magazine went

out of business, there's no telling what Christian

Broadcasting Network shows. They have quite a few

interesting movies in their library. If you're lucky, you might

see////// noir classics like Edgar G. Ulmer's Detour (1945),

or others like Raw Deal and T-Men. Even a few classic

comedies grace their collection—My Favorite Brunette with

Bob Hope, The Senator Was Indiscrete (playwright wit

George S. Kaufman's only film), Danny Kaye funfests, and

others. Movies play twice daily at 12:30 and 4:30. It

wouldn't hurt to try occasionally.

Classic Cartoon Safari— great short film is a thing of

joy forever," critic Joe Adamson once said. WTBS has an

immense collection of animated classics from Warner
Brothers and MCM. Occasionally they'll run one or two on

their afternoon kiddie show. Unfortunately, they also

have hundreds of perfectly dreadful made-for-TV
cartoons. The Warners and MOM stuff is worth the search,

especially cartoons directed by Tex Avery. Avery's

cartoons are comedy masterpieces. Overlooked by most

people, they have a cult following among animation

enthusiasts—justifiably so.

TONIGHT
THRU SAT.

THE
DIXIE

DESPERADOS
TONIGHT IS

BEAT THE
BAND

arrive before the band
starts & get in free

BULLWINKLE'S

AHENTION
PROFESSORS!

"Professor's

Publishing"
Least costly, most efficient

means to acquire required study

course material, .leave with
KInko s. we duplicate and sell

direct.. .low cost to student ..no

cost to you or your department.

kinko's copies

222-1171

COPYRIGHT INFO AVAILABLE

KMPiAN
ttfucational Ccntet

There IS a difference! 1

1

Course Class Starting

TBTMCMMTIM
SmuUSTS SINCf 1*31

LSAT October 11

CRE September 9

GMAT September 7

For Mora lifoniatloi call

DAYS. EVENINGS & WEEKENDS

222-0009
S23 E.TENNESSEE ST

(OfP. LEOX N.S.I

W* rtMf«* Mw rigkl to cmkvI m* tUttrs tor

Call nam mi4 iMcr** yoittml in cUm

Compettthe Rental Rates • PersonalS^
FadRtles • Convenient Location • FlexiMe Lease Terms

AMBERWOOD
1 and 2 Bedroom 575-1258

COLONY CLUB
1 and 2 Bedroom 224-7319

FOUR SEASONS
1 Bedroom.. 222-0505

GLEN OAKS
1 and 2 Bedroom 576-9787

GOVERNOR'S SQUARE
1-2-5 Bedroom B78-4125

HILLTOP
1 Bedroom 222-2056

PLANTATION
1 and 2 Bedroom. . ........... 576-5805

PRINCE MANOR
2 Bedroom 576-9909

PALMS WEST
2 Bedroom Townhouse 576-6814

SPANISH TOWN
2 Bedroom 576-9787

TALLAHASSEE
1 and 2 bedroom. 576-9961

can Mottice and Associates at 586-2117 for leasing AssistarKe

on any of these fine apartment communities.

VALUE
SERVICE
AMENITIES

. CONVENIENCE
mOtfllCC CONSIDERATION
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Greg Allen races through the rain for one of his three

touchdowns.

Seminoles survive Bearcat scare
said FSU head coach Bobby Bowdcn. •*! thought

the whole team played better than we thought we

would except for the kicking game, and it was just

as bad as we thought."

Looking at the Seminoles for the first six minutes^

of the ball game you would have thought

differently. Cincinnati went.aheiid 14-0 following

two quick Seminoles miscues.*The first — a fun-ble

by Williams on the Seminole 19-yard line, was

picked up by a Bearcat lineman. ^

Three plays later, Bearcat quarterback Danny

Barrett found tight end Darryl Goosby alone in the

endzone for a touchdown. The second error came

when Bearcat left end Errol Cleveland picked off a

Williams pass at midfield and ran untouched into^

the endzone.

•*At that point 1 knew I had to get the team

calmed down," said Williams, who played an

impressive game, completing 16 of 21 passes for 164

yards and one touchdown.

•'Their first two touchdowns came off tlukes. I

knew we were going to score on them because the

plays were working too well in practice dll week,"

said Williams.

Finally, the Seminoles did score, mainly through

the running provided by Ricky Williams and Greg

Allen. The pair were helped out by a fiesty Seminole^

defense, which set up three scoring drives.

Rushed by a swarm of garnet jerseys, Bearcat

punter Phil Peckich threw an incomplete pass on

the Chicinnati 20-yard line. On the next play Ricky

Turn to GAME, page 15

BY WAYNE DEAS
FLAMBEAU STAFF WRITER

If you left early you missed some kind of finish.

With possession of the ball and less than two

minutes to play, the Florida State Seminoles were

in the process of wrapping up a 38-31 opening

victory over a tough Cincinnati squad. Watching

the Seminoles drive deep into Bearcat territory,

many of the 49,233 fans who braved the game-long

rains began to leave Doak Campbell stadium in

swarms.

But FSU quarterback BlairWilliams, in his first

collegiate start, rifled a corner route pass smack

into the clutches of Bearcat safety Antonio Gibson,

who streaked down the sidelines for an apparent

touchdown.

"When I saw him catch it I said to myself.

'What in the world are they doing with the ball?'
"

said head coach Bobby Bowden. "Then I said, *My
goodness, they are going score.'

"

But enter third string FSU fullback Manny
Carballo.

**I was hoping that the pursuit would get him and

make him cut in," said Carballo. "But no one was

there so I just ran at him and stuck otttmy arm and

caught his legs."

Carballo stopped the wide-eyed Bearcat, who had

dashed 56 yards to the FSU 19-yard line. The

Bearcats' final hopes for an upset ended when the

Seminoles defense refused them on the next four

plays.

"We played a lot better than the score indicated,"

TUCKER'S
RESTAURANT

Chicken Special
FAMILY STYLE .

ALL YOU CAN EAT $025
3520 S. MONROE ^ |3 per

1825 877-2102 PFRSON

STUDENTS
IN

LEON COUNTY
NEED

A. J. RICHARDSON'""'
"The Better County Commissioner"

for Leon County District Three

STUDENTS MUST VOTE IF THEY ARE

TO HAVE A COUNTY COMMISSIONER

WHO WILL ADDRESS THEIR CONCERNS

VOTE FOR THE
WINNER!

VOTE FOR
A. J. RICHARDSON!

Pull Lever 30-A
Paid Political Announcement—



IM swim meet meved to faU
SPECIAL TO THt FLAMBEAL

Pull on the swim suits, folks! The annual intramural swim

meet has moved to the fall semester in anticipation of the

pool shotting#own fortepairev - • »^ .*

Wednesday and Thursday, September 8 and 9 all

swimmers are invited to race the clock in the Union Pool in

their quest for glory (and, of course, the coveted intramural

; champion t-shirt).

Men's and women's divisions will be divided into

independent, residence hall, and Greek races so everyone

has a chance to be a champion.

The eight swimming events include the SO-yard freestyle,

backstroke, breastroke, and butterfly, the 100-yard

individual medley, the 100-yard freestyle, and 100 yard

medley relay and 200-freestyle relay. The diving event will

be off the one meter board only on Thursday.

Deck seeding will be utilized so you may enter right up to

_^^^en the race is called on Wednesday. Entry cards are

''Sblable at the IntrHmural Office (309 Union) as well as a

listing of the order of events. For more information, call

644-2430. Warm-ups for swimming will begin each day at

4:30 and events will begin at 5:30. Diving warm-ups will be

from 3:30-4:30 on Thursday.

Falcons waive punter James

£ UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL

SUWANNEE, Ga. — The Atlanta Falcons waived 11-

year veteran punter John James yesterday and retained

rookie Dave Smigelsky to trim their roster to the required

49 players.

Earlier in the day, Atlanta cut six-year veteran defensive

tackle Wilson Faumuina and linebacker Terry Beeson, also

a six-year veteran.

Smigelsky, a rookk obtained from Baltimore, had

averaged 46.2 yards per punt during the exhibition season

to James' 40.3 average. James had been Atlanta's punter

ipr a decade since making the team as a free agent out of

Florida in 1972. He was named the National Football

Conference's Pro Bowl punter for three consecutive years,

beginning in 1975.

James* 40.7 yards per punt average last season was his

best since 1977. He was considered one of the most accurate

punters in the league. The Falcons said only 16 of his punts

went into the end zone for touchbacks in his professional

career.

SPORTSINBRIEF

The payroll meeting for Intramural Flag Football Referees

IS being held today at 3:30 p.m. in 214 Tully. All referees

are reminded that you must bring two xerox copies of your

social security card to the meeting!

Sign ups are going on for Flag Football in the IM Office

(309 Union). The deadline for sign up is tomorrow. Time

slois arefiHing quickly, ^o come by the IM Office as soon as

possible. Rosters are due at the mandatory captains'

meeting tomorrow at 4:00 p.m. in Moore Auditorium.

Someone from your team MUST be at this meeting or your

team will be dropped from your time slot.

Entries are being taken for the IM Tennis Tourney that is

being held on Saturday and Sunday, September 11 and 12.

You need to bring a new, unopened can of good tennis balls

with you when you sign up. Come by the IM Office (309

JJnuni) and sign up. ,.

FSU Young Demecrats
Meet Tonight

Guest Speaker: Dr. St. Angelo
Topic: Political Parties in the

All Invited!

Time: 8-9 p.m.

Room: 240 Union

i

c
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GNOUA- _
Auto Service Center

1031 South Mapnolia

878-4582 ^
CompleteAuto Service
TH'(S W£EK FiM(e&9iii&.-Doim>stic

D^Quntoil Change & Filter $12.99

Front Disc Brakes $38.88
Full A/C Repairs

Featuring A/C Recharge
$5.99 plus frcon

FREE Rotation
Computer Balance

on
Parts & Labor

Exceeding $40
with this ad &

any Student \.D.

Visa. MasterCard
L (4 Tkea) A Alignment $28.95 ^ard. Accepted^

See Quenton, Eddie or James^

Dr. Allan O. Dean P.A.
OPTOMITRIST

SOFT CONTACT LENSES

$1^000Mini-Package

includes

• Vistakon L'nitrathin or anv regular

liausch Lotiib Len>

• txam. Contatt Lens Fitting and 3 months visits

• Cold Sterilization

(Does not include other lens designs)

810 Thomasville Rd Appointments

(Intersection of Monme 1 Thomjitville Rd.) 222-9^1

y

This calculatorthinks business.

TheTl Student BusinessAnalyst
If there's one thing undergrad

business students have always

needed, this is it: an affordable,

business-oriented calculator.

The Student Business Analyst.

Its built-in busii^ess formulas

let you perform complicated

finance, accounting and
statistical functions- the ones

that usually require a lot of

time and a stack of reference

books, like present and future

value calculations, amortiza-

tions and balloon payments.

It all means you spend less

time calculating, and more

time learning. One keystroke

takes the place of many.
The calculator is just part

of the package. You also get

a book that f(^llo\vs most

business courses: the Business

Analyst Gtudefcwok. Business

professors helped us write it,

to help you get the most out

of calculator and classroom.

A powerful combination.

Think business.

With the Student

Business Analyst.

Texas
Instruments

'•I T..\;i- lii-(rijmftit>
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MoNdAy — FnidAy
9 A.M. — 4 p>M.

CUssifiEd Ads 720 Union

For SaIe

couch with tan and rust pat*irn:

$135; Rust color chair: $3$. C«H:

3M-S24S

1977 HONDA cvcc

1977 HONDA CVCC VERY CLEAN
$2S0OFIRM224 3510 AFTER 5 PM

Female rmmt needed to share 2

bedroom home in nice neighborhood
close to campus. $150/mo. 8i '/i util.

222-9789.

1972 VW Camper w/radial

good S1350 call 224 7042

tires runs

Supm- ear $tarto...Ctorlo« Dolby dtck.

Jttsounds 7 band •V»»nnr.Tti9MS
speakers. Sacrifice $3M ALSO: Royal

Sound eqoaliier $40. tn-tlWvew.

tTnOVA^AUTO^A/C PS PB 2D00R
AM-FM STEREO. TAPE. VERY
OOOOCOND. nun NEGO. 576 4497

CycUs
YAAAA IT175 $950 OR BEST OFFER
EXCELLENT CONDITION. 222 6862.

FM roommate needed to share 1

bedroom fum. apt. for S97.30 & */>

elec. rent incl. caWe 4 pool. Close to
campus. Call Susan 224-5110 anytime.

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED
FOR THREE BEDROOM
APARTMENT NEAR NORTHWOOD
MALL. NO UNDERGRADUATES.
$120 A MONTH & 1/3 UTILITIES,
PHONE & CABLE. $100 DEPOSIT
CALL 38S-75M.

TWINSTAR CM200T
VERY LOW MIL.

74 DODGE DART - GOOD BUY
GOOD CONDITION, MOOMUST SELL
CALL BRYANT 222-76*2.

ONE PAIR JENSEN 6X9 TRIAX
SPEAKERS WITH GRILLS. VERY
GOOD COND. FIRST $65 CASH
TAK ES THEM. CALL 575-45*0.

TalCULATORS - • BRAND MEW
Tl 30 SCIENTIFIC. REG. SIS REG.
NOW ONLY $10. CALL 222-1727.

YASHICA TL ELECTRO INCLUDES
VIVITAR FLASH. EXCELLENT
COND. $100 OR BEST OFFtR. CALL
385 6296

FOR SALE; ROYAL BL'UE CARPET
GREAT FOR DORM ROOM 11 X 10

FT.S75. CALL 222 0458.

1 Peavy 400W amp w frequency EQ.-l

peavy 9 channel mixer w reverb; 1

Ampcg V-4caMfMt; 1 Carvln 125 amp
w graphic EQ and pre-amp. Call Jon

575-54M after 8 p.m.

EXTRA LOW PRICES ON GUITARS
8. BANJOS. MANY 1/2 PRICE.
PRICES START AT $25. RENTALS
$10 MO. LESSONS $15 3 WK
COURSE.
SCOTT TENNYSON GUITAR
WRVICES 1304 N. Monroe 224 3361.

Airline ticket from Tally to Tampa 1

Way Sept. 3 $40 576-7846.

1981 HONDA
EXC. COND.
$1,100; 877 6588.

CYCLES '81 Suzuki GS450only 806mi
Good condition, one owner, must sell!

SMgjjMHafter^jj^^

For Rent
3 bdrm. apt. across from Law School.

Hardwood floors, fireplace, ceiling

fans, central beat, fenced in yard.

Available now. $375 per month
893-0085 or 224-S851 aftar 8.

Non smoking fern grad or sr to share
house I mi from u Central heat own
room $125' tiio au ludes all 576 3301.

BASSIST needed for
rockin' New music band.
5890.

established
Call Ray 878-

FEMALE ROOMATE(S(
To share 2 bdrm. furn. apt. Price
negotiable call 575 8267.

Roommate needed for 2 bedroom
furnished apt. Short walk to campus
$175.00 plus utilities call Rolf 575 7407

or Donna 576-9909

Roomate needed to Share 3 bdr Ibath
house $100 mo and utility. Less than
a milefrom campus call S7SHI904.

* * * TYPING * * *
FAST B EFFICIENT, IBM ILBC.

CALL 878-1 S87.

Dissert., Theses, student papers.
You'll get good vibrartions when you

bring your typing to us. Former
admins, sec'y «i good speller.

Reasonable Rates. L. Durbin. 878-2260

No calls after 10 p.m.

IMPROVE YOUR GRADES!
Research Catalog • 306 pages - 10,728

topics • Rush $1.00. Box 25097C, Los
Angeles, CA 90025. (213) 477-8226.

BOOKKEEPER EXPERIENCED
IN ACCOUNTS PAYABLE.
RECEIVEABLE, TAXES, AND
PAYROLL AVAILABLE FOR PART-
TIME OR CONTHACT WORK. CMA.
222-7798. '

IXFCRT CARPENTRY
Miscallaneous naMHwork.

Call aS^S^tm or ni-%m.

DEAOBOLT LOCK
AND INSTALLATION
$M.80CALLti»48tf

OUITAR LESSONS by
Frofesaional Performer w/ bm
49§rm. Claisical, Pop/Beginner to

Advanced. Special HMMNt iaias.

5659.

GET FREE FPIRG BROCHURES!
PROTECT YOURSELF FROM
LOSING YOUR SECURITY
DEPOSIT. AVOID AUTO REPAIR
RIPOFFS. LEARN WHERE THE
BEST BUYS ARE FREE
GROCERY, BANKING AND
CHECKING SURVEYS PICK UP
INFO AT FPIRG OFFICE 215

UNION. FPIRG CONSUMER-
TENANT HOTLINE » IS 644 4884.

FREE PREGNANCY TEST
Abortion, gynecology. P*Y5f» Couns_

Call N. Fla Women's Health and

Counseling. 877-3183.

THANK YOU UINT JUM.

ALPHA GAMMA DELTA Welcomes
her new pledges, we think you're the

greatest!

VOTE AL LAWSON TUES SEPT.
7VOTS AL LAWSON TUES SEPT. t

VOTE AL LAWSON TUES SEPT t

How do you know when she has had too

much to drink? That is when all she

says is relax relax relax relax then she

wizies in the bed hisssss! Right

i/!iAnnR? Lave.Pttil

AC 10,000 btu whirlpool
EXCELLENT CONDITION. USED 2

SUMMERS $200 386 2597.

CAP IZ SHELL LAMPS IMPORTED
FROM PHILIPPINES. Various siies

and styles. Also, exotic bamboo-
covered SOgalton aquarium call 224-

8567 evenings.

Dinette Set $ 45, small desk $20,

refridaerator $ 65, *early american
ciwirsis. Call 222 2646 evenings.

House for • "nt, students only.
Very close to FSU. $175 mo. Call Jim
at 224-1907.

ROOMATE WANTED V MO. TWO
BLOCKS FROM FSU, FOOD CO^P
CALL JAY 222 1318. .

House-M rmmt, fireplace/cable In

your bdr, central a/c, furn, 200 yds to

Phyrst, $150 + Vi util. Chris 224-9340

PENWOOD a JEFFWOOD APTS.
Next to FSU. 1 bdrm. furnished quiet

Si convenient. Now taking imntediate
summer 8. fall laaaaa. Call anytime
Mgr. 224-5679

.

Mobil* home 8x42 perfect for students

or young couple JMr 1 ^ •«?
ready for you $1880. i-*04W-sa30.
THE DOWNS INC.

3 bedroom close to FSU good cond.

Large yard $275/mo. Call John wn-
2483 after 5:30 or 224 3006^

2 bdrm mobile home near FSU/TCC.
Pool, garbage, laundry, a/c. gas haat.

No dogs/No deposit. 576-5322.

for rent 2 iMirm apt bath kitchen w/d
hookup central a/c heat ceiling fan

$315 mo 877 583)

MALE ROOMATE TO SHARE 1BR
APT. $100 MO. $150 DEPOSIT.
STUDENT ONLY. CALL224-7732.

Bell Tourstar motorcycle Helmet,
exccllenf condition, like new. Size 7

5/8 $75.00 or best offer 385 0868

10 SPEED BICYCLE.
LIOATWEIOHT 23 " FRAME.
ALLOY WHEELS AND
COMPONENTS. PUMP ANO
WATER BOTTLE INCLUDED. PH.

224 6353

CASSETTE DECK DOLBY, INPUT
AND OUTPUT CONTROL MIC JACK

$80 CALL WAYNE 222 6580

For sale kingsizc H20 bed $150.00

W/hoalcr, liner and everything else.

Call 575 7663 First Caller gets it.

SCHWINfi 10 SPEED SUPER SPORT
LARGE -RAME ALLOY PARTS

$125.00 224 7042

ROUNDI><IP AIRPLANE TICKET
TO FRfcPORT, BAHAMAS $50!

CALL 877 3862.

2PI0NEER HP-40 SPEiAKERS
EXCELLENT CONDITION . $165

CALLS75 9457

WANTEd

hey you, don't rati that, read this! I

NEED A ROOMMATE TO SHARE
MY TWO B/R DUPLEX $140 /mo.
artists musicians smokers etc

welcome. call576-l408.

HEY YOU, DON'T READ THAT,
READ THIS! I NEED A ROOMMATE
TO SHARE MY TWO B/r DUPLEX
S140/MO. ARTISTS MUSICIANS
SMOKERS ETC WELCOME. CALL
S76-1400.

Fm rm needed to share l bdrm apt

$ll2.50/m and */> util. Prefer butinast
or grad student. Call 386-5806

MTor Fm rmt needed to share nice,

spacious 3 BR. house with large yard.

$117 mth and </b util. Call 576 6976.

VOTE AL LAWSON TUES SEPT 7

VOTE AL LAWSON TUES SEPT 7

VOTE AL LAWSON TUES SEPT 7

Help
WANTEd

' FREE LANCE LIBRARIAN
Will gather library materials from

your bibliography: xerox articles,

find books, submit interllbrary loan

and rush cataloging forms, etc. Otiier

Library services. I know library

procedures and can save you time.

Reasonable rates. L. Patton MLS 8

am 10pm 386-4348

TYPIN9. past; «FPICI1NT.
IBM SEL. 3. EOITINO. CALL
222-76» AFTER NOON. iOC PB-

AFTER YOUNG LIFE
CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP WILL
BE HAVING THE FIRST GET TO
GETHER TUES. 9/7 AT 8:23 PM,
FSU LUTHERAN CENTER. FOR
INFO. CALL: 576-8348.

PERFECT TYPING
No White outs - No errors

HOW??? - WORD PROCESSING
WORKS LIKE THIS....

1. We enter document into computer
2. We print a draft on which you
pencil in minor changes if you wish
3. We input changes and print final

ALL THIS FOR THE SAME COST AS
PLAIN TYPING. jtMOSi

DOUBLE D STABLES
350 acres of Cross Country Riding.

BoardinB. Night Riding, Eiwllth V
Wastarh laaaent. i77-130f

.

WE SELL SERVICE AND PAY TOP
CASH FOR YOUR AIR-
CONDITIONERS S7S-9S62.

-I-
+

-I- -H -(- -I- -I-++++ +++ ++ +
CONGRATULATIONS Theta Chi
PLEDGES! YOU ARE ALL
LOOKING SUPER!!!
^++++++++++++++++++
Need a diving buddy? Attend the

Seminole divers' first faLL MEETING
TODAY AT 5:30 in rm 113 Bellamy,

Country/Western dance lessons Class

begins Wed. Sept. 8 From 7 00 9 .00pm
at Rocky's 11 l^nge. T Partners not

C8L1. Sue at 575-6837.

DELTA ZETA
BG BROTHER'S MEETING TONITE
AT 8:00pm

7

7

7

NEW 1.7 cu. ft. brwn. kenmore
refrigerator, w/ frir. $100; men's 26

in. 10 speed $40 call 224 0098

ROUND TRIP AIRFARE, TALLY
TO MIAMI $40 LEAVE 9/9

RETURN9 15 CALL 222 6148.

HAITIAN COTTEN SOFA, LIKE
NEW. $320. BLUE CLOTH

RECLINE R CHAIR $75.

Build up equity instead of pouring

rent money down the drain. Clean 3

br house close to Alumni Village.

$32,900 w/owner financing. Sandra H
West, Realtor Assoc., investors

Realty of Tallahassee., inc. Realtor.

After hours 222-1646.

Autos
78 NOVA 2D00R AUTO A C PS, PB^

AMFM STEREO CASSETT VERY
GOOD COND $2600 576 4497

1977 CELICA: YELLOW, A/C,

FM/AM CASSETTE, AUTOMATIC,
»,400 FIRM OR WITHOUT REAL
FINE WIRE RIMS $2950. SEE IT AT

809* 3 W. MADISON ST. OR CALL 2M-

6446 LARRY. MUST SELL.

Female roommate needed for 1

bedroom apartment near campus.
$110 a month 8i </> utilities. Call
Janice at A-25 Penwood Apts.

Looking for practice/rehearsal area
for rock band. Preferably a place
where equipment can be stored.
Ready to pay good money. Call Tom/
evenings at 224-7131.

RMTE WANTED: 2BR HOUSE 1

BLOCK FROM FSU. RENT tWmo
-f- Vi utfl. 725W. Pansacola. 222-3672

MELLOW M-F RMT NON-SMOKER
No pets. 3Mrm house mi to FSU
$H -I- Inutilities. S7S-7184.

FM RMMT TO SHARE 1 BDRM
FURN APT. AC, POOL. $112.50 PER
ANO V% UTIL. CALL S75-S4B2.

ROOMMATE TO SHARE 2
BEDROOM 2 BATH DUPLEX.
LOCATED IN HUNNINGTON
WOODS. HAS WASHER AND
DRYER, GARAGE. CALL 836-7522 IN
THE EVENING.

Female roommate needed. Furnished
room and bath. For more information
call Cindy at 877 5759 after 6 pm.

MALE ROOMATEfor larg apt. close

to campus; clean serious student a

must, ONLY $98 plus UtI. 575-2638.

WALK TO F.S.U.! POOLSIDE, 1

BEDROOM. FURNISHED, NO
DEPOSIT. Va UTILITIES, V% RENT.
MALE ROOMATE WANTED. CALL
AFTER 6. PHONE 1S4-8934.
1817 W. CALL. RSaiNCY PARK.
WILL BE OONB POR TMS LAtOR
DAY WEEKEND.
Male roomate to share 2 bedrom
mobile home $100 mo. + >/i utilities.

Call 5754S3S after 7 pm.

ROOMATE WANTED: MELLOW
VEGETARIAN. ONE BLOCK FROM
FSU CALL BRYANT 222-7692.

HUMAN lOD RMMT FOR 3 BDRM
APT NEEDED COLONY CLUB. Ml
UTL, $122,00 MO, 222 7576,

2 fm. rmmts, needed to share 2 bdrm.
townhouse. Furnished, fireplace,
washer/dryer. $l35/mo. 575-8955 aft. 5

FM rmmt for 2 bdr house I'a miles

from FSU central heat 8i AC 130 mo
plus * 3 util. must love pets 222-7SS7

anytime.

Help wanted to scoop HAAOEN-DAZS
ice cream. Apply at Pogo's PinlMll

Palace 633 W. Tenn. after 12.

2 OPENINGS ON FPIRG BOARD OF
DIRECTORS - ONE AT-LARGE AND
ONE BLACK POSITION. SEE NEIL
IN SIS UNION ASAP FOR INFO. AND
APPLICATIONS. .

Bartender to work 10:30-1:30 M F at

Barnaby's. Apply between 2-5 wkdys,
2331 Appalachee Pky. Someexp.pref.

Lato night supervision for residoiv

tial treatment facility, upper div. or

grad. student pralarrad. 11 P«n-B ••»«

Sat 4- Mon, 18 hrt. wk. af t}.3Shr. Sand
resume to P.O. Box 6094 Tallahaaaaa,

Fl. 32301 E.O.E.

PART TIME CLERK TYPIST. 10

HOURS A WEEK. MUST BE ABLE
TO TYPE MINIMUM OF 50 WPM.
$3.35 PERHOUR. APPLY UNITED
CEREBRAL PALSY, 1705 SOUth
Gadsden St, Ask for Sandy,

Complete range of proofreading,
editing, typing servicat at low rates.

385 1020 after 3 p.m.

PersonaIs

We are looking for young married

couples who could use an extra $200

per week for 8 to 10 hrs. of their time.

Call 878-6483 after 7 P M

Aggressive salesperson type needed
for 11am till 2 pm delivery service plus

commissioned catering sales. Apply

in person weekdays at first floor deli

2600 Biairstone Rd in Twin Towers Ofc
BIdg. Ask for Mike

Serious sales people wanted for local

distributor with unlimited supply of

new patented product Work your own
hours tiiqh profits Call Al at 224 2626,

Services

Voice lessons. Openings now available

to study with professional singer with

MM voice degree 878 3774.

TYPING. MONDAY THROUGH
FRIDAY. PHONE 38*-375».

9 A.M. •3 P.M.

TYPING LET ME MAKE YOUR
WORK LOOK GOOD!
DISSERTATIONS, RESUMES.
EDITING. ^0-2231.

YOU WANT LOVE? ADORATION?
RESPECT? COME BY AND ADOPT
ONE OF MY ORANGE KITTENS.
CALL CHR IS AT 222-8185^

GET LIVE MUSIC FOR YOUR
PARTY! THE CAMPBELL AND

JOHNSON DUET. 222-S67S

COME JOIN THE FUN WITH THE
FSU BALLROOM DANCE CLUB

Meets every Sunday 7pm beginning

Sept. 12. For info call 222-4862.

Volunteer training for counselors in

rape crisis and spouse abuse begins

Mon. Sept. 13. Contact TCRS at
224-6333 for info.

How do you know when you have had
too much to drink? That's when you
try to walk back to Gilchrist from a

frat party and end up in the president

of FSU's back yard.
RIGHT ANN R. LOVE PHIL

FREE PREGNANCY TEST
Abortion, gynecology, birth control,

infection checks a, mental health

counseling. Low cost Professional

services. Strictly confidential. For
appiontment call No. Fla Women's
Health i, Counseling. 877 3183.

TRILOGY. THREE PEfCE ROCK.
Now playing public/private parties,

dances etc. Call (904) 663-8321.

ATTENTION! WILL TRADE ALL
STUDENT COUPONS BUT FLA-FSU

^
FOR 2ND FLA-FSU. 224-6612.

ATTENTION WOMEN :

Gynecological services inclduing pap
smears birth control pregnancy
testing VD screening and testing •

medicaL EXAMS — EDUCATION —
REFERRAL ARE ALL PROVIDED
ON FEES DETERMINED BY
INCOME. Call 222-0471, Planned
Parenthood of Tallahassee or come
by 201 S. Bronough Street (corner of

W. College Avenue and Bronough
Street) for appointment. No charge
for consultations or referrals.

VOTE AL LAWSON TUES SEPT
VOTE AL LAWSON TUES SEPT
VOTE AL LAWSON TUES SEPT

VOTE AL LA¥VSON SEPT 7

Registyer now for UPOIeisure classes,
in room 318 Union. Classes offered
are: Tennis, slimnastics, Jauerclae,
raquetbaLL AND Piano.

The UPO theives market will be held
9/11/82 Register in rm 318 Union. Cost
Is $4.00- Students and $6.00 Non-
students.

GAY PEER VOLUNTEERS
Openings exist tor new gay peer
volunteer trainees. A trainee will

racieve training during the fall

semester. Anyone, regardless of
sexual orientation may be screened.
After training and certification, you
may counsel clients with gay related
concerns. Interested persons may
inquire with Dr. Lucy Ktzlrian at ttie

FSU Student Counseling Center at
644-2003. Screening ap|M>intments will

be made through September 15, 1982
for ttie fall aanMatar.

Business

PersonaIs

* * * *
FLYING HOME?

Holiday flights are already filling up.

Call or come by The Travel Center for

lo^vest airfare anywhere. We can also

ticket reservations you made directly

with the airlines. *

THE TRAVEL CENTER
University Union 2nd floor. 222 1192

*
TNT HIDEAWAY CANOE RENTAL
DIRECTLY ON WAKULLA RIVER
AND HWY 98

$5 up to 4 hrs 50c per cushion call

1-9?S 641?

LosT&
FouNd
MISSING VIOLIN BY KLAUS

SCHLEGEL, 1978 ERLBACH $100

REWARD. No quesions asked. $25 for

productive info. Gray fiberglass case
w/brown cloth cover blonde w/carved

tail piece, dark bow. 224-4314.

Evoke any mood

with invitations,

posters, announee-

inoiUs aiul elass

pin^H'^ ts prt'part'd

lor voii at

Mediatype

NEWI OLDt NEWNEW NEWl i I

SWBETBAY BOTTLE CLUB
OPEN PRI. B SAT. Ilpm-Sam

HOTNEWMUSIC ROCK + ROLL
BRINOYEROWN BOOZE + BREW

DANCE ALL NI9NT
1S17JACKSON BLUFF RD.

NOW BOOKINO PARTIES
« * * *

GREEKS AND OTHER SERIOUS
PARTY THROWERS - WE HAVE

WHAT YOU WANT.
TNE HOLLYWOOD TURNUPS BAND

224-0830 or 893 6790

' SCUBA DIVING COURSE!
Under the direction of gold rated
instructor • Marty GlickmanI Course
is top notch. Earn full cert, in 4

weeks. Find out now why Marty
makes the differnece between the
average dive course and the excellent
one. Call Marty Glickman day or

nite at Ph. 575 1263 course starts Sept.

14th DIVE IN NOWIi!

Lose weight, and earn extra money at

the same time. Call 576-8774

LEARN THE ART OF STAINED
GLASS BEG/ADV/LAMP/BOX
TOOLS—GLASS- BOOKS-
SUPPLIES— RENTAL Fl Stained
Glass 878 3717

Come*to the OrnnT Pub and see what
Ashley's cooking for breakfast.
Serving omelettes, bagels, fruit juice,

coffeeetc. Monday thru Friday 7:30 to

10:30 am. "Next to the Fine Arts
< aBuilding."

DAILY LUNCH SPECIAL —
25CDRAFT WITH SELECTED
SANDWICH THE Palace Saiodn 1303
Jackson Bluff Road.

Piano Lessons available from FSU
grad music student. Beginning
classes and private 386 6163

GuifARXESSONS'PrTvate and Clas/
Instruction at Music World 386 6163

644-5744

Rm. 314 FSU Union

"I explained it aii

in my Mediatype

resume."

—Gary Grant

Rm. 314

Unimsify Uimou

MI.5744
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Game frompage 12

Williams darted for a touchdown. After

another fierce rush by Seminole cornerback

Warren Hanna, Peckich shanked a 33-yard

punt to the Cincinnati 41 . Seven plays later

Allen bulled his way for a one-yard

touchdown. Following an interception by

l.arry Harris, Allen scored again on a two-

yard burst to put the Seminoles up 21-14.

Both Williams and AHen ran well in a

dull tailback role. Williams gained 97 yards

on 18 carries for a touchdown while Allen

tallied 91 yards on 20 carries for three six-

pointers. In the past, both have enjoyed

starting roles, playing the entire game. Now
they shuttle in and out and share playing

time. This concept is looked upon as a team

asset.
^

"I think it'll work for-tiie team because

no man is going to go out and win the game

for us. This way we'll always have a fresh

^ confident back in the game at all times.

Whey you're playing the whole game you

tend to get lazy because you've been going

hard and need a breather. But now we can

get hot, catch a breather, and go back out

at full speed again," Williams said.

Going at full speed seemed to be the slogan

of the entire Cincinnati team. Throughout

the game, the Bearcats were relentlessly

stubborn. They forced an FSU fumble

and converted it into a 46-yard touchdown

1^ tie the game at 21 and came within a

K^chdown after Barrett completed a 71-

yarcl touchdown to Deno Foster. But it

proved too little too late, as FSU never

relinquished the lead.

"I'm not happy," said head Bearcat

coach Mike Gottfried. "I really don't care

whether we played them on the road and

alnitost pulled it out. Close doesn't count

and h never has."

Gottfried cited lack of execution and bad

breaks as the chief reasons for the

flearcat's loss.

"Florida Slate did some things tonight

tha[t sort of surprised me, but that is by no

means an excuse. Basicdly, Td say that

they just executed a little better than we did.

Also, it seemed whenever we made a

substitution it hurt us. We'd put a new guy

in and he'd blow an assignment or

something.'*

Bowden praised the Bearcats defensive

play.

George Henshaw (offensive

foordinator) called all of our plays and I

thought he did a heck of a job," he said.

"I was surprised that we scored so many
points because Cincinnati played a very

HeUo.
FSU quarterback Blair Williams

from Cincinnati's Errol Cleveland.

confusiiig defense and had us confused

early. We won't see that defense

another time this year
. '

'

While Bowden also praised his

team's performance, he admited the

Seminoles made too many mistakes.

Florida FUunbcau/Vicki Arias

receives an introductory squeeze

"We made too many mistakes

tonight. We're going to have to cut our

mistakes if we want to play with people

like Pittsburgh."

The Seminoles play the Panthers in

two weeks at Doak Campbell Stadium.

Philip Hall fills Mike Rendina's cleats
BY DEBORAH BARRINGTON/MIKE RADIGAN

FI.AMBEAL STAFF WRITERS

After Saturday night's game, Philip Michael Hall

described himself as * 'very happy .

"

* "I'm just happy for the opportunity I got to take Mike
Rendina's place," he said.

In all. Hall scored eight points — five point-after kicks

and a 27-yard field goal in his first starting role for the

Seminoles. Hall added that he was sorry that Mike was

hurt.

Because of a pulled flexor hip muscle, Rendina missed

the opening game, but is expected to start against

Phtsbur^ in two weeks.

At the outset, Hall was admittedly nervous, but, he

#said, "1 used it to my advantage and put all the nervous

energy into kicking." During the pre-game warm-up, Hall

felt he wasn't kicking well, but he didn't let it deter him.

**My main objective was to keep my concentration,"

Hall said. He kept his concentration and is content in

knowing he "didn't make any major mistakes."

In his book, a major mistake wouldn't have been missing

say, a 70-yard field goal, but failing to make the sure goals.

Hall, a New Jersey native, did most of his kicking at

JKepublic High School in Missouri. His longest field goal in

high school was 36 yards. He believes his longest in practice

with the Seminoles is 47 yards.

Even though he knows he wouldn't have played had it

not been for Rendina's injury. Hall is optimistic. "I'm not

going to stop here. I'm still going to work just as hard as I

can."

While Rendina is heading for the healthy list, other

Seminoles are not so lucky.

The loss of starting noseguard Lenny Chavers before the

season began hurt the Seminoles, esp>ecially since he is out

for the rest of the season. Three players received injuries in

the clash with the Bearcats.

Head trainer Don Pauls reports that starting cornerback

Warren Hanna suffers from a "number two strained

medial colateral ligament" in his right knee.

"We base the severity on a scale of one-three," Fauls

said. "A number one isn't too serious. A number two is

pretty bad, and a three is bad. Hanna was injured late in the

game on Saturday."

Offensive tackle Eric Ryan and defensive end Tracy

Ashley both injured a shoulier, but it is "nothing severe,"

said Fauls.

Both Ryan and Ashley should be healthy for FSU's next

game, September 18 against Pittsburgh, according to Fauls.

0 CHARIOTS OF |y|
FIRE (PC)

Winner of 4

cneect) t chong

Academy Awards
M^'^VIEStHIMS ME TOaCN

nLdUCIIIY nmai U3 TIMHRLANI SHOPS ON TMi SQMAH . A||e|||Bl
including Best JIUOVWIK)

Picture 7:15.9:45 895-6110
7:50.9:50

!\'eeda dependable, fast t\putt iVOH?
NO PROBLEM! Whv not call...

'prcjcssicnal Secretarial Services

Personalized serN ice with experience

Research papers, dissertations, term papers,

business letters and applications, etc.

222-181

1

8 a.m. - 5 p.m. M-F
5I«4 I»u%al

easy parking

INTRAMURAL
TEAM JERSEYS

|h H on INCLUDES
!p ^ U %l TEAM NAME

& NUMBER
Sm Us For The Best Prices On Printed

T-Shirts For All Occasions

The Clothesline Parkway Shopping Center

877-9171 1211 Apaiachee Parkway

SUNSHINE'S Due to an error, the photo

appearing in the Sunshine's

Place ad in last Friday's

Flambeau was incorrectly

credited. The photo was taken by Larry

Workman. The Flambeau apologizes to

Larry.

^ CLASSES BEGIN

ii^lZkml0ey4 stptmnrni
prJlIM mhM CAU NOW AND REGISTER

Educational Cinttr Ltd.

TEST PREPARATION
SPteiALISTS SINCE 1938

523 E. TENNESSEE

(Across from Leon H.S.)

UNIVERSITY PLAZA LAUNDRY
1956 w. Tennessee Self-Service PLUS

WASH & DRY & FOLD
S3.25 Top Washer Load (Approx. 10 lbs)

Self-Serve: 7am - 11pm 7 days a week

Wash & dry & fold Seryice:7-6 M-F, 7-1 Sat.

COIN LAUNDRY
1S54 Lake Bradford Rd.

Self Service Only 7am-10pm 7 days a week

Applications are now being
accepted for

Escort Service nigtit

supervisor. ONLY
responsible, well-qualified

pei^ons need apply.
Pick up applications
in room 244 Union.
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LATEST OAmS AT THE LOWEST PRICES!

7 TOKENS FOR ""i
withis coupon thru 9/13/82

KHRgper-Clip
iCXBpecIClip

GIBgpeiLClip
CCISpeOaip

• rne

50% OFF SUPER
CARD

aPiMTekwitw/
Sub or nna Purchase

4 tAMVwicnMm 576-8313
\A/INN Dixif SHC^PPING CFNTFR • jACKSON BLUFF QO

CAMe CCBopecCiip
iCCSpeECIipQD

The Yogurt Pump i^^S^ ALTERATIONS
jlJM^TEl] UNLIMITED i3!

PANTS WAIST W OR OUT
$2MI

•

I

I imtmH itais)

• qood thru 9/15/82 w/this coupon

: PRESENT WHEN YOU BRm IN aOTHES
10^ STUDENT DISCOUNT W/AO

iaii? (MdrtlHspiciiis)

WBTWOOO SHOWIMC CTR. 57S41S7

THE GREAT MOPED SHOP
M-FM,SAT.1(K€

FIRESTONE STORE
%/coupon

OPI^TU

f I36" Battery
leonomloally Mo«d tatt^ry thot't backed in
wrtHng. Ortot for noniMil cmvIm um in modorat*
wooHwr. rle« InoludM Installcrtlon.

$36^88

: SAL'S ITALIAN PLACE :

Mm NI tNto CMPOI fOf

. 2 FREE DRAFTS
• With Purchase of Sal's Special
• Pizza 8 items or any of the

• House Special Entrees

S Carry-outs available

I
TlnberiaRe Skops oi the Square

4 TIRE ROTATION
with coupon

Firestone will rotate your car's tires, check
tire pressure and bring all tires up to
suggested PSI ratings,

CaN For JlMMiEtaMt

893-2771
501 N. Monroe St

222-0190 Exp. 9-20^2

: NOAH'S ARK PETS
j

FREE FISH :

Choice of

3 Zebra Danios
or

,
3 Goldfish

with coupon only
• (Limit 1 coupon per customer)

• oonA
Timberiane Shops on the SquMre

i.l^il......... E.p.9.2(W2

DTKSA
C-90 TAPES

3 for S1 1.00

••••••••••••••

(plos tax)

Valid only with coupon, good through Sept. 11, 1982

625 W. Tennessee-224-2655
(Across from Bullwinkle's)

•••••••••• • ••*^« ••••••••

THt FMMLV IMN

i$2.00 OFF Any Large Pizia:

itiicoipoii : 141 1 W.Tennessee St

iSiSr"** (excluding FSU
-224-8738

• 2331 Aoaladiee Pkwy FMtliill Nights) : coupon good
:f2HZ?!l. Expires 9-20-82 J Thru Sept. 50, 1982 ALTERATIONS

EXPIRES

9-fS42

Ties. Night Buffet

Free Medium

Soft Drink

Mr/coupon

J.

I

I

«

t

I

I

I

\ 5

Ctr*RMMri ctr

Westwood Shopping Ctr.

575-789Q

southern

ndoor
Plant

Specialist!/ OFFER GOOD
• ^ TIL ETERNITY!

Buy 1 pitcher of beer at regular price

Get 2nd pitcher for

99c
Coupon Oood Througti Limit One Per Person

^Vguns &
ir SPORTING GOODS
SPERRY

TOP-SIDER

$3495

LEVI'S

$1595

3ANANA SPLITS i

today only, 2-8 p.m. ,1

with coupon •

i SUI€€T SHOP
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Graham, Bafalis win in sweeps

Graham andMixson celebrate
Florida Flambeau/

JiUOuttman

UNITED FRESS INTERNATIONAL

* MIAMI—Gov. Bob Graham and Rep. Skip Bafalis beat
token opposition in their party primaries yesterday and will

meet in the governor's race in the general election Nov. 2.

With 74 of the state's 4,062 precincts reporting, Graham
had 13,745 votes, or 84 percent of the votes cast in the

Democratic primary. Homestead businessman Fred Kuhn
had 1,485 votes and gay rights activist Bob Kunst of

Gainesville had 1 ,074.

With 76 precincts reporting in the Republican primary,

Bafalis, a conservative from Fort Myers Beach, led little-

known Winter Garden attorney Vernon Davids 5,01 ^ to 732,

or 87 percent to 13 percent.

Both Graham and Bafalis had already been concentrating

on the general election, scarcely mentioning their party
primaries.

Graham planned to spend the early part of the evening at

the Governor's Mansion in Tallahassee before going to a

victory party later at the Hilton Hotel.

Bafalis, who spent election day in South Florida, said his

campaign is in "good shape" and challenged Graham to a
series of statewide debates. He said the debates would show a

fundamental difference between himself and the governor.
"1 have brought to government the belief that everyone

has a right to ru(i their own hfe but not someone else's," he
said. "Graham believes government can do everything for

everyone."

Bafalis, a 10-year veteran of the House, has hammered
away at Graham as a "classic tax and spend liberal" and a
poor leader who is responsible for Florida's crime and
refugee problems.

High-ranking Republicans have vowed to support his

campaign and Vice President George Bush attended a $500-

a-plate fundraiser for Bafalis in Miami Monday.
But his support for Reagan also put him in an uneasy spot

last month when Reagan's controversial $98.3 billion tax

increase package faced difficulty in the House.
Bafalis admitted he did not want to vole for the package,

saying he preferred tax cuts instead, but after a phone call

from Reagan he voted with the president

.

When asked about that vote later, Bafalis said it would not

have been necessary but for the spending policies of

Tuntio GOVERNOR, page 5

Richardson and Montford to meet in commission runoff
BY DANNI VOGT morning, but will not affect the outcome of the race.
FLAMKAU STAFFWMTGR In the unHkely event all 922 absentee ballots went to Yancey,

Bill Montford and A.J. Richardson left the Leon County he still couldn't outpoll Richardson. If the votes went to one of
Courthouse smihng last night. They emerged as the two top the frontrunners, it would give neither more than 50 percent of
vote-getters in the county commission race, and wiU face each the vote. Thus, a run-off between Montford and Richardson is
other in the Democratic run-off October 5. The winner of that^ a certainty.
race will face Republican Bob Arnow in the general election

November 2.

"I feel relieved," Richardson said soon after he learned he
had made the run-off in a four-person race. While he noted
the day had been quite hectic for his family and campaign
workers, the Bethel A.M.E. Church pastor admitted he went
home and took a nap.

. Montford, who took first place in the race by a mere 31
votes, attributed his lead to lots of hard work by an
extraordinary number of volunteer workers.

•it's pleasing to know [ had that kind of grassroots

support," the Godby High School principal remarked after

the results became apparent.

According to unofficial results available last night,
Montford led the pack with 7.199 votes, with Richardson close
behind with 7,168. Former city commissioner Earl Yancey
took third place with a 6,228 tally, while Dave Fountain took
fourth with 5,142.

The 922 Democratic absentee ballots will be opened late this

Yancey showed up at the courthouse early, but left when it

became clear he didn't make the run-off.

Fountain acknowledged he hoped to do better, but noted his

concrete stands on issues may have hurt his campaign.

"Being as specific as 1 was this early in the race might have
turned people off," Fountain noted. "If I learned anything, it

was to be very general and don't come down hard on the

issues.'*

Fountain predicted a Montford victory in the run-off,

although he said he didn't plan to endorse anyone soon.

Richardson garnered most of his strength from the city's

five black-majority precincts, building up a 2,534 to 121 lead

there. He kept a slim lead in ten more of the county's

precincts, but ran second or worse in the other 41. •

Campaign workers at the Lincohi Neighborhood Service

Center noted an exceptionally slow turnout about noon, with
one quipping "they did all that name-calling for nothing."

While Supervisor of Elections John Sullivan had predicted a

Turn to COUNTY, page 5^ „,„ , , , , ^ A.J. Richardson last night

Gainesville police say they've solved 'rituaP murder case

Florida Flambeau/

Vifki Arias

IMTH) PRESS INTKRN ATIONAI.

GAlNFiSVlLLE — A suspect in the ritual murder of the

University of Florida's popular "junk food professor" was
captured yesterday in a high-speed chase through the streets

of New York and police said they had solved the case.

The murder of nutrition professor Howard Appledorf, 41

,

who suffocated slowly in his apartment last weekend while

his killers watched, was an act of revenge, said Gainesville

Police Capt. Richard Ward.
"At 8 a.m. today a number of sealed murder warrants

were issued for the arrest of individuals we believe we have

enough evidence on to arrest." Ward said at a news
conference. "The case is solved. We know who committed
the homicide."

However, he would not say how many warrants had been
issued, or identify the suspects other than Gary McNichols,

21 , who was chased down early yesterday after police s|90tted

him driving Appledprfs car in midtown New York.

Ward said he expected all the suspects would be arrested

within 24 hours.

A spokesperson for the district attorney's office in New
York said McNichol was cooperatmg with police, but Ward
would not say whether information from McNichol led to the

other warrants.

The case is solved.We know who committed
the homicide.' — Police spolcesperson

Ward said Gainesville officers were headed not only to

New York to pick up McNichol, but to Lumberton, N.C.,
where he said suspects had tried to charge purchases on
Appledorf's credit cards. He also said police believe some of

the suspects were in Boston.

Ward said none of the kiUers, apparently, was a student. ,

"We do have reason to believe they were passing through
and were not in this community for more than a few weeks."

All, he said, have used several aliases.

Appledorf had returned only Friday night from New
York, where he had reportedly been meeting with editors of a

women's magazine.

A professor at the university for 15 years, Appledorf was

separated from his wife and lived alone. He gained national

attention for his studies of fast foods in the 1970s and was

nicknamed "the junk food professor" when he touted the

nutritional value of McI>onald's hamburgers.

New York police charged McNichol with reckless

endangerment for the car chase and possession of a forged

instrument—credit cards belonging to Appledorf,

New York detectives continued their search for three other

suspects in the case believed to be in the metropolitan area.

The three—Howard Lutz and Gary Ostrowski, both 20

and both of New York, and Stephen Anderson, 19, of

Connecticut—were charged last month with forging checks

Turn toMURDER, page 3
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Graham, Bafalis win in sweeps

Graham andMixson celebrate
Florida Flambeau/

JiUOuttman

UNITED PRESSINTCRNATIONAL

• MIAMI—Gov. Bob Graham and Rep. Skip Bafalis beat

token opposition in their party primaries yesterday and will

meet in the governor's race in the general election Nov. 2.

With 74 of the state's 4,062 precincts reporting, Graham
had 13,745 votes, or 84 percent of the votes cast in the

Democratic primary. Homestead businessman Fred Kuhn

had 1,485 votes and gay rights activist Bob Kunst of

Gainesville had 1 ,074.

With 76 precincts reporting in the Republican primary,

Bafalis, a conservative from Fort Myers Beach, led little-

known Winter Garden attorney Vernon Davids 5,018 to 732,

or 87 percent to 13 percent.

Both Graham and Bafalis had already been concentrating

on the general election, scarcely mentioning their party

primaries.

Graham planned to spend the early part of the evening at

the Governor's Mansion in Tallahassee before going to a

victory party later at the Hilton Hotel.

Bafalis, who spent election day in South Florida, said his

campaign is in "good shape" and challenged Graham to a

series of statewide debates. He said the debates would show a

fundamental difference between himself and the governor.

"I have brought to government the belief that everyone

has a right to run their own life but not someone else's," he

said. "Graham believes government can do everything for

everyone."

Bafalis, a lO-year veteran of the House, has hammered
away at Graham as a "classic tax and spend liberal" and a

poor leader who is responsible for Florida's crime and

refugee problems.

High-ranking Republicans have vowed to support his

campaign and Vice President George Bush attended a $500-

a-plate fundraiser for Bafalis in Miami Monday.

But his support for Reagan also put him in an uneasy spot

last month when Reagan's controversial $98.3 billion tax

increase package faced difficulty in the House.

Bafalis admitted he did not want to vote for the package,

saying he preferred tax cuts instead, but after a phone call

from Reagan he voted with the president.

When asked about that vote later, Bafalis said it would not

have been necessary but for the spending policies of

Turn to GOVERNOR, page 5

Richardson and Montford to meet in commission runoff
BY DANNl VOGT
FLAMKAU STAFFWRITER

Bill Montf(Mrd and A.J. Richardson left the Leon County
Courthouse smiling last night. They emerged as the two top

vote-getters in the county commission race, and will face each

other in the Democratic run-off October 5. The winner of that

race will face Republican Bob Arnow in the general election

November 2.

"I feel relieved," Richardson said soon after he learned he

had made the run-off in a four-person race. While he noted

the day had been quite hectic for his family and campaign
workers, the Bethel A.M.E. Church pastor admitted he went
home and took a nap.

. Montford, who took first place in the race by a mere 31

votes, attributed his lead to lots of hard work by an
extraordinary number of volunteer workers.

"It's pleasing to know I had that kind of grassroots

support," the Godby High School principal remarked after

the results became apparent.

According to unofficial results available last night,

Montford led the pack with 7,199 votes, with Richardson close

behind with 7,168. Former city commissioner Earl Yancey
took third place with a 6,228 tally, while Dave Fountain took

fourth with 5,142.

The 922 Democratic absentee ballots will be opened late this

morning, but will not affect the outcome of the race.

In the unlikely event all 922 absentee ballots went to Yancey,

he still couldn't outpoU Richardson. If the votes went to one of

the frontrunners, it would give neither more than 50 percen of

the vote. Thus, a run^off between Montford and Richardson is

a certainty.

Yancey showed up at the courthouse early, but left when it

became clear he didn't make the run-off.

Fountain acknowledged he hoped to do better, but noted his

concrete stands on issues may have hurt his campaign.

"Being as specific as I was this early in the race might have

turned people off,** Fountain noted. "If I learned anything, it

was to be very general and don*t come down hard on the

issues."

Fountain predicted a Montford victory in the run-off,

although he said he didn't plan to endorse anyone soon.

Richardson garnered most of his strength from the city's

five black-majority precincts, building up a 2,534 to 121 lead

there. He kept a slim lead in ten more of the county's

precincts, but ran second or worse in the other 41. •

Campaign workers at the Lincoln Neighborhood Service

Center noted an exceptionally slow turnout about noon, with

one quipping "they did all that name-calling for nothing."

While Supervisor of Elections John Sullivan had predicted a

Turn to COUNTY, page 5 A.J. Richardson last night

Gainesville police say they've solved 'rituar murder case

Florida Flambeau/

Vipki Arias

IMTFO PRESS INTERNATIONAL

GAINESVll I F — A suspect in the ritual murder of the

University of Florida's popular "junk food professor" was

captured yesterday in a high-speed chase through the streets

of New York and police said they had solved the case.

The murder of nutrition professor Howard Appledorf, 41,

who suffocated slowly in his apartment last weekend while

his killers watched, was an act of revenge, said Gainesville

Police Capt. Richard Ward.

"At 8 a.m. today a number of sealed murder warrants

were issued for the arrest of individuals we believe we have

enough evidence on to arrest," Ward said at a news

conference. "The case is solved. We know who committed

the homicide."

However, he would not say how many warriuits had been

issued, or identify the suspects other than Gary McNichols,

21 , who was chased down early yesterday after police spotted

him driving Appledprf's car in midtown New York.

Ward said he expected all the suspects would be arrested

within 24 hours.

A spokesperson for the district attorney's office in New
York said McNichol was cooperating with police, but Ward
would not say whether information from McNichol led to the

other warrants. '

'The case is solYed.We know who committed

the hoBiiciile.' —Police spokesperson

Ward said Gainesville officers were headed not only to

New York to pick up McNichol, but to Lumberton, N.C.,

where he said suspects had tried to charge purchases on

Appledorfs credit cards. He also said police believe some of

the suspects were in Boston.

Ward said none of the killers, apparently, was a student. ,

"We do have reason to believe they were passing through

and were not in this community for more than a few weeks.**

All, he said, have used several aliases.

Appledorf had returned only Friday night from New
York, where he had reportedly been meeting with editors of a

women's magazine.

A professor at the university for 15 years, Appledorf was

separated from his wife and lived alone. He gained national

attention for his studies of fast foods in the 1970s and was

nicknamed "the junk food professor" when he touted the

nutritional value of McDonald's hamburgers.

New York police charged McNichol with reckless

endangerment for the car chase and possession of a forged

instrument—credit cards belonging to Appledorf.

New York detectives continued their search for three other

suspects in the case believed to be in the metropolitan area.

The three—Howard Lutz and Gary Ostrowski, both 20

and both of New York, and Stephen Anderson, 19, of

Connecticut—were charged last month with forging checks

Turn to MURDER, page 3
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Goodwill is getting a green thumb
BY DAVE PICARIELLO

FLAMBF.AL WRITFR

Goodwill Industries has always looked for new and

interesting ways to train disabled people for eventual

employment. The greenhouse at Goodwill-Big Bend, 300

Mabry Street, lately inherited from the Florida Association

of RehabiliUtion Facilities, definitely fits that description.

Through a training program being conducted by

greenhouse manager Beth Weidner, clients referred by the

Office of Vocational Rehabilitation are being trained in the

greenhouse for jobs in nurseries.

Weidner has been able to determine what is needed to

make this project most effective from the help of Florida

A&M University's Department of Agriculture and local

nurserymen.

Clients in the program will learn to plant seeds properly,

root cuttings, transplant seedlings and provide the

conditions necessary to grow various plants. They will also

learn to meet requirements of light, temperature, moisture

and nutrients, and treat diseases and insect problems.

"We have five clients, (disabled workers), in the

program," said Weidner. "As the operation expands and

turns a profit, we can keep clients longer and train more

people. Eventually we'll have a complete nursery

operation; selling ourplants to local nurseries and groceries

retail."

When their training is complete, the clients will be fully

prepared tor work in all phases of nursery operations

allowed by their disability.

"The greenhouse is now set up to grow bedding, plants

and vegetables to wholesalers/* said Weidner. "After the

plants reach a certain stage they are *hardened off.' That is,

exposed to more and more sunlight and less and less water

until they are acclima|cd to the outdoors. Then they are

ready to be sold."

Most of the materials required for the greenhouse have

been donated by nurseries and individuals in the

community, but now donations of plants and cuttings are

Florida Flambeau/Bob O'Lary

Gardening
Beth Weidner ofGoodwill Industries is shown here

in the spacious greenhouse inherited by GoodwUl

from the Florida Association of Rehabilitation

Facilities.

needed. Anyone who is able to help may bring their

donations to the Mabry Street facility or call 576-7145. All

donations are tax deductible.

Greenhouse
This is the structure in

which a group of
disabled people are

learning horticulture for

future employment in

nurseries. The clients for

the program are referred

by the Office of
Vocational Rehabilita-

tion.

Florida Flambeau/Bob O'Lary

Bulletbaby doing fine after three months
IM rH> PRKSS INTKRNATIONAI

FORT LAUDERDALE — A baby boy whose tranquil

existence in his mother's womb was interrupted by a bullet

that pierced his skull is doing fine three months later, his

doctor said yesterday.

Daniel Ennis Whiteside is probably the first case of a

fetus surviving with a bullet in its head, neonatal specialist

Dr. Greg Melnick said.

"He's doing pretty good. Right now, the baby is behaving

normally, like any other 2'/: -month-old baby or 3-month

old baby would behave," said Melnick, who treated the

baby after his June 5 birth by Caesarean section.

•*As a precautionary element we're using phenobarbital

to guard against seizures. We arc trying to wean the baby

off the phenobarbital because we don't have evidence of

such seizures," Melnick said.

The bullet was removed in Miami Aug. 3 by

neurosurgeons using an ultrasound device. Melni^ck said he

has no idea how the child survived but he is certain the child

wiU be able to lead a normal life.

**U*s very dif0cult to explain medically," said Melnick, a

Broward Gfeneral Medical Center doctor. 'When he was

born, he had a hole in head with a bullet inside."

Melnick said doctors sewed up the hole shortly after the

birth. When the infant had put on enough weight, they

reopened the stitches and removed the 1 -ounce bullet. By

that time, the bullet was surrounded by a protective

membrane and separated from the brain.

"The last time that I saw the kid, he was seven or eight

pounds," Melnick said. "He's looking fine."

For now the boy is staying with his grandmother, Peggy

Whiteside, in -Pompano Beach, Fla., who could not be

reached for comment.

His unusuaL medical predicament started when his

mother, Linda Whiteside, and his father, Ennis Walden,

were walking through their neighborhood, an area

inhabited primarily by black migrant workers.

Ruby Lee Love, 31, the father's live-in girlfriend, pulled

up and fired one shot, hitting Whiteside, 17, in the lower

back. When the baby was delivered a few hours later,

doctors found pieces of his skull blown loose

Love, who faces two attempted murder charges, is free

on $5,000 bond, while Whiteside was admitted to the

hospital last week for bladder and bowel surgery.
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Learn Bartending

In Tallahassee

ENROLLNOW FORI
[SEPTEMBER CLASSES]

• Day and night classes
• Limited enrollment .

BARTENDING ACADEMY, INC.

893-1668 Ask for Kitte 878-4639

Century 21
Haircutting

MEN AND WOMEN'S
STYLE CUT

6:30 AM -6 PM M-F
8:30 AM - 4 PM SAT

4229 W. PINSACOIA 57b-h4h

YOU GET IN

FREE IF:

•Your birthday is

March 15-March 30

•You have a Maas. Bro.

credit card, or a Publk
Library card

•If your So( lal Sec urity

number ends m 0

iX>UBLE Trouble with

THE DIXIE

DESPEllAbOS
Tonight thru Saturday at

BULLWINKLE'S

EXHIBITION
AND SALE,
OF FINE ART PRINTS

J^prO_. SPONSORED BY

UNION
PROGRAM
OFFICE

THIS
WEEK

FEATURING THE WORKS OF:
CHAGALL DAU MATISSE BREUGHEL
m CEZANNE m VAN GOGH HOMER
KLEE MONET MAGRITTE PICASSO
m MIRO BOSCH m RENOIR U TOULOUSE
LAUTREC WYETH ROCKWELL
GAUGUIN m REMBRANDT 0nd itffiny.

manfmon.

PRICES
LARGE PRINTS

$3.00 ea 3 for $7.00

'Biggest and Best Selection

DATE: TuM.. Sapt. 7di thru Fri. Sapt. 10th

TIME: 9 a.m. -6 p.m.

PLACE: Univeraity Union BaHroom

of Prints Anywhara';

SPECIAL FEATURE:
M. C. ESCHER
OLD MOVIE POSTERS
MATTING 18 AVAILASLE

Ov«r 1200 <IHfarant prima
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BOR member to be selected
NT BRIAN WILSON
FI.AMBF.Ar STAFF WRITFR

Gov. Bob Graham's Board of Regents

appointment staff is busy at work trying to

find a replacement for Tim Meenan, whose
ajppointment to the BOR was rescinded

because of his failure to meet the Florida's
five year residency rule to be a member of
the board. *

The appointments office started to

interview students last week for the

prestigious position on the Board of
Regents.

The Legislature passed a law to allow a
student to serve on the board only five years
ago, and Meenan would have been the first

one to serve from Florida State University.

The University of Florida, University of
South Florida and University of Central

Florida have all had students serve on the

BOR and some people think it's FSU's turn

to be represented.

"It would be nice to have a student from
FSU," said Deputy Director for
Appointments, Frank Albarez. "That is

because FSU has not had a member on the

board. But we're not excluding any other
institutions."

According to Student Affairs Vice-

President Bob Leach, the govermn-'s ofHce
requested he and Meenan submit a list of
students that they thought were quatified to
serve on the board.

"Tim and I talked about it," said

Leach, "and we came up with the same
people. We selected people who were
involved in things, or showed some
interest.**

Leach did not have aM of the names he
submitted.

Meenan was unavailable for comment.
However, Albarez talked with Meenan and
said he and the Appointments Committee
went through the list of people that applied

and commented on their chances of being a

Murder frompage 1

in Appledorfs name, but he dropped the

charges against them.

Police spotted Appledorfs car on a
midtown street and the vehicle took off
when the driver realized he was being
followed. The chase went up to East
Harlem and then back down Manhattan's
East Side until it was stopped at a
roadblock.

Appledorfs body was found gagged,
blindfolded and propped against a sofa
Sunday in his ransacked Iftkeskle

condominium in Gainesville.

Three plates with sandwiches on them

INBRIEF
STUDENTS HELPING STUIMINTS

invites you to apply for a position as an
upper division student counselor to help
students with the same major. If you are an
upper division student, have at least a 3.0

CPA and are interested in sharing your
experiences with other students, call Kathy
LuhriQg at 576-2845.

THE CENTER FOir PAimCIPANT
Education's alternative orienution fills, the
Union Courtyard today from 1 1 a.m. to 3

p.m. with tables, demonstrations and
performances that introduce the free classes

offered by C^E this semester. Registration

Tim

Meenan

member.
One of the names that came up was John

Boudet, an FSU student.

"Tim said that John would be an
excellent member of the board," Albarez
said.

At press time, 20 students were in

contention for the students* spot on the

board.

"We're going to try and narrow the list

down from 20 to a handful,'* said Albarez.
"Then we'll interview them again with the
Deputy Chief of Staff, Charlie Reed. Then
the governor will decide which student will

serve on the Board of Regents."

Because of the situation surrounding the

Board of Regents sdection, Albarez said
that they will accept applications from any
student from one of the nine state
universities.

''Because of these extenuating
circumstances, we'll let anybody apply up
until we make the decision," said Albarez.
That decision, Albarez hopes, will be

made before the Cabinet meets September
21.

"It's hard to tell if we'll make it by
then," said Albarez. "But if everything
goes smoothly, we'll have an
announcement by the twenty-first."

and wine glasses were set in a semicircle
around the body. An empty fourth plate
and an overturned wine glass were beside
the body.

"There were all kinds of words written
on the walls" of his condominium with
barbecue sauce and ink, Ward said.

"Predominantly, the word 'murder' is

written. And then, they spelled the word
*murder' backwards."
The reversed spelling, "redrum," was a

feature of the horror movie The Shining
,

which had been shown on Gainesville cable
television several times within the week
prior to Appledorfs death.

The professor was suffocated by a canvas
tote bag full of water, pillows and towels
that was placed over his face.

will also be held at this time.

ALPHA KAPPA PSI WILL HOLD AN
informational meeting for persons
interested in majoring in business tonight at

8 in 212 Business.

OMEGA ALPHA RHO WILL MEET
tonight at 7 in 240 Union. AU orientation
leaders should attend.

OMEGA DELTA KAPPA WILL
meet tonight at 7 in 346 Union. All
members are urged to attend. For more
information call Scott Hall at 644-3365.
THE RED BASS NEWS/ART

Magatine wffl hold a meeting tonight at

7:30 in room 247 Union. Open to the
public, all interested persons are cordially
invited.
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P.M. Publishing and Typographies offers quality typesetting, design & printing of
custom resume's within 24 hours. We have many uniquf styles to choose from!
100 RESUMES 25 RESUMES 50 RESUMES OTHER OPTION
WHITE PAPER ( 25 COVER SHEETS i 50 COVER SHEETS ( GIVE US THE DETAILS

CUSTOM OESlGNEU t 25 ENVELOPES : 50 ENVELOPES j 4 WE LL GIVE VOl'

TYPESET 4 PRINTED ) ON CLASSIC LAID PAPER ) ON CLASSIC LAID PAPER } A GOOD PRICE

$24.95 S30.95 $35.95 & A 6000 JOB!
1
330 N Gadsden • Tallahassee. FL 32303 • (904) 222- 1 222 or 222 1 220

presents B M m ^

With special Guests

THE NIGHT and CROSSCUT SAW

in concert

Tomorrow Ni^ht - 800
PM

General Admission

ADVANCE- $5.00

iltit>R-$6.00

Tickets Available At:

Civic Center
Box OfRc*

FSU
Union Ticket Office

Record Bar
117W.T«nn.St.

Sears
Governor's Square Mall

Tickets On Sale Now

Student government presents
for the first time ever at
Florida State University a

1st Topic:
ABORTION
• Should it be legal?
• Is it moral?

Voice you opinion
Thursday Sept. 9 12 noon
Union Courtyard
Sponsored by the Student Government Association
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Stop Watt
When Ronald Reagan named James Watt as his Secretary of the

Interior, we knew our environment was in for a difHcult four years.

Reagan and his aides mouthed a great deal of gibberish on the

environment before he was elected, and his administnttion's

conservation scorecard has not improved since then.

But the regularity witii which Watt mounts assaults on the

environment still continues to amaze us, especially considering

the mounting consensus in support of environmental protection. That

consensus spans the political spectrum: no longer are

environmentalists dismissed as anti-growth kooks; now they fill the

boardrooms of the nation's largest corporations and the president's

own party. Clean air and water, it would seem, are good for business.

Sadly, that fact is lost on Reagan and Watt, who continue to

promote the despoliation of the environment. It is time the American

people made it known to the administration that they will not stand

for further erosion of environmental safeguards.

One way you can send that message would be to sign the petition

being circulated by the Florida Public Interest Research Group
demanding the State of Florida join with California, Alaska and a

number of national conservation groups in a lawsuit to delay Watt's

latest oil-drilling plan.

That plan is typical of Watt's myopia on conservation issues. Watt

wants to open over one billion acres of U.S. seabed fdr oil and gas

drilling leases. Much of that seabed lies off the Florida Coast.

Never before has such a large area been opened to oil and gas

exploration. So large are the tracts, in fact, that conducting

environmental-impact studies on the seabed involved would be next to

impossible. As FPIRG conservation cOnsukimt Doug Alderson

pointed out in a column in yesto'day's Flambeau the type of regional

impact studies Watt has in mind would be just too broad in scope to

offer real hope for environmental protection, even if the state had
years to conduct such a study.

But they don't have that sort of time. In the past, states knew two
years in advance which areas would be offered for lease to oil

companies. This time, the state has only 30 days. That's just not

enough time to guarantee the state's fishing and tourist industries

safety from potential economically-crippling environmental damage.
The question is whether the risk is worth the benefits, offered by

Watt's plan. Given the current world oil glut, we have to conclude that

it is not.

That's where the FPIRG petition comes in. The lawsuit FPIRG is

urging Florida to join would delay Watt's scheme until his proposals

could be better studied. Florida's participation in the suit would add
weight to the outcry against Watt; your support for the suit by signing

the petition would add one more voice to that outcry.

The deadline for filing the suit is Sept. 20. The petition is being

circulated this week in the Florida State University Union. We urge

you to sign.
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On the rights of older students
BY JULIE SIWICKl
FECIAL TOTHE FLAMBEAU

Some incorrect statements were made last week
by representatives of Student Government
regarding the status of Alumni Village. I would like

to set the record straight with a few facts.

On Monday, August 30, the Flambeau ran an
interview with Jill McConnell in which she stated

that the free bus service to Alumni Village was
"unfair to other students" because AV was "the

only off-campus apartment that receives any kind

of free bus service from Student Government.*'

Although Alumni Village is located two miles

from the campus, it is not "off-campus
apartments." Alumni Village is university housing,

just as the dormitories are. The rent is paid directly

to the FSU Housing Office (and has increased by 10

percent twice in the last two years). I'm sure the

residents of Alumni Village would prefer to be
closer to canipus, as would all students, but they

obviously had no control in the university's choice

of location for its married- and adult- student

housing.

In a Wednesday, September 1 interview, Gary
Dundas said that, "Student Government gives over

$31,000 into a preschool for Alumni Village

resideats. That preschool is in addition to the bus
service we provide and subsidized housing." Let me
respond to these mis-statements one point at a time.

First, and most blatant, is that Alumni Village is

Aio/ subsidized housing. As I said before, AV is

university housing, just like the dormitories, and as

such must be totally self-supporting. Alumni
Village residents receive not one single dollar in rent

subsicfy from anyone.

Secondly, Ehmdas' sutement regarding the funds
given to "AV residents" for a pre school is very
misleading. It suggests that SG funds the program
in its entirety and that it is restricted to AV
residents. Nothing could be further from the truth.

The $31,054 that SG provides does goes to pay a

full-time director's salary and the salaries of four

part-time teachers and one part-tmie maintenance
person. All other workers and caretakers are tlfee

parents whose children participate in the program.
Not only do the parents share in the child care, but
they also share in the physical upkeep of the

building itself (painting, floor cleaning, window
washing) and pay a fee for child care on top of all

that. The fee for fuU-day care is $K)S per child per
seme^; if a parent works at the center for fbur
hours each week and meets two other
work/participation requirements, this fee is

reduced to $200 per child per semester.

In addition, this child care co-op is not for

residents of Alumni Village only. Although they are

given first priority, the child care program is also

open to all FSU student parents, FSU faculty and*
staff and the community at large. However,
according to Linda Mitman, director of the child

GUESTCOLUMN
care program, their facilities are hopelessly

inadequate to meet the great demand for child care,

and enrollment rarely goes beyond student parents.

It is clear that the $31 ,054 provided by SGA doesn't

even scratch the surface of the great need for child

care that exists, unmet, in the university

conununity.

Most Alumni Village residents have families and
children. Their 20 percent rent increase, the current

and pending tuition increases, the burden of the

family financial obligations and the upward-
spiraling cost of living, combined with the decreases

in financial aid, have pushed many families to the

brink of leaving college.

The removal of the free bus service was an
unexpected Mow, announced as it was just three

days before schedule pick-up when so many people

had planned their class schedules around the bus

service hours. The bus passes offered by McConnell
are good only from 6:30 to 9 a.m. and 4 to 6:30

p.m., obviously designed to accommodate a

commuting office worker with an 8 to 5 job. Those
hours are utterly useless to a college student with an
erratic daily class schedule and children in

elementary school.

The brochure on Alumni Village provided by the

FSU Housing Office clearly states that "bus service

is provided free during daylight hours on class days
(no evenings, weekends, or holidays). Bus passes

are paid by student fees included in tuition."

Residents of Alumni Village still pay their tuition

and their Activities and Services fees in full—yet
suddenly, this year, there is no money for the bus
service that the university literature promises will be
provided.

We are all aware that Taltran increased its rates

for the service. But the Seminole Express, the

shuttle bus that serves the campus and the stadium,

is also operated under an agreement with Taltran,

and somehow the money was found for three brand
new buses this year. Were these new buses
furnished at the expense of the AV residents'

service?

Alumni Village residents, and older students in

general, are not asking for unreasonable services.

They are accustomed to the adult responsibilities of

home and family and "doing" for themselves. But
they are also functioning, fee-paying students of
Florida State; they represent 20 to 25 percent of the
student body as a whole. Yet services provided by
the university to meet their special needs are
practically nil, and one of the things they truly

depended on was free bus service to get to their

classes.

Jill McConnell said in the August 23 Flambeau

Turn to VILLAGE, page 5
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turnout of around 50 percent just over one-
third of the county's 72,000 registered

voters turned out for the county
commission race.

Monttord stressed energy conservation

and fiscal responsibility during the

campaign, while Richardson named
economic development, crime prevention,

human service programs and saving the

environment as his chief concerns.

If Richardson wins the run-bff and the

ecncral election, he would become the first

black county commissioner in Leon Countj

history.

In other county races, George Anderson
handily defeated **SmiUn'" Scott Dailey
for the School Board District One seat,

while Donna Harper wiped out Erb
Fontenot for the School Board District Two
Seat. Incumbent Circuit Judge Victor

Cawthon easily defeated challenger Bob
Dean to gain another term on the bench.

Jon Ausman, chairperson of the Leon
County Democratic Executive Committee,
noted that all three candidates the

committee endorsed— Richardson,
Anderson and Harper—had either won or

were in a run-off.

Governor frompage 1

politicians like Graham.
The Bafalis campaign ran into difficulty

early when he had trouble finding a running
mate. Fort Lauderdale Police Chief Leo
Callahan finally accepted one day before

the end of the formal qualifying period.

A month later Callahan learned he
needed heart bypass surgery and spent

election day in a Houston, Texas, hospital.

Davids, 48, tried to attract attention to

his campaign by traveling the state with a

robot. He later added his brother, Wendell,

to his ticket as his lieutenant governor
candidate.

Graham, a lawyer, businessman and
former state legislator, has campaigned
sparingly so far, but has a campaign
treasury of more than $1.6 million at his

disposal.

Unlike four years ago, when he was an

underdog facing several better-known
candidates in the primary, Graham goes

into the fall campaign a heavy favorite.

Most polls show Graham leading Bafalis by
margins of more than 2-1

.

While Bafalis has been campaigning to

boost his name recognition, Graham has

benefitnl from being governor.

In June his anti-crime package passed
almost unchanged in a special legislative

session. Last month the Florida

Department of Law Enforcement reported

that crime had dropped during the first six

months of 1982.

Last month Graham apted quickly to

aSkivim a threat to the state's <^t rating

by ordering a 2 percent cut in state

spending.

Kunst, 40, his most visible opponent,
admitted he had no chance to win the

election but used the campaign to speak out

for homosexual rights, marijuana and
environmental issues.

Kuhn, 34» gained most of his attention in

the campaign by staging a series of fund-
raising concerts that drew small audiences

despite featuring Tammy Wynette and Billy

"Crash" Craddock.

Village
that "Every (rock) concert that I have

anything to do with will be free. 1 can't see

making students pay on their own
campus/* She doesn't feel that studenu
should pay for rock concerts, but they must
pay for b us transportation t o eet to the ir

classes. I wonder if that says something
about a difference in priorities between
younger and older students. What, after all,

is a university for?

• • •

A meetiiig to discnss some of these isaues

wtU be held on Wednesday, Sept 8, at 12:45

p.m. in the Florida Room of the UnioB. The
jiublic is invited.

Feel negative about your resume?
MEDIATYPE will help you get it

ready for the printer.MEDIATYPE
^ltoorTUj14JJnionBjdg^S^

1982^

V.P. Leach Schedules
September "Walk-In Chats''
Vice President for Student Affairs Bob Leach will be available for

"Walk-In Chats" during September. Students may see Dr. Leach without
appointment on Wednesdays from 1 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. and on Thursdays
from 9:30 a.m. to 12 noon in 321 Westcott. Please note that this schedule
is subject to change without prior notification. Call 644-5590 tc

confirm.

Students to receive NDSL money
Florida State students who have been ruled eligible for National Direct

Student Loans will receive the money after all, during tht^ regular
financial aid check distribution in the University Union through Sept.

Campus convocation is Sunday
Florida State University, in conjunction with the Campus Ministries

Association, is sponsoring a religious convocation Sunday, Sept. 12, at 3
p.m. in Ruby Diamond Auditorium.
Rep. Herb Morgan will be the main speaker at the convocation which

also will include music by the FSU Brass Choir. Other participants'will
include President Bernard Sliger, Vice President for Student Affairs Bob
Leach, Student Government President Jill McConnell, Faculty Senate
President Fred Kreimer, and Campus Ministries Association President
Austin Hollady.

Shuford Davis, Baptist campus minister, said the purpose of the
convocation is to show students that religious values are still important.
"New students coming to a university often are faced with ideas that

challenge their values," Davis said. "We want to tell these students that
religious beliefs really do affect how we behave and shouldn't be put on
a shelf during college years."

The convocation will last approximately one hour. There is no
admission charge and everyone is invited.

For more information, contact Rev. Hollady at 222-0251.

Sign up for CLAST
Any student who expects to receive an AA degree in December 1982

or who will be a junior at a state university in the term that begins in

January 1983 must apply by Sept. 17 to take the College Level Academic
Skills Test (CLAST J Saturday, Oct. 23.

Further information about CLAST is available from the FSU CLAST
coordinator, Instructional Support Center, 106 Seminole Building, 644-
3017.

Be a Marshall Scholar in Britain
The on-campus deadline for receipt of completed applications for

Marshall Scholarships is Oct. 8.

American students who are less than 26 years old and who will have
received at least an undergraduate degree by August, 1983 with a CPA
of 3.7 or better are strongly encouraged to apply. For information,
contact the FSU Marshall Scholarship Adviser: Professor DeWitt
Sumners, Department of Mathematics and Computer Science, 111 Love,
644-2718.

Awards include fares to and from Britain, a monthly living allowance,
tuition fees, book and travel aliowances,totalling an average of $15,000 a
year.

Join Student IEEE Chapter
A student chapter of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics

Engineers (IEEE), the world's largest professional engineering society,
is being formed at Florida State University.

There are numerous advantages for students in membership in IEEE,
such as reduced rates on publications subscriptions, opportunities to

meet scientists from computer-related industries, scholarships,
fellowships and other awards, engineering library privileges and others.
Contact Dr. Abe Kandel, 206 Love Building or B. Heshmaty, 120

Education Building, for a membership apphcatioti or more information.

Health fee waived for interns
Students who are interning or otherwise studying 100 miles or more

from campus may obtain a waiver from the mandatory Health Fee.
Academic departments must provide written certification of the

planned internships to the Administrator, 202 Health Center Building.
The student is responsible for turning in the Health Fee waiver to the

University Controller's office. Cashier's Section, in lieu of paying the
health Foe. .
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Banking:
How tofind the best deal in Tallahassee

BY NEIL FRIEDMAN
SPfX:iAL TO THE FLAMBEAU

. If you're in the market for a bank it pays to shop carefUUy,

because while all banks will keep your money safe, some do
much better at saving you money.

This was the fmding of a Florida Public Interest Research

Group study of comparative services offered by the banking

institutions of Leon County.

•'Our study indicates that there is a wide price differential

in key areas of banking services," said Connie Risser,

FPIRCj consumer researcher. "For example, the minimum
HK^nthly balance needed to receive free checking ranges from

a low of $98 at North Florida National to a high of $399 at

the Lewis State Bank. This information aloike can save

consumers a significant amount of money."

TheFPlRG study (see chart below) also lists the

minimum monthly balance needed for free interest-bearing

checking accounts and the service charge levied if the

consumer's balance falls under the minimum.
**It is important to note the increased minimum monthly

balance and the service charge for these accounts/* Riss«-

wvned. "Consumers could lose their earned interest and
more, through a significant penalty charge."

The f PIRG study also shows that all checks don't bounce

to the same fiscal beat.

The comparative charges for bouncing a check show that

North Florida National Bank is clearly 4he most forgiving.

While other area banks charge belWeen $9 and $12 per

bounced check. North Florida National has no charge for the

first bounced check, $2 for the second, $3 for the third, and
$7 thereafter.

The interest rates offered by Leon County's banking

institutions show no variation on savings and checking

accounts. All the banks studied pay 5.25 percent. There is a

difference, however, in the minimum amount needed to open

a ^vings account. The range stretches from a low $20 to a
high of $100.

In this age of technological convenience it is not necessary

to visit your bank during office hours. Tallahassee offers

various options to banking customers.

One is the Bank-n-Shop facilities at Publix and the

Tallahassee Mall. Another option for students is the

University Union banking facility and a Max Card location.

Max Card Automatic Tellers are offered by Lewis State

Bank and North Florida National and have locations not

only on campus, but also at the Lewis State Bank downtown,

at Lewis State's Lake Bradford Road branch and at the

branch in Carriage Gate Shopping Center. The Flagship

Bank offers the Jack Card.

Be^nning October I , the First National Bank, located at

217 N. Monroe St., Oty National Bank, with offices at 1801

Apalachee Parkway, 2375 Centerville Rd. and Governor's

Square Mall, and Second National Bank, located at 1824 W.
Tennessee St. and 1 108 W. Tharpe St., will have a 24-hour

automatic teller service called the Buck Card.

Other categories of the banking survey included the

minimum deposit needed to open a checking account,

interest rates available on int^^t-bearing checking accounts.

Florida Flambeau/J ill Guttman

.

how often interest on saviai^ accounts is compounded, and
the service charge for non-interest bearing checking

accounts.

The banks studied include Barnett Bank, Citizens

Commercial Bank, City National Bank, Ellis National Bank,

First National Bank, Industrial National Bank, Lewis State

Bank, Marine State Bank, North Florida National Bank,
Second National Bank, Flagship Baidc, Florida State Bank of

Tallahassee, and Southern Bank of Tallahassee.

To get the most money out of your bank you can pick up a

copy of this survey at the FPIRG office in room 215 of the

University Union at FSU.

Neil Friedman is the executive director of FPIRG.
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Beavers

doomed?
UNITED PRF.SS INTERNATIONAL

BOISE, Idaho — A
nationwide outcry to save

7S0 beavers from execution

at a destitute Idaho fur

farm caused a bankruptcy
trustee yesterday to

reconsider plans to shoot
the toothy creatures.

Callers from New York
to California have swamped
the offices of the Idaho
Humane Society and
Rupert Beaver Ranches
trustee Teresa Kloos with

offerings of new homes for

the doomed animals or

money to pay for their care.

The barrage of calls

prompted Kloos to promise

a new effort at keeping the

beavers alive.

"I'm not sure, but it

looks like we'll be able to

save them," said Kloos, of

Twin Falls.

Kloos and Max Finch,

director , of the Idaho
Humane Society at Boise,

said they were beseiged all

night and morning by

callers wanting to prevent

the killings, which are

scheduled for Sunday at the

breeding ranch in Heyburn,

Idaho.

Finch said owners of
beaver ranches and other

watery lands in Minnesota,

Washington, Utah and New
Jersey offered to take some
of the animals. Other callers

protested the impending
slaughter and more were

interested in the beavers*

pdte.

Finch said a man from

Chicago offered $1,000 to

buy food and wood for the

beavers so the

extermination could be

delayed, and a disc jockey

in Palm Springs, Calif. » was

launching a "Save the

Beavers" campaign.

Kloos said the beavers

were marked for

destruction because the

ranch—in receivership since

spring—had no more
money to care for the

animals. Kloos said the

market for beaver pelts was

depressed and few people

expressed interest in the

industrious rodents.

But that was before

national publicity about the

pending exterminations
spawned the telephone

campaign.

"All I've done since last

night is answer these calls,"

Kloos said. '

She said some people

expressed opposition to

plans to shoot the animals

in the head and bury them

at the city dump, but most

wanted to know how they

could obtain the live

beavers.
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2887 W. THARPE ST. 576-5492

Across from Haverty's warehouse

COMPLETE TOYOTA SERVICE

TmE-[)P BRf^KESm OILr LUBE, FILTER
FRONT END ALIGNMENT ELECTRICAL

AIR CONDITIONING MAJOR OVERHAUL

10% STUDENT DISCOUNT
WITH STUDENT I.D.

(iigtaiiiillciMewadyedsedspctiais)
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"Professor's

Publishing"
Least costly, most efficient

means to acqukf requltfd study

course material... leave with

Klnko s . we duplicate and sell

dlrect...low cost to student., no

cost to you or your department.

kinko's copies

16^ Large Pepperom Pizza
with SttraOuM^

i8t Am
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You may know us

r software prc^amming
on the Space Shuttle's

rammuiiicatioiis system.

Wq'k GcNaputer Sciences GorporatiiMi.

If your talents, skills and education encompass the
computer software, hardware or commimleatiOfMi
technologies, you should get to know u« baivmt.

As the computing partner with NASA, we
programmed and developed the launching of the
Space Shuttle. And we designed its global

eofiiflHifiic^iont network.

We'll create, program and implement the software
and hardware for man's first telesdope In space,
carried at>oard the Shuttle.

We handle equally awesome challenges on Earth.
Linking America's defense communications.
Designing tNJSlness systems for corporate America.

Our clients range from the smallest businesses to
Fortune 500 sized corporations both domestically
and overseas. We're Computer Sciences
Corporation. q/oo/qo

We*N be on campus ^/^2/o2

(see your piscement office for details)

The problem solvers. Talk to u».

Computer Sciences Corporation, Corp. College
Relations. 650 N. Sepulveda Blvd., El Segundo. OA
90245.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

CSC
COMPUTSR SCIENCES CORPORATION

Get to know us better.
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In other races:

Wstllace leads in early returns
UNITED PRESS IISTEINATION

George Wallace held a strong lead yesterday for an

unprecedented fourth term as governor of Alabama, but it

appeared he would fall short of the minority needed to

avoid a Sept. 28 Democratic runoff.

Wallace, the avowed segregationist governor of the 60s,

eagerly wooed blacks this year in an effort to regain his

dominant role in Alabama politics.

Wallace's two principal challengers in the Democratic

primary were Lt. Gov. George McMillian, 38, who billed

himself as a "New South" progressive; and House Speaker

Joe McCorquodale, 61 , a seasoned political veteran.

Wallace

With 177 of 4,144 precincts reporting, Wallace had
15,215 votes, or 45.3 percent; McMillan 9,745 or 29
percent; and McCorquodale 7,800 or 23.2 percent.

Wallace, 63, crippled by a bullet fired by a would-be

assassin during his 1972 presidential campaign, conceded he

might be forced into a runoff. His big early lead in the polls

eroded during the campaign.

Meanwhile, light turnout was reported in Arizona, where

Democratic Gov. Bruce Babbitt was opposed by Steve

Jancek, who died last month but remained on the ballot.

Democratic Sen. Dennis DeCohcini also had token

opposition.

Real estate broker Dean Sellers vied with state Rep. Pete

Dunn for the Republican nomination for the Senate. In the

GOP race for governor, Leo Corbet, president of the state

Senate, faced Evan Mecham, an automobile dealer.

Republican Sen. Lowell Weicker was unopposed in

Connecticut, as was Democratic opponent Rep. Toby
Moffet. Likewise, Democratic Gov. William O'Neill and

his GOP opponent, attorney Lewis Rome, had no
opposition.

In the battle for Moffet's old House seat, State Sen.

William Curry defeated state Rep. Gardner Wright in the

Democratic race, while state Sen. Nancy Johnson easily

won the Republican contest.

With Lisa Taylor, his country music-singing wife

snuggling in a chair beside him, Wallace predicted in

Montgomery he will win, with or without a runoff.

"I'd hke to be governor of Alabama because I've got

something to use," the wheel-chair-bound Wallace said. "1

do feel 1 will be governor, but when I don't know."

Wallace, who made "segregation forever*' his campaign

battle cry during the racially troubled 60s, courted blacks

this time, but the state's largest black voter group, the

Alabama Democratic Conference, endorsed McMillan.

The winner will face Montgomery Mayor Emory Folmar,

unopposed for the GOP nomination. Folmar is counting

on help from President Ronald Reagan to make him the

first GOP governor in modern Alabama.

Planet Waves

World
MANILA, Philippines — The Philippines government

charged 13 more people yesterday of plotting a rebellion

during President Ferdinand Marcos' visit to the United

Slates next week.

The charges brought to 81 the number of people accused

since mid-August in connection with what the government

says is a plot by radical unionists and other anti-Marcos

groups to overthrow the government. Of those charged, 39
have been arrested.

Intelligence officials say the alleged campaign of

assassinations, bombings and crippling strikes is planned

while Marcos is in Washington beginning Sept. 15.

BERN, Switzerland — Polish terrorists released two

more captives from the Polish Embassy yesterday but

pressed their threat to blow up the building, nine other

hostages and themselves unless martial law is lifted in their

homeland.

The Rev. Josef Borschenski, a Catholic priest and retired

professor of philosophy, spent 60 minutes with the gunmen
in a bid to talk them out of their plan, Swiss officials said.

But the terrorists, members of the previously unknown
"Patriotic Revolutionary Army," stood by Monday's vow
to "blow this shack away and everybody in it" if liiartial

law is not lifted in Poland by 4 a.m. EDT today, the

offipials said.
~

Nation
SAN FRANCISCO— Actresses Mary Martin and Janet

lOayiior rested comfortably during the night with "no

adverse complications" of injuries suffered in a fatal taxi-

van collision three days ago, a hospital supervisor said

yesterday.

Martin, who starred in Broadway's Peter Pan and some

60 other stage shows, could leave the hospital in a couple

of weeks. Gaynor, 77, her longtime friend and the first

actress to ever win an Academy Award, remamed in "very

severe" condition with a pelvic fracture and broken ribs.

WASHINGTON — At least 492 people were killed in

traffic accidents on the nation's highways during the three-

day Labor Day weekend that ended at midnight Monday.

The final United Press International count yesterday

tallied 492 deaths in road mishaps during the holiday

weekend, which started at 6 p.m. local time Friday.

California had 65 traffic deaths and Texas 41. Florida

had 3 1 , Pennsylvania 24 and Illinois 20.

State
ORLANDO — According to one of the world's leading

climatologists, central Florida will have a colder-than-

average winter.

But the brisk winter will only come after a milder-than-

usual fall, which forecasters at the National Weather

Service are predicting.

Could both predictions be right? Sure, experts say. They

could be wrong, too. About the only thing they agree on is

that the weather's strange stirrings over the past decade

portend the unpredictable.

According to Reid Bryson, an internationally known
climatologist at the University of Wisconsin, the volcanic

activity around the world indicates a cold winter for central

Florida.

- Liter of Pepsi
r\ JL^ with purchase

Q^CP otany
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NO LIMIT
(Offer ^ood month of September)

doug^hnuts

THE JAZZBERRY PATCH
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Thursday: Ladies Night - All Night Two for One

Friday: Happy Hour 4-7 - Live Jazz

Saturday: Couples Dinner Nite

1/2 Carafe w/«ttBDer 6:90 • 9:90 p.in.

FrI. k Sat.: $2.00 Entertainment Charge

Sunday: Brunch 11:30 - 2 Jam Session -2-6 p.m.

UVE JAZZ ENTERTAINMENT NIGHTLY

Don't write your

messages on the

walls! More
people read the

Flambeau
Classifieds!

Room 320 Union
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Monday-Friday

RelaXyHaveFim,
Enjoy

Enter a new wonderful
world ofexcitement.
The atmosphere is different

— the perfect settinj? for your favorite

cocktails! And what food! The menu
offers a variety that all the family

will enjoy. Popular prices, too.

Discover Julie's Place soon
it's the kind of restaurant that makes you
want to come back again and again.

2901 N. Monroe St Tallahaasee
Phone: 38e-7181

Open every day — Lunch. Dinner, CockUilU o
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Lawson, Wimbish in runoff;
Crews leads in state Senate race

AlLuWSOn andson Al Junior celebrate last night's win.

MICHAEL McClelland and danni vogt
FLAMBEAU STAFF WRITERS

Voters in Tallahassee and surrounding counties

settled only one of three contested major local

elections in yesterday's primary elections.

Candidates in the other two elections— House
District 9 and Senate District S—will have to wait

until an October 5 run-off to sec who will be the

Democratic nominees.

Incumbent second district U.S. Representative

Don Fuqua easily outdistanced former state senator

Pete Skinner and Tallahassee challenger Allen Cox
to win the Democratic nomination outright. He will

face Republican Ron McNeil in the November
general election.

The House District 9 race will feature a run-off

between the two black candidates in the race.

Tallahassee insurance agent Al Lawson easily

outdistanced a pack of challengers, followed by C.
Bette Wimbish.

Former Leon County Commissioner Jim Crews
led the race for a democratic nomination for the

state Senate seat in district S. Crews will face

Madison banker Bill Ckant ui the run-Off. Grant
barely squeezed past fellow banker Jim Sutton to

earn a spot in the run-off.

Fuqua, a ten-term incumbent, shrugged off both
criticism from his opposition and predictions of a

run-off from political observers on his way to a

convincing victory. Fuqua needed to carry 50
percent plus one vote to win the election without a
run-off. With 203 of 338 precincts tallied. Fuqua
had about 65 percent of the vote, followed by
Skinner with 18 percent and Cox with 17 percent.

"It shows we have been doing a responsible job

of representing the district/ ' an ohvionslv pleased

Fuqua said. **You can't please all of the people all

the time, but we have obviously made some friends

in the district."

Fuqua described the campaign as "clean. ..hard

fought," and said that he would pursue
endorsements from Cox and Skinner.

Cox, who hammered throughout the campaign

on his claim that Fuqua had not done an adequate

job in Congress, did not seem anxious to endorse

the incumbent.

"My candidacy was bom of the fact that I don't

think the job's being done for district 2, and 1 don't

think the job's being done for the country," Cox
said. "That has not changed."

Cox said he planned to return to his lobbyist job

in Washington, and that he would watch every

Fuqua vote, "like a hawk."
"If we determine in the next year and a half or

two years that the job is still not being donc.l may
well be a candidate again," Cox said.

Skinnei^ could not be reached for comment.

Al Lawson and C. Bette Wimbish both profited

from a heavy black voter turn out to win spots in

the-runoff for a Democratic nomination in House
District 9. Lawson led the way with 4,683 votes,

followed by Wimbish with 2,968.

Tallahassee realtor Rocky Bevis won 2,865 votes,

and former Leon County Sheriff Ken Katsaris took

fourth with 2,714. R. F. "Tookie" Dixon, a long-

shot candidate from Alligator Point, placed last

with 1,156.

Lawson and Wimbish totally disproved

speculation that the presence of two blacks in the

race would divide the minority vote and eliminate

Turn to I A WSON, pane 10

LECTURE SERIES
Ruby Diamond Auditorium Wed., Sept. 8, 7:30 p.m

FIRE NEXT TIME Is a survival kit for th^ifiOsr |i IhIIIIcmI, provocative,
terrifying multi-media presentation about how, wtiy, and when nuclear
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^
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|^ ^/
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a falsii alert brought yuvithin five minutes of nuclear w<

^^'"^"^

warning
of the Reoggn foreign-policy and
are ono4Hiki rushlngfViwortd toward g

1^ wor#iiiid survive a nue

a 1980 pamphlet

at least 5% ofe Vice l^sldent Oeorge Bush]

Amorfl^s lived?

Fifty-thousand Amoricans died in ViPjPii.ffvt tiundred thousand died in World War II. One hundred
mlllion or more may die In the FlM^ World - HIXT wm. IMIiiwe stop now!

In graphic and full detail. Walker exploins s^i^
what Its effects would be, and h

^f esccrtation, may occur.
^^^ 9^ ^mMm m€ize...before it's too late.
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Lewis regains Comptroller's office;

Poole leads pack in Senate primary
LSniDPRKSSlNURNAIIOWl finan.-ino tr» HarL hJm

Ralph Haben Florida Fbrnibemi/lin Outtman

LSni D PRKSS IM ^ RN A I lONAl

MIAMI — Comptroller Gerald Lewis was re-elecicd

to a third term over outgoing House Speaker Ralph
Haben and Attorney General Jim Smith easily won a
second term in the Democratic primary yesterday.

"It's no secret that the big banks and special interests

fought me. but I got my strength from the working
people, the little people, the retirees and the people in the

condos," Lewis said. "That's where my support has
always come from."
Haben» standiRg on a chair amid campaign workers at

his headquarers in Tallahassee, conceded defeat at 10:26
p.m.

"You win with class and you lose with class. We
fought a helluva fight," Haben told his supporters. "1

don't feel bad about losing, but I feel bad for aU you
people who worked so hard on my campaign."
With 1,755 of tile stote's 4,062 precincts reporting,

Lewis had 216,754 votes, or 58 percent, to Haben's
1 53,974 votes, or 42 percent.

In the only other Cabinet primary race, with 1,729
precincts reporting, Smith had 274,955 votes, or 76
percent, to LauderhiU attorney Fred Goldstein's 84,677
votes.

There are no Republican candidates for attorney

general and comptroller, so the primary voting decided
these two races.

Meanwhile, State Sen. Van Poole yesterday won the

top spot in a Republican runoff next month to nominate
the man that will oppose re-election of Democrat Sen.

Lawton Chiles in {November with national GOF

financing to back him.

With nearly 40 percent of Florida's 4.062 precincts

reported, Poole had garnered a comfortable 44 percent

of the vote. It appeared unlikely, however, that he

would be able to win a majority.

Running second, as he had in the early counting, was

Palm Beach County State Attorney David Bludworth

with 29 percent of the vote. Sarasota businessman

George Snyder was third with 27 percent of the vote,

about 3,000 votes behind Bludworth.

The 47-year-old Poole, a 12-year veteran of the state

Legislature, said from his Fort Lauderdale metel room
he was "thankful Tve got a very good lead,'* and added
he had anticipated going into a runoff.

"We approached this thinking there would be a very

low voter turnout and, with three people in the race, the

possibility of a runoff was great and we've prepared for

it. We've got a grass roots organization in place," Poole

said.

With two-thirds of the precincts reported from
Sarasota County, Snyder's home, Poole was slightly

ahead. But the former Maryland state senator, who
moved to Sarasota eight years ago, was showing a slim

lead in the early returns from populous Dade County.
As expected. Bludworth was being backed heavily in his

home Palm Beach County.

Chiles had no opposition in the Democratic primary.

In the Nov. 2 general election. Agriculture

Conunissioner Doyle Conner faces Republican Barbara
Lindsey of Stuart and Secretary of State George
Firestone fsces state Rep. Jim Smith of Clearwater.

Lawson pomptige9

both candidates. Lawson apparently carried the bulk of the

black vote, at least in Leon County.

'H've always said we would not £vide the black vote,"
I awson said. "The black voters will vote for the candidate
who pays his dues. In Leon County, I paid my dues.

"1 would like to thank God for giving me the health and
strength to win in this campaign," Lawson added. "We did a
lot of walking in the campaign."

Lawson said that he would continue to rely on a door-to-

door grassroots campaign to win the run-off,

Wimbish also said she was "very pleased" with the black
turnout, and that she would count on her ^perience in state

government to carry the run-off.

"I still will stick to the basics—issues and experience,"

Wimbish said. "In the end that's what counts—how well you
handle the issues."

Wimbish and Lawson bodi plan to pursue en^birsements

from the other candidates. Lawson's nKxierate stance wcmld
seem closer to that of the more conservative defeated
candidates, but Wimbish, a liberal, said she still hoped to win
some endorsements.

"They (the other candidates) recognize the issues,"

Wimbish said. "I think they will^ witfi the issues—and that

means with me."
Former Leon County Commissioner Jim Crews took the

lead in the state Senate District Five seat, with Madison Bank
President Bill Grant coming close enough to Crews to require

a run-off. The latest results available at press time showed
Cecws with 31.5 percent of the vote and Grant right behind
witft 28 percent.. Rounding out the field were Jefferson

County rancher Doyle Conner Jr. with 17 percent, Lewis
State Bank President Bill Sutton with 13 percent. Tallahassee
homemaker Jane Bell took fifth place with 6 percent, with
Live Oak realtor/forester Jim Senterfitt bringing up the rear

with 3.3 percent.

EYEEXAMS
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~
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Even chaos can be entertaining
BY MAUREEN McCARTHY

FLAMBEAU STAKF WRfTER

**Life is just a big hamburger

joint. All it offers is fast

.food—the kind that leaves you

feeling sick."

This philosophy is perhaps the

most profound line spoken in Eo
Te Amo (I Love You), a Brazilian

film that combines soft-core pom
and parody.

It's hard to tell exactly what it's

a parody of however, for the film

makes jabs at sex, human
compassion, homosexuals,

< heterosexuals, and the English

language. It all appears to be one

jumbled surrealistic mess.

Perhaps the largest parody is that

it is an entertaining mess, in a

demented sort of way.

The film unfolds as Sonia

Braga, who plays Maria, begs her

lover to marry her. He leaves her

to go to his place m the sky (he's a

pilot), and Maria is left hopeless

knowing that she "could have
' shot him three times between the

eyes and he still wouldn't have

noticed 1 was alive." She is then

confronted by a drunk who
assures her that she's jpst whiirthe

doctor or^etf, tmi asks lor her

telephone number. Ready for

some rebound sex, Maria gives it

Maria and Paulo (Paulo Pereio)

have their first date at Paulo's

apartment. Maria lies and says she

is a prostitute who really likes

money. She baits Paulo with a

dramatic monologue detailing the

loss of her virginity, which
happened when she was seduced

by a plumber with dirty fingernails

and a stench that really turned her

on. Paulo comes back with his

story, which includes his tragic

relationship with a doctor at a
morgue who could only be
aroused by recalling her father's

suicide in gruesome detail . He is

also depressed because he has

discovered that he is no longer a

successful bra manufacturer.

Maria calls Paulo a nothing and

Paulo calls Maria a whore. This

arouses them and they have sex.

After this first ''encounter" the

film makes an attempt to beemne
a little less kinky. The couple

discovers they actually feel

something emotional for each

other. When they admit their

feelings, Paulo wants to show his

passion and Maria does not feel

like sex. Tins is suhm the real

confusion starts. Paulo accuses

CINEMA
Maria of being a feminist dyke

and Maria accuses Paulo of being

a pig. They try their best to kill

each othor, fail and only receive

minor injuries for all their efforts.

They end up with a mutual
understanding to

misunderstand—an understand-

ing they express through sex, of

course.

Sonia Braga's energetic acting

gives her character a touch of

strength and fiery sensuality that,

in combination with the direction

of director Arnaldo Jabor

prevents the movie from being

just another exploitation film.

On the surface level, the

movie's setting, which is primarily

Paulo's apartment complete with

video recorders that are utilized to

film seaual and conservational

elements of his relationships,

appears to be just another kinky

toy. However, the cameras and

cliche dialogue actually point out

that "life is just a television

saga."

The fiUa does have several

faults: the poorly dubbed English

_ - Florida Flambeau/Bob O'Lary

Ine Desperados serenaded fun-seekers at the Seminole

Reservation Labor Day. A good-sized crowd turned out for the free

concert though a number of the audience members were content to

hear the band while engaging in aquatic activities afew yards away.

soundtrack (the lips never stopped

moving after the dialogue ended), the

effort to make fun of every social

practice in a two-hour period, and the

generd chaos.

But evoi the fautu add to the iHfflior,

although admittedly, it was somewhat

sleazy humor. But there was a message

behind all the madness— a sordid but

realistic message that reveals the

senseless chaos two people must go

through to fall in love, or even enjoy

sex. But as the fihn suggests, it just

might be the chaos that makes
romance so much fun.

Applications are now being
accepted for

Escort Service night
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responsible, well-qualified

persons need apply.

Pick up applications

In room 244 Union.

Relax,IIaveFiiii,

Enjoy

If
Enter a new wonderful
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The atmosphere is different

— the perfect setting for your favorite

cocktails! And what food! The menu

offers a variety that all the family

will enjoy. Popular prices, too.

Discover Julie's Place soon
it's the kind of restaurant that makes you

want to come back again and again.

2901 N. Monroe St Tallahaaaee

Phone: 386r-71Bl

Op9n every day - Luneh. Dimier, CockUlls
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Here's a few ways to

alleviate mid-week boredom
BY CURT FIELDS
FLAMKAU ARTS EDITOR

It's the middle of the week and you're

bored. Work is just the same routine

repeated an unbearable number of times.

Professors are beginning to sound like

drones already and the semester has hardly

begun. You feel as if you're a prime

candidate to star in Why Herr R. Ran
Amok Part U.

Well, don't despair. There are a few

possibilities for relieving the midweek
tedium.

First of all, there's the tube. Generally a

tedious exercise in itself, television offers

something different tonight. On WFSU
channel II (cable 8) there will be three

shows on which should be a bit more
interesting than the average television fare.

At 8 p.m. The Hunter and the Hunted
airs. Narrated by Jose Ferrer, the show
examines the continuing search for Nazi war

criminals. Former SS officer Walter Rauff

and famous Nazi hunter Simon Wiesenthal

(the man who served, as a loose modd for

Lawrence Oltvier's character in the movie
Boys From Brazil) are two of the people

who will be interviewed on the show.

Pessimistic prophets of doom will find

kindred spirits at 9 p.m. on WFSU. The

CHEAP SEA TS
Doomsayers will feature various authorities

discussing the possible (some would say

probable) end of Western civilization.

Social critic Malcolm Muggeridge and
Edward Cornish, president of ihe World
Future Society, are two of the people taking

part in the discussion.

At 10 p.m. Lucy in Disguise comes on.

No, it's not a rehash of early Lucille Ball

comedies. Instead, it's a chronicle of the

discovery of the oldest and most complete
human skeleton found in Ethiopia.

If you want to be a video viewer but are

tired of sitting at home, you might be
interested in Bread and Chocolate, which
will be shown in 201 Longmire tonight for

free at 7:30. Described as a "compassionate
comedy of alienation" hy Washington
Post, the film won the New York Film
Critics award for best foreign film. It's

sponsored by CPE.
If you're looking for something to do

early in the day, you might want to go by
the FSU Union courtyard around noon.
The Orange Cloggers are scheduled to put

on a show for the passerby from noon to 1

.

HOTFLASHES
PAanCNEWSSERV ICL

. Bo Derek hias a new co-star in her latest

film: A smiling airman in fatigues.

Members of the Strat^ite Air CcHmnand are

being shown films starting with a few

seconds from the movie 10, with Bo
bounding up the beach wearing a swimsuit

and her beaded braids. But in this version,

she fades into a training film about a C-10

tanker. Explains Lt. Col. D.R. Letnes,

**We use attention-getters so these folks

don't fall asleep Another film on
chemical warfare features a narrator

dr^ed like Darth Vader.
• • •

Actor Christopher Reeve says insurance

companies have done what Lex Luthor

could not: turn the man of steel into a

Wimp. Reeve, now filming Superman Three

in Canada, compiiins the regulations laid

down by the company insuring the fihn

"are a real drag.** So far they have
prevented him from going up in a hot air

balloon—or even driving his own car.

•'You can't do anything except walk," he

says. "And even that they don't like.**

• •

Sylvester Stallone is reportedly working
on a screenplay for a sequel to Saturday
Night Fever. The new fibn, called Staying

Alive, will also star John Travolta,

although Stallone is said to be thinking

about writing in a role for himself.

OPEN HOUSE BAR-B-Q

u
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WEDNESDAY - SEPT. 8
Between 5-7 P.M.

EVERYBODY WELCOME
CHRISTIAN CAMPUS HOUSE
524 W. College Ave. ph. 224-1958

(1/2 block from main gates and around corner from Bill's Bookstore)

KBAB FOR SUCCESS

Successful businessmen andwomen
consider The Wall Street Journal ttieir

mandatory daily reading assignment.
You should too.

THE WALL STREET JOURNAL
and

BARRON'S

^

SPECIAL STUDENT RATES

Order throng yoar profeaaors wlio
QM Uxeaa pubUcatlona in cIbm.

COIN LAUNDRY
Air Conditioned & Always Attended

• Laundry Service-35#

(10 ib. min.) includes soap, bleach,
softner-weekdays only

• 60 0Speed Queen Washers

• Checks Accepted with proper I.D.

• Free use of Steam Board

-7 DAYS A WEEK-
7:30 a.m.- 9:30p.m.(Lait wash starts at 8:30)

2636 W. MiMion toloietoAppleyard]

"I had a hunch
I could get a good

job with my
Mediatype resume.

Now I want my
hunch back "

— Quasimodo

Rm. 314

UnkNi

644-5744
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Sure, Tallahassee is a nice place but there are exceptions
BY FRANK YOUNG

AND BILL McANDREW
H AMBFAl STAFF URIIfRS

Those Democrat writers are a pack ot reckless optimists.

Witness, for example, their recent "Best of Tallahassee"

survey.

This fair town of ours, like all others, has its defuiite

liabilities. Just to prove this point (and drive it into the

ground), we have compiled, hastily, twenty local •*worsts.**

There's two sides to every coin, you know.

Here, then, is our 1982 "Worst of Tallahassee" survey.

Worst View — Sub-basement, Strozier library. Row after

row of books that haven't been touched by human hands

since 1947. Nothing at all like the view from atop the

Capitol.

Worst Controversy — Anything having to do with

Democra/ columnists Chris Farrell and Lorrie Gutman.

Enough's enough.

Worst Form of Public Transportation — TalTran after 6

p.m. Ask anyone who's tried to gel a bus then.

Worst Restaurant Name — Ro-dan's. Just not right for a

Cuban resturant. Suggests Oriental food instead.

ITSA JOKESON
Disappointing.

Worst Ersatz Disney-WoHd — Chuck E. Cheese's Pizza-

Time Theatre out on Apalachee Parkway. Terminally cute.

Worst Kafkaesque Nightmare — Drop^add during

registration and/or Financial Aid offices in Bryan Hall.

Worst iMst-Meets- West Encounter — Lucy Ho's and

Topper's Ice Cream, on W. Tennessee St. Gilbert and
Sullivan were right.

Worst Place to be Seen Wearing a Transparent Plastic

Raincoat— Raiuiy's Campus Cinema.
Worst Logo — the ghoulish-green Sleepy Bear Travelodge

insignia (again, W. Tennessee).

Worst Wacky Fraternity Stunt — Screaming out car

windows. Immature and just plain noisy.

Worst Architecture — Tie between Bellamy Building and

new Civic Center. Nadirs.

Worst Fashion Accessory — The ever-present *Nole cap.

Worn too often by too many.
Worst Technological Advance — The Sony Walkman.

Dehumanizing.

Worst Recent Cultural Invasion — Punk rock,

Tallahassee-style. Being rebellious in this town seems

pointless somehow.
Worst (and meat popular) Garbage-collection Time — 4

a.m. on Mondays. Good and noisy.

Worst Sports — City of Tallahassee Utilities. No sense of

humor whatsoever.

H'orst Beauty-Salon Name — Swirl-n-curl. Runner-up:

Bushwhacker's.

Worst Going-Out-Of'Business Sale — Co-op Books and

Records. Bad in that it should never have happened to begin

with.

Worst All-Around — Group W Cable. Their antics have

pleased us all recently.

That, then, is our list. Wait a moment! We left out the

most important item of all!

Worst Article about Tallahassee — 1982 "Worst of

Tallahassee," F/onV/flrFtemfe«7M, Sept. 8, 1982.

Well, you can't say we didn't tr>

.

PITALmifmi
mNESS

competitive Rental Rates • Personal Service • Superior

Facilities • Convenient Location • Flexible Lease Terms

AMBERVHOOD
1 and 2 Bedroom 575-1258

COLONY CLUB
1 and 2 Bedroom 224-7519

FOUR SEASONS
1 Bedroom ...222-0503

GLEN OAKS
1 and 2 Bedroom 576-9787

GOVERNOR'S SQUARE
1-2-5 Bedroom.......... 878-4125

HILLTOP
1 Bedroom 222-2056

PLANTATION
1 and 2 Bedroom 576-5805

PRINCE MANOR
2 Bedroom. 576-9909

PALMS WEST
2 Bedroom Townhouse 576-6814

SPANISH TOWN
2 Bedroom .576-9787

TALLAHASSEE
^

1 and 2 bedroom. 576-9961

call Mottice and Associates at 586-2117 for leasing Assistance

on any of tiiese fine aiiartment connminmes.

Value
SERVICE
AMENITIES

CONVENIENCE
linOlilCC CONSIDERATION

DRUC MART
GOVERNORS SQUARE 1500Apalachee Parkway 878-8197

KILLEARN CENTER 3479 Thomasville Rd. 893-0459

DEMONSTRATES

by PRINCE MATCHABELLI d?

FREE
WITH ANY AZIZA
PURCHASE - ASST. COLORS
AND SHADES - QUANTITIES
LIMITED. 1 PER PURCHASE.

EYESHADOW

SOFLENS
ENZYMAnC
CONTACT LENS
CLEANER

12

SOFLENS
ENZYME TABLETS

24tabM(
ratm 5.99

CDMTREX
Muni-SymplomCoM RttNavw

I

OOMTREX
TABLCTS

-

GOMTREX
CAPSULES

COMTREX

24Tabl*tt
or

16GCH>tlliM 1.99

10% off

any

MAKE-UP
OR

CLEANSING PRODUCT
GOV. SQ. STORE ONLY
WITH COUPON ONLY

c
PRICES IN EFFECTTHROUGH 9*i2M WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTmES.
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MoNdAy — pRidAy

9 A.M. — 4 p.M. CUssiFiEcl Ads Ad DEAdliNE 2 dAys BeFore

720 Union

For SaIe For Rent
Couch with tan and rust pattern:
$135; K\nt color chair: S3S. Call:
3a«-S245

Super car storoo...Clarion Dolby deck,
Jet SouMis 1 band tqualiter. Two ADS
spoakors. Sacrifico UOO ALSO: Royal
Sound tqualUer $40. I77-M93even.

10 SPEED ~~~bTcY CLE
LIGHTWEIGHT 23" FRAME. ALLOY
WHEELS AND COMPONENTS.
PUMP AND WATER BOTTLE
INCLUDED. PH. 224 6353.

CASSETtE DECK DOLBY^ INPUT
AND OUTPUT CONTROL, MIC,
JACK, $80. CALL WAYNE 222 6580.

For sale: kingsize H20 bed S150.00
w/heater, liner, and everything else.
Call 575-7663. First caller gets it.

SCHWINN 10 SPEED SUPEli~SP6RT
LARGE FRAME, ALLOY PARTS
S12SvOO 224-7042.

ROUNDTRIP AIRPLANE TICKET
TO FREEPORT, BAHAMAS $50!
CALL 877 3862

2 PIONEER
EXCELLENT
CALL 575 9457.

HP 40 SPEAKERS
CONDITION $165.

NEW 1.7 cu ft. brwn. Kenmore
refrigerator w/freezer. $100, Men's 26
in 10 speed $40 Call 224 0098.

HAITIAN C O T T E N SO F A , U K E
NEW, $260 BLUE CLOTH
RECLINER CHAIR, $75. 575 8049.

10 speed bike for sale, in good
condition. Price negotiable. Call Cindy
at 877 5759 after 6 p.m.

YASHICA~fL~ELECTRO INCLUDES
VIVITAR FLASH. EXCELLENT
COND $100 OR BEST OFFER. CALL
385 6296.

FOR SALE: ROYAL BLUE CARPET
GREAT FOR DORM ROOM 11 X 10
FT. $75. CALL 222 045?.

1 Peavy 400W amp w frequency EQ, 1

peavy 9 channel mixer w reverb; i

Ampeg V-4 cabinet; 1 Corviit 125 amp
w graphic EQ and pre-amp. Call Jon
575-5438 after 6 p.m.

EXTRA LOW PRICIS ON OINTARS
& BANJOS. MANY 1/2 PRICE.
PRICES START AT $25. RENTALS
$10 MO, LESSONS $153 WK
COURSE
SCOTT TENNYSON GUITAR
SERVICES 1304 N. Monroe 224-3361.

Airline ticket from Tally to Tampa 1

Way Sept. 3 $40 576 7846.

CAPiz sheTl laaapsTmported
FROM PHILIPPINES Various si7f's
and styles. Also, exotic bamboo
covered 50 gallon aquarium call 224
8567 cvpninqs.

Bi ll lourstar motorcycle Helmet.
cx( c II. -ni condition, like new. Size

5 '« $/5 00 or best offer 385 0868

Autos
78 NOVA 2DOOW AUTO A/C PS PBAM FM SIEREO CASSETT VERYGOOD COND $2600 576 4497

197/ HONDA CVCC VERY CI EAN
$2500 FIRM 224 3510 AFTER 5 PM

1977 CELICA: YELLOW, AC
fAAMM CASSETTE, AUTOMATIC,
W,400 FIRM OR WITHOUT REAL
FINE WIRE RIMS $2950 SEE IT AT
809' 2 W. MADISON ST. OR CALL 222
6446 LARRY. MUST SELL.

1972 VW Camper w/radial tires runs
good S1350 call 224 7042 .

CycUs
YAMA IT175 $950 OR BEST OFFER
EXCELLENT CONDITION. 222-6862.

1981 HONDA TWtNSTAR CM200T
EXC. COND. - VERY LOW MIL.
$1,100; 877 6588.

CYCLES 81 Suzuki GS450only 806mi
Good condition, one owner, must Sell!

SI600, call after 5pm 575 1034

3 bdrm. a(yl. across from Law school
Hardwood floors, fireplace, ceiling
fans, central heat, fenced in yard
Available now. $375 per month
893 OOBSor 224 5851 after 6.

ROOMATE WANTED $78 MO TWO
BLOCKS FROM FSU, FOOD CO OP
CALL JAY 222-1318.

House M rmmt, fireplace/cabled
your bdr, central a/c, furn, 200 yds to
Phyrst, $150 + Vi util. Chris 224-9340

Mobile home 8x42 perfect for students
or young couple 2bdr 1 bth clean and
ready for you $1800. 1-904-997-3238.
THE DOWNS INC.

3 bedroom close to FSU good cond.
Large yard $275/mo. Call John 893-
2483 after 5 30 or 224 3006.

2 bdrm mobile home near FSU/TCC.
Pool, garbage, laundry, a/c, gas heat.
No dogs/No deposit. 576 5322.

for rent 2 bdrm apt bath kitchen w/d
hookup central a/c heat ceiling fan
SilS mn ft7/ SR31

WANTEd
Looking for practice/rehearsal area
for rock band. Preferably a place
where equipment can be stored.
Ready to pay good nraney. Call Tom/
evenings at 224 7131.

RMTE WANTED: 2BR HOUSE 1

BLOCK FROM FSU RENT $100/mo
+ '/^ Util. 725 W. Pensacola. 222 3672

MELLOW M-F RMT NON-SMOKER
No pets. 3bdrm house Vi mi to fSU
$95 + 1/3 utilities. 575-7184.

FM RMMT TO SHARE 1 BDRM
FURN APT. AC, POOL. $112.50 PER
AND UTIL. CALL 575 5402.

ROOMMATE TO SHARE ^BEDROOM 2 BATH DUPLEX
LOCATED IN HUNNINGTON
WOODS. HAS WASHER AND
DRYER, GARAGE. CALL I36-7SM IN
THE EVENING.

Female roommate needed Furnished
room and batti. For more information
call Cindy at 877 5759 after 6 pm.

MALE ROOMATEfor iarg apt. close
to campus; clean various student a
must, ONLYm plut'utl. 57S-2«38.

^ALK TO F.sTuT. POOLSIDE, 1BEDROOM, FURNISHED, NO
P.^r?^''^'

UTILITIES, «^ RENT.MALE ROOMATE WANTED. CALLAFTER 6. PHONE 224-0934.
1817 W^ CALL. REGENCY PARK.
WILL BE GONE FOR THE LABORDAY WEEKEND.
Male roomate to share 2 bedrom
mobile home $100 mo. + utilities
Call 575 8535 after 7 pm.

ROP£AATE WANTED: MELLOW
^l.9II^.''L^- ONE BLOCK FROMFSU CALL BJtYANT 222 7692.

2 fm. rmmts. needed to share 2 bdrm
townhouse. Furnished, fireplace,
washer/dryer. $135/nfH). 57St9Maft. 5

FM rmmt for 2 bdr house T^rrniles
from FSU central heat & AC 130 mo
plus <

: util. must love pets 222-7557
anytime.

Non smoking fern grad or sr to share
house I mi from U. Central heat o*yn
room $125 mo includes all 576-3301

.

BASSIST needed for establTshed
rockin New music band. Call Ray 878-
5890.

FEMALE ROOMATE (s )

To Share 2 bdrm. furn. apt. Price
negotiable call 575 8267.

Roommate needed for 2 bedroom
furnished apt. .Short walk to campus
$175.00 plus utilities call Rolf 575-7407
or Donna 576 9909

Roomato needed to share 3 bdr 1 bath
house $100 mo and ' a utility. Less than
a mile from campus call 575 0904.

HEY YOU, DON'T READ THAT,
READ THIS! I NEED A ROOMMATE
TO SHARE MY TWO B r DUPLEX
$140/MO. ARTISTS MUSICIANS
SMOKERS ETC WELCOME. CALL
576 1408.

Fm rm needed to share 1 bdrm apt
$112.50 m and ' i otil. Prefer business
or grad student. Call 386 5806

Male roomate to share Ibr apt. $100
me. and Vt utilities. $iso deposit.
Student only. Call n«-7m.

m!dia;yfe

vimm

WANTEd
$ S $

In the same class as Rolls Royce,
Cartier, Pierre Cardin and Bo Derek.

Now- hiring dancers
Apply in person only 4 pm - 8 pm

Fannie's
Need we say more?-

Help wanted to scoop Haagen-dazs
ice cream. Apply at Pogo's Pinball
Palace 633 W. Tenn. after 12.

2 OPENINGS ON FPIRG BOARD OF
DIRECTORS ONE AT LARGE ANDONE BLACK POSITION. SEE NEIL
IN 215 UNION ASAP FOR INFO AND
APPLICATIONS.

Late night supervision for residen-
tial treatment facility, upper div or
grad. student preferred. 11 pm 8 am
Sat + Mon, 18 hrs. wk. at $3.35 hr. Send

R*3So/e.O°E
Ta"ahassee.

PART TIME CLERK TYPIST 10
HOURS A WEEK. MUST BE ABLE
ISJVA'^^^^'^^I^ OF 50 WPM

APPLY UNITEDCEREBRAL PALSY. 1705 South
Gadsden St. Ask for Sandy.

We are looking for young married
couples who could use an extra t200
per week for 8 to 10 hrs. of their tima.
Call 878 6483 after 7 P.M.

Aqgressive salesperson type needed
tor iicim till 2 pm delivery service plus
commissioned catering sales. Apply
in person weekdays at first floor deli
2600 Blairstone Rd in Twin Towers Ofc
Bidg. Ask for Mike

Serious sales people wanted for local
distributor with unlimited supply of
new patented product. Work your ov^
hours • high profits. Call Ai at 2?4 ?626,
weave message

Services
Voice lessons. Openings now available
to study with professional singer withMM voice degree. 878 3774.

TYPING-LET ME MAKE YOUI?
WORK LOOK GOOD!
DISSERTATIONS, RESUMES,
EDITING. 878-2231.

TYPING
IBM, DISSERTATIONS & THESES

PAT DIXON 3M-12SS.

Dissert., Theses, student papers.
You'll get good vibrartlens when you
bring your typing to us. Former
admins, sec'y 8, good speller.
Reasonable Rates. L. Durbin. 878-2260
No calls after 10 p.m.

IMPROVE YOUR GRAd¥sT
Research Catalog 306 pages 10,728
topics Rush $1.00. Box 25097C, Los
Angeles, CA 90025. (213) 477 8226.

BOOKKEEPER EXPERIENCED
IN ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
RECEIVEABLE, TAXES. ANDPAYROLL AVAILABLE FOR PART-

CONTRACT WORK. CALL

EXPERT CARPENTRY
Miscellaneous handiwork.

Free Estimates.
Satisfaction assured.

Call Glen at 222-8079 or 878-1544.

DEADBOLT LOCK
AND INSTALLATION
$28.00 CALL 893-4499

GUITAR LESSONS by
Professional Performer w/ BM
degree Classical, Pop/Beginner to
Advanced. Special Student Rates. 644
5659.

FREE-LANCE LIBRARIAN
Will gather library materials from
your bibliography: xerox articles,
find books, submit interlibrary loan
and rush cataloging forms, etc. Other
Library services. I know library

procedures and can save you tinrw.
Reasonable rates L. Patton MLS 8
am ICpm 386 4348

TYPING. FAST, EFFICIENT.
IBM SEL 3 EDITING. CALL
222-7629 AFTER NOON 80i- pg.

PERFECT TYPING
No White outs No errors

HOW??? - WORD PROCESSING
WORKS LIKE THIS

1. We enter document into computer
2. We print a draft on which you
pencil in minor changes if you wish
3. We input changes and print final
ALL THIS FOR THE SAME COST AS

PLAIN TYPING. 385-9057

DOUBLE D~STABLES
'

350 acres of Cross Country Riding
Boarding, Night Riding, English 8i
Western lessons. 877-1309.

WE SELL SERVICE AND PAY TOP
Sj^^^^.. your air-
CONOITIONSIISS7S-«S«2.

PersonaIs
you WANT LOVE? ADORATION'
RESPECT? COME BY AND ADOPT
ONE OF MY ORANGE KITTENS.
CALLCHRIS AT222 8185.

GET LIVE MUSIC FOR YOUR
PARTY! THE CAMPBELL AND
JOHNSON DUET. M2-5675

COME JOIN THE FUN WITH THE
FSU BALLROOM DANCE CLUB

Arteets every Sunday 7pm beginning
Sept. 12. For info call 222 4862.

Volunteer training for counselors in
rape crisis and spouse abuse begins
Mon. Sept. 13. Contact TCRS at
224 6333 for info.

How do you know when you have had
too much to drink? That's when you
try to walk back to Gilchrist from a
frat party and end up In the presidMit
of FSU's back yard.
RIGHT ANN R LOVE PHIL

FREE PREGNANCY TEST
Abortion, gynecology, birth control,
infection checks a. mental health
counseling. Low cost Professional
services. Strictly confidential For
appiontment call No. Fla. women's
Health 8< Counseling. 877-3183.

TRILOGY, THREE PEICE ROCK.
Now playing public/private parties,
dances etc. Call (904) 663 8321.

ATTENTrON! WILL TRADE^^ALL
STUDENT COUPONS BUT FLA-FSU
FOR 2ND FLA FSU. 224-6612.

GET FREE FPIRG BROCHURES!
PROTECT YOURSELF FROM
LOSING YOUR SECURITY
DEPOSIT. AVOID AUTO REPAIR
RIP-OFFS. LEARN WHERE THE
BEST BUYS ARE. FREE
GROCERY, BANKING AND
CHECKING SURVEYS. PICK UP
INFO AT FPIRG OFFICE 215
UNION. FPIRG CONSUMER
TENANT HOTLINE # IS 644-4884.

F R E E P

R

EGNANCY TEST
Abortion, gynecology. Psych.. Couns.
Call N. Fla Women's Health and
Counseling 877 3183

THANK YOU SAINT JUDE.

Country/Western dance lessons Class
begins Wed. Sept. 8 From 7 00 9:00pm
at Rocky's II Lounge. T Partners not
needed. CaLL Sue at 575 6837.

Register now for UPO leisure classes
in room 318 Union. Classes offered
are: Tennis, slimnastics, Jazzercise,
raquetbaLL AND Piano.

The UPO Flea Market will be held
9/18/82 Register in rm 318 Union. Cost
is $4.00 Students and $6.00 -Non-
students.

* WANTED
Lonely W male looking for intelligent.
Short, frizzy haired blonde with good
thighs for personal entertainment.
Must know ninth key pattern of
PAC MAN, or break 100,000. Call 222
0237 with message No ,iirheads or
m«-i'>i.. ( •. - if •,!.! ..( ,t„-

Business

PersonaLs
NEWI OLD? NEW NEW NEW! !

!

SWEETBAY BOTTLE CLUB
OPEN FRI. & SAT. 11pm 5am

HOT NEW MUSIC ROCK + ROLL
WUNG YER OWN BOOZE + BREW

DANCE ALL NIGHT
1317 JACKSON BLUFF RD.

NOW BOOKING PARTIES
* *

GREEKS ANDOTHER SERIOUS
PARTY THROWERS • WE HAVE

WHAT YOU WANT.
THE HOLLYWOODTURNUPS BAND

284-0830 or 893-6790

SCUBA DIVING CCTuRSE!
Under the direction of gold rated
instructor Marty Glickman! Course
IS top notch. Earn full cert, in 4
weeks. Find out now why Marty
makes the differnece between the
average dive course and the excellent
one. Call Marty Glickman day or

?! "5 '263 course starts Sept.
14th DIVE IN NOW!!!
Come to the Omni Pub and see what
Ashley's cooking for breakfast.
Serving omelettes, baycis, fruit juice,
coffee etc Monday thru Friday 7: 30 to
10 30 am "Next to the Fine Arts
Building"

Piano
grad.
classes and private 386 6163

Lessons available from FSU
music student Beginning

KEN'S TAVERN
ON THE TENN. ST. STRIP

-ill^il* ^* YEARS
BEER DRINKERS HAPPY HOURS

* MON FRI 4:30-6:30 * * *

MICHELOt AAAONESS FROM 9-12
* * VIDEOS, PINS, 25- POOL**

TNT HIDEAWAY CANOE RENTAL
DIRECTLY ON WAKULLA RIVER
AND HWY 98
$5 up to 4 hrs 50c per cushion call
1 925 6412.

To RELIEVE TENSION * STRESS
Try MASSAGE THERAPY 122-0SSO
Registered Massage Therapist

LEARN THE ART OF STAINED
GLASS: BEG/ADV/LAMP/BOX
Tools glass-books supplies rental
FL STAINED GLASS 878-3717

GUITAR LESSONS
Private and class instruction

MUSIC WORLD 386-6163
at

Don't write your
messages on the

walls! More
people read the
Flambeau
Classifieds!

Room 320 Union
9 am-4 pm

Monday-Friday

resume is not

FOR YOUR
EYES ONLY

Nobody does it better
than MEDIATYPE

Managed by JANE DUNCAN Typesetter BOB BRADFORD
Paste-up & Desian by JOHN BERLEY and introducing TOM LEHMArj
Located in ROOM 314 University Umon^Open 9 am-4 pm«644-6744

Dr. Allai 0. DM! PA
OPTOMETRIST

EYE NEMTN
HMMIMTKNiS

Contact Lenses
Soft Lenses

Hard Lenses

Gas Permeable Lenses

Soft Lenses

for Astigmatisnn

Extended Wear Lenses
•10 Tlomsvillfl Rd.
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Florida Flambeau/Jill Guttman
Trying out.

Catcher Ralph Freeland wos selected at the recent walk-on tryouts; John Passaro (batting) was not.

Baseball walk-ons given fair chance
BY CHARLES FLEET
FLAMBEAU STAFf WRITER

Everyone gets a fair shake at walk-on tryouts for FSU's
baseball team.

That's the word from both participants and coaches

involved in last week's three-day session at the Florida High
School baseball field.

The tryouts have been a traditioa at FSU for as long as

head coach Mike Martin can remember.

"This is my ninth season (as a Seminole coach) and we've
had an extensive walk-on program every year," he said.

Players who have toted bat and glove to the audition and
wound up starring for the Seminoles include outfielder Bruce

Huff, All-American centerfielder Mike Fuentes and, most
recently, second baseman Matt Robinson.

Fuentes was an interesting case. He came to the tryout

camp after excelling at Miami's Coral Gables High. Fuentes

didn't make it, but, undaunted, he came out aglun the next

year, was invited back the next week to practice with the

team and went on to set a major college record for career

home runs later broken by former teammate Jeff "Treetops"

Ledbetter.

Last year, Robinson came to camp after having played for

Tallahassee Godby High and George Wallace Junior CoDege
in Dothan, Alabama.

Robinson shined at the tryouts, made the team and played

in almost every game last year.

"I just wanted to play ball," said Robinson. "He (Martin)

lold me what he tells everybody else— 'We'd be glad to have

you come and try out.' I thought at one time before 1 came
out that I would (make the team), then I got frustrated. At
the entf^ coach hAarthi asked me to come and practice with

thetctra."

There were about fifty budding Matt Robinsons fielding

grounders and taking practice swings at walk-on tryouts at

the Florida High diamond last Wednesday. The coaches

watched the players carefully, timing their throws and
clocking them in the sixty-yard dash. The last two days of the

session are limited to practice games between the

participants.

The program generates goodwill for the baseball program

said Martin.

"This is a very important program for us," he said. "It

helps us in recruiting because a kid says that FSU gives you a
chance to make the club."

And the Seminole coaches aren't too proud to take several

players who aren't on scholarship each year, "We're not
interested in our egos when it comes to recruiting," he said,

"if we have a kid who feels he can play, it doesn't matter if

he's scholarship, non-scholarship, or what."

What makes the coaches mouths water in looking at the

prospects?

"We're always looking for someone who can run," said

Martin. "Otherwise he has to be able to really impr^ us
with his bat." And the team is looking for one or two players

to fill the shoes of departed sluggers Lee Lacy, Chris
Cawthon and Ledbetter, said Martin.

If a prospect doesn't make the team, often the coaches will

forward the player's name to a junior college.

Rich Raduzycki, a catcher from New Jersey, is banking on
that possibility. "The main reason I'm out here is so that

they can evaluate me if 1 go to a junior college," he said.

And the FSU coaches are determined not to let any future

Mike Fuentes get away. "If someone can play out of this

group, I don't think he will slip by us," said pitching coach
Mike McLeod.
The three-day-log tryouts yielded four possible additions

to the Seminole line-up.

•*My staff and I have met and we believe we filled those
areas we needed to strengthen with some excellent players.

There were some players out there that weren't selected

because they played positions we weren't looking to fill,"

said Martin.

Assistant Coach Randy Gailey gave an account of players

selected.

Perry Shearouse, a sophomore from BrooksviUe is

expected to help at shortstop this year.

"He was just super on defense. He plays shortstop, but we
think he can play anywhere in the infield," said Gailey.

A second walk-on, Eric Deddens, a freshman from
Jacksonville, is expected to make his roost in the outfield.

Ty Alvarez, a freshman strong hitter from Tampa will get a
slot jpt first base, and soj^omore Ralph Freeland of Naples
win get a good look as catcher, said Gailey.

These walk-ons plus I'etuming Seminoles will be practicing

daily until November 1

.

ESCORT
SERVICE 644 1239
/ DAYS A Wf (

K

INTRAMURAL
TEAM JERSEYS

C\ Cki\ INCLUDES
!p^%lll TEAM NAME
\M & NUMBER

See Us For The Best Prices On Printed
T-Shirts For All Occasions

The Clothesline Parkway Shopping Cv.iUv.r

877-9171 ' 1211 Apalachee Park vvdv

^S'^ ^ CUSSES BEGIil

WM&aftm^'^. saptentar 9tl

Rr KflDUili CAU NOW AND REGISTER

(S|JV''V~"TT 222-0009
Uiicatitiial eMter Lti.

TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

525 E.TENNESSEE
(Across from LeonH s

)

LEON TRANSMISSION SERVICE
SERVICE OVERHAUL EXCHANGE
AUTO TRANSMISSION OVERHAUL

$225.00 Most American Cars

12 Month / 12,000 Mile warranty

SarlMkHIM iBMnMr affMMiU
iifcl^ Til flirt My iiiii

S7S-7217

Wednesday Special

55c
Longnecks

Bud "Red Racer

"Diet Bud"

Bud Light

Busch "Blue Max

Thursday Seafood Special

P $2.00 Pitchers

10 « Oysters

til close

675 W. Jefferson
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Women's Open Tennis deadline today
BY DEBORAH BARRINGTON

FI.AMBF.Al SPORTS FDITOR

The Women's Open Tournament, a

qualifying heat for the Florida Federal

Opporluniiy Open, gets underway Friday,

Sept. 10 and continues 'til Sept. 12 at the

Forestmeadows Racquet Club in Tallahassee.

'*lt's a great opportunity for many local

only has the Florida State women's tennis team
entered, but players from around the state

have also entered," said Juan Ortiz, Racquet
Sports Director at Forestmeadows.
The winner of the Women's Open advances

to the next qualifying round at Greenleaf

Tennis Club to meet other qualifying

tournament winners. Eight finalists then go to

FSU's Jaime Kaplan

women to get some good cowpcu\\.m^ Not 'he Florida Federal Opportunity Open at East

and the diving will be held on Thursday.

There wOl NOT be a meeting for {ntramiiral

football officials today. The next meeting will

be tomorrow, Thursday, at 4 p.m. in room 214
Tully.

Tomorrow is the deadline to sign up for the

intramural open tennis tournament to be held

this weekend, September 11-12. A new,
unopened can of tennis balls is required with

your entry at the Intramural Office in 309

Union.

Join Outdoor Pursuits on their first canoe
trip of the fall semester this Saturday,
September 11, down the Ochlockonee River. A

SPORTSINBRIEF
Today is the last day to sign up for intramural

flag football. All team rosters are due at the

mandatory captains' meeting scheduled for

today at 4 p.m. in Moore Auditorium. If your
team is not in attendance it will be dropped
from play.

Today is the Intramural swin preHms at

the Union Pad. Entry cards will be available

at the meet. All you need to participate is your
swim suit and your validated ID. The action

gets underway with warm-ups at 4:30 p.m. and
the first events at 5:30 p.m. The swim finals

Lake Woodlands in St. Petersburg, where they

could play against tennis stars like Tracy

Austin, Chris Evert, or Martina Navratilova.

So far, 20 women have signed up.

The deadline is today at 6 p.m. Applications

can be picked up at Forestmeadows or area

sporting goods stores. The entrance fee is $10.

For additional information call

Forestmeadow Racquet Club at 893-1907.

travelled. The cost for students is $12,

nonstudents is $15. This fee includes your

canoe rental, transportation, guide fee, snacks

and lemonade. Sign up at the Outdoor
Pursuits Office in room 350 Union. Call 644-

3206 for more details.

Forestmeadows Racquet Club is having a

racquet ball tournament this weekend. Sept.

10-12. There will be novice, A, B and C groups

for men and women. Tournament play

includes singles and doubles action. Entry fee

is $13 and entrants will receive a

complimentary T-shirt. Applications are

available at the FSU IM office and

yesifall
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CLOUDY

Variable cloudiness with a

chance of afternoon
thunderstorms. Highs in the

upper 80s and lows in the low

70s.
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Begin rejects

Reagan plan

UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL

JERUSALEM — Prime Minister

Menachem Begin vehemently rejected

President Reagui*s Mideast peace initiative

yesterday declaring the occupied West Bank of

Jordan will be for *'the Jewish people for all

generations."

In a podium-pounding speech before the

120-member parliament, Begin vehemently

rejected the Reagan proposals point by point,

saying they were a blueprint for a redivision of

"the land of Israel** and Jerusalem.

He lambasted the opposition Labor Party

for its interest in the American plan and

challenged them to agree to early elections in

Mayor June.

But three top Begin aides described the

elections threat as a "taunt" to Labor, not as a

formal call for new balloting a year and a half

before the mandate of his Likud-led

government runs out.

One senior official said the call for early

elections also was designed to show the White

House that Begin "is not afraid** of a vote on
his policies and that the prime minister feels

confident he will remain in offi(%.

The Knesset voted 50-36 to endorse Begin's

statonent which directly opposes Reagan's call

for a freeze of Jewish settlement of occupied

Arab lands. Labor's rival resolution calling for

adoption of the Reagan plan as a "basis for

dialogue" with Washington was voted down
50-34.

"This plan died the minute it was born,"

Begin said of the Reagan initiative. "Perhaps

in the future there will be no trace of it, but the

Israel-America friendship will endure."

Pounding the podium, his face red v*ith

excitement, Begin rejected the U.S. proposal

point by point, and declared the occupied West
Bank will be for "the Jewish people for all

generations."

Speaking to Reagan directly. Begin said:

"For you, Mr. President, this is a political

goal. Maybe a need to come closer to Saudi

Arabia or mend fences with Jordan...This is

policy. 1 respect it. It's serious.

"For me, Mr. President, for us Mr.
President, these are our lives, it is our
homeland, our lands, the lands of our fathers

Turn to BEGIN,me i2

PetneU TookeS^ daims FSU owes hUfi worker's basketbaU team. Tookes and his lawyer, Faye Anderson,

compensationfor injuries he suffered while on the university 's (right), met with university representatives yesterday.

Injured player demands restitution ofFSU
BY DEBORAH BARRINGTON

FLAMBEAU SPORTS EDITOR

Once again yesterday the Florida State

University basketball program found itself

under fire as former team member Pemell

Tookes, represented by Atlanta attorney Faye

Anderson, continued worker's compensation

proceedings against FSU.

On behalf of Tookes, Anderson is seeking

medical and wage loss benefits under worker's

compensation laws. Accordti^ to Anderson,

Tookes' case is not the first of this sort. Similar

cases have been heard in Colorado, Odifomia,

and most recently, in Indiana.

She said in Reusing v. Indiana State

University a scholarship athlete was classified

as an employee of the university.

Judge A.S. Fontaine determined that Tookes

is an employee of the university the case will set

a precedent for the state of Florida.

The question to be answered — ''Are

university athletes employees of that university

with their student status playing a more

incidental role to their being in a university?"

— could go unanswered for two or three years.

Anderson said.

If yesterday's action is any indication, it

could take even longer. The flrst day of

hearings went slowly as both the plantiff and
defense council examined witnesses.

Council for the defense included Assistant

State Attorney Bill Hall, Attorney Jim

McConnaughhay and university lawyer Chuck
Ruberg. McConnaughhay was called in only a

month ago because of his knowledge of

worker's compensation hiws.

Prior to examining the first witness, both

sides had to decide on adn^issable evidence.

Anderson's evidence included a Grant in Aid

agreement, a National letter of Intent, Tookes'

high school record, an insurance policy, the

IRS Code of Provisions and unnamed policies

regarding FSU's athletes.

The defense — that is, the University —
admitted Tookes* BEOG statement, meal
money statement, student athlete statement,

individual eligibility profile and FSU student

handbook.

The first witness called by Anderson was

head basketball coach Joe Williams.

Williams confidently fielded questions about

his educational bacckground and job duties.

Anderson's line of questioning attempted to

set up an employee-employer rdationship.

She inquired if study haUs were mandatory

for basketball players.

"Well, we like for them to attend, but I

couldn't make them attend or punish them if

they don't attend," Williams said.

Several of Anderson's questions were aimed

at fmding^just how much control Williams has

over players, since a high degree of control

would indicate an employer-employee

relationship. She asked whether players needed

William's permission to get married. Williams

said they did, but only as a means of making

sure a player has told his and his intended

wife's parents of their plans.

Williams said he had never turned down
anyone's request to get married. He has

advised against it, but the matter never

affected an athlete's scholarship.

Anderson next pUed Williams with questions

^ TtmtoTOmES,page24

Absentee ballots

confirm Lawson-

Wimbish runoff
BY MICHAEL McCLELLAND

FLAMBEAU STAFF WRITER

Tallahassee lawyer C. Bette Wimbish has

narrowly defeated local realtor Rocky Bevis

to win a spot in the Democratic run-off for

Florida House of Representatives District

nine. The outcome of the race was in doubt

until late yesterday afternoon, when absentee

ballots in Leon and surrounding counties

were tabulated.

Wimbish unofficially defeated Bevis by 21

votes, 3,054 to 3,033. She will face

Tallahassee insurance agent Al Lawson in the

Democratic run-off Oct. 5. Lawson led all

candidates in the five-person primary with

4,101 votes.

Before the absentee ballots were counted,

Wimbish had been leading Bevis by 79 votes.

Bevis gained ground on absentee ballots from

Liberty and Franklin counties, but not quite

enough to win a spot in the run-off.

Ken Katsaris, former Leon County Sheriff,

placed fourth with 2,842 votes, followed by

Alligator Point realtor R.E. **Tookie"

Dbton, with 1,199 votes.

Because the vote was so close, state^

election laws require that a recount be done

before the election will be declared officially

over. Bevis did not feel that the recount

would be likely to alter the outcome of the

race.

"Recounts can go one way or the other,"

Bevis said. *'It could benefit Ms. Wimbish or

myself, but at this point we're not too

optimistic about it."

Bevis blamed his loss on low voter turnout

in the districts where he ran strongest.

"The turn-out just killed us," Bevis said.

'•-Jhe black precincts turned out two tO one

over our arras. But we did our best, and it

was a good campaign.

"That's politics," Bevis said.

Both Wimbish and Lawson said they

hoped to win endorsements from the

defeated candidates to boost their run-off

Turn to RUNOFF, page 12
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Is nuclear war the terminal disease of the 1980s?
BY BRIAN WILSON
H AMBFAl STAH WRITKR

The terminal disease of the 1980s is nuclear

war, according to Paul Walker, who
addressed a crowd of 150 people in Ruby
Diamond auditorium last night.

Walker answered questions about nuclear

war and showed the audience some 50 slides

and a short film, in his "Fire Next Time"
presentation.

"Wc could bounce the Soviets off the face

of this map with 300 weapons," Walker told

the crowd, "and the United Stotes has 30,000

of these weapons. The United States* nuclear

arsenal is getting to the point where we could

drive a weapon through the bathroom of

Brezhnev."

Walker, who debated the Air Force about

the MX Missile, said the government should

reevaluate their stand on nuclear spending.

Walker is very qualified for such a debate.

He graduated from Holy Cross University in

Massachusetts, received a masters degree

from Johns Hopkins University and a

doctorate in Political Science from the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

"We're spending money in the totally

wrong direction," Walker asserted. "It's

inflationary and is just plain wrong to do."

But Walker doesn't feel all the blame
should be placed on the government.

**There is a failure on all mr parts,"

\

*If the defense

(department) were to cut out

50 tanks from the new
Reagan defense budget, we
could run Tallahassee for a
year.'

—Author
iiiiiilliiiiiiiiUil

continued Walker, **tb realize the cost

involved. Every dollar spent on a weapon is a

dollar not spent on social services, welfare,

food for the poor and many other things,"

A Cambridge Massachusetts resident,

Walker is presently on the lecture circuit.

**I have a strong desire' to educate the

public,** Walker said. "It has nothing to do
with a monetary desire, but rather a ^te^re to

talk to college students."

Aside from being an expert on the subject

of nuclear weapons. Walker is involved in

many different areas.

Some of those areas include being a
correspondent for Scientific America,' co-

author of the book, The Price of Defense,

director of education and research for

Physicians for Social Responsibility, and
former director of research for the Union of

Concerned Scientists.

Walker is not against nuclear weapons by

any means, but rather against spending

money for useless weaponry.

**One can*t get away from the fact that we
need a strong defense for our needs, goals

and commitments," Walker said. "But we
also should take a more critical look at

nuclear weapons and relate it to our defense

and foreign policy. It's just that America has

a heavy on-going competition with the

Russians. That competition and a strong

technological imperative to make things

better create the nuclear build-up."

An interesting point tht Walker brough up

was the fact that the Tallahassee city

commission is debating a $191 million dollar

budget.

"Thai's sad because the defense

department will spend six billion dollars on

the MX Missile alone this year," Walker

said. "If the defense were to cut out 50 tanks

from the new Reagan defense budget, we
could run Tallahassee for a year."

Although only five countries have

admitted to having nuclear weapons. Walker

said many other countries have weapons, and

that America must change their attitude

before it*s too late.

"America can no longer keep building

three to five weapons a day and say to other

countries, 'You can't have weapons.* It's just

hypocritical."

An encouraging sign, according to Walker,

was the fact that many students asked

questions last night.
,

"Most of the students have a genuine

interest in nuclear weapons," said Walker,

"because it is the fundamental issue of life in

the 1980s. 1 feel the pulse of interest on the

college campuses has been escalating the last

year or two."

Walker will appear in speaking

engagements in Utah, Houston, Orlando and

Indianapolis in the near future.

Some new faces in the Legislature may be black, female
UNrrED PRESS INTBNATIONAL

MIAMI — Blacks and women made gains in Tuesday's

legislatWe primaries but not as great as they ought have

because of reapportionment and the switch to un^mesB^ber
districts.

The reason for the limited gains despite the new district

boundaries and elimination of large multi-member districts is

that the bulk of incumbents facing opposition in the

primaries scored victories, leaving challengers out in the cold.

There were notable exceptions, including 10-year House
veteran "Trooper Jim** Foster ofTampa.
Two anti-Equal Rights Amendment Senators, George

Kirkpatrick of Gainesville and Joe Carlucci of Jacksonville,

won re-election despite tough challenges from pro-ERA
women candidates.

And one of the incumbent legislators losing Tuesday was

Virginia Rosen, a House member from Miami. Rosen was

beaten by former Dade County Democratic Chairman Mike
Abrams.

Dempsey Barron, perennial Senate power who claims to

be Florida's number one opponent of the ERA, won re-

election, beating Panama City businesspo^n Don Crisp.

Blacks assured themselves of their first House seat from
Hillsborough County. Jim Hargrett and Warren Dawson
wound up in a runoff, eliminating three other candidates,

including the lone white contender, former county
commissioner Bcb Lester.

Blacks also wound up with seven other house seats because

all of the surviving candidates after the primaries are black,

and at least one Senate seat—in Miami, where Rep. Carrie

Meek was the only person to qualify.

But they put up candidates in 20 legislative races hoping
for a^ percent increase in their representation.

Blacks coukl grab a second Senate seat. Rep. Amett
Girardeau of Jacksonville made it into a runoff against Rep.
Andy Johnson, a white.

Freshman Rep. John Plummer, a black Republican from
Miami, was beaten in the primary, but his defeat was
expected. He managed to win election two years ago by
capitalizing on the fact that he has the name of an influential

white Dade County family, but voters in the predominantly
white district were aware this time ofwho Plununer was.

Veteran black House member Joe Lang Kershaw of
Miami was forced mto a Democratic runoff by a black

newspaper publisher.

Foster, who had served in the House for the last 10 years,

was upset in a Democratic primary by Mary Figg of Lutz,

who now faces a Republican in November.
Rep. S.L. "Spud** Clements of Brandon was beaten by

Fran Davin of Brandon in a Democratic primary. Davin
faces Republican Mac Clements of Gibsonton in the general

election. Rep.CharUe Hall of Miami also was beaten.

In other significant races. Sen. Pat Neal, Bradenton,
survived a rough challenge from Toby Holland, former
mayor of Palmetto; Miami Lakes Sen. John Hill beat back a

strong challenger in the Democratic primary although Hill

still faces a Republican; Sen. Owen Margolis of Miami easily

won re-election; and Sen, Dick Renick of Miami was forced

into a runoff with Rep. Larry Plummer, Miami.

Jack Gordon of Miami Bech won re-election to the Senate
over Sen. Paul Steinberg who wound up in his district

because of reapportionment. The two liberals ran a bitter

race and the outcome was decided by a narrow margin. Sen.

Mattox Hair of Jacksonville beat a fellow incumbent, Dan
Jenkins.
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Reagan
says 'no' to

abortion

WASHINGTON —
President Ronald Reagan

launched a personal cam
paign in support of anti-

abortion legislation yester

day, telling senators the

United States cannot permit

people "the right to do

away with an inconvenient

life."

In two letters — one to

Senate Republican leader

Hpward Baker and the

other to nine "undecided"

senators — Reagan spelled

out his strong support for

restrictive legislation now
under consideration.

In addition to the letters.

White House officials said

Reagan would be making

telephone calls to boost the

legislation proposed by Sen.

Jesse Helms, R-N.C.

"As you know, this is a

subject about which I feel

very deeply," he wrote

Baker. "You are providing

the Senate an opportunity

to stand up and be counted

on what I think is one of the

most important issues of

our time."

In similar language,

Reagan exhorted the nine,

who were not identified by

the White House, to help

stop the filibuster and bring

the issue to a vote.

The president's active

involvement in the New
Right's top legislative

priority of the session came

a day before the Senate

scheduled the first test vote

on the abortion issue — an

effort to shut down a

filibuster which has blocked

action. Some anti-abortion

critics recently criticized

Reagan for not taking an

active enough role in

pushing social legislation.

The cloture attempt,

which requires a 60-vote

majority, was not expected

to carry on the first round.

Baker, of Tennessee, said

he would continue trying to

stop the filibuster **as long

as necessary or

appropriate," but added,

"I am not prepared to say"

when he might abandon the

effort in the rush toward

adjournment.

Sources close to the

leadership said ^ker did

not personally ask Reagan

to step into the dispute. The

decision was reached at a

White House strategy

session.

"Beyond the matter of

cloture," Reagan wrote, "it

is vitally important for the

Congress to affirm, as this

amendment does, the

fundamental principle that

all human life has intrinsic
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Surprise
When President Ronald Reagan called last week for the creation of

a Palestinian homeland on the West Bank of the Jordan river, world

reaction was—to put it mildly—one of surprise.

Reagan, after all, was elected partly because of his diehard support

for Israel. True, a number of his Cabinet appointees have close ties

with Arab nations, but Reagan's advisors also include scions of the

Moral Majority— folks who see any hint of lessening support for

Israel as tantamount to blasphemy and the prospect of even vaguely

autonomous Palestinians perched on the West Bank was certainly seen

as an indication of backsliding, in Israel as well as in the U.S.

But perhaps Reagan's move wasn't so surprising after all.

Remember, it was Richard Nixon, a noted red-baiter, who first

established official ties between the American government and that of

communist China. It would seem these turn-abouts are becoming a

tradition of American foreign policy. Like Nixon, Reagan was able

lo drop his bomb precisely because of his record. We all knew Nixon

hated communists, didn't Vve? So when he went to Peking, we knew he

had something up his sleeve, right?

Similarly with Reagan. The president seems to have an innate

commitment to the maintenance of a secure Israel. That was certainly

the context within which his latest proposal was advanced. Yasser

Arafat was barely out of Beirut whra Reagan announced his proposal.

When the Israelis illegally used our cluster bombs in Beirut, the only

sounds Reagan made were a few gentle tut-tuts, even though Reagan

made known his displeasure at Israeli Prime Minister Menachem
Begin's apparent attempts to push him around.

In fact, Reagan's timing could not have been better. Begin justified

the invasion as a step toward peace in the Middle East. He meant that

with the Palestine Liberation Organization out of the way, Israel

could continue its settlements in Northern Israel, on the West Bank

and on the Gaza Strip free of threat of FLO attack.

Begin seeks the creation of a greater "Land of Israel" drawn along

lines established in Biblical times. When Reagan went along with his

war in Lebanon, Begin no doubt thought the president endorsed that

vision.

But the West Bank proposal shattered that illusion, and under the

present circumstances, Begin would push the issue at his own political

peril. Witness the widespread Israeli opposition to the invasion: Most

Israelis want peace more than territorial aggrandisement. Begin's

Labor Party has already endorsed main elements of Reagan's plan;

Labor leader Shimon Perez has called for a national debate on the

issue. PLO and Arab leaders have also agreed to discuss the matter. If

Begin protests too loudly, he may find himself politically isolated, not

only around the world, but also in his homeland.

The question now is whether the new discussions will bog down like

earlier peace initiatives have done. There's a good chance for hope in

that regard, and Reagan's record on Israel will help out here. Reagan,

after all, is not talking about a Palestinian state. Although the

language is murky, Ik's talking about an official Palestinian presence

on the West Bank—not a sovereign presence, although that may come

later. With the proper assurances by the United States for Israel's

security, the rights of both people—the Israelis and the

Palestinians—to peace and self-determination may possibly be

established.

We never thought Reagan was capable of the degree of subtlety he's

shown in this master. But stranger things have happened before.
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Getting off the nuclear treadmill

BY WILLIAM H. SULLIVAN
PACmC NBWBSERVICE

The massive demonstrations which have recently

taken place against nuclear weapons demonstrate

that the issue of nuclear disarmament is one that

has broad and abiding political appeal. However,

the problem of translating this appeal into political

action at the interaational level seems to baffle the

expem. They insist that the weapons systems

involved and the relationships among their various

components are too complex to be addr«»ed by the

simplistic slogans of the demonstrators.

Instead, they prefer to pursue the complex SALT
(Strategic Arms Limitation Talks) process and the

processes encompassed by the other acronyms

governing intermediate and shorter range nuclear

weapons systems. A rtport recently issued by a

Carnegie panel of specialists concluded that "the

forms, procedures and negotiations have tended to

become too rigid and time-consuming,"

Nevertheless, their own report laid out a

bewildering series of options of such intricacy as to

perplex any political leader, either in the Soviet

Union or the United States.

This situation must be a particular frustration to

President Reagiin, who dearly prefers to reduce

con^ilicated issues to simple, appealing terms and

then communicate those terms effectively to a

broad constituency. In some measure, he has

utilized this approach in his public talks on nuclear

weapons, both in his November 1981 speech on

theater nuclear systems and in his May 1982 speech

at Eureka College on Strategic Arms Reduction

Talks (START). But it is clear that neither effort

has ignited a political spark, and it is also clear that

the basic reason for that failure has been the fact

that the simple formulations used in the president's

speeches have been "backgrounded" into dismal

complexity by the experts.

The conventional wisdom, therefore, is that any

new effort on the part of the Americans and Soviets

to address nuclear arms control is doomed to the

same tedious, detailed and lengthy process we have

experienced in the past with the SALT negotiations.

The experts have prepared the same sort of

"building blocks," and the delegations are settling

in for long sieges of negotiations.

Nothing in these prospects seems destined to

capture the popular political premise that is

apparent both in the West and among ordinary

citizens in the East. And yet there is one window of

Importunity that ought not to be overlooked.

In his Eureka speech, President Reagan said in

part, "The focus of our efforts will be to reduce

significantly the most destabilizing systems—the

ballistic missiles, the number of warheds they carry

and their overall destructive potential. At the first

phse, or the end of the first phase of START, I

expect ballistic missile warheads, the most serious

threat we face, to be reduced to equal lev^, equal

OPINION
ceilings, at least a third below the current levels. 1 o

enhance stability, I would ask that no more than

half of those warheads be land-based.
'

'

In background briefings expanding on the

meaniiijg of those words, and presumably in direct

communications with the Soviets, the Washington

experts have spelled out a more detailed negotiating

position embracing such matters as throw-weights,

launch vehicles and other issues traditionally

associated with the SALT process.

As might be expected, the Soviets, in their

propaganda response to the Eureka proposals, have

denounced those aspects of the American proposals

that they characterize as designed to give the United

States a strategic advantage. They have cited not

only certain omissions in the American presentation

but certain specific demands on the Soviet which

they, in turn, consider "destabilizing." They have

attacked, especially and understandably, the

specific limitation on land-based missiles, which

constitute the mainstay of their ballistic force.

They have not, however, as far as is publicly

known, specifically rejected the Eureka proposal to

reduce "ballistic missile warheads... at least a third

below the current levels." Moreover, they appear

to have opened another small chink in their

previous negotiating positions. They have

permitted Georgi A. Arbatov, a member of the

Communist Party Central Committee, to sign a

somewhat vaguely worded report of the group

convened by former Swedish Prime Minister Palme

that seems to envisage on-site inspection in a

strategic nuclear arms control verification

mechanism.

These two small facts represent an opportunity

that President Reagan, in an act of political

courage, could effectively exploit into a dramatic

breakthrough on strategic nuclear arms control.

The occasion for this accomplishment could come
if a summit meeting between Reagan and Brezhnev

can be scheduled for this fall. It would involve a

leap into the simplistic political waters which he

finds so congenial but which the experts abhor.

In essence, the opportunity would involve a very

limited, rather than a detailed, negotiation. The
United States would propose to reach agreement

with the Soviets on a ceiling of 5,000 "ballistic

missile warheads" for each nation.

The current American insistence on a 2,5()0

limitation on land-based warheads would be

dropped in return for an iron-clad Soviet

undertaking to permit effective inspection. Within

the 5,000 level on all types of ballistic missiles, each

side would be f^ee to establish its own sub-ceilings

on the various basing modes—land, air and sea.

Turn TREAD,
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Plant warning
Editor:

Tallahassee plant lovers, beware. Do not, for any reason,
drive down a four-lane highway (such as U.S. 27) with a False

Aralia {Disy^otheca elciianlissiutn) or similar other house
plant on the from seal, partially leaning out of the window of
your car.

Your plant is subject to confiscation by the Leon County
SherifPs Department as a possible cannabb plant. You will

be told it can take up to three months before your plant is

analyzed in the department lab. Of course, there is no
guarantee that your plant won't be mistaken or confused
with another plant during this time. You will not be allowed

to lake a picture of your plant before it goes to the lab. You
will not be able to take a small piece to be analyzed privately.

I don't know if your plant will be watered and taken care of.

ldon*tknowif you will get your plant back alive at the end
of the testing.

I ast but not least, I am grateful that the Sheriffs
Department is around when needed, but 1 cannot understand

why a detective can't tell a common house plant from a
cannabis plant.

L.S.GarMr

Bobby Bowden
Editor:

1 read in the Aug. 30 Tallahassee

Bobby Bowden receives $140,000 per

the Seminoles, and I assume that this doesn't include

his involvement in milk and car ads.

For this price, does he wash windows, too?

Mike Wallace

Democrat that

year to coach

'OldSparky'

Death penalty
Editor

As members of the workgroup Amnesty International

Epse-Eefde-Gorssel, we wish to express our concern about

the death penalties which are about to be executed in your
State.

In this respect we wish to draw your attention to the

following declaration by Amnesty International.

"Amnesty International opposes the death penalty in all

cases on the grounds that it is a vic>laiioti of the right to life

and the right not to be subjected to auel, inhuman or

degrading treatment or punishment as proclaimed in the

Universal Declaration of Human Rights.*'

Amnesty International has started a world-wide action to

persuade the authorities.

Amnesty International calls life awaiting execution in itself

already "cruel," but on top of that, the prisoners in "death
row" normally meet with a lot of restricting measures
whereby they have none or few human contacts or may
undertake activities.

We, as members of the workgroup Amnesty International

Epse-Gorssel-Eefde, undertake all sort of activities,

expositions, social gatherings, the writing of letters, and
protest-marches to defend the human rights of those people

all over the world who are in an underdog position.

Especially since in this year we are commemorating 2(X)

years of diplomatic relations between our countries, we hope
that you respond positively to our critical friendship.

We hope this letter will stimulate a positive discussion on
behalf of those who are waiting in death row.

J.O.M. Jebma
and eight others

Tread frompage 4

The only requirement would be that these

sub-ceilings would be notified by one party to

the other and would be subject to

verification. Moreover, subject only to the

same requirement of notification and
verification, each side would be free to adjust

the sub-ceilings on various types of missiles

within the S,000 level over the duration of the

agreement.

The general agreement could be concluded

at the summit meeting. The experts then

could be given six months, with as much
mutual consultation as they desire, each to

devise the composition of its own S.OOO-

mfssile force and to work out the methods of

verification. Then, six months later, or one

year after the summit, the agreement would
go into effect. It would be a major
diplomatic achievement and give dgiufkuit

imp)etus to overall arms control.

The rationale for such a proposal is based

on the assumption that both sides, being

equally intelligent about these matters, would
develop sub-ceiUngs on missiles to enhance,

rather than threaten, stability in the strategic

nuclear balance, if given their own
independent Of^CMis. With the opportunity

for notification and consultation, each side

could unilaterally adjust its chosen posture to

take account of the pattern developed by the

other, or of future technolo^cal or political

events.

In effect, the only changes from the

current regime would be an overall reduction

in the number of "ballistic missile warheads**

disposed by the two superpowers and the

introduction of an effective verification

system. To achieve this, the United States

would have to give up its insistence on a

specific ceiling for land-based warheads and
accept the assumption that the Soviets are

impelled by rational common sense rather

than some reckless effort to achieve a first-

strike advantage.

As far as the first concession is concerned,

there are many in the United States who feel

that a deployment of 2,500 American land-

based warheads would be ultimately

detrimental to the submarine-based element

of the triad, and therefore question its value.

As far as trusting in the common sense of

the Soviets is concerned, the agreement would
provide for subsequent adjustment of

the American mix within the overall S.OOO

ceiling if the Soviets indeed choose a

"destabiUzing** pattern of basing modes.

In short, neither side would have anything

to lose and both would make a major gain

toward sanity, if the simplicity of political

choice is allowed to prevail over the

sophistication of technical prer(^tives.

• • •

Sullivan is a former U.S. ambassador to

Laos, the Philippines and Iran. He is

currently a member of the American
Assembly, a think-tank associated with

Columbia University.

IF YOU'RE GONNA DO IT...

YOU MIGHT AS WELL ENJOY IT!

HATE TODO YOUR LAUNDRY? WEMAKEDOING ITA LOTNICER!
We Are The Nicest, Largest ^Laundry In Town. You hever Have To Walt. Why Sitjn A Boring,

Dirty, Hot Laundry When You Can EMJOY OGRS. We Have Air Conditioning. A Reading
Area, Color TV. and Snack Machines For The "Munchies." And We Have A Wide
Selection Of The Newest Video Games In Town...Qames By Xanadu Games, Inc.

CAMPUS EDGE LAUNDRY
695 W. VIRGINIA ST. (1/2 Block From Campus)...

Behind The Subway... Tennessee St. & Next To The Hairsmith

P.S. lfyou*re really smart, drop your clothes off to us...we will

mmahf fUtffdry & foldyour clothes for 40^ /lb...We also do
beautiful dry cleanlM^g.

PLANTS S FLOWERS

740 W. GAINES
224-2074
(2 blocks from campus)

20% OFF
PaRCHASEW/
STUDENT ID

EXP9-15a2

by THE BLOOM ROOM
COMPLETE FLORAL SERVICES *

,

THE JAZZBERRY PATCH
2720 BUmistome Rd. - 877-9441

Monday: Now Opeik 11:30 • 2 •.m.

Tvesday: Two for One
Wednesday: Buy One Dinner 2nd 1/2 Price 6:00 • 9:00 p.m.

Thursday: Ladies Night - All Night - Two for One
Friday: Happy Hour 4-7 - Live Jaxi

Saturday: Couples Dinner Nite

1/2 Carafe w/dinner • 6:30 • 9:30 pjn.

FH & Sat.: $2.00 Entertaiiuiient Charge

Sunday: Brunch - 11:30 - 2 Jam Session -2-6 p.m.

UVE JAZZ ENTERTAINMENT NIGHTLY
i
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INBRIEF
TtLEPHONE COUNSELING AND REFERRAL

Service, Tallahassee's 24-hour crisis intervention,

information and referral hotline will be beginning a new
volunteer training session tonight. Call TCRS at 224-6333

for more information.

THERE WILL BE A FREE PROGRAM ON
Residential Security tonight at 7 in the Program Room of

the Leon County Public Library, sponsored by the

Tallahassee Police Department and conducted by Sgt.

Georpc Bishop. For more information call 487-2665.

THE SMITH-WILLIAM SERVICE CENTER'S
Advisory Board will hold its monthly meeting tonight at

7:30 in the Lobby of the Smith-William Service Center,

located at 2295 Pasco St. For more information call 575-

8696.

THERE WILL BE A STUDENTS UNITED NOW
party meeting tonight at 9 in 346 Union.

THERE WILL BE A FORUM ON DEVELOPING
Self Images and Self Discipline for Black Children featuring

Jawanza Kunjufu an educational consultant from the Afro-

American Publishing Co., today from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in

the FAMU Grand Bafiroom. Presented by the Tallahassee

Chapter of the Association of Black Social Workers.

WHATEVER HAPPENED TO EL SALVADOR?
since the media coverage diminished is a question Mary Ann
Buckley from the National Committee in Solidarity with the

people of El Salvador office will address tonight at 8 in 128

Diffenbaugh. Sponsored by CPE.
THE SOCIETY EOR CREATIVE ANACHRONISM

will meet tonight at 7 in 352 Union.

THE FSU AVUTION CXUB WILL MEET TONIGHT
at 7 in 246 Union.

THE FSU CRIMINOLOGY CLUB WILL HOLD ITS
first general meeting today at 4 p.m. in 60 Bellamy.

THE CARIBBEAN CLUB WILL HOLD ITS FIRST
meetir>g tonight at 7:30 in the International House, 916

Park Ave.

THE SAILING CLUB WILL HOLD ITS FIRST
meeting of the year tonight at 7:30 in 221 Bellamy.

THERE WILL BE A GETTING A STATE
Government Job clinic today at 4 p.m. in 227 Bryan Hall.

Sponsored by Career Placement Services.

THERE WILL BE A GENESIS MEETING TQDAY
at 5:15 p.m. in 352 Union.

CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST WILL MEET
at 7 in 201 Diffenbaugh.

THE WESLEY FOUNDATION, 705 WEST
Jefferson Street, will hold a dinner tonight at 6. A dentation

is requested.

THERE WILL BE A NAVIGATOR RALLY
tonight at 7:30 in the E.C. Allen Christian Center next to

the First Baptist Church on College Ave. There will be an
admission fee.

REGISTRATION FOR CPE CLASSES NINJA; MAN
of Shadows and Dungeons and Dragons: Learning through

Playing will be as soon as possible.

THOSE BASIC DIVISION STUDENTS INTENDING
to major in Business, and who anticipate completing 52 or

more semester hours of credit at the end of the Fall

Semester and have achieved a 2.5 grade point average on all

college work attempted as of the beginning of Fall Semester

must complete a preliminary application to the College of

Business in 207 Business building no later than October IS,

1982. This process will enable those students who meet the

admission criteria to pre-register for 3000 level business

courses for the Spring Semester. Basic Division students with

any transfer credit must include a copy of their transcript

with the application. The transcript may be obtained from

the FSU Registrar's Office in the Suwannee Arcade,

completion of the CLAST test will also be a requirement for

admission to the College of Business.

CORRECTION
In a story that appeared in yesterday's Flambeau rating

banking facilities in Tallahassee, a chart that appeared at

the bottom of the story showed that Barnett Bank had a

returned check charge of $12. In fact, the returned check

charge at Barnett Bank is $10.

TUCKER'
DRIVE IN RESTAURANT

Chicken Special
FAMILY STYLE

ALL YOU CAN EAT
INCLUDES 2 DRINKS

W/MEAL
Tea of Coffee

SS20 S. HONROE
2102 or 877-1825

$Q25
PERSON

MM. - Tfears.

S:N-10PII
FiLSat

S3l-11Mi
Sll.

LADIES
NITE

All Ladies Get

FREEAdmission

Plus

2 DRINKS
Of Your Choice

plus the DIXIE

DESPERADOS

BULLWINKLE'S

ETEST

TBU&SDAV

This calculatorthinks business*
TheTI Student BusinessAnalyst
If there's one thing undergrad

business students have always

needed, this is it: an affordable,

business-oriented calculator.

The Student Business Analyst.

Its built-in business formulas

let you perform complicated

finance, accounting and
statistical functions-the ones

that usually require a lot of

time and a stack of reference

btx^ks, like present and future

value calculations, amortiza-

tions and balloon payments.

It all means you spend less

time calculating, and more
time learning. One keystroke

takes the place of many.
The calculator is just part

of the package. You also get

a book that follows most
business courses: the Business

Analyst Guidebook. Business

professors helped us write it,

to help you get the most out
of calculator and classrcxDm.

A powerful combination.
Think business.

With the Student

Business Analyst.

Instruments



McConnell meets with irate residents
BY BRIAN WILSON
FLAMBEAL' sYaFF WRITER

Florida State University Student Body President Jill

McConnell answered questions yesterday from 75 irate

Alumni Village residents concerning their bus dilemma.
That situation centers around a decision by McConnell

last month not to meet Taitran's $8,000 increased price for

bus service, and thus cut the service to and from Alunmi
Village to two time slots, 7 to 9:30 a.m. and 4 to 6:3a p.m.
Many residents think McConnell should have made every
effort possible to give Alumni Village residents full busing
as they were promised by FSU, and not pariiai bus
service.

During the question and answer forum, McConnell
pointed out that her basic commitment was to transport

students to and from school. That statement prompted
mimy of those in attendance to shout and jeer at her.

*'You don*t know what it*s like to try and juggle kids, a
family and school,*' said one Alumni Village resident.

"You just have no understanding of what it*s like, because
if you did, you wouldn't have cut the bus service.'

**I Still think the bus schedule will be useful," countered

McConnell.

McConnell discussed the committee that has been
formed to look into the matter and what she hopes to

achieve from it

.

"The committee will have full control over what to do
with the money," explained McConnell. *'If I'd known

that Taltrim was going to

increase the bus service by
$8,000, 1 would have
formed this committee
sooner."

Many of the residents

badgered McConnell with

meaningless solutions to

fmd the extra $8,000 hi the

budget.

"Why don't you take the

money away from the

fraternities and sororities

and give it to us (Alumni
Village)?" said on resident.

**AU those greeks do with

the money is drink beer.
'

'

Another resident said McConnell should stop all the free

concerts and give the money to Alumni Village instead.

But most of the questions asked by Alumni Village

residents present in the Leon-Lafayette room were
pertinent. McConnell attempted to answer most of them
apd the others she just said would have to be brought up
before the conmiittee.

But one statement posed by a resident left McConneU
answerless.

"Unlimited bus passes is a necessity for Alunmi Village

residents if they are going to get an education at Florida

State," said one resident to an applauding crowd.

MMcConnell

Three arrested in 'junk food' murder
I NrrKi) PRKss international

NEW YORK — Tips from the city's

gay community helped lead to the

arrest of three male prostitutes, one of

them a 15-year-old boy, wanted in the

slaying of the University of Florida's

"junk food professor," authorities

said yesterday.

Police said the three suspects, who
were arrested over a 24-hour period

that ended at 12:30 a.m., were

scheduled to appear in Criminal Court

in Manhattan to face extradition

hearings in the slaying of Professor

Howard Appledorf, 41.

The men were identified as Gary

McNichol, 21, of CaUfomia, and Paul

Everson, 19, of Roslindale, Mass. The
juvenile was not identified because of

his age.

Police said Everson and McNichol

both have records as prostitutes.

Florida detectives have been in the

city since McNichol was arrested early

Tuesday in a wild car chase with

piolice. Authorities said he was also

carrying the slain professor's credit

cards.

Florida officials filed first-degree

murder charges against McNichol and

he indicated he would waive
extradition, authorities said.

"We recieved information from the

gay community that helped in the

investigation, "said Deputy Inspector

Stephen Kelly. "They were obviously

concerned."

Everson and the juvenile were
picked up near 53rd Street arid Third
Avenue in Manhattan's "meat rack'*

section, so nicknamed because it is

frequented by male prostitutes.

Everson was arrested about 11 p.m.

Tuesday. The boy was picked up about
90 minutes later.

Police said Everson and McNichol
have been arrested previously on
prostitution charges.

Authorities said the suspects were
charged two weeks ago in Gainesville,

Fla., with forging checks in

Appledorf's name. Police said the

three were released from jail Thursday
when Appledorf dropped the charges

against them.

The professor was suffocated Friday
in his apartment in Oainesville while

his killers munched on submarine
sandwiches and wrote "murder" and
"redrum"—murder backwards—on

the walls, police said.

Gainesville Police Capt. Richard
Ward said the kiUing was "a vengeful

act" and had no sexual overtones.

Ward said the suspects were not

University of Florida students and that

they apparently "were passing through

and were not in this community for

more than a few weeks."

Appledorf, who was a professor at

the school for 15 years, gained national

attention for his biochemical analysis

of fast foods in the 70s and was called

"the junk food professor" when he

touted the nutritional value of the

foods.

His body was found gagged,

blindfolded and propped against a sofa

Sunday in his ransacked lakeside

condominium.

Three plates with sandwiches on
them and wine glasses were set in a

neat semicircle around the body. An
empty fourth plate and an overturned

wine glass were beside the body. The
professor was smothered with a canvas

tote bag filled with water wrapped
around his head and pillows and towels

placed over his face.

Watt under fire for offshore oil plan
UNfTED raSSS iNTpRNATIONAL

WASHINGTON — Interior Secrctray James Watt's new
offshore oil and gas leasing plan ran into a barrage of

criticism yesterday by senators who saw it as a threat to the

environment and as a waste of resources needed for the

future.

Testifying at oversight hearings before a Senate energy

subcommittee, the secretary was immediately put on the

defensive by three Democratic senators and one Reptd}lican.

Opening the attack was Sen. Howard Metzenbaum, D-
Ohio, who denounced the five-year plan to offer 1 billion

acres of offshore lands for leasing as **the most
monumental giveaway in the nation's history."

The Ohio Democrat said it would benefit only the

world's biggest oil companies by giving them the oil and gas
'

'at bargain basement prices."

With (temand for oil down, he sidd, "this is not the time

to sell." Instead, he said, the government should be doing

more **to coi»erve what we hsve/*

Reacting sharply to the charges. Watt accused
Metzenbaum and other critics of being "quick to attack

without regard to facts or fairness. '
* -

The plan for exploring the Outer Continental Shelf, he

said, would encourage competition, strengthen national

security by reducing the need for imported oil, and provide
strict environmental safeguards.

"The greatest environmental danger to the coasthne of

America is the threat of oil spills from foreign tankers

carrying foreign crude manned by foreign crews," he said.

Metzenbaum and other critics, including Republican
Sen. Lowell Weicker, who chaired the hearing, said the

accelerated plan for tapping offshore oil resources did not

"strike a proper balance" between energy needs and
environmental protection.

Weicker, who is seeking re-election hi November, also

criticized the plan as posing "a threat" to fisheries such as

those of the Georges Bank offNew England.
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National Car Rental

I.Ike rnis Chevrolet Cltevette

WEEKEND RATES: Rates apply

from 6 p.m. Thursday to 6

p.m. Sunday. Offer good to

students, 18 years old or

more, student I.D., valid

driver's license and cash

deposit (S100) required. You

pay for gas on this low rate

and return car to renting

location. Rate is non-

discountable and subject to

change without notice.

Specific cars are subject to

availability. You must make

reservations by calling 576-

4107.

SPECIAL RATE

$50 WEEKEND

SOO MILES FREE!

CALL NOWi

576-4107

National Car Rental

Avallablf at

UNICIPAL AIRPORT

Car RiRtal

coiRtcr

^^Unquestionably the Best

2207 Apalachee Parkway
878-8282

*337D«wey Street

222-0889



McConnell meets with irate residents
BY BRIAN WILSON
FLAMBF Al S'^A^^ WklTlR

Florida State University Student Body President Jill

McConnell answered questions yesterday from 75 irate

Alumni Village residents concerning their bus dilemma.
That situation centm around a decision by McConnell

last month not to meet Taltran's $8,000 increased price for
bus service, and thus cut the service to and from Alumni
Village to two time slots, 7 to 9:30 a.m. and 4 to 6:30 p.m.
Many residents think McConnell should have made every

effort possible to give Alumni Village residents tull busing
as they were promised by FSU, and not partial bus
service.

During the question and answer forum, McConnell
pointed out that her basic commitment was to transport

students to and from school. That statement prompted
niany of those in attendance to shout and jeer at her.

"You don't know what it's like to try and juggle kids, a
family and school," said one Alumni Village resident.

"You just have no understanding of what it's like, because
if you did, you wouldn't have cut the bus service."

"1 still think the bus schedule will be useful,** countered

McConnell.

McConnell discussed the committee that has been
formed to look into the matter and what she hopes to

achieve from it.

"The committee will have full control over what to do
with the money," explained McConnell. "If I'd known

that Taltran was going to

increase the bus service by
$8,000, 1 would have
formed this committee
sooner."

Many of the residents

badgered McConnell with
meaningless solutions to
find the extra $8,000 in the
budget

.

"Why don't you take the

money away from the

fraternities and sororities

and give it to us (Alumni
Village)?** said on residoit.

**AU those greeks do with
the money is drink beer."

Another resident said McConnell should stop all the free
concerts and give the money to Alumni Village instead.

But most of the questions asked by Alumni Village

residents present in the Leon-Lafayette room were
pertinent. McConnell attempted to answer most of them
a|id the others she just said would have to be brought up
before the ccmunittee.

But one statement posed by a resident left McConnell
answerless.

"Unlimited bus passes is a necessity for Alumni Village
residents if they are going to get an education at Florida
State," said one resident to an applauding crowd.

JiUMcConneU

Three arrested in 'junk food'murder
UNITKI) PRKSS INTKRNATIONAl.

NEW YORK — Tips from the city's

gay community helped lead to the

arrest of three male prostitutes, one of

them a 15-year-old boy, wanted in the

slaying of the University, of Florida's

**junk food professor,'* authorities

said yesterday.

Police said the three suspects, who
were arrested over a 24-hour period

that ended at 12:30 a.m., were

scheduled to appear in Criminal Court

in Manhattan to face extradition

hearings in the slaying of Professor

Howard Appledorf, 41

.

The men were identified as Gary
McNichol, 21, of California, and Paul

Everson, 19, of Roslindale, Mass. The
juvenile was not identified because of

his age.

Police said Everson and McNichol

both have records as prostitutes.

Florida detectives have been in the

city since McNichol was arrested early

Tuesday in a wild car chase with

police. Authorities said he was also

carrying the slain professor's credit

cards.

' Florida officials filed first-degree

murder charges against McNichol and

he indicated he would waive
extradition, authorities said.

"We recieved information from the

gay community that helped in the

investigation, "said Deputy Inspector

Stephen Kelly . **They were obviously

concerned.**

Everson and the juvenile were
picked up near 53rd Street and Third
Avenue in Manhattan's "meat rack"
section, so nicknamed because it is

frequented by male prostitutes.

Everson was arrested about 11 p.m.
Tuesday. The boy was picked up about
90 minutes later.

Police said Everson and McNichol
have been arrested previousiy on
prostitution charges.

Authorities said the suspects were
charged two weeks ago in Gainesville,

Fla., with forging checks in

Appledorf's name. Police said the
three were released from jail Thursday
when An>ledorf dropped the charges
against them.

The professor was suffocated Friday
in his apartment in Gainesville while
his killers munched on submarine
sandwiches and wrote "murder" and
**redrum"—murder backwards—on

the walls, police said.

Gainesville Police Capt. Richard
Ward said the killing was "a vengeful

act" and had no sexual overtones.

Ward said the suspects were not

University of Florida students and that

they apparently 'Vere passing through

and were not in this community for

more than a few weeks.'*

Appledorf, who was a professor at

the school for 15 years, gained national

attention for his biochemical analysis

of fast foods in the 70s and was called

"the junk food professor" when he

touted the nutritional value of the

foods.

His body was found gagged,

blindfolded and propped against a sofa

Sunday in his ransacked lakeside

condominium.

Three plates with sandwiches on
them and wine glasses were set in a

neat semicircle around the body. An
empty fourth plate and an overturned

wine glass were beside the body. The
professor was smothered with a canvas
tote bag filled with water wrapped
around his head and pillows and towels

placed over his face.

Watt under fire for offshore oil plan
UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL

WASHINGTON — Interior Secretray James Watt's new
offshore oil and gas leasing plan ran into a barrage of

criticism yesterday by senators who saw it as a threat to the

environment and as a waste of resources needed for the

future.

Testifying at oversight hearings before a Senate energy

subcommittee, the secretary was inunediately put on the

defensive by three Democratic senators and one Republican.

Opening the attack was Sen. Howard Metzenbaum, D-
Ohio, who denounced the five-year plan to offer I billion

acres of offshore lands for leasing as "the most
monumental giveaway in the nation's history."

The Ohio Democrat said it would beneHt only the

world*s biggest oil companies by giving them the oil and gas

**at bargain basement prices.'*

With demand for oil down, he sad, "this is not the time

to sell." Instead, he said, the government should be doing

mcHre **to conserve what we have."

Reacting sharply to the charges, Watt accused
Metzenbaum and other critics of being '*quick to attack
without regard to facts or fairness." -

The plan for exploring the Outer Continental Shelf, he
said, would encourage competition, strengthen national

security by reducing the need for imported oil, and provide
strict environmental safeguards.

"The greatest environmental danger to the coastline of
America is the threat of oil spills from foreign tankers
carrying foreign crude manned by foreign crews," he said.

Metzenbaum and other critics, including Republican
Sen. Lowell Weicker, who chaired the hearing, said the

accelerated plan for tapping offshore oil resources did not

"strike a proper balance" between energy needs and
environmental protection.

Weicker, who is seeking re-election in November, also
criticized the plan as posing "a threat** to fisheries such as
those of the Georges Bank offNew England.
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National Car Rental

We feature CM Car<>

i.ike rnis ctievroiet Chevette

WEEKEND RATES: Rates apply

from 6 p.m. Thursday to 6
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and return car to renting

location. Rate is non-

discountable and subject to

change without notice.

Specific cars are subject to
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reservations by calling 576-

4107.

SPECIAL RATE

$50 WEEKEND

SOe MIIES FREEI

CAltNOWi

576-4107

National Car Rental

Available at

MUNICIPAL AIRPORT

Car RMtal

CovRter

^^Unquestionably the Best''

2207 Apalachee Parkway
878-8282

*337 Dewey Street

222-0889
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U.S. 'special operations': The return of the Green Berets
. • n A. ?

BY MICHAEL KLARE
PAanc XEWs service

Special operations^a type of warfare long shunned by
U.S. policymakers because of its abiding associations with

the Vietnam War— is about to make a comeback under the

Reagan administration. In a major statement on U.S.

strategy, administration leaders recently called for the revival

of the "special warfare" forces that were widely used in

Vietnam and then largely forgotten when the war eiuled.

In Vietnam, the watchword of U.S. strategy was "counter-

insurgency**—a combination of political, economic and
military measures designed to isolate and finally eradicate the

underground guerrillas. Some of these tactics are being used

again today— notably in F,l Salvador.

But this is just a small part of what the Pentagon is

planning. Beyond such essentially defensive measures, the

administration wants to employ special warfare forces in

offensive openttions designed to undennine the economic and
military capacity of pro-Soviet regimes. Such tactics can

include hit-and-run sabotage, assassinations, psychological

warfare and the recruitment of anti-government
commandos.

Offensive operations of this sort were the primary function

of the Special Forces when they were first constituted in the

late 1950s. As envisioned by U.S. strategists at the time, the

purpose of these forces was to disrupt Soviet rear area

operations in Eastern Europe by organizing guerrilla bands
composed of anti-communist nationalists. When the

Vietnam war broke out, however, they were pressed into

service as counter-guerrillas, and this has remaii^ their

popular image ever since.

The renewed push for an offensive special warfare

capability is coming primarily from Secretary of Defense

Caspar Weinberger, who has ordered tlb military services to

revitalize their existing "special** organizations. These units,

which include the Army's Special Forces (the Green Berets),

the Air I'oroc's Special Operations Wing, the Navy's SFAL

CLARK
CHIROPRACTIC

CENTER
Straight Chiropractors

J ju Hours: MWF by Appt. 1211 Miccosukce Rd.
. Phone: 878-5545 TaHahassee, FL

EVERY FAMILY NEEDS CHIROPRACTIC
CARE

The CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM is the master
controller of all body functions. The CHtROPRACTOR
corrects misaligned spinal bones that cause interference

to the Central Nervous System, thus allowing your body's
natural healing ability to function at its best, keeping
resistance high and maintaining Health Naturally.

HAVE YOUR SPINE
CHECKED REGULARLY

COIN LAUNDRY
Air Conditioned & Always Attended

• Laundry Service-35#

(10 lb, min.) includes soap, bleach,

softner-weekdays only

• 60^Speed Queen Washers

• Checks Accepted with proper I.D.

• Free use of Steam Board

— 7 DAYS A WEEK

-

7:30 a.m.- 9:30p.m.(Lait wash starts at 8:30)

2636 W. Mission (Close to Appleyord)

(Sea/Air/Land) commando teams and the Marine Corps'

reconnaisance companies, will l>e brought up to full

authorized strength and equipped with new weapons and
support gear.

Plans for the revival of the special units were first

contained in Weinberger's "Defense Guidance" for fiscal

years 1984-88, which was submitted to the services in May. In

this document—much of which has been leaked over the past

few months—Weinberger describes the types of forces

needed to implement U.S. defense policy over the next five

years.

Arguing that Washington needs additional options f<Mr

countering Soviet-Cuban adventurism in stragetic areas, the

document states: "We must revitalize and enhance special

operations forces to project United States power where the

use of conventional forces would be premature,
inappropriate or infeasible."

In describing the projected responsibilities of these

revitalized forces, Weinberger makes it dear that he Intends

thdr use in both defensive and offensive operations. At first,

such forces will be used to counter Soviet expansionism in the

Third World, but ultimately they will be used on the

periphery of the U.S.S.R. itself.

*'To exploit political economic and military weaknesses

within the Warsaw Pact and to disrupt enemy rear-area

operations," tht guidance document states, "special

operations forces wiB conduct operations in Eastern Europe
and in the northern and soiiffaemNATO regioins.**

Historically, offensive operations of this type have been

organized and supervised by the Central Intelligence Agency,

which has long viewed the special forces as a sort of private

army. Following the Watergate disclosures, however, such

operations were officially discouraged and the special units

were largely confined to truning and «ivisory functions.

Now, with the ban on CLA-conducted covcfi opoatkms
lifted, the administration also is contempUiting renewed

offensive operatioBi by the special warfare units.

Already, a substantial G^ecn Beret presence is in

Honduras, where the United States is helping to organize a

small army of anti-Sandinista commandos for hit-and-run

'attacks on government installations in Nicaragua. The

commando plan reportedly was approved by Prosidcni

Ronald Reagan last winter and brought up to the operational

stage during the spring and early summer.

Aside from Central America, other likely areas of Green

Beret activity include Angola, where the United States has

covertly aided guerrilla forces seeking to topple the Cuban-

backed MPLA regime, and Cambodia, where rebel forces

recently have united behind the leadership of Prince

Sihanouk. Offensive special operations also are underway or

likely in Afghanistan, Libya and South Ycman.

Advocates of special operations argue that such activity can

tie up large numbers of enemy forces at little cost to the

Onited States and in some cases can neutralize an enemy

threat without requiring the use of regular U.S. military

forces.

*'We have very few people," Col. John Blair of the

Army's Special Forces told me. "But we can be augmented

with irregular forces— friendly forces left behind during anv

enemy advance or other people hostile to enemy

forces—giving us a 'force-multiplier' that we can use to

damage and harass the enemy.*'

The risk in such a strategy is the same that resulted in the

United States* long and painful intervention in Indochina:

The failure of conunando-type actions can result in either

great humiliation, as in the Iranian desert, or a wider war

involving regular U.S. combat troops.

The initiation of special operations in Eastern Europe

involves special risks. While the Soviet Union is not likely tor

risk a superpower confrontation over the fate of the

Sandinistas or the MPLA, it is certain to respond forcibly to

any U.S.-inspired subversicm in its European satellites. The

result could be a general intensification of superpower

tension with unforseen—and possibly costly—consequences.

OtOBOkiHall



State GOP smells blood
UNIT KD PKKSS IM h K\A I ION \|

MIAMI — Despite Republican
runoffs in four Congressional districts

Oct. 5, the GOP already has started a
media drive to loosen the Democratic
stranglehold on Florida's delegation to

Capitol F^ill.

Republican state chairperson Henry
Sayler told a Tallahassee news
conference yesterday the party has
purchased radio spots to run for two
weeks throughout the state to inform
voters that Democrats "are responsiUe
for this mess."

The lO-sccond spots are being aired

on stations in Jacksonville, the
Tampa Bay area. Fort Lauderdale,
West Palm Beach and Orlando.

"To help win the war on crime, the
president needs more help,'* one
commercial says. "He needs more
Republicans in office."

One Republican and two Democrats
will go back to Washington
uncontested in the Nov. 2 general
election. With the Democrats
controlling 11 of the IS seats currently
in the House, the Republicans are
concentrating on the four new seats the
state gained for the 1980 census plus
one incumbent.

SALE

l^^^lsVz X 11 bond copy)

• High qualitv copies

• Film processing

•self-Serve iBMs

•Self-serve typewriters

• Typing service

•Overriight service

222-6171

470 w. TtiRcssee

The national party has promised
plenty of money and counsel for

former Miami television anchor Glenn
Rinker, making his first political effort

against Dante Fascell, who is seeking

his 15th term on Capitol Hill.

"Sure the name recognition helps,

but the important thing is that the

district has changed," Rinker said in

the wake of his overwhelming primary

victory Tuesday. "It is much more
conservative and he (Fascell) is not

representing it with his liberal voting

record.'*

Eight GOP congressional candidates
are involved in intra-party fights Oct. 5

to help fight for more GOP
representation in the general election

Nov. 2.

Tarpon Springs businessperson

Mike Bilirakis will be favored over

former House Minority Leader Curt

Riser in the 9th District; Connie Mack
of Cape Coral, great grandson of the

late grand old man of baseball, is a

narrow choice over state Rep. Ted
Ewing of Venice; attorney Maurice

Berkowitz is the pick over Joseph
•*Doc*' Smith of Fort Uuderdale in

the west Broward-Dade District 16;

and Manuel Iglesias and Ricardo

Curt Kiser
Nunez are even money in Miami's 18th

district.

Bilirakis said, he was confident of
victory over Kiser.

"There's no question about it,"

Bilirakis said. "Right now it looks like

it's the will of the people to have me
represent them in Congress."

Kiser blamed his unexpectedly weak
showing on a mailing for Clearwater

Mayor Charles LeCher, an alsb-ran

Tuesday.

"What happened was the very nasty

scandal sheet LeCher put out killed his

campaign and tainted me. Bilirakis was
the beneficiary," Kiser said. "And the

tremendous amount of money Bilirakis

pulled out of his pocket really

surprised me."
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Wallace in runoff
for governor

BY CLAY F. RICHARDS
I PI POLITICAL WRITER

Former segregationist Gov. George Wallace said yesterday

he would forge a coalition of blacks and blue collar workers
to defeat Lt. Gov. George McMillan in the Democratic runoff
for Alabama governor Sept. 28.

Wallace did well among blacks in finishing first in

Tuesday's primary, but fell short of the majority needed to

avoid the runoff in his quest for an unprecedented fourth

term.

Assistant Tuskegee Police Chief John Meadows said he
and other blacks did not hold Wallace's anti-integration

struggle 20 years ago against him because "segregation was
the law then."

"1 think this is the best vote I've ever received in any race

I've run in a primary," Wallace told a cheering, mostly while

crowd Tuesday.

Aides said McMillan, 38, a self-proclaimed "New South"
progressive who never has lost a political race, was optimistic

he can overcome Wallace's edge.

Montgomery Mayor Emory Folmar, unopposed GOP
candidate for governor, said he is ready for either Democrat
in November.

With more than 93 percent counted, Wallace had 397,442

votes—42.4 percent; McMillan 278,469—29.7 percent and
Democratic House Speaker Joe McCorquodale
235,530—25.1 percent.
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Planet Waves
World

BERN, Switzerland — Swiss police yesterday
dramatically rescued a "mystery" diplomat hiding in the
Polish Embassy without being discovered by terrorists

threatening to blow up five of his colleagues and
themselves.

Justice Minister Ulrich Hubacher said it took only a few
minutes for police to scale the building and rescue Josef
Matusiak through a window on the top floor of the large
three-story embassy.

Newspapers yesterday published photographs of a
"mystery man*' holding a written message in a top floor
window, but police asked the press not to mention him for
fear his life would be endangered if the gunmen discovered
him.

The Swiss government also yesterday rejected an offer for a
Polish anti-terrorist squad to storm the embassy, which the
gunmen are vowing to "blow to the skies

"

Nation
ROC KPORl, Texas — Engineers installed a rebuilt

battery and a new guidance control system in the privately
owned Conestoga I rocket yesterday, but deteriorating
weather threatened today's launch.

Mission Director Donald K. "Deke" Slayton, former
astronaut, said cloudiness forced cancellation at 10 a.m. of
the launch of a small sounding rocket to test out tracking
systems.

"The launch of the Conestoga would have been no-go
for weather at this time," said Slayton who already had
scrubbed yesterday's original launch date once.
PHOtNIX, Ariz. — A 25-year-old woman and her two

daughters were found stabbed to death in a '
' terrible'

Student government presents
for the first time ever at
Florida State University a

death scene by a man who lived with them and whose own
daughter had drowned the day before, police say.
The bodies of Valerie Pride and her daughters Shontia,

8, and Duana, 4, were found about 10 p.m. Mondav in the
new home where they had lived for only a tew weeks. Each
had been stabbed repeatedly.

Although detectives declined to describe the slaying scene
in detail, a detective who responded to the call said, "My
God, it's terrible in there. There's stabbing all over the
place."

State
BE^ND— A former newsman has pleaded no contest

to child abuse charges in a plea bargaining arrangement in
which he will avoid trial on other counts, including
procuring minors to be photographed in sex acts.

Officials said Emmett Rozier entered the plea in Volusia
County Circuit Court Tuesday, the day his trial was
scheduled to begin on the sex charges.

In exchange for the plea, Assistant State Attorney Jana
Hugins agreed to drop the counts of lewd and lascivious
assault on a child and contributing to the delinquency of a
minor and one count of procuring miiiors to be
photographed in sadomasochistic acts.

Rozier, 42, of Daytona Beach, faces up to five years in
prison and a maximum fine of $5,000 on the child abuse
charge, in which he was accused of allowing two boys to
view pornographic films on his home videorecorder.
The counts dropped in the plea-bargaining agreement

charged Rozier with having oral sex with a 12-year-old boy
and a 13-year-old boy between Oct. 1 and Nov. 20, 1981,
with showing four pornographic movies to the boys and
with enlisting a juvenile to be photographed in
sadomasochistic acts.

Attention all Students

interested in running

for Fall office must

file for candidacy

on Friday, Sept. 10
or the week of

Sept. 13-17. Declarations of

, Cadidacy will be accepted

in Room 244 Union from
8 am -4:30 pm

Fall Elections will be held

for:

• Stadent Body Senate

• Union Board

• Homecoming Cliief &
Prineess

• Alnmni Council

1st Topic:
ABORTION
• Should it be legal?
• Is it moral?

r

Voice you opinion
Thursday Sept. 9 12 noon
Union Courtyard

Sponsored l>y the Student Government Association
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Haben says no more politics
UNITFD PRKSS INTERNATIONAI

MIAMI — Comptroller Gerald Lewis,

fresh from a decisive win over Ralph Haben

in the Democratic primary Tuesday night,

was back at work yesterday for a day-long

meeting of the Florida Cabinet.

Haben, once considered to be a possible

gubernatorial contender for 1986, planned

a long vacation to rest from the tiring

campaign and decide what to do next.

With all but two of the state's 4,062

precincts reporting, Lewis had 377,865

votes, or 61 percent, to Haben*s 369,342, or

39 percent.

Haben said before conceding defeat that

if he lost "that's it for me politically."

Later he told reporters that a politician

couldn't be out of office for four years and

hope to survive.

Haben, an attorney from Palmetto, had

been a member of the Legislature for 10

years and House Speaker for the past two.

The Lewis-Haben race featured sharp

accusations, with Haben calling Lewis "a

phantom comptroller" who used his office

to pressure small banks to contribute to his

campaign.

Lewis said the big banks wanted a

comptroller they could control and bank-

rolled Haben*s campaign

.

The race was dominated by the

comptroller's high-profile investigation of

Gerald

Lewis

alleged travel abuses within the Florida

Highway Patrol. Five top officials of the

patrol or its parent agency, the Department

of Highway Safety and Motor Vehicles,

were either fired or disciplined as a result of

his efforts.

A former Lewis aide also acctised two of

his associates of ordering her to muscle

Exchange Bank of Tampa and North

Carolina National Bank, who were involved

in a merger, to contribute $65,000 to the

Lewis campaign.

Lewis denied the charges but Haben
made them an integral part df his final

advertising blitz. Despite the charges, Lewis

carried Hillsborough County by a slim

margin .

Poole, Bludworth to square off
UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL

MIAMI — A longtime legislator and a

veteran prosecutor squared off yesterday

for a four-week campaign that will net one

of them the Republican U.S. Senate

nomination to batde Deinocrat incumbent

Lawton Chiles with frontline support from

Van

Poole

national GOP funds and leaders.

State Sen. Van Poole of Fort Lauderdale

and Palm Beach County State Attorney

David Bludworth turned back the bid of

Sarasota marketing consultant George

Snyder in Tuesday's U.S. Senate primary.

The Oct. 5 runoff will decide the wbmer.

Poote topped the race with 41.5 percent

of the light turnout — less than 25 percent

of Florida's 1.49 million registered

Republican voters. Bludworth was second

with 31.5 percent and Snyder collected 27

percent.

With all but 10 of Florida's 4,062

precincts counted, Poole had 147,785 votes,

Bludworth 112,375 and Snyder 95,579 m
the unofficial returns.

Snyder accepted condolences from the

two winners late Tuesday night but made
no promises of support, although

Bludworth said he asked for Snyder's

backing immediately. The loser is expected

to meet separately with Poole and

Bludworth later.

As runnerup, Bludworth launched right

into the second primary campaign,

scheduling a 10:30 a.m. news conference

today at the Tallahassee Press Center.

"We're re-grouping and hitting the trail

right away," said a Bludworth

spokesperson.

Bludworth said he is "going to campaign

as the nominee...campaign to beat Chiles to

show the (runofO voters Tm the man to do

it.*' Asked why he was aiming at Chiles

instead of Poole in the second primary, the

prosecutor quipped, "there's not a lot to

aim at there."

Poole, who said he expected a runoff,

spent yesterday checking into what he

called his "grass roots organization."

"We haven't missed a stride because we
prepared for a runoff," he said.

"I'm a veteran when it comes to runoffs.

I've been in two of them and never had such

a wide lead as 1 received Tuesday," Poole

said.

Richardson, Montford in runoff
ntOM STAFF REPorrs

Leon County election officials have

completed their count of absentee ballots in

the county commission race. With 100

percent of the precincts reporting, Godby

high school principal Bill Montford

received 7,432 votes, followed by Rev. A.J.

Richardson, 7,310 votes. Former

commissioner Earl Yancey had 6,542 votes,

and insurance industry spokesperson David

Fountain had 5,269.

Montford and Richardson will meet in an

October 5 run-off election to see who will

face Republican nominee Robert Arnow.

Election officials had not completed

counting absentee ballots in the U.S. 2nd

Congressional District race and the Florida

Senate seat 5 race when they closed for the

day. Neither of those races were close

enough to be changed by the absentee

ballots.

hey girls!

Are you distressed? Are you having
a hard flme gefllfig rid of mat "Mr.

Macho!!?"

hey guys!
Are you deranged???? Did that little ditty you spent

$52.50 on Saturday Night leave you on
the comer of sorority row- without so nHich as
o pock on ihooliook.?
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terrific person have It!

We relieve the pain by the

Abusedi RMsueedi SoMiefed.

The burning hearts florist company hand
delivors unique bouquets of DEAD
FLOWERS. A CARD KAMNO YOUR TIDiNOS

WILL BE ENCLOSED.

""SUPRtSE PAOCAOiS AVAHiMNi PLEASE il4QUiRE

Order your stunning BOUQUET RIGHT NOW
We deliver 72 HOURS after order is received

SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDBl TO:
Burning Hearts Florists

P.O. Sox 20228 (plAQM Includo message and delivery address)

ToHaliassee, PL 32104

^deliver^\^^

BURNING HEARTS FmSTS

Tallahassee

Nurseries

You To

Create An
Indoor Garden!

Jade naiit8...Reg.$1.50 ea Buy 2, Get 1 FREE!
Charming succulents for a sunny windou/jsill in five varieties,

including some really unusual ones!

Ferns...Reg $14.95 NOW $12.95
Boston, Roosevelt and Gold Coast varieties in 10" hanging

baskets...really nice and full!

Chinese Evergreen...Reg. $8.95 NOW $6.95
Silver King and Silver Queen varieties, both excellent for

low-light areas!

Diffenbachia...Reg. $8.95 .... .NOW $6.95

Exceptionally nice, compact varieties with bright gold

variegation!

f"

'

^ TWO LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU
THdMASVILLE ROAD NEAR WOODGATE 831 WEST THARPE SIHEET
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Arab leaders develop plan

similar to Reagan proposal
UNITED PME$S INTCRNATIOiSAL

FEZ, Morocco — Arab leaders have

developed their own plan for peace in the

Middle East that incorporates President

Ronald Reagan's proposals on the

Palestinian problem, an Arab news agency

reported yesterday.

The offlcial United Arab Emirates News
Agency in Abu Dhabi, quoting unidentified

sources at the secretive Arab summit in

Morocco, also said the leaders agreed to

terminate the mandate of the Syrian peace-

keeping force in Lebanon.

Summit officals had no immediate

comment on the Emirates report. The
meeting, which began Monday, has been

held behind closed-doors with little

information made public.

Leaders of 15 Arab countries and top-

level representatives of five other Arab
nations approved the Middle East peace

plan at a session Tuesday night, the

usually well-informed agency said.

The plan also incorporates Saudi and
Tunisian proposals, which implicitly

recognize Israel's right to exist while calling

for a Palestinian homeland, the agency

said.

Reagan's plan calls for Palestinian self-

rule on the Israeli-occupied West Bank and

Gaza Strip under Jordanian supervision

and an end to Jewish settlements in the

occupied territories.

The Emirates agency gave no further

details, but other Gulf news agencies

reported Syria had approved several Arab

requests to pull its estimated 25,000 troops

simultaneously with the withdrawal of the

Israeli army, which invaded June 6.

The conference of Arab leaders, which

includes Palestine Liberation Organization

chief Yaser Arafat, was challenged by inter-

Arab differences, Israel's continued

occupation of nearly half of Lebanon and

the PLO's evacuation from Beirut.

Yesterday was scheduled to be the third

and final day of the sunmiit conference.

Efforts were under way at the summit to

resolve the difference between Syria and

Iraq, at odds over Iraq's war with Iran;

between Morocco and Algeria, divided over

ownership of the Western Sahara territory;

and between Lebanon and Syria over the

continued presence of 25,000 Syrian troops

in Lebanon.

Egypt was ousted from the Arab League

for signing the Camp David peace

agreement with Israel.

i jrf ^1

Israel frompage 1

and sons. This is the difference.

"The world will witness whose
dedication will win," he said.

"If someone tried to take Judea and
Samaria (the West Bank) from us, we will

tell him: Judea and Samaria for the

Jewish people for all generations," ' Begin

said pounding the podium with his fist, his

face flushed with excitement.

Begin*s spokesperson vehemently denied

press reports that the prime minister's

remarks constituted virtual annotation of

the territories.

"There is nothing in Begin's speech

about annexation," the spokesperson said.

He added that the phrase *'for all

generations** is a **traditioflal Jewish

expression when talking about the land of

Israel."

The spokesperson also said that Begin

used the same words during the Camp
David negotiations. "There is nothing new
here."

Taking the Labor opposition to task,

Begin said,
*'Those who want to disagree,

please, but not in the name of the

government of Israel."

Begin then threatened to call elections

"in May-June 1983."

"Do you agree?" he taunted, pointing'

his finger at the opposition benches. "We
will call early elections and test your
strength."

The house erupted in near-pandemonium
as opposition , and coalition deputies

heatedly traded catcalls.

Begin, clearly enjoying himself, smiled

broadly during the tumult.

The prime minister prefaced his speech

by announcing that Israeli warplaaes had
bombed a Syrian SAM-9 missile site in

eastern Lebanon and returned safely.

Earlier, Foreign Minister Yitzhak Shamir

smoothed the way for Begin's attack on the

Reagan plan, charging the president's

proposals threaten to destroy progress

made in five years of Middle East peace

talks.

But the Labor Party accused Begin of

"megalomania** not seen since the days of

absolute monarchies and mocked him for

seeking a Reagan "pat on the back."

Shamir accused Reagan of reviving a

proposal that Israel turned down during the

Camp David talks. He said the suggestion

then was to extend self-government in the

West Bank to give the Arab residents

control over the land and water.

"We didn't accept it then and we won't

accept it now.

"This position turns on its face

everything achieved by Israel in difficult

negotiations," Shamir said. "The Camp
David accords were emptied of their

contents.**

Shamir charged the plan for a

Palentinian administration linked to

Jordan not only betrays the Camp David

accords but "hurts Israel and its security

and chances for peace with other Arab
neighbors."

Defense Minister Ariel Sharon, who
masterminded the June 6 invasion of
Lebanon, said Israel intends to establish a
2 8 -mile "security belt" in southern
Lebanon.

Runoff from page 1

campaigns. Yesterday afternoon, however,

3evis, Katsaris, and Dixon all said they

would not be making endorsements.

'*It wouldn't be fair to my supporters to

tell them who to vote for," Bevis said.

"They can think for themselves."

"People pretty well know what they want

to do; they don't need to look to me for

instruction," Katsaris echoed.

Dixon, who also said he was
disappointed with the light voter turn-out.

said he was "through with politics for

awhile," and would not be making an
endorsement.

Katsaris, Bevis and Dixon all said they

planned to return to their businesses and

private lives, and did not forsee taking

another run at political office in the near

future..

"But it was a real enjoyable campaign,"

Katsaris said. "I've seen several different

kind of campaigns, having run for sheriff,

and this was the most pleasant. I .enjoyed

running with all those candidates.

*itwas a lot of fun,** Katsaris said.

FLIQUOR^
\SPECIALS!
S Shop and Save in Our Convenient Liquor Stores

K.E.i..P. YOU! THAT
MEANS HUNDREDSOF
EVERYDAY LOW PmWS^
TO SAVE YOU MQHEYI

mLpVEOURH.E.I.P.
YOirlL LOVE OUR GREAT
SERVICE^SEUCTtONt
COME TO US FOR



ere's the smart place to shop

DELI/BAKERY
Delicious Hot or Cold foods
prepared by our Pantry Chef on
our premises as well as meats
and cheeses with that Dell taste.

REDI TO EAT BAR-B-OUE

Whole Chicken
$149EACH

pr
BEVERAGES

A complete line of soft drinks,

Beer and Wines all at our Every-

day Low Prices.

Carling Black Label
BEER- REGULAR OR UGHT

6 PACK 1 2oz CAN
KEG BEER

AVAILABLE AT OUR
STORE ON W. TENNESSEE ST.

DAIRY/DELI
A COMPLETE UNE OF
DAIRY/DEU PRODUCTS for ail

your cooking and sandwich
needs.

SLICED AMERICAN SINGLES

PRODUCE

Cheese Pride
$^39CHEESE PRODUCT

12oz PACKAGE

GENERICS
Low Priced products in plain

wrappers with nutritious, tasty

contents to save you money.
GENERIC

Cotton Swabs

ISOCOUNT Mb

1964 W. TENNESSEE STORE
SHOP MON.- SAT. 7 A.M.- 12 MIDNIQHT

SUN. 7 A.M.- 12 MIDNIGHT

•
1700 N. MONROE ST.

SHOP 7 DAYS A WEEK
7 A.M.- 12 P.M.

3521 THOMASVILLE ROAD
SHOP 7 DAYS A WEEK

^ 7 A.M.- 12 P.M.

USE THESE COUPONS THIS WEEK TO SAVE CASH• ALL PRICES GOOD UNTIL SEPT. IS. 1982.- ALL STORE

50" OFF CP. 437 ^ 48^ OFF CP. 438

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

SPONGE!; HEINZ
MOP

ii
|l
II
I I

II
II
II
I I

YOU PAY $2.19 WITH THIS COUF>ON. | |

GOOD THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 9 i

T^mj WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER
J J

15, 1982. UMIT-1 WITH A S7.50
. J \

OR MORE FOOD ORDER.
| j

II

KETCHUP
32oz BOTTLE

YOU PAY 89' WITH THIS COUPON.
GOOD THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 9
THRU WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER

15, 1982. UMIT-1 WITH A S750
OR MORE FOOD ORDER.

II
II
II
II
II
II
Ii
II
I

I

I

II
II
|i
I I

I I

I i

II
I I

.1 L

Buy-1 Get-1 Free cp. aw

HYGRADE BALL
PARK FRANKS
MEAT OR BEEF- 16oz PACKAGE

WITH THM6 COUPON GOOD THURSDAY, SEPT.
9 THRU WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 15. 1982.

UMIT- 1 WITH A S7.50 OR MORE FOOD ORDER.

^ ^1.20 0FF CP. 430

BREYER'S
ICE CREAM

HALF GALLON
YOU PAY S 1 .99 WITH THIS COUPON GOOD

THURSDAY. SE*>T. 9 THRU WED.. SEPT. 15, 1982.
UMIT- 1 WITH A S7.50 OR MORE FOOD ORDER.
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9X3

fSl

'UjI

at
4/1

Of

fi: E

CM 5 :=

lull

ruyJ

1% 500 EXTRA
I

TOP VALUE STAMPS
" " WITH THIS COUPON AND

A FOOD ORDER OF
*25'"' to »49"

I

13
I

I

I

I

I

1000 EXTRAj^i'S 1500 EXTRAr^i
TOP VALUE STAMPS ^^l^i TOP VALUE STAMPS
IWI wrtwwfc wini»ii w

). I -e;; \a/ith THIS COUPON AND > > |
WITH THIS COUPON AND <

|^ tourun « —

!

A FOOD ORDER OF^II^ A FOOD ORDER OF
^

*80^ to *T4" ilii nS"" OR MORE
UMIT 1 PER FAMILY PER ORDER

COUPONS MAY NOT BE COMBINED
LIMIT 1 «l FAMIIVm MDII

COUPONS MAY NOT U COMWtMD

I

I

ii!^ LIMIT . PER FAMILY PER ORDER El!:! LIMIT 1
PER FAMILY PER ORDER E I |

^i^: r«ilSlLi Ey'^SV M tSwWtO ^\1:3 COUPONS MAT NOT tECOMSINEO ^ 1 ! COUPONS MAY NOT BE COMUNED ^ | I -5 COUPONS MAY NOT M COmWNW |

I mmmmo hpt a-ii, tin ^"TK mupm moo mt t-n tan ii^l^i I ^^3^ coopom bood kft. 9 -s. mj iyAI
I

PRICeS GOOD
THURS. - WED.,
SePT. 9-15, 1982

SAVE 35«

CLOROX

59
Li«il1«Mkl1J«er

mora pwralWM aiol. el|t

GROCERr VAUKS
SAVE 28' GENERAL MIUS CHOCOUkTf

CEREAL OONUTS 'iS:
LONG GRAIN

TROPKAl IKE
TH«m MAID

CMU&KANS ....3%^**
'MRIFTY ^^AIO UNSWEtT SWEET & PINK

GRAPEFRUIT JUKE..3S^sn"

MAYONNAISE
SUNKIT

lATN TISSUE
THMFTY MAX)

mmrrt maid

QUKK GRITS
OmE OAMINO fAMUIY

\t-ia. CANS THHinT MAID

TOMATOES
IS-OI. CANS THIIirn MAW
BARTLETT PEARS

IC-ai. CANS TMWm MAID HALVES OR

SLICED PEACHES
4-ei. CANS Tmim MAID STEMS A MECES

MUSHROOMS
ll-OL CANS UTOR

FRUIT COCKTAIL

TOIMATO SAUCI
IS-OL CANS THRim MAID TALL
IVAPORATED MILK
ll-sz. CANS THRIFTY MAID

MIXED VEGETABLES
la^^-M. CANS THRimr maw french snu

OREIN BEANS
|lt-«. OMK TMimr MMO MCWUM » LAME tmofl

SWIIT PEAS

s,4»

DIXIE DARLING
9-01

i PKGS
00

io-<M •fOcwo /T

DINNER ROLLS 3
DIXIE DARLING

CHEESE BISCUITS .

DIXIE DARLING SOURDOUGH

MUmNS 2'^*}''
Omt DARUNG SnCE (3-PK. KG )

SNACK CA« '4r99

C DAIRY/FROZEN FOOD

12-01

I KG S9«

DOWNELAKE AunEIMIU OR lEOIAAR

WAmis
SARA LEE

POUND CAKE ."STg^ ^I"
TASTE O SEA SEAFOOD DINNER OR-

SNMMPMilER .ACH^"
OIXIANA BLACKEYE PEAS OR

CUT OKRA »3'*

BORDEN S AMERICAN SINGLE

CHEESE fOOO To »2"

i-M. CANS TNUm MAM
MUSHROOM SOUP

1 S-oi. CANS THRIFTY MAID

BLACKEYE PEAS
t S-os. CANS TNRim MAID PINTO OR 5|

COLD CUTS
NIMUCH

worn $999
HAM .... ui. mi
TENDER A iUICY

ROAST $999
BEEF ..... iB. A

HERRUCH BEEF

BOLOGNA ^ L. 75<
HERRUCH COOKED

SALAMI V4 L. 89^
SOUTHERN STYLE CREAMY

COLE SUW ...» 69'
YELLOW AMERICAN OR SWKT AAUNCHIE

CHEESE ^ L. 89<
HAM t CHEESE ON FRESH ONION ROLL

SANDWiOi ^^»r
GLAZED

DONUTS ooz

FRESH GLAZED

CINNAMON SWIRLS . 4 fo. M«*
BIG 10

PECAN PIES E.c«
»2»'

ALL VARIETIES POPPY SEED SESAME SEED OR PLAIN

KAISER ROLLS 6 fc 99'
fresh

PAC MAN CAKE <ach
«2«*

BUY ONE . . . GET ONE FREE! SPECIALS
4-Ni s ( son tiHTE N 7s IN wn
LIGHT BULBS

ti-oi m itmn \m
PRETZELS

>( 01 III »LtSlC lOSIKI

DILL PICKLES
I oi fti m «cr ucho

CHECSE CHIPS
MACARONI

IMt m MS IKERS

SICILLIAN PIZZA
? l« FUG IIIEI K1 FILLT CUT FIT

POTATOES
1( 01 LOIF CQLi S

GARLIC BREAD
1-n nt, m «o« mkno

CHEESE

1l-li. PIC DUN Dim

POPS
l-ti PIG »L£(CO STIIlKin

MINTS
II'MI WC MklRN
MOM I URUE

CLUSTER ROLLS

i« iitn t « nia tin

DINNER

(AltbSilblfittftilS

estotzrimtt

I Im DBFOUIU US t ELECTRIC

BURNER BIBS
I -II. SLICEDm'sm

l'i-l|. Fit. MRS FILIEITS son

MARGARINE
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COUPON

SAVE

THRIFTY MAID

SUGAR
$109I IB.

SAVE
50<

BOUNTY TOWELS

39°

SAVE

JUMtO
ROU

SUPERBRAND

MARGARINE

1-LB.

QTRS. 9
J®"'?^®**®"* » J * ^^^! COUPON GOOD SIM 15. 1982 fi^l COUPON OOOO SIM 915 19t3

FILLYOURFREEZERSALE:
USDA CHOICE BEEF
WHOU UNTIHMMED BONELESS
TENDERLOINS OR

SAVE M 00
La.

RIB EYES .

.

CUT INTO DELMONICOS FREE!

$

'jSIjA ( moK t «VHOU UNIRIMMED BEEf

HINDQUARTERS 57
if CUT ft WRAPPED FREE

if SATISFACTI9II

eUARANTEEO!

PRKESGOOD
TNURS. - WED.,

sm. 9-15, ma

W-D BRAND
USDA CHOICE

BONELESS BOTTOM

ROUND ROAST
QUICK FROZEN

QUARTER POUND PURE

BEEF PAHIES

^ SAVE

( FROM THE tiff PIOPU
w D BRAND USDA CHOICE

RUMP ROAST . . . . , . u
W-D »RAND USOA CHOtCE MtT lOnOM

ROUND STEAK u ^w o tHANO OSOA CMOtCE BEEF CENTER CUT

CHUCK ROAST »P
W-O MANO PUM HANOI PAK

MMP MAND MISKETS

CORNED BEEF
HICKORY SWEET

SLKED BACON »r
JENNIE O WHITE & DARK MEAT

TURKEY ROAST
SPCY

RED HOTS ^*r*
LAND O HtOST SUCEO SMOKED AU VAMCTIES

TO
HIUSHWE SMOKED

SAUSAGE *2''
SWlfT SIZZIEAN PORK

BREAKFAST STRIPS . . . M**
OSCAR MAYER SlICEO REOWAt

VARKHPAK Ss n*"
SUNNYLANDMIO OR HOT

( HARViST Bllil PMPyCl
HARVEST FRESH

NONIYDEWS
HARVEST nCSH

aBBAGE
HARVEST FRESH GREEN

PEANUTS
OtCEN PEPHRS OR

CUCUMBERS

Aiiotlier 20od reason to shop at Winn-Dixie

18' STERLING SILVER OR
14KGOLD- FILLED CHAIN

FREE WITH $300 IN GOLD
REGISTER TAPES

GOMANY

PORCELAIN
FINE CHINA

OFFER
FINE CHINA

SEE DISPLAY WHEN YOU VISIT WINN-DIXIE!

as-*
o ;s S

i/1

O tu

GO

ID



r

DELICIOUS. FRESH
(EITHER END OR WHOLE)

Pork Loin
Roast

per lb.

|59

S.IULCIIOICiMSr
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Beavers
are saved
UNIIED PRESS INTERNATIONAL

BOISE. Idaho — The
beavers have been saved

from death row.

More than 100 of the

furry creatures have already

been taken from a bankrupt

beaver ranch lo wilderness

havens north of Sun Valley

in southwest Idaho and in

the Magic Valley.

If the transfer of the

remaining 650 beavers is

delayed past the original

slaughter date Sunday, the

Fund for Animals said it

would pay for the beavers'

care until they could be
moved.

Animal-protection groups

yesterday sought a safe way
to ship several hundred live

beavers to Eastern states

after they were told that

transporting the animals

together in large cages

would cause a * 'blood
bath."

The chief of the Idaho

Humane Society went to

Twin falls to talk to the

trustee of the bankrupt

Rupert Beaver Ranches
about arrangements to

move the beavers to game
preserves rather than

slaughter them.

Alexia Reynolds,
assistant to trustee Teresa

Kloos, said Humane Society

Director Max Finch and
Kloos planned a conference

call with Fund for Animals
Director Cleveland Amory,
whose group was sponsoring

the proposed beaver
transfer.

The trustee said early this

week that many of the 750

beavers at the bankrupt
ranch would have to be shot

and buried in a city dump
by Sunday because there

was no more money to feed

them.

But since then, a wave of

offers from animal lovers

and beaver ranches from
across the country has

allowed the trustee to call of

the slaughter, Reynolds
said.

•'The beavers will be
taken to private property

with large acreages with

running water year round
and wooded areas,**

Reynolds said. "None of
them are going as pets."

The trustee's assistant

added that the Fund for

Animals was being forced

to revise an initial plan to

ship the furry rodents

together in mass cages.

"They weren't aware that

you have to transport

beavers in individual

cages," Reynold said.

Reynolds said she

understood that 500 to 600

beavers would be taken to

various watery locations in

the East. She said she did

not know wlUch states were

involved.

Join Us and Go Native During Q DtuJ^Mi^ji-

^^bI Delicious Cooked Salami or

mr WlMmMm Beef Bologna "T*' 69«— —— - _ Tasty St Clairm B^pi^^—^— • • 1^ Swiss Cheese "".r 99«

HdindlldnSSK" ^^WH^MWM ^^F^W^w Flavorful Roasted or Barbecue

Chicken
Capture i-^p "avors ot ;ne Hawa.an q j Tasting Sandwich!

.^^'flBBWIlir*^^ ouper ^UDan tor

>^.rjr^|||^K^«^tt^ij|^^^^*^ iMeats to maimadp and grill and Fresh-Made New Orleans

c-^^^^mmmfBK^^^^'' a™siuicestomake Ffeiich Bread i^t 79*
^ ^J^I^C^rae^~T... — 2;Stt"Sfnn Hot from the Dell'

your whole family can go q^_# c*..«««*»^« p«' S09<j
native deiiciously Beef StroganOff .... lb.

*3^^

"..H?<'T'~r^TpA ^^-ysa^yJMy aunng Puwix oig Stuffed
^^^"^^^I^̂ ^i îmN^ HawaHansaie Qreen Peppers...... -^b.'

*2«»
..^"iJ^^MBL • .mmir^^ Fresh-Baked

^ "^-^-^^^^S^Jrj^^ Pineapple Pie •.^S;"

^*ST
—

-

" -

rmmammm^ ^ Wine [Si Wine ^
Red or WMtoLambrysco t ^Ljam 9

THIS AD
EFFECTIVE:
THURSDAY
SEPT. 9
THRU

WEDNESDAY
SEPT. 15,

1982 . .

.

CLOSED
SUNDAY

U S D A Choice Beef Boneless
Top Sirloin Steak..
U.S.D.A. Choice Beef
(Whole in the Bag)

Top Sirloin Butt T ^2^

C

SERVE CHILLED,
RIPE, TASTY

Jumbo
Cantaloupe

each for

par
lb

New Zealand Frozen

Leg-O-Lamb T »iw
Sunnyiand E-Z Slice (4 to 5-lb. avg.)

Boneless Ham T »2»
Swift's Premium Oven Roaated
Mild or Garlic

Corned Beef T
Swift's Premium (Stick)

Braunschweiger. _

Swift's Premiuin (AN Varieties)

Brown 'N Swntm
Sausage JSJ:
Swift's Premium Sliced

Pickle & Pimento. Ottve Loaf or

Bologna SS^^
Buddig (All Varieties)

Chipped Meats.. ... 'ikV 49«
Ball Park

Franl(s or
Knockwurst ^
Plumrose Sliced

Cooked Ham t^l
Tarnow Mild, Medium or Hot
Whole Hog
Sausage
/kes Meat or Beef

:ed Bologna uuV
Gwaltney Chicken

Great Do<

fkfiih Pkuduee

The Natural Snack"
Thompson White
Seedless Grapes . .„

Ripe, Juicy, Flavorful (60 Size)
Nectarines 10 for

Minute Maid Brand Chilled

r 69*

T 39'

Seafood Treat, Frozen
Flounder F^illet

Fresh Water. Frozen
Lake Okeechobee
Catfish 1^'

Seafood Treat,

Smoked Mullet

M70 Kraft Cracker Barrel. Mellowr^u^^M^, r^t i(10-02.

•lich

per
It)

5225

BREAKFAST CLUB
REG. QUARTERS

Margarine

3 1ctns.

Mb.
ctns.

Fleischmann's Soft

(Twin-Pack or Bowl)
Light Spread
Pillsbury 's Buttermilk or

Country Style

Biscuits
Lightly Salted Sweet
Cream Butter Quarters
Land 0 Lakes
Assorted Flavors of Dairi-Fresh

Yogurt 3 h\
Dain-Fresh

Light Cream ..

tit*

6-Cl.
cant

Mb.
cm.

99«

79*

t'tSS

89«

49«

Cheddar Cheese
Harvest Moon from Kraft!

Chunk Style Sharp or
New York Extra Sharp
Cheddar Cheese..
Kraft Sliced Natural
Aged or Regular

Swiss Cheese p",'

Weight Watchers
Skim Milk Cheese
Weight Watchers
Individually-Wrapped

SIteed American
Wisconsin Cheese Bar Shredded
Monterey Jack & Cheddar.
Mozzarella or

Sharp Cheddar 69*
Wisconsin Cheese Bar IndivkJuaMy-
Wrapped Cheese Food
Sliead Am^ricaii ^^l 69«

a-of.
pkg.

B-ot.
pkg.

lOoz
pkg

Sfar

$•139

$•149

5-149

Orange Juice .7..7. '.Kn
"First of the Season"
Michigan Stanley
PruiNM.'..
Good Baked, Candied '>r Frito
Sweet Potatoes . 19«
For Your Cooking Need*
Zesty, Yellow
Cooking
9"*on» ^ ba, 59^
(Large Size) Tasty
Tomatoes ' 39c
Salad Perfect Crisp, Green
Cucumbers or
BellPeptMrs 5 «1
Fresh, Tasty

Mushrooms $ 1 ea
Fresh, Plump, Purple
l99Pl«it . 3 ,or »1

IT S BLT TIME-
CRISP WESTERN

Iceberg
Lettuce

large head

49'



Old Milwaukee Beer
regular Cr light

only $g99

Save 50C with this large

FLA QBADE A LARGE EGGS
MCh
24-|MK:k

only

190
12 oz. disposable cans

whh tMt coupon and $7.50 grocery

ordsr. •xcluding tobacco products
expires 9/15/82

Canada Dry
GingerAle CrTahitia

Treat

89C
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Fox will

each
8-pack

1/2 Htsr rstumaMi bottle

finizenR

cam-

Minute Maid Concentrate

Apple Juice
Golden Delight

Waffles v.;.'

SAVE $1.00. Chef Saluto's,,

Party Pizza ^iT
Dover Farms

Whipped Topping
Mrs Smith's

Cherry Pie .. ^

79*

79*

$2M

8-oz OA*
bowl 09*

i)
Mrs Paul's

ORE IDA FROZEN

Shoestring
Potatoes

20-oz. bag

Funk& W agnalls

Family Library
ofGreat Music.

FishSticlts 5?; *r»

ASSORTED FLAVORS
OF DAIRI-FRESH

Sherbet or

Ice Cream
half gal. ctn.

$419

With Beans,

Hormel Chili '^n
Mazola
No-Stick '^^

Spring Medley (9-oz. Capacity)

Cold Cups Tg' M««
Scott (Jumlx) Pack)

Baby Fresh *2»»

New Freedom
Mini Pads 'g^.*^2«^

Mo/art

dHealth &: Beauty

SAVE $2.00. ($ 1 00 OFF LABEL
with TWIN4>ACK)
Scope
Mouthwash '.^.u ^3^
SAVE 90c. Regular or Unscented
Sure Solid
Anti-Perspirant
SAVE 60c. Ex-Body. Nornial or Oily

Flex Shampoo .

SAVE 60c. Regular, Ex Body or Oily

Flex Conditioner ^I^^
SAVE 66c, (30c Oft Label). Regular

Colgate
Toothpaste
SAVE $1.00, Extra Strength

Tylenol Capsules .. ^ ^2*>

PiUsbury's Assorted Varieties

Fraaling Suprema

ASSORTED VARIETIES
OF PILLSBURY SPLUS

CIHousewares

SAVE 20c. No Nonsense
Sandatfoot. Nude, Tan or Taupe

Knee-High's 'p?g'

SAVE 20c. No Nonsense Sheer to

Waist. Assorted Colors. Petite to

Medium or Medium to Tsrfl

Panty Hose pT,

(IN NATURAL JUICE OR
IN SYRUP). CRUSHED.
SLICED OR CHUNKS

Dole
Pineapple

20-oz. can

69

Cake
Mix
reg. box

i

COLOR p"^«^^<
l^^^^*"^-*^" for just

PRINT 4Q«
SALE

Have extra color]

prints made
from your

Favorite Slides

or Instant

Prints. Regular

each
I

Offer expires

October 30. 19B2.

Plants& Flowers

Colorful, Fresh Cut
Antherium
Assorted Colors of Potted ^

Reiger Begoniaa ..

In Bud or Fruit

PineaiH^le Plairta

cosco
FDlding tallies

and chairsfmn
Fkiblix

' It's time for- *

CLEANING VALUES

m

1
{25cOff (25COH
Latiel) l.al)el)

28-oz 54-OZ. 28-OZ

bo\ txix tX)t

S186
j

$^•7 $-f86

STOCK-UP on th««« ciMning lavofilM tmj SAVE

PUBLIX
RESERVES
THE RIGHT
TO LIMIT

QUANTITIES
SOLO

1 1-oz. Vanilla Wafers or

15-oz. Chocolate Fudge _^

SunaMne Cookies VS^V
Wise 7>oz. Ligtit or d-oi. RMular
Potato Chips Vt^.

PubNx
Hillbilly Bread
Dole Pineapple or Pineapple-PinjK

Grapefruit Drink
PoleDeicious
Pineapple Moa "S^T 99«
Kraft's Real

Mayonnaise M»
Welcli*s

Tomato Juice .^ISl

Assorted Flavors of Hawaiian
Fruit Punch *?rn' 69*
Smudcer's
Grape Jelly $i«9
48-ct. Toddler, 60-ct. Extra
Absort>ent or 90-ct. Newt>orn
Pampers Diapers *i^'7**
Fabric Softener, (20f Off Label)

CKngFree »r«
Soft *n' Pretty Assorted Decorated,
White or Assorted Colors ^ „

Bathroom rissue t^r M

FREEFILM

200 OFF
Witti This Coupon ONLY

Plain, Self-Rising

or Unbleached
Gold Medal Flour
5-lb. bag

S (Etiectiv* S«pl 9-15 19871

§0OM»0Ott00CmHtB0flg»9Q8QQ0t80t08B»»>^

IIIIIIIIIIIIIMNIINIIimNtt66C

i
200 OFF
With This Coupon ONLY

Ivory

Liquid
22-oz. hot.

4

Cash in on
savii

Folding Table

$^^99 witti 850
wFw intapes

19.99 witfi no purc^^ase

Qatefold Padded
Folding dMrir

' ^ with S50 in tapes

M3.49 with no purchase

Start saving your ragistar tapa« now.

LMt day far IMS apacial offar is October 2nd

(20e OFF LA9^L)

Cold Poiifer

Detergent
49-02. box

179

THIS AD EFFECTIVE:
THURSDAY, SEPT. 9
THRU WEDNESDAY
8B*T. 1S| laaa . .

.

CLOSED SUNDAY . .

.

I($1 00 OFF LABEL)
HEAVY DUTY

LAUNDR.Y DETERGENT

^ Wisk
' Liquid

1 28-OZ bot.

Publlx

KMart PUia

17191

Nllltara CNttr

NortlMOOtf Mall

tM§ R. NWNVt St.

THIS Ap GOOD AT THESE LOCATIONS ONi

«

jump again
ST. lOUlS — The

cavernous Fox Theater,

one of the gaudiest of

the nation's 1920s movie

palaces, was reborn

yesterday as a result of

the untiring efforts and

meticulous research of a

small raven-haired woman
— and $2 million.

The theater's fairy

godmother, Mary Strauss,

led a legion of artisans,

craftsmen and volunteers

in restoration of the

"Fabulous Fox" to its

former Byzantine-styic

brilliance. Their months

of toil are visilile from

the polished brass front

doors to the mammoth
Wurlitzer, which rises

majestically from a pit

l)eneath the stage.

Gilt lions with lighted,

blinking eyes, crouch on

either side of the huge

lobby's grand staircase.

The domed auditorium,

with its 480-buIb

chandelier, resembles the

tent of a desert sheik

under a night sky.

"Everything mechanical

was 'half a bubble off,'

said Mrs. Strauss. '*AU

the equipment was there,

but nothing — light

circuits, elevators, organ

lift, plumbing, you name

it — nothing worked

quite right."

Strauss studied the

theater's records for

clues about how it was

furnished then haunted

antique shops in seardi

of the needed items.

Weeks were spent

finding a company that

could duplicate the

original seat coverings.

7,000 yards of carpeting,

coimtless hours of work

and a $2 million

investment got the Fox

ready for its Wednesday

night rebirth.

From its first opening

in 1929 through World

War II, the Fox was the

keystone of a string of

Grand Boulevard theaters

and nightclubs called the

"Great White Way of

the Midwest."

But the neighborhood

declined and theatergoers

found entertainment in

other parts of the city

and the suburbs. The

Fox, no longer fabulous,

closed in 1978 after a

few years of staging

rock concerts and

showing sleazy movies.

Strauss* husband,
redeveloper Leon Strauss,

headed a consortium of

businessmen who believed

the Fox could be saved

and used for everything

from high school

graduations to Broadway

theater.
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125th Street (shown here in 1943) was theplace to be in Harlem.

An excellent look at

an American community
BY CURT FIELDS
FLAMBEAU ARTS EOrnNt

Harlem.

The name evokes instant images, most of

them negative. When people think of

Harlem they think of slums, junkies in the

alley with a baseball bat and poverty.

Harlem.

Long before the nation was fed televised

iimiges of unrest and violence in the '60s

there was a different Harlem. It was a

sophisticated, uptown area where whites

came to be entertained at some of the most

famous night spots in the country.

/ Renieniher Harlem looks at Harlem

from the lime it was populated by Indians

who were run off by Dutch settlers to when
Harlem was at its zenith, and its subsequent

decline. A four-part series, / Remember
Harlem begins tonight at 10 on WFSU-TV
channel 11 (cable 8). Parts two through

four will air on successive Thursdays.

Tonight's show is "The Early Years: 1600-

1930." It examines the colonial beginings of

Harlem and traces the community's growth

into a wealthy New York City suburb and
then a burgeoning black neighborhood.

The show also looks at the Marcus Garvey

movement and the "Harlem Renaissance"

of the 1920s.

Marcus Garvey was the founder of the

Universal Negro Improvement Association

that was designed to aid in the economic,

physical and spiritual development of

blacks. Garvey drew a surprising 80,000

people to his first convention in 19^ at

Madison Square Garden. Garvey was

TELEVISION
eventually charged with mail fraud and
deported.

The "Harlem Renaissance" included

writers Langston Hughes, Claude McKay
and W.E.B. Dubois, and performing artists

such as Josephine Bako-, Paul Robeson and
Ethel Waters. Legendary composer Eubie

Blake was also part of the movement.
Part two of / Remember Harlem, to be

shown next Thursday, focuses on"The
Depression Years:1930-1940." The show will

explore the ethnic heritages of Harlem, the

Father Divine movement, the **numbers

game*' and the effect of such figures as

heavyweight boxing champ Joe Louis.

Part three will be aired the following

week and centers on the years 1940-1965.

The shov\'s focus will be on the politics of

Harlem, with a look at some of its more
noted political leaders, such as Adam
Clayton Powell Jr.

The years from I%S-I980 will be the

topic of the fourth and concluding part of
the series. The show depicts the area's

decline, and its signs of rebirth and
redevelopmem. Prospects for the future

will also be discussed.

Made by William Miles (who was himself

born in Harlem), / Remember Harlem uses

interviews, old film footage and countless

other resources to tell the fascinating story

of a unique community. Don't miss it.

Producers concert tonight
mOM STAFF BErORTS

The Producers from Atlanta will be in

concert tonight at 8 in the Civic Center.

Locally popular, the group doubtless satisfies

ersatz new wavers with its sterile pop sound

similar to the Cars or Gary Numan.

Probably the group's biggest hit was "I

Love Lucy" which, despite the title, is not

about a Hinckley-type's love of a zany

comedienne.

Opening the show will be two local

groups.

The Night features John Kurzweg and has

garnered a loyal local following with its

enthusiastic efforts.

Crosscut Saw offers blues for its audience

If you're a fan of Crosscut Saw and don't

want to endure the other bands at the Civic

Center, go to the Downunder on the FSU
campus. Immediately after their

appearance at the Civic Center the band
will go over to the Downunder to kkk off

a weekend gig at 9:30 p.m.

TROPICAL BANANAS AND
NUTS COMBINED FOR A

DELICIOUS TASTE

Banana Nut
Loaf

each $ ^V^)
for

Vi^tAbev* lt«m Also Available at Stor(

Without Hot Bakarlot)

TOPPED WITH FLAKY
COCONUT, (7-INCH SIZE) ^

Lemon Sponge
Cake
each for

299
FRISH BAKID SPECIALS

Chocolate Pecan
Cookies 10 .or

French Cruellers 2 .or

With Raisins

Baking Powder
Biscuits 6 lor

(10-inch Ring)

Pineapple
Upside Down Cake '.'^r'

(Regular $1.69), Family Pack

Cake Denuto....
(Abov* Itwn Also Avallabia at Storot Without Hot B«k«rl«»)

35«

99«

t2«*

PLAIN OR WITH
CARAWAY SEEDS

Rye Bread

1-lb.

loaf 59«

CELEBRATE HAWAIIAN
DAYS WITH THIS

BREAKFAST TREAT!

Pina Colada
Coffee Cake
each $ ^1
for

THIS AD EFFECTIVE:
THURSDAY, SEPT. 9
THRU WEDNESDAY
SEPT. 15, 1982 . .

.

CLOSED SUNDAY . .

.

WESTWOOD CENTER

KIUEARN CENTER

THIS AO COOO AT THf$C lOCATIONt ONtY

K-MART PLAZA

loUmN
IMght

SoM
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*World According to Garp'
choked by stylistic excess
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BY FRANK M. YOUNG
FI AMBKAL STAKK WRITFR

George Roy Hill's version of John

Irving's best-seller The World According

to Garp is, in a word, frustrating. It

seems to have been made to prove
* correct the old blurb, **the book they

said couldn't be made into a film.**

The film has so many flaws — and

some good points — that it's hard to

know exactly what to make of it.

1 haven't read Irving's book, and

having seen the film, I'm not sure if I

really want to. I can only hope the

book is less jumpy — and more
satisfying — than Hill's film.

, George Roy Hill has made some
smash-hit films in the past such as

Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid

and Ihc Sting plus at least one truly

inicresting, individualistic effort, 1972's

Slaughterhouse-Five,

His Garp bears some remarkable

similarities to Slaughterhouse-Five. Kurt

Vonnegut's novel made the transition

to film quite well in Hill's hands. It's

my educated guess that Irving's Garp

novel didn't survive the filmic

« translation.

Hill and screenwriter Steve Tesich

unfortunately force a bothersome,

mock-felicitous surrealism, ala Fellini,

on the film, and it really doesn't

work.

Hill's Slaughterhouse-Five worked
because its events were presented with

some degree of realism. Everything was

literalized, straight-faced, and
Vonnegut's scatter-brain ramblngs

gained a great amount of structural
* support from this.

Garp, alas, takes a turn for the

worse. Hill and Tesich have given us

perhaps the most irritating, coyly self-

conscious film since Robert Altman's

MifAifSitH (1970). With all its

stylistic excess, the film seems like it

was made in the early seventies. Its

CINEMA
curiously dated demeanor ruins most
of its ^fectiveness.

Too many characters are cardboard
cutouts rather than tangible fictive

figments. Situations seem as forced and
glib in some spots as a My Little

Margie re-run. The film might have
worked if Hill had resumed his

deadpan style from Slaughterhouse-Five.

Call it a directorial experiment, I

suppose. I wouldn't consider it an
overwhelming success.

Hill is a good director. His sense of

camera placement and control of actors

is quite masterful. But despite his

techincal expertise, his excesses strangle

the film to death.

The performances fail to help very

much. Robin Wffliams, as the oddball
iconoclast T.S. Garp, is curiously
ineffective. It's interesting that such a

notoriously frantic comedian should
give as low-key and toned-down
performance as he does. Glenn Close,

as his mother, is saddled down with a

bad character, and seems defeated by
the cardboard quality of her role.

Mary Beth Hurt, as Oarp*s wife, is

the bright spot of the film. Her
presence seems to make the other

performers come alive. She gives a

sluggish film a much-needed boost.

Unfortunately, ten Mary Beth Hurts

couldn't help this film enough. It's

dug its own cinematic grave.

The World According to Garp, a

victim of its own stylistic excess,

proves that some books just don't

make very good films. We live and
learn, 1 suppose.

Garp plays at the Miracle Five

Theaters . Call for showtimes.

SAWYER'S
Welcome to Tallahassee

See It On A

SCHWINN
• Largest Selectton in Town

Service & Repair on Most Makes

Just Off woodwarct

LONGBHANCH

Bar e Crill

THURSOAV SPECIALS

626 W. lenn.

"Escape to the Great

White Jortfc" .

!p. close

i

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••ZI;*^• ••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••••Ir*.*•.•*•..•-•...

PERMS!
PERMS!

PERMS!

WE
FEATURE

REDKEN*
BEAUTY THROUGH SCIENCE

HAIR CARE PRODUCTS

TUES. - FRI. 9am-6pni
Sat. 9«n*4pBi

1020 N. Monroe 222-1 112
•

**

• •••••••••..•..•CM,
• ••••••••••••••••a ••.*••••••••••••••••••••••^••••••••••••••••••••••*

••••
••••
••••
••••
••••
••••
••••

••••

presents HiVII
With special Guests

THE NIGHT and CROSSCU-^ SAW

in concert

Tonifeht -81?

General Admission

ADVANCE -$5.00

DOOR - $6.00

Tickets Available At:

Civic Center
Box Office

FSU
Union Ticket Office

Record Bar
117 W. Twin. St.

Sears
Governor Sqiwro M«ll

222-0CI9 9SIN.GalMSSt
Tickets On Sale Now
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MUSIC

Bombs away
Three singles you
should not miss

BY PETEMALV1NA8
FLAMKAU STAFFWMTEK

''Dropped A Bomb m Mc.** Gup Bawi — Pint there

was Troublefunk, D.C.*s potyrhythmic go-go funk squad,
rockin' the house with the thermonuclear sweat of "Drop
the Bomb," a fairly tuneless jam that joined the "Andy
Clriflifh Theme" to a "Bush of Ghosts" tom-tom beat,

added ka/oos, horns and incessant chanting and topped it

off with a whistling keyboard decrescendo. Apocalypse
never sounded like so much fun—no segregation or

discrimination, just one big party *til the Big One dropped
•*on the White House, too." Nuclear war—the great

equalizer. The Gap Band uses the same title, the same
synthesized blurps as Trub-fonk, but shift from the

universal to the individual. "You dropped the bomb on
me," they sing. Not as bad, perhaps, as burning
rubber—but that was one bad song. "Drop the Bomb on
Me** is an effective follow-up to "Early in the Morning"
it's better, it's got more venom—less longing—in it. a little

more hurt. And it's even more pervasive, a black rdio (hell

even Top-40 radio) standard, like "Planet Rock,*' Aretha's
great "Jump To It," and even greater, "'The Message."
Too bad the summer's best songs had to wut till fall to get

popular on the mass-cult marketplace.

"Sex Bomb" Flipper— Baby, yeah. In two versions, yet.

There's one on the fabled "Album Generic Flipper" (a

record that sounds like a JO-minute dance-mix of Lou
Reed's classic 30-8econd atonal chord-crunch halfway
through "1 Heard Her Call My Name"—<rfr the White
Light/White Heat alb.). There's another one, a 45-rpm
single. Take your pick—one's slow, the other's slower,

quite a turnabout when you're talking West Coast
psychedelic hardcore music. At first, I thought the album
version ^9n& better, seven minutes (maybe more) of one
boffo, thiKtding l>ass riff, slogging through sonic muck like

Lester Bands' proverbial dinosaur through a swamp. BAH-
bab Dahdahdahdah-BAH-bah-DAHrdahdahdah-BAH-
»-ah-Dahdahdahdah.DAHDAHDAHDAH-Bah, and so

on. Whiz/ing overhead, a stupid whistling sound, just like a
jet fighter in a tailspin (imagine the beachhead raid from
Apocalypse Now), and ALL THESE IRRITATING
BUZZING NOISES THAT JUST WON'T QUIT. And
then—lyrics: "She's a sex bomb my baby yeah," only not

phrased with any certain panache, just sorta spat out, like a

bug that flew in the wrong orifice. But Flipper don't stop

there—that saxophone starts screechinj^Kke a bug that

flies up the wrong orifice, AND WON'T LEAVE!
Migraine heaven. For sure. But then 1 heard the seven

inch version, which is a couple of minutes shorter, has a

dirtier, yet more fluid mix, and different lyrics! (Well, not

really, they're just sung in different order.) And the slower

tempo allows for more, ah, nuance. A song for our times

,

and certainly the best single song by a white rock and roll

band this summer. Unless you count the flipside,

"Brainwash," which. ..oh, never mind, you probably
wouldn't understand anyway. Just buy it. But be warned, a

favorite band slogan is "Retsina is the Flipper of wine."
Then of course, there's a lot of us that likes Retsina.

And in other singles action..."Some Day, Some Way, "

Manhal CrcMhaw—Heard this ON THE RADIO the

other day and it really took me by surprise. Though
Crenshaw's picture perfect poptones are the most
refreshingly simple, sweetly composed ditties released this

summer, you usually have to play his album to hear them.

Sad, because they're tailor-designed for radioplay—pure

pop for now people, at least until the next dB's album
comes out, but you'll never hear that on the radio either.

Nothmg really special about this one, eacept its spiritual

echoes of other endless summers and bands Uke The Beach

Boys and crooners like Buddy Holly. 1 don't go along with

the talk that Crenshaw is the Great White God of Pop (he's

not even the Jesus of Cool), but he's a damn smart disciple.

And well worth hearing. Stay tuned.

GOD IS FAITHFUL

AND WE DECLARE UNTO YOU GLAD TIDINGS, HOW THAT
THE PROMISE WHICH WAS MADE UNTO THE FATHERS.

GOO HATH FULFILLED THE SAME UNTO US THEIR
CHILDREN. IN THAT HE HATH RAISED UP JESUS
AGAIN..." ACTS 13:S2-53a

FRIEND GOD ALWAYS KEEPS HIS WORD.

THE INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS' BIBLE STUDY
CROUP.

JOIN US EACH FRIDAY 6-7 PM ROGERS HALL 8th FLOOR
LOBBY FOR A BIBLE STUDY

p^oNE: 644 4^94

QownUnder
Club

CROSSCUT SAW
This Weekend
Sept. 9, 10, 1

1

f 1 w /FSU I.D. $2 naM-stMcieiits

The good-for-you-treat
• Good for all ages
• High in protein and vitamin C and

other esaentiai nutrients
e Only 90 calories^96% fat-free
e Available In cups or iMirs In the ice
cream section of your grocer

By the inventor of GATORADE

Save 25^01)UN Pius
TO THE DEALER: s

coupon Will De feaeennea oni,
OS 'ollOMTS for omounf spec
itiea plus 6( iQi nondiing pro-
^>a9(i coupon It t*c*i<«a from
Cul)om«t on purcnas* o' i stea
mcrcnona.se PfOC o' pu'
Cnot* O' So".C.»nl stock o'
m«rcnona<t* to eo'e' cou-
pons suBTi.ftea Ti^jt pe
snown on feq^esi (fQil^tvio
comply a on coupont
SuDm.ttea 'or reaempLon

jBca«mptio'ni not -onorea
inrojg'- brOk«rs O' o'-er Oul-
iia« ogenc Coupons or»
no' (fans'e'Qpie ana io^O >• jt*
•spronip.iea <a>ea rejtr.cieo
orl c«nse.ir«q^,fea CwSlOmer
m^SI CO» on, iai«j IQ, Cos- .OI-«-1 IQOC

Any flavor cup
orbar,6-pak

25
TO:

NUTW raooucTs
441S BLACK KMEST VMNT

FF

25<
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Brainwash?
Commercials will leave

your mind sparkling clean

. and programmed to buy
BY MAUREEN McCarthy

FLAMBEAU STAFF WRITER

The only time watching television is

justified is in those moments when you can

no longer deal with reality. Then, it is quite

therapeutic to sit in front of the tube and let

your mind vegetate. However, you must

BEWARE because, in between those plotless

reruns of Father Knows Best, there is the

promise of countless commercials made to

manipulate you when you are at your most

vulnerable state of mind.

The majority of commercials shown

reinforce the morals and social standards

essential to a clean-cut American lifestyle.

Know your commercials; know your society.

Sure, some commercials appear to show
divergence but they try to show a celebrity or

a figure with a reassuring quality—a figure

who smiles honestly while whispering that

you should make a running leap toward the

band wagon so you won't be left behind to

writhe aimlessly in your individualism.

An example of this is the numerous Dr.

Pepper commercials. They display different

looking people dancing in the streets

vagabond style. They've discovered the

"original taste" of Dr. Pepper, and, in much
the same manner as a born-again Christian,

ihcy start to proselytize and sing "wouldn't

you like to be a Pepper, too?" So much for

being different.

And then there are the totally unrealistic

ads that refuse to admit that there are other

family forms besides the traditional nuclear

family unit in American homes. How often

have you seen divorced people, single

parents, or other non-traditionais selling you

something?

Even sadder is the idea apparently held by

commercial producers that women are still

doing all the housework. Ever see a man
using an oven cleaner or debating the relative

merits of bathroom cleansers? And rarely are

they shown pushing cooking products, unless

of course, they are bachelors who have to do

it themselves. When men are shown in

domestic ads, they are usually portrayed as

the husband who changes the baby's diapers

(not very well) and asks dumb questions about

fabric softeners. In commercials that

advertise home products, frequently the only

male involved at all is the narrator who acts

as the "voke of authority."

LIVINGITDOWN
Or there's the man in the Wisk commercial

who sneers at his wife when the woman in the

hula skirt cuts her "welcome to Hawaii*' kiss

short because of his ring around the collar.

The wife mdts into the background, crushed,

knowing she is a failure as a wife (and

therefore a failure as a woman) and ttu^re is

no hope for their marriage.

Commercials do have a few amusing

aspects though. It is hilarious to watch ads

that refuse to say exactly what their product

is used for and just throw in a lot of

suggestive adjectives instead. Prime

offenders are toilet paper commercials that

wouldn't dare say **I like to wipe with purple

flower print."

People are actually comforted when they

realize television ads have the answer to all

problems, if, of course your problems are

mundane (when was the last ad you saw that

portrayed a figure from a mental hospital?).

If you are overweight, and join such and such

a diet plan, you're sure to end up married. If

you and your loved one drink International

Coffee together, all your problems will be

solved, the lights will dim, and at once there

is an aura of intimacy in the air. If only it

were that easy.

Tetevision viewers can easily slip into the

web of -advertisements—after all, they are

often entertaining and it's reassuring to know

that someone gives you credibility, even if it

is just as a consumer. But anyone who does

not realize they are being blatantly

manipulated when they see a Burger King

"Aren't you hungry" ad, is just plain stupid.

If ads choose to be hard hitting, (hey

should at least have the aesthetic sensibilities

to be upfront about it. At least you can get a

good laugh off Mr. Low Rates or the Ginsu

knife ads.

If you must watch television, save yourself

from the risk of spending the rest of your life

singing jingles. It's all a matter of timing.

Have the stereo set, ready and every time you

see a commercial come on blast Flipper's

Generic Album. It may not save your soul,

but it will help save your consumer freedom.

William S, Paley resigns as president of the CBS network
UNrfED PRESS INTERNATIONAL

NEW YORK — William S. Paley announced yesterday

that he will step down as chair of the board of CBS on April

20, 1983, after 55 years in the post

.

Paley, who founded the Columbia Broadcasting System in

1928 and guided its fortunes as it grew into a giant of the

television industry, will be succeeded by Thomas H. Wyman,
currently president and chief executive officer of CBS.

Paley. told the network's board of directors he will become

a partner in Whitoom Investment Company which owns one-

third of the Paris-based International Herald Tribune and is

sole stockholder in the expanding Whitney Communications

Corp. Other owners of the Herald Tribune are The New
York Times and the Washington Post.

The Columbia Broadcasting System was born in 1928

when Paley, then a young cigar advertiser from

Philadelphia, bought out the ailing Columbia Phonograph

Broadcasting System for $400,(XX).

He started his fledgling network with a string of 16 radio

stations and built it into a comunications Goliath that

ultimately employed the biggest stars of the radio era.

Paley, who will be 82 on Sept. 28, told his board of

directors Wednesday that the spirit with which he founded

CBS stiU is active.

FPIRG WANTS TO HEAR FROM YOU!
Fpirg is a student-run group that researches environmental, consumer, and health-

related Issues.

I think FPIRG should research these ides:

We do more than Just talk about problems.

SIDE1

M:ifGS&
riMUHLANI SHOPt ON TMi SOUARI SIDE 2

CNAMOTS OF ftti (P»
Winner of 4 Academy

Awards hxludlng

Best Picture 7:15,9:45

mmcRi
7:00 only

Ptttiftiril-iiortlCinllu

ftttMIGMM-IMpi

IHIClMOirBlfliefftSCIiW

Mni^v www mnmwfvii

;io%
I

Off Front End Alignment |
Wheel Balancing or brake work|— . - w/ coupon thru 9/ 13/8:2 |

! V.W. SPECIALIST I
! TOYOTA, DATSUN, AND AU

AIIHiRICAN CARS
I 222-9342

Send or bring this form to FPIRG office by

Friday, Sept. 17! 215 University Union

P.O. Box U-6367 FSU 32313 or call 644 2826.
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ESCORT
SERVICE 644 1239

RESUMES.
rus'IomV^wm^rllVh?nl?E'''" typesetting, designs printing of

00 RESuMEr""'* ''^'•••".rJ.Jr/c*-
--"y unique styles to choose from!too RESUMES

WHITE P*PEB
CUSTOW OESiGNtl
fVPESEl & PRINTED

$24.95
1350M

25 RESUMES
25 COVER SHEETS
25 ENVELOPES

ON CLASSIC LAID PAPER

$30.95
Gadsden • Tallahas

i

50 RESUMES
50 COVER SHEETS
50 ENVELOPES

ON CLASSIC LAID PAPER S

S35 95
•

' .^22 or 222

OTHER OPTION
GIVE US THE DETAILS
4WE LL GIVE VOU

A GOOD PRICE

& A GOOD JOB!
1220

MoNdAy-FuidAy^,
.

9 A.M. - 4 p.M. ClAssiriEd Ads
Ad DEAdliNE 2 dAys bEfoRE

720 Union

For SaU
SOLID WOOD TABLE WITH
4CHAIRSa,GLASS COVER

$250.00 ALSO LARGE DOG HOUSE
GOOD SHAPE $35.00
CALL 224-0470 8 to S OR

ALTERS •7l-2«92. CAREY

TRUMPBT
Bacli StfMlivarius
IXCtt.eMMl.»M

224-4403

Save thi$ numl>er: 576 7676. i fix
anything electrical electronics.
Cheap. Also typewriters cleaned-
lutirica^.

Sofa, like new, S75. Sinfla-kai
matfrass, ts. Spa«d-0-Print Dvpti-
cattn9 AAachinc, SIS. Call: 976-7*76

Couch with tan and rust pattern:
$135; Rust color chair: $35. Call:
3M-S24S

Super car stereo.. .Clarion Doiby <teck.
Jet Sounds 7 band aqualixer. Two ADS
spoakors. Sacrifico $3M ALSO: Royal
SouMloRuailtorSM. l77-tW3owaii.

10 YpeFd ibkycle'
lightweight 23" frame. alloy
wheels and components,
pump and water bottle
included. ph. 224-6353.

CASSETTE DECK DOLBY, INPUT
AND OUTPUT CONTROL, MIC.
JACK, MO. CALLWAYNE 222-6510.

For sale: kingslio H20 bod $150.00
w/heater, liner, and everything else.
Call 575 7663. First caller gets it

2 PIONEER
EXCELLENT
CALL 575 9457.

HP-40 SPEAKERS
CONDITION S155.

NEW 1.7 cu. ft. brwn. Kenmore
refrigerator w/freezer $100; Men's 26
in. 10 speed. S40. Call 224 0098.

10 spood bike for sale. In good
condition. Price nogotiablo. CaH Cindy
at 177-5799 after 6 p.m.

XTRA LOW>R ICES ON GUITARS
A BANJOS. MANY 1/2 PRICE.
PRICES START AT $25. RENTALS
$10 MO LESSONS $15-3 WK
COURSE.
SCOTT T6NNYSON OUITAR
SillVtCIS 1304 N. Monroe 224-33«1.

Airline ticket from Tally to Tampa 1

Way Sept 3 $40 576 7846.

CAP 12 SHELL LAMPS IMPORTED
FROM PHILIPPINES. Various si7cs
and styles. Also, exotic bamboo
covered 50 gallon aquariunt call 224
8567 evenings.

Autos
75 MAVERICK EXCELLENT COND
MUST SELL, BEST OFFER. CALL
222 0799 AFTER 5PM

^^CC VERY CLEAN
$2500 F I RM'224 3510 AFTER 5 PM
1977 CELICA; YELLOW^ A/C,FM^M CASSETTE, AUTOMATIC,
$3,400 FIRM OR WITHOUT REAL
FINE WIRE RIMS $2950. SEE IT AT
809' W MADISON ST. OR CALL 222-
6446 LARRY. MUST SELL.

CycUs
YAMA IT175 M90 OR BEST OFFER
EXCELLENT CONDITION. 222 6862.

CYC L E S ' sVsu

z

ukT GS450only 8067717
Good condition, one owner, must sell!

$1600, call after 5pm 575-1034

For Rent
ROOMATE WANTED $78 MO. TWO
BLOCKS FROM FSU FOOD COOP
CALL JAY 222 1318

House-M rmmt, fireplace/cable In

your bdr, central a/c, turn, 200 yds to
Pl^rst, S1S0 + util. Chris 224-«3#

FURNISHED ROOMS FOR RENT
IN BIG HOUSE $175 MONTHLY
• NCLUDEDS UTILITIES.
NON SMOKERS CALL CAMILLE
THOMPSON 366 7208 OR 316-9233

3 bdrm. apt. across from Law School
Hardwood floors, fireplace, ceiling
fans, central heat, fenced in yard
Available now. $375 per montti
893 0085 or 224-5851 after 6.

Mobile home 8x42 perfect for students
or young couple 2bdr 1 bth clean and
ready for you $1800. 1-904-997-323t.
THE DOWNS INC.

for rent 2 bdrm apt bath kitchen w/d
hookup rfntr.Tl a'r ho,it c cling fan

WANTEd
Pm rm fOr new house, 10 min drive
H-ZPSU, $100 A sh. of ut. Nonsmoker,
no pets. Call 575-1376 after 3 or 4.

Wanted: female roommate to share 7
bdrm townhouse 10 mins from campus
on busline. $145mo ft util and phono.
Apt. furn. Non-smoker, serious
student only, upper class or grad. Call
Nancy Markham at 386-7428, even.

Quiet roommate wanted wanted for
affordable luxury apt on golf crse.
Super nice, good neighbors, treat
yourself. Energy efficient. 877 1994.

FM/RMMT. OWN RM. s'^'bRM,
~
1

BATH HOUSE/ VERY NICE/NEAR
TMH. $133/MO. & V3 UTIL. 224-2645.

Fm rmt. for 2 br lb apt. Walk to FSU.
SISO mth,Mutl. H30SiSWfr«o.S75li
dep. this mth. OWN ROOM. 57S^»20.

Fm rmt needed tcT share 2 bedroom
duplex on White Dr. Call Caroline
between 2-6 at the HobMt 222-9333.

Neat, nonsmoking roomate needed to
share nice partially furnished 3 br
townhouse at Seville. 224 5725.

RMMT WANTED 3 BR HOUSE 2 BTH
NICE; MABRY MANOR 575 9334
BETWEEN 6 & 7 PM. $100 MO.

WANTED, RESPONSIBLE
ROOMMATE. SHARE 3 BEDROOM
APT. $112 A MONTH V3 UTIL. HBO,
FIREPLACE, 7 MIN. FROM
CAMPUS. MERIDIAN PLACE 386-
8747.

Fm rmmt needed for lovely new 2br
duplex near FSU. Has w/d 81 big furn.
rooms! No dep. $157/mo V2 uti. Kafhy
644-3266 day : 575 9481 eveng.

FM RMMT TO SHARE 1 BDRM
FURN APT. AC, POOL. $112.50 PER
ANDVa UTIL. CALL 575-5402.

ROOMMATE TO SHARE 2BEDROOM 2 BATH DUPLEX.
LOCATED IN HUNNINGTON
WOODS. HAS WASHER AND
DRYER, GARAGE. CALL 836-7522 IN
THE EVENING.

Female roommate needed. Fumistied
room and bath. For more information
call Cindy at 877 5759 after 6 pm.

WALK TO F.S.U.! POOLSIDE, 1

BEDROOM, FURNISHED, NO
DEPOSIT, V, UTILITIES, Vj RENT.
MALE ROOMATE WANTED. CALL
AFTER 6. PHONE 224-0934.
1817 W. CALL. REGENCY PARK.
WILL BE GONE FOR THE LABOR
DAY WEEKEND.
AAale roomate to share 2 bedrom
mobile home $100 mo. -I- '/^ utilities.
Call 575 8535 after 7 pm.

FM rmmt for 2 bdr house I'/i miles
from FSU central heat U AC 130 mo
plus util. must love pets 222-7557
anytime.

Non smoking fern grad or sr to share
house I mi from U. Central heat own
room $125 mo includes all 576-3301.

BASSIST needed for estabMshed
rockin' New music band. Call Ray 878
5890.

FEMALE R0OMATE(S
To Share 2 bdrm. turn. apt. Price
negotiable call 575 8267

Roommate needed fo- 2 bedroom
furnished apt. Short walk to campus
$175.00 plus utilities call Rolf 575-7407
or Donna 576 9909

Roomate needed to share 3 bdr i bath
house $100 mo and '3 utility. Less than
a mile from campu$ call 575-0904.

HEY YOU, DON'T READ THAT,
READ THIS! I NEED A ROOMMATE
TO SHARE MY TWO B/r DUPLEX
$140 MO. ARTISTS MUSICIANS
SMOKERS ETC WELCOME. CALL
576 1408.

Male roomate to share ibr apt. $ioo
mo. and ^/a utilities. $150 deposit.
StUdeotonly. Call 224-7732.

HeId
WANTEd

S $ $
In the same class as Rolls Royce,
Cartier, Pierre Cardin and Bo Derek;

Horn hiring dancers
Apply in person only 4 pm - 8 pm

Fannie's
Need we say more?

Late night supervision for residen
tial treatment facility, upper div. or
grad. student preferred. 11 pm 8 am
Sat-i- Mon, 18hrs. wk at$3.35hr Send
resume to P.O. Box 6054 Tallahassee,
Fl. 32301 E.O.E.

Aggressive salesperson type needed
-for Ham till 2 pm delivery service plus
commissioned catering sales. Apply
in person weekdays at first floor dell
MOO Blairstone Rd In Twin Towers Ofc
BIdg. AskforAAj^ke

Serious Sciles people wanted for^ local
distributor with unlimited supply of
new patented product. Work your own
hours hiqh profits Call Al at ?24 2626,

Services
TYPING, FAST, EFFICIENT.
PAPERS, THESIS, LETTERS,
RESUMES ETC. 386-4843.

Professional typing. IBM Corr. Sol.
Term papers, thesis, dissertations.
Near Northwood Mall. 385-0481.

QUALITY GUITAR LESSONS geared
to fit your needs. Call graduate
assistant at FSU, DAVID at 222 0639

FACIAL + BODY HAIR REMOVAL
PERAAANENTLY BY ELECTROLYSIS
REGINA ARXER.ELECTROLOGIST
EUROPEAN DEEP CLEANING
FACIALS BY APPT. 222-3170.

TYPING. MONbAY THROUGH
PRIDAY. PHONE 3ii.3759.
9 A.M. -3 P.M.

Complete range of proofreading,
editing, typing services at low rates.
385-1020 after 3 p.m.

Dissert., Theses, student papers.
You'll get good vibrartlons when you
bring your typing to us. Former
admins, sec'y 8i good speller.
Reasonable liates. L. Durbin. •»-i3M
No calls after 10 p.m.

IMPROVE YOUR GRADES!
Research Catalog 306 pages 10,728
topics - Rush $1.00. Box 25097C, LOS
Angeles, CA .90025. (213) 477-8226.

* * TYPING *
PAST « 8PPICIENT, IBM BLBC.

CALL 878-1587.

HOME SECURITY
DEADBOLTS $31.58 INSTALLED.
ALARMS PROMSISS. B. BARS.
421-8885. LEAVE MESSAGE.

BOOKKEEPER EXPERIEf^CED
IN ACCOUNTS PAYABLE,
SFffj.^^'^^'-^' TAXES, AND
PAYROLL AVAILABLE FOR PART-

222 779?"
^•'"'"A" WOUK, CALL

~" EXPERT CARPENTRY
MiscoHaMous handiwMli.

Prao Estimates.
Satislactkm assured.

Call Olen at 222-8079 or 878-1544.

DEADBOLT LOCK
AND INSTALLATION
$28.80 CALL 893 4499

OUITAR LESSONS by
Professional Performer w/ ,bm
degree. Classical, Pop/Beginner to
Advanced. Special Student Rates. 644-
5659.

PERFECT TYPING
No white outs No errors

HOW??? WORD PROCESSING
WORKS LIKE THIS....

1. We enter document into computer
2 We print a draft on which you
pencil in minor changes if you wish
3 VVe input changes and print final
ALL THIS FOR THE SAME COST AS

PLAIN TYPING. 385-9W7
*

DOUBLE D STABLES
350 acres of Cross Country Riding.
Boarding, Night Riding, English li
Western lessons. 877- 1309.

Voice lessons Openings now available
to study with professional singer withMM voice degree 878 3774

WE SELL SERVICE AND PAY TOP
CASH FOR YOUR AIR-
CONDITIONERS 575-9562.

PersonaIs
GET LIVE MUSIC POR YOUR
PARTYI THE CAMPBELLAND

JOMWSOIIOUET. 22^5<7S

YOU WANT LOVE? ADORATION?
RESPECT? COME BY AND ADOPT
ONE OP MY ORANGE KITTENS.
CALL CHRISAT 222 8185.

Congratulations to all our new PHI
MU PLEDGES: Wendy, Donna.
Sherri, Tricia, Donda, Susan, Lisa,
Helalna, Jennifer. Suzle, Karen, Ann,
Leigh, Shelly, JoyLynn, Lisa,
Elizabeth, Julia, Donna, Blair, Kerry,
Judy. Amy, Rosemary, Michelle.
Diane, Lynn, Terry, Renee, Annette,
Nancy. Liz, Stacey, Shelly, Leanne,
Elizabeth, and Betsy I i You're all tops
on my llsti Get ready for a great
year! I Love inow bond,» The White Fairy » *

143
your liver snaps

Looking for someone to play witilt
Drummer and guitarist in search Of
musicians to form a band. Call Ooe*
877 2986 or Dan 575-8465.

CHRISTIAN DESIRES DIALOGUE
WITH AGNOSTIC OR SPEPTiC.
CALL 385-8062 OR MEET MONDAY
ROOM3S2UNION 12 1 P M.

GRATEFUL DEAD
4 persons seek ride to Dead show In
Lakeland. Leave message at 575-7184.

GAY PEER VOLUNTEERS
Openings exist for new gay peer
volunteer trainees. A trainee will
recieve training during the fall
semester. Anyone, regardless of
sexual orientation may be screened.
After training and certification, you
may counsel clients with gay related
concerns. Interested persons may
inquire with Dr. Lucy Kizirian at the
FSU Student Counseling Center at
644 2003. Screening appointments will
be made through September 15, 1982
for the fall semester.

COME JOIN THE FUN WITH THE
FSU BALLROOM DANCE CLUB

Meets every Sunday 7pm beginning
Sept. 12. For info call 222-4862.

Volunteer training for counselors in
rape crisis and spouse abuse begins
Mon. Sept. 13. Contact TCRS at
224-6333 for info.

How do you know when you have had
too much to drink? Thafs when you
try to walk back to Gilchrist from a

!ll*ijR?.''^y
end up In the president

of FSU's back yard.
RI6HTANNR. LOVE PHIL

FREE PREGNANCY TEST
Abortion, gynecology, birth control.
Infection checks & mental health
counseling. Low cost Professional
services. Strictly confidential. For
appiontment call No. Fla. Women's
Health 8. Counseling. 877-3183.

TRILOGY, THREE PEICE ROCK
Now playing public/private parties,
dances etc. Call (904) 663 8321.

ATTENTIONI WILL TRADE ALL
STUDENT COUPONS BUT FLA FSU
FOR 2ND FLA FSU 224 6612

FREE PREGNANCY TEST
Abortion, gynecology. Psych., Couns.
Call N. Fla Women's Health and
Counseling. 877-3183.

THANK YOU SAINT JUDE.

Register now for UPO leisure classes
in room 318 Union Classes ottered
ore: Tenms, slimnastics, Jazzercise,
raquetbaLL AND Piano.

The UPO Flea" Market wiirbTheld
9/18/82 Register in rm 318 Union. Cost
is $4.00- Students and S6.00 Non-
students.

The STUDENTS PARTY Is conducting
interviews for the fall campaign on
Wed. and Thur. in rm 246 from 3 to 7.

For nrare info call 222-5134.

BusiNEss

PersonaIs
$2.59 6-PK 12 OZ BUD CANS
99C SCHLITZ BULL QT. BOTTLES
PALACE DISCOUNT DRIVE-THRU
1239 JACKSON BLUFF ROAD.

NEWI OLOr NEWNEW NEWl 1

1

SWEETBAY BOTTLE CLUB
OPEN PRI. A SAT. Ilpm-Sam

HOT NEW MUSIC ROCK + ROLL
BRING YER OWN BOOZE + BREW

DANCE ALL NIGHT
1317 JACKSON BLUFP RD.

* COSTUMES & ACCESSORIES *
Magic Trix, lessons, gags, jokes.

Make up, masks, clown & juggling eq
* MAGIC AND FUN SHOP *

Unlv Plaza 1916 W. Tenn. 224 magi
MILLER DRAPT SPECIAL! I

EVERY THURS NIGHT 9-2

480GLASS • 8t.2S PITCHER
THE PALACE SALOON

1883JACKIOW BLUFP ROAD

NOW BOOKING PARTIES
* * *

GREEKS AND OTHER SERIOUS
PARTY THROWERS WE HAVE

WHAT YOU WANT.
THE HOLLYWOOD TURNUPS BAND

224^1830orm-ATW
Come to the Omni Pub and see what
Ashley's cooking for breakfast.
Serving omelettes, bagels, fruit juice,
coffee etc. Monday thru Friday 7:30 to
10:30 am "Next to the Fine Arts

Building "

* *
FLYING HOME?

Holiday flights are already filling up
Call or come by The Travel Center for
lowest airfare anywhere. We can also
ticket reservations you made directly
with the airlines.

THE TRAVEL CENTER
University Union 2nd floor. 222-1192

*
SCUBA DIVING COURSEI

Under the direction of gold rated
instructor Marty GlickmanI Course
is top notch. Earn full cert, in 4
weeks. Find out now why Marty
makes the differnece between the
average dive course and the excellent
one. Call Marty Glickman day or
nite at Ph. 575-1263 course starts Sept.
14lh DIVE IN NOWl 1 1

^
Piano Lessons available from FSU
grad. music student. Beginning
classes and private 386 6163

BELLY-GRAA^S
AND HULA-GRAMS 878-1651.
CALL APTER SOR SAT-SUN.

TNT HIDEAWAY CANOE RENTAL
DIRECTLY ON WAKULLA RIVER
AND HWY 9i
$5 up to 4 hrs 50c per cushion call
1 925 6412.

To RELIEVE TENSION A STRESS
Try MASSAGE THERAPY 222-8558
Registered Massage Therapist.

LEARN THE ART OF STAINED
GLASS: BEG/ADV/LAMP/BOX
Tools-glass books supplies rental
FL STAINED GLASS 878 3717

GUITAR LESSONS
Private and class instruction at

MUSIC WORLD 3S6-6U3

L88I At Us,

We're Newiii

kinko'i copies

GRAND OPENING

SALE

boMlcopy

7MISJIINEEKi •

222-6171
470 w. Tennessee

Neit door to Toniniy's

Florida

Flambeau
Pick Up

Your Copy
Of The
Florida

Flambeau
At These
Locations
Governor's Square

(Haralson's)

HRS Office Building

(Winewood)
Sonny's

Publix

Albertson's (Parkway)

DOT
Winn Dixie Soutli

FAMU;
Cafe

Library

Bookstore
Food Co-op
(Gaines Street)

Collins Building

Capitol Building

Deli

Tony's

Barnett Bank
Dubey's
Northwood Mall

Tallahassee Mall

Publix (Killearn)

Front Page
(Tinnberlane)

Publix (Westwood)
TCC
Subway
DER (Winewood)
Larson Building

Fletcher Building

Carlton Building

Crown Building

(City Hall)

Holland Building

FSa:
Fine Arts Annex
Sandels

Music
Student Union
Conradi

Library

Bellamy
Health Center

Diffenbaugh
Williams

Westcott

Bills Bookstore
Fine Arts

Law School
Sweet Shop
Flambeau
Tully Gynr)

Education
Stone

Library Science

MORE THANA
COLLEGE

NEWSPAPER
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After a slow start,

Campbell' s star is

beginning to shine
BY CHARLES FLEET
FLAMBEAU SPORTSWRITER

It was first and ten Cincinnati at FSU*s 19-yard

line with about a minute to go last Saturday night.

The Seminotes 38-31 lead was in grave danger. In

came junior defensive end Allen Dale Campbell to

sack Bearcat quarterback Danny Barrett for an
eleven-yard loss, back to the 30. The day was saved.

Big plays have been expected of Campbell ever

since he began playing the sport for a junior high

team in Perry, Florida as a seventh grader.

At six-feet-two and 185 pounds, Campbell was not

your average-sized seventh-grader. None of his five

(^kler brothers or six sisters spoon fed him or rocked

him on tlicir knees.

"It didn't really bother me because it seemed like I

was always the biggest," said Campbell. "I didn't

ever get the baby brother treatment."

In the ninth grade, Campbell's development was
temporarily sidetracked when he broke his ankle two
days before his team's opening game. He had just

about made up his mind to forsake football for

basketball when his older brother, a former offensive

tackle at Florida A&M University convinced him his

size would come in handy on the football field.

Campbell broke into Perry High's varsity lineup as a

tenth grader and dominated the opposition as a tight

end on offense and on the defensive li^ vifhen the

other team had the ball. He also played on the

varsity basketball team.

As a senior, Campbell's goals were to make High
School All-American and score at least three

touchdowns. That year, Campbell made Parade
magazine's coveted Ail-American team and scored

five touchdowns.

Coaches from around the country came calling at

the door at Campbell's grandmother's house, where
Campbell and his siblings stayed.

But, Campbell told the recruiters to hang loose

until basketball season was over. Halfway through

the season Campbell let the anxious coaches know
he was ready to make a decision because "I wasn't

getting into basketball the way I used to."

The senior narrowed his choices to the University

of Florida, FAMU, and FSU. FAMU was eliminated

because Campbell didn't want to play in his

brother's shadow. Florida bit the dust because Uie

Gators were already loaded on defense.

Next Campbell took a survey of players the

Seminoles had returning from their undefeated '79

team. Willie Jones, now an Oakland Raider defensive

end, had just graduated and Campbell liked his

chances at FSU.
"1 liked what FSU was offering," he said. "They

had a good program and I figured I would have a

better chance (than at UF or FAMU) coming in to

play."

Campbell had "can't miss" written all over his 6-

4, 240-pound frame when he arrived as a freshman

in '80, but quickly learned he couldn't terrorize the

opposition the way he could back home in Perry.

He sat on the sidelines for the majority of his

first season watching ends Arthur Scott and Scott

McLean mop up enemy ballcarriers and quarterbacks

on the Seminole's way to an Orange Bowl berth.

Last year, Campbell got his big chance against

Nebraska and Ohio State. He gained confidence by

playing against some of the -nation's best offensive

linemen, but did not impress the Seminole coaches

enough to earn any more starting assignments.

Then Campbell had a poor spring practice this

year and Darryl Gray beat him out during the

summer for one of the vacancies created by . the

Allen Dale Campbell

graduation of Jarvis Coursey and Scott McLean.
Not starting against Cincinnati Saturday did not

unnerve Campbell, however.

"I figured Darryl Gray had earned the starting

spot," he said. "I was thinking that I couldn't let

it get me down. If I did get in I was going to

show them that I am the Allen Dale Campbell that

they recruited."

A lot of fans feel Campbell has not lived up to

his billing as a dominating force on the playing

field.

Defensive end coach Jim Gladden said Campbell's

shortcomings are mostly on the practice field, where
he hasn't always gone full tilt.

"Alien Dale has the ability to be anmher Willie

Jones-type guy," said Gladden. **He is one of those

guys you hear coaches talk about as a game player,

and not a practice player. That's the attitude change
we're working on. We want him to learn that practicing

full speed is important. Unless yoi#do it in practice

you won't do it in a game."
Saturday, Campbell may have quieted much of

that **not playing to potential" rap.

In the front quarter against Cincinnati, the

Bearcats had the ball in scoring position three

different times and each time Campbell did
something to help thwart the drive.

The first time was on a fourth down play from
the Seminole one-yard line. Campbell jammed up
Cincinnati's interference and the Bearcat ballcarrier

was stopped short of the goal line. On CUicinnati's

next scoring opportunity, from the S^inole 12,

Campbell deflected a pass and the visitors had to

settle for a field goal. Then Campbell made the big

sack that killed the Bearcats in the fourth quarter.

All that pleased Gladden.

"Saturday he had a nice game," said Gladden.

"He played with more intensity in the second half

than I've ever seen hun play. If he does what he's

capable of, we have a chance of having a real good
defense."

SPORTS JNBRIEF
The Aquatic Center wffl sponsor the last swimming

classes for faU semester bc^nning Sept. 11-13. All

level classes for all ages (infants through adults) will

be held. Get a class now before the pool closes for

renovation in November. Call 644-4531 or 644-1867

for information.

Eye Examination
[including glauconna test)

Contact Lens Fitting Fee
(includes all office visits for 3 monthsl

in ajd iiipr to e.

DRJORGE K.GORB
OPTOMtTRIST

Governor's Square
(Next to Morrison's)

Op»nDaHY*EveningfSohjrdavs

•877-3380
•877-0431

SISTER FAY, palmist
READER-ADVISOR. She can HELP you

on all affairs of life. Why be sad,

downhearted, sick and worried when you

can be HELPED and everything made
clear by CONSULTING this GIFTED
ADVISOR.

GUARANTEED SATISFACTION
31 13 Maluui Drive HigliwayM East

Tallaluuisee, Fleriila
Phone 373^333T Daily 7 wuwk. 3:— p.i.

Competitive Rental Rates • Personal Service • Superior

Facilities • Convenient Location • Flexible Lease Terms

AMBERIMOOD
1 and 2 Bedroom ^575-1258

COLONY aUB
1 and 2 Bedroom. 224-7319

FOUR SEASONS
1 Bedroom...... ..222-0505

GLEN OAKS
1 and 2 Bedroom 576-9787

GOVERNOR'S SQUARE
1-2-3 Bedroom 878-4125

HILLTOP
1 Bedroom 222-2056

PLANTATION
1 and 2 Bedroom ..576-5805

PRINCE MANOR
2 Bedroom 576-9909

PALMS WEST
2 Bedroom Townhouse $76-6814

SPANISH TOWN
2 Bedroom 576-9787

TALLAHASSEE
1 and 2 bedroom 576-9961
caN Mottice and Associates at S86-2117 for leasing Assi^^

on any of ttiese fine apiftment communities.

VALUE
SERVICE
AMENITIES

mmm^^^m^^ CONVENIENCEmonice consideration
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Tookes frompage 1

regarding scholarships.

Scholarhsips are seldom taken away from

athletes at FSU. Williams said FSU continues to

pay for an aihleie's education even if they quit the

team as Tookes did. Scholarships are not

dependent upon a player's skill, or playing time, he

said.

Anderson asked Williams to explain the purpose

of a National letter of Intent. Williams explained

that a large portion of schools, but not all, have

aligned themselves and have decided a player is off

limits once he has signed an agreement to attend a

particular school. This is done, he said, to protect

students from pestering phone calls or other

contact by universities.

Next, Anderson called attention to the acadenuc

procedures of the basketball program. It was

determined through a series of questions and

objections by the defense and re-wording of

questions by Anderson that Williams relies on an

academic advisor. Wade Wallace, to let him know

which players are academically eligible to play.

Williams was called upon to look ait Tookes*

transcript and decide whether Tookes would have

been eligible to play during that semester. Williams

said he could not do that based solely on looking at

a transcript. He said he would need to know which

courses were repeat courses or required courses.

Anderson inquired as to the relationship between

History Professor Ed Wynot to the Athletic

Department. Wynot was accused last nfonth of

pacing athlete's grades.

"Have you ever advised a player to take a course

with Professor Wynot?" Anderson asked.

"Ahh, 1 don't remember giving that particular

advice. No 1 don't recall that, not saying it didn't

happen," WiUiams responded. Later, when Tookes

to^ the stand, he said WUUams had instructed him

to takea course from Wynot.

Anderson tried to get Williams to look at Tookes'

transcript and decide whether or not he would have

been academically eligible without Russian

History, a class Tookes took with Wynot and in

which he received an A.

Williams repeated that he could not do that and

that he relied on academic advisors for that sort of

information.

Anderson hit on the fact that it seemed that

road trips took precedence over class attendance.

Williams said that when players are excused from

class, they have to make up the work.

Finally, Williams was asked to tell what he knew

of Tookes' knee injury. Williams'^ecoUection was

vague. He said Tookes was standing under the goal

and somebody hit him. It was a knee injury, he

remembered, and medical treatment by school

doctors was provided.

Tookes' own account was more detailed. On
November 3, 1981 Tookes recalls being hit by

teammate David Speights. "His knee hit my knee,"

he said. He remembered faUing down and not

bdng able to get up.

''(Assistant Coach) Rex Morgan came over an

told me 'Get your ass up.' I told him I was hurt and

to please get me to a doctor," Tookes said. He said

his pleas for a doctor went unheeded. When trainer

John Mooney told him to get up and walk around,

Tookes said, he again asked to be taken to a doctor,

but was told instead by Mooney "to put some ice

on his knee, it's only a bruise."

The following morning, Tookes said, he crawled

to Spdghts* joom and asked his teammate to call a

doctor. Speights didn't, so Tookes called Mooney,

who took him to the team doctor.

Tookes said the University paid for all of his

medical treatment, but that he quit the team in his

final year because *'I felt 1 didn't get proper

medical treatment, and even though I had tried to

come back, my knee wasn't completely

rehabilitated wid they would throw me right back

on the floor anyway."

Team doctors diagnosed Tookes as suffering

from torn ligaments.

Tookes recently went to a doctor in his home in

Orlando but that doctor has not yet given his

diagnosis. Anderson tried to get this doctor's report

entered as evidence, but Ruberg objected on the

grounds that the doctor's report constitutes

inadmissabte hearsay evidence.

The only way Anderson could admit the evidence

would be through a deposition by the doctor at a

later date of not more than 30 days.

As a result of the knee injury, Tookes testified

that he can not perform any jobs of a strenuous

nature. He had expressed an interest in joining the

Navy or attending the PoUce Academy, but both

require physical examinations Tookes fears he

would fail because running, lifting, or- prolonged

standing aggravate his knee.
;

Presently, Tooke is employed by the Seminole

County Detention Center. His duties include the

writing ofhiddem reports and other light duties.

Cross examination of Tookes was quick.

McConnaughhay asked Tookes if he had

considered himself an employee of the University

while on the team. Tookes said he had not, but that

he did have a job and performed in a job capacity

McConnaughhay reminded Tookes of previous

testimony (given or three months ago) when he was

questioikd on his employee status. At that time

Tookes had responded that he was not a university

employee.

Anderson then asked Tookes what he meant by

"employer" and "job." He answered that he

considered employment something permanent,

while a job was usually temporary. He felt that he

performed a job for FSU, but because it wasn't in a

permanent capacity, he would not term it

employment.

MIDIAtYFE

lYPEiElTIHS

Dr. Allan O.DiaB, P.A.

OPTOMETRIST

CONTACT LINUS

PiniNG FEi

$20 • $S0

in addition to exam fee

810 Tliomasvllle Rd.

Intersection of Monroe

and Thomasville Rds.

APPOINTMENTS
222-9991

ATTENTION

PROFESSORS!

"Professor's

Publishing"

Least costly, most efficient

means to acquire required study

course material...leave with

lQni(o's...we duplicate and sell

direct...low cost to student, no

cost to you or your department.

kinko's copras

222-6171

COPYRIGHT INFO AVAIIJ\BLE

EXHIBITION AND SALE
OF FINE ART PRINTS

SPONSORED BY
UNION

PROGRAM
OFFICE

FEA TURING THE WORKS OF.-

CHAGALL m DAL/ m MATISSE BREUGHEL
m CEZANNE m VAN GOGH HOMER
KLEE m MONET MAGRITTE PICASSO
MIRO m BOSCH m RENOIR TOULOUSE

-LAUTREC m WYETH ROCKWELL
GAUGUIN REMBRANDT and many,

many more.

it^^ * PRICES
LARGE PRINTS

$3.00 ea 3 for $7.00

O'

and Best Selection

of Prints Anywiiere'

DATE: Tues., Sept. 7th thru FrI. Sept. 10th

V

TIME: 9 a.m. - 6 p.m.

PLACE: University Union Ballroom

SPECIAL FEATURE:
M. C. ESCHER

I

OLD MOVIE POSTERS
MATTING IS AVAILABLE

Over 1200 different prints
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60 percent chance of showers
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V.P. Leach:

student athletes

should be paid
BY DEBORAH BARRINGTON

FLAMBEAU SPORTS EDIT«I

Florida State University Vice President Bob Leach said

yesterday that he thinks that student athletes should be paid

for their services.

The comment came after he had been examined, cross-

examined and re-examined at Pernell Tookes' worker's

compensation hearing.

> '*I think that student athletes should be paid, and if they

later decide to enroll in classes then that's fine," said Leach.

Leach said paying student athletes would remove the taint

of investigations into alleged abuses which have surrounded

intercollegiate athletic competition.

I each served as chair of the FSU committee created to

investigate allegations by former FSU basketball player

James Bozeman of player mistreatment, and improper

grading practi^ within the FSU basketball program Uist

spring. Leach also has a son who is a scholarship athlete on

the Southern Methodist University football team.

If student athletes were recognized as employees of the

university, Tooke's lawsuit would probably be unnecessary.

Atlanta worker's compensation lawyer Faye Anderson is

representing Tookes in his quest for medical and wage loss

benefits from FSU under worker's compensation laws.

Basically, in order to receive a favorable ruhng from

Florida Deputy Commissioner of Worker's Compensation

A.S. Fontaine, Anderson must prove several points.

Turn to TOOKES, page 8

Florida Flambeau/Jill Guttman
Spectator sport

This Volitan, a tropical fish, is the latest form of Freaks, afish/aquarium shop on Monroe Street. Now
entertainment offered by the Burger King outlet on you can watch the Volitan munch on smaller fish as

Tharpe Street The carnivorousfish vm a gift ofFish you munch onyour Whopper.

study: Kill

FSUFAMU
£-school

"If they (the Citizens Council) want to

find duplicate problems in the university

system, I think they will have to look further

and wider than us," said FSU-FAMU
Engineering Co-director Joseph Lannutti.

••The report was just unnecessary,"

Lannutti continued. ''An engineering

department is something that FSU and

FAMU need, and it will serve over 30,000

students."

On January 15, the regents approved the

Florida'sStateUniversity system will waste development of the joint program *nd a

$30 million over the next five years in month later approved the details -for the

dupRcate programs, according to two studies agreement. The Legislature allocated

released offidaHy yesterday by the Citizens $1,369,133 for the program's first year during

Council for Budget Research, a private the spring session.

research group. There were several reasons for the joint

One of those studies centers around the effort between FAMU and FSU. With

formation of a joint engineering school at approximately one-fourth of the state's

BY BRIAN WILSON
H AMBF.At STAFF WRITER

Florida A&M and Florida State universities.

"The Citizens Council study questions

whether this program, costing an estimated

student population residing in Tallahassee,

Lannutti said, ••Students should have the

highest opportunity to get what courses of

$29.7 million over the next fiye years, is the study they want.

best way to address a projected shortfall in

engineers," reads a Citizens Council press

release.

"The Citizens Council recommends that

Gov. Bob Graham, the Legislature and the

Board of Regents stop this type of

unnecessary duplication." The study also

identifies a portion of the schools* budget

request which may be unnecessarily inflated,

and calls for legislative examination.

But according to. FSU officials, that just

isn't true.

Students may register for the program at

either FAMU or FSU.

According to Lannutti, roughly 50 to 60

percent of the freshman and sophomore

engineering courses are presently offered on

both campuses. He said during the students*

first two years standard physical science and

math classes will be offered with a "sprinkle

of engineering courses." Presently, there is a

total of 130 students majoring in engineering

Turn to STUDY, page 6

Are we moving

toward a

new tax revolt?

BY FRANZ SCHURMANN
PACIFIC NEWSSERVICE

In every country of the world, the nature

of the tax system reveals the nature of the

social contract operating between the

government and the people. If taxation takes

place the way it was intended, this is a sign

that the social contract is in force. If too

many people cheat, this is a sure sign that the

social contract has broken down.

Two centuries ago, people in the 13

colonies revolted against England because

they wanted no taxation without

representation. A century later, people

demanded the introduction of the principle

of progressive taxation: that the rich pay

more than the poor, and that direct taxation

be substituted for indirect (Uke consumption

taxes), which fell inequitably on the poor.

Victory came in 1913 when the 16th

Amendment calling for a universal and

progressive income tax was adopted. Both

tax revolts signaled fundamental changes in

the social contract.

Rumbles of a new tax revolt have been felt

since Proposition 13 hit California in 1978,

spreading across the nation to Massachusetts,

birthplace of the American Revolution. Then

Ronald Reagan introduced a renegotiation of

the social contract as a major political issue

by calling for a New Federalism. Now he is

tentatively endorAng calls for a flat-rate tax.

Again all these moves are signs of a massive

shift in the terms of the contract binding the

government to the governed.

A 30-year overview of sources of federal

revenue indicates what the anger over taxes is

about. From 1953 to 1980, contributions for

Social Security have gone from 10 percent to

30 percent of all revenue. Personal income

taxes held at about 45 percent of all revenues

until the late 1960s when they began to rise

slowly till the mid-70s and then took a clear

upward turn after 1977. Meanwhile,

corporations contributed less and less to the

Treasury.

Not surprisingly, taxpayers are showing

their distrust of the existing social contract by

taking every deduction they are allowed by

law, and often a few more. In countries

where the progressive income tax never took

hold, as in the Latin countries of Europe,

people sneer at the social contract by simply

not paying taxes. To gain revenues,

governments usually levy steep excise taxes.

Signs of the times! The Senate tax bill of late

July slaps new taxes on things like cigarettes,

telephones and air tickets, and people easy to

dun likefederal employees.

Turn to TAXES, page 6

I
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New commissioner of elections hired
BY BRIAN WILSON
FI^MMCAt STAFFWRITER

The Florida State University student senate voted

Wednesday night to fund the chief judge of the lower court

system and make a student-run lower court possible.

"From now on," said Senate President Gary Dundas,

"students will be judged by students for violating the code

book and other things such as cheating.

"This is a landmark at FSU because of the degree of

freedom students will have,'* Dundas pointed out. "The
student rights at FSU is the most liberal in the nation now
and I'm happy not only for me, but for all the students.

**A lot of times, a teacher is wrong in their accusations of

students," Dundas contined. "I hope the students will use

this court more often now, because it is run by students."

In other business, the senate Wednesday night hired a
commissioner of elections for the upcoming senate

elections.

"We had a lot of problems finding a good person to take

over the election," said Dundas. "We found a quality

person in Scott Leek. He's been working with past

commissioner Scott Hodges to set the groundwork up."

This year's senate election will have 47 seals, three more
than last year. That's due to an increased enrollment in

certain schools. There is one senator for every 500 students.

"There's a lot at stake in this election," said Leek. "If

you're elected senator, you can help decide what to do with

$2.5 million."

Student Clovernment started accepting applications for

senators yesterday, but so far, no one has applied.

Applications can be picked up in rooms 224 and 334 in the

Union.

Any student can run as long as they have a 2.0 grade point

average and are in good standing with the university.

Deadline is 5 p.m., September IS and elections win be held

September 29.

"It's every student's responsibility to fill out a

Declarationof Candidacy," said Leek. "They should also

be sure that the information is correct."

The winners from the senate election will be installed

October 13.

Leek is busy at work trying to find help for the election.

"We're accepting applications from students interested

in becoming an elections commissioner," said Leek. Seven

election commissioners will be selected in all.

'How can anyone criticize SG tf they

don't even vote? The people elected will

decide who gets what and how much/
—Student GoTernment

senate president

"We're also accepting positions for poll workers, but
those are only for the day of the election and the run-off.

These are paid positions and anybody is eligible as long as

they're in good standing with the university." 40 poUworker
positions are available.

Leek is confident that a clean election will be waged by
the candidates thb year.

"I don't think we'll have any problems," said Leek. "I
hope it will be a good clean election like last year's

presidential election. I'm going to try and develop a sense

of cooperation with the parties involved. I'll tell them
what's permissible, and try to prevent the things that aren't

from happening."

Dundas, in his last couple of weeks as senate president,

said students have an obligation to vote.

"How can anyone criticize SG if they don't even vote?"

Dundas said. "The people elected will decide who gets what
and how much."

INBRIEF
THE TALLAHASSEE LEAGUE OF WOMEN

Voters will hold its annual Membership Bnmdi Saturday at

10 a.m. at 1841 Country Club Drive. Men and women are

invited to attend and join.

SHINSAKU KOIUI OF THE NHK PUBLIC
Opinion Research Institute in Tokyo, Japan will present a

lecture on Political Culture and Political Trust: An
Analysis of NHK's Cross-National Surveys in Japan, the

United States and Germany. The presentation will be given

today at 2:30 p.m. in 51 1 Bellamy. NHK is the national

television network of Japan.

THKRK WILL BE A BACK TO SCHOOL SPECIAL
program tomorrow from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. in the Leon
County Public Library's Program Room. To sign up call

487-2665.

THERE WILL BE A SHOWING OF THE FILM THE
Lavender HiU Mob tonight at 7 at the Leon County Public

Library. For more information call 487-2665.

THE LEON COUNTY COMMUNITY EDUCATION
will be conducting a Hunter and Firearm Safety course

Monday through Friday at Fort Braden Community
School. For more information call 575-1895.

THE HILLEL FOUNDATION, IN COOPERATION
with the Jewish Student Union, will have a brunch
Saturday at 11:30 a.m. at the HiUel House on the comer of
Woodward and Pensacola Streets. For more information

call 222-5454.

INTER V ARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
will meet tonight at 7 in 212 Business.

RECORDING ARTIST BIN SOTO WILL APPEAR
tonight at 7:30 in the Maranatha Christian Center, 318
South Copeland St.

FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY, IN
conjunction with Campus Ministries Association, is

sponsoring a religious convocation Sunday at 3 p.m. in

Ruby Diamond Auditorium. Rep. Herb Morgan will be the
main speaker. For more information call 222-0251

.

THE FSU BALLROOM DANCE CLUB BEGINS ITS
fall sessions Sunday at 7 p.m. in the Union Ballroom. For
more info call 222-4862.

THE FOLLOWING CENTER FOR PARTICIPANT
Education Courses have been canceled: Sand in the Hand,
Watercolor Painting and Juvenile Ddiquency. Also, the
correct phone number for the Judo instructor is 576-4633.

Hea .

Gospel Preaching
by James R. Cope, evangelist

September 12-17

Weekdays: 7:30 pm
Sunday 10:30 am 8 6:30 pm

westside Church of Christ
1250 Bellevue Way, Tallahassee, FL

LIVE MUSIC

FRIDAY & SATURDAY
Sat. Night Men s Night

50C DRAFT

8 pm - til

Sunday Night- Ladies Night

525W.Tenn. FREE DRAFT
224-35S4 7 .

til

OMNI PUB

THE JAZZBERRY PATCH
2720 BUwsTONi Rd. - 877-9447

Monday: NowOpen 11:90 - 2 lum.

Taesdasr: Two lor One
Wednesday: Buy One Dinner 2nd 1/2 Price 6:00 - 9:00 p.m.

Thursday: LadiesNight - All Night - Two for One
Friday: Happy Hour 4-7 - Live Jazz

Saturday: Couples Dinner Nite

1/2 Carafe w/dinner • 6:30 • 9:90 p.m.

Fri. & Sat.: $2.00 Entertainment Charge
Sunday: Brunch - 11:30 2 Jam Sesaion • 2 • 6 p.m.

LIVE JAZZENTBITAINMENT NIGHTLY

-A Nasty Word???
L-A-U-N-D-R-Y...Hate to do it, we'll do it for
you. We will wash, fluff-dry & fold your
clothes (all pants & shirts on hangers) for

40(t a lb. Try this. ..put your clothes in a
hannper & weigh them on your bathroom
scale (subtract 1 or 2 lbs for the container)
you'll see thats a lot of work for 40<t a lb.

Besides by the time you figure your time,
transporation, soap, bleach, softner,
washing, & drying it's really a smart idea.
BESIDES...you Know you have better things
todo.COAAESEEUSl

224-5295Campus Edge Laundry
(UilBII the subway ^ ^^^^
on W. Tennessee)
69S W. Virginia St on Deift'ey St.

COMPUTECH
AMMOUNCINq The OpENINq IN CONJUNCTiON Wixh VldEO 21 , of OUR SccoNd LoCATioN ON ApAUchEE pARliWAy

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
GRAND OPENING SPECIALS

TI-55 CALCULATOR:
TI-55II CALCULATOR:

$29.95 • TI-58C CALCULATOR: $99.95 • TI-30 CALCULATOR-
$41.95 • TMNVESTMENT ANALYST: $39.95 • TI-30-II CALCULATOR:

$14.95 •TI-BUSINESS ANALYST: $39.95

$17.95 * TI-SOFTWARE LIBRARIES: $29.95

Wl«eShc^onJk^''"* ''^'^'^ ^COMMODORE V1C20
893-1748 LIMltBP QUANTITIES • NO RAINCHECKS 1449 E. Lafayette St.

878-3921
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City commission tentatively approves budget for 1982-83
BY CAROLINE BISCHOF

FLAMKAU STAFFWMTEK
T\» Tallahassee city commission approved a tentative

capital budget of $151 million and an operating budget of

approximately $30 million for the 1982-83 fiscal year at its

Wednesday night meeting. Final action on the budgets wiU

take place during the September 29th commission meeting.

The city's operating budget consists of day-to-day costs

such as salaries, buying the oil to supply the city with

electricity, and purchasing natural gas. The capital budget is

spent on items such as major construction, new byUdings,

new roads and improvements to electrical and undergroond

gas utilities.

Several workshops were held during August dealing with

the budgets and a public hearing was held August 10. Last

night's discussion of the budget was to formally declare the

two proposals and was the last public hearing on the budgets.

During budget hearings the commissioners locked at each

of the 19 departments of the city, reviewed them, and
listened to request of additional fttiidlng.

Only a couple of citizens were present to voice their

opinions on the budget Wednesday night. The budget

process has been very smooth so far, officials said.

Betty Harley, representing the Tallahassee Builders

Association, said she thought the Community Liaison office

ivas a waste of money and performed functions that can be

provided through other departments. She also expressed

anger over the liaison's request for almost double the amount

of money they presently receive.

The commissioners did not immediately react to Harley's

comments, but said they would consider them in their biulget

deliberations before the flnal budget hearing on September

29.

The Comnwidty Liaison office is in charge of keeping civic

leaders and citizens informed about what Tallahassee

government is doing by answering questions, sending (Mit

newsletters and speaking before community groups.

An official from the Office of Management and Budget

explained the reason for the increased request was that the

Community Liaison office had taken over additional

functions that were previously performed by other

detminieuts.

Fot example, the city's annual report, produced by the city

managers office, will now be done by the liaison office. A
secretarial salary previously funded through the treasurer-

clerk will also be paid by the liaison office.

The commission also approved a decrease in the millage

rate from 2.614 to 2.612. The millage rate is a tax on home

and property which represents one-tenth of one cent. It

represents am>roxiniateiy $1 for every $1,000 of taxable

home and property value.

"Millage is the method by which you compute property

tax," said Charles Cuthbertson, director of Office

Management and Budget. The property tax represents 2

percent of the operating budget, he said.

Other forms of revenue the state receives is through utility,

gas, and water bills, business Uoenses, garbage bilk, and

federal and state revenue, among other things.

The commission has abo proposed decreeing the tax paid

on utility bills by 1 5 percent.

President of the Tallahassee Board of Realtors Bob Wolf

said his organization would rather see the commission give

die people of Tallahassee more property tax relief than more

utility tax relief.

Although the commission debated the budget issues for

less than 15 minutes, other business took up the remainder of

the 90-minute meeting.The other business inchided:

•approval of the Orange Avenue bike project in which a

bike path is to be built along the south side of Orange

Avenue from Springhill Road to Nims Middle School. A
pedestrian walkway on the Orange Avenue bridge east of

Springhill Road is also to be improved. The estimated cost oi

the project is $99,600. Other similar projects for bike path

construction on Ocala Road and Springhill Road are

expected to be comiMeted soon;

•approval of a request for $876.30 to pay for a luncheon

sponsored by the Turn About drug abuse clinic for teenagers

in honor of Sheik Muhammed al Fassi at the Hilton Hotel;

•approval of a budget transfer requested by the

Frenchtown Area Development Authority for consultant

sovioes. Tlw development authority had requested $15,500

to prepare a comprehensive plan of the Frenchtow n district,

according to officials from the planning department. FADA
was formed during 1977-78 to rehabilitate commercial and

neighborhood areas and to promote growth in the

Frenchtown business district;

•a decision after lengthy discussion to hire a private firm to

operate parking fadfities at TaBahassee Municipal Airport

on the basis of competitive bids rather than to have the city

operate the parking lot. Presently parking facilities at only 12

out of 486 municipal airports are run by the cities in which

the airports lie, according to aviation official Robert Johnson.

4
(.OVlRNMENt

ESCORT
SERVICE 644 1239 INTRODUGM

Competitive Rental Rates • Personal Sewte • Superior

Facilities • Convenient Location • Flexltte lease Terms

AMBERWOOD
1 and 2 Bedroom 575-1258

COLONY CLUB
1 and 2 Bedroom 224-7319

FOUR SEASONS
1 Bedroom 222-0505

GLEN OAKS
1 and 2 Bedroom 576-9787
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lege football every Saturday

night, exclusively on cable TV.

You'll see teams from the Big 8,

BigTen,Pac 10, SEC and
Southwest Conference, plus

major independents.

If you have SuperStation

WTBS, check program listings

for the time and teams each

week. If you don't have

SuperStation WTBS, call us

right away so you won't miss

any of these live, prime-time

NC^AAgames.

SATURDAy NIGHT
NCAAFOOTBALL

GROUP CABLE

WCABLE
2t20 N. MsnfM • 38M1M CHANNEL
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Abortion rights
No one has the right to tell you what to do with your body. No one.

We'd assumed everyone accepted that by now. But Sen. Jesse

Helms» Sen. Orrin Hatch, and their new-found crony-in-coerdon.

President Ronald Reagan, disagree.

Helms is currently trying to force a vague and as yet unwritten biU
through the Senate to completely eliminate federal aid to any one
seeking or providing abortions. The idea is to set the stage for further

legislation to outlaw abortion.

Hatch has carried it one step further, and is hoping to eliminate a
woman's freedom of choice by amending the Constitution to outlaw
abortion. And Ronald Reagan, beleaguered by conservative critics

demanding he fall in step with the right-wing line, has jumped on the

bandwagon, calling for a "crusade for national renewal." That
"renewal," Reagan claims should begin by taking the freedom of
choice away from the women of America.

"Choice," not abortion, is the key word here. No one likes

abortion. No woman gleefully anticipates a visit to the abortion clinic.

There are, however, many women who, for reasons only they can know,
feel that bringing an unwanted child into the world will only mean
misery for everyone involved. In such cases, ending the pregnancy is

often an unhappy but necessary alternative.

Outlawing the safe means of doing that will not stop abortions, but
rather will force a return to backroom abortions, bloody coathangers

and women maimed by uneducated attempts at self-abortion. It is not

a pleasant picture.

Pro-choicers won a brief respite yesterday, when the Senate refused

to end a filibuster that is temporarily postponing Hebn's bill. But
Senate President Howard Bakor has promised to bring it up again
early next week. This attack on personal freedom can be stopped—but
only if you help. North Florida Senator Lawton Chiles has shown
support for anti-abortion legislation in the past, but he has also

promised to follow the dictates of his constituency. We urge you to

call Chiles now, and throw in a call to District 9 Rep.. Don Fuqua. Let
them know that a woman's body belongs to her, and not to^ U.S.
Senate.

Sen. Lawton Chiles: (202) 224-5274 or (813)M^IM
Rep. Don Fiiqiifi: (202) 225-5235 or 224-1152

Rape
While the U.S. Senate (kbates women's rights in Washington,

Tallahasseewomep face a daily fear of violent crime right here at home.
The fear is of rape, and it is justified. Tallahassee has the highest

rape rate in the state and the third highest rate in the nation.

Next week, the Florida State University Women's Center and FSU
student government will host a series of seminars and lectures on the

rape problem. We urge all Tallahasseeans—men and women alike—to
attend Rap? Awareness Week functions. With increased awareness of
the nature of the problem, perhaps Tallahassee can shed its violent
image. Perhaps all of us can be a little safer.

Rapes reported this week: 1

Rapes reported this yean 40
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Chiles lauded for hospice efforts
Editor.

It's rare, if not unheard of, to be able to provide
more and better services to people by spending less

of the taxpayers' money instead of more.
However, thanks to the leadership of Sen. Lawton
Chiles, that's exactly what occurred in the wee
hours of the morning on the floor of the U.S.

Senate Friday, July 23.

Sen. Chiles lead a bipartisaii coalition which
passed legislation allowing terminally ill Amerkans
to use their Medicare-eligibility to obtain hospice
services. This legislation will provide
compassionate, humane, competent hospice
services as an alternative to more costly, often

painful, and frequently unwanted
institutionalization of the terminally ill.

We were there in the Senate gallery as Chiles

helped generate sixty-seven Senate votes, on both
sides of the aisle, to add the hospice benefit to the
Senate tax bill.

Last December, when the hospice legislation was
being developed, Chiles took a personal interest.

He listened to the needs of those who suffer from
terminal illness and made the personal commitment
that he woukl help. While others in Washington
acted on the belief that the only way to save money
was to cut Medicare benefits for the elderly. Chiles
began looking for ways to fmd alternative benefits
that would let people choose, voluntarily, services

that met needs while saving dollars. The Senator's

support for hospice makes a lot of sense when the

Congressional Budget Office, the independent arm
of Congress which determines the budgetary impact

of proposed legislation, reported recently that

passage of the hospice bill would save at least $109

million in federal spending over the next five years

in reduced institutionalization.

Over those five years, about 100,000 Florida

families will be faced with the complex problems

and trauma associated with terminal disease.

Nothing can make dying easy. But hospice

programs can meet the physical and emotional

problems of terminally ill people and their families

with great care, compassion, and competence.
People in Florida and throughout America who will

benefit from hospice will have Lawton Chiles to

thank.

On behalf of the many Floridians who today give

of themselves to help provide hospice services, we
thank Sen. Lawton Chiles.

Daniel C. Hadlock, M.D.
Immediate Past President

National Hospice Organization

Reverend Hugh A. Westbrook

National Co-chairperson

Natioiud HospiceEdua^ Project

Who needs an engineering school?
Editon

As a working engineer, 1 noted with interest the
rosy article in the Aug. 31 Flambeau regarding the
FSU-FAMU engineering school and the
engineering trade in general. 1 would like to point
out a few facts:

•This school is being established despite the fact

that a hired consultant and a statewide task force
recommended against it. Why? Industry wants
plenty of cheap engineers available. The professors
want jobs and more money. Bernie Sliger wants to
bring up the SAT average by bringing in the kind of
bright students that gc into engineering.

•The Flambeau talks about a big demand for
engineers. Those students who have taken
economics know that when there is a shortage of
something the price goes up. The 1982 issue of the
IEEE's "Spectrum" magazine shows that in terms
of real 1967 dollars, starting salaries declined
approximately 11 percent from 1970 to 1981. Dr.
Larson, president of the IEEE, stated on March
1 of this year that he does not believe there is an
engineer shortage.

•Engineering starting salaries may sound pretty
good. However, many engineers with 30 years
experience can boast salaries only $50,000 or
thereabouts over those starting figures. Is ii sman

to go into a profession where you have the chance
to improve your income by maybe 20 percent
after 30 years?

A young person's innate ability is his or her main
asset. Invest it in law or medicine or marketing or
politics. Don't waste it on engineering. Take a ride

through Killearn. Those big houses belong to

doctors, lawyers, coaches, real estate people,
lobbyists and politicians. Not engineers.

Think it over and invest your talent where it will

have the greatest return.

EJ. Teiander

Anti-semitism
Editor:

1 was dismayed and angered by your recent
report of the vandalism of a tree planted by the
Jewish Student Union. The destruction of nature to
display one's political or racial opposition is

senseless and purely asinine. I sincerely hope that
the members of the JSU will not be discouraged by
this incident and that they will plant another three.
I'm sure that all mature, civilized members of the

university community would support such an
action.

Sylvia van Rynsoever
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Grant takes commanding lead; Crews needs rural support
BY DANNI VOGT

FLAMSFAL' STAFFWMTES
Madison banker Bill Grant convindngly swept four rural

counties in building a commanding 2,800-vote lead over Jim
Crews in Tuesday's state Senate District 5 seat, final election
results show.

Crews, a Leon County Commissioner for the past six

years, will have to do substantially better in the district's rural

areas if he hopes to wipe out Grant's lead in the October 5
run-off.

The newly created District 5 sprawls across ten counties in
Northeast Florida, stretching from Tallahassee to
Macclenny. Outside Tallahassee, the area is largely
agricultural. Grant's home base—Madison— is the heart of
the district, while Crew's strength—Leon County—lies at the
western edge of the district.

Four counties—Union, Madison, Taylor and
Suwannee—-^ave Grant 8,666 votes to 1 ,70? for Crews. Crews
took Leon County 8,540 to 4,469, and the two ran neck and
neck in the rest of the district.

Grant ended up with a total of 19,096 votes, for a 35.2
percent share of the total. Crews' 16,254 tally gave him 30
percent. Rounding out the six-person field were Jefferson
County rancher Doyle Conner Jr. with 8,865 votes (16.4
percent), Lewis State Bank President Bill Sutton with 6,780
votes (12.5 percent), Tallahassee homemaker Jane Bell with
2.048 votes (3.8 percent) and Live oak realtor/forester Jim

Jim Crews mGmm
Senterfitt with 1,152 votes (2.1 percent).

Grant's position in the geographical center of the district

was certainly a factor in becoming the district leader. But the
major factor was something else—mcHiey.
He took in more than $60,000 during the campaign,

$12,000 more than Sutton, the other "big money"
candidate, and a whopping $35,000 more than Crews.

Grant's list of contributors in the campaign's last week
showed a heavy influx of big business money. He go $1 ,{XX)

from the Florida Lawyers Action Group, $750 from

Macclenny forest manager Ray Gore, and $500 each from
Winn Dixie stores and several PoHtical Action Committees
including insurance, tree and auto interests. Grant also
kicked in $8.CXX) of his own iiioiicy, and spent nearly $5. (XX)
of it on television commercials on a Jackson\illo station in an
attempt to reach voters in the eastern part of the district.

The only other big money candidate in the race, Sutton,
did not do nearly so well. He spent $43,000 in the race,
second only to Grant, and invested heavily into television
advertising. But he ended up with a meager 12.5 percent ol
the vote.

Crews, who spent a total of $18,66() during the race,

bought no television ads. He concentrated mainly on district-

wide radio ads and door-to-door efforts that worked well for
him in Leon County races, but may have failed him in such a
large district. Crews also kicked in $3,000 of his own money
in the last two weeks of the campaign.
What remains to be seen is who will get support from the

losers.

While no one has openly endorsed Crows or Cirant so far.

it seems likely that rural candidates like Senterfitt and
Conner might back Grant. Even if they back Crews, their

voters with largely rural interests might still vote for Grant.
Sutton, although from the same urban background as

Crews, would be unlikely to endorse him because of
ideological differences. Bell might back Crews, but he'll need
more than the 2,000 votes she garnered in the runoff.r 1 ... WW ' v>.w aiiv ^ai iivi III tii^ I UllUI I,

FloridaA&M studentgovernment has its own problems
BY SYDNAE WILLIAMS

FI.AMBI AU WRITEB
It seems this year's Student Government Association at

Florida A&M University is having a hard time getting things
started. Conflicts erupted yesterday at the Senate's second
meeting for the year, and one senator has been ousted.

Joseph Fulgence was taken off the senators' role yesterday
by Vi<» President Juanita Mollis because SGA records
showed his term had exfnred.

The squabble occurred because, according to the records,
Fulgence was a junior appointed as a senior senator, said
Hollis. Therefore his term has ended, she said.

The senate contains 8 members, two for each academic
class. Senators are elected during their freshman or
sophomore years, and once elected they serve throughout
their stay at the university. Freshman senators represent the
freshman class as freshmen, and when they become
sophomores they represent the sophomore class and so on.

Hollis claims that because Fulgence has already served as a
senior senator he can not serve again. His presence would
mean a 9-member senate, with 3 senior senators.

Fulgoice says the records HoUis cited are incorrect and
that as a jimior he served as a juidor senator. He dairoed
Hollis bears a personal vendetta against him.

Last year, Fulgence ran against Hollis for the position of
vice president and lost. Fulgence said bad feelings arising

during that campaign, plus what he feels is his greater
experience in SGA, is the reason for Hollis' grudge.

Hollis denied that.

"According to the records, Joseph Fulgence was a junior
appointed as a senior senator,*' ^e said.

Ano^er problem was tiie mi^>lacement of FAMU's tcmtA
university constitution.

Last year, amendments to the university constitution were
proposed and passed through referendum. Some time last

year or this past summer the revised constitution bearing the

amendments was lost, Hollis said. Hollis said yesterday there

are no copies of the document, and that the minutes to the

senate meeting at which tiie revisions were debated were also
lost.

Apparently without any guidelines to the revisions, Hollis
wrote a completelv new SGA constitution.

Dr.AllaBO.OtaB.PA

OPTOMETRIST

CONTAa LENSES

FiniNG FEE

$20 - $S0
m addition to exam fee

810 Thowasviltc Rd.

intersection of Monroe

and Thomasville Rds.

222*9991

LMk At US.

we re New!!!

kinko's copies

CnWD OKMHC

2y2(
X 11

• 0FHi7fiATSANBIU •

222-6171
470 W. TeiMliN

Niit ioor to fOMifs

'*This is not a revised edition, this is a whole new
constitution,*' Hollis said at the first senate meeting.
Thursday, Sept. 2. Hollis had written the new constitution
over the summer and presented it to the senate for approval
at that Dieting.

However, Junior Senator Willie Cummings produced a
copy of the revised constitution at the Sept. 2 meeting. That
held up approval of Hollis' constitution. Further discussion
on the constitution and the SGA budget is scheduled for
Tuesday.

The other conflict within the current administration is the

fact that the executive members of the current administration

are to be kept on salary while the legislative members' salaries

are to be cut.

Currently, the SGA president's salary is upwards of $3,700
annually, while the senators make only $140 a year,

according to FAMU SGA President Robert Sawyer.

No filial (tecision on the budget has been made yet. The
discussion of the budget and constitution is scheduled to

continue Tuesday.

PLANT SALE
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|
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. I .11 I I I I tmmm /
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I WE REPOT FREE

\ THURS. - SUN W/COUPON
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But a few dollars saved through questionable deductions is

not what this third end-of-the-century tax revolt is ultimately

about. It is really «bout what our taxes are going to be used

for—how they fulfill the terms of the social contract.

Indeed the tax revolt must be understood against the fact

that we are a very different society from what we were a

century ago.Then.most people lived in households headed by
a father whose job accounted for the principal income.

Honesty in reporting income was presumed. There was great

anger against giant monopolies and robber barons.

Government, moved by the spirit of Progressivism,

organized the Federal Reserve System in 1913 to make more
money available to citizens through credit and to protect

their savings from unscrupulous bankers. Hlites and ordinary

citizens also were moving toward a grand consensus that

taxation to integrate the alien and educate the poor was just

and, in the end, productive.

Today, most women work. More and more people subsist

from multiple incomes, and an increasing number engage in

self-enterprises which allow them to take special deductions.

Unlike a century ago—or even 30 years ago—when the giant

corporations could be somewhat tamed because the United

States was their main market and the American citizen their

main consumer, today corporations have become

multinationals, less and less concerned with the American
market. So, too, it is with American banks that are part of a

global financial network. And the fate of the earlier social

consensus is evident in the smashed windows of empty
urban public schools.

Not surprisingly, taxpayers are

showing their distrust of the existing

social contract by taking every

deduction tihey are allowed by law, and

often a few more.

We now have a tax system developed for a social fabric

that no longer exists. The grass-roots contempt for the

system has reached the level of Mediterranean countries. But

the contempt also indicates that citizens want what they got

at the end of the two preceding centuries: a thorough

renegotiation of a social contract spelling out the duties and
obligations of all parties.

Neither Congress nor the White House has much interest

in opening up such an across-the-board re-examination.

President Reagan wants to negotiate the New Federalism

with the governors behind closed doors, and that is not

working. The proposals now floating around Congress for a

flat-rate tax seem to be designed to head off a national

debate on taxation by giving a sop to the ta.xpayer: the head

of his ta.\ accountant.

But even this attempt at an elite quick-fix may not work.

The ultra-right has rushed in with radical flat-rate proposals

that would wipe out all deductions, and the liberals and

moderates have rallied to protect those deductions of most

concern to their constituencies.

The goal of the tax revolt is clear: an end to a system in

which the lone taxpayer bears the overwhelming burden of

federal, state and local taxation and a stake in deciding, or at

least knowing, what their taxes are going for. If they are not

satisfied, there will be more tax revolts. With or without a

flat-rate tax, cheating will continue—and the already massive

non-taxpaying underground economy will grow to an even

greater proportion of the total economy.

In the underground, everyone writes his or her own

contract with society.
• • •

Franz Schurmann is a professor of sociology and history at

the University of California at Berkeley.

Study frompage I

split evenly between the two campuses.

The Citizens Council said, in a press

release, "Because engineering demand is

cyclical in nature and subject to fluctuations

in the economy, an economic downturn
could produce engineering demand. Further,

qualified applicants are not being denied

entrance to the engineering schools in the

state."

But again not true, says Lannutti.

"There is no sign of a decline in the

engineering departments," Lanutti said.

"In a survey done, 25 percent of all male

freshmen want to major in engineering. If

you want to have a comprehensive university

i feel it*s necessary to have a department that

2S percent of all male incoming freshman

want to major in.'*

The other study dealt with a donation of a

$1.5 million computer to the Engineering

School of the University of South Florida to

develop a computerized program for

delivering pre-engineering coursework.

That proposal is currently pending before

the BOR. However) the Citizens Council

found that the new system would duplicate a

large, expensive system ahready in place and
running below capacity at FSU.

**By tying into the FSU system, an

estimated $2.14 million could be saved while

meeting the objectives of the coursework,"

said Citizens Council Executive Director Mel
Brdiik in a press reiese.

The Citizens Council recommends that the

regents deny funding for the engineering

programs and that USF tie into the FSU
computer system.
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Planet

World
BERN, Switzerland — Swiss ami-terrorist police stormed

the Polish Embassy under a barrage of tear gas and stun
grenades yesterday capturing four terrorists and freeing five

diplomat hostages held in the mission for nearly three days.
There were no injuries in the flawless assauh—completed

just 24 hours before the terrorists' deadline to blow the
embassy "to the slcy" if their demands were not met.
"All the hostages are freed and all the terrorists are

captured," Swiss police spokesperson Francisca
Kuemmerly said. "

I he action is a total success."

Justice Minister Kurt Furgler said the terrorists were led

by Florian Kroszyk, 42. a Polish "fanatic driven by
political desires." Code-named **Col. Wysocki'* after a
famed Polish resistance fighter, the mastermind of the 72-

hour siege had a record of armed robbery and hostage-
taking.

TKL AVIV — Israeli warplanes destroyed four of Syria's

most advanced anti-aircraft missile batteries in Lebanon's
Bekaa Valley yesterday as Arab leaders agreed on a Middle
East peace plan certain to be rejected by Israel.

In southern Beirut, fighting also broke out near the
Bourj Barajneh refugee camp Thursday between the
Lebanese army and Palestinian guerrillas and at least one
Palestinian was wounded.

The fighting in the Bekaa, the area of eastern Lebanon
where some 25,000 Syrian troops are deployed, flared when
Israeli jets attacked and destroyed four SAM-9 missile

batteries near Dahar el Baydar, 16 miles east of Beirut. The
Soviet-made SAM-9 batteries are the most sophisticated

anti-aircraft sytems in the Syrian arsenal.

NATION"
ROCKPORT, Texas — Entrepreneurs and former

NASA rocket experts yesterday fired an experimental
rocket through a 10-minute "symbolic** test flight,

successfully completing the initial step in their bid to

become America's first private company to enter the
satellite launching business.

The blue and white Conestoga I rocket, trailing orange
fire and then a light blue vapor, lifted off its "milkstool"
launch pad at 10: 17 a.m. CDT, roaring into clear blue skies

and arcing southeast on its sub-orbital path to splashdown
10 minutes later, 270 miles off the Mexican coast east of
Mexico City.

SAN FRANCISCO — Silent screen star Janet Gaynor,
injured with her longtime friend and Broadway star Mary
Martin in a car crash, is in serious ccmdition but improving
at San Francisco General Hospital.

Gaynor was hospitalized in critical condition Sunday
night with a fractured pelvis and rib injuries. Her condition

Waves
was worse than that of Martin whose business manager,
Ben Washer, 76 died in the accident.

The driver, Robert Gate, 38. cited for felony, drunken
driving and vehicular manslaughter after he ran a red light
and hit the taxi, was to be arraigned todav.

Testsof a blood sample taken from C ato immediately after
the two-vehicle crash near downtown San Francisco
showed there was 0.10 percent alcohol in his blood—the
minimum level required for a driver to be presumed drunk
in California.

WASHINGTON — The Democratic-dominated House
yesterday overrode President Ronald Reagan's veto of a
$14.2 billion supplemental funding bill, the first time either
house of Congress has voted to overturn a Reagan veto of a
money bill.

The House voted 301-117 to override the veto. The
Reagan veto can still be sustained, however, if the
Republican-led Senate fails to also vote by a two-thirds
majority to override.

The fight basically was a struggle bet^^een spending
money on guns or butter. Reagan wanted more money for
defense and less for education, transportation and jobs
programs.

But in attempting to woo House members to sustain
Reagan*s veto. House GOP leader Robert Michel said 'it is

my understanding the president can live with the lowered
defense spending** in a new supplemental funding biU that
also cuts more from social programs.

State
TAMPA — Heavy rains this week have flooded at least

150 homes in the northwest and northeast sections of
Hillsborough County and more rain is predicted for the
next several days.

Residents in the areas of poor drainage have criticized the
slow response of the county's Public Works department in

making sandbags available to keep floodwaters out of
h<Hnes.

The county commission ordered Public Works Director
Bmce Down Wednesday to make sandbags available for
all county citizens who need them and to assist in any other
way those whose homes have been flooded.

Downs said filled sandbags would be available at all fire
stations in the affected areas yesterday.

TALLAHASSEE — Overturning Gov. Bob Graham and
the Cabinet, an appeal court yesterday ruled that the Getty
Oil Company has a legal right to exercise a 14-year old lease
and drill for gas and oil in a Panhandle bay.
The 3-0 ruling by the 1st District Court of Appeal is the

latest chapter in an 1 1 -year legal battle betwieen the oil firm
and the state with several environmental groups backing the
stale's position.

FPIRG WANTS TO HEAR FROM YOU!
Fpirg is a student-run group that researches environmental, consumer, and health-
related issues.

I think FPIRG should research these ideas:

We do more than just talk about problems.
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Attention to all

Students!

Applications are now being ac-

cepted for elections commissioners
Apply in Room 244
University Union
Minimum Wage 10 hrs/week

UNIVERSITY PLAZA LAUNDRY
1936 W. Tennessee Self-service PUIS

WASH & DRY & FOLD
S3.25 Top washer Load (Approx. 10 lbs)

Self-Serve: 7am - 11pm 7 days a week

Wash & dry & fold Service:7-6 M-F. 7-1 Sat.

COIN LAUNDRY
1354 Lake Bradford Rd.

Self Service Only 7am-10pm 7 days a week

Send or bring this form to FPIRG office by
Friday, Sept. 17! 215 University Union
P.O. Box U-6367 FSU 32313 or call 644-2826.
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Tookes from page 1

She must prove Tookes was an employee,

but. not a professional player or a casual

employee of the university, and that his team
participation was a function related to the

regular course of university business.

Testimony began Wednesday when head
coach loc VVilhams and Tookes took the

stand. WilMams testified that Tookes was not

to his knowledge, a professional athlete at

the time he played for FSU.
Had Williams testified differently, then

FSU would clearly have been in violation of
N( AA rules which state that professional

athletes can not play intercollegiate sports in

their field. Under 1 lorida law, professional

athletes are exempt from worker's
compensation benefits.

Also on Wednesday, Tookes said he suffered a practice

injury Nov. 3, 1978. He said that injury did not receive

proper medical treatment, and that the damage to his knee
has limited the type of job he can hold.

Yesterday morning, FSU President Bernie Sliger testified

thai academics was F'SU's main priority. But it was Sliger's

other comments which interested Anderson.
"Not only did Sliger help establish the employee-employer

relationship, but he also helped define that (Tookes')was not

casual enqsloyment and that the employment took place during
the regular course of university business activity,'* said

Anderson.

The president's other comments involved the athletic

department, the workings of which he confessed he did not

have complete knowledge. Sliger said he doubted very much
if the university would have intercollegiate athletics if they

were not self-supporting. He said revenue from athletic

events were sometimes channeled into other areas, women's
athletics in particular. Anderson noted that support was
important because sport revenue was used to keep the
university in compliance with Title IX equal-access
pi(n!sj(Miv_ She said ihat ciUKlitiitcd a rct'iilar business

Bernie Sliger testifies atyesterday 's hearing.

function.

Anderson said she hopes SUger's testimony, plus later

testimony that perhaps scholarship athletes were prohibited

from IM participation because of their level of skill, show
that an employee-employer relationship does exist between
the university and its athletes.

Vice President for Academic Affairs Gus Turnbull was
called upon to review admissions policies, since admissions

policy fall under TurnbuU's responsibilities.

There had been some question as to the procedure Tookes
followed to get into the university. In Tookes' previous

testimony, he said he had signed a National Letter of Intent

and a Grant in Aid form before he completed his application

to the university. Tookes said he applied to FSU about two
to three weeks before the start of fall quarter, 1978. He aUo
said that he did not pay the $15 application fee.

Anderson said that indicated that Tookes' academic life

was incidental to his athletic life.

University lawyer Chuck Ruberg declined to comment on
the case, saying he didn't like to talk about a case while it is

being heard.

The henrinc continues Oct. 7 at 9 n.ni

Social programs

need volunteers
BY MARK CARROLL

II \MBKAl WRITKR

Two social programs, well respected throughout North

Florida, are asking for empathetic volunteers and are

beginning training sessions for workers.

Telephone Counseling and Referral Service, Tallahassee's

twenty-four-hour crisis intervention, information and

referral hotline, began its training period yesterday. The

hotline is a respected service in Tallahassee with a 12-year

history.

The hotline received nearly 16,000 calls last year, and to

meet an even greater demand this year, the service wil! be

offering a ten-week, college credit training session for

persons at least 18 years of age. Workers who have

completed training contribute six hours a week counseHng

such diverse prc^lems as suicide, school woes or drug abuse.

One of the many programs the hotline refers people to is

Refuge House, which also needs volunteers. That program

concerns itself with problems of marital abuse and rape. The

Refuge House offers shelter for abused women on a limited

basis and has trained, qualified counselors to aid victims

either through telephone communications or face to face.

Refuge House is fiimnced through state and local funds and

private donations. The program covers fourteen counties

from Panama City to Jacksonville.

Refuge House volunteers and staff work closely with the

police and in spouse abuse or rape situations. In such a

situation the victim may be escorted by police to Refuge

House.
The Refiige House is offering a series of intensive training

programs for prospective volunteers this week. The first

orientation session will begin Sept. 15, and there will be

successive sessions until Sept. 29. Those interested in either

the Telephone Service or the Refuge House should call 224-

6333.

SALE

71RTQ1RVED
^ext Week!

Ask your Artcarved Representative
about Custom Curriculum Sides for
Men'srings. 9 am -3pm

Union Courtyard
Seot, 18-17

Sweaters 14**- 16*'
with Free monogram

Jeans 20* -29*'

Button-down shirts 14'°

Panther coordinates. ..... 20 - 25% off

Suits 79'"

Blazers
, 29** - 49**

Pants.

1990.2190

Entire Stock

Winter

COATS
15% off

Layaway Terms Availablt

llOS. Monroe

'Kiralfys

^okue
^"''^Down*town
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The Dec»»"e of WesternCivilization
f BY FRANK M.YOUNG

FLAMBEAU STAFF WRITER

UPO's auspicious "Special Events" film series kicks off

Saturday night with a very special film, indeed: Penelope

Spheeris' mesmerizing documentary. The Decline of Western

Civilization.

' Spheeris, in recording the L.A. pui^-rock scene, circa

t979-80, has done more than capture a cultural

phenomenon. She has given us one of the most fascinating

historical documents of the recent past.

Actual, undiluted, uncensored punk-rock— the subject of

Decline—almost seems a thing of the past. Formerly

anarchic,^ dissonant groups have been cleaned up by

producers. Record companies and PR men have made

I'punk** a socially fashionable, pre-packaged

fommodity—-''new wave," et al. A formerly rebellious

means of expression is now cleaned up, stripped of its crude

charisma, perfect music for fraternity cook outs.

The original punk scene, as Spheeris pictures it, seems

unearthly, surreal. Spheeris, without seeming

overwhelmingly sardonic, matter-of-factly displays this

fihilistic, ultraviolent environment. As groups like Black

lag and the Cerms perform their raw, pulsing numbers,

^heir audience—an eternal sea of blank faces—crowds the

floor, slam-dancing, stumbling in the dark like cairtouts ttom

Night of the Living Dead.

Spheeris wisely devotes a good deal of Decline's footage to

impromptu interviews with the performers themselves. It's

interesting to see that people so completely capable of

promoting and creating what one inverviewee calls *'total

madness*' are, in **r^ Ufe/* unsettingly calm.

Darby Crash, lead singer of the Germs, seems like a

different person entirely when off-stage. Under the eye of

Spheeris' camera, he goes about quietly fixing breakfast,

talking calmly about his life, completely placid.

On-stage he is completely different. Numbed by drugs and

fatigue, streaked with blue ma^c-marker, he doesn't so

much sing, but moans. His primal, throaty growls express

more emotionally than the songs themselves. He seems, on

stage, like a dying ember, a man verging on total collapse.

' His transformation is chilling.

Other groups are pretty much the same on-stage as off. X,

for example, is positively light-hearted in comparison. Lead

singers John Doe and Exene ( a former Tallahassee resident)

chatter brightly about anything that comes into their heads.

Exene amusingly displays her collection of religious

pamphlets, providing sarcastic commentary.

A unifying bond to all these groups is the social protest in

their lyrics. A club-owner, in an interview, wisely compares

them to the protest-oriented folk-singers of the early sixties.

If anything, these groups outdo Bob Dylan or Joan Baez.

•'There's a dark side to realism," X's John Doe
comments. These groups hatefully celebrate the nadirs of

existence, urban life and mental problems, not offering any

soliiticms or reconciliations, merely reporting them with a

touch of bile.

Numbers like Fear's "I Love Living in the City" and Black

Flag's "Depression" are graphic and disturbing, as

uninhibited as the works of the Dadaists. Their lyrics, harsh

and dark, are much more effective emotionally than the

simpleton "I love you" content of other music. They are

unrestrained, free to say whatever they want. This is their

raison d'etre.

The Decline of Western Civilization is a spellbinding film.

Penelope Spheeris, with Decline, proves herself to be one of

our most perceptive cultural anthropologists. Her film

captures the essence of a historical era which has come and

gone under our noses and preserves forever this fascinating

moment.

The Decline of Western GvUizaihn plays Saturday night at

Moore AnditorimB. Showtines art 7:30 and 9:30. Admission

b$2.00.
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'Vietnamization of New Jersey' attacks

in Tallahassee thanks to Etc. Theatre
BY CLAUDIA NOBLE
FI.AMBKAIJ STAH WRITKK

If your theatrical palette hungers for the outrageous this

week-end, Etc. Theatre has a festive board.

Imagine, if you will, a play with the three main characters

christened Ozzie Ann, Harry and Et. Not the E.t. of Reeses
Pieces fame, but the final syllable of Ozzie and Harriet.

(Historical Note: Ozzie and Harriet were the buttresses of the

Nelson Family, a television version of lukewarm oatmeal in

the 1950s.) These characters occur in Etc.'s production of

The Vietnamization ofNew Jersey (A American Tragedy). A
mouthful of a title, truly.

Vietnamization is an attack play which directs its snipers

toward The American Way, the military, the female, the

homosexual and so on. Fortunately, these attacks, says

L.E. Wilhelm, the show's director, are cloaked in black

humor and a farcical style. "The play is a satirization of a

Pollyanna attitude of problems being solved in our society,*'

he said.

The plot is an old stand-by with mutations. Son comes

home from Viet Nam blinded and thinks his family's home is

a rice paddy, and his girl, Maureen O'Hara from

Schenectady, an Oriental prostitute. How he copes brings

the horror of the war to New Jersey, and insight to the

viewer.

TheVietnamization of New Jersey was written by
Christopher Durand in the late 1970s and was originally

produced at The Yale Playhouse. "It's the most liberal

endeavor Etc. has attempted," said Wilhelm. "The style and
content are so iconoclastic that the points are made without

beating the viewer over the head.
'

'

The cast includes many Etc. veterans and some new faces.

Roxanne Fay, Lissa Watson, Bob Van
.
Dusen, Don

Richardson Jr., Dan Markley, Ronnie Hirt and Charles B.

Kelly will be performing tonight through Sunday at

Tommy's at 7:30. Tickets are $2.50 and limited seating

suggests reservations (call 222-7629). Mature audiences

recommended.

MIKE'S
BEER BARN

Open 24 Hours

7 DAYSA WEEK

BidtiMlugkt

$2.S9

6-packUK

with each

$10 pwckaM

$1.00 OFF

ON

CAR WASH

KECS*KECS*KECS*KECS*KECS

Cigarettes 76(

^COPELAND &
TENNESSEE

I

lit

I**

lit

Attacks abound in the Etc. Theatre production of

The Vietnamization of New Jersey which will run

through Sunday at Tonrimy's. At left Don Richardson

Jr. (L) and Dan Markley appear in a scene with Lissa

Watson. Below, it's Markley and Bob Van Dusen.

Florida Flambeau Rob O'l arv

During the last year and a half, Etc. has brought
Tallahassee an alternate theater experience! New plays,
bizarre plays, closet plays, undiscovered plays, and well-

crafted critically acclaimed plays from lonesco to Beckett to

Christopher Durand have all been produced. This attitude is

a stunning one, as the eclectic fare and artistic

encouragement engendered can only make a public more
sophisticated. Whether the current production meets the

criteria of good theater matters less, because the attempt at

new Styles and viewpoints marks the small Etc. Theatre
Company as a group with an admirable portion of courage
and vision,

Four Pocket

Army Pants
Available in Army Green,
Navy Blue, Khaki and

'

Camouflage

$16.50
Visa • M.C. • Am. Express

Army-Navy Store
Mon. - Sat. 9 am - 6 pm

SSSW.Tenn. 224-7845



Can you find the Beatles in this picture?

Perennial Beatles fave plays

tonight in Moore Auditorium
BY SPUNKY TOREDOS

SPECIALTOTHE PLAMBEAU
Magical Mystery tour, the Beatles'

legendary **homc movie" extravaganza,

will be screened on campus tonight as part

of the UPO Midnight Madness series at

11:30 in Moore Auditorium. Admission is

$1.75.

After their two films for Richard Lester

{A Hard Day's Night, Helpl) and the

enormous impact of their landmark album,

Sgt. Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club Band, the

Beatles began work on their own film.

Basing the film very loosely on the French

classic Voyage Surprise, they produced a

I'iini that is in part a home movie, in part a

throwback to the Dada and Surrealist

experimental films of the 1920s and, also,

very much a personal exploration into the

visual meanings (and non-meanings) of

their music.

One reviewer commented: "Magical

Mystery Tour doesn't seem to know where

it wants to go: forward, backward,

sideways or up and down. On occasion, it

goes all four ways at once— which makes it

seem technically untidy but adds greatly to

the fun."

Basically selMndulgent (but thoroughly

enjoyable) hi-jinks. Magical Mystery Tour

was done in one of the Fab Four's last light

moments together and features six of their

best songs (including "The Fool on the

Hill" and "I Am the Walrus"), the

marvelously comedic Victor Spinetti (their

antagonist in both the Lester fihns), and a

spectacular Busby Berkeleyoid ending.

Backstabbln' O'Jays to play
FROM STAFF REPORTS

The OMays appear tonight at the Civic

Center ai 8 p.m. bringing their silky sounds

to Tallahassee.

With hits such as "Backstabbers" which

earned them the nickname "Backstabbin*

O^Jays) and "Money Money. Money" the

O'Jays became one of the biggest names in

the business. Their most recent hit is the

smooth "1 Just Wanna Satisfy." It goes

down easily hut funkv.

Opening the show for the O'Jays will be

local favorites Cameo, a group that can

easily get you up from your seal and

grooving to the beat.

Atlantic Starr just makes the prospects

for tonight's show that much sweeter. Their

latest hit, ••Let's Get Qoser," is riding high

on the charts with a slow soulful sound.

The three groups should put on a show

that will leave Tallahassee talking for some

time.

Feel negative about your resume?
MEDIATYPE will help you get it

ready for the printer.

E D I A T Y P E
Room 314, Union BIdg , FSU. 644-5744

I
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RESUMES
P.W. Publishing and Typographies offers quality typesetting, design & printing of
custom resumes within 24 hours. We have many unique styles to choose from!
100 RESUMES 25 RESUMES 50 RESUMES OTHER OPTION
iA»HITEPAP€H I 25 COVER SHEETS C 50 COVER SHEETS I GIVE US THE OETAlLS

CUSTOM OESlGNEl) \ 25 ENVELOPES : 50 ENVELOPES ; 4 WE LL GIVE VOl'
TYPESET* PRINTED \ ON CLASSICLAID ^APER \ ON CLASSIC UIO PAPER J A GOOD PRICE

$30.95 $35.95 & A GOOD JOB!
1350> Gadsden* Tallahassee. FL 32303 • (9041222 1222 or 222 1220

CAPITAL CITY BODYBUILDING
CHAMPIONSHIPS

SATURDAY, SEPT. 11, 1982 MOORE AUDlTORia/v\, FSU

• Ms. Capital City

• Mr. Capital City

• Mr. Teenage Capital City

SPONSORED EXCLUSIVELY BY

Pre-judging at 1 1 a.m. .. $3.00

Finals at 4 p.m. .. $5.00

For information & ticl<ets

CALL 222-4056

V-'

^^v "Hairstyles for your way of life"

Tlie Beittiaae
HAIR FASHIONS \} INC.

877-7095 • 1349 E. Call St. (Behind Gulf Life Bldfe. off Mag,nolia)
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No Japanese movie monsters here,
just inexpensive top-notch food

BY PETER MALVINAS
FLAMBEAU STAFF WRITLR

Yep, Ro-Dans sounds just like a Japanese fast-food

restaurant. Stuck as it is, among the high-density student

housing complexes along West Pensacola Street, where it

competes with a Wendy's, Jim & Mill's and the Publix DcU,

such a restaurant would be a novel concept.

Imagine a giant wire and paper mache movie monster,

like the one that scorched Tokyo in Yoshiro Honda's 50s

classic Rodan, looming high over the beer deck—neon

flames licking across the night sky bearing the legend: **Ro-

Dans: Fine, Fast , Oriental Food To Go."
Smashing. And that's not even counting all the neat

packaging and marketing spin-offs: free plastic baby Ro-

Dans, beer and soda served in Godzilla, Mothra and Ro-

Dan cups, with famous movie battles stenciled on the sides.

Why, they could even sponsor an intramural softball

team... the mind boggles.

Ah, but as T.S. Eliot said, between the idea and the

reality falls the shadow. The closest this modest, keenly-

compact little diner comes to the Orient is with the rice they

serve as a side order to most of their meals. And then the

orientation is Cuban—as in black beans and rice.

Actually, it's better that way. Lunch at Ro-Dan's is a

low-priced treat.

For $3.25, you get the luncheon special. My favorite is

the balf-chicken, with beans, rice, tasty fried bread, and a

heaping cup of coffee. The chicken, baked not fried, is

remarkably grease>free and steaming hot. The skin, taut

and crisp, flakes off easily if you don't want to lest its

crunch. And the meat is tender, lightly spiced.

There's also e hamburger, vegetable and spice

combination that's flavorful indeed. Scramble it with some
yellow rice and savor the taste: hot, peppery and palate-

tingling, it's also very filling. But you won't leave feeling

bloated. Just satisfied.

BARAND GRILL

Pizza, fans will enjoy Ro-Dans 16-inch pies, which are

also fairly grease-free, have a light, flaky dough, and
feature slices large enought that eight will supply four

people with a decent dinner. And for $2 a head, too.

Those are the best hmch ami dinner deals at Ro-Dans,
but the diner also features breakfast as God intended it to

be: cheap.

You can manage an early meal there for less than two
bucks, easy. And that's something few places in

Tallahassee can boast—most breakfast nooks are

overpriced and overcrowded; Ro-Dans is cut-rate priced

and relaxing.

It's a square deal at any time of the day, and well worth a
visit.

Teenaged television viewers and flavored popcorn
PACIFIC NFWSSFRVICF

Maybe the stereotype of kids glued

to the TV set is becoming outdated.

For the second year in a row, TV
viewing has declined among teenagers,

adolescents and preschoolers. Still,

Neilsen statistics show young people

haven't completely swora off the TV
habit, teenage girls—who spend the

leasf amount of time watching
TV— still put in more than 18 hours

weekly in front of the tube.

We don't know if this can be
classified as a new taste treat or not.

but a Southern California Company
has decided to market flavored

popcorn. The flavors include—are you
ready?—watermelon, green apple,

garlic, chih, chocolate and... root beer.

A s» ounce bag will coast a dollar-

seventy-nine.

An update on Mount Pleasant,

Iowa, the tiny farm conununity that's

still looking for a celebrity to grace the

dedication of a new health facility

September third. Publicity Director

Kalen Henderson says she's been

deluged with offers since she appealed

to entertainment figures—any
entertainment figure—to come. The
problem is money, she says. The town
has none to spare. The only firm offer

she's had is from Miller Brewing,

which is trying to get Rodney
Dangerfleld or someone else from the

Lite Beer Commercials to attend.

Speaking of respect, Henderson says

she's not getting much herself from
Hollywood Agents. "I kind of felt like

E.T.," she says. "They'd never talked

with anyone from Iowa before. I had
one guy ask me if we had television."

p,otess>ono'51„,
rteRood

oc°'

Sunday, Sept. 19
8:00 pm

1964 W.Tennessee

1535CentervilleRcl.

Kil learn Center

3496-3 Thomasvlllo Rd.

concert
Special Guests

A FLOCK OF seagulls!

The Rockats
Tcillahassee • Ijeon CX)unt>

^ifClVICCRNTRP

PLANTS & FLOWERS

740 W. GAINES
224-2074
(2 blocks from campus)

V 20% OFF
PURCHASE W/

STUDENT ID

EXP 9- 15-82

by THE BLOOM ROOM
• COMPLETE FLORALSERVICES *

Xevin's
JB^GUNS &

SPORTING GOODS

LEVI'S

$1595
Levi's

SPERRY

TOP-SIDER

53495
TiniMrlam Stops oi tlie Sqiara S9S-S182

Utt VINYL FEVER
McofdstTapM

wt TOm saMOBs »ec<wo buyer

1958 w. Tennessee
(Next to Seminole Bowl, university Plaza)

iBStait cash for used rMords
(in good conditioni

NEW LP'S AT LOW PRICES

rHN StNCINI SrCnMRS
aMUeports
FillyGMmtMiMi

OpMl2RtMI0iily22M4S5

ROCKMAZZ-SOUL

R & B«BLUES

NEWWAVE
REGGAE

893-6642

Tickets On
Sale Now

All seats reserved
$9.60 and $10.60

A Fantasma
Production

Authenttc Chinese & Japanese Cuisine

TAKE YOUR CHOICE
2814 Apalachec Pkwy

878-3366

LUNCHEON COMBO
Choose from 15 of our

Famous Entrees

only $3.50 to $4.35
QUALITY DINNERS
Choose from Japanese &

Chinese Cuisine

Also serving cocktails

MONGOLIAN BAR-&Q
AD You Can Eat

Wed. & Sun.
5-9 p.m.

Filets of Beef. Pork and
Chlcksn and Assoned Fresh

Vegetables plus

Special Sauce

aicy s

$8.95
JAPANESE HIBACHI
Enjoy Fine Food Prepared

with Entertaining
Imagination at the Hibachi

Hours $8.50

11:30-10:00 Mon. - Thurs
11:30-11-00 Friday
5:00-11:00 Saturday
12:00-10:00 Sunday;

112 E 6th Ave.
224 9099

LUNCHEON BUFFET
All You Can Eat

Fried Wonton, Egg Rolls

Two Entrees, Rice,

Chow Mein, Chinese
Salad and Tea

only $3.50 per person

DINNER BUFFET
AH You Can Eat

6-Entrees 2-Soups
Chicken Wings, Rice,

Egg Roll, Wonton,
Tea & Fortune Cooifiie

$5.95
You Can Also Order
F-rom An Extensive

Variety of Items

ot\ the Menu
Bt«r & Wine S«rv«d

Hours
Lunch - 11:45-2:00 M-F
Dinner - 5:00- 10 00 M-Th
5:00-11:00 Fn,& Sat
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Hinckley

letter on
the block

PACIFIC NEWSSEHVICE

Presidential assaliiit Jotai

Hinckley's writings are

already on their way to the

auction block. The Charles

Hamilton Galleries in New
York City will auction off a

letter Hinckley sent to the

New York Post two months

ago. In the letter, Hinckley

defends himself, saying:

"I'm just a regular guy.

Don't turn me into a

monster." Hamilton
estimates the letter could

bring in as much as $1,000.

"I'm not concerned with

the morality of the act/* he

says, "But with the part it

plays in American history.**

ABC-TV has taken

another step towards

blending "docu-drama"
with television news. In its

one-year-later examination

of the assassination of

Egyptian Preskient Anwar
Sadat, ABC*s 20/20 plans

to use actors to portray

scenes that the cameras

failed to record,

interspersed with real

footage. Producer Ellen

Rosen says, "1 don't feel

I*ve violated any kind of

news ethics because we are

so up front aboirt it.** All

the dialogue will be taken

from trial transcripts, she

says, "With minor

adjustments for

vernacular."

• • •

The nationwide probe of

payotai in the record

industry by CBS*s 60

Minutes is apparently

focusing on Detroit.

Investigators for Mike

Wallace are reportedly

contacting local radio

stations, asking, "Can you

buy a number one record in

Detroit?** Informants are

offered on-camera discuses

and voice-distorters.

• • •

The nation's billiard

industry is behind the

eightball. Estimates are that

sales of pool tables have

dropped up to 73 percent in

some locations. A fall-off in

housing construction is

partly to blame, but the big

villian appears to be home
video games. "Video is

hurting us," admits one New
York dealer. **Especially

with the kids.**

thanks

ShowYour
LiteBeer Spirit!
Order tiieseT-Sliirts for only $5.00.

Proclaim yourself a "Famous Lite Beer

Drinker" or tell your friends the real def-

inition of Lite when you wear these 'new

T-shirts available from Lite beer for only

$5 00. Featuring Lite's popular blue

and white colors, these comfortable
shirts ore right for any time that you
wont to enjoy great tasting, less filling

Lite beer

Mail this coupon and a check

or money order for Itie .

total amount to

Lite Beef T-Shirt Otter

PO. Box 1153

Milwaukee. Wl 53201

"I'm a Famous Lite Beer

Drinker" T-Shirt ($5.00 each)

Small
(QuonNly)

-Medium

LHe Beer Dictionary 1-Shirt ($5.00 each)

.Small Large

-Medium X-large
(QuanWv)

NO purc»>a«e necwfory AHow 4-6 wMks for deitv«fv vo»d m 0»mo KenHickr and whe»»

pron b fed bv law Wisconsin residents odd 4*. soles tox Onv expires June SO. 1913

1982 MiHe' Brewing Corrpany f." Wisconsin
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Leroy Ferrell chats with customer Gina Grant
Florida Fbunbeau/Vicki Arias

Club Stoney's seeks support
BY WAYNE DEAS
Kl AMBKAl STAFF RH KR

Leroy Ferrell has been a very

disappoiiued man lately.

Mainly because his nine-year-oSd dream

of bringing a first class entertainment

nightclub to a conservative Tidlahassee

town is slowly becoming a financial

nightmare.

Commonly known as "Stoney," Ferrell

performed almost an architectural wonder,

transforming a building originally built as a

restaurant into a nightclub-disco. After

opening in March of this year, he enjoyed

rave reviews from his nightclub constituents

while monopolizing the meat of the

Tallahassee community as well as students

from both Florida State and Florida A&M.
But something happened to his nightclub

business during the middle part of the

summer season that's made those

previously pleased constituents turn away

as if Club Stoney's was hit by the Black

Plague. No longer is business booming.

Stoney's is now on the verge of closing

down if an immediate turn for the better is

not seen soon.

But what happened, and will the trend

continue?

'*It (the decline) originated through

numerous rumors," said Ferrell, a

Tallahassee native and former standout at

Leon High School who has been in the

entertainment business for six years.

"These rumors came from various

people who don't frequent my club and

probably never th(Night of coming here.

But they'll start up rumors just to detract

from my business and build up someone
elses.

"They said we have a five dollar cover

charge which is absolutely false. We only

charged five dollars for the grand opening

and I gave away over $700 of champagne

that night. Our cover charge is no higher

than any other chib in Tallahassee,*' said

Ferrell, a Dillard University graduate.

Turn toSTONEY'S,pt^ 15

Mickey Gee spinning the sounds in the DJ's booth

Florida Flambeau/Vicki Arias

Friday Night

Ladies' Night

At the Casino Club

Uidies get in to the Casino Club free on Friday nights from 10 to 12. Plus

they get one free drink of their choice. We no longer require a

membership card, so ladies, come on out and enjoy

drinks, dancing and fun on Ladies Night at the

Casino. (And you guys want to be where .„™ r»>\r^v «««»
the ladies are—come on out too!) Appropri-

f^C^#^^^J^C^^^
ate attire requh^. ^^^r^^j^^^S*^

666-1 West Tennessee (next to the Subway) • 224-6971

Lunch: Mon. Sat. 11 a.m. 4:30 p.m. • Dinner: Mon. Sat. 4:30 p.m.-H p.m.

Tea Dance Buffet Sunday 2:00 p.m. 11:00 p. m.

UPO
PRESENTS

Arthur
Starring Dudley Moore, Liza Minnelll, John Glelgud; Directed by Steve Gordon: 1981

September 10 - Moore Auditorium
Showtimes: 1:30, 3:30, 5:30, 7:30, 9:30

Admission $2.00
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whose Stoney Productions is respdn^ibte

for R&B concerts in Tallahassee including

tonight's O'Jays concert at the Civic

Center.

Admission charge for Stoney's is $2 on
Wednesday and $3 on weekends.

"They also scared off many potential

customers from other races that might want
to visit the club by labeling it a black night

« club. That's absolutely false. Other rumors
said that at Stoney's you had to wear a suit

coat and tie. That's absolutely false. We
have a dress code but not that extreme. The
people got allergic to beer and wine and
wanted liquor. I went out and made ways to

get a liquor license to serve the people

liquor and they circulate rumors that our
drinks are watered down. Now that's also

absolutely false. We don't dilute our liquor

because we have no reason to. There is

• about one ounce of liquor in a shot and we
have poured more than that one ounce."

Though categorizing Stoney's as a

••black nightclub" has been viewed as an
"undeserved rumor" by Ferrell the

establishment does rely heavily on black
support. However, that support has mainly
ventured approximately four miles
elsewhere, right smack into the parking lot

of Stoney's closest competitor—Big
Daddy's.

"It really disappoints me to see blacks
ignore black-owned businesses that are on
the same level if not better, to go to white
businesses," said Ferrell. "And 1 don't
mean just in this case. I feel blacks should
wake up and support black business. Blacks
ignore good black grocery stores, doctors,
lawyers, and other black businesses in favor
of white businesses. We should try to keep
our money in our community to make it

grow, but we don't.

••1 hate to close the doors of Stoney's
hours before I have to simply because we're
not supporting our own business. I know my
club is jast as nice as Big Daddy's and it

seats more people. Our dance floor is just
as large or larger. They serve liquor just like

us. Our parking is just as good, but yet

blacks still support a place like Big Daddy's
that has a chain of nightclubs in Florida and
really doesn't want them there to begin
with.

••This is the first class nightclub that's

black owned in Tallahasee. It's right on the
main strip (Tennessee St.) and right near
both campuses. This is what Tallahassee
has been asking for. I could have gotten a
hole in the wall that can only fit 100 people
Stacked together. But I didn't. I renovated
this place to a first class nightclub that's

comfortable and treats you like your
business is welcome. But like the old saying

goes you never startmis^ something until

it's gone."
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What's this man
singing about? Well,

Gov. Bob Graham is

actually singing his

campaign song but he's

doing it to promote the

Tallahassee Jaycees
Cracker Days which
takes place tomorrow
and Sunday at the

Fairgrounds. The two-

day event witl feature all

•orts of activtties ranging

from cow chip throwing

to tobacco spitting to

horse races. There will

also be several bands
including Tom and the

Cats, Hutch and Hoss,

Del Suggs and the C.C.

Ramblers appearing. The
action lasts all day both

days.

Florida Flambeau/Bob O'Lary

EYEEXAMS
$2S ^^^^ Including

glaucoma test

$50"
ir> dddition
f<! eve

Contact Lens
fitting fee
inclucling all office

visits for 3 months

Dr. Jorge K. Gorb
Optometrist

Governor's Square
(Next (a Morrison SI

8773380 8770431
0p»n D»ily£»9mngs»$atufdi^s

copy)

• High quailtv copies

•FHmproceslng

•Self-Sen/e iBMs

• Self sen»e tvpewrltere

• Typing service

• Overnight service

222-1171

410 «.

FRIDAY &
SATURDAY NIGHT

BAD
SNEAKERS

DoD't miss it

at

Tommys
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A video extravaganza entitled Uio

Anmial Miss America Spectacle wiN happen tomorrow

night at 8 at the undergraduate warehouse on 629

Industrial Drive. The event is BYOB and BYO-TV. Ves.

TV. Come in costume or as you are and see yourself

on TV. Appropriate prizes will be awarded at this

event, which is primarily an excuse for a lot of

people — students and non-students alike — to get

together and have a good time. A video crew from the

FSU video center is expected to be there and record

the goings on.

Bhupen Hazarika, an internationally famous
folk singer from India, will perform tomorrow night at

7 in the Fisher Lecture Hall (Room 255). Admission is

free. Come hear this performer whose goal is to

further the mission of brotherhood and peace.

Hazarika has earned many high awards from the

government of India for Ns woflc. He decided to aim

his music toward changing society after enoountaiing

Paul lUibeson, the fiamous Made aaiger and adMst.
Cfackar Days, aponscifad by' the Jaycaas of

Tallahassee, begins tomorrow at the North Floricte

FsM^ounds, Ifa a two-day event lasting al day long

bo^ tomorrow and Sunday. See politicians make
"stump speechas/' cow dtip throwing, tobacco
spitting, horse races, log rolling, rodeo events and a
variety of bands. Some of the bands perfornwig

include Dei Suggs, Tom and the Cats, Hutch and
Hoss, Crossover, C.C. Ramblers and the Orange
Blossom Specials. There will also be specially

designed fun and games for the kids* yiduding hay
rides and puppet shows.

The Lemoyne Art Gallery's Update show opens
tomorrow. The opening will be celebrated with a

festival in the garden beginning at 2 p.m. Artists will

be sketching and potters will be creating. Nancy Reid

Gunn will sketch portraits. The show features the

latest work of a variety of Lemoyne affiliated artists.

The Tallahassee Community Friends of Old
Time Dance will present a dance tomorrow at 8 p.m.

at the Greater Leon Arts Center. Maggie McKeown
will preside and music will be provided by the Good
Doctor BarvJ. Dress as you Kke and bring the family.

TNa MiMaum off Florida History la atlH showing
ISnb Flonda's Historic Capttol eidiibft, vvMch traces the
development of the state c^sitol. Also, tomorrow
beginning at tO a.m., the muaaum w« show two

A prewoua partidpam in thalMwAmarin Spaeto^

films -/^///pafors and Prowlers of the Everglades,

provide a guided tour of the museum and hold -a
discussion entitled "Reproduction or Artifact?"

The (no-space) Art Foundation's show. Hot
Tropical Nights, continues at the Four Arts Center in

the Governor's Square Mall. Hours are 10 a.m. to 4
p.m. and 7 to 9 p.m. Tuesday through Saturday, 1 to 5
p.m. on Sundays. Closed on Mondays.

MUSIC
Allay: Johnny Gillam, acoustic guitar, tonight and

Saturday, no cover.

TAlLAHASSEf

irown Darby: Greg Tonres Band, top 40, tonight

and Saturday, no cover.

BuMwInkla'a: Dixie Desperados, rock and roH;

Sugar Foot Stompers, (ft'xie land jazz, tonight and

Saturday, $2.50.

Downundar: Crosscut Saw, rhythm and blues,

tonight and Saturday, $1 with student I.D., $2

without.

Emmamials: BiU Wharton, contemporary guftar.

tonight and Saturday.

Maxin's: Ground Level, easy listening, tonight and

Saturday, no cover.

Rocky's II: Southern Satisfaction, country, tonight

and Saturday, $2.

Seminole Tavern: Sailin', rock and roll; Shark

Attack, rock and roll, tonight and Saturday, $2.

Sid's Lounge: Little Ray Melton and the Tennessee

Studs, tonight and Saturday, $2.

Sweetbay Studio: Hammer, new music; Modern
Age, new music, tonight and Saturday, $3.

Tommy's: Bad Sneakers, rock and roll, tonight and

Saturday, $3.

FLICKS
Capitol Cinemas: The Best Little Whorehouse in

Texas (R), 7, 9:25; Young Doctors in /.owe (PG), 7:10,

9:30; The Beast Master {PG) , 6:50, 9:30; Caddyshack
(PG) 11:30; Rocky Horror Picture Show (R), 11:30;

W&aftfe(PG) 11:30.

Capitol Drive in: BMe Runner (R); Any Which
Way You Can (PG), 8:30.

Miriacle: Graase II (PG), 5:06, 7:25, 9:45; Star

Wars (PG) 5:15, 7.30, 9:45; World According to Garp
(R) 5, 7:30, 10; Escape From Death Row (R) 6:10,

7:46, 9:25; House Whan Daath Lhms (R) 6, 7:46, 9:30.

Moore Auditorium: Arthur (PG) 7:30, 8:30, 9:30;

Magical Mystery Tour 1 1 :30 tonight; Decline and Fall

of Western Civilization (R) 7:30, 9:30, Saturday.
Mugs and Moviea: Author! Author! (PG) 4:46,

7:10, 9:35; Blade Runner (H), 4:30, 7:10, 9:35.

Northwood Mall: Zapped {R) 5:30, 7:30, 9:30.

Parkway Five: / Love You (R) 6, 8, 10; E.T (PG)
5:30, 7:45, 10; Fast Times (R) 5:30, 7:30, 9:30; An
Officerand a Gentleman (R) 6, 8:30.

Tallahassee Mall: Friday the 13th, PartWm^, 8,

10; (PG) 5:30, 7:30, 9:30.

Varsity: Midsummer Night's Sex Comedy (PG) 6,

7:50, 9:40; Some Kind of Hero (R) 5:30, 7:30, 9:30;
DeadMen Don't Wear Plaid 5:40, 7:20, 9: 10.

•Florida Flambeau Graphics/Bill Olerson

HBllLff^

HIS CAmiGN
COipRS

THE i^SS

OFTm^liSJ
HBR, 1

AND
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Rattler opener looks like an easy win
BY MIKE RADIGAN
FLAMBEAU SPUR I S WRITER

The last time Florida A&M*s Rattlers played at Bragg
St»llttiii, the field wis four feet higher, there were 10,500
fewer seats and the lighting was so poor, the referees just
about had to glue lightning bugs to the ball so diey'd know
which team had possession.

Thanks to a $4.5 million remodeling job completed
earlier this week, the home
of A&M football will

aoxmunodate the 20,000-i)lus

fans " expected for

tomorrow's season opener

at 7 p.m. against Morris
Brown College of Atlanta.

The Rattlers hold a 29-3-2

series lead over the

Woverines.

The computerized
Dunkel College Index Poll

has made FAMU a 24-point

favorite in the contest. , , ,
—-j

The Rattlers are ranked J^Uuy MUOOara
number five among the nation's black college by this
week's Sheridan Poll.

Experience. Aside from the 16 returning starters (nine on
defense, seven on offense), the Rattlers will have a whole
bunch of players returning who saw game time in 1981

.

Nathaniel Koonce returns at quarterback and as
offensive co-captain. Koonce, a senior, led the Mid-Eastern
Athletic Conference in passing a year ago, gahili^ 1,320
yards through the air.

Another senior, tackle Nathaniel Newton, will serve as

the Rattlers' other offensive captain. Newton stands 6-foot-

3, 260 pounds. But don't let that fool you. His 4.6 second
performance in the 40-yard dash ranks him as the team's
quickest offensive lineman.

The Rattlers will be using their traditional "I" formation
offensively, with tailback Frank "Choo Choo" Middleton
lining up behind Koonce and fullback Willie Daniels. Ray
Alexander, a junior and one of Koonce's favorite targets

Brflgg frompage 20

The second expansion phase included expanding the
stadium to seat more than 25 ,000 fans.

"The football field was lowered four feet so that people
on the bottom could see the field over others heads," said
Robert Lamison, director of physical facility planning.

Bragg now boasts an underground draina^ sprinkler
system and new turf. Also added are new concession stands
and brand new toilets.

The press box has also been extended, and FAMU is

now in the process of building a new field house, but that
won' t be completed until January, 1 983

.

The grand opening of the new stadium will be during the
first football game of the season on Saturday Sept. 1 1 at 7
p.m. The FAMU Rattlers meet the Morris Brown College

last year, will be split wide at one end while Michael Smith
acts as flanker.

The Wolverines have about as much chance of
penetrating FAMU's defense as a male prostitute would of
making it with a vestal virgin. The Rattlers are that strong.

Seniors Alonzo Johnson and Dorsey Hutchinson co-

captain the defense.

Johnson, a 6-foot-3, 225-pound defensive end from
Tallahassee, had 60 stops and was second in sacks with 1

1

last season.

Hutchinson will start at left comerback. Hutchinson led

the team in interceptions (six) last.

R.C. Eason, the junior noseguard who plays like he's in

the NFL, will be trying to disrupt Wolverine quarterback
Fernanza Burgess' plans in the Morris Brown backfield.

Eason will probably see some triple teaming from the

Wolverines.

The FAMU kicking game? Last year's kicking-punting
specialist, Vmcent Coleman,has graduated, leaving a pretty

big hole.

"Our kicking ain't nothing to brag about," said FAMU
sports information director, Herb Reinhard. "We'll be able

to kick from 40 yards without a whole lot of problem.
Nobody's been able to put the ball into the end zone on
kickoffs."

Rattler head Coach Rudy Hubbard will probably call

for squib kicks on kickoffs, Reinhard said.

Rod Dawson, a freshman, will handle the punting and
kickoff chores while sophomore LaiK Taylor is slated to do
the extra points and field goals.

Morris Brown cornerback Ernest Wise should give

FAMU's receivers plenty of hassle downfield.

Wolverine head Coach Greg Thompson will be out for

his second victory at Morris Brown. Thompson coached the

team's final two games last season and lost. But last

weekend he lambasted Fayetteville State 28-12.

Wolverines. Before the game, FAMU President Walter
Smith will officially cut the ribbon to the stadium. There
will also be prizes given to the first person walking through
the east and west side gates. These lucky ones will cut a

ribbon at the two gates and will also be recognized over the

stadium's public address system.

Althou^ the stadium renovations vrill be completed
before Saturday's game, the new parking faculties will not.

FAMU Police Chief Samuel Gilliam has designated the

following parking areas for use by the fans: the general

parking lot at the corner of Wahnish Way and Gamble
Street; the Benjamin-Banneker Complex parking lot; the

Tucker Hall parking lot or street parking areas.

Public access to the stadium area will be from the east

entrance on Wahnish Way at Howard Hall. No cars will be
allowed on the west side of the stadium.

Lunch Bufffft

$299
All the Pizza
& Salad Bar
You Cati Eat flMVgood thm

tM^TUi r _Mon.>>Fri. 11-2 1 ^16>82
Bring This Coupon For A ^^SI^"

with PttfciMse oi Uincb BuMt K^^M

>*flc$TWOO& SHOWNG CENTIg>ieiLfci«ai

CLARK
CHIROPRACTIC

CENTER
Straight Chiropractors

i}L by Appt. 1211 MIccosukee Rd.

^ Phone:878-5545 Tallahassee. FL

EVERY FAMILY NEEDS CHIROPRACTIC
CARE

The CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM is the master
controller of ail body functions. The CHIROPRACTOR
corrects misaligned spinal bones that cause interference
to the Central hervous System, thus allowing your body's
natural healing ability to function at its best, keeping
resistance high and maintaining Health Maturaily

HAVE YOUR SPINE
CHECKED REGULARLY

r

TERRY'SmVERII^
679 W. Teaneasee next toStMk&Em)

OYSTERS 10c Each
from 1 1 :00 am until 6:00 pm

(Except Sunday)

Buy 1 Draft - Get One FREE
with coupon thru Sept.

$1.00 OFF Pitcher of Beer
(with coupon thru Sept.)

Monday Nighl Tuesday Night
Men's Night Ladies Night
Bud Long Necks .60 Dratt .40
Draft.50 open sunday A Glass

An exhilarating hour ot

Dynamic
Dance

Exercise
for Men and Women

Also offering

Body Sculpture
And introducing ,

Stretch For Strength
Wolch us nightly on

-KVAV TV Channel 3 at 6 30 P M
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LEON TRANSMISSION SERVICE
SERVICE OVERHAUL EXCHANGE
AUTO TRANSMISSION OVERHAUL

$225.00 ..St AMIICMCaiS
12 MQiidi / 12.000 Hie Mvnntv

242S SpriHfeiU H. (Contf 91 Sprta|MII
^^^^^ Van Ba^^ ^—

^

^A^^" MBM l«L WmKM Mfl
S7S-7217

Learn Bartending

InTaUahassee

ENROLLNOW FOR
ISEPTEMBER CLASSES

• Day and night classes
^ limited enrollment

BAR TENDING ACADEM Y, INC.

893-1668 AskforKitte 878-4639

520 UNioN
MoNdAy - FnicUy ClASSiriECl AdS
9 AM.— 4 p.

For SaU
Remington Eiectnc Office Typewriter
in excellent condition. Two boxes Ol

'

ribbons free. U6. Call 576 6555.

FORSALE
One sofa and matchirtg ctiair, 1 year
dd, wfit sacrHlce for SIOO.

CALL ITTm*
CRAIG INTEGRATED RCCIEVKR
CRAIG TURNTABLE, CASH OMLY,
$?00 FOR BOTH. 222 n?0.

Tweed sofd and matching ctiair in

great condition $175, Queen size
mattress, box springs and frame $50.
Book shelf with set in desk t4S.
Call Ann 877 3697.

SIAMESE KITTENS
SEAL, CHOC, BLUE, RED, AND

TORTIES60AUP 3t5-U«3

THREE FiMMILY CAKA»E SALE

He Early!
1§:«-t:W

HousehcM apftfiances. disltes, toys,
furnifure, tori's name brand doming
sixes 4-1 and seme baby cloities.

MUCH. INUCH, IMDRE! 1

1

Round trip Kcltct to Miami 1/10-V19Dm Air Florida ticket $4S. Telepbene

SKT c«) FiNG Woods like hew
CALL •7S-4351

SOLIDWOODTABLE WITH
«CHAIRS A G L A s S COVER

$350.00

CAIXm«70 ttoSOR
AFTERS m-2«n. CAREY

TRUMPET

Swe IMS number: 57»-7«76. i fix
anything electrical-electronics.
Cheap. Also typewriters cleaned
lubricated.

Sola, like mmm. S7S. Single be*
Miiress. $$. Speed O-Prit Owpli-

- .CbR:S7»-7«li

StSS; R«st
rust pattern:

chair: $3S. Call:

Jet
car stereo.. .Clarion Dolby deck,

7 band eimaliter. Two ADS
SfcrMice $aM ALSO: R^

CASSETTE DECK DOLBY, INPUT
AND OUTPUT CONTROL, MIC.
JACK. $». CALLWAYHE 2n-«SN.

HP .10 "speakers
CONDITION $)65.

a PIONEER
EXCELLENT
CALL 575^40.

NEW 1.7 cu. ft. bmm. Kenmore
refrigerator w/freezer. SIOO; Men's M
in. JO speed $40 Call 2?4 0098.

EXTRA LOW PRICES ON GUITARS
A BANJOS MANY 12 PRICE
PRICES START AT $25. RENTALS
$10 MO LESSONS S1S-3 WK
COURSE
SCOTT TENNYSON GUITAR
SERVICES 1304 N Monroe 224 3361

Airline ticket from Tally to Tampa 1

Way Se|ll.3$405M-7M*.

CAP 12 SHELL LAMPiT rMPbRTEO
FROM PHILIPPIHES. Various si/es
and styles. Also, exotic bamboo-
covered 50^llon aqMariwm call m

T evenings.

Autos
72 CHEVY IMPALA

PS, PB, A PW. GOOD TRANS.
ISM CALL 3*6- 79tS.

1*77 CELICA: YELLOW, A/C,FMMM CASSETTE, AUTOMATIC,
9i.4n FIRM OR WITHOUT REAL
FINE WIRE RIMS $2950 SEE IT AT
•0»V» W. AAAOISON ST. OR tALL 222
M4ft LARRY. MUST SELL.

1977 HONDA CVCC
VERY CLEAH
$2SM FIRM

224 3510 AFTER $PM.

1974 DATSUN 410 Air, radio, four
speed. Recent tires & baMcry. One
owner. S1M0. Call 877 6524.

75 MAVERICK EXCELLEHT CCHID.
MUST SELL. BEST OFFER. CALL
ta-VmAFTER 5PM.

CycUs
YAMA IT175 $950 OR BEST OFFER
EXCELLENT CONDITION. 222 6862.

CYCLES 't1 SuiukrGS4»only IQ6ml
Good condition, one owner, must sell!
$M00. call after Spm 575^ 1034

For Rent
3 bedroom 1 bath house one mile west
Of campus No pets S265 per montti.
SaSOsecurity 576 6263

COLD WINTER, 2 FIREPLACES
SntMO. 3 LG BDRM, CALL
MAROH 224-2Maor HI MM.

EMERGENCY
AM MOVING a MUST SUBLEASE
PRIVATE DORM ROOM OSCEOLA
HALL - AM WILLING TO NEGO-
TIATE REDUCED PRICE UNDER
REGULAR LEASE. CALL KIM AT
224^3539or57SS321.

FURNISHED ROOMS rOR REHT
IN RIO HOUSE $175 MONTHLY
INCLUDEDS UTILITIES.
NON-SMOKERS CALL CAMILLE
THOMPSON 31

3 bdrm. apt. across from Law Sctiool.

Hardwood floors, fireplace, ceiling
fans, central heat, fenced in yard.
Available now. $375 per monlh
893 0085 or 224 5851 after 6.

AAobile home 8x42 perfect for students
or young couple 2bdr 1 bth clean and
ready for you $1800. 1 904 997 3238.
THE DOWNS INC.

for rent 7 bdrm apt bam kitcttenw/d
hookup central a/c heat ceiling fan
$315 nno 177 5831

WANTEd
Fm rmmt to share 1 bdrm lum. apt.
(Hilltop Aptmts. Chapel Dr.) 1 bkk
from FSU. Rent S75 & ultt. CaMe.
water, a/c, pool incl. Must Nke cats.
Call 224 51 10 after 4 pm
NEED ALOT OF PITT COUPONS
FOR SEPT. It. CALL ItMSPS.

Fm rm for new house, 10 mm drive
fr/FSU, $100 & sh. of ut. Nonsmoker,
no pets. Call 575-1374 aHer 3ar 4.

Wanted: female roommate to share 2
bdrm towntiouse 10 mins from campus
on busline. $145 mo Si utii and phone.
Apt. turn. Non smoker, serious
student only, upper class or grad. Call
NarKy Markham at 386^7428, even.

Quiet
alferdaMc hnniry apt an goN cm.
Super nice, goad migbbers, troal
yourself Energy efficient. 877-1994.

FM RMMT. OWN RM 3 BRM, 1

BATH HOUSE/ VERY NICE/NEAR
TMH.$133/AW).i'3 UTIL 224 2645

Fm rmt. for 2 br lb apt. WalK to FSU.
SISD mth, '/J uti. H20 L sw free $75 Si

dep. this mth. OWN ROOM. 575^0220.

Fm rmt needed Id share 2 bedroom
dup*«t on White Dr. Call Caroline
between atthe Hobbit 223-9333.

Neat, nonsmoking roomate needed to
sharp nice partially furnished 3 br
townhouse at Seville. 224-5721

RMMT WANTED 3 BR HOUSE 2 BTH
NICE; MABRY MANOR 575-9334
BETWEEN 4& 7 PM. SMSMO.

WANTED, RESPONSIBLE
ROOMMATE. SHARE 3 BEDROOM
APT. $112 A MONTH UTIL. HBO,
FIREPLACE. 7 MIN. FROM
CAMPUS. MERIDIAN PLACE Sift-
8747

Fm rmmt needed for lovely new 2br
duplex near FSU Has w/d i big turn,
rooms! No dep. $157/mo ' 2 utI Kathy
644 3266 day : 575^9481 eveng

FM RMMT TO SHARE 1 BDRM
FURN APT. AC. POOL. $112.50 PER
AND UTIL. CALL 575-54l».

WALK TO P.S.U.I POOLSIDE, 1

BEDROOM, FURNISHED. HO
DEPOSIT, %k UTILITIES, REHT.
MALE ROOMATE WAHTED. CALL
AFTER 4. PHONE m-fn4.
1t17 W. CALL. REOEHCY PARK.
WILL BE OONE FOR THE UMOR
DAY WEEKEND.
FM rmmt for 2 bdr house 1'/7 miles
from FSU central heat ft AC 130 me
plus v» utH. must love pets n>-7SS7
anytime.

Non smoking tern qrad or sr to share
house I mi from U Central heat own
room $125 mo includes all 576 3^1

BASSIST needed for established
rockin' New music band. Call Ray tTt^
5890.

Roommate needed for 2 bedroom
furnished apt Short walk to campus
$175 00 plus utitities call Rett 575-7407
or Donna 576 9909

Roomate needed to share 3 bdr 1 bath
house SIOO mo and ' 3 ut lit y Less than
a mile from campus call S/b 0904.

Male reewiale to share ibr apt. $188
aie. and uHlltias. SISB Baps ill.

Stwtant only. CaU 224-7711.

HEY YOU. DON'T READ THAT.
READ THIS! i NEED A ROOMAAATE
TO SHARE MY TWO B/r DUPLEX
S140/MO. ARTISTS MUSICIANS
SMOKERS ETC WELCOME. CALL
574^14n.

Help
WANTEd

Cosmetics consultant: Immediate
positkin with Atoe Charm. No exp. or
investment, no pickup or deliv. Free
training, excellent commission. Call

t.44^3135 KarenKWiai.

$ $ $
In the same class as Rolls Royce,
Cartier, Pierre Cardin and Bo Derek.

NOW) hiring dancers
Apply tn person only 4 pm - 8 pm

Faraiie's
Need we say more?

Late night supervision for residen-
tial treatment facility upper div. or
grad. student preferred 11 pm 8 am
Sat + AAon, 18hrs. wk at $3 35 hr. Send
resume to P.O. Box 6054 Tallahassee,
R. 32301 E.O.E.

Aggresshfe salesperson type needed
for 11am till 2pm delivery service plus
commissianed catering sales. Apply
in person weekdays at first Hoor deli
2600 Btairstone Rd in TWin Towers Ofc
BIdg. Ask for Mike

Serious sales people wanted for local

distributor with unlimited supply of

new patt-nted product. Work your own
hours hicjh prof'ts Call Al ,it ??4 2626,
I . , . ....

,
.

.

Services
TYPIHO, FAST. EFFICIENT.
PAPERS, THESIS, LETTERS,
RESUMES ETC. 384-4843.

TYPING LET ME ^AKE YOUR
WORK LOOK GOOD!
DISSERTATIONS, RESUMES,
EDITING. 878 2231

EXPERT CARPENTRY

Free EsliMalcs.
SatisiacHMi assured.

CaH Glen at 222-8019 erVB'1544.

SELF DEFENSE COURSE for
women. Certified Police Instructor.
1302 H. Mearae. 224^ !?05

Body repair on all makes / nwdels.
Painting, fiberglass work. elec.
windows, leaks... Reasonable rales.
Call Ralph after 5:00 p.m. 574'39».

FREE LANCE LIBRARIAN
Will gather Library ntaterials from
your bibliography Xermt articles,
collect books, fill out forms, etc Atk
about other library 'legwork.' I knew
library procedures and can
time. Reasonable rates. L.
MLS. 0am 10pm 386 4348.

TYPING
DISSERTATIONS & THESES
PAT DIXON 386-1255.

Compleia rang* of praofreading,
editing, lypinB aervicas at low rates.
305-mo after 3 p.m.

QUALITY GUITArTeSSONS geared
to fit your needs. Call graduate
assistant at FSU, DAVID irtm-9m.
Dissert., Theses, student papers.
You'll get geaB vfbralieas wiian you
bring your typing to us. Former
admins, sac'y 4 good speller.
Reasonable Rales. L. Durbin. BIB-UM
No calls after 10 p.m.

IMPROVE YOUR GRADES!
Research Catalog 306 pages 10,720
topics Rush $1.00. Box 2S097C, Los
Angeles, CA 90025 (213) 477 8226.

HOME SECURITY
DEADBOLTS $31.50 INSTALLED.
ALARMS FROM $150. B. BARS.
421^5. LEAVE MESSAGE.

BOOKKEEPER EXPERIENCED
IN ACCOUNTS PAYABLE.
RECEIVEABLE. TAXES, AND
PAYROLL AVAILABLE FOR PART-
TIME OR CONTRACT WORK. CALL

PERFECT TYPING
No White outs No errors

HOW??? WORD PROCESSING
WORKS LIKE THIS. ..

1. We enter document into computer
2. We print a draft on which you
pencil in minor changes if you wish
3. We input changes and print final
ALL THIS FOR THE SAME COST AS

PLAIN TYPING. 305-9057

DOUBLE dTtABLES
Ml acres Of Cross Country Riding

Night Riding, English &
I lessons. 877 1309.

OEAOBOLT LOCK
AND INSTALLATION
$28.00 CALL 893-0800

GUITAR LESSONS by
Professional Performer w/ BM
degree. Ciassicai, Pop/Beginner to
Advanced. I

5659.

WE SELL SERVICE AND PAY TOP
CASH FOR YOUR AIR-
CONDITIONERS 575-0942.

PersonaIs
Country/Western dance lessons begin
Wed., Sept. 15 from 7: 00^9: 00 pm at
Rocky's II Lounge. Partners not
needed. Call Sue at 575 6837.

CONGRATULATIONSTOOUR
CHI PHI PLEDGES. LOOKING
FORWARD TO A GREAT YEAR.
LOVE, THE LITTLE SISTERS.

KKG LITTLE SISTERS OF THE
GOLDEN HEART LOVE OUR
SIG EP BROTHERS!

ALPHA CHI'S LOVE THEIR
WONDERFUL PLEDGES ! !

YOU'RE II

Parapsychotogist seeks info on any
obiervable paranormal evanis occur-
ring in this area. Ph. 224-2904.

Whoever took the sign from Florida
Governor's Council on Indian Affairs,
please return it. We can't afford a new
one. No questions asked Call 488 0730

GET LIVE MUSIC FOR YOUR
PARTY! THE CAMPBELL AND

JOHNSON DUET. 222 567

S

YOU WANT LOVE? ADORATION?
RESPECT? COME BY AND ADOPT
ONE OF MY ORANGE KITTENS.
CALL CHRIS AT 222 8185.

THAIHC VOW SAINT JIMM.

Register now for UPO leisure classes
in room 318 Union Classes ottered
ore: Tennis, slimnastics, JaiSereise.
raquetbaLL AND Piano.

^ .*»«^ket wiiT~b<n;ird
9/10/02 Register in rm 310 umon. cost
is S4.00- Students and S4.00 Non-

Looking for someone to play with?
Drummer and guitarist in search of
musicians to form a band. Call Duce
877 2986 or Dan 575 8465.

GRATEFUL DEAD
4 persons seek ride to Dead show in

Lakeland. Leave message at 575 7184.

COME JOIN THE FUN WITH THE
FSU BALLROOM DANCE CLUB

AAeets every Sunday 7pm beginning
Sept. 12. For info call 22^4042.

Volunteer training for counselors in

rape crisis and spouse abuse begins
Mon Sept 13. Contact TCRS at
224 6333 for info.

FREE FREOiyUiCY TESf
AborKon. gynecotooy, birth control,
infKtlon chackt lb mental health
counaetinB. Low cost - Professional
serylcw. Strlctty confidential. For
applonlii ieHt call No. Fia. Woman's
Heotth 81 Counseling. 877-3183.

TRILOGY, THREE PEICE ROCK.
Now ptoyHio public/private parties,
dancesetc. Call (904) 443-0321.

FREE PREGNANCY TEST
Abortion, gynecology. Psych., Couns.
Call N Fia Women's Health and
Counseling. 877 3183.

Business

PersonaIs
SEMINOLE TAVERN

Daily Specials Live Entertainment
Mon thr-t Fri 12 to 7 $2 Pitchers.
MON 49c 16 02. draft.

TUES 55< Bud Longnecks.
WED - Ladies Nite. KHdraft. 7»« lOra.
wine, 81 504 cover.
THURS SSCBudS. Bud Lite cans.
SUN Ladle's Nite, IOC draft & Free
Keg tapped at 0 p.m.

ATTENTION!! FSU BATGIRL
TRYOUTS WILL BE HELD ON WED.
SEPT 15 AT 7:30 PM AT TULLY
GYM ALL GIRLS ARE INVITED.
PLEASE BRINGAPICTURE!*****
HEY NIGHTOWLS, THERE'S A
NEW PLACE TO DRINK AND
DANCE AFTER THE BARS
CLOSE UP -CHECK OUT

SWEETBAY BOTTLE CLUB
1313 JACKSON BLUFF RD.

BRING YER OWN BOOZE AND
DRINK CHEAP!! LARGE DANCE
FLOOR AND ROCK A ROLL TO
aEANDSTONITE AMDSAT

HAMMER
AND

THE MODERNA«E

OPEN 11PM TILSAM
SWEETBAY BOTTLE CLUB
i3t3 JACKSON BLUFF RD.

LOSE WEIOHT AND EARN EXTRA
MONEY AT THE SAME TIME.

CALL 574-0774.

* *
PUT ON YOUR SAIL'H SHOESI

Come hear SAIL'N, The Holiest Mew
Band in Town!

!

*
SEMINOLE TAVERN

THE TENN. ST. ALTERNATIVE
1320 Jackson Bluff Road*****

FREE DRAFT with this bd (limit
one).

KEN'S TAVERN
ON THE TENN. ST. STRIP

SERVING FSU OVER 14 YEARS
BEER DRINKERS HAPPY HOURS
* * * MON-FRI 4:304:30 * * *
THE ORIGINAL WTEO. NIGHT

MICHELOB MADNESS FROM 9-12
**VIDEOS. PINS. 25- POOL* *

$2.59 4 PK 12 OZ BUD CANS
99C SCHLIT2 BULL QT. BOTTLES
PALACE DISCOUNT DRIVE THRU
1239 JACKSON BLUFF ROAD.

NEWI OLD? NEW NEW NEWin
SWEETBAY BOTTLE CLUB
OPEN FRI. ASAT. Ilpm-Sam

HOT NEW MUSIC ROCK + ROLL
BRING YER OWN BOOZE -F BREW

DANCE ALL NIGHT
1317 JACKSON BLUFF RD.

* COSTUMES A ACCESSORIES *
Magic Trix, lessons, gags, jokes,

Make-up, masks, clown & luggiing eq
* MAGIC AND FUN SHOP *

Univ Plaza 1914 W. Tenn. 2M-MA6I

If you like good food & cirink, a

lOifl-back atmosphere, and are read/
to be entertained, bring a friend and
come hear Mark Hubbard play
original contem.porary tunes at tne

Omni Pub by the Fine Arts Building,

Friday and Saturday night.

HAPPY HOUR! 4 7 PM MON FRI
All draft 40c glass. $2.25 pitchers

THE PALACE SALOON
1303 JACKSON BLUFF ROAD

Piano Lessons available from FSU
grad musii. student BCQinnjng
classes and pr iv.ite 386 6163

TNT HIDEAWAY CANOE RENTAL
DIRECTLY ON WAKULLA RIVER
AND HWY 90
$5 up to 4 hrs 50c per cushion call
1-925 6412.

LEARN THE ART OF STAINED
GLASS: BEG/ADV/LAMP/BOX
Tools glass books supplies rental
FLSTAINEDGLASS 878 3717

GUITAR LESSONS
Private and class instruition at

MUSIC WORLD 386 6163

FSU SiMiai Karat! aib
Classes begin Tuesday,

Sept 14

Tuesdays & Thursdays

6-8 pm
208 Montgomery Cym.

— Everyone Is welcome

NOW BOOKING PARTIES
* * *

GREEKSANDOTHER SERIOUS
PARTY THROWERS - WE HAVE

WHATYOU WANT.
THE HOLLYWOODTURNUPS RAND

»40Rlear 093-4790

Come to the Omni Pub and see what
Ashley's cooking for breakfast
Serving omelettes, bagels, fruit juice,
coffee etc AAonday thru Friday 7:30 to
10 30 am. "NoMt to the F^ Arts
Building."

AiMt catatog. 16 full pages; explicit
"l»»tfations, loo's of films, books,
'yotoer Qoods. etc. Buy tocally, but
yoP at home. Send $2.00 (refundablewm order). Stato you're 19 or older
B^.P. Enterprises. Dept. $ Bqk Sti
Tallahassee. Fia. 32301

We ForUtOfI

Pay wfWn Rceorili

VIIWL FEVER
193S W Tofloottoo

224-8453
Ut«4 • Ntw • Im^orti

Cetseh • Majaiiitet

Grttt S»l»eH«0 bw Friett

fttek Jtu S90f Btm
RiB R$fftt CJtW M
TtM C«i«dWofl of Any Rmot^

Wi Sell Prietd Over M If

Fyllv Gearaitft*^!!!

TOWCHT

DuiE Despermos

Plus

The Sugarfoot

Stompers

BuLLWuan
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FLAMBEAUPICKS

A Dolphins win?
' Are you kidding?
^ BY WAYNE DEAS

H AMBKAl STAFF WRITER

Good morning Mr. Deas.

Your mission, should you decide to accept it, involves

one of the most notorious imposters in the I*4FL—the

Miami Doip. . .excuse me, the Miami Mullets.

For the past decade they've been more Super Bowl

pretenders than contenders. They haven't won an AFC
Championship since Tricky Dicky's plumbers were in the

news. Their coach Don Shula, has spoken enough four-

letter words on national television to make a drunken sailor

blush. Though he has promised not to say horse s-t or bull

s-t on TV anymore, he hasn't said anything about dog,

ehicken, or buffalo s-t.

But amidst their ten-year triumph of mediocrity, the

Mullets still hold the interest, hopes and dreams of

thousands of misguided Mulleteers (Mullet fans). Despite

their playoff appearance last year their chances of a Super

Bowl berth are as good as Skip Bafalis' chance of putting

a new butt print in Florida's gubernatorial chair.

Your mission Wayne, should you decide to accept it, is to

reveal to the world the Alullet's true identity by ridiculing

their jrfay and demeaning all their accomplishments at every

turn, before their Mulleteers suffer millions in lost point-

spread gambles. During your mission, you must be cautious

of sentimental Mulleteers who may scorn you, curse your

name, or cry aqua-and-green-colored tears. They can

usually be seen wearing eight to ten gold chains around

their necks, tight pants, and loosely fitted bright colored

shirts with the top four buttons free to expose the bearUke

hairs on their chest.

Remember Wayne, if you are caught eating crow, run

out of Tallahicky, or if the DuUphins somehow win the Su-

per Bowl, the Flambeau and the President of VIP (Very

Incorrect Prognosticators) will disavow any knowledge of

your presence. This tape will self destruct before you can

say:

This Week's Picks:

Florida (1-0) vs. Sontlierii California (0-0): Are
the Gators for real? If anyone can tell you, the Trojans sure

can. use by 7.

Miami (0-1) vs. Houston (0-0): The 'Canes arc a much
better team than was seen on Florida Field last week. After

this one's over Houston should second that motion. Miami

by 3.

Florida AAM (041) vs. Morris Brown (1-0): Have you

ever seen a snake beat everything including the howl out of

a wolf? If not, show up at Bragg Stadium around 7 p.m.

tonuurow. The Rattlers by the time they sing the national

anthem.

Tampa Bay (0-0) vs. Minnesota (0-0): It should be a

barnburner, but Doug's right arm should have the last say.

Tampa Bay by 3.

Mtemi (0-0) vs. New York Jets (0-0): I don't hate the

Mtarai Mullets. I don't hate the Miami Mullets. Maybe if I

keep repeating it I might get Mulleteers to believe me.

Nonetheless, New York by 7.

fSnST?inibe»i I
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CD
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'^taurat^b aiufGunqh
TONICHTA SATURDAY
Live Music from 9pm to 4am

OCHLOCKOIVEE BAIVD
Exotic Burlesque Dancers and The Best Footi In Town

Appropriate Drew Required

57MI145 MM W. TeuessM St.

Across from Tallahassee Chr\sler- PIvniouth

Rent From
North Florida's Largest Selection ^

of Movies on VHS & BETA Cassettes ^
Announces the...

Eastern Federal
Theatres
PMONIJ24 36U

Miracle S
181 i tMOM*SVIUI »OA0

atilM AdMlSSiOl $2.00 ttl 6 p.H.

Ewinr Day (liclidiii NoMais)

GREASE IMPQ
5:05, 7:25, 9:45

STAR WARS (PC)

5:15,7:30,9:45

WORLD ACCORDING TO GARP
(R) 5:00. 7:50, 10:00

ESCAPE FROM DEATH ROW (R)

6:10, 7:45, 9:25

HOUSE WHERE
DEATH LIVES (R)

5:00, 7 45, 9 50

GRAND
OPENING

CELEBRATION

MUT NEKNW WWK CNKI
«TTiKVMsnTnniw

MlJUTMT XU TIMS $1.N

nOSVMEII NIGHT'S

saoNuofwa
6:00, 7;50, 9:40

SOME UNO Of KEM) ID
S:W, 7:10, 9:10

DERDMEND0II7WEJIR
PUUDIPO

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

1449 E. Lafayette St

AT OUP NEW LOCATiON

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 10 tliru

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 18

REGISTER TO WIN A NEW VHS VIDEO RECORDER
OR

TWO FREE MOVIE RENTALSA WEEK FOR A FULL YEAR

FANTASTIC GRAND OPENING SALE
UNBELIEVEABLE PRICES ON VIDEO
RECORDERSAND TELEVISIONS AT

BOTH LOCATIONS
WE RENT VCR AND BIG SCREEN TVs

RESERVE YOURS FOR FOOTBALL GAMES

EFTIF

GATOR-HATERS
The Pub invites vou to enjoy

$2.00 PITCHERS
DURING pi£GAME Saturday afternoon

Across from Gov. Sq. MoHVIDC€
¥^1^-Z92'\ 893-052 it

i

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥TImberlane Shops .

on the Square

V V V ^ '/ '/ '/ '/ '/ '/ '/ '/ */ rairlaiK l.lKljlKW I lHMln-s v» ^ ^ »^ \^ ^> \* ^ v» \* ^

TALLAHASSEE'S MOVIE
ENTERTAINMENT CENTER

SIDE 1 SNom ON nw souam
895 6110—

MTMOnAVTHOn
AlPadno (PG)

FI1.& sat. 7:15, 9:45

Sunday 4:45. 7:15,9.45

BUDERVIINER(R)
Harrison Ford

W.1 sat. 7:10. 9:35

Sunday 4:50. 7:10. 9:55

1 1 YOUI

243? NORTH MONROE

YOUNG
DOCTORS

IN
LOVE

Rocky Horror Picture Show &
Caildysliack& wizards

imShowFrl.&Sat.HiSO

inalife]

NIGHT
MARE

<A V V ^/ 1 V V V V

mow ^ ,

^ ^ ^ ^ JEajro/ vi^ v! V) x< V* ^ vf »^ V)- ^ ^ ^ ^ ^' ^ ^ ^

'< %) »l (I «t •( », /
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New and improved
The Florida A&M Rattlers unveil a renovated

Bragg Stadium tomorrow during their season opener

against the Morris Brown College Wolverines,
FAMU President Walter Smith will cut the ribbon
duringpregamefestivities, Florida FlambcauA^icki Arias

Bragg facelift may give Rattlers a boost
BY SYDNAE WILLIAMS

FLAMBEAU WIUTER
**FAMU Football 1982, something to BRAGC about!**

may be a fitting motto for FAMU's new and improved
Bragg stadium. The once "structurally unsound" facility

has been expanded, painted, sandblasted, and has had the

football field itself lowered to accommodate more seating

room and a better field of vision.

"The renovation gives FAMU a new perspective," said

University Relations Director, Robert Allen. "We fed that
as a class 1-AA football team we should have a larger

facility. The legislature also felt as we did—a first class field

for a first class team."

The decision to expand the stadium was the result of a
series of problems with the old structure. In 1980, the old
stadium was declared structurally unsound by a local

engineer. Three years earlier 17,500 Rattler fans jammed
into the stadium, which was only designed to hold 13,200
people.

The overcrowding led to fears for the fans' safety, said
Allen, so home games were scheduled for Florida State
University's Doak Campbell Stadium durmg the '80-81

season.

That change of venue created morale problems for the
students at FAMU, Allen said, to go watch a home game in

a staciHum bearing another university's name and colors was
not much of a spirit booster.

The university experienced a great financial loss during
that season also. Exact figures for that loss were not
available, but were very substantial, according to Allen.
Another problem that led to the renovation was that

scheduling for the two universities' games sometimes
conflicted. Some of FAMU's games had to be played on
Friday nights when FSU was scheduled to play a Saturday
home game.

"People just don't come out on Fridays" said Allen.
"Friday night games hurt our out-of-town attendance,**
since many out-of-town fans found it inconvenient to
attend Friday games.

The renovation of Bragg Stadium came in two
installments, the first completed in 1981. That included
sandblasting the stadium, painting it and replacing about
80 percent of the bolts in the structure. The wooden seats
were also replaced by steel ones.

Turn to BRAGG,page 17

THE JAZZBERRY PATCH
2720 Blairstone Rd. - 877-9443

SUNDAY BRUNCH
Choice of Omelets $4.95
L rah-Asparagus-Cheese
St.afood-CluH>se Serving
oroccoh-Cht't'i>t> 11'30- 2*00
\ e^etable-Cheese

Beer Wini?

Only
Crah Loiii->

Shrimp Salad

Tuna SaKui

E^,j\s Fliirontim'

FREE CHAMPAGNE FOR MONTH OF SEPTEMBER
Meals include fresh fruit. bisi-iiits. pastrv t* juico fe____JAM SESSION 2-6 1--

' J

^ownUnder
Club

PRESENTS.

CROSSCUT SAW
This Weekend
Sept. 9, 10, 11

91 w /FSU I.D. $2 non-stiidentK

/dVlAGNOLIA
Bwi^ Auto Service Center

1031 South Masnolia //^piip

878-4582
Complete Auto Service
THIS WEEK Foreign & Domestic

^ 10%
Discount

SPECIAJmS (most cars)

-

Tune-Up $29.29
Oil Change & Filter $ 12.99
Front Disc Brakes $38.88
Full A/C Repairs
Featuring A/C Recharge
$5.99 plus freon

FREE Rotation
Computer Balance

on
Parts & Labor
Exceeding $40

with this ad &
any Student I.D.

Visa. MasterCard.(4 Tires) & Alignment $28.95 J ^ ^,J ^and Fina Cards Acc
See Quenton. Eddie or rlames\

SUMMER SAVINGS SALE
Clothing

NOW THROUGH SEPTEMBER 18

Boston Trader Knit Shirts
Reg. 21-24.50.... 1S.5#-14.70

Patagonia Shorts

20-40% OFF
Sportif Shorts

20-40%OFF

Vasque Chuck-a-lug Boots
Men's Reg. 73 M.7S
Women's Reg. 69 S1.7S

Vasque Highlander Boots
Reg. 78....54.00

Rainwear...20-40% OFF

North Face Sierra Reg. 270

Nmw 1SS.M
Wilderness Experience Sanctuary Reg. 245

N*wl47M
Wilderness Experience Solace Reg. 230

N#w 138.00

Packs
Kelty Tioga II Pack Reg. 137

Now 103.00

lUise.

All Buck Knifes in stock 40% OFF

206 w. college 222-S608

Parkk^gProblem
THE

GREAT
BICICLE

» SHOP
P«eli "Odyssey" $30.00 Instant Reiiate

European Quality at American Price

Reg. 209.00

30.00 Rebate (cash or merchandise! *

179.00 While they last

Tallahassee's oldest and most complete
bicycle shop.

210 W. College Ave.
224-9090



Sports: Rattlers win easily despitefami fes (page 9)

Florida Flambeau
CLOl'DY

Partly cloudy with a chance
of afternoon
thundcrshowers. Highs in

the low 90s and lows in the

70s.

MONDA K, SEPTEMBER IS, 1982 SERVING TALLAHASSEEFOR 70 YEARS VOL 70 NO. n

Study: Chipola River cleanup must begin soon
First in a series

BYDANNl VOGT
FLAMWAU STAFTWnm

What happens when dangeroi^ toxins like lead and
cadmium begin flowing into an unspoiled North Florida
river?

In the case of the C hipola River basin, virtually nothing.

When it rained this weekend, dangerous heavy metals

washed into a small tributary of the Chipola, as well as into

the area's groundwater. Evoituaily, those poisons will flow
into the Apalachicola River, and then into seafood-rich
Apalachicola Bay.

As far as the state Department of Environmental
Regulation can tell, this has been going on since at least 1976.

Today, traces of the metals have been found at least 50 miles

downstream from their source—two Jackson County
battery salvage plants.

The contamination of the Chipola River System is at the

"concern," not the "panic" stage, according to Florida

State biology professor Robert "Skip" Livingston. But when
9a$ry Jackson County dtiams spoke up last week after

Livingston presented the findings of a recent study of the

pollution, no one could give them a definite answer as to
when the cleanup would begin.

"It's happening all over the country, and (irreversible

pollution of the river system) will happen here if nothing is

done about it," Livingston told area politicians and
concerned citizens at a public meeting in Blountstown
Wednesday night.

"1 went through the same thing in New Jo^y and Miami.

CrocketDays Florida Flambeau/Vicki Arias

Tallahassee Jaycees President Doug Messer applies a few deft knife stokes to a
pile ofmullet as Vice President Al Penson relieves the unfortunate creatures of their

heads in preparation for the club 's annual festival at the Leon County fairgrounds

this past Mfeekend. Squads of eight Jaycees cleaned 1,000 pounds of fish for the

occasion.

The same incrimental contamination took place there, and in

New Jersey it's gone for good— there's no shellfish industry

there anymore. It's totally polluted. That's not true here (in

the Chipola system). It hasn't gone that far
.

"

But Livinpton cautioned that if a cleanup is not begun as

soon as possible, it won't be long before it's too late.

A study and review of the pollution was completed by
Livingston, the Florida Defenders of the Environment and
the Florida Public Interest Research Group last week. It

documented the release of heavy metals from the battery

salvage operations into the Chipola drainage system and
recommended a sytem-wide research effort to answer
remaining questions of how serious the pollution has
become. The report also called for more effective

Turn to CHIPOLA, page 5

FSU begins week-long

examination of rape problem
BY MICHAEL TIERNAN

PLAIMBAU STAIVWMlSa
Rape is a crime ofviolence that exempts no

one. In Florida victims have ranged in age
from two months to 91 years. Victims are

both men and women. However, the group
most often affected is women between the

ages of 13 and 25. And the most vulnerable

victim is a woman alone.

Rape accounts for 5.8 percent of all

reported violent crimes in Florida: a rape

occurs sonwwhere in the state every hour and
a half, according to an estimate of the

Florida Department of Law Enforcement. In

1981, 5,707 rapes were reported statewide.

Leon County accounted for 122 of those

rapes.

In Tallahassee 34 women have reported

rapes in the first six months of this year.

Another 10 reported rapes to the Leon
County Sheriffs Department and two more
called the Florida State University Police

Department.

While that figure represents a drop from
the 61 rapes reported over the same six

month period last year, it is not a satisfying

figure.

Why is rape such a major problem in

Talialiassee? There are several reasons, most
visible is the city's large student population.

"Within a ten-mile radius you have 35, (XX)

mobile young adults," said Ll. Jack Handley

of FSU PD. "We're well aware of their

mobility, and we can't ask them to lock

themselves in their rooms at night."

Tallahassee also has a large transient

population —students who stay only for a

semester, lobbyists and legislators in for a

vsession, and tourists and travelers of all

descritions. All of these people provide

plenty of opportunity for rapists.

The numbers represent only reported

rapes. Local law enforcement officials and
rape counselors believe the actual number is

much higher.

"The national average is one or two

reported rapes out of every ten that occur."

said Sgt. Lowell McDonald of the Sheriff s

office. **In Tallahassee we think it is five or

six out of ten that are reported."

Despite the high reporting rate when
compared to the national average, local law

enforcement officials would like it to be
higher.

"A rapist is a repeat offender." said

McDonald. "On the average he is caught

after four of five unreported rapes.

"We don't play a statistics game,"
McDonald said. "If we have one rape, we
have one too many.**

There are many reasons why rapes go
unreported: the emotional stress of reporting

the attack; a desire by the victim to forget the

incident entirely; and by many victims a fear

of retaliation.

'If you are aware you're being

victimized, you're well on your

way to being safer.'

—Police spoicesperson

The fear of retaliation is often strongests

among victims who know their attacker. Yet

acquaintance rape is the single largest category

of rapes.

"Most rapes are acquaintance rapes,**

said Julie Rippy, director of the FSU
Women's Center." 6() percent would be a

conservative estimate. A person looks at

college life as a way to meet people, and they

get trapped because they really don't know the

person or how to deal with the situation."

Law enforcement officials believe

acquaintance rapes make up over half of all

rapes. Most often it starts as a night out on a

date, or a casual meeting in a bar, but a rapist

can also be a less well known person; a

delivery boy or a repairman, for example.

While acquaintance rapes account for a

high proportion of attacks, many more are

the result of a rapist trying to take advantage

of an unprei^red woman. Rape can and does

occur almost anywhere, but the majority of

reported incidents have taken place in the

victim's home or have involved a vehicle.

Often, a rapist forces his victim into his car

from outside a bar, parking lot or school

Turn to RAPE, page 5
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Planet Waves

World
MANHEIM, West Germany — Several

parachutists may have tried to jump from a

U.S. Army helicopter that crashed in a

•Tireball" and killed 46 people, including

two U.S. Army reporters who hitched a

last-minute ride, officials said yesterday.

Police said eight American, nine British,

six West German and 23 French nationals

died when the CH-47 Chinook helicopter

plunged 1,200 feet onto the Mannheim-
Heidelberg Autobahn Saturday during an

air show.

The German, French, and British victims

were parachutisu who were to try break the

work record for free-fall in formation as

part of Mannheim's 375th anniversay
celebration.

TEL AVIV — Israeli war planes

destroyed a Syrian SAM-9 missile launcher

yesterday and leftist militia sparked

Beirut's worst fightins in a month,
threatening Lebanon's tttempt to restore

stability.

A French convoy carrying 20 tons of

ammunition was caught in the Beirut

fighting and set ablaze with rocket-

propelled grenades. One Lebanese soldier

was killed and 13 wounded in the clash.

The fighting in Beirut was the worst since

an Aug. 12 ceasefire ended months of
Israeli bombardments of the Moslem
western half of the city.

Nation
LAKE CHARIES, La. — A tropical

storm that blew with gale force and heavy

rain across Texas and Louisiana coastal

areas left thousands homeless yesterday and
spawned tornadoes and thunderstorms
stretching into Mississippi.

Tropical Storm Chris, with winds up to

55 mph when it struck the Texas coast early

Saturday, was downgraded to a tropical

depression several hours later as it moved
northeast across Louisiana.

State
Gainesville — An Alachua County grand

jury will decide this week whether to indict

three boyish-looking male prostitutes

charged with the brutal slaying of the

University of Florida's popular *'junk food

professor."

The three slender, pale suspects with

shoulder-length blonde hair are being held

without bond at the Alachua County Jail,

charged with first-degree murder in the

smothering of nutrition professor Howard
Appledort

The grand jury will receive evidence in

the case Wedn^ay and could make a

decision the same day. State Attorney

Eugene Whitworth said a decision would be

made, at the latest, by the end of the week.

The body of the 41 -year-old Appledorf

was discovered Sept. 5 in his ransacked

condominium, blindfolded and bound.

Three suspects, captured last week in an

area of New York frequented by male

prostitutes, were identiHed as Gary
McNichol, 21 , of New York and California;

Paul Everson, 19, of Roslindale, Mass., and

Shane Kennedy, 15, of Woodbury, Conn.

Officials say they believe Kennedy will be

tried as an adult.

Woman raped near bus stop
FROM STAFF

A Tallahassee woman was attacked and

raped after she got off a bus in the 2100

block of North Meridian Road Sattmiay

night. The itttack, which occured around

8: IS, came as the woman was on her way
home, according to Tallahassee Police

Department watch conunander Lt. Mike
Langston.

After The victim got off the bus she was

dragged into the bushes and sexually

REPORTS

assaulted by a black male described as being

of a stocky build and in his 20*8.

'*At the present time the investigator

working the case has no suspects right

now," Langston said, adding that the K-9

unit was called in but was unable to help in

locating the suspect.

The victim was treated at Tallahassee

Memorial Regional Medical Center after

calling police from her apartment.

INBRIEF
FRESHMEN, SOPHOMORES AND

transfer students. Students Helping

Students invites you to come by their office

at 306 Bryan Hall to And out about having

an upper division student with the same

major assist you with class selection,

campus activities, etc. For more
information call 644-473 1

.

AN INTERVIEW PREPARATION
Clinic will be held today at 4 p.m. in 110

Bryan.

AS PART UPO'S BROWN BACH-
it Series, Classical Guitarist Alison Bert will

perform today at noon in Moore

Auditorium. This is the first in a series of

classical concerts presented by UPO.

A DOG OBEDIENCE TRAINING

class will start tonight at 7:15 at Fort

Braden Community School on Highway 20

West. Call 575-1895 for registration

information.

ALL CPE AEROBIC DANCING
CLASSES WILL BEGIN THE WEEK OF
September 30.

ANGEL FLIGHT WILL HOLD A
meeting tonight at 5 in 212 ROTC Building.

THE STUDENTS PARTY WILL
meet tonight at 9 in the Kappa Alpha Theta

House, 510 W. Park Ave. For more

information call 222-7428.

A FREE SPEECH FORUM ON
ABORTION THAT WAS SUPPOSED
to be held last Thursday at noon in the

Union Courtyard was cancelled because of

rain. The forum has been rescheduled for

Thursday, September 23 at noon in the

Union Courtyard.

i
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Century 21 Hair
Haircutting

St\\e cuts men & women

$5
MEDIATYPE

•t R RECl L.4M PRICED

|42S»W.Pensacola

M-F8:;iO.\M-()PM
i

SAT 8:30 AM-4 PM C

The
Florida

State

University

Artist Series
1982/83
Season

•mmwi*. mm*. o«t.i

Atlanta Symphony.
•rd FSU 'F AMU/TallahM
Thurtltov. January 20

CowM Basic

Atvin AMty AMcrkan Oanct Thcairt

IV. aa a 23

Need a dependable, fast typist ;\0W?
NO PROBLEM! Why not c all...

'Prcji<s icndl Secretarial Services

Personalized service with experience

Research papers, dissertations, term papers,

business letters and applications, etc.

222-1841
8 a.m. - 5 p.m. M-F

51114!%. Ilu%al

easy parking

TICKITS: tTAOO/Omt. ^HM

Dr. Allan O. Dean P.A.
OPTOMETRIST

SOFT CONTACT LENSES
Mini-Package ^ "1 C/\00
includes: 9 I 7V
• V'istakon Unltrathin or any regular

Bausch & L omb Lens

• Hxam, Contact Lens Fitting and 3 months visits

• Cold Sterilization

(Does not include other lens designs)

810 Thomatville Rd. Appointments

(Intersection of Monroe A Thomasville Rd.) 222-9991

With the price of fine jewelry
today, It's good to know that a jew-
elry-quality Siladium ring is now
mate affordable than ever. Save—
and choose from a variety of
beautiful styles. Then personalize
your ring with custom options that

express your tastes, your inter-

ests, your achievements.

Every fine Siladium ring is

crafted with careful attention to

detail, and backed by the
ArtCarved Full Lifetime Warranty.

Now, at these special savings, the
value is exceptional! Don't miss
this opportunity to get a beautiful
buy on a fine Siladium ring Visit

the ArtCarved Ring Table soon.

Date.8«pt4«-ITTIme-J:*F!5_Rarp t'nio«C—rtywll

Deposit Required. MasterCard or Visa Accepted.



FPIRG urges Florida to stop Watt
BY DANNI VOGT

FI.AMBKAt STAFF WRITKR

Slamming James Watt*s *
'reckless" environmental

policies, t^e Florida Public Interest Research Group Friday

^ > urged FloHda to join a lawsuit filed against the Secretary of
1^ the Interior's scheduling of off-shore oil drilling leases

.

"To go in and open millions of acres without adequate

study is reckless— a blind progress approach," Doug
Aldcrson, a conservation consultant for the student lobby

group, told reporters at a press conference Friday.

The state attorney general's office is considering joining

the suit filed by California, Alaska and several conservation

groups, according to press spokesperson Don North. An
assistant attorney general and several aides met late Friday

afternoon to discuss the pros and cons of joining the suit.

North said that no decision would be made before today.

Watt's plan releases more than one billion offshore

acres— including areas off Florida's coastline— to oil

companies for drilling by 1987. Watt has reduced the time

alloted states to oppose such sales from two years to two
months, and has ateo ordered laiige environmental impact

statements that cover millions of acres rather than smaller
regional impact statements, thus lumping together pristine

Everglades areas with polluted bays near Pensacola.

Florida, with 1,200 imles of coastline, could be especially

hard hit by Watt's plan because its marine ecosystem is

unique and fragile, according to Alderson. An oil spill will

«idanger mangroves, seagrass beds, birds and fish habitats,

as well as harming the state's tourism and fishing industries.

The lawsuit, filed in federal court, seeks to have the Watt
scheduling plan declared reckless and require the Department
of the Interior to redraw its policies to include economic and
environmental concerns, according to Alderson.

FPIRG is spearheading the effort to get the state to join
the suit, according to FPIRG Executive Director Neal
Friedman. The student-funded group spent a few hundred
dollars on a petition drive and has been encouraging citizens

to contact Florida government about the suit, Friedman
added.

Alderson noted that FPIRG favors offshore oil drilling,

*'since we all drive cars and use energy," but opposed Watt's
current approach.

Doug

Alderson

Chipola frompage I

communication between local planners and
state agencies, stricter ptenning on the local

lev^, and the need to look at the system as a

whole.

The report also noted that the existing

toxic waste regulating system had failed to

prevent a serious release of poisons into an

important aquatic sytem. Unless the mistakes

made in Jackson County are noticed and

dealt with, the report contends, progressive

deterioration of the Apalachicola/Chipola

drainage system will occur.

Sapp*s Battery Service and United Metals

are the two major sources of the pollution,

the report notes.

Both businesses began the profitable

operation of reclaiming the lead from
automobile batteries through the simple

process of smashing the outer casing,

dumping out the liquid, then putting the

valuable lead in one pile and the worthless

casings in another.

Once the DER found out about the

operations, it tried to get both businesses to

clean up their acts. Negotiations with United

Metals went rather well, and pollution

control devices were installed. United Metals

was still causing some off-site pollution

oontan^nation, but has shut down to brmg its

equipment up to standards, according to

consultant Doug Jones.

But as far as the Sapp plant is concerned,
every warning and stop work order DER sent

its way did absolutely no good. When the

DER took Sapp to court, the judge ordered

Sapp to pay the state $11.2 million for the

cleanup of the site. Fourteen months later,

Sapp hasn't paid a cent.

The state has gotten $250,000 from a

federal superfund to begin cleanup, but the

required matching state funds are not yet

available.

Citizens concerned about contamination

of their well water and possible injury from
eating tainted fish were assured by a
representative of the Department of Health

and Rehabilitation Services that both were

safe. But one doctor in the Calhoun County
hamlet of Altha has uncovered what he calls

"an unusual pattern of malignancies" related

to cancer and an unusually high incidence of

blood in the urine in his patients, all from
within 1 1 miles of his office.

There is no evidence linking the pollution

from the battery plants to the large number
of bladder and kidney cases he has diagnosed

in the past two years. Dr. Frederick Boedy
admits. Other factors he believes arc involved

are the indiscriminate use of insecticides and

the fact that all of his patients were cigarette

smokers.

• • •

Tomorrow: the poUnten.

Dear Governor Graham:

STOP THISMAN
FROM RUINING

FLORIDA'SCOASTS

James Hktt wants to recklessly& blindly open massive
areas off Florida's coastfor off-shore gas and leasing.

Florida needs to join Alaska and JMassachusetts in filing
suit against thisunsound plan by September 20

Your support is needed now

!

SIGXTHE PETITIONTO STOP HiVIT
Petitions available inFPIRG omce>215 Union 644-3826
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Student athletes

When Florida State University Vice President Bob Leach said last

week he felt student athletes should be paid, he expressed a sentiment

that's not exactly new. But it's one we agree with.

Critics of big-lime college athletics have long proposed paying

athletes and doing away with any requirement the players be enrolled

in school. While such a move wouldn't particularly help the athletes

themselves, it would help eliminate the hypocrisy involved in college

athletics.

Intercollegiate sports—specifically football and basketball—is a

business. To be sure, it is not a business wholly without merit.

Programs such as those at Penn State and Notre Dame for instance,

do a fine job of maintaining a winning tradition in both the arena and

the classroom. Also, the national attention attracted by a winning

athletic program can be an intangible asset for everyone connected

with a university.

However, there are problems of corruption which occur when the

pressure to win becomes too great. Coaches break training

regulations. Fans give gifts to top stars. Professors give inflated

grades to athletes. Instances of which have all occurred at FSU in the

last ten years. Athletes become little more than cogs in a machine

designed to produce a win—^gs which are ground down and then

replaced.

The basketball program at the University of San Francisco is a good

example of that syndrome. A good Jesuit University, San Francisco

became a basketball power in the 1950s with the signing of Bill Russell

(who went on to professional stardom). A winning tradition

established, the Dons continued to be highly regarded for the next two

decades.

Then, in the last few years, the NCAA investigated the University

twice for rules violations. The school was punished both times. After

the second investigation, school officials met and disbanded the

basketball program. The reason? They said they couldn't control

overzealous boosters and alumni wlK> wanted to win whatever the

cost.

Disbanding a program or gearing it down to the level wlttre it's

purely spcM't for the sake of sport is a drastic step—though there are

people who support such a move. However, it isn't likely to haiHTen

anytime soon.

Nevertheless, the corruption should be addressed, and open

payments to college athletes would be. a good place to start. Paying

athletes would not nece^rily be any more expensive than the

scholarship system most schools now use. The payoff for an athlete's

services could remain a college education for those so inclined; other,

less academically-inclined athletes could receive some sort of

vocational training, at least.

The difference would be a matter of honesty, the amateur

pretentions of college athletics are a sham. The question is whether we

intend to admit it. Paying college athletes is an old idea whose time

has come.

When the police break the law
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We hear so often about the victims of brutal

crime. The natural response of many people is to

advocate the death penalty, manditory sentencing,

and giving greater powers to the police and law

enforcement officers. But what about those victims

of crimes committed by the U.S. government, the

FBI and the legal system? Thousands of Americans

involved in black and Hispanic liberation

movements, women's rights activists, anti-nuclear

leaders and labor activists have been the victuns of

governn^ent arson, mail tampering, illegal

wiretapping, false testimony in court, bombings,

and even assassinations.

Throughout the past decade, there have been a

number of black political prisoners across the U.S.

— Angela Davis California; Ben Chavis and the

Wihnington Ten in North Carolina; Imari Obad^
and the Republic of New Afrika Eleven in

Mississippi; Assata Shakur in New Jersey; Imani

Harris in Alabam; Gary Tyler in Louisiana; George

Merritt and J.B. Johnson in Missouri; Delbert Tibbs

in Florida; the Charlotte Three — Dr. James

Grant, Charles Parker, and T.J. Reddy — in North

Carolina, and many more.

Some of the most blatant examples of violations

of justice against blackpeoide arc not widely known,

or remain obscured in the back pages of

newspapers. Take, for instance, the 12-year cases of

David Rice and Ed Poindextcr. These two young

black men were evil rights activists in Omaha, Neb,

As local organizers of the Black Panther Party,

they sponsored free breakfasts for black children,

obtained medical care for the poor, and assisted

black people in dealings with the police. late

1968, the FBI placed the Omaha Black Panthers on

their prime "hit list,** harassing members, and

undermining the chapter by illegal means.

On August 17, 1970,an Omaha police officer was

murdered in a bombing. The police arrested a 15-

year old former Panther, Duane Peak, who had

been on drugs and was previously suspended from

the Panthers for rash misconduct and theft. Peak

first confessed to the crime and at first unplicated no

one. Later, poUoe were able to get Peak to state that

Rice and Poindcxter were behind the bombing.

At a preliminary hearing, Peak even confessed

under oath that the police "threatened" him with

the electric chair, and that naming Rice and

Poindcxter was what the police had wanted him to

say.

To further prove their case, police searched

Rice's home and claimed to *Tmd" traces of

dynamite. Two federal courts later held the search

to have been illegal. Soon after, Rice's house was

burned, eliminating the possibility of further

demonstration of the inaccuracy of police

testimony.

The Omaha police and FBI seemed determined to

convict Rice and Poindcxter, even if It meant

freeing the real murderers of the police officer.

They suppressed facts which would have helped to

vindicate the two activists. Nineteen days before the

bombing-murder, police arrested three men, one of

whom was another expelled Panther, for possession

FROM THE GRASSROOTS

of dynamic. In April, 1971, Rice and Poindcxter

were convicted for first degree murder and

sentenced to life imprisonment. Four days after

their conviction, the three suspects holding

dynamite were quietly released and all charges were

dropped.

Since 1971, the authorities have tried to bury all

traces of the truth in this case. Peak was sent out of

state under the Federal Witness-Relocation

Program. He has since "disappeared." Thousands

of pages of FBI material now available indicate a clear

frameup. Amnesty International now lists both

Rice and Poindcxter as probable "prisoners of

conscience"; three organizations have petitioned

the United Nations on their behalf; former U.S.

Attorney General Ramsey Qark has represented

Rice in appeals. But as of now. Rice and Poindcxter

still are behind bars.

Today, the miscarriages of justice still continue

unabatted. Last October 28, four black men inside

Graterford Prison, desperate for humane

tr^tment and dignity, were driven to devise an

escape plan. The attempt ended in a five-day

hostage stalemate, where six civilian employees

were held by the prisoners. The four men now are

charged with "attempted escape, kidnapping,

possession of instruments of crime, and

conspiracy."

One of the black men, 32-year old Calvin

Williams, wrote to me last week: "Since 1971 1 have

been active in the struggle. The media has depicted

us as Madmen and the only support we have gotten

has t)een from white liberals. As of yet we have no

support which is badly needed; we are cut off from

everyone on the outside. No ne will touch us in the

Philadelphia area, and the only aid we get legally or

otherwise is from few brothers in those holes that

are struggle-conscious. You are our last and only

hope."

We caa not depend upon the criminal justice

system to provide equal treatment to Black men

and women when it is obvious that the system itself

perpetuates racism and inequality. We must take

political action now in order to fight for Black

freedom:

Send tax deductible contributions to the

Rtce/Poindexter Legal Defense Fund, c/o Calvin

Memorial Presbyterian Church, 3105 N. 24th

Street, Omaha, Neb. 681 10;

• Support and defend the right to a fair trial for

all black prisoners, including the '^Graterford

Four";
• Oppose the election of any politician who

demands the death penalty and manditory

sentencing without parole;

• Be aware of the growing use of power exerdi^

by the criminal justice systfsm, and the escallating

prison population. The next political prisoner may
be>'ow.

Dr. Manning Marable is the Diretor of the Race

Relations Institute, Fisk University, Nashville,

Tennessee.



Job recruitment sign-up changes
BY MICHAEL McCLELLAND

FLAMBEAU STAFF WRITER

It may not seem like the most pleasant way
to spend a night, but for a somewhat
disgruntled group of students hoping to

reserve themselves a job interview Friday

,^^;^monring, Bryan Hall was the place to be.

About 30 students spent most of Thursday
night camped on the steps of Bryan Hall,

determined to secure a job on the job
interview list when Florida State University's

Career Service's agency opened it's doors.

The early arrival was necessary, the

sleepless students said, because of a recent

change in Career Services policy. In the past,

Career Services allowed students to come in

and sign up for job interviews during the

# preceding week. Under the new policy, the
agency accepts sign-ups for the coming week
only on Fridays.

The new system was being tried on an

experimental basis, according to associate

vice-president for student affairs Robert
Kimmell, in an attempt to minunize the

inevitable class cutting among students trying

to reserve spots on the first-come-first-served

interview list. Under the old system, a
student who wished to make an appointment
with a company interviewing on Monday

• would have to come early the preceding

Monday and wait in line to reserve a spot, if

he or she also wished to see a company
interviewing on Tuesday, he or she would
have to come in again the next day to make a
reservation for Tuesday.

That led to studoit^ frequently cutting

morning classes several days in a row, so
Career Services opted for the new system.

Under their new policy, students come in on
Friday and can reserve spots for three

interviews any time during the coming week.

Theoretically, that means students will only

cut classes on Friday, when fewer classes

meet. But, the crUics awaiting the dawn
Friday outside Bryan Hall charged it also will

mean tremendous lines as everyone tries to

make reservations the same day.

*'If that happens we'll have to change,"

Kimmell said. "We changed to that system

on an experimental basis, if it doesn't work,

we'll either come up with another system or

go back to the okl system.*'

Kimmell said the university would
probably make a deddon about the new
system within the next two weeks.

"By the time we get a heavy schedule

going, we'll know real quick how well it's

working," Kimmell said.

If the reaction of the students at Bryan
Hall Friday mcNrning was any indication, the

Career Services experiment is one that is not
likely to succeed.

"We're graduating seniors, looking for for

a job," explained Kelly Manwaring, who
arrived at Bryan Hall around 3 a.m. "We're
out here because they have a screwed up
system."

Several indents said they had been warned
by Career Servkx pe^Mwnd about kmg lines

on the sign-up day. Ochen Slid the dtfficulty

of reserving a place on the sign-up sheet was
general knowledge anM>ng graduating

Wait Florida FUmbeaa/Mike McCWlend

That 's about allyou coulddo in the wee hours Friday morning ifyou were one of
the unfortunateseniors hoping to get aJob interview through FSU's Career Services.
The lines to sign upfor ajob interview may only get longer as more companies come
tofSUin search ofrecruits during thesenmter,

seniors. None of them were happy about Career Services had begun charging for

student resumes to prospective employers —
$5 for undefgraduates, up to $10 for higher
level students. That charge became
necessary, Kimmell said, when the University

decided to stop paying postage for Univeristy

agencies.

"For our operation, (the postage) amounts
$4,000 to $5,000." Kimmell said. "In order
not to shut down the operation, we had to

charge for those postage expenses."

being cut in the pre-dawn hours.

The line was not as long as k might
have been, one student said, because only a
few companies were scheduled to do
interviews early in the semester.

"Usually there's several companies; then it

will be much worse," said Nancy Swirski.

**It*8 bad, because this is our job, this is

reality, and they're just fooling around.

"

Several students also complained that

The Florida State Conference Center rises from the ashes
BYJOANN HUMBURG

n^AMBEAlT STAFF WRFTER

The Florida State Conference Center has risen from the

ashes.

To the many people involved in planning and rebuilding of

the center, the dedication on Friday and official opening

Saturday symbolized the end of a long and exhausting group
effort.

The buikling was supposed to be completed in December
1980, but an arsonist set it on fire a few weeks before it was
scheduled to open.

University officials and special guests attended the

dedication ceremony Friday, which was described as a

functional symbol of Tallahassee's and Florida State

University's conunitroent to continuing education and public

center.

Sliger introduced her as "a woman dedicated to education
for all ages, a human dynamo." The ceremony was turned
over to her and she received a standing ovation.

With tears in her eyes, she re-echoed the phrase that

became a slogan of the reconstructed conference center.

"Dreams don't bum," Pankowski said.

"Fires

support,'

Several speakers,
^

including FSU President

Bemie Sliger, Commissioner of Education Ralph Turlington,

Chair of the Florida Board of Regents Dubosc Ausley and
Lieutenant Governor Wayne Mixon, referred to the fire that

destroyed the building, and praised the resolve and foresight

of those who did not give up after the building burned.

Special pfaise went to Mary Pankowski, director of the

can also create a renewal of friendship and
Pankowski said. "Today is a cause for rejoicing.

The opening of this center means that this university has

32,000 square feet of beautifully designed and equipped
meeting areaunder one roof.

This means we will be able to attract conferences from all

over the United States. The close proximity of the center to

FSU will permit a continuity of service and high visibility not
before possible.

"I look backward with pride and forward with hopeful
anticipation," said Pankowski.

Mixson pointed out the advantages the center would have
on the commerce in Tallahassee.

"'This Center is going to bring business from all over the
world," said Mixson.

Rape frompagel

Fletida nanbean/Vlcid Arias

LookMOM!
Jennifer, in the arms of her mother Terry Birch,

seems to bepointing out the intricacies of the tapestry

mtjlmfi^ m the ttpening cf the new Center for

Professional Development building Saturday an the

comerofPensacola Street andRailroadAvenue.

campus. Law enforcement officials

believe many of these attacks ciMild be

prevented.

"If you are aware you are being

victimized, you're well on your way to

being safer," said Handley. "You're

more able tp recognize that you are in a
dangerous situation and 'you can react

toitquicko'."

Though each rape presents a

different situation, law enforcement

officials and rape counselors agree on
several possible tactics.

•Scrauikig, if you are in a public

place or if there is sooMone nearby to

hear the noise, birt if there is no one
around screaming may just antagoniie

your attacker.

•Running, if you are reasonably sure

you can reach safety before a rapist

overtakes you.

•Talking, to try to gain a
psychological advantage or convince a
rapist you see him as a person and not

as a monster, however, if something

you say that antagonizes him, switch to

another subject.

•Fighting, law enforcement and rape

counselors agree thb is the most
dangerous method of avoiding rape

and may well provoke more violence. If

you think the situation calls for a

violent defense, surprise and speed

should be used. Strike as hard as

possible with any weapon available and
try to hit the rapist in his most
vulnerable areas, then go for help as

ftstaspossftile.

"Most people don't know how to

handle rape, who to go to if they are

raped, or if they are threatened with

rape," said Rippy. "We want to

provide information and go beyond
understanding the problem to
prevention of the problem."
That is the reason the FSU Womens

Center is sponsoring its annual Rape
Awareness Week, which begins today
and lasts through Friday.

To help reach that goal FSU Student

Government has provided some
nipport in the form of letters to all

student organizations and agencies

associated with student government,
requesting their presence at the

different events scheduled for this

week:

Today's activities:

The Sociological Effects of Rape,
program by Vicki Combs in Leon-
Lafayette Room, 7 p.m. Politics oj

Rape, program by the FSU Feminist
Women's Health Center, Leon-
Lafayette Room, 8:30 p.m.
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Office oririformatJoh Services
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STUDENTGOVERNMENT PAGE

MEETINGS
Rec Council, will hold a meeting on Tuesday, Se()t. 15th in

Room 240 Union at 4.30 - 6 30. Be sure your club is

represented!

Order of Omega, will hold a meeting on Monday, Sept 1 3th

at b 30 in 352 Union. For nnore information call Barry at 224-

5888.

Accounting Society, will hold an organizatiorval and
membership meeting on Tuesday, Sept. 14th at 7:30 p.m. in

220 Bus All accounting majors are welcome
International Fraternity of Delta Sigma Pi, will hold its Fall

Rush informational meeting, Thursday, September 16th at

H (K) p m in Starry Conference Rm. 220)? in the Business Bidg.

All mterested Business students are welcome.

FOR YOUR INFORMATION
Beta Alpha Psi, the Accounting Honorary, and the

Accounting Society are sponsoring the Coopers and Lybrand
Interviewing seminar this Thursday, Sept. 16 in 128 Diff ., at

7:30 p.m. Get valuable tips and insight into the interviewing

process

Omicron Delta Kappa, members not in attendance at the

meeting on Sept. 8th, please call the honors office at 644-

3046 and give your name, S S No
,
phone No. and address by

Sept ISth ConUct Scott Hall at 644-3365 for further

information.

A«|uati€S Center, is sponsoring the last set of swimming
classes for fall semester, beginning Sept. 13th. These will be
the last class before the pool closes for renovations in

November. Don't be left out! Call Alicia Crew at 644-4531 for

more information.

Florida State Tarpon Club and Aquatics synchronize
swimming club is having fall tryouts Help sessions will be
held Sept. 13-17, from 5 00 to 7:00 p.m. and Sept. 2-21, from 5

to 7 at Montgomery Gym Try outs will be Sept 22 and Sept.

23 from 5 to 7 also in Montgomery Gym Pool. For further

information, please call Alicia Crew at 644-4531.

SPECIAL EVENTS
UPO. FM-99 & Delta Gamma, present the Gregg Allman
Band, featuring Allman Brothers Band members Dan & Frank
Toler, Rook Coldf lies along with Shark Attack will be
performing at the Tallahassee sports arena, Friday, Sept 1 7th
at 8:00 p.m. Tickets are $4.50 for students, and Beer will be
sold at 3 for $1.00.

ATTENTION ALL FLORIDA STATE
ORGANIZATIONS
join the fun of Seminole Flomecoming and earn money for
your group as well' How' Open up a food, drink, or game
booth at this year's Homecoming Pow Wow. Applications are
due Sept. 15.

For more information contact Maureen McLaughlin at 222-
2485.or go by room 323 for an application.

UPO
•Sept. 13>18, Print Sale - Impact on Florida

Sept. 13- Brown Bach It Concert -Moore Auditorium

Sept. 15 - Diversions - Belly Dancer 12-1 - Courtyard

Sept. 16-18 - Downunder Pub - Cypress Creek Ramblers
Free Thursdays $1 .00 students $2.00 non-students

Fridays and Saturday nights

Sept. 17 - Concert - Ruby Diamond Aud - Gregg Allman Band
Sept. 18 - Flea Market - Courtyard 9-3 pm.

IMPORTANT NOTICE
For those of you that have not yet bought Student Health

Insurance, or are just receiving your funds from Financial

Aid, It IS not too late. For more information call Student

Government at 644-1811

.

IMPORTANT NOTICE PART II
If you expect to be eligible to transfer from Basic Studies to

an upper division College or School at the end of the Fall

semester you must take the CLAST test before the transfer

can be affected

Sign up for this test at the ARC Center, 103 Seminole Dining

Hall, Sept. 9 through 1 7, between 9 am and 4 pm.
The test is scheduled for Satruday, October 23, 1982, from

7:30 a.m. tol 00 p m If you miss this testing period the next

test is not scheduled to be given until March 1983.

SPECIAL NOTES:
Students in Music, Dance and BFA Theatre must also take

this test unless, at the beginning of the Fall term, they had
already earned 60 or more semester hours toward graduation

Upper division students are exempt from this test unless

they plan to apply for the A.A. Certificate using 1982 Fall

courses and/or hours. For further information contact the

Office of Basic Studies.

If you are eligible to apply for the A.A. Certificate and are

using courses arKl hours taken this Fall term to meet the

requirements, you must also present proof of having taken

the CLAST test. All such students, whether lower or upper

division MUST take the test.

Sign up time for the test is September 9 through 17,

between the hours of 9 am and 4 pm, at the ARC Center, 103
Seminole Dining Hall.

The test is scheduled for Saturday, October 23, 1982, from
7:30 am to 1 :00 pm if you miss this testing period the next

test is not scheduled to be given until March 1983

For further information contact the Office of Basic Studies

105 Dodd hall, or call 644-2451

.

ATLANTA WEEKEND
September 25 & 26
The pennant race heats up once again and you can be

there for the Braves final home game of the regular season on
September 26th. Thirteen lucky folks will leave for a fun-
patrked weekend on Saturday morning, the 25th bound for
Six Flags Over Georgia We'll spend the afternoon and
evening "enjoying one of the most exciting entertainment

experiences In the southest." We'll be camping nearby and
after a 'restful" night under the stars, we'll break camp and
head for a hearty breakfast bar at Shoney's Big Boy
Restaurant. It's then on to Fulton County Stadium, home of
"America's Team" for batting practice and pre-game
activities The oppc^iticm is the San Diego Padres, currently
in the thick of the pennant chase and led by former FSU All

American Terry Kennedy. Game time is 2:05 and we II head
back to Tallahassee as soon as the game is over.

Cost includes Transportation by Campus Rec Van Campsite
fee, tent and sleeping pad, ticket to Six Flags, Field level

ticket to Braves game. Breakfast Bar at Shoney's. Students:
$45.00, Non-Students: $50.00

Assembly: 8:30 am. Departure: 9:00 a.m Come by Room 350
Union.

RAPE AWARENESS WEEK
September 13 - September 17

SCHEDULE OF EVENTS:
Men., Sept 13 - Ribbon distribution, PSA and TV commercial
begin airing. Table in the Union courtyard set up to provide

information on local services available to help victims, self

defense classes and home security. Program in Leon
Lafayette Room of the Student Union at 7:00 p.m. Program
will be a discussion on the sociological effects of rape. There

will also be a program at 8:30 pm presented by the Feminist

Womens Health Center, "The Politics of Rape.
"

Tuct., Sept. 14 - Continuous film series in the Leon Lafayette

Room from 2:00 -6:00 p m Program at 7:00 pm in L.L Room
centers around panel of legal and medical professionals

Each will make a brief introductory statement which will be

followed by an open question and answer period for the

audience

Wed., Sept. 15 - Focus on prevention and defense A luncheon

will be held at 12:00 noon at the Women s Center for Ms.
Chirstine Masterson who will present a workshop on the topic

of Self Defense and Rape Prevention immediately following

the luncheon at 1 00 p m Ms Masterson will also lead a

program in the Leon Lafayette Room at 7:00 p.m. This will

also focus on Rape Prevention and Self Defense. Ribbon
distribution will continue at aU prc^rams. There will also be

a discussion titled " Men and Rape" which will be held at 7:00
p.m. in the Union Rm 346.

TlHirt., Sept. 16 - Focus on Crisis and Refuge. There will be a
panel of experts in the area of counseling and victim

assistance which will give a brief introductory statement prior
to initiating a discussion and question and answer period with
the audience. There will be a reprsentative on the panel from
the area of offender treatment. This program will be held in

the University Room in the Student Union at 7:00 p m This
program is being coordinated by representative from the area
of counseling and metal health.

Fri., Sept. 17 -INTERNATIONAL TAKE BACK THE NIGHT
This night is highlighted by the symbolic unity of the Take
Back the Night March. This will be organized in the union
green from 6:00 to 7:00 p.m. There will be feminist singers on
the green to provide entertainment for those who arrive early,
with the march taking place a't 7 00 There will be parking lot

security and added security for the march provided by the
FSU police. This is a joint effort designed to show our support
of Rape Victims and to make a statement regarding the fact
that "the night

" has been made off limits to women because
of the threat of rape.



That's a loua buU
That seems to be reaction of these three tykes who

were taking the sights at Cracker Days this weekemi.

Florida Flambetu/Vield Arias

Sponsored by the Tallahassee Jaycees at the

Fairgrounds, Cracker Days had everything from
tobacco spitting to cow chip tossing.

Guitarist kicks off concert series today
BY MICHAEL DECKER
SPEQALTOTHE FLAMBEAU

Thick, dark hair frames her delicate features and fair

complexion. Her brown eyes are serious and a little bit shy.

But at the mention of music her face lights up. And as she

begins to play, any hint of self-consciousness vanishes as
the listener is caught up in her sensitive expression and
dramatic delivery.

Alison Bert is a classical guitarist who loves to share her

music. She will be performing in Moore Auditorium today

at noon in the first of a series of weekly brown-bae classical

concerts sponsored by the Union Program Office.

**rm deflnitely inspired by an audience," she said.

"Sometimes I perform my i»eces better than I play them
for myself. Something in the music seems to oorae i^vc
when I have an audience to communicate with."

Her program today is called "Music of Spain and South
America" and includes some of the most popular selections

in the guitar repertory. "I guess you could call them
greatest hits of classical guitar," Bert said. "They're
catchy, very beautiful, and easy to enjoy even if you're

hearing them for the furst time.

"Also, they're very diverse, both in musical style and in

the techniques used to play them."

Bert graduated from the University of Georgia with a

Bachelor of Music degree in performance. At age 22, she is

in her second year at FSU, completing a master's degree

and studying with Professor Bruce Holzman. "I came here

because this school has one of the best guitar programs in

the country,** she said. "The students here frequently win
competitions and go on to become successful performers in

instructors.

Bert began taking guitar lessons at nine, inspired by folk

musician Pete Seeger. "He had a weekly show on
television," she remembered. "Listening to him meant
even more than hearing a talented and inspired musician —
it meaat spending an hour with a fascinating

story^Ua'...He hml so much to say in his music."

She took up classical guitar after moving to New Mexico
the following year, when her father brought home an

album by the famous Venezuelan guitarist Alirio Diaz. "As
I Ustene^, 1 could hardly believe that all that music was

AlisonBert

I

coming from a single guitar," she said. "I never knew how
much the instrument was capable of doing."
She has since developed an enjoyment of a wide variety

of musical styles, including rock and jazz, and is hard
pressed to name a favorite musidan or composer,
admire so many different musicians for the special things

they do best."

Those she does admire, however, have one thing

common: "They're very romantic in that they have the

desire — and abihty — to express their emotions through
music." She names Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau, the late

Wanda Landowska. the late Pablo Casals, and Andres
Segovia. "They're not afraid to take chances with
interpretation. It's difficult to find such uncompromising
musicians."

m
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Corner of

Tennessee & Monroe

1227

Premium Oil & Filter Change. . . .513.88

10% Off on

ailparts^&labor
I

Domestic Cars

(with this att

Downtown Gulf

^ KAPUIN
tducjtionai Centei

There IS a difference!!!

Course Class Starting

SAT September 21

LSAT October 11

GRE November 10

For non iifonnatiOR call

DAYS, EVENINGS & WEEKENDS

222-0009
523 E. TENNESSEE ST

(Ofr.inX N.S.}
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«»lMCti Ihcre it imuiiicicnl rnroltmvnt

C«ll now anrf rvwrve yo«r w«l in rU»»

competitive Rental Rates • Personal Service • superior

Facilities • convenient Location • n^ttjie Lease Terms

AMBERWOOD
1 and 2 Bedroom 575-1258

COLONY CLUB
1 and 2 Bedroom 224-7519

FOUR SEASONS
1 Bedroom 222-0503

GLEN OAKS
1 and 2 Bedroom 576-9787

GOVERNOR'S SQUARE
1-2-3 Bedroom 878-4125

HILLTOP
1 Bedroom 222-2056

PLANTATION
1 and 2 Bedroom 576-5805

PRINCE MANOR
2 Bedroimi 576-9909

PALMS WEST
2 Bedroom Townhouse 576-6814

SPANISH TOVHN
2 Balroom. 576-9787

TALLAHASSEE
1 and 2 bedroom. 576-9961
Can Mottice and Associates at S86-2117 for Leasing Assistance

on any of these fine apartment communities.

VALUE
SERVICE
AMENITIES

CONVENIENCE
mOfllCC CONSIDERATION
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New fall shows provide precious little hope for television viewers
BY FRANK M. YOUNG
H AMBF Al STAH WRITKR

And you thought last week was bad. This week, as far as TV
is concerned, is ceriilied rock-bottom. The networks, in their

continual quest against anything even remotely resembling

entertainment, are assaulting the video-screen with perhaps

their worst fare— the new fall progr»ns.

Now, I have gone over the "Fall Preview*' TV Guide vtty

carefully. 1 have perused the brightly colored new-program

sections, considered them thoroughly, and my final

conclusion is that I've never seen such a large amount of pure

junk in one place before.

It's a taken-for-granted fact that prime-time TV is a lethal

parody of fun. Most mainstream television is too
simplistically unimaginative to even be absurd.

There are exceptions (Flambeau part-time critic Chris

Metz likes night-time soaps liek Dynasty for their pure

silliness), but generally, the blatant dumbness television

offers would make even Samuel Beckett cringe in horror.

This new season is interesting. In addition to being

uninspired and stupid, the new programs are rather

cannibalistic as well. Past programs are recycled with a
frequency that's frightening. I have figured out, at last, the

TELEVISION

three tenets of what a TV-land dupe might call

"entertainment creation concepts.**

Movie evisceration is always popular. It's happened since

the earliest days of TV (I Remember Mama, The Farmer's
Daughter), and, no doubt, it's an easy way to come up with

time-filling junk. The choices for movie-to-TV translation

seem to be getting progressively weirder as the years go by.

This time, they're presenting a weekly TV series based n
MGM*s 1954 musical Seven Brides for Seven Brothers. It

would take ^ful thinking to imagine the results would be
even mildly surrealistic.

Old -program evisceration is another programmer*s
delight. The joy in this must lie in taking something that's

bad to begin with and making it even worse. This season, it's

The New Odd Couple. You can almost hear a yes-man
describe it:

"Here*s the gimmick. See, they're the same as the Odd

Couple, but here's the fresh slant - this time they're black

.

It would be nice if that were a bad joke, but this is for

real. Look for the all-white New What's Happenuig in 1983

Spinoff evisceration is in the new line-up, too, and it's the

most dizzying of all. Thb fall, it's Gloria, starring Sally

Struthers. Gloria is a spinoff of Archie Bunker's Place,

which, in turn, was a spin-off of Archie Bunker's Place.

which, in turn, was a spin-off of /I // in the Family, which was

a spin-off of an EngUsh program called 'Til Death Do Us

Part.

The cycle never ends. Junk begets junk. Garbage, re-

packaged, re-cycled, badly xeroxed, constitutes the sorry

mess called prime-time TV.

This week's highlights:

12:39 a^ weeknights, WALB (cabk 10) » Late Night

With David Letterman — Always worth a look.

10 P.BI., Thursday, WFSU channel 11 (cable 9) — /

Remember Harlem — Part Two of an excellent four-part

series examining the Harlem community. This week's

segment looks at the depression years of 1930 through 1940.

12:05 a.m., Friday, WTBS (cable 2)— Harvey— corny fun

from 1950. Jimmy Stewart befriends an imaginary six-foot

rabbit and drives everyone nuts.

Chekhov-based film series begins tonight at Moore
BY FRANK M. YOUNG
FLAMBtAU STAFF WRITKR

Just a reminder that the Film and
Literature fihn series— a collection of screen

versions of the works of noted Russian

author and playwright Anton Chekov —
starts tonight.

In an earlier Flambeau, I referred to these

films as the equivalent of a culltural dry spot,

and I'm quickly eating those very words now.

CINEMA
An ersatz screening last Thursday night of

several short Chekov-based films changed my
mind. The films, based on such divergent

works as the shaggy dog story The Boarding

House and the tragic Rothschild's Violin,

captured the essence of the Chekov 's ironic

eye. Apparently, his works make the

transition to the silver screen more aptly than

to the stage (Mainstage's stuhifying Three

Sisters production last winter quickly comes
to mind).

The series will include full length film

versions of The Shooting Party, The Seagull,

Uncle Vanya, and Three Sisters.

Tonight's program, however, consists of

film versions of Jubilee and Marriage, two

shorter works, and ought to be quite

interesting.

The series runs on Monday evenings at

7:30 in Moore Auditorium. Cost is $1.75. A
full schedule of the films is available in the

box office.

ATTENTION ALL SOPHOMORES !

You will need to take the College- Level Academic Skills

Test before.

....you are admitted to Upper Division status

....and you become ajunior in a state university

IF YOU ARE SEEKING UPPER DIVISION STATUS FOR
THETERMTHAT BEGINS IN JANUARY, 1983.

You MUST apply by
September 17tb to take CLAST In Oetober

WH£R£: APPLY IN ROOM 103 SEMINOLE BUILDING

WHEN: SEPTEMBER 9-17; 9:00a.m.-4:00p.m.

SPECIAL NOTES
Students in Music, Dance and BFA Theatre must also take this test unless,

at the beginning of the Fall term, they had abready earned 60 or more semester

hours toward graduation.

Upper division students are exempt from this test unless they plan to apply

for the A.A. Certificate using Fall 1982 courses and/or hours.

If you need to take CLAST, you are responsible for

....informing yourself about CLAST,

....applying on time to take the test,

....preparing yourself to perform well, and

....taking the test at the time and place

assigned by the CLAST Office.

TEST DATE: SATURDAY, OCTOBER 23, 1982

WHERE: ON FSU CAMPUS
TEST ROOM ASSIGNMENTS MADE AT TEST REGISTRATION
TIME: T:30a.m. to 1:00p.m.

FURTHER INFORMATION AROUT CLAST IS
AVAILABLE IN THIS INSTITUTION FROM
CLASTCMMlMtMT

Phone 904 / 644-30 1

7

••••••••••••••
• ••••••••••••a-

The Foreign Service of the United States

America's diplomatic, consular, commercial, and overseas

cultural and information services are seeking qualified can-

didates, especially women and minority group members. The
Department of State and the other Foreign Affairs Agencies

are strongly concerned about diversifying the Foreign Ser-

vice and making it more representative of the American
population. American diplomats are serving their country in

230 missions throughout the world in administrative, con-

sular, political, economic, commercial and information /

cultural functions. Salaries range from $17,992 to $36,475.

If you are interested in a challenging career, apply to take

this year*s Foreign Service exam which mil be held on
December 4, 1982. Application forms, which must be sub-

mitted by October 22, may be obtained by writing: FSO
Recruitment Branch, Room 7104, U.S. Department of State,
Box 9317, Rosslyn Station, Arlington, VA 22209-0317.

The Foreign Service is an EqwH Opportunity Employer

1982 Foreign Service Exam - December 4

We may not be able to solve the worlds problems
either but we will help with your resume.

MEDIATYPE Rm 314 Union BIdg, FSU, 644-5744
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Locomotive

It's not all that easy to stop Frank-Choo Choo-Middteton (34), as Arthur Knight

(0)found out in the course oftheFAMURattlers*season opener Saturday.

FAMU: A debut, a preview, a win
BY DEBORAH HARRINGTON

FLAMBKAl' SPORTS KI>IT()R

It was supposed to be an easy win over a

less than formidable opponent and yet

16,300 fans ventured out to a newly

renovated, rain soaked Bragg Memorial

Stadium to see the Florida A&M Rattlers

up its winning streak to six with a defeat

over the Wolverines of Morris Brown
College.

As most season openers are characterized

by miscues, so was the RatUers*.

Their mistakes, however—fumbles,
missed assignments, dropped baUs—could

be imp^ed iqxm, and head coach Rudy
Hubbard frets not.

"We were a little rusty. I think execution

overall is a problem but not quickness,'*

said Hubbard.

Hubbard, beginning his ninth year as

FAMU head coach, could not cite

quickness as a problem for a team that

scored on its flrst possession with 13:40

remaining in the first quarter. The fmal

play of that drive, which began at the

FAMU 30-yeard line, was a 68-yard run by

tailback Frank Middleton.

Middleton's opening night performance

of 134 yards on ten carries and two
touchdowns could be only a preview of.

what the Rattler*s will do this

season

—

Sports Illustrated picked FAMU
to win the Mid-Eastern Athletic

Conference.

Middleton owes his 13.4 yards per carry

average to a FAMU offensive line that

blocked and thwarted the Wolverine's

defense all night.

While the offensive line was opening

holes and making key blocks for

Middleton, the defensive line was shutting

down virtually everything Morris Brown

generated.

The Wolverines, who were penalized

eleven times for 130 yards, eked out only

114 yards total offense—63 yards passing,

51 yards rushing.

Unebadcer Darryl Drew of Tallahassee

accounted for scmie of the Wolverines*

trouble. Drew seemed to be evaywhere on

the field at once—busting plays or forcing

them inside.

Hubbard described the 6-foot-l

sopohomore as a "businessman on the

fidd** who doesn't say very much, but does

get the job done quickly and efficiently.

Noseguard R.C. Eason also performed

his tasks well. The S-foot—11, 2S0 pound
Eason, though double teamed most of the

flight, managed to stop Morris Brown ball

carriers five times. He had one assist and a

fumble recovery. Defensive tackle Bruce

Johnson also had five tackles and

linebacker Erwin Wright led with six

tackles.

Morris Brown did numage to blitz and

effectively pressure FAMU senior

quarterback Nathaniel Koonce.

Under pressure, Koonce completed only

five of 16 attempts for 138 yards. Three

times he found wide receiver Ray Alexander

for a total of 73 yards. Some of his passes

were too long or too short, some were

dropped.

"Yeah, we dropped a couple. 1 think our

receivers are going to have to work hard on
concentration, said Hubbard.

This weekend FAMU faces the Delaware

State Hornets (1-0) who upset defending

MEAC champkm SMh Carolina State (1-

1) 17-7 in an upset on Saturday. The
Rattlers travel to Dover looking for a

conference and a seventh consecutive game
win. FAMU has not lost a game since Oct.

31. 1981.

.RESUMES.
p.m. Publishing and Typographies offers quality typesetting, design & printing of

custom resumes within 24 hours. We have many uniqu^ styles to Choose from!
too RESUMES
WHITE P«P€f)

Custom oesignel
ivpeset 4 printed

$24.95

25 RESUMES
25 COVER SHEETS
25 ENVELOPES

ON CLASSIC LAID PAPER

$30.95

50 RESUMES
i SO COVER SHEETS
; 50 ENVELOPES

S ON CLASSIC LAID PAPER

S35 95

OTHER OPTION
GIVE US THE DETAILS
& WE LL GIVE VOli

A GOOD PRICE

& A 6000 JOB!
1 350 N Gadsden » TaHahassee. FL 32303 * i904) 222 l?22 or 222 1220

GRAPHI

D A
€41^

ROOM 314
.i*'i>A.4»

FSU UNION eUiWNG 644-7544

(Formerly Garnet

& Gold Key)

Gold Key, the FSU leadership & scholarship

honorary, will be accepting membership
applications this week (September 13 - September 17).

All students with leadership accomplishments and

scholastic achievements are encouraged to apply

at the FSU Union Office. Room 331 (644-3840).

BIOLOGY PHYSICS
CHEMISTRY

JUATHEMATICS
ENGINEERING

COMPUTER SCIENCE
If you are working towards, or currently hold a degree in one of

these fields, the Navy is offering immediate scholarships or joh

openings for top academic performers. U.S. citizens to age 27 and

must have minimum 6PA erf 3.0. One year of calculus and one

year of physics is also required. For mo^ information on

qualifications and salaries, forward transcripts and resumes to:

NUPOC(Co^70)
3974 Woodcock Drive

Jacksonville, FL 32207

NAVY OFFICERS

GET RESPONSIBILITY FAST.
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SPORTSINBRIEF
Then wHI be t fraternity managets* meeting today at 4

p.m. in 240 Union, followed by a sorority managers'

meeting at 4:30 p.m. Flag football schedules will be
availabe at the meetings.

There will be a meeting today for all IM football referees

at 4 p.m. in Room 214 Tully. Work study personnel are

reminded that they have a meeting at 3:30 p.m. in the same

room.

Flag footlwH schednles are ready for pick ap. Games

begin tomorrow afternoon, so be sure that someone from

your team picks up a schedule. Times will not be given out

over the phone.

FSU Women's tennis team player Jaime Kaplan
advanced to the finals in the Women's Open Tournament
yesterday. Today at S p.m. Kaplan faces the winner of the

rained-out quarter final match between FSU's Patty

Henderson and Mary Dienneen. The finalist then advances

to the next quaUfying round at Greenleaf Tennis Club.

Hal McRae of the Kansas City Royals issued that team's

management a warning— if he isn't signed Nov., McRae
has promised to become a free agent. McRae formerly of

FAMU is the American League's RBI leader.

The FSU Women's Rugby Club wiUbe recniltlng

members for the next two weeks. Anyone mterested m
becoming a part of the Rugby Club should meet on the

Intramural field on Tuesday and Thursday from 6 p.m. to 8

p.m. for practice sessions. For more information call

Suzanne at 222-4185.

Monday Night Football kicks off another regular season

tonight with America's sometimes loved, sometimes hated

Dallas Cowboys taking on the rebuilding Pittsburgh

Steelers in Irving, Texas on WECA channel 27 at 9 p.m.

The Atlanta Braves beat Cincinnati Reds 4-3 yesterday

on Claudell Washinton's ninth bases-loaded hit. The Braves

remain on top in the National League Western Division.

MoNdAy — pRidAy
9 A.M. — 4 p.M. CUssiFiEd Ads 720UNioN

Ad DEAdliNE 2 dAys befoRE

For SaU Autos
Remington Electric Office Typewriter
in excellent condition Two boxes of
ribbons free. $85. Call 576 6555.

POK SALK
On* ttofa and matching chair, 1 year
old, will sacrifice for $100.

CALL 877 2246

CRAIG INTEGRATED RECIEVER
CRAIG TURNTABLE, CASH ONLY,
$200 FOR BOTH. 222 9320.

Tweed sofa and matching ctiair in

great condition $175; Queen size
mattress, box springs and frame $50.
Book shelf with set in desk $45.
Call Ann 877 3697.

SET C4) PINO WOODS LIKE MaW
CALLI7M3S1

SOLIDWOODTAILB WITH
4 CNAIRS a OLASSCOVM

CALL 224^7$ IteSOR
ALTERS m-im. CAREY

TRUMPET
~

•adi Stradivarhis
Excel. cond.$SM

224-4403

Save this number: 57«-7«74. i fix
anything eiectricai electronics,
Cheap. Also typewrftars cleaned-
lubricated.

NEW 1.7 cu ft brwn Kenmore
refrigerator w freezer. $100; Men's 26
in 10 speed $40 Call 224-0098.

EXTRA LOW PRICES ON OUITARS
m lANJOS. MANY 1/2 PRICE.
PRICES START AT $25. RENTALS
$10 MO. LESSONS $15-3 WK
COURSE.
SCOTT TENNYSON OUITAR
SERVICES 1304 N. Monroe 2M-33A1.

Woman's Gold Seiko watch for sale
I months eld and good deal if

intere>ied call call S75-4

LEAVING TOWN FRIDAYl
MUST SELL

JVCReceiver (20 Watt Amp &
AAA/Fm Radio) Off Warranty but still

crankin'! Would like $90 but will
negotiate, call before Friday

38S 6892 (After 6 pm)
599-2151 (9 to 5)

Ask far Steve Dollar

BRINOLE GREAT DANE
EXCELLENT HEALTH. 13 MONTHS
Oeod Companieii-WatcMeg. 222-2M9.

CLEVELAND FLUTE WITH CASE
3 YEARS OLD EXCELLENT
CONDITION CALL 222 41S0.

Columbia 12 speed bicycle for
sale. Excellent condition $80. Must sell
because of moving Call 222-9219.

COUPONS FOrTaLL GAMES
EXCEPT FLA. AND PITT FOR

SALE. CALL 316-5477

For sale stereo Aispeakers $40, 2
desktop telephones $20 each, all
purpose weight bench & weights real
cheap. Call Mike or Todd 224-8390

72 CHEVY IMPALA
PS, PB, & PW. GOOD TRANS.

$500 CALL 386 798S.

1977 HONDA CVCC
VERY CLEAN
$2500 FIRM

224-3510 AFTER S PM.

1974 DATSUN 670 - Air, radio, four
speed. Recent tires & battery. One
owner. $1800. Call •77-«SI4.

75 MAVERICK t XCELLENT COND.
MUST SELL, BEST OFFER. CALL
222 0799AFTER 5PM.

CycUs
CYCLES '81 Suzuki GS450 only 806mi

Good condition, one owner, muStseHI
$1600, call after 5pm 575 1034

For Rent
COLD WINTER, 2 PIREPLACKS

$188 MO. 3 LO BDRM, CALL
SHARON 224-2648 or 576-6002.

Fm rmt needed to share 2 bedroom
duplex on White Dr. Call Caroline
between 2-6 at the Hobbit 222-9333.

Neat, nonsmoking roomate needed to

share nice partially furnished 3 br
townhouseafSeville. 224-5725.

RMMT WANTED 3 BR HOUSE 2 BTH
NICE, MABRY MANOR 575-9334
BETWEEN » Si 7 PM. $100 MO.
Fm rmmt needed for lovely new 2br
(Niplm near FSU. Has w/d & big fum.
rwmsl No dep. $l57/mo Va uti. Kathy
544-33M - day: 575-9481 - eveng.

WALK TO F.S.U.! POOLSIDE, 1

BEDROOM, FURNISHED, NO
DEPOSIT, V2 UTILITIES, 'j RENT.
MALE ROOMATE WANTED. CALL
AFTER 6. PHONE 224-09}4.
1817 W. CALL. REOENCY PARK.
WILL BE GONE FOR THE LABOR
DAY WEEKEND.

TWO TICKETS TO FREEPORT:
LEAVE FRI OCT. STH-RETURN

MON OCT 11TH 893-110*

Need a stereo system for your
car?Toyota supra system-AM-FM
stereo radio and seoerate cassette
deck plus two speakers only $150 for
$600 of equipment-excellent conditio,
call 878-5494

Brand new alpine car stereo cassette
and 100 watt amp list 550 steal at $375
call 222 5968

Office ctesk - perfecf for your new
apartment or office. Call 576 4436 or
575 0328.

Peavy classic guitar amp includes
tremelo and footswitch, morley
volume pedal like new will sell or
trade, peavy deuce lead amp with
phaie shifter and footswitch great
condition. Call 57«-4436or 5ti-03M.

LANIER SECRETARY II COPIER
with cabinet stand; good condition;
takeover quarterly payment or make
offer. CalllB2-3Sn between 9am-5pm.

EMERGENCY
AM MOVING 8. MUST SUBLEASE
PRIVATE DORM ROOM OSCEOLA
HALL AM WILLING TO NEGO
TIATE REDUCED PRICE UNDER
REGULAR LEASE. CALL KIM AT
224 3539 or 575 5221.

FURNISHED ROOMS FOR RENT
IN BIG HOUSE $175 MONTHLY
INCLUDEDS UTILITIES.
NON-SMOKERS CALL CAMILLE
THOMPSON 386-7208 OR 386-9223

3 bdrm. apt. across from Law School.
Hardwood floors, fireplace, ceiling
fans, central tieat, fenced in yard.
Available now. $375 per month
893 0085 or 224 5851 after 6.

for rent 2 bdrm apt bath kitchen w/d
hookup central a/c heat ceiling fan
$315 mo 877 5831

Mouse - 2 fireplaces, one in your
bedroom, new turn, central AC, cable,
w tow carpet, 200 ycto to Phyrst $190 ti
i/^util Chris 222-4314

WANTcd
Fm rmmt to share 1 bdrm furn. apt.
(Hilltop Apfmts. Chapel Dr.) 1 bick
from FSU. Rent $75 8i Vi uti I. Cable,
water, a/c, pool incl. Must like cats.
Call 224-5110 after 6 pm.

NEED ALOT^OF PITT COUPONS
FOR SEPT. 18. CALL 222-9595.

Fm rm lor new house, 10 min drive
fr/FSU, $100 & sh. of ut. Nonsmoker,
no pets. Call 575-1376 after 3 or 4.

Wanted: female roommate to sliare 2
bdrm townhouse 10 mins from campus
on busline. $145 molt V% util and phone.
Apt. furn. Nonsmoker, serious
student only, upper class or grsd. Call
Nancy Markham at 386 7428, even.

Quiet roommate wanted for
affordable luxury apt on golf crse.
Super nice, good neighbors, treat
yourself. Energy efficient. 877-1994.

Fm rmt. for 2 br lb apt. Walk to FSU
$150 mth, uti. H20 8. sw free. $75 &
dep. this mth. OWN ROOM. 575-0220.

FM rmmt for 2 bdr house V/i miles
from FSU central heat 8< AC 130 mo
plus </2 util. must love pets 222 7557

anytime.

RoDmiatc needed to share 3 bdr Ibath
house $100 mo and */b utility. Less than
a mile from campus call 575 0904.

Male roomate to share ibr apt. $100
mo. and '/^ utilities. $isg
Student only. Call 224-7732.

HEY YOU, DON'T READ THAT,
READ THISI I NEED A ROOMMATE
TO SHARE MY TWO B/r DUPLEX
$140/MO. ARTISTS MUSICIANS
SAAOKERS ETC WELCOME. CALL
576-1408

FM RM 2 BED.IBATH -1/4 BLK.
FROM FSU OWN ROOM 122.50 Si ^/z

UTL. PARCY 222-0485.

iSBsaBammmsssaBssssi

WANTED FLAG FOOTBALL AND
CHEERLEADING COACHES APPLY
NOW 2001 APPLACHEE PARKWAY
OR SEE THE STUDENT JOB BOARD
OR CALL THE YMCA AT 677-6151
AND ASK FOR SHELDON
WEISMAN.

FM RMT OWN FURN RM IN 3BR
HOUSE HBO/CABLE W/DRYER AC
MICROWAVE FIREPLACE 10 Ml
FRM FSU S13S MO St UTL
386 2382

STUDENT OR GUEST COUPONS,
PITT GAME 1ST CALLS OBT BEST
OFFER 575-3254 DAVID

Help
WANTEd
Cosmetics consultant: Immediate
position with AkM Charm. No exp. or
investment, no pickup or deliv. Free
training, excellent commission. Call

fdrappt. 644-3135 Karen Kisko.—

—

In the same class as Rolls Royce,
Cartier, Pierre Cardin and Bo Derek.

Now. hiring dancers
Apply in person only 4 pm 8 pm

Fanriie's

Need we say more?-

Late night supervision for residen-
fW treatment facility, upper div. or

trad, student preferred. 11 pm-8 am
at + Mon. 18 hrs. wk. at $3.35 hr . Send
resume to P.O. Box 6054 Tallahassee,
FL 32301 E.O.E.

Need anyone interested in learning
Disco and Ballroom dancing. Come
ioln the FSU BALLROOM DANCE
CLUB Sunday nights 7pm FSU Union
BIdg. Starts Siept. 19 for nuxre info, call
22^4862
~ IF YOU DOIsFrNEEDS,

DON'T READTHIS AD.
But if you do, join the club! We've got
an opportunity for you to make some
real $, p/t or f/t, marketing the easiest
product in existence today, by
telephone sales. It's easy , fun, &
rewarding! Just come by 2639 N.
Monroe, suite 231 BIdg. B, Monday
thru Friday, 1-Spm.

Services

TYPING, PAST, EFFICIENT.
PAPERS, THESIS, LETTERS,
RESUMES ETC. 386-4843.

EXPERT CARPENTRY
Miscellaneous handiwork.

Free Estimates.
Satisfaction assured.

Call Glen atnum or S»-1S44.

SELF DEFENSE COURSE for
women. Certified Police Instructor.
1302 N. Monroe. 224-1905.

Body repair on ail makes / models.
Painting, fiberglass work, elec.
windows, leaks... Reasonable rates.
Call Ralph after S:00 p.m. 576-39S8.

FREE LANCE LIBRArTaN
Will gather Library materials from
your bibliography. Xerox articles,
collect books, fill out forms, etc. Ask
about other library legwork.' I know
library procedures and can save you
time. Reasonable rates. L. Patton
MLS. 8am-10pm 386 4348.

TYPING
IBM, DISSERTATIONS & THESES

PAT DIXON 386-1255.

Complete range of proofreading,
editing, typing services at low rates
385-1020 after 3 p.m.

QUALITY GUITAR LESSONS geared
to fit your needs. Call graduate
assistant at FSU, DAVID at 222-0639.

Dissert., Theses, student papers.
You'll get good vibratlens when you
bring your typing to us. Former
admins, sec'y & good speller.
Reasonable Rates. L. Ourbin. 878-2260
No calls after 10 p.m.

IMPROVE YOUR GRADES!
Research Catalog 306 pages 10,728
topics Rush $1.00. Box 25097C, Los
Angeles, CA 90025. (213) 477 8226.

HOME SECURITY
DEAOBOLTS $31.58 INSTALLED.
ALARMS FROM $150. B. BARS.
421-0885. LEAVE MESSAGE.

BOOKKEEPER EXPERIENCED
IN ACCOUNTS PAYABLE,
RECEIVEABLE, TAXES, AND
PAYROLL AVAILABLE FOR PART
TIME OR CONTRACT WORK. CALL
222*7798.

PERFECT TYPING
No white outs No errors

HOW??? WORD PROCESSING
WORKS LIKE THIS....

1. We enter document into computer
2. We print a draft on which you
pencil in minor changes if you wish
3. We input changes and print final
ALL THIS FOR THE SAME COST AS

PLAIN TYPING. 385-9057
"

DOUBLE D STABLES
~~

350 acres of Cross Country Riding.
Boarding, Night Riding, English &
Western lessons. 877-1309.

DEADBOLT LOCK
AND INSTALLATION
$28.00 CALL 893-4499

GUITAR LESSONS by
Professional Performer w/ BM
degree. Classical, Pop/Beginner to

Advanced. Special StudMt Rates. 644-

5659.

TYPING. IBMSELECTRIC3
FAST, EFFICIENT—EDITING!
80*/PG. CALL 222-7629 after noon

TYPING,EDITING SERVICES.
NEAT, CLEAN AND REAL CHEAP.

CALL 224-St77 AFTER 9PM.

Impeccable typing on word
processorMasters Degree, 10 yrs.
Experience Waiting, edlttng. Typing.
•^23 4422
WE SELL SERVICE AND PAY TOP
CASH FOR YOUR AiH-
CONDITIONERS 575-9562.

PersonaIs

Country/Western dance lessons begin

Wed., Sept. 15 from 7:00-9:00 pm at

Rocky's 11 Lounge. Partners not

needed. Call Sue at 575 6837.

CONGRATULATIONS TO OUR
CHI PHI PLEDGES. LOOKING
FORWAEDTOAGREAT YEAR.
LOVE,TNC LITTLE SISTERS.

Parapsychologist seeks info on any
observable paranormal events occur-
ring in this area. Ph. 224-2906.

Whoever took the sign from Florida
Governor's Council on Indian Affairs,

please return it. We can't afford a new
one. No questions asked. Call 488-0730

BETSY—
THE EGGPLANTS ARE COMING
THE EGGPLANTS ARE COMING
BRING THE ROAST BEEF

Jeff

Looking for someone to play with?
Drummer and guitarist in search of
musicians to form a band. Call Ouce
877-29S6orDanS7S-S6«S.

Register now for UPO leisure classes
in room 318 Union. Classes Offered
.iiL' Tennis, slimnastics, Jazzercise,
r.iquetbaLL AND Piano.

The UPO Flea Market will be held
9/18/82 Register in rm 318 union. Cost
is $4.00- Students and $6.00 -Non-
students.

FREE PREGNANCY TEST
Abortion, gynecology, birth control,
infection checks 8< mental health
counseling. Low cost Professional
services. Strictly confidential. For
applontment call No. Fla. Women's
Health 8i Counseling. 877-3183.

TRILOGY, THREE PEICE ROCK.
Now playing public/private parties,
dances etc. Call (904) 663-n21.

FREE PREGNANCY TEST
Abortion, gynecology. Psych., Couns.
Call N. Fla Women's Health and
Counseling. 877 3183.

Volunteer training for counselors in

rape crisis and spouse abuse begins
Mon. Sept 13. Contact TCRS at
224-6333 for info.

COME JOIN THE FUN WITH THE
FSU BALLROOM DANCE CLUB

Meets every Sunday 7pm beginning
Sept. 19. For info call 222-4862.

GAMMA PHI'S CONGRATULATE
ALL THEIR NEW FALL PLEDGES.
YOU'RE THE BESTI WELCOME TO
GAAMAA PHI BETA. _^

TRI SIGMA ilSTffRS LOVE

THEIR NEW PlVdORSI I

SIOMA LOVE,
YOUR NEW SISTERS

Business

PersonaIs
THE PUB 1312 W. TENNESSEE

MEDIUM PIZZA, A TOSSED SALAD
ONLY $2.95

ADDITIONAL ITEMS ON PIZZA 50C

SPECIAL PRICESON BEER
MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL

STROM'S DRAFT-MON NIGHT 9-2

40«GLASS, $2.25 PITCHER
THE PALACE SALOON
1303 Jackson BluW Road

INSTANT CASH!
or trade for quality albums 8> tapes
'LUNEY TUNES' 648 W. Tennessee St.

across form FSU by Subways 10am-
9om.

SCUBA DIVING COURSE!
Under the direction of gold rated
instructor Marty GlickmanI Course
is top notch. Earn full cert, in 4

weelu. Find out now why Marty
makes the differnece between the
average dive course and the excellent
one. Call Marty Glickman day or
nite at Ph. 575-1263 course starts Sept.
14th DIVE IN NOWIti

To^ELIEVE TENSION & STRESS
Try MASSAGE THERAPY 222-C550
Registered Massage Therapist.

*
FLYING HOME?

Holiday flights are already filling up.
Call or come by The Travel Center for

lowest airfare anywhere. We can also
ticket reservations you made directly
With the airlines.

THE TRAVEL CENTER
Untvonrtty Union 2nd floor. 222-1192

* *
SIMINOLE TAVERN

Daily Specials Live Entertainment
Mon thru Fri 12 to 7 $2 Pitchers.
MON 4»« 16 oz. draft.
TUES - SS-t Bud Longnecks.
WED Ladies Nite, lOcdraft, 75<10Ol.
wine, & 50C cover.
THURS - 55 cBud B, Bud Lite cans.
SUN - Ladle's Nite, 104 draft 8. Free
Keg tapped at 8 p.m.

ATT E NT I ON ! ! F S U BATG I R L
TRYOUTS WILL BE HELD ON WED.
SEPT. 15 AT 7:30 PM AT TULLY
GYM. ALL GIRLS ARE INVITED.
PLEASE BRING A PICTURE!

BE THE HOMECOMING
TRIATHALON RELAY CHAMPIONS,
FRAT OR SOROITY DIV. SWIM 1 Ml.
RUN 4.2, CYCLE 13.2
CONSECUTIVELY. RACE 9AM. FSU
RESERVATION OCT. 9. DEADLINE
SEPT. 30. MAIL $10 EACH TO FLA.
LEAGE OF AQUATICS., RT. tt, MX
30, Tallahassee 32301.

Well, Synn-Dee is really gone! And I

really will never feel the soft touch of
her eyes on minel But there's still

Singer (at least on paper) and Doc,
Thumper, and Blinky. With them
there's a heaven, so earth's not so
badll

QUANTUM
* WANTED

Lonley W. male looking for intelligent,

short, frizzy haired blond with good
thighs for personal entertainment.
Must know ninth-key pattern of
PAC MAN, or break 100,000. Call
222-0237 with message. No airheads or
members of sororities I

NAN,
What happens if you don't break
100,000? You'll never know the

SECRETOF NIMH

GAY PEER VOLUNTEER?
"

Openings exist for new gay peer
volunteer trainees. A trainee will
recieve training during the fall
semester. Anyone, regardless of
sexual orientation may be screened.
After training and certification, you
may counsel clients with gay related
concerns. Interested persons may
inquire with Dr. Lucy Kizirian at the
FSU Student Counseling Center at
644-2003. Screening appointments will
be made through September 15, 1982
for the fall semester.

THANKYOU SAINT JUDS.

KEN'S TAVERN
ON THE TENN. ST. STRIP

SERVING FSU OVER 16 YEARS
BEER DRINKERS HAPPY HOURS

* * MON FRI 4;30 6:30 * *
THE ORIGINAL WED. NIGHT

MICHELOB MADNESS FROM 9 12
* * VIDEOS, PINS, 25- POOL*

$2 59 6 PK 12 OZ BUD CANS
99C SCHLITZ BULL QT. BOTTLES
PALACE DISCOUNT DRIVE-THRU
1239 JACKSON BLUFF ROAD.

NEW! OLD? NEW NEW NEW!!!
SWEETBAY BOTTLE CLUB
OPEN FRI. & SAT. 11pm 5am

HOT NEW MUSIC ROCK -f- ROLL
BRING YER OWN BOOZE -I- BREW

DANCE ALL NIGHT
1317 JACKSON BLUFF RD.

Piano Lessons available from FSU
grad. music student. Beginning
classes and private 386 6163

'

TNT HIDEAWAY CANOE^ENfALT
DIRECTLY ON WAKULLA RIVER
AND HWY 98
$5 up to 4 hrs 50c per cushion call
1-925 6412.

LEARN THE ART OF STAINED
GLASS: BEG/ADV/LAMP/BOX
Tools-glass-books supplies rental
FL STAINED GLASS 878-3717

GUITAR LESSONS
Private and class instruction at

MUSIC WORLD 186^163

FouNd
FOUND: SET OF KEYS INITIALS
MMB, MAROON KEY CASE. W.
LAFAYETE ST. INQUIRE AT THE
UNION LOST A FOUND.



Siwkl
Florkla quarterbtKk falls into the hands of a

Trojan defense man during the Gator's match up

against powerhouse Southen Cat Saturday.

Utrfdrtunately for the Trojans, moments like this

were rare ai Fhrida Field this weekend.

Gator defense punishes Southern Cal
I'MTFn PRKSS INTFRNATION AI

The Southern Cahfornia sweep, known as "student

Body left" or "student body right" is a tradition— if not a

legend— in college football. But on Saturday, Wilber

Marshall stuffed it.

Florida's junior linebacker made an even dozen solo

stops in the Gators* 17-9 victory over Southern California

and forced the Trojans to rely on the pats more than they

would have liked.

"We figured if they were going to run that "student

body," 1 was going to catch it," Marshall said after the

upset.

Marshall not only got all the accolades that he could ever

want from Florida fans Saturday, he got a big one from

TrojanCoach John Robomein,who sought him out after the

game and congratulated him.

"1 was in another world," Marshall said. "He said I was

one of the greatest players... It made feel so good. This

respect from the West makes me feel great."

Robinson wasn't the only Trojan who had kind words

for the super-quick linebacker.

"Every time you looked up, you*d sec him (Marshall) on

you," said Southern Cal quarterback Scan Salisbury, "We
knew coming into the game he was a potential AU-

American. I'm a little sore right now and I know an awful

lot of it has to do with No. 88."

One of the stars in Miami Saturday was also a quick

defender, this one a defensive tackle named Fred Robinson.

He made nine tackles, forced and recovered one fumble

and notched two sacks in the victory over Houston.

•'We've got a good team and can go all the way,"

Robinson said. "We just have to keep our composure and

our heads."

In other games Saturday, Miami rebounded from a 17-14

loss at Florida a week ago by thumping Houston 31-12 in

the Orange Bowl, Bcthune-Cookman (2-0) downed Texas

Southern at Daytona Beach and Central Florida lost its

opener 16-9 to Georgia Southern at Jacksonville,

Quarterback Jim Kelly had a big day for the Hurricanes

with 16 completions in 27 attempts for 2:08 yards and a

touchdown. But much of the talk was about the Miami

defense.

"I'd have to say that I'm pretty content with them right

now," said Defensive coordinator Tom Olivadotti. "In

fact, without seeing the films, I'd have to say they were

tremendous."

The Hurricanes were so pleased with themselves that

running back Mark Rush, who scored three touchdowns,

said he was having a dream.

"You know what I think? I think we have a chance of

playing Florida again, in some bowl, for the national

championship" Rush said. "I think we are just as good as

we were last year and that was real good."
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LunchBuffet
All the Pizza
& Salad Bar
You Can Eat$2

99
good thru

_ Mon.~Fri.H»2 nPi9-82
Bring This Coupon For A

With P<tn:^iHMi of Limcb Btrffst

pingpr®
CENTIR*KiaEARN CENTER

FSU SkotokaR Karatf Clnb
Classes begin Tuesday,

Sept 14

Tuesdays & Thursdays

6-8 pm
208 Montgomery Cym

— Everyone is welcome _

Contact Lenses
Soft Lenses

Hard Lenses

Gas Permeable Lenses

Soft Lenses

for Astigmatism *

Extended Wear Lenses

MO Tliomsvfllf Rl
AOOOlMMtS
222-fNI

TONIGHT

TOM & THE

CATS
Sav the Password

aid get in free:

"I READ THE
FLAMBEAU"

Plus

Double Trouble

Zfmfituiii

BULLWINKLE'S

THE JAZZBERRY PATCH
^720 BUiiiiTOMf R4. - 877-9441

Mondisr: IifowC^tn 2 ajn.

Tuesday: Two for One

Wednesday: Buy One Dinner 2nd 1/2 Price 6:00 - 9:00 p.iii.

Thursday: LadiesNight - All Night • Two for One
Friday: Happy Hour 4-7 - Live Jazz

Saturday: Couples Dinner Nite

1A2 Carafe w/dimier - 6:30 • 9:90 pjn.

Fri. ft Sat.: $2.00 Entertainment Charge

SNuiday: Brunch - 11:30 • 2 Jam Session - 2 - 6 p.m.

UVE JAZZ ENTERTAINMENT NIGHTLY

2527 ApalacheePkwy. ^
878*1185

Reaiember sonny's Chicken special soj^MY ji

coMistliioftarbeiiiecblckeu,

BNbeaifiColeslMlprHcbreai

All day Snnday; Mon. - Wed. 3 pm - 9 pm

Dflng Q/riend to PUTT-PUTT
cxNTtreotl

Crab a putter and a ball and have some fun at putt-putt"^

There's obstacles, water, hills, valleys, competitions and the best

game of mifMature golf in ttie twrld. You'H have

pjjfl pmi [
BUY ONE 3 GAM£ liLrn a ] ^,AMf ncKET FREE'

[ pyji pyiy^

2 FORIlo<h 3 Oom* licli«l

mutl hm u(*d by lh«

1 COUPON
PER PURCHASE

nayPUnPUTT*tonieM!

Clip out this coupon and bring it with

BEHIND TALLAHASSEE MALL 586

COUPON VALID

MON. THRU
THURS.
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FAMU fans

celebrate their

new stadium
BYMIKERADIGAN
M AMBKAI STAFF WMTEII

"What can I say? Vdntastic.'*

That was the enthused response given by Florida A&M
President Dr. Waller Smith from his comfortable new
Presideiit's Box tt Saturday night's football season opener

when asked about newly-renovated Bragg Stadium.

*'rro very pleased and proud of the quality of work
that's been done," he added .

Smith said the stadium's new $100 thousand scoreboard

should be in place in time for the team's next home game
September 25 agamst Cirambling State.

** It'll be a first-class scoreboard," Smith said.

The structure will come complete with computerized

caricatures running around on a screen somewhat ^lar to

that used at Florida State. Smith refused to compare
FAMU's scoreboard with FSU*s.

Parking areas within Bragg's vicinity should also be
completed by the time (irambling arrives. Smith said.

Saturday afternoon's nH)derate rains soaked the as yet

unsurfaced lots around the stadium pretty well.

But what did the average fan in the stands think?

**They need a P.A. system and a scoreboard,** said third-

year pharmacy major Adrian Coram. "And they gotta do
something about the d—ed gnats.**

Coram was seated in the student's section about ten rows
to the Icti and rear of FAMU's Marching 100 band. The
nearest speakers appeared to be in the South end zone.

**lt looks bigger, Angela Moore, a senior majoring in

journalism said of the new-look Bragg. "And I like

the Rattler in the middle.**

A circle about 15 yards in circumference with the FAMU
emblem, a coiled rattlesnake, had been painted into the

atmidfieki.

Florida Flambeau/Bob O'Lary

FhrkiaAAMPnsiOent Dr, water Smith

"Room, room, room," was the way Roosevelt Morris, a

tom-tom player in the Marching 100 expressed his pleasure

with the changes. "We (the band) have a whole lot more
room toei^oy ourseNes. And it looks a whole lot better.**

Nevermind the lousy weather and all the eyesore

construction vehicles camped out around Bragg. Who cares

about the gray, unfinished field house with all the hardened

cement lying around everywhere.

Watching the sprinkler systems spew 40-foot-long rays

of water on the field after the game ends and the seats

slowly empty, you lend to forget what inconvenience it was.

Until you sadly recall that less than two years ago, the

Rattlers had to play in Doak Campbell
Stadhmi—somebody elses home field—when Bragg was
condemned as unsafe by the health departmoit.

Vikings hand Buccaneers
loss of the season in new

UNITKD PRI-'SS INTfRNATION \l

MINNl APOl IS - Tommy Kramer

thew a 22 yard touchdown pass and set

up another score with pinpoint passing

Sunday to lead the Minnesota Vikings

to a 17-10 triumph over the Tampa Bay

Buccaneers in the fkst regular-season

game in the Metrodome.
Rick Dammmeien added a .^3-yard

field gcul with two minutes left in the

game to seal the \ictory.

Winning by a 14-10 margin,

Minnesota was forced to punt with

3:30 remaining in the game, but

Tampa Bay*s John Holt fumbled the

return and Jim Hough recovered for

Minnesota on the Tampa Bay 21,

leading to the tield goal.

Kramer hit on l6-ot-28 asses for 131

yards and lampa Bay's Doug W illiams

competed 21-of-38 for 290 yards,

including a 20-yard scoring pass to

Jinunie Giles.

After missing a SO-yard field goal.

the Buccaneers' Bill Capece kicked a

51-yarder with two minutes left in the

first period. Williams hit 6-of-7 passes

in Tampa Bay's opening quarter,

hitting 3-of-3 for 33 yards in the

scoring drive.

Kramer 0>for-2 in the first quarter,

coimected on 4-of-S in a 74-yard drive

to the Tampa Bay 19, including a

16-yard pass to Sammy White. White

tossed a lateral to Ahmad Rashad on

the play and Rashad was donned the

Tampa Bay 6-yard line. The
Buccaneers were penalized for

roughing the passer, so the ball was
spotted on the 3.

Rickey Young darted into the end
zone on the next play for a 7-3

Minnesota lead — a margin that held

through halftime.

Minnesota was forced to punt from

their own 35 in the third quarter but

defensive back MarkCotney, was
whistled for roughing the punter so the

their first

Metrodome
ViKings maintained possession at their

40. Kramer hit Rashad on a 5-yard pass,

rookie back Darrin Nelson sprinted 9

yards and Kramer fired two passes to

Nelson for 22 and 2 yards to put the

Vikings on the Tampa Bay 22.

Kramer, who hti 4-of-7 passer in the

drive, then hit White on a 22-yard to

pass for a 14-3 lead with 6:48 left in the

third period.

The Buccaneers pa^d within 4
pcnnts in an 80-yard, fourth-quarter

drive led by Williams, who completed

6-of-7 passes for 79 yards and capped

the march with a 20-yard pass to Giles

with 5:08 left.

Willie Teal intercepted WilHams at

the Minnesota 10 with 69 seconds left

in the game to thwart the Buccanneers'

final drive. Williams' pass was tipped

by Matt Blair and Teal returned it 2

yards. The Vikings ran out the dock to

seal the win.

Travel to Atlanta with FSU's Outdoor Pursuits
FROM STAFF REPORTS

The Atlanta Braves Tired of watching them on
television"^ Gotxi news. Outdoor Pursuits, an organization

run by l loiida Stale's Campus Recreation Department, will

take you to Atlanta's Fulton County Stadium to see

America's team** duke it out with the San Diego Padres.

The trip is planned for September 25 thru 26 (Sturday

and Sunday).

There are 13 spaces available for the trip which inchides

ticket to Six Flags Over Georgia, campsite fee, tent and
sleeping pad, breakfast bar at Shoney's and a field-level

ticket to the Braves game. Game time is 2:05 Sunday and

van transportation for the trip is included.

Total cost of the trip will be $45 fot students, $50 for

non-students. Call Paul Dirks of Campus Recreation (644-

3206) for further information.

CORRECTION
A photograph of Florida A&M University*s Bragg

stadram that appeared on page 24 of Friday's Fkunbemi
was a picture of the stadium before it was expanded and
renovated, not after it was renovated, ttimm nqiiied by the

caption appearing with the photo.

mMmi
Eye Examination
[including glauconna test)^

Contact Lens Fitting Fee
(includes all office visits for 3 months)

in oddition to eye exorri

DR.JORGE K.GORB
OPTOMtTRIST

Governor's Square
(Next to Morrison's)

Open PqllyEwnlnga*Soturckiyt

•877-3380
•877-0431

SIDEI

MLifGS&
nilWUMW SNOM ON TMf SQUAM SIDE M.

AOTHORlAimiOn (PG)

At Pacino

7:15, 9:45

lUDE RUNNER ( R )

Harrison Ford

6:50 OMy

PL HONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL
Pittsburgh vs. Dallas at 9:00 p.m.

NO CHARGE FOR ADMISSION DISCOUNT BEER

^AGNOLIA-:;^^
=is*^ Auto Service Center ^ -^w^—

w

N irkO< c? ^1- •_ r'nwi—r I i-i1031 South Maqnolia /,

878-4582 ^
CompleteAuto Service
THIS WEEK Foreign & Domest h

10%
Discount

SPECIALS (—tears)

-

Tune-Up $29 29
Oil Change & Filter $ 12.99

Front Disc Brakes $38.88
FmU A/C Repairs
Featuring A/C Itecharge
$5.99pli»fa«Mi
FREE Rotation
Computer Balance

(4 Tires) A Alignment $28.95 J ^

on
Parts & Lcibor

Exceeding $40
with this ad &

any Student I I)

Wsa. Mastertdrd.

Cards Accepted
'See Quenton, Eddie or James

KENNY
IN COtiCERTi

f3if

Larry Gatlin

^ Gaulin Brothers Bami

l^^^^^Bi WITH COME-Am IMP LONNIE SUORR

Wednesdhiy. October 6 - 8:00 p.in.

KiUalki.vsrT- I <-xh\( mn>r\ All Seats Reserved
VCIVIC CliXrUK $12.50 and S15.00

Stage in tlie Round

Tickets «m SaleNew
•ttheavkCMtarBwOOIeiaBdal tkkctoatleu
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PARTLY CLOUDY

Cloudy with a 30 percent

chance for evening

thundershovvers. Highs in

the low 90s and lows in the

mid to low 70s.
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Panel delays probe

into Trask's finances
UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL

TAMPA — The Florida ^thics

Commission delayed action yesterday on
allegations that former Sen. Alan Trask
violated state financial disclosure laws.

Trask, a Winter Haven Democrat,

resigned from the Senate at the end of the last

session after 14 years service.

Neither he nor his attorney attended the

hearing yesterday, which lasted only minutes.

Assistant Attorney General Patricia

Gleason*s recommendation that the

conmiission conduct public hearings into the

allegations against Trask was approved

unanimmously, but no date was set.

"Significant documentation shows

violations ot financial public disclosure laws

so as to warrant a public hearing," she said.

Rev. Joseph Gilbert, pastor of King of

Peace Metr(^litan Conmiunity Qiurch in

St. Petersburg, urged the commission to

actively pursue its investigation into Trask*s

fmancial dealings.

Gilbert, who said he caters to the religious

needs of homosexuals, said the state senate

had ended its investigation, but said he did

mA know \t that was because of "the good
old boy network," a lack of evidence or

because it was a moot issue because of the

resignation.

"The people of the state have a right to

know what happened," Gilbert said.

Trask co-authored controversial legislation

which would have prevented universities and

colleges from giving aid of any kind to

organization that advocated homosexuality

or free sex.

That law later was struck down by the

Florida Supreme Court

.

Trask is the subject of a complaint by

Common Cause, an organization that lobbies

for good government. Common Cause claims

Trask misreported information required on

financial disclosure statements.

A senate conunittee had formally accused

Trask of filing false financial disclosure

reports and "knowingly filing false personal

financial statements with a substantial

number of banks."

The Chlpola Blver

Environmental agency was

ineffective in fighting waste
BY DANNl VOGT
FLAMBCAU StAFFWWIER

M^M'e than six years have passed since Jerry

Sapp first walked into the Jackson County

Courthouse in March 1976 and registered to

do business as Sapp's Battery Service. Sapp

started by collecting batteries from local

service stations, cutting off the tops, and

knocking the lead out. The battery acid was

dumped in a cement holding pond, and the

casings were smashed and thrown out in the

back yard. The 23 pounds of lead each

battery c(Mituned was sold at a handsome

profit.

Sapp abandoned his plant nearly three

years ago, after the state Department of

Environmental Regulation began to hassle

him about permits and inspections. Sapp

nt . -r even got a permit, nor did he ever clean

up his salvage operation, which today is still

leaching heavy metals and highly acidic water

into the Chipola River drainage basin,

according to Florida State biology professor

Skip Livingston.

Livingston led a study of contamination of

the Chipola River system from the Sapp plant

al^d another battery salvage operation

upstream from the Sapp plant—United

Metals,

United Metals is still in operation, and

although it doesn't emit pollution on a par

with the Sapp plant, it still releases

contaminants into the river, according to

Livingston.

The study looked closely at the dealings

between the DER and the Sapp plant since

citizen complaints first alerted the agency

Sapp was damaging the environment in 1978.

The Sapp plant was inspected that summer

but only the lightest enforcement actions

were recommended by the DER, even though

the agency had the power to close the plant at

any time. In August, Sapp was sent a "cease

and desist" order for operating without a

permit. Sapp failed to respond to that, as

well as subsequent warnings.

"Our concern then was nowhere near the

level it is now," DER official Bob Kriegel

said at a public hearing in Blountstown last

week. "Then, it didn't seem like a

problem—most of the pollution wason-sight.'

Several more inspections and warnings

early in 1979 resulted in the DER telling Sapp

to remove battery cases from the pond and to

restore the area by May 2S, 1979. He was also

told he needed a permit and to submit an

Turn to CHIPOLA, page 5

The winner
^f^^^^^'^

Florida State tennis standout Jaime Kaplan claimed the finals championship o/|

the Women -s Open Tournament at Forrestmemlows RaqUet Club yesterday

afternoon, eliminating Mary Dienneen of Winter Park after a grueling two^hour

match, 7 5, 1-6, 6-3*

Kaplan and h^ forehand now proceed to the Florida Federal Open in St.

Petersburg— a match which has in thepast attractedsuch tennis luminaries as Chris

Evert-Lloyd and Martina Navratilova. For complete results of yesterday's

tournament, seepage 1 1

.
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CISPES: Salvadoran deaths ignored

Mary Ann Buckly

BY M. McClelland
FI.AMBKAl S I AH WRIUK

Twenty died yesterday.

Twenty more will die today.

Twenty more deaths

tomorrow. In the war-torn

Central American nation of

El Salvador, about 600

people will be dead by the

end of I he month.

Those deaths have gone

largely unreported in the

American press and ignored

by the U.S. government,

according to Mary Ann
Buckly, a spokesperson for

the National committee in

Solidarity with the People of El Salvador. Buckly was in

Tallahassee over the weekend to participate in a CISPES

conference held at Florida Stale University.

Media attention on El Salvador quickly faded after the

March 28 Salvadoran general elections, Buckly said. The

elections were lauded by both the Salvadoran government

and the Reagan administration as an indication of better

times for El Salvador, and as a sign of limited public supprt

for the revolution here.

In a speech Thursday evening, Buckly said that claim was

far short of the truth.

"The elections were clearly intended to have propaganda

value in the United States—and they did," Buckly said.

"To give credibility to these dections would be to add

insult to injury."

The elections, Buckly claimed, were carefully

orchestrated by the Salvadoran government to create a

media image of a people determined to pursue democracy

in spite of requests by the rebel leaders that they not vote.

The voter turn-out was heavy, Buckly conceded, but not for

the reasons cited by the Salvadoran administration.

Buckly cited sources including, The New York Times,

the Washington . Post, Amnesty Intcmi^tional, and

the Salvadoran Catholic Church in describing an election in

which:

•ballots were dropped into clear plastic ballot boxes

under the watchful eyes of government soldiers,

•only one-third of the polls were open, creating long-

lines for the American television cameras;

•more votes were claimed than could possibly have been

cast in the time and limited polling places available,

according to the Central University of El Salvador (one of

three independent universities still in operation, run by the

Jesuits.);

•citizens were told by a media barrage before-hand that

•'Good citizens will vote, subversives won't." At the polls,

each voter's identification card—required by law—was
stamped to show he or she had voted. Salvadorans who did

not vote knew that any soldier could demand to see their ID

cards at any time, and would immediately know if that

person had voted.

"You had your choice in the middle of this terror of how

the government would see you," Buckly said. "As a good

citizen, or as a subversive."

When the election had ended, four hard-line right-wing

parties had won a controlling 36 seats in the National

Assembly. The Christian Democrats, a relatively moderate

party that had been in power, won 24.

The right-wing coalition has placed the rule of the

country largely in the hands of Robert D'Abussion, a man

Buckly described as "slightly to the right of Adolf Hitler."

D'Abussion has begun systematically eliminating the

moderate influence of the Christian democrats, in spite of

U.S. support for the Democrats, Buckly said. Since the

elections, 14 Christian Democrat officials have been

assassinated. The Christian Democrat party has placed the

l^me for those deaths on the Salvadoran government.

The Reagan administration cited the election as a sign of

continued improvements in El Salvador late in July when

Secretary of State George Schultz certified improvements in

El Salvador's human rights conditions. That certification

was required by Congress before the administration could

send any additional military aid to El Salvador.

In fact, the situation has worsened, Buckly claimed. She

cited a New York Times report that assassinations hy

government and right wing death squads had actually

increased. About 600 people per month, an average of 20 a

day, are being killed in El Salvador. The vast majority of

those killings have been done by the Salvadoran

government or its allies, Buckly said.

"Clearly this war continues only because of the role of

the U.S. there," Buckly said. "That gives us a very key role

in determining the future of El Salvador."

Paraquat victim may need transplant
UNITKD PRI-SS INTF.RNATIONAI.

GAINESVILLE — A Florida man suffering from

extreme paraquat poisoning was flown from Shands

Hospital yesterday to a New York City hospital where

doctors began a series of tests to determine if he will need a

lung transplant.

Scott Wilson, 25, a landscaper from Boca Raton, Fla,

was admitted in serious condition to the intensive care unit

of Montefiore Hospital and medical center in the Bronx at

1 p.m., said spokesperson Alexandra Hoffman.

There he will undergo evaluation and testing for about

two days to determine if he needs a new lung, she said.

Doctors at Shands said Wilson was exposed to only a

small amount of the controversial herbicide that recently

was used to spray a marijuana field in the Florida

Panhandle. The exposure, which occurred two weeks ago,

caused the failure of Scott's kidneys and lungs.

"Actually 1 find it extremely frightening how little it

lakes (of paraquat) and what routes it can lake to poison

you," said Dr. A.J. Block, chief of the Shands puhninary

division who treated Scott.

**A tablespoon of 40 percent (industrial grade) paraquat

can kill you.'*

Originally, it was though Scott had ingested some of the

chemical while he sprayed weeds at a Boca Raton

condominium. But Block said that contact with the skin

was the cause of the poisoning.

••Scott didn't drink any of it. He didn't ingest any. He

just got it on his clothes," said Block. •'Previous cases have

been reported of poisonings with it getting on your skin or

your clothes. You don't have to swallow it at all, just get it

on your clothes and walk around for a day
.

"

Florida officials said they believed the herbicide was not

being handled properly when Wilson was exposed, but

Block said that any use of the chemical could be dangerous.

"I talked to Scott's father, a nurseryman, who uses it all

the tune. He didn't realize how dai^ous it was," the

physician said.

'I find it extremely frightening how

little it takes and what route it takes to

pmson you. A tablespoon of 40 percent

paraquat can kill you.'

—physician

Paraquat was sprayed recently by Florida law

enforcement officials to destroy a marijuana field in the

Red Bay area of northwest Florida. Officials say the

chemical is safe to use in diluted quantities for week

control, but opponents have contended that paraquat-

sprayed marijuana will end up being sold to unsuspecting

smokers.

Rape Awareness Week
Free transportation will be provided for Rape Awareness

Week activities from Florida A&M University and Alumni

Village. Free child care will also be provided at the FSU

Women's Center during evening programs. For more

information call 644-4007.

,

I'^^i^'^''Hours: MWF by Appt.

CLARK
CHIROPRACTIC

CENTER
Straight Chiropractors

1211 Miccosukee Rd.

i k Phone: 878-5545 Tallahassee. PL

EVERY SPORTS ENTHUSIAST
NEEDS CHIROPRACTIC CARE

Every part of the body is supplied by nerves that pass from the spinal

cord tliroueh openings between vortabne. ^ subluxation causes

Irritation to tba Invohrod nerves • apsotita^ ho4y functions.

Common Indicators of subluxations are structural changes such as:

• Sway Back • One hip higher than the other

• Round Shoulders • Leg and foot problems

• Impaired development of chest and rib cage
• One shoulder higher than theother • Head tilt

The Importance of correcting subluxations which interfere with th<!

proper functioning of the Central Nervous System cannot be 6vcr-

•mphaatsod.
j^^^^ gy^e you have a complete spinal

examination at regular Intervals.

4th Annual
Delta Gamma
Anchor Splash

Sept. 16-19

• Thfus.9/16 BatinT Contest 11 am
• For Thoir Eyos Cnly Contest vote

at Bill's Bookstore 10 cm - 4 pm
Dime Donation

e Mr. Anchor Splash 8:30 p.m.

Casinos $1 Cover
e Frtday,9/17 Beer Bash oo H^^m^^bfwo

8 prn Tallahossee Sports Arena
Capital Circle

Band: The Gregg Allman Band
3 beers for $ 1 w/Shark Attack

Tickets $4.50, $5.50 at door

e Sunday 9/19 Pool Events

12 noon FSU Pool

Alt proceeds go to aiding the BHnd
sponsored by Gulf 104,

co-sponsored by House of Trophies

JETHRO
TULL

in concert and From Cai

8:00
p.m.

.October
12

^ ^All Seats
'Reserved

r$io.5o

[ailahassee-Leon
:o. Civic Center

jTickets On
'Sale Now

^Info. 222-0400

Ckritalu

he Broadsword and \. I

the Rpfist Tniir !
'Silver Star Produc tion

1 i I i I
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Planet Waves

WORLD
MALAGA, Spain — A New York-bound

DC- 10 jetliner with 392 people aboard

plowed across a busy highway and crashed

on takeoff yesterday, killing at least 44

people in a burning inferno. Some 25

people were missing.

A U.S. Embassy spokesperson said 210

U.S. citizens were on the flight and the

others were Spanish and Latin American

travelers.

Officials said more than 40 bodies had

been recovered five hours after the midday

crash that occurred when the pilot attempted

to abort takeoff. Four other people died in

hospitals and 2S were still unaccounted for.

The plane ran out over the end of the

runway, skidded 200 yards and collided

with at least one truck as it plowed across

a highway. With both engines torn off, the

plane came to rest in a field and fire broke

out

Nation
CALISTOGA, Calif. — Flames whipped

by erratic winds played tag with firefighters

yesterday in a rugged canyon near

California's wine country where a brush

fire had already blackened nearly 4,000

acres.

The 3-day-old fire was 75 percent

contained, but high winds sent it leaping

over a fire line in a canyon five miles north

of Caiistoga early yesterday.

Only one injury was reported since the

fire broke out Saturday from a downed
power line. A firefighter suffered a broken

ankle.

The town of Caiistoga, nestled in the

woods adjoining the wine-rich Napa Valley,

was threatened for a time during the

weekend. Flames were within two miles

when winds diminished and a Hne was

established around the southern end of the

blaze.

State
TaUahassee — More than $500 has been

raised for the defense of Christliie Falling,

the 19-year-old baby sitter accused of

murdering two Blountstown children,

defense fund leaders said yesterday.

In addition, fundleaders said the Falling

defense team reported, the donation from

various experts of in-kind services valued at

about $1,000.

Falling is being held v^thout bond at

Calhoun County Jail. She is charged with

first degree murder in the deaths of IVi-

month-old Travis DeWayne Coleman on

July 3 and 2-year-old Cassidy "Muffin"

Johnson in February 1980.

INBRIEF
THE LEON COUNTY SHERIFF'S

Department will conduct a Crime

Prevention seminar at Fort Braden

Community School tonight and tomorrow

night at 7:30. This weeks topic is Drug

Familiarization and Abuse given by Sheriff

Eddie Boone. For more information call

575-1895.

U.S. COAST GUARD AUXILIARY:

Boating Skills and Seamanship course will be

offered by Tallahassee Community College

starting tonight and running for 14 weeks.

Classes will be held from 7 to 10 each

Tuesday night in room 152, Science and

Mathematics building, TCC. For more

information call 576-5 1 8 1 , ext 268.

A RESUME WRITING CLINIC WILL
be held tonight at 6:30 tonight in 1 10 Bryan

Hall.

THERE WILL BE A MORTAR
Board meeting tonight at 8 at the Pi Beta

Phi House. Officers meet at 7:30.

THERE WILL BE A MANDATORY
meeting for all Rec Council Clubs today

from 4:30 to 6:30 p.m. in 240 Union.

THE SCALPHUNTERS WILL HOLD
a meeting tonight at 9 in the Club Car. All

members who plan to be active must attend.

If you have any problems call Steve

Eichcnblatt at 575-8447 or 222-4396.

THE OAK RIDGE COMMUNITY
Alliance, a neighborhood association,

will hold its semi-annual general meeting

tonight at 7 in the Church of God of

•Prophecy building, 1342 Westway Rd. The

speakers will include a member of Tree

Watch and a CONA official.

HARVESTING MATERIALS FOR

Dried Arrangements is the title of a free

program presented tonight at 7 in the Leon

County Public Library's Program Room.
For more information call 487-2665.

ALPHA KAPPA PSI WILL HOLD ITS

last informational meeting for Business

majors tonight at 8 in 212 Business.

THE TALLAHASSEE CHAPTER OF
the World Future Society will hold a

meeting tonight at 7:30 in the FSU
Planetarium. The subject will be

Astronomy in the 21st Century. The

speaker will be Hans Plendl, Professor of

Physics.

THE FSU CHESS CLUB MEETS
every Tuesday night at 7 in 246 Union.

THE BLACK STUDENT UNION
will hold its first meeting of the semester

today at 5:30 p.m. in 221 Bellamy.

OMICRON DELTA KAPPA,
members not in attendance at the meeting

on Sept. 8th, please call the honors office at

644-3046 and give your name, S.S. No.,

phone No. and address by Sept. IS.

Contact Scott Hall at 644-3365 for further

information.

THE SUN PARTY NOMINATIONS
Committee will meet tonight at 7 in 346

Union. This is the last day to be put on the

slate. Party meeting directly after.

THERE WILL BE A BIBLE STUDY
tonight at 7:30 at the Maranatha Christian

Center, 318 S. Copeland.

THERE WILL BE AN FSU PEACE
Studies Class tonight at 7 in 126 Bellamy.

The subject will be the U.S. and Russia

since 1945 with Jean Hales and a visiting

Russian Historian.

ALL INDEPENDENT CANDIDATES
interested in talking about the SG Senate

election please come by 65 Eiellamy at 5

p.m. today.

RESUMES.
P |v\ Publishing and Typographies offers quality typesetting, design & printing of

custom resume's within 24 hours. We have many uniqu^ styles to choose from!
100 RESUMES 25 resume's 50 RESUMES OTHER OPTION

(WHITE PAPEH ( 25 tOVER SHEETS i SO COVER SHEETS ( CIVE US THE DETAILS

CUSTOM OESiGNEb / 25ENVaOPES I SO ENVELOPES / ft WE LL GIVE YOU
TYPESET & PRINTED ) ON CLASSIC LAID PAPER ] ON CLASSIC LAID PAPER ) AGOOOPRlCE

S24 95 $30 95 S35 95 & A GOOD JOB'

ATTENTION ALL SOPHOMORES !

You will need to take the College- Level Academic Skills

Test before...

....you are admitted to Upper Division status

. . . .and you become a jtuiior in a state university

IF YOU ARE SEEKING UPPER DIVISION STATUS FOR
THE TERMTHAT BEGINS IN JANUARY, 1983.

You MUST apply by
September 17th to take CLAST in October

WHERE: APPLY IN ROOM 103 SEMINOLE BUILDING

WHEN: SEPTEMBER 9-17; 9:00a.m..4:00p.in.

SPECIAL NOTES
Students in Music, Dance and BFA Theatre must also take this test unless,

at the beginning of the Fall term, they had already earned 60 or more semester

hours toward graduation.

Upper division students are exempt from this test ailless they plan to apply

for the A.A. Certificate using Fall 1982 courses and/or hours.

If you need to take CLAST, you are responsible for

....informing yourself about CLAST,

....applying on time to take the test,

....preparing yourself to perform well, and

....taking the test at the time and place

assigned by the CLAST Office.

TEST DATE: SATURDAY, OCTOBER 23, 1982

WHERE: ON FSU CAMPUS
TEST ROOM ASSIGNMENTS MADE AT TEST REGISTRATION
TIME: T:30a.m. to 1 :00p.m.

FURTHER IIVFORHIATIOM ABOUT CLAST IS
AVAILABLE IN THIS INSTITUTION FROM
CLAST C«ordiMtM>
lMtrMtl«Bal Sapp«rt Ceater 106 Seminole Phone904/61t :tOI7
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Criminal justice
We get nervous every time politicians talk about getting tough on

crime, as President Reagan did this week. It*s not that we don't share

the president's concern Tor a problem that touches all of our lives;it's

just that we don't think Reagan's approach will do much to reduce

crime.

Reagan has proposed a host of new legislation designed to get down
on the criminal elements. He would make it more diffidblt for

defendants to plead not guilty by reason of insanity; he would impose

tougher penalties on drug traffickers; he would liberalize the federal

exclusionary rule to allow admission in court of evidence gathered

illegally, but "in good faith;" he would deny bail to habitual

offenders; and he would institute more mandatory sentences to allow

fewer opportunities for parole.

The problem with many of the president's proposals is that,

although they would certainly place more people in jail for longer

periods of time, they fly in the face of hundreds of years of legal

tradition. Furthermore, we see little if any evidence to suggest the

president's measures would curb the crime rate in the long run.

The not guilty by reason of insanity plea, for example, is based on

the traditional legal notion that to be considered guilty of a crime, the

defendant must have intended to commit the crime — that he was not

an unwitting participant, or was not so crippled by his mental, state

that he could not tell the difference between right and wrong.

Persons who use the insanity plea successfully — and these people

are rare — do not "get off easy." Ask any defense lawyer: most will

tell you they counsel clients against using the insanity plea because of

the unknowns involved .With a guilty plea, a defendant is sentenced for

a definite term of imprisonment; with the insanity plea, that same

defendant is committed to a mental hospital until he or she is

determined to have recovered. The defendant could spend the rest of

his or her life locked away.

Similarly with the bail system and the exclusionary rule, measures

instituted to protect defendants' rights. Remember, we're not talking

about criminals' rights here. In our System, theoretically, you're

considered inno(^ent until proven otherwise, and the police are not

supposed to break the law to enforce it against you. These rules were

invented to address specific problems: Overly zealous police ofHcers

do, occasionally — some would say routinely— break the law to win

convictions.

But our main problem with the president's proposals is that they

beg the issue. Historically, crime waves escallate in times of economic

or political flux. That is the situation in which the United States now
finds itself, and only by addressing our political and economic

problems will we alleviate our crime problem.

If the president really wants to lower the crime rate, he could begin

by cracking down on white collar crime; he could press for sentencing

reform to keep first offenders segregated from hard-timers; he could

encourage work-release programs and half-way houses; he could ask

for legislation to prevent corporations sending their working capital

overseas, where cheap labor is available, at the expense of jobs here at

home.

Reagan could do these things, or he could continue to press for

stop-gap measures. Tough-guy measures may make for good

headlines, but they're not going to solve the crime problem. Only real

systematic reform will do that.
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How to bridle the wreckless?
BY MAXWELL GLFN AND CODY SHEARER

SPK( lAI It) nun AMBFAU

WASHINGTON — It was a front-page tale

about the "life and death of a campus drug

dealer," but a photograph buried deep inside the

newspaper told the real story of Barry S.

Weinbaum, dead at 22.

Pictured on an inside page of last Sunday's issue

of The New York Times were about 30 of

Weinbauni's friends, who had gathered for a tree-

planting in his memory on the campus of his alma

mater, Bennington College. For many of us who
attended college during the '60s and '70s, the scene

ought to have been a frightening reminder that we

share responsibility for Weinbaum and others like

him.

Shortly before his murder in early July,

Weinbaum had graduated from Bennington with

the reputation of someone who had his act

together. The English literature student (he was a

Shakespeare nut) had apparently held the respect of

many teachers and peers at the private Vermont

institution, edited the campus newspaper and

captained the school softball team

.

At the same time, the tall and dark Weinbaum

had projected an image of collegiate man at his

best, sporting a Brooks Brothers wardrobe,

appreciation for haute cuisine and good wine and a

sizeable personal library. He sent love letters to his

girl friend via Federal Express and carried an

American Express card. For a student who held

only itinerant part-time jobs and received no

financial support from either parent, he seemed to

live with a remarkable grace that many of his peers

could envy.

But Weinbaum's charmed life depended

completely on the cocaine he sold to buyers on

campus and in other areas around Vermont.

Cocaine financed his way through Bennington,

which is the most expensive private college in

America, and paid for a vacation in the Bahamas.

Cocaine also led him about twice a month to a

place where few of his clientele, let alone the rest of

us, would venture: the drug centers of New York

City's lower East Side. It was there, on East Third

Street, that Weinbaum ended up in a green plastic

bag—strangled to death.

Had the victim been some stereotypical junkie or

goon, the murder would have undoubtedly been

HEREANDNOW
relegated to the statistical anonymity that America

expects of New York, (In fact, the Times

discovered. New York's Finest had neglected to

pursue the case with any vigor, even permitting the

single detective involved to take off on his

scheduled vacation.)

But Wdnbaum, despite his exceptional death,

was One of us. And while he could hobnob with the

low-life in scuzzy pool halls and bars, he was

obviously most at home with the preppies and

granola brains who frequented his other life. In

addition to authentic friendships, he depended on

many of them for their cash flow, they on him for

his willingness to live closer to the edge. .

With variations, many a college student comes to

experience or know «of such symbiotic

interdependence. The Barry Weinbaums of this

world can often be roommates, teammates or

acquaintances. They can even be friends who, while

treading on illegal grounds, seem to flaunt to

extremes the sense of impunity that pervades

campuses across America.

In college and out, it's admittedly difficult to

bridle the wreckless. Coming from peers, advice

can sound too presumptuous, too parental. One
might fmd incredible The Times suggestion that the

danger of cocaine middlemanning wasn't discussed

by Weinbaum and his girlfriend— but there's a

general tendency in the never-never land of college

to blur the distinction between right and wrong,

especially where social mores are involved.

But the death of Barry Weinbaum is the kind of

event that can shake up even the most oblivious

fun-seeker. Tragedies of this sort happen rarely,

yet they force us—if only for a half-second—to

look at ourselves as well as our morality. Of course,

whether we're encouraged ultimately to regard the

other Barry Weinbaums around us with less laissez-

faire remains to be seen.

In planting a plum tree in his memory, the friends

of the late Barry Weinbaum may have been trying

to bury their responsibility.- But in a way, we all

could have been there—hands in pockets, eyes to

the ground, regretting our acquiescence.

Letters Policy: Letters to the editor of the Florida Flambeau should be signed, and must include an

address and phone number if possible. They should be type-written, double-spaced, and no longer

than ISO words. Correct names will be run with each letter unless the author has a valid reason for

remaining anonymous. The editors reserve the right to edit the letters for length and to meet

standards ofgood taste.
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New EPA rules shouldn't affect Tallahassee

Lawton Chiles: opposesplan
Florida Flambeau/

BobO'Lary

FROM ST\f F WD WIRE REPORTS

Tallahassee will not be affected in the immediate future by

the Reagan administration decision to encourage localities to

scale back sewage treaimeni plants, City Manger Dan
Kleman said yesterday.

"We have just completed a major expansion of our waste

treatment facilities," said Kleman. "So for us, the issue is

several years away."

In a major reinterpretatioh of the Clean Water Act, the

administration plans to allow municipalities to seek

exemptions to the 1972 Clean Water Act that would allow

them to discharge sewage after removing as little as 25

percent of the biological material. The previous standard was

85 percent.

"rd hope they (Leon County) would stay with the 85

percent removal," said Dean Little, staff scientist for the

Florida Public Interest Research Group. "But when you're

talking about saving millions of dollars, and the federal

government says it's all right, the county might loosen its

standards."

As many as 800 applications to permit the discharge of

incompletely treated sewage are expected nationwide,

according to a study by the General Accounting Office. The

new standards apply both to existing plants as well as sewage

plants under construction

.

Federal officials claim the change of policy will not

endanger tish habitats or limit the recreational use of the

nation's waterways. Furthermore, the GAO study pointed

out that if the requests are granted, cities will save from $4 to

$10 billion in construction and operating costs.

Florida Senator Lawton Chiles is reportedly appalled by

the cost-saving reinterprctation. however.

"He (Chiles) is totally against the water standards being

loosened," said Jack Pridgen, Chiles' press secretary.

"Lawton thinks that one of the severest problems we have

is over the quidity of water. He will work strongly to

maintain the current regulatory standards."

The reinterpretation comes from amendments to the Clean

Water Act passed in 1977 and 198! that were intended to

allow cities along the West Coast, which pump sewage into

deep water, to avoid the expense of advanced treatment

facilities. Most waterways in the eastern United States are

too shallow to permit that method of disposal.

However, Little said some residents in the Tallahassee area

are already complaining about contaminated water.

**In our (FPIRG) study, we found severe bacteria

contamination in south Leon County," said l ittle. "And
some people in that area have even complained about the

water."

Previous administrations have interpreted the act to

require cities to build expensive secondary treatment facilities

without regard to the area water's ability to absorb

pollutants, according to Environmental Protection Agency

officials. Those facilities remove about 10 to 50 percent of

organic pollutants.

Since the focus of efforts to clean up U.S. polluted

waterways, federal spending on the construction of sewage

treatment plants has declined by almost 43 percent under the

Reagan administration, from $4.2 billion in 1979 to $2.4

billion in 1982, according to EPA.

Chipola frompage!

application.

Inspections in the fall of 1979 revealed all of the trees in

Steel City Bay, west of U.S. 231, were dead. Livingston

noted high levels of heavy metals in the bay and dead fish

and shellfish in Dry Creek, a tributary of the Chipola.

Sapp, however, stayed in operation, raking in a profit of

about $30,000 a day—$7 million annually—according to'

a

June article in the St. Petersburg Times.

Sapp shut down the plant and left the state in January,

1980. By April the DER sent a final order for corrective

action before taking Sapp to court a year later. On May 15,

1981, the court issued a final judgement requiring Sapp to

remove the battery waste and submit plans for restoration of

the site. In July the court issued another order requiring Sapp
to pay $1 1, 159,940 to the state for cleanup costs and punitive

damages. Sapp never appeared in court and still hasn't paid a

cent.

The study in large part blamed Jackson County officials

for the resulting snafu, pointing out that it took citizen

complaints to make the DFiR recognize the situation when

the agency should have been notified by county officials.

"Clearly," the study says, "county governments have the

authority to adopt a policy which would require

communication with various regional and state bodies before

the issuance of building permits for questionable facilities

such as batttery recycUng factories."

Before Sapp left the state, he sold his salvage equipment to

Howard Odom, former head of the Game and Fresh Water

Fish Commission, who started United Metals in 1980, taking

over Sapp's customers. While the company submitted its

application for a DER permit in June that year^ it remained

incomplete even after United Metals submitted additional

information four months later.

Late in 1980, the DFR began to notice a high level of toxic

lead and cadmium in the Chipola upriver from the Sapp

plant, which it said were directly attributable to the United

Metals operation. Kriegel met with Odom to resolve the

issues, and a year later they agreed to a consent order—

a

legal contract— whereby United Metals was required to.

install a recycling operation before the plant reopened,

according to Kriegel.

The consent order also stipulated United Metals should

foot the bill for site evaluation and waste samples, and

should submit a restoration plan within 45 days. Five months

later, however, while Odom's application was still being

processed, no restoration plan had been submitted. Odom
was finally granted a DER permit in February of 1982

although he had been in operation for quite some time. The

permit expires in December.

BnHH
Florida Flambeau/Vicki Arias

"The United Metals plant, if it operates as the DER says it

should, will be a non-polluting operation," Livingston said.

He explained that the highly acidic battery liquid should flow

into a day-lined holding pond, where it can be neutralized

and recycled back into the salvage operation.

But that has not been the case at the United Metals plant,

DER investigations show. The application claimed the

holding pond was adequately lined with clay, but the DER
noted that contaminants were seeping through the holding

pond into the groundwater, and had been doing so since late

1979.

The potential for |x>llution in the battery salvage business

is not nearly as high as it was less than a decade ago, Lou
Norman, the director of the Battery Recyclying Operation of

the USA, said at the public hearing.

•'As late as six or seven years ago, the acceptable

procedure was to chop off the top of the battery with an axe,

and dump out everything but the lead," Norman said. "But
you can't operate like that anymore.**

Norman said that with the new technology available in the

industry, Odom's plant could recycle the battery acid and
casings in addition to the lead.

Tomorrow: The damage done
• • •

Editor's note: Efforts to locate Sapp by prtas time yesterday

were nnsHCcessfvl. CMom could not be itacbed for conment,

and Bo on cbe avaUable at the Vaited Metals piaiit would

aafwtr qscstioiis ycsttrday.
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Filibuster continues on abortion rider

RonaldReagan

UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL

WASHINGTON — The Senate despite President Ronald
Reagan's urging, fell 15 votes short yesterday in its second
effort to end a liberal filibuster that has been blocking action

on anti-abortion legislation.

The vote was 45-35, with conservative supporters of the

legislation picking up a handful of votes since last Thursday
when the first effort to limit the two-week fillibuster was
defeated 41-47.

Senate Republican leader Howard Baker, who noted
before the vote that a number of senators had not yet

returned from the Labor Day recess, called for a third

limitation vote this Wednesday.
But even Sen. Jesse Helms, R-N.C, leader of the anti-

abortion forces, acknowledged he was "not certian" he

would gain the total of 60 votes needed to win on
Wednesday.

Baker also said he would seek to bring up today a
proposed "federalism** constitutional amendment by Sen.

Orrin Hatch R-Utah, which would allow Congress and the

states to restrict or ban abortion. But Baker acknowledged it

is highly unlikely he will get the unanimous consent required

for him to do so.

Reagan had pledged his full effort to winning passage of

anti-abortion legislation, and urged members in phone calls

and letters last week to vote to crack the filibuster.

Baker told reporters before the session: "My conunitment
is to a full and thorough debate. That means we'll go the last

mile to give proponents of anti-abortion legislation every

oppoTtumty."

Baker said, however, he will have to "take another look"

at the situation if the third cloture attempt fails, saying

"we've got to pass a debt limit bill."

Anti-abortion forces actually picked up seven senators

yesterday— although the fmal tally did not reflea it because

fewer senators voted that did last Thursday.

Sen. John Warner, R-Va., changed his vote to support

cloture. Republican Sens. Bob Dole,and Nancy Kassebaum.

Kansas; Hatch, Mark Hatfield, Oregon; Paul Laxalt,

Nevada; and James McClure, Idaho, all absent Thursday,

voted for cloture Monday

.

Legislation to raise the temporary ceiling on the national

debt must be passed to provide the government with money

in the new fiscal year beginning Oct. 1

.

A Senate source said Baker intends to get action on the

debt limit by the end of the week, suggesting that if he cannot

break the filibuster by then, he may have to lay the anti-

abortion legislation aside.

The abortion bill sponsored by Sen. Jesse Helms, R-N.C.

— a key goal of the New Right social conservatives— is in the

form of a rider to the debt Hmit measure.

Helms' amendment would permanently ban federal

funding of abortions — which primarily would affect welfare

recipients — and federal insurance coverage for the

operations, and would encourage a quick review of the 1973

Supreme Court decision legalizing abortion.

Rape suspect nabbed
FROM STAFF REPORTS

Sheriffs deputies yesterday arrested a 29-year old

Tallahassee man and charged him with the Aug. 26 rape of a

Tallahassee woman.
Eugene Woodham, whose address was not available

yesterday, is believed to have lived in the Tallahassee area for

the last two or three years, according to Leon County

Sheriff's Department spokesperson Dick Simpson.

Woodham was also charged with burglary and failure to

appear in court in connection with some bad check charges,

Simpson said. Woodham is also a suspect in a series of

prowling and sexual battery cases in the western part of

Tallahassee, dating back to 1979, Simpson said.

A tip lead to Woodham' s arrest, Woodham was arrested at

a friend's house by Sheriff's Detective Duisty Miller.
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Cream of the comedy-thrillers plays tonight
BY FRANK M. YOUNG
FLAMBEAU STAFF WRITER

Alfred Hitchcock's The Lady Vanishes,

playing tonight at Moore, is a perfectly

delightful film, a thriller with its tongue

planted firmly in its cheek, full of ironic

humor.

The nim has been the subject of much
critical praise since its 1938 release, and

deservedly so. Orson Welles, the

mastermind of Citizen Kane, is reported to

have seen The Lady Vanishes 1 1 times.

Thai's praise indeed for any film of this

genre.

Comedy-thrillers, as a rule, are not deep,

soul-searching films. Characters and

situations tend to be about as three-

dimensionaf as cardboard. The Lady
Vanishes is no Persona, but it's heads

above most other fihns of its genre (Foul

Play and its ilk).

The film's opening scenes are pure

comedy — and quite funny, I might add.

Once the "thriller" narrative is introduced,

though, things get going and never stop.

Most of the film takes place aboard an

England-bound train. Iris (Margaret

Lockwood), a young countess-to-be, is

surprised to find her elderly traveling

companion (Dame May Whitty) has

inexplicably disappeared.

Affred Hitchcock's classic The Lady vanishes plays

tonight at Moore.

No one on board seems to recall having seen the old

woman, and Iris — with unrequested help from a nosy

companion, Gilbert (Michael Redgrave) — sets out to

unravel this oddball mystery.

It would spoil things to tell any more, but, needless to

say, there's the expected quota of plottwists, involving

(what else?) a bevy of foreign spies.

The performances are all very good, much like the ones

in Howard Hawk's His Girl Friday (1940). The most

amusing characters in the film, a couple of terribly British

do-nothings (Basil Redford, Naughton Wayne) are

marvelous.

Hitchcock's direction is sharp, witty, and right on target.

Under his sure hand, everything works wonderfully. He
enhances a fine screenplay by Sydney Gilliat and Frank

Launder, who themselves would later direct a series of

CINEMA
thrillers (Green for Danger and others).

Considering how low-budget the film was, Hitchcock's

achievements are even more impressive. He would later

brag that he had shot the entire film on a 90-foot

soundstage. His strong control makes the film seem like it's

big-budget glossy.

The Lady Vanishes deserves all the praise it's garnered.

In a field of sOly thrillers, it stands by itself, amused and

amusing.

The Lady Vanishes plays tonight at Moore at 7:30 and

9:30. Cost is $1.75.

A blast of Americana from the Blasters
BY MAUREEN McCARTHY

FlAMBFAl! STAFF W RITFR

For a taste of Americana and a chance to see music in the

making instead of watching another celluloid television

series, tune into Soundstage's spotlight on the Blasters.

The Blasters' brand of rockabilly is a reminder of the

SO's — exemplifying the beginning of consumerism in

America* Performing a selection of sonp off their debut

album, including "Marie, Marie," "I'm Shakin' " and

"American Music," the Blasters bring to mind the radios,

bobbie socks, and hamburger joims so prevalent in the

SO's.

Suundsiage gives viewers a chance to experience the

Blasters' sweat inducing stage presence. They do hot have

the demure style of the Stray Cats or "beat" style of the

Fleshtoncs, who use rockabilly to influence their music

instead of simply mimicking it as the Blaster's do. But the

Blasters are a true representation of rockabilly for those

TELEVISION
who enjoy the boogie-woogie sound drawn from a

combinatioa of rock and country.

Enough reason in itself to watch the show is Willie

Dixon, the Blaster's special guest. Dixon, a Chicago

bluesman who has been around for an eternity, proves he's

still got the blues energy when performing "I'm Built for

Comfort" and "I'm Ready."
,

Also appearing on Soundstage is Carl Perkins, one of the

original innovators of rockabilly who has influenced

countless musicians, including the Beatles.

• • •

Sounstage, featuring the Blasters, with special guests Carl

Perkins and Willie Dixon, tonight at 10 on WFSU TV
channel 11, cable 8.

Series on Darwinism continues today
from staff I

It's growing late in the afternoon,

you're hot, bored and have no

particular form of respite awaiting

you. What to do?

Try gaining a bit of knowledge.

Robley J. Light, a professor in the

chemistry department at Florida State

University, will speak this afternoon at

4 in room 006 of the School of Library

Science on "Chemistry and Evolution:

A New Modern Synthesis?"

The talk is part of the American

Studic«^ lecture series entitled

Darwinism Reconsidered. The series

features a different speaker each

Tuesday discussing the impact of

Darwinian theory on the American

mind. Each speaker will concentrate

on a specific area of expertise, be it

chemistry, physics, religion, the

judicial system or any of a number of

topics.

FSU SkotokaR Karate Clvb

Classes begin Tuesday.

Sept. 14

Tuesdays & Thursdays

6-8 pm
208 Montgomery Gym
Everyone is welcome —
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BULLWINKLE'S

UNIVERSITY PLAZA LAUNDRY
1956 W. Tennessee Self-service PLUS

WASH & DRY & FOLD
$3,25 TOP washer Load lApprox. 10 lbs)

Self-Serve: 7am - ilpm 7 days a week

Wash & dry & fold Service:7-6 M-F, 7-1 Sat.

COIN LAUNDRY
1354 lake Bradford Rd.

Self Service Only 7am-10pm 7 days a weel<

GOLD

KEY {Formerly (l/unci

& Gold Key)

Cold Key, the FSU leadership & scholarship

honorary, will be accepting membership
applications this week (September 15 - September 17).

All students with leadership accomplishments and

scholastic achievements are encouraged to apply

at the FSU Union Office. Room 325 (644-5840).

Autlwinic Chinese Hi Japanes,' Cnisiiu-

THE BEST FOOD
AT ECONOMY PRICES

666 W. Tenn. St.

222-7551

EGG ROLL
80c

WONTON
3 for 70c

ENTREE SPECIAL

$1.80 W/ White Rice

$2.00 W/ Fried Rice

COMBINATION
PLATE
includes

1 ENTREE w/white rice

1 EGGROLL
3 Wontons for

for $2.80

w / fried rice $3.00

4 to 5 Different

Entrees Available Daily

Serving Continuously

M-F 11:30 am -Spin
Sat. 12:00 • 6 PM

112 E. bth Ave
224-9099

LUNCHEON BUFFET
All You Cdn Edi

Fried Wonton. Egg Rolls
|

Two Entrees. Rice.

Chow Mein. Chinese

Salad and Tea

only $3.50 per person

DINNER BUFFET
All You Can Eat

6-Entrccs 2-Soups

Chicken Wings. Rice.

Egg Roll. Wonton,

Tea & Fortune Cookie

$5.95
You Can Also Order

From An Extensive

Variety of Items

on the Menu
Beer & Wine Served

Hours
Lunch 1 1 45 2 00 M K

Dinner 5 00 10 (K) M Th

5:00-11 00 Fn & Sat
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Sports stadiums: A $6 billion give-away?
BY CLARK NORTON

FACIFIC NEWSSERVICE

OAKLAND, Calif. — The Oakland-
Alameda County Coliseum is one of the few
relative success stories in the annals of
publicly built stadiums in America. Since

opening in 1966, it has never lost money on
operating expenses.

Now, however, despite a long history of

sellout crowds at the Coliseum, Oakland
Raiders' owner Al Davis is moving his NFL
team to Los Angeles— strictly in pursuit of
biuizcr bucks. And while continued legal

chailenijcs leave the ultimate outcome of the

Raiders* move in doubt, one certainly does
remain lor the citizens of Oakland: Whether
or not their Coliseum stands full or empty,

local taxpayers will be shelling out $1.5

million for it every year until 2O04.

Oakland is hardly alone in its fiscal plight.

Well over 50 piihiiciy financed stadiums have
been erected or returbished in the past 20

years, with total costs— including future

interest payments, related highway and
subway construction, sewage improvements
and the like—estimated ultimately to run as

high as $6 billion.Taxpayers have already laid

out more than $700 mUUon in the past decade
to erect a dozen or so opulent new stadiums.

The average construction cost per seat? Some
$800.

But that's cheap compared to the scandal-

ridden behemoth in New Orleans known as

the Superdome, which rises like a glistening

golden mountain out of the Louisiana
bayous—and cost nearly as much. This
70,000-seat all-weather facility soaked
Louisiana taxpayers for $163 million, a
whopping $2,200 per seat. When state voters

first authorized its construction in 1966, they

didn't know they'd have to mortgage
grandma's gumbo to pay for it; they had
been assured it would run a piddling $35
million.

All this for a stadium that has seen its pro
basketball team flee to Utah and has never
been able to land* a miyor league baseball

club.

The Superdome may be the most flagrant

of the sports stadium boondoggles, but its

ballooning construction cost overruns and
long-term operating deficits merely reflect a
pattern common across the country:

•After the 1973 oaseball season, debt-
riddled New York City decided to purchase
and refurbish rundown Yankee Stadium for

what then Mayor John Lindsay announced
would cost $24 million. When the stadium
reopened in 1976, complete with 19 private

Unin^ featuring wet bars and bathrooms,
expenditures had zoomed to $125 million and
were still rising.

•Robert F. Kennedy Stadium in

Washington, ^.C, was completed in 1961 to

house the Senators baseball team and the

Redskins football team. The district issued

bonds of $19.8 million to pay for its

constr4iction, but—faced with annual
operating deficits in the hundreds of
thousands—never managed to pay off the

interest, much less a cent of the principal, in

18 years. Finally, in 1979, Congress stepped

in to retire the bonds with federal funds.

Meanwhile, RFK was now being used only a

few dates a year; the Senators had skipped

town eight years before.

•Meadowlands* a multi-sport complex in

ms»9i»^ 4stiissmm jssammm ^smm^ iivv^m
16mm ismmm mmm mfffma

4msii*s>m mmmsff ms3m$s» mssmm
W <mrs»msm psmamm- mimm^ imm^Ttm^

msimm ^mmsm tsemsm

^To the extent that subsidized (stadium) rentals are not passed on to

consumers or to players, the prime beneficiaries of the local

government subsidies are the owners of the sports teams — most of

whom are extremely wealthy.'

—financial analyst

New Jersey that lured the New York Giants

football team away from refurbished Yankee
Stadium, cost somewhere between $350-$400

million to build— making it the most

expensive such facility in the nation. Annual
tab for the taxpayers: $35 million.

•Arhngton, Texas, residents—all 90,000 of

them—-have been paying a long-term

premium, since 1971 for the privilege of

making Texas Rangers out of the former

Washington Senators. Including

improvements to Arlington Stadium and
other costs, estimates are that city taxpayers

will shoulder a $21 million burden over a 30-

year period.

Stadium after stadium built with public

funds in. the past 15 years—Riverfront
Stadium in Cincinnati; Three Rivers Stadium
in Pittsburgh; the all-weather Silverdome in

Pontiac, Mich.; Kansas City's Truman
Sports Complex, and Atlanta-Fulton County
Stadium in Georgia have consistently

operated in the red. "No stadium in the

country is making money, if you add up all

the expenses,** says former Pontiac deputy

city manager Gary Webster.

So why do we keep building them?
Municipal pri<te, certainly, is one reason. But
stadium proponents also argue that stadiums
more than repay their public investment by
generating cash in the community. "Reds'
fans spend at least $40 million a season in

Cincinnati, and that's a conservative

estimate," says Cincinnati Convention and
Visitors Bureau president George Demarest.

Nevertheless, it is clear that any economic
benefits that may arise are by no means
divided equally among the taxpaying public.

According to Benjamin A. Okner, a
Brookings Institution expert on the economic
impact of public subsidies to sports stadiums,

"To the extent that subsidized rentals are not
passed on to consumers in the form of lower
prices or to players in the form of higher
salaries, the prime beneficiaries of the local

government subsidies are the owners of
sports teams—most of whom are extremely
wealthy."

Although team owners and public officials

are notoriously closemouthed about the

terms of their rental leases, a congressional

hearing probing pro sports in 1976 found that

for the previous year, NFL clubs had spent
just 6.4 percent of their operation budgets on
stadium costs. A typical rental deal for a big
league baseball or football team calls for the
stadium to receive about 5 to 6 percent of
gate receipts (often only after a minimum
attendance figure is reached), plus a widely
varying percentage (ranging from all to none)
of parking and concessions revenue. In most
cases, this works out to roughly a few
hundred thousand dollars a year from each
major tenant, about the cost of one
substitute guard in the NBA.
Owners are able to extort these sweetheart

deals by threatening to pull up stakes and
move elsewhere, or never to move in at all.

The public officials, after all, are at a distinct

disadvantage in the bargaining: With their

own prestige on the line, perhaps having
mortgaged a healthy chunk of their

community's financial future as well, they
can hardly threaten to put wheels on their

stadiums and move them to Poughkeepsie •
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Dr. Allan O. Dean P.A.
OPTOMETRIST

SOFT CONTACT LENSES
v\.n( Package ^ -| Cr|00

• \'«st^kon Unltrathin or am regular

Bausch.& Lomb Lens

• \ \ani (Ontat t lens Fittiny and months visits

• C tiki Strrili/at'on

iDot^s not incliule other lens designs)

810 Thomasville Rd. Appointments

((,,,> ,,e*TI»iiwi»vill»RdU22*»W1

Y
Attention to all

Students!

Applications are now being ac-

cepted for elections commissioners

Apply in Room 244

University Union

Minimum Wage 10 hrs/week

Wet and WU
The Tarpon Club members in this photo, taken

during the organization 's annual home show in 1980,

have the distinction of having been members of the

second oldest student group at Florida State

University. Founded in 1936, the club is an athletic

team run by students involved in synchronized

swimming. In addition to its annual homeshow, team

members also attend state, regional and national

competitions. The team is ranked third in the nation.

FAMU's McDowell Injured

DraORAH BARRINGTON
FLAMiiAu sroirrshmtor

Florida A&M defensive

tackle Eddie McDowell
suffered a hairline fracture

of his neck in the Rattler's

season opener Saturday

night. He will miss the rest

of the season.

The freshman Cross City

native was expected to

figure prominently in the

Rattler's football program.

McDowell was injured on _ _

the kick-off to Morris Eoaie McDOWell
Brown after FAMU's first touchdown. That touchdown

came early, with 13:40 remaining in the first quarter.

He came off the field after the play complaining of pain.

McDowell was X-rayed, the diagnois— slight hairline

fracture of the vertebrae. There is no danger of paralysis.

McDowell was admitted to Tallahassee Memorial

Regional Medical Center, and listed in stable condition. He
will remain in the hospital in traction until Thursday.

After FAMU players had undergone pre-season physicals

it was discovered that McDowell suffered from high blood

pressure and would not be able to play football. Prior to

the opening game he was cleared to play by doctors who felt

his high blood pressure could be controlled with

medication.

FAMU head coach Rudy Hubbard said McDowell was

his kind of player because he didn't have to tell McDowell

what to do. tie just went out, worked very hard and got the

job done.

Florida Ftantou/Bob O'Lary

Beginning this week, the team will be operating

introductory training sessions for students who wish

to join the club. At the end of this week there will be

an evaluation ofeach swimmer's potential. All that is

required is enthusiasm and enough skill to keep your

head above water for a few minutes. Those wishing

to join the team should call Alicia Crew at 644-4531

or go to Montgomery Gym pool at 5 p.m. any day

this week.

Homecoming
Chief & Princess

applications available now
in Roonn 325 Union,

. 204 Bryan Hall &
the Hecht House

Deadline for application

is 9/ 22/ 82

UPI Top 20
UNITED PRfSS INICWiATIONAL

The United Press International Board of Coaches

Top 20 college football ratings, with first-place votes in

parentheses (total points based on 15 points for first

place, 14 for second, etc.).

I.Pittsburgh (17) (1-0) 554

2. Washington (12) (1-0) 551

3. Nebraska (6) (1-0) 544

4. Alabama (6) (I -0) 508

5. Georgia (2-0) 430

S.SMU(l)(l-<^ 368

7. Florida (241) 365

8. Penn State (2-0) 356

9. Michigan (I -0) 302

10. Arkansas (1-0) 245

11. North Carolina (O-l) 149

12. Ohio State (1-0) 145

l3.Clemson(0-l) 94

14. Texas (<M)) 79

IS. West Virginia (1-0) 72

16. Miami (Fla.)(M) 71

17. UCLA ( I -0) 66

18. Mississippi State (2-0) 35

19. Notre Dame (0-0) 32

20. Brigham Young ( 1 -
1

)

22

By agreemett with the American Football Coaches

Association, teams on probation by the NCAA are

ineligible for the Top 20 and national championship

consideration by the UPI Board of Coaches. The teams

currently on probation are Arizona State, Oregon and

Southern California.

Attention all Students

interested in running

for Fall office must

file for candidacy
before

WeiUiesday, Septemlier \%
at 5 pm

Declarations of candidacy will be

accepted in Room
244 Union

Fall Elections will be held

for;

• Student Body Senate

• Union Board

• Bomeeoming Chief&
Princess

• Alnmni Conneil
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SPORTSINBRIEF
The 1982 Fall baseball season Is underway.

FSU has a 28 game schedule on tap. Here's a

look at the remaining games:

Sept. 19 Gulf Coast (DH) Home 1 pm
Sept. 22 Chipola JC (DH) Away 1 pm CDT
Sept. 25 Gulf Coast (DH) Away 9:30am CDT
Sept. 26 Santa Fc(DH) Home noon

Oct. 1 West Fla.(DH) Away 2pm CDT
Oct. 2 Fla. JC (DH) Home 12 noon

Oct. 3 Fla. JC (DH) Home 12 noon
Oct. 9 Alumni Game Home 11 am
Oct. 15 Manatee (DH) Home 3 pm
CBS television, whose local affiliate is

WCTV, channel 6, cable 9, has announed it

will televise five college football games on a

regional basis Saturday. The games slated for

broadcast are Miami at VPI, Minnesota at

Purdue, Boston College at Clemson, TCU at

Kansas and San Jose State at Stanford.

Jimmy Connors, fresh off a \}&, Open win

this weekend, was contemplating retirement

yesterday. Connors said that having won

both the Open and Wimbledon at the age of

30 left him without much to prove.

Former St. Louis Cardinals quarterback

Steve Pisarkiewicz has been charged with

indecent exposure for an incident which

occurred Thursday. The former quarterback

was ordered to appear in the St. Louis

County Circuit Court at the end of this

month. A young woman charged

Pisarkiewicz drove along a curb where she

was walking, smiled and exposed himself".

Flag football begins today. Be sure someone

picks up your team's schedule before this

afternoon Times will not be given out over the

phone by the IM Office. You must come by

to get your schedule.

Bobby Allison won the Wrangler 400 stock

car race Sunday despite running out of gas

as he made his last pit stop .Tim Richmon(^^4

finished second followed by Darrell Walirip.

MoNdAy — pRidAy
9 A.M. — 4 p.M. CUssiFiEd Ads Ad

720 Union
E 2 dAys BeFore

For SaU
iSmm Ptntdx w 50mm & 75 205mm
200m Lens, cdse 450 ncu $200 178-5524
GREAT SHAPE!

Smith Corona electric tvoewriter onlv
S80.00 brown sofa and love seat very
pretty only $100 00 576 2554

2 Handlebar bags, 2 rear panniers &
rack, poncho, tent, bicycle odds & ends
575 5273 after 5

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF ME !

While I need tho money, and buy my
mechanifdily restored 1970 Triumph
CT6' $1200 for. nfo call 878 9957

2 AIR FLORIDA TICKETS ROUND
TRIP BETWEEN TALLY AND
MIAMI. LV 9/15 RET 9/19
$35 EACH OR B.C. 893-5676

Rcmmqfon Electric Office Typewriter
in excellent condition. Two boxes of

ribbons free S85 Call 576 6555.

FOR sale"
One sofa and matching chair, l year
OklfWill sacrifice for $100.

CALL 877 2246

CRaFg integrated RECIEVER
CRAIG TURNTABLE, CASH ONLY,
fMtPOR BOTH. m-tm.
Tweed sofa and matching chair in
qro.it condition $175, Queen size
maitress, box springs and frame $50.
Boolt shelf with set in desk $45.
Call Ann 877-36»7.

SET (4) PINO WOODS LIKE NEW
CALLi7M351

SOLID WOOD TABLE WITH
4CHAIRS 8. GLASS COVER

>250.(K)

CALL 224-M70 • to SOR
AFTERS fTt-im. CAREY

TRUMPET
Bach Stradivarius
Ex«el. COMI. $550

LANIER SECRETARY II COPIER
with cabinet stand; good condition,

take over quarterly payments or make
offer. Call 222 3511 behween 9am 5pm.

Autos
72 CHEVY IMPALA

PS, PB, & PW GOOD TRANS.
$500 CALL 386 7985.

1977 HONDA CVCC
VERY CLEAN
$2500 FIRM

224 3510 AFTER 5 PM.

1974 DATSUN 610 Air, radio,

speed Recent tires & biittery

own.-! iK.V' Call 87/ 6S,'4

four
One

For Rent
FURNISHED ROOMS FOR RENT
IN BIG HOUSE $175 MONTHLY
INCLUDEDS UTILITIES.
NON-SMOKERS CALL CAMILLE
THOMPSON 386-7208 OR 386-9223

EXTRA LOW PRICES ON GUITARS
& BANJOS. MANY 1/2 PRICE.
PRICES START AT $25. RENTALS
$10 MO LESSONS $15 3 WK
COURSE
SCOTT TENNYSON GUITAR
SERVICES 1304 N. Monroe 224 3361.

Woman's Gold Seiko watch for sale
8 months old and oood deal if

interested can call 57S-42M
'

Columbia 12 speed, bicycle for
saie.Excellent condition $80. Must sell

because of moving. Call 222-9219.

COUPONS FOR ALLOAMES
EXCEPT FLA. AND PITT FOR

SALE. CALL 38A-5477

3 bdrm. apt. across from Law School.

Hardwood floors, fireplace, ceiling

fans, central heat, fenced in yard.
Available now. $375 per month
893 0085 or 224 5851 after 6.

House - 2 fireplaces, one in your
bedroom, new furn, central AC, cable,
w to w carpet, 200 yds to Phyrst $150 8>

•/J util Chris 222 4214

FM RM 2 BED.IBATH -1/4 BLK.
FROM FSU OWN ROOM 122.50 8i */>

UTL. DARCY 222 0485

FM RMMT for 2br/2bath townhouse
own room with bath. Big deck, wooded
area 3/4 mi. from FSU $186/mo 8. ' 2

uti. Treehouse Apts. 386 9481 aft 1

Help
WANTcd

Cosmetics consultant: Immediate
position with Aloe Charm. No exp. or
investment, no pickup or deliv. Free
training, excellent commission. Call

for appt. 644-3135 • Karen Kisko.

Late night supervision for rcsiden
tial treatment facility, upper div. or
grad. studeiit preferred. 11 pm 8 am
Sat -T Mjn, 18hrs.wk. at $3.35 hr. Send
resume to P.O. Box Tallahassee,
Fl. 32301 E.O.E.

Need anyone interested in learning
Disco and Ballroom dancing Come
join the FSU BALLROOM DANCE
CLUB Sunday nights 7pm FSU Union
BIdg. Starts Sept. 19 for more info. call
222-4862

IF YOU DON'T NEED $$
DON'T READ THIS AD.

But if you do, loin the clubl We've got
•n opportunity for you to make some
real $, p/t or f/t, markttins the easiest
protfuct in existence today, by
telephone sales. It's easy , fun, ft
rewarding! Just come by 2639 N.
Monroe, suite 231 BMg. B, Monday
thill Friday, l-5pm.

ServIces
EXPERT CARPENTRY
Miscellaneous handiwork.

Free Estimates.
Satisfaction assured.

Call Glen at m-«879ar 8^1544.

I'm trying to move out of Cash Hall
and into my fraternity house. Take
my placoat Cash Hail for the fall and
spring semesters at a discount rate of
$3000, (doesn't have to be paid at 1

time); for which you get a room with
a/c, facing the pool. Underground
parking, food service of 19 meals a
week, 8. weekly maid service. Walking
distance to campus, if interested call
S99-9700 8i ask for Bruce in roomm E-
401

LEAVING TOWN FRIDAYI
MUST SELL

iVCReceiver (20 Watt Amp 8.

AM/Fm Radio) Off Warranty but still

crankin'! Would like $90 but will
negotiate. Call before Friday-

3es 6892 (After 6 pm)
599-2151 (9 to 5)

Ask for Stave Ooliar

BRINDLE GREAT DANE
EXCELLENT HEALTH. 13 MONTHS
Good Companion Watchdog. 222-2889.

Need a stereo system for your
car?Toyota supra . system AM-FM
stereo radio and seperate cassette
deck plus two speakers only StSO for
$600 of equipment-excellent cemfltion.
Call 878 5494

WANTEd

For sale stereo ^speakers $40, 2

desktop telephones $20 each, all

purpose weight bench & weights real

cheap. Call Mike or Todd 224 8398

Brand new alpine car stereo cassette
and 100 watt amp list 550 steal at $375
call 222-^

RMMT WANTED 3 BR HOUSE 2 BTH
NICE, MABRY MANOR 575-9334
BETWEEN 6& 7 PM. $100 MO.
Fm rmmt needed for lovely new 2br
duplex near FSU. Has w/d 8i big furn.

rooms! No dep. $157/mo * 3 utI. Kathy
644-32M - day : 575-9481 - eveng.

FM rmmt for 2 bdr house I'j miles
from FSU central heat ft AC 130 mo
plus * 3 util. must love pets 222-7557
anytime.

Office desk perfect for your new
apartment or office. Call 576-4436 or

575^28.

Peavy classic guitar amp includes
tremelo and footswitch, morley
volume pedal like new will sell or

trade, peavy deuce lead amp with
phase shifter and footswitch great
condition. Call 576-4436 or 575 0328.

Body repair on all makes / models.
Painting, fiberglass work, elec.
windows, leaks. Reasonable rate*.

Call Ralph after 5:00 p.m. 576 3958.

FREE LANCE LIBRARIAN
Will gather Library materials from
your bibliography: Xerox articles,

collect books, fill out forms, etc. Ask
about other library 'legwork.' I know
library procedures and can save you
time. Reasonable rates. L. Patton
MLS. 8am-10pm 384-4348.

Fm rmmt to share 1 bdrm furn. apt.
(Hilltop Aptmts. Chapel Dr.) 1 bick
from FSU. Rent $75 81 ' 2 util. Cable,
water, a/c, pool incl. Must like cats.
Call 224-5110 after 6 pm.

Dissert., Theses, student papers.
You'll get good vibrations when you
bring your typing to us. Former
admins, sec'y f, good speller.
Reasonable Rates. L. Ourbin. 87§>21M
No calls after 10 p.m.

IMPROVE YOUR GRADES!
Research Catalog - 306 pages 10,728
topics Rush $1.00. Box 25097C, iZos
Angeles, CA 90025. (213 ) 477-8226.

NEED ALOT OF PITT COUPONS
FOR SEPT. 18. CALL 222 9595.

Wanted: female roommate to share 2
bdrm townhouse 10 mins from campus
on busline. $145 mo 8.

' 2 util and phone
Apt. furn. Non smoker, serious
student only, upper class or grad. Call
Nancy AAarkham at 38A-7428, even.

Neat, nonsmoking roomate needed to.

share nice partially furnished 3 br
townhouse at Seville 224 5725.

QUALITY OUITAR LESSONS geared
to fit your needs. Call graduate
assistant at FSU, DAVID at 222 0639.

BOOKKEEPER EXPERIEINCED
IN ACCOUNTS PAYABLE,
RECEIVEABLE, TAXES, AND
PAYROLL AVAILABLE FOR PART-
TIME OR CONTRACT WOKK. CALL
222-7798.

PERFECT TYPING
No white outs - No errors

HOW??? - WORD PROCESSING
WORKS LIKE THIS....

1. We enter document into computer
2. We print a draft on which you
(>encil in minor changes if you wish
3. We input changes and print final
ALL THIS FOR THE SAME COST AS

PLAIN TYPING. 385-9057

DOUBLE D STABLES
350 acres of Cross Country Riding.
Boarding, Night Riding, English ft

Western lessons, 877-1309.

WANTED FLAG FOOTBALL AND
CHEERLEADING COACHES APPLY
NOW 2001 APPLACHEE PARKWAY
OR SEETHE STUDENT JOB BOARD
OR CALL THE YMCA AT 877 6151
AND ASK FOR SHELDON
WEISMAN. .

STUDENT OR OUEST COUPONS,
PITT OAME 1ST CALLS OIT BEST
OFFER S7S-32S4 0^VID

DEADBOLT LOCK
AND INSTALLATION
$28.00 CALL 893-4499

GUITAR LESSONS by
Professional Performer w/ BM
degree. Classical, Pop/BMinner to
Advanced. Special Student Rates. 644-

5659

TYPING. IBM SELECTRIC 3

FAST, EFFICIENT —EDITING!
80<^/PG. CALL 222-7629 after noon

WE SELL SERVICE AND PAY TOP
CASH FOR YOUR AIR
CONDITIONERS 575 9562.

Complete range of proofreading,
editing, typing services at low rates.
385<1020 AFTER 3 pm.

COSTUMES FOR RENT
A large selection of COSTUMES
including gowns for Homecoming
Queens, for rent. 877-8068 aft. 4*30

* * TYPING * *
FAST ft EFFICIENT, IBM ELEC.

CALL 878-1587.

TYPING. MONDAY THROUGH
FRIDAY. PHONE 38*-3759,

9AM. 3P.M.

Professional typing. IBM Corr. Sel.

Term papers, thesis, dissertations.
Nenr Northwood Mall :18S O-lfil

PersonaLs
Looking for someone to play with?
Drummer and guitarist in search of

musicians to form a band. Call Duce
877_2986 or Dan 575-8465.

Parapsychologist seeks info on any
observable paranormal events occur-
ring in this area. Ph. 224 2906.

Whoever took the sign from Florida
Governor's Council on Indian Affairs,

please return it. We can't afford a new
one. No questions asked. Cal I 488 0730

Country/Western dance lessons begin
Wed., Sept. 15 from 7:00-9:00 pm at
Rocky's II Lounge. Partners not
needed. Call Sue at 575 6837.

FREE PREGNANCY TEST
Abortion, gynecology, birth control,
infection checks & mental health
counseling. Low cost Professional
services. Strictly confidential. For
appiontment call No. Fla. Women's
Healths. Counseling. 877 3183.

TRILOGY, THRFe ^eTc E~R0CK^
Now playing public/private parties,
dances etc. Call (904) 663 8321.

FREE PREGNANCY TEST
Abortion, gynecology, Psych., Couns.
Call N. Fla Women's Health and
Counseling. 877 3183.

Register now for UPO leisure classes
in room 318 Union. Classes offered
.ire: Tennis, slimnastics, Jazzercise,
raquetbaLL AND Piano.

The UPO Flea Market will be held
9 18 82 Register in rm 318 union Cost
IS S4 uo Students and $6.00 Non
students

COME JOIN THE FUN WITH THE
FSU BALLROOM DANCE CLUB

Meets every Sunday 7pm beginning
Sept. 19. For info call 222-4862.

TRI SIOMA SISTERS LOVI

THEIR NEW PLBDOSSI I

SIGMA LOVE,
YOUR NEW SISTERS

be" THE HOMECOMING
TRIATHALON RELAY CHAMPIONS,
FRAT OR SOROITY DIV. SWIM 1 Ml.
RUN 4.2, CYCLE 13.2
CONSECUTIVELY. RACE 9AM. FSU
RESERVATION OCT. 9. DEADLINE
SEPT. 30. MAIL $10 EACH TO FLA.
LEA6E OF AQUATICS., RT. 22, BOX
30, Tallahassee 32301.

GET FREE TRG"'BROCI-ru R eTi
PROTECT YOURSELF FROM
LOSING YOUR SECURITY
DEPOSIT. AVOID AUTO REPAIR
RIPOFFS. LEARN WMERE THE
BEST BUYS APE. FREE
GROCERY, BANk:NG AND
CHECKING SURVEY;, PICK UP
INFO AT FPIRG OFFICE 215
UNION. FPIRG CONSUMER-
TENANT HOTLINE # IS644-4884.

Hey Ricky I You should hear how I talk
about you. ..I'm half out of my head! I

just can't get enough! MM
College Republicans invite you to
come find out about us at T^e Pub Wed
nite Sept 15. Free beer and pizza 7:30-
9 : 30 pm . Everyone is welcome 1

CHRISTIAN DESIRES DIALOGUE
WITH AGNOSTIC OR SPEPTIC.
CALL 385 8062 OR MEET MONDAY
ROOM 352 UNION 12 1 P M.

G.P.V. Gay Awarenss group now
forming for men currently coming out

or experiencing related difficulties.

Beginning 9'29/82, G.P.V meets Wed,
from 8 9:30 pm. Call Dr. Kizirian at

644 2003

Hiiiell High Holiday Schedule
Erev Rofh Hashanah Sept. 17th

8:00pm, Rofh Hashanah Sept. I8th,

10:00am at Fellowship Hall, Saint

Thomas Moore, Tennessee-Woodward
Street. Shabbati Fhuvah Sept. 24,

8:00pm, Hillell House, 843 W.
Pensacola Street. For more
information call 222-5454.

Homecoming Chief ft Princess appli

cations available now in Room 323

Union. Deadline is 9/22/82.

Business

PersonaU

I had no trouble rapidly

relocating with my
Mediatype resume.

Rm. 314 Union BIdg.

644-5744 9 am-4 ptn

INSTANT CASH!
or trade for quality albums ft tapes

'LUNEY TUNES' 648 W. Tennessee St.

across form FSU by Subways 10am-

9pm.

ATTENTION!! FSU BATGIRL
TRYOUTS WILL BE HELD ON WED.
SEPT. 15 AT 7:30 PM AT TULLY
GYM. ALL GIRLS ARE INVITED.
PLEASE BRING A PICTURE!

NEW! 0LD7NEWNEWNEW!!!
SWEETBAY BOTTLE CLUB
OPEN FRI. & SAT. llpm-Sam

HOT NEWMUSiC ROCK + ROLL
BRING YER OWN BOOZE + BREW

DANCE ALL NIGHT
1317 JACKSON BLUFF RD.

TNT HIDEAWAY CANOE RENTAL
DIRECTLY ON WAKULLA RIVER
AND HWY 98

$5 up to 4 hrs 50c p6r cushion call
1-925 6412.

LEARN THE ART OF STAINED
OLASS: BEO/ADV/LAMP/BOX
Tools-glass-books-supplies-rental
FLSTAINED GLASS 878 3717

GUITAR LESSONS
Private and class instruction at

MUSIC WORLD 386-6163

DAILY LUNCH SPECIAL
~

25c draft With selected sandwich
THE PALACE SALOON

1303 JACKSON BLUFF ROAD
THE PUB, 1312 W.TENNESSEE

~

1:00TOS:00PM.
REGULAR GRINDER, CHOICE OP
DRAFT BEER OR SODA • $210.
TUESDAY EVENINO S:00 TO 8:00
SPAGHETTI SPECIAL, ONE
TOSSED SALAD, ONE PIECE OP
BREAD AND ALL THE SPAOHBTTI
YOU CAN EAT -12.85 I

Lost &
FouNd

FOUND: SET OF KEYS INITIALS
MMB, MAROON KEY CASE. W.
LAFAYETE ST. INQUIRE AT THE
UNION LOST ft POUND.
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MEDIATYPE
for resumes, class projects,

invitations, political leaf-

lets, fall rush literature,

brochures.

All your
typographic needs.

Reasonable.

Convenient.

Call us at 644-5744.

Rm. 314 FSU Union
9-4
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Swimming:

}FSU swim coach
<?ets his goals

on NCAA title
FROM STAFF RF.PORTS

Bill Shulis was named Head Coach of the Florida State

men's swimming team by FSU Athletic Director C.W.
••Hootie*' Ingram.

Shults served the past three years as an assistant swim
coach for the Seminoles and was made interim head coadi
six weeks ago when John Stafford resigned the top spot to

enter private business. Shults is only the forth head
swimming coach in FSU's 35-year history of men's

« aquatics.

i want to bring them into national

prominence, which is the NCAA
cliampionships.'

—FSU swim coach

"Coach Shults is one of the most dedicated and hardest-

working coaches I have been associated with at FSU," said

Ingram in making the announcement. "He has been
responsible for recruitiiig during the past two seasons and I

# thinic the results of his work are obvious."

Shults was a four-year letteman for the New Hampshire
Wildcats until he graduated with a physical education

degree in 1976. The butterfly find individual medley were
his specialties there.

Shults' coaching experience began his senior year at New
Hampshire, when he was named head water polo and
assistant swinuning coach at Phillips Exeter Academy in

nearby Ex^r, N.H. He then soared the 1978-79 8eason.as

water polo and assistant swinuning coach at Trinity Colkge
in Hartford, Conn.

^ Shults returned to UNH in 1979 to coach the Wildcats

for a year before coming to FSU. Shults is credited with

recruiting the best freshman class in Wildcat history his solo

Say II with a

Classliled ad

nimiMiH ciitsiiiMis

320 union ••.m.-4p.ni.lllM.-Frl.

BUI Shots lettered in swimming four times while

earning his Physical Education degree,

season atUNH.
The new addition to FSU*s athletic coaching staff said he

was excited about the job and has already begun setting

new goals for his squad.
'*! want to bring them (the team) into national

prominence, which is the NCAA Championships," Shults

said. "It's time we were moving on in the NCAA."

QB Woodley
catches TD pass

IMTKI) PRKSS IN IKRN \ I ION \l

MIAMI — Miami Dolphins Coach Don Shula reported

yesterday his players survived their "big win" (45-28) over

the New York Jets Sunday with no sierious injuries.

Running backs Tommy Vigorito, who returned a punt 59

yards for a touchdown, and Tony Nathan and reserve

cornerback Fulton Walker should be recovered from minor

leg ailments in time for next Sunday's game against the

Baltimore Colts, Shula said.

Game balls were awarded tackles Eric Laakso and Jon

Geisler and yesterday Shula passed out praise for the other

members of the Dolphins' offensive line which shut off the

noted Jets *'sack exchange*' without a single quarterback

sack Sunday. The line will be bolstered by the return to

practice today of Mark Dennard, Miami's No. 1 center last

year.

Dennard, who has missed a month with injuries, may
have a hard time regaining his job because of the play of

backup Dwight Stephenson against the Jets. Shula refused

to say who he will choose to start against Baltimore.

Shula admitted that kicker Uwe Von Schamann **scared

hell" out of him early in the game by blocking the ball

carrier out of bounds on a kickoff return, possibly saving a

touchdown. Von Schamann missed all of the prc-season

and lost 25 pounds recovering from colitis and was the only

kicker retained in the final player cut last week.

Shula said the National Football League office is being

asked to correct the official statistics of the game to add
two pass attempts and completions to quarterback David

Woodley' s total. Both passes were short forward
underhand shovel passes to running backs out of the

shotgun formation.

Shula admitted he went to game officials before the

kickoff to remind them the rules permit the shovel pass out

of the shotgun and also the "flea flicker" that made
Woodley an eligible pass receiver out of the shotgun

formation.

Nathan took a handoff from Woodley, ran right, then

passed back across the field to Woodley who ran 15 yards

untouched for a touchdown that put Miami ahead 35-14 in

the third quarter.

AUTHOR!

AUTHORIiPO

Al Pacino

7:15, 9:45

Mgj^VIgg IIADERUNNER(R)

J!mnmSSm Harrison Ford

7:10.9:55

893-6110

4
SI 1 ,',)( M

ESCORT
SERVICE 644 1239

ROGERS \ >

IN CONCERT!

EYEEXAMS
^2!imMExm'lncluaing

$50"
in addition

to eye
exam

Contact Lens

ming fee

including all office

vi^ for5months

Dr. Jorge K. Gorb
Optometnsi

Governor's Square
INext to Morrison s /

8773380 8770431
Op0n Dmilytv^rMngs'Saiuidays

ESCORT
SERVICE 644 1239
/ DAYS A Wf f K

t9U
Larry Gatlin

amdiht

CMn Brothers Band
WITH COMEDIAN

\ P LONNIE SHORR

Wednesday, October 6 - 8:00 p.m.

1MlahiisNt^iie<in('M

CIVIC CEI^
All Seats Reserved

$12.60 and $15.00

Sti^e in the Round

Tickets on Sale Now
at the Civic Center Box Office and all ticket outlets

We may not be able to solve the worlds problems
either but we will help with your resume.

MEDIATYPE Pm 3M Union Bidq FSU, 644-5744

Feel negative about your resume?
MEDIATYPE will help you get it

ready for the printer.

E D I A T Y P E
Roonn314JJnionB^^
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The New Real Bragg stadium.

This is Florida A&M's Bragg Stadium

qfter it was renovated. Inadvertently a

photograph of Bragg prior to renovatoin

appeared in Friday's flambeau on page

24.

Florida Flambeau/

JiilGuttman
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00
ALTERATIONS I
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' 2 Free Tokens w/
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I

I

I
good thru 9/20/82 w/this coupon

I PRESENT VVHEN YOU BRING IN CLOTHES

I 10H SreKRT MSMRTWM

-1 •

$100 OFF ANY HEM!
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Tues. Night Buffet
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I
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I
urt Pum

I

TUNE-UP
! $24.0014^ w/coupon
I (American Cars, Toyota, Ddtsun,

J 222-0190 !?ALL_FORAPPir Exp. 9^0^^ J_

TOTE N TOP STOP

Liquidating S.O.Beach Stocit

Heavyweight/iiMNCt"

SurfT-s

Shaun Tomson Tour

LOMer Level

CoverMrs

Sqiara

Reg

NOW 5.95
(Umit 2) MH/coupon

EXP. 9-20-82

FRrapi Y00URD
Buy 1 YOGURT...
GET SECOND OF EQUAL
OR LESSER VAUIE.»

Tryom StalMtl^ er*|Mlii

2020 W. Pensacx»k5 ST; {noxtto PubMx)
Westwocxi Shopping Center

jl ^fcllK^^-WAItltl^fc

1
1 MUSHROOM GYRO $2.25

1

1 Cottage Fries, Pepsi

I iplclMloli OR Tap

FIRESTONE STORE
AUTOMOTIVE

RADIATOR SERVICE
Including new coolant/ontl-freeze

Flush & fW wim ofie goNori coolanllonlMrMzo
501 N. Monroe

LARGE SUNDAES
ONLY 99 <:

with coupon today only, 2-8 p.m.

Featuring Me%dow Gold
Supreme Ice Cream-32 Flaoors

s

_22J-2t9£.^^JpMLFOR^ I J

I

I

11

I

COASTAL
1st DRAFT BUDWEISER

MlClielOb OR Tap
"•^'^•^•i^

877-S035

I loaor Lml Govirior's Sqiare Eip. 9-20-82
^
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I
sr. GEORGE ISUND

I
NEXT TO PUBLIC

' BEACH FREE
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T
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

WBXBIOSONIY I
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|

forweather i

report

7 Z Ca* tA

^TDKSA
C-90 TAPES

3 for $11.00 (plus tax

Valid only with coupon, good through Sept. 18, 1982

625 W. Tennessee-224-2655
(Across from Bullwinkle's)
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A 20 percent chance of

afternoon or evening

thurnderstorms with highs in

upper 80s to low 90s, and
Iowa near 70.
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Local pollution is really a regional problem
Third in a series

BY DANNI VOGT
FLAMBEAU STAFF WRITER

Peachtree Street runs right through the
middle of Atlanta, along the ridge of the

Appalachians. Atlanta residents say that

rainfall on the east side of Peachtree flows

into the Atlantic, and rain on the west side

flows into the Gulf. In fact, all of Atlanta's

water runoff does flow into the Gulf of
Mexico—at the mouth of the Apalachicc^
River.

In addition to the rainfall; sewage systems,

septic tanks, and waters from landfills and
industrial plants in three states also empty
into Apalachicola Bay, making any pollution

The Chlpola River
control efforts rather complex, A recent

study of contaminants flowing into the

Chipobt River from Two Jackson County
battery salvage plants concluded that a
systemwide study of pollution is needed.

"It's not a local or state issue, it's a tri-

state issue. This has to be approached from
that perspective," Florida State biology

professor Skip Livingston told a public

hearing in Blountstown last week. Livingston,

the study's principal investigator, lamented

the fact that no one is looking at the sy^em
as a whole.

Livingston's study discloses that two
battery salvage operations were releasing the

toxic heavv metals lead ami cadmium into the

Chipola River. But the study found no
evidence the metals had found their way into

seafood-rich Apalachiocola Bay.

The state Department of Health and
Rehabilitative Services collected data on
the level of the toxic metals in fish and well

water in the area near the battery plants, and
concluded it posed no danger to humans. But

livingston pointed out that the metals don't

stay in one place.

Lead and cadmium, once released into the

environment, are there permanently. They
don't break down. They are also deadly to

humans, and any level at all in the

TurnloCIUPOl \,pa^e6

Doubleparked
This house, formerly on (he

corner of Duval and Call Streets,

might seem to be in violation of
Tallahassee parking ordinances. In

fact, the General House Moving
Company of Chattahoochee was

spiriting the structure away to

another site. Perhaps the owners

didn't cotton to their new
neighbors, the new federal

courthouse, visible in the

background.

Florida Flambeau/Vicki Arias

Victim's family pleads for 'justice' at clemency hearing
IMrKDPRFSS IMIRNAIIONAI

Saying it's time for "the good guys" to be heard, relatives

and friends of a man killed by the leader of the noiorius

"Ski-Mask Gang" presented Gov. Bob Graham yeste^ay
with the first of petitions bearing 10,00a signatures
demanding the killer be executed.

Graham and the Cabinet received the petitions while

considering a plea for clemency from Daniel Morris Thomas,
sentenced to die for the murder of Charles L. Anderson in

rural Polk County on New Year's Day in 1976.

Thomas, 33, was the leader of an anti-white group of

blacks who broke into at least 16 isolated homes in seven

rural counties in 1975-76, killing two men, raping five

women, throwing two of the rape victims off bridges and
beating and torturing victims.

Betty Anderson, who was forced to commit sexual acts

while her husband lay dying of five bullet wounds a few feet

away, sat n^otionless and without expression as a prosecutor

detailed the crime and a defense lawyer blamed it on racial

prejudice.

Later, in a shaken voice, she told reporters, "1 think

justice should be done.
'

'

"This thing brings back memories, to her,** said Robert

Luce, the victim's brother-in-law. '*She*s reliving it. She has

to be a very strong woman.'*

"If these federal judges would stay out of the state's

business, I think the crime rate in the state of Florida,

especially for violent crime, would drop drastically," said

John Anderson, 30, the victim's son.

He said the submitted petitions contained 4,000 signatures

and the others with 6,000 names will be saved for use during

Thomas's expected court appeals.

Dan DanKb, Polk County Crime Watch coordinator, said

the petition drive was organized to give crime victims a voice

equal to the opponents of capital punishment.

"Basically, the only people who are vocal are those who

show up at the prison carrying candles," he said. "We feel

it's time some of the good guys start carrying candles."

State Attorney Quilliam Yancey's voice broke as he angrily

recounted the bloody spree by the Ski-Mask Gang and noted

that Thomas formed the group only days after receiving

parole for an earlier crime on the basis of a prison

psychologist's opinion that he was "non-violent" and a
prime candidate for early release.

"We submit that Thomas had a free choice to live and

work honorably, as he pledged to do," the prosecutor said in

urging a denial of clemency for the Death Row inmate, who
was not present.

Robert Pyle, Thomas' court-appointed attorney, said the

condemned man's hatred of whites stemmed from his being

beaten by a white police officer at the age of six, his

witnessing the rape of his niother by white men and the

Turn to DEA TH, page 5
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Vicki Combs: Capitalism works to perpetuate rape
BYMICHAKL TiKRNAN

H,AMBfcAL SlAHWRntR
Rape is the product of the

capitalist system.

That's what Vicki Combs
said to a crowd of about SO

people at a lecture at

Florida State University

Mondav night.

Combs, Executive
Director of A Women's
Agency for Resources and
Education, explmned thiu

in a historical perspective

the capitalist system and its

components work to
i

• t
perpetuate rape. ViCKl v^OttluS

"Historically, women have been viewed as property, a

source of wealth," said Combs. "And in a capitalist system

it is accepted that property is unevenly distributed, where

there are by necessity second class citizens.** A women's
wealth Combs explained, was her virginity and ability to bear

children without taint.

So rape overcomes the only power women were allowed to

have. Combs said. Rape robs women of their sexual power.

It is fear ot this power that leads to anger and frustration on
the part of men.

**It is revenge and retaliation more than lust,*' Cmnbs
said.

"The perpetuation of this problem by the present system is

more subtle," added Combs. "It is harder to address because

the system was designed and is controlled by property

owning males."

Combs views the acceptance of sexual violence and

promotion of fmale stereotypes by the media as having

a major role in perpetuating rape.

"Only 11 percent of the characters in Saturday morning

cartoons are women." said Combs. "When they are seen,

they are portrayed as passive and weak or as victims wailing

for help."

This, plus the usual portrayal of women as sex objects,are

at the root of the problem and help perpetuate some of the

myths about women and rape. Combs said.

"Myths make something complex easy to digest," said

Combs.
She explains that the only stereotype-victim is a beautiful

young virgin that is ravaged by a horrible monster as she is

walking home from the bus stop at dusk. All other victims

have really been "asking for it** in one way or another.

Combs said.

Another attraction of the myths about rape are they make
it easy to believe that "it can't happen to me." If a woman
has a simple profile of a victim she won't "dress like one." It

she has a simple profile of a rapist she can avoid one simply

by not sitting next to the wrong person on the bus.

The legal system also promotes rape, according to Combs.
"Police have not been trained to deal with it, nor are

the courts very responsive," she said. "Less than sbc percent

of all reported rapes endm conviction.*'

At this point, a representative from the Feminist Women's
Health Center interrupted to point out that rape often has

racist connotations.

She explained that in Georgia a white male has never been

prosecuted for the rape of a black female and that several

years ago in Tallahassee a black woman who had been raped

by a white male was discouraged from reporting and
prosecuting it by the Leon County Sheriffs Department and
the State Attorney's office.

These allegations caused Tim Uarley of the State

Attorney's office to reply.

"You are talking very glibly about things which are

present ten years ago," said Harley. "No crime in Florida is

taken more seriously than sexual battery."

At this point the spectre of the recent Daby-Green and

Victor Robinson trials raised its head.

Several members of the audience pointed to those cases as

proof that attitudes in law enforcement and the judicial

system have not changed

.

In the Duby-Grccn case, two white Tallahassee PoKce

officers, Frank Duby and George Green, were charged with

sexual battery using force not likely to cause personal injury,

but were acquitted after the jury deliberated for less than an

hour because it said sut Hcient force was not used.

In the Victor Robinson case, Robinson a black Florida

A&M University student, was convicted of rape even though

a biological expert testified that according to semen tests on

Robinson, he could not have conunitted the crime, and that a

pubic hair found or the victim had male caucasio/i

characteristics.

"In Duby and Green, people were misled by the

newspapers," said Harley. " Duby and Green were
prosecuted by the best prosecutor we had

.

"In the Victor Robinson case the press didn't report all the

evidence," Harley continued. "All they said was that he was
convicted on the basis of a pubic hair that had male
caucasion characteristics. What they didn't report was that

tests run on Victor Robinson's pubic hair also displayed male
caucasion characteristics.

Someone in the audience replied that while policy may not
condone rape.the system does—that"the onus of proof is on
the woman and the system protects rapists."

As the lecture degenerated into a shouting match.. Combs
stepped in to restore order.

Combs concluded the session with some advice on how to

help change attitudes towards rape. She pointed out that

women must first change their image of themselves.

"Don't accept the weaker image," Combs said. "If we

don't take control of ourselves someone else will. Change

your own attitude and the attitude of the people around

yo""
,

THE
HOBBIT
DECK

OPEN 6pm-2am NIGHTLY
SPiCIALS EVERY NkGHT 9pm-2am

Mon 40<t Miller or Miller Lite Draft

Tues Bud in the Can-50<

Wed 50( Miller Goosenecks

Thurs Bud Longnecks 50<t

FrI Import of the week

Sot 500 Michelob Draft

.Sun 754JHeineken Draft- All Day -

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT EVERY THURS.FRI& SAT

COME HELP US WELCOME
THE JENNINGS BROTHERS BAND

*

SAT IMMEDIATELY AFTER GAME TIL CLOSING

JOIN OUR QUAFFERS CLUB AND RECIEVE
1 FREE BEER EVERY HOUR ON THE

HOUR FORTHE REMAINING SCHOOL YEAR.

ATTENTION ALL SOPHOMORES !

You will need to take the College- Level Academic Skills

Test before...

....you are admitted to Upper Division status

....and you become a junior in a state university

IF YOU ARE SEEKING UPPER DIVISION STATUS FOR
THE TERMTHAT BEGINS IN JANUARY, 1983.

You mUST apply by
September 17tb to toke CLAST in October

WHERE: APPLY IN ROOM 103 SEMINOLE BUILDING

WHEN: SEPTEMBER 9-17; 9:00a.m.-4:00p.m.

SPECIAL NOTES
Students in Music, Dance and BFA Theatre must also take this test unless,

at the beginning of the Fall term, they had already earned 60 or mpre semester

hours toward graduation.

Upper division students are exempt from this test VMless they plan to apply

for the A.A. Certificate using Fall 1982 courses and/or hours.

If you need to take CLAST, you are responsible for

. . . .informing yourself about CLAST,

....applying on time to take the test,

....preparing yourself to perform well, and

....taking the test at the time and place

assigned by the CLAST Office.

TEST DATE: SATURDAY, OCTOBER 23, 1982

WHERE: ON FSU CAMPUS
TEST ROOM ASSIGNMENTS MADE AT TEST REGISTRATION
TIME: 7:30a.m. to 1:00p.m.

FURTHER INFORMATION ABOUT CLAST IS
AVAILABLE IN THIS INSTITUTION FROIH
CLAST Coordinator
Instrnctional Support Center 106 Seminole PliOM ••4/644-3017
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Gore lauded atA&M memorial service
admiration, and a reputation as a founder, innovator, and

prototype for his fellow faculty members, staff and

students.

BY SYDNAE WILLIAMS
FLAMBEAl WRITER

The Gore Years.

Three little words of

colossal import. Often

heard among oldtimers at

HQci4a A&M University,

the words describe an
uncommon man and his

special time at FAMU.
Such was the beginning

of the profile describing

George W. Gore, Jr.,

former president at FAMU,
at a memorial service held

in his honor yesterday at the ^ ^
Charles Wintcrwood iMCOrge UOre
theater on the FAMU campus.

The fifth president of FAMU died Friday, September 10

in Nashville Tennessee, following a long illness. His

administration was known as "The Gore Years."

Gore became president of Florida A&M College in 1950

and saw the college through it*s struggle to become a fully

accredited university in 1953. He served as president for 18

and ;i halt' \car^ duriiiL' whicli time he uaincd IC'^lx.\t and

Gore began his scholarly career as a teacher in Tennessee

and later held the positions of director of the graduate

school and dean at Tennessee State University. In addition

to that the held various other posts.

Cjore wrote an article titled **The In-Service Professional

Improvement of Negro Public School Teachers,"

published in the Negro Press and co-authored a book called

a Handbook for Adult Basic Education. Gore also wrote

many other educational monographs and articles for

leading journals.

A journalist, educator and administrator. Gore earned

his A.B. degree from DePaul University, a masters degree

in education from Harvard Unversity and a Ph.D from

Columbia University. In addition to this, Gore held

honorary degrees from various institutions around the

country.

"At times like these, it is extremely difficult to express

what one really feels," said current FAMU President

Walter Smith. '*Words are inadequate and don't convey

the loss, the pain^and the sorrow."

Funeral Services were held Monday, September 13 in

Nash\i!lc.

INBRIEF
THK FPIRG BOARD OF DIRECTORS WILL MEET

today at 4 p.m. in 215 Union.

CPE'S HOMF BRFWING CLASS WILL BEGIN
September 22 rather than tonight, and it will be held in 21

1

Diffenbaugh, not 49 Bellamy as previously printed.

CPE'S AEROBIC DANCE CLASS WILL BEGIN
September 20, not September 30 as printed in Monday's

Fiambeau.

THERK WILL BE A SENATE MEEIING TODAY
at 5 p.m., hosted by the Center for Professional

Development and sponsored by the FSU University

Women's Club.

LADY SCALPHUNTER OFFICERS AND
committee heads will meet tonight at 8:30 at the Tri Delta

House.

THE FSU MARKETING ASSOCIATION IS

having its first meeting of the semester tonight at 7:30 in the

Starry Conference Room 220 Business. Old and new
members arc encouraged to attend.

THE FSU MARKETING ASSOCIATION IS.

having a first meeting of the semester tonight at 7:30 in the

Starry Conference Room, 220 Business. Old and new

members are encouraged to attend.

TODAY'S NUTRITION CLUB WILL MEET

tonight at 7 in 409 Sandles for the first meeting of the year.

INFORMATION ON USING A PROFESSIONAL
Secretarial Service for job compaigns and papers,

dissertations, etc., wiU be given today at 4 p.m. in 110

Bryan Hall.

OMICRON DELTA KAPPA MEMBERS NOT IN

attendance at the September 8th meeting should call the

Honors Office at 644-3046 today. For further information

caU Scott Hall at 644-3365.

THE NATIONAL RESIDENCE HALL HONORARY
will meet tonight at 6:30 in the Resident Student

Development Boardroom, 104 Cawthon Hall. All members

are asked to attend.

CPE'S CLASS, MONEY MANAGEMENT FOR
Middle America, section 1 will meet tonight and tomorrow

night at 7 and again September 29 and 30 in 201 Longmire

at 7 p.m.

THE NATIONAL ART EDUCATION
Association will have a brown bag lunch meeting today at

noon in 127 Education.

THE FSU GOSPEL CHOIR IS HAVING
auditions for new and old members every Wednesday night

and Saturday afternoon starting tonight at 6 in 205 Music

School South.

FROM BUDDHA TO CHRIST IS THE TOPIC OF A
talk by P. Minoru Tokunaga tonight at 7:30 in the 8th floor

lobby of Rogers Hall. The talk is sponsored by Inter-

Varsity Christian Fellowsh ip .

n

TUDENT
DRY CLEANING

SPECIALS

EVERYaTHURSDAY

' 2-pc Only

SUITS OR $2.99

DRESSES each

T«p OiiaUty and Senile on Dry Cleaning and Lanndnf

and Alterations mm%wmm

mi M, TIM.
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AI Pacino

7:15. 9:45

M0VIES
TNHMmAM tHOM OM nw BQUMM

893-6110

BLADERUNNER (R)

Harrison Ford

7.10.9.55

3
RRONTHS

FOR

1022 N. Monroe

224- 8557

Men and Women

•NAUTILUS

•BODYMASTERS

•SELECTORIZED

MACHINES

•FREE WEIGHTS

•EXERCISE .

GUIDANCE

soss.woooward

222-6432

GOLD
KEY (Kormoily (".ariuM

& Gold Kuv)

Cold Kev, the FSU leadership & scholarship

honorary, will t^e accepting membership
applications this week (September 15 - September 17).

All students with leadership accomplishments and

scholastic achievements are encouraged to apply

at the FSU Union Office, Room 52 5 (644-5840).

o's copies
Quality Copies LOW LOW Prices

Reprint Special
OB KInko's Everyday Low Prict

Film Developing!

dOMlttraSipLIS)

470 W. Tennessee • Open 7 Days a Week

4th Annual
Delta Gamma
Anchor Splash

Sept. 16-19

• Thurs. 9/1

6

Banner Contest 1 1 a.m.

• For Their Eyes Only Contest vote
at Bill's Bookstore i 0 am - 4 pm
Dime Donation

e Mr. Anchor Splash 8:30 p.m.

Casinos $1 Cover
e Friday. 9/17 Concert ~r''"''

8 prn Tallahassee Sports Arena
Capital Circle

Band: The Gregg Allmati Baud
3 beers for $ 1 W/Shark Attack
Ti^l/A^c tA l^n Pu'C^*® crt Union Ttekef oftic*

I ICK6Td and Record Bar

e Sunday 9/19 Pool Events

12 noon FSU Pool

AH proceeds go to aiding the Blind

sporisored by Gulf 1 04.

co-sponsorsd by House of Trophies
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Ethics
It often seems there are two standards for justiec in the United

States—one for the poor and powerless, a second for the wealthy and
powerful. That sad dichotomy is clearly illustrated by the case of
former Florida state Sen. Alan Task.

Trask, co-author of the infamous, unconstitutional and short-lived

Trask-Bush Amendment, resigned from the Senate under a cloud of
suspicion at the end of last spring's session. His resignation has so far

kept some of Trask 's more questionabJe actions as a Senator clouded
in uncertainty. That cloud may be cleared by a public hearing ordered
Monday by the state Ethics Commission, but the light of public

scrutiny in Trask's case, is unUkely to result in any meaningful
actions.

The Ethics Commission ordered the investigation of Trask because
of "sufficient documentation showing violation of the public

disclosure law." That law requires all state officials to file a public

statement of their financial worth and their sources of income. It is an
admirable law, and has gone a long way towards limiting abuses of
power in state government.

Trask, however, apparently did now follow the law as closely as

could be hoped. Trask claimed in his last statement that he was worth
close to $1 million; he later conceded he was in fact more than
$600,000 in debt. Trask's lawyer has readily admitted there are
"inaccuracies" on the report, but says those inaccuracies are the result

of oversights rather than intentional wrongdoing.
An interesting claim, rather like that of the man who explaifts

driving 70 mph in a hospital zone by saying he had failed to notice the
speed limit sign. Not exactly the sort of competency one would expect
from a senator.

Even so, Trask seemed for a long time to have escaped his breech of
public faith unscathed. His good ol' boy buddies in the Senate—who
alone hold the authority to discipline senators for breeches of
ethics—were notably hesitant to take any action against one of their

own. When the outcry from the public and press against Trask seemed
to be pushing the Senate towards some action against him, Trask
pulled a dramatic, last minute resignation, effectively placing himself
beyond the grasp of the Senate. The public, it seemed, was destined
never to know for sure exactly what Trask had been up to.

Enter Common Cause, a public political watchdog group.Common
Cause's complaint against Trask led to the Ethics Commission
preliminary hearing, and then to the planned hearing.

If the commission finds that Trask has in fact violated his

,
Senatorial oath, the faith of his constituents and the laws of Florida,

he should be brought to task for it. Will the commission hearing do
that?

No.

The Ethics Commission is empowered by the state constitution

only **to conduct investigations and make public reports." A private

citizen who stdds a loaf of bread may spend years in jail, but a
Senator who abuses the power of his office is unlikely to receive more
than a public slap on the wrist.

Obviously, something is wrong when a senator accused of a breech
of the public trust cannot be tried and—if found guilty—punished.
Just as obvious, the solution is to put some teeth into the commission,
and give it the authority to demand the same ethical and legal

behavior from our elected officials that our elected officials demand
from us.

In the meantime, we can only hope that the commission will

continue to do a thorough job of investigating Trask. If that

investigation concludes that Trask has in fact violated state laws, we
urge stale attorney Don Modessitt to initiate criminal proceedings

against Trask.

Equal justice under the law is, after all, the law of the land. Our
public officials must learn that law applies to them.

l^j^^igSl MIAMI HtM^S

letters
Bankers' habits

Editor:

The Florida Public Interest Group by gathering

and the Flambeau by publishing information on the

costs of banking in Tallahassee have done students

and many others a considerable service. FPIRG
would do well, however, to examine the consistency

with which banks offer their present rates for

services. Banking laws permit the change of such

policies on very short notice and Tallahassee banks

have been known to offer low minimum deposits

and service charges in order to lure money their

way, and then to raise both foter. The assumption

seems to be that once people have established

deposits, they are not likely to withdraw thek
money, search again for the best possible bargain,

and open a new account.

In January, we opened an account with the

Southern Bank because they offered the lowest

mininiimi balance then available. We were also

attracted by their policy of a postage-free bank by
mail service since the bank's location was not

convenient. The postage-free banking disappeared

almost immediately; within five months the

minimum deposit went up from $100 to $300. 1

would not be surprised at all if some of the

attractive rates listed in your article do not change

as miK;h and as rapidly.

Stuart E. Baker

However, truth is not arrived at by "counting

noses" but by an open, rational examination of the

evidence.

•Williams claims that archeology and history

have shown that Jerico was destroyed more than

a thousand years before the ''Israelis" moved into

the area. In fact, the date of the Exodus is still an

open question and archeologists are not agreed on

the date for the destruction of Jericho:

•Williams believes that the Biblical accounts of

creation and the flood are based upon earlier

Sumerian/Babylonian epics. The best answer to

that is simply to read and compare the accounts. 1

trust that Mr. Williams has done this and has not

simply listened to his anonymous "authorities."

•Williams charges that "people are being

intentionally misinformed aiid misled by their

religious leaders for personal causes." The
arrogance of such an indictment of pfeople

unknown personally to Williams is staggering.

Since I have never met Williams, i will not speculate

as to his motivations.

The Bible has nothing to fear from attacks like

the one by Don Williams. But I, for one, wouW be
happy to meet him in a public discussion of thf
question of the reliability of the Bible, at a time and
place to be arranged. He can contact me at the Call

St. Church of Christ. I look forward to hearing
from him.

Bruce Wooley

Defending the Bible
Editor:

The letter from Don Williams in the Flambeau
(Aug. 31) is typical of many attacks on the

reliability of the Bible, in that it relies more on

name-calling, unfounded assumptions, and the

authority of unnamed "experts" than on any
factual evidence that might refute the credibility of
the Biblical text. Although his charges are so

overstated and vague as not to be worthy of being

taken seriously, I will breifly respond to them.

•Williams states that "historians, archeologists,

Bible scholars, all of the modern churches, and
even most Jewish Rabbis" deny that the Old
Testament is the word of God. Is Williams seriously

claiming that there is unanimity, or even a
consensus, among these people on this question?

Absurd! In fact, large numbers from all of these

groups could be lined up on both sides of the issue.

Perverted choices
Editor.

If freedom of choice is scraping the contents of a
women's uterus to rid her of an "unwanted"
pregency; if freedom of choice is knowning at the
same time she might lose the chance to conceive or
bear again; if freedom of choice is the scalding of
innocent children, letting them struggle and
convulse until helplessly they pass through the birth

canal into darkness; if freedom of choice is

carefully taking the premature by Caesarian, only
to toss them into covered cans; if freedom of choice
is systematically finding and destroying the
mentally and physically imperfect shortly before
birth, or starving them thereafter, then who needs
freedom of choice.

If our nation exercises freedom of choice by
offering death, it shall become a great mausoleum,
a memorial to its own perverted choices.

Aadrew T. Radigan

' - nun
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John Clark (left), on administrative assistant to Rep. Don Fuqua, D-Altha, and

Jay Hakes director ofGov. Bob Graham's energy office, turn thefirst spade in this

photo for thefirst commercial building in Florida completely dependent on solar

energy. The Mtilding will be a doctor's office near the Tallahassee Community

Hospital.

County approves ordinance

restricting hauling supplies
BY CAROLINE BISCHOF

FLAMBEAU STAFF WRITER

With virtually no discussion, the Leon

County commission approved an ordinance

forbidding anyone to haul building materials,

supplies, equipment or appliances on public

roads between the hours of 1 1:00 p.m. and 6

a.m. unless they can produce a receipt or bill

of sale showing they arc the owner of the

materials.

The ordinance defmes" building materials

as "any new items which are customarily

used in the construction of commercial or

residential structures or the development of

land and which have a reasonable fair market

value in excess of $100."

Larry Campbell of the Leon County

Sheriff's Department said the ordinance

stems from the increasing amount of material

theft occurring in Leon County. The

Tallahassee Builder's Association, along

with Sheriff . Eddie Boone, were the chief

supporters and designers of the ordinance,

according to Campbell.

When asked what would cause police to

stop someone from harboring stolen

materials, Campbell said someone with

lumber or appliances on the back of a truck

m or nev a construction site during the

prescribed hours can now be stopped by

police.

Steven Goldstein, head of the Tallahassee

chapter of the American Civil Liberties

Union, expressed two concerns about the

ordinance.

First, Goldstein questioned the authority

of poliee to ^op people because they are out

at night in a developing neighborhood and

have building supplies or lumber in their

possession. The Fourth Amendment requires

there be probable cause to believe a crime is

or has been committed and Goldstein

questioned whether 'time, place, and

possessipn of mat^als constituted proliable

Eddie

Boone

—

M

cause.

Goldstein's second concern was the ability

of the police officer to determine what

constitutes building supplies and what is in

excess of $100.

Goldstein said he forsccs two possible

challenges to the constitutionality of the

ordinance.

"First someone will be stopped and if the

materials are actually stolen he will hold it is

not constitutional to stop him on the basis of

the ordinance," Goldstein said. "Second,

someone will be stopped and will produce

necessary documentation and he will sue over

the constitutionality of the stop."

When asked what will happen to persons

who rightfully own, their property but fail to

produce documents verifying that, Campbell

said the details are being worked out now,

but most likely the facts surrounding the stop

would be a determining factor and the

person's license tag number and description

would be taken.

One person at the meeting questioned

Campbell as to why hasn't the ordinance

taken to the extreme and require all persons,

whetlier they are transporting a TV or clothes

from the mall, to possess a receipt.

SG Senate election filing ends today; many seats still open
BY BRIAN WILSON
FLAMBEAU STAFF WRrrei

Today is the filing deadline for aU students interested in

running for Florida State University student government

Senate, and according to Elections Commissioner Scott Leek

many seats remained open yesterday.

"There are 47 seats this year and we haven't even received

47 applications," Leek said. "But you always receive a lot of

applications on the last day of filing.'*

Most of those applications will come from the two political

parties on campus, the Students Ui^te Now and Students'

Party .

The Students* Party currently controls both the senate and

presidency.

The S.U.N, party was formed last year when disenchanted

members of the now-defunct Action party opted to form

their own group. S.U.N, has had difficulty firmly

establishing themselves as opposition to the Students party.

That dominance is illustrated by the fact that the Students'

Party, according to Senate President Gary Dundas, received

over 150 applications to run with the Students' Party ticket,

while the S.U.N, party has been having trouble trying to find

enough people to be classified as a party.

*'The students party feels they have the best selection of

people on campus,** Ehindas said, "The Students Party feels

that if they can inform the students on what they*ve done, we

shouldn't have to worry abopt winning a majority of seats in

the election."

But if independent candidate Ed Green has anything to do

with the Senate elections. Students' Party will not return its

Senate majority.

•'The Students' Party and the senate have become

synonymous," observed Green, who finished a close second

to Jill McConnell in last years student body presidential

election.

"I'd like to form a group of independents and work on

the issues," Green said. "All the Students Party members in

the Senate do is wait for a problem to come up, then react to

it. AU they are is a defensive group who rewrite the student

constitution.

"The independents running in this year's senate elections

will find and seek the problems if they are elected," Green

continued. "We'll form ad-hoc committees and invite all

interested students to join and contribute input."

Cardy Good, former chairperson of the Students* Party, will

running for one of the Arts and Sciences seats.

Although the deadline to turn in an application, is 5 p.m.

today, students interested in running for the student senate

must have their application validated at the Registrar's Office

by 3 p.m. Applications arc available in room 334.

Death frompage 1

torture and drowning of a runaway friend by

white pursuers.

*1 submit he is a monster of our own

creation...for the prejudices and deprivations

that have been submitted on him in his

lifetime," Pyle said.

The defense lawyer added: "Charles

Anderson, the victim in this case, was a

friend of mine...l mourn the death of

Charles Anderson. He was a good man. But

putting to death Daniel Morris Thomas will

not bring back Charles Anderson. You may

have the wrong man."

Under Florida law, clemency can be

granted if the governor recommends it and at

least three of the six Cabinet members

concur. It is rarely given.

Graham is not expected to decide the case

for many weeks.

The governor and Cabinet also heard pleas

for clemency from lawyers representing:

•Elwood Clark Barclay, 31, sentenced to

die for the racially motivated murder of

Anthony Orlando, a white hitchhiker, in.

i)uval County on June 17, 1974;

•Robert Lewis Buford, 24, condemned for

the Nov. 6, 1977, rape and murder of 7-year-

old Annette Wright in Lakeland;

•and Elijah Ardalle Jacobs, 42, given the

death sentence for the murders of Grant Ison

and Barry Marsh during a robbery of a

general store at Crystal Springs in Pasco

County on March S, 1974.

Betty

Anderson
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Planet Waves
World

BKIRLT, Lebanon — Lebanese President-elect Beshir

Gemayel was assassinated yesterday when a bomb exploded

at the Phalange Party headquarters in east Beirut,

government sources said.

At least eight people were killed in the blast.

Gemayel, scheduled to be sworn in as president on Sept.

23, died when the bomb—with the explosive force of nearly

a quarter ton of TNT—demolished the headquarto^ of his

Christian Phalange Party in east Beirut. The blast occurred

during Gemayel' s regular weekly meeting with party

officials.

No one has claimed responsibility for the bombins.

ITATION
WASHINGTON — NBC News reported yesterday the

Soviet Union may have been behind the attempted
assassination of Pope John Paul II last year.

An NBC documentary on international terrorism to be

broadcast next Tuesday, builds a chain of circumstantial

evidence and allegations by Vatican and Western
intelligence sources to conclude:

"The evidence suggests the possibility that the Russians

hatched the plot against the pope, or, at a minimum, knew

about the plot and did nothing to stop it—believing at

a moment of desperate illusion that without the pope's

unique support, the running rebellion in Poland could soon
be contained."

The documentary's narrator, correspondent Marvin
Kalb, said, however, "A soviet connection is strongly

suggested but it cannot be proved."

The NBC documentary, shown to a preview audience

yesterday, follows a complicated chain of links between the

gunman, Turkish terrorist Mehmct AH Agca, and the

Bulgarian secret police and the Kremlin.

State
GAINESVILLE — Three youthful suspects charged in

the slaying of University of Florida "junk food professor"

Howard Appledorf face grand jury action today in Alachua
County.

Gary Brown, 21, of New York, Paul Everson, of

Roslindale, Mass., and Shane Kennedy, 15, of Woodbury,
Conn., should learn by week's end whether the grand jury

will indict them in the "ritualistic" killing.

"If the grand jury does choose to indict them and they

plead innocent, then a trial will be scheduled," State

Attorney Eugene Whitworth said. **We should know
something from the grand jury within a couple days.**

Chipola from page 1

environment is dangerous. Lead, although not a confirmed

carcinogin, is poisonous. It acts on the body's blood-

forming and central nervous system, as well as on the

kidneys, sketeton and cardiovascular, immunological and

reproductive systems. Cadmium is a proven cancer-causing

agent, which usually concentrates in the kidneys.

Once the metals enter water, a high acidity like that

found in battery liquid allows the metals to move more
freely through the aquatic enviornment. Certain activities

cause the metals to become more dangerous. One of those

activities is biological magnification, when the

concentrations of contaminants increase as the metals move
up the food chain. That means fish wiU have higher

concentrations of the toxic metals in their systems than the

snails and moUusks they eat. Another activity is synergism,

when two chemicals become more dangerous when
combined than each is individually.

The metals attach themselves to particles in the water and

follow the flow of the river. When the river-flow slows

down near dams or bays, the particles diffuse , forming

"metal sinks." Livingston's study uncovered evidence that

most of the contaminants from Georgia and Alabama settle

in Lake Seminole, before they get to Florida.

The metals from the battery plants are settling 50 miles

downstream in the Dead Lakes near Wewahitchka. There is

no evidence that they are harming Apalachicola's seafood

industry, however.
' In the areas near the battery plants, there is evidence to

confirm the toxic metals are having an adverse effect on the

environment, the study points out. A fairly large fish kill

was noted in a Chipola River tributary in Augu^ 1979, and

high levels of lead, chromium and cadmium were noted in

fish and clams in the area.

By the spring of 1980, drinking water wells near the Sapp

battery salvage site were found to be contaminated with

manganese. A few months later, high concentrations of

lead were noted in the runoff from the Sapp plant, and it

was recognized that the high concentratipns of metals in the

sediment had caused "an adverse impact on aquatic life

and vegetation and could continue to do so for an
indeterminate period."

Traces of the metals were also discovered in the Dead

Lakes, just above where the Chipola and Apalachicola

merge, but the study concluded there was too little data

for a definitive analysis of the problem

.

By May, 1981 a survey showed higher levels of lead in the

Chipola River upstream from the Sapp plant than below it.

The survey concluded that this contamination was "directly

attributable to the United Metals (battery salavage plant)."

Manganese, nickel and zinc were also found, and the level

of lead was as much as 2,320 times normal.

The metals also concentrate in the sediment at the

bottom of the Chipola River. Sedunent analyses show that

downstream areas were contaminated, and the study
estimated that the "total burden of metals could end up m
Apalachicola Bay."

if the pollution ever progresses that far, it could ring the

death bell for Apalachicola's seafood industry. Many
people who depend on the seafood for a living have spent

many days idle because of the contaminants that wash into

the bay afto- heavy rains. Bat Livingston emphasized that

there has been no evidence that the toxics from the battery

plants have reached Apalachicola Bay. m
Citizens who attended last week's public hearing were

concerned about immediate threats to their health. Were
the fish they were eating and the water they were drinking

safe?

Randy Mutter* an HRS official, allayed their fears. He
said the Game and Fresh Water Fish Commission tested

filets from bass, catfish, suckers and other Hsh species in

the area and found that the traces of metals were within

federal safety limits. He disclosed that a person would have
to eat 200 pounds of fish per day to be harmed.
He also said HRS tested both shallow and deep wells near

the .battery plants and discovered no unusual levels of

contamination. He also said 12 people that live on Steel

City Bay, just downstream from the Sapp plant, showed no
unusual levels of lead in their blood. He added that all data
had been collected within the last three months, but warned
that a limited number of samples were used.

While the study concluded more data was needed before

any conclusions were made, it did raise a major question

with implications for the rest of the state. If the sparsely

populated Apalachicola/Chipola river system, which "is

generally unpolluted and well studied, cm be adversely

affected by a relatively small level of industrial activity,

what is happening in the rest of Florida where multiple

industrial sites and sewage treatment plants exist in densely

populated areas?

Tomorrow: The Law

Correction
Two mistakes appeared in yesterday's article. The

Department of Ei^vironmental Regulation, does not have

the power to shut down the battery salvage plants at any
time. They must show in court that the site is causing

irreparable harm to the environment; then the court, not

the DER, may shut them down. Also, the United Metals

plant is not currently in operation.

A natural foods

restaurant

FREE GLASS OF WHITE WINE
with meal after 4 p.m.

Tues.-Fri. 11 -9p.m.

Sat. 9-12 noon,
Sun. 9-1 :30p.m.

224-2043

1932 W.Tennessee

Attention Ladies

3 MONTHS

$50.00

3 MONTHS

$50.00

WEIGHT TRAINING HAS BEEN PROVEN TO BE

THE FASTEST, EASIEST AND THE BEST WAY TO

IMPROVE THE SHAPE, TONE, STRENGTH AND
ENDURANCE OF THE FEMALE BODY

1022 N. Monroe

2248357

woman's Hours

Mon -Rl. 8a.m.-8p.m.

Saturday 9a m -2p m.

Campus Location

505 S. Woodward

222-6452

Mon.-Frt.-iOa.m.-9p.m.

Saturday I2p.m.-5p.m.

Competitive Rental Rates • Personal Service • Superior

Facilities • convenient Location • Flexible Lease Terms

AMBERWOOD
1 and 2 Bedroom. 575-1258

COLONY CLUB
1 and 2 Bedroom 224-7519

FOUR SEASONS
1 Bedroom 222-0503

GLEN OAKS
1 and 2 Bedroom 576-9787

GOVERNOR'S SQUARE
1-2-5 Bedroom .878-4125

HILLTOP
1 Bedroom 222-2056

PLANTATION
1 and 2 Bfflroom 576-5805

PRINCE MANOR
2 Bedroom 576-9909

PALMS WEST
2 Bedroom Townhouse 576-6814

SPANISH TOWN
2 Bedroom 576-9787

TALLAHASSEE
1 and 2 bedroom 576-9961
call Mottice and Associates at 586-2117 for Leasing Assistance

on any of ttiese fine apartment communities.

VALUE
SERVICE
AMENITIES

CONVENIENCE
CONSIDERATIONmottice



If Werner Herzog lived in Tallahassee, he 'd be a member of the FSU
film society, weiL. .maybe not, but Herzog did direct Aguirre, the Wrath of God
(pictured above), which is the type of quality film FSU film society members
adore. If you want to go beyond the pale of films such as Porky 's or The
Beastmaster, drop by the organizational meeting of the FSUfilm society in 204
Diffenbaugh tonight at 8.
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Princess Grace dead
UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL

MONTE CARLO, Monaco — Princess

Grace of Monaco, who abandoned the

pinnacle of stardom in Hollywood for a

real-life marriage to a handsome prince,

died yesterday of injuries suffered in a fiery

car crash, the royal palace said. She was 52.

The princess, the former film star, Grace

Kelly of Philadelphia, died at 4:30 p.m. a

palace spokesperson said.

The spokesperson, George Lukomski,
said the princess died of a cerebral

hemorrhage.

The wife of the ruler of Monaco, Prince

Rainier III, suffered a broken right

thighbone, collarbone and ribs Monday
when the car she was driving went out of

control, plunged down a 4S-foot

embankment and burst into flames. Earlier

yesterday, she had been reported ''suffering

greatly" from her injuries.

The princess was injured when the

British-made 3500 she was driving skidded

off the road at Cap D'Ail and caught fire.

Her youngest daughter Stephanie , 17,

was recovering from the shock and bruises

she suffered in the accident.

Lukomski read an official palace

communique that said the princess'

condition deteriorated to beyond the point

of medical remedy.

"Her serene highness Princess Grace died

of an cerebral vascular hemorrhage," the

communique said.

In Philadelphia, Princess Grace's
brother, John B. Kelly Jr., learned of her

death about 4:30 p.m. from his sister Liz,

who was at her home in New Jersey. He
said that Liz had been in touch with doctors

and family members in Monaco.
Kelly said new$ of his sister's death came

as a shock.

"I had no idea she was in danger, as far

as I was informed, anyway."
Kelly said he broke the news of the death

to his children but had not discussed it

with others.

The former Philadelphia city councilman

said he would fly to Monaco but he did not

know when. He said he did not have any

details of funeral arrangements.

Deadline for Artists Series

season tickets approaches
FROM SIAKK REPORTS

A good deal just got better.

The 1982-83 Artists Series has added

another performance to the list of people

scheduled to appear in Tallahassee this

year.

Tommy Dorsey has been added to a list

of shows featuring Roberta Peters, Count
Basie and his orchestra, the Broadway
version of Annie the Atlanta Symphony,

pianist Jorge Bolet and the Alvin Ailey

American Dance Theatre.

The addition of Dorsey gives you an

extra performance without an increase in

^ imftPfJ^ason tickets, which,\)fi)l^fpn

sale through Friday, Sept. 17.

Season tickets are $55 for students and

$70 for the general public. Purchase of

season tickets will save you money in the

long run if you plan on seeing more than

one or two shows. Also, season tickets will

guarantee seating for all the shows.

If you would rather purchase tickets on

an individual basis, tickets for Roberta

Peters' performance go on sale Monday.

Students will be charged $10 a ticket and

the general piiblic will be charged $13. After

the soprano's performance, there will be a

reception in the Longmire Lounge which

you may attend for an extra $5.

Wednesday &
Thursday are
Faculty, Staff and Student

DISCOUNT DAYS
Just come in and ask for it.

4

One Hour
Dry

Cleaners
324 N. Monroe
1100 W. Tennessee
1405 S. Adams

Welconne Bock
Students

Big B is the FULL-SERVICE

cleaners in

Tallahassee. We're
glad to do your
alterations of any kind.

We'll replace your
buttoms and zippers

and clean your drapes
or bed spreads.WELCOME ,

Northwood Moll

1245 E. Lafayette

1201 W. Thorpe

Visit US! We have the best

selection of FSUwear in town!
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Jukeboxes

are 4ying
PACIFIC NEWSSERVICE

The Jukebox, once a

fixture in saloons and
burger joints across the

nation, has fallen victim to

modern technology. Ten
years ago, there were as

many as half a million

jukeboxes in this country.

Today, that figure is down
to around 260,000. Larry

Siegal, president of the

Chicago-based Seeburg
Company, one of the three

biggest remaining jukebox

makers, says, "There's

been a change in our

culture. Most fast-food

restaurants want their

patrons to come in, eat and

get out. They don't want

them to have an idle chat."

Besides, he says, video

games are more profitable

and "every kid has a

Japanese radio that's the

same quality as a jukebox."

He figures the wave of the

future is the video jukebox,

which his company
manufactures. "A patron

can call up song titles and

commercial messages on the

screen," Siegal says,

"Without that, I see the

jukebox business going

from bad to worse."

Drug researchers say

sniffing glue will not only

give you a headache, it will

also literally destroy your

brain. Dr. Luis Fomazzari

of Canada's Ontario
Addiction Research
Foundation, says glue

sniffers develop deep
grooves in their brains,

turning their gray matter

into "shriveled walnuts."

He says a daily dose of glue-

sniffing will affect memory
and coordination within a

year, and those effects, he

says, are apparently

irreversible.

• • •

E.T., please call Ira

Friedman. He has some
messages for you. Friedman
is the head of the "Official

F.T. Fan Club," formed
with the blessing of

producer Steven Spielberg,

to handle the avalanche of

fan mail addressed to the

loveable, prune-colored
alien. The fan club

membership kit includes

pictures, a poster and a

record of E.T. talking,

^ntry fee is $6 bucks and

the address is P.O. Box
E.T., Department 12,

Mount Morris, Illinois

61S04.

MIDIAIYFE

OPENS IN SEPTEMBER AT SPECIALLY
SELECTED THEATRES.

Check newspapers for theatres.

«



ABC:
The Lexicon of Lmo

BY MAUREEN McCARTHY
H AMBFAU STAFF WRITFR

ABC 's album the Lexicon of Love is the

perfect ahernative soap opera. With a

heartbeat rhythm and lyrics that let you be

concerned with some anonymous entity's

problems instead of your own. Lexicon of
Love is a healthy remedy for the heartsick.

Tagged as a disco group, ABC could
easily be overlooked by those who think

disco is something churned out by Ronco or

is another version of the Saturday Ni^ht

/fvtT soundtrack. But ABC has the soulful

sound and British taste that, similar to

Heaven 17, gives their disco beat k charm
that is not at all celluloid.

With an appeal comparable to the Gap
Band's "You Dropped a Bomb On Me,"

•aIK forms no false pretenses about
lo\c smging instead about the tragedy of

romance. Their songs are not negative but

are melodramatic displays of emotion,

mixed with a confused and twisted

reasoning.

The album outlines, song by song, a
troublesome relationship. The opening
song "Show Me" demands some proof of
passion, some tangible sign of love.

"Poison Arrow" follows with that proof,

« a conlcsMon of love that leaves the singer

pleading "shoot that poison arrow through

my heart" with a combination of strength

and helplessness. Already, the doubt beings

when, in the background, a voice whispers

"I thought you loved me but you never

cared." A synthesized piano continues to

speak on its own after the words end,

fading the song out into a quick finish.

The album then turns towards the

materialistic viewpoints placed on a
relationship when trying to fmd reasons for

• wasting emotional energy. The lyrics in

"Many Happy Returns" combine regret

with senj^ibilities. "These are the lessons 1

MUSIC
should have learned... It's the law*of
diminish and return."

In "Tears are Not Enough," it all seems
so simple—"Blueprint that boy meets girl

picture in a magazine...excuses have their

uses but now I'm calling your bluff—tears

arc not enough." "Tears are Not Enough"
has an appropriately pes»mistic attitude

that is intensified by the clapping hi the

background which gives the song a strong

physicality.

On side two of Lexicon of Love, the

songs are concerned with memory and
knowledge gained. "All of My Heart" is a

ballad obsessed with tenderness. The song

works its way up and down your spine with
a baroque keyboard melody.

••The Look of Love" is the only hopeful

and reassuring song on the album with its

statement that the look of love is the "one
thing that still holds true." After all the

misery conveyed on the album, ABC seems

to say it is the few preliminary sexual

moments that make romance worthwhile.

Lexicon ofLove is extremely soothing in

its continual striength of rhythm^a rhythm
that combines old-fashioned clapping with

orchestrated and synthesized sounds.
Martin Fry's vocals mix strong cries of pain

with a clean sound and versatile range that

weaves in and out of melody and rhythm.

The attitude of the album is to combine
modern sensibilities and theatrical

nonsense. Lexicon of Love is a danceable

saga conveying the irony and contradiction

of romance. .
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PMo byJn Sorts

50^^^ begins with us,

it ends with

your enjoymen t.

Adam&Eve4^
>RED1<EN^

FSU union

224-9815/222-2749

We may not be able to solve ttie worlds problems
elttier but we will help with your resume.

MEDIATYPE Rm 314 Union Bidg. FSU, 644-5744

RESUMES.
P.M. Publishing and Typographies offers quality typesetting, design & printing of

custom resume% within 24 hours. We have many uniqu; styles to choose from!
'00 RESUMES
iWHiTE PAPEH

CUSTOM OESiGNtL
rvPESET & PRINTED

$24 95

25 RESUMES
25 COVER SHEETS

25 ENVELOPES

ON CLASSIC LAID PAPER

$30 95

50 RESUMES

\ 50 COVER SHEETS
; 50 ENVELOPES

] ON CLASSIC LAID PAPER

$35 95

OTHER OPTION

\ GIVE US THE DETAILS

; & WE LL GIVE VOU

} A GOOD PRICE

& A GOOD JOB'

f L 32303 • (90J'.'.\'

320 union -4p.m. Mon.-Frl.

MiDIAIY^E

mm\m
UPO 6 FM99

present

The GREGG ALLMAN BAND N
featuring Dan & Frank Toler and Rook Goldflies

.

'

m

Friday, Sept. 17 at 8:00 p.m.
special ^uest

Shark Attack
The Tallahassee Sports Arena

Tickets are $4.50 with a 3 beers for $1 special

Tickets available at FSU Ticket Office,

County Seat and the Record Bar

TODAY'S SFECIAL

Ham & Cheese sandwich
iKiwits yoir choice of hread and cheese

5779
pins tax

Includes cole slaw, chips, pickle and medium beverage.

attNimm POST
located la the SeaiiMie BaUdlag

Open 8 a.m. 3:30 p.m.
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MoNdAy — FRidAy
9 A.M. — 4 p.M. CUssifiEd Ads 720 UnIon

Ad DEAdliNE 2 dAys bEfpRE

For SaIe Cycles

POLAROID ONE-STEP CAMERA
WITH FLASH UNIT. 1 YEAR OLD

LIKE NEW. $45 OR B.O.
CALL 222-4730 EVENINGS

Smith Carona elec. typewriter w/case
excel condition $75 Ganard Sansui
stereo great sound $125. Gerry Down
shirt ladies X smalt $25. Call Margie
M4-4874 or 193-1014 ovonings.

Blue 3 piece sofa and two end tables
for $95. Will sell part. Call S7S-1U2
after 6. Keep trymq

WATERBEO, WAVELESS ONE YR!
OLD $80 PAID $190. CALL 3tS-9MS
AFTER 5:00 P.AA.

* * STUDENT DESKS * *
AND OFFICE CHAIRS.

ALSO A ORESSERT I77-734S

Need a stereo systenn for /our
car?Tovota supra system AM FM
stereo rddio ar,c s( Derate casae'^e
deck plus two speakers only $150 for
$600 of equ

I
pment-axcellant condition.

Call B76 5494

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF MeI
Wttile I neod the money, and buy my
mechanically restored 1970 Triumph
CTA-t- $1200 for info, call «7»-9957

LANIER SECRETARY 11 COPIER
with cabinet stand; good condition;
taica ovar quarterly payntwits or make
offer. Call 222-3511 between 9am-5pm.

CLEVELAND FLUTE WITH CASE
3YEARSOLD EXCELLENT
CONDITION CALL 222-41M.

SOLID WOOD TABLE WITH
4 CHAIRS A GLASS COVER

$250.00

CALL 224 0470 8 to 5 OR
AFTERS 878 2692. CAREY

TRUMPET
Bach Stradivarius
Excel, cond. $550

224-4403

2 Handlebar bags, 2 rear panniers &
rack, poncho, tent, bicycle odds tt ends
575 5273 after 5

EXTRA LOW PRICES ON GUITARS
ft BANJOS. MANY 1/2 PRICE.
PRICES START AT $25. RENTALS
$10 MO. LESSONS $15-3 WK
COURSE.
SCOTT TENNYSON OUITAR
SERVICES 1304 N. AAonroe 224-33A1.

Woman's Gold Seiko watch for sale
8 months old and good deal if

interested call call 575 4290

LEAVING TOWN FRIDAY!
MUST SELL

JVCReceiver (20 Watt Amp &
AAA/Fm Radio) Off Warranty but still

crankin'! Woufd like $90 but will
wagatiate. Call before Friday-

385-6892 (After 6 pm)
599-2151 (9 to 5)

Ask for Steve Dollar

COUPONS FOR ALL GAMES
EXCEPT FLA. AND PITT FOM

SALE. CALL 386 5477

For sale stereo &speakers $40, 2

desktop telephones $20 each, all

purpose weight bench & weights real
cheap. Call Mike or Todd 224-8398

Brand new alpine car stereo caMetti
and 100 watt amp list 550 steal at $375
call 222 5968

1981 HONDA 400T, 3880MI.
LIKE NEW, MUST SELL NOWl
Any reas offer accepted 575-4063.

81 HONDA CM200T
GOOD COMUTER BIKE, EX. COND.

.)i<,ri<5 (ir .1901 U^r nfo

For Rent
3 bdrm. apt. across from Law School.
Hardwood floors, fireplace, ceiling
fans, central heat, fenced in yard.
Available now. $375 per month
893-0085 or 224-5851 after 6.

House 2 fireplaces, one in your
bedroom, new turn, central AC, cable,
w to w carpet, 200 yds to Phyrst $150 8i

>/^util Chris 222-4214

FM 2 BED.lBATH -1/4 BLK.
•PROM FSU OWN ROOM 122.50 & Vt

UTL. DARCY 222-0485.

FURNISHED ROOMS FOR RENT
IN BIO HOUSE $17S MONTHLY
INCLUDBDS UTILITIES.
NON-SMOKERS CALL CAMILLE
THOMPSON m-7208OR 388-9123

ONE UNFUR. ROOM IN 3 BDR.
HOUSE $92 PER MONTH & '-3 UT
1 MILE FROM STADIUM, CALL
575-1124.

..ANTED FLAG FOOTBALL AND
CHEER LEADING COACHES APPLY
NOW 2001 APPLACHEE PARKWAY
OR SEE THE STUDENT JOB BOARD
OR CALL THE YMCA AT 877 6151
AND ASK FOR SHELDON
WEISMAN.

HeId
WANTEd
Cosmetics consultant: Immediate
position with Aloe Charm. No exp. or
investment, no pickup or deliv. Free
training, excellent commission. CaH
for appt. 644 3135 Karen Kisko.

L^te night supervision for residen
tial treatment facility, upper div. or
grad. student preferred. 11 pm a am
Sat-l-AAon. IShrs.wk. at$3.35hr. Send
resume to P.O. Box 6054 Tallahassee,
F1.M301 E.Q.E .

Need anyone interested in learning
Disco and Ballroom dancing. Come
join the FSU BALLROOM DANCE
CLUB Sunday nights 7pm FSU Union
Bidg. Starts Sept. 19 for more info, call
222-4862

FM RMMT for 2br/2bath townhouse
own room with bath Big deck, wooded
area 3/4 mi. from FSU $186/mo 8t '/i

uti. Treehousc Apts 386 9481 aft 1

I'm trying to move out of Cash Hall
and into my fraternity house. Take
my place at Cash Hall for the fall and
spring semesters at a discount rate of
$3000, (doesn't have to be paid at 1

time), tor which you get a room with
a/c, facing the pool. Underground
parking, food service of 19 meals a
week, & weekly maid service. Walking
distance to campus. If interested call
599 9700 & ask for Bruce in roomm E

.401

WANTEd
Fm rmmt to'share 1 bdrm turn. apt.

(Hilltop Aptmts. Chapel Dr.) 1 bick

from FSU. Rent $75 & V2 util. Cable,
water, a/c, pool inci Must like cats.

Call 224 5110 after 6 pm

Wanted: female roommate to share 2

bdrm townhouse 10 mins from campus
on busline. $145 mo & ' 2 util and phone.
Apt. furn. Non smoker, serious
student only, upper class or grad. Call
Nancy Markham at 386 7428, even.

Neat, nonsmoking roomate needed lo

share nice partially furnished 3 br
townhouse at Seville. 224-5725.

Office desk perfect for your new
apartment or Office. Call 578-4438 or
575 0328.

Save this number: 576-7878. I fix
anything electrical-electronics.
Cheap. Also typewriters cleaned
lubricated.

35mm Pentax w SOmm 8. 75 205mm
200m Lens, case 450 ncu $200 878 5524
GREAT SHAPE!

RMMT WANTED 3 BR HOUSE 2 BTH
NICE; MABRY MANOR 575-9334
BETWEEN68.7 PM. $100 MO.
Fm rmmt needed for lovely new 2br
duplex near FSU. Has w/d & big furn.
rooms! No dep. $l57/mo ' 2 utI. Kathy
644-3266 day ; 575 9481 eveng.

FM rmmt for 2 bdr house V/7 miles
from FSU central heat tt AC 130 mo
plus '/i util. must love pets 212-7M7
anytime.

Roommate needed 2bdr 2bath. Share
with law student S150/mth. 878-8736.
2600 Miccusukee #1204

5iD?'i!J Corona electric tvoewrrter only
•80.00 brown sofa and love seat very

Autos
72 CHEVY IMPALA

PS, PB, A PW. GOOD TRANS.
$500 CALL 386 7985.

M/F ROOMATE WANTED $91 MO.
'3 UTIL. 3 BEDROOMS, CLOSE TO
CAMPUS. CALL 222 6199.

FEMALE TO SHARE 3 RM HOUSE
$105 MO & '/3 UTIL. PLEASE CALL
385 5836 AFTER 5PM.

F rmmt- share 1 br furn apt, ac, pool.
$115 mo $• Va util. 5 min from FSU.
Call Amy 224-2871. Town 8i Campus.

1974 DATSUN 610 - Air, radio, four
speed. Recent tires & battery. One
owner. $1800. Call 877-8524.

Room in mobile home for rent, to fm.
student. $100 mo. 8< V2 util. Call
878-2908 a.m. 8i p.m.

NON SMOKING FM RMMT wanted
for 2 br townhouse 5 mi. from FSU.
Grad or upper class $175 mo. &. ' 2 util.

Very nice. Call Pam at 878 5141 or
575 1791.

FM/RMMT. OWN RM. IN 3 ERM.
1 bath house/ Very nice/ Near TMH.
$133/mo. 8i ' 3 util furn 224 2645

Impeccable typing on word
processorMaslers Degree, 10 yrs.
Experience writing, editing. Typing
575 4422

Fm. grad student needs 1 or 2 fm.
rmmts to share 2bdrm. 2' jbath town-
house. Firepl^e, washer/dryer. Price
negotiable. Call 575 8955 after 5.

FM RMT OWN FURN RM IN 3BR
HOUSE HBO/CABLE W/ORYER AC
MICROWAVE FIREPLACE 10 Ml
FRM FSU $13S MO tk UTL
388-2382

SEMINOLE TAVERN
Daily Specials - Live Entertainment
Mon thru Fri 12 to 7 $2 Pitchers.
MON- 49c 16 oz. draft.
TUES - 55c Bud Longnecks
WED - L.ciiesNite, 10c draft, 75c10oz.
wine, 8i50> cover.
THURS 55CBud& Bud Lite cans.
SUN Ladie s NIte, 10< draft 81 Free
Keg tapped at 8 p.m.

TY P I N G, E D I T ING SERVICES.
NEAT, CLEAN AND REAL CHEAP.

CALL 224-9877 AFTER 9PM.

GAY PEER VOLUNTEERS
~

Openings exist for new gay peer
volunteer trainees A trainee will

recieve training during the fall

semester. Anyone, regardless of
sexual orientation may be screened.
After training and certification, you
may counsel clients with gay related
concerns. Interested persons may
inquire with Dr. Lucy Kizirian at the
FSU Student Counseling Center at
644 2003. Screening appointments will

be made through Septemtwr 15, 1982
for the fall semester.

IF YOU DON'T NEED $ $
DON'T READTHIS AD.

But if you do, ioin the club! We've get
an opportunity for you to make some
real $, p/t oi f/t, marketing the easiest
product in existence today, by
telephone sales. It's easy , fun, A
rewarding I Just come by 2639 N.
Monroe, suite 231 BMg. B, Monday
thru Friday, 1-5pm.

" RAQUET ST r1N^eTwANTE

D

FOR TENNIS SHOP. EXP. ONLY.
CALL 224-5114

ANIMAL KINGDOM AUDIO (AKA)
Main System

2500 watts 24 channels 4 submixes-
4 way electronic crossover 10 band
graphic eq echo 12 cabinets 2 horns

Monitor System
1000 watts 4 JBL, 2 Altec monitors

Lighting System
17,000 watts 15 PARs 2 ellipsoidal
spots four 15 ft trees 40 ft. trusS li
riqqinq (up to 35 ft. high)

575 2697 : 24h0Urs

FREE DINNER AND FILM ON D
BONHOEFFER WED 6 PM, SEPT.
15 CHRISTIAN CAMPUS HOUSE.
524 W. COLLEGE AVE

G.P.V. Cay Awarenss group now
tormina for men currently coming out
or experiencmg related issues

Beginning 9/29/82, G.P.V. meets Wed,
from 8 9:30 pm. Call Or. Kizirian at
644 2003

Hilieli High Holiday Schedule
Erev Refh Hashanah Sept. I7th

8:80pm. Refh Hashanah Sept. I8th,

10:08am at Ifellawship Hall, Saint
Thomas Moore, Tanwesaee Woodward
Street. Shabbati Fhuvah Sept. 24,

8:00pm, Hillell House, 84) w.
Pensacela. Street. Fer mere
infonnatien call 232-S4S4.

Homecoming Chief ft Princess appli-

cations available now in Room 323

Union. Deadline is 9/22/82.

Business

PersonaIs
LEARN THE ART OF STAINED
GLASS: BEG/ADV/LAMP/BOX
Tools-giass-books-supplies-rental
FLSTAINED GLASS 878 3717

A PRO TO TYPE- your thesis, term
papers, dissertations, etc. Call Va.
Wallace, 877-4900, eve/wk ends.

TYPING
IBM, DISSERTATIONS A THESES

PAT DIXON 38A 1755,

Services PersonaLs

(XPERT CARPENTRY
Miscellaneous handiwork.

Free Estimates.
Satisfaction assured.

Call Glen at 222-8079 or 878-1544.

Body repair on all makes / models.
Painting, fiberglass work, elec.
windows, leaks... Reasonable rates.
Call Ralph after SiOOD.m. 576-3958.

Dissert., Theses, student papers.
You'll get good vibrations when you
bring your typing to us. Former
admms sec'y & good speller.
Reasonable Rates. L. Durbih. ilt-t260
No calls after 10 p.m.

IMPROVE YOUR GRADES!
Research Catalog - 306 pages • 10,728
topics - Rush $1.00. Box 25097C, Los
Angeles, CA 90025. (213) 477-821&.

QUALITY GUITAR LESSOtIS geared
to fit your needs. Call graduate
assistant at FSU, DAVID at 222-0639.

BOOKKEEPER EXPERIENCED
IN ACCOUNTS PAYABLE,
RECEIVEABLE, TAXES, AND
PAYROLL AVAILABLE FOR PART-
TIME OR ONiTRACT WORK. CALk
222-7798. ^

~^ PERFECT TYPING
No White outs No errors

HOW??? - WORD PROCESSING
WORKS LIKE THIS....

1. We enter document into computer
2. We print a draft on which you
pencil in minor changes if you wish
3. We input changes and print final
ALL THIS FOR THE SAME COST AS

PLAIN TYPING. 385-9W

DOUBLE D STABLES
350 acres of Cross Country Riding.
Boarding, Night Riding, English 8>

Western lessons. 877-1309.

DEADBOLT LOCK
AND INSTALLATION
$28.00 CALL 893-4499

GUITAR LESSONS by
Professional Performer w/ BM
degree. Classical, Poo/Beginner to

Advanced. Special Stiidant Rates. 644-

5659.

Parapsychoiogist seeks info on any
observable paranormal events occur-
ring in this area. Ph. 224-0941

Looking for someone to play with?
Drummer and guitarist in search of
musicians to form a band. Call Duce
877 2986 or Dan 575 8465.

Register now for UPO leisure classes
in room 318 Union. Classes offered
are: Tennis, slimnastics, Jazzercise,
raquetbaLL AND Piano.

BE THE HOMECOMING
TRIATHALON RELAY CHAMPIONS,
FRAT OR SOROITY OIV. SWIM 1 Ml.
RUN 4.2, CYCLE 13.2
CONSECUTIVELY. RACE 9AM. FSU
RESERVATION OCT. 9. DEADLINE
SEPT. 30. MAIL $10 EACH TO FLA.
LEAGE OF AQUATICS., RT. 22, BOX
38,Tallabasaae 32M1.

COME JOIN THE FUN WITH THE
FSU BALLROOM DANCE CLUB

Meets every Sunday 7pm beginnlnB
Sept. 19. For Info call 222-4862.

GET FREE FPIRG BROCHURES!
PROTECT YOURSELF FROM
LOSING YOUR SECURITY
DEPOSIT. AVOID AUTO REPAIR
RIP-OFFS. LEARN WHERE THE
BEST BUYS ARE. FREE
GROCERY, BANKING AND
CHECKING SURVEYS PICK UP
INFO AT FPIRG OFFICE 215
UNION. FPIRG CONSUMER-
TENANT HOTLINE I IS 644-^
College Republicans invite you to
come find out about us at The Pub Wed
nite Sept 15. Free beer and pizza 7:30-

9 : 30pm . Everyone is welcome i

FREE PREGNANCY TEST
Abortion, gynecology, birth control,

infection checks 8, mental health
counseling. Low cost • Professional
services. Strictly confidential. For
appiontment call No. Fla. Women's
Health 81 Counseling. 877-3183.

TYPING. IBM SELECTRIC 3
FAST, EFFICIENT—b DM ING!
80«^/PG. CALL 222-7629 after noon

TRILOGY, THREE PEICE ROCK.
Now playing public/private parties,
dances etc. Call (904) 663-8321.

FREE PRECSNANCY TEST
Abortion, gynecology. Psych., Couns.
Call N. Fla Women's Health and
Counseling. 877-3183.

WE SELL SERVICE AND PAY TOP
CASH FOR YOUR AIR-
CONDITIONERS 575-9562.

Complete range of proofreading,
editing, typing services at low rates.

365-1020 AFTER 3 pm.

COSTUMES FOR RENT
A large selection of COSTUMES
including gowns for Homecoming
Queens, for rent 877 8068 aft. 4:30

KEN'S TAVERN
ON THE TENN. ST, STRIP

SERVING FSU OVER 16 YEARS
BEER DRINKERS HAPPY HOURS

* MON FRI 4:30 6 30 *
THE ORIGINAL WED, NIGHT

MICHELOB MADNESS FROM 9-12
VIDEOS, PINS, 25- POOL**

ATTENTION ALL MEMBERS AND
INTERESTED PERSONS! ! !

SAVOIRE FAIRE PRODUCTIONS
WILL HOLD MANDATORY REHE-
ARSAL 81 AUDITIONS TONIGHT AT
8:00 P.M. AT THE PLAZA
CLUBHOUSE. ALL FASHION
MODELING POSITIONS ARE PAID
POSITIONS! FOR FURTHER INFO.
CALL $21-4219.

* HEY, HOW'BOUTTHEM
ALPHA EPSILON PI PLEDGES!

KIRK, JOSH D; MIKE, DANNY,
TODD, SCOTT, STEVE, & ALLEN.

CONGRATULATIONS! !

!

YOUR LIL' SISTERS LOVE YOUi

* PARTY BULLITIN *
POSTGAME BLOWOUT AT MARY
YANG A SUE GOMEZ'SI 11 PM.

FRIENDS ERINO FRIBNOSI

GUITAR LESSONS
Private and class instruction at

MUSIC WORLD 386-6163

TNT HIDEAWAY CANOE RENTAL"
DIRECTLY ON WAKULLA RIVER
AND HWY 98
$5 up to 4 hrs 50c per cushion call
1 925 6412.

NEWI OLDT NEW NEW NEWI I i

SWEETBAY BOTTLE CLUB
OPEN FRI. A SAT. 11pm-Sam

HOT NEW MUSIC ROCK -I- ROLL
BRING YBR OWN BOOZE -f BREW

DANCE ALL NIGHT
1317 JACKSON BLUFF RD.

INSTANT CASH!
or trade for quality albums 8< tapes
•LUNEY TUNES' 648 W Tennessee St.

across form FSU by Subways 10am-
9pm.

ATTENTION!! FSU BATGIRL
TRYOUTS WILL BE HELD ON WED
SEPT. 15 AT 7:30 PM AT TULLY
GYM. ALL GIRLS ARE INVITED.
PLEASE BRING A PICTURE!

* * *
FLYING HOME?

Holiday flights are already filling up.
Call or come by The Travel Center for

lowest airfare anywhere. We can also
ticket reservations you -made directly
with the airlines.

THE TRAVEL CENTER
University Union 2nd floor. 222 1192

* * *

To RELIEVE TENSION A STRESS
Try MASSAGE THERAPY 222-0550
Registered Massage Therapist.

$2.59 6 PK 12 OZ BUD CANS
99C SCHLITZ BULL QT. BOTTLES
PALACE DISCOUNT DRIVE-THRU
1239 JACKSON BLUFF ROAD.

GRAND SALE OF PERUVIAN
ARTISANRY ON SATURDAY,
SEPTEMBER 18, 9AM - SPM AT THE
UNION COURTYARD. STOP AT
TABLES 98 A 99 TO SEE WALL
HANGINGS, JEWELRY, CLOTHING
A COLLECTIBLES.
LOW INTRODUCTORY PRICES.

THE PUB, 1312 W. TENNESSEE.

_

11:00 AM TO 5:00 PM
CMEF SALAD SPECIAL $2.25.

WEDNESDAY EVENING, THE PUB
FAMOUS WIND UP, WIND-DOWN !

PITCHERS START AT $1.50 AND GO
UP 25< EACH HALF HOUR.

Lost &
"X

FouNd
FOUND: SET OF KEYS INITIALS
MMB, MAROON KEY CASE. W.
LAFAYETE ST. INQUIRE AT THE
UNION LOST & FOUND.

FOUND
Gold class ring on W. Call St.

576-4398.
Call

HAPPY HOUR! 4 7 PMMON-FRI
All draft 40-glass. $2.25 pitchers

THE PALACE SALOON
1303 JACKSON BLUFF ROAD

FSU Shotokan Karate Club
Classes begin Tuesday,

Sept. 14

Tuesdays & Thursdays

6-8 pm
208 Montgomery Gym

— Everyone is welcome —

EYEEXAMS
9eye Exam incluaing

glaucoma ast

$50
in addition

to eye
exam

contact tens

fitting fee

including allofftce

'Visits for 5 months

Dr. Jorge K. Gorb
Optometrist

Governor's Square
(Next to Morrison s 1

8773380 877 0431
Opmn D»ilY*Cv9n*ngs*Saturdav$

TONIGHT

TOM & THE

CATS
Pius

Double Trouble

2 for 1 till 11

BULLWINKLE'S

The
Florida

State
University

Artist Series
1982/83
Season

Ro|»«rt« P«t«rt,
Seiirane. Pri««v, Oct-t

**AlWll#", Hv* trem Iroadwav
Tuatitay. Nov.n

Atlanta Symphony,
•no f SO/F AMU/T»H»h»t»« SiKWrt
iWuntHv January 20

Jorg* Bolcc, pianist
WMAMOav. F«b. 3

Count lasf*
. ft. ie

Alviii Alley American Oancf Theatre
Tundav 4 WMnnoav. M«r. 33 * 33

TICKETS «7000/O»n Public
••i.oo/eiuaMit(

For mon ln<ermnlon edt 644437f

.
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Volleyball team hungry for opponent
BY DEBORAH BARRINGTON

FLAMBEAU SPORTS EDITOR

Putting a volleyball squad on the opposite side of the net

from the Florida State Women's team would seem like

throwing a Iamb to the wolves.

The volleyball team has been practicing since early August.

Before classes beckoned they submitted their bodies to

rigoroustwo-a-day practice sessions—9 a.m. til 11 a.m.—and
then again from 3 p.m. 'til 6 p.m. In between, though, they

did not rest.

Camy Davies
Florida Flambcau/Vicki Arias

From 11:15 'til 12:15, the women were in the pool for

more training under the guidance of Aquatics Director Alicia

Crew. Head coach Cedle Reynaud wanted her team to follow

this routine in order to increase its flexibility, to prevent

muscle pulls and ankle sprains and to just relax and cool off.

"They did fun things— relays, vertical jumps and

endurance swimming, and they were even taught

synchronized routines," said Reynaud. While they won't be

a threat to the swim team or the Tarpon Club, "they did

have fun and were conditioning without knowing it," said

Reynaud.

Weight training three times a week was also a part of a

women's conditioning.

Such intense and thorough preparation seems to have paid

off. Reynaud and the players are confident and primed to

eyeball an opposing team across the net.

"They know how they do against each other. Now they are

anxious to see how they'll do against someone else," said

Reynaud.

This weekend's Louisiana State University Tournament in

Baton Rouge couldn't come soon enough, Reynaud said.

Not only is FSU anxious to open the season, they are also

anxious to get at host school, LSU.
Last year's team sported an impressive 21-game winnhig

steak before LSU broke their stride, she said.

If any team can settle that score it has to be this year's

returning players—setter Joy Blanchard. defense specialists

Camy Davies, Karyn Palgut, Carol Forsten, Julie Brown,

Sally Summer, Alicia Cross and play-caller Marie Sanders,

along with Mary Williams, Shannon Lages and Jackie

Young.

As a freshman Sanders earned Metro All Conference

honors, but missed her sophomore year because of illness

and injury. She returns for her junior year as a starting setter

and co-«q)tain.

**Last year's team had a positive attitude and never gave

up. This year's team looks good defensively and we have

developed a new offense," said Reynaud. She added that the

new offense should be tested and improved by the time the

Metro Tournament rolls around.

The Seminoles are hosting this year's Metro action after

taking last year off to host the AlAW tournament. If the

women are victorious, they will receive an automatic berth in

the nationals. The Metro tournament will be held Nov. 21-

23.

But the team can be seen sooner than that and at home,

hitting and spiking when they meet University of Central

Florida at 7:30 p.m. in TuUy gym.

Reynaud promises this year's play will be exciting, because

the team will be running an extremely complicated offense.

The 'Noles appreciates a crowd who really get into what

they are doing, Reynaud said.

**We Uke a good loiid crowd."

SPORTS INBRIEF

Football schedules are ready to be picked up. Games
began yesterday. Make sure that someone from your team

picks up a schedule because schedule information will not

be given out over the phone.

Fraternities need to pay Bernie by Friday for the golf

tournament to be played on Monday and Tuesday. Tee

times will be on Monday and Tuesday mornings. Any
exceptions will be handled by Bernie on an individual basis.

The Intramural Independent Golf Tournament will be held

on Wednesday, September 22 at the Seminole Golf Course.

Entry fee is $2.00 and is payable when you sign up in the

Intramural Office (309 Union). There will be morning and

afternoon tee times available. Payment must be in cash.

All women interested in becoming bat girls for FSU's

varsity baseball team, please attend the meeting today at

7:30 p.m. in Tully Gym. Please bring a picture.

The FSLl Water Ski Club will meet tonight at 7 p.m. in

J 18 Bellamy.' Last week we had some problems with our

boats, but now our boats are running well.

FSU*s Women's Rugby CInb is continafa^ its membersli^

drive. If you missed Monday's meeting, you can still come

tomorrow for a practice session on the Intramural field

from 6 p.m. -8 p.m.

Chris Evert Lloyd, who has won every major tennis

championship and most recently captured her sixth U.S.

Open title said yesterday she may retire at the end of the

year in order to start a family.

George Rogers, the NFL's leading rusher last year, pulled

a hamstring in Sunday's contest with the St. Louis

Cardinals. Rogers could be sidelined for as many as four

weeks.

CORRECTION
Yesterday's Flambeau incorrectly informed readers that

FSU tennis player Jaime Kaplan would advance to the

Florida Federal Open in St. Petersburg following her win

Monday in the Women's Open. Kaplan first has to put her

talents to the test in another qualifier, this time at

Greenleaf Tennis Club. If she wins there, she can go on to

the Florida Federal Open.

DISCOUNT BEER & WINE
Drive Thru • Convenient • Fast

BRING THIS COUPON FOR
$1 off any case of beer

25< off any 6-pack of beer or

bottle of wine

coupon ^ood Mon. • Thur. only • exp. 10/14/82

1 mile east of Loke Bradford Rd.

SliiUf NT
r.OVlRNMlNl

ESCORT
SERVICE 644 1239
/ DAVS A Wf

EdwatitMl CMttr Ltd.

TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1t38

CLASSES lEGIN

November 10

CALL NOW AND REGISTER

2220009

525 E. TENNESSEE
(Across from Leon H.S.)

Century 21 Hair
Haircutting

Style cuts men & women

$5
l576-«4t9

1

i

I

M229W. Pensacola
W ~ ' " /

M.F8:30AM-6PM
Jl

SATSr.^OAM^PM '

FREE
Small Beverage

with any dessert

(ftood thru Sept. 21

with this coupon)

I

MOUIARD ^
JOMnsonS

HOWARD JOHNSON'
'Across the Street"on

West Tennessee

OPEN 24 HOURS

MyV£B£Dmm

msmoonsmptnmamm is^i^: 9-20-82
.^•..^.^.-•jj...-
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Vandalism delays TuUy access
BY WAYNE DEAS
FUMBEAU STAFF WMTER

When Hercules Belts found out that the only way he
could get to play basketball in Tully Gym was to try out for

Florida State University's cheerleading squad, he decided to

take direct action.

Thai action might very well provide a productive
dit terence in the vicious basketball space condition at FSU.
For years, FSU's outdoor court facilities (which also

include racketball, volleyball, tennis and lighting

equipment) was shabby at best. The poor conditions forced •

swarms of Seminole jocks—mainly basketball
players—onto Tully Gym's basketball courts. However, as

experienced by Betts in this case, tackling TuUy's Gym's
lack of space dilemma coupled with it's priority to FSU
team functions is similiar to killing a fly with a hatchet.

During fall semester, Tully Gym's court space is used
mainly for FSU's Men's and Women's basketball team
practice on weekdays. Student jocks wishing to let off

frustrations with a few pick-up games have been left oiit in

the cold.

Belts, when told he could not play in Tully, spoke to Vice
President of Student Affairs Bob Leach as well as Director

of Recreation Paul Dirks about opening Tully on the

weekends to the student body as well as the general public.

His pleas are now spearheading an active drive amoung
Dirk's staff which could open up Tully as soon as Sept. 25,

according to Dirks.

••We are interested in getting a program started but it will

depend on time, the number of days that the gym will be
open and on the co-operaiion of the students to make sure
no vaiidalisim occurs," said Dirks.

That's for sure. I've seen enough airheaded macho
morons who turned new backboards and goals (made
possible last year though efforts by Leach, Dirks and
student government) into mere pretzels by abortively
attempting to slam dunk the rim. Also on one ocassion,

students attempted to move bleachers off Tully Gym's
floor to play to pick up games. The bleachers erected

completely only to tumble over and smash hundreds of
dollars worth of glass windows as well as the bleachers.

Such vandalism, intentional or not, is an inexcusable
waste of time, money and effort.

Dirks is available for suggestions in his 35a Oglesby
Union office at any time to help end the hackney dilemma.
Whatever the results, Mitchell Wiggins and Pat
Ewings should take heed to Bett's action.

• • •

I'm still contemplating taking back all the nasty little

things I said Friday about the Miami Mullets after they

ATTENTION LADIES
smvnnE's fbiseits

FSU'S BEST Loom
BUYS

KLl OF TBE ORIQim 45 MEI VOMIVATCS WHL BE

mi TONIGHT, THE JUDGED HAVE MADE THEIH

DECISIONS. THE 12 MEN SELECTED TO BE ON THE

1303

GENTLEMAN OF FSU

CALENDAR
WILL BE INTRODUCED TO VOU

OS smi
TONIGHT
K1 BULLWINKLE'S

TOM C THE CATS
m PLATING 9 TU. 2

OUKS ARE 2 FOX 1m U

POINTBLANK

Hercules Betts Fiambetu>^ Ari«

shut down the New York Jets 45-28. Though angry

Mulleteers have requesied my neck if no retraction is made,

I'd rather climb a mountain of razorblades and then jump
in a sea of alcohol than retracting any Mullet nasties.

• ••

Oimmeran "F»M Gimme an ?*S"! Gimme a "U'M
Such will be the case at FSU*s second Pep Rally this year

as Seminoles m^ke spiritual preparations for next week's

game against number one ranked Pittsburg Panthers. The
Pep Rally is sponsored by the Scalphunters and will be held

at 12 noon on the Union Green. Refreshments will be

ser\ed.

THE MAN WHO INVENTED KILLER ROCK' IS BACK!

D-103 WU.COMES

1^
SluDf M
(.OWIRNMINI

ESCORT
SERVICE 644 1239
7 DAYS A WFEK

MAKE TRACKS
TO KINKO'S
470 W. Tennessee

Dr. Allan 0. Dean, P.A.

OPTOMETRIST

CONTACTmm
FiniNG Fif

$20 - $50
in addition to exam fee

810 Thomasville Rd.

Intersection of Monroe

and Thomasville Rds.

APPOINTMENTS
222-9991

THE JAZZBERRY PATCH
2720 BUinsTONi M. - 877-9447

Monday: Now Open 11:30 - 2 a.m.

Tuesday: Two forOne
WednoMlay: Buy One Dinner 2nd 1/2 Price 6:00 • 9KX) p.m.

Thursday: LadiesNight - AH Night • Two for One
Friday: Happy Hour 4-7 - Live Jats

Saturday: Couples Dinner Nite

1/2 Carafe w/dinner • 6:30 • 9:30 p.m.

Fri. & Sat.: $2.00 Entertainment Charge
Soadny: Branch • 11:90- 2Jam Seraipn -2-6 p.m.

UVi JAZZ ENTERTAINMENT NIGHTLY

mmm
^30 it^Hutes 3 timeso week

Learn Bartending
In Tallahassee

ENROLLNOW FOR
SEPTEMBER CLASSES

Day and night classes
• Limited enrollment

BARTENDING ACADEM Y, INC
893-1668 Ask for Kitte 878-4639

TED NUGENTa

MADAM FAY

PALM A cm READER

\

TELLS PJIST, PRESENT & FUTURE
WHY BE SICK, WORRIED ft UNHAPPY
WHEN YOU CAN BE HELPED WITH ,

YOUR PROBLEMS - CALL FOR l#MNNTRIEIIf

NRS.B-5,W.-Sat.

3313 RIAHAN DRIVE 3 MILES E. 90
TALLAHASSEE, FL S2S08 PHONE (90« 878-9S27

WITH'
DEREK ST. HOLMES. CARMINE APPICE. AND DAVE KISWINEY

I
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 24
TALLAHASSEE CIVIC CEIVTERl

TICKETS ON SALE NOW
AT THE CIVIC CENTERMX OFFICE

\\P ALL I St AL OC TLETS!

SPONSORED BY

893-3779
Aerobics / Jazz / Ballet

Grand Opening Special
1 visit-2 for price of one Owners
"Brin^ a Friend" p , aT"

1 , Pa^eb. Atkins

1 imberlane Shops on the Square Jan ice B. Powfli
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Mostly fair wi^h isolated

afternoon showers. Highs
near 90 and lows near 70.
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FSU student tapped
for regent's position

BY MICHAEL McCLELLAND
FLAMMWMi STAFFWmmt

Christine Mazzara, a Florida State

University student, has been nominated for

the student .regent seat on the Morida Board

of Regents. Mazzara was nominated by Gov.
Bob ("iraham yesterday afternoon.

Mazzara, a senior majoring in finance, is a

former member the FSU Student Senate.

She served as co-ordinator of the Florida

Student Association Legislative scorecard

last year.

Mazzara's nomination must be confirmed

by the Florida Cabinet September 21 before

she can take her seat as a regent. If Mazzara

is confirmed, as is likely, she would be the

Chris

Mazara

first student r^ent ever appointed from
FSU.
Mazzara would begin her one-year term

immediately after Cabinet confirmation.

Graham had earlier nominated Tim
Meenan, former FSU student body
president, for the regency. Graham was
forced to withdraw that nomination when his

Staff realized Meenan did not fulfill a five-

year residency requirement.

Meenan was later asked by Graham's staff

to endorse an FSU student for the position.

Meenan refused to make a specific

endorsement, but did provide the Governor's

appointment staff with the names of three

students he felt were qualified. Mazzara was

one of those students.

'*Ms. Mazzara's experience in student

government gives her the necessary

qualifications needed for this important

position on the Board of Regents," Graham
said. "We look forward to her ctmtributions

in that capacity."

An obviously excited Mazzara said she had

not yet had time to fully study the many
issues before the regents, but that she did

plan to continue current student Regent

James Blount's work on improving academic

advising in the university system.

Clean-up of theChipola River

could be delayed for months
Last in a series

BY DANNI VOGT
FLAMBEAU STAFF WRITER

Fifteen years ago, there was little pressure

for laws to protect otir environment. As
recently as twoi years ago, there was no such

thing as a hazardous waste law. But since the

mid-1960s, in response to growing public

pressure, federal, state and local

governments have been churning out ream

after ream of rules dealing with industrial

poisons. . y
Most of the laws arc so recent that older

problems manageno slip through. The Sapp

Battery Service, for example, was abandoned

before Flprida adopted a comprehensive

hazardous waste law in 1980. Thus, its

stringent provisions simply don't apply to the

old site.

Officials at the state Department of

Environmental Regulation recogni^Ee this.

"The problem is what to do with the old

sites that are still polluting," observed Doug

McLaughlin, assistant general counsel for the

department. "Federal legislation has

addressed that with the "superfund" to clean

up old sites, and the state has a mini-

superfund, and both will spend money to

clean up the Sapp Site

.

But McLaughlin admittied that to clean up

all the old sites in the state would cost

mmdti, if nat4yiffions of dollars.

Most of the new environmental laws are

passed by the federal government, and

Florida has adopted all of the federal

regiilations, McLaughlin noted.

The DER has been assured of $230,000

from the federal superfund for a study of the

existing pollution at the Sapp site and an

analysis of how best to clean it up. The study

is expected to take nine months, and only

when it is completed will cleanup efforts

begin. The state will have to pay ten percent

of the cleanup costs, from a fund created two

years ago.

Florida placed $600,000 in the Hazardous

Waste Management Trust Fund in 1980, and

taxes placed on generators of hazardous

waste also How into the fund. But in the two

years of its existence, the fund has

accumulated more in interest payments than

has been raised by the tax.

**The Florida fund is purposely intended to

give breaks to people to treat hazardous

wastes to make it non-hazardous, and treat it

on-site," McLauglin said. "If they do that

they don't have to pay the tax. That's not a

bad idea because it encourages what we want.

"But clearly, we are not generating

enough money to clean up Florida's

problems," McLaughlin added. "But the

mini-superfund was never intended to do

that. It was only to help responsible parties to

Turn to CHIPOLA, page 9

Florkia Ftambcau/Boli O'Lary

Eyrie

A construction worker on the new federal court building on Call Street pauses

for a moment to take in the view. His boss was at work on a lower level of the

structure.
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Ed Green

Filing deadline extended
for SG senate elections

BY GEORGE KLOS
rLAMWEAU STAFF WRfTEK

An extension of the filing deadline for

students interested in running for Florida
State University student Senate scats was
granted by the student Supreme Court
yesterday. The deadline is now 5 p.m.
Friday.

Ed Green, an independent candidate for

an Arts and Sciences Senate seat, requested

the extension because of inconsistencies in^

information given out by C(»niJiiksioiH;r of
Elections Scott Leek.

An advertisement composed by Leek
which ran in last Friday's Flambeau said

candidacy applications would be accepted

Sept. 10 through 17. But the SG
Constitution says applications are taken
from the first Wednesday of Fall semester
until the next Wednesday, which was
yesterday.

Leek's appointment as elections

commissioner was not approved by the

Senate until the first Wednesday night of

the semester. He said he had to compose the

advertiji^nt the Very next day in order to

get it in Friday's Flambeau.

**I had to move quickly so I did what I

thought was best," he explained, "It was a
snap decision."

Upon reading the section of the

Constitution regarding filing deadlines,

Leek said he was advised by Attorney
General David Green to adhere to the

Wednesday deadline.

Ed Green said that only gave students not

connected to a campus political party three

days to take the necessary steps to file for

candidacy. He laid the blame for the

confusion on the Students Party.

"They control SG and it's in their

interest to confuse people," he charged.

"They have their slate, and all this confusin

cuts down their competition even more.*'

Green said the deadline extension will get

more students involved in SG who normally

would not.

"It's no sweat off anybody's ass to wait

two days," he said. "This will enable SG to

be more democratized. If there are more
people involved, SG will be more
comprehensive.*'

Grand jury hears evidence

on babysitter murder charges
UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL

A Taylor County grand jury yesterday

heard evidence against Christine Falling, a

19-year-old baby sitter already charged with

two counts of flrst degree murder for the

death of two Blountstown children.

State Attorney ' Jerry Blair called

witnesses with knowledge of the July 1981

death of 8-month-old Jennifer Daniels in

Perry, but he would not say what charges

he was seeking against Falling.

The death of the Daniels iniant has been

attributed to Sudden Infant Death
Syndrome.

Falling, 19, is scheduled to stand trial in

Blountstown in early November for the

deaths of 2'/: -month-old Travis DeWayne
Coleman in July and Cassidy "Muffin"
Johnson in February 1981.

Falling, an overweight, poorly educated

dropout who ha$ spent most of her life in

impoverished conditions, attracted national

attention when five children left in her care

in the past two years died mysteriously.

Three others became ill but survived.

Until the death of the Coleman infant.

the deaths were attibuted to natural causes

and Falling termed them a weird
coincidence."

But after the Coleman death, medical

examiners from Panama City to Fort

Lauderdale became involved in the case, a

state task force was appomted to look for

links in the five deaths and Falling agreed to

undergo a psychiatric evaluation at a

mental hospital in Tallahassee.

While at the hospital. Falling allegedly

confessed to killmg all five children. She
was arrested immediately after leaving the

hospital and has been held without bond at

the Calhoun County jail since them.

No charges have been filed against

Falling for the deaths of the boys in

Lakeland in February 1981. Both deaths

were .attributed to myocarditis, an
inflamation of the heart.

Calhoun Circuit Court Judge W.L.
Bailey will hear arguments on pre-trial

motions tomorrow, including one by
Falling's attorneys to dismiss the charges

against her.

320 union 9-4 MF

M:irGS&

SIDE 1 "«.~-.rfr,~r-«- SIDE 2

AUTHOHMTHOn (PC)

Al Pacino

7:15.9:45

BLADE RUNNER ( R )

Harrison Ford

6:30 only

coupon ^
Good on Mon.

wed. fl; Thurs. Niqlit 2forlll

Coupon

Expires 9-22-82

Feef negative about your resume?
MEDIATYPE y\iiH help you get it

ready for the fainter.

E D I A T Y P E
Room 314 Union Blda FSU 644-5744

I

Celebrating Our 25*' Anniversary '82

^^^^ ON «15 PURCH/^E ...OR MORE

Hurry!..
SEPTEMBER 8-18 {

REBATE CHECK to get you sewing! |

TOSEW NOW
...and here's your personal

1

^win
*100

merchandise

SHOPPING

SPREE!

0A<'

$100 SHOPPING ^

SPREE!merchandise
turn this in to cashier. ..no purchase necessary

NAMF
,

'

ADDRESS
•

CITY

PHONE
-STATE.
ZIP

you do not have to be present to win

ANCOCK
PARKWAY SHOPPING CENTER

% 1107 APALACHEE PARKWAY
% 877-4769 f^s~^-

OPEN Mon-Fri10-9 p
DAILY Saturday 10-6|

j^H^ Sunday 1-6 ^
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RESUMES.
P M. Publishing and Typographies offers quality typesetting, design & printing of

custom resumes within 24 hours. We have many unique styles to choose from!

*MlTf PftPEH

CUSTOM OESiGNfcl

TVPf SET i PRINTED

S24 95

25 RESUMES
25 COVER SHEETS

25 ENVELOPES

ON CLASSIC LAID PAPER

S30.9S

50 RESUMES
50 COVER SHEETS
50 ENVELOPES

ON CLASSIC LAID PAPER

$35.95

OTHER OPTION

GIVE US THE DETAILS

& WE LL GIVE VOU

A GOOD PRICE

& A GOOD JOB!

i 350 ^ Gadsden • Tallahassee. FL 32303 » ^9041 222 1 222 or 222 > 220University president's plan

for shortfall in state revenue .^^tn1mm^^
BY JOANNHUMBl'RG
KLAMBhAl STAH WRUKR

The nine State University System

presidents do not always agree on issues

surrounding higher education in Florida.

They were, however, able to reach a

.consensus at Monday's meeting of top

university officials: all expressed grave

concern about tightened university budgets.

A two percent state-ordered budget

reduction was recently mandated to all

government-regulated institutions ,

universities included, due to shortfalls in

slate revenues. Even with the new five-cent

sales tax, government revenue reports show

tax revenues fell short of their expectations

by around $23 million in July.

According to Carl Blackwell, Budget

Director for the Board of Regents, the two

percent budget cutback represents an $11.7

million reduction of the compiled budgets

from the nine state universities.

Of that two perceiit reduction, 12

percent will come from salaries, 16 percent

from equipment, 8.3 percent from the

education general fund, 7 percent from

other personnel services, 5 percent from

expense funds, and 60 percent will be taken

from special categories, such as instruction,

research, 'and scientific ind technical

equipment, Blackwell said.

The 6u4get squeeze does not mean that

existing salaries, equipment, and other

expenses will be reduced, according to

Blackwell.

*'What the universities will have to say, 1

imagine," said Blackwell, "is that they

have some positioi» available that they

want to m but will be unable to.

Obviously a certain amount of work will go

undone, or classes may have to increase in

size, rather than hire new faculty."

••What we did in our cut," said Bernie

Sliger, president of Florida State

University, "Was to hold back in those

areas. No salaries will be cut—people will

get their raises—the cuts are not based on

existing salaries.

**We did impose a freeze on hiring, which

means that you have to get permission from

a freeze committee, chaired by the

academic vice presidents. You can fill a

position if strong enough necessity is

indicated.

**As far as the other areas are concerned,

we don't know the specifics," Sliger

continued. "Possibly that we won't be able

to buy some new microscope or books that

we need."

Many presidents expressed the necessity

to expect further cuts to be nnandated.

They were not happy with that prospect.

"Do we nuike all programs impoverished

programs?" said Jack Brown, president of

the University of South Florida,

"Or do we cut out whole programs to

Bernie

Sliger

maintain quality in others? 1 think we need

to take a close look at this before the ax

falls (in the legislative session)."

"At thi5 thne we really don't know

(about f^irther budget cuts), said Blackwell,

"but the economic assumptions underlying

our estimates are not coming out like we

expected. We'll have to reassess our

assumptions and decide what to do. If the

economy improves it could make up for the

tax losses.

"Obviously it doesn't look good," he

admitted.

Glenn Creech, president of Florida

Atlantic University, advocated the Board of

Regents make guidelines for each university

to follow in drawing their budgets to

provide for a reserve funds to be used in

emergency situations.

"If we can't get guidelines in advance in

order to hold a certain percentage of reserve

money," said Creech, "The money we are

allocated is going to be increasingly hard to

cut, especially in places we are already

committed, such as salaries and contracts

with people and firms."

Severai presidents agreed and added their

concerns that neglected areas in past

budgets, such as libraries and career service

personnel salaries, should be high, if not

top on the list of budget requests sent to the

legislature when it meets next spring.

"In the past," explained Blackwell

"When we had shortages in the budget we

took it out of equipment. There was

concern in the legislature that we do not do

this—and a provision was put into the

appropriations guidelines so we'd spend the

money allocated for library books on

library books, etc."

According to Blackwell, the wording of

the provision has changed since its insertion

in 1979, and the way the law reads now is

more restrictive than it was Intended to be.

"The way it is phrased now," said

Blackwell, "does not allow the universities to

decide where they can best cut their budgets

by giving them strict guidelines to follow.

We're working with the governor's office

with this right now."
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University president s plan

for shortfall in state revenue
BYJOANN HUMBURG
FLAMBEAU STArF WROTER

The nine State University System

j^idents do not always agree on issues

surrounding higher education in Florida.

They were, however, able to reach a

consensus at Monday's meeting of top

university officials: all expressed grave

concern about tightened university budgets.

A two percent state-ordered budget

reduction was recently mandated to all

government-regulated institutions ,

universities included, due to shortfalls in

state revenues. Even with the new five-cent

sales tax, government revenue reports show

tax revenues fell short of their expectations

by around $23 million in July.

According to Carl Blackwell, Budget

Director for the Board of Regents, the two

percent budget cutback represents an $11.7

million reduction of the compiled budgets

from the nine state universities.

Of that two percent reduction, 12

percent will come from salaries, 16 percent

from equipment, 8.3 percent from the

education general fund, 7 percent from

other pereonnel services, 5 percent from

expense funds, and 60 percent will be taken

Uom special categories, such as instruction,

research, and scientific and technical

equipment, Blackwell said.

The bujdget squeeze does not mean that

existing salaries, equipment, and other

expenses will be reduced, according to

Blackwell.

"What the universities will have to say, I

ima^ne,** said Blackwell, "is that they

have some positions available that they

want to fill but will be unable to.

Obviously a certain amount of work will go

undone, or classes may have to increase in

size, rather than hire new faculty.
'

'

*'What we did in our cut,*' said Bemie

Sliger, president of Florida State

University, '*Was to hold back in those

areas. No salaries will be cut—people will

get their raises—the cuts are not based on

existing salaries.

"We did impose a freeze on hiring, which

means that you have to get permission from

a freeze committee, chaired by the

academic vice presidents. You can fill a

position if strong enough necessity is

indicated.

"As far as the other areas are concerned,

we don't know the specifics," Sliger

continued. "Possibly that we won't be able

to buy some new microscope or books that

we need.'*

Many presidents expressed the necessity

to expect further cuts to be mandated.

They were not happy with that prospect.

"Do we make all programs impoverished

programs?" said Jack Brown, president of

the University of South Florida,

"Or do we cut out whole programs to

Bernie

Sliger
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maintain quality in others? I think we need

to take a closie look at this before the ax

faUs (in the legislative session).*'

"At this time we really don't know
(about further budget cuts), said Blackwell,

"but the economic assumptions underlying

our estimates are not coming out like we

expected. We'll have to reassess our

assumptions and decide what to do. If the

economy improves It could make up for the

tax losses.

"Obviously it doesn't look good," he

admitted.

Glenn Creech, president of Florida

Atlantic University, advocated the Board of

Regents make guidelines for each university

to follow in drawing their budgets to

provide for a reserve funds to be used in

emergency situations.

"If we can't get guidelines in advance in

order to hold a certain percentage of reserve

money," said Creech, "The money we are

allocated is going to be increasingly hard to

cut, especially in places we are already

committed, such as salaries and contracts

with people and firms.**

Several presidents agreed and added their

concerns that neglected areas in past

budgets, such as libraries and career service

personnel salaries, should be high, if not

top on the list of budget requests sent to the

legislature when it meets next spring.

"In the past," explained Blackwell

"When we had shortages in the budget we

took it out of equipment. There was

concern in the legislature that we do not do

this—and a provision was put into the

appropriations guidelines so we'd spend the

money allocated for library books on
library books, etc."

According to Blackwell, the wording of

the provision has changed since its insertion

in 1979, and the way the law reads now is

more restrictive than it was intended to be.

"The way it is phrased now," said

Blackwell, "does not allow the universities to

decide where they can best cut their budgets

by giving them strict guidelines to follow.

We're working with the governor's office

with this right now."

• • • •.....
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Mixed blessing
We congratulate Gov. Bob Graham for his decision to join with the

states of Alaska and California in opposition to Interior Secretary

James Watt's plans to open more than a bilUoa acres of seabed to oil

and gas exploration leases.

We've discussed Watt's horribly misguided lease plan in this space

before. The idea behind the plan was to spur energy production —
thereby reducing the United States' dependence on foriegn oil — and
raise money through lease negotiations for the U.S. and state

treasuries.

The problem, of course, is that the plan would fail on both those

counts and would seriously endanger our marine environment. The
type of environmental impact study Watt has in mind for the lease

tracts would sunply be too broad to offer adequate environmoital

safeguards. .With the current glut on the oU and gas market, we can't

imagine any reason to take that kind of risk.

Graham's dedsioo to join in the lawsuit adds wdght to the critidsm

of the Watt plan; thanks to Uiefovernor's decision to join in the suit,

there's a better dumoe the plan wtU be tossed out. At the very least,

the lawsuit shouki delay bkkttng tmtil states like Florida have a chaiMX
to study the matter further.

Still, we hope Graham will notrest upon lus laurds. Florida faces a
home-grown threat to its environment to the form of toxic wastes

disposed within the state each year. Prompt action should be taken

to avert what could be an environmental disaster, and Graham should

use the full weight of his office to help avert that threat.

If the problems with the disposal of heavy metals like lead and
cadmium in Jackson County are any indication, Florida's tough waste

disposal laws just are not working. The problems is not with the laws

themselves — the problem is with the amount of effort the state is

putting into enforcement of those laws.

For example, Jerry Sapp, owner of the now -defunct Sapp's Battery

Service, operated his battery salvage plant for four years without the

necessary permit. His later bankruptcy made it impossible tor the

state to order him to clean up his wastes, and now the state must bear

the cost.

The state set up a fund by which to cover the cost of similar

cleanups a few years back, but the fund is so small it cannot begin to

clean up all tbe waste sites in the state. Part of the reason is that the

fund IS financed through a special tax on waste generators, but

companies which clean up their own operations are exempt from the

tax. The reason for the cxonption is obvious: it encourages companies

to manage thdr own waste dean-up, saving the sute that expensive

chore.

But many of the state's potaitiafly troublesome waste disposal sites

are years old and were operated by companies iiow out of busiiiess,

which will not have to pay the special tax

.

Graham should propose legislation to increase that ta%. It's not as if

many of the waste generators cannot afford to pay more money: Sapp
made close to $30,000 a day with his business; he earned mo^e in one
month that the state allocated for the clean-up fund last year.

The best environmental protection laws will not work if the state

cannot afford to enforce them. Graham may well have helped to stave

off an assault on Florida's environment from without. We hope he

will be similarly active in facing the threat from within.
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There's room for all atA&M games
Ediler:

In response to the article written in the Sept. 2

issue of the Flambeau on why FAMU football has

not been supported by the white community, 1

would like to voice the opinions of some of the

student population on the issue.

First of aH, there are those students who would

gladly cheer on the idea of FAMU sponsoring an

FSU Day, namely because the team can use all of

the supi>ort it can get—morally and financially. In

addition to this, just about all of FAMU's fans are

keeping their fingers crossed in hopes of ranking

number one at the close of the season. Therefore

they feel that an increase in attendance would help

increase the spirit of the players. Thus, with

increased spirits, the players might play at their very

best.

On the other hand, some students feel that

1-AML game attendants should not have to be

"bribed," so to speak, to attend the games. The
players want their '«upporters to be true-hearted and
devoted fans, not people who come because the

tickets are half price and thus **catch a good game**

without having to pay an outrageous price. And the

tickets only cost $5 dollars anyway.

The article also made reference to the fact that

whites may not have been attending the games

because they feared the black community. Well

fellow students, I am happy to say that those days

of rioting and of blacks taking up arms against iheir

oppressors are long gone. We are in a new day and

age where the majority of mankind can and often

does share one another's joy from each victory and

pain from each defeat without reference to race and
origin.

And will FSU have a FAMU Day? I seriously

doubt it. Unlike FAMU, FSU does not necessarily

need FAMU's support. Since FSU*s student

population outnumbers FAMU's student

population by approximately 24.000, FSU players

have just about all the support they need.

Many of my fellow classnuites will agree that

FAMU fans and players would like to see more
FAMU supporters and, becuase FAMU's Bragg
Stadium has been recently renovated at a cost of

over $4 million, they will need the support of the

entire community. Therefore 1 propose we have a

day for everyone—A Family Day, A Father & Son
Day, Kiddy Day, or even Student Day—just like

the pros do it. We need to include not only FSU.
but TCC students, high school students, and—most
importantly—the working community.

Grete P. Dumeit

Paying athletes won't stop abuses
Editor:

The^dea of paying student athletes is a good
example of a shortsighted cure-all which will cause

more prc^lems than it might solve. The Usue
concerns a student who expects FSU to pay his

medical bills for an injury. He receives an athletic

scholarship, and thus, he claims, he is an employee

of the university and is entitled to medical

compensation.

I, too, receive a scholarship from the university,

not for brawn but for brain. If the athlete is

declared an employee of FSU, then I will forward

all of my own ifledical bills, if 1 ever have any, to

the university on the grounds that I am an
employee, also. In addition, I could legally sue the

school for violation of the Minimum Wage Act and

other labor laws. Obsiously, calling athletes

employees would spawn a rash of unpredictable

and uiKlesirable consequences.

On the other hand, there remains the problem of
corruption in the athletic schohurship system. The
Fiambmi's "solution** (Sept. 13 issue) takes the

"If it gets out of hand, legalize it" approach: Make
open payments to athletes. This is like saying a

problem is no longer a problem and then hoping it

will go away.

It won't. The. answer to corruption is not to pad
the waUets of atldetes; that just makes the problem
worse. The answer is to consider athletes as
ordinary students, and to deal with abuses firmly
and individually.

KawMtli Green
.

., .
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Common Cause files suit over Hrick or treat' amendment
BY MICHAEL TIERNAN

FI.AMBF.At' STAFF WRITFR

Common Cause, a self-styled citizen's

lobby, filed suit against Secretary of State

George Firestone yesterday, seeking to

remove Constitutional Amendment #1 from
the November general election ballot.

The amendment would weaken existing

restrictions against lobbying by legislators

and other state officers after they leave

office, according to Gerald Cope, chair of
Common Cause/Florida.

Current restrictions have been part of the

state constitution since 1976 when the

Sunshine Amendment was passed after

intensive lobbying by former Florida

Gov. Reubin Askew.

Joining Common Cause in the suit were

Askew and the League of Women Voters of

Florida, it was announced at a press

conference yesterday.

"Amendment •! is the 1982 'trick or treat'

amendment," said Cope. **It is a *trick*

played on the voters in order to obtain

*treats* for state office-holders.

'*A grossly misleading ballot summary," is

the reason for the suit, Cope added.

The wording of the ballot summary implies

restrictions are being placed on lobbying

while, in effect, they are being removed,

according to Cope.

Amendment #1 would allow legislators to

lobby immediately after leaving office if they

filed financial disclosure statements. This

would nullify the current absolute ban on
lobbying for two years after leaving office.

Besides the wording on the ballot, which

is the reason for the suit, Cope also criticized

the legislature's passage of the amendment.

"The trickery in the ballot statement is

'The legislature has adopted ballot

language which ought to win an award
for masterful deceit/

—Common Cause chair

mirrored in the Legislature's passage of the

aiitendment itself," said Cope. '*The
measure was not pre-filed. It was never

printed. It was not availab'e on legislators'

desks. There was no public notice. There

were no committee heaings.The measure was

introduced and passed in both houses within

minutes of introduction."

Cope indicated that the main sponsors of

the resohition to put the amendment on the

ballot were Sen. Thomas Richmond, R—
Pensacola, and Rep. Ronald Richmond, R—
New Port Richie.

Cope continued by pointing out that the

amendment passed with 80 percent of the

vote in 1976 and that he believed changes

would put pressure on the legislature.

'*Ttw independence of sitting members
would be impahred*" Cope said. "There
could be trading on past friendships or an
open offer left on a desk."

The present wording of the law is, "No
member of the legislature, or statewide

elected office, shall personally represent

another person or entity for compensation

before the government body or agency of

which the individual was an officer or

member for a period of two years following

vacation of office."

The title of the proposed constitutional

amendment as it would appear on the ballot

is, "Financial disclosure required before

lobbying by former legislators and statewide

elected officers."

The proposed ballot summary of the

amendment reads, "Prohibits former

legislators and statewide elected officers from

representing other persons or entities for

compensation before any state government

body for a period of two years following

vacation of office unless they file full and

public disclosure of their financial interests."

Florida law 101.161, on the wording of

baHot summaries, states that "full and fair

notice" must be given as the full text is not in

the voting booth.

"The legislature has adopted ballot

language which ought to win an award for

masterful deceit," said Cope.

When contacted for comment, Tobiassen

denied any proprietary interest in the bill.

* 'There were 31 senators and 99

representatives that co-sponsored the

amendment," according to Tobiassen. **I am
the first one listed.

"Common Cause is complainine about the

wording of the amendment, but the secretary

of State is responsible for the wording,"

Tobiassen added. "Common Cause always

charges conflict of interest.

"What they fail to tell is that that is the

way most resolutions are passed," said

Tobiassen in response to the criticism about

the manner in which the amendment
resolution was passed.

Tobiassen said that he did not think the

amendment would dilute the Sunshine Law.

"Not if you look at staff members that go
right into lobbying, or Jim York, who was
director of the Florida Department of Law
Enforcement and is now lobbying for the

Florida Sheriff's Association," said

Tobiassen. "Either eliminate everybody, or

allow anyone to lobby,"

"Senator Tobiassen must be a little

confused," said Nancy Kavanaugh, of the

Secretary of State's Bureau of Law. "The
wording of the resolution is the responsibility

of the legislature. It is included in the joint

bill passed by them."

When re-contacted, Tobiassen attempted to

clear up the matter.

"I believe the Secretary of State is the one

with the final say-so," said Tobiassen. "The
language we had originally was different. We
wanted to simply eliminate the waiting. The
House is the one that put in the stipultion of

two years. The thing to remember is that 31

senators and 99 house members signed the

resolution."

Richmond remained unavailable for

comment.

Wimbish blasts Lawson
BY MICHAEL McCLELLAND

FLAMBEAU STAFF WRfTER

C. Bette Wimbish, candidate for the

Democratic nomination for the Florida

House of Representatives district nine

seat, yesterday charged her opponent Al

Lawson with intentionally dodging joint

public appearances. Lawson refused to

make those appearances, Wimbish said,

out of fear of her greater experience in

public office.

Lawson denied Wimbish's accusation.

"1 don't quite understand what that

press conference was about," Lawson

said. "We've been on forums together a

number of times, at least seven or eight

times. I have never rejected a forum.

"I guess when you're running behind,

you try to find something to go with,"

Lawson said.

Wimbish claimed Lawson had

established a pattern of evading joint

appearances during the early days of the

campaign. His refusal to appear on a
recent local television news program was
evidence that Lawson did not wish to meet

her in a public appearance, Wimbish
charged.

Lawson said he had refused an offer to

appear on "First Amendment" because

of illness. He was also forced to postpone

recording a campaign radio spot because

of the illness.

Lawson missed two public forums early

in the campaign, he conceded, because4

of prior speaking engagements. Still, he

said, his grass-roots type campaign had
provided hi^ potential constituents with

ample access to his campaign.

Wunbish and Lawson are scheduled to

appear at a pubUc forum sponsored by
Common Cause on September 21.

Lawson said he fully planned to be at that

forum. C Bette Wimbish

Richardson endorsed
BY MICHAEL McCLELLAND

FLAMBEAU STAFF WKri i K

Rev. A. J. Richardson, candidate for the Democratic

nomination for the Leon County Commission, was endorsed

yesterday by former candidate Dave Fountain. Fountain,

who was eliminated from the race in the primary earlier this

month, said Richarson's philosophy most closely matched

his own.

Richardson will face Godby Higli School principal Bill

Montford in a run-off for the Democratic nomination on

October 5. The winner of that run-off will face Republican

nominee Robert Arnow in the November 2 general election.

Montford led the primary with 7,432 votes, followed by

Richardson with 7,310. Fountain came in fourth, behind

former commissioner Earl Yancey, with 5,269 votes.

'*A.J. Richardson has espoused positions on the issues that

arc in close proximity to mine,*V Fountain said. "For that

reason, I've decided to give him my endorsement."-

Fountain said he did not plan to actively campaign for

Richardson, but that he would be available for consultation

on the issues.
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Rape prevention: Fight power with power
attractive," Masterson continued. "But by yelling out that

you have a nice ass, they prove they are not considering you

as a person, for they are putting you in an embarrassing

position.'*

Masterson also spoke of acquaintance rape—which can

be the most painful kind because you are assaulted by

someone for whom you have developed a sense of trust.

"You have a right as a person to be aware of where you

are going on a date, and if your date changes plans and

does not inform you and let you share in the decision, he is

not treating you with any respect at all."

Christine Masterson
knock

BY M. McCarthy
FLAMSKAt STAFF WRITKR

The best way to protect

yourself against rape is

simply to escape from
uncomfortable situations,

according to Christine

Masterson of Chimera, a

women's self-defense
organization in Chicago.

Although Masterson
emphasized that "alertness

and a firm neutrality is

usiiallv all it takes to stop a

potential rape", she also

said "familiarity with a

martial art can be a

marvelous feeling since you know you can

someone's head off at almost any given time."

Masterson, who drew a crowd of approximately fifty

women last night, based her lecture on both the

psychological as well as the physical methods of rape

prevention.

Supporting the theory that rape is a power play and not a

sexual act, she said if a woman carries herself with a self-

confident attitude and moves in an alert manner, she is less

likely to be victimized by rape.

There is no reason that a woman can't wear what she

wants, do what she wants and go where she wants to go as

long as she requires that people treat her with a neutral

respect," said Masterson.

"When someone invades the approximate three feet of

space that generally remains between strangers, ignore and
move away. Even those who are being casually flirtatious

usually do so in a respectful manner that does not invade

your space or privacy.

There is nothing wrong with people thinking you are

If a woman feels she is being followed or watched, she

should confront her suspect with a firm but calm voice and
ask "why are you following/watching me?" Masterson

said.

Since this confrontation shows the woman is aware and
not a quiet victim, it usually scares the suspect off, said

Masterson. If that method does not work, she said, it is best

to enter a public place and draw attention to yourself in

whatever way possible, even if it means breaking items in a

grocery store to get them to call the police. If there is no
public place in the vicinity, stand in the middle of the road,

she said.

"If none of the techniques work or you are caught off

guard, start screaming or fighting when you are first being

physically assaulted," said Masterson. "Most injuries from

rape are minor, unless you follow along for a while and
then stop the assailant in the middle of his play for power.'*

Contradicting the standard physical defense of kicking

your assailant in the groin, Masterson said the best target is

the knees.

A rapist usually anticipaiecs a kick in the groin, and

unless you get to the testicles, it doesn't really count. It only

takes five pounds of pressure to break a kneecap, and even if

you don't succeed with that, you will succeed in doubling

him over long enough for you to escape."

Married students have special problems
BY PERRY NORRIS

FLAMKAUWIUTER

The everyday wear and tear of

college life has its ups and downs,

particularly if you're married.

Many times married students,

especially those with children run into

complications that require professional

help, and the Florida State University

Mental Health Center now offers

counseling to students with marriage

problems.

These services are offered to FSU
students and those who have paid the

FSU health fee. Also eligible are

student's children, parents, and
spouses.

Lucy Kizirian, is the director of the

Marriage and family counseling center,

part of the Mental Health Center. She
is assisted by Nancy Kimmons. Both
have degrees in the area of marriage

and family therapy.

"Some of the problems that we deal

with include sexual problems,

disagreement on values, and lack of

communication for couples," Kizirian

said.. "The center is not only for

couples with marriage problems. The
center can provide pre-marital

counseling for couples to ensure that

their marriage goes well;sort of like a
marriage check-up."

The center serves students in another

way.

It acts as a practical learning

experience for graduate students

pursuing their (doctoral; degrees in

social welfare. Studedt interns hold

regular workshops, supervised by
instructors, from 5:30 to 9:30 p.m. on

Tuesdays. The fee is $5 a session. The
center is located at 214 Stone Building.

"The mental health center serves

people of all ages, and all walks of life

to better cope with in depth
relationships," Kizirian said.

Interested students can call Kizirian

for an initial interview, Monday
through Friday between 8 a.m. and 5

p.m.

There are many other centers which

offer marriage and family counseling

to FSU students both on and off

campus, however.

Family life services offers counseling

to students residing in Alumni Village.

That center can be contacted at 644-

1705. The School of Psychology also

offers mental health services to

students. In this case the student has to

fill out an application and then take a
personality test. There is a $10 fee.

They can be contacted at 644-3006

Mondays and Thursdays from 8 a.m.
to 4:30 p.m.-

Counseling in Human Services

offers a similar type of assistance to

students. John Brigham, an FSU
professor of psychology, is the

coordinator of the program.

"The student would be charged on a
sliding income basis according to his

income and affordability."Cotinseling

in Human Services can be contacted at

644-1588 Monday through Friday

between 9 a.m. and 1 p.m. That service

is offered at 107 Sandels Building.
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World
VATICAN CITY - Pop« John Paul II

met privately with Palestinian guerilla chief

Yasser Arafat yesterday, prompting Israeli

charges that the head of the Roman
Catholic church had received the leader of

"an organization of murderers."

Arafat, wearing a combat-style oHve drab

jacket and traditional Arab headdress, left

his customary sidearm behind for the

private 2S-minute audience with the

pontiff.

"Israel expresses its shock over the fact

that Pope John Paul II granted an audience

to Yasser Arafat, the man who heads an

organization of murderers which stands at

the center of international terrorism," the

Israeli Foreign Ministry said in Td Aviv.

Vatican officials said that Arafat and the

pope discussed the problem of Jjerusalem,

the plight of Christians in Lebanon and the

recent Arab summit conference at Fez,

Morocco.

As Arafat entered the building, his

phalanx of security men tried to take their

pistols with them but were stopped by

Italian police in a IS-minute argument. At

one point, witnesses said, a tussle broke out

and the uniform of one Italian policeman

was torn.

Nation
WASHINGTON — Sen. Orrin Hatch

agreed yesterday to put off consideration of

his anti-abortion constitutional amendment

untli 1983 as the Senate's anti-

abortion debate neared a showdown

.

"I'm unwilling to go through with a

charade here for the benefit of anybody or

to waste the time of the Senate," the Utah

Republican said. "Next spring, I'll have

time to break a filibuster, if I can."

He spoke alter Sen. Bob Packwood, R-

Ore., leader of a liberal filibuster, refused

to give Senate Republican leader Howard

Baker the unanimous consent he needed to

bring up the amendment. Hatch then got

Baker's agreement to bring the amendment

before the Senate in the spring.

The senate, meanwhile, prepared to vote

a third time late yesterday on whether to

invoke cloture and shut off a 10-day

l^slative filibuster against another piece of

anti-abortion legislation, sponsored by Sen.

Jesse Helms, R-N.C.

Even if this cloture fails. Baker already

has announced his intention to get passage

of a national debt ceiling bill by tonight.

Helms' legislation is being considered as a

rider to the debt bill.

State
MIAMI— Three of eight former Metro-

Dade County homicide detectives accused

of corruption and racketeering were

acquitted of all charges yesterday by a

federal jury, and they vowed to seek

immediate reinstatement on the police

force.

Stephen McEleveen, TkMliasGergen, and
|

Charles Rivas were found not guilty of a

total of 15 charges against them by a 12-

member federal jury, which had been

deliberating daily since last Thursday.

Jurors had reached the verdicts last week

but they were not unsealed by U.S. District

Judge James Paine until yesterday. Paine

sternly ordered the jury to continue

deliboations on the remaining defendants.

Paine wanted to keep the verdicts sealed

until the jury had determined the fates of all

the defendants but decided yesterday that

McEleveen, Gergen and Rivas had "waited

long enough" to know their fate.
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Best Dressed Salad
Contest deadline soon

BYNANC Y IMPERIALE
H.AMBJ Al WRITFR

Having trouble scraping up enough cash to pay tor next

semester's tuition? Fear not! The answer to your prayers

could be as close as your refrigerator.

'

Two scholarships, $200 and $300 each, are being offered

in the "Best Dressed Salad Contrest" to the FSU students

who can create the most original salad dressings.

The contest, which is being sponsored by the makers of

Seven Seas Salad Dressings in conjunction with the College

of Home Economics, is open lo all Florida State University

students. You may submit as many recipes as you want, but

the dressings must be suitable for use on tossed Oettuce

type) salads and must be original creations. The ingredients

are left to the confines of your imagination and good taste

(Mullet A La Mode is not a sure winner.)

Last year's top contestant was a wine based dressing

called "Riunite Vinaigrette Dressing Surprise." In the past,

recipes have been based on everything from sardines to

nutmeg.

If your dressing is one of the lucky few which makes the

'*best-dressed list," it will be called back in its preiMred
form for an actual taste test. Fmalists will be announced
November 10.

Diane Spillnian, Professor of Home Economics and
coordinator of the contest, said the judges will be

"discriminating" sorts, includmg chefs from area

restaurants. The judges will make their decisions based on
flavor, appropriaten^s, seasonings, texture, and
originality.

Prospective Mayonnaise Michelangelos can turn in thdr
recipes at Room 210, Sandals Building. Recipes must be
typed or printed, and must include name, address, and
phone number on the back. Students are encouraged to

enter.

The contest entry deadline is October 29.

INBRIEF
ADVOCATES FOR DISABLED STUDENTS MEETS

today at 4 p.m. in 240 Union. For more information call

644-1968 or the Office of Disabled Students at 644-2785.

THE COMMITTEE IN SOLIDARITY WITH THE
people of El Salvador will meet tonight at 6 in the CPE
office, 251 Union.

ON THE BEACH, A FREE HLM, WILL BE SHOWN
tonight at 9:30 in Moore Auditorium as a part of the CPE
class Peace, Justice and Conflict:Survival in the Nuclear

Age.

LAE, CRIMINOLOGY CLUB, WILL MEET TODAY
at 4 p.m. in 64 Bellamy. Plans for the trip to the Federal

Correctional Institute will be discussed.

THE AMERICAN HOME ECONOMICS
Association will hold a reception in honor of Margaret

Sitton, dean of the College of Home Economies, at 4 p.m.

today in the Sandels Building Lounge.

A PERSONAL PORTFOLIO DEVELOPMENT
program will be held at 7 tonight in the Program Room of

Leon C oiinf y Public Library. To sign up call 487-2665

.

THE FSU WOMEN'S CLUB WILL HOLD A
Newcomer Wine and Cheese Taster today at 5:30 p.m. at

the home of FSU President Bernie SUger.

OMEGA ALPHA RHO WIL MCXTT TONIGHT AT
6:30 in 240 Union.

DELTA SICMA PI INVITES ALL BUSINESS
students to attend an informational meeting tonight at 8 in

the Starry Conference Room, 220 Business.

THE MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS
club will hold an officers meeting tonight at 7:45 in 116

Business.

THE SAILING CLUB WILL MEET TONIGHT AT
7:30 in 221 Bellamy. Free sailing lessons start soon.

THE FSli FLYING CLUB WILL MEET TONIGHT
at 7 in 246 Union.

THE SOCIETY FOR CREATIVE ANACHRONISM
will meet tonight at 7 in 352 Union.

THE Wf^EY FOUNDATION. TOS W. JEFFERSON
St., will serve a fellowship dinner tonight at 6. A donation

is requested.

CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST WILL MEET
tonight at 7 in 201 Diffenbaugh.

THERE WILL BE AN ANTI-ABORTION
demonstration with speakers and abortion information

today from 10 a.m. until noon in the Union courtyard.
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Doug AlderSOn an FPIRG staffer, hands
Graham aide Barbara Linthicum a petition asking

Graham to sue the federal government over its oil

lease plans. Over 2,000persons signed.

Florida joins in suit

to stop oil lease plan
BY DANNI VOGT
FLAMBEAt STAFF WRITER

Florida will join two other states in a lawsuit challenging

James Watt's accelerated offshore oil leasing schedule. Gov.
Bob Graham announced yesterday. Alaska and California
have already announced plans to sue the Secretary of
Interior.

Walt's plan would release more than one billion offshore

acres— including areas off Florida's 1,200-mile

coastline—to oil companies for drilling by 1987. It also

reduces the time given states to oppose sales from two years
to two months, anch orders large environmental impact
statements rather than regional ones.

Officials of the Florida Public Interest Research Group
released a statement saying they were pleased with

Graham's decision. FPIRG had spearheaded a petition drive

and a publicity campaign in an effort to get Florida to join

the suit.

The suit will contend that Watt failed to adequately

consider environmental concerns and potential adverse
impacts of the leasing. It also alleges Watt was selling the

lands off at too low a price.

One Florida State University student, who spent the

summer working on a supply boat for oil drilling rigs off

the Louisiana coast, said he was pleased by Graham's
decision.

*The supply boats make a real mess. They'll dump
anything overboard," said Tim EUinor, a senior business

management major. "Anything that can't be used, QootA

personnel) will just wait until night and dunqi it,** he
added.

Ellinor said trash from the boat was regularly thrown
into the Gulf, along with used oil filters and sometimes

even diesel fuel. He added that, as a Panama City resident,

he would hate to see similar actions occur in Florida.
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clean up sites.**

The law now requires toxic waste generators to pay a one
percent tax on the wastes they produce; the tax is scheduled

to rise to four percent in four years. A bill before the

legislature last spring would have raised the tax to four

percent in one year. However, powerful lobby groups

watered down the bill and eventually assured its defeat.

Other states, according to McLaughlin, fix a tax on the

volume of waste produced, which generates more money
for a clean-up fund. California collected $6.5 million in one
year, compared to $10,000 in Florida, according to Neal

Friedman, executive director of the Florida Public Interest

Research Group.

"This is not something the legislature can throw nickels

and dimes at — it's a serious health problem for the people

of Florida," Friedman said.

; Friedman participated in a study of the pollution in the

Chipola River that was released last week. He said the gtud;^

concluded that the system didn't work in preventing the

release of toxic wastes in the Chipola River case, which is

presumably what hazardous waste laws are supposed to do.

The study, led by Florida State biology professor Skip

Livingston, concluded that the Chipola River was mildly

polluted and that more data was needed to discover the

extent of the contamination.

McLaughlin said the contrast between what happened at

the Sapp plant and the United Metals battery salvage

operation, which took over Sapp's customers after he left

the state, shows how DER would like the laws to work.
Umted Metals currently has suspended operations while it

makes an effort to meet DER guidelines.

"Sapp ignored us and told us essentially to go to hell. We
took him to court and got a huge judgement. Howard
Odom (owner of United Metals) has been meeting with us

and trying to solve (pollution) problems. We weren't going

to put him out of business as long as he would clean up."
McUm^iUn explained.

*'We're not going to put a person out of business

automatically if they're making an attempt to clean up,
even if we wish they'd go faster. But if we don't get action

on the cleanup of the old site and new plans real soon, we
may take legal action (against Odom)," McLauglin said.

McLaughlin also revealed some areas of controversy he

felt might become law sometime in the near future.

One is the exemption allowed smalt producers of
hazardous wastes.

Companies which generate less than 2,200 pounds of
wastes a month are not covered by the hazardous waste
law, and many observers feel this threshold is too high.

Some states have reduced the level to 220 pounds a month.

Turn to CHIPOLA, page 10
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McLaughlin said, and Florida may follow

suit in the future.

The federal Environmental Protection

Agency also requires hazzardous waste
generators to report the amount and type of
waste they produce on an annual basis. A
plan is being considered under which the

annual report would be eliminated. Instead

the EPA would make a random survey of
ten percent of the waste producers each
year. This proposal is opposed by
environmental groups, McLaughlin said.

Skip

Livingston

The EPA is also considering establishing

a differentation between types of hazardous

wastes, a "degree of hazard" concept, as

McLaughlin referred to it.

Another participant in the study of the

Chipola River, John Hankinson of

Tallahassee's Environmental Service

Center, observed that Florida's laws are

pretty good compared to some other states.

He did suggest the state may need to put

more emphasis on prevention of to.xic waste

problems than the after-the-fact cleanup.

He felt the key to solving the problem
was increasing the amount of information
available to state agencies. He would like to

see a statewide network to monitor
ground water so pollution could be quickly

detected and traced to its source.

"Without that, you're just shooting in

the dark as far as prevention goes,
"

Hankinson noted. He also explained that

citizens themselves can take action against a
polluter without waiting forasOtte or
federal agency to step in first.

Federal law contains a "little EPA"
provision which allows citizens to seek an

injunction in court to stop a pollution

source from continuing. A letter must be
sent to the DER first, and if agency does
Dot act within 60 days, the dtizea may take

action.

However, Hankinson warned, if the

citizen loses the suit the judge can make him
pay the winning side's attorney fees, or the

judge can make him post a bond before the

case is heard to cover defense costs in case

the pdlluter wins. Not many people take

advantage of the provision because of those
drawbacks, Hankinson noted.

• • •

Correction: Howard Odom, identified

Tuesday as a former head of the Game and
Fresh Water Fish Commission, never served

ill that position, although Odom did serve

as Oame and Fresh Water Fish

commissioner.

ATTENTION ALL SOPHOMORES !

You will need to take the College- Level Academic Skills

Test before...

....ymi are admitted to Upper Division status

....and you become a junior in a state imiversity

IF YOU ARE SEEKING UPPER DIVISION STATUS FOR
THE TERMTHATBEGINS IN JANUARY, 1983.

You MUST apply by
Septemlier ITth to take CLAST in October

WHERE: APPLY IN ROOM 103 SEMINOLE BUILDING

WHEN: SEPTEMBER 9-17; 9:00a.iii.^:00p.iii.

SPECIAL NOTES
Students in Music, Danoe and BFA Theatre maft also take this test unless,

at the beginning ol the Fall term, they had akeady earned 60 or moce semester
hours toward graduation.

Upper division students are exempt from this test they plan to apply
for the A.A. Certificirte using FaU 1982 courses and/or hours.

If yon need to take GLAST, you are responsible lor

... .informing yourself about CLAST,

....applying on tune to take the test,

....preparing yourself to perform well, and

....taking the test at the time and place

assigned by the CLAST OffMse.

TEST DATE: SATURDAY, OCTOBER 23, 1982

WHERE: ON FSU CAMPUS
TEST ROOM ASSIGNMENTS MADE AT TEST REGISTRATION
TIME: 7:30a.m. to 1:00p.m.

FURTHER IMFORMATIOM AROUT CLAST IS
AVAILARLE EN THIS IIVSTITUTIOIVFROM
CLAST Coordinator

Hiqii HoLldAy ServIces HiUeI
The following is a schedule of services to be held on campus:

1982

Fellowship Hall, St. Thomas More
(W. Tennessee/Woodward)

Fri. Sept. 17 Erev Rosh Hashanah: 8 p.m.

Sat. Sept. 18 Rosh Hashanah: 10 a.m.

Fri. S^t. 24 Shabbat Shuvah: 8 p.m.

Sun. Sept. 26 Kol Nidre: 8 p.m.

Moa St^t. 27 Yom Kippur 10 a.m.

*Bxeak-The-Fast

*843 W. Pensacola St.

For mor.> info rail TTTLLFr at 222-54.^4

SEMINOU

Need Extra Cash?
Vendors wanted for

FSU Football Games.
Must be 14 yeors or older.

Thursday, come by concession office

Aisle 14 (Pensacola side)

Campbell Stadium
3-5 p.m. Saturday, come by aisle 16
at 4 p.m. - bring $20.00

Tickets available Friday

for the

HOMECOMING
POWWOW CONCERT

iiaaiiiiiiiii.it>.'

1

OctoDe
Leonioun liter

Stu(||en^i

Genr^r
a^^d j$10

b $11

Ticket

Office

General admission tickets available at Civic Center
and the Union Ticket Office

9
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Here's the smart place Iv shop
DELI/BAKERY

Delicious Hot or Cold foods
prspared by our Pantry Chef on
our premises as well as meats
and cheeses with that Deli taste.

BAR-B-OUE

Chicken Dinner
HALF CHICKE
WITH TWO VEQ.

& AROLL

iI:

TlUde

BEVERAGES
A complete line of soft drinks,

Beer and Wines all at our Every-
day Low Prices.

Buy 1 Get 1 Free

Hires Root Beer
I8UOARI ei»AK ISozCAN

DAIRY/DELI
A COMPl£TE UNE OF
DAIRY/DEU PRCXHJCTS for all

your cooking and sandwich

LAND O' FROST

Cilipped Meats

99<BozPAK
ALL V,

GENERICS
Low Priced products in plain

wrappers with nutritious, tasty

contents to save you money.
QENEFVC

Cosmelic Puffs

PRODUCE
Fresh fruits & vegetables
offered to you kx>se or

aged.

NewCROP EASTERN

ROZEN

300 CT.

1964 W. TENNESSEE STORE
SHOP MON.- SAT. 7 A.M.. 12 MIDNIGHT

SUN. 7 A.M.- 12 MCNKIHT

1700 N. MONROE ST.
SHOP 7 DAYS A WEEK

7 Am- 12P.M.<

•
3521 THOMASVILLE ROAD

SHOP 7 DAYS A WEEK
7 A.M.- 12 P.M.

Everything in Frozen Foods from
Gourmet meals to desserts that

are quick and convenient to fix.

MINUTE MAID

Orange Juice

$p9
USE THESE COUPONS THIS WEEK TO SAVE CASH • ALL PRICES GOOD THRU SEPT. 22, 1 982.

FREE' 50^ OFF 62^ OFF s

I

I
I

PANTRY PRIDE SLICED

AMEIUCAN i

SINGLES I
CHEESE I

FOOD S

—
_ I

1 2oz PKG.
I WITH THIS COUPON GOOD THURS..

SEPT. 16 THRU WED., SEPT. 22.
1082. UMrr.l WITH A 07.80

FOOO ORDERLMl J

FYNE TASTE

GRAPE
JELLY

YOU PAY 49 WITH THIS COUPON.
GOOD THURSDAY. SEPT. 16 THRU
WEDNE80AY. SEPT. 22. 1982 UMIT-1

WITH A $7.50 FOOD ORDER

I I
Potato ,t

Oiips
'

HAWAIIAN
PUNCH!

ALL FLAVORS
460ZCAN

YOU PAY 19 WITH THIS COUPON.
GOOD THURSDAY, SEPT. 16 THRU
WEDNESOAY, SEPT. 22, 1 082. UMIT-

1

WITH A S7 50 FOOD ORDER

I

I

I

PANTRY PRIDE

POTATO
CHIPS
7.502 DIP N' CHIPS
OR 8oz REGULAR

YOU PAY 10* WITH THIS COUPON
OOOO THURSDAY, SEPT 16 THRU
WEDNESDAY. SEPT. 22, 1982 UMIT-1

WITH A S7.50 FOOD ORDER

m
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^^^^
RIGHT FOR

YOUR BUDGET

iMlMBMiiiwMMnmiiwrimiH^ ^^^^^^^^^

Now more than even weVe right for you!
-mm., Sim. i982

QUANTITY RIGHTS
RESERVED

VMNN OOOE STORES INC

COPYKKSMT 1982

I I!

MSIMT

WHITE
CLOUD

BATH TISSUE

WMMS1ANTLY!

CjMK S<v<aF Puir I.CU Ingon

%4Cjinenuisa ShonongSiMeOtKia
• CtxikOinianjMon'
sn wonmm)cm- No wKhin ONtuary

'

Unk inside any

cwwtiha Hunt

FoiGcM label

'.lou may be a

wiraief'

HUNT'S

KETCHUP

4 ROLL
PKG.

SAVE
50'

^0
LimM t aMi tIJI ar mm

purekaw (Ml tigt-

WESSON OIL

99
48-oz.

ITL

32-oz.

BTL

LImH I wHh VM or mer*
parakaw cieL eip.

SAVE 40<

OULP MIDI SINOLI O

MOTOR OIL
HUNT'S

QUICK

GRITS
THtirTY MAID

MICIM4Ur

BABY JUICES

$j49

QUICK GRITS

OS""

TOMATO PASTE

3 .„ $100
CANS

HUNT'S

4.2-os. lONO 0«AIN

TROPICAL Ria

TOMATO SAUCE

$-|00
CANS

ALMADIN MOUNTAIN

CHABLIS

$499

MUILLEIS

LB.

BAO

IVa-LTR.

BTL.

SPAGHETTI
IC1 6-oz.

PKG.

NATURAL MORTON DINNERS

PAK
12^1.
CANS

LIGHT BEER

6 $199

JOHANN HAVALAND
BAVARIAN

CHINA

ALL FLAVORS

. SLICiD TU«KIY, SALISBURY, ONION A
S SUP OR MUSHROOM A MIV

MORTON ENTREES ^
IS ^139 sAvi

'2

60*

ONLY

WITH EACH '3jN PURCHASE

PER CHINA

STAMP ON OUR

COMPLin MTAILS AT THE STORI DISPLAY

CHEK 0 $100 SU^IRSRAND

Liait 2 «iMi tIJt or

m»m paniMM ml. eifi.

COnAGE CHEESE

-VALUABLE COUPON-

V - COUKIN -

IC 2 LI. CUP
' $139

SAVE Sl.OO
4 DINNER
NAPXmt

COUraN VAUO ^"0°" Sa»ings
1 00

Sift 1*-M. \m >
Coupon $4.M

t4 — with each S3 00 purchase



SAVE 60<

ASTOR

COUrON GOOD
Limit I mlilSO or

COFFEE

$139

^ -^11^
>D SEPT ,«.22. IN} >^%^ilH|
mort purehaM

J

I

SAVE60<

SUPERBRAND

Florida Flambeau Thursda' .
^op^^'^'^^^-

' ^'^l^. 13

HALF
GAL.

CMMM ISM urr. ic-n. im2 V)

I wAIJI tr (Mr* RuralHMt nel. tip.
J ^^^^iJ

Another good reason U) V. .op ai Winn-I3i\ie

Cubic Zirconia EARRINGS/ I 18' STERLING SILVER
^ ^ OR

14KGOLD- FILLED
CHAIN

FREE WITH $300 IN GOI.I)

Kl (;iSrKRTAPh:S

I'. .. <.• .11, i'f.

. HALF

, 1 1.1. '. I llh 1*1 u .

t A, i\ 'A» Al*« >Uii> IN ( > H i ' Mf (.IS 'f f< TA^'l

ONE $
CARAT
tACHPluS TAX WITH 5UI0 IN OOtD REGISTER TAPtS

nm MOD THIMS. -m, sept. 16^22, 19»2

UJvD
W-OMUMO

USDA CHOICE BONE IN

^\CHU€K STEAK

99
II.

W-D ItAND
100% PURE

SAVE
GROUND BEEF

USDA INSPiCTiD

[TURKEY WINGS

QUICK FROZEN FISH

It.

W-D RRANO SLICID

COOKED SAUUyU

1

USOA 0«AOI 'A' FRISH MIXID

FRYER PARTS

LB.

JOIN WINN-DIXIE'

* ROAD SHOW
SWEEPSTAKES

WIN A NEW 4 Wheel Drive

DODGE RAM CHARGER^

DHMU MO ENTRY lUyiKS

ONLY AT WINN-MKIE

SU^IRBRANO

APPLE JUKE
HALF OOC

HARVfST FRISH

BROCCOLI

•WNCM

U.S. NO. 1 HIOWLMR

;
POTATOK

5^79'

2*222
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Did gecko

kill itself?
UNITF.D PRKSS INTFRN ATIONAL

TAI LAHASSEE — The

Flagg family found their pet

gecko floating faceup in the

fish tank last week—their

theory is it was suickle.

The Flaggs were among
hundreds of Floridians who
purchased one of the

imported Asian lizards last

year when word spread th^f

geckos were adept at

ridding a house of roaches,

the large flat, black bug

common to most older

Florida homes.

The Flaggs paid $13 for

their five-inch lizard. They

named him Jose Gecko and

turned him loose in their

house.

The roaches in the Flagg

home began t6 disappear.

Jose, like most geckos,

stayed mostly out of sight

during the day, hiding

behind the refrigerator or in

a closet, and went on his

bug-hunt at night.

Then a big change came

to the Flagg family—they

moved to a brand new
house.

"There were no roaches

in it," Flagg said. "Jose got

out of his box the first night

and we worried he would

starve. But the problem was

eventually solved—we had

crickets and we started

letting them in the house."

It worked, Jose feasted

on the crickets, continuing

the growth that doubled his

size to 10 inches during his

year with the Flaggs

.

The tragic end came to

light last Thursday morning

when 1 1-year-old Jenny was

vacuuming near the fish

aquarium and spotted Jose

motionless on the water's

surface above the circling

goldfish, neons and tetras.

"She panicked," Flagg

said.

Geckos have tiny suction

cups on their feet and

normally can climb vertical

surfaces. Flagg is puzzled

why his gecko could not

escape the aquarium by

padding up the dry glass

above the water's surface.

•*I think he was

despondent because he

couldn't find any more

roaches and the crickets

were dryhig up," Flagg

said. "1 think he committed

suicide.'*

The Flaggs planned a

burial service in their

backyard.

"We have to" Flagg said.

"He's too big to flush."

mmm

PuUixHawaiianSdle
Come in to PdCAw for a truly tropical adventure during

our big Hawaiian Sale. You li find aisles full of

tempting delights, so let yourseil get carried .

away to a tropical paradise of your own rruriung.

ARMOUR'S FROZEN
iO-OZ. SEAFOOD NEV\^BURG,

1 1 '7-OZ. SWEDISH MEATBALLS
OR 12-OZ. COD ALMONDINE

Dinner
Classics

reg. pkg.

•|99

FREEFILM
wmi roN of cotor print flbn or Kodaceior HR DIac
Film PuMI« ProcMMt. you a*t two Ml* Ot

prinu and a FREE loi or diac o« Kodak'* color

a Fsal« CMvanlafvlMm aawio#^
• FrMfHm
• IWaaataol

DcUODcU
;this ADEFraenVE:
THURSDAY, SEPT. 16

THRU WEDNESDAY
SBPTa 88, 1968 <

CLOMD SUNDAY

U.S.D.A. Choice Beef Boneless

Shoulder Steak ^
U.S.D.A. Choice Beef

(Whole in the Bag)

msf Tenderloin ..

Seafood

Seafood Treat. Frozen

Grouper Fillet
Seafood Treat, Frozen

Halibut Steak
Seafood Treat. Frozen

Bay Scallops

r »2~

p- $519

Tasty Smoked Braunachweiger

Liverwurst IS" M«
Delicious Spiced Luncheon or

.

Mortadella ""K'^eO*
Zesty-Flavored

Macaroni Salad ^ 89«
Flavorful Sandwich

Stacked Ham '.or' M^*
Great Tasting! (All Varieties)

Bagels j!.. 79^
Fresh-Baked Coconut Custard Pie or

Pumpkin Pie »r«
Hot from tfieDeNI

Lasagne ST

Corn Souffle

Minute Maid Concentrate

Lemonade 4 cans

Downyflake Buttermilk

Toaster
Pancakes 79*
Howard Johnson's Bluetjerry or Corn

Toastees '^1' 69*
Chef Salute's 14V^-oz. Cheese.
15-oz. Pepperoni or

16-oz. Deluxe (10'/2-inch)

Pizzas VS. M«»

da HwKMMiSeafood^

Mrs. Paul's

Fried Clams.
5-ox. 99*

PUBtlX RESERVES THE RIGHT
TO I IMIT QUANTITIES SOLD

READY-TO-TAKE-OUT
DELICIOUS SOUTHERN

Fried

Chicken
9-pc. box

351

Boneless

Beef for Stew
Swift's I'remium FuNy Cooked
Boneless (2 to 4-lb. avQ.)

Hostess Ham <3s»

SKced
Beef Liver 79»
Arnraur Chicken Fried

(Heat & Serve) . ^
Beef Patties %f •i^
Swift's Premium Hard or

Genoa Salami or „ ^
Peperoni SfS: *V
Swift's Premium (White Meat)^

Turkey Roast Si5 *3^9

Swift's Premium (Light & Dark Mix)

Turkey Roast St
Swift's Premium (Dark Meat)

Turkey Roast •S^
Swift's Premium
Turkey Ham
Roast Si *3*»

Lykes Sliced

American Ham
Gwaltney Chicken

Great Bolony pi!l 99*
Rath Blackhawk Meat or Beef

Wieners... IS
Louis Rich Smoked
TurkeySausage... 'p^l

Webber MNd, Hot,

Taste Treat or Sage
Whole Hog

Flavorful GUillo Wine
ChabNs BUmc

( iMaBlMa )
Breakfast Oub Soft or Soft Whipped

awln^ack) or Soft (Bowl)

largarine 57*
Regular Ouarters

Imperial
Margarine m 63*
PiHsbury's

Cinnamon Rolls 99*
Assorted Flavors of Sealtest

Light n' Lively

Yogurt 3 Si M^'
Dairi-Fresh

Sour Cream 79*

CmFresh Produce

Pork Sausage
Wine or Cream
Acme Herring

Mb.
bag $209

$229

SAVE 16c,

DAIRI-FRESH

Cream
Cheese

8-02. pkg.

69«

Serve ChilM, Rip«, Tasty Jumbo
Cantaloupe *iS!' M*
Boil, Fry or Matli ThtM
WWte
Potatoes 10 II, »1"
Ripe, Juicy, Falvorful (60 Size)

Nectarines 10 .<k ^I'*
Crtep, WMtem
Iceberg Lettuce . .f:^' 49*
Ripe, Delicioue Mountain Qtown
(150 Size)

Bartlett
Pears .10 ,o, »1"
Good Source of Vttamint C and A
Fresh, Tender
Broecol btSS. 80*
(Medium Size) Tatty

Tomatoes ?b' 33*
Salad Perfect Crisp, Green
Cucumbers and
Bell Peppers 5 o. ^1

Kraft Chunk Style Mild or Medium
Cheddar Cheese... *2i«

Kraft Individually-Wrapped

Sliced Cheese
Natural
Mozzarella t^l
Wisconsin Cheese Bar Individually-

Wrapped Cheese Food
Sliced American.
Wisconsin Cheese Bar
Sliced Cheese
Natural Swiss '^^l

Breakstone

Ricotta Cheese fii' M»«

SERVE CHILLED
PUBLIX BRAND

Orange
Juice
half gallon

(429
Delicate Flavored, Fresh
Brussels Sprouts. T 69*
Florida (Large Site)

Avocados V,^ 00*
Top Your Salad With
"Marlon" Brand
Mixed Sprouts t^l 00*
Libby's Orange, Banana
or Pineapple

ProstMijies 50*

Plants& Flowers^

Colorful, Fresh
Cut AntlierNiiii..... dSKi.^*

ftr »i**

FOR BREAKFAST OR
DESSERT SNACKS

Golden
Bananas

4r*1
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SAVE $5.00 (REGULARLY $16.99)

(30 GAL. RECTANGULAR)
OR (32 GAL. MXJND)

(Gn>cery ^Grocery) f||^lfflfS|S^|g^
ROUGHNECK

Refuse
Container

$^-|99
each

K, ,Ai I 1 IN ( APA( I ! f 32 GALLON CAPACITY

J\ i I 16 > 29' • high 2;v. di«m 29''< nigh

mm ta-OO tWMwd from WubbatmaM
wNh MalHii CoMpon From Mtra . .

.

N«l CmI to CeiMWMr ta lt.09)

^ Bonus Buy*

quart f 4 09 ^

Assorted Flavors of

Sealtest Sherbet
Seaitest Plain or Crwidiy
Polar B*ar X •I"

Nescafe Decaf
Instant Coffee *4"
Wish-Bone Lite Cceamy Cucumber,

Italian, Russian or Thou8and.teland

Salad DrasAiig XSi 87«
Sue Bee
Honey "liT »1"
Sweet "N Sour

La Choy Sauce...
17-oz. Sweet N Sour,

29-oz. Pepper Steak or

30-oz Egg Foo Yung
La Choy Dinner ..

Dow
Handi-Wrap
Ziploc Regular

Freezer Bags
l^r^^v^ClScOff onSBars)

PMP Ivory Soap 76<

UNDERWOOD S

Deviled
Ham

2
2'4-02.

cans 69
VAN CAMP'S

Pork &
Beans

16-ML $iS3
(IOC cm Label)

Clorox Pre-Wash
Alpo Dry (Beef Ravor)

Dog Food »8^»

Lowes
Kitty Litter

11Mb.

(IN 6-OZ. CANS)
DOLE DELICIOUS

Pineapple
Juice
six-pack

^39

8'?-0Z. PEAR HALVES,
PEACH SLICES OR 8^4-OZ.

FRUIT COCKTAIL

Dei IMonte

Fruits

buffet m 5^
cans ^'^1^

7 '4-OZ. SPINACH. 8-OZ.

CUT OR FRENCH STYLE GREEN
BEANS, 8 . -OZ. EARLY-GARDEN
SWEET PEAS OR 8^4-OZ. CREAM
STYLE OR WHOLE KERNEL CORN

Del Monte
Vegetables

(BONUS PACK), KeeblM't
Honey Grahams
Chocolate Fudge Sandwich, Franch
VaniHa Creme or PIttar Patter

Keebler Cookies Vit.

GoMmi Flake's 'Big 7" Variety Padc
Potato CMpo •S.r
Golden Flaka't (TWH-PACK)

^t£iS%Hp. ^l. M..
Publlx Special Recipe Buttercnitt

White Bread St«
Regular or Diet ^
Al Varieties (Except wiioie Whe^rt)

Plllsbury Flour bW
Pul>Hx Brand „ . . ^
Iced Tea Mix "SSf M**
Roddent>erry'8 Genuine
Dill Pickles *%r MO*
QledLeroe
Garbage Bags
Fabric Softener, (50« Off Label)

Downy b^ •2»»

Dishwashing Liquid, (27f Off Lat>el)

Palmolive '£S.'
M»»

AH Temperature ^. ^

Assorted, DecorMed or

Arts *n' Ftowert .

Scott Towels r^r

buffet

cans

350 OFF
With This Coupon ONLY

Dripmatic or

Electric Perk
Brim Decaf Coffee
1-lb. can
(E(t*cU«a S«pl. 16-22. 1982)

^200 OFF
With This Coupon ONLY

A.D.C., Regular
fs or Elec. Perk
I. Maxwell House Coffee
s 1-lbcan s(
S (EffacNv* Sapl 16 27 198?)

S0OOOOMO8OfltOMMtga0OO90Q0()flQQ9OOtflOflOog

Funk& Wagnalls

Family Library
ofGreat Music*

pumsn Rcsmves the moht
TO LMMT OUANTtreS SOLO

7\i-oz. Sunbeam Kiaaea, Starlight

Mints or Thinshell Sparkles or 8-oz.

Mint Coolers or Cinnamon D»ks
Brach's Candy XS 79<
7%-oz. Tootsia RoM Midgees
or 10.1-oz.

TootsiePops 'b'^,' 89«
Great Tasting!

Cracker Jacks 3 79*

20t OFF
tS With This Coupon ONLY

MaxwoN House
Instant Coffee
iOK>z.lar

IHItlHWIB>MtW>MIHIimft»

d

m200 OFF
With This Coupon ONLY

Golden Griddle

I
Syrup

= 24-01. bot.
(Etlacliv* tft. 1M>)

^l«l(l«6S6tl(658l««4t«««6Uimmi

cosco
lUdiitf tallies

and dijurs frmn
nililix

SAVE 80c. Normal or Oily

Pert Shainpoo •I**
SAVE 60c, (25c Off Lat)el).

6 4-oz Gel or 7-oz. Regular

Colgate
Toolhpasto

1920c OFF
With This Coupon ONLY

Sunlight

I Dish Detergent
22-02. bot.
(Eltacliva S«pt 16-22 19821

SOOfltOOOflOOOOOttOflOBOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOa

Potding TaM*

»1499 witn S50
n lapes.

9y A !' ux.'-. 'visc

$C|99
A >^^ SSO tapes

start aavMig youf ragittar tap** npw.
Lwi tf«y tof ttM« tptcut oHm » Odobw Int.

FOR AUTOMATIC
DISHWASHING USE

Cascade
Detergent

50-oz. box

$229

where shopping is q pleasure
THIS AD

EFFECTIVE:
THURSDAY g
SEPT. IS
THRU

WEDNESDAY
SEPT. 22,

1S82 . .

.

CLOSED
SUNDAY

700 OFF
With This Coupon ONLY

Tickle Roll-On

Anti-Persplrant
2-oz. pkg.
(Eft«cli»« S«pl 16 J2 19821

ttOMfla>8O6flt>flt«lflO980flflt0ttfl»999090»ftl

13
yWIIHHH»ll5»WIHWIIMWm8t

700 OFF
With This Coupon ONLY

Children 1
Tylenol Tablets §
30-ct. bot. 1
(Elf«ctiv«S»(>l 16 22 19821 5

<=

OflQflfltOflflOOflOfltOQOflOOOOQQOtOOOOOOOOtftS

Publix

KMart Plaza

171S

KiilearB Ciitir

S4IS TfeoaiSiMl Rtf.

wttteMdCHttr Mall

tM9tt.MMfWSt

THIS AO GOOD AT THESE LOCATIONS ONLY;

Dead
MIA's

bones

found
UMTKO PRFSS IM » KN \ I ION M
THAILAND - \ trek

through the laoiian jungle

to the bone-strewn site of a

U.S. warplane crash

yesterday ended nearly a

decade of uncertainty for a

Florida woman who said

she is convinced hor .\ir

Force husband is dead.

Ann Hart, of Pensacola,

a member of thee first

group of private U.S.

citizens to go on a search

for American soldiers

missing in action, told IJPO

by phone that her husband.

Air Force Major I homas T.

Hart 11, could not have

survived the crash of the C-

130 Hercule Gunship shot

down Dec. 21, 1972.

"Emotionally, it was

somewhat difficult. 1 had

never even seen the site o\' a

plane crash before," she said

in an interview from her

hotel in Yiemtiame, the

capital of Laos.

"I have always thought

that because of the

circumstances of the crash

that it was very doubtful

that he was still alive."

Seeing the site, strewn

with debris and bones. Hart

was apparently convinced

that her husband, could not

have survived the crash.

Hart's revelation came
after Communist officials

led her and other members

of the American delegation

through the jungle

underbrush to the debris of

the downed plane and the

remains of the crew.

George Brooms said a

"genius" of a Laotian pilot

maneuvered their helicopter

Tuesday through torrential

rains to near the site, 21

S

miles south ofYiemtiame.

The delegation then

trekked the rest of the way

through underbrush to the

site of the 10-year-old

crash.

••We rolled up our pant

legs and slogged throught

the wet jungle," Brooks

said, ••And there it was."

Records show Hart was

navigator aboard the

gunship when it was hit by

ground fire near the

southern Laotian town of

Pakse, burst into flames

and crashed.

Crewmen in other planes

said the fuel-laden plane

"burst into a ball of

flame." Two of the 16

downed crewmen were

blown clear of the crash and

later rescued.
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Gregory Peck (center) and Fred Astaire star in On the Beach, a free

movie being shown tonight at 9:30 in Moore Auditorium. The film concerns the

aftermath of a nuclear conflict which has wiped out life in the Northern

Hemisphere by concentrating on a group of survivors in Australia led by a

submarine commander (Peck) and an alcoholic scientist (Astaire) who prepare

for what may be their last months on earth. Thefilm is sponsored by FSU student

government, UPO and Peace Studies.

Cris Williamson

'Blue Rider' not for everyone
BY CURT FIELDS
H AMBKAl ARTS KDITOR

Cris Williamson's sixth album, Blue

Rider, reminds me of cotton candy. It's

good because it's weU-made but it isn't

terribly flUing.

Lovers of cotton candy can eat it all night

and those who like music with a soft, light

touch will enjoy Blue Rider for hours. It's

all a matter of preference.

The question which arises is, which means

more to Williamson — intent or content?

With the exception of two songs, the album
has an uninteresting sameness about it. The
message is good but the music is bland.

"Lucille," perhaps the best song on the

album, breaks out of the routine. It has

more strength, a snap to the phrasing and a

sharper edge to the vocals which makes the

listener pay attention. Bonnie Raitt

contributes supporting vocals and a nice

little piece of slide guitar to the song.

•*What Good Does It Do Me Now" is

less compelling than "Lucille" but
nevertheless holds an arresting appeal.

Written by Vicki Randle, the song speaks of

the aftermath of a relationship between two

people— a good relationship, but one

which didn't quite work. "Didn't seem like

much to ask you for. Why did what I need

mean losing you?" Maybe it's because the

song talks about such a common experience

that it seems so vivid and alive.

The rest of the album isn't necessarily

bad—just repetitive. The musicianship is

very good and Williamson's voice sounds

crisp and clear.

Unfortunately, a great deal of talent

doesn't automatically insure great songs.

"Night Patrol," for instance, has a

MUSIC
captivating beginning which builds toward

a climax that never comes. It just gets

discarded along the way. The songs are

technically well-done but nondescript.

• • •

Cris Williamson will appear Sunday in

Ruby Diamond Auditorium at 4 p.m. with

Tret Fure (who co-produced Blue Rider)

and Vicki Randle. The concert's theme is

"Survival of the Farth " and is part of a 35

city tour. It Is free to FSU students with

ID^ and children under ten. Advance tickets

for the general putlic are $8 and are

available at Vinyl Fever.

DISCOUNT
I

BEER a WINE I

Drive Thru • Convenient • Fast
j

BRING THIS COUPON FOR
$1 off any case of beer

25t off any 6-pack of beer

or bottle of wine

I

TENDER SPONGE CAKE
FILLED WITH PINEAPPLE

AND COCONUT
(7-INCH SIZE)

Pina Colada
Cake

A GREAT ADDITION
TO ANY MEAL

Potato
Rolls

2 $149
for

FRESH BAKED SPECIALS
Plain Only

Round Challali Bread... STt^l^*

Plain, Fruit or Nuts

Honey Cake 'tsi'^V^

Coconut Macaroons •ach
for 20^

Rugalach ^^Z^^
(R«9iilar$1.29)

Coconut Iced
CakeDonuto
(Abovt ttMn Also AvaHabto mi StorM Without Hot Bak«rl««)

THE GOODNESS OF OATS
AND THE SWEETNESS

OF RAISINS

Oatmeal Raisin

Cookies

10 99*^

DELICIOUS SWEET
DOUGH FILLED WITH
APRICOT AND TOPPED

WITH STREUSEL

Apricot
Coffee Cake
each$^69

THIS AD EPFICTIVE:
THURSDAY, SEPT. 16
THRU WEDNESDAY
SEPT. 22, 1082 . . .

CLOSED SUNDAY . .

.

Publiift

V.(AlK>v« Ittm Alto AvoUabl* at Storai

WlttioutHotlakoriot)

OwiMi Mionr

touim**
^^^^

I
coupon ^ood Mon. • Thur. only - exp. 10/14/82 yjij^' Ay^ lEITIHs

WESTWOOD CENTER

KIUEARN CENTER

TNK AOOOOO ATTNM lOCATIONSOMV

NORTHNOODMMl
K MART PLAZA

RaMTVM th«RioM
loLimit OuMilMioa i

1lii^iiitrit-i1i#Br

WMifcfi'-r
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Mike KrUCZ^kf Semmole QB coach will match wits with his former coach

when Pitt comes to town Saturday. Florida FUunbcau/Bob O'Lary

FSU QB coach to face

own ex-coach in Pitt game
BY CHARLES FLEET
FLAMBEAU STAFFWRITER

When number one ranked Pittsburgh

comes to town Saturday, an interesting

reunion will occur.

Joe Daniels, quarterback coach for Pitt,

will gel to se his former pupil Mike

Kruc/ek, now quarterback coach at FSU,

in action as a teacher for the first time.

Daniels tutored Kruczek in the early

1970's at Boston College, where Knizek was

a star quarterback.

After helping develop Kruczek and

watching him get picked by the then World

C hampion Pittsburgh Steelers in the second

round of the '75 NFL draft, Daniels left to

coach quarterbacks at West Virginia.

He made the most of his short stay with

the Mountaineers by molding Oliver Luck

into a top notch quarterback. Luck, a

Rhodes' Scholarship candidate last year,

directed West Virginia's slaughter of

Florida in the '81 Peach Bowl game and is

now the number two quarterback for the

Houston Oilers.

Daniels* best-known pupil is probably

All-American Dan Marino. Since coming to

Pitt in '79, Daniels has brought Marino

along each season and now the senior signal

caller is a leading candidate for the

Heisman Tropohy.

Three pretty fair quarterbacks by

anyone's estimation.

If Daniels had to construct the perfect

quarterback he would select features of all

three, he says.

"Mike was a superb leader," said

Daniels. "People really responded to him.

Oliver was really tough mentally and

physically, and Marino has all the other

qualities—skill, a great mind....

**lf 1 was backed to the wall 1 would

probal^ say Mtuino,** md Daniels about

choosing among the three. "But 1 could

coach for the next thirty years—coach any

of the three— and be ecstatic. They are

exceptional not only as football players, but

alsoas peopole."

When aske^j|ttu| meeting Kruczek for

the first time in a long while, Daniels said:

"1 hate his guts.'* Of course Daniels was

jesting, as the two are good buddies.

Kruczek was recently in his old coach's

wedding.

Kruczek has great respect for Daniels,

who Kruczek said is "like a big brother."

**I think he*s one of the best quarterback

coaches in the country,'* said Kruczek. *'He

helped me a lot. He gets the maximum
performance out of who he coaches. If I

can be as successful as him I will be happy."

Kruczek credits Daniels with influencing

his coaching style.

"1 think a lot of the traits I have now
come from working with him," said the

FSU coach. "He doesn't yell out there and

neither do I. He treats you like a man and

expects you to perform like one."

Kruczek says that he hopes to get

together with Daniels on Frids^ for some

pre-game fraternizing.

Neither feels knowing how the other

thinks will be an advantage in Saturday's

ballgame.

"They have a diversified offense," said

Kruczek," and it would be tough to guess

what ^hey would be trying to do—just like it

would be for them to guess what we're

trying to do."

Daniels, also offensive coordinator at

Pitt, said his team will be trying to eliminate

the mistakes it made last Thursday night in

an 7-6 season opening win over North

Carolina.

"We need to be more consistent and

eliminate mistakes," he said. "If we can do

those things we will be able to move the

ball."

Daniels is looking forward to the

chaUenge of playing at Campbell Stadhim,

where FSU upset the then-undefeated

Panthers two years ago.

"It should be a great ballgame," said the

Pitt coach. "I have great respect for

Coach Bowden and the team. 1 think the

enthusiasm of the fans makes it difficult to

go in as a visiting team, but it's also an

^^g^citing atmosphere.**

]LIQUORf
SPECIALS

WFREHERETO
H.E.L.P. YOU! THAT

MEANS HUNDREDS OF
EVERYDAY LOW PRICES
TO SAVE YOU MONEY!
WHILE YOUR BUDGET

WILL LOVE OURH.E.L.P.
YOU'LL LOVE OUR GREAT
SERVICE & SELECTION!
COME TO US FOR

H.E.L.P.

BLACK LABEL

JACK
DANIELS

2Sy4OUNCES

WE Accnrr
VISA&

TERCARD

^WHISKEY ?

1
SCHENLEY

VODKA
33^ OUNCES

(1 LITER)

KAHLUA COFFEE

LIQUEUR!

ICANADIAN
MIST

J&B
RARE

SCOTCH
. 33.8 OUNCES
2 (1 LITER)

PRICES EFFECTIVE:
WEO., SEPT. ISTHRU TUES., SEPT. 21. 1962.

1925 NORTH MONROE STREET
2010 APALAOHEE PARKWAY

LIMIT RIGHTS RESERVED
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POLAROID ONE-STEP CAMERA
WITH FLASH UNIT. 1 YEAR OLD

LIKE NEW. MS OR B.O.
CALL 22? 6730 EVENINGS

WATERBED, WAVELESS ONE YR.
OLD $80 PAID $m. CALL StS-n^S
AFTER S:OOP.M.

3 bdrm. opt across from Law School.
Hardwood floors, fireplace, ceiling
fans, central heat, fenced in yard.
Available now $375 per month
893 0085 or 224 5851 after 6.

HouM - 2 fireplaces, one in your
bedroom, new furn, central AC, cable,
w tow carpet, 200 yds to Phyrst $150 &
Vjutil Chris 222 4214

t, * STUDENT DESKS * *
ANDOFFICE CHAIRS.

ALSO A DRESSER. 177-734$

Need a stereo system for your
car?Toyota supra system AM FM
stereo radio and seoerate cassette
decK plus two speakers only $150 for

$600 of equipment-exc«llentMn^tfeR.
Call 878 5494

LANIER SECRETARY II COPIER
with catiinft stand, good condition;

take over quarterly payments or make
offer. Call 222 3511 between 9am 5pm.

CLEVELANO FLUTE WITH CASK
3 YEARS OLD EXCELLENT
CONOITK»W CALL 7n-4%».

SOLID WOOD TABLE WITH
4 CHAIRS & GLASS COVER

$2M.M

CALL 224-0470 8 to 5 OR
AFTERS S7I-2692. CAREY

EXTRA LOW PRICES ON GUITARS
ft BANJOS. MANY 1/2 PRICE.
PRICES START AT t25. RENTALS
S10 MO. LESSONS S1S-3 WK
COURSE.
SCOTT TENNYSON OUITAR
SERVICES 1304 N. Monroe 224-3361.

2^andlebar bags, 2 rear panniers &
rack, poncho, tent, bicycle odds ft ends
575 5273 after 5

LEAVINGTOWN FRIDAY!
MUST SELL

JVCRocaivar (20 Wati Amp ft

AM/Pm Ra«») OH Warranty but stni
crankln't WouM Uka SM but will

aofsiiali. OaN bafort Fritfay-
NS^On (After «pm)

S9t-21S1 («t0S)
Ask for Steve Dollar

~" COUPONS FOR ALL GAMES
EXCEPT FLA AND PITT FOR

SALE. CALL 384-5477

For sale stereo Aispeakers $40, 2

desktop telephones $20 each, all

purpose weight bench & weights real
' vctMrap. Call Mika or Todd 224-83M

Brand now alpine car slareo cassatte
md 100 watt amp list SSO steal at ^5
call 222 5968

Office desk - perfect for yotir new
apartment or offtca. Call S'6-4436 or
575 0328.

FM RM 2 BED,1BATH -1/4 BLK.
FROM FSU OWN ROOM 122.50 ft

UTL^DARCY 222 0485.

ONE UNFUR. ROOM IN 3 BDR.
HOUSE S92 PER. MONTH ft */» UT.
1 MILE FROM STADIUM, CALL
5751124.

FM RMMT for 2br/2bath fownhouse
own room with bath. Big deck, wooded
area 3/4 mi. from FSU. $l86/mo & Va
uti. Treehouse Apts. 386-9481 aft. 1

2 BDRM M/H NEAR TCC. SHADY
LOT, POOL/LAUNDRY, NO DEPOS.
$190. 644-SM1-AM, S76-S322.

Small fum. apt. Bika to FSU. Prafar
mature grad or married douplc. tt15
mo r,iM 77? 2646 S:30-8:30pm.

WantecI
Fm rmmt to share 1 bdrm furn. apt.
(Hilltop Aptmts. Chapel Dr.) 1 bick
from FSU. Rent $75 & ' 2 util. Cable,
water, a/c, pool incl. Must like cats.
Call 224-5110 after 6 pm.

RMMTWANTED~3 BR HOUSE 2~Br H
NICE; MABRY MANOR 575 9334
BETWEEN 68. 7 PM. $100 MO.

Roommate needed 2bdr 2bath Share
with law student S150/mth. 878 8736.

2600 Miccusukee #1204.

M/F ROOMATE WANTED m MO.
V«i UTIL. 3 BEDROOMS, CLOSE TO
CAMPUS CALL 222 6199

FEMALE TO SHARE 3-RM HOUSE
$105 MO & Va UTIL. PLEASE CALL
385 5836 AFTER 5PM.

Save this number: 576 7676. I fix
anything electrical electronics.
Cheap. Also typewriters cleaned-
iubricated.

SSmnTPentaiirw 50mm & 75 205mm
200m Lens, case 450 ncu $200 878 5524

GREAT SHAPE!

Smithl:orona eiactric tvpewrltar only

$80.00 brown sofa and love seat very
pretty only $100.00 576-2SS4

77 MERCURY SUNROOF LIFTBACK
V6 Al R AUTO, EX. CONO. $2000 NEC.
MUST SELL. 576 6418 EVES.

F rmmt share 1 br furn apt, ac, pool.

$115 mo & Vj util. 5 min from FSU.
Call Amy 224-2871. Town ft Campus.

Room In mobile homo for rant, to ffn.

student. $100 mo. ft util. Call
878-2908 a.m. ft p.m.

NON-SMOKING FM RMMT wanted
for 2 br townhouse 5 mi. from FSU.
Grad or upper class. $175 mo. & ' 2 util.

Very nice. Call Pam at 878 5141 or
575-1791.

FM/RMMT. OWN RM. IN 3 BRm!
1 bath house/ Very nice/ Near TMH.
$133/mo 8. ' 3 util. furn. 224-2645.

Fm. grad student needs 1 or 2 fm.
rmmts. to share 2bdrm. 2V^bath town-
house. Firafriaca.washer/dryar. Frica
negotiaMa. Can S75-tMS after 5.

Several electric office tvoewriters in

excellent shape. Prices between $75-

$100 Free ribbons. Call 576 6555.

Discounted Air Florida ticket to
Miami Leave Oct. 1. Return Oct. 4.

$38 Call 224 2173

Smith Corolla elec typewriter with

case, exc cond. $75 Garrard Sansui

stereo, great sound $125 Gerry Down
shirt, ladies X small $25. Call Margie
644 4874 or 893 1014 eves.

Autos
1974 DATSUN 610 Air, radio, four
speed Recent tires 8< battery. One
owner $1800. Call 877 6524

1973 VEGA; AT, AC, AM FM, RUNS
GOOD. $475 00. CALL TO SEE.
224 6295 ASK FOR MIKE

"67 AAustang, 298-automatic< AM/FM
stereo, good tires. St188 lirm, CaH
893-3117 evenings.

CycUs
76 KAWASAKI S88

$600 OR BESTOFFIM
MUST SELL38S-9ii«

81 HONDA CM208T
GOOD COMUTER BIKE, EX. CWID.

Call 644 4609 or 644 4991 fOT infO."

IF YOU DON'T NEED
DON'T READ THIS AD.

But if you do, join the clubl We've got
an opportunity for you to make soma
real $. p/t or f/t, marketing ttw aasiaft

- product in existence today, by
talephone sales, it's easy , fun, &
rewarding i Just coma by 2639 N.
Monroe, suite 231 BMIf. B, mmm&f

. thru Friday, i-$pm.

RAQUET STRINGER WANTED
• FOR .TENNIS SHOF. EXF. ONLY.

eALLSM-S144

Cosmetics consultant: Immediate
position with Aloe Charm No exp or
investment, no pickup or deiiv. Free
training, excellent commission. Cell

for appt. 644 3135 K aren KisKo.

Late night supervision for residen-
tial treatment facility, upper div or
grad. student preferred. 11 pm 8 am
Sat + Mon, 18 hrs. wk. at $3.35 hr. Send
resume to P.O. Box M54 Taliahassoa,
F I 32301 E.O.E.

CPE is now taking applications for a
Director of the Wood Shop. Please
come by 247 Union No phone calls.

CPE is now taking applications for its

Board of Directors Coma by Rm. 247
Union, no phone calls

Pt time waitresses wanted for Clyde's
8. Costello's, 210 S. Adams interviews
conducted Fri. Sept. 17 at 1 pm

PersonaIs
BUTCH, MISS YOU ALOT LYB

K.B.'82' MARYLOU

ServIces

EXPERT CARPENTRY
Miscellaneous handiwork.

Free Estimates.
Satisfaction assured.

Call Plan at 222-8079 or 878-1544.

Body repair on ail makes / models.
Painting, fiberglass work, elec.
windows, leaks... Reasonable rates.

Call Ralph after 5 00 p.m. 576 3958.

'Dissert., Theses, student papers.
You'll get good vibrations when you
bring your typing to us. Former
admins, sec'y & good speller.
Reasonable Rates. L. Ourbin. 878-2260
No calls after 10 p.m.

IMPROVE VOUR "grades"!
Research Catalog 306 pages 10,728
topics Rush $1 00 Dox 25097C, Los
Angeles, CA 90025. (213) 477 8226.

QUALITY GUITAR LESSONS geared
to fit your needs. Call graduate
assistant at FSU, DAVID at 222 0639.

BOOKKEEPER EXPERIENCED
IN ACCOUNTS PAYABLE,
RECEIVEABLE, TAXES, AND
PAYROLL AVAILABLE FOR PART
TIME OR CONTRACT WORK. CALL
m-Tjn.

PERFECT TYPING
No white outs No errors

HOW??? WORD PROCESSING
WORKS LIKE THIS....

1. We enter document into computer
2. We print a draft on which you
pencil in minor changes if you wish
3. We input changes and print final

ALL THIS FOR THE SAME COST AS
PLAIN TYPING. 385 9057

DOUBLE O STABLfS
390 acres of CroMCouBtry Riding.
BMrdlna, NKrtit j««no. English ft

Wattern lessons. 877 1309^

" TYPING. 1BMSELECTRIC3
FAST, EFFICIbN I —tOIIING!
80*/PG. CALL 222 7629 after noon

FM rmmt for.2 bdr house 1>/> miles
from FSU cei^ai haat ft AC 130 mo
plus utff. must lova pets »2-7S57
anytime.

Attention: Fm rmmt naadad Sap 1 for
ibr furn apt. A/C. pool, sauna, catrie
HBO, d/w, 1 Mk to campus. Rent $130
ft alec. CaH Tanya 224-1«&5.

WE SELL SERVICE AND PAY TOP
CASH FOR YOUR MM'
CONDITIONERS 575-9S62.

Complete range of proofreading,
editing, typing servicoa at low ratat.

385 1020 AFTERSpW.
COSTUMES FOR RENT

A large selection of COSTUMES
including gowns for Homecoming
Queens, for rent. 877 8068 aft 4 30

I'LL PAY $10 FOR YOUR COUPON
FOR PITT GAME SEPT. 18

CALL 844-1198.

Wanted: Rmmt. to share 2 bdrm house
2 fireplaces $150 mo. >/i util. Close to
FSU. Call 224-6254. Sor. inq. aniy.

Fm rm for new house, 10 min drive
fr/FSU, $100 & sh. of ut Nonsmoker,
no pets Call 1376 after ! or i

HeIp
WANTEd

Need anyone interested in learning
Disco and Ballroom dancing. Come
loin the FSU BALLROOM DANCE
CLUB Sunday nights 7pm FSU Union
Bum. Starts Sept. 19 for more info, call
222-4862

$ $

CHRISTIAN DESIRES DIALOGUE
WITH AGNOSTIC OR SKEPTIC.
CALL 385 8062

It you are pro-choice and would like an
opportunity to axpraM yOMT opinion,
call 644-2116.

Ail RAINBOW GIRLS who would like
info, on Sigma Tau Alpha Sorority,
call 893-4759 or 877 3090.

* C.A.P. *
GUITAR CLASSES

BEGINNING AND INTERMEDIATE
TAUGHT BY ALISON BERT
STARTING NEXT WEEK

Sign up In 318 Union or call 644 5659

BE THE ^HOMECOMING
TRIATHALON RELAY CHAMPIONS,
FRAT OR SOROITY DIV. SWIM 1 Ml.
RUN 4.2, CYCLE 13.2

CONSECUTIVELY. RACE 9AM. FSU
RESERVATION OCT. 9. DEADLINE
SEPT. 30. MAIL $10 EACH TO FLA.
LEAGE OF AQUATICS., RT. tt, BOX
30. Tallahassee 32301.

COME JOIN THE FUN WITH THE
FSU BALLROOM DANCE CLUB

Meets every Sunday 7pm beginning
Sept. 19. For info call 222 4862.^

GET FREE FPIRG BROCHURES!
PROTECT YOURSELF FROM
LOSING YOUR SECURhTY
DEPOSIT AVOID AUTO REPAIR
RIPOFFS. LEARN WHERE THE
BEST BUYS ARE. FREE
GROCERY, BANKING AND
CHECKING SURVEYS. PICK UP
INFO AT FPIRG OFFICE 215

UNION FPIRG CONSUMER-
TENANT HOTLINE § IS 644-4884.

FREE PREGNANCY TEST
Abortion, gynecology, birth control,
infection checks ft mental health
counseling. Low cost • Professional
sarvices. Strictly confidential. For
appiontment call No. Fla. Woman't
Health ft Counseling. 877-3183.

T R I LOGY. THREE PEICE ROCk!
Now playing public/private parties,
dances etc. Call (904) «0-n21.

3 dogs for a dollar at The Phyrst

3 dogs for a dollar at The Phyrst

3 dogs for a dollar at The Phyrst

HEY NIGHTOWLS, THERE'S A
NEW PLACE TO DRINK AND
DANCE AFTER THE BARS
CLOSE UP CHECKOUT

SWEETBAY BOTTLE CLUB
1911JACKSON BLUFF RD.

BRING YER ONW BOOZE AND
DRINK CHEAP!! LARGE DANCE

FLOOR AND ROCK & ROLL
HIGHENERGY LIVE MUSIC WITH

HAMMER

OPEN 11 PM TIL 5 AM

SWEETBAY BOTTLE CLUB
1313 JACKSON BLUFF RD.

OVERWEIGHT?
Call 878-4885 anytime for Info on
NEW DOCTOR'S DIET - Make extra
money by beinq dorm or sor'frat rep.

WE DELIVER DEAD FLOWERS
n 11 * * *

BURNING HEARTS FLORISTS
INTRODUC rORY OFFER GET
$3.00OFF ANY REG. PRICE.

Now you save while you sting!! We
hand deliver unique bouquets of

DEAD FLOWERS. Also inquire about
our FRUIT and FISH packages. Get a
laugh or give someone a laugh. Now it

costs only $6,851 Your order is

enclosed with a dozen of lovely
DEAD FLOWERS wrapped in the
finest florists box So call us today at

576-4803, 10:30 5:00 Mon-Sat or send a
check or money order to P.O. Box
20228 include message and delivery
address.

A PRO TO TYPE- your thesis, term
papers, dissertations, etc. Call Va.
Wallace, 877 4900, eve/wkends.

CALLING ALL BANDS
If you've been renting lighting or
sound in tallahassee, you know you
only had a couple of choices. Now
there's someone new to consider.

ANIMAL KINGDOM AUDIO
24 channels, 2500 watts - 1000 watt
monitor system - Lighting, IS PARs,
2 ellipsoidal spots MUCH MORE
Call the others first, then let AKA
give you more for your money.

f7S-a«»7 : S4lia|Nrs

* * TYPING * * *
FAST ft EFFICIENT, IBM ELEC.

CALL87t-1i«7.

HOME SECURITY
DEADBOLTS $31.50 INSTALLED.
ALARMS FROM $150. B. BARS.
421-0885. LEAVE MESSAGE.

TYPING. MONDAY THROUGH
FRIDAY. PHONE 386-3759,
9 A.M. 3 P.M.

Professional typing. IBM Corr. Sal.

Term papers, thesis,' dissertations.
Near Northwood Mall. 3t5-04i1.

The UPO Flea Marked will be held
9 18 82 Register in rm JIB union Cost

is S4.00 Students and S6.00 Non
students.

TYPING, FAST, EFFICIENT.
PAPERS, THESIS, LETTERS.
RESUMES ETC. 18a'4843.

FREE PREGNANCY TEST
Alxjrtion, gynecology. Psych., Couns.
Call N. Fla Women's Health and
Counseling. 877 3183.

Nlllall Nigh NalMay Schedule
rav Rafh Hashanah Sept. I7th
•:88mii« Rofh HariianM Sapt. I8th,

it-.Nam at Faltowship Hall, Saint
Thamas IMoara, Tannassaa-Woodward
Street. Mwhbafi Fhuvah Sept. 24,

•:88pni, Nlllall Hausa, 843 W.
Fansacola Straat. For mara
Informatlan call SK-S4S4.

Homecoming Chief ft Princess appli-

cations avaHable now in Roam 323
Union. Deadline is 9/22/82.

THANK YOU ST. JUDE

Register now for UPO leisure classes

in room 318 Union. Classes offered

are: Tennis, slimnastics, Jazzercise,

raquetbaLLAND Piano.

Business

PersonaIs

NEWI OLOt NEW NEW NEWl 1

1

SWEETBAY BOTTLE CLUB
OPEN FRI. ft SAT. Ilpm-Sam

NOT NEW MUSIC ROCK -f ROLL
BRING YER OWN BOOZE -f BREW

DANCE ALL NIGHT
1317 JACKSON BLUFF RD. .

INSTANT CASH!
or trade for quality albums & tapes

'LUNEY TUNES' 648 W Tennessee St.

across form FSU by Subways 10am-

9pm.

THE PUB, 1312 W. TENNESSEE
THURSDAY 1:00 PM. TO 5:00 PM
MEATBALL GRINDER, CHOICE OF

DRAFT OR SODA $2.10.

IMPORT SPECIAL: ST. PAULIGIRL
ANDHiENEKEN85C.

MILLER DRAFT SFECIALI

I

EVERY TNURS NIGHT 9-2

48CGLASS-$2.2S PITCHER
THE PALACE SALOON

1383 JACKSON BLUFF ROAD
FACIAL + BODY HAIR REMOVAL
PERMANENTLY BY ELECTROLYSIS
REGINA ARXER,ELECTROLOGIST
EUROPEAN DEEP CLEANING
FACIALS BY APPT. 222-3170.

TNT HIDEAWAY CANOE RENTAL
DIRECTLY ON WAKULLA RIVER
AND HWY 98

$5 up to 4 hrs 50c per cushion call

1 925-6412.

Lost &
FouNd

FOUND: SET OF KEYS INITIALS
MMB, MAROON KEY CASE. W.
LAFAYETE ST. INQUIRE AT THE
UNION LOST a FOUND.

FOUND
•oM dass ring an W. Call St. Call
S78-4398.

* * *
FLYING HOME?

Holiday flights are already filling up.

Call or come by The Travel Center for

lowest airfare anywhere. We can also

ticket reservations you made directly

With the airlines.

THE TRAVEL CENTER
University Union 2nd floor. 222-1192

* * * *

To RELIEVE TENSION ft STRESS
Try MASSAGE THERAPY 2»-0SS8
Registered Massage Therapist.

GRAND SALE OF PERUVIAN
ARTISANRY ON SATURDAY,
SEPTEMBER 18, 9AM - 3PM AT THE
UNION COURTYARD. STOP AT
TABLES 98 ft 99 TO SEE WALL
HANGINGS, JEWELRY, CLOTHING
ftCOLLECTIBLES.
LOW INTRODUCTORY PRICES.

GUITAR LESSONS
Private and class instruction at

MUSIC WORLD 386-6163

Let MEDIATYPE
help you get it

together!

•BROCHURES
•INVITATIONS,

ANNOUNCEMENTS
•POSTERS, FLYERS
•MENUS
•BOOK COVERS,
CUSTOM DESIGN

•RESUMES
•CAMERA WORK
314 FSU Union

Florida

Flambeau
Pick Up

Your Copy
Of The
Florida

Flambeau
At These
Locations
Governor's Square

(Haralson's)

HRS Office Building

(Winewood)
Sonny's

Publix

Albertson's (Parkwa

DOT
Winn Dixie South
FAMO!

Cafe

Library

Bookstore
Food Co-op

(Gaines Street)

Collins Building

Capitol Building

Deli

Tony's

Barnett Bank
Dubey's

Northwood Mall

Tallahassee Mall

Publix (Killearn)

Front Page
(Timberlane)

Publix (Westwood)
TCC
Subway
DER (Winewood)
Larson Building

Fletcher Building

Carlton Building

Crown Building

(City HaH)
Holland Building

FSU;
Fine Arts Annex
Sandels

Music

Student Union
Conradi

Library

Bellamy
Health Center

Diffenbaugh

Willianns

Westcott

Bills Bookstore
Fine Arts

Law School
Sweet Shop
Flambeau
Tully Gym
Education
Stone

Library Science

MORE THAIS
COLLEGE

NEWSPAPER
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Cross Country:

Men and women search for a nucleus

r

BY ULBORAH HARRINGTON
(I.AMBKAl SPOKTSKDITOR

When the nucleus of the men's Cross

Country team graduated last year,

many observers feared Florida State

would have to resign itself to

rebuilding this season. But head coach

John Brogic just isn't buying the idea.

"I'm real optimistic about our team,

tliough on paper it looks like we lost

our best. I know what we have

returning and Tm not accepting that

rebuilding theory," said Brogle.

This weekend's Seminole Three Way
Meet may corroborate Brogle's

optimism. Participating in the meet at

the Seminole (iolf Course will be

teams from the. University of South

Florida and Santa Fe Community
College.

**In this first race we like to give

everyone a chance to show what they

can do, and of course we'd Uke to do

well as a team," said Brogle.

Last year's number three runner,

Phillip Rolle will probably move to the

front this year. * ,

**Phillip came back healthy and

running well. We are looking forward

to his experience and leadership," said

Brogle. Also looKing good are Junior

College All-American Ronnie

Treadway and Bobby Shackleford.

Brogle is confident in another Junior

College All-American—Paul
Waldron—and a former walk-on,

Brother Barker.

"We had a pleasant surprise this

year, he (Barker) just came out of the

woodwork," said Brogle. Barker tried

out two years ago as a walk-on, but

;
didn't make the team. "He came back

" apparently ready— in good condition.

And from everything we've run so far,

he look like he is for real," Brogle

said.

While it only takes five people to win

a cross country race, Brogle feels you

have to be luckv to win it that wav.

Because of the strenuous nature of the

sport, you go in with seven or eight

runners so that by the heart of the

season you have a good strong nucleus,

said Brogle.

FSU, said Brogle, has always been in

a situation where the fifth, sixth and

seventh runners have been strong

conipetitors—which comes in handy

when an unexpected injury occurs.

After the Seminole Three Way gives

Brogle a chance to see everyone in

competition, he said he hopes the team

will have its bearings as to which

direction it is going in and can adapt

the training program to fit its needs.

The Women's Cross Country

members are in a similar situation as

the men—they too will use their first

meet as a test.

Their test, unlike the men's, will

come on the road. The women are off

to Alabama for an invitational race.

Host school Alabama, Alabama-

Birmingham and FSU will participate.

'*We see this race as a chance to

evaluate oursehres rather than running

against an opponent, "said head coach

Gary Winckler.

Winckler's team is composed of

Sandra Arthurton, Margaret

Coomber, Janet Bassford, Coleen

Curan, Janette Wood and Carla

Borlovicka. Wood and Borlovicka,

who do not have much competitiye

experience, will be looking for

lewlership.

The person most likely to provide

that leadership is Coomber, who was

the 1980 team MVP, and indications

suggest that she is the number one

runner on the team now, said

Winader.

**Coomber is running well and she

takes diarge. When a race is underway

she expresses herself as a leader," he

said.

Next weekend the women will be at

home for the Lady Seminole

invitational which will feature three,

possibly four, schools. By the time of

the Lady seminole meet, Winckler

hopes to know more specifically where

the team is and how the training needs

will change. So far their training has

been extensive rather than intensive, he

said. They have been doing aerobic

exercises.

Get Uncorked
with

today
only 99(

per

bottle

Free T-Shirt, Plaques,

Beach MaU

Thursday Special

$2.00 Pitchers

^ IOC Oysters

QUARTERS CHAMPIONSHIP
Friday at 4 pm

For the finest sandwiches

and ice cream in Tallahassee,

Come to ToppERs where

Jim and Mark are waiting

to serve you.

IWe will also cater private parties.

-hoppers
675 W. Jefferson

222-7551
11:30 - 2 a.m.

666 W. Tennessee I

Across from the Subway

DAIELillE
1- lorida State L nivtirsiti ember 16. Id82i

V.P. Leach
"Walk-In Chats"

Vice President for Student Affairs Bob Loach will bo

available for "Walk-In Chats" during September. Students

may see Dr. Leach without appointment on Wednesdays

from 1 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. and on Thursdays from 9:30 a.m.

to 12 noon in 321 Westcott. Please note that this schedule is

subject to change without prior notification. Call 644-5590

to confirm.

Attention Basic Division

Students Planning to

major in business

Basic Division students who will complete 52 or more

semester hours of credit at the end of the fall semester and

have achieved a 2.5 grade point average must complete a

preUminary application to the College of Business in room

207 Business no later than Oct 15. This will enable those

students who meet the admission criteria to pre-register for

3000 level business courses for spring semester.

Basic Division students with any transfer credit must

include a copy of their transcript with the application. The

transcript may be obtained from the Registrar's Office in

Suwannee Arcade.

Completion of the College Level Academic Skills Test

(CLAST) win also be a requirement for admission to the

College of Business

competitive Rental Rates • Personal Service • Superior

Facilities • Convenient Location • Flexible Lease Terms

AMBERVHOOD
1 and 2 Bedroom 575-1258

COLONY CLUB
land 2 Bedroom ..224-7519

FOUR SEASONS
1 Bedroom 222-0503

GLEN OAKS
1 and 2 Bedroom 576-9787

GOVERNOR'S SQUARE
1-2-5 Bedroom 878-4125

HILLTOP
1 Bedroom 222-2056

PLANTATION
1 and 2 Bedroom 576-5805

PRINCE MANOR
2 Bedroom 576-9909

PALMS WEST
2 Bedroom Townhouse. 576-6814

SPANISH TOWN
2 Bedroom 576-9787

TALLAHASSEE
1 and 2 bedroom 576-9961

call Mottice and Associates at 586-2117 for Leasing Assistance

on any of these fine apartment communities.

VALUE
SERVICE
AMENITIES

,
CONVENIENCE

mOnl€C CONSIDERATION
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Will TV fights end college football?
BY CI RT FIELDS

FI.AMBKAl S I AHWRI U R

Could the death of college football

be upon us?

That*s the dire prediction being

uttered by NCAA officials after a

federal judge ruled in favor of two

universities which sued the NCAA over

television rights.

Oklahoma and Georgia won a suit

allowing them to negotiate their own

television contract instead of having to

abide by the NCAA-negotiated

contract, as is the case now. The

NCAA has already announced it

would appeal any adverse decision, so

you can bet this one will be.

Oklahoma and Georgia say they

could negotiate profitable deals on

their own with cable stations and not

have to diwy up the bucks they make.

effect television, specifically cable

television, is having on sports.

The television sports boom of the

late 1960's was the main reason for

the sudden proliferation of new teams

in various pro sports and — in some

cases — the appearance of entire new

leagues. Suddenly, professional sports

started raking in the big bucks.

Sports on the collegiate level did

fairly well during that boom also. The

NCAA negotiated multi-million dollar

packages throughout the 1970's and

last year signed a $2 billion deal with

the television powers.

But recently, those powers (ABC,

CBS, NBC) have been getting some

stiff competition with the rapid growth

of cable televi»on technology

.

Led by feisty Ted Turner's WTBS, a

The NCAA says such an idea threatens super-sution (one which can reach

the entire structure of the game. homes across the nation through the

Frankly, 1 think the NCAA's dire use of a satellite), cable television is

prophecies are a bit overblown. What's putting the old guard at the networks

interesting, though, is the growing on the defensive

Turner managed to negotiate a deal

for Saturday night college football but

he has drawn a lawsuit from NBC and

the Major League Baseball television

committee. The suit is designed to

prevent Turner from airing the

National League playoffs should the

•Atlanta Braves (a team Turner owns)

make if that far. NBC claims WTBS'
super station status would cripple the

comractual rights given to the

network by Major League Baseball.

These super stations such as

Turner's are what has the networks,

the NCAA and others so worried. If a

group of major college football powers

bolt the NCAA and sign a financially

sweet deal with a super station, where

would that leave the NCAA? Dying?

Possibly. No one really knows what

the consequences would be, which is

why so many of the people involved

are so worried.

It's something worth thinking

about. It could happen soon.

4th Annual
Delta Gamma
Anchor Splash

Sept. 16-19

• IhurSi.9/i6 Banner Contest i1 a.m

• For Ttieir Eyes Only Contest vote

at Bill's Bookstore 1 0 am • 4 pm
Dime Donation

• Mr. Anchor Splosti 8:30 p.m.

Casinos $1 Cover

• Friday, 9/1

7

Concert :rrr'*^^""|

8 pm Tallahassee Sports Arena

Capital Circle

Band: The Gregg Allman Band
3 beers for $ 1 W/Shark Attack
T*^l#A^c t. A Purchase af Union Ticket office

lICKeTS $*».OU, and Record Bar

• Sunday 9/19 Pool Events

12 noon FSU Pool

SPORTS INBRIEF
There will be a Wrestling Club meeting tonight at 9 p.ni. in

346 of the Union. All interested students should attend.

Any women who are full time students and wish to try-out

for the FSU women's basketball team please report to Tully

gym at 1:30 tomorrow. Walk-ins must be dressed to

practice. If you need more infbnnation caii assistant

women's basketball coach Dennis McNelis at 644-1007.

Flambeau

ClUtiHMt

fffffHPizza inn

All proceeds go to aiding the Blind

^donsored by Gulf 1 04,

co-sponsored by House of Trophies

1111 till
Nothing
tops my

Deep Dish Pan Pizza
It starts with the crust—tender and thick,

made from special Pan dough. Then it's

smothered with sauce, toppings and cheese.

And then we cover it all with even more choose
to seal in the rohnst flavor.

Our thick crust, super tasty Deep-Dish Pan
Pizza.

One more outstanding, out-off-thia world
reason why for pizza out it*s Pizza Inn.

Minre, Save Mme. |
$2.00 OFF a^y LARGE pisM

$1.00 OFF ftay MEDHJM piin

One coupon per customer per visit. Not valid

with any other coupons. diKOunts or special of-

fer. Offer food at partidpatini Pizza Iim.

Your

Expiration September 22, 1982 FL Neighborhood Pizxa Inn

'iru'uwwiyi>'» u'^v'gWWw'tytiw w iwpunpiy ii uj

Pttcher of Soft Drink FREEI
Buy a Large Pizza and get a

Pitcher of Soft Drink Free

Or take out a Large Pizza and

Get four Drinks to go free.

One coupon per cuMmmt per vi$h. Noi valid with any other coupom. dwcoums or

special offer. Offer |00d ai partidpatilil Pizza inn

Your

Buy One Buffet, Get One For 99 <
|

All You Can Eat— Pizza, Pasta. Salad Bar, Available only <s

for lunch (Monday through Friday, .11-2 P.M.) and on ^
Tuesday nights (6-9 P.M.).

One coupon per customer per visit. Not valid

with any otiier coupons, discounts or special

offers. Offer good at participating Pizaa inn.

Your

I Expiration September 22, 1982 FL Neighborhood Pl«a Inn

iiliiniiiifliililiif ftit'^^^f^^^f'^^^f^""t^^^

Expiration September 22. 1982 FL Neighborhood Pizza Inn

Buy One Pizza, Get One Free! |
Buy any style pizza and get the next smaller size ^
pizza off the same style crust FREE. Same number J
of toppings, please.

One coupon per customer per visit. Not valid

with any other coupons, discounts or sp^t iai

offers. Offer g<M>d at participating Puta Inn.

Expiration September 22. 1982 FL
Your

Neighborhood Pizza Inn

-A

2580 N.Monroe
1424 W. Tennessee

3529 Thomasvillc Rd.

386-3115
222-3786
8930064
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FloridaFlambeau
FAIR

Isolated afternoon
thunderstorms with highs
around 90 to low 90s and
lows near 70.

FRIDA Y, SEPTEMBER 17, 1982 SERVING TALLAHASSEEFOR 70 YEARS VOL 70 NO, 15

Why just Pot...
Let^s Paraquat Martinis

Paraquat Cocktails? Florida Flambeau/jmOuttman

Perhaps we're not ready for that just yet, but in the wake of this week's

accidental case of paraquat poisoning, which left a Florida man in critical

condition, the above bumper sticker was food for thought. The man wasn't

poisoned smoking dope, but the state's marijuana users were concerned all the

same.

Rape in Tallahassee

Can it be stopped?
BY MICHAEL McCLELLAND

FLAMBKAU STAFF WRITER

At last count, Tallahassee was third in the

nation in per-capita rapes.

That frightening statistic is subject to

debate. Tallahassee's well-educated

population is more likely to report a rape

than other communities. Florida's definition

of rape is more broad than other states';

what gets reported as a rape here might go as

an assault elsewhere.

IsTallahassee actually number three in the

nation? Probably not. Does Tallahassee have

a serious problem with rape? Definitely, yes.

A problem, and a difficult one. But not

necessarily an insoluble problem. According

to a number of local authorities in a panel

discussion with editorial board, there are

steps our community can take right now to

ease the tragedy of rape.

Those rape experts include representatives

of Refuge House, the Tallahassee Police

Department, the Leon County Sheriff's

Department, the Florida State Attorney's

Office, the State Attorney's Office Victim

ANAL YSIS
Assistance Program, Florida State University

police and the Florida A&M University

police. Their proposals for eradicating rape

in the area include:

•better communication among the various

agencies dealing with rape—law
enforcement agencies as welt as counseling

agencies like Refuge House. The agencies

could be organized along the lines of the

highly successful TPD/sheriff's department

Armed Robbery Task Force. At the very

least, the panel unanimously agreed,

representatives from all agencies involved

should meet monthly for discussion.

Judy Jennings, director of Refuge House,

said her agency would gladly participate in

such a project. Virtually every other expert

Turn to RAPE, page 7

Florida Flambeau/Bob O'LaryVKuiting* These students are in linefor the Seminole Express, but Alumni Village residents have their own problems.

Alumni Villagers will keep their free bus passes for now
BY BRIAN WILSON
rLAMKAU STAFF WirrEI

At least for the month of October, Alumni Village

residents going to and from Florida State University won't

have to worry about spending long hours waiting around

campus because of the wide gap in the bus schedule serving

the area.

That gap infuriated many Alunmi Villagers because they

were promised, by university housing officials, unHmited

dayligiht bus service to and from campus, a service they have

enjoyed for over ten years.

But a decision last month by Student Body President Jill

McConnell not to meet an $8,000 increase for the service

imposed by Taltran, the bus company that provides it,

meant having to cut the bus service to two time slots, 7 to

9:30 a.m. and 4 to 6:30 p.m.

McConnell had formed an executive committee a few

weeks ago to study the issue. At about the same time the

student senate formed its own committee to study the

controversy. The McConnell committee met Monday, and

McConnell announced at the senate committee yesterday

that her executive committee decided unlimited bus service

would be extended through October

.

Both committees are separate, but chairperson for the

senate ad-hoc committee Fidel Castro feels both are

important.

"The more involvement we have, the more ideas we can

come up with," Castro said. "Our committee meeting will

make suggestions to (McConnell) because we'll be doing

other things that the executive committee won't, like calling

other universities to see how they have dealt with problems

similar to this."

The purchasing order for the unlimited bus passes for

October will be placed today, according to McConnell.

Kirk McElhhiey, a member of thfi Students Unite Now

Turn to BUS, page 7

CORRECTION
Florida Student Regent-Designate Chris Mazzara's name

was misspelled in a caption on page one of yesterday's

Flambeau. Her name was correctly spelled in the

accompanying story. Also on yesterday's page one, the new
FSU business annex was incorrectly identified as the new
federal courthouse project

.
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Legal drinking age may be raised to 2

1

BY GEORGE KLOS
FLAMKAU STAFF WRITEIt

Florida Insurance Comniissioner Bill Gunter said last

week he will ask the 1983 Florida Legislature to raise the

state's legal drinking age to 21. On Tuesday, Rep. Fran

Carlton, D-Orlando, said she would introduce such a bill

when the legislature meets in April.

The Independent Beverage Dealers Association, a

lobbying group which represents 700 Florida liquor

retailers, has announced it will fight any biU raising the

drinking age.

IBDA Executive Director Dave Dick said he plans to

enlist the aid of tourism and restaurant and hotel lobbies to

block any such legislation.

(iiinier told the Florida Federation of Safety

Organizations in Orlando last week, "My conclusion as a

parent and a public officeholder is that by permitting

alcohol cohsumption for those under 21 years of age,-we
have extended a privilege to young men and women who
are often going through the most stressful period of life

with the least amount of experience."

People between the ages of 16 and 24 accounted for 35

percent of alcohol- related motor vehicle deaths in the

United States last year.

However. Monty Bevis, owner of Beertown in

Tallahassee wondered, "If these people are old enough to

vote and old enough to be responsible for debts, why
shouldn't they be old enough to drink?*'

It is not illegal for a minor to purchase alcohol, Bevis

said. The weighi of the law rests on the owner of the

business and the bartender or cashier who sells it.

•'The kid (who buys alcohol under age) isn't liable for

charges unless he uses a fake I.D.,*' said Bevis.

"If they raise the drinking age to 65, there would be even

less deaths on the highway," Bevis added.

Jim Smith, who owns Bullwinkles and Poor Paul's

Pourhouse, said raising the drinking age would stop over-

the-counter sales to minors but would not necessarily keep

them from drinking.

"When 1 was a kid, the drinking age was 21,*' Smith

recalled. "But when my friends and I wanted to drink we
found a way."
Ward said, "Kids 16 and 17 stiU drink. They won't stop

because of the law.

"Most bars in this town are built around the college

community. I don't think politicians have any right to take

away our living," Smith said.

Rather than restricting the privilege of an entire age

group, Smith suggested authorities rigidly enforce the

FANTASTIC

SPECIAL
FRI,SAT,& SU/V -

Sept 17,18,19 1982

Our v/i oz Sirloin Steak

Choice of potato, toast,

soft drink, and salad bar for

only

'a
99 NO substitutes

Please

tax included

Yes all you'll need Is S4.99 to

receive a complete meal,
" What a Deal

"

NOW SERVING PREMIUM BEER &

WINE WITH MEALS AT 428 W.

TENNESSEE

Florida FUunbeau/Bob O'Lary

current DWI law.

"The law has some teeth in it," he said. "They should

crack down on drunk drivers."

Raising the drinking age to 21 would also "virtually

prohibit parties in dorms,** according to Inter-Residence

Hall Council President Jeff Peters.

"Most dorm residents are underclassmen," he said.

The IRHC has been able to throw parties under the

current law, which prohibits serving alcohol to persons

under 19, by using different colored hand stamps for

dormitory residents under age. This enables resident

assistants to know who can and cannot be served beer,

Peters said.

THE MAH WHO INVENTED KILLER ROCK' IS BACK!

m D-103 WELCOMES

/Vv )t\\

TED NUGENla
WITH

1701 N. Monroe

DEREK ST. HOLMES. CARMINE APPICE. AND DAVE KISWINEY

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 24
|tallahas§ee civic ceivterI

nCKtiVB ON §ALE NOW
AT THE CIVIC CENTER BOX OFFICE

A'VD ALL ISLAL OCTLETSI

SPONSORED BY .

Support the

••••••••••*
• •••••••

• •••••• ***
••••••*•••

••••••
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d¥ eating and drinking at the

Subway Station
(Dovmstairs on Raven Street, just off Tennessee St.)

SO^ off all food and beverage sales on Monday.

SeptomNr 20 from 11 AM till closing at 2 AM (THes.

Mrilii» will IM doMtid to IN Boosters.

YOU can Enjoy

9,^

Beer

Sandwiches

And much more!

Sirelv tm H tM
Is to Mi voir

nMit oiioyaMi way there

itIMic jrooraM...TNE

competitive Rental Rates • Personal Service • Superior

Faculties • Convenient Location • Flexible Lease Terms

AMBERWOOD
1 and 2 Bedroom 575-1258

COLONY CLUB
1 and 2 Bedroom 224-7519

FOUR SEASONS
1 Bedroom 222-0503

GiEN OAKS
1 and 2 Bedroom 576-9787

GOVERNOR'S SQUARE
1-2-5 Bedroom : . . . 878-4125

HILLTOP
1 Bedroom 222^2056

PLANTATION
1 and 2 Bedroom 576-5805

PRINCE MANOR
2 Bedroom 576-9909

PALMS WEST
2 Bedroom Townhouse. ........ 576-6814

SPANISH TOWN
2 Bedroom... 576-9787

TALLAHASSEE
1 and 2 bedroom. 576-9961

Call Mottice and Associates at 585-2117 for Leasing Assistance

on any of these fine apartment communities.

VALUE
SERVICE
AMENITIES

CONVENIENCE
mOtflCC CONSIDERATION



Israel refuses to pull

forces out of Beirut
UNITED PIESS INTERNATIONAL

JERUSALEM — Israel yesterday turned down a U.S.
appeal for the immediate withdrawal of all Israeli troops

from west Beirut, saying it would pull its forces out of the

city when the I.ebancse army could maintain order there.

Cabinet spokesperson Dan Meridor said the

''government would instruct the army to evacuate its

positions when the Lel>anese army is ready to assume'*

responsibility for maintaining order in Beirut.

Meridor reiterated Israel's position that its army went into

West Beirut to prevent anarchy following Tuesday's

assassination of Lebanese President-elect Beshir Gemayel
and repeated claims that some 2,500 Palestinian guerrillas

remained in west Beirut "armed with modern weapons.**

The Cabinet, which
began sitting after 8 p.m.

and ended its deliberations

minutes before midnight,

was convened after news of

the U.S. appeal for an

immediate withdrawal from
West Beirut.

Earlier, Prime Minister

Menachem Begin accused

the PLO of cheating on the

agreement to withdraw all

its fighters from West
Beirut.

The military command
said Israeli forces took

control of every key

position in Beirut in a move to disarm the guerrillas and|

their leftist Lelnmese allies following the assassination of

Lebanese President-elect Beshir Gemayel.

"Now it is clear and proven," Begin said in a speech to

leaders of the Liberal Party in his coalition, "that the

terrorists have in fact cheated Israel, the United States and
Lebanon and have violated the agreement.**

But in Washington, the State Department condemned
the Israeli thrust as a "clear violation'* of the cease-fure

agreement worked out by U.S. special envoy Philip Habib
that led to the exodus of the Palestine Liberation

Organization from the besieged capital.

"There is no justification for continued Israeli presence

in West Beirut," said spokesperson John Hughes. "We are

calling for an immediate Israeli withdrawal."

PLO chief Yasser Arafat, in Rome after an historic

meeting with Pope John II Wednesday, also denounced the

Israeli advance and called on the United States, Italy and
France to send peacekeeping forces back to Beirut.

Begin and the flareup of fighting in Beirut between

Israeli forces and guerrillas proved it was the Palesthiians

who violated the Habib agreement.

"The past two days have proven this is so," he said.

"Hundreds, maybe thousands, came out with weapons to

attack our forces in West Beirut."

Eliahu Ben-Elissar, diaff of parliament's Foreign Affairs

and Defense Committee, said that without GemayeFs
leadership, Israel feared the Lebanese army would not have

the strength to regain control of west Beirut from leftist

militias and PLO guerrillas who never left

.

"This would have created a very dangerous vacuum,** he
said. "We had to fill in this vacuum."

But Ben-Elissar said on radio that Israel "has no
intention of being dragged*' into Lebanon's internal

problems or of expanding the operation beyond its limited

Hbjective of securing all of Beirut.

A source in Jerusalem said Israel suspected that up to

2,500 PLO fighters obtained counterfeit Lebanese identity

papers to stay in west Beirut after the mass PLO
withdrawal last month.

"With Beshir's death," the source said. "We had to mop
up the rest of them."
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E D I A T Y P E
Room 314. Union BIdg. FSU. 644-5744

1964W.Tennessee

1535Centen/)HeRd.

Killearn Center

3496-3 Thomasville Rd.

675-2943

877-0961

893-6542

RAGE
Game Room
1944 W. PENSACOLA
OPEN TIL 4 AM

1 Coupon Per Person Per Day
GOOD 10/15 -10/30
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2
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RAGEi
Game Room [
1944 W. PENSACOLA I
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Sees on
tlie rocks
The classic

introduction to Sees.

Just fill a glass with ice

and pour in HiramWalker
Triple Sec.

Splashy
Sees
Want your Sees ^,

to sparkle?
Add a splash

of soda to your Hiram Walker
Triple Sec. And let It wet
your whistle.

/ Mixed-up Sees.
There's nothing like Sees

in mixed company. Just mix
V6oz. HiramWalker Triple Sec,

1 V6 oz.Two Fingers Tequila and
a splash oflimejuice. Ole!

r 1

Triple See
Of all the

• different Sees,

only HiramWalker
Triple Sec is made
with succulent
Spanish and Curagao
oranges. One sip

will convince you.
Hiram Walker is the
greatest name
in Triple Sec.

HIRAMWALKERTRIPLE SEC
3:x rar-:.-^.:.'. His Mich 46:;c .isi S*', 6', Prc/Lqueur H;ra.7. Walner inc . Far.T.;ng-.',.^ H.,.s M:ch
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Rape
"You can't stop rape," former Refuge House director Gail Dixon

once said. "It's like polio—there's no vaccine."

Dixon was right—the events this past week proved that. Even as the
Florida State University community observed Rape Awareness
Week—a seven-day program designed to heighten awareness of this

devastating crime—a number of Tallahassee women became victims

of sexual assault.

In a way, sexual assault is inevitable in a society like ours. The roots

of the problem go back to the beginning of the Judeo-Christian

tradition upon which our society is founded. Under the tradition, men
hold positions of power and influence. Women—fashioned from
Adam's rib, as it were—have been expected to be docile, unassuming,
subservient.

And that's what rape is all about. Rape is a power play, not a means
of sexual gratification. It is a means of exerting control over
women—of humiliating them, of keeping them in their place. But it is

only the most extreme of many forms of powor trips perpetrated by
men against women.

It's all well and good to decry the brutality of rape, but many men
fail to release the ramifications of their attitudes and evory-day
behavior towards women. It doesn't do any good to tut-tut when you
read newspaper notices of rapes and then hang out of your dorm
window and leer and shout obscenities at women, or exclude them
from your clubs or expect them to keep the kiddies in line and supper
on the table.

Only when we purge ourselves of ine preconceived notions we allow
to order our lives and our relationships as men and women will we
begin to move toward the erradication of rape.

In the meantime, there are steps society can take to reduce women's
vulnerability to sexual assault. Some of those steps were espoused by a

blue-ribbon panel of area rape experts earlier this week—and we
support their efforts wholeheartedly.

Their advice:

•Take every possible opportunity to expose citizens to rape
awareness programs. That must include adding awareness sessions to

local college and high school classrooms.

•Push area legislators to change laws that makfe life easier for

rapists. Foremost among those is an outmoded Florida statute that

allows a woman's sexual history to be used against her in a rape trial.

Rape is rape. IWicn a woman says "no," forced sex is rape. What she
has done the night or the year before has no bearing on that.

•Organize a Rape Task Force, along the lines of die Armed
Robbery Task Force used by Tallahassee police and the Leon County
Sheriffs Department.

•Provide better funding to agencies fighting rape in Tallahassee.
Refuge House, foremost among those agencies, can afford only two
fuUtime employees. The Tallahassee City Commission recently

increased funding for Refuge House, but the program still will be
unable to hire a full-time rape counselor. That must be changed

.

All of the above are obvious, easily pursued steps we can take as a
community to combat rape. The most important step, however, is one
you'll have to take on your own. Educate yourself, and those around
you. Don't slip away when the police present an awareness session in

your dorm. Don't remain silent when someone degrades women in

your presence.

Don't be silent. Take a stand.

Rapes reported this week: 2

Rapes reported this year: 42

Florida Flambeau Foundation Inc. Business and Advertising Office, 206 N.
Woodward Avenue, phone 644-4075; Mediatype Lab. 314 University Union,
phone 644-5744; Classified Ad Office, 320 Univeristy Union, phsm 644-5785.

Rick Johnson General Manager

Laurie Jones Business Manager Jane Duncan. . . Mediatype Manager

'

Rose Rodriguez Ad Manager George Burns. . Production Manager
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Nukes: Another means to an end?
BY IRA SHORR

SMOALTOTHE FLAMBEAU
"Japan after ail» not only survived butflourished

after the nuclear attack...some estimates predict 10
million (dead) on one side and 100 million on the

other, but that is not the whole population.
"

—Eugene Rostow, Director, Arms Control and
Disarmament Agency, Senate Confirmation
Hearings June 1, 198J

It is a humbling thought to realize that our lives

and the lives of future generations are in the hands
of individuals who think of nuclear war as just

another way to resolve conflicts between global

empires. Yet the truth is that at any moment we
could be returned to dust and traipsed upon by
those indomitable cockroachs, the creatures most
likely to be left crawling after nuclear war.

I can hear you thinking. *«What a bummer! Is

this guy a manic depressive, or what?**

Nuclear war isn't pretty, but neither is apathy. If

you put the two together you have reached critical

mass (the threshold that insures a nuclear
explosion).

"But who is going to be crazy enough to want to

fight a nuclear war?"
I admit nobody in their right mind would want to

wage nuclear war, but let's examine what our
leaders have been espousing about the possibility.

George Bush told us how to win a nuclear war:

*You have a survivability of command and control,

survivability of industrial potential, protection of a

percentage of your citizens and you have a

capability that inflicts more damage on the

opposition than it can inflict upon you." (Feb.

im)
Eugene Rostow told us to expect it: "We are

living in a pre-war and not a post-war world.'*

(June 1, 1974)

James Wade, Principal Deputy Under-Secretary

of Defense, wants us to straighten up and die right:

"We must not fear war.** (Sept. 15, 1981). And
T.K. Jones, Deputy Under-Secretary of Defense
for Strategic and Nuclear Forces, assures us we will

survive." "Everybody's going to make it if there

are enough shovels to go around.... Dig a hole,

cover it with a couple of doors and then throw three

feet of dirt on top. It's the dirt that does it."

(March 29, 1982)

"What about the Russians?** you say. Yes, there

are Soviet military men who also shoot from the lip.

NEXUS
But you'll find people like Premier Leonid
Brezhnev who suggest we freeze the arms race

where it is (Nov. 2, 1977). Soviet leaders must also

worry about survival, and that is the common
ground waiting to be sowed. We don't even have to

trust the Russians because existing verification

technology means we can monitor their

compliance.

But alas, the arms race is careening forward with

a new generation of weapons (MX, Trident 11,

Pershing II and Cruise) that most objective

observers believe will lead us over the edge of the

nuclear abyss. These new, highly accurate
counterforce weapons me programmed to strike

and destroy enemy missiles. The strategy of
deterrance, which has kept us from nuclear war for
the past thirty years, is being undermined by the

reality of missiles being made vulnerable. The
premium on going first will be enormous. This is

the technological leap likely to start a nuclear war
by feaf, mistake or misplaced confidence in

achieving a "win."
The arms race must be stopped now. It would be

an opportune moment for the United States to
propose a freeze and increase our security. Defense
Secretary Caspar Weinberger, when asked if he
would rather have the U. S. or Soviet nuclear
arsenal at his disposal, admitted: "1 would not for a
moment exchange anything, because we have an
immense edge in technology. **(April 29, 1982).

The momentum towards catastrophe continues
and will not stop until enough Americanstake urj/^
their responsibility for stopping the arms race^
Think about what you will sacrifice in a nuclear war
if you don't sacrifice some time now to prevent it.

One step you can take in educating yourself on
this issue is to attend FSU's Peace Studies course on
Tuesdays at 7 p.m. in room 126 of the Bellamy
building. The Tallahassee Peace Coalition (P.O.
Box 20168, 222-5845) is also ready to help you at
any level of involvement.

You've heard what those with their fingers close

to the button have to say. Now it's your turn to
speak.

Letters Policy: Letters to the editor of the Florida Flambeau should be signed, and must include an
address and phone number if possible. They should be type-written, double-spaced, and no longer
than 150 words. Correct names will be run with each letter unless the author has a valid reason for
remahiing anonymous. The editors reserve the right to edit the letters for length and to meet
standards of good taste.
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Election suit filed against Firestone

JimFmr

BY DANNI V(K;T
FI.AMB»:At STAFF WKII FR

U.S. and Florida election

laws unconstitutionally
discriminate against low
income people, according

to a class action lawsuit

filed a week ago in federal

court in rallahassee.

The suit, filed by local

political activist Jim Fair,

contends Florida's
candidate qualification fees

and requirements are more
stringent than those of

many other states. Officials

at the clerk of the court's office said yesterday no hearing

date has been set for the suit.

Fair is also asking the court for permission to represent

himself, since he cannot afford an attorney. The case will

not be scheduled until this prefiminary matter is dedded,

according to the clerk's office.

The suit is directed against Ronald Reagan, George
Bush, Strom Thurmond, Bob Graham, and Florida's chief

election officer George Firestone. Firestone's press

spokesperson Ray Wise said yesterday he would have to

check with the secretary of state's attorneys before

commenting on the suit.

Fair contends that allowing each state to set separate

qualifications for candidates in the U.S. Senate race

violates U.S. constitutional provisions that call for "equal

protection of the laws" and that no state shall abridge

voting rights by any "poll tax or other tax."

Fair noted in his brief to the court that Florida requires

$3,033 to register for the U.S. Senate race. He says the $100

check he o^ered to qualify for the race was refused, even

though it WIS more thMi the other 49 states* average

qualifying fee. The Senate f-lection Law Guidebook 1982

edition shows that several states have a filing fee of less

than $100.

FIcMida also allows candidates who wish to avoid paying

the fiUng fee to do so by collecting signatures on a petition.

While Florida requires some 150,000 signatures before a

candidate gets on the ballot, Hawaii re(|ures oafy 25

registered voters to sign the petition.

Fair is asking for a temporary restraining order to keep

Firestone from refusing to put his name on the November 2

ballots along with Lawton Chiles and the winner of the

Republican run-off. He is also seeking to have the court

order Firestone to validate all the election forms Fair

submitted.

Florida's electioB laws also require that any cancKdate

must be a voter.

Fair, who spent time in a state mental hospital in

Chattahoochee after serving an abbreviated term as

Hillsborough County elections supervisor, lost his status as

an elector as a result. His brief notes that some states do not

have the elector status that Florida requires.

Fair is also asking the court to make Firestone allow

write-in voting in all races that will appear on the

November ballot.

In a similar 1972 suit. Fair got a federal court to order his

name be placed on the ballot without paying the filing fee.

The order was withdrawn a short time later.

Fair's suit also asks Reagan to develop uniform criteria

for elections nationwide by altering each state's

requirements so that the rules for federal races will be the

same in all 50 states.

Regina Myrick, a resident of a Tallahassee housing

project, is Fair's co-plaintiff in the suit. The brief states she

is one of a half million black voters in Florida lacking legal

represenu^ion because low income peopte are pfcvented

from appearingon Florida's ballot.

Committee to investigate Wynot
BYJOHNHOLEOEK
PLMMBBAU9rArrwama
A committee composed

of three Florida State

University professor's has

been formed to help F^U
College of Arts and

Science's Dean, Werner
Baum, to investigate

accuntions against hbtory

professor EdwardWyiKM.
Wynot has been charged

with padding athletes'

grades from the fall of 1980

to 1981. It is also alleged

Wynot furnished some of EdWQfd WynOt
the athletes with test

answers through his graduate assistant.

**A committee has been formed consisting of three

individuals," said Baum.
"The committee was appointed by Baum to advise him

on what actions to take against Wynot," said David

Gruender, a professor of Philosophy and committee

member.

The connnittee, consistiiig ofJohn J. Carey, professor of

Religion, Alvin Stauber, professor of Business and

Gruender, will make a recommendation as to any formal

disciplinary action to be taken against Wynot.
**We will respond with whatever advice to the dean Baum

we think is appropriate," said Gruender.

**Once we get our charge we will know what to do," said

Gruender.

Hie formal charge against Wyoot will be presented to the

committee by FSU Attorney Oeiak! Jaski '*in a matter Of

days,*' Gruender said.

A total of 92 athletes were enrolled in Wynot' s classes

last year and of that total 59 received A's according to the

History department. That compared to a total of 93

athletes enrolled in all other history courses last year with

only six of them receiving A's.

One of Wynot's more popular courses, a Russian History

course, had42 athletes enrolled in it and all 42 received A's.

Wynot has not been teaching any classes this semester,

according to James Jones, Chair of the History

department.

"Wynot has a research assignment for the first

semester," Jones said, adding that the project has been

assigned to Wynot for the last two years.

$34.90
Including Parts and Labor

The Best Thing
That EverHappened

ToYour Car...

AndYour Pocketbook
A aeientific tim«-up by nweiAon TVina
e Gives you faatar'ataits

e Reduces emissions
• Saves you money by making possible better

fuel economy
• Increases performance
• Takea about half an hour
Your tune-up will cost no more than $34.90*

including parts and labor on mo4 cafs and trucks

(certain models excluded)

All work hiUy guaranteed 6 aontiis or 6,000 mites,

whichever occurs tint.

How do we do it sU for $34.90?
Tune-ups are what we do, and we'ra set up to do them|
iaslar maA better tfian anyone etee.

101 N. Monroe St.
Cornev of Park and Monroe St.

Open

Sat. 8-1

Mon.-Fri. 7:45-6:00
224-8M3

'At pfcarticipatmg locations

O

[Jl

COMPUTECH
AMNOuMciNci Tkc opENifM| IN coNjuNcrioN witIi Vidfo 21, of CNiR SccoNcI Location on ApAUckcE pAiikwAy

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
GRAND OPENING SPECIALS

• TI-55 CALCULATOR:
• TI-55II CALCULATOR:

$29.95 • TI-58C CALCULATOR: $99.95 • TI-30 CALCULATOR:
$41.95 • TMNVESTMENT ANALYST: $39.95 • TI-30-1I CALCULATOR:

$14.95 •TI-BUSINESS ANALYST: $39.95

$17.95 • TI-SOFTWARE LIBRARIES: $29.95

• ^ REGISTERDURINGTHEWESX OF SEPT. 10-18TOWINACOMMODORE V1&20
Timberlane Shops on the Square

8931743 •LIMITED QUANTITIES • NO RAINCHECKS
1449 E.Lafayette St.

878-3921
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Planet Waves

World
TEHRAN — A Tehran firing squad
executed Sadegh Ghotbiadcli—the former

foreign minister who tried to negotiate the

release of American hostages in Iran—for
plotting to assassinate Ayatollah RuhoNaii
Khomeini, it was announced yesterday.

The official Islamic Republic News
Agency said Ghotbzadeh, a dapper, 46-

year-old bachelor whose sharp tongue and
Western ways enraged Moslem
fundamentalists in the Khomeini regime,

was executed late Wednesday.
Ghotbzadeh was "convicted of

masterminding a plot to overthrow the

Islamic republic" and of planning to

assassinate Khomeini, the agency said.

HAMILTON, Bermuda — Hurricane

Debby lashed Bermuda with 69 mph winds

and vicious thunderstorms yesterday,

prompting many of the island's 8,000

mostly American tourists to ride it out with

"hurricane parties."

The National Hurricane Center in Miami

said maximum sustained winds whipped up

by the storm, the fourth this season,

reached 1 10 mph but did not hit the island.

There was no serious damage.

Nation
LOS ANGELES — Rush hour traffic

unexpectedly returned to normal yesterday

officials said, indicating about 600,000

comnuiters adjusted quickly to the fifth bus

strike to hit the nation's third largest city in

a decade.

The California Department of

Transportation said congestion along the

1,000 miles of freeways and highways

increased by about 30 percent Wednesday
on the first day of the strike but was about

normal yesterday.

Meanwhile, negotiations contmued in an

effort to end the walkout of about 4,600

drivers.

DETROIT — A tentative agreement

between Chrysler Corp. and the United

Auto Workers Union sparked little joy at

some local unions yesterday, and a

spokesman for one branded UAW
President Doagfan Fraaer as a **double

agent."

Workers who left the job at 12:01 a.m.

when the old contract expired were still out

at some plants, although the absenteeism

was expected to decrease during the day.

T^ KandMki, head of a group called

Under the Wheels Caucus at UAW Local

1268 in Belvidere, II., said Eraser is a

"double agent" because of his n^mbership

on the Chrysler board.

State
BLOUNTSTOWN — Attorneys for

accused child-killer Christine Falling are

expected to argue in Calhoun County

Circuit Court today that two murder

charges against her should be dropped—just

two days after a Taylor County grand jury

indicted her on a third murder charge.

Falling, 19, who became the subject of

nationwide attention with the death of five

children left in her care in the past two years,
|

is scheduled to stand trial on the two

Calhoun County charges in early

November.
FORT LAUDERDALE — Two women

were duped into having sex with a trickster

who said if they refused, he would testify

against their husbands in bogus traffic

accidents he had made up. Fort Lauderdale

police said yesterday.

In two separate incidents, two Broward

County women received calls from a man

who claimed their husbands had been

involved in hit and run accidents. Police

said the trickster promised not to testify

against the husbands if the wives would pay

him off with money.

1AKE YOUR FRIENDS

ALONG WITH WU..

• SORORITY YEARBOOKS

• FRATERmn YEARBOOKS

RUSH BOOKLETS

• PROFESSIONAL PUBLKATIONS

a BAND YEARBOOKS

• HISTORY YEARBOOKS

Josten's Publications, an 85 year old school recognition products

company is interested in your printing/publishing needs. We feature

nationally recognized color/blacic and white reproduction as well as

unlimited design service for your hard/softbound publications.

CONTACT EO BABCOCK AT 585-5641

Dr. Allai 0. Dtai, PJL

OPTOMETRIST

CONTAa LENSES

FiniNG FEE

$20 - $30
in addition to exam fee

810 Thomasvlile Rd.

intersection of Monroe

and Thomasvlile Rds.

APPOINTMENTS
222-9991

Starting this MONDAY
Sept. 20th and every
Monday - the NEW

BULLWINKLE'S

World Famous

sew
$50 1st Prize

$2S and Mi0
ContMtantt Sign-up

9 p.m.

BULLWINKLE'S

UPO & FM99
present

f^mmmrm^

GREGG ALLMAN BAND
featuring Dan & Frank Toler and Rook Goldflies

Friday, Sept. 17 at 8:00 p.m.
V special g,ue§t

Shark Attack
The Tallahassee Sports Arena

Tickets are $4.30 with a 3 beer$ for $1 special

Tickets available at FSU Ticket Office,

County Seat and the Record Bar
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Rape frompttgel

said he or she would talk with his or her

agency head about the possible initiation of
such meetings.

• Legislation to change Florida's law

allowing the sexual history ot an alleged

rape victim to be presented in court. Under
Florida law, a defending attorney can use a
victim's sexual history against her, if the

defense lawyer can show it is relevant to the

case. The jury is removed from the

courtroom while the defense presents the

argument for inclusion of that history, but

the audience and the press, are not. Even if

it is not admitted as evidence, a woman
filing a rape charge knows her private life

may be placed on public display. •

**That law is the single most important

reason women are reluctant to prosecute in

rape cases," said TPD officer Donna
Garner.

Making it easier for women to press rape

charges is vital for one very important

reason:

*'A rapist is a repeat offender,*' said FSU
police Lt. Jack Handley. "He's going to

rape until he's stopped."

•including rape awareness programs in

the FSU, FAMU, and Tallahassee

Community College orientation programs,if

not actually as part of the academic
curriculum. Handley also suggested

expanding such a program to include rape

awareness programs for new university

faculty and staff.

FSU does send out rape orientation

information in its orientation packets for

new students. That information, Handley

said, is often lost in the reams of literature

with which a new student must deal.

FAMU includes some rape awareness

discussions in its orientation program, and
both universities hold rape awareness
sessions in their dormitories. The problem
with those sessions, rape awareness panel

members point out, is that the persons most

likely to attend are generally those who
already have some awareness of the

pfMem. Those least concerned about rape,

and thus the most vulnerable targets for a
prospective rapbt, are more likely to go to a
party than an awareness session.

FSU Associate Vice-President for

Academic Support Systems Paul Elliott is

currently exploring the feasibility of

including a rape awareness session in large

freshman-level classes. Such sessions would
insure that every new student has some
awareness of the rape situation in

Tallahassee. The idea hias been strongly

endorsed by Handley.

Creating an awareness of the problem in

the mind of the public, the experts agree; is

the single best way lo combat rape. A prson

who is aw^are of the potential of rape is less

likely to put herself in a rape sihiation and

will be better prepared to deal with a rape
situation if one occurs. Towards that end,*

the sheriff's department and TF^D have
both prepared rape awareness programs
which they will present to any group
requesting one. FSU police have a similar

program for campus audiences.

Increasingly, the police officers said, they

are encouraging men to attend their

presentations. Men are rape victims far less

often than women— though it does

happen— but they are still very much
affected by the rape of someone close to

them.

The panel members also said they hoped
to create a rape awareness among younger
persons. College-age persons are the most
frequent victims of rape, but by no means
the only victims. In addition a freshman

who has attended a rape awareness program
in high school, or even junior high, will not

be totally naive when she does reach

college.

Perhaps the most hnportant aspect of

rape awareness is accepting that you might

someday find yourself in a rape situation.

You are much more likely to come out of

that situation without having been raped if

you have prepared for it— if sometime
during the past months you have decided

just how to react in such a situation.

.

Preparing for a rape situation is difficult,

the experts agreed, because each situationis

different. Is he armed? Is there any chaaise

of running? Are there people near-by? The
experts agreed on one standard

procedure— if at all possible, get your
assailant talking.

"Just talk about anything in the world,"

recommended sherifrs deputy Lowell

McDonald. "What's your name? The
whole point hare is to extend that initial

contact in the conversationalmode as long

as you can. The longer you keep me talking,

the greater chance that somebody's gonna
walk by, or I'm gonna figure out how to

' deal with you.

"What it boils down to is how weU
you're able to read tlm subject. The More
you talk, the more you can think,"How can
I get out of this?" added TPD officer

Garner. 'It's going to be different for every

single rapist, and the mode you use to get

out of it is going to depend a lot on what

you're capable of doing, and how well

youre capable of reading this rapist. At the

same time, you're looking for somebody to

come by, or you're looking for a way of

escaping."

Physically attacking a person threatening

you with a rape, most agreed, is an option

that shuld be used only if you have no other

choice.

"We tell them not to escalate the

situation," McDonald said.

I Bus frompage 1

senate ticket, felt that the senate committee

meeting yesterday was a political ploy.

"The elections are coming up soon and

they just want to get alot of publicity," she

said."It's not that I'm trying to pick on the

people on the senate committee, but 1 just

want the students to know what's going

on.

"Her story is a political ploy," countered

Castro. "All we want to do is help

(McConneU) and Alumm Village settle the

busing problem."

At least three of four members of the

senate committee are members of the

Students' Party, the same party to which
McConnell and Castro belong.

FboI negative about your resume?
MEDIATYPE will help you get it

ready for ttte printer

E D I A T Y P E
Room 314. Union m^, FSU, 644-5744

Id SIdadd
& GULF 104 presents

SEMINOLE
SATURDAYS

COME OUT TO BIG DADDY'S THIS SATURDAY,
SEPTEMBER 18th FOR OUR PRE-GAME PARTY BEFORE
THE F.S.U. . PITTSBURGH FOOTBALL GAME. DOORS
OPEN AT 1 PM. BIG DADDY'S WILL HAVE SEMINOLE
SATURDAY PARTIES BEFORE EACH F.S.U. HOME GAME.

MOST DRINKS SOd:

No Drinks Over $1.50
Don't Forget our DAILY HAPPY HOUR (Mon.- Fri.)

from 3:30 - 7:00 p.m. featuring
,

1 \a a } u r.^l
3 tor 1 Drinks

Located on Apalacnoe Pkwy.

Across from Governor's Square 877-9496

You're ready! For the biggest and
the best that lite has to offer And for

the college ring that will speak vol-

umes atxxjt you—and your achieve-
ments—for years to come.

What's more—you can afford it!

Because now, for a limited time you
can order from the entire ArtCarved
collection of 14K gold college rings

and save $25. Come and see the
exquisitely crafted styles—from the

classic to the contemporary. And
choose the ring and custom options
that most eloquently express you.

Now is your time to get what you
deserve. And remember—

n

oMiiiwg
else feels like real gold.

TIBJCTIRVED*
^CLASS RINGS. INC.

Date: Tiin«s Mae«:

Slept. 13-17 9-3:00 Union Courtyard
Deposit Required. MasterCard or Visa Accepted. t 1962 ArtCarv«dQm Ringt. Inc.
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*Hoax' billion dollar

jobs bill passes House
LMTLD PRLSS INTLRNAllONAL

WASHINGTON — The House passed a Democratic $1

billion public service jobs program yesterday, branded an

election-year **hoax** by its Republican opponents.

The vote was 223-169, with 191 Democrats and 32

Republicans voting for it and 23 Democrats and 141

Republicans against.

The bill, approved immediately after the House defeated

a Republican alternative on a vote of 253-142, now goes to

the Republican-controlled Senate where chances are slim it

will be acted on befrare Congress adjourns early noct

month.

The Republican amendment would have provided $1.5

billion along with more restrictions than the Democratic

plan. Republicans said their bill would provide twice as

many jobs at half the cost, but Democratic leader Jim

Wright of Texas dismissed that as an "extravagant claim.'*

Rep. Silvid Conte, R-Mass, denounced both plans,

saying they would just "pour cash down a rathhole."

A. confident Speaker Thomas O'NeiU ear^ predicted

easy passage and said support for the Democrats'

supplemental funding bill was "overwhelming."

The bill, facing an uncertain future in the GOP-controlled

Senate, would create about 200,000 temporary jobs for the

unemployed in repairing and maintaining bridges and roads

and other public facilities, including conservation and

energy-saying activities.

About 141 , 101 of the jobs are earmarked for adults, with

the remainder for those ages 16-21

.

As debate got under way. Rep. John Rhodes, R-Ariz.,

said the bill "mainly is aimed at helping people who are

running in the election in November.**

He called it "a hoax that will lead the unemployed of the

country to believe this Congress has done son^thing for

them when in reality it has not done anything.**

Assistant Republican leader Trent Lett, R-Mass., calted

it a "biUion-doUar ballot box bailout biU.'*

Lot acknowledged the poUtical risks of opposing the bill,

saying a **no'* vote "might be misconstrued as anti-jobs.'

INBRIEF
FPIRG LOCAL BOARD OF DIRECTCmS WELL

meet today at 5 in 21 5 Union.

CPE'S TOFU WORKSHOP, FEED YOUR TOES
will take place tomorrow from 4 to 7 p.m. at 217 N.

Franklin Blvd. Call the CPE office for more information at

644-6577.

CPE HAS CANCELLED THE JUVENILE
Delinquency—Myths and Truths class which was scheiihiled

to meet Tuesdays at 7 in 49 Bellamy.
~

THE GREGG ALLMAN BAND WILL APPEAR
tonight at 8 in the Sports Arena. Tickets cost $4.50. There

will be beer.

THE CAPITAL CHILDREN'S CHORUS WILL BE
having auditions for children ages nine through 13 who are

interested in singing. Auditions will be held in room 205,

FSU Music School. For more information call Michael

Braz at 222-5889.

DELTA SIGMA PI, PROFESSIONAL BUSINESS
fraternity, invites all Business students to attend a cocktail

party tonight at 8 at the Berkshire Manor Clubhouse.

THE INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS BIBLE STUDY
, Group will meet tonight, at 6 in the eighth floor lobby of

Rogers Hall.

THE WORLDWmE DISCIPLENIIP ASSOCIATION
will have a family night tonight at 6:30 at Tom Brown Park.

THE HILLEL FOUNDATION AND THE JEWISH
Student Union Rosh Hashanah Services are tonight at 8

and tomorrow morning at 10 at St. Thomas More Co-

Cathedral. For more information call 222-5454.

lorida

lambeau

More
than a
College

Newspaper

Friday Lunch Bufftt

ALL YOU CAN
EAT S5.60

ClUnese Fried cmcken • Beef w/Broccoli •

SndMM Style CMckM (Hot) • eh RoU • FrM Mce
• Salad

m<so(i (toofn
401 E. Tennessee St. 224-9686

THE JAZZBCRRY PATCH
2720 BUinsTOWf Rd. - S77-944f

Monday: Now Open 11:30 -2 a.m.

Tuesday: Two for One

WedsMliay:Boy One Diimer 2iiil 1/2 Price 6:00 • 9KX) p.in.

Thuraday: LadiesNight - All Night •Two for One

Friday: Happy Hour 4-7- Live JaM

Saturday: Couples Dinner Nile

1/2 Carafe w/dinner - 6:30 - 9:30 p.m.

Fri. & Sat.: $2.00 Entertainnient Charge

Sunday: Brunch • 11:30 - 2 Jam Session •2-6 p.iii.

UVE JAZZ ENTERTAINMENT NIGHTLY

(.OVIRNMINI

ESCORT
SERVICE 644 1239
; DAYS A Wf FK

S I liUf NT
(.nvi RNWINI

ESCORT
SERVICE 644 1239
7 DAYS A WF { K

After a leal tough exam.

beat the average with the real taste of beer.

Pabst Blue Ribbon.
1 1962 Pabst Brewing Company. Mriwaukee, Wisconsin

Blue Ribbon I
-"^^^
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Emmy
awards
up for

grabs
I MIH)PRKSSIMKRNATIOSAI

HOLLYWOOD — Hill

Street Blues and Fame, a

pair of classy, innovative

shows, were expected to run
off with most of the weekly
series Emmy awards in

Sunday's 34th annual
presentations.

Hill Street Blues and
fame will go head-to-head

for one of the most
covieted awards, best

drama series of the year.

The only musical-drama-

comedy show on the air,

f-'ame got a jump on other

shows earlier this week with

the off-the-air Emmy
awards for excellence in

behind-the-ounera arts and
crafts.

It won four awards out of
six nominations, including

an Emmy for best

choreography, which went

to lilhe Debbie Allen, who
also co-stars as the school's

dance teacher in the NBC-
TV sanies.

The producers and stars

of Fame hope an Emmy
sweep Sunday at the

Pasadena Civic Auditorium
on ABC-TV 8 p.m. EDT
will popularize the show in

the Nielsen ratings as it did

for Hill ^reet Blues last

year.

The police station series

was chronically in the
bottom 30 of the ratings

before its sweep of eight

awards last September.
Since then it has
comfortably roosted in the
top 20 most of the year.

This year Hill Street Blues

garnered 21 nominations
and Fame a healthy 12.

"We're incredibly excited

because we've already won
four Emmys," dancer Allen

said. **I *m choregraphing

two numbers for the Emmy
show, one for 'Sesame
Street' and one for 'Fame.*

"Right now we're
working hard on both. We
have all this energy to really

go on the show and knock
them out.

"We're hopeful a lot of
Emmys will do for us what
they did for Hill Street. The
awards can get us the

ratings we need. All the cast

and the people behind the

scenes in Fame will be going

to the Enwnys.**

It will be the first Emmy
TV awards show for Miss

Allen who is a nominee for

best actress in a dramatic

series, along with Veronica

Hamel of Hill Street Blues,

Michael Learned of Nurse,

Michelle Lee of Knots
Landing and Stefante

Powers of Hart to Hart.
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Hot stuff
BYPETKMALVINAS
KI.AMBKAl! STAFF WRII KK

**Yesterday*s Wine/* Merle Haggard and

George Jones—Two of coutitry's most

ciKting and original voices team up fw a

song that's pure cornball—but so

consciously cornball it winds up being more

than cleanly sentimental. Haggard, and

especially Jones, have seen enough hard

times in their careers that they've earned the

right lo croon this lachrymose whiner and

nil fed guilty about it. And thear torn, frayed

Jcals lift the lyric's nostalgic longing

ove the pathetic into a gentle, even

funny, kind of confessional.

The single from Haggard's collaboration

album with Jones, "Yesterday's Wine"
marks the sole accomplishment during

Jones long season in hell—months and

months where the singer seemed only to

booze heavily and smash Caddys and

Uncolns, miss court dates, and frequent the

si^aitjacket wards of Birmingham hospitals.

Ifb even ended up on Cable News one

day, waving a fist angrily at a TV newsman

who tilmed the singer as he crawled from

the wreckage of yet another auto crack-up.

Rumors were wild that Jones had destroyed

ii^ definitive pinched tenor from rampant

cocaine fr^ebasing. The album's cover tells

the story: "He looks like the Devil

himself," a friend remarked viewing the

wicked smile, beady black eyes and deeply-

etched wrinkles of Jones' face.

Maybe so, but this devil's a tough son of

a gun. And, silly as "Yesterday's Wine" is,

it's yet another testament to Jones* survival

instinct.

"Let Me Tickle Your Fancy," Jermaine

Jackson and DEVO — First there's the

Kraftwerk-inspired "Planet Rock," and

now DEVO supplies a quirky, nerves-a-

quiver back-up on Jermaine's hit single, a

trivial ditty that's made even more
«|itertaining by its slightness. What'^

^cresting is the icy sterility of the mix, the

ttnsile beat that owes less to REB
formalism than it does to the jerky

forcebeat of white, AOR-oriented new

wave. Black artists like Prince have tapped

into the style to add punch to their music

. and produced a hybrid kind of pop that

siNould enjoy nmss bi-radal appeal, but

iisn'tyet.

Is the problem inbred racism on the part

radio programmers, or improper

l^omotion of the music?

"If This Is Love, Can I Have My Money

Back?/"Slow Death," Charlie Pickett and

the Eggs—this single, a raver from Dania's

<i»vn Chaftie Pickett, b rough-and-ready, a

J-iven rocker that pits Charlie's own

unstudied vocals against the pile-driver

backdrop of his band. The song's been out

for awhile, but is worth noting in the wake

of "Live at the Button." CP's debut—

a

lesss-than-distinguished recording that

packs considerable energy and some great,

boozy rehditions of faves by the Flaming

Groovies and the Velvet Underground.

They sound sort of like Tallahassee's

renascent Slut Boys: lotsa grit and passion,

but sometimes the amps explode with

overdoses of fuzz and gurgle. Pick it up if

you see it; better yet, buy the 45: "Slow
Death's" slide guitar work harks back to

the nasty, "Exile on Main St." day*; of the

Stones themselves. It's the purest American

beat you'll find in these anemic times.

**Extetended Play," the Bad
Brains—might have to special order this

OM, but boy is it worth it! Four BB tunes

captured on hiuh-dynaniics \in\i— sound

MUSIC
intensity is considerably higher than on the

ROIR cassette. Sound quality is about as

sorry, but it hardly matters. Crank this

sucker UP! Then run for cover. **Sailin'

On," comes on like screaming dizbusten:

guitars blaze and towers open fire. It cleans

your ears better than Q-tips and may even

change your life. It will at least blow you

out of bed in the a.m. Not for the timid, but

very, ah, uplifting if you give it a chance.

Unlike the numbly nihilistic slam^ancers

interviewed during "Decline," these

four black Rastas essay hardcore sound
with righteous style. Marcus Garvey meets

the Dead Kennedys, almost. Mainly these

guys just know how to rock out. The
flipside is precious relief, melodic reggae

with a nice, ambient fuzz that pulses quietly

A neat counterpoint, indeed.

ALBUM ACTION:

They got the beat

:

"Destiny Street, " Richard Hell and the

Voidoids—"the man who invented punk"
invents a surprisingly stirring, poetic album

sparked by Fred Maher (Material) jazz-

punk drumming and Robert Quine's whir-

bang guitar solos that skirt schizophrenia as

they chart unmapped regions of rifflng.

"It Happened One Night," Jody
//flrr/5—guitar-man for the Raybeats

branches out of neo-surf and rockabilly in a

clean, jazzy, breezily cool solo outing.

What's there: more neorockabilly, a couple

of offbeat pop songs, and a whole side of

surging, pleasantly atonal-tinged jazz.

"Rockabily Boogie, " Johnny Burnette

Trio, Buddy Holly, and ofAers—don't
know all the names on this one, but it

doesn't matter. Seek it out— its the best

roots rockabilly compilation currently

available, and includes Cowboy Copas'

great "Circle Rock," and something even

funnier, the rocking "If You Don't Know
(I Ain't Gonna Tell Ya)." Simplicity is the

hallmark of these tunes, but a lean-and-

hungry beat propels them down a rapid

track. These boys were singing

fools—rockers, too.

s

The Career Look This Fall

Maureen has chosen a versatile suit that may be worn for inter-

viewing or dinner after the game!

This smart suit is a woolblend and completely lined. The easy-to-

care^ tuxecfe blouse is 100% polyester.

The dutch bag complements the suit perfectly!
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Go-Go's'Vacation' avoids
second album syndrome

BY JIM MAHORNER
H AMBKAl WRiTKR

Thumping drums and gutsy guitars lead a

powerful, sinuous attack; the Go-Go*s
Vacation sure doesn't sound like it was

made by a bunch of girls. And it doesn't

sound like it was made by a bunch of boys,

either. The second LP by the California

quintet proves that, first and foremost, the

Go-Go's are a band.

Beauty and the Beat proved that sexist

cliches victt nonsense, especially when it

came to the Go-Go's; these women aren't

passive or wimpy or dumb. But the LP bore

too heavily the marks of the studio and

producer Richard Gottehrer, the sound of

overdubs and arrangements.

Vacation has the feel of an ensemble, the

special groove that comes from a band

that's more than the sum of its parts. When
the songs are good—and *'Vacation,"

"He's So Strange," **Giri of 100 Lists"

and **We don't Get Along" are very

good— the Go-Go's rock as hard as

anyone.

Gina Schock's drums are fully in control

here, sweetened throughout the album by

Charlotte Caffey's dancing keyboards.

Onto that base the Oo-Oo's tack touches

tough—like the killer, quirky guitar lead on
"He's So Strange" and touches

tricky—check the fake ending to "1 Think

It's Me."
Like all great pop bands, the Go-Go's

add their special twist to what's come

before. The Go-Go's steal sounds from all

over, but California prevails. "We Don't

Get Along" updates the Ventures

convincingly: beach music for the 80s with

excellent lyrics by bassist Kathy Valentine.

"Beatnick Beach" continues the seaside

theme, and the cover of "Cool J«rk" is

inspired and confident.

Lead singer Belinda Carlisle sounds

confident too, far more than on the group's

debut album. Where Beauty and the Beat

sounded chirpy, Vacation sounds like

Brenda Lee pumping iron. And though
principal lyricists Jane Wiedlin is a
convincing feminist in interviews, it often

takes Carlisle to put some spunk into

Wiedlin's "1 love him-he left me-l'm hurt"

lyrics.

But the contradiction is intriguing, all the

more so given Wiedlin's penchant for

combining weighty lyrics with sprightly

tunes. With Carlisle's singing pulling the

song in yet another direction, the Go-Go's
music moves quick as quicksilver.

Most impressive, perhaps, is the Go-Go's

success in avoiding the second album
syndrome. Too many promising groups use

up inspiration on the first album, leaving

only sloppy seconds for the next time

around. Wisely mixing older tunes the

band's played in concert with strong new
material, Vacation is an LP that's long on
songs and short on filler. The Go-Go's still

have things to say, and the group has

learned to say them better.

Go-Go' 9

ially quite rapidly. How does it feel to have

status as a pop group now? Do you like the

feeling of appealing to a vntk variety of
people.?

KV: We're real happy with whoever likes

our music and we're not concerned about

trying to appeal to a given type of people.

Gee, I'm not going to say it's not a good

feeling to be commercially successful. It's

great and it's the only realistic way to get

your music heard.

MM: Your music is not easy to ckisstfy.

Some classy it as new wave, some as

rapist punk, and some as a rock that's

nostalgic of the late fifties. I'm sure you

don 't want to categorize your music, but do

you make any special effort to give your

songs a cerain sound?

KV: No, we make no conscious effort at

all to follow a certain sound.

MM; What about the lyrics? Do you
think there is a prevalent message in your
lyrics?

KV: No, people always get the idea there

is, the working woman bit and all—which is

not bad. But we all work together on the

lyrics and the nuisic, and we go song by

song playing whatever feels right for us. I

guess the only thing we consciously try to

do with our music is make it fun, and we
Uke it to be pretty danceable too.

1 guess our songs do reflect our personal

feelings, but people can take them the way

they want too. But I think the content is

always changing—just like we are.

MM; It is quite a novelty to be an a//

woman group. I don't want to overplay

that, because I'm sure you're asked this

quite often, but have you ran into any

problems with that? Do you find that

people take the band seriously?

KV: Well, I dunno. At first, I think

people were kinda hesitant, thinking, well,

they're not serious musicians, and they just

want to have fun—they won't be around

for too long. But with the release of

VactOion, I think people realized they had no
cYjke but to take us seriously—we're going

to be around fm a while

.

As far as the woman thing is concerned, I

think that the feminist movement took care

of most of the problems of prejudice.

We've never had anyone be really turned

off by the fact that we are women
musicians.

MM; Well, the bass ts known as a sort of
phallic instrument, predominately played

by males. No one reacts unusually when
they see a woman play it so well?

KV: No, well, maybe a little. I started off

with the guitar and I guess that's phallic

too, but I figured I wanted to be the female

Keith Richards.

MM; That's the spirit. You've had a very

busy schedule—-with the U.K. tour, the new
album, and now the U.S. tour. Does
keeping busy run you down or is it

inspirational?

KV: It gets hectic, but we enjoy it and we

enjoy the extra things like interviews too. On
this tour, we're pretty lucky because we get

a day off every three days or so. We're

going to get to go to Disney Wortd when we
go to Orlando. I can't wait!

MM: Did you enjoy your tour of the

U.K. or your current tour through the U.S.

more?

KV: Oh, the U.S. people are receiving us

real well. It's been a blast! We especially

Uke travdlhig through the south. Hey, is it

always sunny in Tallnhassee?

• • •

The Go-Go's will appear Sunday night at 8

at the Civic Center. Splitting the bill will be a

Flock of Seagulls. Tickets are $10.50.

MICROWAVE
COOKING,ETC
NORTHWOOD MALL
385-2155
COMPACT
MICROWAVE

OVEN

i

!! Ill

• Fits Anywhere
• 450 Watts of Power
• Easy Cook Tray
• Cook Book
• Unlimited Cooking Classes

si69<)o
COMPACT

REFRIGERATOR

• Super Quiet
• Freeze Ice Cubes
• 1.5 Cubic ft.

$9800
reg. 129*s

Limited Supply

Call 385-2155

• IN NORTHWOOD MALL ^ • «

microwaR/ecooking etc.
Hours: Mon. • FrI. 1 0 a.m. • 8 p.m., Saturday tO a.iii. - 6 p.m.

CLOSED SUNDAYS
80 Stores in the U.S.FREE

Cooking School

62wMks8yMr
With Ov«n Purchase

IN-STORE FACTORY
SERVICE DEPT.

OPEN SAT. 12-5 P.M.

30 DAY EXpHANQq
•Trade Up

•Trade Down
•Refund
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A product of the Golden Age
BY FRANK YOUNG
FLAMBEAU STAFF WRITER

The movie factories of Hollywood's Golden Era-the
1930s—churned out many interesting films. It's interesting,
in retrospect, to note that, while each studio made
hundreds of different types of films, they individually are
remembered today for their contributions to one or two
speciflc genres.

Warner Brothers, for example, omnked out everything
from spy thrillers to weepy women's pictures. Today, their
most canonized efforts are their cartoons, their tough crime
pictures (everything from 1930's Little Caesar to 1939*s
The Roaring Twenties), and their wild Busby Berkeley
musicals (1933's 42nd Street, et al).

M.G.M.'s glossy cosmopolitan comedies {Dinner at
Eight, 1933) and other films like 1939*s The Wizard ofOz
are still remembered. Universalis horror films (193rs
Frankenstein and others). RKO*s Astaire-Rogers musicals
and King Kong (1933), and Paramount's raucous, anarchic
comedies are cinematic icons to this very day.

Next to Warner's street-wise gangster pics, the early-

thirties Paramount comedies have attracted perhaps the

largest cult following. There's plenty of reason to consider
these pre-Hays Code comedies, such as the Marx Brothers'
early films (1929*s Cocoanuts to 1933's Duck Soup),
W.C.Field's surreal /t»s A Gift (1934). and Mae West's
earliest-and best-films, such a& 1933'8 She Done Him
Wrong, playing at Moore today.

These films exist less as great pieces of movie-making as
they do vehicles for incredibly talented comedic
performers. Plots are paper-thin and usually just exist as an
excuse for the anarchic antics of their stars.

A Marx Brothers film like Animal Crackers (1930) or
Duck Soup (1933) is quite surrealistic in its freeform course
of events. The performers worked best under these ncar-
improvisational circumstances. And we, the audience,
don't mind too much. We may not give a hang whether the

squeaky-clean romantic-interest hero and heroine get what
they want, but a nonsensical Groucho Marx-Margaret

Dumont encounter is worth our undivided attention.

She Done Him Wrong is fairly Marx-ist in its hang-the-
plot-let*s-have-fun structure. It merely exists as a reason for
Mm West to be funny for 60 minutes. When West hogs the
scene, doling out hilariously bawdy wisecracks, crooning
bouncy blues tunes, you forget that there's even a plot to
worry about, or that there's any director controlling things.

Everything seems like it's being made up as they go along.

Like It's a Gift or Duck Soup, the film often reaches
delightful visceral plateaus, wandering around endearingly.

Mae West, herself, typifies the hard-bitten Depression-
era humor these Paramount comedies specialized in.

Unfortunately—and unsurprisingly—these good times
didn't last long.

By 1934, complaints from various civic groups, theather
owners, and other assorted spoilsports had led to the

introduction—and rigid enforcement—of the Hays code,
which made many of the things a performer like Mae West
said and did extreme no-nos.

As West was Paramount's most popular ster—at a time
when the Marx Brother could be given the heave-ho for
having just one box-office fiopQ^k Soi^p)—this was an
ironic occurrence.

And West wasn't the only one that suffered. Comedies in

general lost their punch around this time. The Marx
Brothers, at M.G.M.,fell victim to the studio's big-budget
burdens, and were made respectable." West would straggle

forward, making a handful of so-so films, mostly relying
on her reputation to keep her in the public eye.

Things just weren't the same. One of the finest periods of
American cinematic comedy had come and gone.
Fortunately, the Paramount comedies survive, a complete
record of this uncensored high-point. She Done Him
Wrong is not the greatest of these films (Duck Soup is the

most amazing of the lot), but it's an ample example of these

raucous early-thirties fiteis, these works of free—and high-
spirit.

She Done Him Wrong plays five shows staiUng at 1:30
today at Moore. Admission is $2.00.

Did Grace suffer a stroke?
LNlltD PRESS INTERNATIONAL

MONTE CARLO, Monaco —
Princess Grace suffered a stroke while

driving her car along a mountain road
and her IT-year-old daughter
Stephanie tried in vain to pull the

vehicle's emergency brake, a doctor

who examined the princess said

yesterday.

Dr. Jean Duplay, director of the

neurological surgery department of the

Central Hosi^ at Nice, said Grace,

52, suffered a "brain hemorrhage"
and his diagnosis was confirmed by a
brain scan performed on the prkicess

after the fatal accident Monday.

Stephanie, younger daughter of

Grace and Prince Rainier, told her

father she tried to reach over and pull

the car's emergency brake, but was
unsuccessful, Duplay said.

**It was definitely Grace who was

driving," said Duplay, who was the

first doctor to examine both women
within hours of the accident.

"There is no doubt of the findings,"

said Duplay. He also said Stephanie

suffered a fracture of the seventh

vertebra in the accident but said the

injury in no way endangered her life.

The palace initially said Stephanie
suffered only bruises.

Puplay's fuidings appear to end the

controversy over who was driving the

Rover 3500 when it flipped off the

winding road and plummeted down a
tree-covered hillside into a ravine.

There were reports, repeatedly

denied by the royal palace, that

Stephanie was driving, although at 17

she is too young to drive legally.

*'It's official that Grace was
drivmg," chief palace represenutive

Nadia Lacoste said. Rainier's deep
grief over the loss of his wife of 26

years was delaying final preparations

for the princess' funeral less than 48
hours before it was scheduled to begin

Saturday.

U.S. First Lady Nancy Reagan and
Britain's Princess Diana were among a
long list of digidtaries who planned to

travel to the gUttering Mediterranean

prmcipality to attend the funeral.

Grace's brother, John B. Kelly Jr.,

and other members of the Kelly family

planned to leave the United States late

Thursday to fly to Mcmaco for the

services.

Actors Cary Grant and Frank
Sinatra, who co-starred with Princess

Gri^ in her Hollywood acting days,

cellist Mstishiv Rostropovitch and Irish

president Patrick IfiUery will attend.

(.OVI RNMtNf

ESCORT
•SERVICE 644 1239
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kinko's copies

HELP WANTED
Key Operator

and Typist

222-6171

mm.

TONIGHT

TOM
AND THE

CATS
Beat the Band

and Get In free

Double Trouble

BULLININKLE'S

Eastern Federal
Theatres

Miracle 5
1I1S THOMASVIllf tOAO

MatllN AdHiSSiM $2.00 til S p.M.

HmMf MCMNH MMavt)

INCUBUS (»
6:1S. 8:00, 9:45

INCNONINI
5:10, 7:50, 9:45

6:00, 7:45. 9:50

TM HOMO ACCORDHK
TO GARP (10

5:00. 7:50, 10:00

UST AMERICAN VIRGIN (R)

5:45, 7:50, 9:15

GREAT NEWS FOR MOVIE GOERS!

ATTN! VARSITY THEATRE!
All SIATS-AT All TIMES 51.50

THINGS ARE TOUGH ALL OVERW)

5:40, 7:50, 9:20

IF YOU CAN SEE WHAT I HEAR (PG)

5:25, 7:50, 9:35

HANKY PMHIYIN)
5:40, 7:45, 9:50

k..-^^'""^ Rent from^ North Florida's largest"

Selection of Movies & Concerts

,
on Video Cassette vhs & Beta

CONAN T

CHARIOTS

jTimberiane Shoos on t

SIDE 1
VIES

TIMHaiAm SMOn ON TNi SQUMII— 895-6110 —

—

FIREFOX (PO
Clint Eastwood

Fri. & sat. 7:15, 10:00

Sun. 4:45, 7:15. 10:00

AUTHOR! AUTHOR!
(PC) Al Pacino

Fri. & Sat. 7:50. 9:45

Sun. 5:00, 7:50, 9:45

Bluegrass at its best.

Rmblen
Theau, fri., Stl

*2iiolP ^ownUnder

*MCM»f
Club
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Buffet guide for Tallahassee pigs
BY RICK BENTLEY
SPECIAL TO THE FLAMBFAt

Buffets—not fast food

joints— are the perfect

metaphor for America's

consumerist obsession.

Neon signs buzz,

templing diners with **ALL
YOU CAN EAT" at

obscenely low prices-Who

could deny hunger at those

odds? Eat, and eat, and eat.

Waste all you want, have

games with friends to see

who can eat the most. Bloat

until your belly busts.

Mmmmmm boy!

Unfortunately,, with
their emphasis on
bulk—mass produced food

for mass consumption by

the masses—most buffets

end up as some kind of
public chow troi^. There
was a wonderful Saturday

Night Live rountine where
businessmen crowd into a

buffet—dapper in their

Brooks Brothers suits—pay their cash, and dive into a

trough filled with hot chili. Coming up for air, a waiter

hosed them down with cold beer. Nothing in Tallahassee is

quite that absurd, but hit the wrong buffet and you'll

experience a keen sense of deja vu—unless, of course, y6u
really are a pig and LIKE it.

The noon buffet at the Casino Pasta Bar springs to mind
a M-O-R style affair—the decor is tasteful, muted disco
music pounds softly from hidden speakers, the waitresses

wear cute uniforms—but the lunch fare offers decidedly

mixed pleasures.

The pizza, sodden with grease and laden with double-

dotes of cheese, is a must-to-avoid. Q<^ble more ttm three

or four slices and your bdly will screuo. Mudi bettor is a
simple pasta plate—though there too you must be
discriminating.

My favorite is the green fettucine with hoUandaise,
broccoli or tomato sauce. The meat sauce is way too greasy

and the tuna fish sauce—especially heated tuna
fish—should always be avoided in restaurants.

Supplemented with hot, if a mite doughy, bread rolls

baked in the Casino's kitchen, and a fat, healthy salad from
an ample salad bar, the pasta plate should make a solki.

filling meal that won't leave you something out in

pain—but you have to stop there.

And, of course, you can't. You have to get your $2.99

worth, you have to "beat the house." If you must beat the

hcmse, beat *em by eating lots of salad. Load up on
tomatoes, noodle salads, peppers and sprouts. It's not bad
at all.

I

One word of warning though: Never get the lasagna. It*s

fake, one-noodle lasagna of an extremely bland nature.

Worse, it keeps you up late at night and refuses to be
digested. Bleah.

Tucker's, Tallahassee's fabled Southside chicken
enterprise, offers perhaps the most durable buffet in town.

The trick is getting there early in the evening (before 7:30)

so you get the chicks before they get refried. (Tucker's

recycles uneaten chicken.) The best thing about Tucker's,

of course, is that the chicken takes a while to reach your
plate, well behind the heaping bowls of rice, black beans
and whatever else they're serving as a side dish.

Bhan Thai—the Oriental restaurant on South i onroe

Street, has quite simply the best noon-time buffet in town.

Best are the chewy sweet-and-sour pork bits, spicy cabbage,

and ever-reliable egg rolls.

r

GOOD LUCK SEMINOLESl
Come Join Us Before & After

the Game on Saturdayi

Both 6th Ayq. and Apalachee Pkwy.
Restaurants will be open late

for your convenience.

DON'T FORGET OUR SUNDAY
SPECIALS AT THE APALACHEE
PARKWAY RESTAURANTS

Our SUPER LUNCHEON BUFFET
Has Over 10 Delicious Items

All You Can Eat

from 11:45 a.m. - 2 p.m.

Adults $5.95 Children $3.00
MONGOLIAN BARBEQUE

A Dinner Treat consisting of all the Beef,

Pork, Chicken and assorted VegetaMes you can
eat. You pick the ingredients. W&.cook it on
our special grill.

5:00 - 9:00 p.m.

Adults $8.95 Children $4.50 under 12

"JETHRO
TULL

Fhe Broadsword and
i

ife Beast Tour y Sii(ilfer

mtm
Star Production

^^Unquestionably the Best"

2207 Apalachee Parkway
876-8282

337 Dewey Street

222-0889

It

i

9
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A different sort of show is at Columbos
FROM STAFF RKPORTS

Something different is now in

Tallahassee.

Star-Mackey Productions, which

will be appearing at Colombo's Disco

on Highway 90 West tomorrow night

%t 11 p.m., will be presenting a show

*Which combines everything from

modelling to performing.

The show will give merchants a

chance to show off some of the latest

fashions but also will give the audience

a chance to have fun. Unlike the

stereotypical fashion show where

models traipse up and down a runway

while people passively sit and watch,

_the Star-Mackcy show combines

^ancing, magic, acting and flashy

visual effects.

••Wc like to have a little glamor in

the show," said Ron Mackey, one-half
of Mackey-Staf Productions. "We
have a lot of costume changes. We use

exotic make-up. We have a lot of
flash.

' Mackey also said the troupe liked to

make the audience feel a part of the

show.

"We encourage audience
participation," said Mackey. "We like

to make them feel a part of what^s

going on."

Mackey said the members of the

troupe would let their personalities

show and relate to the audience in an

effort to put life into the show instead

of just appearing onstage to be
watched.

Star-Mackey Productions recently

won the MAAI "Newcomers of the

Year" award according to Mackey.
MAAI is a national organizatin which

gives out annual awards in the field of

modelling.

The troupe has appeared at

Colombo's before in a sneak preview

for merchants from the Tallahassee

and Quincy areas and was extremely

well-received, said Mackey.
• • •

Star-Mackey Productions
Fashion Dance Revue appears at

Columbos Disco Saturday night at 11

p.m. Tickets are $2 in advance and $3

•t tiM door. CaH 5764»5M to make
nwrvatioM. Cohinbos to located on
H^NNQr 91 Wot, jMt purt btmtm 10

Getting married? Play Space Invaders
UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL

Medical researchers say they've discovered a curious 20th

century malady with an even more curious source. The
disease: "Space Invaders Obsession**—a compulsion to

wreak electronic havoc on video aliens. The cause:

*impending marriage. Scientists at Duke University report

three cases of men who developed fixations on the video

*ganic in the weeks before their weddings—one addict even

postponed his honeymoon for an hour "just to get in a few

more games." The researchers attribute the compulsion to

repressed anger over the conunitment to marriage. "The
disintegration of invading aliens takes on a symbolic

significance/' they concuded, adding that the addk:tion

disappeared after the men weremarried.
• ••

if you're the shy, quiet type, it might help you to drink a

,ycup of coffee before taking a test. University of Minnesota

researchers found that introverted volunteers who took a

•memory recall test performed 14 percent better after

drinking coffee. For outgoing types, however, the reverse is

true. Extroverts' performances on the test slipped 25 percent

after a jolt of caffeine. One researcher theorized that

caffeine may provide a stimulant or memory jogger to

withdrawn students, while it*s just anoth^ distraction to

already stimulated extroverts.

• • •

HOTFLASHES
that they feel worse than men. That's what researchers

from the University of Michigan concluded after studying

more than 700 Detroit residents of both sexes. They found

women took 50 to 80 percent more drugs than males, and

offered these reasons: Women, they said, tend to have less

active social lives, experience more disruptive events,

consider their health worse and feel more helpless about life

than men. Dr. Lois Vebmgfe, who conducted the survey,

thinks women are simply more sensitive to their bodies or,

as she puts it, "on a day-to-day basis, more women feel

lousy, have more symptoms, and do more for their

symptoms."

• • •

Within 50 years, we all may be wearing tiny artificial

computers to help us think. That prediciton comes from the

American Council of Life Insurance, which says that, if

present trends continue, surgically implanted "Brain

Boosters** wiU be able to help us process xoA remember
information. The Council says the tiny computers will be

able to "talk" to our brains through electrochemical

Tfic rca'^(^^ women fake more medication than men is impulses.

Aiiibulafe)iy

,RD_

Centre
AMBliLATORY
^CENTRE

EASTWtX)D
OFFI e PLAZA

YOU Have a Choice
• The AMBULATORY CENTRE to an outpatient surgical

facility. It has fully equipped operating rooms and other

special equipment needed to safely perform minor surgical

procedures. You walk in, have your surgery and return home
the same day.

• The AMBULATORY CENTRE to approved by Blue

Cross/Blue Shield, many policies (Including the plan

providing coverage for emplbyees of the State of Florida)

and most University Students) provide for 100% payment

of the bill for surgical procedures done in the Centre.

Ask your physician about the

advantages of having your surgery done

in the AMBULATORY CENTRE

(904)878-5165
1661 Phillips Rd. 32308
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The Subway's ^'

new management invites yoa
to visit and enjoy a drink

on us

Stop in after FSU-PITT ^ame
present this invitation and

enjoy one free drink.

Nasty Word???
L A U N D R Y. ..Hate to do it, we'll do it for

you. We will wash, fluff-dry & fold your
clothes (all pants & shirts on hangers) for

40i a lb. Try this.. .put your clothes in a
hamper & weigh them on your bathroom
scale (subtract 1 or 2 lbs for the container)
you'll see thats a lot of work for 40< a lb.

Besides by the time you figure your time^
transporation, soap, bleach, softner,
washing, & drying it's really a smart idea.

BESIDES ...you know you have better things
to do. COME SEE US!

22fl-5Ml
Campus Edge Laundry

(Hfitimsi the subway j ^ HairsmltTl

!!^.w^J""^'"Vt on Dewey St.

Talla., Fl.

• Tlie AMBULATORY CENTRE lias a medical staH of over

100 TallahaMce surgeons and dentists, and highly trained

surgical tmmm to Mtist In any procedure. Phys^ns and
dentists on staff represent the following specialties: general

surgery, general dentistry, gynecology, plastic surgery,

orthopedics, oral surgery, urology, etc.

The AMBULATORY CENTRE is a perfect cost saving

alternative for minor surgery patients. No ovenii|M>t stay is

nacetsaiy. By hattaie your surgery done on an outpatient

basis, you c«i help reduce the amount of work or school

time that otherwise would be missed. In addition, your

final bill will reflect: a significant reduction in cost.

An American Medical International. Inc

Outpatient Sureical Center

SI,,[jtNt

ESCORT
SERVICE 644 1239

0\U LUBE , & FILTER $8.88
10% off tires & service to
students & faculty
Excluding sales items

ELECTRONiciGhmoS
ENGINE TUNE-UP
4Cyl » $24.88

6Cyl $26.88 » j

8Cyl $28.88

INCLUDES PARTS AMD LABOR

Valid only

with coupon

TALLAHASSEE TIRE WEST
1917 W. TENNESSEE
PHONE 2246152

University ^ ^
Plazoj * Tenn

Shopping Ce^te^

Sunday, Sept. 19
8:00 pm

welcomes

in concert
Spacial Guests

AFLOCKOFSEAOULLSl

The Rockots
T^llaha5isee • 1 jtH>nCounty
CIVIC CEIVrRR

Tickets On
Sale Now

i All seats reserved
ll $9.50 and $10.50

A Fantosma
Produetlon
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James Oaiy beams up

E.T. go home

The Invaders'

have landed *

BY CHRIS METZ
FLAMBEAU STAFF WRITER

Beaming from a black-and-white TV screen, The -

Invaders is the prime, mid-60s science fiction scare-show. *

It's got a campy, faintly nostalgic appeal that's separate

from those recycled 50s sit-coms {Leave it to Beaver, et a!)

and 60s cornball guignols (Andy Griffith, Green Acres). By

relying on a keen, off-key comic dialogue, a strict realism in

its photography, and Us vs. Them, conspiracy plots. The

Invaders combines the best elements of television's

"Golden Age" with a guiding paranoia that seems quite

relevant today.

You probably know the premise:

The Invaders... alien beings from a dying planet... their ,

destination. Earth. Their purpose, to make it THEIR
world. David Vincent has seen them...for him it began one »

lost night on a lonely country road, looking for a shortcut

he neverfound. It began with a closed, deserted diner. ..and

a man too long without sleep to continue his journey... It

began with the landing of a craft from another

galaxy...Now, David Vincent knows that the Invaders are

Turn toINVADERS, page 17

STEVE WINWOOD
TAUaNGfiACKTDIHE NIGHT,

Includes Slin In Tht (iamc S
Vaterte HdpMcANHet ^
UrilflNlNMIi Hmrn

jL Come 1:0 ©ur Island JL
STEVE WINWOOD
Talking Back To The Night

JOE COCKER
"SheffleM Steef

^JOE COCKER
SHEFFIELD STEEL

ADRIAN BELEW
Rhtop'

LOOK WHAT.Yninff nnMF
TAIKING BACl

BLACK UHURU
"ChlM Out-

GOVERNOR'S SQUARE
,FPOM THE STORE "mAT

HAS 10.000 GIFT
PtASUNOlRtnOO I
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Invaders frompage 16

but they have taken a human form.
Somehow, he must convince a disbelieving

world the nightmare has already begun...

And with a flourish of discordant horns
and atonal electronics—vaguely like the

soundtracks Bernard Herrmann created for

Hitchcock shockers— r/ie Invaders begins.

No cuddly E.T.'s, these calculating,

bloodless suckers will settle for nothing less

than global domination.

Every weekday at 5 p.m.—on
Tallahassee WECA channel 27, cable
4— David Vincent (Roy Thinnes) runs
arond like a man obsessed, sweat dripping

from his furrowed brow, desperately trying

to save the world from its imminent
takeover and destruction. The plot is

nothing new, having been the basis for

countless B-movie exploitations in the *408

and '50s.

As Susan Sontag noted in her 1%5 essay

"The Imagination of Disaster," such films

are as predictable as a Western. The
narrative develops in a step-by-step fashion:

"1) The arrival of the thing; 2)

Confirmation of the hero's report (of said

arrival) by a host of witnesses; 3) In the

capital of the country, conferences between
scientists and military...with the hero
lecturing... Plans are mad^ for destroying

the enemy; 4) Further atrocities... at some
point the hero's girlfriend is in grave

danger; 5) More conferences... Final

repulse of the invaders. * *

But in the case of The Invade, this

action never achieves full cycle—or hasn't

yet. Instead, it seems the fate of the world
hinges on each episode: David convinces

someone of an alien's existence in high

office or influential position, then spends

the entire hour battling against forces of

doubt (government agents, juries,

scientists), usually engages an attractive

female's aide (never, however, his

girlfriend), and offs a few aliens, alliens that

usually wipe out two or three humans ea^
episode.

It's gritty stuff, and proceeds much like

an oldtime movie serial: The hero succeeds

in the end, only to face the next hopeless

task. David ahvays enlists new **believers,"

converting Doubting Thomases at the dote
of each episode, but there's always the next

menace.

What sets The Invaders apart from
Sontag's "disaster" flicks is that this early

Quinn-Martin production is not

predictable. The stories are laced with

screwball quirks. There's a lot simmering
underneath the plot contrivances.

Everything seems to exist in an eternal

present tense: the future is impending,
Vincent has to forestall it. Rather than

exploit H-bomb fear fantasies, The
Invaders employs Space Race anxieties and

secret conspiracies to kick its story into

gear.

In a recent episode, Vincent and his

cohorts were almost hauled in on a murder
.^ap,—a Senator died in a mysterious

explosion after meeting with the architect

on the subject of the invasion— then had to

elude roadblocks to escape jail. Framed by

an alien assassin, they broke free of a police

dragnet just in the nick of time. Deep in the

bowels of a Hilton Hotel, a hidden
transmitter was set to emit sonic rays

THAT WOULD KILL ALL HUMAN

Jack Lord and Alfrad Ryder: A ptk
of bad invadara

LIFE. (Curiously, the rays wouldn't affect

buildings or trees—just like the neutron
bomb). They blasted it, of course, and set

the stage for the next episode.

The aliens themselves look exactly like

hunuins (in another episode, a comely
wife—a young Linda Day George—is put
on the witness stand to testify that her hubby
was, ah, less than human—except for one
thing: their pinkies poke out, rigid, while

other fingers are flexible. Also, when shot,

they glow and vanish, leaving a pile of red

ash.

Like the replicants of BUide Runner, the

Invaders are virtually impossible ta detect.

Instead, Vincent suspects them, and
pursues them to the inexorably violent

conclusion of each show.

Vincent plows along with the stern pluck

of Lenuny Caution in Jean-Luc Godards's
1965 fUm AlphavWe, Caution, caught in a
time-warped, future-world Paris filmed in

starched out black and white, had to prowl
Kafkaesque hallways and endless highway
labyrinths en route to a confrontation with

a computer-dictator, Alpha-60. Caution,
played by pock-faced Eddie Constantine,

pumped bullets with scarcely concealed
glee, afl>to(Khappy to blow automatons to

hell. In Alphaville, though, you had a
human invader sent to destroy an inhuman
world. In The Invaders, the situation is

reversed. Still, in pervasive double-speak of
its government officials, the pseudo-
scientific babble of its atom masters, The
Invaders shares the spirit of Alphaville.

It's great fun, especially since now-
famous stars crop up at an alarming rate:

Ed Asner, Barbara Hershey, Suzanne
Pleshette, Jack Lord, the professor from
Gilligan's Island, the history prof from
Room 222, Gene Hackman, Wayne
Rogers...

Best yet, these daily repeats are jumbled
and screened out of order, so one day
Vincent is frantically trying to convince

close friends of the Invaders' existence, the

next day he's got the U.S. District Attorney
on his side and the next he's in a

courtroom, defending a pal on charges of

murdering an alien. Back and forth, The
Invaders goes, in no seeming coordinate

fashion.

There's only a week or two of episodes

left—-don't miss them.
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Friday Night

Ladies' Niglit

At the Casino Club

Ladies gpet in to the Casirw Club free on Frid^ nights from 10 to 12. Plus
they get oiie free drink of their choice. We no longer require a
membership card, so ladies, come on out and eiyoy
drinks, dancing and fun on Ladies Night at the
Casino. (And if you guys want to be where iniv^i-^w^-v -
the ladies are - come on out too!) Appropri- HVi^C ^^^/^^jjZlf fttfft
ate attire required. ^^/^"^TpifiW^^^

666-1 West Ibnnessee <iiext to tlie Sttbwi^) • 224-6971
Lwick M(m. Sat 11 a.m, 4:30 p,m, • Dinner. Mm. SiU. 4:30p.m.'ll p.m.

Tka Dance Buffet Sunday 2:00p.m.'ll:00 p.m.

Visit US! we have tiie best

selection of FSUwear in town!
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Pfeiffer stabs
like a stiletto

BY CLAUDIA NOBLE
FLAMBEAU STAFF WRITER

Jules Pfeiffer has a subbing wit..Whether he hones his

blade in his elegaiit satirical newspaper strip (dare we call it

a comic) or within the structure of drama—the edge surely

penetrates the skin. Little Mwrrfers, written by Pfeiffer in

the 60s, is a gash in the fabric of daily existence which

exposes a myriad of smaller razor cuts.

Simply, the play depicts an average urban family's

coping skills when the streets become a battleground and

the evening air a counterpoint of gun shots. Carol and

Marjorie Newquist (Gil Paige and Michele Ackerman) try

to survive while remembering their son, a homicide

statistic; and smothering their daughter Patsy, who saves

men through her castrating optimism. A well-rounded

family indeed with the addition of Kenny (Kevin Reifel) the

kid brother who is having a gender crisis while attending

graduate school. Inject into this framework Alfred (Gary

Brame). Patsy*s nihOistic swain, and you have the perfect

forum for philosophical debate.

Patsy is "high on life"; her parents think she's super and

the kid brother thinks he's a female. Alfred, conversely,

feels life is pointless, and refuses to be manipulated into

meaningless action. When people beat him up; he just

holds his ground, daydreams, and hums until the attack

concludes.

THEATER
From these poles the action progresses, with the first act

cubninating inthe couple's deity-less wedding performed by

an existential preacher weaned on California self-help

steeped in tofu. To quote from the wedding ceremony:

•'Nothing can hurt us if we do not see it as hurtful."

The play, to this point, is beautifully written and

propell^ forward by interlocking action. Unfortunately,

the second act bogs down in an over-abundance of rhetoric.

Ideas ave^^repeated and peak in a wholly unnecessary

monologue (badly delivered) by the police lieutenant on the

savagery of city life. Pfeiffer's didacticism gilds the lily, for

his play is well crafted and the information already has been

shown through the action. The final scene of the play again

bursts into action, and offers a twist of the knife.

Jules Pfeiffer knows how to write. His flaw of

overindulgence can be somewhat overlooked, for the

language is fine and the perpective irreverent. The Etc.

Theatre Company credits the script with good ensemble

work, and several performances of real quality. Gil Paige as

the father has unflagging energy and focused

concentration.

Gary Brame as the depressed Alfred performs with a

simplicity and honesty most appealing. Kevin ReifePs

Keiuiy is bitchy and off-beat, wt^ Don Richarcbon Jr.'s

existential Reverisnd is well-timed, wdl-spoken and
beautifully bdieveable.

The cast commands the show in spite of director Diane

Hoblit's blocking, which seems to be executed with arena

staging in mind. Characters upstage each other continually,

and monologues are delivered with the speakers circling

about while the other characters politely sit and listen.

Granted, the space is difficult to work, but a bit more
imagUiatida woukl have been helpful.

• • •

Little Murders can be seen tonight through Sunday, 7:30

at Tommy's. TKkets are $3 and reservations are sugs^^
Phone: 222-7629.

Fiamiwau Giassmeds

9a.m.-4pjn.lMB.-Fri.

ATTENTION
Today is the last day to file

for candidacy for Fall elec-

tions.

Declarations for candidacy

will be accepted from 8 am
- 4:30pm in Room 244
Union. Fall elections will be

held for:

# Student Body Senate
9 Union Board
# Homecoming Ctiief

and Princess

# Aiumni Council

-«

HAIRSTYLES
LIVE IN...

1490 West Tennessee 224-6609 -Men.- Sat.

HAPPYHOUK HAPPYHOUR HAPPYHOVR HAPPYHOUR HAPPYHOUR

HAPPY HOUR HAPPYHOUR HAPPYHOUR HAPPYHOUR

HAPPYHOUR HAPPYHOUR HAPPYHOUR HAPIYHOUR HAPPYHOiR

HAPk

HAPPYHOUi

HAP^

HAPPYHOm

HAP

HAPPYHOUi

MAPI

HAPPYHOUI

HAPl

HAPPYHOm

HAPi

HAPPYHOm

HAPi

HAPPYHOUi

HAP*

TIWCnTIPSV
FROM nBmTHRT
DO€SNT S€Ry/€

DRINKS.
SO UJ€ DONT HflV€ DRINKS.
UJ€V€ GOT HflPPV HOUR.

G/erv night of the uueek i fs HRPPV HOUR ot Record Bor.

nt this HRPPV HOUR you sove $1.00 on the uueek's

speciol olbum ond topes Offer good for olbums ond
topes not olreodv on sole, 8.98 list or higher.

\ Kindo iQtoxicoting. isn't it?

Scs/^ every doy pf the uueek ot Hoppy Hour:

Cvery Sundov 12-6 pm — Gospel Gi Aeligious

€vcrv AAofKloy 6-9:30 pm — Clossicol & Opera

every Tuesday 6-9;30 pm — Rock & Soul

every Ulednesckiy 6-9:30 pm — Jozz €i Big Bond

everyThursdoy6-9:30pm Rod4 Imports. NeujUJove
^Reggae

every Friday 6-9:30 pm — Oldies, easy Listening,

AAole/Female Vocalists & Sourdtracks

every Soturdby 6-9:30 pm ~ Country Bluegifciss

\UR

[PPYHOUR

)UR

[PPYHOUR

>UR

[PPYHOUR

>UR

[PPYHOUR

H^R

HAPPYHOUR

HAI

HAPPYHOUR

RecordBar.
RECORDS. TAPES S* A MTTl.E BIT MORE

Hf¥Y^' HOUR HRPP€NS RT TH€ Te^JeSSee sr. MUSIC AARU

n/\ I I I rii n a i\.\i 1 1 nvi R 7

iPPYHOUR

H'R

[PPYHOUR

\)L R

PPYHOUR

nUR

APl'YHOUR

)UR

APPYHOl'R
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Talking Heads
BYPElDMALViNAS
SPECIALTOTHE FLAMKAU

Are the Talking Heads the world's greatest rock and roll

band? Hard to say. First, the group's eclectic cross-

breeding of forms—jerky, minimalist rock; full-bodied

funk; African polyrhythms
; experimental electronics;

bubble-gum pop naivete—defy any classification. If it is

rock, it's rock by default. On their latest album. The Name
of 7%tf Band is Talking Heads, theNY con^ tptm whole
career, and heads out in all directioiis—froni the nervy,
bright beat of "Psycho Killer" to the wailing gospel-in-the-

bush-of-ghosts of "Take Me to The River", to the post-
disco, dadatronics of "1 Zimbra."
The album's selection of songs should pretty well

forecast the nature of the Heads Sunday appearance in

Gainesville,, at 8 p.m. at the University of Florida
Bandshell. Funky, loose, and bubbling. Effervescent,
trance-inducing party music.

Of course, the Heads have only recently become a band
again. Leadsin^ David Byrne collaborated with composer
Brian Eno and ethnomusicologist Andy Chcmoff for a
soundtrack to choreographer Twyla Tharp's The Catherine
Wheel production on Broadway; Jerry Harrison teamed-up
with neo-Heads Bernie Worell (ex-Funkadelic), Nona
Hendryx (ex-Labelle) and percussionist Steve Scales for the
underrated funk LP, The Red and the Black, and Tina
Weymouth and hubby Chris Frantz scored big with their

wnuner project. The Tom Tom Club, which sold more
unhs than aO the Talking Heads albums combined.

The Tom Tom Club, whose new single is "Under the

Boardwalk," wiU open up for the Talking Heads, and
besides featuring the Weymouth sisters, will have ex-Waller
Tyrone Downie sitting hi to supply some of that i^md
beat.

^ould be gangbusters. And it's free!

LunchBuffet
All the Pizza
& Salad Bar
You Can Eat$2

99
good thru

Bring This Coupon For A —

Willi P|gBhaM ef Lwacii Mfat

pi^^pr©

893-3779
Aerobics / Jazz / Ballet

Grand Opening Special
1 visit-2 for price of one Owners
"Brin^ a Friend" Pa^S Atkins
Timberlane Shops on the Square Janice B. Powell

UNIVERSITY PLAZA LAUNDRY
1936 W. Tennessee Self-service PLUS

WASH & DRY & FOLD
$3.25 Top washer load (Approx. 10 lbs)

Self-Serve: 7am - llpin 7 days a week

Wash & dry & fold Service:7-6 M-F. 7-1 Sat.

COIN LAUNDRY
1554 Lake Bradford Rd.

Self Service Only 7am-10pm 7 days a week

Learn Bartending

In Tallahassee

ENROLLNOW FOR
ISEPTEMBER CLASSES

• Day and night classes
• Limited enrollment

BARTENDING ACADEMY, INC.
893-1668 Ask for Kitte 878-4639

WELCOME STUPENTS
1906 Lake Brailfford Rd. P

ic*^^^?i ^ i
—

Open 6-9 Mob. - 8i^.
\ y J^/^^ »\j^l\S

OPEN SAT. AFTER
THE GAME

featuring

• Breakfast served with home fries

• Fresh Seafood Specials 6 days a weeii
• Fish, Shrimpt Oysters 4.50

])

• Home Coolced Meals served Mon. - hVL
• ALL YOU CAN EAT FRIED SHIUMP 5.95

Tuesday and Wednesday 3-9 p.m.

• ALL YOU CAN EAT FISH FILLET 3.99
\\

Mon. and Thurs. 3-9 p.m. d

(iactades ffimcli fries, stanr mm4 Imsli pupplct)

OPEN SAT 12 NOON
BEFORE FSU-PITT GAME!

HOUSE OF CATFISH
Hall's Landing - Lake Talquin
Leon Co. Side - 13.2 miles out Hwy 20 from Truck Rt.

SPECIAL STUDENT DISCOUNT EVERY TUES.. WED. ft

THURS W/ID BRING YOUR OWN BOTTLE
CATFISH ——^—
OUR SPECIALTY

6.99
all you t»n eat

6 days a week

MULLET
Wed • Thurs • Sun

$3.99
all you can eat

We serve Seafood Dinners, Frog Legs, Steaks & Hamburgers. BYOB
MANAGERS: Don & Jean Hatcher

(Take Out Orders Available - Just Give Us A Call) 575-9828

OPEN; Tue Wed Thur 5 til? • Fri Sat 5-11 • Sun 12-9
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HAPPENINGS
Cris Williamson will appear along

with Tret Fure and Vicki Randle in a
"Survival of the Earth" concert
Sunday at 4 p.m. in Ruby Diamond
AucRtorium. The concert is free to FSU
students with an ID and chlidren under
ten. Advance tickets are $8 for the
general publk: and 110 the day of the
performance.

The LeMoyne Gallery's Update
Show featuring work by various artists

affiliated with LeMoyne continues.

Commedian Gallagher appears
tonight at the Civic Center at 8 bringing

his own unusual way of looking at

things.

The GoGo's and Flock of
Seagulls play at the Civic Center
Sunday at 8 p.m.

Talking Heads will play in a free

concert in Gainesville Sunday night at

8 p.m. at the Universitv of Florida

Bandshell.

Enjoy dancing? Want some
exposure? The following dance studios

are sponsoring a dancerama for the

March of Dimes on Sept. 25 (times in

parentheses). For details and
registration contact:

Montgomery Sc^iool of Dance on
Apalalchee Parkway (4-8 p.m.)

Dancer's Image on Capital Circle

East (2-6 p.m.)

Sharon Davis School of Dance on
Timberlane Road (1:30-5:30 p.m.)

Body Electric Dynamic Dance on
Thomasville Road (12-2 p.m.)

Susan Ice Dance Arts behind
Sambo's on North Monroe (2-4 p.m.)

"Hot Tropical Nights" the (no-
space) Art Foundation's show at the
Four Arts Center in Governor's Square
Mall continues through Sunday, Sept.

19. If you haven't seen it yet, this will

be your last chance.

Star-Macky Productions will

present a fashion dance revue at

Columbo's Disco (Highway 90 West,
just past 1-10) Saturday at 11 p.m. The
show will feature fashion, dancing
feats, acting and visual effects.

The annual Northwood Mali
Antkiue and Collectible show will run

through Saturday at Northwood Mail.

The show wiU feature several
anticiue dealers showcasing hard-to-

find coHectnUea and other antiques
including furniture, glass, china,
pott^, books, comics, movie posters,

circus items, and postcards.

The Museum of Florida History
exhibit, "Ftorida's Historic Capitol,"

can still be seen. The exhibit features

documents and photographs tracing
the growth of the capitol. Located on
the corner of Pensacola and
Bronough, the museum's hours are 9-

4:30 Monday through Saturday and 1-

4:30 Sundays and holidays. There is no
admission charge.

MUSIC
Alley: Jim MacKensie, easy

listening, tonight and Saturday, no
cover.

Brown Derby: Close Call, top 40,

tonight and Saturday, no cover.

BulKvinkle's: Tom and the Cats,

country rock, tonight and Saturday,

$2.50.

Downundar: Cypress Creek
Ramblers, blues, tonight and
Saturday, $1 wi^ student ID, $2
without.

Emmanuel's: Slut Boys, new rock,

tonight and Saturday, $1 cover.

Jazzberry Patch: Nightwind and
Pam Laws, jazz, tonight and Saturday.
Maxin's: Lucy Seattle, easy

listening, tonight and Saturday, no
cover.

Omni Pub: Keith Bilderbeck,
acoustic guitar, tonight and Saturday,
no cover.

Rooky's II: Southern Satisfaction,

country, tonight and Saturday, $2.

Gallagher appears at the Civic Center tonight

Seminole Tavern: Crosscut Saw,
rhythm and blues, tonight and
Saturday, $2.

Sid's Lounge: Little Ray Melton
and the Tennessee Studs, country,
tonight and Saturday, $2.

Sweetbay Studio: Crew 22, rock
and roll, tonight and Saturday, $3.

FLICKS
Capital Cinema: TAve Best Little

Whorehouse in Texas (R) 7, 9:25;
Young Doctors in Love (R) 7:10, 9:40;
The Beast Master (PG) 6:50, 9:30;
Diner (R) 7:10, 9:20; Rocky Horror
Picture Show (R) 11:30; Airplane (PG)
11:30; Wizards m)U:dO.
Miracle: Incubus (R) 6:15, 8, 9:45;

Inchon (PG) 5:10, 7:30, 9:45; Pink
Floyd The Wall (R) 6, 7:45, 9:30; The
World According to Garp (R) 5, 7:30,

10; Last American Virgin (R) 5:46,

7:30, 9:15.

Moore: She Done Him Wrong 1 :30,

3:30, 5:30, 7:30, 9:30; Reefer
Madness 1 1 :30, Friday only.

Mugs and Movies: Firefox (PG)
4:45 (Sun.) 7:15, 10; Author! Author!
(PG) 5 (Sun.) 7:30, 9:45.

Northwood Mall: Zapped (R) 5:30,
7:30, 9:30.

Parkway: An Officer and a
Gentleman (R) 6, 8:30; £ T. (PG) 5:30,

7:45, 10; Montenegro (R) 2, 4, 6, 8, 10;

Fast Times (R) 5:30, 7:30, 9:30; Victor
Victoria (PG) 2:30, 5, 7:30, 10.

Tallahassee Mall: Friday the 13th
f^rtSm 6, 8, 10; Annie (PG) 2, 4:30,
7, 9:30.

Varsity: TNngs are ToughM Over
(R) 5:40, 7:30, 9:20; If You Could See
What I Hear (PG) 5:26, 7:30, 9:35-
Hanky Panky (PG) 5:40, 7:45, 9:50.

9
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U^IIq FtoridiFluibMMi/BobO'Lary

Florida State University safety Larry Harris introduces himself to the Cincinnati

Quarterback the hard ymy during the Seminoles 38 to 31 victory over the Cincinnati

Bearcats atDoak Campbell Stadium.

Bowden wants Pitt to sweat
BYMIKERADIGAN
FLAMIEAU STAFFWMTBR

The weather.

Sitting up in row 78 somewhere in the

student section of Doak Campbell Stadium

this Saturday night, youMl find yourself

cursing the heat and wishing fall would
hurry up and get here. That's probably

what you'll do alright while down on the

FSU sidelines, head Coach Bobby Bowden
will be smiling toward the heavens saying

"Thank you, I knew somebody up there
' wanted us to win."

This is all a fictional scene, of course, but

Bowden*s love of helmet-blistering heat

couldn't be more realistic. Etpedatty when
his opponent is accustomed to practicing in

mild, 65-degree weather. And especially

when that team is ranked number one in the

country by United Press International and

namU GAMES,pt^e 22

MIKE'S
BEER BARN

Open 24 Hours

7 DAYS A WEEK

Natinl

LigNt

ilUM

2.39

With each

SlOpircfeaM

$100 OFF

ON

CAR WASH

KEGS •KECS •KEGS •KEGS •KEGS

Cigarettes 76C

COPELAND &
TENNESSEE

(>

©:

€A
O
O
C)

^tauraiib and uungb
TOI^lGHT & SATiRDA

Y

Live Music from 0pm to 4ain

Exotic Burlesque Dan( ors and Best Food In Town
Appropriijti- I)r»*» K»'(]iiirt'(i

576-0145 2394 W. Tenne$isep St.

Across fnmi I allalias>»'«- (Jir\sl«'r- l'l\mniitli

r
I

I

I

I

IHCQiShBEbb
The Great Meal Deal

WITH THIS COUPON

TACO BELLGRANDE, CINN. CRISPIES
and Small pepsi

$1.99
Limit one coupon per pMSon,
per visit.

OFFER GOOD
THRU MONDAY, SEPT. 20

1
I

I

I

I

I

l Bin HiBHH HiHMHB HiM Hi§H Hi Hi HiHH
r
I

I

I

I

I

WITH THIS COUPON

BURRITO SUPREME, PINTOS & CHEESE
and Small Papal W^^^

IpepsiJ
Limit one coupon per pwson. ^ ^ ^ — my^^M
per visit. $1.99

HKOABEIiIi
OFFER GOOD

THRU MONDAY. SEPT. 20

1
I

I

I

I

I

DEUCIOUS SEAFOOD AFFORDABLE PRICES |

15»/«o
OFF MEAL

WITH COUPON

BANQUET FACILITIES
BRING YOUR OWN BOTTLE

SOPCHOPPY, FLA.
904-962-2237

SUN. - THURS.
11-9 pm

FRI. & SAT.
11-10 PM

30 MINUTES
SOUTH OF TALLA.

ON 319

RIGHT SIDE

I

I

t

I

I
I

I

I

I

I

I
I
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
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Do the Seminole Stretch... FSUfootballers prepareform. Ftoridt Flaiiibeni/Vicid Arias

Game frontpage 21

is called the Pittsburgh Panthers.

The Seminoles will be trying to crack into the Top 20 in

tomorrow night's 7 p.m. clash with the Panthers.

It will be the first time in Bowden's six full seasons with

FSU that he has faced a number one-ranked opponent.

Bowden figures his best weapons against Pitt wUl be the

heat and the TaUahassee crowd.

"It (the heat) wiU hurt us but it*tt Iriffthem,*' he said.

When asked if he thought the massive cooling system the

Panthm are expected to bring along with them would take

away some of the atmospheric advantage held by the

Seminoles, Bowden replied, "Well, they can't bring it into

the huddle."

Everyone has heard about Pitt. Everyone knows what*

they can do. Just about every player on the team has had
some sort of feature story nrritien on him in one national

sporting magazine or anoUier.

Dan Marino, Pitt's coverboy quarterback and Heisman
hor>eful, was second to Brigham Young's Jim McMahon
(now with the Chicago Bears) last year in passing efficiency

with 144.5 rating points. The Marino trademark is a

lightning-quick release from deep in the pocket,

occasionally followed by an interception. Marino led the

NCAA in interceptions last season with 23. He threw four

into the hands of North Carolina defenders last week in

Pitt's 7-6 opening win.

Bowden respects Marino's talents.

"Dan Marino is simply one of the greatest college

quarterbacks of all time," Bowden said. "He's really a pro

quarterback that is playing college football. He can go up
to the center, analyze the defense and make the correct

au^Bble call at the line without hesitating. We'll have our

hands fuU with him."

Jimbo Covert, a senior offensive tackle for the Panthers,

provides Marino with most of his pass pnMiCtion. Marino
was sacked only 1 3 times last year.

Along with Marino and Covert, eight other starters from

last year's squad should see action in tomorrow's game.

Dwight Collins, a 6-foot-l junior flanker, and senior

split end Juttus Dawkins (6-foot.3) are Marino's favorite

tartett.

The Pitt defense has become almost legendary m only a

couple of seasons. In bdth 1980 and 1981, the Panthers led

the NCAA in rushing defense and total defense. That was

due, not to any one player, but to the team's defensive

coordinator, Serafino "Foge" Fazio.

Fazio took over the head coaching duties just this year

when Jackie Sherrill departed for Texas A&M.
It was Fazio who helped develop the talents of people Hke

Hugh Green, now a starting linebacker with the Tampa Bay

Buccaneers. And it ma Fazio who created a monster by the

name Kraynak to terrorize opposing backfields.

Kraynak (first name Richard), led Pitt in tackles hot year

with 104, 63 of them solo.

There's still no word from Bowden on who will be

handling the kicking chores for FSU. Bowden said

yesterday he wouldn't know who to start at the position

until just before game time tomorrow. Whoever kicks

better he said, will play.

Mike Rendina, FSU's leading scorer a yea^ ago (52

points), still suffers some soreness in his right hip but

landed three out of three kickoffs eight yards deep into the

end zone in practice earlier this week. He also showed some

consistency in field goal tries from beyond the 45-yard line.

Philip Hall, the walk-on kicker who scored eight points

in FSU's 38-31 season opening win against Cincinnati two

weeks ago, is FSU's other option at kicker. Hall's father

was kOled in a tragic automobile accident near Thomasville,

Georgia late last week. The kicker returned to practice

Tuesday afternoon.

All of FSU's starting positions will be occupied by the

same players who held them against Cincinnati with the

exception of one offensive tackle and one cornerback.

An injured Eric Ryan will be replaced by junior Terry

Widner on the (tensive line while senior Quy Henry will

take over for Warren Hanna on the defensive comer.

What'B it take for the Semiiioles to beat Pitt?

"The key is—can we execute against a team the caliber of

Pitt," Bowden said. "We've done everything we can do to

get ready. We'll be ready to play."
' m • •

The National Weather Service forecasts partly cloudy

skies and a chance of afternoon and evening

ttaiadeistorms. if||As wUl-be in the upper 80's and low

90's.

'The clean 8r Green"

COASTAL
RESTAURANT
— In TJie Heart of Panacea

—

TIWS. t - OMOIBI (all vou cawi eaa '4^

FrIdaY - HUllET (all YOU can eat) $2^^

SatMiaf - SNMHP (all you can eat). . $450

Hwy ae ® Fnnocea

5
MONTHS

00$50

1022 N.ilonrQe

224-8557

Gym
M«fi ond Wom«n

•NAUTILUS

•BODYMASTERS

•SELECTORIZED

MACHINES

•FREE WEIGHTS

•EXERCISE

GUIDANCE

soss.woodward

222-6432

THE JAZZBERRY PATCH
2720 Blairstone Rd. - 877-9443

SUNDAY BRUNCH
Choice of Omelets $4.95
Crab-Aspara^us-Cheese
Seafood-Cheese

oroccoli-Cheese -

Vegetable-Cheese
11:30-2:00

Crab Lx>uis

Shrimp Salad

Tuna Salad

E^s Benedict

E^s Florentine

R^^s c< Sausaf-ji

FREE CHAMPAGNE FOR MONTH OF SEPTEMBER
Meals include fresh fruit, biscuits, pastry &

|AM SESSION Z4, p.m,

CoaMdkaof tk*80*8

Tim most outrageous hunuir in the entire world

TONIGHT - SjOO p.m.
Good Seats Still Available

T^illahassee •IjeonCounty

CIVIC CENTER
TICKETS 00 ON SALE TODAY
•t iIm cMe Mat«rta dfiM and ett ticket otttkts.

ftiraadalui



FAMU faces game of surprises

BY DEBORAH
BARRINGTON

Fl.AMBLAIj SPORTS EDITOR

Last week Florida A&M
did what was

expected—they beat Morris

Brown in their season

opei^ 274). In diis week's

contest, only the

unexpected should be

expected when the Rattlers

travel to Dover to take on

the Hornets of Delaware

State.

This weekend ' serves as

conference opener and

could be another Surprise

Bowl.

First there is the

undefeated (in a solo

attempt) Hornet team who
pulled off an upset 17-7 win

by defeating last year's

conference winner South

Carolina State.

Then there is that tricky

offense that Hornet's head

coach Joe Purzycki has

operating perfectly. It's

called the wing-T and is

difficult to defend against

because the opportunity for

tricks are always present.

Before the Hornet's

installed the Wing-T the

entire team managed to

rush for only 905 yards, and

went 2-9 for two

consecutive seasons.

After the Wing-T om
player alone rushed for over

1,000 yards, and the team

averaged 90 yards per game
more than the year before.

. .^.\P ,

It will be up to FAMU's U ^"^S matlf FAMU*s Nathaniel 'Billy* Koonce,

defense to contain this can find his target quickly, the Rattlers are expected to

mixed up offense. CurrenUy emerge victorious overDelaware State Univesity,

FAMU's defense is riding a

two game shut-out—the last

game of the '81 season was a 29-0 blow-out

of Buthune Cookman.
Leading the defense will be nose guard

R.C. Eason. His reported sixth sense for

knowing where the ball is, should help

FAMU stay abreast of the Hornet's ball

handling.

Another Rattler with a nose for the ball is

strong safety Sam Broason.

"Sam always flnds himself around the

ball. He has a third sense that often enables

him to pick it off," said FAMU head coach

Rudy Hubbard.

Offensively, FAMU quarterback

Nathaniel Koonce will have to have a better

game than he did against Morris Brown. In

that contest, Koonce completed only six of

17 passes, for 128 yards, no tou^downs
and one interception.

"We need Koonce to have one of his best

games if we are to beat Delaware," said

Hubbard.

Hubbard believes tlie Hornet defense

"will try and force a passing situation." If

Koonce can fit in the pocket take his time

and pass Hubbard feels they can score

points.

If by chance the passing game fails to

ignite, there is dependable starting tailback

Frank Choo-Choo Middleton.

Against Morris Brown Middleton carried

only ten times for 134 yards. That niark

distinguished him as the Mid-Eastern

Athletic Conference's leading rusher.

Another MEAC leader is right tackle

Nathaniel Newton. If Newton turns in a

performance similar to last week's, which

ettmed him MEAC lineman of the week

honors, the Hornet.

A Rattler victory this week would prove

prognosticators correct in their pre-season

assessment of FAMU and it would set the

stage for some kind of match-up against

Grambling State University when the

Rattlers play at home nott week.

NCAA DIVISION 1AA POLL

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Delware (1-0)

Idaho St. (1-0)

Eastern Kentucky (2-0)

Boise St. (1-0)

Tennessee St. (1-0)

6. Southern nUmris (2-0)

7. Bowling Oreen (1-0)

8. GramUing(l-O)

9. Tennessee-Chattanooga (1-0)

10. Florida A&M (1-0)
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RESUMES
P M. Publishing and Typographies offers quality typesetting, design & printing of

custom resumes within 24 hours. We have many uniqu^ styles to choose from!
'00 RESUMES
MHITE PAPCfi

CUSTOM OCSiGNEb
TYPESET & PWIMTHJ

$24 95

25 RESUMES SO RESUMES
25 COVER SHmS ( SO COVER SHEETS

, 2SENVEL0ffS I SOENVELOfES

) UN CLASSIC LAID PAPER S ON CLASSIC LAID PAPER

S30 95 $35.95

i

OTHE* OPTION

UVE US THE OCTtllS

tW U GIVE TOU
• GOOD PRICE

& A GOOD JOB'
• Tallahas5et.FL32303 M904|222 l?22ot 222 1220

U^iondaij -'Jridaii

I0am.~6pm.

Satuniaijs &'Evermws

ByS^fpointtmnt

'Dou^ntoim ^HhtCuttery

214 South Monroe ° VoWntov/n, Oallahassee

° 222-8197

Doris, formerly of

Tangles, invites all her

customers to stop In to

see her at The
New Image

Tickets Available Today
Jor the

HOMECOMING
POWWOW CONCERT

$10

Hid $11

Stu^n^J^SifcefeH^^ Ticket

Office

General admission tickets available at Civic Center

and the Union Ticket Office
*
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Miami *mullet' mischief continues
BY WAYNE DEAS
II AMBhAl SI \tt \%RITKK

Good evening Doll-fans

This is Rick Weaver, the

voice of the Miami
Dolphins, coming to you
live from Tallahicky,

Florida, where thousands of

angry Doll-fans have

gathered to nd the earth of

notorious Doll-fan critic

Wayne Deas.

Deas, as you know, has

virtually used cwr precious

Dolphin team as a
springboard to

procnosticating fame by

calling them Mullets,

ridiculing their play, the

fans and our beloved coach

Don Shula.

But last week Deas went

too far and ended up eating

crow by picking the Big

Apple Hang Gliders to beat

the Mullets, excuse me.
Dolphins.

Asked to retract his

demeaning statements,

Deas replied, **I'd rather

climb a mountain of razor

blades and then jump into a
sea of alcohol."

Well, today the aqua and

green mob, toting "Deport

Deas" and "Dump Deas"
Horidt FUunbcau/JiU Gutttnaa

signs, will indeed make Deas * rm^a^

cfimb that mouBten as well FSU's Tom (89) congmiutat^ tailback

as make thatj^».ClMtoed Ridty Williamsan a TD run.

from his parrot-tike toes to

his TWA (Teannie Weannie
Afro), Deas will be dragged

out to meet his death in just

one moment. But first we'll

have a quick word from our

sponsor.

FLAMBEAUPICKS
winning as a popsicle*s lifespan in Phoemxt

"Wayne, get up! Wayne, didn't you hear Ariz. FSU's offense has this personnel for

me, I said get up." greatness but is still in the bud stage, while

"Wha! No please don't make me jump! Pittsburgh's offense is awesome, to say the

Please! I won't say Mullets anymore." least. Also FSU's defense at best will bend

"Wayne, get up, you're only dreaming dear, but not break, while Pittsburgh's defense

it's time to get up.

"What time is it, my ebony honey

blossom?

It*s time for...

This Week's picks:

Florida AAM (1-0) vs. Delawaiv State (1-

doesn't bend. But games are not played on

paper. FSU can win. What FSU needs to

win is an imintimidated offense, a fired-up

p—y drunk crowd and a pass rush. If all

three develop, somebody better call the

national guard to direct traffic on
0): Delaware State shcxked a many folks Tennessee Street after the game. FSU by a

by upseting powerhouse South Carolina wing and a prayer.

State. The Rattlers, a much better team on Get back at the world Game of the Week:

paper, played sloppily last week but still Texas A&M (0-1) vs. UT- Arlington (0-

managed to defang the hapless Wolverines. 1): Though Aggie coach Jackie Sherrill got

If FAMU plays the same as last week th^ the last laugh all the way to the bank
can chalk this one In the lost column enrOute to casMng hb weekly stimy of a
quicker than the Atlanta Braves are fading multi-million dollar contract, he still suffers

out of the playoff picture. I dCKi't tbuik the embarrassment of having the entire

they will. I AMU by 10. nation chuckle over his defeat to Boston

Miami (1-1) vs. Virginia Tech (1-0): This College last week. Look for the Aggies to

one has all the ingredients of a barnburner, whip Texas Whatchamacallit like a red-

But picking against the Hurricanes as they headed stepchild. Texas A&M by 20.

near championship caliber is like denying Tanpa Bay (0-1) vt. WashtagtOB (1-t):

that the wealthy Dolly Parton has a treasure The Redskins are gonna mskt some waves
chest. Miami by a Jim Kelly fiekl day. in the NFC this year. But what city has

Upset of the Week: more waves than Tampa Bay? The Bucs by
Michigan (1-0) vs. Notre Dme (O-l): If 3.

you think Notre Dame coach Gerry Faust Atlanta (1-0) vs L.A. Raiders (1-0):

has forgotten last year's disastrous 5-6 Something tells me there is more to the

season you probably believe in fried ice Raiders that meets the eye. L.A. by that

cream. If you think he couldn't possibly something.

start redeeming himself by whipping the Miani (1-0) vs. Balttmorf (0-1):

Wolverines you probably think that your Mulleteers might think that I've burned my
FPIRG deductible is truly worth something Mullet Manual of insults for good after

or that SAGA'S food services is worth more watching them shoot down the Big Apple

than what it's spelled backwards amounts Hang Gliders, and especially after seeing

to. Notre Dame by 7. me pick the Baltimore Colls to lose by a

Florida Stale (1-0) vs. FitlslNirgli (1-0): massacre. Don't bet on it. Christmas only

On paper FSU has as much chance of Turn to PICKS, page 25

Florida Flambeau

8. o»0 o«-

P»oph$0 tognat diptiu to roadus

Don1 get shot down!

Use a resume from

Mediatype

Rm. 314 Union

644-5744 9ani-4pm

507 S. Woodward
Suite b

AOTO—CYCLE—HOME-MOBILE HOMES

LOW, LOW RATES!!
LOW DOWh PAYMENTS, LOW MONTHLY

STUDENTS, YOGNG DR1VERS...SAVE!
PIP TO ATTAIN TAGS

CALL FOR A QUOTETODAY

224-6250
ACROSS FROM FSd CREDIT OMION - UPSTAIRS FROM CLIFFSGYM

ATTENTION ALLSOPHOMORDS !

You will need to take the College- Level Academic Skills

Test before...

. . ..you are admitted to Upper Divisioii status

. . . .and ytm becinne ajunior in a (Mate university

IF YOU ARE SEEKINGUPPER DIVISION STATUS FOR
THE TERM THAT BEGINS IN JANUARY, 1983.

YmMUST apply by
September 17th te take CLAST in October

WHERE: APPLY INROOM 103SEMINOLE BUILDING

WHEN: SEPTEMBER 9-17; 9:00a.ni.-4:00p.iii.

SPECIAL NOTES
Students in Music, Dance and BFA Theatre must also take this test unless,

at the beginning of the Fall term, they had akeady earned 60 or more semester

hours toward graduation.

Upper division students are exempt from this test unless they plan to apply
for the A.A. Certificate using Fall 1982 cpurses and/or hours.

If you need to take CLAST, you are responsible for

....informing yourself about CLAST,

... .applying on time to take the test,

....preparing yourself to perform well, and

....taking the test at the time and place

assigned by the CLAST Office.

TEST DATE: SATURDAY, OCTOBER 23, 1982

WHERE: ON FSU CAMPUS
TEST ROOM ASSIGNMENTS MADE ATTEST REGISTRATION
TIME: 7:30a.m. to 1:00p.m.

FIJBTHER INFORMATIOM ABOUT CLAST IS
AVAILABLE IN TBIS INSTITIJTION FROM
CLA§T€MrilMtM>

lMft«alMl« MMieM4/«44-3«17



T.V. rights ruling no windfall for colleges
IMrhDPRKSSIN

GAINESVILLE — A court decision relaxing the
NCAA's decades-long control of college football television

i%hts won't mean the windfall for college sports some have
predicted, a professor who testified in the case said
yesterday.

University of Florida management professor Dr. Ira

Horowitz, who testified against the NCAA in the

Oklahoma City trial, said the ruling means more college

football will be televised.

But because fewer people will watch each game,
advertisers wiU pay less for commercial time, resi^g in

decreased earnings for each game, he said. Member
institutions now collect some of the television earnings that

go to the NCAA, but those appearing in televised football

games get higher amounts.

"The schools might find that once they are competing
with each other's games, the value of any game will be
less,** Horowitz said. ''I'm not convinced that the schools

will make as much money as they think.'*

An expert on sports broadcasting, Horowitz testified for

the University of Oklahoma and the University of Georgia
Athletic Association in their court fight to rid themselves of
the NCAA's control. He also has testified before Congress
on the subject.

ILRNATIONAl

Calling the NCAA a "classic cartel," U.S. District

Judge Juan Burciaga said in a decision released Wednesday
that the NCAA violated the Sherman Antitrust Act by
monopolizing television footbaU scheduling. The NCAA
determines which teams will appear on tdevision and how
many times.

The ruling throws out a four-year agreement totaling

$280.6 million that went into effect this fall involving the

NCAA, ABC, CBS and the Turner Broadcast System.

Burciaga ruled the telecasts are "the property of the

institutions pmkipating in the game" and **that rights

may be soM or assigned by those institution^ at their

discretion."

Horowitz said the ruling "is going to mean a lot more
local and regional football telecasts on independent
stations.*.'

He said Florida and Florida State probably would be able

to develop regional "networks" of independents to televise

their games if the judge's ruling stands. The NCAA is

expected to appeal the judgement.

Harry Mallids, University of Miami athletic director,

said the case will undoubtably go to the U.S. Supreme Court.

"It's the first step in a very lengthy court battle," Mallids

said.
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EYEEXAMS
%Eye Exam incluOkig

glaucoma test

$50
~

in addition

"o eve
exa"'

contact Lens
fitting fee
including all office

visits for 5 months

Dr. Jorge K. Gorb
Optomernst

Governor's Square
fNe ft to Morrison s

'

8773380 8770431

MAKE TRACKS
TO KINKO'S

FSU INSIGNIA FOLDING

CANVAS ALUMINUM CHAIR

Picks from page 24

comes in December, in my book. Just wait 'til next week
when the Mullets face the Pack in Green Bay. Miami by the

fact that the Colt offense cou]dn*t f^t its way out of a giant

glob of Foamy and their (tefense isn*t as strong as a wet
paper towel.

Chicago bear Cubs (0-1) vs. New Orleans Saints (0-1): If

anyone manages to stay awake beyond the national anthem
in this sleeper he deserves a purple heart and a medal of

valor for outlasting an acute case of self-inflicted boredom.

The Bear Cubs by Vi . That's I/2-O.

Upset of the Week:
Denver (0-1) vs. San Francisco (0-1): The 49ers looked

more like Super chumps instead of champs in their loss

against cross-the-bay-rival L.A. iUuders,The Broncos didn't

look much better. Denver by a Hail Mary pass.

Cincinnatf (1-0) vs. Pittsburgh (1^ The Steelers

shocked the sometimes gripless toupee off Cosell and Co.
by beating the Cowboys at home in a season opener. After

this one is over we'll know if they are for real or not.

Pittsburgh by the benefit of the doubt.

IN MNCNT GMMir AW 601D-

onlYSMJSfttaxwitnffrii

iiNiirf M IMiliiiM. wear

resistant canvas

vfitn heaviest gauge

aluminum frame,

Hgntvieiglit and can

be personalbed for

onlif $2.00. RNT

shipment add $4.00

& $1.70 sales tax.

INRl PM lailfiAII PAim, NOIS. OPTS.

Mail name, street address, city, state, zip to COTLEGIATE
ASSOCIATES, 2959 Apalachee Parkway, K 1, Tallahassee, FL

32301. (904) 877-8693. Allow 14 days for shipping out of

Tallahassee.

mmmmmrn
Fall Premiere
Sunday night

Sept. 19, 11:15 p.m.

on

WECA Channel 27

Cable 7

MfSl»fHMu?

Godfather's Pizza TM

515 John Knox Rd.

(across from Brown Derby)
Not viM «mMi any eOMr coupon or effir

386-4111

Come Join the Crow at

Cailnoi - Froo Admiiiioii.
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MoNdAy — FRidAy

9 A.M. — 4 p.M.
CUssiFiEd Ads

720 Union

Ad DEAdliNE 2 dAys bsFoRE

For SaLc

AIRLINE TICKETS PROM TALL
TO MIAMI. LV 1«/U. RT 1I/S2
BOTH FOR $1M. 2»-ni1.

1975 TCt85 Suzuki, 10 speed Centurion
bicycle, silkscreen supplies; color
photo chemicals; Coastar CAincr*
case. Call Andra 224 5270

SCHWINN VARSITY 10 SPEED
Book rack. gen. light, port, air pun^p,
needs tires and tubes. $60. Call Shane
at 224 8177.

CHEAP TRANSPORTATION!
IfM BLUE TOMOS MOPBD. I27S.

GREAT LOOKING! 57«-Orat

Blue 3 piece sofa and two end tables
for S95. Will sell part. Call 575-1M2
after 6. Keep trying.

SIAMESE KITTENS
SEAL, CHOC, BLUE, RED, AND

TORTIE SM A UP 38S-8S03

POLAROID ONE STEP CAMERA
WITH FLASH UNIT. 1 YEAR OLD

LIKE NEW.S4S0R B.O.
CALL 232 6730 EVENINOS

* * STUDENT DESKS *
ANDOFFICE CHAIRS.

ALSO A DRESSER. 877-7345

Need a stereo system for your
car?Toyota supra system AM-FM
stereo radio and seoerate cassette
deck plus two speakers only S150 for
$600 of equipment excellent condition.
Call 878 5494

EXTRA LOW PrTcES ON GUITARS
A BANJOS. MANY 1/2 PRICE.
PRICES START AT $25. RENTALS
$10 MO. LESSONS $15 3 WK
COURSE
SCOTT TENNYSON GUITAR
SBRVICES 1304 N. AAonroa 224-3361.

LANIER SECRETARY II COPIER
with cabinet stand; good condition;
takeover quarterly payments or make
offer. Call 222 3511 between 9am Spm.

CLEVELAND FLUTE WITH CASE
2 VEAIISOLD EXCELLENT
CONDITION CALL 221^m.
SOLIDWOODTABLE WITH
4CIIAIIIS A GLASSCOVSM

$250.00

CALL 224-0470 8 to 5OR
AFTERS 878 2692. CAREY

2 Handlebar bags, 2 rear p9nniers &
rack, poncho, tent, bicycle oddt ft ends
575 5273 after 5

LEAVINO TOWN FRIDAY I

MUST SELL
JVCReceiver (20 Wan Amp ft

AM/Fm RMIta) Off Warranty but still

crankin'i weuM like $90 bat will
neBOtiatt. Call before Friday-

3iS-«B92( After «pm)
S99'21S1 (9teS)

Ask for Steve Dollar

COUPONS FOR ALL GAMES
~

EXCEPT FLA. AND PIJT FOR
SALE. CALL 3I«-S4y7

Brand new alpine car stereo cassette
and 100 watt amp list 550 steal at $375
call 222 5968

77 MERCURY SUNROOF LIFTBACK
V6 AIR AUTO, EX. COND. $2000 NEC.
MUST SELL. 576-6418 EVES.

CycUs
76 KAWASAKI SOO

$600OR BEST OFFER
MUST SELL 385 9854

1981 HONDA 40OT,3BO0MI.
LIKE NEW, MUST SELL NOW!
Any reas. offer accepted 575 4063.

81 HONDA CM200T
6000C0MUTER BIKE, EX. COND.

Call 644-4609 or 644 4991 for info.

For Rent
Chateau De Roi Apts. Walk to FSU
511 N, Woodward, 1 BR furn; sound-
proof, pool, laundry, cable ft util. incl.
except elec. $225 mo. Call Rts. Mor.
222-1438.

OHice desk perfect ^ your new
apartment or oKice. Call 576-4436 or
575^)321.

Save this number. 576 7676. i fix
anything electrical electronics.
Cheap. Also typewriters cleaned-
lubricated.

3Smm Pentax w 50mm 8. 75 205mmmm Lens, case 450 ncu $200 878 5524
GREAT SHAPE!
Smith Corona ek-i tr ^ tvoewi iter only
$80.00 brown sofa and love seat very
pretty only $100.00 576 2.S.S4

Several electric oHice tvoewriters <n
excellent shape. Prices between $75-
$100. Free ribbons. Call 576 6555.

Responsible non smoking male rmmt.
needed to share nice furn. mobile
home. Own room/bth $115 mo. 877-8640

ONE UNFUR. ROOM IN 3 SDR.HOUSE $92 PER. MONTH ft Vi UT.

lys^^U
STADIUM. CALL

3 bdrm. apt. across from Law School.
Hardwood floors, fireplace, ceiling
fans, central heat, fenced in yard.
Available now $375 per montli
893-0085 or 224 5851 after 6.

FM RM 2 BED.IBATH -1/4^1^.
FROM FSU OWN ROOM m.SO ft
UTL. DARCY 222 0485.

2 BDRM M/H NEAR TCC. SHADY
LOT, POOL/LAUNDRY, NO DSFOS.
$190. 644-5541-AM, 576-5322.

Small furn. apt. Bike to FSU. Prefer
mature arad or married couple. $215
mo. Call 222-2646 - 5:30-8:30pm.

WANTEd
FM RMT OWN FURN RM IN 3BR
HOUSE HBO/CABLE W/DRYER AC
MICROWAVE FIREPLACE 10 Ml
FRM FSU $135 MO ft UTL
386-2382

FM NONSMOKER ROOMMATE IN
NICE BRIARSTONE NEIGHBOR
HOOD, APPROX. 31/2 MILES FROM
FSU. CLOSE TO GOVERNOR'S
SQUARE MALL. AC, TV, WILL
HAVE OWN FURNISHED
BEDROOM, $137.50 & ''2 UTILITIES,
PHONE. FOOD. (ESTIAAATED AT
$27Q/MO.). CALL LANA AT •71-2061.

Rmt. wanted: Clean, liberal, serious
student. $100 mo. util. 8i dep. req.
Call days 8. nights 386-5415- Pete.

TRAVELING TO NEW JERSEY
WOULD LIKE SOMEONE TO SHARE
DRIVING MY CAR, CALL 57S-34S7

Fm rmmt to share 1 bdrm furn. apt.
(Hilltop Aptmts. Chapel Dr.) 1 bick
from FSU. Rent »5 ft W util. Cable,
water, a/c, pool incl. Must like cats.
Call 224 5110 after 6 pm

Discounted Air FloridA ticket to
Miami Leave Oct. 1. Retorn Oct. 4.
$38. Call 224 2173

Smith Corolla elec, typewriter with
case, exc. cond. $75 Garrard Sansui
stereo, great sound $125. Gerry Down
shirt, ladies X small $25. Call Marole
644 4874 or 893 1014 eves

Autos
IMl HONDA CUSTOM

ExceMent condition. $2800.00
•r bMl offer. Call evonh^

l$S-2S10

1973 VEGA: AT, AC, AM-FM, RUNS
GOOD. S475.00. CALL TO MBM-
224-6295 ASK FOR MIKE
'67 Mustanfl, 2M-automatic, AM/FM
tieroo, BMii tiros. S2li0 firm. Call
193-31 17 eveninfs.

RMMT WANTED 3 BR HOUSE 2 BTH
NICE; MABRY MANOR 575-9334
BETWEEN68.7PM. $100 MO.
Fm. grad student needs 1 or 2 fm.
rmmts. to share 2bdrm. 2Vabath town-
house. Fireplace, washer/dryer. Price
negotiable. Call 575-8955 after 5.

FM rmmt for 2 bdr house V/t miles
from FSU central tieat ft AC 130 mo
plus */2 util. must love pet« 222-7557
anytime.

Roommate needed 2bdr 2bath. Share
with law student $150/mth. I7I-8736.
2600 Miccusukee #1204.

m/fHrOOMATE WANTED $91 MO.
'3 UTIL. 3 BEDROOMS, CLOSE TO
CAMPUS. CALL 222-6199.

FEMALE TO SHARE 3 RM HOUSE
$105 MO ft V3 UTIL PLEASE CALL
365 5836 AFTER SPM

F rmmt- share 1 br furn apt, ac, pool.
$115 mo ft »/i util. 5 min from FSU.
Call Amy 224-2871. Town ft Campus.

Room in mobile home for rent, to fm.
student. $100 mo. ft i/<i util. Call
878 2908 a m. & p m.

NON-SMOKING FM RMMT wanted
for 2 br townhouse 5 mi. from FSU
Grad or upper class. $175 mo. & ' 2 util.

Very nice. Call Pam at 878-5141 or
575 1791.

Wanted: Rmmt. to sliare 2 bdrm house
2 fir^loces $150 mo. Vj util. Close to
FSU. Call 224-6294. Ser. inq. only.

Fm rm for new house, 10 min drive
fr/FSU, $100 ft sb. of ut. Nonsmoker,
no pets. Call 575-1376 after 3 or 4.

Help
WANTcd

HELPNEEDEDI
WHOLESALE DRINK SELLERS

FAMU 1981 home gomes at Brafg
Stadium. To apply call S7S-4032 ft leave
the following info: name, address,
work ft home phone #, age, height ft

and weight. Rules; must be at least
S feet tall. Trays of drinks sell for $17 -

20 drinks to a tray. Sellers must have
their own change ft apron. Experience
helps, but not necessary. Written
inquiries Regency Concessionaires
P.O. Box 6314, Tallahassee, FL 32301

Would like exp. English rider to
exercise & maintain Arabian hOTMOn
reg. basis. 893-6310 aft. 9 pm.

Need anyone interested in learning
Disco and Ballroom dancing. Come
ioin the FSU BALLROOM DANCE
CLUB Sunday nights 7pm FSU Union
BIdg. Starts Siept. 19 for more info, call
222-4862

IFYOU DON'T NEED $ $
DON'T READ THIS AD.

But if you do, ioin the clubi We've got
an opportunity for you to make some
real $, p/t or f/t, markoting tbe oosiost
product in existence todiay, by
telephone saMt. It's easy , fun, ft

rewarding! Just come by 2639 N.
Monroe, suite 231 BIdg. B, Monday
thru Friday, l-5pm.

RAQUET STRINGER WANTED
FM TENNIS SHOP. EXP. ONLY.

CALL 224-5144

CPE is now taking applications for a
Director of the Wood Shop. Please
come by 247 Union. No phone calls.

CPE is now taking applications for its

Board of Directors. Come by Rm. 247
Union, no phone calls.

Attention: Fm rmmt needed Sep 1 for
"ibr furn apt. A.C, pool, sauna, cable
HBO, d/w, 1 bik to campus. Rent $130
ft elec. Call Tanya 224-1575.

«OlMert., Theses, student papers.
You'll get good vibrotions when you
bring your typing to us. Former
admins, sec'y ft good speller.
Reasonable Rates. L. Durbin. 878-2260
No calls after 10 p m
IMPROVE YOUR GRADES!
Research Catalog 306 pages 10,728
topics Rush SI 00 Box 25097C, Los
Angeles CA 900.'S ( 213)477 8226.

Pt. time waitresses wanted for Clyde's
8. Costello's, 210 S. Adams. Interviews
conducted Fri. Sept. 17 at 1 pm.

ServIces
ANIMAL KINGDOM AUDIO (AKA)

Main System
2500 watts 24 channels 4 submixes
4 way electronic crossover 10 band
graphic eq echo 12 cabinets 2 horns

Monitor System
1000 watts 4 JBL, 2 Altec monitors

Lighting System
17,000 watts 15 PARS 2 ellipsoidal
spots four 15 ft. trees 40 ft. truss ft
rigging (up to 35 ft high)

For rental info, call 575 2697

Impeccable typing on word
processorMasters Degree. 10 + yrs.
Experience writing, editing. Typing.
575-4422

TYFIN0,EDITINO SERVICES.
NEAT, CLEANAND REAL CHEAF.

CALL 224-5077 AFTER »FM.

* C.A.P. *
eUlTAR CLASSES

•SPINNING AND INTERMEDIATE
TAUGHT BY ALISON BERT
STARTING NEXT WEEK

Sign up in 318 Union or call 644-5659

Body repair on all makes / models.
Painting, fiberglass work, elec.
windows, leaks.. Reasonable rates.
Call Ralph after 5 00 p.m. 576 3958.

EXPERT CARPENTRY
Miscellaneous handiwork.

Free Estimates.
Satisfaction assured.

Call Glen at 222-8079 or 878-1544.

WE SELL SERVICE AND PAY TOP
iAUi f^OR YOUR AIR-
JUigiUmRS 575-9562.

Complete range of proofreading,
editing, typing services at low rates.

3i5-1020AFTER 3 pm.

QUALITY GUITAR LESSONS geared
to fit your needs. Call graduate
assistant at FSU, DAVID at 222 0639.

BOOKKEEPER EXPERIENCED
IN ACCOUNTS PAYABLE,
RECEIVEABLE, TAXES, AND
PAYROLL AVAILABLE FOR PART-
TIME OR CONTRACT WORK. CALL
222-7798.

A PRO TO TYPE your thesis, term
papers, dissertations, etc. Call Va.
WaHace, 877 4900, eve/wk ends.

HOME SECURITY
DEADBOLTS $31.50 INSTALLED.
ALARMS FROM $150. B. BARS.
421-OOiS. LEAVE MESSAGE.

PERFECT TYPING
No White outs No errors

HOW??? WORD PROCESSING
WORKS LIKE THIS ...

1. We enter document into computer
2 We print a draft on which you
pencil in minor changes if you wish
3. We input changes and print final

ALL THIS FOR THE SAME COST AS
PLAIN TYPING 385 9057

DOUBLE O STAPLES
350 ocres of Cross Country Riding.
Boarding, Night Riding. English ft

Western lessons. 877-1309.

TYPING IBM SELECTRIC 3
FAST, EFFlClhN I —tUI I ING!
80 e PG. CALL 222 7629 after noon

COSTUMES FOR RENT
A large selection of COSTUMES
including gowns tor Homecoming
Queens, for rent. 877 8068 aft. 4 30

TYPING, FAST, EFFICIENT.
PAPERS, THESIS, LETTERS,
RESUMES ETC 386 4843

PersonaIs
SAILING CLUB HAS A

CAR WASH*CAR WASH*CAR WASH
SAT. 10-2 ON TENN.ST.

AT LONG JOHN SILVERS - 998

Giant^
~~

How about trying again this weekend?
Sleepy

FREE PREGNANCY TEST
NON-JUDGEMENTAL COUNSELING

T.A.P.P.S. CALL 222-7177.

Hillel High Holiday Schedule
Erev Rosh Hashanah Sept. I7th
8:00 pm, Rosh Hashanah Sept. 18th
10:00 am at Fellowship Hall, Saint
Thomas More, Tennessee-Woodward
Street. Shabbat Shuvah - Sept. 24,
8:00 pm, Hillel House, 843 W.
Pensacola Street. For more Mfor-
mation call 222-5454.

WOMEN'S WT. LOSS CLASS.
IDENTIFY ft WORK THRU CAUSES
OF OVERWT. CALL 877 3183.

Parapsychologist seeks info on any
observable paranormal events occur-
ring in this area. Ph. 224-0941

It you are pro-choice and would like an
opportunity to express your opinion,
call 644-21 16.

BE THE HOMECOMING
TRIATHALON RELAY CHAMPIONS,
FRATOR SOROITY DIV. SWIM 1 Ml.
RUN 4.2, CYCLE 13.2
CONSECUTIVELY. RACE 9AM. FSU
RESERVATION OCT. 9. DEADLINE
SEFT. 10. MAIL $10 EACH TO FLA.
LEAOS OF AQUATICS., RT. 22, BOX
30,Tallali8ssee S2aBi.

COME JOIN THE FUN WITH THE
FSU BALLROOM DANCE CLUB

Meets every Sunday 7pm beginning
Sept. 19. For info coll 222-4862.

GET FREE FPIRG BROCHURESI
PROTECT YOUftSELF FROM
LOSING YOUR SECURITY
DEPOSIT. AVOID AUTO REPAIR
RIPOFFS. LEARN WHERE THE
BEST BUYS ARE. FREE
GROCERY, BANKING AND
CHECKING SURVEYS. PICK UP
INFO AT FPIRG OFFICE 215
UNION. FPIRG CONSUMER-
TENANT HOTLINE t IS 644-4884.

FREE PREGNANCY TEST
Abortion, gynecology, birth control.
Infection checks & mental health
counseling. Low cost Professional
services. Strictly confidential. For
appiontment call No Fla Women's
Health & Counseling 877 3183

TRILOGY, THREE PIECE ROCK
Now playing public/private parties,
dances etc. Call (904) 663-8321.

THANK YOy ST. JUOB

Homecoming Chief ft Princess appli-
cations available now in Room 323
Union. Deadline is 9/22/82.

BusIness

PersonaIs
THE PUB, 1312 W. TENNESSEE
11:00 AM TO 5:00 PM, TUNA
GRINDER, CHOICE OF DRAFT OR
SODA - $2.20. FRIDAY AFTERNOON

3:00 PM TO 9:00 PM
MICHELOB SPECIAL:

PITCHERS $2.25.

MOXIE MERCANTILE
Imported cotton sundresses
Anti«Hi« recycled clothing

SbasM ft 1,000 flower earrings
Lotsa funky lunquei

212 W. CMIo^, Tues.-Sat. 1 - 5 pm.

22 OZ DRAFT ONLY $1 .00

BEFORE and AFTER HOME GAMES
Easy parking - Walk to the Stadium

THE PALACE SALOON
1309 JACKSON BLUFF ROAD

KEN'S TAVERN
ON THE TENN.ST. STRIP

SERVINQ FSU OVER U YEARS
BEER DRINKERS HAPPY HOURS
* * * MON-FRI 4:30^6:30 * * «
THE ORIGINAL WED. NIGHT

MICHELOB MADNESS FROM 9-12
**VIDEOS, PINS, 25- POOL* *

SEMINOLE TAVERN
Daily Specials - 4.ive Entertainment
Mon thru Fri 12 to 7 $2 Pitchers.
MON-4»C 16 OZ. draft.
TUES • 55« Bud Longnecks.
WED • Ladies Nile, 1B« draft, 75- 10 oz.
wine, ft 5Cc cover.
THURS • 55tBud ft Bud Lite cans.
SUN - Ladle's Nite. lOc draft ft Free
Keg tapped at 8 p.m.

^ HAPPY HOUR! 4-7 PM MON FR

I

Ail draft 40i-glass. $2.25 pitchers
THE PALACE SALOON

1S03JACKSON BLUFF ROAD

3 OoQi for a dollar at The Phyrst
3 dogs for a dollar at The Phyrst
3 dogs for a dollar at The Phyrst***** * *
HEY NIGHTOWLS,THERE'SA
NEW PLACETODRINK AND
DANCE AFTER THE BARS
CLMB UF - CHECK OUT

SWEETBAY BOTTLE CLUB .

1313 JACKSON BLUFF RD.

BRING YER OWN BOOZE AND
DRINK CHEAP!! LARGE DANCE

FLOOR AND ROCK ft ROLL
HIGNENSROY LIVi MUSIC WITH

HAMMER

0FBN11FMTIL5AM

SWEETBAY BOTTLE CLUB
1313 JACKSON BLUFF RD.

OVERWEIGHT ^

Call 878 4885 anytime for info on
NEW DOCTOR'S DIET Make extra
money by being dorm or sor/frat rep.

WE DELIVER DEAD FLOWERS
* *

BURNING HEARTS FLORISTS
INTRODUCTORY OFFER GET
$3.00 OFF ANY REG. PRICE

Now you save while you sting!! We
hand deliver unique bouquets of
DEAD FLOWERS. Also inquire about
our FRUIT and FISH packages. Get a
laugh or give someone a laugh. Now it

costs only $6.85! Your order is
enclosed with a dozen of lovely
DEAD FLOWERS wrapped in the
finest florists box. So can us today at
S76-4I03, 10:30-5:00 Mon Sat or send a
check or money order to P.O. Box
20228 Include message and delivery
address.

$2.59 4-PK 12 02 BUD CANS
99e SCHLIT2 BULL QT. BOTTLES
PALACE DISCOUNT DRIVE THRU
1239 JACKSON BLUFF ROAD.
TNT HIDEAWAY CANOE RENTAL
DIRECTLY ON WAKULLA RIVER
AND HWY 98

W up to 4 hrs 50c per cushion call
1-925-64f2.

LIVE MUSIC

FRIDAY & SATURDAY
sat. Night Men's Night

50( DRAFT

8 pm - til

^nday Night- Ladies Night

525 W Tenn. FREE DRAFT
224 3554 7-^
OMNI PUB

NEW! OLD? NEW NEW NEW!!!
SWEETBAY BOTTLE CLUB
OPEN FRI. & SAT 11pm 5am

HOT NEWMUSIC ROCK + ROLL
BRING YER OWN BOOZE + BREW

DANCE ALL NIGHT
1317 JACKSON BLUFF RD.

INSTANT CASH!
or trade for quality albums ft tapes
'LUNEY TUNES' 648 W. Tennessee St.

across form FSU by Subways 10am-
9pm.

GRAND SALE OF PERUVIAN
ARTISANRY ON SATURDAY,
SEPTEMBER 18, 9AM 3PM AT THE
UNION COURTYARD. STOP AT
TABLES 98 & 99 TO SEE WALL
HANGINGS, JEWELRY, CLOTHING
ft COLLECTIBLES.
LOW INTRODUCTORY PRICES.

at

GUITAR LESSONS
Private and class instruction

MUSIC WORLD 386 6163

Lost &
FotNd

FOUND: SET OF KEYS INITIALS
MMB, MAROON KEY CASE. W.
LAFAYETE ST. INQUIRE AT THE
UNION LOST & FOUND.

FOUND
Gold class ring on W. Call St. Call
576-4390.

Wo AAOII FerUtBd

VII%YL FEVER
mZ W. TlBBHSM

224-84S3
Um^ • New • Im^
Ceiseti • Majszinti

GntiUheHmi Um Nen
ffoek Jta. M BIm
MB RtffM .egW hik

TtM CandMee of Any Ibcord

Hff Sell PHetd Owr M b

GetrtMill

The
Florida

State

University

Artist Series
1982/83
Stason

Roberta Fetors,
SiKfane. PriMy. Oet.l

AfMiiO**,, Itvft from Broadway,
TuMOay Nov. 33

Atlanta Symphony,

T>lur.d«y J.nu.rv 70

Jorge Relet, pianist

CoUfltlMlo

Alvin Alley Amerkiin Dance Theatre
TuMOav •• W»anMd«v, Mw 22 ft 23

TiCtCCTS I70.00/O«i. rutHic
Mt.OO/Siu«Mn«i

for mora infarniMlan (all •44.4377.
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Franchise movement may be restricted
UNITED PWESS INTERNATIONAL

WASHINGTON — Mayors from Baltimore and
Phoenix joined the NHL and former NFL players yesterday

in backing a proposed antitrust exemption for pro football.

A I.OS Angeles City Council member and sportscaster

Howard Cosell opposed the legislation before the Senate

Judiciary Committee.

Bakimore Mayor Donald Schaefer and Phoenix Mayer
Margaret Hance backed the Major League Sports

Community Protection Act submitted by Sen. Dennis
DeC oncini, D-Ariz. The bill would restrict movemait by
franchises in pro football, basketball, hockey and soccer.

It also has a retroactive provision that would affect the

shift of the Oakland Raiders to Los Angeles. It would apply

J^-Qumge
J- Former Miami Dolphin All-Pro Defensive Back
Dick Anderson, now a Florida State Senator,

testified yesterday in a C/.S. Senate Judiciary

commktee hearing on a bill called the Mq/or League
Sportp Community Protection Act. Anderson
supported the measure.

to disputes over moving franchises being settled under
antitrust laws until a settlement was reached.

A similar bill, introduced by Sen. Arlen Specter, R-Pa.,

would cover only football.

"1 call the (NFL) Colts and the (major league baseball)

Orioles as major industries in Baltimore," said Schaefer.

"My job is to provide the best facilities possible for thai

industry within the sounds of there sources available.

"Pro sports teams can play one city against another. But
if Baltimore supports the Colts, it deserves to keep them. It

should not have to face a continued threar from other

cities."

Hance agreed, although Phoenix has only one major
league franchise, the NBA Suns.

"Once we get a team—and we are primarily looking at an

expansion franchise, we are not looking to *steal* some
other city's team—we want to make sure that necessary

public investments in stadhrais and other facilities which we
N^ ould be required to make are protected and that we can

keep a team in Phoenix as long as it is weH supported by the

fans and the local community."

Former Miami Dolphins defensive back Dick Anderson,

now a state Senator in Florida, was joined by former

Pittsburg Steelers running back Rocky Bleier and Bill

Dudley, president of the NFL Aliunni Association, in

supportmg DeConcini*s biU.

"1 can't see why the (NFL Fiayers Association) disagrees

with this legislation except that the union always disagrees

with anything NFL management does," said Anderson.

Cosell asked the committee to let pro sports operate as

businesses. He also favored lifting the antitrust exemption

baseball currently enjoys.

"Let them act in open competition and let it be under

the laws of the land," said Cosell. "Let baseball be under

the antitrust laws like any other business."

Los Angeles City Councilman David Cunningham also

opposed the bill, mainly because of the retroactive

provisions. Several aspects of the Raiders' move to Los
Angeles are still in court.

"After a touchdown has been scored, we don't feel the

rules should be changed to take that touchdown away from
us,'* said Cunningham.

No date has been set for further hearings on the bill.

Dolphins, Colts face QB questions
MIAMI — Baltimore Colts and Miami both go into their

game Sunday with quarterback questions, but the Colts'

problems produced a loss last weekend and the Dolphins'

lackhister passing number didn't matter a bit.

The Colts again this week will start rookie fourth-round

draft choice Mike Pagel of Arizona State. It's an NFL
credo that you can't win with a rookie behind center and so

far Baltimore hasn't, losing 24-13 to New England in the

season opener.

Miami's problem is different. Starting will be third-year

man David Moddley, who had an outstanding game
running and receiving in the satisfying 45-28 viaory over

the Jets at New York Sunday. But critics point out

Woodley accounted for only 98 yards through the air.

The Dolphins took a trip through the back pages of their

playbook, pulling out the flea flicker and the quarterback

bootleg besides going to the hoary forward shovel pass

twice, showing off Woodley's quick feet and athletic

ability.

The question is, can Woodley be a consistent winner with

those kUid of passing figures while other NFL quarterbacks

are throwing for 200-300 yards and up.

Of course, pure passer Don Strock is patiently waiting his

turn.

"They have altogether different talents," Coach Don
Shulasays.

"Strock is a straight drop-back type of quarterback.

Woodley is a better all-around athlete. We can do more
withhhn."

Wide receiver Dutiel Harris, for one, thinks the Dolphin

passing game can be a force, and he intends to be a part of

it.

CLARK
CHIROPRACTIC

> CENTER
•v'.W; Straight Chiropractors

|'/i> Hours: MWF by Appt. 1211 Miccosukee Rd.

i iv Phone: 878-5545 Tallahassee, FL
EVERY SPORTS ENTHUSIAST
NEEDS CHIROPRACTIC CARE

Every part of the body Is supplied by nerves that pass from the aplnal
cord through openings between vertabrac. A subluxation cmacs

irritation to the Involved nerves • upaetting body functions.

Common Indicators of subluxations are structural changes such as:

• Sway Back • One hip higher than the other
• Round Shoulders • Leg and foot problemt
• Impaired devetopment of cheat and rib cage
• One shoulder higher than the other * Head tilt

The importance of correcting subhixatiens which interfere with the
proper functioning of the Central Nervous System cannot be over-

emphasised. „ . ^ . ^ , ,Make sure you have a complete spinal

examination at reflular intervals*

(.OVIRNMIN!

ESCORT
SERVICE 644 1239

FREE BEER
ON

SATURDAYS

rm

joint

COMPLETE STYLE

$10.00 w/coupon
(Wash, Cut, Blow drY>

2312 Apalachae Pkwy
(1/2 mile east of Gov. Sq.)

877-9330

Expires 12-1-82

/^MAGNOLIA-
Auto Service C enter

=^^=^ 1031 South MdHUoli.i ^/g51i#ij»»jHHtw^ 878-4582

SHORT ON CASH?!
When Buying or Selling

GOLD & SILVER
,

Jewelry, Diamonds, Class Rings

CHECK PRICES AT

Dust Collectors!
739 N. Monroe

222-3524

For More Money in

Your Pocket!

Mon. - Fri. 10-5:30

ColA

Complete Auto Service
THIS WEEK Foreign & Donu>st ic

10%
Discount

SPECIALS tmostcars)-
TuneUp $29.29
Oil Change & Filter $12.99

Front Disc Brakes $38.88
Full A/C Repairs
Featuring A/C Recharge
$5.99 plusireon

FREE Rotation

on
Parts & Ldljor

Eixceeding $40
with tiiis ad &

any Student I D
VUa. MasterCard

Computer Balance

See Quenton. Eddie or James

•'Go Noles!"
Cage the

Panthers!"

The Finest in BBQ DiningI

YOUR TAILGATE
PARTY

HEADQUARTERS
1429 West Tennessee St.

(On your way to the stadium)
224-2527

COME BY BEFORE
OR AFTER THE

GAME!
Entertainment

Friday & Saturday

from 7 to 1

1

OPEN 7 DAYS
Hours: Mon. - Thurs. 11-11

Frl. - Sun. 11-2
ACCEPT MAJOR CREDIT

CARDS & CHECKS
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FSU secondary

respects Marino
BY WAYNE DEAS
FLAMWAU STAFFWMTER

To say that Florida State's defensive secondary will have
its hands full this weekend defending against Pittsburgh

Panther quarterback Dan Marino would be putting it

mildly.

Despite a sub-Marino performance against North
Carolina, where he threw four interceptions, Marino lies

among the nation's top three Heisraan Trophy candidates.

Throwing for over 6,000 yards in three years, Marino is a
shoe-in to erase ex-Pittsburgh great Tony D<»rsett's total

offense record of 6,526 yards.

Against the Seminoles, Marino is known as an Indian

killer. In two games against FSU he has completed 61

passes for 536 yards and five touchdowns.

"He's the best quarterback that I've ever seen," said FSU
head football coach Bobby Bowden, who compares Marino
with former New York Jet quarterback Joe Namath."

"He's really a pro quarterback that is playing college

football. He has the finest perception of what's going on
around him that I've ever seen. Without a doubt our
secondary will be tested to itsmaximimi against Marino,"
said Bowden.

The Seminole secondary, composed of Harvey Clayton
and Gary Harris at the comerback positions and Larry
Harris and Brian McCrary at the safety spots, might not be
adequately prepared for a passer the likes of Marino.
Having only one returning starter from last year, coupled
with the loss of last game's starter, comerback Warren
Hanna, the Seminoles are lacking in experience and
personnel.

"We have made progress in our secondary, but when
Warren got hurt that was a big blow," said Bowden. "Now
Gary Henry will have to step in and take his place. He's
started in the secondary before and done well but it's

questionable how he plays at the comerback slot."

Hanna, who injured his knee in last week's opener
against Cincinnati, will be out of action for at least two
more weeks.

"I've been jogging a couple of laps and 1 lifted on it last

Tuesda;^," said Itona, whose leg is in a plastic case. "I'lt

go back to the doctor in two weeks to get it off, I'm hoping
to play against Ohio State because I can run straight but
just have to loop out to turn instead of turning sharp."
In the Seminoles' opener the secondary played solidly but

was burned twice on two touchdown passes—one for 46
yards and the other for 71 yards.

"I feel confident about going against Marino, even
though he kinda scares you with all those receivers he's

got," said McCrary. "I know what I'm doing and I know
what I'm supposed to do out there. I just have to go out and
doit."

McCrary, a 5-foot-ll sophomore from Germantown,
Tenn. played sparingly on special teams last year and
originally signed as a tailback. Shifting positions, McCrary
won the starting job at weak safety by impressing coaches
in spring practices. A former Golden Gloves boxing
champion in his weight class, McCrary cites his boxing
background as an asset to his gridiron play.

"Boxing gives you self-confidence to not get intimidated
easily. We can't be intimidated. We have to execute well

and put pressure on him. Anyone can pick you apart if he
has enough lime. We just have to play our game."

Last year, the Seminoi^jecondary never quite got its type
of game started against Marino. Riddled for 251 yards and
three touchdowns by his right arm, the Seminoles were
whipped 42-14. The lone Seminole survivor from that

secondary breakdown is senior Harvey Clayton.

"I feel better prepared than last year's game because I

have a lot more experience. I've learned that once he gets

you down he keeps you down," said Clayton.

Clayton, perhaps the most physical athlete in the

Seihinole secondary places discipline and avoidance of the

deep pass as the two main factors in beating Pittsburgh's

passing attack.

"While looking at the films of Marino I've noticed that

he get's afraid to go deep once you intercept him," said

Harris. "We'll just have to force him in that situation by
frustrating him and make him lose his composure,"

, "It'll have to be a combination of good coverage and a

^ood line nish," said Henry. "He throws the ball real quick

so we just have to react as quick as we can and we can't get

beat deep."
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50 percent chance of

thundershowers toda> with

highs in, the upper 80s and

lows in the mid 60s.
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Massacre may oromot Marines
See Editorialpage 4

UNI It U PRKSS IMKRNATIONAL

WASHINGTON — President Reagan held a Cabinet-level

strategy session yesterday to review U.S. options in the

Lebanon crisis, including sending Marines back into Beirut

as part of a peace-keeping force.

After the unusual 75-minute Sunday session in the White

House situation room, Reagan told reporters, "We'll let you

know when we get it all sorted out.

•'There's nothing 1 can tell you now," said Reagan.

Secretary of State George Shultz and Defense Secretary

Caspar Weinberger said no decision was reached at the

meeting. '*He*s given a greenlight to review the situation.

There is no decision at this time,*' said deputy White House
press vrrretnrv M(^rt Allin.

Reagan made his strongest criticism yet of the Israeli

government Saturday as he expressed "outrage and

revulsion" at the massacre of hundreds of Palestinians in

refugee camps on the outskirts of west Beirut by Christian

miMtiamen. Israel denied any part in the slau^ter and said

its forces stopped further carnage.

Relief workers yesterday picked through the refugee camps

amid the stench of death and the wailing of grieving women,

attempting to recover more bloated bodies from rvounds of

rubble. Limbs of bodies protruded from the dirt.

The Israeli official in Jerusalem said his nation's forces

allowed the Christian Phalangists to enter the Sabra and

Chatila camps to battle hold-out guerrillas, but said,

'*Nobody dreamed this would happen."

UPl reporters saw hundreds of bodies lying in clusters in

fhc two u'c^t Rcirut camps, but there was no firm death

count. A spokesperson for the Popular Front tor the

Liberation of Palestine, Bassam Abu Sherif, said in

Damascus that 1,800 people, including 300 families, died in

the two camps.

Arab diplomats also claimed that as many as a thousand

more people who sought refuge in two hospitals near the

refugee camps had "disappeared" and were presumed killed,

but hospital officials later said the refugees had fled the area

of the fighting.

Israeli troops began pulling out of parts of west Beirut, but

army spokespersons said some troops would remain until all

ammunition and arms had been seized in the Moslem sector.

Meanwhile, thousands of Israelis yesterday condemned the

massacre and, in protests across Israel, demanded Prime

Turn to MIDDLE EAST, page 5

W^t Florida Flambeau/Jill Cuttman

As ifFlorida State's showing against Pit4 on Saturday wasn7 enoi^h to dampen I

Seminole fans' spirit, a third quarter downpour added to the misery. Here, an\

I

unidentifiedfan seeks refugefrom the storm. For thegame story, seepage 9,

Hope for public schools:

Giving the students a choice
BY BARBARA MINER

PACIFIC NEWSSERVICE

NEW YORK — Public School 96 in New
York City's East Harlem does not look

much different from other urban junior high

schools. A somewhat weary appearing, three-

story brown-brick structure, P.S. 96 does

nothing on the outside to

alert people that inside

students and teachers are

participating in a

revolutionary educational

experiment that is being

closely watched by educators throughout the

country.

P.S. 96 is the East Harlem Maritime School

— the only junior high school of its kind in

the country. Yet withjn the East Harlem

school district, the Maritime School is not

unique. Eighteen other "alternative" schook

have been developed in the district as part of

an effort to make competition the engine of

public schcx)l excellence.

The experiment is simple: Inconung junior

high students, rather than being assigned to a

neighborhood school on the basis of

geography, are now deciding for themselves

which of the district's "alternative" and four

regular junior highs they would like to

attend.

"Choice is the driving concept behind the

idea," says East Harlem School

Superiniendant Anthony Alvarado. "Choice

promotes good schools. If you can't attract

students, you*re not a good school."

The district's experiment, which goes into

full gear this fall, is unlike any other in the

country. It differs from many voucher and

tuition tax credit plans that seek to use

private schools to solve public school

problems. In addition, it attempts to strike a

balance between the two poles that have

traditionally characterized educational

philosophy in this country: the open

classrooms popular in the 1960s, when
educational requirements were sometimes

eliminated, and the "back-to-basics" trend

of today that de-emphasizes elective courses

and student preferences.

"This program allows people to select for

themselves what they think is good for

themselves," says Alvarado. "It responds to

the needs and interests of different types of

kids and parents."

The students at liast Harlem Maritime, for

example, lake courses in navigation,

'Choice Is the driving concept behind the idea.

Choice promotes go<A schools. If you can't

attract students, you're not a good school.'

—East Harlem School Superintendant

swimming and diving in addition to meeting

basic requirements. The goal is not so much

to mass produce marine biologists, but to

motivate students and to offer the area's

largely low-income black and Latino students

the opportunities often available only to

middle-class white children.

Other "alternative" schools include the

Academy of Evironmenlal Sciences, the

BETA School offering small classes in

remedial programs, the East Harlem Career

Academy, the East Harlem Performing Arts

School, the Isaac Newton School for

Mathematics and Science and the Sports

School.

The special programs generally are housed

within the district's regular junior and

elementary schools. In some programs,

students must pass certain entrance

requirements.

The origins of the district's "open zoning

plan," as it is usually called, go back to the

1960s, when decentralization policies allowed

the city's 32 local school boards to control

programs for the elementary and junior high

schools. Originally, the "alternative" schools

were geared primarily toward students with

educational difficulties, but it has

progressively expanded.

By 1981, half the district's 3,000 junior

high school students were attending the

"alternative" schools. Last year a bold new

step was taken: All of the district's 1,500

students entering junior high were mandated

to "choose" which of the regular or

Turn to SCHOOLS, page 5
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Foes gather to dedicate capitol
BY MICHAEL TIERNAN

n AMBKAi sf ^^^ writkr

Many of the politicians

thai fought so hard to have

the old capitol torn down
were present Sunday for its

rededication ceremonies.

Gov. Bob Graham, Lt.

Gov. Wayne Mixson,

Secretary of State George

Firestone and other state

officials were present al the

rain-abbreviated cere-

monies.

Given the honor of

cutting the ribbon were Sen.

Pat Thomas D-Quincy and

Rep. Herb Morgan D-

Tallahassee. Morgan and

Thomas were responsible

for introducing the

legislation that enabled the

$7 million restoration

project to be carried out on

the old capitol.

•'I'm here to admire its

silent beauty and reflect on

events that led to it," said

Morgan at the dedicaton

ceremonies.

The history of the capitol re^oraticm project goes back to

1959 when the Capitol Building Commission was formed to

"determine the most expeditious, efficient, and economical

manner of providing for the rebuilding of the central

portion of the capitol or the development of a new capitol

structure."

Throughout the 60s and most of the 70s the fight over

the old capitol continued.

In 1968 the Planning and Architectural Advisory Council

issued a report saying,"The present plan for expanding the

Capitol should be abandoned. It is a makeshift proposal

totally unrelated to the principles and pfamni&g of

architecture."

In 1972 then Gov. Reubin Askew andhis cabinet

approved one of three schemes presented for the new
capitol building.

The fight over the old capitol intensified after the new

capitol was authorized and built.

Firestone, who as a state senator was among the leaders

of the fight against restoration, oversaw the ribbon cutting

ceremonies.

"Let me tell you, when you see her across the room,

under those soft lights, like when you're coming up

Capitol affair
Florida FhuBbeau/JOlOuttman

A crowd gathered outside Florida's newly refurbished historic capitol Sunday for
a dedication ceremony. Many of those who wanted to tear down the structure in

1977 after a new capitol was built were there to laud their oldfoe and to eat a certain

amount ofcrow,
Apalachee Parkway, you don't see the lines in her face and

she really looks beautiful,** Firestone said during a senate

debate over the controversy. "But the next morning, in the

full light of the sun, when you get to really seeing what the

old lady looks like, you've really got some problems. All

the Clairol rinse and all the lip rouge in the world isn't

going to cover up those crow's feet, those lines in the face

and that sagging body.**

**rve been proved wrong,** Firestone told the

TaOahassee Democrat late last week. *'The restoration has

been extraordinary, I wouldn't have believed it if I hadn't

seen it with my own eyes.

"I have no problem admitting my original instincts were

wrong. It would have been a tragedy if the old capitol had

been torn down.*'

Despite strong opposition from Askew, Senate President

Lew Brantley and House Speaks Don Tucker, who felt

that restoration of the old capitol would detract from the 22

story new structure, the 1977 legi^ure voted to restore

most of the old capitol.

"I think they've done an excellent job of restoring it. It

looks real pretty," Tucker, now living and practicing law

in Tallahassee, told the Democrat last week.

Controversy abounds as SG filing ends
BY BRIAN WILSON
KLAMBLAt STAFK WRM KR

Filing for the Student Government

Senate elections ended Friday amidst

allegations by indq)endent candidate

Ed Green that Elections Commissioner

Scott Leek has violated his first

amendment rights.

Those allegations by Green, running

for an independent seat in the Arts &
Science department, centered around

Leek's decision not to grant Green
party status and disallow him from
putting other independent's names
on his campaign literature.

Green said Friday he would file suit

in the student supreme court over the

matter.

Green was denied party status,

according to Leek, because he did not

meet the requirements.

**In order to be political party,'*

Leek said, "you have to file two copies

of your constitution, have party

officers and have candidates running

for 25 percent of the seats."

Although Green tried to submit

two copies of his party constitution at

4:50 p.m. Friday, 10 minutes before

the filmg ended, he didn't have more

than one officer and didn't have 25

percent of the seats filled. Leek refused

to accept the application, including the

completed party constitution.

*'I don't want to be an official

party,** Green said, "but I want party

status."

"What Green's trying to do," Leek

said, "is confer upon himself or a

group of people the benefits of a

political party without accepting the

responsibility of being a political

party.**

Party status has many advantages.

First, a party can spend up to $1,000

for its entire slate of candidates as

opposed to $50 per independent

candidate, and a party needs only one

treasurer, but every single independent

has to have a treasurer.

Green also vehemently opposed

Leek's decision not to allow him to put

other candidates' names on his

literature because he said it was a

judgement decision.

"That's absurd," said Green in

reference to the ruling. "No one can

tell me what I can or can't write. It's a

violation of the first amendment."

"There's nowhere in the elections

code book that says whether you can

or can't endorse another candidate if

you*re an independent," said.^ SG
Attorney Gmral David Green.

The attorney general also said Leek

had decided not to allow the names of

independents to appear on the same

campaign literature as other

independents last Monday. Part of

Leek's job as election commissioner is

interpreting the SG constitution as it

concerns elections.

If Green is victorious in his supreme

court battle to gain party status, it

would be the second time in two weeks

he successfully argued his case before

that body. The first case dealt with

granting an extension for SG election

filing. Winning that case pushed the

filing deadline back from Wednesday,

September 15, to Friday, September

17.

.About 150 students turned in

applications before filing ended
Friday.

"About 100 of the appliations were

accepted in the last two hours," said

Leek. ••But that's about how I

expected things to be."
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by eating and drinking at the

Subway Station
(Downstairs on Raven Street, just off Tennessee St.)

50% Off all food and beverait salts on Monday.

September 20 from il AM till closing at 2 AM (Tues.

mornias) mil be donated to the Boosters.

YOU Can Enjoy

Beer

Sandwiches

And muGb more!

Sirely tbls Is tie easiest, most enjoyable way there

Is to help foir favofiti atblitic proiraa.JHE

competitive Rental Rates • Personal Service • Superior

Faculties • Convenient location • Flexible Lease Terms.

1 and 2 Bedroom. . : 575-1258

COLONY CLUB
1 and 2 Bedroom 224-7519

FOUR SEASONS
1 Bedroom 222-0505

GLEN OAKS
1 and 2 Bedroom 576^9787

GOVERNOR'S SQUARE
1-2-5 Bedroom 878-4125

HILLTOP
1 Bedroom 222-2056

PLANTATION
1 and 2 Bedroom.... 576-5805

PRINCE MANOR
2 Bedroom.. 576-9909

PALMS WEST
2 Bedroom Townhouse 576-6814

SPANISH TOWN
2 Bedroom... ,..576-9787

TALLAHASSEE
1 and 2 bedroom 576-9961

Call Mottice and Associates at 586-2117 for Leasing Assistance

on anv of these fine apartment communities.

VALUE
SERVICE
AMENITIES

. CONVENIENCE
mOlllCC CONSIDERATION
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BY KARLGRbENBERG
FLAMBEAU WRITER

Students supply millions of dollars to the

Tallahassee area and should have a voice in

Florida government.

That's what Florida House District 9

candidate Al Lawson told a group of

student leaders congregated in Florida

State University Student Body President Jill

McConnell's office last Friday afternoon.

The meeting began at 2 p.m., with

Lawson reclining in McConnell's chair,

discussing student apathy with the five

campus organization leaders who attended.

The purpose of the gathering was two-

fold: to listen to and discuss Lawson's
platform; and to consider methods of

attracting more students to the polls on
Oct. 5, the date of the runoff election

between C. Bette Wimbish and Lawson,
among other races.

There was an anxious tenor to the

gathering. The runoff is only two weeks

away and voter turnout at the primary

election held on Sept. 7 was a sober

indication that students seem more
con«emed with football than with ballot

boxes, Lawson said.

**Fewer than 30 percent of District 9
voted in the primaries, and most of those

votes came from Liberty, Franklin and the

other counties in the district," Lawson
said.

The student vote—that which had driven

Lawson to stump all Friday morning in the

FSU union courtyard—and how to loosen it

from its bedrock of apathy, was the

backdrop and overriding theme of the

meeting.

Those present—Nigel Gragg, a local

business owner and Lawson supporter,

Herbert Andrews and Tyrone Brown of the

Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity and Black

Student Union, and Sylvia Berrien of the

Gospel Choir—discussed a number of

possible methods of arousing student

interest in the runoff. The group considered

everything from voter registration drives to

announcements in student organization

meetings.

When questioned about his stand on the

Capital Improvement Trust Fund, a fund

that is fed from student fees and from
which the Florida Legislature allocated

money to build a new athletic field house

complex instead of the requested expansion

of the student union, Lawson said he would
be responsible and supportive of student's

rights, but that if students wanted to effect

change they must remember that they

should vote and that "politicians

understand the vote
.

"

That brought to the surface once again

the rallying point of the meeting: the fate of
the democratic process on the three

campuses in Tallahassee, FSU, Florida

A&M University and Tallahassee

Community College.

Lawson once again spoke of the need for

students to get involved in legislative affairs

that concern them, and mentioned the

Florida Students* Association, the lobbying

organization for Florida's universities, as a

channel for student legislative efforts.

LASTCHANCETO REGISTERFOR
C L A S T

Monday, 8am - 4pm, 103 Seminole Bldg.

A MUST FOR ALL STUDENTS
WHO WILL BE JUNIORS

JANUARY laSS

Do you enjoy fast-paced sports travel

wild parties women wild sex?

If you checked any of the above, join us:

The FSU Ru9by Club

Tuesdays & Thursdays » 5:50 p.m. » Intramural Field

SoA?

^^^^

s
?

I

.H Call nowfbryourfroesalon visit a.

DEADLI]\ES
THIS WEEK

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 24
ENDOF 4th WEEK OF CLASSES

3:00 pm - LAST TIME TO DROP A COURSE
WITHOUT PERMISSION OF DEAN

LAST DAY TO DROP A COURSE WITHOUT
RECEIVING A GRADE.

Submit form to

The Office of Records and Registration,

214 Seminole, Suwannee Arcade

NO REFUNDS WILL BE MADE
MUST PAY ALL FEES AND $25.00 LATE FEE

BY 3:30 pm OCTOBER 1

CASHIERS OFFICE, 109 WESTCOTT

0 Iff you ffail to pay all fees your ffall registration will be
permanently cancelled. Students whose registration is cancelled for

no payment oi fees must be reinstated by the end of the ffilth week of

classes. Request for reinstatement after the fifth week deadline will be heard

by the Appeals Committee. Forms for appeals may be obtained in the Office

of Records and Registration.

DIV ISION OF ACADEMIC SUPPORT SYSTEM
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Slaughter
Bodies of men, women and children stacked as many as ten high.

Some corpses are covered with rubble where bulldozers tried to hide

the bodies of the dead. Blood everywhere.

A scene from the latest horror move? No. That was the scene this

weekend from a real live horror—the continuing war in Lebanon.
Right-wing Lebanese militia went into two refugee camps and

murdered between 1,000 and 1,800 Palestinians. The Lebanese

entered those two refugee camps with the permission of the

Israelis—though an Israeli official said yesterday they had no idea that

such a slaughter was going to occur but merely thought the Lebanese
were going to wipe out some guerrilla resistance.

In Jerusalem, many Israelis are justifiably outraged. Police had to

resort to billy clubs and tear gas to quell protestors demanding the

immediate ouster of Menachem Begin, current head of the Israeli

government.

In the U.S., President Ronald Reagan and Secretary of State

George Shultz have apparently been giving tacit approval of the

removal ot Begin for weeks. This approval has been apparent in the

repeated consultations with Shimon Peres, Begin's chief opponent

and the person most likely to replace Begin if there is a change in

leadership.

We applaud Reagan and Shultz on the matter. Begin should resign

from office immediately so that a leader with a more reasonable

approach can take the hebn of the Israeli goveniment. A leader who is

not too proud, or stubborn, to negotiate with his enemies.

Such a move would n^ake it virtually unnecessary for the U.S. to

send Marines back into Lebanon. The situation does not call for an
escalation of imilitaristic options but for cahn and rationd stability.

As Pope John Paul 11 said in decrying the brutal massacre, words do
not exist to condemn such an act. Nothing that can be said will

change what has happened, but the removal of Begin could lessen the

chances of future tragedies.

Drinking
Living in Florida, we*re used to seeing government agencies resort

to outlandish tactics to solve problems. Insurance Commissioner Bill

Gunter's proposal to raise the state's drinking age to 21 is just such a

proposal.

Gunter argues that the state's youth is not capable of handUng the

responsibilities which go along with the drinking privilege. Judging

by the accident rates of young drivers, and the fact that mc»st accidents

involving drivers aged 18-21 involve alcohol, Gunter may well be
right.

But restricting access to alcohol won't solve the problem.

Underaged drinkers will find sources for their pleasures as they always

have, and a severe blow will be dealt a sizable proportion of

Tallahassee's businesses at the same time.

A more reasonable means of reducing highway carnage would be to

strictly enforce the slate's new DUl law—a law which finally has some
teeth in it. Young people who can demonstrate responsible use of a

alcohol will be allowed to continue to enjoy the privileges of

adulthood, while those who cannot separate their partying from their

driving will be removed from the roads.

That makes a lot more sense than Gunter's proposal. Remember,
drinking privileges were granted 18-21 year-olds after thousands of

them were maimed or killed in theVietnam war. Now youths are being

forced to register for another draft. If they're responsible enough to

be forced to die for their country—surely they're responsible enough
to decide for themselves whether to drink.

Florida Flambeau Foundation Inc. Business and Advertising Offke, 206 N.
Woodward Avenue, phone 644-4075; Mediatype Lab, 314 University Union,

phone 644-5744; Classified Ad Office, 320 Univeristy Union, phone 644-5785.

Rick Johnson General Manager

Laurie Jones Business Manager Jane Duncan. . . Mediatype Manager
Rose Rodriguez Ad Manager George Burns. . Production Manager
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Reagan's assaults on women's rights
BY MAXWELL GLEN AND CODY SHEARER

SPECIAL TO THErLAMMEAU

WASHINGTON — Not a week seems to go by

now without the Reagan Administration

committing some outrageous act against women.
On the heels of his appointment of a conservative

Christian to work with women's groups, the

president threw yet another screwball two weeks

ago. His JusUee D^artimnt refused to contest a
U.S. District Coatt's decision limiting federal

enforcement of Title IX, the law that pr<^bits sex

bias in schools and colleges.

By standing pat on the judge's ruling in

University of Richmond vs. Bell that Title IX

apphes only to programs funded directly by the

government, Reagan has left women vulnerable to a
revival of traditional discriminatiofis.

Whether politically possible or not, school

officials in Eastern Virginia can now legally exclude

women from any education program or activity

that doesn't directly receive federal monies.

Legally, they could severely curtail the access that

women and girls have to athletic programs,

vocational education and dormitory rooms.

Legally, they could bar women from enrolling in

certain courses.

"These forms of discrimination have all occurred

in the past and could happen again now," said

Bernice Sandler, of the Association of American

Colleges. "We may soon see women barred from

criminal justice courses" which, until 1974, was the

rule at the University of Michigan.

Indeed, the Justice Department's narrow view of

Title IX discards four previous administrations'

broad commitment to oiftMicing equal rights for

women in education, a policy that has paid off

handsomely in the last decade. Between 1972 and

1980, for example, the percentage of law degrees

earned by women rose from 7 to 31 percent. In

medical schools, the women's share of doctorates

increased from 9 to 23 percent, in dental schools, it

jumped frcfm 1 to 13 percent.

• Title IX lias effectively shepherded thousands of

women into graduate schools, athletics and
positions of educational responsibility.

While the University of Richmond vs. Bell

decision technically affects only Eastern Virginia,

the Justice Department's inaction sends a green

light to anxious school administrators—at a time of

HEREANDNOW
budget retrenchment—that women's programs are

expendable. If the decision is applied nationwide,

as the Education Department has all but promised,

a tiny minority of women and girls in school would

be protected by Title IX (less than 4 percent of all

educational programs r^ve earmarked federal

funds).

One need not overemphasize that the

administration's motivation was political. Kcagan's

Justice Department believes more in local control

6f schools than in the advancement of civil rights'^

and, when given a chance, moves in that direction.

As Education Department generat counsel and
Reagan appointee Dm Oliver explained in a memo to

superiors last year, "Even if we ultimately lose in

court. ..we are here in Washington... to curtail the

interference of the federal government."

For women in education, the outstanding hope

rests with the Supreme Court. Already this year, the

High Court ruled, 6-3, that Title IX protects school

employees. It did not, however, go so far as to

define what constituted a federally funded
"program." But there's a good reason to believe,

said Margaret Kohn of the Women's Law Center,

that the Court would follow a recent 3rd Circuit

Court of Appeals decision mandating Title IX
compliance by any institution that admits federal-

aid recipients.

In the meantime, Reagan continues to leave

women high, dry and without the protections from
discrimination that an Equal Rights Amendment
and a broadly interpreted Title IX would assure.

It's only regrettable that many of this

administration's other regulatory raids on equal

rights, such as efforts to cripple the National

Advisory Council on Women's Education
Programs and the Women's Education Equity Act,

don't make headlines.

These actions illuminate the president's frontal

assault on women, as well as the kind of society he
hopes to create (or re-create). Whether Reagan, at

this point, wants to change his ways seems moot;
it's time for the rest of us to show him that we
differ.

<

Letters Policy: Letters to the editor of the Florida Flambeau should be signed, and must include an
address and phone number if possible. They should be type-written, double-spaced, and no longer

than 150 words. Correct names will be run with each letter unless the author has a valid reason for

remaining anonymous. The editors reserve the right to edit the letters for length and to meet
standards ofgood taste.
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Middle East from page 1

Minister Menachem Begin and Defense Minister Ariel

Sharon resign.

**Begin and Sharon ~ killers," read some of the placards

carried by an estimated 800 protesters outside Begin's official

residence in Jerusalem who called for the resignation of
Begin, Sharon and Chief of Staff Rafael Eitan.

The demonstrators, including a handful of
parliamenlarians, massed on the tree-shaded lane outside

Begin's residence, ignoring police orders to disperse because

they had gathered without a permit.

The helmeted police fired tear gas and swung their clubs to

clear the protesters away, arresting seven of them. Dozens
were treat»j for tear gas inhalation, ambulance crews said.

Government officials were considering holding a special

cabinet session last night at the close of Rosh Hashana
observances to discuss the weekend massacre at two
Palestinian refugee camps in west Beirut.

Holding Israel ultimately responsible for the violence,

Reagan demanded immediate Israeli withdrawal from west

Beirut, and had Shultz summon Israeli Ambassador Moshe
Arens to the State Department.

Ailin said a series of meetings were held at the White
House, State Department and Defense Department yesterday

for further consideration of U.S. options. Reagan was not
involved in the interagency sessions, he said.

"We'll continue to evaluate and discuss the situation,"

Allinsaid.

"We are reviewing several options: to increase the number
of U.N. observers in Beirut; redeployment of the U.N. forces

in Lebanon, which are now in the South; and evalution of a
request by the Italian government to reintroduce the three-

nation peacekeeping force in Beirut."

The multi-national force included U.S. Marines, Italian

and French troops. They were withdrawn from Lebanon last

month after assisting in the evacuation of Palestine

Liberation Organization fighters pinned down by Israeli

forces who invaded Lebanon June 6.

Both the Italian and French governments have said they

are willing to return troops to Lebanon if the Marines go

back in and the Lebanese government has called for the

force's return.

In addition to Shultz and Weinberger, those attending the

session with Reagan were Vice President George Bush; U.N.
Ambassador Jcaiie Kirkpatrick; Adm. James Watkins, chief

of naval operations and acting chief of the Joint Chiefs of

Staff; Deputy CIA director James McMahon; White House
national security adviser William Clark and his deputy

Robert McFarlane, and top White House aides Edwin
Meese, James Baker and Michael Deaver.

Allin also said U.S. officials have visited the two refugee

camps where the slayings occured."We're focusing on what

happened,** he said,* "and where we go from here."

Asked if the United States has a *'body count,** he said

"no." Allin also said he is "sure** Reagan has seen the

photographs and television reports of the killings.

As he returned to the White House family quarters,

Reagan said he had not been in personal contact with Israeli

Prime Minister Menachem Begin. "We're working

through the ambassador," he said in a reference to Arens.

American officials have said repeatedly they had

assurances from Begin that Israeli troops would not move
into west Beirut. Israel claims gave it no such assurances.

Senate Republican leader Howard Baker, briefed by
Shultz early yesterday said on ABC's This Week with David
Brinkley he is "not without hope" the Israeli military forces

will withdraw "at least from some points" in Lebanon.

He also said "under the circumstances it was clearly

indicated" for Reagan to make a forceful statement about

the need for Israeli withdrawal Saturday.

Asked if Shultz "suggested we hold Israel responsible'*

for the killings in Lebanon, Baker said: "I think clearV so.

"It is not directly responsible, but they went back in

against our wishes and they did not prevent the slayings

which they could have done. To the extent they created a

military climate in which the killings took place, they must
assume a share of the responsibility."

Allin said there is "no change" in policy statements

made by Shultz that the administration does not

contempbite cutting off arms or economic aid to Israel.

Arab governments called for an urgent meeting of the 22-

nation Arab League today in Tunisia and blamed the

United States for the massacres.

Pro-western Kuwait called the slaughter of hundreds
of men, women and children in west Beirut's Sabra and
Chantila camps a "smudge of shame on the world's

conscience,** for which the United States must shoulder the

"biggest responsibility.**

"The responsibility should be borne by those who
trusted- the Zionist regtpe and disarmed the population,

leaving them easy pre\ to a barbaric and expansionist

force," Kuwaiti Minister Abdul Aziz Hussein said after an
emergency Cabinet meeting yesterday.

Schools frompage 1

alternative schools they would like to attend.

Some teachers and principals have been leery of the

program, fearful that if students don't choose their school

or program they might be out of a job. The district,

however, has promised to fulfill all union contractual

obligations. Teachers will be reassigned when necessary,

not fired. For schools, it's a different story. Those that do
not attract students will be closed

.

Some critics argue that students and parents may not be

able to make the right choice and that professional

educators know better. "Parents and kids want what is best

for themselves," counters Alvarado. "Many kids were

making belter choices than even I predicted." Because the

district is 97 percent black and Latino, Alvarado noted that

such criticisms carried perhaps "a touch of racism.**

Even though the open zoning plan will not be fully

implemented until the year, the district's experiment

already has gained widespread notice, including a favorable

article in the London r/mef.

Statistics also underscore the program *s success.

Attendance ; rates at the alternative schools are higher

than at the district's neighborhood schools, and 78 percent

of those who graduated from the "alternative" schools in

1981 were accepted into specialized, vocational and private

high schools.

Further, seven years ago East Harlem was last among the

city*s 32 districts in reading scores; it now has risen to 18th.

In a recently released report by the United Federation of

Teachers, the district ranked as one of the safest in the city

in terms of inschool crime.

Alvarado, widely considered one of the best school

superintendents in the city, has been the driving force

behind the district's experiment. He attributes its success to

an educational philosophy that emphasizes student choice

and motivation, and stresses that schools are there to serve

the students and parents—not the other way around.

"You have to create a situation nHiere students want to

come to school," says Alvarado

Ttalfkllitfw Milrt
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FOR FREE ADMISSION, mm lliit
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Drinb 2 for 1 fill 11

BULLWINKLE'S

60N6 SHOW
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Thm IS A differencel!!

Course Class Starting

SAT
LSAT

September 21

October 11

Novmbir 10
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222-0009
523 E. TENNESSEE ST

(OFF. \XM N.S.)
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Aerobics / Jazz / Ballet

Grand Opening Special
1 visit-2 for price of one Owners
"Brin^ a Friend" Pa^eS.Atk,n>
Timberlane Shops on the Square Janice B. Powell

lOO

Dr. Allan O. Dean P.A.
OPTOMETRIST

SOFT CONTACT LENSES
Mini-Pcukage ^1 ^ £\
includes | m
• \'istakon Linltr<ithin or any regular

liausch & Lomb Lens

• Exam, Contact Lens Fitting and .i months visits

• Cold Sterilization

(Do'^s not in( I u He other lens designs)

810 Thomasville Rd. Appointments

(Interseclion of Monroe * Ihomaiville Rd.) 222-9991

y

30 mlr^iA^3 tim^ o week
f<xlte&s$ Results

Homecoining

Chief & Princess

applications available now
in Room 523 Union,

204 Bryan Hall &
the Hecht House

Deadline for a

is 9/ 22/ 82

RHODES
SCHOLARSHIP

APPLICATION PEADLINE

Applications are open for Rhodes Scholarships. Two

years of graduate study at Oxford university.

Qualifications: Unmarried U.S. Citizen between 18-24

years old. Must receive Bachelors degree by Oct. '83.

Graduate students also eligible. Scholastic ability,

leadership, sports actlvlt. and character!

Deadline: Oct. 11,1982

Contact: Prof. Peter Stowell

222-7853
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V
SENATE

;p

MINUTES

Bills First Reading

Bill 132 Law Scbool Appropriations Council Budget

Guidelines Referred to Judiciary and Appropriations Comm
Bill 133 An allo( afion of $^04 (X) from Senate Unallocated

Keserve to Psychological Research Group Twvel $40, and

Other Expense/Registration fees ($104).

The purpose of this alloc ation is to provide funds for

participation in the AABT Convention This request meets

emergency criteria due to the inavailability of funding from

the Student Allocation Committee.

Bill 134 A revision of $200 within CPE from OCO to Other

Material and Supplies.

The purpose of this revision is to transfer necessary funds

already allocated in the Annula Budget for two 2 projectors.

Bills Second Reading

Bill 130 A revision of $500.00 within Women's Center from

Program OPS Speakers to Postage - $75, Film Rental $50,

Ads Fquipmcnt Rental $50, Printing - $100, Other

materials and Supplies - $74 and Other Lxpenses - $75.

The purpose of this revision is to redistribute funds

allocated ^or "Rape Awareness Week."

MEETINGS
FSU international Folk Dance Chib, meets on Sundays at

7 30 p.m. in the ball rooms of the Student Union Instruction

IS provided and beginners are welcome. Partners are not

needed.

Senrinolc Scuba Divert, hold regular meetings every

Monday at 5:30 in Room 117 Bellamy to make plans for

upc oming dives and events, hear guest lecturers, and

I onduct other business. You must be a certified diver to

dive with the club.

Students Helping Students, is having a chairperson meeting

for all current and prospective chairpersons, Monday, Sept.

20 from 4 to 5, Room 318 Bryan Hall. If you are interested

in starting a peer-advising group in your major field, please

attend this important meeting.

Order of Omega, will meet tonight at 6:30 in Room 246

Union. If there are problems in attendance call Barry Lanier

at 224-5888

The Rotaract Club, is meeting Tuesday, September 21st in

Room 240 of the L'nion .it 7 00 p m to discuss plans for the

fall semester. Everyoii'- is welcome to attend.

Imurancf Society, will be meeting at 7:30 p.m. in 201

I cingmire. Dr. Pat Maroney will speak in agency licensing,

bveryone interested is invited

There will be a Student Foundation meeting on Monday,

September 20 at 8:00 p.m. in the Hecht House. All members

should attend.

COMEIOINUS
Angel Flight, FSU s 1981-82 Student Organization of Year,

will hold an Informational Party on Thursday, Sept. 23rd at

b 00 p m. in 222 ROTC. All are welcome and refreshments

will be served.

Circle K, No 1 collegiate service organization encourages

you to become a part of the cream of the crop. Be the best

Seminole possible. )oin us this Tuesday at 7:30 in Room 240
Union for something that will make a difference in your life

Rec. Council, wants all students to come get involved with,

our clubs on Tuesday & Wednesday, Sept 21st & 22nd in

the Unioon Courtyard, from 11 to 2, or stop by Room 350

Union. For more information call 644-3206.

International Students Office, invites you to its International

Coffee Hour, each Friday from 12 to 2:00 p m. at the

International House, 716 West Park Ave. Come and meet

people from many other countries.

FOR YOUR INFORMATION
1800 Seconds, is FSU's exciting and innovative feature

variety show, which focuses on the students and activities

at FSU. Be sure to tune in and watch the show every Sunday
night at 1 1 :1 5 on Channel 27!

Union Program Office, is sponsoring a series of

Learningshops each Wednesday from 4 00 to 5 K) p m in the

Leon lafayette Room of the Union. The first Learnmgshop,
entitled "Publicity Do's and Don'fs," is this Wednesday,
Sept. 22 Come and learn how to publicize your
organization's events! Call 644-6710 for more information

Registered Student Organizztions & Clubs, please remember
that you are required to re-register each fail semester with
the Student Activities & Organizations Office. The deadline
for re-registration is October 1st, so don't delay Please stop
by our office in Room 323 Union and pick up the re-

registration forms. Call 644-3840, If you have any questions
Who's Who Among Students in American Univeristies &
Colleges, applications are now available in the Student

Activities Office, in Room 323 Union. Seniors and Graduate
students are eligible to apply. Deadline for applications is

Thursday, October 14th.

Tarpon Club, FSU's Synchronized swimming team, will hold
try-outs for the 1982-83 club, on Wednesday, Sept. 22nd,

from 5:00 to 7:00 p.m. at Montgomery Gym Pool. Last help
sessions for try-outs will be Sept 20 & 21, 5 to 7 p.m. All

good swimmers are welcome Don't miss the try-out for this

year. Call Alicia Crew at 644-4531 for further information.

FHI'i Leadership Labs, announces the deadline for

applications, noon on Tuesday, Sept. 21st for Genesis, and
noon, Thursday, Sept 23rd, for Associates Applications and
mformation are currently available in the Student Activities'

Office, 323 Unicm. Don't miss this no-cost program

Scalphunters, announces that due to the great res|)onse for

sponsorship of booths in the 1982 Homecoming Row Wow
the deadline for applications has been extended to Sept. 22.

Applications are available in Room 323 Union. Don't be left

out! It's a great chance to earn money and exposure for

your organiztion

FSU's Bowling Team, announces Mens & Womens Bowling
team try-outs, which will begin on Saturday Sept. 25th, Men
at 9:00, and Women at 12:00. Sign-up all week at Crenshaw
I anes Any further information, contact Bob Snyder 878-

3106 or 877-1108 or Crenshaw Lanes at 644-1819.

Omega Epsilon Chapter of Order of Omega, a National

Fraternity Leadership Honorary is proud to announce their

new members who were inducted into the honorary last

May. John J. Agliano, Mike J. Rub -Alpha Tau Omega-,
Leonardo D. Starke -kappa alpha Psi-, Richard J. Rodgers Jr.

-Kappa Sigma-, Carson Good, Fred C. Jackson, Jorge E. Azor
-Lambda Chi Alpha-, Stephen J LaMontagne, Thomas L.

Trotta-Pi Kappa Alpha-, Thomas Abrams- Sigma Alpha Epsilon
- David C. Mayo -Sigma Chi, R. Kent Shoemaker -Sigma Phi

Epsilon, Latimer Farr III, Raymond P. Premuroso, -Theta Chi-

The newly elected officers for order of Omega are

President: Barry K Lanier -Sigma Alpha Epsilon, VP: Clint

Day - Sigma Phi Epsilon, Secretary: Carson Good - Lambda
Chi Alpha, Treasurer Gary Oelapp -Kappa Alpha Order.

Student Insurance, announces that for those of you that

have not yet bought Student Health Insurance, or are just

receiving your funds from Financial Aid, it is not too late.

For more information, Call Student government at 644-1811.

SPECIAL EVENTS •

UPC, No. 7 Prodttcttont and D-103, presents '^eatlemania,"

the Broadway show, Oct 2nd, at 8:00 p.m. in fully Gym.
Tickets are $8 00 for students and $9 50 Gen Public Get
yours at Union Ticket Office, Record Bar and County Seat

in Governor's Square Mali. Also...Marshall Crenshaw is

Coming! Call UPO at 644-6710 for more information.

UPO is sponsoring a speedballing competition Wednesday,
Sept 22. in the Union Courtyard between 11:30 and 1:00

p.m. Come by and get your pitches clocked by radar. Prizes

for the fastest pitch will be given

Hispanic Student Union Film Series, presents "El Super" an

insightful look at the uprooting of a Cuban man and his

family to New York. His struggle to overcome language
barriers and maintain order as a housing superintendent

make for a lively look at societal differneces and human
nature. The film is free and will be shown at Moore Aud. at

8:00 p.m.

CPE, presents Kafhy Blackburn, who will be app»Mnn« as a

guest speaker on "Racism and Sexism in Our Court

System. Ther discussion will be Tuesday, Sept. 21 at 8:tK)

p.m. in 201 Diffenbaugh.

CPE, presents "WR: Mysteries of the Organism.' is a

fantastic and hilarious look at the existing political systems,

a comical and satanically funny swipe at politics and

pornography. As part of the International Film Festival it

will be shown Wednesday, Sept. 22 at 7:30 p.m. in Moore

Aud.

Outdoor Pursuits, announces their upcoming ( ampin^

adventure, Oct. 1-3. The Campout will take place at Joyce

Kilmer, slick Rock Wilderness in North Carolina. Beginners

and experienced hikers will make their way down Slick

Rock Creek to Wild Cat Falls on Fri and camp there

overnight. Saturday, participants will hike along Slick Rock
Creek to Nichols Cove where they will experience an
abandoned settlement Then it's back to Wild Cat Falls, 10 6

miles is the total distance of hiking Breakfasts both days

and sleeping pads will be furnished. Trip cost is $45 00 for

Students and $50 for non-students.

For those who can't afford to be gone for the whole
weekend, we'll be offering one of our most popular canoe
trips on Sunday, Oct 3rd. The Lower Aucilla is always fun

and challenging whether in high or low water. The six miles

are highlighted by the North Florida wonder "The Big lla^id

as always, space is limited so don't delay For more
information on either of these trips, come by 350 Union or

call 644-3206.

UPO CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Sept. 21 - UPO Leisure Class Tennis, )azzercize
Sept. 22 - Diversions - Sweet Adelines - 12:00 - 1 00 Union
Courtyard

Sept. 22 - Leadership Learningshop, "Publicity Do's and
Don't's' 4-5:30 p m , Leon Lafayette Rm. - University Room.
Sept. 23- 25 - Downunder Pub - 'Velma Frye " - Thursdays
Free; Friday and Saturday, $1.00 Students $2.00 Non-Student
$«pt, 23 - 25 - UPO Retreat

EXECUTIVE CORNER

Voter's Registration, the stronger voting block FSU have the
more legislators will listen and respond to our needs. The
last day to register to vote in the general elections on Oct.
2nd and FSU Student Government has made it easy ff)r vou
to register to vote. The Student Government President s

office is a branch office of the State Elections Commission
and right now, every day from 8 30 to 4 30 Mon - Lri in

Rooms 234 and 250, you can register to vote lables will be
set up in the Union from 10:00 a.m. until 2.00 p.m.
beginning Sept. 21 through Oct. 1 to register voters.
Tallahassee shopping malls will also host voter registration
tables. Anyone interested in the voter registration campaign
should come to Room 246 In the Union on Monday Sept
20th at 4:00 P m.



Planet Waves
World

BRUSSELS, B^.'lgium — Belgium pressed

a nationwide nanhunl and tightened

security measures for the Jewish

community yesterday following a terrorist

submachiBC gun attack that wounded four

people in front of Brussels' main
synagogue.

Two security agents, the caretaker of the

synagogue and a worshipper were wounded
in the attack Saturday at the start of the

Jewish New Year. Two were reported in

serious condition.

The synagogue was searched for bombs
before a second day of Rosh Hashana
services began yesterday, police patrols

were reinforced and more plainsclothes

men guarded Jewish-owned buildings in

Brussels.

PARIS — Leading U.S. banks are

resisting French efforts to win an

emergency $4 billion loan to prop up the

ailing French franc, banking sources said

yesterday.

The sources said major U.S. Swiss and

West German banks had expressed

reluctance to join a 200-bank consortium

being formed by France's state-controlled

Societe Generale bank to provide the loan.

They warned that President Francois

Mitterrand's efforts to restore confidence

in the French currency would suffer a

severe blow if the U.S., Swiss and West

German banks refuse to join.

morning, we are prepared to discuss the

matter with the president and to iMropose

legislation to the Congress to prevent the

threat of an extended strike," their joint

statement said.

Up to 28,000 members of the

Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers

union walked out, affecting much of the

nation's freight service and some passoiger

lines. There was scattered picketing.

State

Nation
WASHINGTON — Thousands of

locomotive eimineers struck the nation's

milroads yesterday, orippling U.S. rail

traffic. The Reagan administration

demanded a quick end to the strike afia

contract talks collapsed.

Transportation Secretary Drew Lewis

and Labor Secretary Raymond Donovan

warned if there was no settlement by today,

the . administration would propose

legislation to end it.

**If the collective bargaining process does

not produce a sottleinent bv tomorrow

MIAMI— The slayings of two men and
two wom^ found beaten to death in a car

trunk in a quiet, suburban neighborhood

were dn^-related, police said yesterday. It

was the fourth mass murder in Dacte

County in six weeks.

The killings of the two Latin males and

two brunette white women were being

investigated yesterday by Centac 26, a

combined task force of county, city and

federal agents assigned to drug-related

slayings.

An autopsy revealed that the victims had

all been beaten to death.

Police discovered the bodies Saturday

inside the trunk of a white-over-burgundy,

two-door Chevrolet Monte Carlo in a rural

neighborhood just north^ of Sweetwater

after **children playing around the car

c(miplained to their parents about a foul

odor coming from the trunk," Officer June

Hawkins said.

MIAMI — In Vietnam, Skip Stringer did

his job well—and he has a chest full of

medals and badges to prove it.

But the experience took its toll. Stringer

lost the hearing in his right ear. And, his

attwneys will argue next month in Dade

County criminal court, he lost his sanity,

too.

The 30-year-old Stringer is charged with

trying to steal a stereo from a man with

impaired vision.

Stringer's attorneys—for the first time in

Dade County history—will use a disorder

called "Vietnam syndrome*' as an insanity

defense on the attempted armed robbery

charge when the case goes to trial Oct .18.

INBRIEF
ADDING MACHINES,

typewriters, calculators, computer type

equipment, tables, chairs and desks are just

some of the merchandise up for sale at the

-{ annual Florida State University Surplus

Sale. The items can be seen from 8:30 a.m.

to 4 p.m. today, Tuesday and Wednesday

and from 8:30 a.m. till 11 a.m. Thursday.

Bids will be accepted until 11 a.m.

Thursday. Most items are located at the Old

FSU Dairy Farm, except for a tractor,

mower and a car, which are located at the

Property Records Office, 124 New
Maintenence Complex.

CRITICISM COLLOQUIUM WILL
present its first speaker, professor Leon

Golden, discussing Evaluation in Aristotle

and Longinus, today at 4 in 303 Williams.

THE COOPERATIVE DEVELOP-
mcnt Foundation will raffle off tickets to

the Jcthro TuU concert. The raffle tickets

cost $1.50 and are available at the Leon

County Food Co-op. The drawing for the

concert tickets and other prizes will be held

this Saturday at 2 p.m. during the CDF Flea

Market, 505 AU Saints St. .For more

information call Rosemary at 386-8966.

THERE WILL BE ADULT READING
classes for persons intovsted in passhig the

GEO exam tomorrow at 9 a.m. at the

Florida State Employment Office, 1307 N.

Monroe St. For more information call 488-

8701.

THERE WILL BE A GETTING A
State Government Job Clinic today at 4

p.m. in 227 Bryan Hall. Conducted by

CCIS.
SAHLIVA'S CPE BELLY DANCING

class starts tonight at 7 in the Union's Leon-

Lafayette Room.
ANGEL FLIGHT WILL MEET

tonight at 6 in 222 ROTC Building.

SALATHA CLARK FROM THE
Army will be on campus tomorrow at 9

a.m. in 227 Bryan Hall recruiting from the

following majors: Electrical Engineering,

Micro-Biology, Psychology, Electrical

Technician, Operator Research III

(graduate and undergraduate levels),

Biomedical Engineering, Medical

Engineering, Education Specialist

(graduate level) and Civil Engineering.
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.RESUMES.
P M. Publishing and Typographies offers quality typesetting, design & printing of

custom resumct within 24 hours. We have many uniqu; styles to choose from!

00 RESUMES 25 RESUMES SO RESUMES OTHER OPTION

^HiTfPftPFf
s

25 COVER SHEETS I 50 COVER SHEETS \ GIVE US THE DETAILS

CUSTOM OESiGNfcL ; 25 ENVELOPES. : 50 ENVELOPES [ 4 WE LL GIVE vOl

rvPESET & PRINTED ) ON CLASSIC LAID PAPER ) ON CLASSIC UIO PAPER ) AGOOOPRICE

S24 9S $30.95 $35.95 ft A 6000 JOB*
13!>0N Gadsden* Tallahassee. FL 32303 • (904 1222 »?22 or 222 1220

FABRIC

SHIS!!

Fabulous Fall

Sale lasts thru Wed.

All on Bolts

Asst. Contents
60" Wide

Asst.
Suiting

YARD

45" Wide • On Bolts

100% Cotton

FAMOUS WAMSUTTA

Pin Point
Glaze

SALE!

Polished
Cotton
Dots O YARQJ

54" Wide • On Bolts

50% Trivera Polyester

50% Wool

H20 Washable
Woolens

Plaids $U8

8

and YARD
Solids _r

46" Wide

66% Polyester • 35% Cottof^^

Lavender and ^if^
Blue Tones ^^^^^^

Sportswear '^St

Prints $i88
YARD

i

Famous Blue Ridge Winkler

100% PolYU'^e^*^®"®

Leather Look

$99 colors

tocWoosefrom
46" Wide

PARKWAY SHOPPING CENTER
1107 APALACHEE PARKWAY

877-4769 ^
OPEN Mon-Fri10-9

DAILY Saturday 10-6|

Sunday 1-6
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An oasis in a cultural wasteland

JackNicholson wm be on TV thts week

BY FRANK YOUNG
Fl AMBFAl STAFF WRITER

It seems as if I've upset a few people. I've been informed
that WFSU-TV was a bit miffed at the lack of programming
coverage I've given them in this column. If any other

television station were to speak up like this, I'd likely do my
best to ignore them. But something like public television is

different.

Public TV is easy to take for granted. It's always there,

providing a much-needed contrast to the goofy gibberish that

fills the video airwaves surrounding it. Sane, senseful, and
often fascinating, public TV programming is nothing to

ignore.

There's almost always something interesting on WFSU.
True, a how-to quilting show may lack that goiuine spark of

exdtement, but virtually anytMng else—be it Dick Cavett,

Nova, or absurd Alfred Hitchcock reruns—is worth the

effort to watch, which is a lot more than I can say for the

sorry slop the major networks excrete nightly.

The regular programs, like Cavett, Nova or Sneak
Previews, can become habit-forming if you let them. But the

best things by far, in my opinion, are the sociological

documentarks winch air independoitly or as part of a series

like Non-Fiction Television. Two watchable and highly

recommended examples of this public-TV staple air this

week.

South Bronx- Work in Progress (Wednesday, 10 p.m.)

documents efforts to rehabiUtate one of the most blighted

urban areas of the U.S.

Even more interesting is part three of /RememberHarlem

TELEVISION
(Thursday, 10 p.m.) a marvelous, fascinating, perceptixc

document of the growth of the Harlem area of New York,

one of the most historically important and colorful parts of

20th century urbana.

These programs capture the very essence of their subjects,

and provide a refreshing view for anyone tired of
Tallahassee's hick-town doldrums. They're both worthy of
any interested persons' time.

To tell the truth, there's an absolute surfeit of watchable,

intelligent stuff to be found on WFSU, and public TV in

general. It's interesting to see things that are more than just

something to stare at. Outside of a station like WFSU.
there's little, indeed, like that.

MOVIES AND OTHER IDLE PLEASURES
Monday-l:05 p.m., WTBS (cable 2) — Rock-a bye-

Baby—More interesting for its director (Frank Tashlin) than

for Jerry Lewis' antics. Tashlin, a former Warners cartoon

director, invested his live-action pix with a healthy dose of

surreal craziness. Tashlin, incidentally, was one of the early

heroes of the French Wave of the late SOs.

Wediie8d8y-2:30 a.iii., WXIA (eahle 11) — The Last
Detail — Hal Ashby's memorable 1973 film is stripped of its

pr*fan*ty for TV, but still remains quite coherent. Jack
Nicholson stars as a navy lug forced to escort a petty-cash

thief (Randy Quaid) to the brig. Written by Robert
(Chinatown, Personal Best) Towne.

^

NOW OPEN

HHOP
( Next to Wendy's on Tennessee St.)

NOW OPEN

BIOLOGY PHYSICS
CHEMISTRY
MATHEMATICS
ElVGINEERIlVG

COMPUTER SCIENCE
If you are working towards, or currently hold a degree in one of

these fields, the Navy is offering immediate scholarships or job

openings for top academic performers. U.S. citizens to age 27 and
must have minimum GPA of 3.0. One year of calculus and one

year of physics is also require. ¥q^ mme inf(Mriimtk»i on
qualifications and salaries, forward transcripts and resumes to:

NUPOC (Code 70)

3974 Woodcock Drive

JadisonviHe, FL 32207

NAVY OFFICERS

GET RESPONSIBILITY FAST.

1429 West. Teim.
224-2527

Lunch and Dinner Specials

that cant be beat!

Lunch

Beef Plate

$2.75

Monday
Dinner

Combination

Plate

Tuesday

All Day $3.95

All The Chicken You Can Eat

Wednesday
Lunch Dinner

Pork Plate Beef Ribs

$2.75 $4.25

Thursday

Lunch Dinner

Sandwich & All Rib Dinner

You Can Eat Salad Bar for 2

$3.25 $6.95

Entertainment Friday
OPEN 7 DAYS

Hours: Mon. - Thurs. 11-11

Fl 1. - Sun. 1 1 ,iiu - u'luhn^lu

Friday

Lunch Dinner

Stew & All You Chicken

Can Eat Salad Bar Dinner for 2

12.22 '.

Saturday

Lunch

Salad Bar

All You Can Eat

$1.99

Dinner

Beef Rib

Dinner for 2

$7.95

Sunday
All You Can Eat Beef Ribs.

Chicken and Salad Bar $5.99

& Saturday from 7 to 11

We Accept

Major Credit Cards
^ • and Checks
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Heavens open up
to help Panthers

'drown the 'Noles
BY DEBORAH BARRINGTON

FLAMKAU SPORTS EDITOR

The University of Pittsburgh Panthers

came to town ready to battle Florida State

and the elements. In the end though, it was

the Scminoles that had to battle the

elements — .67 inches of rain. The

Seniinoles lost both battles — losing to the

• Panthers, 37-17.

' Bowden described the loss as his greatest

disappointment, especially because, *'I felt

like my kids played hard. They were ready.

I mean Florida State was prepared." he

said.

The weather was expected to play a key

role in the game. Pitt brought a gigantic fan

to cool off the team on the sidelines, but

Florida State coach Bobby Bowden didn't

mind because he knew the Panthers

I "couldnH take the fan in the huddle.**

They would have to face the heat.

Pitt did face the heat during the first half

of play as the Seminoles heated up 56,236 (a

new record for Doak Campbell) fans by

jumping to a 10-0 lead over the number one

ranked Panthers (UPI).

That would be FSU's only lead of the

game as the second half started and sO did

the jain.

•*When the rains came it got cold. You ain*t gonna

believe it, but it was cold,** said Bowden.

> Bowden feels Pitt deserves its number one ranking because

they came to Tallahassee and beat FSU. "it takes quite a

' team to do that."

FSU scored first by driving from the Pitt 36. Tailback

RickM Williams took the ball nine yards on second down

aj»d io yards to go. Blair Williams hit wide receiver Jessie

' VI ester on consecutive passes for ten and nine yards. On
second and one fullback Ken Burnett plowed through the

Pitt defense for five yards and a first down

.

The Seminoles were in excellent position to score — first

and iioal to eo. Williams' attempted pass to wide receiver

DoWnpOUf FloridaFlalnbem/MO'Lary

Pitt's Dan Marino attempts to pass through the rain and FSU's

Alphonso Carreker

Dennis McKinnon failed. On a pitchout running back Greg

Allen went in for the score standing up. Phil Hall added the

extra point.

Mike Rendina handled the kickoff chores; he put this

one after the score in the Pitt end zone.

On Pitt's possession, Marino was unable to compfete a

pass and the Seminole defense wouldn't allow the needed

10 yards for a Pitt first down.

"We didn't give up the deep pass. We made them work

for what they got," said cornerback Harvey Clayton.

FSU's defense effectively stopped Marino's highly touted

Tmm to ELEMENTS, page 11

MONDAY NIGHT IS

Heine Night
ternOraft

Heinekeri
watch Moimav Night Football

ia the Beer Garden

675 W. Jefferson

THE MAN WHO INVENTED KILLER ROCK' IS BACKI

A D- 103 WELCOMES

FED NUGENl
WITH

DEREK ST. HOLWES. CARMINE APPICE. AND DAVE KISWINEY

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 24
TALLAHASSEE CIVIC CENTER

TICKETS ON SALE NOW
AT TBE CIVIC CENTEA WOX OFFICE

\:^D Al lJLm[AL£tTTLETS

!

AMOCO MEANS
BUSINESS

Amoco Production Company, one of the leading Gil

and Gas Producers In the U.S., seeks Innovative and

aggressive Business Graduates to eipand Its growing

Administrative staff. Amoco mUl be recrultiig here

on September 2S, 1982.

See Yonr placement office to schedule

an interview. Positions available for

Is. and m.B.A, camlidates li the

lollowint malors:

• GENERAL BUSINESS

• MANAGEMENT
• MARKETING

• ECONOMICS

•FINANCE
^'^^'^^JSSS) Positions available In

^ifayette and lake Charles, LA

Any questions should be

address to Steve L. lankford

P.O. Box 50879

New Orleans. LA 701S(

Dunlop SP4®
40,000 MILE STEEL BELTED RADIAL
FOR R>REIQN fr i^ERICAN COMPACTS

39«* $4095*

155-12 175-13 185-14

146-13 186/70-13 186/70-14

155 13 165 14 Limited

165-13 175-14 Shipment!

APITAL
AR
ARE

ENTER

At lowM

$QQ9S«
Only

*Plu« F.E.T. from t1.24 to »2 02

•ml TraAhln.

SPONSORED BY
I ..I

MS-lllt 1010 W. Tharpe

Corner Tharpe & Old Beinbridge
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MoNdAy — FRidAy

9 A.M. — 4 p.M.
CUssifiEcl Ads 720 Union

Ad DcAdliNE 2 dAys befoRE

For SaU
STEREO! KENWOOD 3 WAY SPKS

PIONEER SX 450 REGIE VER
Call 222 0621. $210. Keep trying

Instamatic Pocket Camera $10, 3 spd
girl's bike with basket only $55
Oystarizer Blender only $17. 576 2554

Round trip plane ticket: Tampa -

Tallahassee 29 Sept . SM. Call 575-1M4

AIRLINE TICKETS FROM TALL
TO MIAMI. LV 10/U. RT 10/22
BOTH FOR $100. 222-1511.

1975 TC18S Suzuki, 10 speed Centurion
bicycle; silkscreen supplies; color
photo chemicals; Coaster CBrnwa
case. Call Andra 224-5270.

SCHwfNN VAR~s7fYTo"sTEED
Book rack, gen. light, port, air pump,
needs fires and tubes. $». Call »iane
at 224 8177.

CHEAP TRANSPORTATIoTn
1M0 BLUE TOMOS MOPED. $27$.

GREAT LOOKING! S76-0980

FB COUPONS - ALfO DORM-LOFT
Slii ^J^.^^ * P«Wlng. sturdy^W. <i ladder. Call S75 1181 eves.

EXTRA LOW PrIceVoN GUITA^
A BANJOS. MANY 1/2 PRICE
PRICES START AT $25 RENTALS
$10 MO. LESSONS $15 3 WK
COURSE
SCOTT TENNYSON GUITAR
SERVICES 1304 N. Monroe 224-3M1.

POLAROID ONE-STEP CAMERA
WITH FLASH UNIT. 1 YEAR OLD

LIKE NEW. $45 OR B.O.
CALL 222-6730 EVENINGS

Office desk - perfect for your^ew
apartment or office. Call S7A-4436 or
5750328.

SOLID WOOD TABLE WITH
4CHAIRS * GLASS COVER

$2S0.00

CALL 224-0470 itoSOR
AFTERS m-SiM. CAREY

35mm Pentax w 50mm & 75 205mm
200m Lens, case 450 ncu $200 878 5524
GREAT SHAPE!

Smith Corona electric typewriter only
SW.OO browm sofa and love seat very
pretty only $100 oo s7a ?svi

Autos
'47 Mustang, 298-automatic, AM/FM
stereo, «ood tires. $2100 firm. Call
193-3117 evenings.

CycUs
Ifit HONDA CUSTOM

Excellent Mndition. $2000.00
or best offer. Call evenings

2SS-ISHI

74KAWASAKIS00
$600OR BEST OFFER
MUST SELL 3tS-MS4

1981 HONDA 400T, 3800 Ml
LIKE NEW, MUST SELL NOWl
At'v r,v!', M.. . ,,

.cptcij S's 406,

i

For Rent
ROOMS FOR RENT FOR SPRING
TERM. NO HARD PARTIERS. CALL
STEVE 575 3288.

3 BR FURNISHED HOUSE $200
PER MONTH NO PETS.

CALL 575 4752.

RMMT WANTED FOR 3BD APT AT
COLONY CLUB $115 & UTIL
STARTING OCT. 1. 224 6532.

4 br furn large rooms , fireplace, no
pets, references., near Hardee's, walk
to FSU. S450MO. 57»«71t.

SUBLEASE ROOM AVAILABLE AT
OSCEOLA PRIVATE DORM. AM
VERY WILLING TO NEC PRICE
WAY UNDER REG LEASE CALL
KIM224 3539 or 575 5221

PLEASE, sublease my oversized Cash
Hall room. Includes underground
parking. Urgent! Call 222-6281.

Chateau De Roi Apts. Walk to FSU
511 N. Woodward, 1 BR furn; sound-
proof, pool, laundry, cable & util. incl.
except elec. $225 nu>. Call Res. Mgr.
232-l42g.

Responsible non smoking male rmmt
needed to share nice furn. mobile
home. Own room/bth $115 mo. 877-8640

2 BDRM M/H NEAR TCC. SHADY
LOT. POOL/LAUNDRY, NO OEPOS
SlfO. M4-SS41-AM, S76-S322.

ONE UNFUR. ROOM IN 3 BDR.
HOUSE $92 PER, MONTH & Vb UT.
1 MILE FROM STADIUM, CALL
575 1124.

3 bdrm. apt. across from Law School.
Hardwood floors, fireplace, ceiling
fans, central heat, fenced in yard
Available now. $375 per month
893 0085 or 224 5851 after 6.

WantecI
M OR F RMMT FOR 2BDR HOUSEGREAT LOCATION $100/MO t, UTILHURRY! CALL PETE 386 5415

Male Roommate needed for Ig. 2 br, 2

FM NONSMOKER ROOMMATE IN
NICE BRIARSTONE NEIGHBOR
HOOD, APPROX 3' 2 MILES FROM
FSU. CLOSE TO GOVERNOR'S
SQUARE MALL. AC, TV, WILL
HAVE OWN FURNISHED
BEDROOM, $137.50 8. Vj UTILITIES,
PHONE, FOOD. (ESTIMATED AT
$270/MO.). CALL LANA AT 878 2061.

Rmt. wanted: Clean, liberal, serious
Student. SIOO mo. util. & dep. req.
Call days & nights 386-5415 - Pete.

FM rmmt for 2 bdr house m miles
from FSU central haat & AC 130 mo
plus Vi util. must love pets 222-7557
anytime.

F rmmt share 1 br furn apt, ac, pool.
$115 mo 8. '/j util. 5 min from FSU.
Call Amy 224 2871. Town & Campus.

RMMT WANTED 3 BR HOUSE 2 BTH
NICE; MABRY MANOR 575-9334
BETWEEN 6 «. 7 PM. $100 MO.

Wanted: Rmmt. to siiare 2 bdrm house
2 fireplaces $1S0 me. Vt util. Close to
FSU. call 22»6aS4. sar. Imi. only.

HeIp
WantecI
Earn really big $$$ with our lightning
selling product that sells itself in
campus social center or cafeteria
Send name, school address, and phone
number for full details. Write TSF 136
Lakeshore Drive, Marlboro, Ma. 01752

Rxtrovartedr Dynamic? Want~a
wijnclal clMllenger Join the billion
4Mar health industry. For details
'*~^$7$-S21*after2.

CPE is now taking applications for a
Director of the Wood Shop. fHeata
come by 247 Union. No phone call*;

CPE is now taking applications for its
Board of Directors. Come by Rm. 247
Union, no phone calls.

HELP NEEDED!
WHOLESALE DRINK SELLERS

FAMO I9tt heme games at ftragg
Stadium. To apply call 575^2 A leave
the following infa: name, address,
work A home phone #, age. height &
and weight. Rules: must be at least
5 faat tali. Trays of drinks sell for $17 -

» drinks to a tray. Sellers must have
moir awn change « apron. Experience
nalpt, but net necessary. Written
inquiries Regency Concessionaires
P.O. Box 6314, Tallahauee, fl 32301

RAQU ET StRINGER WANTED
FOR TENNIS SHOP. EXP. ONLY.

CALL224-S144

Services
CALLING ALL BANDS

If you've been renting lighting or
sound in tallahassee, you know you
only had a couple of choices Now
there's someone new to consider

ANIMAL KINGDOM AUDIO
24 channels, 2500 watts - lOOO watt
monitor system - Lighting, is PARs,
2 ellipsoidal spots MUCH MORE
Call the others first, then let AKA
give you more for your money.

575-2697 : 24 hours

Professional typing. IBM Corr. Sel.
Term papers, thesis, dissertations.
Near Northwood Mall . 385-0481

.

TYPING LET ME MAKE YOURWORK LOOK 6000!
DISSERTATIONS, RESUMES,
EDITING. 878-2231.

TYPING
IBM DISSERTATIONS A THESES

PAT DIXON 3S4-t2SS

FEELING TIRED, RUN DOWN?
DO YOU NEED GERITOL? WHY
NOT SEE IF YOU'RE ANEMIC.COME BY THE AED HEALTH
SCREENING CLINIC TODAY FOR A

FREE ANEMIA SCREENING
RM 423 HEALTH CENTER.

TENNIS LESSONS
FROM U.S. P.T.A. PRO
25% OFF. CALL 224-5144.

* * e GUITAR LESSONS * * *
CLASSICAL AND POP

BEGINNER-ADVANCED
SPECIAL STUDENT RATES
ALISON BERT, 644-$65»

PIANO LESSONS AVAILABLEFROM FSU MUSIC MAJOR. CALL
222 0639 IF INTERESTED

CLASSICAL GUITAR LESSONS
(B.M. BOST. CONS OF MUS,MM. CAND. IN PFRF FSU)
NOW ACCEPTING STUDENTS OF
ALL LEVELS. SPECIAL STUDENT
RATES. CALL 224-3037 FOR AFREE APPIONTMENT.

FREE PREGNANCY TEST
Abortion, Gynecology, Psych. Couns
Call N. Fla. Women's Health and
Counseling. 877-3183.

C.A.P. *
GUITAR CLASSES

BEGINNING AND INTERMEDIATE
TAUGHT BY ALISON BERT
STARTING THIS WEEK

Sign up in 318 Union or call 644-5659

Body repair on all makes / models.
Painting, fiberglass work, elec.
windows, leaks... Reasonable rates.
Call Ralph after 5:00 p.m. 576 3958.

EXPERT CARPENTRY
Miscellaneous handiwork.

Free Estimates.
Satisfaction assured.

Call Glen at 222-8079 or 878 1 544.

PERFECT TYPING
No white outs No errors

HOW??? WORD PROCESSING
WORKS LIKE THIS. ..

1. We enter document into computer
2. We print a draft on which you
pencil in minor changes if you wish
3. We input changes and print final
ALL THIS FOR THE SAME COST AS

PLAIN TYPING. 385-9057

Complete range of proofreading,
editing, typing services at low rates.
315^1020AFTER 3 pm.

Dissert., Theses, student papers.
You'll get good vibrations when you
bring your typing to us. Former
admins, sec'y & good speller.
Reasonable Rates. L. Dwbin. i^2lM
No calls after 10 p.m.

I P R OV.E YOUR GRADES!
Research Catalog 306 pages • 10,721
topics Rush $1.00. Box 25097C, Los
Angeles, CA 90025 (213) 477 8226

BOOKKEEPER EXPERIENCED
IN ACCOUNTS PAYABLE,
RECEIVEABLE, TAXES, AND
PAYROLL AVAILABLE FOR PART-
TIME OR CONTRACT WORK. CALL
222-7798.

A PRO TO TYPE- your thesis, term
papers, dissertations, etc. Call Va
Wallace, 877 4900, eve/wk ends

HOME SECURITY
DEADBOLTS $31.50 INSTALLED.
ALARMS FROM $150. B. BARS.
421-OOtS. LEAVE MESSAGE.
COSTUMES FOR RENT

~

A large selection of COSTUMES
including gowns for Homecoming
Queens, for rent. 877 8068 aft. 4 30

TYPING, FAST, EFFICIENT.
PAPERS, THESIS, LETTERS,
RESUMES ETC. 386-4843

PersonaIs
CONGRATULATIONS TO OUR NEWGAMMA PHI'SI YOU MADE IT
THROUGH INITIATION. WE LOVE
YOU ACTIVES ! ft YOUR SISTERS
Beat Mark O'BrTen in the fast"est
swim, run, bike in the South, Sat.,
Oct. 9 FSU Reservation Race 9 am
Deadline entry mail Sept. 30, $10 each
Fla League of Aquatics, Rt. 22 Box 30
Tallahassee, Fl. 32301.

J.D.KENJUTSU

NAFFY B-DAY

KINDRED SPIRIT

DELTA ZETA
BIG BROTHER MEETING

TONITEATIrOOPM

FREE PREGNANCY TEST
NON-JUDGEMENTAL COUNSELING

T.A.P.P.S. CALL 222-7177.

WOMEN'S WT. LOSS CLASS.
IDENTIFY & WORK THRU CAUSES
OF OVERWT CALL 877 3183

I lyou are pro-choice and would like an

GET FREE FPIRG BROCHUKtSI
PROTECT YOURSELF FROM
LOSING YOUR SECURITY
DEPOSIT. AVOID AUTO REPAIR
RIP-OFFS. LEARN WHERE THE
Sill ^^'^^ ARE. FREE
GROCERY, BANKING AND
CHECKING SURVEYS. PICK UP
.If^S./''" PPIRG OFFICE 215
UNION. FPIRG CONSUMER-
TENANT HOTLINE » I S 644 4884

FREE PREGNANCY TEST
Abortion, gynecology, birth control,
infection checks & mental health
counseling. Low cost Professional
services. Strictly confidential. For
appiontment call No. Fla. Women's
Health gi Counseling. 877 3183.

THANK YOU ST. JUDB

Hwmecomimi Oiiaf ft Princess appli-
cations avatlaMe now in Room 323
Union. Deadline is 9 22 8?

BusIness

PersonaIs
LIQUIDATION SALEM

30 to 40% OFF
Sundeks, Bolt, Javcee and Gotcha
All T-Shirts, Shoes, and Visors
Canvas Bags, FSU Tiddies, etc.THE SAILOR'S CHOICE, INC

2312 APALACHEE PARKWAY #3
TALLAHASSEE, FLA. 878-3555

400 MILLER DRAFT. MONDAY
NIGHT WHILE YOU WATCH THE
2^f*A«*"' POGO'S PINBALL
PALACE ACROSS THE STREET
FROMEULLWINKLES.

'""'^

BEGINNING CLOGGING

With Don Shrum of the Straw Street
^'''' ^ W' P m. at

S«itor Dance SchI $15. Call •78-7667.

THE FRAETABULOUS
HOLLYWOOD TURNUPS
AT SMITTYS,FRL«SAT.

HAAGEN-DAZS
Ice cream at Pogo's Pinball Palace
across the street from Btillwlnklat.

To RELIEVE TENSION 81 STRESS
•Try MASSAGE THERAPY 222-0550
Registered Massage Therapist.

STROH'S DRAFTMON NIGHfT2
404GLASS, S2.25 PITCHER
THE PALACE SALOON
1303 Jackson Bluff Road

KEN'S TAVERN
ON THE TENN. ST. STRIP

SERVING FSU OVER H YEARS
BEER DRINKERS HAPPY HOURS

MON-FRI 4:30-6:30 *
.THE ORIGINAL WED. NIGHT
MICHELOB AAADNESS FROM 9-12

VIDEOS, PINS, 25- POOL**
OVERWEIGHT ?

Call 878 4885 anytime for info onNEW DOCTOR'S DIET - Make extra
money by being dorm or sor/frat rep.

WE PSJ.IVER DEAD FLOWERS*****
BURNING HEARTS FLORISTS
INTRODUCTORY OFFER GET
$3.00 OFF ANY REG. PRICE.

Now you save while you sting I! We
hand deliver unique bouquets of
DEAD FLOWERS. Also inquire about
pur FRUIT and FISH packages. Get a
laugh or give someone a laugh. Now it
costs only $4,851 Your order is
enclosed with a dozen of lovely
DEAD FLOWERS wrapped in the
finest florists box. So call us today at
576-4803, 10:30 5:00 Mon Sat or send a
check or money order to P.O. Box
20228 include message and daNvery
address.

SEMINOLE TAVERN
Dally Specials - Live Entertainment
Men thro FrI 12 to 7 $2 Pitchers.
MON -4»«16oz. draft.
TUBS - 558 Bu*Longnecks.
WED Ladies Nite, 10« draft, 75- 10 01.
wine, Si 50c cover.
THURS-55cBud& BudLitecans
SUN • Ladie's Nite, 10 e draft & Free
Keg tapped at 8 p.m.

TNT HIDEAWAY CANOE RENTAIT
DIRECTLY ON WAKULLA RIVER
AND HWY 9t
$5 up to 4 hrs 50c per cushion call
1 9?5 6412.

NEW! OLD? NEWNEWNEWm
SWEETBAY BOTTIE CLUB
OPEN FRI. * SAT. iipm-Sam

HOT NEW MUSIC ROCK + ROLL
BRING YER OWN BOOZE + BREW

DANCE ALL NIGHT
1317 JACKSON BLUFF RD.

GUITAR LESSONS
Private and class instruction at

MUSIC WORLD 386 6163

Lost &
FouNd

Lost: a gold white female cat near
Sigma Chi on W. College Ave. If you
saw her, please call 224 7578.

FOUND
Gold class ring on W. Call St. Call
S7M39i.

thanks

UnitedW^y

Starting Tomorrow

THE VANDALS
See the Flambeau

for Password

BULLWINKLE'S

LATE
NIGHT
COPIES

HOURS

kinko's copies

CPA CondMotes
5 Doy CPA K*vi«w Swninors

The instructors »re both ceounttnfl pro(«»son

at Idaho Stale University where they t»«v»

developed a highly successful program preparing

students tor the CPA profession Over 90% of ISU

seniors pass 01 condition on the first sitlinfl. Both

instructors have been teaching these review

seminars tor the Accounting Institute Seminars

since 197< and ha<e assisted thousands of CPA

candidates In successful comletion of \tm exam.

OTHER COUflSES MELD SIIWULTANEOUSLY IN

TEXAS AND CALIFORNIA.

PNIodelphto Oct. 7- It

Dojton , - Oct. 14-1d

Mkwni Oct. 21-25

For More Infornrjotion, I

CALL TODAY TOLL FREE

1-60(>635-9442 ,
9-5 Mountain Tlfnf»|

Jl!^

Accounting Institute Semincrs

ARE YOU READY FOR THE EXAM?

HAPPY HOUR

a«lf-

MnOI M
(.OVt RNIVIf Nl

ESCORT
SERVICE 644 1239

COPIES

1/2 (

kinko's copiQs

M p.*. MM. Tlirs.
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ial show. He completed only 13 of 22 attempts for 133

[rds with one interception and two touchdowns. The FSU

[ccndarv cornerbacks Harvey Clayton, Gary Henry and

ifeties Larry Harris and Brian McCrary weie pleased with

icir handling of Marino. The Pitt secondary did not

ndle the FSU quarterback so well.

B. Williams established his passing game early —
rowing on the first play from scrimmage. The pass — a

,omb — just missed wide receiver Jessie Hester. Two

lays later Williams and Hester connected for a 19-yard

;ain.

F-SU's passing game opened up the running game.

On a trap play Ricky Williams galloped for 14 yards.

Quarterback Williams continued to pass at will. He tut tight

end Zeke Mowatt for eight yards. This brought on second

down and two yards for a first down. The ball was haiided

to Greg Allen who carried for the first down plus three, to

the Pitt 47.

At this point FSU was successfully moving the ball on

the l^itt defense. A defense that averages 200 pounds per

man or more.

Deep in the second quarter trailing 10-17, FSU began its

last scoring drive for the night.

Junior quartertMu:k Kelly Lowrey came in the game on a

mission from Bowden. He added a new twist to the FSU
offense —• the option

.

Lowrey executed the option, mixed in passes and rushes

all the way to the Pitt one yard line. R. Williams fought his

way across the goal line for six. Hall's extra point was good

and the game was tied. The drive went 75 yards, took 13

plays and elapsed five minutes and 48 seconds off the clock.

At half time the teanis retired to the locker room with 17

points apiece. During the first half Pitt had failed to

contain the FSU offense. Williams and Lowrey combined

for 120 yards passing and the rushing game stood at 110

yards for 230 yards total offense. Pitt on the other hand

had 65 yards pa.ssing, and 74 rushing.

The FSU defense did not appear to be intimidated by

Heisman trophy candidate Marino or his highly touted

receiving corps of Dwight Collins, Julius Dawkins or John

Brown. M«ino*s longest pass comptetion was 23 yards to

Brown. Pitt ru^ed for a game total 176yards.

R. Williams was the leading Seminole rusher with 83

yards on 16 carries. Greg Allen was held to 36 yards on

on eight carries. Ken Burnett fmished the night with 20 yards

rushing on five carries.

After the half, the game tied, the Seminoles lost their

advantage — the heat and the crowd. The downpouring

rain chased many fans out of the stadium and lowered the

mercury in the thermometer.

The rain limited visibility, and ball handling had to be

cautious. Th^ team with the ball had the disadvantage of

going easy and not letting the ball slip away.

With 7:54 remaining in the third quarter, FSU had the

responsibility of protecting the football. On three tries at a

first down, the Seminoles came up empty and had to punt,

l owrey dropped the ball on the snap from center, he

picked it up and attempted to get it away before the Pitt

line got to him. The ball went straight up in the air and

Pitt's Art Lowrey was able to get the ball and advance it

five yards for a touchdown. Pitt lied 24-17.

Die-hard Seminole fans were still braving the rain,

probably because it looked as if Florida State had a chance

,10 pull off the upset of the season.

On the next possession it did appear that the Seminoles'

K^lly LfOWtCy Flonda FUunt)eau/JiU Guttman

desire wasn't stopped by the give-away touchdown.

From the FSU 20 Ricky Williams romped for 7 yards and

on the next play he added two more. G. Allen got the first

down on a six-yard carry followed by two incomplete passes

from Lowrey. On the option, which Pitt had difficulty

stopping, Lowrey kept the ball and tallied 28 yards. The

give was then to Burnett who was stopped for no gain.

Now at the Pitt 37 G. Allen took the ball on a ^tch-out

for 20 yards. The ball again went to Allen who managed

four. On the Pitt 13 Lowrey fumbled but recovered for a

loss of two. Facing third and eight Allen picked up five

yards, but FSU was penalized 15 yards for clipping.

Back at the Pitt 30 on third and 23 Bowden reached into

his trick play book. Lowrey dumped the ball off to running

back Jones who then threw the ball down the field into the

arms of Pitt's Troy Hill.

Pitt failed to capitalize on this error, but they dominated

the second half of play and scored another touchdown

before the third quarter ended.

The Panthers scored again in the fourth quarter on a

Marino-to-Brown TD.

Only 2:10 remained with the Seminoles down 37-17.

Sophomore Eric Thomas saw action. On the option

Thomas came up with a 36-yard gain. Thomas moved tl^

ball from the FSU 27 to the Pitt 30 but was sacked and

fumbled the ball to Pitt.

With 28 seconds left in the game, Marino fell on the ball,

thereby running out the clock.

Next week Bowden and company travel to Hattiesburg,

Miss, to face yet another great quarterback —
- Reggie

Collier. Once again the FSU secondary will have their

hands full trying to contain the opponent's passing game.

CLARK
CHIROPRACTIC

CENTER
Straight Chiropractors

{'Mf Hours: MWF by Appt 121 1 MIccosukee Rd.

\ is Phone: 878-5545 Tallahassee. PL

i;^ EVERY SPORTS ENTHUSIAST
NEEDS CHIROPRACTIC CARE

Every part of the body is supplied by nerves that pass from the spinal

cord through openings between vcrtabrae. A subluxation cauM*

irritation to the Involved nerves upsetting body functions.

Common indicators of subluxations are structural changes such as:

• Sway Back • One hip higher than the other

• Round Shoulders • Leg and foot problems

• Impaired development of chest and rib cage

• One shoulder higher than the other Head tilt

The Importance of correcting subluxations which Interfere with the

proper functioning •! thi; Central Mervous System cannot be over-

emphasized. ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^ complete spinal

gxamlnatton at regular intervals^

/tMAGNOLIA
Auto Service Center

^ 1031 South Magnolia
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Buy one ticket - get one free
or

Buy one 3-game ticket -

get one s-game ticket free

PUTT-PUTTGOlf
l=orthefunofit!

behind Tallahassee Mall - 386-1360

bring coupon - valid Mon. - Thurs.
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insty-prints
THB WXI OF TKI PRIHTIMG BU!

Resumes
Typeset and printed at the

Lowest Cost

In the City

iii%s.Miroest. 222-S278

— Liter of Pepsi —

—

r\ JU. with purchase

QMVp of any

T nijrp dozen
NO LIMIT doughnuts

(Offer ^ood month of September)

mum
$25

Contact Lens Fitting Fee ^ t rj
(includes all office visits for 3 months] VWW

Eye Examination
(including glaucoma test)

in acklition to eye exorr

DRJORGE K.GORB— OPTOMtTRIST
Governor's Square
[Next to Morrison's)

Open DoilyEvenings»Saturdoys

•877-3380
•877-0431

SliiDI NT
(.OVIRNMINI

ESCORT
SERVICE 644 1239
/ DAYS A Wf f

K

878-4582
Complete Auto Service
THIS WEEK Foreign & Domestic

Discount
SPECIALS (most cars)

-

Tune-Up $29 29

Oil Change & Filter $12 99

Front Disc Brakes $38.88
Full A/C Repairs

Featuring A/C Recharge
$5.99 plus freon

FREERptatlon
Computer Balance

(4 Tires) & Aiianment t28.95

on
Parts & Labor

Exceeding $40
with this ad &

any Student l.D.

Visa. MasterCard,

'and Fina Cards Accepted

LunchBuffet
All liMBi Pizza

& Salad Bar $2

^See Quenton. Eddie or James

99
You Can Eal ^tt^

Mon.~Frt. H-2 fExp 9-26-82
^

Bring This Coupon For A

Free"MedliiiarPepsI
WItli Purcliase «f Lvadi Buffet

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
Iit

4.1.1^1. « I. • « • »
t 1,1
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Volleyball, cross country
open seasons with wins

Paul Waldron (with beard),

Bobby Shackleford

FROM SI \l y HK PORTS

I he I loi ida State \s otiicn's

volleyball leain vsanied an t)ppoiieiit,

they warned to win, and ihcy wanted
revenge. This weekend's Louisiana
State University Invitational saw them
get all three.

On the way to capturing first place

the women dctcated four teams and
extracted revenge on host school l.SU.

It was l.SU thai ended the 21 -game
winning streak that the Lady
Seminoles had amassed last year.

"We were extremely pleased with our
play. Now we are going to refine and
add to our offensive material,*' said

head coach Cecile Reynaud.

Outstanding players were Shannon
Lagcs who liad to fill in for leading

spiker Julie Brown, Karen Palgut and
Joy Blanchard.

"It was like we had been playing for

a month. I hope we keep it up,*' said

Rr\ !!.nii!

The team will meet Central Florida

in Tully gym tomorrow night at 7:30

p.m.

• • •

The women's cross country team,

which traveled to Alabama for an
Invitational meet, beat out University

of Florida, Alabama, and Alabama-
Birmingham for first place honors.

Sandra Arthurton finished the 5k

course first— 17: 17.6 and Margaret
Coomber came in second at 17:23.

In men's crosscountry action,

Florida State's Paul Waldron crossed

the finish line first—25:01.2, teammate
Ronnie Treadway was second at

25:15.7, to lead the team to a victory in

this weekend'^ Seminole Three-Way
meet.

This weekend both the men's and
women's cross country teams will be
at home for the FSU Invitational and
the Lady Seminole Invitational.

SPORTS INBRIEF
Any person iiileresled in howling in a mixed league

should come to Crenshaw l anes (Union Bowling Alley)

today or Tuesday at 8:15 p.m. Bowling fees are $3 each
week. If you need more information please call Kent
Stevens at 224-24S0.

The men's Soccer Clnli wtti liold Its ftfst practice today at

8 p.m. on the Intramural fiekls. Everyone is welcome to

attend.

Michael Siiisks, brotter of Leon, needed nine rounds to

beat Johnny Davis. Spinks retains his World Boxing
Association light-heavyweight title.

Monday Nighl Football will pit the New York Giants and
the Cireenbay Flickers tonight at 9 p.m. on WECA channel
27, cable channel 4.

The body of Bill Robinzine, National Basketball
Association forward was found on Thursday. The suicide

as declared by Jackson County medical examiner was the

result of carbon-monoxide poisioning.

VING TSUN (WING

CHUN) KUNC FU -

STUDY WHAT OTHERS

ONLY HEAR ABOUT.

ON GOING CLASSES,

NEW STUDENTS
WELCOME. 224-7788, 5-

7 WEEKDAYS & 12-2

SATURDAY.

Dr. AIlM 0. Oua P.A.

OPTOMETRIST

EYE HEALTN

EXAMINATIONS

Contact Lenses
Soft Lenses

Hard Lenses

Gas Permeable Lenses

Soft Lenses

for Astigmatism

Extended Wear Lenses

110 mnasvllle Rd.

ADDOlntments
222-9991

SIDE 1
mmEs
TIMURLANt SHOPS ON TMi SQUADi

895-61 10
SIDE 2

FIRiFOX
Clint Eastwood

7:15, 10:00

AUTHOR! AUTHOR!
A! Pacino

7:00 only

NFliONOAYNIGIIfPOOTtAll
Green Bay VS. New York at 9:00 pm

NO CHARGE FOR ADMISSION - DISCOUNT BEER

3
MONTHS
FOR

55000

1022 N.Monroe

224- 8557

Men and Women

•NAUTILUS

•BODYMASTERS

•SELECTORIZED

MACHINES

•FREE WEIGHTS

•EXERCISE

GUIDANCE

505 S.Woodward

222-6432

CAMPUS MEAL PLAN
Three weeks into the Semester:

SAVE $119.22

^ SAVE $11166

SAVE $104.10

Tlie Campus Heal Plai

on 19 meals/week

on 15 meals/week

on 10 meais/week

Unlimited Seconds

Salad Bar •Deli

Gourmet Night

Holiday Specials

stop by tbe Food service Office on the gnumd floor of tfei mioB.

(Next door to tHe StrealU
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CLOl'DY

Mostly cloudy with a 50

percent chance of rain.

Highs in the mid 80s and
lows in the mid to upper
50s.

TUESDA Y, SEPTEMBER 21, 1982 SERVING TALLAHASSEEFOR 70 YEARS VOL 70 NO. 17

Marines
I M r Kl) PRKSS I N I KR S ATION A

I

WASHINGTON — President Reagan announced
yesterday he is ready to send U.S. Marines back to Lebanon
for a *Mlmited period of^ time** to give that beleaguered

country ' *a chance to stand on its own feet.
!'

In a nationally televised address from the White House
Oval Office, the president said, **It is essential that Israel

withdraw from Beirut.

"Now is the time for action," Reagan declared pointedly

in the wake of the weekend slaying of Palestinian men,

women and children refugees in west Beirut by Christian

mitttia units that passed through Israeli Uises.

The president said that in response to a Lebanese
government request for help, he has agreed to form *'a new
multinational force" with French and Italian forces.

"But for this multinational force to succeed it is essential

^Unless Israel moves quickly to

withdraw (from Beirut) it wiU find itself

ever more deeply inyolyed in problems

that are not its own and which it cannot

solve/

—Ronakl Reagan

that Israel withdraw from Beirut," he said.

Israeli troops moved into west Beirut last week in what the

United States termed a violation of the cease-fite agreement

and assurances fitmi the Begin government.

'*The participation of American forces in Beirut will again

be for a limited period,'* he said. "But I have concluded that

there is no alternative to their returning to Lebanon if that

country is to have a chance to stand on its own feet.

"Unless Israel moves quickly and couraecously to

withdraw," the president declared, "it will find itself ever

more deeply involved in problems that are not its own and
which it cannot solve.**

Reagan said Secretary of State.George Shultz has conveyed
the administration's views to Israel through Ambassador
Moshe Arens in Washington.

Officials said U.S. troops will not go in without Israeli

approval. The Israeli cabinet is to meet today.

The president acted after a series of meetings with his top-

level foreign policy advisers, and contacts with Congress, on

the massacre of hundreds of Palestinian refugees Friday.

Turn to MARINES, pt^e 5

PSC ruling could mean a

$2.5 million loss for city
BY DANNl VOGT
FLAMBEAU STAFF WirrER

The City of Tallahassee will lose $2.3

million a year in utilities revenues because

the Florida Public Service Commission threw

out the city's "surcharge" plan yesterday.

The surcharge allowed the city to charge

customers living outside the city limits IS

percent more than city residents for

electricity.

James

Ford

The PSC decision means that county

residents using city electricity will pay 15

percent less for utilities in the future. There

will be no immediate increase or reduction

in the utility bills of city residents.

The city currently adds a ten percent lax

onto the bills of city residents. The PSC
yesterday noted it may allow the city to add a

county surcharge equal to or less than the city

tax.

Mayor James Ford said he was extremely

disappointed by the PSC's decision and

added in a prepared statement that it

represented a disservice to citizens living

outside the city limits. A special city

eoliinMt^ni meeting has been called for 4:30

p.m. tomorrow to discuss the impi^t of the

decision.

Ford wrote that the cuy might appeal the

PSC ruling to the Florida Supreme Court.

The mayor also said that either city services

would have to be cut or that county residents

would have to make up the $2.5 million city

loss through some other type of payment.

The surcharge was born in 1976 when
Tallahassee and Leon County cdmmissioners

agreed county residents should pay the extra

15 percent for electricity in return for

receiving fire protection, recreation and

other services from the city. With the PSC's

decision to void the surcharge, the city might

withdraw such services from the county,

leaving county residents to provide their own
fire protection. Ford indicated that the

city-county agreement might have to be

reworked, but also noted that the city might

keep extending services to the county and just

charge them under some other method.

All customers should be treated equally,

the PSC noted as one rationale behind its

dedsidn. But surcharge defenders pointed

out that it was a more equitable method than

property taxes because it reaches all

electricity users, not just property owners.

While the city serves almost all city

residents with electricity, the city and Talquin

Electric Cooperative' split the customers in

the unincorporated area of the county. The
city could avoid the surcharge problem by

annexing areas of the county now served by

city utilities. The city and county could also

consolidate into a single governmental unit,

which would make the surcharge issue moot.

Consolidation, however, has been rejected by

county voters three times in the last decade.

Complaints from county residents first

prompted the PSC to look into the

surcharge, and in 1980 it asked the city to

justify the extra charge. The city took the

PSC to court, claiming the PSC was

obligated to show why the surcharge, which

is authorized by the city charter, is not

justified. The Florida Supreme Court sided

with the PSC.
Ford indicated the city would be back

before the Supreme Court to test whether the

PSC's authority to examine the rate

structures of city-owned utility companies

outweighs the power of cities to follow what

they have written into their charters.

Transcendence Florida Flambeau/Vlcki Anas

Talking Head David Byrne and the band helped an enthusiastic audience me
above the mud in rain-sodden Gainesville Sunday night. For a first-hand report

»

see page 8.
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Bob Hope set to appear at Pow Wow
BY NANCY IMPFRIALE the School of Theatre. But Reynolds was apDarentlv
BY NANCY IMPFRIALE

Kl A.MBKAl URIIhK

What do Burl Reynolds, Dolly Parion, Air Supply, Al
Jarreau, Roberta Flack, the Steve Miller Band, and Rodney
Dangerfield have in common?
None of them are appearing at FSU*s Homecoming Pow

Wow on October 8.

Instead. Bob Hope will be there, "helping to create some
special memories for Florida Stale University alumni/'

according loan FSU press release.

The above list however, is

not just a meaningless

collection of names. All of

these entertainment acts, at

one time or another, were

very close to being

scheduled to appear at the

Pow Wow. But, for various

reasons, none of iheni made
it-

The Union Program
Office, in charge of
scheduling acts for the Pow
Wow, among other student

events, is paying Hope a flat o
fee of $47,500 to appear. i^Oiiy rartOn. . .

Last year, when the Beach not thisyear.

Boys appeared at the Homecoming event, the group was
paid a percentage of the gate receipts.

What the Beach Boys were payed, according to Rob
Pearson, director of name entertainment for UPO, ended
up being "much more" than the flat fee Hope is charging.

Tickets will cost $10 and $11 for the general public and $9
and $10 for students.

There will also be a "guest band," but UPO has yet to

nail down who that band will be.

Gene Young, director of UPO, explained it this way:
"No matter what we try to do, we're not going to be able to

please everyone. That's why we try to hold back the minors
until it's definite.'

Saying that "we (UPO) have been criticized in the past

for not knowing ahead of time who was coming," Young
and his staff began working on Homecoming last summer.
Their goal was to be "solidified" by August 1 . But it was a
goal which was not to be realized.

Burt Reynolds was one of UPO's first choices, since they

discovered that he was already going to be in town
appearing at a faculty "roast" for Richard FaUon, dean of

the School of Theatre. But Reynolds was apparently
unavailable when contacted.

The next choice was Dolly Parton. Pearson says he was
"very excited" at the prospect of having Dolly Parton at
Homecoming, and for a while it looked like a reality. But al
the last moment, Parton was forced to cancel the remainder
of her tour due to illness.

"I wasted one-and-a-half months trying to gel Dolly
Parton," Pearson said.

Next Air Supply was briefly considered, but ihey
cancelled the Florida part of their tour.

Then Pearson, who by this time was becoming fairly
anxious, put in a bid for Al Jarreau and Roberta Flack.
Again, it seemed as if Jarreau would be coming, but a last

minute technicality squelched it. Pearson blames the
William Morris Agency (Jarreau's ageng for "not trying."

"They missed the deadline that he (Jarreau) had given
them to find him a date, and he was forced to cancel,"
Pearson said.

By now Homecoming was less than a month away, and
Pearson was more or less grasping at scattered straws.

The Steve Miller Band and Rodney Dangerfield were
considered and rejected. Finally, Bob Hope was agreed-
upon. Pearson and Young both seem to be pleased with
their decision, saying they like Bob Hope and feel he'll do a
fine job.

They're not the only ones who feel that way.
"Most students that I've talked to are very pleased with

Bob Hope," said Student Body President Jill McConnell.
In an interview earUer in the year, McConnell spoke of

her concern over the dilemma of Homecoming concerts.
"I've never felt that UPO does a particularly good jOb of

getting in the kind of concerts students want, along with
Homecoming," McConnell said. "Homecoming half the
time isn't even for students."

She also complained of the fact that Dolly Parton, who
was thought to be appearing at that time, wasn't "student
oriented."

In a recent interview^ she was asked if she considered Bob
Hope student oriented.

"I think that Bob Hope is more student oriented than
Dolly Parton, because he will attract both students and
community," Mc Connell said. "My main complaint with
Dolly Parton was that she would attract mostly
community."

The Bob Hope show begins at 8:30 p.m. on Oct. 8 in the
Tallahassee Civic Center.

FPIRG under fire from BOR, again
BY MICHAEL McCLELLAND

FLAMBEAU STAFF WRITER

For the third time in less than 14
months, the Florida Board of Regents
is planning to reconsider the funding
system employed by the Florida Public

Interest Research Groups. The regents

may vote this weekend on a rule

change dealing with that system that

FPIRG members say would destroy

their capacity to function as a viable

organization.

The board will reconsider two past

decisions on the fee system—known as

a "negative checkoff—at the urging

of Regent Raleigh Greene. In an August
26 letter written to Chancellor Barbara

Newell, Greene charged FPlRG's fee

system involved, "the coercion of
students to give financial support to

any cause with which they may not
personally agree."

The negative check-off system has
been in operation at Florida State

University since January of this year.

Under the system, student fee payment
cards include a section offering a
student the chance to refuse his or her
FPIRG fee. If a student does not check
that box, he or she is assessed a $2.50

per semester FPIRG fee. If the student

wishes not to pay his or her fee, he or

she checks the box and then asks

personnel at an FPIRG booth during

registration to remove their FPIRG fee

card. Pulling that card automatically

releases a student from paying the fee.

Students also have the option of

requesting a refund of their FPIRG fee

any time during the semester.

Critics of the negative check-off
have charged a student must go out of
his or her way to avoid paying the fee,

and that it is thus not a voluntary fee.

In spite of that criticism, the regents

approved a "discretionary" fee—

a

discretionary fee was defined to mean
either a positive or negative check-
off-in July 1981. FSU's PIRG. the

first Florida PIRG organized, began
collecting fees under the negative check-

off in January of this year.

In March, the Regents reconsidered

the negative check-off after regent chair

Dubose Ausley charged that FSU
FPIRG had misinterpreted the Regents

ruling. The Regents voted 7-5 in favor

of the negative check-off.

In spite of those decisions, two
regents' committees will consider a rule

change proposed by Greene at this

weeekend's meeting. If approved by

the sub-committees, Greene's

amendment could be voted on by the

full board this Saturdi^.

The amendment would eliminate

any fee payment system other than a

positive check-off. Under a positive

check-off a student would have to fill

out a form specifically stating he or she

wished to donate money to FPIRG
before a fee could be assessed.

"It would have a dramatic effect on
the group, on the scope of issues we
could deal with," said FPIRG chair

Paul Kamolnick. '*It would pretty

much reduce the group to nothing."

Simply lobbying against the

proposed rule changes has had a

detrimental effect on FPIRG,
Kamolnick said. He estimated "60 or

70" percent of FPIRG's resources are

dWerted away from the group's normal
operations every time they face

another test before the regents.

"There's a vocal minority inside the

board that is consistently and
insistently attacking the group,"
Kamolnick said. "Basically, what
they're attacking is the right of
students to organize."

FPIRG is entirely student funded
and directed. FSU's PIRG. the first

founded in Florida, was formed when
a majority of FSU students signed a
petition supporting such a group. The
group apparently has the approval of
FSU students; about two-thirds of the

student population paid the FPIRG fee

in spring and summer of this year.

FPIRG spokespersons also charge
Greene based his plea for
reconsideration of the rule on false

Turn to FPIRG, page 7
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Seats unopposed in SG election

BY BRIAN WILSON

Student Government Elections

Commissioner Scott Leek . announced
yesterday that IS of the 58 senate, union

board amd aluimii council seats wili be

unopposed on September 29, election day.

A majority of those 15 unopposed
candidates were members of the Students

Party, currently in power in both the senate

and presidency.

But Students Unite Now Chair Alan

Arthur said students must not let the

Students Fnrty continue its dominance in

student government.

"This last senate was one of the most

ineffective ones we've ever had," said

Arthur.

"If we had enough people to effect a

change," said Arthur, whose party has

dose to40 people running* *^We coidd shi^ie

up Student Government.**

In other developments yesterday,

independent candidate Ed Greene said he is

getting ready for a court battle with Leek

over a discrepancy in the elections code

book as early as tomorrow.

The controversy centers around a

decision by Leek not to grant Green party

status, and thus disallow Green from

placing the names of other candidates oa

hiscampaign literature.

"They're crazy if ihcy think ihey can tell

me whai 1 can or can't do," said Green.

Green said he will submit information on

the case to his lawyer, Keith Klemens,

today.

"I hope we can be in court by

Wednesday," said Green. "I'm going to

talk to Leon County Elections

Commissioner John Sullivan about whether

Leek has violated my first amendment

rights by saying 1 can't put the names of

other candidates on my literature.**

For the upcoming senate elections

Arthur is confident this may be the year

SUN party can overthrow the Students

Party dominance in Stu(tem Government.

*'We have some real good people,*' said

Arthur, "who seem to have a purpose and

are ready to turn around Student

Government.

"We're (SUN) going for quality people

instead of quantity," Arthur said.

SUN is two years old, and was an

offshoot of the now defimct Action and

United Seminotes parties.

Students Party Chair Matt Maynor is

also very confident about the upcoming

elections.

"We have a good slate witha lot of really

good individuals," Maynor sud. "We're

hopeful, but not cocky."

Former FSU professor dies
KROMSTAKKRFPORrS

Former childhood development specialist

and Florida State University professor

LftMittice Pearson Roland, of Monticello,

died Sunday of cancer. She was 64.

Remand taught in tt^ FSU Education

Department from 1964 to 1967 and also

taught in Pakistan one year imder a grant

from the l ord Foundation.

Roland, a native of Elrod, Alabama, had

lived in Monticello for six months.

Roland was a headstart director for the

Ogaila-Sioux Indian reservation in Pine

Bluff, South Dakota. She also worked with

the Children's Home Society in

Jacksonville and was a day care supervisor

for the state of Alabama.

She died at Archbold Memorial Hospital

in Thomasville, Georgia. A memorial

service will be held today at 11 a.m. at

Beggs-Wilkins Funeral Home in

Monticello. Roland will be cremated after

the service.

INBRIEF
ANTHONY J. ARNOLD FROM THE

Museum of Comparative Zoology at

Harvard University will speak today at 4

p.m. in room 6 of the Library Science

Building on The Emergence of Hierarchical

Structure in Evolutionary Theory:

Implications for Darwinism, as pari of the

American Studies Series on Darwinism

Reconsidered.

CPE'S COURSE ON HOW TO SAVE
mcHiey on food will meet tonight at 7:30 in

124 Diffcnbaugh.

THE FSU PEACK STl DIES CLASS
topic of the week is the Recurring Patterns

of Poverty and Oppression, with Charles

Billings and Simon Gottschalk, tonight at 7

in 126 Bellamy.

CIRCLEK WILL MEET TONIGHT AT
7:30 in 240 Union. The upcoming car wash,

service projects and dance will be discussed.

THE FSU YOING DEMOCRATS
will meet tonight at 8 in 240 Union.

Representatives from the Crews and

Wimbish campaigns will be present.

THE SCALPHUNTERS WILL MEET
tonight at 10 in the Chib Car. AH menri>ers

must attend. If you have any problems caH

Steve Eichenblatt at 575-8447.

THERE WILL BE A MEETING OF
the Management Information Systems Club

tonight at 8 in the Starry Conference

Room, 220 Business. This is the first

meeting of the school year.

THE FSU STUDENT CHAPTER OF
the American Meteorological Society will

hold its first meeting today at 4 p.m. in 301

Love Building.

THE Pm THETA KAPPA ALUMNI
chapt^ will meet today at 4 p.m. in 240

Union. For more information caU 644-

3246.

BETA ALPHA PSI IS SPONSORING
an Accounting Career Fair tomorrow from

9:30a.m. to 3 p.m. Representatives from all

areas of accounting will be on hand to

discuss career opportunities in the Starry

Conference Room, 220 Business.

CATHY BLACKBURN, A WHITE
Georgia woman who had her child taken

away by the courts after she had another

child fathered by a black man, will speak at

the FSU College of Law at noon today.

She will talk about racism and sexism in the

courts. The talk is sponsored by CPE and

the FSU chapter of the ACLU.
AN INTERVIEW PREPARATION

clinic will be held tonight at 6:30 in 110

Bryan HaU.

UNDERSTANDING THE STOCK
market is the title of a free program

presented at the Leon~ County Public

Library tonight at 7. Dick Christens from

A.G. Edwards and Sons will speak. For

more information call 487-2665.

THERE WILL BE A BIBLE STl DY
tonight at 7:30 at the Maranatha Christian

Center.

bi SIdadd 'S

& Gulf 104 presents

'Ms. Student Body'
Grand Prize

Located on
Apalochee Pkwy.

Across from Governors Square

Every Tuesday for the next 8 weeks. Big

Daddy's vM be selecting 2 semi-finaHsIs to

complete In ttie "Ms. Student Body*'

contest. Each semi-finalist will be
rewarded with a GULF 104 album paclc.a

dinner for two, and 2 T-Shirts. On
November 16th all semi-finaiists will be

judged. The winner wili be crowned "Ms.

Student Body and she wiii be the owner of

the GRAND PRIZE Of $W<00 towards her

tuHlon and a stereo system. 1st runner up

wi be owcnrded $100®®. So sign up now!

"Ms. Student Body" must be 19 yrs. of age
or older. She must have a validated

college I.D.. also a valid drivers license or

proof of age.

877-9496

Kathy Blackburn is the mother of

two children. One was taicen away
in the IVIilben. Georgia case that has
received national attention for its

apparent involvement with racial &
moral issues. The court is trying to

determine whether or not she is a
"fit" parent to raise one child, but

not others. The questions raised by
this case have serious and long-

range implications.

Kathy Blackburn
tells her story tonightl

12 PM at FSU Law School
8 pm in 201 Dlffenbough

FREE ADMISSION

Sponsored by CPE & SG
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Hands off FPIRG
The Florida Board of Regents is at it again.

For the third time in only 14 months, the regents are going after the

Florida Public Interest Research Group.

FPIRG, while it may not be universally loved, is probably the only

student group in the state that is actively and professionally working

. for the people of Florida.

At FSU, FPIRG has been in ifull-scale operation for just a few

months. In that time, the group has assembled and published a

multitude of valuable consumer information booklets, helped launch

a major investigation into the pollution of the Chipola River and led a

successful petition drive asking Gov. Bob Graham to file suit against

James Wall's oil-over-oceans off-shore drilling plans.

Along the way, FPIRG has provided FSU students with a forum for

direct input into the world around them and offered numerous student

internships every semester.

For some reason we can't quite understand, the Board of Regents

doesn't seem to like that.

The regents have long been a stumbling block in the way of

FPIRG's progress. A year and a half ago, FPIRG won the support of

more than 10,000 FSU students through a petition drive in less than a

semester; it then took three months of tough lobbying before the

regents gave FPIRG approval to do what thestuSrats had asked them

to do.

A few months later, regent chairperson Dubose Ausley audaciously

claimed FPIRG, FSU's legal and administrative staff and FSU
President Bernie Sliger had managed to misinterpret the regents'

^le. Once again, FPIRG had to spend much of its time and resources

fighting off a needless and transparent attack from the regents.

And now they're back at it.

Regent Raleigh Greene, relatively new to the board, is complaining

he didn't get to vote on the FPIRG rule the first time around. Ausley

and Chancellor Barbara Newell obligingly slipped yet another anti-

FPIRG vote on the agenda for the regents' meeting scheduled for this

weekend.

We find their approach to administrative procedure intriguing.

By Newell's logic, we can anticipate the new regents reconsidering

every action taken by the board in, say, the last dozen years. Even

better, every time a new regent is appointed, the process can start

over. The State University System and its students may not make
much progress, but at least our public officials will have something to

do with their time.

The regents' intentions towards FPIRG are questionable; their

tactics are even more so.

Greene based his attack on FPIRG on his own badly distorted

interpretation of a recent federal court decision. What's more, regents'

staff decided a required economic impact study on their new law was
"not applicable" to FPIRG even though FPIRG has frequently stated

that the rule change could destroy its operation

.

Even the regents' timing is suspect: In the past, student regents have

been FPIRG's strongest supporters. The current student regent will be

attending her first meeting when the impending battle opens.

Not all of the regents, of course, are out to eliminate FPIRG.
Several have championed the group in the past, and have thus far

managed to protect it from the imrrow-minded assaults of their short-

sighted colleagues. We hope enough of the new regents will stand with

FPIRG's allies to stop this new attack.

The regents have enough to do managing the state's universities.

FPIRG has its own valuable work. The regents would do well to get

down to serious business and let FPIRG do the same, free from
unreasonable harassment.

• ••
In clarification of published figures in yesterday's ediiorial

concerning the body count following the slaughter in West Beirut, we
would like to print the various estimates of the number of people

killed. Palestinian Liberation Organization officials estimated

Lebanese Phalangists Friday massacred 1,800 Palestinian civilians.

The Cable News Network reported the figure at 1,000 dead. The
International Red Cross put the figure at 200, while AP and UP I

reporters said they saw at least 300 bodies, but these figures did not

include bodies they saw buried under rubble in the refugee camps. No
final figure has been reached.

letters
McConnell slights older students
Editor:

After reading Brian Wilson's report of Jill

McConnell's Sept. 8 meeting with some of the

residents of Alumni Village I would like to relate

the correct version and the facts as she presented

them.

McConnell said she was notified on July 13 that

the TafTran contract was about to expire. From
what she said, she made no attempt to find out the

terms of a new contract. On July 28 she was

notified that the renewal period had passed and

that TalTran wanted an additional $8,000 over and

above the $21,000 already appropriated by the

student senate.

She took the position that an $8,000 increase was

inappropriate and she was ''gambling** that

TalTran would offer a contract for the same
amount as the previous year. By her own
admission, the contract had been increased $4,000-

$5,000 a year over the past few years, yet the

student senate passed an amount equal to that of

the previous contract. (By the way, the senate also

voted to increase the budget for the Inter-Fraternity

Council by approximately 33 percent.)

McConnell made no attempt to contact anyone

until July 28. She left for break on July 30 and was
not aware that the students in the village lived there

and didn't or couldn't go home when an

opportunity presented itself. She must have

forgotten the married students attending FSU.
Anyway, this caused more time to be lost.

A committee has—or rather is—being formed as

McConnell announced, but as she also stated, all

the potential members as of Wednesday Sept. 8 had

not been contacted and meeting times had not been

set.

I would like to take issue with Wilson's statement

that "the residents badgered McConnell with

meaningless solutions." That is a value judgement

that, unless Wilson is a resident of Alumni Village,

he is not qualified to make. People can get upset

when an issue is being discussed that directly affects

them, especially when such inconsistencies and lack

of regard is exhibited. Vice President for Academic

Affairs Bob Leach and Dean of Students Jim Hayes

were both in attendance and I'm sure they would

have spoken up if McConnell was being treated

unfairly.

McConnell is right in attempting to bring to a

stop Taltran's price-gouging monopolistic

approach to bus service for Alumni Village.

However, because of an admitted "administrative

breakdown" no attempts were made to correct the

situation even on a temporary basis. To compound

the problem, we find that our student body

president isn't aware of the different types of

students who attend Florida State.

Since it was the 'greek** vote that elected

McConnell and those organizations received a 33'

percent increase in funding, even though they

represent less than 10 percent of the student body

(about the same number of residents in Alumni

Village) a question would have to be raised as to her

interest in the entire student body and her ability to

represent the school.

John Jackson

Bus committee story inaccurate
Editor:

Brian Wilson, did you actually attend the Alumni
Village—Jill McConnell meeting before you wrote

your story about it for the Thursday Sept. 9
Flambeau? How do you explain the distortions

from truth?

As a student concerned with academic priorities,

and concerned with helping those who need it, I

attended the meeting you wrote about.

Your article made it seem that meeting aiienders

were rude to Jill McConnell, when in fact they were
not. 1 heard several people after the meeting express

admiration for her leadership abilities and
her accessibility.

What "meaningless solutions" did you hear
expressed at the meeting? You misquoted the
person who asked about a possible priority of
money being spent to buy beer for the greeks. The
person asked if that was indeed done, to which Jil!

answered that it was not. No one said anyone
should ''take money away from the fraternities and

sororities and give it to us
.

"

Also, no one said "McConnell should stop all the

free concerts and give the money to Alumni Village

instead." Someone did, in fact, ask if money could

be procured from less crucial-to-education items

like concerts.

Why, Mr. Wilson, didn't you tell your readers

about the suggested solutions proposed by Alumni

Village residents? Some ideas:

•expand the "Seminole Express' bus route to

include Alumni Village;

•lease or buy a bus to better serve Alumni Village;

•rearrange the hours of the passes now in effect;

•obtain money from emergency funds to have

enough money to restore service to previous

standards.

I believe a newswriter's stories must without fail

be accurate, unbiased and complete. Your story,

Mr. Wilson, was not.

DavidJ.PatlM
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Public VS. private: Alternatives in education
BY DENIS p. DOYLE

PA( IKK NKWSSFRV ICl

Two major education trends which
gained force in the late 1970s now are firmly

in place: Public schools are in serious trouble,
* and private schools are fkmrishing.

As public school enrollments continue to

decline, private enrollments increase. As
revenues for public schools decrease, private

school tuitions increase and more parents are

willing to pay higher fees. As public schools

continue to fail minority children, evidence

mounts that minority children, too, perform

better in private schools.

Do these trends mean that the days of

4 public schools are numbered? Will tuition

« tax credits or education vouchers be enacted

and reinforce the movement to private

schools? Public school officials arc nervous

about the future because they have much to

be nervous about. But thoughtful public

school supporters should treat vouchers and
tax credits as a stalking horse, not a genuine

threat. Indeed, public school advocates have

the ability to bury the issue of public aid to

private schools — not by opposing it, but by
improving public schools.

Public school people will only increase

^ their distress if they simply wring their hands

and complain that private schools have all the

breaks: Private schools can admit who they

like; they can Are or hire teachers as they see

fit; they can suspend or exclude unruly or

. hard-to-educate children.

What these complaints add up to is that

private schools have standards for student

and teacher behavior, and that they act on

these standards. Public school administrators

ought to be wary of admitting their inability

to do likewise,

t To frame the problem properly, however,

it is necessary to approach it from a different

angle. Assume that our public officials and

our public institutions reflect our social

desires and priorities. Assume that

representative democracy works. Is there

really a constituency in this society for low

test scores, poor school performance and

discipline problems? Of course not. The
present set of dismal circumstances

represents public policy run amuck.
Teachers, students and taxpayers still believe

• that schools are places for children to learn;

that the unruly and undisciplined should not

interfere with the education of the motivated

and serious; that standards should be set and

met.

The true roots of the problem are revealed

in those urban school districts where it is

most acute. Such districts often are

bureaucratic monopolies, as unresponsive

and remote as industrial cartels. Parents who
choose private schods do so because they

have lost faith in the capacity of public

/ schools to deliver what they want. They
believe in choice, diversity and
responsiveness. They believe that different

students and different schools should be

matched. They do not believe in the "one

best system" of standardized schools to

which children are assigned by bureaucratic

edict or accidents of geography.

Ten years of Gallup Polls reveal a

consistent and powerful finding: The citizens

most unhappy about public school quality

are not intellectuals, or reformers, or radicals

but big city northern blacks. In 1980, 37

percent of this group gave public schools a
"D" or an **F" rating: by contrast, only nine

percent of residents of towns in the 2,500-

50,000 population range gave schools low
marks.

Inner-city minorities, after all, have the

most riding on school quality. Historically

excluded from good neighborhoods and
good jobs, quality education offers them
their one real hope of advancement

.

What this suggests for public schools is

that they can learn something from private

schools. Above all, private schools are

uniformly small and non-bureaucratic, as

public schools once were. Just as public

schools were consolidated into massive

unwieldy districts over the past half century,

producing ever larger and more bureaucratic

systems, so now they can be

"deconsolidatcd." Real control should exist

at the building level, and the district-wide

superintendent and staff should serve the

school, rather than the reverse. The key

actors in the education . enterprise are

principals and teachers, and they should be
encouraged to reassume their professional

responsibilities.

An end to the arbitrary geographic
assignment of pupils is a necessary first step.

Open enrollment and genuine parent choice

would make public schools voluntary

associations, places where teachers and
students are more responsive to one another.

In voluntary schools, teachers and students

would recognize reciprocal obligations as

well as rights.

The great variety of approaches among
private schools attests to the truth of a simple

observation: Teachers, students and parents

differ greatly. A good school for one

student or teacher is not necessarily good for

another.

If there were one best way to educate, a
public school monopoly might make sense.

But there are as many ways to educate as

there are many different kinds of people. The
response to public school monopoly need not

be private schools; through deconsolidation,

it might lead instead to curricular

differentiation and enroUment without
reference to traditional political and
geographic barriers.

An effort to develop a comprehensive plan

for competitive public schools already is

under way in California, directed by the

Sacramento-based Sequoia Institute. Sequoia

is exploring legal and stnictual alternatives to

the existmg system, including the possiUHty

of an initiative that would permit the public

to vote for school district deconsolidation, or

a voucher system restricted to public schools.

At the other end of the country. New
York's district superintendent for Spanish

ANAL YSIS

Harlem, Anthony Alvarado, has eliminated

the neighborhood assignment of students.

Beginning this fall, Harlem students are

dioosing which school they will attend.

Alvarado makes no bones about the likely

consequences: '*If a school isn't good
enough, it won't attract students. Students

should not be forced to go to a school that

they and their parents do not think is as good
as other schools."

Together, deconsolidation and student

choice could revolutionize our public

education system. No longer confined to

schools by geography or bureaucratic fiat,

students and their families could enroll in

institutions that appear to satisfy their

interests and meet their priorities. Teachers,

as well, could select schools consistent with

their own interests, abilities and talents.

School systems administered at the

individual building level can offer more than

good education. They can become focal

points for the entke community--^seedbeds

of citizen participation and democracy. In

turn, the opportunity to choose carefully

among schools becomes an important

responsibility: It requires students and their

families to actively commit themselves to a

course of action.

Public schools can indeed regain their

natural constituency — and recapture their

historic sense of mission if they are willing

to dissolve the monopoly of which they are a

part. Monopolies in any sphere are not only

hostile to consumer interest^; they eventually

suffocate themselves.

Marines frompage 1

*'The Lebanese government must be permitted to restore

internal security in its capital," Reagan said in his t^msed
speech. '*It cannot do this if foreign forces remain in or near

Beirut.

*i have consulted with our French and Italian allies. We
have agreed to form a new multinational force similar to the

one which served so well last month, with the mission of

enabling the Lebanese government to resume full sovereignty

over its capital and the essential precondition for expending

its control over the entire country.

**The events in Beirut of last week have served only to

reinforce my conviction that such a peace is desperately

needed and that the initiative we undertook on September
first is the right way to proceed," Reagan said.

He referred to his peace plan that would establish

Palestinian autonomy on the West Bank and Gaza, linked to

Jordan.

Reagan said the international community has an
obligation to assist the Lebanese government In reasserting

authority over all its territory.

"Foreign forces and armed factions have too long

obstructed the legitimate role of the government of

Lebanon's security forces," he said. "We must pave the way

for withdrawal of foreign forces."

Reagan said U.S. Ambassador Morris Draper will remain

in the Middle East to work for full implementation of U.S.

policy goals in the area, including the withdrawal of all

foreign forces from Lebanon.

The president said special Middle East envoy Philip Habib

wiUjcMn Draper and "represent me at the inauguration ofthe

new president of Lebanon.'* Habib also will consult with

leaders in the area and "return promptly to report to me," he

said.

"I am especially anxious to end the agony of Lebanon,

because it is both right and in our national interest," Reagan

said.
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World
Bt'ENOS AIRFS, Argentina — A top Argentine admiral

yesterday publicly rebelled against the navy chief and called

for an investigation into the Kaiklands war in a move
expected to revive a power struggle wiihm the military

government.

Rear Adm. Horado Ziraflegal, the commander of the
country's second largest navy base at Ushuaia, made the

stand in a telegram sent to the commanders of all the
nation's naval bases.

Zaratiegui said he would no longer recognize the authority

of Navy Chief Jorge Anaya nor that of his successor Adm.
Rrten Franco, who has been appointed to take command of
the navy Oct. 1. •

BONN, West Gcrauuiy — C3iristian Democrats and Free
Democrats agreed yesterday to call a parliamentary vote to

oust Chancellor Helmut Schmidt and replace him with
opposition leader Helmut Kohl, a spokesperson for the

Christian Democrats said.

The parties, in four hours of talks overshadowed by
squabbling in Free Democrat ranks that made agreement
uncertain, agreed to call a "constructive vote of no-
confidence** In Parliament Oct. 1 and to hold general

elections in March 1983.

The agreement shattered Schmidt's hopes of remaining
chancellor of a minority govemnwnt until November when
he hoped to call elections.

SCHULL, Ireland - Masked gunmen yesterday blew up
an air traffic control station used to track Concordes on
trans-Atlantic flights, but no one was injured . ._
The Irish National Liberation Army, a violent offshoot of

the Provisional Irish Republican Army, claimed
responsibility for the bombing in a statement telephoned to
news agencies by its pohtical arm, the Irish Republican
Socialist Party.

They said the station was used as a NATO tracking station
— a claim denied by the government.

over Wubbo Ockels of the Netherlands for the co\ oted spot.

GAINESVILLE — At least two of three suspects in the

slaying of University of Florida "junk food professor"

Howard kpfMod will plead innocent to first-degree murder

charges, their lawyers said yesterday.

"I'm not sure exactly when wc will enter the plea, but the

plea will be not guilty," Gainesville attorney Stephen L.

Bernstein, who represents suspect Paul Everson, said.

Attorney Wiliam DeCarlis said his client, Shane Kennedy,

also will plead innocent in the "ritualistic" killing.

Nation State
WASHINGTON - Pwisident Ronald Reagan, moving to

head off major economic disruptions from a nationwide
railroad walkout, asked Congress yesterday to act

"decisively" by imposing a settlement on 26,000 striking

locomotive engineers.

Hie reconunendiuibn, the toughed cmirse of action that
Reagan and Congress could take, was approved by the
president after consultations with Transportation Secretary
Drew Lewis and Labor Secretary Raymond Donovan, who
met earlier in the day with congressional leaders.

HUNTSVILLE, Ala. — The space agency announced
yesterday that a West German will become the first foreigner

to travel into orbit in a U.S. spacecraft next year when he
joins five Americans on the first Spacelab shuttle mission.

I'lf Merbold. a native of Grciz, West Germany, won out

MIAMI — The Rev. Theodore Gibson, a civil rights

pioneer once cited for contempt for refusing to give

information to state Senators looking into his fight for

school integration, died yesterday.

He was 67.

Gibson gained statewide publicity after he filed a suit in

federal court in to force integration of public schools.

As a result, state Sen. Charley Johns, D-Starke, began an
investigation of "communist influence" in the NAACP and
demanded the pastor turn over membership lists and other
NAACP records to the legislature.

He was sentenced to six months in jail and fined $1,200

dollars when he refused to turn over the information to

Johns, also acting governor from 19S3 to 1955. He never

served the sentence after the U.S. Supreme Court overturned

the contempt conviction in 1963.
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Black voters flexed their political muscle during primary
IM I H) PRKSS INTKRNATIONAI.

MIAMI — Candidates for public office are
discovering a new political reality in this

city—black voters have muscle and they are

flexing it as never before.

For the first time, blacks are going to the

polU in substantial enough numbers—and
are organized enough—to make a difference.

They are proving they have the ability to

put black candidates in office and keep them
there, as well as provide a swing vote in non-.

black elections.

By common agreement, the black vote

determined the outcome of the heated race

for the stale Senate seat in District 35

between two white candidates. Sens. Jack

Gordon and Paul Steinberg.

And when Miami Mayor Maurice Ferre

was reelected earlier this year, he credited the

black community with giving him the

winning edge over opponent Harold Reboso.

^'Politicians used to snub the black vote,

saying, 'It*s only 12 percent, I don*t need it,*

They don't talk that way any more," says

Les Brown, a black political organizer well-

known in the city.

Black voters had plenty of reason to exult

after the Sept. 7 primary. Metro

Commissioner, Barbara Carey, a black, was

returned in a landslide and County Judge

Leah Simms retained her seat against a white

opponent.

There is certainty that there will be the first

black stale senator since

Reconstruction—Carrie Meek in District

36—as well as three black House members.

The new black political muscle is a result of

three decades Of change, during which blacks

went from being political weaklings to a
position of strength. In 1952, blacks made up
almost 13 percent of Dade County's

population but amounted to only 7 percent

of the registered voters.

But this year, they make up 17.2 percent of

the county's population and a whopping 17.9

percent of the registered voters.

Now that the black community has

developed political muscle. Brown says ii will

keep flexing it, and organizers are already

deciding who to support— or oppose—in the

Oct. 5 runoff.

The first target will be Christina

Mackenzie, a non-Latin white candidate who
forced George Valdes, Dade County's only

Latin commissioner, into the runoff.

FPIRG from page 2

information.

Greene based most of his letter on a recent court decision

dealing with the funding system used by a Kew Jersey PIRG.
Greene claimed in his letter that the court in that case ruled

against a negative check-off system. In fact, the court said it

could perceive, "no constitutionally significant distinction"

between a positive and a negative check-off, lauding both
systems as voluntary and therefore legal.

Greene is currently out of the country and could not be

reached for comment.

Uiniversity system Chancellor Barbara Newell siad the

merits pf Greene's letter could be argued at the Regents

meeting. The letter was not reviewed by the regents legal staff

before being mailed out to the other regents, Newell said.

FPIRG spokespersons also expressed concern about an

apparent lack of interest in FPIRG participation in the

proceedings on the part of the regents.

FPIRG has twice requested in writing that the Regents

staff provide the group with advance notice of any proposed

rule changes. In spite of those requests, FPIRG discovered

their funding system was to be reconsidered through a notice

in a state administrative journal. FPIRG had to confirm that

fact using a regents agenda borrowed from FSU's student

body president. FPIRG had not received an agenda from the

Regent's office, even though such agendas had been

promised to FPIRG in early August.

The Regents are required to do an economic impact study

befote they enact any rule changes. In that study, the

Regent's staff described the rule change's effect on FPIRG as

'not applicable.' FPIRG spokespersons claim that in fact the

rule change could drive them out of operation.

The rule change was placed on the agenda, Newell said,

because Greene and several other relatively new members of

the Board had joined the Regents after the 1981 vote and had

not had an opportunity to debate the issue.

Will the Board then reconsider the FPIRG rule any time a

new member joins?

"1 doubt whether we'll have seven new Regents at once in

the future," Newell said.

Would those new Regents also be reconsidering e\cry

other rule passed before they joined?

**We'll see whether any of the new regents have concertis

about other rules they wish to. see re-addressed in the

future,** Newell replied.
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Hot concerts

One in GainesviUe.

,

BYBOBTOWNSEND
^CClAtTOTHt FLAMBEAU

It was Talking Heads' art and soul at the

University of Florida bandshell Sunday night

for a free concert — and Hke the D.J. man said

at the outset: "This is the one we've been

wailing for!"

We waited, as it turned out, for just about

half an hour from the scheduled 8 p.m. start

time, and were greeted not (as rumored) by a

warmup from TH spinoffs the Tom Tom Club,

but by the Talking Heads full blown.

"Psycho Killer, q'est-ce que c'est? fa fa fa fa

fa fa fa fa..." got the crowd bouncing as

greetings flowed back and forth between the

band and the swaying assembled masses. Rain

had fallen throughout the afternoon while

distant thunder and persistent sprinkles

threatened until after the band had taken the

stage. It didn't seem to matter as much after

that as suddenly the weather cleared and the

only sounds besides an occasional bottle rocket

were the ones which emanated from the super

big outdoor sound system.

By about the third song, things became truly

buoyant as the funkin' Heads plied the people

with the incessant groove, which is their stock in

trade. Like the last album (The Name Of This

Band is Talking Heads), the hour and a half

concert was pretty much a live history of the

group, with songs from all the Heads' albums

plus "Big" songs from Byrne's Catherine
Getting down wUh David Byrne, Dollette McDonald and

7L,Z^l^'^Z.lZll^^<^ "retnatimma Weyn,OU,H. Borida F.an,bea./V.K, Arias

the way, Harrison blows a mean "Wonder-ish"

melodica).

The biggest gripe of the night was that there were few

surprises. Everything was about as you would expect from

a band with as much creativity and as many badass

musicians as they have. The band this time was eight-strong

— half black and half white— and included two uicredible

women. As expected, tlna Weymouth's bass Unes were

profundo, but Dollette McDonald's sinewy and sexy

singing was an unexpected pleasure indeed. Bernie

"Funkadelic" Worrell worked some "synthezoidese"

magic and Steve Scales was there at a micro-second's notice

with some of the best "percussionatin' thumpdans" ever.

Of course, the swirling synth-winds and heroic cross-

cultural rhythms eventually focused back at stage center on

anti-hero David Byrne.

Byrne's jerky vocals are what identify the H^s for

many people and it was clear that the crowd was. impressed

by his antics, as he flung himself across the boards and then

snapped back to the mike stand like a RubberBand Man.

He got so pumped up he even undid his top button and

rolled up a sleeve. He danced and did the Funky Chicken

and then finally jogged around the stage about ten times,

only to end up back at the center using the mike stand as a

turnstile for a smaller manic swing.

The concert ended after the obligatory encore cover of Al

Green's "Take Me To The River." It was quite evident that

the fans were not sated as they cried for more, only to be

squelched by high vohime taped dirge music blaring from

the PA. They finally gave up. dtisappointed by the fact the

roadies wereobviously packing up the In^nunoits.

The Talking Heads this time were just too little of a good

thing. Altlum^ there was a definite air of the transcendent

(some later described the event as spiritual) there was also a

nagging feeling the band held a lot in reserve.

But you know — as someone quipped — "it wasn't bad

for free."

.and one in (surprise) Tallahassee

BY MAUREEN MCCARTHY
F1.AMKAII STAFF WRITCa

Backstage Sunday night after the Ob-Cb'rconc^, I got

a glimpse of just how hard it is to be an emertainer.

The effort needed to perform a successful concert was

written all over Belinda Carlisle's, the Go-Go's lead

vocalist, face. She looked exhausted —her face had an

unhealthy flush and was covered with sweat. But, of

course, she still had to stop, smile and say hello to

troublesome reporters tike myself.

It's not difficult to figure out why Cariisle was close to

the point of collapse as she walked out the door. The Go-

Go's gave a concert that brought the majority of the 5000

members of the audience (several equipped in New Wave

garb bought at Lerner's) to their feet. They left their chairs

to dance in the aisles, or in the pit in front of the stage,

despite the threats from musclebound security forces.

Despite rumors, the Go-Go's proved they sound even

better on stage than they do on their albums, with Kathy

Valentine's bass resonating a previously hidden rhythm in

"Our Lips Are Sealed" and Carlisle's vocals reaching a

more moving melody in "Worlds Away."

The Go-Gos' stage presence did not hurt the music

dther. With an endless energy that kept the audience

b(^ping along like theyiiad^just found a fun alternative to

aerobics with Jane Fonda, the band worked the stage with

endless energy. Twirling and whirling with style, the Go-

Go's proved even good prls can get away with downright

physical fun.

The opening band, Rockats, proved themselves to be more

than just another cliche rockabilly band. They might fit the

mold, but their bass player gives rockabilly a new flavor,

complete with makeup and an astonishing coordination

that enables him to do gymnastics on his giant bass.

A Flock of Seagulls didn't have the energy of the Rockats

or the Go-Go's, but their synthesized sounds and soothing

vocak did give the dancing audience a chance to rest.

insty-prints
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APPY BIRTHDAY,
JILL FICKE
YOIM NMN »0Wm UCU

118% S. WWrW 222-J278

Tuesday Lunch Buffet

$5.60
Chinese Fried Chicken • Pepper Steak •

Moo Goo Gai Pan • Egg Roll •

Fried Rice • Salad

401 E.Tennessee St. 224-9686

Clyde's & Costello's

^ invites you to our new ^
MOONUGHT HAPPY HOUR

Enjoy the BEST DRINKS
in town from 10 p.m. till

midnight Monday, Tuesday,

Wednesday & Thursday.

i

s

$1.00 Bar Hi-Balls

75<^ Draft Michelob & Miller Lite

1 Oome dance Uie

2 night away^

1 Request music

I from over

I 210 S. ADAMS

AlnbcO MEANS
BUSINESS

Amoco Production Company, one of the leading Oil

and Gas Producers In the U.S., seeks Innovative and

aggressive Business Graduates to expand Its growing

Administrative staff. Amoco mill Ho rocruitiig Mre

on Septemlior2$,1982.

See your placement office to schedule

an Intervlevi. Positions available for

B.S. and M.B.A. cMditfatos ki tlo

foUoMtof malors:

• GENERAL BUSINESS

• MANAGEMENT
• MARKETING

ECONOMICS
• FINANCE
Positions available in

Lafayette and Lake cnarles. LA

Any questions should be

address to: Steve L. Laniiford

P.O. BOX 50879
New Orleans, LA 701S(

(504) 586 6817

(/IMOCO
III
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Graham technique comes to FSU
BY MAUREEN McCARTHY

H.AMBF AL STAFF WRITFR
Peggy Lyman has come to Florida Stale University's

Department of Dance, bringing with her nine years of
experience with the Martha Graham Company in New
York.

Here to teach a class in modem dance for dance majors,
Lyman is quite happy with the department's enthusiasm
for the Graham technique.

"The department has had Graham teachers before," said

Lyman, "Nancy Smith Fichter and David Roche have
taught the technique here before, so it is not totally new to
the department. We all have our own styles however."

DANCE
The Graham technique is often difficult for those with a

classical background to adjust to. It involves many
contractions and a completely different style of turnout
than what is used in classical ballet. But according to
Lyman, although FSU's dance department requires dance
majors to take both modern and classical dance, the

Graham technique is not proving to be difficult for her
students to adjust to.

'•Ballet is very linear line oriented, whereas the Graham
technique of modern danceis off balance, mvolving a lot of
dancing with barefeet," said Lyman, "But the dancers are
quite versatile and do quite well."

Lyman's training, besides dancing for such an extensive

Photo by Amanda Kreglow

f^^SSy Lyman is pictured here adding her
spark to Valerie Beltis 'The Desperate Heart.

Pboio by David F^BMtl

Peggy Lyman, shown here performing in

Thelma Hill 's Spirituals.

amount of time with the Graham Company, includes
Broadway productions such as Sugar, a musical version of
Some Like It Hot, plus a stretch of teaching for the Theatre
Department of Northern Kent University.

•*I taught a class for theatre majors, which was
interesting but difficult." said Lyman. Lyman prefers
teaching students who ahready have a dance background
because "you have to have an established technique, to the
point where movement becomes muscle memory repetition.
Then you can begin to really work on the theatrical
presentation."

Lyman stresses that dancers should make themselves
experienced in many different genres of dance, including
jazz and mime, so they can become more aware of gestural

communication.

"You need to use gestures to express the emotion that
dance is all about," said Lyman, "But one of the most
difficult emotions to express would be tension, which could
be conveyed through minimal movement and a silent

background."

Lyman will be giving a lecture tomorrow at 11 a.m. in

room 403 of Montgomery Gym. Some of the subjects the
lecture will include are students making the transition to the
city, the confidence necessary to become a credible dancer,
and Lyman's use of the Graham technique. The lecture is

open to the public.

'Hill Street Blues' big winner at Emmys
FROM STAFF RKPORTS

NBC's Hill Street Blues was the big

winner for the second year in a row at

the television industry's Emmy awards

ceremony Sunday night.

HUl' Street picked up six awards

indudiag best dramatic series. Last

year, the show won eight awards

including best dramatic series. Michael

Conrad picked up an Emmy for best

supporting actor in a dramatic series

for his portrayal of Sgt. Phil Esterhaus

on Hill Street.

ABC's Barney Miller, which is now
off the air, won for best comedy series.

The late Ingrid Bergman won an

Emmy for her performance in A

Woman Called Golda, which took
honors for best dramatic special.

Michael Learned won an Emmy for

best lead actress in a dramatic series for

her work on CBS's now cancelled

Nurse and Nancy Marchand copped

the best supporting actress award for

her role in CBS's now cancelled Lou
Grant.

FREE
Small Beverage

w ith any dessert

(^ood thru Sept. 21

with this coupon)

, MOUiARD
JOMfisonS

HOWARD JOHNSON"!
"Across the Street" on

West Tennessee

OPEN 24 HOI IRS

(,OV» RNWt M

ESCORT
SERVICE 644 1239

TONttNT

THEVANMIS
H»<IWIISSION ITyMjiM

(kit PASSWORP:
"I read it in the Flambeau"

BVUMNKIFS

insty-prints
Tu wn or TO nmran nsi

PHOTOCOPIES

5C
No Gimmicks - Only the Lowest Price in the City

SV2 X 11 SVi X 14

118y2 S. Woaroe St 222-3278

Model Katherine.TMH Nurse

byAKEMI

Adam&Ewe* ^REDKEN
FSU union 224-9815/222-2749
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\ped a dependable, fast typist iVOH?
NO PROBLEM! Why not c all...

"""^ — -

Personalized service with experionre

Kest'arch f)apers. dissertations, term papers,

business letters and applications, etc.

222-1811
8 a.m. - 5 p.m. M-F

3161^ \. Ilii% al

easy parking

THE JAZZBERRY PATCH
2720 BUiRSTONc Rd. - 877-9447

Monday: Now Open llrdO- 2 aum.

Tuesday: Two for One ^

Wednesday: Buy One Dinner 2nd 12 Price 6:00 - 9:00 p.m.

Thursday: Ladies Night - All Night - Two for One
Friday: HappyHour 4-7 -Live Jan
Saturday: Couples Dinner Nite

1/2 Carafe w/dinntf - 6:30 • 9:30 p.m.

Fri. & Sat.: $2.(jbEntertainment Charge

Sunday: Brunch -11:30-2 Jam Session - 2 - 6 p.m.
UVE JAZZ ENTERTAINMENT NIGHTLY

APPLICATIONS FOR POLLWORKERS
ARi NOW BEIIiG ACCEPTED

- Must be able to work Senate

election days. Wed.. Sept. 29

& Oct. 6

- Minimum wage

- Apply In Rm. 244 or 344 Union

•

MoNdAy — FaidAy

9 A.M. — 4 P'M.
ClAssiFiEd Ads

720 Union

Ad DEAdliNE 2 dAys bEfoac

ForSaU For Rent
Bartender Waitress. Apply days 11

1 pm at Southernaire Motel, 1308 W.
Brevard. Ask for Mark

63" Jobc Prot Honeycomb Water Ski

& c asc Sl?S. Vitamasfer excercise bike
S60, George Washburn Guitar & case
bran new S200. Phone 878 3457.

Full size bed w7headboard and
rnatching 9 drawer dresser. All good
condition, $100. Rob 224-5S01

.

FOfiTSALE : TWO, 2 PANELLED
LOUVERED DOORS $35 FOR BOTH

(SIZE: \7^"X79W)
SOOO BTU GE AIR -CONDITIONER
J3S CALL 575 2700

1 BSR MacDonald record changer w/
Shuro cartridge and dust cover $35,

) Realistic 8 track play deck $20,

2 Criterion bookstielf speakers $10
each, I 6 string guitar S30. Call
385 S592.

SHAG RUG
12 X 9, brownish, clean and in good
condition. $50. PImm call «as-1«31.

STEREO! KENWOOD 3-WAY SPKS.
PIONEER SX 450 RECIEVER.
Call 222 0621. $210. Keep trying.

Instamatic Pocket Camera $10, 3 spd
girl's bike with basket only $55.

Oysterizer Blender only $17. 576-2554

Round trip plane ticket: Tampa
Tallahassee 39 Sept. SM. CaH 57S-1884

AIRLINE TICKETS FROM TALL
TO MIAMI. LV 10/16, RT 10/22
BOTH FOR $100. 2n«11.

SCHWINN VARSITY 10 S P E E D
Book rack, gen. liglit, port, air pump,
needs tires and tubet. 140. Call Shane
at 224 8177.

FB COUPONS - ALSO DORM-LOFT
w/ 3 ply carpet 8> padding, sturdy
shelf, 8. ladder Call 575 1181 eves.

EXTRA LOW PRICES ON GUITARS
& BANJOS. MANY 1/2 PRICE.
PRICES START AT $25. RENTALS
$10 MO LESSONS $15 3 WK
COURSE
SCOTT TENNYSON GUITAR
SERVICES 1304 N, AAonroe 224-3361.

POLAROID ONE-STEP CAMERA
WITH FLASH UNIT. 1 YEAR OLD

LIKE NEW. $450R B.C.
CALL 222-6730 EVENtlMS

SOLIDWOODTABLE WITH
4 CHAIRS a OLASS COVER

$2S0J0

CALL 224-0470 8 to SCR
AFTER 5 87i-26«2. CAREY

AtTOS
67 Mustang, 298 automatic, AM/FM
stereo, good tires. $2100 firm. Call
893 31 17 evenings.

CycUs

545 OAKLAND, FURNISHED 2 BR
TOWNHOUSE 1 BLK. FROM MYERS
PARK.$320MO. 385-2666.

ROOMS FOR RENT FOR SPRING
TERM. NO HARD PARTIERS. CALL
STEVE 575-3208.

3 BR FURNISHED HOUSE S200
PER MONTH. NO PETS.

CALL 576 4752

RMMT WANTED FOR 3BD APT AT
COLONY CLUB $115 8. UTIL.
STARTING OCT. 1. 224 6532.

3 bdrm. apt. across from Law School.
Hardwood floors, fireplace, ceilina
fans, centrid haat, fenced in yard.
Available now. S375 per mon^
893-OOes or 224-SI51 after «.

Cliataav De Rel Aatt. Walk la PSU
S11 N. Woodward, 1 BR fum; aound-
proof, port, laundry, cable & util. incl.

eMcapt aiac. tm mo. Call Ras. Mgr.
222-8431.

2 BDRM M/H NEAR TCC. SHADY
LOT, POOL/LAUNDRY, NO OBPOS.
Sift. M4-S541-AM, $76-5322.

ONE UNFUR. ROOM IN 3 BDR.
HOUSE $92 PER. MONTH 8. ' 3 UT
1 MILE FROM STADIUM, CALL
.575 1 I'M

WANTtd
FIRST BORN SON

I desperatly need ttiree coupons tor the
Dec. 4 game against Fla. I pay $10 and
my first born son to get just one!
Please! Joseph, 224-3441.

Non smoking female to share nice
2-brm. apt. near hospital. Only
$105 00 mo. 8i Vj uti. 224 8519.

76 KAWASAKI SCO
$600 OR BEST OFFER
MUST SELL MS-f8$4

Rocmate wanted for 4 br house only 10

mm from FSU Car required.
Responsible person only. Completely
turn Call Dave Of Mark for interview.
386 7629

M OR F RMMT FOR 2BDR HOUSE
GREAT LOCATION $100/MO 8i UTIL
HURRY! CALL PETE 386 5415.

Male Roommate needed for Ig. 2 br, 2

bath apt. 1 block from campus.
Call 222 2676.

FM NONSAAOKER ROOAAAAATE IN
NICE BRIARSTONE NEIGHBOR
HOOD, APPROX. 3*/3 MILES FROM
FSU. CLOSE TO GOVERNOR'S
SQUARE MALL. AC, TV, WILL
.HAVE OWN FURNISHED
BEDROOM, $137.50 & i/z UTILITIES,
PHONE, FOOD. (ESTIMATED AT
$270/MO.). CALL LANA AT 878-2061.

1981 HONDA CUSTOM
Excellent condition. $2800.00
or best offer. Call eveninfs

3IS-2S10

WANTED: TRANSPORTATION TO
PENSACOLA FOR HUTCH TOP
53" X 11" X S?". Will pay $15.
Call 575-2700.

ServIces
ANIMAL KINGDOM AUDIO (AKA)

Main System
2500 watts 24 channels - 4 submixes -

4 way electronic crossover - 10 band
graphic eq echo 12 cabinets - 2 horn*

Monitor System
1000 watts 4 JBL, 2 Altec monitors

Lighting System
17,000 watts 15 PARS 2 ellipsoidal
spots - four 15 ft. trees - 40 ft. hruss &
rigging (up to 35 ft. high)

For rental info, call 575-2697

TYPING. MONDAY THROUGH
FRIDAY. PHONE 386-3750,
9 A.M. 3 P.M.

Impeccable typing on word
processorMasters Degree, 10 + yrs.

Experience writing, editing. Typing.
575-4423

TYPING. IBMSELECTRtC 3
FAST, EFFICIENT EDITING!

80C pg. call 222 7629, AFTER NOON
WE SELXT^^vTcE, AND PAY
TOP CASH FOR YOUR AIR-
CONOITtONERS. 575-9562.

CAN YOU HEAR THOSE SWEET
PASSIONATE SOUNDS BEING
WHISPERED IN YOUR EARS? DO
YOU NOTICE THE HANDSOME
GUY OR THE GIRL WITH THE
SHAPELY LEGS THAT'S TWENTY
FEET IN FRONT OF YOU? IF YOU
SAID NO TO THESE QUESTIONS,
WHY NOT STOP BY AED HEALTH
SCREENING CLINIC TODAY, RM
423 HEALTH CENTER FOR A
FREE VISION/HEARING TEST.

TYPING LET ME^^MAK^E^YoITr
WORK LOOK GOOD!
DISSERTATIONS, RESUMES,
EDITING. 878 2231.

A PRO TO TYPE- your thesis, term
papers, dissertations, etc. Call Va.
Wallace, 877-4900, eve/wk ends.

*** GUITAR LESSONS * * *
CLASSICAL AND POP
BEGINNER ADVANCED

SPECIAL STUDENT RATES
ALISON BERT, 644-S659

PIANO LESSONS AVAILABLE
FROM FSU MUSIC MAJOR CALL
iZ22-0639 IF INTERESTED

CLASSICAL GUITAR LESSONS
(B.M. BOST. CONS. OF MUS.,
M.M. CAND. IN PERF. FSU)
NOW ACCEPTING STUDENTS OF
ALL LEVELS. SPECIAL STUDENT
RATES. CALL 224-3037 FOR A
FREE APPIONTMENT.

Rmt. wanted: Clean, liberal, serious
student. $100 mo. util. 8i dep. req.
Call days ft nights 386-5415 - Pete.

F rmmt share 1 br turn apt, ac, pool.

$115 mo 81 '2 util. 5 min from FSU.
Call Amy 224-2871 . Town 81 Campus.

Help
WANTEd

HELP NEEDED!
WHOLESALE DRINK SELLERS

FAMU 1981 home games at Bragg
Stadium. To apply call S7S 4032 & leave
the following info, name, address,
work A home phone 0, age, height &
and weight. Rules: must be at least

5 feet tall. Trays of drinks sell for $17
20 drinks to a tray. Sellers must have
their own change & apron. Experience
helps, but not necessary. Written
Inquiries Regency Concessionaires
P.O. Box 6314. Tallahassee. FL 32301

Body repair on all makes / models.
Painting, fiberglass work, elec.
windows, leaks... Reasonable rates.
Call Ralph after 5:00 p.m. 576 3958.

EXPERT CARPENTRY
Miscellaneous handiwork.

Free Estimates.
Satisfaction assured.

Call Glen at 222-8079 or 878-1 S44.

BOOKKEEPER EXPERIENCED
IN ACCOUNTS PAYABLE.
RECEIVEABLE, TAXES, AND
PAYROLL AVAILABLE FOR PART-
TIME OR OMnrRAcr work, call
222-7798.

cosTUMEiN^niMt
A large selection of COSTUMES
including gowns for Homecoming
Qiippoc, for rnnt ROAfl I't 4^10

PERFECT TYPING
No white outs No errors

HOW??? WORD PROCESSING
WORKS LIKE THIS ...

1. We enter document into computer
2. We print a draft on which you
pencil in minor changes if you wish
3. We input changes and print final

ALL THIS FOR THE SAME COST AS
PLAIN TYPING. 385 9057

Complete range of proofreading,
ed'tinq, typinq services at low rates.

385 1020 AFTER 3 pm.

Dissert , Theses, student papers.
You'll get good vibrations when you
bring your typing to us. Former
admins, sec'y 8i good speller.
Reasonable Rates. L. Durbin. 871-2260
No calls after 10 p.m.

IMPROVE YOUR GRADES!
Researcti Catalog 306 pages 10,728
topics Rush SI 00. Box 25097C, LOS
Angeles, CA 90025. (213) 477 8226.

PersonaLs
DANCE A THEATRE STUDENTS
Take be«. tap - Tucs. nites 7:30

1232TIMBERLANE ROAD
Taacher studied with Honi Coles.
For mere Info. - Call Jan 878-6352.

Mama,

HAPPY BIRTHDAYlii
Lave,Oaorae

Ba-toami-DaMlaiii
Love. Jessica

Waalwoof woof III

Love,Snaw

FREE-THINKING MUSICIANS
Singer/writer forming band to create
progressive music Droids and clones
can save a dime by not calling.
Joseph Jay, 224-3441.

Beat Mark O'Brien in the fastest
swim, run, bike in the Soutti, Sat.,

Oct 9 FSU Reservation Race 9 am
Deadline entry mail Sept. 30, $10 each.
Fla. League of Aquatics, Rt. 22 Box 30
Tallahassee, Fl. 32301.

FREE PREGNANCY TEST
Abortion, Gynecology, Psych. Couns.
Call N Fla Women's Health and
Counseling, 877 3183,

WOMEN'S WT. LOSSCLASS.
IDENTIFY Bi WORK THRU CAUSES
,OF OVERWT. CALL 877-3183.

Homecoming Chief & Princess appli-
cations available now in Room 323
Union. Deadline is 9/22/82.

GET FREE FPIRG BROCHURES!
PROTECT YOURSELF FROM
LOSING YOUR SECURITY
DEPOSIT AVOID AUTO REPAIR
RIPOFFS LEARN WHERE THE
BEST BUYS ARE FREE
GROCERY, BANKING AND
CHECKING SURVEYS. PICK UP
INFO AT FPIRG OFFICE 215
UNION. FPIRG CONSUMER-
TENANT HOTLINE # IS 644 4884.

FREE PREGNANCY TEST
Abortion, gynecology, birth control,
infection checks & mental health
counseling. Low cost Professional
services. Strictly confidential. For
appiontment call No Fla Women's
Health a. Counseling. 877 3183.

FIGI FROM PENSACOLA
Where are you living? How can I tell

you about the spaghetti dinner?
REDHEAD ON HWY 29

INTERESTED IN
FREE SAILING LESSONS
7:30THURSDAY IN 221 BEL

Sigma Kappa Pledges: Clare, Jane,
Julia. Kim. Louise, Maureen, Ronna,
and Sandy •- We think you're the
greatest!!! We love you. The actives

Thanks to the 150 who showed af the
Pub! Anyone still interested in be-
coming a College Republican, there
wilt be a meeting open to everyone
Wed Sept 22 at 7 30 pm in 240 Union.

Scott Webb Congrats on becoming an
official Sigma Chi pledge! I'm so
happy for you. Have a great day. LSS

Sigma Kappa congratulates our newly
initiated sisters: Karen. Rita, artd

Ellen. Shine onin '82!!!

Love, Your Sisters

Still looking for the right frizzy haired
blonde. PLEASE: no airheads,
sorority or country girls. 100,000-^ on
PAC MAN a must. Serious inquiries

only will be answered. Call 222 0237
and leave message.

Business

PersonaIs
90C IMPORTED BEER ALL DAY
TUESDAY AT POGO'S PINBALL
PALACE, ACROSS THE STREET
FROM BULLWINKLES.

FREE TAPE DECK CLINIC
SErrBMBRRONLY

WE WILL CLEAN, DEMAGNETIZE
AND INSPECT YOUR TAPE DECK
FREE OF CHARGE. COME BY OR
CALL THE STEREO STORE, 115 W.
TENN. IN THE TENNESSEE ST.
MUSIC MALL. PH 222 8346.

BOOGIE WITH THE FUNKTATIOUS
HOLLYWOODTURNUPS
AT SMITTY'S, FRI. A SAT.

* it It -k

FLY INo HOME?
Holiday flights are already filling up.
Call or come by The Travel Center for
kHMost airfare anywhere. We can also
ticket roservationa you nMde Aroctly
with the airlines.

TNB TRAVEL CENTER
University Union 2nd floor. 222-1192

* *

DAILY LUNCH SPECIAL
25c draft with selected sandwich.

THE PALACE SALOON
1303 JACKSON BLUFF ROAD

BEGINNING CLOGGING

With Don Shrum of the Straw Street
Ctoggers. Fri, Sept 24, 7:00 p.m. at
Salter Dance ScM $15. Call 87I-7667.

* LIQUIDATION SALE 1

1

30to4t%OFF
Sundeks. Bolt, Javcee and Gotcha
All T-Shirts, Shoes, and Visors
Canvas Bags, FSU Tiddies, etc.
THE SAILOR'S CHOICE, INC.

2112 APALACHEE PARKWAY #3
TALLAHASSEE, FLA. 878-3555

HAAOBN>OAZS
Ice cream at Pogo's Pinbaii Palace
across the street from Builwinkles.

OVERWEIGHT?
Call 878 4885 anytime for info on
NEW DOCTOR'S DIET Make extra
money by being dorm or sor/frat rep.

WE DELIVER DEAD FLOWERS*****
BURNING HEARTS FLORISTS
INTRODUCTORY OFFER GET
$3.00 OFF ANY REG PRICE

Now you save while you sting!! We
hand deliver unique bouquets of

DEAD FLOWERS. Also inquire about
our FRUIT and FISH packages Get a
laugh or give someone a laugh Now it

costs only $6.85! Your order is

enclosed with ji dozen of lovely
DEAD FLOWERS wrapped in the
finest florists box So call us today at

576-4803, 10:30 5 00 Mon Sat or send a
check or money order to P.O. Box
20228 include message and delivery
address.

TNT HIDEAWAY CANOE RENTaIT
DIRECTLY ON WAKULLA RIVER
AND HWY 9i
$5 up to 4 hrs 50c per cushion call
1 925 6412

Lost &
FouNd

Lost Near Phyrst, Garnet Gold nap
sak, checks no good, reward intact
return to lost-found or P.O. Box 6198

Lost : a gold A white female cat near
Sigma Chi on W. College Ave. If you
saw her, please call 224-7578.

FOUND
Gold class ring on W. Call St.

^6-439t.
Call

**J tried to call

but my phone is

dead.

So I wrote you a

classified ad

instead.*'

Flambeau

classified ads

9-4 M-F

FSU SMMM NamrCllll

Classes on Tuesdays

and Thursdays 6-8 pm
208 Montgomery Gym
Everyone is Welcome

EYEEXAMS
$25 ^^^^"^ • incluairm

glaucoma test

I Contact Lens

fitting fee

. including all office

'vMts for 3months

$50
in addition

to eye
exam

Dr. Jorge K. Gorb
Optometrist

Governor's Square
<Next to Morrison $

i

8773380 877 0431

LATE
NIGHT
COPIES

kinkoT copies
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Lady 'Nole Boosters lend athletes a hand
BY DEBORAH BARRINGTON

Fl AMBKAl SPORTS EDITOR

Roberta Maddox describes herself as a
"downtown bureaucrat." She is, after all,

Associate Vice Chancellor for

Administration and Support for the State

University System, but Maddox is also

president 6f the Lady Seminole Boosters.

The Boosters raise money for the eight

competitive athletic teams at FSU. Maddox
said the organization has gone from
generating three or four thousand dollars

several years ago to $100,000 for this year.

Women's Athletic Director Barbara
Palmer commented on the role of the Lady
Seminole Boosters.

••Every year we are facing financial

increases due mainly to the increased cost

of living. I'd Hke for us to get to the point

where we could rely on our boosters to take

care of inflationary costs each year. That

way we would not have to rely on
additional student fees and could relieve the

pressure from men's sports/* said Palmer.

In addition to raising money, the
Boosters' purpose is to "provide a core of
support, attend their sporting events, bring

about visibility and name recognition and
develop and raise a level of awareness in the

community for the women," Maddox said.

Anyone interested in 'finding out more
about the Lady Seminole Boosters can
attend a meeting tonight at 5:30 p.m. in 206
Tully gym. The purpose for the meeting is

to discuss the new set of governing rules

that the Lady Seminoles, now members of
the NCAA, have to abide by.

••We want to be sure supporters
understand the constraints of the new rules

because there will be no violations of ethics.

We will do nothing to endanger the
women's athletic program," Maddox said.

Maddox doesn't want women's athletics

to become tainted with investigations as

have other athletic programs at universities

across the nation.

Last year Maddox said they emplcryed the
use of an adopt-a-fan where one family
would provide a home-away-from-home
for an athlete. The NCAA however does
not allow the singling out of one player for

specific attention.

Now the Boosters support not just an
individual but an entire sport. A group of
families called Sports Family work
together—they attend games and provide a
cheering section.

One of FSU's unique qualities, said

Maddox, is thai all of the women's sporting

teams have qualified for national

competition and that is a "real

accomplishments," she added. Few schools
can say this.

Often these accomplishments arc not

recognized by the conmuinitv or the media.
Maddox wants this overlooking ti. stop.

••These women give their all—sometimes
there's no one in the stands to appreciate

what they are doing,'* said Maddox. She
feels the Booster organization is there to say
to the athletes that what they do is

important, and beneficial.

"Athletics are doing a lot for women's
abilities to co-operate, take risks, to take a

chance and win or lose." She believes thai

once people ••get out and watch and see

them in action" they will go out the next

week and the week after.

After the meeting tonight the Boosters

plan to "go in mass to the volleyball

game," Maddox said.

Tonight at 7:30 the Florida State

volleyball team will play Central Florida in

Tully Gym. The women opened the season

by winning the Louisiana State Univesity

Invitational tournament in Baton Rouge
this past weekend.

Competitive Rental Rates • Pe5onal Service • Superior

Facilities • convenient Location • Flexible Lease Terms

AMBERWOOD
1 and 2 Bedroom 575-1258

COLONY CLUB
1 and 2 Bedroom 224-7519

FOUR SEASONS
1 Bedroom 222-0503

GLEN OAKS
1 and 2 Bedroom 576-9787

GOVERNOR'S SQUARE
1-2-3 Bedroom 878-4125

HILLTOP
1 Bedroom 222-2056

PLANTATION
1 and 2 Bedroom 576-5805

PRINCE MANOR
2 Bedroom 576-9909

PALMS WEST
2 Bedroom Townhouse 576-6814

SPANISH TOWN
2 Bedroom..... 576-9787

TALLAHASSEE
1 and 2 bedroom 576-9961

Call Mottice and Associates at S86-2117 for Leasing Assiso^

on any of these fine apartment communitiis.

VALUE
SERVICE
AMENITIES

CONVENIENCE
CONSIDERATIONmoiiicc

HOTTBT SEUINC SEWING MCNINE
IN TOWN!!!

Rali ckecks given wlien necessan

BREAKTHROUGH
TheIBM Ball
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on the

10%
Discount
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Act. Expires

9-30-82

SIERR4

Suggested Retail

$49500
HEADRICK'S

111 w. college

224-2199

office typewriter

• 2,000 fewer parts tlian IBM
• 7S% fewer adjustments
• iBm style keyboard

RESULT-
• Improved reliability - lower cost

service contracts
• Faster keyboard entry
• Better print quality even with

orator type
• No flicl<ing (unexpected hy-

. phens)
• Better print visibility
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NFL players take off helmets and pick up picket signs
UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL

NEW YORK - The National Football League Pteyers
Association Executive Committee voted unanimously to
strike after last night's nationally televised game between
the Green Bay Packers and the New York Giants.
The strike is the first in-season work stoppage in the

NFL*s 63-year history.

The announcement by Gene Upshaw, president of the
Players Executive Committee, came after two hours and 10
minutes of meetings among the six members present, and
officials of the union, including Executive Director Ed
Garvey.

**At the conclusion of tonight's game, all NFL training
fadlitics wUI be struck," said Upshaw of the Los Angeles
Raiders. "No games will be played until management deals
with the players fairly and with dignity.

"Management's illegal refusal to bargain with us last
Friday, to bargain collectively with us. has brought this.
We are united and this comes with no pleasure
whatsoever."

The first game al iected will be Thursday night's game at

Kansas City between the Chiefs and the Atlanta Falcons.
Jeff Van Note of Atlanta, one of the si.x members of the

executive committee who attended Monday's meeting,
immediately called for management to restart negotiations
around the clock, if necessary.

The other members present included Stan White of
Detroit, Elvin Bethea of Houston, Tom Condon of Kansas
City and Mark Murphy of Washington. John Bunting of
Philadelphia and Dan Jiggetts of Chicago did not make the
meeting in time. James Lofton of Green Bay. scheduled to
play Monday night against the Giants in East Rutherford,
N. J., was in phonecontact from his New Jersey hotel.

Although negotiations between the Players Association
and the Management Council started seven months ago. the
collective bargaining agreement expired on July 15.

Throughout the bargaining sessions, the latest of which
broke off Friday, the Players Association has stood firm on
Its origmd demand for 55 percent of the owners' gross
revenues.

However, last Friday the Players Association met with
the Mana^ment Council a final time and offered a new

proposal, calling for a settlement based on the pkuers'
obtaining 50 percent of the revenue from television

contracts over the next four years, a figure that would cost
the owners approximately $1 .6 billion.

Before the 1982 season started, the NFL signed a 5-year
television contract for a reported $2. 1 billion.

Hours after hearing the new offer, the Management
Council rejected the players' proposal and talks broke off
The owners (fid not object to the $1 .6 billion figure but to the
length of the new contract. The owners prefer a 5-year plan
and also wanted to change the means by which the money
would be dispersed to pl^rs.

In the players' lastest offer^ the money would be
dispersed from a union controlled fund and through a wage
scale.

The scale included a salary of $81,000 for a rookie this
year, with incriments reaching to $99,000 for a rookie in

1985. The range goes from $333,000 for a 12-vear veteran
this year to as high as $409,000 for a 12-year veteran in

1985.

Is Robinson's race a factor in choice of televised games?
BY MIKE RADK.AN
FLAMBEAU STAIK W Kl I KK

Grambling State University head football coach Eddie
Robinson will be seeking his 300th career college victory
Saturday night when his Tigers dn^) in on FlorSlhi AftM's
Rattlers at Bragg Stadium, but you won't see it on
T.v.— possibly because Robinson is black.

Ihe had news is it doesn't look like the game will be
telecast back to the fans in Louisiana or anywhere else,
according to Alvin Hollins, FAMU Sports Informatioii
Director.

"ABC has put thumbs down on us.'* Hollins said.
Under its existing contract with the NCAA. CBS can

televise only a national game this weekend. And that game
happens to be between two Division I top twenty teams.
Penn State and Nebraska.

Two other coaches in the history of college football have
won 300 or more games—Alabama's living legend, Paul
'

'Bear" Bryant and Amos Alonzo Stagg of the Universit

of Chicago, among others. Stagg is now deceased.
Still, CBS has elected to go with another game. The

Flambeau asked Mark Carlson, associate director of college
sports information for CBS in New York, why.

"Don't you think Penn State and Nebraska would have a
little more national appeal?" Carlson responded.

Both Grambling and FAMU are predominantly black
colleges. Robinson is black.

Officials at ABC were unavailable for comment at the
^time of the call yesterday.

"If Eddie Robinson had been white, 1 think they'd
televise it," said A&M head Coach Rudy Hubbard. "I hate
to bring on an issue like that, but that's what I feel."

.
Robmson has been the only Grambling head coach since

1941
. Hfthas never coached another coUege team.

Going into Saturday's game, his record stands at 299-98-
13.

Both Grambling and AMA are currenay ranked in the

top ten of ahnost every Division I-AA poll and both are
imdefeated this season.

The Rattlers will be coming off a 39-23 win . over Mid
Eastern Athletic Conference foe Delaware State. FAMU
behind 10-0 early in the first half of the contest, bounced
back behind the strong throwing arm of quarterback
Nathaniel Koonce.

"We're not a hungry enough football team," said
HttUiard.

He explained that a lot of his players, especiallv on
defense, were doing what they wanted to do on the field
rather than what their coaches told them to do.

"We've got to put more disciplined players in the lineup
not necessarily the best athlete," he said. "(Defensive end)
Alonzo Johnson was the only one who played well on the
defense."

Hubbard said he would be making a few defensive
changes in his roster for the Grambling game.

Here it it
Herpes SimplexVims Types I and ZX ere
viral iaifeetioiis alfectiiig an estimated
to milUonAmericans.
7o date, tliereleneImown enre for Herp|s
Now, Virex, Inc. is offering HERP^EZ' ^

Lotion and Drops, both containing
2,6-di-tert-butyl-p-cresol, a compound
which has been demonstrated to be a
potent inactivator of Herpes SimplexViras
HERP^EZ Drops contain 2,6-di-tert-butyl-p-cre80l
dispersed in mineral oil, to be used in conjunction with
HERP^EZ ' Tablets, a dietary supplement (to be taken
with meals ) containing both Theionized

"

2.6-di-tert-butyl-p-cresol and L-lysine.
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at right (ifcoupon is missing, mail your order to
Virex. Inc., 4118 Seventh Terrace South, St. Petersburg,
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order both for only $36.95!
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810 Thomasvlllt Rd.
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Meenan
BY BRIAN WILSON
FLAMBEAU STAFF WRITER

Gov. Bob Graham has appointed former
Florida State University Student Body
President Tim Meenan to serve on the
Postsecondary Education Planning
Commission, pending approval hy the
Cabinet at its next meeting at the State Board
of Education.

Meenan had been nominated by Graham
to the student post on the state Board of
Regents, but that nomination was nixed
when Graham staffers belatedly reahzed
Meenan did not fullfill a five-year residency
requirement. Meenan could not be reached
yesterday for a comment on his latest

SERVING TALLAHASSEEFOR 70 YEARS VOL. 70 NO. 18

nomination.

The commission meets monthly to make
recommendations to the State Board of
Education pertaining to post-secondary
education, which includes junior colleges,

universities and vocational schools.

The commission is made up of 11 lay
members— that is citizens not involved in
state go\ernnient—and one student.

Meenan will be the second student to serve
on the commission. Melinda Webster from
Florida Southern College in Lakeland
preceded him.

Graham formed the commission two years
ago, and the legislature took over its control
last year.

Currently, the commission is working to
develop a master plan for post-secondary
education budgets, according to Commission
Policy Analyst Michael Armstrong.
"We're devoting most of our attention to

the budget study," said Armstrong. "But
we're also studying other things.

**We've contracted with people for studies
in mergers between upper-level universities

and community colleges, a comprehensive
health professions plan and a plan to meet
the engineering needs in the state."

Although ail the members on the
commission are volunteers, they still need
money to conduct those studies and for travel

expenses.

Tim
Meenan

Mother battle

to regain custody of her son

Kathy Blackburn and daughter, Jennifer
Florida Ften^u/Vieki Arias

BY NANCY IMPERIALE
FLAftOffiAUWRrrER

It*s hard to determine when all of Kathy
Blackburn's troubles started, but many of
them began the day she found she was
pregnant by Gene Wright, a black police

officer for the rural conununity of Milien,
Ga. Blackburn is while.

When she was divorced in 1979, Blackburn
was given custody of her son by that

nmrriage, Nichdas. She provided for him as

best she could, receiving no child support
from her ex-husband, Mark Blackburn.

Kathy's mother-in-law, Nancy Blackburn,
also lives in Milien. Kathy says when she
informed her mother in-law of her
impending pregnancy, Nancy Blackburn said

**Vou better make sure that's not that n

cop's baby, because if it is, I'm taking
Nicholas away from you."

That's precisely what Blackburn's molhcr-
in-law did.

On June 25, 1981, six weeks after Kathy
gave birth to a daughter named Jennifer,

Nancy Blackburn appeared at her daughter-
in-law's door with a court order signed by
Judge W.C. Hawkins granting custody of
Nicholas to his grandparents.

The order darned Kathy was an unfit mother
on the basis that she had CQmmitted adultery
and lived her life according to immoral
standards, as evidenced by the fact that she
had given birth to an illegitimate, racially

mixed child.

Blackburn was in Tallahassee yesterday to

tell her story to a groiip of Florida State

University law students.

"What's illegitiiiiate?" Blackburn asked
during an interview yesterday. "It's just a
word, and a bad word. It's a white man's
word used to separate the classes. It's no
proof of unfitness as a mother. I've been
saying all along, 'If they take away one of my
children, they should take away both of
them.'

"

The Blackburn case has received a lot of
attention, due to the fact that the presiding

judge, Hawkins, made some extremely racist

comments to reporters after the trial.

According to reports, Hawkins, referring

to Kathy's two children, one white and one
black said, "You've got a community here

that isn't, shall we say, ready for that sort of

integration, whether you like it or not." He
was also heard to ask a reporter, "How
would you like to have one little black one
and one little white one? You know good and
well what the answer is."

Only 3,400 people live in Milien. It is a
town of great racial unrest— the Ku Klux
Klan tried to march in front of the

courthouse where the child custody case was
tried. It is a town which Kathy Blackburn has

since left, saying "I won't bring my children

up in Milien."

While living there Blackburn received
numerous death threats, as did witnesses at

the child-custody trial.

But she never received any form of
protection.

"The police won't help me," she said.

"They were supposed to patrol my house,

but they never came by .

"

In a system where the rights of a natural

mother are supposed to be protected by law,

Blackburn feels cheated. It was never proven
that she was an unfit mother. In fact, social

workers and doctors testified that Nicliolas

was healthy and showed no signs of neglect.

"I'm fighting for my son. That shows I

care," $aid Blackburn. "But the system is

working completely against me."
Blackburn has not seen her son, who is

now three years old, for over a year, even

though she regained custody of the child last

month. The Georgia Supreme Court ruled

that in the absence of clear proof of neglect,

illegitimacy is no proof of unfitness as a
mother.

But Blackburn has not yet been given
actual custody of her son.

Apparently, the Georgia Supreme Court
gave an order of custody that nobody's doing
anything about. Blackburn says that's

because "in Milien, money talks and they

(Blackburn's in-laws) have a lot of money. '

'

Whatever the cause, the basic fact renwins
that although Blackburn has legal custody of

Turn to BABY, page 7
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County commission runoff

Richardson takes lead in contributions

fie.. .oV .

BYDANNIVOGT
FLAMBtAL STAFF WRirtR

County Commission candidate A.J. Richardson has

taken the lead in contributions, financial disclosure forms

show, but his runoff opponent Bill Montford has received

key backing from the county's development community.

Montford got a $200 endorsement from the Tallahassee

Builders Association last

week and received a $500

contribution from the

Florida Realty Political

Action Committee last

month.

When asked why the

builders, realtors and

construction companies
endorsed him, Montford

said. "It means they like

what I'm saying. I say the

same thing to every

group—that I'm a

candidate with a common
sense approach and am
willing to look at both sides

of an issue and then make a good judgement."

Montford, principal of Godby High School, faces

Richardson in an Oct. 5 runoff to replace Jim Crews on the

five-member Leon County Commission. Richardson,

pastor of Bethel A.M.E. Church, has taken in a total of

$8,791 as of September 10 compared to Montford's $7,941

.

The winner will face R^ublican Bob Amow in the Nov. 2

general election.

Richardson said he knew of the developers' endorsement

of Montford, and added that he hadn't expected to get

their nod of approval.

"1 think it indicates something about where he

(Montford) is coming from,** said Richardson. "He's got

development backers and that shows (his election) would

just be more of the same. There has traditionally been a rift

between developers and environmentalists, even thou^ my
stand is to work together with all groups."

If elected , Richardson would become the first black to

serve on the commission in Leon County history.

John Sullivan

Montford, however, didn't think race would be a major

factor in the run-off.

'i have a lot of support from the blapk community,"

said Montford. "From my years in the school system, I've

developed a good reputation in both the black and the

white communities. I feel I'm pretty strong in that area."

Richardson pointed out that he's not taking the black

vote for granted.

"I think it will have importance, but I'm not relying on

the black vote," said Richardson. "I plan to represent all

the people if elected, and I would hope the whole

community would support me. 1 9m black, and I empathize

with the struggle of black people, but all of us face the same
problems—basically economic problems."

Looking at how the candidates have spent their campaign

contributions show s each has a different strategy on how to

reach the potential voter.

While both have spent money on radio advertising in the

past two weeks, Montford spent three times as much as

Richardson on newspaper ads. Richardson, however,

countered with a novel tactic— hiring a plane to fly his

banner over Florida State and Florida A&M home football

games.

"I would have advertised on television, but it's rather

expensive," Richardson observed. "You get a lot of

mileage out of radio, and not as much out of print media,

according to what other candidates have told me. I hired the

planes for football games because just to get your name
seen is important. The radio deal can be expensive too, but

it's constant."

Montford said he is continuing the same type of mixed

media advertising that won him first place in the primary,

also noting he was supplementing the advertising with a lot

of handshaking.

While it's too late to register to vote in the run-off people

can still register to vote in the Nov. 2 general election until

Oct. 2. Leon County Supervisor of Elections John Sullivan

said a registration drive on the FSU campus got 44 new

voters yesterday.

He added that elections officials will be in the Oglesby

Union courtyard in front of the cafeteria today and

tomorrow to accept more registrations.

Local bars crack down on fake ID's
BY JOHN HOLtttK
riAMBEAU STAFF warrER

The battle lines have been drawn.

The Phyrst and Longbranch Saloon

have begun having any person under

the age of 19 found trying to enter

those bars with a falsified Florida

driver's license arrested.

According to Florida statutes it is a

third degree felony u> completely alter

or falsify a driver's license. Conviction

.

of a third degree felony involves a

possibility of jail time from one to five

years and the possibility of fines and

probation, according to Larry Bilbo.

examiner superintendant of the Driver's

License Division for Leon County.

If a person is convicted of a

misdemeanor, which involves only

partially falsifying a driver's license, the

penalty can be as much as 60 days in

jail and/or fines and/or probation.

"They (the Phyrst and Longbranch)

will call the police department or the

sheriff's department and they will make

a case against you," Bilbo said.

Two persons have already been

arrested by the Tallahassee Police

Department and have had charges

pressed against them by Scott Shaffer,

owner of both the Phyrst and the

Longbranch Saloon.

One person was luckier, however.

WiUiam Merchant, an 18-year-old

student at Florida State University,

was caught trying to enter the Phyrst

with a falsified Florida driver's license

two weeks ago.

Merchant, who falsified his driver's

license by completely redoing the front

of it on a sheet of plastic and then

laminating it on the front of his old

license, was spared the threat of
prosecution by Shaffer if he would

talk to the Flambeau.

"All my friends are older than me,"
said Merchant when asked why he did

it, "so 1 did it just so 1 could go places

with them."

According to Merchant, it was the

first time he had ever tried to gain

access to a bar with the falsified ID.

**I am not that interested in going bar

,
hopping," Merchant said.

Shaffer said he is having Merchant

do a "public service project" around

the Phyrst.

"I could have gotten into a lot more
trouble,' said Merchant.

Merchant was the exception to the

rule, according to Shaffer.

"Students have to understand we're

not going to put up with it and that

they are going to have to suffer the

consequences,' Shaffer said. "I hated

like hell to arrest those two people last

week," he added.

"We're going to take this stand until

we stop getting fake ID's at the door,"

said Shaffer.

In the past, the Phyrst policy was to

confiscate the fake ID and have the

person come back the next day to pick

it up. While the person was there

Shaffer would call the individual's

parents and let them know what

happoied. But Shaffer says, "We are

not in the position to serve minors. I

think they need to be made aware of

what the law is."

"I've already started warning

people," Merchant interjected.

Shaffer hasn't done this just to

harass students, he said.

State beverage agents entered three

weeks ago and caught a person

drinking who was underaged. If any

person is found younger than legal

drinking age, the bar can be fmed for

serving an underage person.

If a bar is caught more than three

times in six months the State Beverage

Department can close the bar down,

Shaffer said.

Another problem that can confront

a bar owner is if an underage person

consumes alcohol at their

establishnient and then is involved in

an accident while driving home, the

bar may have to assume liability for the

accident.
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•BODYMASTERS

•SELECTORIZED

MACHINES

•FREE WEIGHTS

•EXERCISE

GUIDANCE

505 S.Woodward
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AMOCO MEANS
BUSINESS

Amoco Production Company, one of the leading Oil

and Gas Producers In the U.S., seeks Innovative and

aggressive Business Graduates to expand its growing

Administrative staff. Amoco liill lie rocmiting here

on September 23, 1982.

See your placement office to schedule

an interview. Positions available for

B.s. and M.B.A. caadldaffs In the

followlig nalors:

• GENERAL BUSINESS

• MANAGEMENT
• MARKETING

ECONOMICS

•FINANCE

^'^n^^ Positions available in

Lafayette and LaRe Charles, lA

Any questions Should be

address to: SHVf L laikford

P.O. Boimn
New Orleans, LA 701!

(504) 586-6817
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Animal control penalties stiffened
BY CAROLINE BISCHOF

H AMBFAl STAFF WRITFR

Fron now on, animal control officers will

no longer merely pick up stray cats and

dogs and take them to the animal shelter in

hopes that thdr owners will oome and get them.

The county commission passed an
ordinance at its regular meeting yesterday

allowing animal control officers to issue

citations to dog and cat owners with

penalties ranging from $15 to $35 if their

animal is picked up. In addition to issuing

citations for letting your pet run at large,

the officers will also be Able to issue a
citation if your dog bites a neighbor, or if a
female dog is improperly confined when
she is in heat. Failure to vaccinate any pet

against rabies is another way to be cited,

according to the ordinance.

The county commission also set dates for

public hearings on the Leon County tree

ordinance and a citizens' participation plan

for the Community Development Block

Grant application process.

Commissioners also reviewed comments
from the Leon County Planning

Commission on amendments to the

Tallahassee-Leon County tree ordinance.

A change in the width of driveways

aUowed on commercial parkways was also

considered and will be discussed at a public

hearing scheduled for sometime in October.

The intent of this amendment is to allow

fewer cirive\vn\'^ nf t'rratcr (1i'^fancc'^ alopf apencv w aho npproxcd

arterial roadways, according to Robert M.
Rhodes, chair of the Tallahassee-Leon

County Planning Commission. Because of
the restriction of fewer driveways on
property owners, the width of the

driveways should be allowed to increase,

according to Rhodes.

The i>ublic hearing on the CDBG
application process is scheduled for

tomorow night at 7:30.

The process was approved by the

commission; however in order to receive

funds from the Department of Housing and
Urban Development via the Small Cities

Program, the county must have citizen

input into the process, according to

officials in the planning departments.

In other commission business, two
appointments were made to the citizens

advisory committee and four to the Local

Health Council.

Local health councils were legislatively

created to assist Health and Rehabilitative

Services personnel in making policies and to

determine and continuously re-evaluate

health needs in one of the 11 service

districts of the HRS, according to James
W. Parrish, county administrator.

A request to consider and review the 1982

83 Human Service Grant committees
recommendations on funding and
performance of each human service

INBRIEF
ALPHA EPSILON DELTA,

premedical honor society, is sponsoring a

free diabetes screening clinic in room 421 of

the Health Center today from noon to 4
p.m.

LAOY SCALraUNTERS WILL
have a meeting tonight at 8:30 at the Tri

Delta House. All members please attend

and wear your \ csts.

Pi GAMMA ML, SOCIAL SCIENCE
honorary, is meeting today at 4 p.m. in 61

Bellamy. Members who are unable to

attend are asked to call Scott Crawford at

576-5937.

STUDENTS WHO ARE
considering going on to seminary in

preparation for Christian ministry are

invited to attend a meeting tonight at 7 at

the Presbyterian Center.

THE FSU COSPEL CHOIR WILL
have a rehearsal today at 6 p.m. in room

205 of the old Music Building.

A RELIGION DEPARTMENT
CoUoquhim will be held today at 4 p.m.

Meet the faculty. Find out about courses,

major, minor and masters programs.

A HOW 1 0 S I AK I YOUR JOB HUNT
clinic will be presented by CCIS today at 4

p.m. in 1 10 Bryan Hall.

THE UNION PROGRAM OFFICE IS

sponsoring a publicity workshop today at 4

p.m. in the Union Leon-Lafayette Room.
THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF

Black Social Workers will meet today at 5

p.m. in lis Bellamy.

THE FLORIDA AAM STUDENT
Government Association will sponsor a
Library Book Return Drive today and
tomorrow. Students will be allowed to

return overdue books without being fined.

A VOTER REGISTRATION DRIVE
for FAMU's 1982 Fall student elections will

take place today and tomorrow from noon
to 1 p.m. in front of the Student Union.

THE FSU WATER SKI .^UB WH^L
meet tonight at 7 in 118 Bellamy. Plans fbr

the first tournament will be discussed.

JEWISH STUDENT UNION
general meeting and elections are tonight at

9 at the Hillel House. Call 222-5454 for

more information.

STUDY SKILLS GROUPS AIMED AT
improving study skills and study habits will

begin September 28. For more information
call the Student Development and
Counseling Center at 644-2003.

racoRD
EXCHAMQE
CASH
FOR
USED

RECORDS

We buy Quality

_Used Records with,

Instant Cash

V r have a Grral

aelfction of Hiih
Qualit\ . loM pricfd LI'V

j

We Pay More & Sell for Less

Behind W. Tenn. Krystal

222-4765 Buy-Sell-Trade

FREE TAPE DECK
CLINIC

You spent a lot of money on your system..

Now proteot your Investment.
Through October 15th, the Stereo Store will

clean, demognatize and inspect your tape
deck free of charge! (For your

convenience, please call and make
an appointment.)

Located In the

Tennessee St.

Music Moll

222-0346
1 15 W. Tennessee St.

the
tereo
tore

THE
HOBBIT
DECK

TONITES SPECIAL:

COME GET
GOOSED ON THE
HOBBIT DECK

50( MILLER GOOSENECKS
FROM 9 PMm ClOSING

50( DRAFTS DURING HAPPY HOUR
2 PH TIL 8 PM

APPEARING LIVE TONITE, THURS. & FRI.

THE JENNINGS BROTHERS BAND
IN CASE OF BAD WEATHER JENNINGS BROS. WILL PLAY INDOORS

THURSDAY SPECIAL

50C BUDWEISER LONGNECKS
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Conscience
President Reagan's decision Monday to order U.S. Marines into

Lebanon is a troubling reminder of the United States' complicity in

the new turmoil in that war-torn country.

Whether the Marines—together with French and Italian

troops— will be able to help the Lebanese get their house in order is

anyone's guess. But the President's grand gesture means nothing

without an acknowledgement that the damage he seeks to repair is

partially of his own making.

In fact, Western European nations share in the blame as wcB, for

the roots of Lebanon's current troubles go far beyond the events of

recent weeks. Lebanon, like most Middle Eastern oountries, is a

nation in name only. Us people are a QoUection of remarkably

disparate ethnic groups with little in common save suffering and

geographic proximity. Its borders were drawn in a European

conference room.

Little wonder the Lebanese are at eadi other's throats now. A shaky

truce between factions fell apart in WS^partly because of the

destabilizing presence of Palestinian refugees and tte PLO—and the

bloodshed has continued unabated ever smce.

If Israel set in mx^n the chwn of events leading to the massacre of

hundreds of Moslems in refugee camps last weekend, the United

States* tacit support for Israel* s actions means we also share some of

the blame for that atrocity. When Israel illegally used our bombs to

kill civilians, we said nothing. When Israel moved back into Beirut last

week, we pouted, but did little. It took the deaths of hundreds of

innocents at the hands of Israel's Phalangist allies—possibly with the

knowledge of Israeli army officials, as some Israeli newspapers

claim—to stir Reagan to meaningful action.

Even then, his response was fraught with danger: Given the

nationalistic fervor to which Americans are prone, we shudder to

think of what would happen if an American Marine is fired upon or

injured in Beirut.

At least Reagan seems to realize the first step to a just and lasting

peace in the Middle East is the establishment of a homeland for the

Palestinian people, and at last the Israelis seem to realize where

Menachem Begin has been leading them.

Pity it took the carnage we've witnessed in Beirut to open

everyone's eyes. To suggest that awakening somehow justifies

wholesale slaughter would be grotesque, and would prove a

hypocritical salve for the world's conscience.

The point remains that we allowed it to happen, and nothing will

wash the blood from our hands.

'

• • •

A key word was omitted from a quote by former Refuge House

Director Gail Dixon in an editorial last Friday. The quote should have

read: "There's no cure for rape. It*s not .like polio—there*s no

vaccine.** The word "not** was omitted.

r
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WE NEED TOMM THE

INSANITYm
SOIHAVESUBMIHED

A PROPOSAL WHICH

SAYS YOU CAN BE

FOUNP INSANE

OND/IFYOUHAP
THE MENIAL A6E OF

AZ-YEAB-OLD'"

-OR WERE so

PARANOID THAT YOU

HOUSE INSItAP OF

A HUMAN BEIN6.

Fuqua' s thanks
Editor:

1 appreciate the opportunity to use your letters

column to thank the many thousands of people in

Leon County who voted for me in the recent

Congressional Primary Election.

The citizens of Leon County cast 16,263 votes for

my elecdon, representing 59.92 percent of the votes

cast. This tremendous outpouring of support is

deeply touching and 1 pledge to represent them

with integrity and independence as 1 have always

done.

It is my intention to continue working in

Congress for greater economic growth in Leon

County aQs well as for reduced federal taxes and

expenditures to bring the gmeral economy back to

the healthy and expansive levels we have enjoyed in

the past.

Having so generously given me their vote, 1 now

assure the people of Leon County that my votes in

Congress will parallel their wishes and interests to

the best of my ability to determine them.

DenFnqiia

letters
literally, a "life or death" decision. That decision,

Mr. Radigan, is, by no means, an easy one.

Our nation excercises freedom of choice for the

benefit of its populace. It only offers death as a

relief from an unbearable situation. By the tone of

his letter, I suggest that Mr. Radigan would like to

transport us back to the days of cast-iron chastity

belts, when only our lord and master held the key!

Mr. Radigan gives meaning to the words "close-

minded." He sees only one side of a multi-faceted

issue , without respect to any other

.

Lynne Hoffman

Life

Choice
Editor:

In response to Mr. Andrew Radigan 's Sept. 15

letter in the Flambeau, I would like to add a few

ideas that he, possibly, has overlooked:

Defme the term **unwanted.*' In most cases, it is

not the child itself that is unwanted, but the

responsibility of bringing a child into the world,

with no financial stability; no emotional stability;

usually, no father or adequate mother image; no

suitable daycare; in many instances, family and

social discord, not to mention, a loss of self-esteem

for the mother and transferred to the child.

Freedom of choice applies, in this case, to the

woman who wants her child, but cannot afford,

financially or emotionally, to bring it through to

full term. Granted, abortion techniques are crude

and undignified, but so is war. Is Mr. Radigan

going to withdraw the right of Congress to declare

it? But which is worse, the cessation of life for a

being, not fully formed or conscious, or facing life

without benefit of living?' Would Mr. Radigan

condemn both woman and child to an unfulfilled

and discontenting lifestyle, or will he allow for time

to bring about a more mature and capable decision

for a true family unit? Personally, 1 would have

rather been aborted, 1 think, than to be brought up

as an "unwanted" child. Fortunately I was

neither— I was adopted.

Of course, there are some women, maybe too

young or too ignorant, who have repeated

abortions for a variety of enigmatic reasons. But

there are also those women, who have tried

unsuccessfully to protect themselves (and any

possible unborns) and are suddenly faced with.

Editor.

Your editorials of Sept. 10 concerning abortion

and rape featured a most striking dichotomy. "No

one has the right to tell you what to do with your

body. No one." Then you decried the high rate of

rape in Tallahassee. What right have you to tdl a

man what to do with his body? What business of

yours is it if he decides to commit rape? But of

course, your clear young minds reason, rape

involves a victim! We do indeed have the

right—duty, in fact—to protect victims.

This is the point pro-lifers have been trying to

make for years. Abortion also involves a victim! I

have enclosed a photograph of one of the ten

million or so victims of abortion. Who had the right

to do this to his body? If it is wrong for men to do

what they please to the bodies of women, then it is

wrong for women to do what they please to the

bodies of unborn children.

Carole Griffin

President Big Bend Right-to Life

Criminals
Editor:

After reading your September 14 editorial on

criminal justice, 1 tried not to laugh—but did.

Ronald Reagan is proposing legislation to

Congress that will convict criminals. The existing

laws are filled with so many loop-holes that many

criminals never see a prison cell

.

Your statement about successful insanity pleas

ignores the actual fact of the matter. Criminals are

dodging the law . These loop-holes must be filled.'

Your solutions to the crime wave issue are as

productive as watching metal rust, ojr maybe grass

grow. It sounds like you want to create more loop-

holes! How liberal of you.

A hard-pressed economy doesn't cause

crime—that's a silly thought. People cause crimes.

Reagan proposes to put those people (called

criminals) behind bars—where they belong.

Jeffrey D. Kottkamp
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Abortion:

Pro-lifers concerned about life after birth

Anti-choice
Karen Fall of Big Bend Right to Life

screams at clients coming into the

Feminist Women's Health Center in

Tallahassee on a recent Saturday

morning. Florida Flambeau/Vicki Arias

BYMARYMEEHAN
PACIFIC NEWS srRVICF.

WASHINGTON, D.C. — Critics of the

right-to-life movement who say its members
"are not concerned about lite after birth"

may have to take another look before long.

Certainly anyone who is deeply involved in it

has reason to challenge the critics.

While the right-to-life movement's image is

conservative, it always has included liberals,

such as Sen. Thomas Fagleton, D-Mo., and

Rep. Mary Rose Oakar, D-Ohio,, and an

occasional radical such as civil rights activist

Dick Gregory. And recently it has been

picking up people, both young and middle-

aged, from the peace movement.
All of these, added to the many political

moderates in the right-to-life movement,
make a fascinating ideological mix. Their

shared belief in the sanctity of lite is even

leading some to agreement on issues such as

war and the death penalty. These people

hope for the eventual development of a new
political coalition based on "respect for

life."

Arch-conservative Sen. Jesse Helms, R-

N.C., who addressed the recent March for

Life in Washington, must have been

bewildered if he noticed the contingent of

marchers who carried signs saying "Ban the

Bomb, Not the Baby." Some of those

marchers disagree with Helms on every issue

except abortion. But they have genuine

respect for his leadership on that issue, partly

because he has been so tenacious about it and

partly because they feel he is against abortion

"for the right reasons."

They know that Helms and his wife

adopted a child with cerebral palsy, and they

applaud his rejection of "the philosophy that

life should be only for the planned, the

perfect or the privileged."

Liberals in the pro-life movement think

Helms and many other conservatives have

blinders when it comes to the carnage caused

by right-wing death squads in El Salvador or

the enormous threat to human life posed by

nuclear weapons. Yet they have come to

respect many conservatives for their

willingness to accept personal responsibility

in helping the "unwanied" of society.

Some congressional conservatives also are

using legislation in a creative way to help the

outcasts. Sen. Jeremiah Denton, R -Ala., is

trying to ease immigration obstacles for the

mistreated Amerasian children, fathered by

U.S. servicemen, who are still in Asia.

Believing last year*$ administration funding

request for battered children and adoption

assistance was too small, Denton helped

obtain a major increase.

Another conservative and anti-abortion

stalwart, Sen. Roger Jepsen, R-lowa,

recently put through Congress a tax

deduction for legal expenses connected with

adopting hard-to-place children. Jepsen now
hopes to provide a tax credit for legal

expenses of nearly all adoptions.

Rep. Henry Hyde, R-lll., despite his

conservative views on federal/ state relations,

has urged the House to support federal

assistance to the victims of wife-beating and

other domestic violence.

Fundraiser Richard Viguerie, a major
figure of the New Right, even parts company
with conservatives on the death penalty. "To
me," says Viguerie, "life is sacred. And 1

don't believe I have a right to terminate

someone else's life either way—by abortion

or capital punishment."

Belief in the sanctity of life thus leads to

rethinking of traditional positions even

among strong conservatives. But there is even

more ferment out on the edges and down at

the grassroots. Two relatively small

"consistency" groups (ones who believe that

respect lor life must be all-inclusive) seem to

have influence far beyond their membership.

The first group, the National Youth Pro-

Life Coalition now claims one of the

youngest members of Congress, 28-year-old

Rep. Christopher Smith, R-N. J. Smith, who
used to be a state coordinator for NYPLC,
opposed the death penalty as well as

ahoriion, and he recently endorsed the

campaign for a U.S.-U.S.S.R. freeze on

nuclear weapons.

Prolifers for Survival, a peace group,

includes many people who started with

opposition to war and came to believe that

consistency required them to oppose

abortion. But some of its most interesting

members started with the second position

and later reached the first.

Cynthia Hauscr, 43, a medical technologist

from Erie, Pa., became invoked in anti-

abortion work in the early 1970s. She moved

gradually to a pacifist position, partly as a

result of contact with P.S. She wants a

Human Life Amendment to the U.S.

Constitution that will "protect all human life

from its beginning to its MaUirai end." and

she stresses that capital punishment "is not a

natural end."

OPINION

Timothy Finnegan, 24, started with anti-

abortion activism when he was a law student

at St. Louis University. Finnegan canndt

remember ever favoring capital punisl/ment,

but he recalls he used to be ambivalent about

it. But the more he became involved in

ef forts to end abortion, he says, "the more I

felt that people who had no one to speak for

them" should not be killed—whether by

capital punishment, abortion or war.

Finnegan has helped with legal work for

St. Louis abortion clinic "sit-inners," many
of whom have gone to jail on trespass

charges. He remarks that they "really change

their views" on the way poor people are

treated in jail, and he says this includes

people who are "very, very conservative."

It is hard to say where all of this will lead.

The single-issue intensity of.the anti-abortion

movement has produced much of its political

success to date, and its activists do not want

to see the movement torn apart by fights on

other issues.

Yet there is nothing to prevent— and much

to recommend— the formation of ad hoc

coahtions of individuals who agree on other

issues. And it is conceivable that we will see

the evolution of a "pro-life politics"

transcending the old political labels and

making life-or-death issues the ones that

count the most.

Some young women prefer abortion to contraception
BY PAULINE CRAIG

PACIFIC NEWSSERVICE

SAN FRANCISCO — Serena Ramirez, 15,pixie-like with

big brown eyes peeking out under bangs and braces on her

teeth, suspects she's pregnant.

Lately, she admits, almost every day after school she has

gone over to her boyfriend Mick's house and slept with him.

Yet neither she nor Mick uses precautions against her

conceiving a child. Instead, each month they go through the

trauma of waiting for her period, accepting that sooner or

later she's likely to conceive. And when she does, they

are already resigned to her having an abortion.

Their reasons for taking siich chances? Serena and

Mick—and many teenagers like them—say that years of

publicity devoted to possible health hazards have made them

afraid of using contraceptives. For these young people,

abortion has thus become the chief means of protection

gainst having a child.

Nationwide, according to Planned Parenthood, half of all

teenagers have had sexual relationships. An estimated 1.2

million girls under 20 became pregnant last year, three-

fourths of them unintentionally. Approximately 66 percent

kept their infants, or gave them up for adoption. The other

third, about 450,000, had abortions.

With anti-abortion legislation now before Congress,

counselors at family planning agencies are increasingly

worried about the consequences for such girls, should the

legal door to abortion be closed. Given the widespread fear

of contraception, they warn, illegal—and
dangerous—abortions may once again become common
among U.S. high school students.

Ironically, says Planned Parenthood counselor Yonny
Levy of San Jose, those adolescents who are the most

sexually active also tend to be the least informed and
experienced about the merits of contraception. And more and
more of them seem inclined to eschew any form of

protection— because of the "scary stories we read in the

newspapers and see on television all the time," as Serena puts

it. Buffeted by frightening accounts, they are as familiar with

the hazards of various contraceptives as they are ignorant of

the value of investigating them.

Indeed, Serena and her friends are able to list the danger in

surprising detail: Birth control pills have caused strokes and

blood clots, and may bring on uterine cysts, they point out.

Intrauterine devices have been held responsible for infection

in the uterus and Fallopian tubes, threatening sterilization

and death. Foam and suppositories are regarded by some

medical experts as only 65 percent effective. Diaphragms can

be awkward to use, painful and subject to slipping. Condoms

are cumbersome and unreliable.

When Mick and Serena first became involved with each

other last winter, Serena went to a general hospital family

planning clinic for birth control pills. After the first month,

•my breasts and belly swelled up," she says, got scared,

so I stopped taking them. I don't want those awful plastic pill

things in me." She threw the rest of her supply away.

Neither Cecily nor her friend Leah, both 14, use

contraception either, although each says she has "a lot of

boyfriends."

"If they come up with really safe birth control, I'll use it

gratefully," says Cecily. **I wish they'd come up with

Turn toABORTION, page 7
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Planet Waves

World
NAPLES, Italy — A contingent of 1,800 U.S. Marines

boarded 6th Fleet ships yesterday under orders from

President Ronakl Reagan to sail back to Lebanon to

prevent a new round of bloodshed in Beirut.

President Reagan announced Monday night that the

Marines, along with Italian and French troops, were

returning to resume peacekeeping duties because of the

massacre of hundreds of Palestinians in Beirut by Israel's

Christian Phalangist allies.

SAN PEDRO SULA, Honduras — Honduran combat
troops surrounded a downtown building yesterday where

leftist guerrillas were holding 82 hostages in a five-day

standoff.

There were no signs the troops were planning to storm

the building to rescue the hostages, including two
government ministers, the central bank president and 79

businessmen said to control between 40 and 50 percent of

t he nation's total wealth.

Officials said president Roberto Siiaio Cordova had
promised the rebel gunmen safe passage out of Honduras if

they f reed their prisoners. There was no word whether the

rebels replied to the government offer.

Denton, R-Ala., questioned whether it would be successful.

GURNEE, III. — Two explosions demolished a house

owned by a reputed motorcycle gang leader yesterday

killing a man and two women whose charred bodies were

discovered shackled to a bed.

The early morning blasts that leveled the house, believed

to be headquarters of the Knight Sinners Motorcycle Club,

were apparently triggered by gasoline and natural gas,

police said.

The house located in a quiet residential neighborhood

just south of the Wisconsin border, was owned by George
"Sonny" Ford, 35, reputed leader of the gang.

State

Nation
WASHINGTON The Senate defeated a second

attempt yesterday to break a filibuster blocking action on
school prayer legislation, and liberals claimed to have

broken the radical right'* on every item of its social

agenda.

With every member of the Senate present, the vote was
53-47—seven short of the required 60.

The Senate is scheduled to vote a third time against the

liberal filibuster today but even conservative Sen. Jeremiah

TALLAHASSEE — Drunk driving arrests have
increased by more than 50 percent since a tough new state

law went into effect July 1, according to Jim York, acting

executive director of the Department of Highway Safety

and Motor Vehicles.

According to the report, drunk driving arrests increased

from 715 in July 1981 to 1,278 in July 1982, an increase of

58 percent. Arrests went from 674 in August 1981 to 1,074

in August 1982, an increase of 59 percent.

TALLAHASSEE — Broward County Sheriff Robert A.

Butterworth was selected yesterday as the new executive

director of the Florida Department of Highway Safety and

Motor Vehicles.

Gov. Bob Graham and the Cabinet voted unanimously in

favor of Butterworth after a nominating committee led by

Jin York, the department's interim executive director,

submitted a final list of three names.

Butterworth, 40, will be replacing longtime bureaucrat

Chester Blakemore, who resigned as head of the

department last month when an investigation into alleged

travel abuses in the Florida Highway Patrol expanded into

its parent agency.

Indicted alumni official a 'kept man'
UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL

A 60-year-old, silver-haired

woman who pled no contest to

embezzling more than $200,000 from a

Florida State University alumni

organization to maintain a **kept

man*' faces up to 3S years in prison.

Virginia "Ginny" Roberts, wife of a
retired military officer, entered the no

contest plea to five counts of grand

theft Monday, one day before she was

scheduled to go on trial.

Her co-worker and lover, Carl D.

Haire Jr., 55, pleaded no contest to the

counts of grand theft and faces a

maximum imprisonment of 10 years.

Roberts, who sported a year-round

tan, dressed expensively and was active

in Tallahassee social affairs, was an

administrative assistant for the FSU
Alumni Assentation. Haire was the

group's assistant director.

According to the charges, Roberts

maintained a secret bank account in

the association's name—ostensibly for

"special events"—and diverted

$208,130 from it over several years.

In addition, she was accused of
falsifying more than $3,000 in

paychecks issued in the name of a part-

time worker for nine months after he
had quit.

Haire was accused of using an

association credit card to buy stereo

equipment.

Investigators said as much as

$40,000 from the special events

account was traced to Haire' s personal

bank account. Roberts also signed over

to Haire about $81,000 in her own
paychecks, they said.

Haire, who used some of the money
as a down payment on a home.

I Chapter 3 Records

contended he had not known the

money was stolen and believed Roberts

to be wealthy. He described himself to

a state attorney investigator as a "kept

man."
In a deal with State Attorney Don

Modesitt, Haire will take a polygraph

test to back up his claim that he did not

know the cash Roberts gave him was

Steven.

Modesitt said if Haire passes the

test, he wiU reconunend a five-y^
prison term instead of 10.

Modesitt said he would recommend a

25-year term for Roberts.

In apceptmg the two pleas, Circuit

Judge Charles Miner warned the two

defendants, "Unless substantial

restitution is made, there will be

lengthy prison terms. I don't want you

to labor under any misconceptions."
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p-A Nasty Word???
L A U N D R Y. ..Hate to do it, we'll do it for

you. We will wash, fluff-dry & fold your
clothes (all pants & shirts on hangers) for

40^ a lb. Try this. ..put your clothes in a

hamper & weigh them on your bathroom
scale (subtract 1 or 2 lbs for the container)
you'll see thats a lot of work for 40^ a lb.

Besides by the time you figure your time,
trahsporatlon, soap, bleach, softner,
washing, & drying It's really a smart idea.

BESIDES.. .you know you have better things
todo.COAAESEEUS!

22fl-52Q?
Campus Edge Laundry
imm the subway

j,
j^g^^ ^j^g

on Dewey St.
on W. Tennessee)

695 W. Virginia St

MM 21 i l!! I I 111!!!'fir JUIIiIhImII llii:

GSL/FISL
Deadline: Oct. 1

Students who wish to apply for Guaranteed

Federal Insured Student Loans (GSL/FISL)

beginning spring semester 1983 must file all

required forms no later than Oct. 1, 1982 to be

eligible for a tuition deferment and /or delayed

delivery loan. Forms must be submitted to

Room 125 Bryan Hall. Office hours are 8 a.m.

to 2:30 p.m. Monday through Friday.

Attention Basic Division
Students Planning to Major in

Business
Basic Division students who will complete

52 or more semester hours of credit at the end
of fall semester and have achieved a 2.5 grade
point average must submit a preliminary
application to 207 Business no later than Oct.

15. This will enable students who meet the

admission criteria to pre-register for 3000 level

business courses for spring semester.
Basic Division students with any transfer

credit must include a copy of their transcript
with the application. The transcript may be
obtained from the Registrar's Office in
Suwannee Arcade.

Completion of the College Level Academic
Skills Test (CLAST) also will be required for
admission to the College of Business.

Dateline is an official advertisement of the University
administration for news especially of interest to students
To submit an item for Dateline, contact the Media
Relations Office. 208 Hecht House, 644-4030.



Striking engineers r. v. Rudd oe/o and m.b.
Tallahassee railway depot.

Anderson, both of Crawfordville, picket the

Florida Flambeau/ Jill Guttman

Local engineers take to the picket lines
BY MARK CARROLL

FLAMBCAL WRITER

Tallahassee railyards suffered minor delays yesterday as
the nation's three-day^ railroad engineers' strike continued
according to a spokesperson for the Southern Coastline
railroad company.

As a congressional committee met to decide whether to

intervene in the strike, local members of the Brotherhood
of Locomotive Engineers picketed outside Tallahassee's

railroad depot on Railroad Ave. and held signs at other

visible points in the city.

The Senate voted last night to force a settlement. The
House will discuss the matter this morning.

The local chapter, consisting of 25 members, voted
unanimously last week to follow the union line on the strike

and a spokesperson said local unionists will continue to

follow any union directives in the future.

The strike was the first work stoppage by engineers since

1946. The present strike protests the **no strike" clause in

the engineers' contract. This clause stipulates that workers
cannot strike under severe penalty. A similar clause in a
Reagan administration-proposed settlement would prohibit

strikes for two years.

An important secondary issue was the absence of wage
increases. Said one picketing engineer, **I haven't received

a cost-of-living increase since January IMl." Engineers

earn $25,000 a year, he said.

"Supervisory personnel replaced union rail workers in

Tallahassee and trains have been operating at a high level of

efficiency, according to a company spokesperson.

"Although supervisors are working double shifts, "the

SCI spokesperson said, "it can handle the crisis

indefinitclv."

Baby
her son, she is not being allowed to

exercise it. She sees this as "one
continuous battle,' in which "Nicholas

will have to come back to me on his

own, When he's older."

Her lack of optimism is

understandable. For the past year,

Blackburn has been at constant war
with a community which has done less

than tolerate her. She said she was

forced out of the "white" church she

was attending, and now has found

acceptance in a "black" church.

"Life is pretty bad right how," she

says. "You have to listen to people's

snide little remarks 24 hours a day. It

gets hard."

She does not regret anything she's

done, however, and says she loves both

her children and wants to bring them

up together.

As for her relationship with Wright,

she says, "I knew the relationship was

going to cause me problems, but 1

don't regret having Jennifer. 1 know
she's going to have problems because

of her being hail black and half white

and being accepted and all, so I'll have

to love her that much more. If you
truthfully love your children, you do
what you have to do."

Asked about her plans for the

future, Blackburn says, "I'll fight for

as long as it takes. If I fight hard

enough and don't give up the battle,

they'll give up. God already plans out

everyone's life before we're born, I

believe, and this is just something I

have to go through, I guess. I just want
my baby back. There isn't nothing that

would make me happier."

Abortion mpage 5
something really safe for men. *

'

Both girls claim they try to use the rhythm method, but

disagree about when the most "dangerous" time for

conception falls. "Right before your period," maintains

Cecily. "That's why you have your period right away—you
haven't conceived."

"Right after your period," insists Leah.

Like Serena, Cecily and Leah assert that if they become
pregnant they will have abortions.

"1 wouldn't even tell the boy who was the father that I'm

pregnant," says Cecily. "I'd take care of it myself. I

wouldn't want him to feel guilty."

Leah says her willingness to consider abortion comes

from anxiety about a possible nuclear war: "I don't want

my kid blown up or disintegrated." But Cecily's reasons

are more common: "It will be better for me and the baby. I

just know I couldn't take care of it."

"I just can't support a baby right now," Mick

reluctantly concedes. "I'm a bike messenger (in downtown

San Francisco) trying to earn enough money to go to college.

I have it in mind every time we do it that I should do
something (about preventing pregnancy), but I just don't

know what we can use. I tell her to get the pill again, but
she's afraid of it and so are her parents. So am I,

honestly."

Caught between fears of unwanted pregnancy and the

conviction that birth control may harm them, these

youngsters now face a further narrowing of the options, say

family planning counselors.

"You can pass all the legislation you want, but you'll

never really stop abortion for girts who think they're

desperate," predicts Planned Parenthood's Yonny I cvy.

"If they don't trust contraception, or make a mistake and
become pregnant— if they feel they can't take care of a
baby and are determined to have an abortion—we'd better

help them obtain the safest and most hygienic legal

abortion possible."

If medically supervised abortions are outlawed by
Congress, she believes, "I'm really afraid it will be back to

the back-sn-eet abortionists for too many of these girls."
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FREE
Small Beverage

with any dessert

(Jt.iHxl thru Sept. 28

. MOUiARD
JOMHSOnl

HOWARD JOHNSON'Si
*'Across the Street

'

' on
West Tennessee

OPEN 24 HOURS

insty-|»rints
TMI WII or nil FIIVTIM m!

10% Discount
on all

PriHtiiig Orders

5( Photo Copies
118y2S. Wonroe St. 222S278

HH. Phone: 878-5545

CLARK
^ CHIROPRACTIC

CENTER
Straight Chiropractors

Pho

,
EVERY SPORTS ENTHUSIAST

4t Hours: MWF by Appt. 1211 Miccosukee Rd.
Tallahassee, FL

NEEDS CHIROPRACTIC CARE
Every part of the body is supplied by nerves that pass from the spinal
cord through openings between vertabrae. A subluxation causes

irritation to the Involved nerves upsetting body functions.
Common indicators of subluxations are structural changes such as:
• Sway Back • CHie hip higher than the other
• Round Shoulders • Leg and foot problems
• Impaired development of chest and rib cage
• One shoulder higher than the other » Head tilt
The importance of correcting subluxations which interfere with the
proper functionto| of tb« Central Nanroua System cannot be over-
emphaaizad.

Make sure you have a complete spinal

examination at regular Intervals.

he Broadsword and
\

j

the Beast Tour i Silftr Star Production
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Exposed
That's the name of the exhibit

opening today at the Four Arts Gallery
in the Governor's Square Mall. The
show features six graduate art students
from Florida State and their work with
photography. At top is an untitled

work by Susan Hedman. It 's a 16x20
color print. To the ri^ht is ''Up on the
Hill, Daddy " an 1 1x14 black and white
print by L. A dele Goodine. Below is an
untitled 11x14 color print by Maxine
Hertswick. 7 he show runs until Oct. 3
and hours are 10-4 and 7-9 Tuesday
through Saturday and 1-3 on Sundays.

Florida Flambeau/Vicki Arias

Florida Flambeau/Vicki Arias

APPLICATIONS FOR POLLWORKERS
ARE NOW BEING ACCEPTED

— Must be able to work Senate

election days, Wed., Sept. 29

& Oct. 6

— Minimum wage

— Apply In Rm. 244 or 344 Union

The Vandals
OOUtil TMUtLI : 2 (n till It

rh. SEAT THE BAND

FREE ADMISSION if you arrive

before the band starts

6t» VNr "VaiidditMl" T-SMrt

OANCE CONTEST
IMiiesday Ni9bt Only

S^HMred by Rbyie and Uri Uiid

•fHn NmSMTN

*S0 1st PRIZE
N*Eii(>vFmI

BULLWINKLE'S

Competitive Rental Rates • Personal Service • Superior

Facilities • Convenient Location • Flexible Lease Terms

AMBERWOOD
1 and 2 Bedroom 575-1258

COLONY CLUB
1 and 2 tedroom 2247319

FOUR SEASONS
1 Bedroom ..222-0505

GLEN OAKS
1 and 2 Bedroom 576-9787

GOVERNOR'S SQUARE
1-2-3 Bedroom. 878-4125

HILLTOP
1 Bedraom ...222-2056

PLANTATION
1 and 2 Bedroom. 576-5805

PRINCE MANOR
2 Bedroom 576-9909

PALMS WEST
2 Bedroom Townhouse 576-6814

SPANISH TOWN
2 Bedroom 576-9787

TALLAHASSEE
1 and 2 bedroom 576-9951
Call Mottice and Associates at 586 2117 for Leasing Assistance

on any of these fine apartment communities.

VALUE
SERVICE
amenities

mbaMI^^ convenienceIPMIICC CONSIDERATIQI
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'Diner' serves up cinematic delights
BY h RANK Y OUNG
FI.AMBF.At' STAFF WRITER

Barry Levinson's Diner is a true cinematic delight in a
generally joyless filmic year. Not only is it multi-faceted

and wonderfully perceptive, it's a low kcv, subtle kind of
film that, sadly, isn't made that often today.

Diner, set in Baltimore, re\()lves around the domes of
* five young men during the last week of the '50s. .As the film
* progresses, we see just about everything they say and do.

We discover how they talk, think, laugh and cry, finding

out everything—eccentric or normal—that makes up their

lives. These people, to any frustrated cineaste's joy, arc the

most eminently likeable bunch to grace the screen in ages.

l enwick (Kevin Bacon) is a wise-ass practical joker

whose life, superficially, seems to be one long search for

what he calls "the laugh of the week." Shreve (Daniel

Stern), the only married man of the group, has a knowledge

^ of musical trivia that would boggle the mind. David (Steve

» Gutenburg) is a boisterous football nut whose love of the
sport extends to his crazy demand that his wife-to-be take a
difficult exam on the game before he walks down the aisle

with her. Bobby (Mickey Rourke), known to his pals {is

"Boogie," is a reckless gambler-ladies' man with a million

excuses. Billy (Paul Reiser) is a quiet type who more or less

provides some form of sanity for the entire group.

Diner, when all's said and done, is a large-scale character

study. Although a lot happens during the fibn, you get the

feeling everything that goes on is completely normal for

these people. They accept anything and everything that
* happens—sometimes with a grin, often with a grain of salt.

No matter what happens, they never seem silly or forced.

They are three-dimensional, convincing characters—the

CINEMA
kind you don't see too often in films nowadays.

Writer-director Barry Levinson could have easily made
Diner in the rowdy mold of Porky 's. He chooses,
fortunately, to give us a quiet, understated, consistently

likable film that achieves greatness through its intimate

warmth.

The characters' individual quirks are endearing, and add
convincing layers of depth to the proceedings. Levinson
captures and remarkably sustains this low-key aura, never
seeming condescending or omniscient. That itself is tjuite

an accomplishment.

Supporting l evinson's thoughtful direction are a group
of splendid performancc'>. The five leads give Diner a

marvelous ensemble feel which other films— from Animal
House to A/eflr//>fl//5—consistently fail to capture through

their very blunti^ss.

Levinson, in addition to being this marvelous troupe's

guiding light, fills Diner with convincing atmosphere and
period detail. The music and surroundings are convincing.

You see and feel things as the characters do. You don't feel

the least bit estranged; it's as if you're sucked backwards 23
years.

Diner, in every aspect, is a true joy. These few words I

grind out can't completely do the film justice. Diner is a

film to see and absorb and enjoy and remember. A film of
lingering permanence. Diner exists as a cinematic warm-
spot in a heartless jungle of celluloid.

Diner plays at the Capitol anemas. Call for showtiBMs.

Be kind to neurotics, it could pay off
PA( !H( NKWSSKRVK F

It pays to be neurotic, according to researchers at

Washington University in St. Louis. Their 30-year study

found a d«e€t rebttion between aeurc^is and various forms
of success, especially financial. They found men diagnosed

as neurotic earned about 23 percent more money than

those classified as "well." Professor Lee Robins says that

the men in the study group often came from homes
featuring doting or over-indulgent parents and also tended

to be better educated. He concludes there may be some
truth to the old concept of the "neurotic genius."

• • •

If you've always wondered why soap opera characters act

like they do, well, Kenneth Haun wants to help you out.

Haun, a psychology professor at New Jersey's Monmouth
College, is the author df a new colmnn that attempts to

HOTFLASHES
explain the various neuroses afflicting characters of Days of
Our Lives, General Hospital and so on. Readers of his

column in Soap Opera Digest, can find out, for instance,

that James' bedhopping in As the World Turns is only a

manifestation of a deep, unconscious feeling of hatred

toward his mother. And Nola's aggravating behavior in

Guiding Light is a plea for attention. The professor says

he's happy to use the soaps to explain human behavior, but

he's not so happy with the column's title, '*Love!n'Libido

in the Afternoon." Says Haun, "80 percent of the viewers

wouldn't know a libido if they stepped on one.'*

A
IS

TUDENT
CLEANING

SPECIALS

EVERYJHURSDAY

SLACKS Only

SWEATERS $1.49

SKIRTS each

2-pc Only

SUITS OR $2.99

DRESSES each

Ouali^iiiiirfici Oi Dryt\mmMmwim

imv.TmtssM

tanmiiillk^

Hours: 7 to $MNsNn^^. %im% #it.

DISCOUNT
I

BEER & WINE
I

Drive Thru • Convenient • Fast I

BRING THIS COUPON FOR
$1 off any case of beer

15t off any 6-pack of beer

or bottle of wine
coupon ^ooci Mom Tliui onlv oxp. 10/14/W

1^
1 mile east of Lake Bradford Rd.

CAPITALmUTIH0Kt

4# aiximiT^

m STRENGTHW tNWmANCE •
30 minut^3 o week\ '

224 6723^

UNIVERSITY PLAZA LAUNDRY
1956 w. Tennessee Self-service PLUS

WASH & DRY & FOLD
$3.25 Top Washer Load (Approx. 10 lbs)

Self-Serve: 7am 11pm 7 days a week

Wash & dry & fold Service:7-6 M-F, 7-1 Sat.

COIN LAUNDRY
1354 Lake Bradford Rd.

Self Service Only 7am-10pm 7 days a week

Liter of Pepsi

89e
NO LIMIT

(Offer ^ood month of September)

with purchase

of anv

dozen

doug,hnuts

^OONLIBHT HilPPY HOUR

Enjoy the BEST DRINKS
town from 10 pm till midnight

Monday, Tuesday,

Wednesday and
Thursday.

1.00 Bar Hi-BaUs, ^ . ^
5e Draft Michelob & MiUer Lite i^^y^T^^ J
210 S. ADAMS

1w ImamB^peronl Pliici

D£IiVEBl^ glilSi

^Nmm)oom:mmomrm 'm»mm. 9-28-82
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893-3779
Aerobics / Jazz / Ballet

Grand Opening, Special
1 visit-2 for price of one Owners
"Brin^-, a Friend" p . ^, .

, .

T u 1 CM , o r^afee b. Atkins
1 imberlane bhops on the Square Janice B Powell

Century 21
Haircutting

Style cuts men & women

576.6469 '^^vltYBAv'^^ M F 8 30 AM 6 PM
1229 W. Pon«iacola ^\rr> \M i PM

Flambeau Ciassilieds

320 union 9a.ni.-4D.m.Mon.-Fri.

MoNdAy — pRidAy

9 A.M. — 4 p.M.

For SaU "^'nt

FOR SALE OR RENT! 1 FULLSIZE
BED. COMFT., NEGOTIABLE. CALL
S75-94M,ASK FOR BUD

WINDSURFER
J600OR BEST OFFER
CALL RICK 224 2492

Four IBM Selectric typewriters $275 -

$375 each. Ottier office models for SaO.
Lots of free ribbons. 576 6555.

CHEAP TRANSPORTATION!
19i» ILUI TOMOS MOPED. $27S.

ORCAT LOOKINOi S7H»M0

63" Jobe Prof. Honeycomb Watw Ski
« case 1125, Vitamaster excerciM bike
%60, George Washburn Guitar i, case
bran new $200. Phone 878 3457

Full size bed w/headboard and
m,itching 9 drawer dresser All good
condition, $100. Rob 224 5501

1 BSR MacDonald record changer w/
Shure cartridge and dust cover $35,
1 Realistic 8 track play deck $20,
7 Criterion bookshelf speakers $10
each, 1 6 string guitar $30. Call
3B$-5592.

" SHAO RUG
13 X 9, brownish, clean and in good
condition. $50. Please call MS-1A31.

STEREO! KENWOOD 3-WAY SPKS.
PIONEER SX 450 RECIEVER.
Call 222 0621. $210. Keep haying.

Round trip plane ticket: Tampa
Tallahassee 39 Sept. $80. Call 57S-1M4

AIRLINE TICKETS FROM TALL
TO MIAMI. LV 10/14, RT 10/22
•OTHPORtiaO. atl-MII.

F B coupons" alYcTdorwhloft
w/ 3 ply carpet & padding, sturdy
Shelf, & ladder. Call 575 1181 eves.

EXTRA low prices ON GUITARS
ft BANJOS. MANY 1/2 PRICE
PRICES START AT $25. RENTALS
S10 MO. LESSONS $15 3 WK
COURSE.
SCOTT TENNYSON GUITAR
tlRVtCBS 1304 N. Monroe 234-3361.

POLAROID ONE STEP CAMERA
WITH FLASH UNIT. 1 YEAR OLD

LIKE NEW. S4S0R B O.
CALL 222 6730 EVENINGS

SOLID WOOD TABLE WITH
4 CHAIRS ft GLASS COVER

$250.00

CALL 224-0470 8 to S OR
AFTERS 878-2692. CAREY

FOR SALE: 1980 HONDA AUTO-
MATIC 400CC. 4,000 MILES. GREAT
CONDITION. 3S6-4627 AFTER 6 PM.

Autos
'67 Mustang, 298-aut6maNc, AM/FM
stereo, good tires. $2100 firm. Call
•93-3117 evenings.

CycUs
1981 HONDA CUSTOM

Excellent condition. $2800.00
or best offer. Call evenings

385-2510

76 KAWASAKI 500
$600 OR BEST OFFER
MUST SELL 385 9854

78 RD400 YAMAHA, IMMACULATE
13,000 miles, chambers, shocks,
EXTRAS. S76-S00SAPT-EVN.

SUBLEASE ROOM AVAILABLE AT
OSCEOLA PRIVATE DORM. AMVERY WILLING TO NEC PRICE
WAY UNDER REG. LEASE. CALL
KIM3243S39or57S-5231.

545 OAKLAND, FURNISHED 2 BR
TOWNHOUSE 1 BLK FROM MYERS
PARK. $320 MO. 385 2666

ROOMS FOR RENT FOR SPRING
TERM. NO HARD PARTIERS. CALL
STEVE 575 3288

3 BR FURNISHED HOUSE $200
PER MONTH. NO PETS.

CALL 576 4753.

RMMT WANTED FOR 3BD APT ATCOLONY CLUB $115 ft UTIL
STARTING OCT. 1. 224 6532.

3 bdrm. apt. across from Law School
Hardwood floors, fireplace, ceiling
fans, central heat, fenced in yard.
Available now. $375 per month
893-0085 or 224 5851 after 6

Chateau De Roi Apts. Walk to fsu
511 N. Woodward, 1 BR furn; sound
proof, pool, laundry, cable ft util. incl.
except elec. 1225 mo. Call Res. Mg(^
2?2 8428.

2 BDRM M/H NEAR TCC. SHADY
LOT, POOL/LAUNDRY, NO OBPOS.
$190. 644-5541 -AM. S76-S322.

WANTcd
RMMT. NEEDED TO SHARE NEW
HOUSE WITH MALE LAW STUDENT
QUIET AND COMFORTABLE. 575 5691

FEMALE RMMT NEEDED™ TO
SHARE NICE 3BDRM APT CLOSE
TO FSU. MUST ENJOY PETS AND
LIFE. CALL 576-1445 FOR A GREAT
DEAL. CALL 878-9372 AFTER 5 ONMWF. ASK FOR KATHY.

$115 mo 8. ' 2 util. 5 min from FSU
Call Amy 224 2871 Town & Campus.

FIRST BORN SON
I desperatly need three coupons (or the
Dec. 4 game against Fla. I pay $10 andmy first born son to get fust on«l
Please! Joseph, 224 3441.

Non-smoKing female to share nice

!;5r^- "P* "^^'^ hospital. Only
$105.00 mo. 6i '/2 uti. 224 8519.

Roomate wanted for 4 br house only To
"^'n from FSU • Car required.
Responsible person only. Completely

or Mark for Intsrvlew,
386-7639.

M OR F RMMT FOR 2BDR HOUSE
GREAT LOCATION SIOO/MO ft UTIL
HURRYI CALL PETE 386-5415.

Male Roommate needed for Ig. 2 br, 2

C5ir22&6.'

HeId
WANTEd

HELP NEEDED!
WHOLESALE DRINK SELLERS

FAMU 1981 home games at Bragg
Stadium. To apply call 575 4032 & leave
the following info: name, address,
work & home phone #, age, height ft
and weight. Rules: must be at least
5 feet tall. Trays of drinks sell for $17 -

20 drinks to a tray. Sellers must have
their own change & apron. Experience
helps, but not necessary. Written
inquiries Regency Concessionaires
P.O. Box 6314, Tallatassaa, PL naol

CUssiFiEd Ads
Extreverttdr Dynamicr Want a
financial challenger Join the billion
dollar health industry. For details
phone S75-5216after2.

Need Marketing or PR student to act
as campus rep. for national public
relations firm. Call Brad 224-5386.

NEED A FEMALE DRIVER/
ASSISTANT FOR PR MAN. MUST
HAVE GOOD DRIVING RECORD &
SMAL ECONOMICAL CAR. THUR,
FRI & SAT FROM 5PM MIDNITE!
$100 WK a. GAS. CALL 224 6312 FOR
APPOINTMENT & INTERVIEW.
ASK FOR ALBERT E. DEPINA.

Bartender Waitress. Apply days 11
1 pm. at Southernaire Motel, 1308 W.
Brevard. Ask for Mark.

HELP WANTED
We need a typesetter for ad copy

Morning hours part time. Approx 15
hours a week. Experience prefered
Pay negotiable. Call 644 5744 ask for
Darryl or George or fill out an
application at 206 N. Woodward.

Equal Opportunity Employer

Services
CALLING ALL BANDS

If you've been renting lighting or
sound in Tallahassee, you know you
only had a couple of choices. Now
there's someone new to consider.

ANIMAL KINGDOM AUDIO
24 channels, 2500 watts - 1000 watt
monitor system - Lighting, IS PARs,
2 ellipsoidal spots - MUCH MORE
Call the others first, than let AKA
give you mora for yourmawy

.

SyS-26f7 ; 24hOurs

IMPROVE YOUR GRADES!
Research Catalog 306 pages - 10,728
topics Rush $1.00 Box 25097C, Los
Angeles, CA 90025. (213) 477 8226

Professional typing. IBM Corr. Sel.
Term papers, thesis, dissertations.
Near NorthwoodMall 385 0481.

Clean, serious F or M to share plush
furnished Westwood condo. Pool, own
room 8, bath Rates negot. 576-9409.

F rmmt share 1 br furn apirac, pool.

TENNIS LESSONS
FROM U.S. P.T.A. PRO
25% OFF. CALL 224-5144.

IBM
TYPING

DISSERTATIONS ft THESES
PAT DIXON 386-12SS

TYPING. IBMSELECTRIC 3
FAST, EFFICIENT - EOITINGI

800 pg. call 222 7639, AFTER NOON
WE SELL. SERVICE, AND Tay
TOP CASH FOR YOUR AIR-
CONDITIONERS. S7S^S62.

A PRO TO TYPE- your thesis, term
Biper*, dissertations, etc. Call Va.

allTCa, 877-4900, eve/wk ends.

* GUITAR LESSONS #*
CLASSICAL AND POP

BEGINNER ADVANCED
SPECIAL STUDENT RATES
ALISON BERT, 644-S659

PIANO LESSONS AVAILABLE
FROM FSU MUSIC MAJOR. CALL
222 0639 IF INTERESTED

CLASSICAL GUITAR LESSONS
(B.M. BOST. CONS. OF MUS.,
M.M. CAND. IN PERF, FSU)
NOW ACCEPTING STUDENTS OF
ALL LEVELS. SPECIAL STUDENT
RATES. CALL 224 3037 FOR A
FREE APPIONTMENT.

EXPERT CARPENTRY
Miscellaneous handiwork.

Free Estimates.
Satisfaction assured.

Call Glen at 222-8079 or 878-1544.

PERFECT TYPING
No White outs - No errors

HOW??? - WORD PROCESSING
WORKS LIKE THIS....

1. We enter document into computer
2. We jM-Int a draft on which you
pencil in minor changes if you wish
3. We input changes and print final
ALL THIS FOR THE SAME COST AS

PLAIN TYPING 385 9057

Complete range of proofreading,
editing, typing services at low rates.
385 1020 AFTER 3 pm.
Body repair on all makes / models.
Painting, fiberglass work, elec.
windows, leaks... Reasonable rates.
Call Ralph after 5:00p.m. 576-3958.

'Dissert., Theses, student papers.
You'll get good vibrations when you
bring your typing to us. Former
admins sec'y 8. good speller.
Reasonable Rates. L. Ourbin. 878-2260
No calls after 10 p.m.

BOOKKEEPER EXPERIENCED
IN ACCOUNTS PAYABLE.
RECEIVEABLE, TAXES, AND
PAYROLL AVAILABLE FOR PART-
TIME OR COMTRAtT WORK. CALL
222-7798.

GOfTUMES FOR RENT
A large selection of COSTUMES
includmg gowns for Homecoming
Queens, for rent. 877 8068 aft. 4:30

DO YOU HAVE FAINTING SPELLS,
HEADACHES? YOU MAY HAVE LOW
SUGAR LEVELS IN YOUR BLOOD
FIND OUT MORE THROUGH A
FREE DIABETES SCREENING

AED IN RM 423 HEALTH CENTER.
* * TYPING^ * *

FAST & EFFICIENT, IBM ELEC.
CALL 878-1587.

PersonaIs
DOROTHY,
i LOVE YOU. BE MY WIFE.

MIKE

iFRE¥pREGNANCY^EST
NON-JUDGEMENTAL COUNSELING

T.A.P.P.f. CALL 222-7177.

FREE-THINKING MUSICIANS
Singer/writer forming band to create
progressive music. Droids and clones
can save a dime by not calling.
Joseph Jay, 334-3441.

Beat Mark O'Brien in the fastest
swim, run, bike in the South, Sat.,
Oct 9 FSU Reservation Race 9 am.
Deadline entry mail Sept. 30, $10 each.
Fla. League of Aquatics, Rt. 33 BOX 30
Tallahassee, Fl. 32301.

FREE PREGNANCY TEST
Abortion, Gynecology, Psych. Couns.
Call N. Fla. Women's Health and
Counseling. 877 3183.

WOMEN'S WT. LOSS CLASS,
IDENTIFY & WORK THRU CAUSES
OF OVERWT. CALL 877-3183.

GET FREE FPIRG BROCHURES!
PROTECT YOURSELF FROM
LOSING YOUR SECURITY
DEPOSIT. AVOID AUTO REPAIR
RIP-OFFS. LEARN WHERE THE
BEST BUYS ARE. FREE
GROCERY, BANKING AND
CHECKING SURVEYS. PICK UP
INFO AT FPIRG OFFICE 315
UNION. FPIRG CONSUMER-
TENANT HOTLINE # IS 644 4884.

FREE PREGNANCY TEST
Abortion, gynecology, birth control,
infection checks & mental health
counseling. Low cost Professional
services. Strictly confidential. For
appiontmenf call No Fla. Women's
Health ft Counseling. 877 3183.

INTERESTED IN
FREE SAILING LESSONS

7: SOTHURSDAY IN 221 BEL

Thanks to the 150 who showed at the
Pub! Anyone still interested in be-
coming a College Republican, there
will be a meeting opan to everyone
Wed. Sept. 23 at 7:30 pm In 340 Union.

Still looking for the right frizzy-haired
blonde. PLEASE: no airheads,
sorority or country girls. 100,000+ on
PAC MAN a must. Serious inquiries
only will be answered. Call 332-0237
and leave message.

It you are pro-choice and would like an
opportunity to express your eainioa,
call 644-2116.

DANCE ft 'THEATRE STUDENTS
Take beg. tap Tues. nites 7:30

- 1232 TIMBERLANE ROAD
TeacBar studied with Honi Coles.
For more info. • Call Jan 878-6352.

The toad is comatose under the rock
waiting for magic to be unleashed on
the world once again—AAarlln

720 UnIgn

Ad DEAdliNE 2 dAys BeFore

BlisiNESS

PersonaIs
FREE TAPE DECK CLINIC

SEPTBMBBJIONLY

WE WILL CLEAN, DEMAGNETIZE
AND INSPECT YOUR TAPE DECK
FREE OF CHARGE. COME BY OR
CALL THE STEREO STORE, 115 W.
TENN. IN THE TENNESSEE ST.
MUSIC MALL. PH 222 8346.

HAPPY HOUR! 4 7 PMMON FRl""
All draft 400 glass. $2.25 pitchers

THE PALACE SALOON
1303 JACKSON BLUFF ROAD

LIQUIDATION SALEII
30 to 40% OFF

Sundeks, Bolt, Javcee and Gotcha
All T-Shirts, Shoes, and Visors
Canvas Bags, FSU Tiddies, etc.
THE SAILOR'S CHOICE, INC.

2312 APALACHEE PARKWAY *3
TALLAHASSEE, FLA. 878-3555

To RELIEVE TENSION ft STRESS
Try MASSAGE THERAPY 222-0550
Registered Massalie Therapist.
" KEN'S TAVE R

N

ON THE TENN ST. STRIP
SERVING FSU OVER 16 YEARS
BEER DRINKERS HAPPY HOURS
* * * MON FRI 4:30 6:30 * *
THE ORIGINAL WED. NIGHT

MICHELOB MADNESS FROM 9 12
VIDEOS. PINS. 25- POOL*

HAAOEN-OAZS
Ice cream at Pogo's Pinball Palace
across the street from Bullwinkles. i

OVERWEIGHT ?
Call 878 4885 anytime for Info on
NEW DOCTOR'S DIET - Make extra
money by being dorm or sor/frat rep

WE DELIVER DEAD FLOWERS
* * * *

BURNING HEARTS FLORISTS
INTRODUCTORY OFFER GET
$3.00OFF ANY REG PRICE.

Now you save while you sting!! We
hand deliver unique bouquets of
DEAD FLOWERS. Also inquire about
our FRUIT and FISH packages. Get a
laugh or give someone a laugh. Now it

costs only $6.85! Your order is

enclosed with a dozen of lovely
DEAD FLOWERS wrapped in the
finest florists box. So call us today at
576-4803, 10:30 5:00 Mon-Sat or send a
check or money order to P.O. Box
20228 include message and delivery
address.

TNT HIDEAWAY CANOE RENTAlT
DIRECTLY ON WAKULLA RIVER
AND HWY 98
$5 up to 4 hrs 50c per cushion call
1-925-6412

BEGINNING CLOGGING

With Don Shrum of the Straw Street
Cloggers. Fri, Sept 24, 7:00 p.m. at
Salter Dance SchI $15. Call 878-7667.

40C BUD IN A CAN ALL DAY
WEDNESDAY AT POGO'S PINBALL
PALACE ACROSS THE STREET
FROM BULLWINKLES.

SMITTY'SROCKSAGAIN
the HOLLYWOOD TURNUPS
FRIDAY and SATURDAY

THE LONGBRANCH BAR & GRILL
WEDNESDAY LUNCH SPECIAL *
New York style Chicken Wings $1.25
plus 2SC Draft from 11:30 till 2 !!

Lost &
FouNd

Lost: a gold & white female cat near
Sigma Chi on W. College Ave. If you
saw her, please call 224 7578.

Lost: Near Phyrst, Garn«t-Oold nap-
sak, checks no good, raward • intact
return to lost-found or 1>.0. Bo% 6198

FOUND
Gold class rins on W. Call St. Call
576-4398.

FOUND RING IN SECTION 16
FOOTBALL STADIUM CALL 222
4862.

Dl.MlaiO.DMI.PJl

OPTOMETRIST

CONTMT LENSiS

nnim pee

$20-$S0
in addition to exam fee

810 Thomasvllle Rd.

Intersection of Monroe

and Thomasville Rds.

APPOINTMENTS
222-9991

HAPPY HOUR

kinko's copies

6-8 p.111. Men. Thurs.

470 Ml. Tennessee

HUNGRY
FOR EUROPE
BUT NO MONEY?
NORTHAMERICA '5MOST
POPULAR SUMMER-IN-
EUROPE-FOR-COLLECE-

STUDENTS • PROGRAM SEEKS

CAMPUS
PUBLICITY

REPRESENTATIVE
Excellent salary for app. 5 hrs. of

worl< per week and/or chance to

qulcl<ly earn part or all of Suinmer
Europe Trip in 1983. If Interested,

please write immediately to: Tmdi
Fanale, 802 W. Oregon. Urtmna.
IL 61801.



'Montenegro*

Don't try to understand, just enjoy
BY MAUREEN MCCARTHY

H.AMBF.Al STAFF WRITF.R

"Ours is not to reason why, ours is but to do or die."

This somewhat senseless statement, which Marilyn, a

housewite gone mad, tells her inquisitive daughter, hints at

the attitude viewers should embrace when watching

Montenegro.
.

Montenegro's plot is one that mixes the macabre and the

ordinary in such a way that draws the viewer into what

appears to be a logical chain of events. When everything

unravels into some shocking surprises, the viewer is left to

realize that Monicne^ro is not a film to be dealt with

rationally but instead appreciated for its surreal madness.

* The problem with many surrealistic films is their bizarre

plots make it difficult to develop clear character sketches

the audienpc can empathize with. But director Dusan
" Makevejev establishes Marilyn (Susan Anspach) as such a

perfect wealthy housewife tliat it's humorously shocking to

see her slip into mad behavior patterns. Marilyn is quite

deliberate in her insanity—when she poisons the dog's food,

she explains to him that he is intelligent, and it is his

decision whether to eat it or not.

In yet another case, she assumes her father-in-law, who

thinks he is Buffalo Bill, and her two pre-teens can take

> care of themselves if she leaves with her Swedish diplomat

husband to go to Brazil.

She rushes to meet him before his departure at the airport

but airport security stops her because she has gardening

shears'" in her purse. Then she meets two Yugoslavian

immigrants who say they'll get her a new pair of shoes if she

goes with them. They take her to a sleazy bar called Zaxai-

bar, where they are greeted by a man who has a knife

lodged in his head.

Marilyn takes all the madness with a grain of salt and the

proper touch of naivete. She awakens in the middle of the

CINEMA

Another great film, and it's free
BY CURT FIELDS
FLAMBEAU ARTS EDITOR

The cinema scene in Tallahassee usuaUy is rather stark.

As a result, the thought of having two excellent films from

Yugoslavian director Dusan Makevejev playing at the same

time almost sends fans of quality fihns into paroxysms of

pleasure.

^ Makevejev's Montenegro (reviewed above) is enjoying a

run at the Parkway Five Theaters and is being critically well

received. Tonight WR: Mysteries of the Organism will

show for free at Moore Auditorium, thanks to CPE.
WR takes no prisoners. It takes an artistic swipe at all

sides of the political spectrum. Marxists, capitalists and the

American way are all targets of Makevejev's sharp

commentary. A commentary sharp enough to force

Makevejev to leave Yugoslavia.

WR uses a witty surrealism that blends politics and pom.

It may offend you but it will amuse you. If you've not seen

WR, don't miss this opportunity to do so. It's an

experience you'll be glad you had.
* WR: Mysteries of the Organism plays tonight at 7:30

* p.m. in Moore Auditorium . Admission is free.

• • •

If by chance you don't go see IVR and are sitting around

at home casting about for entertamment, try watching

WFSU-TV.
If by chance you don't go see and are sitting around

at home casting about for entertainment, try watching

WFSU-TV.

.

The Most Endangered Species will air at 8 p.m. Narrated

J*
by John Huston, the show focuses on the work of 75-year

old George Adamson. You probably remember Adamson,

his late wife, Joy. wrote the popular novel Born Free about

Elsa the lioness and her cubs.

Filmed in Kenya, Adamson's work is trying to

rehabilitate outcast and orphaned lions. His project

receives no official support and, in fact, recently received

some discouragement from the Kenyan government.

A large part of the show deals with the problem of

^ "Black and Tan" a maneless lion which roams the

George Adamson
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Learn Bartending

In Tallahassee

ENROLL NOW FOR
SEPT.-OCT. CLASSES

• Day and night classes
• Limited enrollment

RARTENDING ACADEMY, INC
893-1668 Ask for 878 1639,

night to find her two hosts engaging in sex. They politely

invite her to join them, but the bed breaks. She doesn't

cringe when she has to use a tablecloth as a towel or shower

with the chickens. And she enjoys singing to the bar's

patrons under the alias of Susie Nashville.

Marilyn realizes she has found a lifestyle more
\

appropriate to her nature, but she also finds Montenegro, a
j

beautiful Yugoslavian man whose name is really not
'

Montenegro at all (ironically enough). After a night spent

having sex with Montenegro on the chicken feed, Marilyn

returns home and greets her family with a few big surprises

(which you'll have to see for yourselO-

Makavejev humorously uses clips of zoo animals

between many of ihe film's scenes—symbolizing each

character with a different animal. His use of symbols draws

many of the elements of the film together in a strange

manner, for example, he makes the color of Zanzi-bar's

house drink and the color of Montenegro's blood both the

deepest red, which both flow in the same pattern.

Montenegro is technically tight and marvelously

played—Susan Anspach's acting ability makes insanity look

so appealing.

The thing to remember when watching Montenegro is

not to try to answer the questions the movie presents. After

all, they can't be answered—they concern a side of human
liature as it can not possibly survive in a civilized world.

• • •

Montenegro is showing at the Parkway Five Theaters.

Call for showtimes.

CHEAPSEATS
preserve. The lion has killed and eaten a litter of cubs and

Adamson fears he may do the same to a second litter. An

obvious solution would be to simply kill Black and Tan but

Adamson is reluctant to do so. Adamson's wrestling with

this problem provides much of the show's impetus.

At 10 p.m.. South Bronx— Work in Progress airs. The

show examines the struggle to save this famous urban area

from completely collapsing.

THE MAN WHO INVENTED KILLER ROCK' IS BACK!

D-103 WELCOMES

Ml
FED NUGENT

WITH

DEREK ST. HOLMES. CARMINE APPICE. AND DAVE KISWINEY

THIS FRIDAY
TALLAHASSEE CIVIC CENTER

TICKETS ON SALE NOW
AT THE CIVIC CENTER BOX OFFICE

AND ALL USUALQUTLETS!

SPONSORED BY ,

2-Liter Bottles

Coca-Cola
Tab

Dr. Pepper
Sprite

Sugar Free Sprite

only99C today

BREAKFAST SPECIAL

Bagels 35
Choose from plain, onion,
sesame seed, cinnamon & raisin

TODAY ONLY 7:30 am 12:00 Noon

I fSUJ€€T SHOP]



Wednesday &
Thursday are
Faculty, Staff and Student

DISCOUNT DAYS
Just come in and ask for it.

One Hour
Dry

Cleaners
324 N. Monroe
1100 W. Tennessee
1405 S. Adams

Big B is ttie FULL-
SERVICE cleaners In

Tallahassee. We're
glad to do your alt-

erations of any kind.

We'll replace your
buttons and zippers
and clean your
drapes or bed

spreads.

Northwood Moll
1245 E. Lafayette
1201 W. Thorpe
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Decoy
Florida State University

spiker Shannon Lages
fakes a spike, causing her

opponent to miss a play
that is actually happening
on the other side of the

court. Last night FSV
pulled many fake spikes

and used lots ofhustle to

defeat the University of
Central Florida 15-9, 15-

3 and 15-10. The
women's record now
stands at 5-0 on the
season.

Florida Flambeau/Vicki Arias

SPORTS INBRIEF
The FSU Sailing Club's Racing Team will

have a rules seminar tanight at 7:30 in 221
Bellamy. Anyone is welcome, but those
going to the Naval Academy should plan to
attend. 1 earn to be a sea lawyer under the
direction of coach Mark Powell.

Ihi' FSU Lacrosse Club will have a

meeting today in the Union Courtyard at 5

p.m. If you can't make it, come by the table
in the Union during the day or call Mike at

386-4018.

There will be an Intramural supervisors
mcetin!' '(Hla\ at ^ p.m. in the IM office.

All supervisors should be in attendance.

Today is the intramural independent's 18-

hole golf tournament at the Seminole Golf
Course. If you have not already signed up
for a tee time, be ai the clubhouse between
1:30 and 2:30 p.m. today and bring your
clubs, ID, and two dollars.

Fraternity and sorority tennis rosters and
cans of tennis balls are due today in the IM
office. Play begins Monday. Play times Will

be announced Friday morning.

Fraternities should note that this week
marks the end of the four-week grace
period for all pledges to be registered with
the IM office in order to participate in

fraternity intramurals.

We Challenge You!
Todaf la tM Coirtvart as part of UN's

Fanbsiicalir Froe Wodnesday Series...

Cms see Iiomi fast you really are at the

SPEEDBAUING CONTEST
11:30- 1 pm

CLOCK

5.4 mpti

Prizes awarded for best male and female throw.

MEDICAL STUDENTS

THE NAVY WILL PAY YOU
TO ATTEND MEDICAL SCHOOL

As a student enrolled in or accepted to an AMA or AOA approved
medical school, you are eligible for an Armed Forces Health Professiims
Scholarship.

Some of the benefits of the program include:
- $530.00 a month to do with as you please.
- The Navy will pay your tuition for up to 4 years of school
- Full Active Duty pay at Ensign grade for 45 days. If academic

schedule will not permit active service away from school, students
may remam on campus and still receive full Active Duty pay.

Interested students should apply immediately because the number of
scholarships is very limited.

Send it to:

For further information, please complete the form bel6w and droD it in
the mail TODAY! ^

MEDICAL PROGRAMS
Code 70-HP
3974 Woodcock Dr.

Jacksonville, FL 32207
(904) 398-1778.or call:

NAME SEX
ADDRESS

I AM PRESENTLY ENROLLED AT
I HAVE BEEN ACCEPTED AT
UNDERGRAD G P.A MCAT SCORES-



Sports: Can a 'Nolefind happiness at Bragg? (page 13)

FloridaFlambeau
COOL

Mainly sunny with pleasant

temperatures Thursday and
Friday with highs near 80
and lows near 50.
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Israel will not investigate refugee camp slaughter
UNrrED PRESS INTERNATIONAL

The Israeli Parliament, backing Defense

Minister Ariel Sharon's claim that Israel's

"hands are clean," yesterday refused an
official investigation of the slaughter of
hundreds of Palestinian refugees in west

Beirut.

The decision, which came in a raucous

Parliament session during which Prime
Minister Menachem Begin reaffirmed his

decision not to resign, prompted the

resignations of a Cabinet minister and the

administrator of the Israeli-occupied West
Bank.

In Lebanon, Israeli troops continued to

putt oM west Bdmt in armored vehicles.

'There will be no resignation, and no one will be ousted.

There wiU only be electkw. a of confidence, if you can
grttl^ votes/ —Menachem Begin
trucks and buses in what state-run Beirut

Radio said would be a complete withdrawal

by Sunday. Lebanese army units took control

ofmany areas.

Israeli Defense Forces qxHc^person said

more than half of their forces occupying w'est

Beirut have been withdrawn in the past five

days.

U.S. Marines, French paratroopers and
Italian soldiers from the 3,650 strong

force—requested by President Ronald

Reagan to avert more bloodletting—steamed
across the Mediterranean toward Lebanon.
TTie first units are expected to arrive today.

In Beirut, U.S. envoy Philip Habib, who
arranged the Aug. 12 cease-fire, the

evacuation of Palestinian guerrillas and the

arrival of last month's initial peace-keeping

force, arrived to meet with senior Lebanese
officials.

At the Sabra and Chatila Palestinian

refugee camps Red Cross officials

supervising the grisly task of reco\cring

civilians slain in last week's massacre said

they found nearly 300 bodies of an estimated

1,500 men, women and children killed by
rightist Christian militia allied with Israel.

"Not one of our soldiers took part in

it—their hands are clean," Sharon said ot the

massacre during a heated debate in the Israch

Parliament. "They maintained their purity ol

arms."

Begin balked at demands he step down.
•There will be no resignation, and no one

will be ousted,'* Begin thundered in response

to the opposition Labor Party's resignation

Turn to ISRAEL, page 6

Light andShadow
A late summer sun plays upon a row ofcorrugated

metal culvert piping found by the side of Capital

Circle last week,
Photo by Warren Salovye

Ruling may mean
a county tax hike

BY DANNI VOGT
FLAMBEAU STAFF WRITER

One way or another, county residents will have to cough
up any money the city loses due to the Public Service

Commission's voiding of a surcharge on electric bills, city

commissioners decided yesterday.

"The ball's in your park now," Tallahassee City

Commissioner Hurley Rudd told Leon County
Commission Chairperson Gayle Nelson shortly al ter an

emergency meeting yesterday. The meeting was called after

the PSC nixed a city plan that imposed a 15 percent

surcharge on utility customers living outside of the city

limits. The PSC ruling will cost the city $2.2 million

annually.

"The county has no choice (but to pay for the city's

loss)," Nelson said. "The people outside the city receive

services formerly paid for by the surcharge. Now that the

surcharge is in question, and perhaps gone, we must turn to

another way to raise money."

The city debated four options before deciding on a

"relaxed" plan that would give the county until July, 1983 to

decide how to pay the city batk. A clause was also added, at

the urging of City Commissioner Kent Spriggs, to insure that

the county pays all city losses.

County residents received fire protection and recreation

services from the city and paid for them through the 15

percent electric bill surcharge under a 1976 agreement.

The county will either raise property taxes or ask the

legislature for a new law that would make the surcharge idea

legal, according to Nelson.

Court ruling means blacks can use their economic ciout
BYJOELDREYFIJSS

P\( IFK NFWSSKRVK K

The recent U.S. Supreme Court decision supporting the

right of the NAACP to boycott business for political

purposes could have important repercussions for the civil

rights mcyvement. The 8*0 ruling .in a Claiborne County,

Miss., case reopens a way for minority groups to tackle

complex economic issues that have not responded to

traditional political efforts.

Indeed, while the conservative attack on racial issues has

focused on public policy matters, such as busing and
affirmative action, some civil rights advocates have been

quietly shifting their concern to the relationship of blacks to

the private sector:

NEWSANALYSIS
•Some black leaders believe corporations can be pressured

to play a more active role in job training, employment and
minority business development.

•While the black bunness sector is small (50,000 fums with

paid employees), gross sales by the top 100 black firms have
grown from $473 million to $1 .9 billion in 10 years.

•Blacks weary of being referred to as victims of public

policy are increasingly attracted to the self-help aspects of

negotiating relationships with private enterprise.

Although few black intellectuals believe that the role of the

public sector should be abandoned, as ma;iy neo-
conservatives advocate, the impulse to explore private sector

solutions already is an important element in civil rights

action.

At the NAACP convention in early July, for example,

executive director Ben Hooks launched a "fair share"
program aimed at pressuring corporations to improve their

minority hiring practices, support black businesses and
increase their use of black professional services. Meanwhile,
the National Urban League has been investigating ways
minority business development can be accelerated.

In recent months, Jesse Jackson's Operation P.U.S.H. has

Turn toNAACP, page 6
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New animal control ordinance may be first in nation
BY CAROLINE BISCHOF

FI.AMBI Al STAFF NVRITKR

Considered a first in the state and possibly the country, the

newly passed animal ordinance will be watched locally and
nationally for its ability to enforce animal control violations,

according to Mike Sheldon, director of animal control in

Leon County.

The ordinance authorizes animal control officers to issue

citations to pet owners who fail to vaccinate their pets against

rabies, let them run at large, improperly contain a female

while in heat, or allow their dog to bite or terrorize someone
else. -

In addition, the ordinance allows rabies vaccines to be

administered by persons other than veterinarians and
repealed a section of the law that requires animals to be
licensed.

The last two parts of the ordinance were included after

members of hunters' associations and kennel breeders voiced

opposition to having to pay the cost of vaccinating and

licensing all of their dogs at a cost of at least $13 per dog.

From now on the dog owner will be able to administer the

shots himself after obtaining the vaccine at a cost of $2 to $3
from the divisioB of animal control at the Leon County
Health £)epartment. Tags and certificates indicating your pet

or dog has been vaccinated will be furnished to pet owners

from persons administering the vaccine. Under the ordinance

the tags must be worn at all times.

Ten rabies cases have been reported in the U.S. this year,

all of them caused by rabid wildlife such as raccoons, bats,

and foxes, according to animal health officials.

Rabies is a virus that is introduced through an open wound
and attacks the nervous system and then the brain. The Wrus
also infects the saliva glands which in turn can infea others,

Sheldon explained.

Sheldon said there were two cases in the U.S. where people

contracted rabies through eye transplants.

"The eye donator had rabies and in turn infected and

killed two people receiving the eyes," he said.

Current vaccines must be administered every one to three

years, depending on the particular vaccine.

At the discretion of the animal control officer, citations

ranging from $15 to $35 can be issued for violations of the

ordinance.

The process by which a dog owner would be assessed an

impoundment fee or citation fee would depend on the

situation, according to Sheldon.

"If a dog is out running around, first the animal control

officer would locate the owner and return the pet and issue a

warning citation or a 72-hour notice to have the animal

vaccinated,'* said Sheldon. '*If later on the.animal is picked

up again it is brought back to the owner and the owner is

given a $1 5 citation. Second offenses would be^ and third

offenses $35."

If the pet owner could not be located the fees required to

get his or her pet back would be $15 to $30 plus a $3 a day

boarding fee.

Sheldon said citations hopefully will be used as a last

resort. They are intended to be an incentive for owners to

vaccinate and keep their dogs and cats within the gukielines

of the ordinance.

"In June a local special act was passed through the

legislature to give animal control officers authority to give

citations to enforce the ordinance," Sheldon said.

In unincorporated Leon County, Sheldon said 3,000

animals were impounded last year, and of those, 80 percent

were put to sleep.

Owners fail to retrieve their pets rather than pay
impoundment fees, opting instead to just get another one, or

they move away, or bring their animal to the shelter because

theyjust don't want it anymore, according to Sheldon.

Pit Bull
Florida Flambeau/Bob O'Lary

Although this breed of dog can be vicious, other

pets can also be a nuisance in a neighborhood if left

to run loose. A new county ordinance is attempting to

address that issue.

Reagan, citing 'vital national interest' ends rail strike
LNITKD PRbXS INTERNATIONAL

WASHINGTON — President Ronald

Reagan, citing "the vital national interest,"

signed legislation yesterday ordering 26,000

striking locomotive engineers back to work,

and railroads began calling crews back to

freight and passenger trains rolling again.

The Brotherhood of Locomotive
Engineers said its striking members would

end their 4-day-long strike, and a

spokesperson predicted most workers would

return to their jobs within 12 hours.

A management spokesperson said some

trains would begin rolling immediately and

the rail system nationwide should be back to

normal operation within 24 hours, although a

ripple effect may be fdt in the ecoa€«iy for

up to two weeks.

Reagan announced his action to a small

group of reporters hastily called to the White

House press room. The president said ending

the strike was vital to the economy and

serious losses would result in a matter of

days if the walkout continued.

*'There are many elected officials in

Washington — and I am one of them — who
prefer to keep the government out of the

collective bargaining process,'* Reagan said.

"But we're also committed to protecting the

vital national interest. We must protect the

jobs of our people and keep both factories and
farms at work."

Reagan, who had sought the legislation to

impose a strike settlement, signed the

measure only hours after the House passed

it, 383-17. The Senate approved it on a voice

vote Tuesday.

It imposes on the union the same
settlement accepted by other rail unions ~
about 1 1 percent more pay over 39 months,

plus cost-of-living adjustments — including a

moratorium on strikes until the end of the

contract.

TALLAHASSEEMALL

YOU DESERVE SOME CREDIT!
Tc apply for your own GAYFERS charge account you must be a Junior, Senioror above. Complete this application and drop it off at our store in the

APPLICANT'S NAI^E STUDENTID § CU^SS

Tallahassee Mall. Or mail to P. 0. Box 3128,
Ta/lah98S&e, Florida 32303

DATE OF BIRTH SOCIAL SECURITY§
CURRENTADDRESS CITY STATE ZIP

PARENT'S NAME PARENT'S PHONE
PARENT'SADDRESS OTY STATE ZIP

• •

YOUR EMPL 0YER HO\N LONG THERE ? POSITION PHONE
MONTHLY SALARY $ 0THER INCOME $ *SOURCEOFOTHER INCOME $
* You don 't have to tell us about athnony, child support or separate mainenance income unless you want us to consider them in approving your application

BANK LOCATION ACCT. NO. ACCT. NAME IN

CREDITOR LOCATION ACCT. NO. ACCT. NAME IN

CREDITOR LOCATION ACCT. NO. ACCT. NAMEIN

If you don't havo a prwious crodit history or an any^ym' or a verinabh source afincoma, yw vwU naada ciwfft worthy co-applicant

CO-APPLICANTSNAME PHONE S.S. #

CO-APPLICANrSADDRESS CITY STATE

CO-APPLICANT'SEMPLOYER HOWLONG THERE POSITION

MONTHLYSALARY $ BUS. PHONE RELATIONSHIP TOAPPLICANT

OTHERINCOME $ SOURCEOFOTHERINCOME $
* You don't have totaHus ^bout i^nony, chHd support or separate maintananca income unless you want us U) consk/er ^wn in approving your apph'cation

APPLICANT'S SIGNATURE DATE

CO-APPLICANTS SIGNATURE DATE
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FSU branch campus to get autonomy
BY BRIAN WILSON
H 'VMBKAl STAH WRITKR

Students and an administrator from the new Panama

City Branch Campus of Florida State University met this

week with members of FSU's student government to

discuss the extent of autonomy they would have.

"It was like a Christmas in July for the people from

Panama City when we told

them they could do
anything," said SG Senate

President Gary Dundas.

The University of West

Florida in Pensacola was in

administrative control of

the campus last year. But at

the urging of Sen. Dempsey

Barron, D-Panama City,

the Florida legislature

at' reed to transfer

administrative control of

the campus from UWF to

FSU last spring. Students
w\ ^

from the Panama City OaryDUnmS
campus became Florida

State students officially on July 1

.

"It's Florida State University, just 100 miles away from

the Tallahassee campus," said Student Body President Jill

McConnell.

Although members frOm FSU*s SG visited the Panama

City campus this summer, they never really had a chance to

t^lk with the Panama City student officials until this week.

/•The (Panama City Student Council) had some

questions about their autonomy and what the differences in

the main campus and branch campus would be," Dundas

said.

Autonomy centers around how much money the FSU SG

returns to the Panama City Branch Student Council. Both

Dundas and McConnell are confident that Panama C ity w ill

get all of their $35,000 back, except $6,000 for required

Florida Students Association fees and Title IX funds.

•*There will be about $29,000 dollars left," said Dundas.

"We said that we*ll return the rest of the money, as long as

they stay within the guidelines."

Those guidelines are the rules and regulations in the FSU

Student Government Statutes Book, applying to everyone

governed by SG.

•Tm sure that we will have a better working relationship

with Panama Oty than UWF had,** said McConnell,

**because we'll give them more autonomy.**

The branch campus only has 612 students, the average

age of which is 35. But it was allocated $6 million this year

through the Capital Improvement Funds, according to

McConnell.

"Panama City hasn't received much publicity because

it's so small,** said McConnell.

So small, that the campus consists only of a handful of

aging military barracks.

"Within the next five years, their enrollment will increase

ten-fold," said Dundas. "They have a lot of potential and

we're helping them get started."

"I think Panama City's enrollment will increase because

they have a junior college across the street and their campus

is being enlarged," Dundas continued. "They also have 20

acres of land on that bay that they will build on, so this is

going to be an attractive campus.

"We'll be getting together on a regular basis with the

student council at Panama City," said Dundas. "The next

meeting we'll have between the campuses will be the SG

Association Leadership Workshop. That's to train new

senators, cabinet and council members. It'll be a good

public relations program because we'll get to know all their

people, and they will get to know all of us.'*

Florida SAT scores below national average
UNrTED PKEIffi INTERNATIONAL

Florida High School studems who

took the SAT college entrance exam

last year scored slightly lower than the

national average, but scored higher

than Floridians did two years ago on

the grueling test.

The improved performance by

Florida students on the Scholastic

Aptitude Test is part of the first

nationwide upswing in scores in 19

years, according to figures released this

week by the non-profit College Board,

which sponsors the exam.

"This year's rise, however slight, is a

welcome sign for educators, parents and

students that serious efforts by the

nation*s schools and their students to

improve the quality of education are

taking effect,** said George Hanford,

College Board president.

But the national average scores of

467 on math and 426 on verbal remain

far below the averages of 502 and 478

before the downward trend began in

1%3.

The 2 Vi hourSAT test, administered

several times yearly to college-bound

high school seniors, features multiple-

choice questions and is scored on a

scale of 200 to 800. Several colleges

and universities admit few students

with a score of less than 550 or 600 on

either the math or verbal sections.

Floridians who took the test between

the summer of 1981 and last spring

scored an average of 426, the same as

the national average, on the verbal

section. That's a two-point increase

over two years ago.

But in math, Florida students scored

463, four points below the national

average but the same as college-bound

high schoolers did two years ago.

For the last five years, the average

Florida score remained in a five-point

spread in both the math and verbal

categories. Average math scores

ranged from 461 to 464 and verbal

scores from 424 to 428 in that period.

INBRIEF
THE INTERNATIONAL FRATERNITY OF DELTA

Sigma Pi will meet tonight at 8 in 212 Business. F. Ray

Solomon, dean of the Business School, will be the guest

speaker.

THE BLACK STUDENT UNION WILL FEATURE
Brothers, 2i love story rooted in the headlines of the black

activist movement, tonight at 7 in 101 Carraway.

THE FSU ANTHROPOLOGICAL SOCIETY WILL

meet today at 12:20 p.m. in G-35 Bellamy. Barbara Hendry

will lecture and give a slide presentation of her work in the

Outer Hebrides.

OMEGA ALPHA RHO WILL MEET TONIGHT AT

6:30 in the Union lobby.

ALPHA EPSILON DELTA, THE PREMEDICAL
honor society, is sponsoring a free nutrition, physical

conditioning and blood pressure informational clinic in 4121

Student Health Center from 12 noon to 4 p.m. today.

THE FILM SOCIETY WILL MEET TONIGHT AT
8:30 in 204 Diffenbaugh.

THE BLACK PLAYERS GUILD WILL MEET
today at 5 p. m. in 346 Union.

A RESUME WRITING CLINIC WILL KE

presented by CCIS at 4 p.m. today in 1 10 Bryan Hall.

ANGEL FLIGHT WILL HOLD AN INFORMATIONAL
party tonight at 6 in 222 ROTC. Refreshments will be served.

THE FLORIDA PUBLIC RELATIONS
Association will hold its first general membership meeting

of the semester tonight at 7 in 230 Diffenbaugh.

THE SAILING CLUB WILL MEET TONIGHT IN 221

Bellamy. Firstsailing lessons start next week.

THE APALACHEE ANTHROPOLOGICAL
Society will present a lecture entitled Temple Mounds of the

Tampa Bay Area, tonight at 8 in the R.A. Gray Building

Auditorium, 500 Bronough St.

THE BLACK CRIMINOLOGY ASSOCIATION WILL
meet today at 5 p.m. in 62 Bellamy.

RUNNING THERACE, WILL BE SHOWN AT THE
Navigartor Rally tonight at 7:30 in the Weichelt Lounge in

the Business buikling.

THE WESLEY FOUNDATION, 705 W. JEFFERSON
St.. will serve dinner tonight at 6. A donation is requested.

CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST WILL MEET
tonight at 7 in 201 Diffenbaugh. "

THE WORLDWIDE DISCIPLESHIP ASSOCUTION
will meet tonight at 6:30 in Reynolds Hall.

. THERE WILL BC A FREE ^EECH FORUM ON
abortion today irt noon in the Union Courtyard.

in Concert

VELMA FRVE
Thursday*, Friday, Saturday

$1 w/ FSU ID QownUnderl
$2 no ID Club
*No cover Thursday

(,OVl RNMtNl

ESCORT
SERVICE644 1239
/ DAYS A WFf

H

SIDE 1 895 6110
SIDE 2

FIREFOX

cunt Eastwood

7:15.10:00

AUTHOR! AUTHOR!
Al Pacino

7:00 only

coupon M rGS&
Good on Men. M^l^^^ES
wed. & Tluirs. Night 2 fOf 1 AdmiSSiOn

Coupon

Exp. 9-29-82

UNIVERSITY PLAZA LAUNDRY
1936 w. Tennessee Self-service WK
WASH & DRY & FOLD

S3.25 TOP washer Load lApprox. 10 lbs)

Self-serve: Tarn - llpm 7 days a week

Wash & dry & fold Service:7-6 M-F, 7-1 Sat.

COIN LAUNDRY
1354 Lake Bradford Rd.

Self Service Only 7am-10pnn 7 days a week

— Liter of Pepsi

Q ±y with purchase

Q^ of any

dozen
NO LIMIT doug,hnuts

VXha tooA month of September)

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I

LunchBuffet
All the Piaza ^ qq
& Salad Bar
You Can Eat

Bring This C<mpan For A
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Workers' rights
Congress' decision yesterday to force an end to the four-day national

rail strike may have been politically and economically expedient, but

we're troubled by the precedent to which our lawmakers contributed

by their actions.

Although we realize this sort of thing has happened in the

past—namely when Franklin Roosevelt ended a strike by coal workers

during the Great Depression—workers' right to strike has not been
toyed with in a very long time.

Locally, the strike had little effect. A railroad spokesperson in

Jacksonville said supervisory personnel had matters well under
control Tuesday. But the strike had a much more devastating effect in

the Northeast and the Midwest. Thousands of auto workers and coal

miners have been laid off because the strike left management with no

way to transport materials and finished products. Transportation Secre-

tary Drew Lewis estimated the strike could cost close to $1 billion and

throw one million people out of work within a month, had it been

allowed to continue.

We're not sure where Lewis got hi$ figures, but there was no dmibt
an alrei^y hard-f»ressed economy was hurting. Tlmt's why Congress
voted to endorse a Reagan i^ministratton pUm to force the strikers

back to work.

The problem is that the striking engineers have been nude to bear

the burden for the settlement. Indeed, under ^e Reagan settlement

the engineers are being stripped of ^r most cherished right as

workers—the right to strike.

The rail strike happened because the engineers wanted to be paid in

accordance with the level of their skills. That caused a breakdown in

negotiations with management, which brought the administration in

the first place.

The administration came up with a plan which would leave the pay

scale issue up in the air pending further negotiations, but the engineers

would be prohibited from striking on that issue until 1984.

No similar limits were placed on management, however, and that

gives management an unfair advantage in bargaining.

"If, as here, one side knows that legislation will be passed that will

decide the controversy in its favor, any impetus or influence to reach

an agreement in collective bargaining will be removed," as the

Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers put it before the House Energy
and Commerce Conmiittee.

Congress missed that point, and the right of every American to

control his own destiny will suffer for it.

Letters Policy: Letters to the editor of the Florida Flambeau should be

signed, and must include an address and phone number if possible. They
should be type-written, double-spaced, and no longer than ISO wcn-ds. Correct

names will be run with each letter unless the author has a valid reason for

remaining anonymous. The editors reserve the right to edit the letters for

lenght and to meet standards of good taste.
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MENACHEM 6B3IN

'Thou shall not criticize Israel'
BYISMILFITIES

SPECIAL TO THF FI AMBEAU

No other country in the world receives more
American aid than the state of Israel. No other

country is as dependent on the United States

economically and militarily.

It is estimated that during the last 15 years, the

United States has been subsidizing Israel to the tune

of about $1,000 per year for each Israeli man,
woman and child.

No American would practically expect the federal

government to guarantee him and his family a free,

decent house, for example, much less receive from
Uncle Sam an annual gift of $1,000 for each and
every member of his family. Yet, American tax-

payers' hard-earned money keeps p04riag into

Israel, enabling that country to acquire more F-15s

and F-16s to rain death upon the heads of helplcM

Palestinian and Lebanese children and women.
In addition to being Israel's major banker, the

United States is also the Jewish state's main
supplier of arms — usually the latest and most
advanced weiqx>n5 of mass destruction. In fact, the

United States has ccmtributed so much to Israel's

qualitative superiority over all Arab countries that

the Israeli air force now ranks third after the U.S.
and Soviet air forces.

It is even occasionally reported that Israel,

through her agents and friends in the Pentagon,

gets some of the most sophisticated weapons built in

the U.S. before the American forces receive then-

orders. This situation has prompted some U.S.
generals, who wore disturbed by the unavailability

to the U.S. army and air force of some of the

varieties of arms shipped to Israel, to complain that

they have been discriminated against in favor of

Israel. For some strange reasons, these complaints

fell on deaf ears in Washington.

On the political front, Israel has always been

America's most pampered baby. Except for some
occasional nudging, the United States has one way
or the other given its acquiescence and, in some
cases, open encouragement to Israel's flagrant

actions and policies. While these policies and
actions have drawn strong and sharp condemnation

from almost all nations, the United States has

always used, almost ritualistically, its vetoes to

protect the Zionist state from any mtemational
action that would mitigate Israel's insolence and
stop her hegemony and expansionism.

Some of Israel's actions that the United States has

supported, tacitly or openly, include the annexation

of the Golan Heights, the bombing of Iraqi nuclear

facilities and civilian neighborhoods in Beirut, the

continued buildup of para-militafy Jewish
settlements on expropriated Arab land and, like it

or not, the ongoing Israeli occupation of Lebanon
which, so far has resulted in the killing of

GUESTCOLUMN
thousands of innocent Palestinians and Lebanese

civilians whose only "crime" was being Muslim.

AH this death and destruction has been fmanced by

American tax-payers.

With this unlimited unconditional American

support for Israel, without which the Zionist state

would nor could in any way be able to continue

defying the world, the U.S. included, and holding

two million helpless Palestinians hostage in their

own country, the military establishment in Tel Aviv

has grown more intran^^t than ever.

Knowing very well when and how to play the

Jewish lobby card and n<w tlw religious right card,

Israel is likely to continue saying "No" to the

United States and the rest of the world. The Jewish

state seems to be more confident than any time in

the past that no American president could survive

the wrath of Jewish lobby and its religious-political

subordinate— the Moral Majority.

In that li^t, it would be reasonable to conclude

that Israel has succeeded m controlling the minds

and hearts of a great number of politically

influential Americans whose loyalty is first to Israel

and second to America. Automatic and
unconditional support for Israel and her policies,

no matter how controversial and objectionable these

policies may be, has therefore been secured.

Senators, members of Congress and other

politicians understand very well what the wrath of
American Jews and their allies could mean to their

public careers. And since politics in Washington
thrives best on political nepotism and opportunism,
very few politicians indeed would risk committing a

poUtical suicide by criticizing Israel.

For their own political sake, politicians,

especially, those running for public office, could

only appease their political rapacity and reach their

objectives by suppressing whatever moral
conscience they might have toward the Palestinians.

Thus, their mouths are kept shut, sometimes with

the carrot but increasingly with the stick (Jewish

money or Jewish threats). This explains why the

majcnity of America's politicians have shockingly
refrained from criticizing Israel's ongoing genocide
against the Palestinians and the LebanesX
The American political environment, very rich

with politics theology, has apparently convinced the
majority of U.S. politicians of the inviolability of
an eleventh commandment which they must always
keep in mind: "Thou shall not criticize Israel."

• •• .

Ismil Fities is a member of FlorMa State
Univer^y's Masba Student AssodirtiM.

"WW*!;..
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Lawson,Wimbish exchange barbs atCommonCause forum
BY MICHAEL McCLELLAND

FLAMBEAU STAFF WRITER

The Al Lawson-Bctte Wimbish Show shifted into high gear

at a public forum Wednesday night, with Wimbish
questioning I awson's campaign contributions, Lawson

suggesting Wimbish was tal<ing "the low road" in the

campaign, and a vibrani audience grilling both candidates on

abortion, alcohol, and their past records.

tawson and Wimbish, both fighting for the Democratic

nomination to House District 9 , were only two of eight

candidates present at the Common Cause candidate forum.

Also present were A.J. Richardson and Bill Montford,

contending for the Democratic nomination for the District 3

seat on the Leon County Commission, along with Bob

Arnow, Republican candidate for the same seal. Democrat

Bob Henderson and Republican write-in Kevin Harvin,

contenders for the District 4 commission seat were in

attendance, as was state Senate candidate Jim Crews. Bill

Grant, Crews* opposition for the Democratic senate

nomination, was not there.

Quite a roomful of politicians, each eager to give his or her

own speech. The real action, though, didn't Start until

Lawson and Wimbish took the stage.

Wimbish, who placed a distant second to Lawson in the

primary, came out swinging. In her opening speech, she

charged that 40 percent of Lawson's campaign contrilmtions

had come from '*vested business interests,'* particulariy the

medical and insurance communities.

•'The question that concerns me," Wimbish said, "is,

what is he telling them that he's not telling us?"

Lawson denied Wimbish's allegations, saying 70 to 75

percent of his contributions had come from individual black

voters. His admittedly large financial support from the

medical community had come from black doctors that he

knew either from ^hool or from his work as an insurance

agent, Lawson said.

Lawson and Wimbish again expressed similar positions on

several of the major issues.

Both expressed a desire to improve the area economy by

recruiting new, clean industry, and expressed comniitments

to the environment and to education.

Betie Wimbish AlLawson
When the audience's questions shifted to individual rights,

however, the answers were markedly different.

Wimbish supported Insurance Commissioner Bill Gunter's

proposal that the legal drinking age in Florida be raised to 21,

citing her concern for safety. Lawson opposed that move,

saying a person old enough to fight in the military was old

enough to handle alcohol.

Wimbish's assertion that a woman has the right to decide

for herself in abortion matters drew applause from the near-

capacity audience. Lawson said he opposed abortion except

in cases of rape, incest, or when the mother's safety is

endangered.

Lawson again found himself on the defensive when

questioned on Wimbish's prior charge that he has been

avoiding public appearances with other candidates. Lawson

denied that charge, saying he had missed public forums in the

past due to prior commitments or illnesi.

Jim "Crews did not have the opportunity to challenge his

opponent. Bill Grant, directly, but Crews nonetheless

managed to slip in a few jibes. He charged Grant, a

Monticello banker, had accepted significant contributions

from the banking industry, and had taken phosphate

industry contributions Crews would have turned down.

Crews said he would support nuclear freeze legblation.

and that he would propose a Leon County-city consolidation

only if asked to by both'commissions. Crews promised his

support to brineini! in new, clean industries, to education,

and to the environment

.

"As a county commissioner. 1 stood up for

neighborhoods, fought for the en\ironmeni, and brought

new jobs into the area," Crews said. "What I did for the

county, I shall do better for the district
.

"

Bob Arnow put his fellow candidates for the county

commission on the hot seat when he promised if elected, to

reduce his salary from the $20,000 now paid commissioners

to $7,000.

Montford, Richardson, and Harvin each said he would

consider reducing his salary if elected. Bob Henderson, the

cmly incumbent running for a commission seat, said Arnow

had underestimated the work required of a commissioner,

and that reducing the salary would result in less qualified

commissioners.
"1 have earned every cent I'm paid," Henderson said.

"I'm not ashamed of (the salary) at all."

Henderson had originally expected to win re-election

without opposition; that changed when Harvin decided to

enter the race as a write-in candidate. Harvin up-graded that

challenge at the forum when he challenged Henderson to

meet him in a (tebate sometime before the November

election.

Henderson refused to commit himself to such a debate.

"I'll have to think about that," Henderson said. "That's a

ploy that's often used to get more public exposure when

you're behind." •

Montford and Richardson said they would support single-

member districts in future commission elections, Harvin and

Arnow said they would not. Henderson proposed offering

the question of single-member districts for public

referendum.

All five candidates recognized a growing need for

increased criminal detention facilities in the area.

Montford and Henderson said they would support

increasing the work-release system; Richardson and Harvin

supported the possible creation of a return to the county

work farm system.

Suspects plead innocent to

*junk food' prof's murder
UNrrED PRESS INTERNATIONAL

GAINESVILLE — Lawyers for three

young suspects in the slaying of "junk food

professor" Howard Appledorf have filed

innocent pleas for their clients in Alachua

County circuit court, clerks said yesterday.

Attorneys representing Gary Bown, 21, of

New York, Paul Everson, 19, of Roslindale,

Mass., and Shane Kennedy, IS, of

Woodbury, Conn., said their clients are

expected to stand trial in February in the

"ritualistic" killing of the popular University

of Florida nutritionist.

The three face a hearing at 10 a.m.

tomorrow before Judge Elzie Sanders to

determine whether they should undergo

psychiatric examinations and whether a

special investigat<»- should be appointed to

the case.

The court has named Gainesville attorney

Stephen Bernstein to represent Everson and

Huntley Johnson to defend Bown.

Kennedy's family hired Gainesville lawyer

William DeCarlis to represent him.

Appledorfs bound and gagged body was

discovered in his lakeside condominium by

police answering a burglary call Sept . 5

.

Investigators said murder spelled

backward and forward was scrawled on the

41 -year-old bachelor's living room walls and

food and beer cans littered the carpet.

The reversed spelling of murder,

"rednttn*' was a feature of the horror movie

The Shining, which had been shown on

Gainesville cable television several times

during the week the murder occurred.

Appledorfs killers used barbecue sauce and

ink to mark the walls, police said. Also

scrawled on the wall were the words,

"Howard, we love you, sincerely," followed

by an unreadable name.

Three plates with sandwiches on them and

wine glasses were set in a semicircle around

the body. An empty fourth plate and an

overturned wine glass were beside the body.

Police said the professor's killers munched

sandwiches and guzzled booze as Appledorf

suffocated beneath an ice-filled canvas bag

placed around his head.

Authorities arrested Bown, Kennedy and

Everson in New York two days after

Appledorfs body was fbund. The three are

reported to be well known in the city's

homosexual community, and police said

other New York homosexuals proyided

information that led to the arrests.

Everson, Bown and Kennedy were indicted

Sept. 15by an Alachua County grand jury on

first-degree murder charges. They could face

the death penalty if convicted.

The three reportedly knew Appledorf and

stayed at his condominium in August. They

were arrested Aug. 22 on charges of trying to

forge a $900 check in the professor's name.

Appledorf dropped charges against the

suspects, and they were released from the

Alachua County jail the day before the

killing.

Appledorf gained national attention in the

1970s when he touted the nutritional value of

"fast foods" such as McDonald's

hamburgers and Kentucky Fried Chicken.

To^^d Florida FUunbeau/Jill Guttman

That's what will happen to you ifyou park on the grass at th^Pentecostal church

on the corner of Lafayette and Copeland streets. Apparently, even though the

church put up signs telling people not to park on the lawn there, people were stealing

thesigns andparking there anyway. The church members got tired of that and called

in Cliff's Wrecker Service yesterday to tow away the illegallyparked cars.

T '
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World
LONDON — Hundreds of thousands of Bntons

yesterday staged the largest demonstration against Prime

Minister Margaret Thatcher since she took office, shutting

down newspapers, coal mines, lactones and even the Royal

Mint.

The walkouts, ranging from 24-hour strikes to one-hour

token stoppages, were called by the 11.5-milUon member

Trades Union Congress primarily to support striking hedth

workers seeking a 12 percent pay increase.

It was the biggest union demonstration against Thatcher

since she took office in May 1979.

bam. The cars will be refurbished but maintain their

Victorian-era charm.

KODIAK, Alaska — An abandoned oil rig torn loose

from its tugboats by high winds and heavy seas settled onto

a mudflat on Nelson Island in the Bering Sea yesterday.

The 39-member crew was airlifted from the rig, the Key

Singapore, Tuesday night after it broke free from the tugs

in 4S-mph winds and 2S-foot waves.

State

Nation
SAN FRANCISCO — The joyfully clanging bells of

the city's famed cable car system fell silent before dawn

yesterday, signalling the shutdown of the romantic but

womout transit system for a two-year repair job.

The last car €Hi the PoweU*Market fine was crowded

beyond normal limits for the run to the barn at about 4:30

a.m. with riders struggling to maintain precarious toe-holds

on its running boards.

The lines are scheduled to resume operations in June

1984 with new rails, and new machinery for turning and

guiding the cables which the cars grip to move along. Most

of the improvements will be underground or in the car

MIAMI— A British freighter loaded with a full cargo of

potentially hazardous hypochlorides listed perilously close

to capsizing in a narrow stretch of the Miami River

yesterday.

The 225-foot Poinciana, which is registered on Grand

Cayman Island, tilted suddenly around 9:30 a.m. as a

tugboat began pulling it away from the dock for its trip to

Port-an-Priiice, Haiti, and Santo Doniiigo, The DoraWcan

Referring to the hypochlorides, which generally are used

as bleaching and oxidizing agents, Miami Fire Chief Ken

McCullough said they could dissolve in water, producing a

toxic chlorine gas.

The Coast Guard closed the heavily traveled river, which

winds through downtown Miami. They also circled the ship

with "oil worms,** floatmg barriers designed to contain

surface leakage.

Israel frompage 1

demand. "There will be elections. Only elections. Or a vote

of no-confidence, if you can get the votes."

Labor Party leader Shimon Peres, doubting official

explanations that the Israeli government did not know of the

massacre, noted Lebanese Christian Phalange militia forces

were in the camps from Thursday night until Saturday

morning. During that time, as many as 1,500 Palestinians

may have been slaughtered.

"Not one minister knew? No one was told? Is this a

children's game? Eyes didn't see? Ears didn*t hear?" Peres

asked. "Whose dumb idea was it anyway to send the Palange

into the camps? The government should resign."

But the 120-member Knesset then voted 48-42 to remove

from the agenda a debate over setting up an inquiry

commission into the slaughter. Energy Minister Yitzhak

Berman of the Liberal Party, infuriated by the government's

refusal to establish a probe, immediately quit.

Berman*s resignation was followed by that of Menachem

Wilson, civilian administrator of the West Bank. Wilson

was in charge of all non-military aspects of Palestinian life in

the Israeli-occupied territory.

Police in northern Israel fired weapons to disperse Arabs

protesting the massacre, injuring 35 civilians and 39

policemen. Authorities said it was the worst clash since 1976,

when six Arabs were killed in a protest over the seuoire of

land by Israelis. In those clashes, 38 police officers were hurt.

In addition to the internal divisions caused by the

massacre, Israel found itself increasingly isolated from key

foreign allies in the region.

Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak said in Cairo, "We
consider Israel responsible for these atrocities.

It was the first time Mubarak directly blamed Israel for the

slayings and the latest in a series of incidents chilling

Egyptian-Israeli relations to a new low. Egypt is the only

Arab nation with diplomatic ties to Israd.

NAACP from page 1

signed agreements with Coca Cola and Heublein, a giant

food and beverage company that handles Kentucky Fried

Chicken, addressing many of the *^ak share^ issues. The
Heublein agreement commits $180 million over the next five

years to minority business development. It includes

guaranteed loans, increased use of black suppliers and a
commitment to developing more black franchises.

Behind such agreements lies concern that blacks will

withdraw their patronage from companies that rely on black

consumers.

Boycotts, or the threat of boycotts, have a long and

honorable history, in the civil rights movement. In the 1920s

black nationalist Marcus Garvey urged his followers not to

buy from companies where they couldn't work. The 1955

Montgomery bus boycott sparked the modern civil rights

movement. The grape and lettuce boycott of the 1960s

dramatized the plight of migrant farm labor. But when a

Mississippi judge ordered the NAACP to pay $1.2 million in

damages to merchants who were hurt by the 1966 boycott of

all-white local businesses in Claiborne County, many
organizations backed away from open advocacy of boycott.

Now that the Claiborne ruHng has been reversed, there is

evidence that growing numbers of blacks will support

economic measures against companies whose policies they

consider unsatisfactory. A Black Enterprise poll in 1981

found that more than 90 percent of the magazine's middle-

class readership would back boycotts. And when the Black-

Owned Communications Alliance, a group of publishers and

broadcasters, launched a modest campaign to educate black

consumers on media image, advertising issues and economic

options, they were flooded with letters and calls asking for

more information.

There is Uttle doubt that boycotts would have more impact

today than they had years ago. The economic clout of black

consumers is expanding, with black income estimated at $154

biUion in 1982. More importantly, new market research has

pinpointed those specific industries, companies and even

brands that depend on blacks for a large share of their

business.

But if the Supreme Court's decision opens some doors for

a movement that has been foundering, it also puts the

traditional civil rights groups on the spot. The threat of

boycotts will work until a company tries to call it a bluff. In

other words, if civil rights groups are to retain their economic

leverage, an effective response will have to be organized.

That requires managerial skill, fund-raising techniques,

grass-roots organization and a sophisticated system for

evaluating potential targets.

The talent to conduct such an effort exists in the emerging

black middle class now employed at many U.S. corporations,

in government and non-profit organizations. The task before

groups like the NAACP is to bring this talent into the activist

fold: Many young black professionals have shied away from

the traditional civil rights organizations because they see

them as old-fashioned, unsophisticated, even irrelevant.

Still, a conservative Supreme Court has effectively

endorsed a strategy for the civil rights movement to address

the complicated economic issues facing black America. A
similar opportunity may not arise again soon.

HUNGRY
FOR EUROPE
BUT NO MONEY?
NORTH AMERICA 'S MOST
POPULAR SUMMER-IN-

EUROPE-FOR-COLLEGE

-

STUDENTS " PROGRAM SEEKS

CAMPUS
PUBLICITY

REPRESENTATIVE
Excellent salary for app. 5 hrs. of

work per week and/or chance to

quiddy eam part or all of Summer

Europe Trip in 1983. If interested,

please write immediately to: Trudi

Fanale, 802 W. Oregon. Urbana,

IL 61801.

LATE
NIGHT
COPIES

kinko's copras

APPLICATIONS FOR POLLWORKERS
ARE NOW BEING ACCEPTED

- Must be able to work Senbte

election days, Wed., Sept. 29

& Oct. 6

- Minimum wage

- Apply In Rm. 244 or 344 Union

insty-prints
tn WB or TD nnrnw nil

PHOTOCOPIES

No Gimmicks - Only the Lowest Price in the City

872 X 11 QV2 X 14

118V^S.IIOIfM$t. 222S278

THE JAZZBERRY PATCH
2720 H4iiisTONC IM. - 877-9441

Blonday: Now0p«B 11:S0 • 2 ajn.

ToMdagr:Two forOm
WedsMday: Buy One Dinner 2nd 1/2 Price 6:00 • 0:00 p.m.

Thursday: LadiesNight - All Night • Two for One
Friday: Happy Hour 4-7 - Live Jaaa

Saturday: Couples Dinner Nite

1/2 Carafe w/dinner - 6:30 - 9:30 p.m.

FiL & Sat: S2.00 EntertabiBient Oiarge

Sandfly: Bnuidi • 11:30 • 2Jam Sesskm • 2 • 6 p.m.

UVEJAZZ ENTERTAINMENTNIGHTLY

DISCOUNT
BEER & WINE

Drive Thru • Convenient • Fast

BRING THIS COUPON FOR
$1 off any case of b«er
25t off gmy 6-pack of beer
or bottle of wine

coupon ^ood Men. - Thur. only - exp. 10/14/82

1 mile east of Lake Bradford Rd.

,

1

THE UHLE FAMILY INN
(Formerly Shays)

ALL YOU CAN EAT SPECIALS
Oysters $5.95 Shrimp Creole $6.95

Crab Clows $5.95
All served w/salod bar. FF or Baked Pot

$1.00 OFF ANY SEAFOOD PLAHER
(Excluding Specials) w/coupon

Hwy 319 e Crawfordvllle e 926-6229

•t
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England's youth turn to post- holocaust America for hero
BY FRANK BROWNING

PACIFIC NEWS StJtVICi:

LONDON — This is the year of the
barbarians.

Fur-clad and mega-muscled comes Conan,
the supermensch of gory celluloid whose
burning sword saves women from fates worse
than death, and the macho Road Warrior,
who saves good post-holocaust families fSrom

the perverse heathens of the desert. And the

Blade Runnw. sci-fi hit man sent to crush an
uprising of revolutionary androids.

None, however, can compare with the

greatest hero of them all, a fantastic British

comic book concoction fast claiming the

minds of miUions of children on both sides of

the Atlantic:the Terrible.. Judge Dredd.

Ultimate avenger of the decent, the frail

and the mistreated, Dredd is the total

vigilante cop-judge of a barbarous 21st

century, and in the opinion of some
observers of popular culture he is well on his

way to becoming the most popular comic

book hero of the 20th. He's the star of a five-

year-old strip called "2000 AD" which has

almost singlehandedly fired a boom in the

once-dowdy British comic industry, selling

{dOiQOD copies perweek.

Its terrain is the future—which current lore

says is an unthinkable concept to most of the

disaffected, disconnected young of today's

England. Yet, 2000 AD's horrific future

takes place not on English soil, but in

America.

It is post-holocaust America, a grim

landscape stretching along the Eastern

seaboard in one big sprawl called "Megacity

I," separated from Megacities II and III

(California and Texas) by an even more
horrible radioactive wasteland filled with

crazed mutants and called "Cursed Earth."

Says Nick Landau, one of the comic's

creators, who now operates the largest comic

shop in London: **We thought about laying

it in London, but it just didn't work.

America's where you still look for heroes,

isn't it?"

Something of a Star Wars Clint Eastwood,

Judge Dredd is a complete New Age vigilante

whose asides dwell on everything from
destruction of the environment to the folly of

nuclear war. He is not, however, a pacifist.

"GAZE INTO THE FIST OF DREDD!"
he shouts as he rams his arm through the

head of a Darth Vader-like character, dark

fragments exploding out of his enemy's skull.

Some critics protest that 2000 AD is too full of

gore and "ultra-violence."

'*Not so," answers Brian Bolland, the best

known of the strip's artists. "You either

stylize and turn it into a sort of ballet the way
Marvel Comics do, or you show everything.

What happens when someone gets shot? The

bullet makes a big hole, there's lots of blood,

and then it makes an even bigger hole when it

comes out the other side.
'

'

Landau, whose Forbidden Planet shop

publishes Dredd in book form, also rejects

criticism of the violence.

"One of the things we've discovered,"

Landau said, "is that you can do a lot more

to robots than you can to humans, and it's

still acceptable. Yet when you look at the

world today, those sorts of ghastly things are

being done to humans, and the kids know
that."

There is, of course, little reason for anyone

right now to envisage a sanguine future while

talk of protracted nuclear war is reduced to

the banality of a government policy paper,

and while thousands die beneath the

headlines of famine and distant wars. One bit

of grim humor in a Cursed Earth sequence

shows a boy twisting metal rods together in

the shape of a tree. "Come and look.

Mother...! have made a TREE from SCRAP
METAL. Is it like.. .A REAL TREE?"

Next frame: A haggard, hippy mother

emerges from her hogan. "COME AWAY,
NOVAR. Come in and close the door. There

. were...lots of real trees...once...BEFORE
THEY HADTHE WAR.

"

"What's so different about the Cursed

Earth and Beirut?" shrugged one leather-

jacketed adolescent in line for a Judge Dredd

book-signing last week. "So they haven't

Meet Judge Dredd— hero ofthefuture.

dropped a bomb yet. Just wait 'til next

year."

Sci-fi horror shows and evocations of Dark
Age hordes dismembering empires are not

new. Usually, however, movies like Conan
and the Road Warrior have been safely

relegated to the cult fringe, particularly in

Europe. In Britain, comics have never been

big before. Now both are at center stage.

Liberal pundits and pop sociologists

attribute their vast popularity to a rising new
nihilism among the young—and among the

millions now unemployed who cannot
envisage the next week much less the next

generation. They are thought to flatly dismiss

politics, religion, schooling, family and most
other social institutions.

Maybe. Yet the charge of nihilism seems

somehow too easy. Landau finds the comics

far from nihilistic. *'There area lot of upbeat

strains in (2000 AD), a lot of hope for

mankind. Within the framework of that

rather horrific society, Dredd is a very ethical

character."

One entire book, called Judjie Caliiiula, is

devoted to exposing the corrupt megacity

rulers who falsely charge Dredd with murder.

Elsewhere, Dredd attacks "racist abuse" of

minority *'muties" (mutants) and androids.

Dredd, like many sci-fi heroes, is a post-

political creature, an advocate of fearless,

direct justice, unblemished by political

corruption—a vision certainly attractive to

huge numbers of the young who find neither

succor nor sense on the left or the right.

Typical is a cover illustration of Dredd done

for a recent issue of Time Out, London's

leading entertainment weekly. His helmet

glistening, Dredd holds a laser gun to the face

of a punk culprit, "Spike Harvey Rotten.

"

"HE'S TOUGH, BUT HE'S FAIR,"
sighs the scruffy punk, with a shrug of

resignation.

That's a lot more than most unemployed

kids these days are willing to say of either

Margaret Thatcher or her political

competitors in the Labor Party.

Dr.JUlMO.Dtai,PA

OPTOIIIIETRIST

CONTACT LENSES

FiniNCFEE

$20$S0
In addition to exam fee

810 Thomasville Rd.

Intersection of Monroe

and Thomasville Rds.

22Mm

HAPPY HOUR

kinko's copiQs

6-8 p.m. Mon. Thurs.

miN.TMMSSM

Here it is

!

Herpes SimplexVims Types I and II are
viral infections affecting an estimated
SO millionJkmerieans.

To date, there is no known cure for Herpes.

Vow, Virezy Inc. is offering HERP»EZ''
Lotion and Drops, both containing
2,6-di-tert-lmtyl-p-cresol, a compound
which has been demonstrated to be a
potent inactivator of Herpes Simplex Virus.
HERP'EZ ' Drops contain 2,6-cLi-tert-butyl-p-cresol

dispersed in mineral oil, to be used in conjunction with
HERP*EZ' ' Tablets, a dietary supplement (to be taken
with meals) containing both Theionized"

2,6-di-tert-t)utyl-p-cresol ajid L-lysine.

Why wait any longer? Order today using the coupon
at right (if coupon is missing, mail your order to

Virex, Inc., 4115 Seventh Terrace South, St. Petersburg,

Florida 337 11). Include your check or money order
for $19.95 for each bottle of tablets or drops, or
order both for only.$36.95!

DISTRIBUTOR INQUIRIES INVITED

Vlim, Inc. 4115 S«v«nlh T«rrao« South. St. P«Mrat)urg. FL 33711

rush me; XERP-fZ TablM ^19.95 HERP-EZ Drops Ca 1 9.95

C HERP-EZ Combimition KH (Drops & Tablsts) & 36 95

lhavsenclossda checK/jnonsyorder. Charge my Visa or Mastercharge

CMONO

MtllWMMNO •MCOMT'

lIHWt
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^SWEEPSTAKES,

WEEK TO REGISTER
JOIN THE WINN-DIXIE

ROAD SHOW SWEEPSTAKES!
WIN A NEW 4 Wheel Drive

DODGE RAM CHARGER
DETAILS AND ENTRY BLANKS ONLY AT WINN DIXIE

Now more than even weVe right for you!
PMeEs%m TNtNit.- «io^ SEPT. \m mruimam t oumov sromi only!

^ ^^ UJ

10)1

re

Ml MONTI
lARLY

GARDEN PEAS

5 " $193
CANS I

ML MONTI

Ml MONTI
rRINCH STYLE OR CUT

GREEN BEANS

$199
CANS

SAVE 73*

DEEP SOUTH

THRIFTY MAID

32-OX.

ASTOR

COFFEE

. $199

16 oi VAc
CAN /T

DEI MONTI

PINEAPPUJUKE ....I^ M'*
0€l MONTE LITE

FRUT COdtrAH ^ 79<
oei MONTt lire suced

PEACHES 7f*
DEI MONIE IITE

PEAR HALVES ...
DEI MONTE WHCXE KllfO

TOMATOES c**" 75*
DEL MONIE

GREEN UMAS c ^ 79<
HAWAIIAN WILD & HtUIT VERYMIIIiY RfO&TUTTIFRUini
(POWDER)

PUNCH DRINK MIX . . . M**
CHUN KING CHOWdOBN

NOODLES 'a" 79'
CHUN KING

SOYSAUa ........^l' 49<

[Ort ntoMri FRUIT COCKTAIL

3... $199
CANS

SAVE
38'

DEL MONTE

PEACHES

3.... $199
CANS

SAVE 38'

1*^ DEL MONTE

TOP
VALUE
STAMP*^

MILLER

C ilN ^
^L/^Q^I T»LLAI?ASSEE

4... $199
CANS

AND
QUINCY

STORES
ONLY!

PAK
12-oz.

CANS

Lhnll two 6-pkt. w/STJO sr iMr*
^rehat* txeL eigt.

SAVE
74«

DEL MONTE

SPINACH

4 ... $199
CANS I

R. C COLA

2-lTR.

NRB

1^ SAVE 70' Ar I

S TIDE \

MORTON EROZEN

POT PKS

3 $100

TooHal JONANN HAYAUND
>T4

49-oz.

BOX

SlICIO TURKIY, SAIIMURY, ONION A
•IIF OR MUSHROOM A »»F

^. MORTON ENTREES

LM1 1 mltlM er 4kenry bum
MORTON

HONEY BUNS

PER CHINA

ONLY mMm'M STAMP ON OUII

UVINBS PUN
WITH EACH 'iM PURCHASE

COMPLETi OHAILS AT THE STQM DISPLAY
VALUABLE COUPON

SAVE $4.00

(MM*
wi n n >«N

LACE
TABLECLOTH

Cciucon Satingt 4M
Pric* wim Coupon. I14.N
wrth •ach S3 00 pwrchM*
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SAVE
COUPON

I

I

I

I

I

I"

JUMBO
tOli

PltlCES 0000 SEPT li-n. IN2
Liniil I a/S7.S0 or mor* purchatt iicl. ci|t.

mmmm
SAVE
50'

CRISCO

$-|79

SAVE
60'

THRirTY MAID

KE MILK

69*

GOLD PRKES MAY BE SOARING AGAIN
BUT YOU CAN GET IT ns AT WiNN-MXKl

_ 18" STERLING SILVIR OR
14K GOLD FILLED CHAINS

mm WITH '300 IN GOLD
REGISTER TAPES

DATED AUGUST 12 thra OaOBER 27, 1982

PRICES MODTWHIS.

W.D BRAND
USDA CHOICE

CENTER CUT

CHUCK ROAST

UJ^D
1

ce* N D 1

llH
11 1

n
ML11

1"

IEPT.2S-II, tm m TALLANASSEE i QIHIlOY STORES ONLY!

W-D BRAND
USDACMOICi

BONELESS TOP

SIRLOIN STEAK

99
W-D BRAND

100% PURf

LB. SAVE GROUND BEEF

SAVE 69<.

USDA GRADE 'A'

FRESH MIXED

FRYER PARTS

IC

ALL SIZi
HANOI
MKf

LB.

SAVE 60<a
LIMIT 10 LBS. PLIASII

TOP^
VAIAJE

MXII OAtLINO

2 LIOS, 7 SRIAIT.

a THIGHS & 2 WINM

FMED
CHICKEN

USDA
MADE 'A'

QUICK FROZEN

W-D BRAND

FAMILY BREAD

^ $149

8-PC.

SATCHEL
$099 BAKING HENS

SU^iRttAND

cMargarine

WHOli SLAt Of PLAIN 0« WPKD IN •^JAUCi

BAR-B-m $099
RIBS MCN U
HERRUCH RECULM

BOLOGNA % . 75<
HiUSHIRf SCCY SAIAMI

THUMNGIR </i u W
CHKKEN ROU K .1 S5<

MARGARINE

3,. $119
OTRS.

SAVE

SUNRMUND SWISS

YOGURT

4 ^ ^1"

\

U.S. No. 1

GOLDEN RIPE

BANANAS

SWEET POTATOES

HARVEST FRESH RED DELICIOUS

APPLES
4j $^19

SUPERBRAND

ORANGE JUia

HALF
GALLON

HARVEST FRESH

BROCCOLI
99°

SAVE 70<
VALVE

•UNCH

I

3 ^ ^P ^

^ =;m

fD

LO

ISJ

to 11: wnn f-^

'3 ? ^ rt>

£i. S
iO O M
M as 2
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Got dumped?
Here's a tip

PACinc NrwssrRVKi

• If you've been kissed off

by a loved one, don't get

mad, get even. That's the

message of a new line of

greeting cards billed as "the

ultimate last word** for the

bitter and brokenhearted.

They include sweet revenge

lines like "It was fun while

it lasted... too bad it lasted a

lot longer than it was fun,"

and "I'm sorry you left

me...! wanted to leave you

first.** The cards are the

work of two women who
say they got tired of

wondering why '*Mr. Right

is always Mr. Wrong."

•Still on the drawing

boards but heading our

way: Singing birthday cards

and talking valentines. The
American Greetings
Corporation is working on
"talking cards" that

**speak" through tiny

circuits like those in

electronic watches. The

cards, costing six bucks

may be in stores by early

next year.

•An Italian man caught

making love to his girlfriend

in a car has been cleared of

obscenity charges —- 12

years after he was arrested.

Luigi Petrella argued that

no one could see him

because his car's windows

were completely fogged up

from the encounter. Italy's

top court apparently

agreed, ruling that auto-sex

is okay, as long as it's

sufficiently steamy to block

an outside view.

• If the So viet Union tells

Ronald Reagan he's

invading Brezhnev's space,

ydu*1I know where th^ got

it. Human-potential guru

Werner Erhard has gone to

Moscow. No, he's not

going to start a Soviet EST
movement, he's just talking

with scientists and teachers

to find out, uh, where
they*re coming frpm.

Erhard*s visit is part of a

mellow exchange that*s

brought Soviets here to

soak in hot tubs at

California's Esalen
Institute.

• Rumors are flying at

George Washington*s
Mount Vernon home,
where restorers discovered a

single gold earring behind

a 19th century mantel.

Experts say the earring does

not match any of the known
earrings of Washington* s

wife Martha, raising the

possibility that the father of

our country might have

been having a fling. In

Washington's favor,

however, officials note that

the earring was found in a

guest roojn at the. historic

estate, not in the

President's bedroom.

KICK OFFTHE SE/^ON RJGHT WITH PUBUX

THROWATAILGATE PARIY.

BiMixBeef
the special dhoice

U.S.D.A. Choice Beef
Eye Round Roast .. ^' •a'*
u s.D A. Choice Beef Boneless
Top Sirloin Steak . r ^3'^

THIS AD

THURSDAY
SEPT. 23
THRU

wrmhsday
SEPT. 20,
1982 . .

.

CLOSED
SUNDAY

For a Winning season TiaKe fnp PoD''x De'i a pan oi

your game plan The^e are '^a^v ae c v^uS options too

•o' .I-" u'^Dealabie oomDmation So
- tvfore the Dig game stop by

the Pu&iix Dell tor a meal that

will have everyone cheenng

ATTENTION
CUSTOMERS:
Now is the time to

Renew your Publix

Check Cashing Cards

Please Renew your

card at the Bank and

Shop Counter.

Present cards expire

Sept. 30. 1982.

Seafood Treat, Frozen
Ocean Perch
Fillet T
Seafood Treat, FroMn
Turbot Fillet r ^2^^

Seafood Treat, Peeled & Deveined
Small ShriiiH) ^ t3«>

Tasty Hickory Hill

Beef Thuringer T M^®
Beef Summer
Sausage T
Salami For Beer .. X ^V^
Delicious Old Canadian

Sharp Cheese T ^V^
Zesty-Flavored

Carrot Salad r M*®
Fresh-Baked

*

Peach Pie M*^ •

Fresh-Made

Submarine
Sandwich '.r
Hot from tho Deli'

Green Pepper
Steak ^b' 5,369

Potatoes
AuGratin T. *t89
Plain or Seeded
Rye Bread C 79*

U.S.D.A.

CHOICE BEEF

RIPE, JUICY, FRESH

Strawberries

Bottom Round
Roast

$-f99

1
SWIFT S PREMIUM DEEP-BASTED 1

GOVERNMENT-INSPECTED SHIPPED

r QUICK FROZEN, EVISC, U S^D.A

i GRADE A(6T0 9-LB.AVERAGE)
^

Li' I Butterball

Turkey

PUBUX RESfRVCS THE MOHT
TO LIMIT QUANTITIES SOLD

Delight your football guests with

this popular platter ot fried chicken

drummehes. Made from the meaty
piece of a chicken wing, these
easy-to-eat hors d'oeuvres are a
tailgate party favorite.

DRUMMETTE TRAY

Large ....(?®/.Y,^?.??.l°.^9).. ^IS**®

Medium . . R9} . . ^ 1 2^°

Small ....J?fir.yi??..§A9,l?).... ^7^^

Serve With French Fries

Beef Cube Steak, r ^a^*
Swift's Premium Deep-Basted,
Government-Inspected, Shipped
Quk^k-Frozen, Evisc.,

U.S D A Grade A
Stuffed Butterball
Turkey r
Swift's Premium Boneless Canned
Hostess Ham Si «9»»
Rath

Smoked Oaintees. T <24»
Swift's Premium (All Varieties)

Brown 'N Serve
Sausage X'
Swift's Premium Sizzlean

Beef or Regular

Breakfast Strips.
Lykes

Grill Franks! •3»»
Oscar Mayer Regular or Thick

Sliced Bacon 52»
Sunyland Regular, Beef or Thick

Sliced Bologna p.'g

Swift's Premium or Lazy Maple
Sliced Bacon J,;!!

Armour Star Meat or Beef
Hot Dogs 1^9.

2lb

Funk&Wignalls

Family Library
ofGreat Music.

RIPE,SWEET, TASTY

Honeydews

each$429
for I

Plants & Flowers

Colorful Bouquet of Fresh Cut
iwi*Carwllotw ...

Serve Chilled, GaNo't
Rhine Wine 101 r,T $589

Cheese RiClieese

BLUE BONNET
REGULAR

Margarine
Quarters

2 99

^1 99«

CM* wv*ewi*

8-ct.
can 89«

Blue Bonnet

Spread
Ballard's Buttermilk

Biscuits
Pillsbury's Crescent
Dinner Rolls
Assorted Yoplait

Yogurt 3 ? $129
Pasteurized Process Cheese Spread
Kraft Velveeta Lt/ M8»
Dairi-Fresh

Half & Half "cT 99«

Kraft Individually-Wrapped

Cheese Food
Sliced American.... SS: •I*'
Kraft Sliced Cheese
Old English 99*
Kraft Casino Brand

Swiss Cheese 'H':
Wisconsin Cheese Bar
Shredded Ctraese

Mozzarella or
Sharp Cheddar tk«. 'I^^
Wisconsin Cheese Bar
Monterey Jack, Medium Cheddar,
Mild Cheddar Longhorn or

Mozzarella pK°g

Dairi-Fresh Pineapple or Chive
Cottaoe ChAMA 'b' fiot

"The Natural Snack"
Thompson White
Seedless Grapes . T 69«
Serve With Cheese Sauce
"Sno-White" Western
Cauliflower If^Sd 99*
Publix Brand ChlHed
Orange Juice ?51 •2*»
Tasty Northwest
Prune Plums 39«
All Purpose
Red Potatoes ...5 & 79«
Zesty Yellow
Cooking

Mountain Grown, Ripe,
Juicy Green (150 Size)
Bartlett
Peal's 10 ,0,

Good Baked or Candied
"New Crop"
Sweet Potatoes... T 19«
(Medium Size) Taaty
Tomatoes 3o«
Florida (Large Size) '

*

Avocados
. 69«

Florida Seediass
Limes A oQ«
"Sun World" Brand
Green Onions 590
(Regular Price $2.09), (16-oz. Jar)
Jgwnii^^F^hDressing get i
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STROHS BEER
(REGULAR OR LIGHT)

m

12 oz Returnable Bottles

Q Omdy fH Candy ^
1 0 '

2 OZ . Tootsie Roll Midgees

or7'/2-oz. . .

Tootsie Pops bJST 89*
Delicious ( 1 -oz. box) ^
Cracker Jacks VS: 79*
Candy Corn, Mellowcreme Pumpkins,

Indian Corn, Autumn Mix,

Jelly Beans or MeHowcremes _
Brach'8 Candy 79*

SAVE $1.00, Teknor Apex

Reinforced (50-ft. • %-inch) .

Garden Hose "S? 'S^
SAVE $1.50. Melnor

(2400-sq. ft. area)

Oscillating ^
Sprinkler VS!" •S**

GREEN GIANT

FRENCH STYLE. CUT

OR KITCHEN SLICED

SCHOLL

SASHAY SANDALS
n

y I MCRPilR

PEPSI, SEVEN-UP

DMt Pspsi

n

y

Eight

Pack

COWPARE AT S22 95

ASSORTED VARIETIES

OF TOTINO'S FROZEN

Party Pizzas

.eg.

pkg. ^^^7

THIS AD
EFFECTIVE:
THURSDAY
SEPT. 23
THRU

WEDNESDAY
SEPT. 29,

1982 . .

.

CLOSED
SUNDAY

16 07 Returnable Bottles

SAVE 70<|!,

(25<; OFF LABEL)
REGULAR OR MINT

Aim
Toothpaste

e < « $409
tube

Frozen Foods

A MINT

Green Beans

SWEET PEAS, CREAM
STYLE OR WHOLE

KERNEL GOLDEN CORN

16-oz

cans

(BONUS PACK) Sunshine CooMm
CMp-A-Rooa .r?SrMw
Sunshine

WhaatWaffars
Snack'n Sesame or Snaek'n Ort|pn

SunaMne Crackers
Sunshine Tasty Snack Crackers
Cheei-Ira bo«

ICS

wist 7-et. Sour Craam or
7H-oz.Rk|oies
Potato Chips VlS.*i
Publix Special Recipe
100% Stone Ground _
Whole Wheat Bread . "fSl 59*
Skippy's Creamy or Chunky
Peanut Butter m^i*^
Green Giant's SHcad or Whole
Mushrooms
Ocean Spray

Cnm^apeMem tlT
Swasweet

,

Prune Juice B9<^

Tackles Grease & Dirt, (70c Off Label)

Bra Detergent

Poloer's

Flaked Coffee *£r H»
Taster's Choice Decaf

Instant Coffee "S?

O & C French Fried

Onions *^73«
Green Giant

Three Bean Salad . 8V
Assorted Varieties of Purina 100

Cat Food .^22r 33*
Soap
Irish Spring
For Mnrndry Use.

Dynamo"

SAVE 390. Breakfast Chjb

Concentrate

Orange Juice 3?.^«2^»
Good Humor Chocolate Chip

Ice Cream
Sandwich 'SS: »2*»

Ore Ida's

Crispers V^,' 59*
K/IcKenziG

Vegetable Gumbo. 79*
Bridgford

Parkerhouse
Rolls '5;^ 79«
Mrs. Paul's Supreme Light Batter

Fish FilleU 99*

ASSORTED FLAVORS
OF PUBLIX PREMIUI^

HealttftBMBty

SAVE 80c, PuWix

Baby Shampoo. 99«

Ice Cream

.... 81*
Off Label)

800 OFF
With This Coupon ONLY

Cepacol
Mouthwash
18-oz. bot.
(Ensctiv* S«pl. 23-2«, 1M2)

70$ OFF
With This Coupon ONLY
Nivea

Lotion
10-oz. boL

o (ENwItMU0L 19-N, 1*«t)

HELLMANN'SREAL

Mayonnaise

32-oz.$449

PUBUX
RESERVES
THE RIGHT
TO LIMIT

QUANTITIES
SOLD

NESTLES
SEMI-SWEET

3' <V'^"»'s*'"^!!?52^
.

Chocolate
Morsels

0. $ 4 79
bag

1200 OFF
I With This Coupon ONLY

I
ADC, Regular,

I Drip or Elec. Perk
I Maxwell House Coffee
1 1-lb. bag
S (Eff«cUv* S«pt. 23-29, 1982)

?0»OMIO00tOOOOOfltt00MftlM0MttWMtM

^fl5ai6a»m56l5>6WmUiHWH6a

[ 200 OFF
: With This Coupon ONLY

\
Regular, Drip

: or Elec. Perk

I
Folger's Coffee

I 1-lb. can
I (Etfacliv* Sapt 23 29. 1982)

iflOOOOflOOOOOOOOflOttOOOOQO OOOOOOOOOOQOQOOO^

s
I

NaplSma 'SS^-M**
Mr. Big . . ^

.

White Towels i^'M" Lg
Mr. Big _
Bathroom Tiaaue

Folding TabI*

vwmSSO
m tapes

GatefoMI
Folding ClMir

S999
with SSO tapes

t3 49wiirtnopufcnase

cosco

A«*l»«>ieor-iy.nVWu5.» Magie, Ma-KX- Puioa.^^ Aiacr,^,* Cay S- John Oov* Co<on*« Stmaro*. .na Leor Counr«s

-LAST 10 DAYS-

6-roll

pkg.
ITfMaoiiMK

Start awrino your ragiator tapM now.

LaM day for tMo apodal oNor to Octobw 2nd.

(70<t OFF LABEL)
TIDE'S IN . . DIRT'S OUT

Tide
Detergent

Publix

17 1-02.

box 029

K Mart Plaza

1719 ApaadM PkMy.

westiiood Center

2020 M. Pcnsacola St

Killearn Ceiter

S4IS TlNBaSVttlt Rd.

NorthNood Mall

1940 N. Monroe St.

THIS AO GOOD AT THESE lOCATIONS ONLY;

Love? Try

'hypothalmic

neural activity'

PACIFIC NEWS SFRV IC F

You may think it's a

matter of personality, looks

or aftershave lotion, but

researchers are saying love

is just a quiver in your

pituitary gland. Scientists at

John Hopkins medical

school say L-O-V-E should

really be called

"hypothalmic neural

activity" — a chemical

reaction in the brain. Dr.

John Money says patients

who have had their

pituitaries removed retahi

normal sexual functions,

but are ''romantically

inert." Money admits there's

a lot more research to be

done, but he's pretty sure of

one thing: Love doesn't

come from the heart.

• ••

Watch out, Barbara

Cartland: The Gothic

romance is getting steamier.

America's mass market

paperback companies are

indulging in a veritable orgy

of what they call "erotica,**

a mingling of soft core and

romance. While almost

every romance publisher is

making the leap to more

explicit sex, the rules they

follow are just as strict as

those governing the gothics.

Rape, incest and S&M are

taboo, but a few light kinks

are okay, and definitely in is

the "rmnage a trois.
*'

• mm

What do presidents talk

about when they're posing

for pictures in the Oval

Office? Last week, as

Philippine President

Ferdinand Marcos and

President Reagan sat

smiling for the

photographers, they

compared assassination

attempts. "The bullet

ricocheted off the

automobile and flattened

out like a dime and hit me,**

Reagan told Marcos.

Reagan then asked Marcos

how many times he had

survived attempts on his

life. "Five times," said

Marcos, still smiling.

• • •

The Food and Drug
Administration is a little

nervous about sweat.

Specifically, the feds are

worried that some people

are using anti-perspirant

sprays all over their bodies,

instead of just their

underarms. That can

interfere with the body's

natural cooling system,

causing shortness of breath.

So the FDA is proposing a

label on aerosol cans,

saying, *'Apply to

underarms only.**
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Listen to the siren's song
BY JIM MAHORNER
SPFCIALTOTHfTFLAMBEAU

Bewitching?

Maybe that's not quite the right word for

Pulsallama's spooky single, "The Devil

Lives in My Husband's Body." But there is

something enchanting • about the

combination of beguiling rhythms and siren

voices, a quality shared with new releases

by Bananarama and the Tom-
Tom Club.

"The Devil..." is the quirkiest of the lot,

its raft of percussive effects conjuring

exotic images and faraway places. That's no
surprise for anyone famiUar with the Y
Records label. The same folks who give you
Pulsallama also launched the harrowing

Pop Group ("We Are All Prostitutes") and-

the aggressive jazz of Rip, Rig and Panic.

Pulsallama is as far from the pop

mainstream as earlier Y releases, but it's a

lot less ferocious. The shifting rhythms and

syncopated beats of the record have the air

of ritual, like the soundtrack to a National

Geographic special on primitive religion.

And using a whole range of percussion

instruments instead of just drums to lay

down basic tracks brings the record a fresh,

unfamiliar sound.

The invasion of the primitive into the

modern world isn't just musical;

Pulsallama's eerie lyrics detail the

possession of surburban husband Donidd

by some demonic dog spirit. When doctors

decide Donald's condition is beyond the

ken of psychiatry (and health insurance),

his spouse is forced to turn for help to

Hilda, the witch next door.

Irony and etfanomusicology dance a pas

de deux; symbolism sambas with absurdity

like Carl Jung playing a practical joke.

Uncompromising, the record resonates in

some hidden corner of the soul.

The Tom-Tom Club's latest, a remake of

"Under the Boardwalk," resonates in the

corner of the soul where nostalgia reigns,

the vocal trio led by Talking Head Tina
Weymouth is defiantly toneless. This is

singing degree zero, calling on our own
memories of the Drifters' original to

"finish" the song for us.

MUSIC
Music in the passive voice, it creates a

startling tension. No matter how many
times you hear this record, you're surprised

by what you don't hear. And delighted by
what you do; "Under the Boardwalk"
blurs the line between rhythm and melody,

borrowing effects from Jamaican reggae to

create music as vivid as the singing is

blank.

*«UBitrm Boanhraik'* is form without

substance, beauty without matter. And
after all the metaphysics, it's fun.

*' Really Saying Something" by
Bananarama is fun, too. The all-woman

vocal trio performs the tune, written by

Motown stalwarts Nomum Whitlield and
Eddie Holland much in the style of Phil

Spector'i early <60s girl groups. But the

musical backing, supplied by ex-Spedals

Fun Boy Three, is lilting ska.

The cross-cultural result is delightful,

with plenty of room for the sweet

harmonies of Keren, Siobhan and Sarah

and the rythmic excursions of Lynval, Terry

and Neville. It may not be on the radio in

America yet, but it sure is pop.

Spin-offs that didn't quite spin
BY FRANK YOUNG
FLAMBEAU STAFF WRITER

Prime-time TV is a creative nightmare.

The amount of new material TV demands
forces a literal mountain of ideas to flow

forth from the fevered minds of the video

scripters. Good ideas are hard to fmd, and
if a solid thought springs forth, Videoland's

grinning producers will gladly attempt to

make lightning, that old standby, strike

twice.

Many spin-offs never leave the

conceptual stage. Some, such as Lou Grant

and Archie Bunker's Piace^ are hks, but for

every spin-off success, there are a dozen

failed ones. The big producers don't think

much of off-the-wall ideas, and anything

that's not on the norm is immediately

bumped. It's a pity, because some of the

oddball spinoff concepts are far more
interesting than their video progenitors.

Here, for your ediflcation, are a few of

Teeveeland's spin-off rejects, from
Hollywood's legendary "Warehouse of Bad
Ideas" (located corner of 32nd and Vine).

Eb - This attempted Green Acres spinoff

casts that lovable yokel farmhand, Eb (Tom
Lester), as a hick-town hopeful trying, with

the help of one **Ratso" Haney (Pat

Buttram), to make it as alitistleronNew

York's 42nd Street. The show's production

halted when its creators confessed they'd

stolen the idea from the controversial 1969

film Midnight Cowboy. "We didn't think

anyone would still remember," one of them

later commented.

Hello» Sir Larry! • Laurence Olivier was

to have further tarnished his dbtingubhed

career with this series, starring as a wealthy

Broadway actor who adopts two lively

black youths. In the first episode, Sir Larry

was to have produced a street-wise version

of As You Like It.

Love Building - This show, set in

Tallahassee, would have told a different

romantic story each week among the

computers and calculators of FSU's own
math department. Production problems
sabotaged this series. Someone reportedly

unplugged something.

IT'SA JOKE, SON
Haziel '82 - In this updated version of

Hazel, Shirley Booth, as America's favorite

servant, would have eared for doddmng Mr.
B. (Don DeForre), whose alcoholic wife

(Whitney Blake) deserted him for a wealthy

Jell-O executive. Harold, his son (Bobby
Buntrock), now punk-rocker "Stiv"
Baxter, rapidly squanders the family

fortune. Famous playwright Tennessee
WOUams wrote several scripts, but the show
was called off when no one really wanted to

do it after all.

Onionhead Revisited - In this rare PBS
spinoff, Andy Griffith would have recalled

his youthful days in Mayberry, and his

intimate relationship with Barney Fife (Don
Knotts), which nobody understood.

Apocalypse NH)*W - This program,
intended to capture M*A*S*H's audience,

suffered severe problems when Marlon
Brando was unavailable to re-create his film

role as Col. Kurtz. Jackie Gleason and Art

Carney (as the pursuer, Norton), were

quickly hired. A sample synopsis: "Norton
tries to convince Kurtz to come out of
hiding long enough to accompany him to a
Saigon bowling tournament."

It's a wonder why these spin-off ideas

didn't make it. They were probably either

too good or too silly for television.

Hmmm...

MADE WITH 100^0^^
REAL CREAM CHEESE
(6-INCH SIZE), HEAVY

Cheese
Cake

Almond
Crescents

40^for

PWnorNut(8.oz.8lxa)

Sponge Cak*

Water Rolls
ao^J-tf 79

Challah
WIttiRaWiM

$|S9p«r
kMl

FLAKY PUFF PASTRY
FILLED WITH

CRISPY APPLES

Apple Strudel
Slices

2 75*

FILLED WITH CINNAMON
AND PLUMP. JUICY

RAISINS. {14-OZ. SIZE)

Cinnamon
Raisin Rolls

6 *139

(flWlar$1.29)

Crunch
Cake Donuts

(Abov* lt«m Alto AvailabU at

_ Stores wnhout Hot Bekeriet)

(Above Nmn AIM AvaNeble at I

WnhoulHotBakarles)

Danish Bakory

Reserves the Right

to Limit Quantities Sold
THIS AD

VnCTIVC:
THURSDAY

WesnVOOD CENTER

KIILEARN CENTER

THIS AO COOO AT THiM (OCATIONS ONIY

THRU
HORTHWOOD MALL "^^^^^y

K-MART PLAM ims../
CLOSED

"Msrvea tharngM SUNDAY
teUmii

liiiiiiWSilfafitiitii
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FAMU hosts Seminole Day
BY SYDNAE WILLIAMS

H.AMBKAII STAFF WRITER

Ever wonder what Florida A&M
University's Bragg Stadium has to boast

about?

This Saturday's FAMU football game is

the chance for Seminole season ticket

holders to discover just what head coach

Rudy Hubbard's 2-0 Rattlers are all about,

as the Rattlers host Seminole Day.

An added bonus is that this match-up

between FAMU and Grambling State

University (2-0) could be a historic event.

Grambling head coach Eddie Robinson will

join the few coaches ever to win 300 games
in a career if he posts a win in Tallahassee

over FAMU.
Seminole Day is the brainchild of

I AMU's Athletic Director Roosevelt

Wilson.

•'What we're trying to do is cultivate a

relationship between Florida State

University and FAMU," said Wilson.

With FSU's football game being played

out of town this weekend in Hattiesburg,

Miss., it would be a great opportunity to

welcome FSU's loot ball fans onto FAMU's
campus, said Wilson.

People with season tickets have already

exhibited their interest in football, so

Seminole season ticket holders were a

logical target for his promotion, Wilson

said.

Many, including Wilson, speculate that

FSU supporters don't come out to FAMU
games because of fears or myths.

One of these myths is that FAMU
football is an interior product. Wilson

hopes his idea — come see for yourself —
will compel people to come to Bragg
Stadium. Once they have attended a game
their myths and fetrs will be dispeHed md
they will want to return.

"It's an attempt to provide an incentive

for Seminole tans to come and see that

FAMU football has a lot of offer," Wilson

said.

"Seminole Day is actually a goodwill

gesture," said Herb Reinhard, assistant

sports information director at FAMU. He
said the two universities have a lot of

curiosity and mixed feelings between th«n
and Seminole Day is a step toward unity.

In the past, one of the problems has been

that when the two universities were in the

same stadium or gym they were pitted

against each other.

Seminole Day may give the two
universities a chance to pull together for a
win over Grambling, Wilson said.

"In this town we have to rely on the same

people as FSU for support." Wilson said.

FAMU students have mixed feelings

about the event. One of the first things a

FAMU student asked is, "What are they

going to do for us?"

"We're not doing them a favor," said

Wilson. "The logic is that they (FSU fans)

love a good football game and we have the

opportunity to offer them one of the better

games this season in return for support,"

he continued.

"What we're doing is trying to cultivate a
relationship, increase our attendance and
promote our product —

- football," said

Wilson.

A variable that Wilson hadn't expected

was the decision by WCTV (Channel 6) to

broadcast Saturday's Seminole game in

Mississippi to the Tallahassee area.

Roosevelt

Wilson

That decision may undermine the success

of Seminole Day because there is a time

conflict. Both games wiH begin at 7 p.m.

Before deciding to allow WCTV to air

the Seminoles game, FSU first got

permission from FAMU in accordance with

a NCAA rule that prohibits the televising of

a game within a 75-mile area of a live game,

Wilson said. Although this rule has yet to

be dedded FSU asked FAMU's permission.

The intention of the rule is to prevait

televised games from lessening attendance

at hve games.

Another concern is that if too many FSU
fans turn out for the Rattlers game there

could be a seating problem. The FAMU vs.

Grambling game is expected to be a sell-out

and if Seminole Day is too successful that

would mean a displacement ofFAMU fans.

"We are not in any way going to slight

our fans," said Reinhard. There will be a

limited number of tickets on sale today for

the Seminole Day event.

All Seminole season coupon holders

planning to attend Seminole Day should

present their season books at the Floridia

A&M Ticket Booth today~ the last day to

purchase the football tickets at the discount

price.

Wilson said the Seminole supporters that

do come to the game will be acknowledged

and welcomed. The FSU/FAMU grudge

has been carried too long. "You've got to

start somewhere," said Wilson.

Court sides with NCAA
FROM STAFF REPORTS

Yesterday the 10th District Court of

Appeals overturned a lower court decision

that said colleges own their television

broadcasting rights and did not need the

NCAA to negotiate their contracts.

The lower court decision would have

opened up a sellers' market with colleges

selling their football games to the highest

bidder. It would have also nullified NCAA
rules concerning the number of television

appearances a school is allowed.

The suit was brought against the NCAA

by the University of Georgia Athletic

Association and the University of

Oklahoma Board of Regents.

Less than a week after the lower court

decided in favor of the schools, the NC^AA
placed Georgia on one year's probation for

football recruiting violations. The
probation does not include sanctions

related to television appearances or post-

season bowl games.

The court said it would hear arguments

regarding the appeal beginning Nov. \5.

VISA WC ACCEPT
lE?-jfe^ VISA &
LMASTERCARD

GORDON^

GORDONS

GIN
33.8 OUNCES

(1 LITER)

DisnuiD

Gin
"

SCHENLEY

VODKA
33.8 OUNCES

(1 LrTER)

BACARDI LIGHT

RUM
33.8 OUNCES

(1 LITER)

BActRP'

KAHLUA
COFFEE

LIQUEUR
A 25.4 OUNCES

(750 ML)

Ek^ ot ih«se adveittMd
Items IS required toM readily

ivaiiabie tor sale at Dt beia*
•fie aovenisefl pnci >n mc
Aoenson s store eicepi as

>pecit<cally noted in tnis ad

RAIN CHECK
We strive 10 have on nand

'.utiicieni siocii 0* Mveiised
Tierchandise i' »0' a'»v 'ea

ion *e are ou? o* siocn a
HAiN ,' meck be 'SSueo
""iOi.ng you to Ouy ine 'ter^

»• me advertised price as
v: 0' 15 't Decodes avanaOif

Ned., Stpt. 29, 1982

MONROE STREEI
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'discwasher

$10.95
Coupon Expires Sept. 30.

1

Reg. 16.50 • Coupon Expires Sept. 30, 1982
625 W. Tennessee - 224-2635

(Across from Bullwinkle's)

5c A Foot For

SPEAKER WIRE
18 Guage (Limit 50 feet)

Reg. iOt a foot • Coupon expires Sept. 30, 1982

625 W. Tennessee - 224-2635

(Across from Bullwinl<le's)

MoNdAy — pRidAy

9 A.M. — 4 p.M.
ClAssifiEd Ads

720 Union

Ad DEAdliNE 2 dAys bEpORE

For SaU R^imt

V/%% fixtd assumaM*. 1«M sq. ft.

CwstMR bum Homt N.I. POMlM*.
•wmrfhiancin*. Call m-2Sft.

rf ( speaker stands with purctiase of
Pioneer stereo cabinet. On rollarswith
gidss door & glass top tlOO. Call
Pat 386 7801.

GARELLI MOPED, GOOD COND. A
VERY RELIABLE $200 OR iPtT
OFFER. CALL 224-3733.

YAiMAHA PLUTC I17S
iXCILLSNT CONDITION
PLCASe CALLm-WM

GIRL'S TAKARA 10-SPEEO
GOOD CONDITION $50

FOR SALE OR RENT! 1 FULLSIZE
RED. COMFT.. NEGOTIABLE. CALL
575 94M, ASK FOR BUD.

Four I BAA Selectric typewriters $275
S32Seacti. Other office models for $80.
Lots Of free ribbons. 576-6555.

63" Jobo Prof. Honeycomb Water Ski

& case $12.5, Vitamaster excercise bike
$60, George Was^iburn Guitar d CSM
bran new $200. Ptione 878 3457.

Full Size bed w/headboard and
m«tchin« 9 drawer dresser. All good
condition, $100. Rob 224-5501.

1 BSR AAacDonald record ctianger w/
Stiure cartridge and dust cover $35,
1 Realistic 8-track play deck $20,
2 Criterion booKshelf Speakers $10
each, 1 6-strlng guitar $30. Call
385 5592

Round trip plane ticket: Tampa -

Tallatiassaa» Sept. SN. Call 575-1M4

F B COUPONS - ALSO DORM LOFT
w/ 3 ply carpet & padding, sturdy
stiolf, & ladder. Gail 5751181 eves.

RXTRA LOW PRICES ON 6UITARS
A BANJOS. MANY 1/2 PRICE.
PRICES START AT $25. RENTALS
$10 MO. LESSONS $15-3 WK
COURSE.
SCOTT TENNYSON OUITAR
SERVICES 1304 N. Monroe 224-3361.

POLAROID ONE STEP CAMERA
WITH FLASH UNIT. 1 YEAR OLD

LIKE NEW. $4$ OR B.O.
CALL 222-6730 EVENINGS

SOLID \WOODTABLEWITN
4 CHAIRS & GLASS COVER

$250.00

CAU.224-0«70 8 to S OR
AFTER S •71-2692. CAREY

FOR SALE:
MATIC 400CC.
CONDITION

1900 HONDA AUTO-
4,000 MILES, GREAT

386 ^I? AFT f R b PM.

CycUs

3 BR 1 BATH,2WEEKS FREE
KITCHEN FURNISHED. 5 MILES
OFF CAMPUS. $295 MO. AFTER 5

CALLvn-ma. list deposit.

545 OAKLAND, FURNISHED 2 BR
TOWNHOUSE 1 BLK. FROM MYERS
PARK.S320MO. 3I5-2666.

helpneededi
wholesale drink sellers

FAMU 1981 home games at Bragg
Stadium. Toapply call S7S-4n2 A laava
ttie following info: name, address,
work A home phone #, age, height A
and weight. Rules: must bt at least
5 feet tall. Trays of drinks sell for $17 •

20 drinks to a tray. Sailers must have
their own change A apron. Exparlance
helps, but not necessary. Written
inquiries Regency Concessionaires
P.O. Bex 6314, Tallahassee, FL 32381

ROOMS FOR RENT FOR SPRING
TERM NO HARD PARTIERS. CALL
STEVE 575 3288.

3 bdrm. apt. across from Law School.
Hardwood floors, fireplace, ceiling
fans, central heat, fenced in yard.
Available now. $375 per month
•93^005 or 224-5151 aftar 6.

Chateau De Roi Apts. Walk to FSU
511 N. Woodward, 1 BR turn,- sound
proof, pool, laundry, cable 8i util. incl.

except elec. $225 mo. Call Res Mgr
222 8428.

HELP WANTED
We need a typesetter for ad copy

Morning hours—part time. Approx 15
hours a week. Experience prefered.
Pay negotiable. Call 644-5744 ask for
Darryl or George or fill out an
application at 206 N. Woodward.

Bgual Oppartimity Empleyor

need a FEMALE DRIVER/
ASSISTANT FOR PR MAN. MUST
HAVE GOOD DRIVING RECORD &
SMAL ECONOMICAL CAR. THUR,
FRI & SAT FROM 5PM - MIDNITE!
$100 WK & GAS. CALL 224-6312 FOR
APPOINTMENT & INTERVIEW.
ASK FOR ALBERT E. DEFINA.

Yahama 50cc, only 1400 campus miles,
incl. helmet, basket, lock chain. Show
room condition. Ph. 385 9091 nites.

75 HONDA 12SGOOO SHAPE
OREAT FOR AROUND TOWN
$175OR BEST O^PJER 224-4233.

1981 HONDA CUSTOM
BxcatlORt condition. $3M8.80
or bast affar. Call avanings

3I5-2S18

76 KAWASAKI S80
$«8IOR BEST OFFER
MUST SELL 3t5-98S4

78 RD400 YAMAHA, IMMACULATE
13,800 milas, chambers, shocks,
EXTRAS. S76-S88SAFT-BVN.

WANTEd Services

Fm rm for new houao, 10 min drive
fr/FSU, $100 A sh. Of Ut., nonsmkr, no
pats. Call 575-1376 after 4 or 5.

FM RMMT FOR 3BR HOUSE
ONLY 2 BLOCKS FROM CAMPUS

$120 MO. A ' 3 UTIL. 575-5706

M RMMT FOR 3BDR 2BATH HOUSE
2 BLOCKS FROM FSU $92/MO A
UTIL. CALL 224 0295.

Non-smoker to share 2 br apt.
Partially furn., washer & dryer, 2 mi.
from FSU. $155 mo. & Vj util. Call
575-6636 after 4. DAVID

Wanted: Rmmt. to share 2 bdrm house
2 fireplaces $158 mo. util. Close to
FSU. Call 224-62S4. Ser. inq. only.

Need ml. rmmt. to share a 1 br furn
apt at Hilltop Apts. 411 Chapel Dr.
$105 mo & y-2 util. Come by apt. 414.

WANTED: TUTOR FOR MATH 1132
SALARY NEGOTIABLE
CALL KIM AT 644-1352.

RMMT. NEEDED TO SHARE NEW
HOUSE WITH MALE LAW STUDENT.
QUIET AND COMFORTABLE. 575-5691

FEMALE RMMT NEEDED TO
SHARE NICE 2BDRM APT CLOSE
TO FSU. MUST ENJOY PETS AND
LIFE. CALL 576 1445 FOR A GREAT
DEAL. CALL 878 9372 AFTER 5 ON
MWF. ASK FOR KATHY.

Clean, serious F or M to share plush
furnished Westwood condo. Pool, own
room & bath Rates negot. 576 9409.

F rmmt share 1 br furn apt, ac, pool.
$115 mo & ' 2 util. 5 min from FSU.
Call Amy 224 2871. Town & Campus.

Non-smoking female to share nice
2-brm. apt. near hospital. Only
$105.00 mo. A v, utt. 224-M19.

Roomate wanted for 4 br iNHise only 10
min. from FSU - Car required.
Responsible person only. Completely
furn. Call Dave or Mark for Intarviaw,
386-7629.

M OR F RMMT FOR 2BDR HOUSE
GREAT LOCATION $10Q/MO A UTIL
HURRY I CALL PETE 386-5415.

Male Roommate needed for Ig. 2 br, 2

bath apt l block from campus.
CaM :)} itih

Help
WANTcd

Need Marketing or PR student to act
as campus rep. for national public
relations firm. Call Brad 324-5386.

ANIMAL KINGDOM AUDIO (AKA)
Main System

2500 watts 24 channels - 4 submixes
4 way electronic crossover 10 band
graphic eq echo 12 cabinets 2 horns

Monitor System
1000 watts 4 JBL, 2 Altec monitors

Lighting System
17,000 watts 15 PARS - 2 allipsoidal
spots four 15 ft. trees 40 ft. truss A
rigging (up to 35 ft. high)

For rental Info, call S7S-26W

Profostional typing. IBM Corr. Sel.

Term papers, tttaaas, dinartations.
Near Northwood Mall. 385-0481

.

LEARrTrOSATL
FREE SAILING LESSONS

COME BY 221 BEL TONITE 7:30

DID YOU KNOW YOU CAN HAVE
HIGH BLOOD PRESSURE AT ANY
AGE WITHOUT SYMPTOMS? FREE
BLOOD PRESSURE SCREENINGS
TODAY, RM. 423 HEALTH CENTER.
ALSO PHYSICAL CONDITIONING
AND NUTRITION COUNSELING
AVAILABLE. SPONSERED BY THE
AED PRE MED HONOR SOCIETY.

TYPING AND CORRECTIONS
FROM98dFCRPAOB
878-3210 AFTER 3 PM.

TYPING LET ME MAKE YOUR
WORK LOOK GOOD!
DISSERTATIONS, RESUMES,
EDITING. 878-2231.

Impeccable typing on word
processorMasters Degree. 10 + yrs.
Experience writing, editing. Typing.
575-4422

TYPING. MONDAY THROUGH
FRIDAY. PHONE 386-3759,
9 A.M. -3 P.M.

Complete range of proofreading,
editing, typing services at low rates.

385 1020 AFTER 3 pm.

EXPERT CARPENTRY
Miscellaneous handiwork.

Free Estimates.
Satisfaction assured.

Call Glen at tn-8079 or 878-1544.

IMPROVE YOUR -GRADESl
Research Catalog - 306 pages - 10,728

- topics - Rush $1.00. Box 2S097C, Los
Angeles, CA 90025. (213) 477-8226.

TYPING IBM SELECTRIC 3
FAST. EFFICIENT -EDITINGI

800 pg. call 222-7629, AFTER NOON
WE SELL, SERVICE, AND PAY
TOP CASH FOR YOUR AIR-
CONDITIONERS. S7S-9S62.

A PRO TO TYPE- your thesis, term
papers, dissertations, etc. Call Va.
Wallace, 877 4900, eve/wk ends.

* * * OUITAR LESSONS * * *
CLASSICAL AND POP

BEGINNER-ADVANCED
SPECIAL STUDENT RATES
ALISON BERT, 644-5659

PIANO LESSONS AVAILABLE
FROM FSU MUSIC MAJOR. CALL
222 0639 IF INTERESTED.

CLASSICALGUITAR LESSONS
(BM BOST. CONS. OF MUS.,
MM. CAND. IN PERF. FSU)
NOW ACCEPTING STUDENTS OF
ALL LEVELS. SPECIAL STUDENT
RATES. CALL 224 3037 FOR A
FREE APPIONTMENT.

Body repair on all makes / models.
Painting, fiberglass work, elec.
windows, leaks... Reasonable rates.
Call Ralph after 5:00 p.m. 576-3958.

"Dissert., Theses, student papers.
You'll get good vibrations when you
bring your typing to us. Former
admins, sec'y 8. good speller.
Reasonable Rates. L. Durbin. 878-2260
No calls after 10 p.m.

BOOKKEEPER EXPERIENCED
IN ACCOUNTS PAYABLE,
RECEIVEABLB. TAXES, AND
PAYROLL AVAILABLE FOR PART-
TIME OR CONTRACT WORK. CALL
222-7798.

COSTUMES FOR RENT
A large selection of COSTUMES
including gowns for Homecoming
Queens, for rent 877 8068 aft 4 30

PersonaIs
if E R I N K it

so MUCH I NEED TO SAY; LET ME
SHOW YOU I LUV Ul JOHN B.

PI KAPPA ALPHA -vs- LAMBDA CHI
ALPHA: Football game today at 4 pm.
Get PSYCHED and choar the PIKBS
onto VICTORY!

DANCE TIL YOU DROP
tba HOLLYWOOD TURNUPS
atSMITTY'S FRI. A SAT.

PERFORMERS: Be in the right place
at the timel Students win cash,
scholarships, auditions by major
companies, a tour of Europe or the
Orient. Enter A.C.T.S., Box 3ACT,
NMSU, Las Cruces, N.M. 88003, (505)
646-4413.

All RAINBOW GIRLS who would like
' info, on Sigma Tau Alpha Sorority,
call 893-4759 or 877 3090

WOMEN'S WT. LOSS CLASS.
IDENTIFY A WORK THRU CAUSES
OF OVERWT. CALL 877-3183.

DANCE A THEATRE STUDENTS
Take bag. tap - Tues. nItes 7:30

1232TIMBERLANE ROAD
Teacher studied with Honi Coles.
For mere info. - Call Jan 878-63S2.

THE JAZZBERRY PATCH
2720 Blairstone Rd. - 877-9443

SUNDAY BRUNCH
Choice of Omelets $4.95
Crab-Asparag,us-Cheese

Seafood-Cheese r •

Broccoli-Cheese , , '^1'^ ru\

Vefeetable-Cheese
11:30-2:00

FREE CHAMPAGNE FOR MONTH OF
Meals includ* fresh fruit. biscuits.

JAM SESSION 2^ p.m..

Crab Louis

Shrimp Salad

Tuna Salad

E^^s Benedict

E^s Florentine

E^s & Sausage

SEPTEMBER
pastry juics

DOROTHY,
I LOVE YOUt BE MY WIFE.

MIKE

Beat Mark O'Brien in the fastest
swim, run, bike in the South, Sat.,

Oct. 9 FSU Reservation Race 9 am.
Deadline entry mail Sept. 30, $10 each.
Fla. League of Aquatics, Rt. 22 Box 30
Tallahassaa, Fl.^1.

FREE PREGNANCYTEST
Abortion, Gynecology, Psych. Couns.
Call N. Fla. Women's Haaint and
Counseling. 877-3183.

GET FREE FPIRG BROCHURES!
PROTECT YOURSELF FROM
LOSING YOUR SECURITY
DEPOSIT. AVOID AUTO REPAIR
RIPOFFS. LEARN WHERE THE
BEST BUYS ARE. FREE
GROCERY, BANKING AND
CHECKING SURVEYS. PICK UP
INFO AT FPIRG OFFICE 215
UNION. FPIRG CONSUMER-
TENANT HOTLINE # IS 644 4884.

FREE PREGNANCYTEST
Abortion, gynecology, birth control,
infection checks a mental health
counseling. Low cost Professional
services. Strictly confidential. For
appiontmant call No. Fla. Women's
Health A Counseling. 877-3183.
~~ INTERESTED IN

~"

FREE SAILING LESSONS
7:30 THURSDAY IN 221 BEL

Still looking for the right frizzy-haired
blonde. PLEASE: no airheads,
sorority or country girls. 100,000-f on
PAC-MAN a must. Serious inquiries
only will be answered. Call 222-0237
and leave message.

Business

PersonaIs
Shoeshine girl wanted. Apply between
2 and 4 today at Subway Station.

LEARN TO~SAIL
FREE SAILING LESSONS

COME BY 221 BEL TONIGHT 7:30

MILLER DRAFT SPECIAL!!
EVERY THURS NIGHT 9 2
40C GLASS -$2.25 PITCHER
THE PALACE SALOON

1303 JACKSON BLUFF ROAD
FACIAL -I- BODY HAIR REMOVAL
PERAAANENTLY BY ELECTROLYSIS
REGINA ARXER, ELECTROLOGIST
EUROPEAN DEEP CLEANING
FACIALS BY APPT. 222-3170.

* * *
FLYING HOME?

Holiday flights are already filling up.
Call or come by The Travel Canter for
lowest airfare anywhere. We can also
ticket reservations you made directly
with the airlines.

THE TRAVEL CENTER
University Union 2nd floor. 222-1192

* * * *
To RELIEVE TENSION & STRESS
Try MASSAGE THERAPY 222-0550
Registered Massage Therapist.

30# MILLER DRAFT ALL DAY
THURSDAY AT POGO'S

PINBALL PALACE ACROSS THE
STREET FROM BULLWINKLES.
THE L0N6BRANCH BAR A ORILL
THURSDAY LUNCH SPECIAL *

89d Staafcburgar A 2Sd Draft 11-2 pm.

FREE TAPE.DECK CLINIC
SEPTEMBER ONLY

WE WILL CLEAN, DEMAGNETIZE
AND INSPECT YOUR TAPE DECK
FREE OF CHARGE. COME BY OR
CALL THE STEREO STORE, 115 W.
TENN. IN THE TENNESSEE ST.
MUSIC MALL. PH 222 8346.

LIQUIDATION SALE 1

1

30 to 40% OFF
Sundaks, Belt, Javcea and Ootcha
All T-Shirts, Shoes, and Visors
Canvas Bags, FSU Tiddies, ate.
THE SAILOR'S CHOICE, INC.

2312 APALACHEE PARKWAY #3
TALLAHASSEE, FLA. 878-3555

TNT HIDEAWAY CANOE RENTAL
DIRECTLY ON WAKULLA RIVER
AND HWY 98

$5 up to 4 hrs 50c per cushion call

1-925 6412.

BEGINNING CLOGGING

With Don Shrum of the Straw Street
Cloggers. Fri, Sept 24, 7:00 p.m. at
Salter Danco Srhl $i >; Ciii fl7R 7667.

Lost &
FotNd

Lost: Small Sharp calculator br case
of sentimental value, near FSU
Library. Reward! Call Suzi 644-5375.

Lost: Blue A gray P. Cardin wallet
near Sallay Hall Sat. Reward- No
questions asked • Just want waHet A
dr. license back. Call Bill 644-6947.

LOST: WHITE SAMOYED PUPPY
Male 4 months, 30 lbs. with red collar.
Answers to "Rodney." Reward.
385 4354, if no answer, call 224 4920.

Lost: Prescription sunnglasses near
Fisher Lecture Hall on Man. If tound,
please call 575-5393.

Lost: Near Phyrst, Garnet Gold nap
sak, checks no good, reward intact
return to lost found or P.O. Box 6198

FOUND
Gold class ring on W. Call St. Call
576 4398.

FOUND RING IN SECTION 16
FOOTBALL STADIWM. CALL 222
4862.

NimiAiY^E

psu SMmM Karat! Cim

Classes on Tuesdays

and Thursdays 6-8 pm
208 Montgomery Gym

EwnroBi is Mfrtcon

A natural foods

restaurant

FREE GLASS OF WHITE WINE
with meal after 4 p.m.

Tues. -Fri. 11 -9p.m.
Sat. 9-12 noon.
Sun. 9-1 :30p.m.

224-2043
1932W.T«nn«ti««



'Nole netters in competitive form
BY CHARLES FLEET
FUMBCAU STAff WMTEI

The FSU men's tennis team kicks off its '82 fall schedule

this weeic as it travels to St. Augustine to play in the St.

Augustine Beach Invitational.

The Tribe v^ill compete in live more tournaments this fall

so they can be in competitive form when the spring dual

match season rolls around.

None of these

tournaments count on the

Seminoles' record but team

members can <mhance their

chances of being invited to

the NCAA Tournament in

the spring if they play well

in the fall.

The team faces a tough

challenge this season — to

better last season's record

tying 23-10 mark. Not since

1969, when head coach

Randy Jobson played, have

the Seminoles registered as

many wins in one year.

Jobson is now in his 8th season as a head coach.

Jobson was very pleased with the way things went last

season.

"Last season we tied the record for number of wins,

accomplished our goal of steady match winning percentage,

and won a number of close matdies we hadn't won in

years past," said Jobson.

With five netters returning who played in the top six at

some point last year, the 23-win record could be in

jeopardy.

Heading the group of returnees are two seniors, Marco
Abilhoa and Hernan Luque, who compiled outstanding

Marco Abilhoa

records last year.

Playing at the no. 1 singles spot, Abilhoa amassed a .686

winning percentage, was named Metro Conference MVP
for the second year in arow and was listed as one of the top
seventy collegiate players in the country by the
Intercollegiate Tennis Coaches Association.

Luque, at the no. 3 spot, had the best singles record on
the team, 26-10, and for his outstanding performance was
chosen MVP by his teammates.

Another top six player, John McLean, returns for his

senior year, the 1980 Metro champion at no. 2 singles and
the 1981 Metro fmalist at no. 3 singles, McLean was
hampered by injuries last year and was 9-12 in singles.

McLean is fully recovered and did well on the United States

Tennis Association's National Amateur Qrcuit during the
summer.

Sophomores Joey Rive and Scott Blessing round out the
list of returning starters.

Rive, rotating between the no. 4. 5 and 6 spots,compiled
an impressive 18-12 first yeur record before illness sidelined

him near the end of the season.

Blessing was asked to fill in for McLean and Rive when
they were injured and was the consolation bracket winner at
no. 5 singles in the Metro Championships.

Senior Shawn Kerns, freshman Jeff Horine and two
walk-ons will add depth to the experienced lineup.

Although FSU h«l an impressive dual match record last

season they sfipped to third place in the Metro Tournament
after winning it in '81. Jobson lists regaining the title as

one of his goals for the upcoming campaign as wdl as

reversuig some of the narrow defeats the team suffered last

season.

Jobson is optimistic that his team can £u;complish these

goals.

"This year if we keep healthy we will be in a much
stronger position (than last year)," he said.

Player strike claims first casualty
UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL

NLW YORK —Tonight Atlanta Falcons' game with the

Kansas City Chiefs became the first casualty of pro

football's $30-million-a-week strike Wednesday, and the

walkout seemed almost certain to extend through the

weekend.

As the game at Arrowhead Stadium in Kansas Qty was
dropped from millions of TV sets Thursday night, the

executive director of the striking NFL Players Association,

Ed Garvey, said it was unlikely the entire season would be
wiped out, however.

Nearl y 1.500 NFL players went on strike following

National Car Rental

Monday night's Green Baby Packers-New York Oiaats
game. Garvey said all but a handful of players were
participating in the walkout.

The Atlanta-Kansas City game officially **went off the

air" when a spokesman for the National Football League
announced that it would not be played because of the

players' strike.

ABC, which had been set to carry Thursday night's

game, will air "The Cheap Detective" as a replacement.
The network plans to fill its weekly Monday night sk>ts with
movies.

"we Feature CMCar^

i*e this Chevrolet cneveite

WEEKEND RATES: Rates apply

from 6 p.m. Thursday to €

p.m. sumiav. Offer good to

students, 18 ytaR oM or

more, student I D., valid

driver's license and cash

deposit (S100) required. You

pay for gas on this low rate

and return car to rentino

location. Rate is non-

discountable and subject to

change without notice.

Specific cars are subject to

availabilltY. You Mist make

reservaootis by caMng 57S-

4107.

SKCIAL RATE

WEEKEND

500 MILES FREEl

CALL NOW!

576-4107

National Car Rental

Available at

MUNICIPAL AIRPORT

Car Rental

Counter

For the finest sandwiches
and ice cream in TaUahassee*
Come to ToppERs where
Jim and Mai^ are waiting

to serve you.

We will also cater private parties.

(Don't forget to bring in your
Topper Money)

ioppers

Florida Flambeau Thursday, September 23, 1982 / 15

Bring this ad for 10% off

Mjf^ Turf King (reg. $ 1 8.99)

- (SIZES 1-13 available)

222-7551
11:30-2 a.m.

666 W. Tennessee
Across from the Subway

Expires 9/29/82

1 THE 8TUDEIMT8' PARTY

RHODES
SCHOLARSHIP

APPLICATION DEADLINE

Applications are open for Rhodes Scholarships. Two

years of graduate study at Oxford university.

Qualifications: unmarried U.S. Citizen between 18-24

years old. iviust receive Bachelors degree by Oct. "83.

Graduate students also eligible. Scholastic ability,

leadership, sports activit, and character!

Deadline: Oct. 11,1982

Contact: Prof. Peter Stowell

222-7833

DunlopSP4®
40.000 Mil* St««l Mt9d Radlals

For Foreign & American Compacts

BUY ONE
at regular retail price

GET ONE
FREE
^F.E.T.

Applies to the following sizes:

155-1114313,155-13.165-13.

175 13, 185/70-13, 165-14, 175-14,

185-14, 185/70-14. pkxkwoUonly.

APITAL

ARE 385-8188
ENTER 1010 W. Thorpe St.
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Aerobics: Contortions set to music
BY SYDNAE WILLIAMS

FI.AMBKAI STAFF WRITFJt

Throw that pelvis out and squeeze those

thighs together tight, and hold. Now open

those legs wide, and hold.

Sound obscene? Well that's what you

would hear at an aerobic dance/exercise

cla&s.

Annericans seem to be caught up in a

fitness craze and aerobic dance/exercise

classes are rapidly becoming the number one

form of exercise among fitness freaks.

**It all came out of the big running craze,"

said Health Statistics Analyst Susan

McNamara. "People wanted to get in shape,

but they wanted to do it indoors," she said.

The exerdse program involves all sorts of

twists, turns and contortions of the body

which may look silly to some but which in

fact quickly tighten those flabby body parts

and condition the cardiovascular system.

This form of exercise was originated by

Jacki Sorenson in 1969 in Puerto Rico.

Sorenson was aslced by an American Air

Force committee to develop a fitness

program for the military wives that would be

both fun and effective. She took a form of

calisthenics, choreographed it to music and

called it aerobics.

On Monday evening a class offered by

CPE at Florida State University was

attended by more than 150 women. Their

reasons for coming varied.

**It*s definitely a good way to spend the

university*s money," said one participant.

One young woman held up her hands for a

better inspection of her physique and replied

"Need 1 say anything?'*

The women in the class seemed to enjoy

vigorous exercise and sweated from mm-stop

movement the full hour.

Laurie Brecken, the class instructor,

carefully detailed to the class members what

they were going to be doing and what area of

the body it would improve.

"It doesn't take a lot of coordination and

running," said Brecken.

"First you start off with 20 minutes of warm-up

exercising which is mainly stretching the muscles in

preparation for the actual aerobic dance," she explained.

The session consisted of three 20-minute sets.

After the first 20 minutes of exercising were over the

women thought they had it made. Not so. The music the

women were moving to suddenly took on a fast beat and so

did Brecken.

The aerobic dance includes everything from running in

place to doing a can-can number.

The 20 minutes of aerobics over, Brecken began 20

minutes ofwarm-down movement.

This phase of the program included various breathing

techniques designed to slow the heart beat and allow the

participant to catch her breath.

A ballet form of stretching is also included.

Dress attire for aerobics is w ha

t

ever you feel most

Work that body
FlcmdaFlambcau/VickiAnas

KeUi Curry (striped shirt) and classmates are keeping in shape

through aerobic exercise.

it beats comfortable in. The women came in wearing leotards,

shorts, T-shirts that read "AEROBICS" and even one

•*new-wave" ripped T-shirt worn by the instructor.

Brecken also advises class members to wear a good pair

of running shoes for support during the strenuous

exercising.

Instruction music for your do-it-yourself aerobics can be

found in any record store. Some of the names of people

who record these albums include Carol Hansel, Cathy

Smith and even Diana Ross with her energetic disco

song— 'Muscles*

Even Miss Piggy got in on the act with her new

album—Miss Piggy's Aerobique Exercise Work-out,

featuring her hit single— 'Snackercise.'

McNamara would ^^ot recommend any particular

album, but she 90ul3^*t stand daytime variety show host,

Richard Simmofls.

•'Richard Simmons is just too happy. Nobody could be

that happy."

fill I I I I

*The clean 8r Green"

COASTAL
RESTAURANT
- In The Heart of Panacea —

TMrs. & Syi. CHICKEN (all you can eat) 5

Friday WUllET (all you can eat) $2^^

SatNrtav SHRIMP (all you can eat) $ft75

Hwy98 • Panacea

»

6tt

"VANDAUZED
THE VANDAIS

Thru Sumlay

HOTCHNHOSS
timi lilifitf

M your "VANDAUZED " T-ShM

BUUWINKLE'S

II

Eye Examination
(including glaucoma test] $26
Contact Lens Fitting Fee ^ Cn
(includes all office visifs for 3 rnonths! vww

ifi oddition to eye e«an

D^JORGE K.GORB— — OPTOMtTRIST
877-3380
877-0431

Governor's Square
[Next to Morrison s)

Open Daily Evenif^gt*Saturdays

Competitive Rental Rates • Personal Sen/Ice • Superior

Facilities • Convenient Location • Flexible Lease Terms

AMBERWOOD
1 and 2 Bedroom 575-1258

COLONY CLUB
1 and 2 Bedroom 224-7519

FOUR SEASONS
1 Bedroom 222-0505

GLEN OAKS
1 and 2 Bedroom . ....576-9787

GOVERNOR'S SQUARE
1-2-5 Bedroom. . 878-4125

HILLTOP
1 Bedroom .........222-2056

PLANTATION
1 and 2 Bedroom 576-5805

PRINCE MANOR
2 Bedroom 576-9909

PALMS WEST
2 Bedroom Townhouse 576-6814

SPANISH TOWN
2 Bedroom 576-9787

TALLAHASSEE
1 and 2 bedroom 576-9961

cat! Mottice and Associates at 386-2117 for Leasing Assistance

on any of the^ fine apartment communities.

VALUE

moiitee

SERVICE
AMENITIES

CONVENIENCE
CONSIDERATION
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SUNNY

Continued mildness with
highs in the low 80s and lows
around 60.
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\Free Speech

I
In this scene from yesterday's Student Government -sponsored Open Forum on

{Abortion Tom Abrams wrests the microphone from Linda Grey of the Feminist

Women 's Health Center. Grey had balked at giving up the microphone when her

I

allotted time was up.

About two hundred people were present in the Florida State University Union

{Courtyard to listen to speakersfrom both sides of the abortion issue.

Theforum, first in a bi-weekly series organized by Abrams, grew heated at times

js the audience cheered or jeered statements by the various speakers. Another

^orum is scheduledfor early October, Its topic has notyet been set.

Candidate trades barbs

with SG Senate chief
BY BRIAN WILSON
FLAMBEAU STAFF WRITER

Just five days before the 1982-83 Student

Government elections, an intense war of
words has erupted between an independent

senate candidate and Senate President Gary
Dundas and the student elections office.

Independent candidate Ed Green charged

yesterday that Elections Commissioner Scott

Leek is working hand-in-hand with the

Students Party because of Leek's friendship

with Dundas.

Greoi also alleged irregularities concerning

the senate, alumni council and union board
applications deadline last Friday.

Deadline for the applications was at 5

p.m., and at 4:50 p.m. Green turned in an

application for party status for his coalition

of independents. Leek refused to accept the

applicadon becwise it didn't meet certain

requirements, the commissioner said. A loud

argument between Leek and Green ensued,

then Leek left the elections office with

Dundas, returning to repeat his earlier stand.

"1 am convinced that Dundas was the one

who told him not to accept my application,"

Gary

Dundas

said Green.

"That Ed Green is just a dirty son of a

bitch," responded an angry Dundas. "That
guy just p— the s— out of me.

"I just took Scott outside and told him to

calm down and not to loose his cool,'*

explained Dundas. "I don't have any
influence on Leek, it's just Green has
been digging up dirt.

"I won't deny that Scott and I are good

Turn to SG, page 15

Senate kills discussion of the

New Right's social agenda
WASHINGTON ~ The Senate failed for

a fourth and final time yesterday to defeat a
liberal filibuster against Sen. Jesse Helms'
school prayer amendment.

The vote was 53-45, seven short of the

required 60. Wednesday's cloture attempt

failed, 54-46.

Helms, in a last-gasp parliamentary

maneuver, moved to recommit the debt limit

bin—which has been the forum for d^ate on
the New Right's social agenda—to committee
with instructi<nis to write the prayer measure
into it.

But Senate Republican leader Howard
Baker, pressing for passage of the debt bill

before day's end, moved to kill Helms' latest

tactic and the Senate agreed by a 51-48 vote.

Baker said he supported the prayer
measure but declared^ "at some point this

debate has to end, and this is that point.

"

Helms' measure would keep federal courts

from overturning state laws allowing

voluntary prayer in public schools, which the

Supreme Court banned in 1962.

Baker, threatening a "very late" session,

pressed for passage by day's end of a crucial

bill to boost the national debt ceiling.

The GOP leader said he had met his

promise to give conservatives a debate on
their social issues. Noting the Senate had
consumed more than 50 hours over a

month's time. Baker said, "Certainly no one
can cUdm we haven't had that debate.**

Baker, of Tennessee, moved to strip the
debt of all JHHendimu in order to send

the House-passed version of it directly to

President Reagan.

Senate Democratic leader Robert Byrd said

Democrats would try to get approval of

amendments dealing with jobs and
unemployment benefits. But Baker's forces

were confident they could muster the votes to

keep the bill "clean."

The bill raising the limit on the debt from

$1,143 trillion to $1,290 trillion, must be

enacted by Oct. 1 to keep the government

running.

In a last-gasp parliamentary maneuver,

Helms, R-N.C, moved to recommit the debt

limit bill to committee with instructions to

write the prayer measure into it.

But Baker moved to kill Helms' lastest

tactic and the-Senate tabled it S 1 -48.

Sen. Max Baucus, D-Mont., said he

believed the New Right's "balloon has been

punctured."

"Most Americans are concerned with

economic, gut, pocketbook issues." Baucus

said. "I'd be very surprised if it comes up

again this year."

President Reagan, who went to bat for a

Helms anti-abortion measure that also fell

victim to the filibuster, has been in the

background during the school prayer debate.

In his radio speech last Saturday, Reagan

repeated his call for a constitutional

amendment to allow prayer but did not

mention the Helms' proposal to strip the

Supreme Court of power to review state

prayer laws.
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Two FSU students arrested
BY JOHN HOLECEK
FLAMBEAU STAFF WRITER

Two Florida State University students

were arrested Tuesday and charged with the

fraudulent use of a credit card.

The incidents were not related.

Kathryn Ann Walsh, 19, of 112 South

Magnolia St. Apt. V-201, allegedly stole a

Visa credit card from her roommate who is

a receptionist at the Republican Party of

Florida headquarters.

Police said the incident was Walsh's first

offense.

According to Tallahassee Police

Department Investigator Charles Garner,

Walsh was visiting her roommate at work at

the Republican Party of Florida

headquarters on Sept. 8. While Walsh's

roommate was opening up some letters,

Walsh noticed a credit card that had been

mailed to a Republican lobbyist.

When Walsh's roommate left the room,

Walsh took the card and left the office,

Garner said. Then, according to Gamer,

Walsh went on a buying spree with the

stoten credit card.

Walsh charged between $600 and $800

dollars worth of merchandise in a variety of

TaHahassec stores, according to Garner.

When Walsh tried to charge more

merchandise at the Brenda Allen Store at

1414 Apalachee Parkway, a sales clerk

called the Visa national office to check oh

the status of the credit card. The credit card

office did not give clearance for the charge,

saying too many chtfggs had been mad^ on

the card for one day.

When Walsh left the store, the sales

clerk, who was suspicious, followed her out

of the store and got a description of the car

Walsh was driving.

Meanwhile, the Visa office called the

Republican Party office to make sure the

group had indeed received the credit card

because so many charges were being made

on it in such a short period of time,

according to Garner. Officials at the party

office said they had never received the card,

so Visa reported the credit card stolen.

Police were able to track Walsh down
from the car description and license plate

number given to tlvem by the sales derk.

Walsh was arrested Tuesday at her work
place.

Also arrested was Sebrina Dee Smith, 23,

of 2020 Continental Ave. Apt. 239.

Smith and an unidentified male

accomplice stole a credit card from the

mailbox of one of Smith's neighbors.

Gamer said.

The pair took the stolen card and

purchased a stereo valued at approximately

$750 from a Radio Shack store, said

Garner.

When the credit card was reported lost,

police traced it to the Radio Shack, where

the sales clerk was able to give police a

description of the pair's car. The neighbor

identified the car as belonging to Smith.

Garner said the male accomplice, also a

student, had agreed to tum himself in.

MEDICAL STUDENTS

THE NAVY WILL PAY YOU

TO ATTEND MEDICAL SCHOOL

As a student enroltod in or accepted to an AMA or AOA approved

medical school, you are eligible for an Armed Forces Health Professions

Scholarship.

Some of the benefits of the program include:

— $530.00 a month to do with as you please.

— The Navy will pay your tuition for up to 4 years of schod
~ Full Active Duty pay at Ensign grade for 45 days. If academic

schedule will not permit active service away from school, studoits

may remain on campus and still receive full Active Duty pay.

Interested students should apply immediately because the number of

scholarships is very limited.

For further information, please complete the form bdow and drop it in

the mail TODAY!
Send it to: MEDICAL PROGRAMS

Code70-HP .

3974 Woodcock Dr.

Jacksonville, FL 32207

or caU: (904) 398-1778.

NAME
ADDRESS

SEX

I AM PRESENTLY ENROLLED AT
I HAVE BEEN ACCEPTED AT

UNDERGRAD G.P.A

[ 104 presents

Ms.Student Body
Grond Prize $5ooforTumon

plus a storao 2ncl Prize $100

Located on
Apalachee Pkwy.

Across from Governors Square

Every Tuesday for the next 6 weeks. Big

Daddy's will be selecting 2 seml-flnalists to

complete In Hie "Ms. Student Body"
contest, iach semHInalist will be
rewarded with a GULF 104 album pack.a

dinner for two, and 2 T-Shirts. On
November 16th all semi-finalists will be
judged. The winner will be crowned "Ms.

Student Body and she will be the owner of

the GRAND PRIZE of $500.00 towards her

tuition and a stereo system. 1st runner up

win be awqided $100^^'. So sign up nowl
"Ms. Student Body" must be 19 yrs. of age
or older. She mutt have o validated

college I.D., alto a voNd drivers license or

proof of age.

877-9496

LONGBRilNCH

Tallahassee's Authorized Brunswick® Dealer

Pool Cue Sale

TOURNAMENT - Leather wrapped, 2-plece
wooden cue w/mother-of-peorl and wood
Inlays Reg. $27.S0 THISWilKEND $19.99

COMMANDER-3 piece wooden cue w/2
adjustable weights; mother-of-pearl Inlays.

Beg. $31.00. THIS WEEKEND $21.99

.MCAT SCORES.

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT

THE LON&BRANCa FRO-SHOF
will be the local distributor for

TRU-LON DARTS 8c SUPPLIES

Beginning Ootober 1$t

626 W. lenn. St.
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Planet Waves

World
BEIRUT — Amin Gemayel took office as Lebanon's

president yesterday, ushered in by an accidental explosion

at a nearby ammunition dump that filled the east Beirut sky

with flames, kiUing at least one person and injuring 31

others.

Gemayel's inauguration came as the Pentagon

announced that 800 Marines will land this weekend in

Beirut to take up duties as part of the renewed

multinational peace-keeping force.

SAN SALVADOR, D Saivate - Civil war-torn El

Salvador appealed for emergency international aid

yesterday following eight days of rain, floods and
mudslides which killed an estimated 600 people.

The military enforced a 7 p.m. to 6 p.m. curfew in

neighborhoods of the capital of San Salvador, where

hundreds died in mudslides and relief officials sealed them

off to prevent outbreaks of disease, offlcials said.

insured mortgages became slightly cheaper during the

month, the Labor Department said.

NEW YORK — New York City's tlamboyant Mayor
Edward Koch battled Lt. Gov. Mario Cuomo down to the

wire, yesterday as up to 1 million Democrats went to the

poUs to pick their candidate for governor of the Empire

State.

The winner of the closer-than-expected Democratic

primary will likely face Ivy League millionaire Louis

Lehrman, who spent $7.2 million in the primary—not to

beat the GOP rival, U.S. Attorney Paul Curran, but to

make his name known for the general election.

Stat

Nation
WASHINGTON — Inflation's hold on the economy

weakened in August as consumer prices rose by only 0.3

percent—a modest 3.3 percent annual rate, the government

said yesterday.

Prices at grocery stores and gasoline" service stations

i

actually dropped and automobile loans and federally

TAMARAC — Joe Namath, former football player-

turned entertainer, was arrested early yesterday for

drunken driving after officm observed his car weavmg
down the street, police said.

Namath, 38, who has lived part-time in Broward County

for years, was arrested by Sgt. John Perdy and charged with

driving under the influence and driving without a valid

driver's license.

Lt. Sam Joseph said Perdy observed a 1980 Cadillac

weaving down a street in Tamarac, a small city just

northeast of Fort Lauderdale.

**He was weaving all over the roadway," Joseph said.

"He didn't even have a license. He had a Pennsylvania

license that was expired."

SHORT ON CASH?!
When Buying or Scflling

GOLD & SILVER
Jewelry, Diamonds. Class Rings

CHECK PRICES AT

Dust Collectors

INBRIEF
THE COOFLKATIVE EDUCATION OFHCE HI

iK:cepting applications for a local agency position as a

legislative researcher for tlie state's hicyde plan. Majors

needed are marketing, government, journalism,

communications and public administration. Applications

are available at 228 Bryan Hall. The deadline is Monday.

A PUBLIC SEMINAR ON FUNDRAISING WILL BE
held in the Program Room of the Leon County Public

Library today at 2:30 p.m. Complete Funding Strat^iei

will be the topic. For more information ci^l 487-2665.

THE BLACK STUDENT UNION WILL PRESEKT
Klymax Band today at 5 p.m. on the Union Green.

THE CARIBBEAN CLUB WILL MEET TONIGHT
in 221 Bellamy.

THE CRIMINOLOGY CLUB (LAE) CAR WASH
will be tomorrow at 9 a.m. at the Amoco Gas Station at the

corner of West Pensacola and Lipona Streets.

THE LAOY SCALraUNTEBS RIirREAT WH^L BE
today at 9:30 a.m. at the FSU Reservation. Bring y<mr

student ID*s.

THE BLACK GRADUATE STUDENT ASS0CL\T10N
will meet Sunday at 4 p.m. in the Union's Leon-Lafayette.

Room.
THE INTER-VARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP

will meet tonight at 7 in Weichelt Lounge in the Business

Building.

THE INTEW(ATiONALSnmam BDLE STUDY
group will meet toidght at 6 in the eiglith floor lobby of

Rogers Hall.

THE TALLAHASSEE BACH PARLEY PERFORMS
a Bach Concerto Sunday at 4:30 p.m. at the Epiphany

Lutheran Church. 3208 Thomasville Rd.

VETERANS WAKTEDI
Put your education and

prior service to use... Tiie Navy Is

currently offering immediate
openinas and training programs
wiiich include early managerial
oiKl tectinlcal responsibilities.

QUALIFICATIONS: Minimum
BS/BA degree or be within one year
of graduation. Maximum age 34,

U.S. Citizenship required.
BENEFITS: Starting salary

adjusted for years of prior service,

30 days paid annual vacation,
medical, dental, Increased life

insurance, and excellent tax
advantages. Increased
dependants' benefits and training

programs included.
PROCEDURES: For more

information, send resume and
trar^rlptito:

VETS (Code 70)
3974 Woodcock Dr.

JaclcsonvUle.FL 39207

739 N. Monroe
222-3524

For More Money in

Your Pocket!

Mon. - Fri. 10-5:30

ColA

MoMoreThan

$34.90
Including Partsand Labor

The Best Thing
ThcrtEverHoppwied

ToYour Car...

AndYour Pocketbook

A teientifie tune-up by Rrediion
• Gives you iaitor ttartp

• RcKiuces emissions
e SavM you money by making possible better

fuel economy
e InenasM pariornanca
• Takat about hall an hour
Your tune-up will cost no more than $34.90

including parts and labor on most cars and trucks,

(certain models excluded)

All work fully guaranteed 6 months or 6,000 miles,

whichever occurs first.

How do we do it aU for $34.90?
Tune-ups are what we do, and we're set up to do them

|

fa^ and be^r thin anyone else.

101 N. Monroe St.
Coiner of Parle and Monroe St.

Open

Sat. 8-1

Mon.-rri. 7:45-6:00
224-8863
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Apathy?

If you happened to be in FSU's student union yesterday around
noon, you probably witnessed a rare and wonderful sight. Right there,

in full public view, more than 200 apathetic young college students

actually caring about something

.

Social scientists, local politicians, and editorial writers have long

conjectured that the modem American student is incapable of caring

about anything other dian beer, career, and the football team. After
all, students avoid political polling places in droves, and nobody short
of grad school has had anything mueh to say since Vietnam ended,
right?

Wrong.

Students are red-hot about issues they perceive as having a direct

effect on them. Yesterday's Free Speech Foriun clearly demonstrated
that. Well over 200 students stopped on their way to class, or even cut
a class, to energetically express their views on abortion.

That is a tremendous thing. Not abortion itself, but the fact that so
many students could become excited and interested enough to actually

take a stand. Far too often students get lost somewhere between mind-
numbing classes and brain-dumbing parties and simply forget what a
vital role they have to play in society.

Many students are blessed with an economic freedom that folks out
in the "real world" can't afford. They have the energy of youth and
live in perhaps the most intellectually exciting environment there is.

Students can and should be the most vibrant force for progressive

change in the country. Perhaps, with a few more provocative forums
like yesterday's, students at FSU will become aware of just how many

"vital issues there are out there to be dealt with, and began to act on
them.

We commend FSU's student government for sponsoring the bi-

weekly fortim, and applaud every student who stopped to participate.

It is, if nothing else, a good beginning.

Rape
In the week since Rape Awareness we^ ended no rapes were

reported. Maybe some lessons were learned. Perhaps more women
now know how to protect themselves. We hope so. Protecting yourself
from a potential rapist is not something you think about just at night.
It is something that should be in the back of your mind always.
Always be smart, never take things for granted because it could
happen to you.

Rapes reported this week: 0
Rapes reported this year: 42

Letters Policy: Letters to the editor of the Florida Flambeau should be
signed, and must include an address and phone number if possible. They
should be type-written, double-spaced, and no longer than 150 words. Correct
names will be run with each letter unless the author has a valid reason for
remaining anonymous. The editors reserve the right to edit the letters for
lenght and to meet standards ofgood taste.

Florida Flambeau Foundation Inc. Business and Advertising Office, 206 N.
Woodward Avenue, phone 644-4075; Mediatype Lab, 314 University Union,

phone 644-5744; Classified Ad Office, 320 Univeristy Union, phone 644-5785.

Rick Johnson General Manager

Laurie Jones Business Manager Jane Duncan. . . Mediatype Manager
Rose Rodriguez Ad Manager George Burns. . Production Manager
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'Whose game is thi. _ .

BY DAVE MEGGYESY
PACinC NEWSSERVICE

A profound and significant event occurred
among the 28 teams in the National Football

League. Prior to the start of the first pre-season

games, the football players on each opposing team
walked to the center of the stadium fields and
shook hands.

This simple act of recognition and respect broke
forever a 62-year-oId NFL rule that prohibited,

under penalty of a $100 minimum fine,

fraternization with the "enemy** before a NFL
game.

Reaction from the NFL was swift and desperate:

"We'll fine them if they shake hands, we'll fine

them if they fight, this is OUR game," said Jack
Donlan, NFL management council executive
director. "These are Black Panther tactics,** fumed
Forrest Gregg, head coach of the Cincinnati
Bengals.

Whose game is this, anyway? That's the question

players have been asking themselves and each other

for the past year. In no uncertain terms, the

handshake shouted the answer: This isOUR game.
What has occurred throughout the league is a

fundamental redefinition by the players of who
they are in relation to the NFL. Call it

consciousness-raising or a quantum leap in political

and economic self-awareness—it has happened.
From a general perspective, NFL games are for

the players a paid forum which allows expression of

their considerable athletic artistry and skill. For the

fans, NFL games are athletic emertainment events.

The pro game, and the big-time colter game,
ultimately and primarily involves a relationship

between these two groups, athletes and fans—those
who play and earn money and those who watch and
pay money. In essence, the game belongs to the

players and the fans.

But for the player walkout this week, this

player/fan relationship in the NFL would have
generated over $600 million, $21 miUion per club.

But standing between the 1,500 players and the

millions of pro football fans are the 28 NFL
monopolist owner/promoters, who in 1982 would
have traditionally pocketed most of the revenues

generated by this player/fan relationship. Last year

the players received 3U3 percent of the gross and
were the lowest paid—and highest
risk— participants in the four major iwo sp<ms:
football, baseball, basketball and hockey.

What do these 28 NFL owner/promoters do?
They organize the events, rent the stadium and
print the tickets. The press and other media
promote the events for nothing. These 28

middlemen take absolutely no risk, while players

risk their careers every time they step on the

OPINION
football field.

In contrast, other entertainers who are as popular

as professional football players—like rock music

groups—receive between 80 and 90 percent of the

gross, while the promoter gets 10 to 20 percent.

This multi-million-dollar NFL financial

superstructure rests firmly on the shoulders of the

1,500 NFL football players— the people the

spectators come to see. These players, this year,

have come to understand that together they can

absolutely control their economic destiny. In the

words of songwriter Joe Glazer, "Without the

players, th«-e ain*t no game."
Today that prospect is reality. Withholding their

services is precisely what the NFL players have done
and will continue to do, until they get an accieptable

percent of gross revenues.

NFL Commissioner Pete Rozelle recently signed

a $2.1 billion television deal with the three majtir

networks guaranteeing each NFL team an average

of $14 million per year m TV revenues for the next

five years. The players want their fair share of that

financial bonanza. If they do not play, things will

back up very fast for the networks, which stand to
lose $25 million per week in ad revenues.

Historically, the key factor in maintaining the

NFL superstructure has been the league's ability to

deliver all the players on time, for every game,
every Weekend. There have been no work
slowdowns, no "blue flu.** In fact, the incredibily

interdependent relation^p within the league and
with the TV networks demands every game must be
played as scheduled, on time, with no flexibility or
change. Until this year, the NFL promoter/owners
had unhmited confidence in being able to deliver.

Tlie owners* view of the players has been one of

mmdless chattel, replaceable parts; anyone who got
uppity was driven from the league; anyone who got
damaged was replaced by a new playeir part. They
knew, and the players knew, the NFL was the only
game in town. If a player didn't like how much he
was paid or how he was treated, his only choice was
to quit football.

Because the 28 teams legally shared 97 percent of
the league revenues, each team "owned** l/28th of
every player in the league, so there was absolutely
no leverage on the player's part to bid his services to
other promoter/owners even if he could "get free'*
from the team that drafted him; Other team
would bid for his services.

Significantly, all has changed during the past

Turn to NFL, page 5



letters
Don't blame Christianity for rape problem
Editon

I read the Flambeau editorial Sept. 17 concerning rape,
its causes, and some hopeful remedies, and I agree with
most of this editorial. However, there was an implication
made in passing that our rape problem in Tallahassee can
be linked to our Judeo-Christian tradition, due to the roles
of men and women in society. 1 do not agree with this

implication.

First it should be noted that many other cultures have
men in positions of domination over women, more so than
in our culture, but db not have a rape problem. Some
examples are the various Arab and Oriental cultures. Also,
our Judeo-Christian tradition has a strict prohibition on
voluntary adultery, let alone a person forcing another into

out-of-place sex acts. Together with this prohibition is

strong societal pressure not to commit rape, even if the
issue is not sexual pleasure but a power relationship.

On the positive side, the Bible admonishes us to treat

each other gently and with respect, to flee lusts (including
the lust for power) and to show compassion one for
another, even praying for someone who would persecute
you. The blame for rape should be placed on sin and
selfishness in man's life and his heart, not on the Bible or

any traditions associated with ii.

When a man's main purpose in life is self-gratification,

then one can expect that he will not have much
consideration for others. Many are concerned about their

own rights and too little emphasis is placed on one's

thought for the well-being of others. Also, our minds are

overly fascinated by intrigues of evil. Much of the appeal

behind movies and television programs are greed and illicit

sexual affairs, which are— let's face it—inconsiderate and
uncalled for power plays. If we're going to saturate our
minds with these sorts of thoughts, the results will be shown
in our actions. Rape is, I believe one of the consequences.

In conclusion, I think the roots of our rape problem are

associated more with the philosophies of the "me
generation," selfishness and evil designs of our minds than
they are with the Bible or any of its traditions.

I do hope that we can find a solution, since the threat of

rape does severely limit the fireedom of women. It is often

stated that morality cannot be legislated. Therefore, I feel

that any solution will have to include a change in the heart

and will of man, especially a renewed emphasis on the

virtues of selflessness, love and respect of others.

Nathaniel D. Reynolds

NFL frompage 4
year. The pre-season handshake was the first clear message
to NFL management that the traditional and expected blind
obedience to league orders is history. The walk-out drove
the message home.
What the players want is a fair share of the revenues they

produce. They originally asked for a minimum 55 percent

of the gross which, given the NFL's projected $600 million

in revenues next year, would equal $300 million. In an
effort to compromise, the players reduced their demands to

one-half of the NFfs $2.1 billion TV deal. Management
did not budge. The money would be placed in an
independent fund and distributed by a formula devised by
the players at the NFL Players' Association convention in

Albuquerque last March. The formula is based on years of

service in the league and individual and team performance.

While in Albuquerque, the 536 players present also

unanimously endorsed a proposal to roll back ticket prices

to 1980 levels. In the face of the new $2 billion TV contract,

1 2 NFL teams are raising ticket prices this year.

The players also realize the NFL is not the only group of

promoters capable of presenting professional football, nor

are the Big Three netwo rks t he only broadcasters capable of

nationally televising pro football games. Independent pay-

TV promoters are hungry for programming, and the

players known it doesn't matter who promotes or televises

the games—as long as high-quality games are played with

the best talent and get the widest possible audience.

The NFL may own their franchi^, but they don't own
the players. The only hope NFL management had to keep
the league intact was to get people to the bargaining table

who have authority to make decisions, namely some
promoters/owners and Rozelle, and negotiate a fair

contract. The owners did not, and they could lose it all.

As Players' Association president Gene Upshaw said,

money is not the main issue. "We see it as a fight for

dignity. Workers should have a say in their wages, hours
and working conditions."

The 1980s are a time of unparalleled change in all areas

of our national life—professional football is no exception.

In 1982, for the 1,500 men who play pro football, this

profound process of change means collectively reclaiming

their game and athletic craft.

It is within the nature of sport to reflect the highest and
best potentials of our human enterprise. The players in the
NFL are an example for all of us, for in claiming what is

truly theirs, they lay claim to the best within themselves.
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T#.'>5ft CApitMimuTILus
F/TmSS CENTER

30 minutes 3 times a
forRfries$Re$ylt$

JflH t. 3itf Ave. 224-6723

THE JAZZBERRY PATCH
2720 Biairstone Rd. - 877-9443

SUNDAY BRUNCH
ChoK t' of Omelets $4t95
Crab-Asparag,us-Cheese

Seafood-Cheese chervin^.

Crab Loiu>

Shrimp Salail

Tuiui Salad

E}\}\S FloiHMlt UK-

EftAs i-^ SausavV
FREE CHAMPAGNE FOR MONTH OF SEPTEMBER

^

-JAM SESSION 2-6 p-

Broccoli-Cheese

Vegetable-Cheese
11:30 -2:aT

SUNDAE
SPECIAL

BUY 1 REGULAR HOT FUDGE

SUNDAE GET THE 2ND ONE FOR

Vl PRICE
KICOIIMR
loodthru

SiVtSO. 1982

BASm-ROBBINS
ICE CREAM STORE

904 Thomasville Rd. 224-0654

1705 Apalachee Pkwy. 878-7052

(Across from Gov. square Mall)

BYEEXAMS
$25 Ifye Exam • including

flMuoomittsr

$50
in addition
rn eve

C(mtactL9ns
fitting fee
including all office

visics for 5 month'.

Dr. Jorge K. Gorb
Optometrist

Governor's Square
f /Ve Kt to Morrison s /

877 3380 877 0431

LATE
NIGHT
COPIES

[III ;wi

kinko's copras

ovmiilt

OpM7lMiys

II IfWII

470 w. Tenn.

Here it is!
Herpes SimplexVirus Tsrpes I andn are
viral infections affecting an estimated
ao million Americans.

To date, there is no known cnre for Herpes.

Now, Virex, Inc. is offering HERP-EZ'^
Lotion and Drops, botli containing
a,6-di-tert-butyl-p-cresol, a compound
which has been demonstrated to be a
potent inactivator of Herpes Simplex Virus
HERP^EZ ^* Drops contain 2,6-di-teft-butgrl-p-cresol

dispersed in mineral oil, to be used in coi^unction with
HERP'EZ' ' Tablets, a dietary supplement (to be taken
with meals ) containing both Theionized

"

2,6-di-tert-butyl-p-cresol and L-lysine.

Why wait any longer? Order today using the coupon
at right (if coupon is missing, mail your order to

Virex, Inc., 4115 Seventh Terrace South, St. Petersburg,

Florida 3371 1 ). Include your check or money order
for $19.95 for eaxsh bottle of tablets or drops, or

order boUi for only $36.95!

Vir»x, kK. 4115 Seventh Terract South, St Petersburg. FL 3371

1

Rease ruati me: HERP-EZ Tablets (n 19 95 H HERP-EZ Drops (a 19 95

HERP-EZ Combination Kit (Drops & Tablets) (a 36 95

„ I have enclosed a check, money order. L-i Charge my Visa or „ Mastercharge.

DISTRIBUTOR INQUIRIES INVITED
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sues FHP
over crash
LM I KD PRKSS IM KRNA I lONAI.

CLEARWATER — The

Florida Highway Patrol has

been sued for negligence

because a driver stopped by

troopers twice within a half

hour was allowed to

contiiuic driving and was in

an accident thai killed him

and a passenger.

Jacquelin Butler, mother

of victim Pamela Butler,

claimed in the suit filed

yesterday that the mental

and physical faculties of

Darrell Darwell Scott, 22,

were impaired by the heavy

influence of alcohol when
he was stopped by the

troopers in the early

morning hours of May 2

1981.

Troopers Earl D. Frazier

and Tony Giugliano are

reported to have said they

detected no alcohol when
they stopped Scott.

Mrs. Butler*s attorney,

David B. Kesseler, said an

autopsy showed the alcohol

content of Scott's blood

was .18, or higher than the

legal limit of . 10.

Scott and Butler were

killed when Scott's car

hurtled over a protective

wall on an Interstate 27S

overpass, plunged 100 feet,

bounced, became airborne

again for another 200 feet

and slammed into a 10-toot

high piling.

The victims were thrown

from the vehide and were

found 140 feet away.

According to the suit,

Frazier stopped Scott as he

started the wrong way onto

the Fourth Street N. ramp

of Interstate 275. Scott said

he was lost and Frazier

directed him to continue

north on the interstate to

Tampa, the next exit, and

then turn around onto a

southbound lane.

About 25 minutes later,

the suit said, Giugliano

stopped Scott for speeding

in the southbound lane of

the interstate near Qandy
Boulevard. The trooper

ticketed ScOtt and warned

him, *'Don't kill the young

lady. Slow down," the suit

contended.

After giving Scott the

ticket, GuigUano followed

him for about a mile and

then turned off.

A few minutes later

Scott's car went out of

coniroii

MIDIAIY^E

lYFEIElTINS

Whenagood friend borrows
yourcar,thetankmaynot<»mebactlull

But thetrunkdoes.

When you get paid back with

interest like this, it sort of makes you
wish he'd borrow tilings more often.

Open up a few cold ones

3 and toast a guy who really

knows how to return a favor.

Tonight, let it be

Lowenbrau.

Lowenbrau.Herels to good friends.
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Boor

BY DEBORAH BARRINGTON
FLAMBEAU SPORTS EDITOR

Escaping to the great outdoors is one thing^

but escaping 110 feet below the sea is what Tom
Rowland does.

Though he doesn't make a practice of going

down 110 feet, Rowland has explored the ocean
depths for 20 years. Growing up in the Florida

Keys gave him the opportunity to dive
frequently.

Rowland has entered the Caverns of the
Sleeping Sharks, fed by a freshwater stream, off

the Yucatan Peninsula in Mexico. This fresh

water has a narcotic effect on the sharks,

making it possible for divers to take pictures

and satisfy their curiosity—with a guide, of

course.

Rowland didn't just go to a sporting good
store and purchase tanks, maek, fins, watch
and snorkel and go out andjump off the skle of

a boat.

Turn to SCUBA, page 10

1 **i
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Takin' it to the streets
Art by MariaMuntner

BYKARLGREENBERG
FI.AMBKAU WRITER

Jamming the field sprint, drafting the

breakaway, forcing the pace. Finely tuned

athletes on tightly strung alloy machines,

bury the myth that bicycle racers ride their

bikes; they don't, they drive them.

And 437 of the nation's hardest driving

veteran bicycle racers win meet in Tallahassee

next week to prove it.

Between September 29th and October 3rd,

the Capital city will host the 1982 Veteran

National Championship bicycle races. *

Sanctioned by the United States Cycling

Federation, which is both the major bicycle

racing organization in the U.S., and one of

the 35 governing bodies of lAie U.S. Olympic

Committee, the races will be the first

National Road and Time trial championships

organized exclusively for Veteran, (ages 35-

54) and Master category champions, (55-85).

Robert Soukup's bicycle race promoting

firm, Lake and Hill International, Inc. is

promoting the event, hoping to draw
attention to Tallahassee as a future site for

more races. Soukup has helped organize a

number of prestigious races in Florida,

including the Olympic international

Development races.

Such a race also attracts top notch

_co Inp 0 1

i

[jo n . Dr. Jack Heiden, the 1981

Master Veteran defending road race

champion, and father of Olympic medalist

skaters Eric and Beth, and Fred Knowler,

1981 National Time Trial champion is the

oldest active amateur bicycle competitor in

the United States, are among those

participating.

Because of the contributions that the

Department of Transportation has made to

promote bicycling in Florida, the races will be

held in honor of the department, and the

sturt and finish line win be to front of their

offices at the Haydea Bums Building

downtown.

At the crack of the state bicycle

coordinator Don Burden's pistol tl^ racers

will leave the starting line and follow a hilly

and winding 3.7-mile circuit aroimd the

Capital City Country Club.

Thursday's time trials will follow a 25-mile

route measured precisely to the thousandth

of a mile. It will start at the Bloxham Road
cutoff and follow anout-and-back route west

on 267.

The (H>ening ceremony for the road races

is set for 9:15 a.m. on Saturday and
Sunday.

Spectators are invited to come and watch

the nation's best cyclists comt>eting for the

Veteran National title.

Next Thursday Through Sunday

Encounter a galaxy of entertainment as business and pleasure are combined in the

most exciting exposition to ever take place In North Florida Strawstreet Cloggers.

Orange Blossom Special Cloggers. Tallahassee Karate Academy. Jazzercise. Sahliya's

Middle Eastern Dancers, Mildred Fleming Dancers. BIrance Syncopated. Fashions. Inc

ilIiMlX
9 00

- 7:00

THEHOBBIT
DECK

ENJOY NICE COLD
GIRLS TONIGHTON
THEHOBBIT DECK!

ST. PAUU GIRLS 75c

THE JENNINGS BROTHERS BAND
TONITE 9 PM-2 AM

w:v:.ft<..w5^^:¥::s::¥

iiMiiiiiii

MIKE'S
BEER BARN

Open 24 Hours

7 DAYS A WEEK

NtthMCll

$10 pirdast

$1.00 OFF

CARINASH

KECS •KECS •KECS •KECS •KECS

Cigarettes 76C
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Bikers should head for mountains
BYMIKFRADIGAN
H AMBKAl SI \H UKITKK

Ever want to climb mountains or make hair-pin turns
with a screaming machine between your legs?

The problem is that places to go cruising on a motorcycle
are minimal around Tallahassee mainly because there is so
little diversity in scenery.

Everywhere—live oaks, pines and flatness. That's right.

Flatness.

So vou're from somewhere down south and you have to

huff and puff your way up Copeland Street from Tennessee
to get to an English class in Williams building. You call that

a hilt?

Hop on your motorcycle, grab a partner and his/her
machine and head northward. And don't forget to sleep in

a tent and a bottle of Southern Comfort to sleep with.

Once you get past Macon, Ga., start looking for signs to

the Great Smokey Mountains National Park. Go there.

And for the sake of your five senses, stay off the interstate.

Hit the two^lane state highways north of Macon and keep
on them.

You'll meet up with rolling hills somewhere around
Athens, Ga. That's when the fun starts. As you close in on
the Georgia-North Carolina-Tennessee border, you'll get

into some gradual, steep climbs that will help get your
engine in shape for what comes next.

Cherokee, N.C, a small tourist town inhabited by
members of the Cherokee Indian tribe, is located just

outside the Smokey Mountain Park entrance. This is your
last spot to grab food and drink before you continue the

voyage. Don't plan on getting any kind of alcohol though.

Cherokee's a dry town and the nearest liquor store is 20
miles to the west.

Take the off ramp to the Blue Ridge Parkway just before

you hit the entrance. Too many cub scout troops and
families with 1 .4 children head for the Park no matter what

time of year it b and all the congested traffic makes it

extremely difficult to get into all those sharp leans and steep

downhills with any kind of velocity.

Once you get on the Parkway, go north as far as you can.

Try to make it up as far as Skyline Drive in the Shenandoah
National Park in Virginia.

It's worth it.

The Parkway provides campsites to bikers and travellers

in general at a reasonable fee. Last summer, four dollars

could get you a huge shady site, access to a conveniently

located bathhouse and at most facilities, a camp store.

Those sparsely-scattered stores, by the way, are your only

access to camping supplies once on theParkway,unless you
strike out on a twenty-or-so-milc journey to some town

MOVING VIOLATION

Florida Flambeau/Bob O'Lary

The author and his machine

down in one of the valleys

.

The speed limit on the Parkway is restricted to 45 miles

per hour. That's kind of astinker for people on two wheels,

whose machines are designed for cornering, quick

acceleration and high speeds. Park police are everywhere,

so beware.

Probably the best-sized bike for a trip through North
Carolina and the Virginia mountains by way of the

Parkway would be in the 400 to 550 cubic centimeter range.

A bike that size will give you better control on those dead-

Tun to CYCLE,page 10

Everyone's Going HEAD OVER HEELS For

Tallahassee's COUNTRY COBBLER Shoe Store

X

1964 W.Tennessee

1535CentervilleRcl.

Killearn Center

3495-3 Thomasville Rd.

575-2943

877-0961

893-6542

Make any purchase at REGULAR
RETAIL PRICE then choose any other

itenn of lesser value for

$

just $1.00

1 SHOE SALE
INCLUDES ALL MERCHANDISE IN STORE <

FREE FUR'CLUBPUT
PAMWAY mOPMNG CINTIR

10 A.M. -7 P.M.
Fm. & SAT. mL 8 P.M.

VISA'
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Saturday Special
SALAD BAR

ONLY

$1.69
with any
sandwich
reg. $1.99

20 Items

—''FOR REAL BEER LOVERS*

STROH'S &
STROH'S
LIGHT

only$2.69—FrI., Sept. 24 & Sat., Sept. 25

IHIIMA«!M-Jl«
701 W Jftftnon

Competltiye Rental Rates • Personal Service • Superior i

FacHttles • Convenient Location • Flexible Lease Terms
I

AMBERWOOD
1 and 2 Bedroom 575-1258

COLONY CLUB
1 and 2 Bedroom 224-7319

FOUR SEASONS
1 Bedroom 222-0505

GLEN OAKS
1 and 2 Bedroom 576-9787

GOVERNOR'S SQUARE
1-2-5 Bedroom 878-4125

HILLTOP
1 Bedroom 222-2056

PLANTATION
1 and 2 Bedroom 576-5805

PRINCE MANOR
2 Bedroom 576-9909

PALMS WEST
2 Bedroom Townhouse 576-6814

SPANISH TOWN
2 Bedroom. 576-9787

TALLAHASSEE
1 and 2 bedroom 576-9961

call Mottice and Associates at 586-2117 for Leasing Assistance

on any of these fine apartment communities.

VALUE
SERVICE
AMENITIES

CONVENIENCE
mOttlCC CONSIDERATION
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Scuba from page 7

Scuba divers have to be certified. Certification requires

pool instruction, lectures, the passing of written and

practical tests, as well as a certain number oT open water

dives. The most common place to gel ceriitied is the

YMCA. However, there are other organizations,

international in scope, that can provide the proper

instruction..

Florida State's Seminole Divers, a club to whkh
Rowland belongs, is offering instruction this semester

beginning the first Tuesday in November. Anyone

interested in becoming a member should attend the

meetings on Monday nights. The cost for the certification

course the club offers is $85 and includes everything except

personal equipment—flns, mask, weight beh, snorkels or

wet suit.

This weekend the club is renting a charter boat to go

spearfishing off the shores of Panama City. All members
will not be spearing fish, however.

"I see no reason to torture small aquatic animals,"

Rowland said.

He and others will be exploring the depths and taking

underwater pictures. Club President Cindy Crawford said

members always eat what they kill—msually grouper and

flounder.

Another myth Rowland has disproven since he began

Tun to SCUBA, page 15

Cycle frampage9

man's curve turns so prevalent on the Blue Ridge.

Some advice about making the trip: Make sure you have

plenty of air, gas, and oil with you at all times.

The air should be at the proper pressure in your tires.

Too much and you could go sliding over a cliff in wet

weather. Too little and your tires might slip off going into

one of those deadly turns.

Gas stations on the Parkway are usually found every 1 10

miles or so. Apparently, they weren't thinking about the

poor fuel performance of larger bikes when they laid out

the Parkway blueprints.

Mountain climbs are rough on any engine. Be sure you

change the oil at least once every 300 miles on the trip. That

might seem a little too frequent, but then again, when was

the last time yovi tried to coast 50 miles to a gas station with

a burned-out piston.

The scenery along the Blue Ridge Parkway will make you

want to stop at every overlook but don't ifyou expect to get

anywhere. The road is so meanderingly curvy for its 600-

plus miles that you'll be s)K>cked when you look at a map
and see how little you've progressed.

DAYLIGHT AGAIN
TOUR as

Monday, October 18

8:00 p.m.

^^^^^ 5]7i r.»llah.issrf I ^ 'Oil < iHiim

^( IMC ( HVn^RI

TICKETS CO ON SALE TOMORROW
Tickets S12.50 and S10.50 - All Seats Reserved

On sale at the Civic Center box office and all ticket outlets

Telephone Orders-Call 904/222-0400-MasterCard and visa

Accepted
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^CBnoeing To happy canoers like this paddling pair, it means a
Does the Withiacoochee mean anything to you? relaxing day on a beautiful river.

So you say there is nothing to do?
SPECIAL TO 1 Ht FLAMBKAIJ

Canoeing. Hiking. Rock climbing. White water rafting.

The Outdoor Pursuits Program in Florida State's

University Union has established a complete Usting of trip

offerings for the fall semester.

Canoeing on local rivers highlight the one-day

adventiires. The Aucilla, Withiacoochee, Chipola,

Wakulla, and Ochlocokonee Rivers are included in our
travels.

The exciting lower section of the Aucilla River will be

paddled on Sunday, Oct. 3. Within the six-mile stretch is

the ever challenging north Florida wonder, **The Big

Rapid."

The Withiacoochee River canoe trip on Oct. 17 begins at

the crystal clear waters of Blue Springs. Always a amstant
71 degrees, the large pool and diving tower make for a great

swimming hole. The twelve-mile run down the river

includes many shoals and rapids before the last quarter mile

on the famous Suwanee River.

A canoe trip on the upper portion of the Aucilla Rivo'

will be offered Nov. 21 . The thirteen-mile trail is known for

numerous shoals, collapsed man-made rock dams, and
water falls.

The trip fee for students is $1 1 for the Aucilla and $12 for

the Withiacoochee. This nominal charge includes

transportation, canoe rental, guide fee, snacks and
lemonade.

"Weekenders" in the Outdoor Pursuits calendar include

two backpacking trips, a horseback riding/camping trip,

and a canoeing/camping trip. An added bonus for all

weekender participants will be the new Outdoor Pursuits t-

shirts.

The first "weekender** backpacking excursion in Joyce

KOmer National Forest in North Carolina will take place

Oct. 1-3. The deadline to sign up for the limited available

spaces is September 28. The cost for stiKlents is $45, non-
students $50.

On Oct. 22-24 the beautiful Smokey Mountains will be

the setting for the horseback riding/camping trip for

thirteen lucky participants. Student trip fee is $130; non-

students $140.

We r^um to the moimtains Oct. 29-31 to backpack a
scenic eleven-mile section of the Appalachian Trail in North
Georgia. The trip fee for students is only $S; non-students

$55.

The last "weekender" will be a canoeing/camping trip

Nov. 6-7 on the upper Withiacoochee River. Eighteen miles

will be explored on the river from the Georgia-Florida state

line to Blue Springs. The trip fee is $21 for students, $23 for

non-students.

It is not too soon to "Think Snow" and the Outdoor
Pursuits Office has two trips planned to the mountains.

Jan. 1-8 are the dates for the annual" between-semesters

get away" to Boone County, North Carolina. Spring Break

week of March 5-12 will feature late season skiing in West
Virginia. More d<^aito will be forthcoming in a few weeks.

We Are Proud To Announce

LORI LIND
Has Joined The Professionals

At

337 Dewey
222-0889

Photo Credit:

Stephen Leukanech

LunchBuffef
All the Pizza

& Salad Bar
You Can Eat$2

99
good thru

BftnsThis Cottpoti For A*'"^'*
^^'^ '"^^'^^

WHh FurchMe «! UiicfcMkA

piUBpr®
(.OVl RNWINl

ESCORT
SERVICE 644 1239
; DAYS A Wf f K

M II

VANPAUZED
TNE VAMPAIS

HUTCH N HOSS
Thn Sahirdtf

M ftm "VMIMUZET T-SUrt

BUUWINKIE'S

893-3779
Aerobics / Jazz / Ballet

Grand Opening, Special
1 visit-2 for price of one Owners
"Brin^ a Friend" Pa^eS Aikm^
Timberlane Shops on the Square Janice B. Powell

VELMA FRYE

In Concert
n)ownUnder
Club

Tonight &
Saturday

S1w/ FSUID
S2nolD

explore the depths of the Downunder
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To ski

or not
to ski

BY DUNNE GREGORY
H.AMBF Al STAFF WRITF.R

Even though my name is etched in the bunny slopes from
gloppy wet New England to dry Colorado, snow skiing in

Europe was a totally different experience.

I've only skied in two countries there, Switzerland and
Scotland, but let me tell you, they run the gamut.

I skied in Scotland in January 1975, and I don't

recommend the experience to anyone but the horny.

Wc took a long bus ride from London to arrive at what

was called a ski resort near Loch Ness. It was about 30

degrees when we arrived that evening and the temperature

was dropping fast. We got inside and, surprise of surprises,

there was no heat anywhere in the building except for the

bar downstairs, which was filled with "ski instructors" and
other locals whose main goal was to see who they could

warm up for the night. It was here that I learned sonw of

my first lessons on how to handle sexual harassment.

Soon after we arrived the "ski instructors" took us out

to this barn-like facility to pick out our "skis"—rough

planks of wood painted red.

The next day we found out you could actually walk up
hill in these things with no trouble at all—it was the

downhill skiing that was a problem.

And what they termed a "ski slope" was laughable. It

consisted of a rather small hill with a sort of frozen stream

running through it that was a challenge not to fall into.

Switzerland had its own problems when I skied there in

1977, the biggest one of which was no snow.

Due to a high pressure system that had enveloped the

entire region, air bedUne ^ped in the valleys, creating the

worst smog ) had ever seen in my life and mdting all the

snow.

The only way to ski was to go high up in the mountains
where the slopes were anything but beginner. Unfortunately

my companion was just that and 1 was not much better.

The lodge at our resort was at the top of the hill however

so we had to ski down and take the lift back up. The ski run

started out in a big bowl and I had great fun whooshing
over to one side, even though I lost my companion in the

process. 1 saw him going by at 4P or 50 mph with sheer

terror on his face. He retreated to the lodge like « sane

person.

I, however, was determined to ski in Switzerland no

matter what the cost or personal injury. 1 started down the

crowded slope, piclcing my way along the narrow trail until

I fmally reached the bottom.

That's where my troubles really started. I got into the lift

line and observed that the lift was rather primitive—what
they call a t-bar, which is a bar separated in the middle by a

pole that is attached to the cable which pulls you up. 1

didn't have a partner to share the lift with so 1 made a go on
my own, the other side of the t-bar dangling uselessly.

Well, I made it about half-way, hanging on with all my
might, but I slipped off and I had to ski to the bottom to try

again. The second time, I managed to hang on, and made
my way back to the lodge w here my companion was happily

chugging down beers. Which brings me to the moral of the

story— the thing that makes skiing so much fun is not being

in the robust outdoors, it's not the speed or the danger—it

just feels so good when you stop.

lorida

lambeau

More
than a

College

Newspaper

Hours: MWF by Appt
Hiv Phone:878-5545

•is

CLARK
CHIROPRACTIC

^ CENTER
'/V^f'tj^ ........

Straight Chiropractors""""*
» - 1 2 1 1 Miccosukec Rd.

Tallahassee, FL
EVERY SPORTS ENTHaSIAST
MEEDS CHIROPRACTIC CARE

Every part of the body is supplied by nerves that pass from the apinal
cord through openings between vertabrae. A aubluxation cauaca

irritation to the Invoived nervM • upMttlng body functiona.
Common Imilcatora of aiibliutattona are structural changes such as:
• Sway Bmdn • One hip higher than the other
• Round Shoulders • Leg and foot probiemt
• Impaired development of chest and rib cage
• One shoulder higher than the other r Head tilt

The importance of correctlns aubluxatlona which Interfere with the
proper fuactloiiliig of the Cmtral Nervous iyatem cannot be over-
emphaalted.

Make sure you have a complete spinal

examination at regular intervals.

/TT

mnmmimst. 578-5482
Across from Havetty's WHi^ouse

CMCLETE TOYOTA SERVICE

m WNi-l»>m BRAKES S OIL, LUBB, FILTER

10% DISCOUNT

WITH THIS AD
expires

9/50/ 82

DeKuyperintroduces

Getyourmug shotand getyour
mug in this paper*

Discover DeMugshot from DeKuyper, and you might discover
your face in tliis paper.

DeMugshot is a shot of DeKuyper's delicious Peppermint
Schnapps chased by a frost/ beer. Be around when DeMugshot
Night comes to a nearby bar, and you could be caught in the
celebration by a photographer If your face is the winning mug,
you'll soon see it featured in this paper.

So get your mug shot, and you might become one of the
most wanted faces on campus.

For participating pubs, check your campus bulletin boards.

DeKuyper®PeppermintSchnapps*
Peppermint Schnapps. 60 Proof. John DeKuyper & Son, Elff^wood Place, Ohio.
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Sleaze classic slithers on screen
BY FRANK YOUNG
FI AMBFAi: STAFF WRITKR

lohn Waters' notorious sleaze-epic Pf/iilr

i'lamin^os, playing tonight at Moore, is

hard to torgei once you've seen it, and worth

seeing once if you've got a strong stomach.

• Waters' films (among them Multiple

^Maniacs, Desperate Living and Polyester)

deliberately go out of their way to shock

and offend. As a kid living in Baltimore,

Waters made it a point to see the early 60s

irash classics— Russ/'Swper K/xemV Meyer's

violent sex epics and Herschell G. Lewis'

earliest gore •films"—2000 Maniacs and

the lot simply because they made the .

"condemned" list at the Catholic high-

school he attended. "It was the nuns who.

/really started my interest in the forbidden

films," Waters later commented.

This interest became involvement in 1964

when, with the aid of a purloined 8-

inillimeter earner^, Waters began making

his own slap-happy shockers.

By 1972, the year of Pink Flamingos,

Waters had made several films. Flamingos,

his first color film, is. for all practical

reasons, his best to date. While many of

Waters' other films are merely sickening,

*Pink Flamingos is also quite funny—in a

warped kind of way.
• The film's plot seems like some demented

Erskine Caldwell pot-boiler. "Babs" Johnson (played by

the infamous Divine) lives with her cockeyed fanuly in a

ratty trailer somewhere outside of Baltimore. "Babs" is the

proud owner of the much-sou^t-after title. "World's

Sleaziest Person."

She can't rest on her rancid laurels forever, though. Soon

she's challenged by another family (Mink Stole, David

Lochary) to a decathalon of the downright disgusting, a

fight-to-the-finish to see justw*o*5the most disgusting

' person on earth.

If youWe ever seen Divine in action, you can guess the

outcome. If you haven't, you're probably lucky in some

weird way. Divine has screen presence, though, and plenty

of it .A 300-pound transvestite, Divine is a cult figure to end

all cult figures.

Also memorable is the utterly revolting Edith Massey as

DMno: Someone who doesn't lack for stage presence

CINEMA
Edy, the "egg lady." You'd have to see the film to believe

her, though.

The principle behind all of Waters' films is a demonically

gleeful "can-you-take-it" challenge. Every aberration

you've never heard of is flung on the screen, sometimes ail

at once, in Pink Flamingos. More than just a movie,

Pink flamingos is a true survival-of-the-sickest viewing

experience.

FlamingoshBsti thoroughly warped sense of humor.

SoBoe of the things Waters presents may be hard to laugh

at, but there's undoubtedly something for anyone in

Flamingos. Waters stretches the boundaries of black humor

about as far as they can go, perhaps too far. But he

deserves credit for trying something different.

Pink Flamingos plays tonight at 11:3a ftt Moore.

A<lllli§8lOBii$1.1S.

'Union City': Interesting but pretentious

»Y FRANK YOUNG
nAMMAU STAFF WRITER

Neon light pulsates through half-drawn Venetian blinds,

washing a dingy room with a pale crimson tint. Alone in the

night stands some poor soul, bathed in this red-striped, on-

again, off-again psychic prison, wondering just how the

hell his life could go so horribly wrong. In the next room,

his wife sleeps soundly, dreaming of some happy escape

from the oppressive day-^o-^ytrauma ofurban life.

This existential landscape is the basis for many of the

films noir—bksM, dark-hearted crime films which

proliferated in the war-torn forties and. to some sporadic

extent, continue today.

The no/r spirit is alive and fairly y/eW in Union City,

showing Saturday night as part of UPO's "Special Events"

film series.

Union City is interesting and often quite vivid, but it*s

too smart for its own good. Its int^lectual and artistic

pretemions evmtually overwhelm and belittle its simple

narrative. What remains is a visually mesmerizing film that

isn't quite sure where it's heading, but ambles remarkably.

Union 07>' '5 narrative is derived from a short story by

Cornell Woolrich, whose gloomy crime tales provided the

source of many a 1940's noir pioi. Set in 1953, in some odd

Tum to ONEMA, page 14
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TALLAHASSEE'S MOVIE
ENTERTAINMENT CENTER

i

NOW AVAILABLE

CAT PEOPLE PERSONAL BEST

JONI MITCHELL "'SHADOWS AND LIGHT"

AND OVER 1.000 MORE

3

VING TSUN
(Wing Chun)
Kung Fu -

Study what others

only hear about.

On going classes,

new students

welcome. 224-7788

5-7Weekdays &
12-2 Saturday.

HUNGRY
FOR EUROPE
BUTNO MONEY?

Eastern Federal
Theatres
mONf 2)4 1617

Miracle 5
111) TMOM*SVtUI »0*D

atlMf MaissiM $2.00 til 6 pa.

tm iff OKMNhi NeHdays)

6KJ0,8:00, 10:00

5:10. 7:S0. 9:45

PINK FLOYD/TNENAIKD
6:00,7 45,9:50

WORLD ACCOROiNC TO CARP (R)

5:00.7:30, 10K»

TMPBT (PC)

4:507:00, 9:50

NORTHAMEKICAS MOST
POPUIAR "SUMMER-IN-
EUROPE-POR-COLLEGE-

STUDENTS " PROGRAM SEEKS

CAMPUS
puBucmr

REPRESENTKnVE
Excellent salary for app. 5 hrs. of

work per wMk md/or chance to

quiddy earn part or all of SurTHTier

Europe Trip in 1983. If Interested,

please write inwnediateiy to: Trudi

FhMlo.aOZW.OraoM.U'tana.

IL0IM1.

HUT NEVS MR MOVIE GOERS!

UTTNiVMBln THEATRE!

RUSMIMTMITNMSSIM

PIIVATELKSOIIS(R)

5:50. 7:20, 9:10

JUmiOR! AUTHOR! IPO

5:05. 7:25, 9:45

PMTERCEISTIPQ
5:15,7:50 9 /15

—GREAT NEWS—
FOR TALLAHASSEE

MOVIE^ERSl NOW YOU CAN

ENJOY ALL THE CURRENT

MOVIES AT THE

VARSITY THEATRE!

AU SEATS •

AT AU TIMES $1.50!!

i

SIDE 1
IMHRtAM SHOm ON mi SOUMi SIDE 2

POLTERGEIST -PC

PridaY 7:15. 9:45

SyWlW 5.05.7:15. 9:45

ROCRTIII-K
Friday 7:15, 9:50

Sunday 5:00. 7:15. 9:50

SatirdaYOilv
Rocky III 5:00, 9:45

POLTERGEIST 7 15

SatMilVORlV

PSU-So. Mississippi

NMiOpMat6:0Opa

RHONIGHT MOVIE Frl & Sat Night

The Classic Rode Opera

T 0 1 M Y

Featuring perforrrwnces by Roger Daltry and the Who,

Elton John, Ann Margaret, Jack Nicholson, and Tina

Turner as The Acid Queen"

onlyMC admission

NO one under 19 yrs of age admitted to midnight mowe.
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HAPPENINGS
Exposed, a photographic exhibit

appearing in the Four Arts Gallery

continues its run. Featuring the work of

six Florida State Art Department
graduate students, the show has both

color and i black-and-white prints on
display.

The LeMoyne Update Show
continues in the LeMoyne Gallery. The
work of artists connected with LeMoyne
is featured.

Ted Nugent, the Motor City

Madman and weapons buff, brings his

loud hard-rock sounds to the Civic

Center tonight. Be prepared, he could

blast you out of your seat.

The Friends of the Leon County
Public Library will hold a reception Sept.

30 from 4-6 p.m. in the Library's

program room. The pubKc is invited to

attend and help honor library staff,

county commissioners and Tallahassee

authors.

MUSIC
Alley: Chuck Rietz, easy listening,

tonight and Saturday, no cover.

Brown Derby: Close Call, top 40,

tonight and Saturday, no cover.

Bullwinkle's: Vandals, rock and roll;

Hutch and Hoss, country, tonight and
Saturday, $2.50.

Downunder: Velma Frye, variety,

tonight and Saturday, $1 with student

I. D., $2 without.

Jatzberry Patch: Nightwind,

featuring Pam i-aws, jazz, tonight and
Saturday, $2.

Maxin's: Lyn Patrick and Jim Evans,

easy listening, tonight and Saturday, no
cover.

Rooky's II: Southern Satisfaction,

country, tonight and Saturday, $2.

Seminole Tavem: Crew 22, rock and
roll, tonight and Saturday, $2.

Sid's Lounge: Little Ray Melton and

the Tennessee Studs, country, tonight

and Saturday, $2.

Sweetbay Studio: The Modern Age,
new music, tonight and Saturday, $2.

Tommy's: Persian Gulf, rock and roll,

tonight and Saturday, $3.

FLICKS

Capitol: Young Doctors in Love (R)

7:10, 9:30; Amityville II (R) 7, 9:15; The
Beast Master iPG) 6:50, 9:30; The Diner
(R) 7:10, 9:30; The Kids Are Alright

11:30.

Miracle: Incubus (R) 6, 8, 10; Inchon
(PG) 5:10, 7:30, 9:45; Pink Floyd (The
Wain (R) 6, 7:45, 9:30; The World
According to Garp (H) 6, 7:30, 10;

Tampast (PG) 4:30, 7, 9:30.

Moore: Airplana (PG) 1.30, 3:30,

5:30, 7:30, 9:30; Pink F/amingos n .dO,

Friday; (y/i/o/7 7:30, 9:30.

Mugs and Movies: Poltargaist (PG)
7:16, 9:45; Rodcy Ui 7:15, 9:30 (There

will be a 5 p.m. showing of both shows

on Sunday. Also, due to the Florida

State football game being shown
Saturday, Mugs and Movies will use the

following schedule tomorrow only:

Rocky III 5, 9:45; Poltergeist 7:15);^

Tommy (R) midnight tonight and
,

Saturday.

Northwood Mall: Zapped (R) 5:30,

7:30, 9:30.

Parkway: Eight to Four (X) 2, 4, 6, 8,

10; The Devil's Playground {R) 2, 4, 6, 8,

10; An Officer and a Gentleman (R) 6,

8:30; E.T. (PG) 1, 3:15, 5:30, 7:45, 10;

Fast Times (R) 1:30, 3:30, 5:30, 7:30,

9:30.

Tallahassee Mail: Friday the 13th^

Part 3 {R) 6, 8, 10; Annie (PG) 4:30, 7,

9:30.

Varsity: Privata Lassf^s (R) 5:30,

7:20, 9:10; Author Author (PG) 5:05,

7:25, 9:45; Poltargaist (PG) 5:15, 7:30,

9:46.

O^lUjBIIld frompage 13

dream-like urban landscape, the film focutes on a frustrated

couple.

. Harlan (Dennis Lipscomb) is a neurotic drunk who seems

constantly on the verge of spontaneous combustion. Lillian

(Deborah Harry), his wife, exists only for her tawdry affair

with the superintendent of their apartment building (Everett

McGill).

Harlan is the kind of person apt to develop odd fixations

and obsessions. In this case, he*s determined to catch the

culprit who's been filching their milk in the middle of the

night.

Driven by obsession, he rigs up a complicated trap with

some fishing wire. It works. He catches the thief (Sam
McMm' ! ), issaults him, and hmrificdh a>^snmos hc'^ killed

Mr. Stupid, the strip by Bill Otersen,

will not appear this week. But don't despair

Mr. Stupid fans; he*il be hanging out on

this page again next week. .

M: tIlS& COKHKTCH

M^«;ij|B2 FSU - Soitlira Miss, oi the

-....'^^T^ UrgwtT.V. screen in Twin

Call 893-61 10 Doors open at 6:00

For more Info No Charge for Admission

him. Harlan frantically stashes the body in a closet in the

empty apartment across the hall.

From then on, Harlan slowly disentigrates. His quirky

worries and compulsions drive him drunkenly mad. His wife,

more and more mvolved with the burly super, pays him no
attention, allowing him to drift further and further from
reality into his miasmic paranoid frenzy.

Despite this traditionally intriguing "thriller" narrative,

Union City seems stranded in some filmic limbo. It's not just

a simple murder story, but, at the same time, it's not a film

of any great depth or importance. Writer-director Mark
Reichert assigns much more prominence to this simple crime

story than it demands or deserves. It's to Reichert's credit

that t//iio/i O'O' doesn't seem silly—just too big for its

britches.

Union City's main attraction is Edward Lachman's
dazzling, stylized color photography. Like Sergei Eisenstein

or Chuck Jones, Reichert, with Lachman, uses solid fields of

color to describe and preserve mood and atmosphere. The
film's prevailing tone is sweaty, shivering guilt, and it's

remarkably conveyed through red neon light bouncing off

claustrophobic crimson walls. Lillian's icy indifference

towards her husband is symbolized through half-slit streams

OIU LUBE, & FILTER$8.88
10% off tires & service to
students & faculty
Excluding sales items

ELECTROMrC IGrNlTIOh
~

ENGINE TUNE-UP
4Cyl $24.88 t

^'^^ '

6Cyl... $26.88

BCyl $28.88

IhCLUDES PARTS AND LABOR

of street-light against cool blue backdrops. This unique

emotional use of color adds great levels of depth to the film.

Dennis Lipscomb's performance as the disturbed,

distraught Harlan is convincing enough to give his role an

,

effective shove in the right direction. Deborah Harry,

though, as his wife, is catatonic.

Her part seems to call for an unemotional approach, but

Harry can't dominate the scenes she's in, often seeming to

blend into the background.

The narrative focuses on Lipscomb, though, and when he

dominates the proceedings, they're phenomonally effective.

Lipscomb seems like he's genuinely on the brink of craziness,

driven by despair. Like Tom Neal, star of Edgar Ulmer's

1945 Detour\the finest of all noir films), Lipscomb seems his

part, fits it to a T.

When Union City is good, it's absolutely riveting. Despite
its flaws, its dynamic visual style and all-pervasive»

atmosphere remains gripping and dazzling. Rcivhert, with

this film, creates a microcosmic world where inachiess and
confusion are the order of the day. He has neatly updated
Union City to fit the anxieties of our own age.

Union Qty plays Saturday night at 7:30 and 9:30 at

Moore. Admission is $2.

inioqe ,

ONE FREE ADcTLT CLASS
PER STUDENT THRU 10-8-82

• Ballet * Aerobic
• Jazz • Tap

15t9 Cap. CIr. N.E. No. 33 Call Between 3-5pm
878-3868

Learn Bartending
In Tallahassee

ENROLLNOW FORI
SEPT.OCT. CLASSES!

• Day and night classes
• Limited enrollment

BARTENDING ACADEMY. INC
893-1668 Ask for Kitte 878-4639

Valid only

'With coupon '

TALLAHASSEE TIRE WEST
1917 W. TENNESSEE
PHONE 2246152

I

Varsify ^^/^
Shopping Centei

Friday Lunch Buffet
All YOU can Eat $3.60

Chinese Fried Chicken • Beef w/ Broccoli

Szechuan Style Chicken (Hot) • Egg Roll

Fried Rice • Salad

401 E. Tennessee street

224-9686

3
MONTHS

M«n and Women

1022 N.Monroe

224- 8557

•NAUTILUS

•BODYMASTERS

•SELECTORIZED

'MACHINES

fREE WEIGHTS

•EXERCISE

GUIDANCE

505 s.weodnrard

222-5432
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friends," Dundas continued. "And we go to football
games together, but it's nothing political. He was hired
because of all his experience in student government/*
"Their close friendship must affect Leek's decision,"

countered Green.

"(Green is) just trying to create issues to ge* his name in

the paper," said Students Unite Now partv President Alan
Arthur. "Some of the issues

Green brings up are

fabricated. But he's a

politician like the rest of

us."

The only thing Leek

would say to those

allegations yesterday was,

"when l:d Green has

something of merit or

substance I will answer it."

*i don't think that Scott

Leek is biased towards the

Students Party," said

Arthur. "And 1 don't think

that Dundas has any
intluence over Leek.

"Scott Leek's been around Florida State a lot of years

and has a lot of friends," continued Arthur. "Gary just

happens to be one of Scott's friends."

Students Party is presently the controlling political party

at FSU, both in the senate and the executive branch. Last
year, Green ran as an independent for the presidency

against Students Party candidate Jill McConnell. Although
Circeii lost

,
the election was close. Close enough, Green said

Ed Green

that it suggested a mandate by students for a change in

Student Government. That's one of the major reasons why
Green formed a loose coalition of independents to run for
the senate this year, he said.

"There are enough people up in arms with the Students
Party to make a change." said Green. "1 see people in
student government as a bunch of do-nothings.

"A lot of people are p— at Student Government because
all they're concerned about is power," Green continued.

••The biggest issue is that the Students Party wants to
maintain their dominance in the senate," said independent
senate candidate Steve Walker. "The methods they
(Students Party) use to keep it (the power) have
significantly alienated a large enough number of students
on this campus to the point where there weren't even
enough people running for every senate seat."

••It's time to diminate the self-serving bureaucrats in

the Students Party." said Green. ''The independoits this

year have brains and aren't concerned with power, but with
the issues."

"Green talks about how the independents are being
hurt," countered Dundas, "but he has no group of
independents behind him. There's not even two people
behind him."

••I don't think the independents would be able to

effectively control the senate," said Arthur. •*! think
Green is just looking for free publicity."

"It'll do the independents more harm than good to be
affiliated with Ed Green," said Dundas. •*Hc seems to be
twisted for some reason."

But independent senate candidate Jill Wilson contends
this isn't an Ed Green-led campaign

.

••If Dundas would come to one of our independent
meetings," said Wilson, •*he'd see a group of
independents. But no one's head of anyone in this

campaign. We all work together."

Scuba frompage JO

diving is that the sea is silent.

He has heard a certain kind of blowfish actually chewing
coral. The noise, and other soimds, reverberates through
the water.

One eerie dive Rowland made with the club was to

Morrison's cavern. It is a dive of less than 1(X) feet. The
divers went through a 12-foot-long entrance to a room SO
feet round and 30 feet high. At the bottom of this pit were
eels. Rowland said whenever the divers shone thdr lights

the eels would scatter.

A man who swims into the Cavern of Sharks certainly

has no qualms about thousands of eels. Rowland likes

underwater creatures.

When the club makes its trip to Homosassa Springs

during the winter months, Rowland is looking forward to

making friends with the manatees there. He guarantees

there will be manatees there at this time of year. He also

prefers to dive during the winter because the water is swift

and clear. He says in order to get close to seacows he
doesn't wear an air tank, so as not to frighten them away.

The Seminole Divers are planning many trips for scuba

and skin divers. They have some equipment, but it is issued

on a first-come-first-serve basis—with priority given to the

most active people in the club.

•*I didn't get a lot of experience until I joined the club,"

said Crawford. "It's a good opportunity to increase diving

experience. We also have films and lectures."

"1 like the water—it's a totally different world. It's almost

like flying—you just glide," said Rowland.

StliOt NT
(.OVIKNMINT

ESCORT
SERVICE 644 1239
/ DAYS A WFtK

ilUAREZ
TEUUILA
TEnUllA
TEQUILA
TEQUILA

OOLO OR SILVER IMPORTED t BOTTLED BY TEQUILA JALISCO S A ST LOUIS. MO M PROOF

Going For A
Fall Hike?

Clothing & Gear
For Active People!

206 w. College Ave.

Tallahassee, Florida 32301
Telephone (904) 222-5608
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THE LimE FAMILY INN
(Formerly Shays)

ALL YOU CAN EAT SPECIALS
Oysters $5.95 Shrimp Creole $6.95

Crab Claws $5.95

All served w/salad bar. FF or Baked Pot

$1.00 OFF ANY SEAFOOD PLAHER
(Excluding Specials) w/coupon

Hwy319 • Crawfordville • 926-5229

(.OVIRNMCNI

ESCORT
SERVICE 644 1239"
7 DAYS A Wf f

K

1^ VINYL rivER
Records & Tapes

HOME TO THE SERIOUS RECORD BUYER

,^
1938 Ml. Tennessee

(Next to Seminole BOMrt, university Plaza)

Instant cash for used records
• (in good condition)

NEW LP'S AT LOW PRICES

rat MimiiBm kiiiNU

mm! Hj^Oftl

riif ciimtuimm

OpMl2iMlDailf22M«SS

ROCK«JAZZ*SOUL

R&B*BLUES

NEW WAVE

REGGAE

Phriday's Phun
at

HAPPY HOUR
4-7

$2.00 Pitchers

IOC Oysters

Qiiarlers Championship
Friday -4 pm

* SATURDAY*
F8CI vs. So. Mississippi

Watcli it on our big screen TV

3 dogs
for

$1-00

The Phyrst 675 W. Jefferson
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Seminoles embark on a hazardous journey to Hattiesburg
RV %1/ A VKJET rkir A C rko Ir,,.„^t,„ ...U^ . x- ir » . .... .... . . 1 .BY WAYNE DEAS
FLAMIEAU STAFF WRITER

On the road again.

Akin to the theme of Willie Nelson's hit ditty, the Florida
State Seminoles (1-1) take to the road for the first time this
year, facing Southern Mississippi (1-2) tomorrow at 7 p.m.
CDT. The game can be viewed in Tallahassee at 8 p.m. local
time on WCTV (channel 6).

Tomorrow's contest will pit two teams hoping to rebound
off a loss. Last week the Golden Eagles dropped a 21-19
decision to Auburn while the Seminoles lost to top ranked
Pittsburgh, 37-17.

FSU will also be seeking revenge from the Golden Eagles,
who dcciiTiated the Seminoles last year 58-14 at Doak
Campbell Stadium.

"They're one of the three teams who beat us last year who
has everyone back," said FSU head coach Bobby Bowden.
•They only lost their tailbacks and they've got Sam

DeJarnette, who transferred from Auburn back there," said
Bowden.

DeJarnette, a 6-foot, 185-pound sophomore tailback is a

player to watch. After sitting out a season he has found a
home in the Southern Miss, backfield. In the Golden Es^es'
first three games DeJarnette has rushed for 316 yarcls and
five touchdowns. He also can return punts, totaling a 23.7
yard average per return.

But DeJarnette is only one player the Seminole defenders
have to keep in check. His backfield buddy Quarterback
Reggie Collier, will be hunted and harassed by Seminole
defenders every chance they get. Or better yet, every time
they catch him.

Collier—the only quarterback in NCAA history to both
pass and run for 1 ,(XX) yards in the same season —ran circles,

squares, and rectangles around the Seminole defense last

year handing the Seminoles their worst defeat ever.

Throwing two touchdowns and running for 150 yards

Last Year
Although the Seminoles are hopeful that they can

beat the Southern Miss. Golden Eagles this time

Florida Flambeau/Vicki Arias

around, last year they didn*tfare so well. Here, FSU's
Alphonso Carreker attempts to nab the Eagles' QB
Reggie Collier.

SweetV^Tfottle^Au?
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This Fit &8aL Night- 11 pm Ull 5 am
Bring yourown booze& drink cheap!!

LARGEDAnCEFLOOR
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Sweet Bay Bottle Club i
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1317 Jacluon Bluff Rd.

1/2 Price Admission
Fri., Sept. 24 or Sat., Sept. 25
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RHODES
SCHOLARSHIP

APPLICATION DEADLINE

Applications are open for Rhodes Scholarships. Two
years of graduate study at Oxford University.

Qualifications: Unmarried U.S. Citizen between 18-24

years old. Must receive Bachelors degree by Oct. "83.

Graduate students also eligible. Scholastic ability,

leadership, sports activit. and character!

Deadline: Oct, 11, 1982

Contact: Prof. Peter Stowell

222-7833

from an option attack, Collier directed a Golden l"aglc

offense that scored the first seven times it touched the ball.

This year is no different for Collier.

Against Northeast Louisiana he ran for 106 yards and

scored two touchdowns.The following week against Die Miss

he ran 104 yards, passing for 240 yards.

**I think we will have enough pride to come back against

Southern Mississippi," said FSU strong safety Larry Harris

.

"Collier was almost a one-man wrecking crew against us last

year and the defense would like to shut him down. I'm sure

we will defend him differently this time and it will be a

different game," Harris said.

Seminole defenders should be better prepared for the

Golden Eagles' potent option attack by practicing against

their own rendition of the option offense.

Last week against Pittsburgh the Seminoles surprised

everyone by substituting Kelly Lowrey (for starting quarter-

back Blair Williams) to direct the option attack. Keeping

the shocked and unprepared Panther defenders off guard

until a second half rainstorm took away needed footing,

Lowery led a game-tying touchdown drive and ran for 30

yards on four carries.

'*I may be alternating quarterbacks," said Bowden.
••Don't count on it. But right now we don't have a

quarterback who can run the option and pass," Bowden said

"We've got Blair Williams who's a pure passer and Kelly

Lowrey who runs the option pretty good.

"Our defense and kicking game isn't strong enough thai

we can go out there and dictate whether we'll run or throw

on offense," Bowden said. ''We're going to have to score a

lot of points."

In two games FSU's defense has given up an average of

289 yards a game and given up an average of 34 points while

FSU's offense scored only an average of 21 points. Punter
Lowrey totes a short 27.9 yards average on eight boots.

Starting kicker Mike Rendina, who has played sparingly due

to a leg injury, might see more action against the Golden
Eagles.

••Mike Rendina is getting closer to 100 percent," said

Bowden. Right now, Phil Hall is our short field goal and
extra point kicker. But we need to get the kickoffs deeper
and Mike still doesn't have full range with his leg yet."

Also injured but expected to play is tailback Greg Allen

and wide receiver Jessie Hester. Both suffered what appeared
to be hip pointers in the first half of last week's Panther-
Seminole contest.

Barring team injuries and the heart-stopping breakaway
threat of Collier, Bowden is optimistic about tomorrow's
game.

"We're playing as good as I could have hoped. We really

needed to have the Pitt game but we didn't get it. We're not a
good team yet but 1 see the potential there."

Friday right
Ladies'Kgbt

At the Casino Club
Indies in to the Casino Club free on Friday nights from 10 to 12 Plus
they get one free drink of their choice. We no longer require a
membership card, so ladies, come on out and enjoy
drinks, dancing and fun on Ladies Ni^ht at the
Casino. i.A.nd if yuu guys want U> be where

| ^ —
the ladies are - come on out tool) Appropn-
ate attire required.

^^^^Jiit^^^^^

666-1 West Tennessee (next to the Subway) • 224-6971
Lunch: Mon. Sat. 11 a.m. -4:30 p.m. • Dinner: Mon. Sat. 4:30 p.m 11 p m

Tea DttHCf Buffet Sunday 2K)0 p.m. 11:00 p.m.
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Robinson goes for 300th
BYM1KERADIGAN
Fl AMBFAl STAFF WRITF.R

Football history could be in the making
tomorrow night when the Grambling Slate

Tigers drop in on Florida A&M for what

promises to be one of the biggest football

•games this season for both schools.

« Grambling head Coach Eddie Robinson

will be seeking his 300th career win^ a feat

only one other living human has

accomplished in the history of the college

game.

Alabama's legendary Paul "Bear"
Bryant is the only other living coach who
has won 300 or more games.

Robinson's record stands at 299-98-13

going into tomorrow's 7 p.m. contest.

• But the Rattlers and their head coach,

• Rudy Hubbard, aren't interested in

becoming a feature section in somebody

else's yearbook. In fact, FAMU's current

number three ranking in the Sheridan poll

of Division l-AA teams makes them

probably the toughest opposition

Grambling will face the rest of the season.

Grambling ranks number one in the

Sheridan Poll.

The Rattlers enter the contest with a 2-0

.mark after last week's 39-23 away win over

Mid-Eastern Athletic Conference foe

« Delaware State. FAMU has not lost since

October of last year when MEAC rival

South Carolina State nudged them 16-15.

Still, Hubbard isn't overly pleased with

his squad's performance so far this season.

"We're not a hungry enough ball team,"

he said. "When we jump ahead and get a

lead, we let up. That's the way it was last

weekend(against DSU). I look up and the

score's 10-0 in the first quarter. We just let

« up because we seem to have this attitude

that because we're FAMU we don't have to

* try."

Farlier this week, Hubbard said he would

be making a few changes in his starting

defensive lineup. He was not pleased with

his defense which was largely to blame for

A&M's 23-point deficit at the half in last

week's game.

Hubbard was annoyed with the

''irresponsible play" of a few. defensive

teamers who he said played the way they

wanted to rather than the way coaches told

them against DSU.
"We've got to put more disciplined

players in the lineup, not necessarily the

best athlete," Hubbard said earlier in the

week.

Rudy
Hubbard

This apparent anger may have just been a

ploy to get his players motivated for

Grambling since only two changes have

been made in the roster for tomorrow

night's game. And both of those are on the

offensive team.

Stan Knight, a freshman who started in

the ^ttler season opener against Morris

Brown College, will return to his right

guard slot. Knight replaces last week's

starter, sophomore Percy Griffin.

Junior Horace Thompkins slides back

into his tight end assignment, replacing

freshman Lloyd Miles.

The Rattlers will likely stick to their

traditional I-formation offensively with

,
quarterback Nathaniel Koonce at the helm.

Koonce may revert to his two-week-old

tradition of throwing long if his team slips

behind early. Vernest Ray Alexander,

Koonce's favorite receiver and the team's

top pass catcher this season could be on the

end of one of those bombs if FAMU gets

behind early.

Otherwise, look for both teams to go the

conservative route, offiensively, from the

outset.

IHE BEST PtME TO WCH

BOT THE NEU OUTA

IMISS

BUUMWKirS BEERGmEN
lOUTDOORS - Just like bein' the

(Big scrMn will b« on porch roof)

1

9^ pm til 2 am

THE VANDALS
Half time and after t»i« game

HUTCH N HOSS
in the BMrgardan Inside

Plus FREE KEG at 7 pm

Hiqk HolidAy Services Hillcl
The foUowing is a schedule of services to be held on campus:

Prl

Sun.

Mod.

1982
Fellowship Hall, St. Thomas More

(W. Tennessee/Woodward)

Sept. 17 Erev Rosh Hashanah:
Sept. 18 Rosh Hashanah:

Sept 24 •Shabbat Shuvah:

Sept. 26 Kol Nidre:

S(j>t 27 Ybm Kippor

*Break-1WFa8t

*843 W. Pensacda St
Formm info call HILLEL at 222-5454

8 p.m.

10 a.in.

8 p.m.

8 p.m.

10 a.m.

DOVE SEASON SPECIAL
Dove Season Opens Ootober 2nd

Men*8 and Boys

REEN CAMO T-SHIRT
from $4.95

SNAKE BOOTS
from $69.95 and up

DOVE STOOL
from $6.95

CAMOUFLAGE CAP
$2.49

4evin s
GUNS &

SPORTING GOODS

Try one of our delicious
gourmet sandwiches
(We'll compare them with any in town)

with
coupon

Free Draft Beerw/purchase
of Sandwich Good

through
Oct. 1

, Phone 599-9188

1:30 a.m. Mon.—Sat.jOpen at 1

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

666-5 W. Tennessee St.

I

fNear Corner of Tennessee ar\d Dewpy Sf j|
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9 A.M. — 4 p.M.
ClAssiFiEd Ads

720 UNioN

Ad DfAdliNE 2 dAys befoRE

For SaU "^^r Rent

HUGE 3-PAMII.Y OARAOl SALI
Misc household items, linens, tools,
kitcttenware, clotties, jewelry, toys,
flower pots, and much, mudh more! i

10S2 LMg^eet Dr; Rockbrook. Call
•Tl-Ulffw directions.

9-4 SATURDAY, SEPT. 25.

AUDIO VIDEO TAPES
VIDEOGAMES - LOW PRICIt

CALL BILL S7S 67t2.

Wood coffee fable, 2 endlabi es7 sTsm

.

2 shelf bar w/ chrome legs $150 or
best offer. Odds and ends, knicit
knacks. Call after s : 575-4429.

OlOANTICGARAOCSALBll
SAT.f/as, 1^SP.MI.
l«M SHARKEY ST.

SMALL REFRIDGERATOR
LIKE NEW $80 PERFECT FOR
DORM! 222-7899, KEEP TRYING.
CHIAF TRANSPORTATION!

IfM BLUE TOMOS MOPED. $275.
GREAT LOOKING! S7«-09tO

SIAMESE KITTENS
SEAL, CHOC, ELUR, RED, AND

TORTIR 140 ft VP MS-tSM

''2% fixed assumable. IMO sa. ft.
Custom built heme N.E. PesaiMe
owner financing. Call t93-2SN.

Free speaker stands with purchase of
Pioneer stereo cabinet. On rollers with
glass door & glass top tlOO. Call
Pat 386 7801.

GARELLI MOPED, GOOD COND. A

OPPRR. CALL 224-3793.

YAMAHA FLUTE $175
EXCELLENT CONDITION
PLEASE CALLttl-MM

OIRL'STAKARA 10-SPEED
GOOD CONDITION $50

CALL 385-2792

FOR SALE OR RENT! 1 FULLSIZE
BED. COMFT , NEGOTIABLE. CALL
575 94M,ASK FOR BUD.

Four IBM Selectric typewriters $275
t^each. Other office models for $80
LOtsof free ribbons. 576 6555.

43" Jobe Prof. Honeycomb Water Ski
& case $125, Vitamaster excercise bike
Sfi. George Washburn Guitar & case
brannew taoo. Phone 878-3457.

1 BSR MacDonald record changer~w7
Shure cartridge and dust cover $35,
1 Realistic 8 track play deck $20,
2 Criterion bookshelf speakers $10
each, 1 4-string guitar $30. Call
385 5592

FB COUPONS ALSO DORM-LOFT
w/ 3 ply carpet & padding, sturdy
shelf, & ladder. Call 575 1181 eves.

EXTRA LOW PRICES ON GUITARS
ft BANJOS. MANY 1/2 PRICE.
PRICES START AT $25. RENTALS
S10 MO. LESSONS S1S3 WK
CX>URSE.
SCOTT TENNYSON GUITAR
»RVICES 1304 N. AAonroe 224 3361

Round trip plwte ticket: Tampa
Tallahassee 29 Sept. $M. Call 57S-1M4

SSiii'"-?'?. 0»*«-«TEP CAMERA
WITH PLASH UNIT. 1 YEAR OLD

LIKE NEW. $45OR B.O.
CALLa22-4730 EVENINGS

SOLID WOOD TABLE WITN
4CHAIRS& GLASS COirVi

$250.00

CALL 224-0470 • to SOR
AFTERS •70-2492. CAREY

FOR SALE: 1900 HONDA AUTO-
JiifJJ^J^Jjf GREAT
CONDITION. 384-4427 AFTER 4 PM.

CycUs
01 HONDA CM200T - CLEAN
EX. COND. FINE COMUTER
444-^ ft 444-4991 FOR INP.

YahamaSOcconly 1400 campus miles,
Incl. helmet, basket, lock chain. Show-
room condition. Ph. 385-9091 nites

7S HONDA 125 GOOD SHAPE
GREAT FOR AROUND TOWN
$175 OR BEST OFFER 224-4233.

* * 3 WEEKS FREE RENT * *
SUBLEASE COLONY CLUB APT.

CALL 224-3903OR 224-4041

.

4 br turn large rooms , fireplace, no
pets, references., near Hardee's, walk
toFSU. $450Mo. 575 9718.

3 bdrm. apt. across from Law SchooT
Hardwood floors, fireplace, colfing
fans, central heat, fenced In yartl.
Available now. $375 per month
893 0085 or 224 5851 after 6.

78 RD400 YAMAHA, IMMACULATE
13,000 miles, chambers, shocks,
EXTRAS. 574-5005 AFT-EVN.

3 BR 1 BATH, 2 WEEKS FREE
KITCHEN FURNISHED. S MILES
OFF CAMPUS. $295 MM>. APTSR f

CALL 077-0007.QUODRPQliT.

545 OAKLAND, FURNISHED 2 BR
TOWNHOUSE 1 BLK. FROMMYERS
PARK.tMBMO. S&Mtf.

ROOMS FOR RENT FOR SPRING
TERM. NO HARD PARTIERS. CALL
STEVE 575-3200.

Cliateau De Roi Apts. Walk to FSU
511 N. Woodward, 1 BR turn, sound
proof, pool, laundry, cable & util. incl.
except elec. $225 mo Call Res. Mgr
2?v 8j?r

WANTEd
F RMMT FOR VFRY NICE FURN
2 BR TRPLX, NR WSTWD 1 Ml FR
FSU. AC, TV, YARD, QUIET 8,SECURE $160 MO & Vj UTIL. RESP
574-0484 KRISTY.

u. i^cor.

Rmmt for 3 br apt. $125 mo. 8i V3 uti
Near Governor's Sq. Windrush
Village. 877 6273 Ms . Neal anytime.

fi'^c ' OWN *»00M
$115 MO 8. Vj UTL. V4 BLK TO FSU
CALL DARCY 222 5884.

2STUDENT COUPONS FOR HOME-COMING GAME ON 10/9.
WILL PAY TOP $$$!( 574-4075

QUIET SETTING by Lk. Jackson
Fm rmt to share lovely, new duplex.
Well insulated w/ fireplace, Ig. yard -

pets ok NO LEASE - NO DEP.
$150 mo. 386 5978 or 386 4364.

Room in mobile home for rent, tolmT
student. $100 mo. ft util. Call
078-2900 am. ft pm.

House-M rmmt, Ig bedrm w fireplace^
cent heat ft ac, w/w carpat, new furn,
200 yds to Phyrst, beautiful. SISO ft

'^^L^tf^^*-, »»oAdsonly,
alcoholics welcome.

Area manufactorer of ladies lingerie
needs model for package, national
distribution Hips 34"

: 5' 4" : long
hair, exp pref, but not required.
Serious inquiries only. 224-3K4.

Fm rm for new house, 10 min drive
fr/FSU, $100 ft sh. of ut., nonsmfcr, no
pets. Call 575-1374 after 4or 5.

FM RMMT FOR 3BR HOUSE
ONLY 2 BLOCKS FROM CAMPUS

$120 MO. & Vj UTIL. 57S-5704

M RMMT FOR 3BDR 2BATH HOUSE
2 BLOCKS FROM FSU $92/MO ft Va
UTIL. CALL 224-0295.

Non-smoker ta sBara 2 Br apt.
Partially fum., washar ft dryar, 2 mi.
from PSU. SiSi MO. ft Ml iMl. Call
i7S-44Maffter4. DAVID
Wanted: Rmmt. to share 2 bdrm house
2 fireplaces $150 mo. util. Close to
FSU. Call 224-42M. Ser. inq. only.

Need ml. rmmt. to share a 1 br turn
apt. at Hilltop Apts. 411 Chapel Dr.
$105 mo. ft Vi util. Come by apt. 414

WANTED: TUTOR FOR MATH 1132
SALARY NSOOTIABLE
CALL KIM AT 444-1352.

RMMT. NEEDED TO SHARE NEW
HOUSE WITH MALE LAW STUDENT.
QUIET AND COMFORTABLE. 575 5691

FEMALE RMMT NEEDED TO
SHARE NICE 2BDRM APT CLOSE
TO FSU. MUST ENJOY PETS AND
LIFE. CALL 576 1445 FOR A GREAT
DEAL. CALL 878 9372 AFTER 5 ON
MWF.ASKFORKATHY.
Clean, serious F or M to share plush
furnished Westwood condo. Pool, own
room 81 bath. Rates negot. 574-9409.

F rmmt
$115 mo ft «i util
Call Amy 224 2871

Share 1 br fum apt, ac, pool.
5 min from PSU.
Town 8i Campus

Male Roommate needed for Ig. 2 br, 2
batfi^^apt 1 block from campus.
Call 222 2676.

Roomate wanted for 4 br house only 16
min. from FSU Car required
Responsible person only. Completely
furn. Call Dave or Mark for interview,
304 7429.

Help
WANTed

WRAPPING - Skin Care Co.
seeksM & F nuxMs for demonsh-ations
a* Expo '82 ^30_10/3 Call 877 1981.

Extroverted? Dynamic? Want a
financial challenge? Join the billion
dollar health industry. For details-^—1 $75-5214 after 2.

Need Marketing or PR student to act
as campus rep. for national public
relations firm. Call Brad 224 5384.

HELPWANTED
We need a typasattar for ad copy

AAomifig hours—part tinta. Approx 15
hours a Week. EKperienca prefered.
Pay negotiable. Call 444-S744 ask for
Darryi or George or fin out an
applicatioh at 204 N. woodward.

nity Employer

ServIces
CALLINO ALL BANDS

If youve bean renting lighting or
sound in Tallahassaa, you know ydu
only had a couple of choices. Now
there's someone new to consider.

ANIMAL KINGDOM AUDIO
24 channels, 2900 watts - 1000 watt
mofl tor system - LigMing, is PARs,
2 e lipsoMal spots - MUCH MORE
Call the others first, then let AKA
give you more for your money.

S7S-2497 : 24 f

i TYPING* * *
FAST ft EFFICIENT, IBM ELEC.

CALL070-IS07.

TYPING
IBM DISSERTATIONS ft THESES

PAT DIXON 384-1255

Complete range of proofreading,
ed'ting, typing services at low rates
385 1020 AFTER 3 pm.

EXPERT CARPENTIry
Miscellaneous handiwork.

Free Estimates.
Satisfaction assured.

Call^len at 222-8079 or 878-1544.

I AA P R^V E YOUR GRADES!
Research Catalog 306 pages 10,7M
topics Rush $1.00 Box 25097C, LOS
Angeles, CA 90025. (213) 477-8224

TYPING IBM SELECTRIC 3
FAST, EFFICIENT EDITING!

80C pg. call 222 7629, AFTER NOON
WE SELL, service; aW PAYTOP CASH FOR YOUR AIR-
CONDITIONERS. 575-9542.

A PRO TO TYPE- your thesis, term
gowrs, dlMortations. etc. Call Va.
Wallace, 077-4900, eve/wk ends.

it* it eUlTAR LESSONS it it it

CLASSICAL AND POP
BEGINNER ADVANCED

SPECIAL STUDENT RATES
ALISON BERT, 444-S499

PIANO LESSONS AVAILABLE
FROM FSU MUSIC MAJOR. CALL
222-0439 IF INTERESTED.

CLASSICAL GUITAR LESSONS
(B.M. BOST. CONS. OF MUS.,
M.M. CAND. IN PERF. FSU)
NOW ACCEPTINO STUDENTS OF
ALL LEVELS. SPECIAL STUDENT
RATES. CALL 224-3037 FOR A
FREE APPIONTMENT.
'Dissert., Theses, student papers
You'll get good vibrations when you
bring your typing to us. Former
admins, sec'y 8, good speller.
Reasonable Rates. L. Durbln. 070-2240
No calls after 10 p.m.

BOOKKEEPER EXPERIENCED
IN ACCOUNTS PAYABLE,
RECEIVEABLE, TAXES, AND
PAYROLL AVAILABLE FOR PART-
TIME OR CONTRACT WORK. CALL
222-7790.

COSTUMES FOR RENT
A large selection of COSTUMES
including gowns for Homecoming
Queens, for rent 877 806fi ,ift 4 30

PersonaIs
*iRINK*

SO MUCH I NEED TO SAY; LET ME
SHOW YOU I LUV Ul JOHN B.-

if you are pro-choice and would like an
opportunity to express your Minion,
call 444-2114.

Beat Mark O'Brien in the
swim, run, bike in the South
Oct. 9 FSU Reservation Race t an,
Deadline entry mail Sept. 30, $10 each.
Fla. League of Aquatics, Rt. 22 Box 30
Tallahassee, F 1. 32301.

fastest
, Sat.,

9 am.

Beatles Day Wed Sept. 29 Moore Aud.
12 1 Beatles music trivia contest.
Win 2 tickets to Beatiemania, random
album giveaway comp. of Record Bar.

LIZARD LIPS,
~

lYOTEQUIERO!
FELIZ 1 1/4

TOXIC SHOCK
IS KOMINOI
SO CATCH ITI

Phil B.,

Please forgive me 'cause I really don't
remember. I promise never to listen to
you again. Love, Ann.

JODI NADLER
WE MISS YOUII

KISSY-KISSY, PINHEADETTES
SINGER

Do Seadragons really get sunburned?
QUANTUM

SKIPTHE STRIP
DANCE TO THE FUNKTATOUS

HOLLYWOOD TURNUPS
atSMiTTY'S,PRI.ftSAT.

MLF - HAVE A NICE WEEKEND
AND KNOW THAT I THINK OF YOU
IN ALL I DO. I LOVE YOU.

YOUR FIANCE

71 OCT.MisCOMINGi
All you ex-GUISERS better get your
dancing shoes on. There'll be a real

9?!^ f?.^.***^P^ roll on and onl
(I luv MftM's, don't you?)

The Original Gulsing-Light

Night-sharp and bright as new steel -

The nebulae spin of the universe clock
A dust mote drifts silence - SuMan
stone cracks The toatf's^eyes omr
deep and black - Merlin.

* F-CLUBgOATS
Congratulations, best of luck in your
new adventure! The members.

FREE PREGNANCY TEST
NON-JUDGEMENTAL C0UNSELII40

T.A.P.P.S. CALL 222-7177.

DOROTHY,
I LOVE YOU. BE MY WIFE.

MIKE

DANCE ft THEATRE STUDENTS
Tafca bag. tap - Toes, nites 7:30

1232TIMBERLANE ROAD
Teacher studied with Honi Coles.
Par more Info. - Call Jan 878-6352.

FREE PREGNANCY TEST
Abortion, Gynecology, Psych. Couns.
Call N. Fla. Women's Health and
Counseling. 877-3183.

GET FREE FPIRG BROCHURES!
PROTECT YOURSELF FROM
LOSING YOUR SECURITY
DEPOSIT. AVOID AUTO REPAIR
RIP-OFFS. LEARN WHERE THE
BEST BUYS ARE. FREE
GROCERY, BANKING AND
CHECKING SURVEYS. PICK UP
INFO AT FPIRG OFFICE 215
UNION. FPIRG CONSUMER-
TENANT HOTLINE 0 IS 644 4884.

FREE PREGNANCY TEST
'

Abortion, gynecology, birth control,
infection checks «, mental health
counseling. Low cost Professional
services. Strictly confidential. For
appiontment call No. Fla. women's
Health ft Counseling. 877 3183.

Business

PersonaIs
THE LONOBRANCH BAR & GRILL

FRIDAY LUNCH SPECIAL
PHILO CHEESE STEAK $1.99
PLUS 254 DRAFT 11AM 2PM.

* COSTUMES & ACCESSORIES
Magic trix. Lessons, Gags, Jokes,
Make up. Masks, Clown & Juggling Eq

MAGIC & FUN SHOP *
Univ. Plaza 1916 W Tenn 224-MAGI.

THE SWEETSHOP SALAD BAR
20 ITEMS FOR YOUR CREATION
PREPARED FRESH EACH DAY
FOR $1.99. WITH ANY SANDWICH
ORDER ONLY $1.69. SERVED 11AM
TILL 10PM DAILY.

MOXIE MERCANTILE
Imported cotton sundresses
Antique recycled clothing

Shashi ft 1,000 flower earrim^
Lotsa funky iunquai

212 W. Callage, Tues.-Sat. 1 - s pm.

HAAGEN-DAZS
Ice cream at Pogo's Pinball Palace
across the street from Bullwinkles.

HAPPY HOUR! 4 7 PMMON FRI
All draft 40c glass. $2.25 pitchers

THE PALACE SALOON
1303 JACKSON BLUFF ROAD

KEN'S TAVERN
ON THE TENN. ST. STRIP

SERVING FSU OVER 16 YEARS
BEER DRINKERS HAPPY HOURS

MON FRI 4;30 6 30 * *
THE ORIGINAL WED. NIGHT

MICHELOB MADNESS FROM 9 12
VIDEOS, PINS, 25- POOL**

TNT HIDEAWAY CANOE RENTAL
DIRECTLY ON WAKULLA RIVER
AND HWY 90
$5 up to 4 hrs SOc per cushion call
1-925 4412.

FREE TAPE DECK CLINIC
SEPTEMBER ONLY

WE WILL CLEAN, DEMAGNETIZE
AND INSPECT YOUR TAPE DECK
FREE OF CHARGE. COME BY OR
CALL THE. STEREO STORE, 115 W.
TENN. IN THE TENNESSEE ST.
MUSIC MALL. PH 223-0344.

Shoeshine girl wanted. Apply between
2 and 4 today at Subway Station.

LIQUIDATION SALE 1

1

30 to 40% OFF
Suiideks. Bolt, Javcee and Gotcha
All T-Shlrts, Shoes, and Visors
Canvas Bags, FSU Tiddies, etc.
THE SAILOR'S CHOICE, INC.

2312 APALACHEE PARKWAY 13
TALLAHASSEE, FLA. 878 3555

BEGINNING CLOGGING

With Don Shrum of the Straw Street
Cloggers. Fri, Sept 24, 7:00 p.m. at
Salter Dance SchI $15 Call 878-7647.

SWEETSHOP DELI
MEATS AND CHEESES

MEATS, CHEESES AND COLD
SALADS THAT INCLUDE ROAST
BEEF, HAM, TURKEY, IMPORTED
SWISS CHESE, CHEDDAR CHEESE,
COLD SLAW, AND MANY MORE ATMUCH LESS THAN AT THE
SUPERMARKET.

Lost &
FouNd

LOST: MALE GOLDEN LAB ON
9/1S, IN TIMBERS AREA. RBWARDI

CALL 576-9352.

FOUND: RING, BY TULLY GYM
ON 9/22. CALL 644 4813 MRS.
LUDWIG FOR INFORMATION

I

We |IJ|Cll For UMd
Pay Wlian Roeor4s

Vi:\YL FEVER
1938 W Tonnoitoo

224-84S3
Vsvtl 'IVvw • ltn|M»rl%
l'u(«>iif\ • >lut<u%in«;%

l,«»w l*ric*4;\

K«»«;k - >lu7.x - Sttui -

IIIMVS - K&lt - Kviiiiuv •

VAW - Folk
Tk* CoA^Men ef Any Rnti
Wt Sell Priced Ovtr M li

_ Felk GesraMII!

FOUND RING IN SECTION 16
FOOTBALL STADIUM. CALL 222-
4862.

Lost: Small Sharp calculator br case
of sentimental value, near FSU
Library. Reward! Call Suzi 644 5375.

Lost: Blue & gray P. Cardin wallet
near Sailay Hall Sat. Reward- No
questions asked Just want wallet Oi
dr. license back. Call Bill 644-6947.

LOST: WHITE SAMOYED PUPPY
Male 4 months, 30 lbs. with red collar.
Answers to "Rodney." Reward.
305-4354, If no answer, call 224-4920.

Lost: Prescription sunnglasses near
Fisher Lecture Halt on Mon. if found,
please call 575-S393.

tr.MlMO.DNI,P.A.

OPTOMETRIST

CONTACT LENSES

FI7TINC FEE

S20 - $30
in addition to exam fee

810 Thomasville Rd.

Intersection of ivionroe

and Thomasville Rds.

APPOINTiENTS
222-9911

LSAT • MCAT • GRE
GRE PSYCH • GRE BIO • MAT
gmat • oat • ocat • pcat
vat.sat.act.cpA-toefl

MSKP • NAT'L MED BDS
ECFMG • FLEX • VQE
NOB • NPB I • NLE

EDUCATIONAL CENTER

S2S I.TtHMSM
fOf. information. Plea$0 Call

222-0009 _

kinko's copies

M PM. Moi. Tlirs.

470II.TMMSSH



Picks continue despite NFL strike

FLAMBEAUPICKS
BY WAYNE DEAS

STAFF WRITER

Pardon me (sniff! boo hoo!) for crying, but I'm all choked

up over the NFL strike. Wait a minute (sniff snifO- 1*11 regain

my composure for whatever is left of...

This Wttk's Picks:

Miami (2-1) vs. Michi((an St. (0-2): It's a shame that

, Hurricane quarterback Jim Kelly will be out for the year

, due to the shoulder injury he suffered last week. He will

surely be missed. But no one will notice this week. The

'Canes could siuft up anything from a cross-eyed pigeon to a

paraplegic gorilla behind the center and get by the

Spartans. Miami by a landslide.

Florida (2-0) vs. Mississippi St. (3^): Picking against the

Gators (0-2) on the year has been as enjoyable as getting a

suitcase and a road map for graduation from my parents.

Though the count is 0-2 I'll just choke up on my bat and

hope for a breaking ball. Mississippi St. by 3

.

« Florida A&M (2-0) vt. Gramlilliig (2-0): Popular

^ WANM disc jockey Joe BuUard has been bragging on a

Rattler victory all week. Loaded with Tiger put-downs, he

has emphasized that Tiger coach Eddie Robinson would

indeed get the magic number of 300 career wins— but as

Bullard so proudly puts it, "Not in Tallahassee." Hate to

be ihe cloud to rain on BuUard's and the Rattlers' parade,

but football games are not played on air waves. Sorry Joe,

but Coach Robinson, also known as the "Wizard" will get

number 30() right smack in Bragg Stadium, Tallahicky.

Grambling by the time the grand Wizard can count to 300.

Florida State (1-1) vs. Southern Mississippi (1-2): If FSU

can't stop the Golden Eagle opUon attack, look for

Seminole fans to start spelling embarrassment C-OL-L-I-E-R.

Eagle quarterback Reggie Collier is, in fact, as bold as

an eagle, as quick as a waterbug, and as fast as a scared

rabbit. To make matters worse, he can pass. Containing

Collier, who is sometimes called "Instant Offense," is

FSU's ticket to victory. If that doesn't happen, bring out

the calculators to keep score of an offensive showdown on

both sides of the fiekl. FSU by the time your Duracell

croaks.

G«iie<rf the Week:

Nebraska (2-0) vs Penn St (3-0): Picking a winner in this

one is tougher than choosing a date between Morgan

Fairchild and Lonnie Anderson. Or better yet, choosing a

dinner between SAGA or an 1-75 Stuckey's. But picking

against the Nittany Lions at home b like hiring Joe Namath

asachaffeur.

SPORTSBRIEFS
^ A pep rally for FSU football players

as they board the bus for their flight to

^
Hattiesburg, Mississippi will be held

today at 2 p.m. at the Stadium

Fieldhouse.

Fraternity and sorority teimto play

times for next week are available at the

IM office. A rep from each office

should come by to pick up a copy. All

cans of tennis baUs should be turned in

to the IM office by the end of the day

today.

Fraternities should note that today

marks the end of the four-week grace

period for all pledges to be registered

with the IM office in order to

participate in fraternity intramurals

this semester.

All Intramural flag football officials

are reminded that sign ups for next

week's schedule are e^ino on todav in

the IM office.

Phi Sigma, biological honorary, will

tube down the Ichetucknee Saturday.

Meet at 7:45 a.m. on the Tennessee

Street side of the Conradi building.

Bring pack lunch and $1.50.

The nnt annual sickle cell anemia

four-mile run will be held Saturday at 9

a.m. beginning at the (Dapitol on Duval

Street, rain or shine. Late registration

begins at 7:30 a.m. Call 222-5796 or

878-7'^64 for more information.
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THE STUDENTS' PARTY

insty-prints
THE «» or THE PRIRTIMG BII!

Help pay for our
college tuition

Take your printing to

our dad annfrJlll FIcke

111% S. MMrM 222-S278

MAGNOLIA
Auto Service Center

1031 South Magnolia^ 878-4582
Complete Auto Service
THIS WEEK Foreign & Domestic

10%
. Discount

SPECIALS imostcars)-
TuneUp $29.29

Oil Change & Filter $12.99

Front Disc Bralies $38.88
Full A/C Repairs

Featuring A/C Recharge
$5.99 plus frcon

FREE Rotation
Computer Balance

on
Parts & Labor
Exceeding $40

wttli this ad &
any Student I.D.

Visa, MasterCard.
(4 Tires) & Alignment $28.95 n^^r' a a i^and Fina Cards Acct'pt»'d

Sc^c Qnenfon . Fcld/e or Janiesi

Pall Into

8FiIIUpYo2iP<rabS
Famous Gallons
and Half Gallons

of Draft Beer
IBGD BUD LITE

BGSCH STROHS
MICHELOB OLD MILWAUKEE
IMICHELOB LITE PABST

SCHLITZBULL

Famous Returnable^

Bottles

CASES (Only)
BGD 9.70

BUD LITE 10.00

MILLER........ 9.70

MILLER LITE 10.00

BUSCH . . . 8.65

(Plus tax & Dep.)

Famous Weekly Specials
Lowenbrau

3.14 6-pack

11.95 Case

Busch

2.85 6pack
11.40 Case

Pabst RB
6.35

(Plus tax & Dep.)

Bring in coupon for50 V off

gallon of Beer through Sept. 26, 1982

I

I

I

I

I
•

I

>— M 1
I *Xocate4 next to Burger King

at 1080 W. Tennessee St.
I

I
222-0577 I

I DRIVE THRO • CARRY OaT(ONLY ONE ON TENN. ST) I

Beep8WiRe
GIVUV-OW
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Cross Country

Stiff competition for weekend race
BY DAVE PICARIELLO

FLAMICAU WRITER

The Florkia State Cross Country Teams
are ready and raring to run through what
promises to be an exciting season. The fleet-

footed Tribe will host their annual Cross

Country Invitational on the Seminole Golf

Course this Saturday, September 25. The
women will run at 9 a.m. followed by the

men at 9:30 a.m.

The men's varsity seven were selected as a

result of last week's trial of skill at the

Seminole Three Way Meet. Seniors Paul

Waldron, Ronnie Treadway, and Bobby
Shackelford will line up with freshmen Greg
Doss and Tony Lewis.

Sophomores Brother Barker and Paul

Hodge will round out the FSU team. They
wiU race 10,000 meters (6.2 miles) over the

fairways and rolling hills that usui^y host

par fours and bogie fives.

"We're expecting 600 or so runners.

There will be teams from 1 1 universities

with the major competition coming from

Auburn and the Univesity of Florida,*' said

John Brogle, head coach of the FSU men's
cross country team. "Junior colleges from
Miami and Gainesville will also compete
and there will be an open division for men
and women who want to be in a top notch

race."

Byron Dice, a member of the Jamaican

Olympic team of 1968 and 1972, heads the

list of open division entries. He was last

year's overall winner among the non-
cotleaiate runners with a time of 31:44.

Keith Bradley of the Gators is back with

hopes of capturing an overall victory. He
was second to Herb Wills who set a course

record 30:16 for FSU in last fall's

competition.

Where is PhilHp Rolle? He was touted as

the one to lead the Tribe this season all the

way to the NCAA finals.

"Phillip is competing in the international

eight Nations Meet in Japan," said Coach
Brogle. "He'll be representing America in

either the 800 or 1500 meters. It's not
certain which one yet."

How are things shaping up for the FSU
women's team?

VWe had our first meet last week in

Alabama and I was very impressed with

how well we did/'said Gary Winckler, head
coach of the wmnen runners. "Practices

have been going quite well and we are much
stronger than I originaUy anticipated," he
added.

The strength of the women's troupe is

centered in Sandra Arthurton, Margaret

Coomber, and Janet Bassford. Last week
Authorton streaked home in 17:17 for

5,000 meters, 3.1, on a very hilly course.

According to Winckler, the FSU course is

fast and flat with quite a few downhills so

Arthurton should come through in excellent

form.

Winckler perceives Florida to be the

toughest competition FSU will face. Teams
from Georgia and Auburn are entered and
look to make the race even more
competitive.

Our Desi
For Your

Top Size 24"x 36"

Birch Plywood
Height Adjustable

&Tilt

New Shipment
Just Arrived

Also Available

Top Size

32"x 48"

au naturel
3ft6*87^0

R^y"*o"<* D\eh\ Road, Monday-Friday 10 a.m.-7 p.m.,

Saturday 10 a.m.-o p.m.

JIM & MILTS
BAR-B-QUE
im W. PENSACOLA

576-3998

OPEN
7 am - 10 pm
FRI. & SAT TILL 11 pm

BREAKFAST
SERVED
7 Days A Week
7 am to 1 1 am

Sun.Tili 11:45

ALWAYS

$1.29
PITCHER

EVERY DAY - ALL DAY

WE HAVE THE
BEST ISUBS
IN TOWN

CHICKEN ALL YOU
CAN EAT 3.85

3 pm-10 pm

1/2CHICKEN
SPECIAL

ALL DAY
1/2 CHICKEN

Plus all the

BEANS • SLAW • BREAD
you can rat

WED RIB$&
CHICKEN

ALL YOU
CAN EAT

3 pm - 10 pm
$6.45

THURS HOBO
SPECIAL

BEEF OR
PORK SANDWICH
BRUNSWICK STEW
EAR FRIED CIpffN

$3.15

SAT RIBS&
CHICKEN
(XCEPT HOME GAMES)

ALL YOl
CAN EAT

3 pm 11 pm
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'This is the kind of thing you dream about'
BYMIKERADIGAN
H AMBKAT ST \¥V W RITKR

Don't let him IodI you. Lddie Robinson's

300th career win as a college coach meant

more than "just another football game" to

him, as he had said going into the contest

with Florida A&M Saturday night.

Robinson, whose Grambling State Tigers

handed the Rattlers their first loss of the

season, 43-21, had been saying all year he

couldn't understand why everybody was

making such a big fuss about number 300.

But when mobbed by the press following

Saturday's contest, Robinson's eyes watered

and he seemed fmally to have realized just

how great this thing was he had done.

•'This is the kind of thing you dream
about— having all this attention from you

people (the press) here," he said in the

niedia-jammed locker room following the

game.

The Grambling coach of 41 years became

only the fourth college coach in history to hit

the magic 300 number. His name joins those

of the late Amos Alonzo Stagg, Glenn

"Pop" Warner, and Alabama's Paul

"Bear" Bryant in the record books. He also

became the first black college coach to win

.300 games.

He wouldn't take any of the credit.

"Everybody's been so nice to me,"
Robinson said after the win. "I owe so much
to so many people. / haven't done anything.

It's the people around me who've done it."

His players weren't about to let Robinson

get otf the field without some sort of

recognition, however. They hoisted him on

their shoulders and carried him out to

midfield.

Robinson said he wouldn't waste any time

celebrating this week. He planned to spend

Sunday looking over game films and would

300th win
Grambling State Coach Eddie Robinson confers with his team during action at

Tallahassee's Bragg Stadium Saturday night. Although the Rattlers held their own
during the game's first three quarters, the Tigers blew them away in the final 15

minutes ofplay.

get back to practice as usual today.

"We've got a game next week to get ready

for," he said. "The guys are raising me up
tonight but they'll be mad at me again come
Monday or Tuesday."

Doug Williams, starting quarterback for

the Tampa Bay Buccaneers and a former stand-

out imdffl- Robinson at Grambling, was on hand
at the ball game, adding team spirit to the players

on the Grambling sideline.

"Now he's finally gonna get the credit he's

due," Williams said. "My only complaint is I

wasn't his quarterback."

Williams was only able to inake the trip to

Tallahassee because of the NFL players'

strike, which has given him a lot of unwanted
spare time. He is opposed to the strike but

would make no comment about it Saturday.

FAMU head Coach Rudy Hubbard, a long

time friend of Robinson, congratulated

Robinson after the game. Hubbard expressed

disappointment earlier last week that no

major television network had elected to carry

the game. Hubbard cited Robinson's color as

the main reason the game was neglected by
the networks.

"It (the win) was a feat to be recognized,"

said Hubbard. "He didn't get the credit that

was due him going into the game.

"Three hundred games is a lot to watch, let

alone go out and win," he said.

Hubbard was, however, very let down with

the play of his Rattler squad, which was tied

14-14 with Grambling going into the fourth

quarter.

A&M's Michael Smith put the Rattlers in

tremendous field position when he returned

the game's opening kickoff 73 yards to the

Grambling 27. Smith seemed on the verge of

scoring on the run but got his feet tangled

Turn to BRAGG, page 7

FPIRG's fee system survives regents' latest challenge
BY MICHAEL McCLELLAND

Fl AMBKAl SJ.WV WRITKR

The Florida Public Interest Research Group, a student-

directed, student-funded consumer advocacy group, has

once again survived an attack on its.controversial funding

system.

FPIRG's fee system had been under attack by several

members of the state Board of Regents, spearheaded by St.

Petersburg Regent Raleigh Greene. Greene has proposed a

change in the fee system that FPIRG members claimed would

have virtually destroyed the group.

At the regents' monthly meeting Thursday and Friday,

Greene failed to raise enough votes to pass his rule change.

Instead, attorneys for FPIRG and the regents worked out a

compromise bill that will eliminate one of the most

frequently criticized aspects of the funding system without

substantively changing the system.

Under the compromise language, Florida State

University's FPIRG—presently the only FPIRG collecting

fees—has until next fall to institute a "one-step" negative

checkoff system.

Under the two-step system currently used by FSU's

FPIRG, a student who does not wish to pay his or her fee must

first indicate as much on a university fee card and then go to

an FPIRG table to ha\e his or her tee card withdrawn. A
one-step fee collection system would eliminate the necessity of

'I'm proud of the regents. They have

continually voted to support the right of

the students and the rigU of tl^ univer-

sity president to choose a system he

thinks is good for his campus.'

—Neal Friedman

having the fee card pulled.

FPIRG uses the two-step system, executive director

Friedman has explained, because of the large number of FSU
students who receive financial aid. Unlike many schools who
simply hand a financial aid student his or her check and then

a bill, FSU takes all fees from the check— tuition, health

fees, FPIRG fee, etc.—before they give it to the student.

That system meant financial aid students would not have

an opportunity to express their desire to pay or not pay the

FPIRG fee. FPIRG and the FSU administration settled on

the two-step system as the simplest way to include financial

aid students.

Even with the change to a one-step system, the regents'

vote re-affirmed FPIRG's right to use the negative check-off

system. Friedman said that system is essential to FPIRG's
continued existence.

"It was a tremendous victory," Friedman said of the vote.

"I'm proud of the regents. They have continually voted to

support the right of the students and the right of the

university president to choose a system he thinks is good for

his campus."
Last week's vote—which ended in a six-six tie—was the

third time in less than 14 months the regents have voted in

favor of the system. FPIRG hcs been forced to spend a great

deal of its staff's time and resources on defending the fee

system, thus damaging their work on other jjrojects,

according to FPIRG Chairperson Paul Kamolnick. FPIRG
staff say they hope they have fought their last battle before the

regents.

"They have debated this until they're blue in the face, and

clearly we have a majority on the board," Friedman said.

"Hopefully, this is the last time we'll be in front of them."

Greene needed a clear majority to pass his rule

change—that's why the tie vote defeated his proposal.

Regent Terrell Sessums, who could not attend last week's

meeting, has voted in support of FPIRG in the past.

FPIRG now has chapters at FSU and a new chapter at

Florida Atlantic University, Students at Florida International

University are in the early stages of organizing a chapter at

their university.
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Green plans to defy SG elections official
BY BRlAiN WILSON
FLAMBEAU STAFF WRITER

Despite a recent ruling by Florida State University

student government
Elections Commissioner

Scot I Leek that independent

candidates for the forth-

coming student senate

elections can*t place the

names of other independent

candidates on their

campaign literature,

independent senate

candidate I-d Green is

planning to do just that.

"The elections

commissioner doesn't have

the authority to regulate

what I can put on my
posters," said Green. "It's

a violation of my first

amendment rights."

The issue escalated into a mud-slinging battle last

Thursday when Green charged Senate President Gary

Dundas with influencing Leek in his rulings. Leek would

not comment, but both Green and Dundas exchanged

angry barbs, along with Students Unite Now President

Alan Arthur.

But according to both Dundas and Green, the

i
disagreement between the two worked out Friday.

'*We talked and we're still good friends," said Green.

Comments by Arthur in Friday's Flambeau infuriated

John Sullivan

Green, to the point where Green says he's lost all respect

for him.

"Arthur says that I fabricate issues," Green said, "but

the ruling by Leek not to allow the names of other

independent candidates to appear on campaign liierature.

directly benefited him. That's because we lost five students

who were thinking of running as independents, but they

went to SUN party after that ruling."

"When Alan threw his stuff in, it was cheap," added

independent candidate Steve Walter. "He considers the

independents a threat to SUN party, and is trying to

destroy the independents instead of trying to build up

credibility in his own party."

Green has consulted Leon County Elections

Commissioner John Sullivan, who found many illegalities

in the FSU Election Code Book.

"I'm not an attorney, but 1 do know that the student

election code is out in left field and you can't have that,"

said Sullivan.

•'The election code book is fraught with illegalities,"

Green said. "They don't adhere to the state and national

election rules."

••In the past, the Florida State University Supreme Court

says rulings by the U.S. Supreme Court don't apply

here," said Sullivan. "It seems to me, when the U.S.

Supreme Court makes a ruling, it applies to everyone in the

United States, and FSU is in the United States."

Some of the illegalities in the code book, according to

Green, include time restrictions on campaigning,

restrictions on campaign expenses, and the recent ruling by

Leek over having independent names on the same poster.

Israel may conduct inquiry into massacre
UNITED PRfSS INTERNATIONAL

TEL AVIV, Israel — Two Israeli

cabinet members-yesterday called for a'

full-scale investigation into the

massacre of Palestinian civilians,

adding to mounting pressure on Prime

Minister Menachem Begin.

A source close to Begin told Israel

Radio that the prime minister does not

rule out the creation of a board of

inquiry, despite his earlier statements

that it would be tantamount to an

admission of guilt.

The public outcry for an

independent investigation under a state

inquiry commission with sweeping

powers culminated Saturday night with

a demonstration by 400,000 people in

Tel Aviv demanding the resignations

of B^in and Defense Minister Ariel

Siaron.

In an attempt to detlect criticism last

week, Begin asked Supreme Court

President Yitzhak Kahan to conduct a

limited investigation into the massacre

of an estimated 1,000 people at the

Sabra and Chatila refu^ camps.

But Kahan said he could not accept

the task until two lawsuits pending

before the high court are resolved.

Begin's critics have demanded a state

inquiry because it gives investigators

powers that a limited investigation

would not have.

••After the government approached

Kahan and. he refused—and on the

other hand the defense minister also

says there can be a commission of

inquiry according to law—there is no

reason why this should not come
about," Interior Mini.ster Joseph Burg

told Israel Radio yesterday. "1 have

heard there are other ministers who
hold the same opinion."

A second Cabinet member,
Minister-without-portfolio Mordechai

Ben -Porat, said in a separate radio

interview it would take two or three

weeks before Kahan could conduct

even a limited investigaticyi, and that

was too long.

The ministers said they would ask

for a state commission during

tomorrow's cabinet meeting.

Here it is!
Herpes Simplex Virus T3rpes I and II are
viral infections affecting an estimated
80 millionAmericans.

thanks

United VVay

BROCHURES
Have your product ropraiented with

quality typesetting, paste-up & graphic

design! We have SVixll (or larger) bro-

ohMM for low a«... ^'j 4.95(side

p M Publishing tt Typographies, Inc

?77 1222/ 13S0 N. Gadsden/??? 17?0

competitive Rental Rates • Personal Service • Superior

Facilities • Convenient Location • Flexible Lease Terms

AMBERWOOD
1 and 2 Bedroom 575-1258

COLONY CLUB
1 and 2 Bedroom 224-7519

FOUR SEASONS
1 Bedroom 222-0505

GLEN OAKS
1 and 2 Bedroom 576-9787

GOVERNOR'S SQUARE
1-2-3 Bedroom 878-4125

HILLTOP
1 Bedroom 222-2056

PLANTATION
1 and 2 Bedroom. 576-5805

PRINCE MANOR
2 Bedroom 576-9909

PALMS WEST
2 Bedroom Townhouse. 576-6814

SPANISH TOWN
2 Bedroom 576-9787

TALLAHASSEE
1 and 2 bedroom 576-9961

CM Mottice and Associates at 586-2117 for Leasing Assistance

on any of these fine apartment communities.

moMicc

VALUE
SERVICE
AMENITIES

CONVENIENCE
CONSIDERATION

To date, there is no known cure for Herpes.

Now, Virex, Inc. Is offering HERP^EZ
^'

Lotion and Drops, botlt containing
2,6-di-tert-bntyl-p-cresol, a compound
which has been demonstrated to he a
potent inactivator of Herpes SimplexVims
HERP^EZ ' Drops contain 2,6-di-tert-butyl-p-cresol

dispersed m mineral oil. to be used in conjunction with

HERP'EZ Tablets, a dietary supplement (to be taken

with meals ) containing both Theionized

"

2,6-di-tert-butyl-p-cresol and L-lysine.

Why wait any longer? Order today using the coupon
at right (if coupon is missing, mail your order to

Virex, Inc.. 4 1 1 5 Seventh Terrace South, St. Petersburg,

Florida 3371 1 ). Include your check or money order

for $19.95 for each bottle of tablets or drops, or

order both for only $36.95!

DISTRIBUTOR INQUIRIES INVITED

ly for

orders,

e have your

card ready for

the operator.)

Virax, Inc. 4115 Seventh Terrace South. St Petersburg, FL 3371

1

P»ea«»ru«hme: HERP-EZ Tablets (a 19.95 „ HERP-EZ Drops (a 19.95

Z HERP-EZ Combination KM (Drops & Ti^s) (ja 36.^

Z I have enctosad a check monay enter. Charge my Z Visa orZ Mastarcharga.

Roberta Peters

Soprano
In Concert

FSU Artist

Series

Fri. Oct 1

• 8:15 p.m.

Ruby Diamound Aud.

Tickets at door or

Union Ticket Office.

Gen. Public $iaOO

Student Discount

(One per I.D.) $10.00
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County commission candidate seeks
alternatives to surcharge for funding

BY DANM V OGT
FI.AMB»:At STAFF WRITFJt

Leon County should more aggressively pursue
"functional consolidation" in light of a Public Service

Commission decision last week not to allow Tallahassee to

add a 15 percent surcharge on some county electric bills,

county commission candidate A.J. Richardson said Friday.

"I want to employ
financing tools—either the

utility franchise users' fee or

a special taxing district—to

replace the 15 percent

surcharge to facilitate

functional consolidation,"

Richardson told a group of

about seven reporters at a

morning press conference.

The PSG voided the

surcharge the city utilities

department had charged

customers living outside the

city limits, noting tijat all
a w n» i j

consumers should be A.J. RtCharUSOn
treated equally. I he decision may cost the city $2.2

million, which the county will be expected to make up.

Richardson, pastor of Bethel A.M.E, Church, will face

Godby High School principal Bill Montford in the
Democratic runoff a week from tomorrow. Tht winner erf

that race will meet Republican Bob Amow Nov. 2 to see

who will fill the county commission seat vacated by Jim
Crews.

Under a 1976 Memorandum of Agreement between city

and county governments, the city provides some services to

non-city residents. These include fire protection and
recreation services like little league baseball. The non-city

residents paid for these services through ihc surcharge.

The city last week decided to give the county until luly

1983 to come up with a plan to pay the city back for the

recreation and fire protection provided by the city.

Richardson said the PSC decision "offers us an excellent
opportunity to aggressively pursue the unification of
service," and would be more fair than annexation, which
he claimed only serves the purposes of the city.

••What I am proposing is a means to eliminate
duplication of services, provide for for better coordination
in public services, and greater savings for taxpayers," he
added.

Montford also favors such a unification of services.

He feels the non-city residents in Leon County need to
recogni/e that they have to pay their share for services

rented from the city. He wants to identify all services for

which the city and county are responsible, and assign them
dollar amounts before renegotiating the memorandum.

Richardson said the advantages of a users' fee are that it

would avoid property tax hikes and would be linked to the

electric bill. A disadvantage is that it would take a special

act of the Legislature to put it into effect, according to

Richardson.

On the other hand, the advantages of a special taxing

district are that it has already been tried and tested in Leon
County and would thus be easy to facilitate, Richardson
said. The disadvantage is that it would require a property

tax rise. He added he hasn't decided which plan to support.

CORRECTION
Independent Florida State University student senate

candidate Steve Walter's name was misspelled in Friday's

Flambeau. Walter will appear on the ballot under the. name
of Steve Also.
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Buy one ticket - get one FREE
or

Buy one 3-game ticket

-

get one 5-game ticket FREE

PUTT-PUTT Golf
Forthefunofit!

behind Tallahassee Mall - 386-1360
bring coupon - valid Mon. - Itiurs.

Out Coipoii Per Person

<.OVi RNMtNI

ESCORT
SERVICE 644 1239
HA VC A \«lt C b

Century 21
Haircutting

Style cuts men & women

57«-«4M
4229 W. 1

•l/M Rf ttl L4H PRICE-. m I? ll.aA AlLf /r.\ER V D.w J*l*r 8:30 AM-(> 1»M
SAT 8:30 AM-4PM

The Juiciest, Best Homemade Burger m Town. 100% Ground Chuck
No Bull! Bring in this ad or your student l.D. and choose from any of

our 16 specialty burgers for the price of a regular hamburger.

FORGIVENESS
POLICY

UNDER THE
SEMESTER

• i .ThinkAh^d
•If you are currently enrolled in a repeat course and you
wish to apply the forgiveness option, you must file notice
of that intention in the Office of Records and Registration:

NO LATER THAN FRIDAY, OCTOBER 22

AND REMEMBER:
•Use of the Forgiveness option is now restricted to two
courses only.

ALSO:
•On conversion to the semester system, many of the old quarter

system courses have been deleted, changed to graduate level,

combined Virith other courses, or included in new courses. Therefore
in some cases, a repeat for forgiveness will not be possible.

Repeatability of courses and all forgiveness options are reviewed on
pages 10 and 21 of the Semester Conversion handbook. In any ca^e,

if you have a question, you should request information from the

department in which the prior course was offered.

TUITION DEFERMENT-^SPRING 1983
•To be eligible for deferment of Spring Semester fees/or
delayed delivery loan YOU MUST turn in all GSL/FISL
Loan forms:

OCTOBER 1, 1982
In room 125 Bryan Hail, 8 a.m.-2:30 p.m. MONDAY
THRU Friday.

Division of Academic Support Systems
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The New Right
We were gratified to learn last week of the U.S. Senate's votes to

kill two constitutional amendments high on the New Right's social

agenda. With the tabling of the school prayer amendment and another
amendment to ban abortion, the Senate has derailed, for now, an
insic^ious threat both to Americans' personal liberties and to our
system of government.

That the two amendments in question would have threatened our
rights is obvious.

The anti-abortion amendment would have repealed the right

established by the Supreme Court nearly 10 years ago of a woman to

undergo a first-trimester abortion if she felt if necessary. As feminists

have said for decades, now, women's rights are meaningless if they are

denied reproductive rights. Most Americans, however much they
deplore abortion per se, have accepted easily available abortions as a

necessary evil. The New Right is bucking a wide constituency which
favors abortion rights with their constitutional amendment. The
Senate, in refusing to override a liberal filibuster against the measure,
refused^to allow them to get away with it.

But it is the school prayer amendment which especially highlighted
the conservative' failure to understand the traditions which underlie
our society and system of government.
The school prayer amcnitoncnt, proposed by Republican Sen. Jesse

Helms, would have overturned the 1962 Supreme Court decision
banning school prayer.

That, in itself, would have been politically and consitutionally
legitimate, if short-sighted. But the manner in which Helms
approached the matter gave us even more problems.

Rather than propose that school prayer be allowed, Hehns wanted
the constitution to restrict federal courts from even hearing challenges
to a host of state school prayer laws which are now unconstitutional.

That would have thrown our system of checks and balances severely
off-base. Helms, no doubt was attempting to have the long-discarded
notion of states' rights firmly embedded in the constitution. The
Senate refused to go along.

We congratulate Florida Sen. Lawton Chiles for opposing Helms
on this matter; we condemn Sen. Paula Hawkins for her failure to do
the same.
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Do we need friends like Marcos?
BY MAXWELL GLEN AND CODY SHEARER

SPK( lAl TO THE FI AMBEAl'

WASHINGTON — More than a year ago, Vice

President George Bush made us flinch when he
enthusiastically toasted dictator Ferdinand Marcos
for his "adherence to democratic principles—and
democratic processes."

Two weeks ago, with the Philippine strongman in

town for his first state visit in 16 years, it was
Ronald Reagan's turn to be tacky. One can only

wonder why the United Stales is rolling out the red

carpet for such a nefarious character, perhaps the

closest thing to a Pacific incarnation of Iran's late

shah.

To the Pentagon,, the answer is simple. The
Philippines is the home of both Clark Air Field,

America's largest military installation abroad, and
the U.S. Seventh Fleet at the Subic Bay naval base.

Most Americans would probably underestimate the

strategic value of these bases as well as the dollar

savings that cheap Filipino labor provides.

Yet most of us have also ignored the brutality of
the regime with which the U.S. must negotiate,

starting in 1984, the renewal of the Clark and Subic
leases. Evidence of human-rights abuses has seemed
so profuse that indifference is remarkable.

Marcos rules a country with typical Third World
problems: declining living standards, enormous
foreign debt, malnourishment and political and
economic corruption at the highest levels. In
autocratic nations, these flaws often guarantee
eventual political upheaval, but they plague even
democratic nations such as India.

Marcos, however, has made a typically bad
situation worse. Despite ending nine years of
martial law early last year, he has continued a de
facto military rule, suppressing opposition forces

and alienating even middle- and upper-class
Filipinos. His decision, executed on the eve of his

visit with President Reagan, to arrest three tralle-

union leaders and hordes of anti-government
activists was predicated on "evidence" of a
communist plot but was meant to demonstrate that

Marcos remains in control.

The arrests coincided with last month's creation

of a 1,000-man secret police force empowered to
hunt and kill suspected "criminals." Even the
government acknowledges that the new unit has
eliminated 47 "suspects," although opposition
forces contend the number is higher. Whomever
one believes, the subsequent "controls" placed on
the death squad aren't likely to end its streak.

Presumably, Marcos' crackdown will be unable
to squelch his fiercely persistent organized
opposition. In addition to an expanding communist

HEREANDNOW
insurgency in the north (led by the New People's
Army), the Moro National Liberation Front
continues to foment Muslim unrest. Meanwhile,
moderate forces under the umbrella of the National
Democratic Front (NDF) are now said to have at

least 50,000 activists operatmg in two-thirds of the
country.

But the new wave of repression may also
radicalize many more middle-class Filipinos who
have come to resent the ostentatious despot, and
encourage strong anti-Marcos elements among the
enormous Filipino community in the United States.
Most reviews of the revolution in Iran would
suggest that similarly-caused middle-class
disenchantment proved pivotal in the shah's
downfall.

Ill of health and resolved that his ambitious wife
Imelda succeed him, Marcos may be an even more
suspect ally than he was during martial law.
Practicality would seem to compel any American
administration to refrain from an open embrace of
Imelda (who might be more Lady Macbeth than
Lady Bird Johnson) and to make friends with
possible moderate alternatives.

Yet the horrors that made Marcos a persona non
grata in Jimmy Carter's Washington haven't
elicited similar outrage from the White House's
most recent tenants. Some might say it's simply a
matter of old friendship; prior to January 1981,
Ferdinand was one of the few international
kingpins whom Ron had ever met (as California
governor, Reagan visited Marcos in Manila during
1969).

*

More likely, however, the red carpet treatment
for the Marcoses suits perfectly an administration
that has authorized the sale of 500 electric-shock
sticks, or cattle prods, for crowd control in South
Korea; certified human rights "progress" in El
Salvador, and cozied up to a South African regime
notorious for its physical repression of black laboi-
activists. Despite an important vigilance over
ruthless Soviet-style repression, these are the more
outward signs of the administration's regard for
human rights in the era of "quiet diplomacy."
With his friend in town, Reagan may have been

in no mood for soul-searching. But even if the
human rights crusade in this country has lost some
of Its luster, he should know that most Americans
would not allow Ferdinand Marcos to cross their
threshold.
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Waves

CATANIA, Sicily — A Soviet Jewish emigre who
hijacked an Alitalia jet with a knife before being
overpowered wanted to return to the Soviet Union because
he was disenchanted with the West, police said yesterday.

Police who interrogated Igor Shkuro, 32. said he was
allowed to leave his home city of Leningrad io 1^77 after
requesting an exit visa on religious grounds.
Shkuro left Rome Saturday on a flight to Algeria in

pursuit of permission to return to the Soviet Union, but was
denied an entry visa.

He was placed on board the return plane to Rome and
about 20 minutes later launched his hijack attempt,
demanding the plane take him to Ubya, another Soviet
ally.

BONN, West Germany - Chancellor Helmut
Schmidt's Social Democrats yesterday inflicted a
devastating defeat on the Free Democrats in a victory that
could assure the survival of his government.

Television projections showed that voters in the state of
Hesse took Schmidt's advice and voted a^dnst the tiny but
politically crucial Free Democratic Party, ousting & from
the state parliament at Hesse, one of West Germany's U
states.

The Free Democrats pulled out of a coalition with
Schmidt's Social Democrats Sept. 17, causing the coalition

to collapse. The Free Democrats have since joined the rival

Christian Democrats in a move to oust Schmidt as

chancellor and replace him with Helnmt Kohl.
The defeat of the Free Democrats in Hesse raised the

possibility that Schmidt might survive a no-confidence vote
Friday in the national parliament.

month silence by the unpredictable volcano on the state's
big island.

The fissure quickly expanded to a length of one-half
mile, shooting a "curtain of fire" up to 200 feet into the
air, Hawaiian Volcanoes Observatory scientist Reginald
Okamura said.

National park officials said the eruption posed no threat
to residents or homes or the 5,000 people who flocked to
the area to watch theawesome display.

JEFFERSON CITY, Mo. — An attorney today will
argue before the Missouri Supreme Court to overturn the
conviction of a confessed murderer who says he wmts to
die.

From his death row cell at the Missouri State
Penitentiary, Gerald Smith, 23, has been petitioning the
court, that he does not want his court-appointed attorney
interfering whh his case and thm he is now quite ready and
willing to die.

Smith, a member of a St. Louis family of eight boys and
one girl, was convicted and sentenced to death for the 1980
revenge murder of Karen Ann Roberts, 20. He claimed he
had contracted gonorrhea from the young woman,
resulting in his being jilted by his fiancee.

State

Natioh
HONOLULU — Madawe Fele, Hawaiian goddess of fire

awed the crowds yesterday with a spectacular eruption at

Kilauea Volcaiio that shot fountains of lava 200 feet high
and across a road in the Hawaii Volcanoes National Prk.
The awesome blast, which began along a 250-foot fissure

on the south end of the Kilauea Caldera near the
Halemaumau Crater at 12:45 a.m. EDT, broke a five-

INBRIEF
AN ASSERTIVE JOB SEEKING CLINIC WILL BE

presented today at 4 p.m. in 227 Bryan Hall.

BETA ALPHA PSI, ACCOUNTING HONORARY
will meet tonight at 7 in the Starry Conference, 220,
Business. The program will be on Human Asset and
Contract Accounting, presented by Price Waterhouse and

MIAMI — Sheik Mohamed Al Fassi, who has recently
offered to buy a soccer team and create a movie production
company, has a new business proposition: he wants to buy
337 Woolco stores slated to be closed

.

F.W. Woolw(»rth Co. officials Friday announced they
were closing 336 Woofco Division discount stores. The
announcement shook 25,000 employees across the country.
Woolworth officials made no mention of setting the

stores, but the billionaire Sheik said ye^orday he v^ts to
buy the mammoth retail chain anyway.

"1 think the time has come to save the 25,000 jobs for the
people with families and responsibilities," said the 27-year-
old shdk.

The sheik told his attorney hehas until Oct. 5 to close the
deal and that the required funds would be sent from Saudi
Arabia by Oct. 2, according to John DerMcn, a
spokesperson for the sheik.

Co. Pledge meeting begins at 6:30.

ANGEL FLIGHT WILL MEET TONIGHT AT 6 IN
222 ROTC Building;

THERE WILL BE AN ORGANIZATIONAL
meeting of Lambda Iota Tau, literary honors society, today
at 4 p.m. in 304 Williams.

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION GRADUATE
Association will meet tonight at 6 in 652 Bellamy.

SAHLIYA'S CPE BELLY DANCE CLASS
will meet tonight at 7 p.m. in the Union's Florida Room.
Everyone is welcome.

BUSt/VJESS CARDS
1.000 tor $17.95

TMs MirMrdinary oftor InekidM
typMMino. paM*Hip & raiMd printing.

Wa sifto have t«tttrh«ad & anvalopat
with raised printing tor as low a» SS9.
M Puhlishiiiq b T vpoiiraphics. Inc

\??2 UbO N G<*dsden 27? 1?70

lilGHT

COPIES

t
5

kinko's coptes

U.S. MARINE CORPS
Platoon Leaders Class

B: College ^/^f^^i^
freshmen, sophomores, and Juniors; ^
senior (OC)
PRECOMMISSIONINGTRMNINC:Two
six week trainking sessions during two
summer vacations.

TRAINING LOCATIONlMarine Corps
Base, Quantico, VA
ON-CAMPUS TRAINING: None
EDUCATION REOUIREIEMT. Must be enrolled In

College as a fuU time student.

DATE OP CilMRSSMIIINI: All PLCs
will be commissioned Second LieuteneHits

immediately after college graduation.

STARTING PAY: Up to $1 7,200.00
Annually.

OtllNUlMl fNMl AwMailH

Military Inteliigence Officer

Miliitary Police Officer

Air Traffic coatrol Officer

Supply Officer

Avionics Officer

Data Systems Officer

Tmofntir
Marine Flight Offlnr

Communications Offlnr

Engineer Officer

Contact Captain Tom Roberts at the Union Courtyard

Septii'mber 27-September 30 from 9 a.m.-3 p.m.

For UckeU 01* rn^Mm Mimi^^fUon.

JUvaam^ ABairs CN^fie#«

S44'27$L ^

Plondcr Stoto Uniw^fsitv
mi
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Constitutional Amendment
Ihis ronstitution.il ampndment will be subject to student

approval on October bth during the run-off election;

Article VII • Section 1

insert the words: "for the amendment"
Amendments to this Constitution may be proposed by two-

thirds (Vi) vote of the Student Body, and shall become part of

this Constitution upon ratification by a majority of the votes

cast for the amendincnt in an election of the Student Body,

prf)vidod that the proposed amendments have been published

in a campus newspaper at least one week prior to the vote of

the Student Body. \

Announcements & Introductions: The Senate Pres. informed

the -Senate of th« meeting with the Panama City Branch
Campus Student Council. \
Bills Second Reading

Bill 130- A revision of $500.00 within Women's Center. (Passed

By voice vote.)

Bill 134- A revision of $200.00 within CPE. (Passed by voice

vote)

Bill 135- A revision of $350 00 within Greek Council. (Passed

by voice vote).

Closing Announcements: The senate President appointed

Senator Salgado and Serrator McQuary to Elections and
Appointments Committee.

MEETINGS
Beta Alpha Psi will hold a meeting tonight at 7:00 in the

Starry Conference Room, 220 Business. Price Waterhouse will

f^ive a presentation on Human Asset Accounting There will

be a party following the meeting at Chateau de Ville. Pledge

meeting begins at 6:30.

Order of Omega will meet at 6 W in Room 352 Union

Important meeting, so if you cannot attend, call Barry at 224-

5888

Black Student Union will meet every Tuesday at ^ ^0 p m in

Koom 221 Bellamy. It is a time m which we can meet new
friends and gain knowledge on issues facing Black Students

on Campus Theme this year We are Proud of our Heritige

and determined to shape our destiny. For More Information

call b44-34bl.

Omega Alpha Rho wilt hold Orientation, Advisement and
Rej^istration, and be meeting regularly on Thursdays at 6:30 in

the Union All orientation leaders or people interested in

orientation should come.

Sailing Club starts their Sailing I esson Program this Thursday

Night at b OO in the Bellamy Building in Room 221. Regular

meetings will be at 7:30 in the sarhe room, interested students

are welcome.

ATTENTION FSU STUDENTS
Be sure to tune in to 1800 SECONDS a feature variety

show, written, produced, and directed by FSU students. I'm

sure th^t you will enjoy our fascinating features and

interesting people profiles plus a whole lot more 1800

SECONDS IS broadcast every Sunday night at 1115 on

Channel 27. So don't forget to get your friends together and

watch the show, and if you would like to work on our show

just contact the Video Center at 644-5740, and you can

become involved!

SPECIAL EVENTS
FSU Pow Wow is coming! Get ready to celebrate the "Drama
of 125 Years," Thursday, October 7th at this year's

Homecoming Ppw Wow. It all begins at 7:oo p.m. with a

snake dance down Jefferson Street, which will be led by the

Marching Chiefs. The snake dance will end at the stadium

where several organizations will have set-up food, drink and

entertainment booths. Beer wiH also be provided at low cost.

The pep rally begins at 8:00 p m and features many special

guests including Bobby Bowden, the football players, pep

band, and the Florida State Cheerleaders. JJ McKay of FM-99

will M.C. the affair, and the Homecoming Chief and Princess

will be crowned A bonfire and Fireworks will complete the

spirit-filled evening.

FOR YOUR INFORMATION
Alpha Epsilon Delta is sponsoring a free Health Clinic in

Room 421 of the Health Center, from 12 to 4 p.m. Monday
thru Thursday.

Monday— Anemia Screening

Tuesday— Vision and Hearing Screening

Wednesday— Diabetes Screening

Thursday— Nutrition, Physical Conditioning, and Blood
Pressure Information.

Voters Registration Drive, there will be a table in the Union
from 10:00 a.m. to 12:00 Monday through Thursday.

September 27th— 30th.'

Student Legal Services announces that applications are now
being accepted for student legal services board members. You
must be a full-time student at FSU, and interested in

becoming involved in th operations of Legal Services. If this is

you, come by Ogelsby Union Room 332 today. Applications

will be acc^|)ted thru Oct. 8th.

Intermitiomil Stwfontf Office will hold a slide-tape

presentation and panel designed to promote the

understanding of people from a region as diverse as the Arab

world and Iran. There will be four sessions according to the

following program:

Oct. 4th at 7:00 p.m. & Oct. 5th at 12:15: Fnviroment and
Peoples History of Interactions and Exchange"

Oct. 6th at 7:00 p.m. & Oct. 7th at 12;15 "Islam Family and
Social Values."

The meetings will be at the FSU Student Union Room, Leon

Lafayette For more informatin, contact the International

Students Office, 212 Bryan Hall, phone 644-2428.

International Students Office will hold a monthly dinner-

discussion meeting on Oct. 1st at 7:00 p m. at the

International House, 916 West Park Ave. A brief discussion on
Diet and Nutrition will be led by Juvilie Dario, from the

Philippines

Volunteer Opportunities Center offers you the chance to gain

valuable experience. Volunteers are needed in the areas of

counseling, tutoring, day care, big brother/big sister, working
with the handicapped, the elderly, in business, medical areas,

with animals, plus dozens of other opportunities Students

have over 100 agencies from which to choose For more
information, contact us, in Rm. 338 Union or at 644-6410.

Black Student Union is sponsoring "Home", a unique theatre

play. Now, for its 1982-83 season, Daedalus Productions of

New York is proud to present the national tour of this

acclaimed black play. Date: Friday, Oct. Ist at 7:00-9:00.

Place:TBA.

UPO's Fantastically Free Wednesday Series is proud to

present the Southern Iron Bodybuilders, who will be in the

Union Courtyard from 12 to 1:00p.m. today!

>

UPO's Brown Bach brings another free iunchtime special.

Come listen to the Jazz sounds of Mike Waddell in Moore
Aud. today from 12 to 1:00.

Dr. William Hoehn. Principle Deputy to the Undersecretary

of Defense for International Security will speak Tuesday night

at 8:00 p m. in Ruby Diamond Auditorium. Topic: "How does

the Pentagon View the World Today?"

The Fall- Semester 1982 VIP Luncheon Series will begin on

THURSDAY, SFPTfcMBFR M and go thru THURSDAY,
DECEMBER 2 The American Culinary Tour will concentrate

this semester on the Reginal Tastes of America. The price for

the series of eight lunches will be $2'i 00 So, get vour grou(i

together now and plan for an exciting Culinary Tour of our

great country.

THURS TUES
September 30 & October 5 New Orleans

October 7 & October 12 New York, A Bite of the Big Apple

October 14 & October 19 Florida & Fresh

October 2t & October 26 The Great Heartland

October 28 & November 2 Big Sky Country

November 4 & November 9 California & Contemporary

November 18 & November 16 Ten Gallon Salute to 1 exas

November 30 & December 2 Pennsylvania Dutch Treat

The Florida State University

Pad-ent's Club Leadership Scholarship

The Florida State University Parent's Club will award three

$500 scholarships to reconize FSU students for their

outstanding service and leadership to the university.

Applications must be enrolled as fulltime undergraduates,

have attended FSU for at least one academic year, and have

a graduation date after August, 1983. In addition, applicants

must have a cumlative GPA of 3.0 and be involved in a

variety of campus activities.

This application must be submitted to the Student

Activities Office, 323 Union NO LATER THAN 4 p.m. on

Thursday, October 20, 1982. For further information please

contact Lenny Shible or Jeanne Newberry in 323 Union or call

644-3840 betw^n 8 a.m. and 4:30 p.m.

STUDENT COUNSELING CENTER
A personal growth and enrichment group will be offered for

Hispanic students at the Student Counseling Center The
group will begin on Tuesday, Sept 28th, at 3:30 p.m.. Room
331 Health Center Building Please sign up at the Student

Counseling Center or call 644-1015 for further information.

A self enrichment group will be offered for Black Women at

the Student Counseling Center. The group will begin on
tuesday, October 5th, at 3:00 p.m , Room 309 Health Center

Building. Topics of discussion will include careers^

relationships, support system and adjustments Please sign up
before Oct. 4th, or call Mrs. Santos or Dr. Sloan at 644-2003.

Study Skills Groups, aimed at improving study skills and study
habits will begin Sept 2Rth Call the Student Development
and Counseling Center at 644-2003.

Assertion Training Groups for men and women will start on
Sept. 29th at the Student Counseling Center. The sessions will

focus on communication skills in a variety of interpersonal

situations. If interested, call 644-2003.

EXECUTIVE CORNER

What's Happening in the Exeutive Branch?
Fitness Trail. Voter s Registration. ..Better Services for
Financial Aid Project Andrew Young comes to FSU on Oct
6th Student Interest Survey. ..Homecoming Survey. ..and
Much More' Interested in becoming involved in any of these
projects?- Come by the Student Government Office, Room 224|
on the second floor of the Union,, or come to a cabinet
meeting They are on Mondays at 4 00 p.m. in Room 246 of
the Union, and they are open to all.



The Black Student Union
is rebuilding for the future
BY AUDREY RANDOLPH-CASON

H \MBF AI WRITFR

"Rebuilding," or building a foundation

for the future, is the theme this year at the

Black Student Union at Florida Slate

University.

**We can no longer be like the BSU's of

the late 60s and 70s," said Willard Proctor,

president of BSU. "We must seek a

different type of legitimacy for black

students."

With a population of about 1,400 black

students at FSU this year, about 400 less

than last year, Proctor wants students to

communicate th€ir needs and concerns to

the leaders of black organizations at FSU.
These needs and concerns will be discussed

at a meeting of black student leaders later in

the year, according to Proctor.

Rebuilding is also the theme for the many
social, cultural and lecture programs the

BSU has scheduled for the fall semester.

The speakers* program includes: Joseph

Lowery, president of the Southern
Christian l eadership Coiirorencc, who will

speak on Oct. 13; Michael Manley, former

prime minister of Jamaica, who will speak

on Oct. 14; and Manning Marable, director

of the Race Relations Institute at Fisk

University, who will speak on Dec. 2. Poet

David Matthews will read from his works

on Nov. 4.

Tbere wiUtJso be a fashion show on Oct.

13, a musical presentation on Nov. 1, an

art exhibit on Nov. 3 and a Greek
Extravagan/a on Oct. 13 as well as a Gospel

Extravaganza on Oct. 17.

The first of two scheduled movies was

presented last Thursday. The Brothers was

a soul-stirring depletion of the Angela
Davis-George Jackson collaboration, a

story of unrequited love and a story of a

progressive black political prisoner.

BSU meetings are held every Tuesday at

5:30 p.m. in 221 Bellamy, and an

information table is set up each Wednesday
at noon in the Union Courtyard.

For more information about BSU
programs call 644-5461 or drop by the BSU
office at 206 s Woodward Ave.

Bragg frontpage 1

together while spinning around the only

Grambling defender between him and the

goal line.

1 1 didn't matter, though. Two plays later,

1 rank "Choo Choo" Middleton ran one in

for the Rattlers. Lane Taylor's kick was

good.

Grambling's Ray Davenport scored on a

21 -yard pass from quarterback Hollis 6rent

teter in the first quarter to tie the game at

seven when Jorge Rosales added his kick.

Grambling fullback James Taylor took

advantage of a Rattler fumble when he rode

one in from a yard out for the Tigers'

second score of the ball game late in the

first quarter.

FAMU halfback Emory Collier ran seven

yards to tie it at 14 after Taylor added his

kick. The two teams took that score into the

locker room at halftime.

Middleton ended a second half scoring

dry spell four seconds into the fourth

quarter when he dove over a stack of

lineman from a yard out, putting the

Rattlers on top, 21-14 after Taylor's kick.

Grambling tied it up again when Brent

connected on a 13-yard pass to receiver

Trumaine Johnson. Rosales' conversion

was good.

The following series, FAMU was forced

to punt. GrambUng's Johnson ran the ball

64 yards for another Tiger touchdown.

From that point on, it was all Grambling.

Johnson scored on another pass from Brent

ijpklvN^ through the period and Taylor ran

for has second score to make the final 43-2 1

.

"We wcfe in the game until the punt

return,** Hubbard said. "We didn't do our

job on the coverage and the guys got

anxious and came inside."

Next Thursday Through Sunday
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Reports • Theses • Automated Letters

Resumes - Including Printing

STUDENT PAPERS A SPECIALTY
guaranteed to meet class deadlines

Proofreading & Editing • Multiple Originals

Justified Paragraphs • Varied Typestyles

AN ELITE SERVICE
219 So. Calhoun St., Suite 201

Tallahassee, Florida 32301

904/224-2250

BIOLOGY PHYSICS
CHEMISTRY

MATHEMATICS
ElVGIIVEERmG

COMPUTER SCIE]^CE
If you are working towards, or currently hold a degree in one of

these fields, the Navy is offering immediate scholarships or job

openings for top academic performers. U.S. citizens to age 27 and

must have minimum GPA of 3.0. One year of calculus and one

year of physics is also required. For more information on

qualificatioiis and salaries, forward transcripts and resumes to:

NUPOC (Code 70)

3974 Woodcock Drive

Jacksonville, FL 32207

NAVY OFFICERS

GET RESPONSIBILITY FAST.

IHCOA BElili
The Great Meal Deal

r WITH THIS COUPON

Buy Two Burrito Supremes
And Get One ^1^1

FREE
^Limit one coupon per

person, per visit.

1
I

I

mCOABEbU
OFFKK GOOD

Mon.. tues. & Wed.
Sept. 27—29

Encounter a galaxy of entertainment as business and pleasure arc combined

in the most exiting exposition to ever take place in North Florida

Thursda^, Sept
Saturday, Oct.

/ EXrtBlT Di JES &F»MES\ \ \
/ 3 00 pi 9 00 >m • Frilav. Oc4 1; 3:00 0di 9:00 pn
'
lOKK) a£ • 7:00 »m • Surtday. Oc\ 3; Noon\ 6 00 pm

I

I

I

I

WITH THIS COUPON

Buy ru>o Taco Supremes
And Get One

L.imit one coupon per person,

per visit.

PEPSI

OFFER GOOD
Mon., Tues. & Wed.

1
I

I

I

I

CHARLY McCLAIN IN CONCERT
SEPTEMBER 30 9.00 pm

CONCERT ADMISSION TO THE FIRST 5.000 EXPO 82 ATTENDEES TO REDEEM THEIR

EXPO -92 TICKET STUBS AT BOOTH 213
'

p^ won., lues, b Wed.

\h. TIICDABEIih
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Something different on TV
this week—entertainment

BY FRANK YOLNG
FI.AMBKAL STAFF WRITKR

For once, there are several watchable

things on TV. This week, instead of

pursuing some partkuhir topic, let's see

what's on and why it's worth watching.

Something nice and simple for a change.

Weekdays, 4 p.m., WCTV (cable 6)

iVoody Woodpecker — Don't smirk. Most
of Waller Lantz's cartoons stink, but the

spate of films his studio released in the

forties are among the most vivid, brash and
enjoyable animated shorts ever reteaied.

Look especially for cartoons directed by
James Culhane. Sadly obscure, Culhane is

the Sergei Eisenstein of animation. His

cartoons are dazzlingly full of dynamic
spatial relationships, psychedelic quickcuts,

expressionistic use of color, and pleasingly

ingenious, bizarre camera angles. They're

quite funny, too, 1 might add.

Wccknights, 12:30 a.m., WALB (caMe
10) — Late Night with David Letterman —
I know I sound like a broken record, but

Letterman's show is worth continually raving over. Instead

of calming down as time goes by, Letterman grows

exceedingly—and enchantingly—stranger. Friday night, a

special 90-minute Late Night airs. No telling what to

expect.

Wednesday, 12:05 a.m., WCTV (cable 6) — Blume in

Love — Early Paul Mazursky. Annoyingly self-indulgent,

this 1973 film is interesting as a time-capsule of its quirky

era.

2:30 a.m., WXIA (cable 11) — Fat City — In contrast,

John Huston's 1972 film about a young boxer is

unpretentious, stylish, and gritty. One of my favorite 70s

flicks.

Thursday, 10 p.m., WFSU (cable 8) — / Remember
.Harlem — The conclusion of this dandy sociological

documentary concentrates on the Harlem of the 60s and
70s, a hive of social unrest and chaos, peopled by such

notables as Malcolm X. Fascinating viewing. (Repeated

Friday night at 9.)

Friday, 1:50 a.m., WTBS (cable 2) — Whatever
Happened to Baby Jane — With 1955's Kiss Me, Deadly,

director Robert Aldrich's finest film. Aldrich goes for
''baroque" and succeeds dazzlingly, aided by great

performances by Bette Davis, Joan Crawford, and the late,

great Victor Buono. A guignol barnstormer deluxe.

TELEVISION

Bette Davis tries to kill.

...Joan Crawford
Wednesday night

Tickets for good behavior
PAC IFIC NKWSSFRVICE

The nexi lime a police officer stops you,

don't gel nervous. He may have a ticket for

you all right—a free movie ticket.

Motorcycle cops in Los Angeles are

rewarding good drivers with passes to

movies, concerts, amusement parks and
sporting events. The "safe driver" citations

are part of an l.APD promotion, and the

department promises drivers will be

*'courieously stopped." (Eds. Note: Let's

hope they doa*t use the Infamous LA
chokehoM.)

HOTFLASHES
play an hour's worth of music on each side.

The records, developed by Phillips of the

Netherlands and Sony of Japan, have to be
played with a special laser stylus costing

around $8(X). They should be available on
this side of the Atlantic some time next

year.
• • •

• • •

There are no cover-ups at the Seattle

Police Department. And that's just the

problem, say a couple who were caught

skinny-dipping in Lake' Washington.
Accenting to a lawsuit filed against city

police, arresting officers made the couple

drop their towels. The officers then

handcuffed the unlucky pair and paraded

them nude through the police station before

booking them for lewd conduct. To add
insult to injury, police confiscated their

clothes.
• • •

The record industry is hoping smaller

records will help them turn bigger proilts.

Going on sale this year in Europe: down-

sized laser discs, smaller than 45s, which

Pregnant women have already been
warned off coffee, alcohol and tobacco.

Now there's another taboo: rock 'n' roll.

Studies in India found a high incidence of

birth defects among pregnant laboratory

mice exposed to 80-decibel rock for 10

minutes an hour. The researchers warn that

prc^ant women should turn down the

music, at least in the early stages of

pregnancy.
• • •

British milkmen are doubling as wine

merchants in a plan to hook their customers

on French wine. As part of a joint

experiment by the British Dairy Association

and French vineyiffds, dairies in Southern

England will deliver red and white wines

from across the channel alcHig with pints of
milk and cream.

ATTiNTION...AmNTION... • •

The NAVAL ROTC PROGRAM at Florida A&M University offers an

opportunity for qualified college freshmen and sophomores to win

SCHOLARSHIPS... and become COMMISSIONED OFFICERS in the

U.S. navy or marine corps.

WHATboYOU NEED TO DO TO QUALIFY?
U.S. citizen between the ages of 17 and 25
Enroll at FSU..TCC..FAMU as a freshman or a sophomore
Have a GPA of 2.0 or better

Physically fit

If you feel you are the kind of person we want for NROTC... come by
and see me in room 202 in the Perry-Paige Building on the FAMU
campus...or call me at (904) 599-3980/ 3989.

Contact me today...This is your chance to be someone special.

TNIS PROGRAM IS OPEN TO lOTN iEN AND WOMEN Or write tO me.

: PHONE: (904) 599-5980/5989

:Ask for:

: lieutenant commander

:jerry ford NAVAL ROTC...

AN EDUCATION
WITH PAY

Recruiting Officer

Naval ROTC unit

Florida A&M university

Tallahassee, Florida 5250?;

^tiunnb and uunah
LADIES: JUST FOR YOUl TONIGHT. SEPT. 27
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ODYSSEY
No. 1 Male Go-Go Group in the Country;

Ladies Only • Show Starts at 9 p.m.

Doors Open at 7— Cotne early for good seats
Fashion Show at 8 p.m. by J. Riggings Men*s Store

Appropriate Dress Kequired

576-0145 2394 W. Tennessee St.

Across from Tallahassee Chr\sler- Plyrrwjuth
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FAMU game draws NFL scout
BY DEBORAH BARRINGTON

FLAMBEAU SPORTS EDITOR

When Jackie Graves went to the Grambling State-

Florida A&M University match-up Saturday night, it

wasn't to see history in the making. Graves, Assistant

Director of Player Personnel for the Philadelphia Eagles,

went to find out if any of the players on the field could

become Eagles.

"I grade what Philadelphia considers to be the top

people in the game. If you see me at a game, they (the

jteams) definitely have a pro prospect on the field," Graves

• said.

Graves paid special attention to FAMU's Frank

Middleton and Nathaniel Newton and Grambling's

Trumdne Johnson, Albert Lewis and Robert Thomas.

Middleton did not have one of his better nights—17

carries for 69 yards^ with two touchdowns. But

performance Saturday was not the only indicator Graves

has of Middleton's ability. He also viewed films from

FAMU's previous games and talked to Middleton in

practice.

"Middleton really has something," Graves said. "He
may not go in the first round—maybe the fourth or

fifth—but once he is with a team he will play like a real pro."

' Johnson, Grambling's receiving ace, looked superb. He
is, according to Graves, one of the highest-rated wide

receivers in the country. Graves said Johnson is bigger than

most receivers and has all the tools to be a good pro

prospect. Though double-covered most of the night,

Johnson caught six passes for 85 yards and returned a punt

64 yards for a touchdown.

"He catches a football like he's picking an apple from

a tree," Graves said of Johnson. He also noted Johnson's

control—something Graves said many speedster lack.

* The grading system Graves uses measures first general

« characteristics that all players must have—good character,

intelligence, instinctive ability, strength, second effort,

consistency, mental toughness, playing speed and athletic

ability. Then there are requirements dependent upon

position. The point scale runs 0-5—zero for "outstanding"

and five for a reject.

When Graves is out scouting he looks at films from other

games and attends practices, where he gauges ability and

talks to the players to learn more about their personalities.

He talks to trainers to find out about injuries.

One thing Graves looks for in a player is a tolerance for

pain.

If you're not willing to play hurt, Graves isn't interested.

If a player can walk, said Graves, he can practice. Pain is a

part of the game, he said.

After each game Graves files a report. That information

is stored in a computer.

When draft time comes around, he said. Eagles staff pull

out the report and the head coach and position coaches

meet to di^^cuss the plaver^.

'Trumaine John-

son catches a

football like he's

picking an apple

from a tree.'

—Jackie Graves

Trumaine

Johnson

"(Philadelphia head coach Dick) Vermeil will want to

know if he is a top-rated guy and why I think he could be an

Eagle," he said.

The key is fitting in with the Eagles. "A lot of guys may
play well and have outstanding athletic ability, but may not

fit the Eagle mold," Graves said. That's where the grading

sheet and the 0-5 scale come into play, he said.

Players that Graves scouted and ended up fitting the

Eagle mold are Harold Carmichael, Gary Sizemore and

Roynell Young, to name only a few.

While in Florida Graves traveled to Gainesville to scout

University of Florida players and nine Mississippi State

players. Earlier in the week, he viewed fthns of FSU and

attended Seminole practice sessions.

The
Pcesident's

IceGeam

Presdenhond Ms. Bernard Sliga invite all students

to an Ice (>eanri .Jocid at the Presided

Tuesday, September 28, from 3 to5pm
/ INFORMAL

1030W Tennessee St

WJETHRO
TUU

^he Broadsword and

the Beast Tour let Stat Production

Florida FlMibeau Monday, September 27, 1982 / 9

SOmOKSMS: IBTS ACQU/UHTePI

eouioi mcouNT night
COUPON*

^1

S2.00 DISCOUNT ALL ENTREES. \

ONLY 1 COUPON PER TABLE REQUIRED, i

FREE CLASS Of Bg» (Mi WINE WITH ENTREES
|

sea-moor s
Seafood House

Corner of

Tennessee & Monroe

222-1227

PremiupCTS Filter Change . . .si3.88|

10% off on

all parts& labor

(With thii^)

FoNlgi &

Dontstic cars

Downtown Gulf ^

Dr. Allan O. Dean P.A.
OPTOMETRIST

SOFT CONTACT LENSES
Mini Pac kage ^ * C /\(
iiu ludfs I m
• V istdkon LJnItrathm or any regular

Bausch & Lomb Lens

• \ xam. Contact Lens Fitting and 3 months visits

• (Old Stenli/ation

tUof»s not intludf other lens designs)

810 ThomasvUle Rd. Appointments

(Inleisot tion of Monroe A Thomasville Rd ) 222 9<t«»1

^^^^^ Authentic OrientUi Cuisine A

Our quality

^ m a*

specialprices

Try our
fine Chinese Food

at these two locations:

At 6t'> Avenue At. W. Tenn St.

$loooff ISOCOff
I purchase of a

All you can eat

Dinner Buffet
with this coupon
good thru Oct. 2

M-Th.5- 10,

Fri. -Sat. 5 - 11

^12 E. e^^Ave.

Combination
I Plate
I with this coupon

I good thru Oct. 2

I 11:30 a.m.-8 p.m.

I

!666 W.TennStJ

It
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LunchBuffet

$2
All the Piz2a

& Salad Bar
You Can Eat mtm/foood^

Brinfl This Cottpon For A
P^SiiST"

Free Meaium PSpH
with Fvrciuwe of Luacb Btrfi^ W^Klil

WESTWOOD SHOPPING CENTER-KIUEARM CINTIR

•MAGNOLIA
Autf) Servic (* Center

1031 South Magnolia

8784582 f;^ —

^

Complete Auto Service
THIS WEEK Foreign & Domestic

10%
Discount

SPECIALS (most cars)

-

Tune-Up $29.29
Oil Change & FUter $ 1 2.99

Front Disc Brakes $38.88
Full A/ C Repairs
Featuring A/C Recharge
$5.99 plusfreon

FREE RotaHon
Computer Balance

on
Parts & Labor
Exceeding $40

with this ad &
any Student I D

(4 Tirea) & Alignment $28.95 1 ^ ^'t^
MasterCard

^ — , Cards Accepted
'See Quenton, Eddie or James^

Tonight is the night the

CRAZIES come out of the

woodwork!

The New BUUWINKLE'S
Wold Famous
GOMO SHOW
$50- 1st prize

$25 -2nd prize

Every Monday
Contestants sign-up 9 p.m.
for FREE ADMISSION
Use this PASSWORD:
"I've got the biggest

gong in town!"

Drinks 2 for 1 tlljl

MoNdAy — FmdAy

9 A.M. — 4 p.m.

For SaU f ^^^^

PIONEER SX3700 DIGITAL RCVR
2 PIONEER HPM500 3WAY SPKRS
PIONEER PL530 AUTO TURNTBLE
AKAt CS707D CASSETTE DECK
ALL FOR $550, 222 3499 ANYTIME
APPLAUSE GUITAR: w/ case, 1 yr.
OM S100. S' 10" CASTER SUR FBOARD:
Twin-fin Channel Haul w/ dbl. wingers
-M dings $225. S7S-79M.

CLEVELAND FLUTE. EXCELLENT
CONDITION. GOOD PRICE W CASE.
MUST SELL CALL 222 4150

LAST CHANCE!
TWO TICKETS TALL FREEPORT

10-8 to 10-11. 644-3578

CHINON SUPER 8 SILENT MOvTe
CAMERA W/CASE, POWER ZOOM,
1.7 2.2mm LENS, GOOD COND.
$100, WILL NEGO. CALL 224-1556
EVENINGS. KEEPTRYING.

2 Airline Tickets TsllahassM
Freaport. Dmart 11/23 Return. 11/30
$160. Call 385-3512 after 6 pm.

SAILBOAT: 77 u' Hobycat w/ trailer.
Rerigged A overhavlad. Like naw.
$iaM.Cali224-27ft1.
~~

AUdTo VIDEO TAPES
VIDEO GAMES - LOW PRICES

CALL BILL 575-4782.

Wood coffe. table. 2 end tables, & sm~
2 shelf bar w/ chrome legs. $150 or
best offer. Odds and ends, knick-
knacks. Call after 5 : 575-4429.

SMALL REPRIDGKRATOR
LIKE NEW $80. PKftFSCT FOR
OORMI tn-im. KKIF TRYING.

9*2% fixed assumaMa. 1MI i^. ft.

Custom built home N.£. Passible
owmar financing. Call 893-2S98.

Free speaker stands with purchase of
Pioneer stereo cabinet. On rollers with
glass door & glass top tlW. Call
Pat 384 7801.

eiRL'STAKARA 10-SPECD
GOOD CONDITION $S8

CALL385-27f2

Four IBM Selectric typMVriters $275 -

$325 each. Other office models for $80.
Lots of free ribbons. 576-6555.

POLAROID ONE-STEP CAMERA
WITH FLASH UNIT. 1 YEAR OLD

LIKE NEW. $4SOR B.O.
CALL 222-6730 EVENINGS

SOLID WOOD TABLE WITH
4 CHAIRS « GLASS COVER

$250.00

CALL 224-0470 8 to 5 OR
AFTERS 178-2692. CAREY

M ROOMT FOR NICE, QUIET APT
TWO BLOCKS BEHIND BURGER
KG. COME BY ,386 RICHMD ST APT
12. SEE TOM $120 & UT. PLEASE

<t 3 WEEKS FREE RENT
SUBLEASE COLONY CLUB APT.

CALL 224-3983 OR 224-6061.

3 bdrm. apt. across from Law School.
Hardwood floors, fireplace, calling
fans, central heat, fenced in yard.
Available now. $375 per month
893 0085 or 224 5851 after 6.

3 BR 1 BATH, 2 WEEKS FREE
KITCHEN FURNISHED. 5 MILES
OFF CAMPUS. $29S MO. AFTER 5

CALL 077-0807. $liO DEPOSIT .

Chateau De Roi Apts. Walk to FSU
511 N. Woodward, 1 BR fom; sound-
proof, pool, laundry, caMa k util. Incl.
except elec. $225 mo. Call Ras. Mgr.
222-0428.

WantecI
HOUSEMATE NEEDED FOR
REMAINDER OF SEMESTER. S9S A
Vi UTILITIES. S7S-0001.

EXTRA LOW PRICES ON GUITARS
& BANJOS. MANY 1/2 PRICE
PRICES START AT $25. RENTALS
$10 MO LESSONS $15 3 WK
COURSE.
SCOTT TENNYSON GUITAR
SERVICES 1.104 N ;j61.

CycUs
WHY WALK? Great running 350 cc,
SL HONDA, only $1 per cc or best
offer. Call S»-5246 9^1 or after 6.

Yahama 50cc, only 1400 campus miles,
incl. tie! met, basket, lock chain. Show-
room condition. Ph. 385-9091 nites.

78 RD400 YAMAHA, IMMACULATE
13,000 miles, chambers, shocks,
EXTRAS. 576 5005 AFT-EVN.

Need rmmt to share 3 bdrm house w/
me & cat. Dead end sf. Wood stove
Woodsy area. $160 incls. util, pest
control, newspaper. 878-6509 M, W, IH.

Naeded: Oct 1 fm rmmt for i br turn
apt with pool & sauna. Rent includes
cable and water. $1300i »/? elec. l bik to
campus. Call Tanya 224 1575.

Female needed to share two bedroom,
upstairs, furnished apt. Clean, wood
floors. A steal at $112.50 <• W uti. and
sac, dap. Close to FSU. 224-2346.

Ride to Baton Rouge or New Orleans
any wkend. Help me see my honey.
Share drv/exps. Call 644 4411 doys OT
878 1801 nts/wkends.SONNY.

FM RMT OWN FURN RM N 3BR HS
W/O, HBO, AC, BIG YARD $135 MO Oi
V4UTL. 10 Ml FR FSU. 386 3282.

F RMMT FOR VERY NICE FURN
2 BR TRPLX, NR WSTWD 1 Ml FR
FSU. AC, TV, YARD, QUIET 8.

SECURE. $160 MO 8i W UTIL. RESP.
576-8484 KRISTY.

Rmmt for 3 br apt. $12S mo. 8i ^/a utI.
Near Governor's Sq. Windrush
Village. 877-6273 Ms. Neal anytime.

FM RMT 2 Fr" rBTHToWN 'FdOM
$115 MO & ' 2 UTL. '.4 BLK TO FSU.
CALL DARCY 222 5884.

2 STUDENT COUPONS FOR HOME-
COMING GAME ON 10/9.

WILL PAY TOP $$$!! 576-6875

QUIET SETTING by Lk. Jackson
Fm rmt to share lovely, new duplex.
Well Insulated w/ fireplace, Ig yard •

pets ok. NO LEASE - NO DEP.
$150 mo. 386 5978 or 386 4364.

Room in mobile home for rent, to fm.
student. $100 mo. & Va util. Call
878 2908 am. 8. pm

House M rmmt, Ig bedrm w fireplace,
cent heat 8< ac, w/w carpet, new turn,
200 yds to Phyrst, beautiful. $150 8. Vj
utils. 222 4214. Responsible heads only,
alcoholics welcome.

Area manufacforer of ladies lingerie
needs model for package, national
distribution Hips 34"

:
5' 6"

: long
hair, exp pref, but not required.
Serious inquiries only. 224-3824.

CUssiFiEd Ads
Fm rm for new house, 10 min drive
fr/FSU, $100 8i sh. of ut., noiwmkr, no
pets. Call 575-1376 after 4 or 5.

FM RMMT FOR 3BR HOUSE
ONLY 2 BLOCKS FROM CAMPUS

$120 MO. 4 UTIL. 575-5706

M RAAMT FOR 3B0R 2BATH HOUSE
2 BLOCKS FROM FSU $92/MO 8i

UTIL. CALL224-02W.

Non-smoker to share 2 br apt.
Partially furn., washer ft dryer, 2 mi.
from FSU. $155 mo. t, Vi util. Call
S7S-6606 after 4. DAVID
Wanted: Rmmt. to share 2 bdrm house
2 fireplaces $150 mo. Vj util. Close to
FSU. Call 224-6254. Ser. inq. only.

Need ml. rmmt. to share a 1 br furn
apt. at Hilltop Apts. 411 Chapel Dr.
$105 nw. Oi 16 util. Coma by apt. 414.

RAAMT. NEEDED TO SHARE NEW
HOUSE WITH AAALE LAW STUDENT.
QUIET AND COMFORTABLE. 575 5691

Clean, serious F or M to share plush
furnished Westwood condo. Pool, own
room & bath. Rates negot. 576 9409.

Male Roommate needed for Ig. 2 br, 2
bath apt. 1 block from campus.
Call 222 2676.

*^

HeId
WANTEd
BODY WRAPPING - Skin Care Co
seeks M 8, F models for demonstrations
at Expo '82. 9/30 - 10/3; Call 877-1901.

Wanted: Your support In Student
Government Elections. Vote the SUN
Party Wed., Sept. 29 The party that
brought you a week-long Spring Break.

Services
ANIMAL KINGDOM AUDIO (AKA)

Main System
2500 watts - 24 channels 4 submlxes
4 way electronic crossover lO band
graphic aq • echo 12 cabinets 2 horns

AAanitor System
1000 watts 4 JBL, 2 Altec monitors

Lighting System
17.000 watts - 15 PARs 2 ellipsoidal
spots - four 15 ft. trees 40 ft. truss 8i

rigging (up to 35 ft. high)

For rental info, call 575-2697

ABLE TYPING SERVICE
DISSERTATIONS, THESIS,

TERM PAPERS & MANUSCRIPTS.
NEAR CAPITAL CENTER

222-0804

FEELING TIRED, RUN DOWN?
00 YOU NEED GERITOL? WHY
NOT. SEE IF YOU'RE ANEMIC.
COME BY THE AED HEALTH
SCREENING CLINIC TODAY FOR A

FREE ANEMIA SCREENING
RM 423 H EALTH CENTER.

TYPING -LET ME MAKE YOUR
WORK LOOK GOOD!
DISSERTATIONS, RESUMES.
EDITING. 878 2231

TENNIS LESSONS
FROM U.S. P.T.A. PRO
25% OFF. CALL 224-5144.

* * * GUITAR LESSONS * * *
CLASSICAL AND POP

BEGINNER-ADVANCED
SPECIAL STUDENT RATES
ALISON BERT. 644-5659

TYPING
IBM DISSERTATIONS & THESES

PAT DIXON 386 1255

Prolessional typing. IBM Corr. Sel.
Term papers, theses, dissertations.
Near Northwood Mall. 385-0481

Complete range of proofreading,
editing, tyging services at low rates.
385 1020 AFTER 3 pm.

IMPROVE YOUR GRADES'
Research Catalog - 306 pages 10,728
topics - Rush $1.00. Box 25097C, Los
Angeles, CA 90025. (213) 477 8226.

TYPING. IBM SELECTRIC 3
FAST, EFFICIENT - EOITINGI

OOC pg. can 222-7629, AFTER NOON
W E S E LlT^ErVi C E , A N D PAY
TOP CASH FOR YOUR AIR-
CONDITIONERS. 575-9562.

A PRO TO T'YPEM^ur thesis, term
papers, dissertations, etc. Call Va.
Wallace, 877 4900, eve/wkends.

BOOKKEEPER EXPERIENCED
IN ACCOUNTS PAYABLE,
receiveable, taxes, AND
PAYROLL AVAILABLE FOR PART-
TIME OR CONTRACT WORK. CALL
222-7798.

• Dissert., Theses, student papers.
You'll get good vibrations when you
bring your typing to us Former
admins, secy & good speller.
Reasonable Rates. L. Durbin. 070-2360
No calls after lO p.m.

PersonaLs
TO THE WUF,
CONGRATS CHERYL ON MAKING
BATGIRLSi WE LOVE YA

SUSIE 8i STAGEY
GAY RAP GROUP

MONDAY 0:00 352 UNION
GUEST: JOHN DILLON,

LEON COUNTY HEALTH DEPT.

Improve your sex life! New booklet
tells how In 10 easy steps. Send $3.00 to
Score, Suite 25-C, 1105 N Main St.,
Gainesville, FL 32601.

G.P.V GAY AWARENESS GROUP
now forming for men currently
coming out or experiencing related
issues. Beginning 9/29/82, G.P.V
meets Wed. from 8:00 pm to 9:30 pm
Call Or. Kizlrian at644-»)03.

PAM
HAPPY B-OAY
THE BIG 21

YOUR BIG BRO PETE
Vote Sun Vote Sun Vote Sun Vote Sun
Isn't it time for a change? We need
your support Wed. Sept. 29 to make a
difference in student Government.

ii E R I N K 1^

SO MUCH I NEED TO SAY; LET ME
SHOW YOU I LUV Ul JOHN B.

Beatles Day Wed Sept. 29 Moore Aud.
12 I Boatics, music trivia contest.
Win 2 tickets to Beatlemania, random
album giveaway comp. of Record Bar.

FREE PREGNANCY TEST
NON-JUDGEMENTAL COUNSELING

T.A.P.P.S. CALL 222-7177.

TOXIC SHOCK
ISKOMINGI
SO CATCH IT!

FREE PREGNANCY TEST
Atjortion, Gynecology, Psych. Couns.
Call N. Fla. Woman's Health and
Counseling. 877-3183.

120 UNioN

Ad DEAdliNE 2 dAys bEfoRE

GET FREE FPIRG BROCHURES!
PROTECT YOURSELF FROM
LOSING YOUR SECURITY
DEPOSIT. AVOID AUTO REPAIR
RIPOFFS. LEARN WHERE THE
BEST BUYS ARE. PREB
GROCERY, BANKING AND
CHECKING SURVEYS. PICK UP
INFO AT FPIRG OFFICE 215
UNION. FPIRG CONSUMER
TENANT HOTLINE # IS 644-4884.

FREE PREGfMNCY TEST
Abortion, gynecology, birth control,
infection checks & mental health
counseling. Low cost Professional
services. Strictly confidential. For
appiontmpnt call No. Fla. Women's
Health h. ( i)iiiv.eling 877 3183.

Business

PersonaLs
10 OR MORE NIGHT - POGO'S
A group of 10 or more gets Vj price
beer 8< wine Pogo's PInball Palace
across the street from Bullwinkle's.

THE LOI^GBRANCH BAR & GRILL
MONDAY LUNCH SPECIAL *

89C Steakburger & 25C Draft 11 2pm.

We mean businessi The SUN Party,
wjio brought you a weak-long Spring
Break, needs your support. Vote SUN
Wed. Sept. 29 We're working for youl

FOR FUN & FRILLS
(Women Only) Treat yourself & your
friends to a For Fun & Frills Party.
Elegant lingerie, flavored lotions, Si
gifts presented. For your party, call
575 8022 (Openings for sales
representatives available, snvall
investments required).

WE DELIVER DEAD FLOWERS
* * * * it

BURNINGHEARTS FLORISTS
INTRODUCTORY OFFER GET
$3.00 OFF ANY REG. PRICE

Now you save while you sting!! We
hand deliver unique bouquets of
DEAD FLOWERS. Also inquire about
pur FRUIT and FISH packages. Get a
laugh or give someone a laugh Now it

costs only $6,851 Your order is
enclosed with a dozen of lovely
DEAD FLOWERS wrapped m the
finest florists box. So call us today at
576-4003. 10:30-5:00 Mon Sat or send a
Check or money order to P O Box
20228 include message and delivery
address.

STROH'S DRAFT MON NIGHT 9-2
40CGLASS, $2.25 PITCHER
THE PALACE SALOON
1303 Jackson Bluff Road

To RELIEVE TENSION & STRESS
Try MASSAGE THERAPY 222 0550
Registered Massage Therapist.

SWEETSHOP DELI
.MEATS AND CHEESES

MEATS. CHEESES AND COLD
SALADS THAT INCLUDE ROAST
f^ff,' TURKEY. IMPORTED
SWISS CHESE. CHEDDAR CHEESE,
2?hPJ'-^l?'.*'**> *^ANY MORE ATMUCH LESS THAN AT THE
SUPERMARKET.

KEN'S TAVERN
ON THE TENN ST. STRfP

SERVING FSU OVER 16 YEARS
BEER DRINKERS HAPPY HOURS

* MON FRI 4:30-6:30 *
THE ORIGINAL WED. NIGHT

MICH E LOB MADNESS FROM 9 12
VIDEOS, PINS, 25- POOL*

ex:

* * *
FLYING HOME?

Holiday flights are already filling up.
Call or coma by The Travel Center for
lowest airfare anywhere. We can also
ticket rasarvations you made directly
withthaairlinas.

THE TRAVEL CENTER *
University Union 2nd floor. 222-1192

*

THE SWEETSHOP SALAD BAR
20 ITEMS "^OR YOUR CREATION
PREPARED FRESH EACH DAY
FOR $1.99. WITH ANY SANDWICH
ORDER ONLY $1.69. SERVED 11AM
TILL 10PM DAILY.

TNT HIDEAWAY CANOE RENTAL
DIRECTLY ON WAKULLA RIVER
AND HWY 98
$5 up to 4 hrs 50c per ru<,hion < all

I 925 6412

Lost &
FouNd

LOST AT PITT GAME GOLD CHAIN
Si 18KT. CROSS. PLEASE CALL,
VERY VALUABLE 222-9246.

LOST: MALE GOLDEN LAB ON
9/1$, IN TIMBERS AREA. REWARD!

CALL 576-9352.

FOUND: RING, BY TULLY GYM
ON 9/22. CALL 644 4813 MRS.
LUDWIG FOR INFORMATION.

Lost: Small Sharp calculator br case
of sentimental value, near FSU
Library Reward! Call Suzi 644-5375.

LOST: WHITE SAMOYED PUPPY ^
Male 4 months, 30 lbs. with red collar
Answers to "Rodney." Rew9rd
385-4354, if no answer, call 224-4920.

FOUND RING IN SECTION 16
FOOTBALL STADIUM. CALL 222
4862.

HAPPY HOUR

6-8 p.m. Mon. Thurs.

470 Ul. Tennessee

TYPESETTIIMG
as low as...

50c an inch*
rkw-i^ii!^ '»

" *"*• minimum order
Ovar 100 typastytes to choose from"
If you want your graptik» to look uniqua

PJIJypoqjPhy house can help you
P M Pubhsfi.ny fa Typo<,ra,,h,cs
??? 1??? 13S0N Gadsdoh/77ri->->n ,
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'Gator Football

Quarterbacks Galare
Wayne Peace, Florida Gator quarterback, and

John Bond, the Mississippi State quarterback are

shown here on opposite ends ofthe.ball in Saturday's
' Gator win over the MSU Bulldogs at Florida Field.

Peace, shown passing the ball, led the Gators to a 27-

1 7 victory with some help from players like Wilbur

Marshall shown about to knock Bond down after he

has just released the ball, Florida trailed the Bulldogs

3-0 at halftime, but came alive in the third qmrter

when freshman running back John L. Williams

scored on a three-yard run. Gator-running back

Lorenzo Hampton added three more touchdowns as

the Gators overwhelmed tfw Bulldogs in the second

half. The victory upped the seventh-ranked Gators'

record to 3 and 0 while the 17th-ranked Bulldogs'

recordfell to 3 and 1. The Gators' next game will be

against always tough Louisiana State University

Bayou Bengals next Saturday at Florida Field.

FSU women racers win, men get third
BY DAVE PlCARltLLO

FLAMBEAU WIITER

While most folks with any sense were sleeping in

Saturday morning after a long week's work or Friday

night's bi^h, runners from 11 universities, three junior

colleges, as well as open division competitors, were busily

warming up on the greens of the Seminole Golf Course for

ihc start of the annual FSU Cross Country Invitational.

The FSU women's team won out against excellent

competition from Florida and Auburn with Margaret

Coomber leading her compatriots to an impressive Hrst

place finish. She was second overall— 17:18.6 to Beth

Farmer of Florida who won in 17:10.3. Sandra Arthurton,

who finished first for FSU last week in Alabama, was Srd

overall with 17:34.0.

"We really closed the gap between our number two

through six runners today," said Al Schmidt, newly

acquired coach of the FSU women's cross country team.

(Gary Winckler is still head coach for women's track.)

"Two of our team members, Janette Wood and Carla

Borovicka, have no experience at crosscountry, and did

quite well against some of the best competition in Division

1 of the NCAA," he added.

The FSU men placed third in the university division with

68 points. Florida was second with 64. Auburn showed up

with all its top gunj> bla/ing. They were paced to. « first

place finish by Tom Graves who crossed undllilMiiHHp a

top speed of 30:29 for the 6.2 mile distance.

"It's still early in the season, but I'm very pleased with

the way some of our runners came through for us," said

FSU's head coach John Brogle. "We're looking ahead to

the key competitions at the end of the season. Paul

Waldron and Ronnie Treadway placed high for us in PR's,"

he said (a PR is a personal best time).

Phillip Rolle will be returning from the Eight Nations

Meet in Japan and the Tribe will be looking to him for

leadership and added strength and depth, Brogle also

indicated.

Herb. Wills, a recent graduate of FSU once under the

tutelage of Brogle, returned with fire to capture the overall

victory and first place honors in the open division. He set a

new course record of 30:12. Byron Dice, who was last

year's open division winner, finished forth with 3 1 :29.

When running for FSU, Wills' training was geared

towards racing every week. Now, however, things have

changed.

"I've been putting in more mileage since graduation

because there are no more races to run every week," Wills

said. Wills is set to run longer races with five miles and 10

kilometers being the shortest events he will compete in.

This week the men are on the road to Ohio for a dual

meet against Ohio State and the women travel to Virginia

for the Virgin ia Invit ational.

^ KAPUIN
tttucatienai Centei

There IS a difference!!!

Course Class Starting

issr
LSAT

GRE

Oct. 11
NOV. a
N0V.11

For mrt M«rMtiN call

523 E. TENNESSEE ST.

(OPP. LEON H.SJ
ciR MM Nt ifMni fNffml ki ctaH

we reserve the right to cancel Mf dKSes for

which there is insufficient enroMncnt

GRAND OPENING SALE
GRAND OPENING of our newly expanded

ffacllities at Tallahassee Tire West

OIL. lA HK. FILTER $8.88!
10% off tires & service to

students & faculty
Excluding sate* items

ELECTRONIC IGNITION

ENGINE TUNE-UP
4 Cyl $24.88

6 Cyl $26.88

8Cyi $28.88

INCLGDFS PARTS AND LABOR
Valid only

|

I

* Tenn

VatSity

1917 W. TENNESSEE
PHONE 224^152

1^

QOOD^^^AM '
I Shopping CenieK«S>—

i

_____ .

Universify ^ ^
o

I
Plaza

1

POLTERGEIST (PG)

7:15 9:4S

Nti
fHMmiMHSNOMONIMISOUMH 9.9V

895-6110

MADAM FAY

PAUl &cm READER

TELLS PAST. PRESENT & FUTURE

WHY BE SICK. WORRIED & UNHAPPY
WHEN YOU CAN BE HELPED WITH

YOUR PROBLEMS • CALL FOR APPOINTMEflT

HR$.S-S,M.-Sat

SS13 MAHAN DRIVE S MILES E. 90

TALLAHASSEE, FL 52508 PHONE (904) 878-9527

3

Eye Examination
(including glauconna test)

Contact Lens Fitting Fee
(includes all office visits for 3 monthsl

addition to eye exgrr

DRJORGE K.GORB
OPTOMETRIST

Governor's Square
(Next to Morrison's)

Qpen Daily Evenings*Saturdays

•877-3380
•877-0431

Learn Bartending

In Tallahassee

ENROLLNOW FOR
SEPT.-OCT. CLASSES

• Day and night classes
• Limited enrollment

BARTENDING ACADEMY. INC
878-1639893 1668

I
I
I
I
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I
I
I
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I
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32oz.Pen^ , ^
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The *Noles get their revenge
FROM STAFF R( PORTS

Florida State Seminoles traveled to

Haitiesburg, Miss. Saturday to deliver a
personal message: revenue.

Last year the Seminoles were beaten

mercilessly by the University ot Southern

Mississippi's Golden Eagles 58-14 in the

Seminoles' own backyard (Doak
Campbell).

Strong safety Larry Harris had said he
was looking forward to playing in

somebody else's baci<yard and containing

Southern Mississippi quarterback Reggie
Collier.

That's precisely what the Seminoles did.

Collier, successful executioner of the
option, was held to only 56 yards passing
and 50 yards rushing. That concentrated

effort on Collier did free-up tailback Sam
De.iarnette, however, who tallied 304 yards

rushing.

Dejarnette's 304-yard performance was
the most yardage a Seminole defense has

ever allowed an offensive back.

Still, the Seminoles, behind the starting
play of quarterback Kelly Lowrey defeated
the Eagles 24-17. It was Lowrey's first start.

"Starting the game against Southern
Mississippi was a great feeling, and I was
glad I was able to contribute to the victory.
I made a lot of mistakes though, or else we
might have won by a much larger margin,"
Lowrey said.

The surprising factor is that Lowrey won
the game passing—286 yards—and not by
running the option.

"People thought we may use Kelly
Lowrey as a surprise, to open against
Southern Mississippi," said head coach
Bobby Bowden. "They were right, but they
really guessed wrong. Everyone thought
we were going to run the option. That's what
Southern Mississippi thought too. So we
told 'ol Kelly to go out there and throw the
ball."

SPORTSBRIEFS
The FSU women's rugby team beat New

Orleans this weekend 26-0. Leading scorer

was C hris Ma/.zara followed by Gina
Schlopak, Sharon Jamison, Kathy Flores

and Candy Orsini.

Fraternity and sorority tennis play begins

tonight at the Tully Gym and Montgomery
Gym tennis courts. Players should bring

their racquet and validated IP's. Please

check with IM manager for play times.

There wUI be a Fraternity Intramural

managers' meeting today at 4:00 in 346
Union. A Sorority managers' meeting will

follow at 4:30.

Volleyball practice times for intramural

teams in Tully Gym will begin this week.
Contact Susan in the IM Office to reserve a
practice court.

The FSU LaCrosse team begins practice

today at 4:30 p.m. at the IM fields.

Everyone is inviteid.

MEDICAL STUDENTS

THE NAVY WILL PAY YOU

TO ATTEND MEDICAL SCHOOL

As a student enrolled in or accepted to an AMA or AOA approved
medical school, you are eligible for an Armed Forces Heajith Professions
Scholarship.

Some of the benefits of the program include:

— $530.00 a month to do with as you please.

— The Navy will pay your tuition for up to 4 years of school
— Full Active Duty pay at Ensign grade for 45 days. If academic

schedule will not permit active service away from school, students
may remain on campus and still receive full Active Duty pay.

Interested students should apply inmiediateiy because the number of
scholarships is very limited.

Send it to:

For further information, please complete the form below and drop it in
the mail TODAY!

MEDICAL PROGRAMS
Code 70-HP
3974 Woodcock Dr.

Jacksonville, FL 32207
or call: (904)398-1778.

NAME:
ADDRESS

SEX

I AM PRESENTLY ENROLLED AT
I HAVE BEEN ACCEPTED AT
UNDERGRAD G.P.A MOAT SCORES.

1

Dr. Allan 0. Dean P.A.

OPTOMETRIST

EYE HEALTH

EXAMINATIONS

Contact Lenses
Soft Lenses

Hard Lenses

Gas Permeable Lenses

Soft Lenses

for Astigmatism

Extended Wear Lenses

810 ThOMasvllle Rd.
ADDOlntments

222-9991

ONE FREE ADCILT CLASS
PER STUDENT THRU 10-8-82

• Ballet * Aerobic
• Jazz • Tap

1519 Cap. Cir. N.E. No. 33 Call Between 3-5pm
878-3868

THRU FRIDAY
ANNIVERSARY

Fabric SALE!

60" Wide
// Fall Colors

65% Polyester • 35% Rayon
"Looks Like Wool"
Solids and Heather

Windsor Flannel

$2.99 yard

New Fall

Burllngton/Klopoman

80% Polyostor

20% Cotton
60" WIdo

"Ultra Vino"
Tone on Tone

Prints

45" Wide, On ftolts

50% Polyester

50% Cotton
Great Combination
Printed and Solid

Chambry
S2.77 yard :

Big Fall Group I

Washable ^
48" Wide
15% Nylon

83% Triacetate

Velour

$2.99 yard

Burlington

Solids
60" Wide A

1007» Polyester

Stretch "Trigger"

$3.66 yard

New Fall Looks

Puckers,Jacquards,Etc.

100% Arnel Triacetate

Krinkle Metallics

$3.66 yard

Taffetto is

Great ttils Fall

SO " Wide
100% Acetate

Terrific

Plaid Taffetta

$2.88, ||$3«88
yard 11^ yard

^^§#ANCOCK
&aihiriiL&s

PARKWAY SHOPPING CENTER
1107 APALACHEE PARKWAY

OPEN Mon-Fri 10-9 877-4769
DAILY Saturday 10 6 Sunday 16

i

t
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Florida Flambeau MOSTLY FAIR
Highs in the low 80s. Lows

in the mid 50s to near 60.
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Two dead in murder-suicide
BY JOHN HOLFXKK
Ki.AMBKAL SI A^K WKi lKK

A quiet west side Tallahassee

neighborhood erupted in violence yesterday

afternoon when a gunman killed one person
and seriously wounded another before finally

taking his own life.

E/ra Scales, 27, of 320()-B Nikoma St., was
in stable condition last night at Tallahassee

Memorial Regional Medieal Center afier

being shot "at least twice," according to

Tallahassee Police Department Lt. Tom Coe.
Police have not as yet released the name of
the victim who was killed pending
notification of next of kin.

The victim was dead oti arrival at TMRMC.
The police believe the victim was from
Moniicello. The man believed to be the

assailant, who was also unidentified, was also

believed to be from Monticello.

One of the neighbors of the deceased,

Charles Reddkk, said that the alleged

assailant had been staying with the deceased
for about a month.

According to Coe, the shootings occurred
around 2:30 p.m. Scales, who lived across the

street from the victim, had come over to use
the telephone. When he entered the front

door the assailant shot him. According to

Coe, Scales then ran through a closed sliding

glass door at the rear of the

house—shattering the glass—and ran across

the street to get help.

Police are not sure which victim was shot

first. However, this much is clear from
eyewitnesses: the assailant proceeded to drag
the dead man's body of the front door of the

house, leaving him on the sidewalk.

According to witnesses, the alleged

assailant then walked around to the back of

the house. Scales apparently came back over

to help his friend and collapsed next to him.

Turn toDEATHS, 7

Florida Flambeau/iill GuttmanWestside shootings
Police confer near the spot where an assailant abandoned the body

of his victim (above); the suspected assailant 's own body is removed
(left).

Lawson hopes his background will make him a winner
BY MICHAEL McCLELLAND

Fl AMBFAl! STAKK WRITFR

He's been a tobacco-picker in rural north Florida,

a professional athlete in Detroit, and an administrator at

Florida State University. He tastedsuccess as a basketball star

at Florida A&M University, and again as a Tallahassee

insurance agent.

Now Al Lawson wants to embark on a new career—as

state representative from Florida House District 9.

Lawson got a good start on that dream in the Sept. 7

primary, when he easily out-distanced four other candidates.

Lawson hopes to improve on that showing with a run-off

victory over Tallahassee attorney C. Bette Wimbish in next

week's run-off.

Lawson pulled 4,101 votes, almost 1,000 more than

Wimbish, in the Democratic primary. Because there is no

Republican candidate for the seat, a run-off victory over

Wimbish would insure Lawson of a seat in the House.

Like most candidates running for public office in the

current hard economic times, Lawson places new jobs for his

potential constituents high on his priority list. Toward that

end, he plans to request an assignment to the commerce
committee if elected.

*Tm going to work hard with the local delegation to

attract industry to the area,'.' Lawson said in an interview

early this week. "I'm hoping 1*11 get a chance to go on some
of their recruitment trips, and try to bnng new industry to

the area."

Tallahassee's two universities could be used as an incentive

to new industries looking for places to locate, Lawson said.

He cited Innovation Park as an example of university-related

industry.

Lawson has not targeted any specific industries for

recruiting as of yet, but says his experience as a member of
the Tallahassee Chamber of Commerce will help him become
an active and successful recruiter.

"Any business, any organization that threatens north

Florida's environment cannot be tolerated," Lawson said.

"It's just that simple. You gotta understand—when the

Apalachicola River and bay is polluted, and 80 percent of

that population depends on it for income, that whole county

is destroyed."

Because of the fragile bay environment, Lawson said he
would oppose any renewed attempts by Geocgia and
Alabama to dredge the Apalachicola River. Lawson also said

he would support creation of a state sewage treatment law to

restore the water standards recently eased by the Reagan
administration.

"We're going to have to get state money to get people

attached to the sewage system that already exists," Lawson
said. **At the same time we're going to have to get a more
sophisticated sewage treatment facility, this affects the

Turn to LAWSON, page 7
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TO: All Interested Students

FROM: Commissioner of Elections

Be advised that polls will be located in the following places for the up and coming elections:

Bellamy Keen stoneuw school TullYCym
Education iiuslc union

POit Office Williams
Library Science

The following students will appear on the FSU Elections Ballot for Student Senate, Union Board and Alumni Council

seati
Pam Liska

'Ed Brosman

Seats
'Tyron Brown
John L. Tate
Lynne Shealy
Phillip L. Ennen

Seats
Alan Garfinkel

•Lynn S. Spinella

Frank Lovering

Patti Sharpe

Seat 4
Sylvia A. Berrien
* Jennifer A Pnce
'L. Eric Meyer

Seats
Steve Reid

Adam Berger
Kevin Conklen

seat 6
'Glenn Mcelhiney
•Howard Klahr

Beth Zartman

Seat?
Sue Schussler
Patrick Harvey
Kirk Mcelhiney

lUisic Studies
Seat 8
Cheri Ganoe
Kim T. Lyies

Robin Rieske

seate
Herbert C. Andrews
James Stanley J. Kelly

Sylvia Smith

Seat 10
Larry Bodkin
Bof Doughty .

Joe Succan
Stephan Robinson

Seat 11
Larry Singeltary

Johnny M. Franks
Sabre Butler

Mark Borello

Seat 12
Kathleen Delaney
Gregory Merchant
•Mark Jones

Seat 13
Bart Monison
* Louise Lonneman
Lincoln U. Varge

seati
Jeff Sneed
Dan Mensch

College of Business
seat 2
Tim Blair

seats
Melody Stevens

seats
Fidel Castro

seat?
Philip Tamm
Fico Pearson

Bill Cuchhoeffer

seat 4
•Tracey Schilling

seats
•Rich Rogers

seats
Matt Maynor

College of Communication
seati
J'T) Sohow in

seat 2
* Kevin J. Robinson
* MaryannLeon

COLLEGE OF HOME ECONOMICS
Seati seat 2
Mt Knapp Maureen Babcock

College of Arts and Sciences
seati
Robert Therriault

Ann Gieberg
Allan Arthur

Judy Jericho

Seats
'Chris Kirchner

'Michelle M. Driscoll

Howard DuBosar

Seats
Paul Huffstutler

Pam Palmer
Steve Also

Seat?
Robert Q. Topper
Kevin Cordes
Cardy Good
Julifi Swirki

Seat 2
•Linda L. Gilley

•Jill Wilson
David Campbell

Seat 4
'Garth Murphy
Ron Cheoney
Stephen Harris

seats
Berry G. Eisensmith
Ed Green
David Aide

college of Education

seati
S^dra Bell

Nickie Bumpass
•Lee Arin Turner

Seat 3
Steve Lubitz

Karen Bramlett

Seat 2
"Robert L. Fown
Charlie Cook

college Of Criminology
'Suzanne Lazean
Mark Churchill

JohnCarl Edgeworth
Mary Ann Klein

'Paul Yarish

college of Fine Arts
Seat 1 seat 2
S. Brook White Denise Zoratti

College of Library science
none

College of Law
seati
Terry C. Madigan
Tom Marshall

seati
'Susan Jataii

'Vanessa White

College of Nursing

College of social science
Seat 1 seat 2
Joel Carrier

Sharon Shible

Paul G. Schaut
•Robert Elarbee
Jim Knight

Robert Brock

Wanda Lynette Milton
"Jeff Thompson
Rebecca West
•John H. Guy
Daryl Bernstein
'Jeff Collins

CoUege Of social Work
Marina C, DeAngelis

Seati
Tom Trotta

Union Board

seat 2
Brian Mohan

Seats
Teresa Bbyce

Seat 4
Laurie Boone
Harold E. Sconiers

Seats
Susan L. Shears
•Randy Duquette

seats
Stan Van Etten

Sharon L. Mitchell

Seat?
Scott Crawford
Karia L. Weiskopf

Seats
Curtis Lovins
Shannon Srhunicht

Alumni
President
Allan Arthur
Kelly Hardman

Vice President
Eddy Suaraz

Secretary
Mike Lesser

'denotes must see election connnntssion before Priday*

i I i i ..



Bank heist thwarted; money recovered
BY JOHN HOLFXEK
FI.AMBKAL STAFF WRITKR

What Started out as a simple armed robbery yesterday
morning at the Industrial National Bank on North Monroe
Street turned into a high-speed chase with the alleged
robber being captured by a Tallahassee Police officer with
help from the bank vice president, according to Barry
Bumgarner of the Tallahassee Police Department.

David Martin Boggess, 39, of 214 Beth Circle, has been
charged with armed robbery and is in the Leon County jail.

Boggess snuckupon a female employee from the
Colonial Car Wash who had gone to the bank to pick up a
commercial deposit made over the weekend, tccOTding to
Bumgarner. When she went to get into her car, Boggess
placed a gun (o her back and demanded money.
The victim dropped the money bags she had and fled into

the bank where she alerted the employees inside. The
robber fled on foot for about a block and got into his car
and started up North Monroe. The bank's V.P. and the
robbery victim gave chase.

As they were chasing the robber up North Monroe Street
the pair was able to flag down a TPD officer.

The pair forced the robber to stop the car at Spoonwood
Drive where he was arrested by the police officer.

Robbery Florida Flambcau/Jill Guttman

Carroll Hurdk of the Uon County Sheriffs
Department (left) dusts a gun used in a bank robbery
for fingerprints qfter the alleged robber was
apprehended after a high-speed chase yesterday
morning, while TPD offic^MikeEarp looks on.

Pentagon expert to talk about arms race
FROM STAFF REPORTS

The arms race. Is there something
the Pentagon knows that we don't
know?

"We need to understand how the
Pentagon is viewing the world today,"
said John Carey of the Florida State
University religion department. "We
want an assessment of strength and
strategy straight from the horse's
mouth."

For that reason, and as part of
FSU's Peace Studies course, William
Hoehn, the principal deputy to the

undersecretary of defense for

international security, will speak
tonight at Ruby Diamond Auditorium
on "How does the Pentagon view the
world today?"

According to Carey, Hoehn is

uniquely qualified to express the

Pentagon's views. Hoehn attended the

Bethany College and the

Massachusetts Institute of
Technology before receiving his PhD
in comparative economic theory from
Northwestern University.

Hoehn has since worked as a senior

staff consultant for the Rand
Corporation and is presently
considered a major figure in the poUey
and strategy division of the Pentagon.

On Oct. 5 Yuri Kapralov, first

secretary of the Russian Embassy of
Washington, D.C. will speak on "How
does Russia view the world today?"

"What we are trying to do in the
Peace Studies class is understand our
tangled world in terms of a general
political assessment of strengths and
strategies," said Carev .

INBRIEF
A GETTING A STATE GOVERNMENT JOB

clinic will be held tonight at 6:30 in Bryan Hall

DANIEL S. SIMBERLOFF, PROFESSOR OF
Biology at FSU. wiU speak today at 4 p.m. in Room 006
Library Science Building on the topic "Is All Wology Just a
Footnote to Darwin?" The lecture is part of the American
Studies series Darwinism Reconsidered.
THERE WILL BE A FREE VISION AND HEARING

health screening at the Health Center from noon to 4 p.m.
in Room 421.

SCALPHUNTERS WILL MEETTONIGHT AT 10 IN
the Club Car. Bring your membershiprdues. Any problems
call Steve at 57S-8447.

THE CRIMINOLOGY CLUB, LAE, WILL MEET
today at 4 p.m. hi 64 Bdlamy. Student Senate Elections and
membership deadlines will be discussed.
THERE WILL BE AN URGENT MEETING OF THE

Black Student Union today at 5:30 p.m. in 221 Bellamy
CIRCLE K WILL MEET TONIGHT AT 7i}0 IN 240

Union.

THE REAL ESTATE SOCIETY WILL MEET
tonight at 7:30m 120 Business.

THERE WILL BE A BIBLE STUDY TONIGHT AT
7:30 at the Maranatha Christian Center, 318 S. Copeland
St. For more information call 224-4800
THE WESLEY FOUNDATION, 705 W. JEFFERSON

St., is serving a fellowship dinner Thursday at 6 p.m. A
donation is requested and reservations may be made through
tgmgrrow, Call

(.OVIRNMENT

ESCORT
SERVICE 644 1239
/ DAYS A Wf f

K

M' FSU MARKETING
ASSOCIAnON

AMmCAH
/li>4RKETING
>iaBOCMTlON

Giest Speakir. Blue Cross Blue Shield
Locitloi: Rm. 220 Business Bldg.

(Starry Conference Room)

TlM:Sept. 29,7:50 pm

All interested are welcome to attend

Members are currently being accepted.

' lllif t fMlMR

loig[ daddys
& GULF 104 PRESENTS

MS. STUDENT BODY ^
GRAND PRIZE

$500.00 for tuition
plus a stereo

2nd Prize $100.00
Each Entry will recdve

a Big Daddy*8 T-Shirt

Contest Held on Tuesday Night
Call Big Daddy's for

more details

Located on Apalachee Pkwy.
Across from Gov. Sq. 877-9496
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RESUMES
100 on whitt paper—S24.9S

2S with anvelopas & cover sIimU to
match (Classic Laid Pap«r)-tao.95

80 with anvalopas A cover thMtt to
match (Clastic Laid Papor)— S35.9S

Prie*. inclua. Miling. lyp«Mt|,ng p»tl« up/<)««ion
« ptinling M«n> flotgtout iiyi,, ,„ ,-b>x)». '-om

ninheau Ciassiiieds

320 Union 9a.ni.-4n.m.iiiion.-Fpi.

NblCoreThan

$34.90
Including Partsand Labor

The Best Thing
That Ever Ilcq>pened

ToYour Car...
And Your Pocketbook

A scientifie tuno-up hy Rrocision T\me
• Gives you faster starts

• Reduces emissions
• Saves you money by making possible better

fuel economy
a Increases performance
• Takes about half an hour
Your tune-up will cost no more than $34.90*
including parts and labor on most cars and trucks,
(certain models excluded)

All work fully guaranteed 6 months or 6.000 miles,
whichever occurs first.

How do we do it all for $34.90?
Tune-ups are what we do, and we're set up to do them
faster and better than anyone else.

101 N. Monroe St.
Corner of Park and Monzoe St.

Open

Sat. 8-1
Mon.-Fri. 7:45-6:00

224-8863
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Minors' rights
We've been disturbed recently by the apparent insensitivity of Leon

County's elective officials to the constitutional rights of minors. A
number of county restrictions of young people's rights have been

handed down or considered in recent months; it would seem our

officials care little or nothing for minors* rights to freedom of

expression and association.

This summer, for example, Leon County School Superintendent

Charles Couch set a policy banning public school students from

wearing T-shirts which advocate sex and the use of liquor or drugs.

The new rule was a response to parents' complaints that high

schoolers had no business advocating illegal or immoral activities.

The issue was of special concern because of parents' fears their

children would be exposed to an atmosphere likely to induce them to

consume illegal drugs or engage in premarital sex. The question is

whether the T-shirt ban is a legitimate means of addressing that

concern.

The U.S. Supreme Court has consistently upheld the rights of

minors to free speech—on or off the school ground—unless such

speech "materially and substantially interfere(s) with the requirements

of appropriate discipline in the operation of the school.

"

A Budweiser T-shirt might offend the sensibilities of teachers or

parents, but it is difficult to see how it could actually disrupt the

school.

The same principle applies to a proposed ordinance the Leon

County Commission will consider at a public hearing this afternoon.

The ordinance, proposed by Sheriff Eddie Boone, would bar minors

from video parlors during certain hours unless accompanied by a

parent or guardian. It's designed to shelter children from the

"criminal element," and easy access to alcohol. It is also intended to

crack down on truancy.

Noble goals, but the county commission might take note of a court

decision regarding a similar law passed by a city in Texas.

In 1980, a federal court said the Texas -law violated First

Amendment rights to freedom of expression and association. This

February, the U.S. Supreme Court upheld most of the federal court's

opinion, but allowed the Texas city to ban minors from gamerooms

operated by persons with connections to "the criminal element.**

The Supreme Court's decision means the justices agreed with the

lower court that "the right to associate freely and *to go where one

pleases' is a protected freedom under the First Amendment....To

suggest that minors be permitted to express their views on divisive

public issues and to secure abortions without parental consent, but

that they can be barred from making the *critical decision* of whether

or not to deposit a quarter in a (video game) is not a proposition that

deserves serious consideration."

Precisely. The right to go into a video parlor if one chooses may

seem insignificant, but official disregard for minors' rights is not. We
hope our elective officials bear that in mind at this afternoon's public

hearing.

Letters Policy: Letters to the editor of the Florida Flambeau should be

signed, and must include an address and phone number if possible. They

^ould be type-written, double-spaced, and no longer than 150 words. Correct

names will be run with each letter unless the author has a valid reason for

remaining anonymous. The editors reserve the right to edit the letters for

lenght and to meet standards of good taste.
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Woodward Avenue, phone 644-4075; Mcdiatype Lab, 314 University Union,

phone 644-5744; Classified Ad Office, 320 Univcristy Union, phone 644-5785.
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letters
S.G. elections

Independent explains SUN switch...
Etttton

As one of the "five students who were thinking

of running as independents, but.. .went to the SUN
party" after the ruling on independents not being

able to endorse other independents, I wish to take

exception to Ed Green's comments in the Sept. 27

Flambeau.

That ruling was certainly a factor in my dedsion

to affiliate with the party, but it was by no means the

only one. The other difficulties in running as an

indepaident — like keeping track of campaign

expenses — were even greater factors in my
decision. In addition, 1 had to take into

consideration the types of students I hoped to

appeal to and how they would respond to an

independent candidate given the kind of rhetoric

coming from other independents. I would not have

affiliated with any group if I were uncomfortable

with the group's stand on issues about which I am
deeply concerned.

Ed is unhappy with us for affiliating with SUN,
but he has no right to be. He had no prior claim to

us. If we are indeed "independent" we are free to

choose how we want to run and we chose not to run

as independents. If we had, we certainly would not

have allowed ourselves to be dictated to by anyone

and may have decided not to affiliate ourselves with

the coalition of independents as it now stands.

After the events of the past few days, 1 am firmly

convinced that 1 made the right decision. Although

1 agree with many of Ed's stands on the issues, 1 do

not approve of or agree with his tactics.

Sharon Shible

Editor's note: Shible is a candidate for the Social

Sdences seat Number 1.

...while Dundas explains remarks
Editor:

In order to maintain a policy that all students

should be given a fair and equal chance to

participate in student govenunent, and to preserve

a friendship that has endured for years, I hereby

apologize to Ed Green for the remarks that I made
about him in the Friday Sept. 24 edition of the

Flambeau.

While I maintain my innocence concerning the

allegations made by Ed, I cannot condone the

manner in which 1 assaulted his personal character.

Ed Green is a fine man, and my remarks were an

outcry of emotional distress resulting from the

personal pain inflicted by the accusatioiiti^ of a

friend. I hope he will forgive me and realize how
hurt 1 was by his remarks. Once again, Ed, I

apologize.

Garry Dundas

FSU Student Senate President

Commissioner's decision protested
Editor:

We, the undersigned, wish to protest the

shortsighted (or obstructive?) decision by the

Commissioner of Elections Scott Leek to place a

poll in the Library Science Building. There is

nothing wrong with giving those students an

opportunity to vote, except there is no student

running for the Senate from that school. If the

commissioner's true desire is to promote
participation in the coming Student Senate

elections, he would hav e placed iha^ poll in a school

where it could be of some use.

For example, there are two candidates competing

for the seat from the School of Nursing, but no

polling place there. The commissioner should have

been aware of this situation becaUsed he announced
where polls would be placed after filing had closed.

We urge him to reconsider his decision.

Steven K. Walter

and 16 others

Box worship
Editor:

I would like to call attention to the "sky box" at

Campbell Stadium. Take a look at it from across

Pensacola Street and know that the people of

Tallahassee now have the proper symbol to which
they can bow down in homage

.

Randy Lieb
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Is video game ordinance constitutional?
BY DANNI VOGT
FLAMBf AL STAFF W RITKR

Parts of a proposed new county law that would make it

illegal to hang around video game rooms may be
unconstitutional according to a 1980 ruling by a federal

court in Texas.

The ruling, Alladin's Castle v. the City of Mesquite, was
approved by the U.S. Supreme Court in February. The
federal court said laws to prevent truancy must aim

specifically at that goal, not otherwise legal activities like

playing video games. It also said laws preventing people

under age 17 from playing video games unless accompanied

by a parent or guardian violated the Pint and Fourteenth

Amendments to the U.S. Constitution.

Leon County's ordinance, proposed earlier this month
by members of the Sheriff's Deparmtent, contains passages

similar to the ones in the Mesquite law. A public hearing

will be held today at 4 p.m. in Room 203 of the Leon
County Courthouse to get citizen reaction to the proposed
law.

The ordinance would prohibit people under 18 from
being at a game room unless accompanied by a parent or a

guardian between 7 a.m. and 3 p.m. on school days, from
10 p.m. to midnight on nights before school and between

midnight and 7 a.m. on any day. The law also makes it a

crime to loiter at a video parlor if it interferes with the

customers, and makes it illegal to drink or possess akohol in

or near a game room, unless the establishment already has a
license to sell alcohol. It*s designed to prevent truancy and
stop underage drinking.

The Texas law tried to close down game rooms run by
owners with connections to criminal elements. The court

said Mesquite's goal of keeping minors away from
undesirable people was not served by banning access to

game rooms unless it was accompanied by bans on access to

every other place of congregation. The Supreme Court
disagreed, however, ruling this section was not too vague.

About the age limit, the Federal and Supreme court said

that Mesquite unconstitutionally denied those under 17 the

right to associate.

"The right to associate freely and 'to go where one

pfeases' is a protected freedom under the First Amendment."
the district court noted, adding that the Constitution is not

for adults alone.

Forum draws SG hopefuls to Alumni Village
BY GEORGE KLOS
FLAMBEAU STAFF WRITER

There were more candidates than

concerned voters at a Florida State

University Student Government Senate

elections forum sponsored by the

Mature and Returning Students at

Alumni Village Sunday night.

Since the forum was held in the

Alumni Village recreation center,

issues concerning those residents —
such as bus service, security and child

care — were discussed.

*'Alumni Village was ignored in the

past because it wasn't thought of as a

large enough voting block,'* said Julie

Siwicki, an Alumni Village resident

running for Arts and Sciences seat 7

with the Students Unite Now party.

**The bus service controversy

motivated a lot of us to get concerned

with SG."
TalTran, the city-owned public

transportation service, increased its

price for the Seminole Express by

$8,000. Student Body President JiU

McConnell, in an effort to shave

expeines, reduced Alumni Village bus

service to twice daily rather than

unlimited service.

Students Party representatives

responded to an array of questions an

pointed barbs about the bus issue and

the pereni^ issue of the hassles of

registration by saying it was not their

fault. Party Chair Matt Maynor laid

the responsibility for those problems

on the shoulders of the University

Administration.

"What SG can do is work with the

administration to find solutions that

work for everyone," he said.

Alan Arthur, SUN Chair, expressed

his party's desire to set up an on-

campus child-care co-op system.

Independent candidate Ed Green said

he would try to involve Leisure

Services majors and the city Parks and
Recreation Department in establishing

educational and arts and crafts

programs for children of students.

Maynor and Bill Eichoeffer pointed

out that a child-care co-op already

exists at the Women's Center. They
neglected to mention, however, that its

operating budget for this year was cut

by the Senate last spring.

Competitive Rental Rates • Pe5onal Service • Superior

Facilities • Convenient Location • Flexible Lease Terms

AMBERVIOOD
1 and 2 Bedroom 575-1258

COLONY CLUB
1 and 2 Bedroom 224-7519

FOUR SEASONS
1 Bedrpom 222-0505

GLEN OAKS
1 and 2 Bedroom 576-9787

GOVERNOR'S SQUARE
1-2-5 Bedroom 878-4125

HILLTOP
1 Bedroom 222-2056

PLANTATION
1 and 2 Bedroom 576-5805

PRINCE MANOR
2 Bedroom 576-9909

PALMS WEST
2 Bedroom Townhouse 576-6814

SPANISH TOWN
2 Bedroom ....576-9787

TALLAHASSEE
1 and 2 bedroom 576-9961

CaN Mottice and Associates at S86-2117 f()r Leasing Assl^

on any of these flM apartment communities.

VALUE
SERVICE
AMENITIES

CONVENIENCEmOmCC CONSIDERATION
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THE WILD CATS

Holders of the North American "T n A" Title

WEDNESDAY NIGHT
TOPLESS FEMALE MUDWRESTLING

Exotic Burlesque Dancers and The Best Food In Town
Appropriate Dress Required
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U.S. MARINE CORPS
Platoon Leaders Class

STttDENTC EUGIUi: College ^4fu
freshmen, sophomores, and juniors; ^^5^^ ^
senior (OC) ^fe*
PRE-COMMISSIONING TRAININC:Two

"
six week trainking sessions during two
summer vacations.

TRAINING LOCATIONlMarine Corps
Base, Quantico, VA
ON-CAMPUS TRAINING: hone
EDUCATION REQUIREMENT: Must be enrolled in

College as a full time student.

DATE OF CMMISSIONING: All PLC's
will be commissioned Second Lieutenants
immediately after college graduation.

STARTING PAY: Up to $ 1 7,200.00
Annually.

OcoiRalleiaineMiAeiiiaMi

MiiitanriiteMieicf Officer

Millitarv Ponce Officff

Air TraffkCoitral Officer

PliNriloi Ofncit

SypplY Offictr

AviMics Officer

Data Sfsteas Officer

Yaaft Officer

NarlnFligIrt Officer

CoaHiBlcatloas Officer

EifliMcr Offictr

Contact Captain Tom Roberts at the Union Couityard

September 27-September SO from 9 a.m. s p.m.
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Planet Waves
World

MOSCOW — Anatoiy Shcharansky has begun a

potentially fatal hunger strike to protest his isolation from

the outside world, the mother of the imprisoned Jewish

dissident said yesterday.

"A long fast means inevitable death," his mother, Ida

MHgrom, told Western correspondents. "1 don't think he

wil survive.".

Milgrom, who declined to say how she learned of her

son's hunger strike, said she has not seen him since Jan. 4
and has not received a letter from him since E>ecember

1981.

Shcharansky, a computer scientist, was sentenced on

July 14, 1978, to three years in prison and 10 years in labor

camps on charges of spreading anti-Soviet agitation and

propaganda.

BONN, West Gemiaiiy —Former Chancellor Willy

Brandt said yesterday a stunning Social Democratic victory

in state elections proved West Germans Oppose the ouster

of Chancellor Helmut Schmidt.

Schmidt's chief political foes, the Christian Democrats,

were pressing ahead with plans to oust the chancellor with a

no-confidence vote in parliament Friday, but elections in

the state of Hesse Sunday cast doubt on thdr success.

Schmidt, a Social Democrat, has been in political limbo

since Sept. 17 when Hans-Dietrich Genscher's Free

Democrats withdrew from his ruling coalition afto: a 13-year

partnership.

including Congressman Walter Fauntroy, were arrested

yesterday when they tried to stop trucks carrying dirt

contaminated with the suspected cancer-causing chemical

PCB to a rural landfill.

The arrests brought to almost 400 the total since the

protests began nearly two weeks ago.

Abotu 500 demonstrators led by Fauntroy and the Rev.

Joseph Lowery, president of the Southern Christian

Leadership Conference, marched IVi miles from the Coley
Springs Baptist Church to the access road leading to the

landfill, where about 100 of them sat down in the road to

block a truck loaded with the PCB-contaminated dirt.

JFFFERSON CITY, Mo. - A man who wants to die
before his 3-year-old-daughter is old enough to understand
his crime should be granted his wish, an assistant
prosecutor argued yesterday.

Assistant Attorney General John Morris said the crime
conunitted by Gerald Smith was ^'without parallel in any
Missouri capital case." Morris made the comment at an
appeal hearing before the Missouri Supreme Court.

Smith, 23, was convicted in the 1980 murder of Karen
Ann Roberts, 20. He chased her through the streets of
south St. Louis and, in a rage because he contracted

gonorrhea from her, clubbed her to death with an iron bar.

State

Nation
AFTON, N.C. — More than 100 demonstrators,

MAR!ANNA, Fla. — A doctor who said he had been
warned to keep quiet about cancer cases in a nearby
community, was knifed early yesterday in the second
assault against him in two weeks.

Dr. Frederick Boedy, 30, stabbed once in the abdomen,
underwent surgery at Jackson Hospital. He was reported in

stable condition.

Dr. Allan O. Dean P.A.
OPTOMETRIST

SOFT CONTACT LENSES

• \ ist.ikon L nltr.ithin or am ro«ii|.»r

H.uiM h \ 1 omb I cn-

• K.im C ontact Umi> [itt.iK.uul < months \ .s,ts

• ( ok\ SttTili/ation

iDoos not im ludf other Umis lioMi-nO

SIOThomasvilleRd.
Appointmer^ts

llnlersetliiinol Monmf ^ Thomjtv illf Kd.l iij-WI

RHODES
SCHOLARSHIP

APPLICATION DEADLINE

Applications are open for Rhodes Scholarships. Two

years of graduate study at Oxford University.

Qualifications: Unmarried U.S. Citizen between 18-24

years old. Must receive Bachelors degree by Oct. '85.

Graduate students also eligible. Scholastic ability,

leadership, sports actlvlt. and character!

Deadline: Oct 11, 1982

Contact: Prof. Peter Stowell

222-7833

Open

7am-iopm
1923 w. Pensacola Carry Out

576-3998

JIIVI & MILTS^ BARBQUE ^
ALL DAY TUES AUDAY

OUR ORIGINAL

CHICKEN SPECIAL
1/2 BAR-B-Q CHICKEN

PLUS

ALL THE BREAD, SLAW & BAR-B-Q BEANS

$2ts
"CAN EAT

5^85

BEER
3-10 pm WED 5-10 pm

ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS:
1@ g] (iiDl/U@ir@[jQ(g@

Wed. is the last day to

in tlie Student Election

Pick Up Your Flambeau

At These Locations

RIBS & CHICKEN seas
All Vnil TAiy CAT 9ALL YOU CAN EAT
BEANS SUW - BREAD

Governor's square (Haralson's)

HRS Office Building (Winewood)

sonny's

PuDlix

Albertson's (Parkway)

DOT

Winn Dixie south

FAMU: Cafe. Library. Bookstore

Food Co-op (Gaines St.)

Collins Buiiding

Capitol Buiiding

Deli

Tonys

Barnett Bank

Dubey's

Northwood Mail

Tallahassee Mail

More Than

Publix Killearn

Front Page Timberlane

Publix (Westwood)

TCC

Subway

DER (Winewood)

Larson Building

Fletcher Building

Carlton Building

Crown Building (City Hall)

Holland Building

PSU Campus:

Fine Arts Annex

Sandels

Music

A colleBe Newspaper

student union

Conradi

Library

Bellamy

Health Center

Diffenbaugh

Williams

westcott

Bills Bookstore

Fine Arts

Law School

Sweet Shop

Flambeau

Tully Gym

Education

Stone

Library Science
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Lawson frompage 1

drinking water and this is something we just

can't take very lightly.**

Lawson also said that, barring new
research findings on the situation, he would
oppose any move to ship North Florida's

water to Central or South Florida.
• Lawson sees crime as a complex issue that

• needs to be approached in several different

ways.

"Crime goes hand-in-hand with
economic development,' Lawson said.

••The more jobs you create, the more
people you take off the street.

"I feel we must fund law enforcement
and give them the opportunity to do their

job," Lawson added. "Law enforcement

has been highly underfunded in North
^* Florida; therefore, we really don't know

what their capabilities are. Once you
properly fund law enforcement and the

courts, then we can make an intelligent

decision on whether we can fight crime in

our area, and what other alternatives can be
taken."

Lawson takes a hard-line stand on violent

crime. At the same time, he supports work-

release programs for persons convicted of

non-violent crimes.

* *'On the less minor crimes, people should

be forced to work," Lawson said. •'To put
• (a) person in jail for a first-time offense is

one of our problems. We're putting people

in jail sometimes that might help make
them criminals. You don't want people to

shoplift, and you don't want them to steal

gas, but why not make them work instead

of locking them up?
**I don*t think the real answer is just

building prisons all over the place. The real

answer is to learn in America how to deal

* with less violent crimes. That would relieve

^ the overcrowding," Lawson said.

Lawson is opposed to the death penalty,

he said, because minority and poor persons

often wind up on death, row only because

they could not afford a fair trial.

*There are a lot of criminals out there

that are dangerous to our society," Lawson
said. "1 do want to keep them out of

society, but until our court system and

criminal justice system is fair in dealing

with all people, 1 personally will be opposed

t to the death penalty."

« Education is another of Lawson's top

priorities. A major step towards improving

education, Lawson said, would be to up-

grade teacher salaries.

"To me, that's where it starts," he said.

"If you make the io'^tructor proud of their

profession, then we will keep better quality

instructors in the classroom and they would

do a better job of instructing their

students."

Lawson also said schools should employ

fewer administrators and channel the

money saved into the classrooms.

Lawson favors increased financial aid for

students in the state's colleges and

universities, as well as increased funding for

higher education in general. Money for

education can be obtained, Lawson said, by

eliminating waste in government.

He said he would support -separating the

student athletic fee from the activity and
services fees.

Lawson repeatedly expressed his support

for student involvement in public affairs,

and said he hopes students will take an

active role in the coming election.

Lawson does not support increased taxes.

The exception to that, Lawson said, would

be a gasoline tax, provided revenues thus

raised would go toward repairing roads. He
did not wish to comment on the possibihty

of re-establishing the state's railroads as a

transportation alternative without first

studying the idea.

Lawson does not follow any set doctrine

on social issues. He opposes abortion,

except in cases of incest, rape or threat to

the mother's safety, and believes minors

should be required to consult their parents

before receiving an abortion. He does not

believe the drinking age should be raised to

21. He believes guns should be regiitered,

but as a sportsman is hesitant to support

gun control legislation. Lawson said he

would support a "cooling off period" on

hand-gun purchases only if it could be

proven that such a period would reduce

crime.

Lawson has been criticized by Wimbish

for the extensive campaign contributions he

has received from doctors and from the

business community. The doctors who
contributed to his campaign, Lawson said,

were largely friends from school and

business. He has the support of business,

Lawson says, because he in turn supports

business.

**If Tm for businesses, that means that

more people will get a ')cb, and take more

people off the street," Lawson said.

Deaths frompage 1

where he was found by arriving police.

The alleged assailant, according to

witnesses, was standing in the backyard

when police officers arrived on the scene.

He then dashed down the Blountstown

Highway towards Tennessee Street,

according to witnesses, with two pistols in

his hands.

Information was sketchy on what
happened next.

Police said a woman who lived in tlie

house at 1514 Blountstown Highway
returned to her home and unlocked the

front door. Upon entering the house the

woman noticed the back door had been

broken into. She immediately left the house

and called for police officers, who were

combing the area with K-9 unit do^.
Police and sheriff deputies cordoned off

the area around the house.

Sheriff's department Maj. Larry

Campbell and Sgt. Al McDermid, the K-9

dog handler, entered the house and started

a search of the dwelling.

Upon entering the master bedroom at

approximately 5:S0 p.m. Campbell and
McDermid heard one gunshot. "(When we)

heard a shot, we backed out and tried to

talk to the guy," Campbell said.

Campbell and McDermid tried to talk the

alleged assailant into putting down his guns

and coming out so he wouldn't get hurt.

When they received no response from the

bedroom they sent in more dogs. The dogs

acted as if therewas nobody in there.

Campbell and McDermid took another

dog into the bedroom where they found the

alleged assailant under the bed, dead from a

self-inflicted gunshot wound to the head,

according to Campbell. Authorities found

two .38 caliber pistols and a .22 caliber

automatic pistol near the body. One of the

.38*s belonged to the occupants of the

house where the alleged assailant was killed.

••I don't have an explanation for it," said

Coe when asked to explain the reason for

the shootings.

The TPD tactical squadron had been

called in to help capture the alleged

assailant, but were never needed.

Dr. Allan 0. Dian 9X
OPTOMETRIST

EYE HEALTH

EXAMINATIONS

Contact Lenses
Soft Lenses

Hard Lenses

Gas Permeable Lenses

Soft Lenses

for Astigmatism

Extended Wear Lenses

810 Tkomasville Rd.
Aooointmenti

222-9991

Tuesday Lunch Buffet
AU YOU CAN CA

EAT >3.60
Chinese Fried Chicken • Pepper Steak

Moo Coo Cai Pan • Egg Roll

Fried Rice • Salad

vm^oH Horn
401 E. Tennessee Street

224-9686

THE CHAMBER ORCHESTRA
PHILLIP SPURGEON, Conductor

FRED ORMAND. Clarinet • WILLIAM WINSTEAD. Bassoon

PROGRAM
SCHUBERT Incidental Music from "Rosamunde"

RICHARD STRAUSS Duet-Concertino for Clarinet and Bassoon
HAYDN Symphony No. 103 in E-flat Major

WEDNESDAY EVENING, SEPTEMBER 29, 1982 • 8:00PM
OPPERMAN MUSIC HALL

Tickets are available at the FINE ARTS BOX OFFICE from 10:00 a.m.
until 5:00 p.m. and will be sold at the Opperman Box Office beginning at
7:00 p.m. on the evening of the performance. Phone orders acceoted - 644-
6600 VISAAND MASTERCHARGE CARDS welcoiiie.

ADULTS: $3.00

F.S.U. STUDENTS: FREE WITH I.D.

SENIOR CITIZENS: $2.00

••••••••••
ATTENTION...ATTENTION... •••••••

The NAVAL ROTC PROGRAM at FlcM^da A&M University offers an
opportunity for qualified college freshmen and sophomores to win
SCHOLARSHIPS... and become COMMISSIONED OFFICERS in the
U.S. navy or marine corps.

WHAT DOYOU NEED TO DO TO QUALIFY?
U.S. citizen between the ages of 17 and 25
Enroll at FSU..TCC..FAMU as a freshman or a sophomore
Have a GPA of 2.0 or better

Physically fit

If you fed you are the kind of person we want for NROTC... come by
and see me in room 202 in the Perry-Paige Building on the FAMU
campU8..jor call me at (904) 599-3980/ 3989.
Contact me today...This is your chance to be someone special.

TmS mCMi B OPii TO MTN KN MO NINffiN

PHONE: (904) 599-S98d/S989

Ask for:

UEUTENANT COMIUMiOER

JERRY FORD NAVAL ROTC...

AN EDUCATION
WITH PAY

Of write to me:

Recruiting Officer

Naval ROTC unit

Ftoflda A&M unlversltY

Tallahassee, Florida S2S07:

WIN TICNIT8 10 BEAfLEMANM CMCERII

Come inside Moore Aud. to hear Beatles music!

•TRIVIA CONTEST 12-1, MOORE AUD. WED. SEPT. 20

•i ALMHM SIVIH AWAY IN RANNII ORAWINOi
Albums donated by the Record Bar

1
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TELEVISION

Fall season is

off to grim start
BY CURT FIELDS
II.AMBEAU ARTS EOlTfHI

A'/7.sc7i.

Prevalent in American life from the grocery store to

Harold's and Mabel's lava lamp in the living room, kitsch is

making another assault on prime time television.

Its beachhead for the 1982 Fall season is NBC's new
shovf—Knightrider. As a television show, Knightrider is

horrendous, but if you approach it with a certain perverse
outlook and an appreciation of kitsch as art you could
quickly clutch it to your bosom as a personal fave.

Actually, Knightrider isn't even good Kitsch—b\xi it's

close.

Knightrider is so bad, it's almost good. The debut show
stole bits from The Invaders, The Dukes of Hazziard and
old Matt Helm movies. With judicious selection of the bits

it steals, Knightrider could become The Invaders of the

1980s.

In the '60s, The Invaders dramatized the fight of the

average guy against bureacracy and "the threat from
within."

With Knightrider and its harping on how **ONE MAN
CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE," the metaphor for the

'80s and Reaganomics could be upon us.

In the debut show Sunday night, undercover cop Michael
Long (played by David Hasselhoff of Young and the

Restless soap opera fame) gets the drop on a gang of
industrial spies. Unfortunately for Long, another spy got

the drop on him and following an amazingly bad piece of
dialogue (Cop: "Give itlthe gun] to me." Spy: "I intend to."

BOOM!), blows his face off.

Long is found by a rich eccentric who has the cop's face

reconstructed and gives him a futuristic car with more
gizmos than James Bond used in his entire career. The old

guy dies and the reconstructed cop (his name changed to

Michael Knight) takes the car and goes about doing his bit

for justice.

There is great potential for a show with a far-fetched

premise such as that one. Unfortunately, Knightrider

doesn't live up to it. Instead of becoming a cult favorite for

fans of bad television, Knightrider will likely remain just

another schlock show consigned to either the trash heap
or the top ten.

I he show has its moments, however. For instance, the

choice of doctors to reconstruct Long's face is brilliant: the

same actor who played the doctor who rebuilt Steve Austin
on the Six Million Dollar Man. Mere plastic surgery should

be a cinch for him.

Knightrider's stars, however, are the car and the

computer which lives within it. The computer, named Kit,

speaks with a wispy voice and complete disdain for mere
mortals. Kit also pouts and argues a lot with Long.

Having a computer and a car which zooms about, over

and through as many things as possible at incredible speeds

as the show's stars is the fatal flaw of Knightrider. What
could be great Kitsch proves only to be bad television.

KPHiPRinil!)

/TT

lll7N.TitMlK$T. S7I-SM2
Acrossfnm Hwertf°s wtrthouse

amniTE TOYOTA SEmrid

mwr mo AuoNMmr m oMmcAL m
iiiiiHi^

10% DISCOUNT

WITH THIS AD
expires ^

9/30/ 82

1. •.\s%*<'>i^«<-:.-.v.vfc"iv« \v\\-

(Nof apirttcable enxhwrttwd sMciaHi)

CLARK
CHIROPRACTIC

CENTER
Straight Chiropractors

Hours: MWF by Appt. 1211 MIccosukee Rd.
< K Phone: 878-5545 Tallahassee. FL

4V EVERY SPORTS ENTHUSIAST
NEEDS CHIROPRACTIC CARE

Everyipart of the body Is supplied by nerves that
pass from the spinal cord through openings between
vertabrae. A subluxation causes irritation to the in-

volved nerves - upsetting body functions. Common
Indlrators of subluxation are structural changes
such as:

• Sway Back • One hip higher than the other

• Round Shoulders • Leg and foot problems
• Scoliosis • Head tilt

• One shoulder higher than the other
Make sure you have a complete splnal-
examination at regular Intervals.

m

Iklnko'i copfeil

20 Ml WHtt

r/t iiCMNti

COPIES

Oct. 1 thra Oct. 10
222-6171 470 N. Tni. Si

l^iMirdegree
represents an
investment of
5000 hours...

4mQre,can
tumitinlo
ancucitii^

Yes ()nl\ four more hours is all that stands betvieertyou and
your most exciUng career opporiunitv That s the amount of time it

takes to complete the NSA PnifessionaJ Qualification Test (PQT), an
opportunity that comes along only once a year

But now's the time to act.

Because the PQT will be ghren on campuses throughout the

nation on November I ^ 1 1 1

.

Successfully competing on this test qualifies you for consider-

ation by the National Security Agency NSA is currently seeking top

graduating students to meet the challenges of its important communi-
cations security and foreign intelligence production missions

Ifyou qualify on the PQT, you will be contacted regarding an
interview with an NSA representative He or she will discuss the specific

role you can play within such fields as dau systems, languages,

information science, communications, and management
So pick up a PQT bulletin at your college placement office Fill

out the registration form and mail it by October2;ir.l.in order to take

the lest on November 1 Uli. There is no registration fee.

Graduates with a Bichelofs or Masters Degree in Electronic
Engineering, Computer Science or a Slavic. Near Eastern or Far Eastern
language, may sign up for an interview without taking the PQT

All NSA career positions require L S citizenship, a thorough
background investigation, and a medical examination

TheNationalSecurityAsency
More than just a career * ^ *

V

The NSA Professional Qualification Test. Register by October 23rd 1982.
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Myth of the ugly American

really isn't a myth , dearies
BY D.K. ROBERTS
FLAMBr.AU STAFF WRITFJt

Ick. Shoo. There's

another one. Nasty things.

Horrible things! I hates

'cm, dammit. And they're

everywhere. Crawling
around, looking at stuff.

Noisy. Hell's Bells.

Everywhere I look I see a

gaggle of them. American

tourists.

I used to think they were

bad in Oxford in the spring,

which is when they start coming out

like everybody's hay fever. There

they'd trample 500-year-old lawns and

drop ice cream on the French carpets in

the college chapel. One girl I know was

standing around minding her own
business when a gang of them came up

and asked her about her " lifestyle" as

an Oxford student. Yuck! Blah! She

was on Valium for a month.

The only revenge we used to get was

watching them pay extortionate prices

for guide books to Percy the Porter

who had a little racket going. Oh, and

once I was really revenged when 1 was

dressed up in sub fuse (you know, the

black academic gown, mortar board

and all) for an exam and an entire

party from Ann Arbor, Michigan

stopped in its tracks outside the

Bodleian Library to take Polaroid

One-step snaps of yours truly as a

''typical British student.** Little did

they know that instead of getting a

portrait of Lavinia Smyrke-

Candleshoot of Surrey they got D.K.

the I'lamheau Trash Writer. Hee hee.

1 (High sardines.

So I'm living in London for a while

now and it*s worse. Lots worse. You
get on a bus in Putney, for God's sake

(Putney! there's nada to see in

Putney), and a clutch of them get on

behind you and ask in voices that could

be used to fell the great Sequoia "Does

this bus go to Harrod's store?" The

bus conductor, blond, wearing a lot of

eyeliner and a "gay Pride '82" badge,

swallows hard and backs c>ff. He had

never known them to infect the area

south of the river before.

Tralfalgar Square. Here's where you

get your Campus variety. Lots of

middle-American youth in Khakis and

blue shirts, Bass Weejuns and

grosgrain hairbands, called Mandy and

Dwayne, wandering about, clutching

Ihe **Qutck Guide to the National

Gallery," getting culture no matter

what, but actually eyeing wistfully the

McDonald's they can just barely see

lurking down on the Strand.

In Picadilly Circus and up
Shaftesbury Avenue, it's the polyester

and tartan tarn set. Here in the glow of

a four decade middle-age cosset^ by
Tuesday afternoon golf and the

triumph of getting rid of ring around
the collar, stalk Edna and Frank,

American archetypes. They are

looking for a place that sells Mother's

Wedgewood pattern.

Nowhere is safe. You go to the

theater, right, and all of a sudden

behind you is a coach party of them,

about 50 of them, munching ice creams

and flipping through souvenir

programs. Or you saunter through the

park and there's a brace of them
molesting an innocent duck in an
attempt to get it to pose for its portrait.

Now, I'm sure you are thinking

D.K. is being unfair to the poor things.

That D.K. is making them cliched.

But, sports fans, that's just what they

are. Cliches. Walking, gum-chewing

stereotypes right off TV. It's

terrifying. I'm sure most of them are

nice people. They like small animals

and they cry and send in a check for

$10 when Jerry Lewis sings "You'll

Never Walk Alone" at the end of the

Labor Day Telethon. But here in

decadent Britain, they are monsters.

They invade my sensibiUty, mate.

They remind me of things I don't want

to think about. The Brits have no

complex feelings hke these. They just

laugh. But then they, most of them,

have never lived in America.

It's this attitude that when
Americans travel, Europe ought to be

just like home except different. Or that

foreign parts exist for their amusement
alone — like no one lives and works

and gets sick in London because it's

like a really big and quaint

Disneyworld laid on for their

edification. They don't know how to

even try anything different. They don't

know how to stand in line for things,

they don't know how to cope with

rain, they aren't really interested in the

Britbh Museum or the Tate Gallery

except to say they've been there. They
hate their whole trip until they get

home and start showing the snaps to

the Johnsons and Weinbergers over

pineapple upsidedown cake and
Maxwell House and then they "had a

wonderful time."

American tourists ain't wot they

used to be. Ernest Hemingway was a

tourist. Scott and Zdda, they were

tourists. They knew how to have a

good time, meet the natives, all that.

Even vulgarity isn't honest anymore.

You'll have to pardon D.K. She gets

a little excited by these things. Just

wait till she's back in "Ammurica"
watching the soaps and drinking Tab
for a month, and then even with all her

horrified ideas about tourists, egged on

by a Florida childhood, she'll soon be

just like everybody else. Whip out the

slides of Westminster Abbey, Mom,
and grab a Michelob

.

BROCHURES
Have your product represented with

quality typesettirig, paste-up & graphic

design! We have SVaxll (or larger) bro-

chures (or as low 9s... ^ 95^side

SInUI M
(.OVt RNWtNI

ESCORT
SERVICE 644 1239

BUSINESS CARDS
1,000 for $17.95

rhl« •xtreonliitary offer ineludet

typesetting, paste-up ft raised printing.

We also have letterhead ft envelopes
with raised printing tor as low as $59.

P M. Publishing t» Typographies, Inc

222 1222 1350 N. Gadsden 222 1220

> A natural foods

restaurant

FREE CLASS OF WHITE WINE
with meal after 4 p.m.

Tues.-Fri. 11-9p.m.
224-2043 Sat. 9-12 noon,

\9Z2 W. Tennoitee Sun. 9-1 :30p.m.

TONIGHT THRU SUNPAY

SAIL'N
^EAMySSION if fM |iM

Ab MSSWOROt

"tNtThtBand"

jyUMMKLFS

DO A FRIEND
A FLAVOR

2nd Dessert ("^^t omu>l vm \|

« / V lo^M'i" valiK' 'I

y> Price

. MOUJARO
JOMHSOn)

HOWARD JOHNSON'
'Across the Street "on

West Tertnei<see

OPEN 24 HOURS

POITERCEISKPGI M0VIES """J
III (PC)

9:S0
895 6110

lEi Li lEi '^r

A.J. 4^
Richandson
COUNTY COMMISSIONER
LEOM—DISTRICT 3 DEMOCRAT
HMHKHiPd. Pol. Adv.MMHMi

^ invites you to our new ^
MOONLIGHT HAPPY HOUR

¥
Enjoy the BEST

DRINKS in

town from 10 p.m.

till midnight |

l^^ Monday, Tuesday, >

$1.00 Bar Hi-BaUs
i 75t Draft

j Michelob &
i

Miller Lite

210 S. ADAMS

RAND OPENING SALE
GRAND OPENING of our newly expanded

facilities at Tallahassee Tire West
Polyester

I 4 for $139
All Sizes

A-13thruH15
Pius Tax

lOlL, LUBE, & FILTER
I $8.88
10% off tire & services

I
faculty excluding sale items

il

to students O
Vdlid onlv \vith oupot'j

TALLAHASSEE/TIRE WEST
1
1917 W. TENNESSEE

j
PHONE_224«152

University

PlazQ
X * Tenn

J
- MiVjrsitvXp/

iPjyjGOOHypMW ——— ^hopping CjnteK^L-^
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^(^3|e9|nMii|ti|ei|e)|c9|e)|ea|ea|e*9K^ EYEEXAMS

FAMU juniors
ELECT BARRY SOMMERVILLE CUSS PRESIDENT

* VOTE TODAY! TUESDAY, SEPT. 28 VOTE TODAY!

¥:

¥:

) Eve Exam 'including

glaucoma test
$25

$50 • contact lens

inaodiron
^IncHlcimg ali office

Dr. Jorge K. Gorb
Optometrist

Governor's Square
'Nent to Morrison 5/

8773380 8770431

MoNdAy — FmdAy

9,A.M. — 4 p.

ClAssined Ads

For$aU WANTEd
1 ROUNDTRIP PLANE TICKET
FROM TALLAHASSEE TO MONTEGO
BAY, JAAAACIASSO. 877 3842.

Guitars S25 & up. Banjos $75.95.

Guitar Course S15. Guitar ttrings arc
Vj price witti this ad. SCOTT
TENNYSON GUITAR SBIIVICCS.
1304 N.Monroe 224 3361.

STEREO RECIEVER
Realistic Modular 838. AM/FM.
8 track, 2 45 watt spkrs. 222-5179.

APPLAUSE GUITAR: w/ case, 1 yr.

0MSIOO. S' 10" CASTER SURFBOARD:
Twin-fin Channel Haul w/ MM. winfrt
• no dings t22S. 575-7996.

AUDIO - VIDEO - TAPES
~

VIDEO GAMES LOW PRICES
CALL BILL 575-6782.

Wood coffee table, 2 end tables, & sm.
2 shelf bar w/ chrome lags. $150 or
best offer. Odds and ends, knick-
knacks. Call after 5 : 575 4429.

SMALL REFRIDGERATOR
LIKE NEW $80. PERFECT FOR
DORM! 222-7899, KEEP TRYING.

V/t% fixed assumable. 1860 sq. ft.

Custom built home N.E. Possible
owner financing. Call 893-2598.

Free speaker stands with purchase of

Pioneer stereo cabinet. On rollers with
glass door & glass top $100 Call

Pat 386 7801

POLAROID ONE STEP CAMERA
WITH FLASH UNIT. 1 YEAR OLD

LIKE NEW S45 OR B O.

CALL 222 6730 EVENINGS

SOLID WOOD TABLE WITH
4 CHAIRS ft OLASS COVER

$250.00

CALL 224-0470 8 to 5 OR
AFTERS i7l-2«92. CAREY

CycUs
Break the cycle of party dontinated
Senates VOTE INDEPENDENT.

pd. pel. adv.

For Rent
SUBLEASE 1 BR 1 BTH QUIET
APT. NEAR FSU TCC. CALL JENNY
IMMEDtATLY AT 576-2030.

FOOTBALL COI^PONS FOR
HOMECOMING GAME on 10/9. Call

Gary between 8 am A 12 pm. S78-M36.

MNEED A RIDE TO OHIO FOR
OSU-FSU 6AMB. WILL SPLIT OAS *
DRiviwo. na-Hu.

HOUSEMATE NEEDED FOR
REMAINDER OF SEMESTER. $9S ft

Vi UTILITIES. S7S^1.

Needed: Oct 1 fm rmmt for 1 br fum
apt with pool ft sauna. Rant includes
cable and water. $130 ft V» alec. 1 bik to
campus. Call Tanya 224-1575.

- Female needed to share two bedroom,
upstairs, furnished apt Clean, wood
floors. A steal at $112 so & Vj uti. and
sec. dep. Close to FSU 224 234«.

Ride to Baton Rouge or New Orleans
any wkend. Help me see my honey.
Share drv/exps. Call 644 4411 days or
878-1801 nts/wkends.SONNY.

FM RMT OWN FURN RM N 3BR HS
W/D, HBO, AC, BIG YARD $135 MO ft

WUTL. 10 Ml FR FSU. 386-2382.

F RMMT FOR VFRY NITF FURN
2 BR TRPLX, NR WSTWD 1 Ml FR
FSU AC, TV, YARD, QUIET 8.

SECURE. $160 MO ft Vi UTIL. RESP.
576-8484 KRISTY.

Rmmt for 3 br apt. $125 mo. ft uti.

Near Governor's Sq. WIndrush
Village. 877-6273 Ms. Neal anytime

CALLING ALL BANDS
If you've been renting lighting or
sound in Tallahassee, you know you
only had a couple of choices. NOW
there's someone new to consider.

ANIMAL KINGDOM AUDIO
24 channels, 2500 watts - 1000 watt
monitor system Lightinq, 15 PARs,
2 ellipsoidal spots MUCH MORE
Call the others first, then let AKA
give you more for your money.

575-2697 : 24hours

TYPING * * *
FAST & EFFICIENT, IBM ELEC.

CALL 878-1587.

FM RMT 2 BR 1 BTH, OWN ROOM
$115 MO 8. ' 2 UTL. '.'4 BLK TO FSU.
CALL DARCY 222 5884.

2 STUDENT COUPONS FOR HOME-
COMING GAME ON 10/9.
WILL PAY TOP $$$!! 576-6875

Non-smoker to share 2 br apt.
Partially turn., washer & dryer, 2 mi.
from FSU. $155 mo. A V2 util. Call
S7S^6636aftar4. DAVID

Wanted: Rmmt. to share 1 bdrm housa
2 fireplaces $150 mo. Vt util. Closa to
FSU. Call 224-62S4. Ser. inq. only.

Need ml. rmmt. to share a 1 br turn
apt. at Hilltop Apts. 411 Chapel Dr.
$105 mo. ft '/2 util. Come by apt. 414.

Fm rm for new house, 10 min drive
fr/FSU, $100 ft sh. of ut., nonsmkr, no
pats. Call 575 1376 after 4 or 5.

2 B R HOUSE 2 BLKS. TO FSU
$225 PER MONTH. PETS OK. SEE AT
1001 W. ST. AUGUSTINE.

M ROOMT FOR NICE, QUIET APT
TWO BLOCKS BEHIND BURGER
KG. COME BY 386 RICHMD ST. APT
12. SEE TOM $120 81 UT. PLEASE
STOP.

* « 3 WEEKS FREE RENT * «
SUBLEASE COLONY CLUB APT.

CALL 224-3983 OR 22»-6061.

3 bdrm. apt. across from Law School.
Hardwood floors, fireplace, ceiling
fans, central beat, fenced in yard.
Avaiiabla now. $375 |»ar month
8930085 or 224 S8S1 after 6.

3 BR 1 BATH, 2WEEKS FREE
KITCHEN FURNISHED. 5 MILES
OFF CAMPUS. $295 MO. AFTER 5

CALL 877-0007. $150 DEPOSIT.

Chateau Da Rei Apts. Walk ta FSU
511 N. Woodward, 1 BR furn; sound-
proof, pool, laundry, cable ft util. incl.

axcept alac. S22S mo. Call Rat. Mgr.
222-84M.

Clean, serious F or M to share plush
furnished Westwood condo. Pool, own
room Si bath Rates negot. 576 9409.

Mate Roommate needed for Ig. 2 br, 2

bath apt 1 block from campus.
Call 222 2676.

Help
WANTEd
Wanted; Your support in Student
Government Elections. Vote the SUN
Party Wed., Sept. 29 The party that
t>rought you a week long Spring Break.

ServIces

ABLE TYPING SERVICE
DISSERTATIONS, THESIS,

TERM PAPERS & MANUSCRIPTS.
NEAR CAPITAL CENTER

TYPING LET ME MAKE YOUR
WORK LOOK GOOD!
DISSERTATIONS, RESUMES,
EDITING. 878 2231.

GUITAR LESSONS *
CLASSICAL AND POP
BEGINNER ADVANCED

SPECIAL STUDENT RATES
ALISON BERT, 644 5659

Professional typing. IBM Corr. Sel.
Term papers, theses, dissertations.
Near Northwood Mall. 385 0481.

Complete range of proofreading,
editing, typing services at low rata*.
385-1020 AFTER 3 pm.

IMPROVE YOUR GRADES!
Research Catalog - 306 pages - 10,728
topics Rush $1.00. Box 25097C, Los
Angeles, CA 90025. (213) 477 8226

WE~S E L L , sIeR^VK E . AMD PAY
TOP CASH FOR YOUR AIR-
CONDITIONERS. 575-9562.

A PRO TO TYPE your thesis, term
papers, dissertations, etc. Call Va.
Wallace, 877 4900, eve/wk ends.

TYPING
NEAR FSU

S75-7628 0R 386-4513.

BOOKKEEPER EXPERIENCED
IN ACCOUNTS PAYABLE,
RECBIVEABLE, TAXES, AND
PAYROLL AVAILABLE FOR PART-
TIME OR CONTRACT WORK. CALL
222 7798

PersonaIs
LET THE STUDENTS DECIDE!

VOTE INDEPENDENT
PD. POL. ADV.

So you're SURE you're right for me?
If so then you can answer these
questions: 1. What is name of song on
the tape? 2. Who is the girl singing?
3. What is the name of group playing?
If you can't answer % of these, then
you're not the one I'm looking for!

11

CAN YOU HEAR THOSE SWEET
PASSIONATE SOUNDS BEING
WHISPERED IN YOUR EARS? DO
YOU NOTICE THE HANDSOME
GUY OR THE GIRL WITH THE
SHAPELY LEGS THAT'S TWENTY
FEET IN FRONT OF YOU? IF YOU
SAID NO TO THESE QUESTIONS,
WHY NOT STOP BY AED HEALTH
SCREENING CLINIC TODAY, RM
423 HEALTH CENTER FOR A
FREE VISION/HEARING TEST.

TYPING. MONDAY THROUGH
FRIDAY. FHOHt 386-37S9,

9 A.M. -3 P.M.

Vote Sun Vote Sun Vote Sun Vota Sun
isn't It time for a change? We naad
your support Wad. Sept. 29 to make a
difference in Student Government.

Beatles Day Wad Sept. 29 Moore Aud.
12-1 Beatles music trivia contest.
Win 2 tickets to Beatlemania. random
album giveaway comp. of Record B«r.

TOXIC SHOCK
ISKOMINGI
SO CATCH ITI

FREE PREGNANCY TEST
Abortion, Gynecology, Psych. Couns.
Call N. Fla. Women's Health and
Counseling. 877-3183.

GET FREE FPIRG~BROCHURES!
PROTECT YOURSELF FROM
LOSING YOUR SECURITY
DEPOSIT AVOID AUTO REPAIR
RIPOFFS. LEARN WHERE THE
BEST BUYS ARE. FREE
GROCERY, BANKING AND
CHECKING SURVEYS. PICK UP
INFO AT FPIRG OFFICE 215
UNION. FPIRG CONSUMER-
TENANT HOTLINE « IS 644-4884.

~ FREE PREGNANCY TEST
Abortion, gynecology, birth control,
infection checks & mental health
counseling. Low cost Professional
services. Strictly confidential. For
appiontment call No. Fla. Women's
Health 8i Counseling. 877-3183.

BusIness

PersonaIs
90C IMPORTED BEER ALL DAY
TUESDAY AT POGO'S PINBALL
PALACE, ACROSS THE STREET
FROM BULLWINKLES.

HEY SEEWEE' IT'S YOUR B DAY
Remember to call me for pleh! Hope
your day includes only NATE-ural
foods The future is HIGHly clear.
Big WHEEEEEE!!! Congrats from
the last American • you know what.

LET THE STUDENTS DECIDE!
VOTE INDEPENDENT
VOTE JILL WILSON

ARTS ft SCIENCES SEAT 2P.P.A.

MERLIN
Photons pass puerently by ions sitting

placentiy forward In the screams of

tiracked keratin caught forever in

silver grains. So need is never a
function of reality - understand?

QUANTUM
VOt^lNDEPENDE N T

Steve Mo • Arts ft Sciences Seat 5

pd. pol. adv.

Dear Pikie Alpha
There's a sale on haadbaads at
Sears.

Yewr Daddy
LCA

P.S. Get a real ftMtball team.

Improve your sex life! New booklet
tells how in 10 easy steps. Send $3.00 to
Score, Suite 25 C, 1105 N Main St./

Gainesville, FL 32601.

DAILY LUNCH SPECIAL
29c draft with selected sandwich.

THE PALACE SALOON
1383JACKSON BLUFF ROAD

THE L0N6BRANCH BAR & GRILL
TUESDAY LUNCH SPECIAL *

SOC Hot Dogs ft 25C Draft 11am - 2pm.

Wt mean businassi The SUN Party,
who brought you a week-long Spring
Break, needs your support. Vota SUN
Wed. Sept. 29. We're working for you!

FOR FUN & FRILLS
(Women Only) Treat yourself ft your
friends to a For Fun 8< Frills Party.
Elegant lingerie, flavored lotions, ft

gifts presented. For your paiiy, call
575- 8022. (Openings for sales
representatives available, small
investments required)

.

WE DELIVER DEAD FLO'WERS^'
* *

BURNING HEARTS FLORISTS
INTRODUCTORY OFFER GET
$3.00OFF ANY REG. PRICE.

Now you save while you sting! I We
hand deliver unique bouquets of
DEAD FLOWERS. Also inquire about
our FRUIT and FISH packages Get a
laugh or give someone a laugh Now it

costs only $6,851 Your order is

enclosed with a dozen of lovely
DEAD FLOWERS wrapped in the
finest florists box. So call us today at
576-4803, 10:30 5:00 Mon Sat or send a
check or money order to P.O Box
20226 include message and delivery
address.

SWEETSHOP DELI
MEATS ANDCHEESES

MEATS, CHEESES AND COLD
SALADS THAT INCLUDE ROAST
BEEF, HAM, TURKEY, IMPORTED
SWISS CHESE, CHEDDAR CHEESE,
COLE SLAW, AND MANY MORE AT
MUCH LESS THAN AT THE
SUPERMARKET.

THE SWEETSHOP SALAD BAR
20 ITEMS FOR YOUR CREATION
PREPARED FRESH EACH DAY
FOR $1.99. WITH ANY SANDWICH
ORDER ONLY $1.69. SERVED 11AM
TILL 10PM DAILY.

TNT HIDEAWAY CANOE RENTAL
DIRECTLY ON WAKULLA RIVER
AND HWY 98
$5 Up to 4 hrs 50c per cushion call
1-925-6412.

720 Union

Ad DEAdliNE 2 dAys bEpoRE

Lost &
FouNd

FOUND RING IN SECTION 16

FOOTBALL STADIUM. CALL 222

4862,

LOST: Bracelet with variety of small
stones. Lost at Bus Stop near Music
Building or Union. Reward! Debbie
575-6644 or 224-1981 Iv. mess.

LOST AT PITT GAME - GOLD CHAIN
ft 18KT. CROSS. PLEASE CALL,
VERY VALUABLE 222-9246.

FOUND: RING, BY TULLY GYM
ON 9/22. CALL 644 4813 MRS.
LUDWIG FOR INFORAAATION.

FOUND: Key ring with 1 key 8c nail

clipper on it, in room 128 Educ, on
Wed. 9/22. Call Mike 222 9394.

Found: An alternative to party domi
nated Senates. VOTE INDEPENDENT!!

pd. pol. adv.

Looking lor

Burled Treasure?

Check out

the Flamheau

CHlttllMMlS.

Treasures

III

SlJII.-4l.ill.llill.-Frt.

1

TYPESETTIIMG
PrtoMlas low aa...

SOeaninch*
Up to 5 V, wide copy, $10 minimum order

Over 100 typattyias to choose from!
It you want your graphk» to k>ok uniquk,
our typography house can help you.
P M Publishing t» Typographies. Inc.

222 1222/1350 N. Gadsden/ 22? 1720

THE STUDENTS' PARTY

ARE YOU \.ONEhY. . .

Looking /or someone special...

want to meet interesting peopie?

IS A NEW UNIQUE Tallahassee based concept
helping people to meet one another utilizing a

staff of professionals aided by detailed

personality profiles.

WritiB today for an application!

P.O. Bon 20395 Tillahassee Pi 32304



Without center Tom McCormick
the Seminoles couldn't begin a play

BY ROBSCANLAN
SPmALTOTHE FLAMBEAU

Out of the eleven men on a football team, the most
important is often ifiost neglected. He is the man who starts

every play with the snap of his wrist — the center.

Centers go relatively unnoticed until they hike the ball 10

feet over the punter's head or miss a block and allow

someone like Ed "Too-Tall" Jones to knock the

quarterback on his duff.

It isB*t even that centers have forgetable names—take the

man who helped Fran Tarkenton earn a place in the

Football Hall of Fame — by giving him good dependable

hikes.

Mick Tinglehoff" was a Minnesota Viking from 1962 to

1973 and an all-pro for six years. He once played in 240

consecutive football games, which is second only to Jim

Marshall (266), another ex-Viking, in consecutive

appearances.

An impressive feat for a pro football player — 240

successive football games without an injury or illness r-

especially when you consider that Tinglehoff was neither a

quarterback nor a placekicker, but an offensive center.

Mick Tinglehoff was probably pro football's finest

center, although others like Jim Otto have the merit to

disagree. But honestly, who really cares about football's

FSU center Tom McCormick

greatest center? How many football fans care to know the

number of touchdown saving blocks Tinglehoff made at

center for Tarkenton over the years?

With this apathy m mind, what kid in America really

wants to grow up to become the next Mick Tinglehoff? In

Pop Warner, the coach can ask for volunteers to play

center, and inevitably, some kid will snap out from

the pack with his hand flying in the air without realizing his

commitment. But as football players grow older, they grow

smarter. Fortunately, so do the coaches. Instead of seeking

a volunteer, smarter coaches learn to pick on the kids that

can't say no.

"I thought he was kidding," Tom McCormick reasoned

when coach George Henshaw, the Seminole offensive

coordinator, asked the Panama City native to move from

defensive end to offensive center a year ago last spring. But

like Tinglehoff and Otto, both of whom transferred from

the defense to play offensive center, McCormick just

couldn't say no.

Seminole football fans are fortunate to have the savvy of

a George Henshaw on their side, because Tom McCormick
is now Florida State's starting center.

But who really cares besides his parents and his girlfriend

that junior Tom McCormick is this year's starting center?

Luckily, plenty do. As a sophomore, last year

McCormick was honored as the AP*s All-South

Independent center. Ha also received honorable mention

for AP All-American last year. Not a bad accomplishment

for a sophomore—especially a sophomore who had never

played center before.

But proving his ability seems to be a subtle aspect of Tom
McCorniick's athletic character. For instance, two years

ago, McCormick did not have a football scholarship — he

was a walk-on. But even as a freshman, he stood out like a

lighthouse amidst the foggy sea of scholarships.

As a walk-on defensive end in 1980, McCormick's only

duty for the then nationally ranked Seminoles was as a scout

player during practices. Nevertheless, like Tinglehoff and

Otto before him, McCormick accepted the responsibility,

and by the end of the season had earned most valuable

honors on the defensive scouting squad.

Hie move from offense to defense required him to work

on different techniques.

^'Probably the hardest thing to learn was snapping, and

stepping at the same time," McCormick admitted.

Henshaw is pleased with McCormick's performance and

suggests that it just may serve as the mold for future

Seminole centers.

McCormick is a man of few words who leads by

example, but who seldom, hears the cheers and screams

from fans for a job well done. Perhaps good centers are the

type that don't need to be in the spotlight to perform well.

In any instance McCormick is his own cheering section

and fans can rest assured that every play will get off to a

good start.rK3%j usruffr Aum lYMVKyurnui^i^ gooasian.

Braves swing up and down in NL west
UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL the most questionable pitching staiUNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL

The Braves don't like to talk about it, but last-place

Cincinnati is the only National League West team with a

worse won-lost record than the Braves since July 30 when
they appeared to be running away with the division when

they built a nine-game lead.

The Braves were 24 games over .500, 61-37, back then,

but only 13 over, 84-71, when they headed West for the last

roundup. That means they played only .500 baseball over

the 140 games following their record,start-of-the-season 13-

game winning streak — and only .404 baseball (23-34) since

that July 30 high mark.

•'Inconsistency has plagued us all season,** said Torre

before leaving for the coast. "We keep swinging from highs

to lows and back again. If we're going to have another

winning streak, the time is now."

That the Atlanta Braves were only one game off the lead

in the National League West when they headed to

California where they were to play their last seven regular-

season games has to be applauded no matter where they

wind up.
•

After all. we're talking about a team that appears to have

the most questionable pitching staff seen with a major

league pennant conten<ter a staff with an earned run

avoage hovering around the 4.00 mark and with only 12

complete games after ISS staru« teves manager Joe Torre

makes no bones about it:

"We're going to have to outslug people this last week,"

said Torre. "Out bullpen has been our pitching staff and

we need our bats. We've given up a lot of runs. But we've

scored a lot of runs too and one more week of that is what I

want.**
•

SPORTSINBRIEF
Attention all FSD students. The FSU Tuesday night

mixed Bowling League will be bowling tonight at 8:30 p.m.

There are still plenty of openings left. Ail interested

students are invited to come to the FSU Bowling Alley by

8:15 p.m.

VoUeyball practice thnes for intramural teams in Tuily

Gym will begin this week. Contact Susan in the IM Office

to reserve a practice court.
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Dunlop SP4®
40,000 Mile Steel Belted Radials

For Foreign & American Compacts

BUY ONE
at regular retail price

GET ONE
FREE

Applies to the following sixet:

155-12, 145 13, 155-13. 165-13.

175-13. 185/70-13, 165-14. 175-14.

185-14. 185/70>U. BioeliwaN onty.

APITAL

ARE 385-8 18B
ENTER 1010 W. Thorpe St.

1^-
mmAL NAUTILUS

• STRENGTH • IMDMKANCI •
30 minutes 3 times o week

for Fitness Rasuits

BREAKFAST SPECIAL

»4 »i |. t. t I I I I * .J I

Glazed Donuts
25<f ea.

DELI SPECIAL
Cheddar Cheese
70C/1/4 lb. Save. IOC

Capicola

$1.00/1/4 lb. 8ave23<

r
fSUJ€€T SHOP

701 W Jefferson



12 / Tuesda

I
TRON • DIG DUG • MS PACMAN

j 7 TOKENS FOR 00

w/thls coupon 10/4/82

I

I

I

! "J* FREtTOKINSW;
' vAMV FOOD PURCHASE

! B»»M I ftAHvmcn mm* 576-831

3

I The Unicorn Shop
I

I

I

I

I

ICE CREAM CONES
Buy One

Get One Free!

with coupon today only 2-8 pm

Featuring Meadow Gold

Supreme Ice Cream-32 Flavors
Only

Roses
75C each

(Reg. $1.25)

3f

with coupon

G«Ml TMMlav, S«»t 21

I

I

I-

i

I

1

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

sujeei SHOP
!i[ H Jrf/erson

50COFF
on a bowl of

Haagen-Dazs
ICECREAM

With coupon, expires 10/4/82

POGO'S PINBALL PALACE
"across from Bullwinkle's"

222-8444
: 666 W. Tonn. __„««L— —JP—
I

I

I

I

I

ALLBRAND STEREO
ALL SPEAKER COMPONENTS

IN STOCK 5Q%°^^
WOOFERS, TWEETERS, MIDRANCES & CROSSOVERS

1/2 PRICE ONLY WITH COUPON

OFFER GOOD THRU OCT., 1982

I
1432 LAKE BRADFORD RD 575-9651

I
(1/ 2 mi south of Campbell Stadium)

I

I

I

I

FSU
BACKPACKS

"-""NOW $11.95
LigbtniRg Bolt Slaps

wcm«mI

1^.;:^'' NOW $11.95
I Goweraor'sSqNara

w/coupon
•li-lOIS

{i!!^iUNUMITED ^
I Brrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrifrrrr!!

I $1.00 OFF ANY FALL APPAREL

I w/coupon thru 10/4/82

PRE^NT WHEN YOU BRING IN CLOTHES

10% STUDENT DISCOUNT W/AD

(MClidlMg specials)

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

"36" Battery
Economically Priced Battery that's backeo in

writing. Great for normal servlee use In moderote

weather, price Inehidet InttaNotlon.

JWESTWOODSIIOPniiGCTR. 57S41S7 JIhMjJgT. 1M

fWestwood Shopping Ctf. ^1%
575-7890 lf7JU /o

OFF ALL

PLANTSr
W/COaPON

501 N. Monroe

222-0190

$36.88
Call for Appointment With Coupon

I

I

I

Wemakeyoufeelgoodr TCIES

I

I

I

I

Strut Master ®

Cartridge
by Firestone

MacPMrsoR strut cartridges are ride - engineered for

today's small urs. Restore responsive handling and

stur comfort. CQ «|
l"^*"l*<l

"1^^
call for Appt. w/coupon

501

N. Moiroe

2220190

fpl^^ppiepi^ll YOGURT)

CREPES, SHAKES 8i FRUIT BOATS
BUY 1 AT REGUUR PRICE 8i

GET 2nd OF EQUALOR LESSER

VALUifOR 50%^''^
2020 W. Pensocota St. (next to Publix)

Westwood Shopping Center

discwasher

$10.95#
I

R#g. 16.S0 • Coupon Expires Sept. 30, 1982
625 W Tennessee - 224-2635

VISA [Across (rom Bullwinkle s] m

222-1021

RAINBOW CYCLES
[

CRUISER SALE! i

All Models - 20% Off'

railmatc • Earthcrusier. • Fujij

-spd, 5-spd, Alloy models, tooll

I

I

631 W. Tenn.

LONGBRANCH
(across from Bullwmkle's)\

"I
I

BUtdBlLl

FREE HOUR OF POOL
w/coupon, 11 am - 7 pm

Visit our Pro Shop
626 W. Tenn.

I

^ -I

FREE MEDIUM PEPS?
j

with Purchase |

Allme tea & »' LJISCHBUFFET
j

Salad Bar Mon.-Fri.ii-2
|

You Can Eat $2.99 I

I

I

I

Killaarn center f1j^WestwoodShopping Center

ROS
$1.00

CARNATIONS
J

50« I

Ingements
30% Off

piHapro
FREE

Mediuni Soft Drink
With purchase of lues. Night Buffet

! Exp. 10-5-02 Wtstwood Shoppiif CtfKillMri Ctr w/coupon|

-Ml
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Green kicked

off S.G. ballot
See related stories, page 2

BY BRIAN WILSON
Fl AMBKAl SI AH WKI I KR

Ed Green, the driving force behind a challenge to Florida

State University Student Govemiiieiit*s party system, has

been disqualified from today's SG Senate election.

The Student Supreme Court ruled yesterday that because

Green " a as attempting to prevent a fair and impartial

election," his name will not

appear on today's ballot.

Green has long been an

advocate of FSU's
independent students. A
loose coalition of

supporters almost
catapulted him into the

Student Body presidency

last year. Although Green

lost that election, he

remained pohtically active

and had hoped a Senate seat

would give him a platform

from which to express his

ideas.

ILU Ureen Green's disqualification

centered around his decision last week to print the names of

other independent candidates on campaign literature. Green

distributed that literature yesterday in the Union courtyard,

even though Elections Commissioner Scott Leek ruled that

Green could not do so.

Charging Green with blatant disregard for the student

elections code. Leek fHed suit agate Green at 2:30 p.m.

yesterday.

The student court sided with Leek after deliberating for an

hour.

Green has five days to appeal the decision through the

office of FSU Judicial Officer Sharlene Cole.

"Of course Vl\ appeal the decision,** said Green as he

quickly left the courtroon^i. He declined to conunent further.

"1 think it*s a shame this had to happen,*' said Leek. *'Ed

brought it on himself, tiioiigh. I am defmkely pleased with

the court decision."

"It's unusual that the Supreme Court is reversed,

especially in a situation like this," said Chief Justice Tom
Scarritt.

Reagan: I'm

saving the nation

from disaster
UNFTED PRESS IN11 RN \ 1 lONAI

WASHINGTON — President Reagan said

yesterday he has "pulled the nation back

from the brink of disaster" and — despite

persistent high unemployment — the nation

is better off today than w hen he took office.

"History tells us that (unemployment) is

the last to improve" in an economic
recovery, Reagan said.

"We are on our way out of this. We are

better off today than we were .

"

In a news conference dominated by the

economy and the crisis in the Middle East,

Reagan also said he cannot predict how long

U.S. Marines will be in Lebanon.

But when asked if America could get

bogged down in a new "Vietnam" in the

Middle East, Reagan replied firmly: "I don't

see any confrontation of that type taking

place at all."

Despite some blunt criticism of Israel since

its invasion of Lebanon, Reagan pledged

support for Prime Minister Menachem
Begin, saying: "We are not trying to

undermine or overthrow the Begin

government... We have never tried to do so...

We do not intend to.

"They are our ally... we are morally

obligated... we are pledged to the

preservation of Israel," the president said.

Reagan continued to blame the nation's

economic plight on previous administrations

and "those who were running the

store"—Democrats who he said controlled

Congress during much of the last half

century.

In urging voters in November to realize he

has made economic progress, Reagan said for

those who "believe all the problems began on

Jan. 21, 1981, I would like to remind those

Turn to REAGAN, page 9

Candidate Wimbish hopes experience will give her the edge
BY MICHAEL Mc( I El LAND

Fl.AMBF.Al STAFF W RITFR

C. Bette Wimbish is fighting the odds. She is black, female

and if not actually progressive, at least more liberal than

average in conservative north Florida.

Nonetheless, she has won a spot in next week's run-off

election for House district 9 seat. Since no Republican has

filed for that seat, only Tallahassee insurance agent Al

Lawson stands between her and the House of

Representatives.

Wimbish is relying heavily on her experience in state

government to hefp her achieve that goal. She hs been vice-

mayor and a city councilperson in St. Petersburg,

chairperson of the Crimes Compensation Commission,

Florida Director of Labor and the Depui»y Director of

Commerce. Those positions, Wimbish says, give her the

. experience to be a good representative.

Like most candidates, Wimbish places improving the

. area's economy high on her priority list. The economy can be

improved, Wimbish said in an interview last week, by

bringing in new, clean industry.

"We need to focus on bringing in small businesses—not the

big megabuck indtistries, but the smaller, clean

industries—into the area to take advantage of the resources

that we have at our universities and our community
colleges," Wimbish said. "Then we need to look at the rural

counties in the district and find an alternative kind of

industry for that area."

Wimbish already has several such "alternative industries"

in mind—shark fishing in the Apalachicola Bay, as well as

cultivating overseas markets for the Bay's existing seafood,

using Liberty County clay deposits for brick-making, using

wood chips and sawdust from the area's timber industry to

start a local particle board industry, and ihaybe even

recruiting a furniture factory.

A major part of her job if elected, Wimbish said, would be

seeking out capital groups looking for potential investments

and then working with the state and county gov^ments to

convince those investors to put their money in district 9.

**We pull in (the Florida Department oQ Commerce, we
get the labor over there, and the local government and the

state govmiment, and we move into those venture capital

areas, and interest people in coming," Wimbish explained.

Wimbish strongly supports a somewhat innovative

solution to many of Florida's transportation problems—

a

revitalization of the state's railroads.

"I'm talking about a complete arterial rail system,"

Wimbish said. "We have the tracks—all they have to do is be

upgraded, made a little safer. I think we could put a rapid-

transit system, say, along the Big Bend .

'
*

Such a railway system could be state-financed with federal

assistance. Eventually, she said, the system should be self-

supporting and could provide cheap, reliable public

transportation.

Wimbish said she would support Gov. Bob Graham's

Turn to WIMBISH, P(^e 9
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Hopefuls offer something for everyone
BY GEORGE KLOS
FLAMKAU STAFF WRITCR

Candidates for today's Florida State University Student

Senate election seemingly offer something for everyone.

The issues are pretty much the same ones in every SG
election—improving the animal-herd aspects of registration

and advising, relieving the need to circle the campus for a

parking space, providing security for women on campus

and providing more services for older and non-traditional

students.

**The issues always seem to be the same on^ because the

same problems occur,'* explained Students Unite Now
party Chair Alan Arthur. "We have to make the

administration aware that students are concerned."

The SUN Party suggests centralizing drop/add at the

registration site. Lynn Spinella, SUN candidate for Basic

Studies seat 3, would like to see ail returning students

register in Spring for the upcoming Fall semester, and
students who register early should get priority for their

classes.

"Long lines will never disappear in a university of

22,000, but we can make things easier," she said.

"It is absolutely asinine to cram all those people in one

place," charged SUN's Sharon Shible, candidate for Social

Sciences seat 1. "It won't cost the university any money to

get in touch with universities of comparable size to see how
they make registration wOrk.**

^

Arthur said he would work to get more funding for

Students Helping Students, an advising program started

last year.

The Students Party wants to use overhead projectors

during registration to impart information to students

waiting in lines and establish a formal peer advisor

program, according to party chair Matt Maynor.

The issue of providing on-campus child-care is addressed

by the SUN party and several independent candidates going

for the support of older students. Julie Siwicki, running for

Arts and Sciences seat 7, said 2S percent of the students at

FSU are 23 or older.

Arthur favors an on-campus child-care co-op staffed by
Education interns. Jill Wilson, an independent hopeful for

Arts and Sciences seat 2, also said SG should provide a full-

time co-op to give parents more tune to study.

Both the SUN platform and independents with Ed
Green's coalition are focusing on the graduate student vote.

Green, however, was disqualified from the election by the

student Supreme Court yesterday. SUN is running 8 Alumni
Village residents, and Green is confident of heavy grad student

support. Both camps favor full tuition waivers from the

state and establishing a grievance procedure- for graduate

assistants.

Bus service is another issue of the campaign.
The Seminole Express bus service is financed by parking

gines, but not all fine money goes to it. Arthur said the

administration should open its books so the students know
what happens to their fine money.

"Parking fines don't go into parking," said Maynor.
"We have to work closer with the administration to see

exactly where all this money is going."

Siwicki said she would work to have the buses routed to

the western dormitories and coordinate the bus schedule

with the class schedule.

"If students knew they had a reliable bus system, it

would be used more," said Arthur.

Green suggested SG buy a bus for hourly service to

Alumni Village.

The Students Party platform calls for expanding the Escort

Service to cover Cash and Osceola halls. The party, said

Tom Abrams, vice president of Students Party, was
originally fbunded to fight for better campus security. The
Students Party credits itself with providing improved
lighting, the Blue Light Safety Trail and establishing the

Escort Service.

Now the Students Party is proposing a campus Crime
Watch and police seminars on home and personal security

for Alumni Village and the dorms. It is one of the few

things SG*s reigning party and Green's coalition agree on.

The Students Party also has plans for a fitness trail

around the Intramurals field with access for disabled

students.

"We want to give people something to do besides sit

around the dorm," said Maynor. "This will provide a
release to counter academic burn-out.'*

The SUN Party would like to establish two-day SG
etoctions to spur greater voter participation. The SUN
chapter at the University of Florida instituted the two-day
plan in Gainesville and voter turnout doubled, said Arthur.

Another party is running 19 candidates for the Senate.

Called Apathy, its campaign slogan is: **If you care about
SG, don't vote for us."

**We hope to appeal to the 18,000 people here who never

vote," explained party chair Jeff Thompson. "We want to

be a thorn in the side of the political establishment around
here."

Thompson claimed his party's expenses will not exceed

$10. Apathy's only concrete platform item is "revamping
funding priorities," according to Thompson.
He said budget allocations should be made on a pro-rata

basis, with money doled out to agencies in proportion to

the number of students they serve.

Student senator to face impeachment
FROM STAFF REPORTS

Ed Brosman, an incumbent student

Senator running for re-election today

will face impeachment proceedings

before the full Senate tonight.

Brosman's impeachment is due to

eight unexcused absences from Senate

meetings over the last three months,

according to Vic DiMaio, vice chau* of

the Senate Judiciary Committee. A
senator leaves himself open for ouster

with more than two unexcused
absencees.

The Students Party candidate for

Basic Studies seat 1 has said he will

defend himself by explaining to his SG

colleagues that he had to take .a night

job at a Pantry Pride supenaurket to
put himself through school.

Brosman missed a June 9 meeting of

the full Senate, a June 15 session of the

Appropriations Committee, a full

Scmiit meeting on June 16, another

Appropriations Committee meeting on
June 20, a full Senate meeting on July

21, an Appropriations and a full

Senate meeting on Sept. 8 and a Sept.

15 meeting of the full Senate.

DiMaio said even if Brosman is

impeached, he could still be elected to

another term if he makes it through

today's primary and next week's

runoff.

"Tho-e was no verification (of my
absences)," said Brosman. "He
(DiMaio) said he didn't have the notes

and that's not right. The whole thing

was a farce. They purposely did this so

it would hurt me. I should not be up
for impeachment right now, according

to Florida State University statutes."

Brosman claimed the absences wm
combined from different semesters,

which is not cause for impeachment
under the statutes.

"Every senator would be eligible for

impeachment if that was the case,"

Brosman said.

Fannies files injunction to stop arrests
FROM STAFF REPORTS

Fannies Restaurant and Lounge has filed an injunction

to prevent ihe Leon County Sheriffs Department from
arresting Vexotic" dancers employed there, until a
challenge to the county's nudity ordinance is decided.
' "We had a hearing on it (yesterday) and the judge gave

five days to file continuant briefs and then five days after

that he has to rule on it," said George Greene, security

advisor for Fannies.

Fannies manager Richard Fillingim and 13 dancers and

waitresses were arrested Aug. 28 and charged with violating

Leon County's nudity ordinance.

*We will be monitoring the situation," said Sheriffs

Department spokesperson Dick Simpson. "If they're in

violation of the ordinance we will be enforcing the law."

Greene said the mudwrestlers have been warned not to

tear any other wrestler^s bathing suit off or they might be

arrested.

Yesterday's Flambeau had Fannies i^H^turortly advertising

"Topless Female Mudwrestling."

But the advertisement for topless mudwrestlers was
incorrect; it should have read "Exotic" mudwrestlers,

according to Greene. A check with the Flambeau's
advertising manager, Rose Rodriguez, showed Fannies had
intended the advertisement to read exotic mudwrestlers.

/M' FSU MARKETING
ASSOCIATION

/!|$OCI/^TION

GMStSmakir Blue Cross Blue Shield

Locatioi: Rm. 220 Business BIdg.

(Starry Conference Room)

Tine: Sept. 29, 7:30 pm

All interested are welcome to attend

Members are currently being accepted.

Rtfraslimfits - BriRi a frliid!

SHORT ON CASH?!
When Buying or Selling

GOLD & SILVER
Jewelry, Diamonds, Class Rings

CHECK PRICES AT

Dust Collectors
739 N. Monroe

222-3524

For More Money in

Your Pocket!

Mon. - Fri. 10-5:30

CoJA

Competitive Rental Rates • Personal service • Superior

FacWties • convenient Location • Flexible lease Terms

AMBERWOOD
1 and 2 Bedroom 575-1258

COLONY CLUB
1 and 2 Bedroom 224-7519

FOUR SEASONS
1 Bedroom 222-0503

GLEN OAKS
1 and 2 Bedroom 576-9787

GOVERNOR'S SQUARE
1-2-5 Bedroom 878-4125

HILLTOP
1 Bedroom 222-2056

PLANTATION
1 and 2 Bedroom. 576-5805

PRINCE MANOR
2 Bedroom 576-9909

PALMS WEST
2 Bedroom Townhouse 576-6814

SPANISH TOWN
2 Bedroom... 576-9787

TALLAHASSEE
1 and 2 bedroom. 576-9961
call Mottice and Associates at 386-2117 for Leasing Assistance

on any of these fine apartment communities.

VALUE
SERVICE
AMENITIES

•MA^^S^^ CONVENIENCEOlIICC CONSIDERATION
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HELLO THERE
The Greek Connection

welcomes everyone back to
Florida State University and wishes
the best to everyone for the 1982-
83 school year. Greek events
promise to be full of excitement
this semester as the Greek system
gets stronger through the efforts of

Panhellenic and the Interfraternity

Council. Both organizations have
been working hard to promote
Greek relations, and with the
events planned for the semester, it

will be evident that the Greek
system is truly a vital part of The
Florida State University.

The Greek Connection hopes to
bring the events of the Greek
community to you as often as
possible. The editors and staff will

keep you up to date on activities to

come in addition to recognizing
individuals and leaders who have
made progress in promoting Greek
relations.

Should you have information to
share, see your sorority, Greek
Connection representative or
fraternity IFC representative. Your
input adds to the system!

•SORORITY INSIQH'F-
by Samatha Townsend

Now that Rush Week is over,

congratulations are in order for all

new sorority pledges. You're now
beginning one of the most exciting
phases of your life which holds for
you a totally new environment:
New friendship, sisterhood,
scholarship, and many wild and
crazy times. Sorority life also
promises you an opportunity to get
involved in many Greek events as
well as in activities of community
service. So pledges, prepare
yourselves for the exciting year
which lies ahead.

Homecoming is one of the
biggest events on campus and for

Greeks it can be one of the busiest
times of the year. It's a great time
getting acquainted with the
fraternities at FSCJ. How is that so?
Each sorority is paired with a

fraternity and together they build a

float in keeping with the
homecoming theme. The floats

will then appear in the annual
Homecoming Parade, scheduled
this year on Oct. 8. Other

15.

homecoming activities include
banner day, a block party/beer

bash, Scalphunters Snake Dance,
Pow Wow and of course the
football game.
Formals are. another favorite

evient of every sorority girl. It's for

this event you'll go all out to look
your best for your invited date. The
biggest formal is the Panhellenic
FormaJ scheduled this year on
Nov. 5. It's an event you won't want
.to miss!

Socials are a great time as well!

A fraternity and sorority choose a
theme for their party and together
they have a blast! Usually the

themes are very creative and

•EDITORS MELANIE BERTANl & SETH TOWNSEND

you're allowed to be as creative as
you want in deciding what to wear.

In sum then, being a Greek can
be the best experience of your
entire life. The activities
mentioned are only a few of the
many in which you will participate.
Serenades, philanthropy and
intramurals are a part of sorority
life as well; so there's a lot to look
forward to. Again, congratulations
to all new pledges! You made the
right decision in going Greek!

FRATERNAL LIFE-
by Don Unguralt

Now that you have pledged a
fraternity, you are anticipating an
exciting and active year. As a
member of the Greek system you
will certainly get one. During the
year, many fraternity events such
as intramurals, community
service, and social events will

expand the scope of your
experience at FSG.

Grte of most popular aspects of
fraternity life Is the tremendous
opportunity for participation In

intramural sports. Virtually every
interest is satisfied by the
schedule of sports offered by the
intramural office. Football,
basketball, golf, swimming,
tennis, track, and volleyball are
just a few of the sports offered

during the year. Fraternities

usually sponsor teams and
individuals to participate In every
sport.

In addition to all the fun,

fraternities are Involved in service

projects all over the university and
Tallahassee communities.
Whether it's dancing 24 hours for

Muscular Dystrophy or helping
out at the Special Olympics,Greek
participation is often in evidence.

Remember, these causes are
always worthy of your support!

Finally, whether it's a social
with a sorority, or a Seminole
victory party, IFC Formal, or just

because it's Tuesday, fraternity
social life will always have
something for you. Such
opportunity cannot be matched
anywhere. So for the newly
pledged, congratulations on your
decision to become a member of

the most fun and active way of life

on campus: the Greek. Life!
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Blind-sided
Ronald Reagan got blindsided the other day, but that's not unusual

for a president more interested in the perpetuation of cherished myths

than in reality.

It seems that on the same day the president told a group of black

Republicans how hurt he was by talk he was insensitive to minorities'

problems, a big partisan group of Washington lawyers released a

study indicating the administration's record on civil rights issues was,

at best, average.

•'The Justice Departinent has filed nine new anti-discrimination

cases against public employers and reviewed more than 9,000 electoral

changes to determine compliance with the Voting Rights Act. And

that, too, is a higher level of activity than in any prior

administration," Reagan said.

What he did not point out—but what the lawyers did—is that those

9,000 reviews arc required automatically every time a state or local

government covered by the Voting Rights Act makes a change in its

elections laws. Reagan's Justice Department instigated only two new

challenges to discriminatory state laws during its first 20 months in

office; under President Carter, 12 were filed. What's more, the

Reagan administration is trying to take credit for 25 cases instigated

by the Carter administration, and in 20 months, not a single Federal

suit alleging housing discrimination has been filed by Reagan's boys.

We doubt that's because no minorities have been discriminated

against recently.

Meanwhile, the president's henchmen are doing their best to

undermine the federal government's affirmative action policy—

a

policy which has done much to counteract centuries of discrimination

against minorities and women. Assistant Attorney General for Civil

Rights Bradford Reynolds has even said he would look for a test case

to try to persuade the Supreme Court to reverse its support for

affirmative action.

Reagan's opposition to affirmative action is based on his strange

notion of individualism— a notion deeply rooted in American

mythology. The myth that one person can advance through

perseverance and talent sometimes holds true even today, but tell that

to an unemployed or under-employed ghetto dweller. Minorities and

women are still locked into poverty and dead-end jobs because of

prejudice. Affirmative action is a good way to give talented employees

a hand up—a means of overcoming that prejudice.

But all that's a little too subtle for Reagan and his buddies in Palm

Springs. They've got theirs—let the poor and the weak get their own.

Yes, we're sorry the president got his feelings hurt. We even doubt

he means anyone any harm, deep down. But the president has got to

learn that the halycon days he remembers from his Midwestern

boyhood—the days when "we didn't even know wc had a race

problem"—are over.

If the president wants to avoid getting blind-sided m the future,

perhaps he should open his eyes.

Letters Policy: Letters to the editor of the Florida Flambeau should be

signed, and must include an address and phone number if possible. They

should be type-written, double-spaced, and no longer than 150 words. Correct

names will be run with -each letter unless the author has a valid reason for

remaining anonymous. The editors reserve the right to edit the letters for

length and to meet standards ofgood taste.

Florida Flambeau Foundation Inc. Business and Advertising Office, 206 N.

Woodward Avenue, phone 644-4075; Mediatype Lab, 314 University Union,

phone 644-5744; Classified Ad Office, 320 University Union, phone 644-5785.

Rick Johnson General Manager

Laurie Jones Business Manager Jane Duncan. . . Mediatype Manager

Rose Rodriguez. . . Ad Manager George Burns. . Production Manager

End Oppression through education
Editor:

It is my impression that the majority of

Americans are unfamiliar with modern-day

American racism and sexism. I am deeply

concerned with these issues and would like to share

some information which might be enlightening to

most of you.

According to information compiled by Florida

State University professor William Jones:

•In 1973, minority banks had less than 1 percent

of the nation^s bank assets, and yet they grafted

over 33 percent of all loans to minorities.

•Blacks make up 18 percent of the voting age

population in the 1 1 Southern states, and yet less

than 2 percent of U.S. representatives are black.

•From 1930 to 1978, more than half of the

convicted rapists were white, yet of the 455 men
who were executed for their crime, 405 were black.

Kathy Blackburn, a guest speaker at Florida

State University, recently shared her experiences of

dealing with racial oppression in the American

judicial system.

Blackburn, a white mother of two children, has

been fighting for the custody of her son for the past

one-and-one-half years. He was born while

Blackburn was married to his father, from whom
she's divorced.

More than two years after her divorce, Blackbtum

gave birth to a daughter by a black man. Shortly

after the birth of her daughter, Blackburn was

ordered by a Georgia court to release custody of her

son to her ex-mother-in-law, who had charged that

Blackburn was an **unfit mother.'* The judge

decided against Btockbum without even conferring

with her.

After countless pursuits and legal inquiries,

Blackburn received custody of her son through the

Georgia Supreme Court; however, the local judge

who initially took custody away from Blackburn

has refused to implement the Supreme Court's

decision. During this time, Blackburn has received

so many death threats because of her unpopular

situation that she has been forced to move from her

home, which has been repeatedly vandalized by

racist individuals and the KKK.
Blackburn's "crime" is unforgiveable in the eyes

of the racist; she has permitted the pollution and

degradation of the "white race" by having a dark-

skinned child, and the least that can be done is to

"save" her white son.

Blackburn still doesn't have her son, and it may

be years before the Georgia Supreme Court

implements its decision to award custody to her.

Racism and sexual oppression are complicated

matters and pervasive American traditions.

Educating ourselves is an essential beginning to

eradicating these social blights.

Jones teaches an excellent course (Theory and

Dynamics of Racism and Oi^ression) which I

recommend to everyone concerned with social and

personal well-being.

.

Jeff Cohen

*Humanity has no borders'
EditOR

The recent slaughter in Lebanon of 1,000 to

1 ,800 innocent Palestinians under the impassive eye

of the Israeli forces reeks of the deluded notion of

"guiltless association." This abomination is

reminiscent of the world's general passivity during

the Holocaust.

In light of the news from Lebanon, I'm reminded

that I am a citizen of a country whose manipulative

tactics are frighteningly similar to those which Mr.

Begin has recently displayed. I fmd President

FPIRG fee system criticized

Reagan's reprobation of Israel's tacit consent to

and support of the Phalangist's attack ironic when

paralleled to his support of the terrorist regime of

£1 Salvador.

There is no room in humanity for the support,

however seemingly minimal, of such murderous

actions taken by any group of people. This is not a

question of politics, but rather a question of

survival. Humanity has no borders.

Jeff Cohen

EdItOR

Why is FPIRG so worried about letting students

choose whether or not they want to pay for its

services? If the group does have "the approval of

FSU students," as Michael McClelland
conjectures, then what is the worry? If it doesn't, as

FPIRG's Paul Kamolnick admits by saying, "It

(the positive check-off system) would pretty much
reduce the group to nothing," then please accept

the verdict, FPIRG.
I am a part of the two-thirds count of students

who supported FPIRG in the spring only because

when I went to waive my fee, I discovered that the

office had been moved. I never tried again because I

understood there was a cut-off ^te for fee-

waiving, although, as McClelland's article

informed me, a refund could have been issued. But

why should 1 have to get a refund for something I

never asked for in the beginning? In addition,

McClelland never mentions that FPIRG's fee-

waiving line at schedule pick-up was long and

inconvenient for students who do more than go to

school. Don't force me to support your causes,

FPIRG, by assuming you've got my support (and

my money) until I waive my fee. Let me check your

box; don't you check mine. Colleen Ortega
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In Alabama governor's race,Wallace leads in early returns
LNITED PRESS IMFRN ATION Al

MONTGOMERY, Ala. — Former segregationist Gov.
George Wallace, counting on forgiving blacks to help elect

hin* to a record fourth term, took an early lead yesterday in

Alabama's Democratic runoff for governor.

With 7 percent of the 4,144 precincts reporting, Wallace,

63, crippled by an assassin's bullet in 1972 during his third

presidential campaign had 35,437 votes, 55 per cent, to

29,034 or 45 percent for self-styled "new South progressive"

George McMillan.

The winner will face Montgomery's pistol-packing mayor,

Republican Emory Folmar, 52, an ally of President Reagan,

in November.

More than 230 U.S. Justice Department poll watchers were
in seven counties to make sure blacks were not denied tiie right

to vote.

Wallace, who was partially paraly/ed by an assailant's

bullet during his fourth presidential bid, attempted to

convince blacks and whites alike that his national reputation

could attract industry to the state with the nation's second

highest unemployment rate.

"Newspapers in Saudi Arabia are writing about my
campaign right now," Wallace said. "When I get to be
governor of Alabama, I promise to go back in the lead in

attracting industry to Alabama."

Unemployment aside, the black vote was in the forefront

George Wallace

of the nearly month-long campaign. It was crucial for

winning the runoff.

Wallace led the primary earUer this month with 42. S

percent of the vote, including a surprising 30-40 percent of

the black vote, but late polls showed McMillan steadily

gaining ground.

Andrew Hayden, black mayor of Uniontown, said

Wallace benefited from blacks' sense of compassion and
willingness to forget his "segregation forever" cries and
schoolhouse door stand of the 1960s.

Hayden said many blacks were moved by television

newscasts showing Wallace singing "Amazing Grace" with

country singer Tammy Wynette.

"There was something in the man black folk had never

seen before," Hayden said. "It was almost a feeling of being

in a black church."

But civil rights leaders Coretta Scott King, widow^ of Martin

Luther King Jr., and Jesse Jackson, head of Operation

PUSH, urged blacks not to vote for Wallace. King said a

vote for Wallace was "a vote for the past and oppression."

The campaign took a nasty turn in the closing days with

McMillan, a self-styled "New South" politician, accusing

Wallace of deliberately misrepresenting his views on school

prayers and abortions.

The Rev. Jerry Falwell, head of the Moral Majority, called

on his "Christian brothers" in Alabama to back Wallace.

Wallace spent much of his time on the campaign trail

attempting to convince voters in rambKng speeches that he is

physically capable of being the state's chief executive.

"I was governor seven years in a wheelchair, and Franklin

Roosevelt was elected four times in a wheelchair," he said.

"I tell you I'll work for you; I'm not paralyzed in the head."

Israel yields to pressure, agrees to investigate massacre
UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL

Israel, yielding to intense world pressure,

ordered an exhaustive judicial probe into the

massacre of Palestinian refugees yesterday

and resolved a last-minute snag over the

arrival of 1,200 U.S. Marines in Beirut.

In Jerusalem, U.S. diplomatic sources said

a dispute over Israeli demands for access to

Beirut airport was overcome, opening the

way for the development as early as today of

1 ,200 U.S. Marines in the Lebanese capital.

Aides to Lebanese Prime Minister Chefik

Wassan said the agreement provided that the

Israelis leave the airport today and that the

Marines land at the airport following their

departure.

"The Israelis will not be able to use the

airport for any military or civilian

purposes," one aide said. "No Israelis will

remain at the airport."

The Americans will ioin French and Italian

peacekeeping troops in a bid to prevent

further bloodshed in Lebanon, which was hit

with a new assassination Monday night.

In eastern Bekka vally, the Palestine

Liberation Organization blamed "Zionist

murderers and their criminal agents" for

killing its top military commander in an

ambush behind Syrian lines.

Prime Minister Menachem Begin dropped

his opposition to a probe of the Sept. 16-18

slayings in west Beirut's Sabra and Chatila

refuge camps and called for an investigation

with full subpoena powers, testimony under

oath, ability to assess blame and to

recommend punishment.

"To put an end to baseless libels alleging

the government of Israel has something to

hide or that it seeks to evade a full

investigation, the Cabinet decided to conduct

official statement said.

The refugee massacre—more than any
other single event in IsraeFs

history—provoked worldwide condemnation

because of Israel's decision to allow its

Lebanese Christian allies to enter the

Palestinian camps.

By yesterday, the number of bodies

recovered from the ruined camps stood at

335—311 reported by the International Red
Cross and 24 reported by the Lebanese Civil

Defense organization, now pressing the grim

task of finding them.

The Cabinet guidelines were broad. Calling

for a three-member judicial commission

appointed by Chief Justice Isaac Kahan, they

ordered a probe into "all the facts and

factors relating to the atrocity perpetrated by

a unit of Lebanese forces against the civilian

population at the Chatila and Sabra camps."

"We did not exclude the military or

political levels," Cabinet Secretary Dan
Merridor told reporters. "Everthing is open

to the commission to inquire and draw its

conclusions."

All ministers, including Begin and Defense

Minister Ariel Sharon, can be called to testify

and all records and documents, including

Cabinet minutes may be subpeonaed,

Merridor said. Perjury is punishable by seven

years in jail.

A U.S. diplomatic source in Jerusalem said

U.S. Ambassador Samuel Lewis met with

Sharon to demand all Israeli forces leave the

airport area south of Beirut or the Marines

would refuse to land

.

The Israelis had sought access to the

airport to ferry supplies and troops into the

area, even after completing their withdrawal

from Beirut.

OPO presents

Pow Wow
Concert
featuring

BOB HOPE
WITH SPECIAL GUEST BAND

GARY U.S. BONDS

Leon County Civic Center

8:30 pm FrL Oct. 8

Student Tickets: $9 - $10
(sold at Union Tickel Office only)

General Admission: $10 - $11
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Thepresident's ice cream social:

Fun in the sun at Bernie's house
BYMIKEDISCH
H AMBKAI WRITKR

Sunshine, ice cream and cookies, cold drinks and people

were the main attraction at the sixth annual ice cream social

held at the home of President Bernie Sliger yesterday.

About 400 people took the opportunity to eat free food

and generally frolic about the presidential grounds in the

sun on the kind of afternoon Tallahassee is famous

for—hot and sunny and blue.

Now a yearly event, the ice cream social began six years

apo as a vehicle to give students the opportunity to meet

and socialize with the university president, an opportunity

many students are unaware of.

'*I think it*s important that during the course of their

years here, students at least feel they have the chance to

meet and talk and question the president of their university,

regardless of who that person is," Sliger said.

The president played the amiable host well, walking from

one group of people to another, talking and laughing, and,

at one point, playing in a volleyball match, much to the

pleasure of spectators and photographers. Sliger seemed at

ease with the role of host, sampling cookies and ice cream,

or standing unobtrusively to the side and smiling

benevolently over the gathering throng, who, it seemed

times, smiled benevolently back. Such is the effect of sugar
cookies and coca-cola.

The social lured a variety of people for a variety of

reasons.

For many it was a chance to see old friends who had been

lost in the shuffle of a busy fall, and for others the chance

to meet and talk with the president of the university was the

primary reason for going. But for the majority, the chance

for a free lunch proved to be the clincher.

**I came for the food and to check out the ladies,** said

student Kevin CosteUo, who appeared to have ample food,

but only friend J^ry Carlon for company. *Tlus it*s a

good break between cUuses.*'

Lori Tidwell and friends came to the social out of

curiosity.

••We wanted to see the president's house and the grounds,

we didn't really know about the food," Tidwell said, but

they all added the food was a nice surprise.

Regardless of their reasons for coming or their

expectations once they arrived, everyone agreed it was a

nice afternoon to sit under shade trees and forget about the

grind for awhile. And judging by the smiles on most of the

faces, the grind was successfully forgotten. Bernie Sliger atpiay
Florida Flambeau/ Jill Guttmun

County commission gives Lively adult education program
BY CAROLINE BISCHOF

FLAMBEAU STAFF WtTTER

After two-and-a-half hours of discussion,

the Leon County Commission voted last

night to award a contract for providing

Vocational Classroom Training, Adult Basic

Education and Employability Skills for 1983

to Lively Vocational Technical Center.

The Commission made that decision

despite claims by Florida A&M University

representatives that such a move would make
the vocational program less attractive to

many current and potential students.

FAMU was one of two other agencies

bidding for the contract, along with Thad
Green Enterprises, Inc. FAMU has

previously operated the programs.

Many members of the community and
Florida A«&M staff were present in an effort

to persuade the commissioners to reconsider

the recommendation made by the

commission's advisory council to accept

Lively*s bid.

Nelson Bennent, director of the CETA
program at FAMU, said vocational training

has been very successful there.

The Lively bid was accepted largely on

because Lively officials said they would

operate the program most cheaply. The
commission ateo expressed concern over the

FAMU program's dependence on federal

funds that may be eliminated. Uvely relies on
funding from the state.

Commission staff recommendations

didwed the cost instructional hour was 36

cents lower per hour at Lively than at

FAMU. Books and supplies per student at

Lively came to $63.72 as opposed to $130.55

at FAMU.

The advisory council said the quality of

programs offered on both campuses is

similar.

The council said the cost of instruction

from Thad Green Enterprises, Inc., was

considerably higher than that of the other

bidders. Also, Thad Green officials were not

explicit as to what program they offered.

The commission also passed an ordinance

barring minors from game rooms between

the tiours of 7 a.m. and 3 p.m. from Sept. 1

through May 30 unless accompanied by an

adult. Minors are also prohibited from
entering Sunday through Thursday from 10

p.m. to 7 a.m. and after 12 p.m. on all days.

Here it is

!

Herpes SimplexVims T3rpes I andn are
viral infections affecting an estimated
20 millionAmericans.

To date, there is no known cure for Herpes
Now, Virex, Inc. is offering HERP^EZ '*

Lotion and Drops, both containing
2,6-di-tert-butyl-p-cresol, a compound
which has been demonstrated to be a
potent inactivator of Herpes SimplejcVims
HERP^EZ' ^ Drops contain 2,6-di-tert-butyl-p-cresol

dispersed in mineral oil, to be used in conjunction with
H£f?P»£Z'" Tablets, a dietary supplement (to be taken
with meals ) containing both Theionized

"

2,6-di-tert-butyl-p-cresol andL-lysine. I

Why wait any longer? Order today using the coupon •

at right ( if coupon is missing, mail your order to I

Virex. Inc.. 4115 Seventh Terrace South, St. Petersburg,
j

Florida 3371 1 ). Include your check or money order
j

for $ 19.95 for each bottle of tablets or drops, or !

order both for only $36.95! •

DISTRIBUTOII INQUIRIES INVITCD

Virex, Inc. 4115 Seventh Terrace South St Petersburg. FL 3371

1

Please rush me l_ HERP-EZ Tablets (« 19 95 : : HERP-EZ Drops fa 19.95

C HERP-EZ Combtnation Kit (Drops & Tablets) (a 36 95

JhaveefWlOMdaGlwck/inQn^ronltr. ClwrgamyDVisaorGMaMcchafge.

BUSINESS CARDS
1.000 for $17.95

This extraordinary offer includes

typesettkiQ, pastonip & raised printing

We also fiavs lettert>ead & envelopes

with raised printing for es low as $59

P.M. Publishing ft Typographies, Inc,

222 1222 1350 N. Gadsden 222 1220

JIKaiA.DMlP.JL

OPTOMETRIST

EYE HEALTH

Contact Lenses
Soft Lenses

Hard Lenses

Gas Permeable Lenses

Soft Lenses

for Astigmatism

Extended Wear Lenses

MtTftMuswillt Rd.

JiMMlitmits
222-S991

CORRECTION
Joe Succar's nanne was

misspelled on the 9/28

SG ad. He is a candidate

for Basic Studies, Seat

19-

TYPESETTING
PflMd a* low as... . .

50c an inch*
'Up 10 5V> wide copy SIO rp-n,murr, oroe-

Over 100 t#pMtylas to choose from!

NymiWMll your(npMcs to look uniqut,

our typography house can help you

P M Publishing b Typogrrtphics. Inc.
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Planet

World

Waves

BONN, West Germany —The Free Democrat members
of F^arliament voted yesterday to oust Chancellor Helmut
Schmidt in a no-confidence vote and replace him with
Christian Democratic leader Helmut Kohl, a Free
Democratic spokesperson said.

The spokesperson said 34 of the Free Democrat members
of Parliament in a secret baltot voted to oust Schmidt, 18
voted against the motion and two withheld dieir votes.

Kohl needs only 23 of the Free Democratic votes to be
chosen chancellor by parliament Friday.

FRANKFURT, West Germany — A West German
engineering firm said yesterday it will defy American
sanctions and deliver gas turbines to the Soviet Union for
use on the disputed Siberian pipeline to Western Europe.
A company spokesperson said AEG-Kanis had informed

the Soviets it will ship the turbines but declined to commit
on the delivery date or number of turbines involved.
AEG-Kanis has a $320 million contract to deliver a total

of 47 gas turbines to the Soviet Union for use on the 3,700-
mile pipeline.

Nation
LIVINGSTON, La. — At least 43 railroad cars, many

carrying hazardous chemicals, derailed yesterday and at

least one exploded into raging flames that forced 2,000
people from their homes and threatened to destroy this

small town.

Only two minor injuries were reported as residents fled

this southeast Louisiana town about 20 miles east of Baton
Rouge. At least three tank cars and four homes caught fire

following the 5 a.m. blast.

WASHINGTON — A convicted murderer who was
prepared to tell the Senate about union racketeering and
bombings in Nevada casinos refused to testify yesterday

charging the FBI made "death threats" against him.

Graniby Andrew Hanley— serving a Ufe sentence for the
1977 murder of culinary workers union leader Al

INBRIEF
THERE WILL BE A FREE DIABETES HEALTH

screening today from noon til 4 p.m. in room 421 of the
FSU Health Center.

A RESUME WRITING CLINIC WILL BE HELD
today at 4 p.m. in 1 10 Bryan Hall.

Tilil^ WILL BE A UPO BUDGETING WORKSIHMP
to help organizations learn about student government
budgets today at 4 p.m. in the Union's Leon-Lafayette
Room.
THE LADY SCALPHUNTERS WILL MEET

tonight at 9 in the Tri Delta House.

THE AMERICAN HOME ECONOMICS
Association will meet at 4 p.m. in 212 Sandels. The guest

Bramlet—said he will cooperate only if the Permanent
Subcommittee on investigations extends him the same
immunity as the state of Nevada granted.

Hanley, who in a prepared statement admitted
committing six restaurant and casino bombings in Las
Vegas and Lake Tahoe, said he is concerned that without
new immunity, the FBI will continue a campaign of
"degradation" against him and he could lose future

consideration for parole or pardon.

Statb
TALLAHASSEE — A fire at the home of a Marianna

doctor who claims to have been attacked twice since

reporting an unusually high incidence of cancer in the little

Panhandle town of Altha has been officially termed arson.

State Fire Marshall BIHGnter said yesterday that the

fire, which broke out Sept. 18 in the utility room at the

home of Dr. Frederick Boedy, was caused by a flanunable
liquid that "was foreign and was not natural to the scene."

Boedy, 31, is currently listed in good condition at

Jackson Hospital in Marianna after reporting being
Stabbed in the stomach early Monday at his office.

Boedy attracted nationwide attention earlier this year

when he reported finding 20 cancer cases in an 19-month
period in the little town of 900. He said such a high number
would have been more expected for a 10-year period.

PALM BEACH — A confidante of Roxanne Pulitzer,

wife of publishing fortune heir Peter Pulitzer, testified in

the couple's divorce case yesterday claiming Mrs. Pulitzer

had at least three affairs in an attempt to make her husband
jealous.

Pulitzer said in pre-trid depositions that his wife used
cocaine and marijuana. He also said she had lesbian affairs

with several women, including 32-year-old Jacqueline
Kimberiy, the wife of Kleenex-fortune heir James
Kimberly, 76.

In counter-charges, she alleged that Pulitzer told her of

an affair he had with his eldest daughter by another

marriage, 26-year-old Lisa Leidy.

speaker will be Carol Darling and the topic will be
Professional Women and Marriage.

PHI SIGMA, BIOLOGY HONORARY, WILL
feature a speech on Ecological Studies of Biological

Control presented by Donald Strong, a FSU Biology
professor, at its meeting tonight at 6 in 222 Conradi.

ZETA OMICRON WILL SPONSOR A COLD CLINIC
today from 11:30 a.m. till 1:30 p.m. in the Union
Balboom. \^

THE LEON COUNTY SCHOOLS COMMUNITY
Education is sponsoring a ten-week program of job seeking
skills, instruction and supportive group counseling for

prospective job seekers. The series begins tonight at the

Senior Center. For more information call Mary Blomberg
at 487-1891.

ELECT
Richardson
COUNTY COMMISSIONER
LEON—DISTRICT 3 DEMOCRAT
bmhmmM. POL AdW. mmmmK^mmm

Century 21
Haircutting

Style cuts men <8 women

a7«*«4«V EVERV 0/1

Y

4229 W. PonKaeola
M-F8:30AM-<>PM
SAT 8:30 AM-4PM

DISCOUNT
I

BEER 6 WINE
|

Drive Thru • Convenient • Fast '

L

BRING THIS COUPON FOR
$1 off any case of beer
25f off any 6-pack of beer

or bottle of wine
coupon ^-,ood Mon. - Thur. onlv - exp. 10/14/82

1 mile east of Lake Bradford Rd.

Coming Thursday, Sept. 30...

3rd Anniversary
Party

10 free kegs, 99C pitchers,

t-shirts, prizes & lots more!I!

675 W. Jefferson
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Are cable viewers getting the shaft?
BYDANNIVOGT
M AMBKAl STAFF WRirtR

City residents who have cable television service from

Group W Cable are getting more than programs—they're

getting the ^aft, according to a spokesperson for a local

group dedicated to improving Tallahassee's television fare.

"We have the worst cable TV deal in F lorida," said

Doug Gauss, spokesperson for Citizens for Better Cable.

"We're 444th out of 444 communities in Florida in cost per

channel."

T allahassee residents receiving cable service from Group

W pay $1.29 per channel for IS channels, according to

Gauss. Citizens from Altamonte Springs, in contrast, pay

only 45 cents per channel for access to 33 channels.

Gauss said he plans to bring supporters to tonight's city

commission meeting in room 101 of Florida State

University's Law School to ask the commissioners to do

something about the poor cable service. A letter Gauss sent

to CBC members says attorney Steve Slepin will be there to

present CBC*s case to the panel, and that their presentation

will start around 7 p.m.

Group W, formerly Clearview Cable TV, announced

plans to add five new channels to their slate last weekend.

This, according to figures supplied by Gauss, would raise

l allahassee's monthly charge to $1.47 per channel, since

viewers will be expected to pay more for the extra channels.

**We want the city commission to set a policy that they

will work for the best possible cable deal for the residoits of

Tallahassee,** Gauss said.

Group W signed a contract with the city and county five

years ago to provide cabk service lo local subscribers. That

contract comes up for review and reapproval this year. The
contract was primed to say Group W had the "exclusive"

right to provide cable service, but last month the city

attorney said the exclusive wording was a mistake and was
never intended.

"We want the city to actively notify potential

competitors of the five-year typographical error," Gauss

said, claiming that possible competitors might have been

scared away by the mistake. Gauss said CBC also intends to

ask the commission to conduct an audit of the Group W
operation, claiming that in the five years since the contract

was signed, the city never audited the cable company. City

officials were unavailable to confirm this late yesterday

afternoon.

"We want figures

investment—they won't

on Group W's return on

talk finances with anybody,"
Gauss said.

Gauss also pointed out that Group W's installation

charge was significantly higher than most other rates in the

rest of the state.

"Students are getting reamed a whole lot more than

others (on the installation charge), because they're likely to

have four or five installations during the course of their

school," Gauss maintained.

He claimed figures in the Broadcasting and Cable

Yearbook show Altamonte Springs charges only $1S to

install their caUe service in a subscriber's home. GroupW
on the other hand, charges a total of $72.25 to install its

cable service, including Home Box Office and the five new
channdls.

Police have no motive on murder-suicide
BY JOHN HOLECFK
FI.AMBtAU STAFF WRITER

Police still do not have a motive for

the as-of-yet-unexplained . west side

Tallahassee murder-suicide yesterday,

according to Lt. ToKi Coe of the

Tallahassee Police Depaninent. Police

have released the name of the shooting

victim and the alleged assailant.

The victim was identified as

Emmanuel Jennings, 23, of 3205-A

Nikoma St. and the suicide victim and

alleged assailant was identified as

David Brown, who according to

neighbors, had been - staying with

Jennings for about a month.

Ezra Seals, who was wounded in the

attack, was reported in stable

condition yesterday afternoon after

being transferred out of the intensive

care unit yesterday morning ' at

Tallahassee Memorial Regional

Medical Center.

Seals said by telephone yesterday he

had gone over to the house to use the

telephone when Brown started

shooting. Brown, according to Seals,

was angry because he had not received

some inheritance money he felt he

should have received. This may be

what caused Brown to start shooting,

according to Seals.

**I was in the house when he did

shoot him (Jennings)," Seals said

adding, "he (Brown) cut me off from

the front door."

Seals was then forced to run towards

tiie back of the apartment and get out

that way.

**I went through the (sliding) glass

(door), and everything," Seals said.

Seals also added that he was shot in the

back before he jumped through the

sliding glass door.
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proposed gasoline tax, the proceeds of which would be used

to upgracfe the state highway system.

Wimbish does not see toughening sentences and expanding

the prison system as a cure-all for the state's crime problem.

"Incarceration is not the answer," Wimbish said. "You
can house criminals from now until doomsday, and it's not

going to do anything but produce better criminals."

Wimbish's answer: educate children early, in the public

• school system.
'

« "Let's start intensive education^intensive information

giving—as far down as kindergarten," she said. "Let's

inculcate into our young people that crime is not the way.

Let's do a little bit more testing socially and psychologically

and sec if we can't cut off a few more problems at the pass."

Once a person does get into trouble with the law, Wimbish

said, the answer is not punishment, but rehabilitation.

"We spend $12,000 a year for each inmate we house, and

less than $500 in rehabilitatkm. I don't thmk there's a parity

there," Wimbish said.

^* While in prison, an inmate should have psychological and

vocational counseling available, Wimbish said. That should

include testing inmates for vocational aptitude and then

providing training in areas in which he or she shows promise,

in that way, Wimbish said, the state could replace habitual

offenders with trained and productive citizens.

**If we save two out of five, look what we've done,'*

Wimbish said. '*Let's give them a chance."

First offenders and persons convicted of minor crimes

should not necessarily be imprisoned, Wimbish said, but

rather should be moved out of prison under stronger

* probation and parole systems. Habitual or violent criminals.

she said, 'should be kept inside ihe prisons.

Wimbish opposes capital punishment, she said, "Until I'm

convinced everybody is being treated with an e\en, fair

hand."

Ahhough she would not commit herself without first

seeing an actual bill, Wimbish said she would "tend to

favor" a brief cooling-off period before the purchase of a so-

called "Saturday Night Special" handgun.

Earlier in the campaign. Wimbish came out in favor of

raising the drinking age to 21. Since that time, she said,

talking with younger voters has convinced her that may not

be fair. She now supports waiting a year or two to see how

the recent increase from 18 to 19 has affected alcohol-related

safety problems.

Abortion, Wimbish said, is a choice that should be left up

to the woman involved.

Protecting our water,

Wimbish said, is an

increasingly vital issue. It

could be done by testing

polluted water to determine

where the pollutants come
from, and from the creation

of a regional sewer systems.

Wimbish was not happy

with the Reagan

administration's recent

decision to relax sewage

treatment standards. She

would support a state law to^
reinstate a requirement for ^ Doffo IVinthivh
secondary waste treatment. M>eilC Vw imulAn

Such treatment, she says, is vital to protecting north

Florida's fishing industry.

A regional sewer system. W imbish said, would allow easier

state monitoring ot water quality. She suggested creating a

revolving fund, state and federally financed, to finance the

svstem. Eventually, such a fund could supply money for

instituting even better sewage treatment.

Wimbish also supports deep-well water injection. Deep-

well injection involves collecting rain-water run-off and

mechanically forcing it into the Florida aquifer. That would

provide a renewable source of drinking water and keep

saltwater out of the increasingly strained aquifer, Wimbish

said.

Wimbish said that while she is sympathetic to the water

needs of- Sbuth and Central Florida, she would oppose

sending North Florida water south. She also opposed any

dredging in the Apalachicola River.

Wimbish believes Florida can improve its educational

system by upgrading teacher salaries and by improving

instruction of future teachers. She said she would support a

move to separate the student athletic fee from the activities

and services fee.

Wimbish has recently launched attacks against her

opponent, Al Lawson, b«»use of his support from members

of the medical, insurance, and business communities (about

50 percent of Lawson's campaign contributions came from

those three areas). That criticism, Wimbish says, is not

incongruous with her earlier emphasis on state issues alone.

CORRECTION
The Flambeau incorrectly reported the team tor which

House District 9 candidate Al Lawson played professional

basketball. Lawson was actually drafted by the Indiana

Pacers, not the Detroit Pistons.

Reagan
modern day Rip Van Winkles who slept

through 1980 when there were 20 percent

interest rates and double-digit inflatiCTt."

"We pulled America back from the brink

of disaster," he said.

It was Reagan's first news conference in

two months and the third straight session

which he opened with a statement defending

his economic program contending some

progress had been made and blaming the

recessions on the policies of his Democratic

predecessors.

"It didn't have to be this way," he said.

**We oouid and should have solved these

problems years ago by simple exercise of

responsibility in government.

On the prospect of unemployment hitting a

post-depression high of 10 percent when new

figures are announced Oct. 8, Reagan said:

"those levels are unacceptable to me as

long as there is one person who wants a job. *
*

RESUMES
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VOTE
TODAY

EYEEXAMS
$25 ' ^f*'^^*'^

glMCOim tost

$50
in addition

to eye
exam

Contact Lens

fitting fee

mauOlngsM office

visitsforSmonths

I Good for quality Student QovernoMait

I Redfiemable at your local lulling plac^

I

I
Your S.U.N. Party Candidates are:

I Basic Studica

Dr. Jorge K. Gorb
Optometrist

Governor s Square
'/Vpjrf !0 Morrison

877 3380 877 0431

I

Florida Hambeatf

Seat 7.

John Tate

Lynn Spinel la

Jennifer Price

Adam Berger

Glenn McElhiney

Kirk McElhiney

Kim T. Lyies

James Kelly

Bob Doughty

Johnny Franks

Gregory Merchant

Louise Lonneman

Business

Philip Tamm

Seat 2. Maryann Leon

Music

I

I ArU and Sciences

I Seat I. Allan Arthur

I
2. Linda Gilley

I
3. Howard DuBosar

i 5. Pam Palmer

I

'

7. Julie Siwicki

! Social Sciences

I

2

Seat 2. Theo Robinson

Education

Seat I . Lee Arme Turner

2. Robert Fown
3. Steve Lubitz

Criminology

Seat 1 . Paul Yarish

Union Board

Seat 4. Harold Sconiers

5. Randy Duquette

6. Sharon Mitchell

7. Scott Crawford

8. Curtis Louins

Alumni Council

Pres. Allan Arthur

Seat Sharon Shible

Wanda Milton

aMNQ THIS COUPON TO THE POLLB
WHEN YOU VOTE

Here are some area^ that 8.CI.N. Party is already

investigating

ACADEMIC ADVISING
• Support of Students Helping Students

• Advising provided at Drop/Add
• Create an advisement office in each Department

PARKING
• Where are revenues from parking fines spent?

• Why does Parking Services sell many more parking

stickers than !»aces?
HNANCIAL AID
• Educate our Congressmen to be more sensitive to

students' needs
• Encourage the state to develop supplemental aid pro-

SEMINOLE EXPRESS
• Make the bus schedule compatible with class schedules

• Reroute the Seminole Express to service the Residence

Halls on the west side of campus

OTHERS
• Inexpensive on campus child care center

• Restoration of Alumni Village Free Bus p^ses
• Tuition waivers for Graduate Assistants

• Two day Student Government elections

The First Statewide Student Political Party

THE S.U.N. PARTY

The Party that brought you a week-long Spring Break.
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These pious(?) eyes reveal no lies. These Lords glorify the wreckage ofreligion

New Church
These Lords are no saints

BY MAUREEN MCCARTHY
FLAMKAU STAFFWWTER

It was an act of Ood.
What other explanation is there for a

tornado randomly hitting a car, bending the

hood like it was aluminum foil, and leaving

both driver and passenger in a state of
shock?

I could see why God was angry with us.

Besides obvious reasons, driver Chris
Farrell and I were going to Gainesville to

see the Lords of the New Church. And
these Lords are not an alternative Christian

cult. The Lords of the New Church are a
band, composed of members from bands
Dead Boys and the Damned. Their lyrics

preach the beauty of death and cynicism.

Their music glorifies the dramatic way out

begging *'give me, give me, give me some
Russian Roulette.*'

Before doing their sound check, the

Lords bequeathed us an interview. Dressed

in clothes they had scrounged for at Indian

trade stores and which set off their cheaply

died black hair, they talked about the band.

**We didn't think tornados would
strike," said Nick, the band's drummer.
**But it's not that surprising. Every gig

we've played down South there was thunder

and lightning. All acts of God."
"We sent a copy of the album to Jerry

f^alwell," said lead vocalist, Stiv. "The
name of the band really seems to bother

born-again Christians. And it should.'*

'*In Birmingham, Alabama, there were
Baptists protesting outside. They said
they'd been praying for us for two weeks,"
said Nick.

"Probably praying our plane would
crash," added guitarist Brian.

I confessed their often grisly lyrics

brought out the sick sense of Catholicism in

me, end asked whether this was a conscious

effort or just a diverse attitude that spewed
out naturally.

"Well, I did spend 12 years at Catholic

school, and that has to mean something,"

admitted Stiv. "Rock was always sort of

fiUering in. I'd go in my room and put on
the music. That was my only escape. That
might have given our music a kind of
twisted overtone of Catholicism/'

'People have. - some strange

preconceptions about us," said Brian.

"What we do with the morbid themes is

make people aware of how near all that is.

But some just don't see it in that light. That
ignorance kind of helps us commercially.

"

"Yeah, Uke with 'Open Your Eyes.' It's

been getting a lot of radio airplay. People
like it because it sounds like a love song, so
it can get on the radio," said Nick. "But
it's such a subversive song. It's ironic that

people go around singing it without
knowing what it's about, because not
knowing what's going on is what the song is

about. And if people keep hearing that, it

will gradually sink in."

MUSIC
The Lords admitted the glamour of rock

and roll was not all it's cracked up to be.

"So much trouble for one hour on
stage—or 35 minutes depending on how
fast we play the set," said Nick. "This tour

is ridiculous. Twelve-hour drives, zooming up

and down the country for gigs. You can't

be a tourist. All I've seen is hotel rooms. I

don't even have time to visit the candy
machine."

"We're going to Atlanta tomorrow so
it's up early," said bassist Dave. "I got into

rock and roll so I wouldn't have to get up at

8:30 in the morning. Now 1 have to wake up
at 6."

The Lords of the New Church gave a

performance that exceeded everyone's

expectations. They succeeded in making
many a Gainesville gator's blood rise when
they mused how nice it was to be in Tampa.
Opening with "New Church," they

demanded attention with a powerful
witness for their \\ay.

As he sUnked about the stage, singer Stiv

sneered at his followers. To climax the

show, he sacrificed himself—performing a
mock hanging by dangling himself from the

ceiling with his mike chord.

The Lords of the New Church left the

audience with visions of shattered stained

glass windows and crushed roses, proving

they were more than just a punk band
composed Of Damned and Dead Boys. The
Lords of the New Church proved they were
terrifying entity all their own.

Wednesday &
Thursday are
Faculty, Staff and Student

DISCOUNT DAYS
Just come in^and ask for it.

4

One Hour
Dry

Cleaners
324 N. Monroe
1100 W. Tennessee
1405 S.Adams

Big B is the FULL-

SERVICE cleaners in

Tallahassee. We're
glad to do your alt-

erations of any kind.

We'll replace your
buttons and zippers
and clean your
drapes or bed

spreads.

Northwood Moll

1245 E. Lafayette
1201 W. Thorpe

OSTEN'S
LD RING
SALE

15 offMKGold30 offMKGold

JOSTEN'S COLLEGE RINGS
AVAILABLE DAILYAT YOUR BOOKSTORE

ookstore
OCT. 6 & 7,94pm

V1S4*



Mazursky finally grows up
BY FRANK YOLNG
FLAMBEAU STAFF WRITEI

It*s good to know a

director like Paul

Mazursky can grow up.

If you've seen any of his

60s and 70s films, you

know what I mean,
rdms like Ao6d Giro/

ATedAAiice{l%9)Bn6
Alex in Wonderland

(1971) are, despite their

technical expertise,

embarrassingly coy,

pretentious, and self-

conscious. Mazursky's

films of this period are vritating because

they show him to be talented but lax and
undisciplined.

His latest film. Tempest, though
occasionally self-indulgent, is much
stronger than his earlier works. It's much
more satisfying and impressive because it's

less pretentious.

An updating of Shakespeare's classic.

Tempest focuses on a cynical architect,

IXmitrios (John Cassavettes) who leaves his

actress wife (Gena Rowlands) and New
York for a Greek island, accompanied by

his materialistic daughter, Miranda (Molly

Ringwald), and a fellow divorcee, Aretha

(Susan Sarandon).

As Tempest unwinds, we see why he

chose to desert big-city .life for the simple

pleasures of his private island. Dimitrios*

New York is a world of back-stabbers and

glad-handers. all "noisy, pretentious, and
very, very nervous" in his eyes.

All this is revealed through a clever series

of flashbacks. Tempest's zig-zag, back-

and-forth narrative structure recalls Citizen

Kane, in that it*s basically the-same event

seen through the eyes of sev^al charactos.

Tempest's stylish structural tricks reveal

writH-producer-director Mazursky to have

considerable discipline and restraint.

Despite this apparent control, bits and

Part ofMazursky 's earlier works. Bob & Carol & Ted
& Alice

CINEMA
show.

A few spots in Tempest are embarrassing.

The film also rambles around uncertainly at

points. When things are on target, though,

they're dazzling.

Mazursky's direction is solid and sharp.

EHrector of photography Don McAlpine
helps, capturing the spacious splendor of

the Greek island and the cramped hustle-

bustle of Manhattan with the same
expansive eye. Tempest, at times, seems like

a travel folder come to life. McAlpine
knows Ki^at's pretty, though, and wastes no
time presenting it vividly andtasciously.

Tempest's performances are full of
charm and warmth. In addition to

Cassavettes, Rowlands, and company, the

film benefits from Raul Julia's great

performance as Carabinos, a daffy goat-

herder. Julia steals almost every scene he's

ui.

T&npest is a pleasant film, colorful and

likable. Its best a»et, in the long run, is its

director's maturing vision. Mazursky is

growing up, and Tempest, for the most
part, is pleasing proof of it.

Tempest plays at the Miracle 5 Theaters.

pieces of his former mock-Fellini style still Call for times.

Reagan goes for record
PAQFICNFWSSEIVICE

President Ronald Reagan is about to set a

new White House^ record, and some of his

aides are worried. Reagan is fast

approaching the mark set by Richard Nixon

for the most vacation days by an incumbent

president. During his first 20 months in

office, Nixon took 22 trips, totalling 143

days. In the same period, Reagan has taken

12 trips,, totalling 109 days—with two,

possibly three, more vacations planned

before the end of the year.

• • •

Along with the high cost of living, a lot

of people are looking for ways to beat the

hi^ cost of dymg. And for many, that

means choosing cremation over a regular

burial. In the past decade, the number of

cremations has more than doubled—to more

than 200,000 last year. And compared with

a funeral —which costs an average

$1 ,900—cronations are a bargain at $300 to

$S00. The procedure doesn't offer the

personal touches of a funeral home, but

according to Emanuel Weintraub, whose

Neptune Society is one of the nation's

largest cremation societies, the object is to

"save money for the living, not the dead."
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THE HOBBIT DECK
WEDNESDAY SPECIAL

50 (MILLER GOOSENECKS
9 Dmtit dosing

THURSDAY SPECIAL

50( BUDWEISER LONCNECKS

9 pm til closing

FRIDAY SPECIAL

7SCIIIP0RTED BEER

9 pm til closing

WIN TICMEIS TO BEJITIEMiLlliJI CIMCERTI

Come Inside Moore Aud, to hear Beatles music i

•TRIVIA CONTEST IM. MOORE AUD. WED. SEPT. 28
•i MMMS MVRH AWAV HI MNDtM MAWHMI

Albums donated by the Record Bar

ATTENTION...ATTENTION...
The NAVAL ROTC PROGRAM at Florida A&M University offers an
opportunity for qualified college freshmen and sophomores to win
SCHOLARSHIPS... and become COMMISSIONED OFFICERS in the
U.S. navy or marine corps.

WHAT DOYOU NEED TO DO TO QUALIFY?
U.S. citizen between the ages of 17 and 25
Enroll at FSU..TCC..FAMU as a freshman or a sophomore
Have a GPA of 2.0 or better

Physically fit

If you feel you are the kind of person we want for NROTC... come by
and see me in room 202 in the Perry-Paige Building on the FAMU
campus... or call me at (904) 599-3980/ 3989.

Contact me today. ..This is your chance to be someone special.

THIS PROGRAM IS OPEN TO MTH MENm UNNMIN
PHONE (904) 599-S980/S989

Ask for.

LIEUTENANT COMMANDER
JERRY FORD NAVAL ROTC...

AN EDUCATION
WITH PAY

Or write to me:

Recruiting Officer

Naval ROTC unit

Florida A&M university

Tallahassee. Florida 32507

ALLBRAND STEREO
BUY ANY TECHNICS TURNTABLE

IN STOCK AT DEALER COST AND RECEIVE
A $100.00 SHURE CARTRIDGEFORONLY

$50.00!
The Shure LTP-2 (M92-LT) is

part of the new generation of

cartridges designed for the

technics "P-Mount" cartridge

mounting system. The LTP-2
mounts so easily, you'll wonder why nobody thought of it years ago!

Just plug it in, tighten the mounting screw and it's done! No wires to

fumble with, no adjustments to make.

TECHNICS TURNTABLES START AT JUST $83.00 FOR
THIS SPECIAL OFFER. OFFER GOOD THRU OCT. 2.

QUANTITIES ARE LIMITED, SO DON'T DELAYI

1432 LAKE BRADFORD RD. • 575-9651
1/2 MILE SOUTH OF CAMPBELL STADIUM BETWEEN

ALUMNI VILLAGE AND FSU
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What's so great about outdoors?
BY CURT FIELDS
FIAMBEAU STAFF WRITER

Priday's Flambeau was disgusting.

That's not an unusual comment, even

from an employee of the paper, but my
reasons for making such a statement are

different from the ones most of you use.

Friday's issue was disgusting because it

glorified the outdoors. For those of you

Who missed it, Friday was our Fall

Outdoors special and it was loaded with

praise of scuba diving, biking (pedai and
motor, both), skiing and other masodiistic

activities.

Don't get me wrong. I understand there's

a necessity for something like the outdoors.

After all, without it we wouldn't appreciate

the indoors nearly as much. But face

it—there's not much else to say for out

there.

I can hear all you bleeding hearts now.

What about the lovely sunshine? What
about water and beaches and lakes? What
about the feeling only strenuous physical

activity can produce?

Well, sunlight makes me squint. There's

nothing worse than spending a few pleasant

hours in a nice, seedy, dark tfttle hole in the

wall only to be assaulted by an afternoon

sun shining in your face as you step out the

door. Thank God for cheap sunglasses. The
big, tacky kind with reflective lenses. They
don't look like much but they're the best

things yet for deaUng with the period of

time between sunrise and sunset.

It's bad enough there's all these sun-

worshippers who work here and give me
crap about my pale skin and call me
"Mushroom," but for them to start writing

about it is just. ..well, it's sickening. After

all, what's so great about precancerous skin

coloring and peeling skin?

As for water, there's lots of good things

10 lay about it. It looks nice while babbling

(fver rocks in a brook. It's useful for

CHEAP SEA TS
cleaning purposes. It mixes well with

Scotch.

Water serves certain functions and it is

nice to look at. Even I like to watch a wave

crashing against the shore and cascading

rivers and waterfalls, but I prefer to do it

from the comfort of a balcony on a beach

house or through the screened'in porch on a

home in the mountains. The water looks

just as nice from 100 yards away as it does

up close.

Some people even insist on going in the

water. Why? Swimming is a skill you
should have in case you fmd yourself on a

collapsing bridge or if your trans-Atlantic

flight crashes.

And that feeling you get after strenuous

physical activity? It's called tired-and-sore

and is generally considered by sane people

as something to be avoided. I don't know
which makes me feel worse—exercise or the

people who keep chirping about the

beniefits of it.

People have sworn to me that exercise

does everything from improving your
lovelife to cleansing your soul.

Right. All it ever did for me was make me
hot, tired and sweaty. Who needs it? I'm

not going to be entering any competitions,

so why work out? I'm in good enough shape

to get from my car to my front-door and
from the couch to the refrigerator, so what
more do 1 need?

Now, what we need is an issue praising

the virtues of the glorious indoors. 1 can see

it now. A guide to air-conditioning, how to

get someone else to serve you food and
drink, a guide to the most comfortable

couches in Tallahassee. . .

.

THE CHAMBER ORCHESTRA
PHILLIP SPURGEON. Conductor

FRED ORMAND, Clarinet WILLIAM WINSTEAD, Bassoon

PROGRAM
SCHUBERT Incidental Music from "Rosamunde"

RICHARD STRAUSS Duet-Concertino for Clarinet and Bassoon

HAYDN Symphony No. 103 in E-flat Major

WEDNESDAY EVENING, SEPTEMBER 29, 1982 - 8:00PM
OPPERMAN MUSIC HALL

Tickets are available at the FINE ARTS BOX OFFICE from 10:00 a.m.

until 5:00 p.m. and will be sold at the Opperman Box Office beginning at

7:00 p.m. on the evening of the performance. Phone orders accepted - $44-

6600 VISA AND MASTERCHARGE CARDS welcome.

F.S.U. STUDENTS: FREE WITH I D.

ADULTS: $3.00 SENIOR CITIZENS: $2.00

ATYENTION ALL STUDENTSs

Today is the last day to

in the Student Election

SOUTHERN FRIED CHICKEN
(1/4 CHICKEN)

plus:

Steak Fries

Cole Slaw

medium soft drink

also:

CHICK OHR BMIY RUR SPiCMLt

FSU Union

8:30 am -8:30 pm

THE OVTFOn

Si
IZa.

n 1 1
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Illegal phone calls

mean j ail and fines

for *Gator athletes
LMTED PRESS INTERNATIONAL

GAINESVILLE — State attorneys have charged seven

University of Florida athletes, including football tailback

Lorenzo Hampton, with illegally billing the school for

more than $1,600 in telephone calls, officials said

yesterday.

Hampton, charged with six second-degree misdemeanor
counts for 98 calls totalling $345.72, scored three of
Florida's four touchdowns Saturday, leading the fifth-

ranked Gators to a 27- 1 7 win over Mississippi State.

Coach Charley Pell demoted Hampton to the fourth

team in late August after university police filed complaints

against the athletes in the case, but Hampton later regained

his post in the starting lineup.

**I admit what 1 did was wrong/* Hampton said after the

Mississippi State contest. **I*U be ready to deal with the

situation when it happens. *
*

University police filed complaints against eight athletes

Aug. 24 after a two-week investigation by Southern Bell

Telephone Co.

The players face up to 60 days in jail and fines of up to

$500 on each count, officials said.

"Most of the calls originated from out of the state, or

out of Gainesville,** State Attorney Eugene Whitworth

said.

The University Athletic Association received an

unusually high telephone bill and complained to the phone
company, officials said.

The university will not be charged for the calls, a

Southern Bell spokesman said.

BasketbaH standout Roimie Williams is charged with two

misdemeanor counts and basketball i^yer Habe Palmer

faces one count. Other basketball players barged are

Rodney Williams with two counts, Vernon Delancy with

four counts, George Jackson with one count and Antonio

Rogers with four counts.

Former sprinter Roger Dixon, the eighth athlete named
by campus police, had not been charged early today.

Whitworth said each count represents about IS telephone

calls.

Former Seminole

football coach dies
FROM STAFF REPORTS

William J. Crutchfidd Jr., 'former assistant football

coach at Florida Sute Univmity, died on Sunday at

Crawford Long Hospital hi Atlanta.

He WM an offensive co-ordinator for the Seminoles from

1964-66 under then-head coach Bill Peterson. Crutchfield,

56 years old, was also state director of Florida Special

Olympics.

Services for the Orangeburg, S.C., native are scheduled

for today at 1 1 a.m. at Faith Presbyterian Church.

The family asks that the Florida Special Olympics Inc.,

2639 N. Monroe St., Tallahassee 32303 receive all memorial

contributions.

SPORTS INBRIEF
The FSU Water Ski Club will meet today at 7 p.m. at the

Seminole Tavern on Jackson Bluff road. Anyone interested

in water skiing, please join us.

The National League East title was decided when the St.

Louis Cardinals defeated the Montreal Expos 4-2 on

Monday. The Cardinab are the first team to claim a

division flag this year.

The Chicago Cubs* 8-1 win over the Philadelphia Phillies

on Monday night eliminated the Phillies from the race for

the National League West Division title.

The California Angels can claim the American League

West division title with a win over the Kansas City Royals.

The Angels, who beat the Royals 3-2 Monday night, now

have two more games to play against the Royals.

1
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ESCORT
SERVICE644 1239
; DAYS A WFf H

THE WILD CATS

57W)145

Holders of the North American *T 'n A" Title

WEDNESDAY NIGHT
EXOTIC FEMALE MUDWRESTLING

Exotic Burlesque Dancers and The Best Food In Town
Appropriate Dress Required 2394 W. Tennessee
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RAIN CHECK l lkinko's copfei|
At Golden Tan it Never Ralnsll

Keep That SHmmr Tai

6 VISITS -S25«„_„
offer good thru 10-6-82

20 ft. HINtt

rh 11C9PIII

877-7409

1018 E. Indian Head

Across from Gov. Sq

COPIES

Oct.ltiiraOct.10
222-6171 470M.TeH.St

DO yourself

a favor

Checkout BALOUIIN'S
Tallahassee's Finest Exercise Facility

Only 49.00
for three months

For Details Call

222-4056

^> Xvy 513 WEST GAINES STREET

CUssiFiEcl Ads
HOUSEMATE NEEDED FOR
REMAINDER OF SEMESTER. $95 A
FUTILITIES. S75-0M1.

720 Union

For SaU
Six 2 foot shelves, five decorator
bricks-one dollar each 575-5273 after 6.

I9e0 V«t|M ScMlwr P»i windshield,
rear rack, custom front carrier 55
MPHSiup to 75 MPG SiSO Or best offer
222 1021/Days

Radio Shack Motion alarm $25. Stereo
Component System: Kenwood.
Hitachi, JVC Tuner, amp, turntable,
casset&speakers. 35 watt RMS $500
complete 222 1021/Days.

30 gallon H20 heater, LP gas type
Ex. condition $75222-1021 days.

1 ROUNDTRIP PLANE TICKET
FROM TALLAH>^EE TO AAONTEGO
BAY JAMACIA $50 877 3862

AAoving must sub lease my apartment
Immediatly. 1 bdrm, unfurn, facing
pool Mission West Apts 575 5285.

QUIET NEIGHBORHOOD PERFECT
FOR 2 GRAD STUDENTS FURN. 2

BEDROOM 2 BATHS WASHER AND
DRYER REFERENCES 385 0119

1 BEDROGiM FURNISHED 2iarw]
PENSACOLA 200 385-0119.

SUBLEASE 1 BR 1 BTH QUIET
APT. NEAR FSU TCC CALL JENNY
IMMEDIATLY AT 57«-2030.

2 b7r HOUSE 2 BLKS TO^^f'sU $225
PER MONTH PETS OK SEE AT 1001
W. ST AUGUSTINE.

Guitars $25 & up. Banjos $75 95.

Guitarcourse$15. Guitar strings are ' 2

price with this ad. SCOTT
TENNYSON GUITAR SERVICES
1304Monroe 224 3361

STEREO RECIEVER
Reaiiatic Modular 838 AM/FM 8-

track- 2 45 watt spkrs. 222 5179.

TWIN BAHAAAA BEOS FOR SALE
CAN BE USED AS COUCHES OR
BEDS. GREAT SHAPE—NEED
COVER $40 APIECE BOTH FOR $70
CALL MlKE AT 385-8220 AFT 4.

Fly Tallahassee to Miami and return
$59 roundtrip leave Sept. 30 return Oct.
6 call 224-$m or 487-1780 ask for
Claire.

2 FRONT ROW TICKETS
to Homecoming POW WOW Bob Hope
on 10/8. $40 Call Don at 644 6667.

ENGAGEMENT RING 81 MATCHING
WEDDING BAND- carat solitaire
$180a value for $975 feweler's reciepts
•vail, call 385-1754.

Autos
77SPTIFIRE yellow, 63,000 Ml 4 spd.
Boot, Tenneau, New Top, AM FM
radio Jensen Spkers, $3800 or BO call
385-5084 between 12 pm — 5 pm.

VAN-M FORD IN
$880.57*^1.

OOOD SHAPE

1974 TOYOTA CELICAGT
5-SPEEO JENSEN STEREO
GREAT SHAPE 575-0482.

75 OLDS OMEGA: AM/FM
CASSETTE $1300 NEGOTIABLE
CALLBOBAiaaS-HSS.

CycUs

* * 3 WEEKS FREE RENT * *
SUBLEASE COLONY CLUB APT.

CALL 224-8983OR 224-Mil

.

3 bdrm. apt. across from Law School.
Hardwood floors, fireplace, ceiling
fans, central heat, fenced in yard.
Available now. $375 per month
893-0085 or 224 5851 after 6.

3 BR 1 BATH, 2 WEEKS FREE
KITCHEN FURNISHED 5 MILES
OFF CAMPUS. $295 MO. AFTER 5

CALL 877-8007. $150 DEPOSIT.

•Chateau De Roi Apts. Walk to FSU
511 N Woodward, 1 BR turn; sound
proof, pool, laundry, cable 81 util. incl
except elec. $225 nto. Call Res. Mgr.
222 8428.

WANTEd
NEED HOMECOMING COUPONS
FOR THE S. ILLINOIS GAME ON
OCT 9 CALL 222 9595

1 STUDENT COUPON FOE
NOMECOMI NG GAME ON 18/9.

CALL S76-3249.

FM RMMT TO SHARE 2BDRM
FURN APT 3'/» MILES FORM FSU
$137.50 81 Va UTIL CALL LANA AT
878 2061

ML RMMT—SERIOUS STUDENT,
NON—SMKR. 65* TRAILER $90 MO.
& ' 2 UTL. CALL 575 2304.

F rmmt share 1 br furn apt, ac,
pool.$115 mo & ' 2 util 5 min from FSU
Call Amy 224 2871. Town & Campus.

M/F RMT—SHARE^Fbr HS. OWN
RM 5 MIN TO FSU $100 MO «• UTL
576 3903 KEEP TRYING!

!

MALE RMMT WANTED LARGE 1BD
furn, close to can^Mis. Mature stud,
preferred. Can Doug aft S 222-7289.

I M LOOKING FOR A RIDE TO OHIO
THIS WKEND. WILL HELP PAY
EXPENSES CALL 576 0035.

Need 1 female roommate to share a 1

bedroom apt very near campus. $110 a
month and Va light, call janice at 222
9471.

FOOTBALL COUfHNIS POK
HOMECOMING GAME on 10/9. Call
Gary between 8am 81 12pm 57^0836.

I NEED A RIDE TO OHIO FOR
OSU—FSU GAME. WILL SPLIT GAS
A DRIVING. 222-9AU.

Break the cycle of party dominated
Senates—VOTE INDEpendant

pd pol adv.

For Rent
545 OAKLAND, FURNISHED 2 BR
TOWNHOUSE 1 BLK. FROM MYERS
PARK. S3MMO. 98S-26M.

Oct 1 fm rmmt for 1 br furn
apt with pool Si sauna. Rent includes
cable and water. $130 81 etac. Y bik to
campus. Call Tanya 224-1575.

Female needed to share two bedroom,
upstairs, furnished apt Clean, wood
floors. A steal at $112.50 8. ' 2 uti.

sec. dep. Close to FSU. 224 2346.

Ride to Baton Rouge or New Orleans
any wkend. Help me see my honey.
Share drv/exps. Call 644 4411 days or
878 1801 nts/wkends.SONNY.

FM RMT OWN FURN RM N 3BR HS
W/D, HBO, AC, BIG YARD $135 MO &
<A(UTL. 10 Ml FR FSU. 308-2302.

Rmmt for 3 br apt $125 mo 8. ' 3 utI.
Near Governor's Sq. Windrush
Village. 877-6273 Ms. Neal anytime.

FM RMT 2 BR 1 BTH, OWN ROOM
$115 MO & '/7 UTL. V4 BLK TO FSU.
CALL DARCY 222 5884.

2STUDENT COUPONS FOR HOME-
COMING GAME ON 10/9.
WILL PAY TOP $$$!! 576-6875

Non-smoker to share 2 br apt.
Partially furn., washer & dryer, 2 mi.
from FSU. $155 mo. & Vj otil. Call
S7$-443«aHer4. DAVID

Wantad: Rmmt. to share 2 bdrm house
2 fireplaces $1S0 mo. util. Close to
FSU. Call 224-6254. Set. inq.

Need ml. rmmt. to share a 1 br furn
apt. at Hilltop Apts. 411 Chapel Dr.
$105 mo. 8. ^/i MHI. Come by a»t. 414.

Fm rm for new house, 10 min drive
fr/FSU, $100 81 sh. of ut., nonsmkr, no
pets. Call 575-1378 after 4 or 5.

Clean, serious F or M to share~plu^
ftimlshed Westwood condo. Pool, own
room K h.ith P.itpc, Kifjot "i^is 9.)09

Help
WANTEd

Wanted: Your support In Student
Government Elections. Vote ttte SUN
Party Wed., Sept. 29 - The party that
brought you a week-lonB Spring Break.

CPE is now taking applications for a
director of the Wood Shop. f>tease
come by 247 zunion. Must be student.
Nb phone calls.

Services
DO YOU HAVE FAINTING SPELLS
HEADACHES? YOU MAY HAVE LOW
SUGAR LEVELS IN YOUR BLOOD
FIND OUT MORE THROUGH A
FREE DIABETESSCREENING

AED IN RM 423 HEALTH CENTER
TYPING
NEAR FSU

575-7628 OR 386-4513.

BELLY—GRAMS

AND HULA—GRAMS 878-1651

CALL AFTER 5 OR SAT—SUN.
Student papers: quality typing,
guaranteed to meet class deadlines.

AN ELITE SERVICE
219 S. Calhoun St. Call 224 2250.

Professional typing by a former FSU
Secretary with experience typing for
profs and students. Theses,
dissertations, all typing. Call Kalhy
877 2686 after 5 :00 pm.

ABLE TYPING SERVICE
DlSSERTATIONS« TMESIS,

TERM PAPERS ft MANUSCRIPTS.
NEAR CAPITAL CENTER

TYPING- LET MB> MAKE YOUR
WO«K LOOK GOOD

I

DISSERTATIONS, RESUMES,
EDITING. 878-291.

Professional typing. IBM Corr. Sel.
Term papers, theses, dissertations.
Near NorMwMOd Mall. 38SHM01.

TYPING
NEAR FSU

S7S-76280R 386-4SI3.

BOOKKEEPER EXPERIENCED
IN ACCOUNTS PAYABLE,
RECEIVEABLE, TAXES, AND
PAYROLL AVAILABLE FOR PART-
TIME OR CONTRACT WOKK. CALL
222-779B.

*** GUITAR LESSONS *«*
CLASSICAL AND POP
BEGINNER ADVANCED

SPECIAL STUDENT RATES
ALISON BERT, 644 5659

Complete range of proofreading,
editing, typing services at low rates.
385 1020 AFTER 3 pm.

IMPROVE YOUR GRADES!
Research Catalog 306 pages 10,728
topics Rush $1.00. Box 25C97C, Los
Angeles, CA 90025. (213) 477-8226.

WE S E L L, S E R V I C E , A N D PAY
TOP GASH FOR YOUR AIR-
CONDITIONERS. 575-9582.

A PRO TO TYPE your thesis, term
papers, dissertations, etc. Call Va.
Wallace, 877 4900, eve/wk ends.

PersonaIs
Quantum
Living backwards like I do,

tarnished silver turns bright. You
have nothing to fear but yourseK.

Merlin

DELTA ZETA SINK—OAR~SWIM~.
FM99 prizes kegs food canoe races
Sun. 10/3 2pm reservation bring ID

SAE IS LOOKING FORWARD TO
A WINNING HOMECOMING
WITH ALPHA CHI OMEGA!

JSAM,
eOOD LUCK WITH

THE BIO 201
YOUR KILLER

Ed Kercher 8. Bill Biyler hope you had
fun at the kidnapping! We love ybu
guys! Your Lambda Chi BigSiS'S.

TONY JOHNSOf^,
CONGRATULATIONS ON A GREAT
GAME AGAINST SO. MISS. TANYA

DELTA T.
Thanks for answering my ad last
woeki Well, we had a ball even if we
didn't get tg the ninth-key on
Pac—Man! Lars try again this
weekend: Same time, same piacel

•UDDY
FREE SMALL FML. LAB CROSS

NEEDS LOVEABLB HOME
FOR INFO. CALL 57S-2S31.

ARE YOU LONELY...?
Looking for sonoeone special? Want to
meet interesting people?
MATCHMAKERS UNLIMITED INC.
is a new unique Tallahassee based
concept helping people to meet one
another utilizing a staff of
professionals aided by detailed
personallity profiles. Write today for
an application! MATCHMAKERS
UNLIMITED INC. P.O. BOX 21098
TALLAHASSEE FLORIDA 32304.

VOTE INDEPENDENT
Sandra Bell

Education Seat Ho. I

* *VOTE VOTE VOTE VOTE * *
MARYANN LEON

COMMUNICATIONS—SEAT t
' SUN PARTY

LET THE STUDENTS DECIDE!
VOTE INDEPENDENT
VOTE JILL WILSON

ARTS8. SCIENCESSEAT +PPA
VOTE INDEPENDENT

SteveAlso-ArtSft Sciences Seat 5

pd. pol. adv.

VOTE INDEPENDENT
JIM KIOHT

SOCIAL SaENCE SEAT 1

FLAMBITESANDMEDIATYPISTS:
I'TS BEEN.SURREAL.

JEFF MACHQXZYAS
TYPINOr FAST, EFFICIENT
PAPERS, THESES, LETTERS,
RESUMES ETC. 85 pg 386-4843.

ROBIN RIESKE
BASIC STUDIES NO. 8

VOTE INDEPENDENT
PHI MU AND PIKES

the legend is about to begin. .

.

HOMECOMING 19821

DEAR PIKIE ALPHA
THERES A SALE ON HEADBANDS
AT SEARS.

YOUR DADDY
LCA

P.S. GET A REAL FOOTBALL
TEAM.

LET THE STUDENTSDECIDE.
VOTE INDEPENDENT

PD POL ADV

LET THE STUDENTS DECIDE!
VOTE INDEPENDENT

PD. POL. ADV.
~"lET THE STUDENTS DECIDE!

VOTE INDEPENDENT
VOTE JILL WILSON

ARTS ft SCIENCES SEAT 2P.P.A.

VOTE INDEPENDENT
Steve Also Arts & Sciences Seat 5

pd. pol. adv.

Improve your sex iTfe! New^booklet
tells how In 10 easy steps. Send $3.00 to
S<orr Suite 25 C, HQS N Main St.,
Gainesville, FL 32601.

Vote Sun Vote Sun Vote Sun Vote Sun
Isn't it time for a change? We need
your support Wed. Sept. 29 to make a
differencem StudantGovernment.

Beatles Day Wed Sept 29 Moore Aud.
12-1 Beatles music trivia contest
Win 2 tickets to Beatlemania, random
album giveaway comp. of Record Bar.

TOXIC SHOCK
ISKOMINOI
SO CATCH ITI

FREE PREGNANCY TEST
Abortion, Gynecology, Psych. Couns.
Call N. Fla. Women's Healtti and
Counseling. 877 3183.

BIG SAVINGS ON BIKE
BAGS RACKS 1 item off, 2 items

20°o off, 3 or more 30°o off! zincl.

handlebar bags, panniers, racks, seat

bags 8. more. Eclipse, Cannondale,
Kirtland, Rhode Gear 8. Blackburn,
Rhode & Kryotonite racks! SAVE now
at RAINBOW CYCLES across from
Bullwinkles.

CRUISER SPECIAL 20 % OFF while

they last FUJI, Trail mate,
Eartttcruiser-ISiS speed models some
with alloy wheels! RAINBOW
CYCLES across from Bullwinkles 222-

1021.

THE LONOBRANCH BAR ft GRILL
TUESDAY LUNCH SPECIAL *

50C Hot Dogs 8> 2SC Draft 11am 2pm.

WE DELIVER DEAD FLOWERS*****
BURNING HEARTS FLORISTS
INTRODUCTORY OFFER GET
$3.88OFF ANY REG. PRICE.

Now you save white you sting!! We
hand deliver unique bouquets of
DEAD FLOWERS. Also inquire about
our FRUIT and FISH packages. Get a
laugh or give someone a laugh. Now it

costs only $8.85! Your order is

enclosed with a dozen of lovely
DEAD FLOWERS wrapped in the
finest florists box. So call us today at
S78-4883, 10:30 5:00 AAon Sat or Send a
Check or nrwney order to P.O. Box
20228 include message and delivery
address.

GET FREE FPIRG BROCHURES!
PROTECT YOURSELF FROM
LOSING YOUR SECURITY
DEPOSIT AVOID AUTO REPAIR
RIPOFFS. LEARN WHERE THE
P^ST BUYS ARE FREE
GROCERY, BANKING AND
CHECKING SURVEYS. PICK UP
INFO AT FPIRG OFFICE 215
UNION. FPIRG CONSUMER
TENANT HOTLINE # IS 644 4884.

FREE PREGNANCY TEST
Abortion, gynecology, birth control,
infection checks 81 mental health
counseling. Low cost Professional
services. Strictly confidential. Fof
appiontment call No Fla Women's
Health 8i Counseling. 877. 3183.

Business

PersonaIs
FOR FUN & FRILLS

(Women Only) Treat yourself 81 your
friends to a For Fun & Frills Party
Elegant lingerie, flavored lotions, 81
gifts presented. For your party, call
575 8022. (Openings for Sales
representatives available, small
investments required).

We mean business! The SUN Part7^
who brought you a week long Spring
Break, needs your support. Vote SUN
Wed. Sept. 29. We're working for you!

TNT HIDEAWAY CANOFrENTaT"

$5 up to 4 hrs SOc per cushion call
1 925 6412.

HAPPY HOUR! 4 7 PM MON FR!
All draft 40e glass $2.25 pitchers

THE PALACE SALOON
1303JACKSON BLUFF ROAD

THE LONGBRANCH BAR 4 GRILL
WEDNESDAY LUNCH SPECIAL
New York style Chicken Wings Jl 25
plus 25C Draft from 11:30 till 2 •!

LOCK IT OR LOSE IT! FREE high
security U-lock w/every 1982 bike
purchase, GUARANTEED against
theft. Fuji Nishiki, Trek.
Peugeat—buy quality, security at
RAINBOW CYCLES, across from
Bullwinkles.

Irij2?'S?l *»«««*iuarters is RAinbovv
CYCLES Superior bikes & expert

BuliwiSkiiS.
''^'''^^ ^'"^^ """^

SWEETSHOP DELI
MEATS AND CHEESES

MEATS, CHEESES AND COLD
SALADS THAT INCLUDE ROAST
BEEF, HAM, TURKEY, IMPORTED
SWISS CHESE, CHEDDAR CHEESE,
COLE SLAW, AND MANY MORE AT
MUCH LESS THAN AT THE
SUPERMARKET.

THE SWEETSHOP SALAD BAR
20 ITEMS FOR YOUR CREATION
PREPARED FRESH EACH DAY
FOR $1.99. WITH ANY SANDWICH
ORDER ONLY $1.69. SERVED 11AM
TILL 10PM DAILY.

Lost &
FouNd

LOST: MALE GOLDEN LAB ON
9/1$, IN TIMBERsVrS REftARD^

CALL 576 93S2.

t^lfiVr^ ^rl\^t^^ GOLD CHAIN
* I8KT CROSS. PLEASE CALLVERY VALUABLE 222^W46

FOUND: RING, BY fULLY GYM
LUDWIG FOR INFORAAATIQN.

FOUND RING IN SECTION 16
STADIUM. CALL 222

4862.

h??^- ^'•ce'et with variety of small

ri?^U ^'OP "ear Music
Building or Union. Reward! Debbie
575-8644or 224 1981 Iv. mess.

5^iiiilPL.*^?71'^"« "wy * Mil

yilSS%,Sr^h.*Ill^ '28 Educ. onWed. 9/22. Call Mike 222-9394.

Found: An alternative to party domi
nated Senates. VOTE INDEPENDENT!

!

pd. pol. adv.

FOUND RING AT MONTEGOMERY
COURT SUNDAY NIGHT
222 6282 KAREN KOEHNEMAMN
FOUND: GOLD CHARM NECKLACE
FOUND ON LANDIS GREEN OVER
SUMMER SEM. CALL 644 3617.

BROCHURES
Have your product represented with
qualtty typaoelting, pastOHip ft graphk:
design! We have BVixll {jot larger) bro-

churas lor as km •«... 4.95/8lde
P M Publishing ft Tvpographics, Ini

222 mi 1350iW. Gadsden 2n 1220
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Doubters beware: Braves will prevail
BYMIKERADICAN
H AMBKAl STAH WRITJR

Atlanta won Monday night. I know. I stayed up and

watched the game until almost 2 a.m.

A y«ar ago, Td sooner have watched taped coverage of

the NCAA Racquetball Championships on ESPN than

waste my time watching the E^et. Yes, I've gotten on the

bandwagon. I'll admit it.

Braves hurlerPhU Niekro

There are those of you reading thb who can boast about

how you*ve stuck with the team even in its leanest years and

can honestly say, and with pride, that you once had a

reserved seat in the right field bleachers of Atlanta-Fulton

County Stadium, directly behind the foul screen. Well,

good for you. I used to have the same affection for the

Washington Senators when I lived 35 mites from D.C. (now

RFK Memorial) Stadium 13 years ago.

Thirteen years. That's how long it's been since the Braves

were in a playoff race. In fact, in 1969 they won the

National League West pennant. That's right. 1%9. Bread

was going for 25 cents a loaf and James Watt was still a tree

surgeon in Oil City, Wyoming.

It didn't matter much that the Braves reached the

playoffs that year, though. See, there was this team from

New York called tto Mets and weU, they kind of swept the

Braves under the rug and won the minknum three games of

the best-of-five playoff series from Atlanta. The Mets, by

the way, went on to defeat a pretty formidable American

League Champion, the Baltimore Orioles, that October

MOVING VIOLATION
before returning to the relative obscurity and the losing

attitude they have since employed.

But back to this year's Braves squad— "America's

Team," as owner Ted Turner has dubbed it. Turner's

popular, Atlanta-based WTBS television station and the

magic of cable connections to millions of homes all over the

country are the reason for the adjective and the spread of

Braves pennant fever.

Some of you cynics out there, better known as L.A.

Dodger fans, would argue that the Braves stole the

"America's Team" title from football's Dallas Cowboys.

Well, all I can say to you folks is look who's doing Rolaids

commercials. A real American wouldn't lower himself that

way.

The Braves have come a lonp way this season thanks

mainly to the podtive attitude instilled by manager Joe

Torre. Torre replaced Bobby Cox at the helm before spring

training kicked in earlier this year. "America's Team" set a

new major league record by winning 13 consecutive

games—its first 13 of the 1982 season.

Torre brought a couple of buddies along with him fiom

the New York Mets organization, where he had previously

coached for foor-and-a-hatf years. Both were pitching

coaches in New York and both had been winners in their

earlier days as National League aces: Bob Gibson and Rube
Walker. Walker taught the Braves how to pitch and Gibson

taught them how to win.

And win they have. Knuckleballer Phil Niekro is ha»..ng

one of his best seasons ever and, after 24 seasons in the

Atlanta organization, is considered the team's ace starter.

He hurled a shutout against San Francisco Monday night to

up his record to 164 and he did it in front of one of the

largest regular-season crowds at Candlestick Park in many
moons. Niekro has division title written all over him.

The Braves' bats, while inconsistent at times, are rarely if

ever lacking in power. And every player on the team has

had his shot, it seems, at getting that game-winning RBI or

sparking that eight*ruo rally with a base hit in the bottom

of the ninth to puU out another come-from-behind victory.

Everybody. Even Rafael Ramirez, known for his 3^plus-

or-so booted balls per year at shortstop, has played the hero

recently. Ramirez hit three home runs and drove in 13 runs

in just four days going into last night's contest with the

Giants. That really comes in handy when home run hitters

Uke Dale Murphy and Bob Horner hit a slump or get

injured and can't play.

As of yesterday aftomoon, Atlanta was tied for first with

the Dodgers. San Francisco was two games out. Sbt games

remain for the Braves—all Kd them agidn^ top Weitero

Division teams.

Sounds like an impossible dream, I know. But the Braves

and all their fans are World Serious.

Labor judge rules against NFL management
UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL

WASHINGTON — A National Labor Relations Board

adminstrative law judge ruled yesterday that the

National Football League is guilty of unfair labor practices

in refusing to give the players union copies of player

contracts and radio-television contracts.

Julius Cohn, NLRB administrative law judge, said in his

ruling the NFL Management Council, the league's

negotiating arm, violated the provisions of the National

Labor Relations Act by refusing to furnish the

information.

The Management Council immediately said it would

appeal the ruling.

The union has been on strike against the National

Football League since Sept. 21. The NFL Players

Association has labeled the stoppage an "unfair labor

practice strike." •

Negotiations are to resume tomorrow in Washmgton. The

last talks were held Sunday in New York; both sides said no

substantial progress was made toward achieving a new

collective bargaining agreement to replace the one that

expired July IS.

A previous NLRB ruling also went against the NFL when

the board agreed with the union that Seattle wide receiver

Sam McCullum, the Seahawks' union player

representative, was cut because of his union activities rather

than his lack of ability at his position.

United Press International also l^umed yesterday that the

union is seeking ''subcommittee meetings" today in

Washington.

Lady Seminole golfers can't find swing
FROM STAFF REPORTS

The Florida State Lady Seminole golf team was in tenth

place yesterday in the Lady Seminole Golf Invitational.

Julie Flynn, competing with the FSU B team (fourteenth

place) shot 71 on Sunday and 76 on Monday for a total of

14t the best Store o^ Kintz of

theregular squad was not^Mind witha 149.

"1 was not pleased with the way we played the first day

but I was pleased with the way we improved (yesterday). As

long as we continue to improve that's all I can ask of our

team," said head coach Verlyn Giles.

Currently tournament leaders are Georgia, Miami, and

Florida. The final round was not completed until late

yesterday. >^ .

^ A natural foods

restaurant

FREE CLASS OF WHITE WINE
with meal after 4 p.m.

Tues.-Fri. 11 -9p.m.

Sat. 9 12 noon,
Sun. 9-1 :30p.m.

224-2043

1932 W.Tennessee

fTioqe

ONE FREE ADcTLt CLASS
PER STUDENT THRU 10-8-82

• Ballet * Aerobic
• Jazz • Tap

1519 Cap. CIr. N.E. No. 33 Call Between 3-5pm
878-3868

TONMHT THRU SUNDAY

SAIL'N
ma mUSSKNI TOWOHTIf VM |iM

ifcl^ l^^ftSll^OR^s

"I hear The Rage is coming"

BOUMINKLFS

Learn Bartending

In Tallahassee

ENROLLNOW FOR
SEPT.-OCT. CLASSES

• Day and night classes
• Limited enrollment

BARTENDING ACADEMY, INC
893-16€i AskforKitte 878-4639

IMOONLIMT HAPPY HOUR>^^
Enjoy the BEST DRINKS in^jj)
town from 10 pm till midnight

^ Monday, Tuesday,

i^p^ Wednesday and

|p Thursday.

|$1.00 Bar Hi-Balls, ^
'5<t Draft Michelob & Miller Lite

210 S. ADAMS

021^^^

f rAl.^MfflSlSll^ii.. ^^miT ^^T^u



STUDENTS WORKING WITH STUDENTS
TOWARD COMMON COALS

OUR PRIORITIES ARE:

• imtiation and Expansion of Campus
Safety Programs

• Reseaich of Alternative Parking

Services

• Improvement of student Academic
Advisement and Registration

Procedures

• Improvement of Campus Recreational

Facilities

• Increased Involvement of students
through student government and
campus organizations

VOTE THE STUDENTS' PARTY
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Recognize anything? F»ori<>« Bob o*Lary

No doubt any number of Tallahasseeans recognize some of the booty

collected by local and state police yesterday and Tuesday. Police recovered

between $15,000 and $20,000 worth in stolen goods, and more arrests are

planned. See story, page three.

S.G. Senate voting

marred by violations
BY MICHAEL TIERNAN

FLAMBEAU STAFF WRITER

The validity of yesterday's student

government elections has been thrown into

serious doubt in the wake of numerous major

and miaor repcMrted elections code violations.

Voting results were sketchy at press time,

but the Students Parly appeared to retain its

Senate majority.

Foremost among the alleged violations are

numerous charges of ballot ————

i

box stuffing and the

confirmed removal from
the campus of a ballot box.

There were also instances of

unsealed ballot boxes,

understaffed polls and ^mmmm
repeated charges of minor violations.

But Elections Commissioner Scott Leek

said last night that he thought the election

had been cleanly run. "In my mind, there is

no question as to the validity of the

dections,'* he said.

Student Attorney General David Green
said late last night he had not heard of the

allegations of violations, and declined to

comment until he had been informed of
specific violations.

Leek confirmed that a ballot box had been

removed from the Law School polling area.

The poll worker manning that poll grew tired

oi waiting for an elections commissioner to

pick up the ballot box after the polls had
closed, and went home, taking the box with

her. An unidentified elections commissioner

later went to that poll worker's home, alone,

and retrieved the box. Leek had the sole key

to all boxes, however.

The elections code specifically forbids

removing ballot boxes from the polling place

wi^oitt the presence of two or more election

commissioners. It also states that ballot

boxes are to be moved only in the presence of
three persons.

Leek would not comment on what action

he would take in the wake of the violation.

Several students reported they had been

allowed to vote twice. Poll workers have

denied that allegation.

Curtb Lovins, an FSU student, said that as

he was standing in line at the Union Post

Office poll he heard the following exchange

between a person wearing a Students Party

badge and a poll worker:

*'Aren't you going to mark my 1.1)..'"

•*Oh, you're with the Students Party. We
don't mark your I.D."

When questkmed about the incklent, Brenda
Scott, a pollworkcr at the pos\ office, said

'In my mind, there is no question as to

the validity of the elections/

—elections commissioner

"False. That's not true. We have marked
every l.D. We even had a set of twins and'
made them identify themselves as separate

people. We've also been sending people away
to get their l.D.'s validated.

"They were letting people use meal cards

and drivers* licenses when I was there (at the

Union Post Office)," said Bob Doudhy, an
FSU student. "I asked if I could use my meal
card and they let me."

At one point during the day a student came
up to Leek in the hall of the second floor of
the Union and told him: "1 voted two times

at tjie Keen Building." Leek threw up his

hands, shook his head and walked away.

The student was litter identified as Wiley
Barbour, who when questioned later about
the incident said, "I voted at 10 a.m. at the

Keen Building and they didn't scratch my
l.D. so 1 went back to the same place at three

o'clock and the same worker was there. I

asked him if he recognized me and he said

'no* so I voted again. But I only marked one
circle the second time just to show it could be
done.**

Two other students who asked that their

names be withheld also said they voted twice.

One claimed to have voted first at the post

office and then at Moore Auditorium, but

the other didn't say where he had voted.

Tun to VIOLA TIONS, page 6

Candidate Crews says public service is his first priority
BY MICHAEL McClelland

FLAMBEAU STAFF WRITEK

If Jim Crews has his way, he*ll be taking an $8,000 a year

pay cut in the coming months.
That*s the pay difference between the job he has now

(Leon county commissioner, $20,000 a year) and the job he

wants (Florida Senator, $12,000 a year).

That may seem a bit unusual in today's success-oriented

world. But money, Crews said in an interview Tuesday, was

not a consideratign when he decided to run for the District 5,

Senate seat.

"Salary has nothing to do with it,** Crews said. "If I have

to, 1*11 eat peanut butter sandwiches every day to be a

senator. Over and above all else, I have a strong sense of

public service. Whether or not I had chosen to go into

CAMPAIGN82
politics or some other field, such as religion, serving my
fellow human beings is a very strong incentive for me."

His highest priority as a Senator, Crews said, would be to

bring jobs to the area by recruiting new, clean industry. And
not just any jobs—the district ah-jeady has far too many
"dead end** and poor paying jobs. Crews sakl.

His experience as a county commissioner, Crews said, has
provided him with the working knowledge of the tools

available for bringing in new industry; tools like industrial

development revenue bonds, and the housing finance

authority. Crews also favors tax breaks for as long as those

breaks are approved by county voters. Crews points with
pride to the work he did to bring industry to

Tallahassee—paiticularly the role he played in bringing in the
Robins-Meyers plant.

•'Government needs to let industry know that they*re
welcome and that government will do whatever it takes to
facilitate their move into North Florida," Crews said. "The
elected officials getting out front and going the second
mile will be the deciding factor between locating in

Turn to CREWS, page 16

The Flambeau talks to candidate

Richardson, page 9.
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Burglary task force formed;

major series of arrests made
BY JOHN HOLECLK
FLAMKAU STAFF WRITER

The Armed Robbery Task Force has beoi

such a 'tremendous success** that the Leon

County Sheriff's Department and the

Tallahassee Police Department have

combined to form a new Burglary Task

Force, Sheriff Eddie Boone announced

yesterday.

The task force was officially formed

several months ago and since then a series

of arrests have been made in connection

with at least 130 burglaries which "have

occurred over a 14-month period," Boone

said.

Boone attributes some of that success to

all of the information coming across one

desk and being pieced and then coordinated

together.

Those arrested are essentially local

people, Boone said, adding that "there

have been 26 arrests with additional

warrants issued for the other persons

involved."

"There are juveniles in this series of

crime arrests," TPD Deputy Chief Bill

Scott said adding that** 2/3 of serious

crimes are committed by juveniles.*'

**The property rooms are running over

with the recovered property,'* Scott said.

Scott estimates the recovered items to be

worth between $15,000 and $20,000, but

according to Sheriff's Department

Spokesperson Dick Simpson, more stolen

property could be recovered and therefore

the estimate would grow.

Helping the sheriff and police

department in the invoitigations have been

the Florida Department of Law
Enforcement, according to Boone.

This is unusual, Boone said, because the

FDLli in the past has only helped out local

agencies in major cases. Simpson said the

FDLE would continue to help out the task

force in the future.

**There are a number of burglaries that

have not been reported," Boone said, and
this has hampered officials in identifying all

of the recovered property.

Boone added that "hopefully we will

recover additional property that has been

fenced outside of the county."

Officer Craig Dennis recovers

stolen guitar, Florida FUmbeau/Bob O'Lary

The Task Force urges anyone who has

been burglarized to call the Task Force at

222-6552. The task force may be able to

determine if any of the property belongs to

the caller.

• • •

The property that has been recovered wiU

be on display tomorrow at TPD.

Campus NAACP begins again
BY WAYNE DEAS
FLAMBt Al SIAFK W RITKR

The defunct college chapter of the

National Association for the Advancement

of Colored People on Florida State

University's campus is making a comeback.
In operation for three years, the chapter

folded last year in a cloud of mystery.

Tyrone

Browne

Behind the efforts of Tyron Brown,

Chair of Community Services of Alpha Phi

Alpha fraternity, the chapter could

possibly be back in operation next month.

"The thought of getting the chapter

started up again came while I was

pledging," said Brown. We had to do
several service projects and ours was to

work for the NAACP during a registration

drive."

Later Brown was asked to restart the

college chapter and he accepted. Two weeks

ago in a registration drive in the FSU
Union, Brown received a rave reaction.

"The drive went real well/' said Brown.

*'We had approximately 85 people sign up.

That showed that we had many people who
were interested. But now the most

important step is a $5 membership fee

which is needed to be an active member."

The membership fee is sent to the

national office of the NAACP to aid the

national goals of the NAACP. It also will

provide a year's subscription to the Crisis.

The Crisis is a national black magazine

focusing on economic, political, and

educational areas for blacks in America.

On October 18 at FSU's Leon-Lafayette

room in the Union the Chapter will hold

its first meeting.

The meeting, which will feature Anita

Davis, President of Tallahassee*s NAACP,
is planned to bring about organization

amongst all interested members and
signees. Also according to Brown, there is

hope that the meeting will provide a

foundation to the chapter by interested

members voicing opinions towards possible

goals and objectives for the chapter to

pursue.

**I think with good response to the

Chapter we will be more politically aware of

our environment," said Brown.

Chapter 3 Records
623 W. Tennessee St.

222-3939 •11-8 Mon. - Sat.

Across from Buliwinkle's

New Billy Joel LP.... 5.77 w/coupon
New Peter Gabriel LP.... 5.77 w/coupon
New Santana LP.... 5.77 w/coupon

|J4C S Visa Welcome ^^^^ ^^^^ ^' ^

Reports • Theses • Automated Letters

Resumes - Including Printing

STUDENT PAPERS A SPECIALTY
guaranteed to meet class deadlines

Proofreading & Editing • Multiple Originals

Justified Paragraphs • Varied Typestyles

AN ELITE SERVICE
219 So. Calhoun St., Suite 201

Tallahassee, Florida 32301

904/224-2250
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White House panic
They must really be getting desperate in the Oval Office. What with

unemployment at levels not seen since the Second World War,and with

the stagnant economy showing few signs of Ufe, President Reagan and

his party must be panic-stricken at the prospect of the November

midterm elections.

That's the only explanation we can come up with for the president's

comments at his news conference Tuesday night. Reagan claimed he

has "pulled the nation back from the brink of disaster" and that the

nation is better off economically now than it was when he took office

nearly two years ago.

Reagan blamed the current economic malaise on his

"freespending" Democratic predecessors. "It didn't have to be this

way," he said . "We could and should have solved these problems

years ago by simple exercise of responsibility in government.*'

We wonder if that's the same kind of responsibility Reagan

exercised by his massive welfare program for the generals in the

Pentagon, all while he cut taxes for the rich on the off chance they'd

spend a little of it on capital improvements to put people back to

work.

The rich plowed their money into capital, alright—but they spent it

in the Third World, where they can find cheap labor to exploit. Little,

if any, of that money is going to American workers, the folks who

paid for Reagan's give-aways in the first place.

Meanwhile, Reagan's huge tax cuts, coupled with his massive

defense increases, have given us the highest deficits in the nation's

history. That's responsible management?

Or how about the responsibility Reagan has shown as one of the

most rested presidoits of att time? During his first 20 months in office,

Reagan has taken 12 vacation trips, totalling 109 days away from

Washington, and he has two or three more breaks scheduled this year.

Only Richard Nixon spent less time in Washington during his first 20

months.

Is that what Reagan means by the hard work it will take us to get

through these hard times?

or Ron talks a good game—that's how he got himself elected in the

first place. We wonder though, how long Americans will continue to

take Reagan's word that things are getting better when every indication

is that they are not.

It wasn't that long ago that candidate Reagan won election by

asking Americans if they thought they were better off than they had

been four years earlier. That question may come back to haunt the

president in November, and in 1984.

NQMRSNi-U'XXDALaoF

K)N6 WENT ourANPBOUeur
ABUNOtGFHBEafS-

letters
Don't send Alaskan oil to Japan
Editor.

Vm writing in response to all the controversy

surrounding the opening up of precious wilderness

and coastal water areas to drilling. I would like to

first point out the illogic of drilling off the coast of

Florida, and anywhere in the U.S. for that matter.

Secondly, I would like to propose an alternative.

The pro-drilling stance which companies,

politicians and unknowing citizens support revolves

around the idea that if we drill in American

territory this would free the U.S. from any further

reliance and vulnerability on the Arab World. Well,

such philosophy is nothing but bunk! We all

remember the Alaska Pipeline don't we? Oh, how
soon they forget.

To refresh some monories, the same philosophy

was used to push the construction of the said

pipeHne from the northern-most to the southern-

most tip of Alaska. The pipeline has been

constructed, and it seems to be pumping just fine.

Billions of barrels of crude a year, I'm sure, is a

modest guess. If you don't beUeve me, write your

favorite oil company— Exxon, Texaco or Standard

— involved in the handling of the oh-so-precious

black gold.

With all those billions of barrels, why is gasoline

$1.13 a gallon? Well, those same companies were

faced with a dilemma after the completion of the

pipeline. They were able to get the crude out of the

ground, but they weren't able to ship it from Alaska

to th« lower 49. Why? (So many questions. I guess

that'« how those guys like things. Keep *um
gUMsin*. They'll never know.) Well, the answer is

in a supertanker the size of three football fields.

You see, they don't make the short ones any longer,

and the long ones — and I mean long — aren't able

to fit through the Panama Canal. So again, where is

all the crude? It's in Japan, along with most of our

steel! But that's another story. You get my drift

though.

So, finally, I've come to the second part of my
statement. I find it would be only fair to suggest, or

rather point out, the fact that there is more than

one alternative to this problem. For example, we

could send more aid lo E\ Salvador thereby creating

a new "sympathetic" government. We could then

use the country of El Salvador as a cross-over point

from the Pacific to the Gulf of Mexico. But that

alternative is defmitely too gauche!

Another alternative would be to extend the

pipeline through Canada, as it has been suggested

by the concerned companies. But conservation and

political vuhierabiUty were two too high costs to

pay for.

A third alternative was to send the tankers down

the coast of South America and around the Cape

Horn. This was too dangerous (fellow sailors know

the trials of rounding the cape in gale force winds),

messy (ah, the conservationists again), and costly

(too far out of the way, and we would be paying out

the nose again).

My final alternative, besides, of course, opening

up precious wilderness and coastal water areas, is to

have Washington, Oregon or California

(preferably California because of the favorable climate

open up two areas so ports can be built to

accommodate the supertankers. Oh boy! I can hear

the Watt haters screaming now. Washington,

Oregon and California have all refused to open areas

for the purpose of building superports. They cry,

"Oil spill!"

I will put myself on the chopping block by

admitting I'm an avid conservationist too. I've

hiked, camped, canoed, photographed and cleaned

up places most people haven't had the pleasure of

experiencing. But I am one who sees that a decision

must be made. A compromise must be met. The

U.S. needs petroleum. It cannot afford the rising

costs of gasoline and it cannot afford to disrupt

anymore vital ecosystems. What's it going to be?

Let us take advantage of the oil being sold to

Japan and, I might add, being sold back to the U.S.

at a higher cost, and not drill for more oil that

might not even be there in the first place.

Mary G. MaxGeld

Kind words for Sociology dean
Editor:

At a time when many of our students are faced

with a number of problems, there are some

administrators who do listen and care. One such

administrator is Dean Warren Mazek of the College

of Social Sciences.

Three weeks ago the Sociology Graduate Student

Union (SGSU) extended an invitation to the dean

asking him to attend their meeting, an invitation he

willingly accepted. At the meeting, Mazek addressed

the students' concerns about teaching and research

responsibilities and funding for the coming year,

exchanging ideas and hints; in short, encouraging

students' involvement in the continuing

improvement of their program. He emphasized his

support for quality education at FSU and

encouraged students to strive toward this end.

Thanks, Dean, for stopping by.

Naraine Persaud

President, SGSU
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Amerasians:

The living legacies of a war no one wants to remember
BYT.D. ALLMAN
PACIFIC NKWSSKRVICt

HO CHI MINH CITY — Nearly seven years after the

end of the Vietnam War, the streets of this city still are full of

American faces. Once they belonged to young GIs, but today

the American faces one sees in Vietnam are even more
youthful.

In a new kind of postwar baby boom, thousands of sons

and daughters of U.S. citizens are growing up in

Vietnam—abandoned by their American fathers, their needs

and rights until now totally ignored by the U.S. government,

as well. No one knows for sure how many births the conflict

generated. But estimates range in the tens of thousands.

As an American visitor strolls thr<High downtown Ho Chi

Minh City (Saigon), it seems that at least half those

American children of the Vietnam War are following him

down the street.

Typical is the young boy who shines shoes in front of the

Continental Palace Hotel. He has blond hair, blue eyes and

his light brown skin seem no more than a tropical suntan.

*'Ru8skl?'* he inquires as he is paid for the shine. When he

learns his customer is an American, his face lights up with the

gleaming optimism of some American suburb. "Me too!" he

exclaims. "Someday I go stateside, see my papa."

A whole world has been scattered to the wind since these

children were conceived. And now that the

storm has abated they cover the streets here

— selUng cigarettes, polishing shoes, running

errands — like fallen leaves. They are living

momentos of a time most of us would like to

forget ever existed at all

.

"The Viet Cong gave us exit visas years

ago," says a woman with four teen-aged sons

who calls herself Rosie. "What I cannot

understand is why the U.S. government
refuses to let my boys go to America."

Another woman whose daughter is now
13, shows copies of the dozens of letters she

has written.

"They say my daughter is ineligible to go

to America," she comments. "Yet every

month thousands of 100 percent Vietnamese

go to America. Why can't the child of an

American go?'*

Rosie looks at her four sons—named
Gary, Lee, Jack and John, and ranging m
age from 1 1 to 16—with concern.

-*We came to Ho Chi Minh City in hopes

we could go to America soon," she says.

"But since we have no residence permits for the city we

receive no ration cards, the boys can't attend school, and 1

cannot find work." To survive the boys run errands

. downtown.

**We wait,'* Rosie continues, **and my sons are growing

up as street children, without proper education.'*

Meeting these American children and their mothers dispels

a number of myths about this living legacy of the Vietnam

War. Amerasian children may be orphans of the storm, but

most of them, in the strict sense of the word, are not orphans

at all.

*1 wrote to my children's grandmother," another woman
s$id. "She wrote back, enclosing $50, and said nothing could

b^done."
Others have stacks of letters returned from the United

States stamped "Moved, Left No Address." Some keep up

sporadic contact with the fathers even now.

Nor are most of the children the offspring of prostitutes,

who often used American birth control devices. Instead,

most of the children were the products of long-term stable

liaisons.

But the more than three million Americans who came to

Vietnam between l%5and 1975 all went home long

ago—some in body bags, but very many more alive and eager

to put the trauma of Vietnam behind them forever.

As Rosie sums up her family's plight, she might also be

delivering a summation of America's desire to forget: "The
.Vietnamese don't want us here, and the Americans don't

want us there," she says. "It is as though we don't exist."

But no amount of forgetting can change the fact that

thousands of children of U.S. citizens- do exist in

Vietnam—^and that, in the most literal sense of the word,
they are our cousins, nieces and nephews, grandchildren and,

in the case of tens of thousands of Americans, our children.

For years U.S. officials have made U.S. Missing in Action

in Indochina a major issue in U.S. -Vietnamese relations. At
the very end of the war. President Ford authorized Operation

Babylift, which spirited away Vietnamese orphans. And
since then hundreds of thousands of full-blooded Vietnamese

have immigrated to the United States.

But until now, the children of American fathers have been

totally ignored. Even U.S. consular officials say the

explanation lies in a combination of regulatory irrationality

and political opportunism.

"Under current U.S. law," one consular official said,

"the children you met in Vietnam have no rights, and their

fathers have not obligations toward them either.**

Asked why some 2,000 Vietnamese—ranging from infants

to great-grandmothers—nonetheless are permitted to leave

Ho Chi Minh City for the United States each month, the

Living legacies

These sons and daughters ofA mericans milprobably never see the United States.

official replied: "They are allowed entry under the family leave Vietnam. According to one plan, the children would

reunification provisions of our immigration law because they have to prove they were victims of political, religious or

have relatives in the United States." He added: "If you racial persecution, which without doubt would ensure

discover the logic behind the laws we have to enforce, please

explain it to me."
Among the chief reasons the plight of the American

children in Vietnam has been so ignored are that young
children are in no position either to take to the sea in boats or

to navigate the equally perilous morass of U.S. immigration

law—and that, until now, no sizable body of public opinion

inside the United States has mobilized political support on

the children's behalf.

All that may be changing, though it is unclear whetho* it is

changing enou^ to benefit a whole generation of children

who are rapidly coming of age in a society where they feel

unwanted.

"A grass-roots movement has gradually taken shape,"

says the Rev. Alfred Keane, a Maryknoll priest who has

worked with American children for more than 20 years.

"There are Hterally hundreds of thousands of American

families willing to take them in. The question is whether they

will be let in.**

Among the several Amerasian proposals before Congress,

one of which seems certain to pass soon, some would

actually make it almost impossible for the children ever to

Vietnamese hostility to their departure, or that they are

orphans, which most ofthem are not. Others would simply

put the children in the "first preference" category of the

U.S. immigration quota for Vietnamese, limiting them to

2,000 per year.

One planeload of 63 children will arrive in the United

States within the next few months. They are being accepted

under current law, and all have been adopted.

So far as Vietnam is concerned, the children's plight seems

more one of neglect than active persecution. Hanoi has made
it clear it is willing to let the children leave. And unlike in

Korea and Japan, where the children of American
servicemen often suffer overt discrimination, racism is not a

strong factor in life here. In fact, the American children's

main problem inside Vietnam seems to be one that afflicts

millions of Vietnamese as well—a cumbersome bureaucracy

that has no place for those who don't fit into the officially

prescribed niches.

The question now is: Will Americans find a generous

enough niche to provide for these lingering living legacies of

our long-forgotten war?

t
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Plugging into imagination by unplugging TV
BY RASA CI STAITIS

SAN FRANCISCO— Karen Apana was aware that too

much television is not wholesome for anyone, especially

children. But when she was told, during an intervew for her

son's admission to a private school, that he was expected to

give up TV altogether, she was shocked.

"Look," she told Moniquc Grund, the kindergarten

teacher at the San Francisco Waldorf School, "this is

America. Every household has at least one set and every kid

watches." Her son, Ravi then 4, watched no more than 10

hours a week, she said, and the content was carefully

monitored.

Grund, however, was firm—not exactly saying Apana

should go cold-turkey on the habit but making herself

clear, nonethless. So, since Apana really liked the newly

opened school in the brightly remodeled Victorian house,

she agreed to TV
withdrawal, along with

other changes in her home
life.

The school like other Waldorf

schools (300 worldwide, 40

in the United States),

expects parents' home
habits to correspond to the

attitudes cultivated in the

classroom with children.

The teachers frown on

electronic entertainment,

loud mechanical noiscv,

plastic toys. They

encour igc fantasy and

artistic expression and have

a high regard for the

imagination.

It wasn't easy for

Apana—especially before

dinner, when she relied on

children's programs for a

respite between work and

dinner; and on Saturday

mornings, when cartoons

provided the opportunity

for extra sleep. It was no

easier than giving up coffee or cigarettes or any other

addiction, she reflected. But in retrospect, she sees the

struggle as a small price to have paid.

"Ravi became more calm and relaxed," she recalled.

"He seemed more self-satisfied. He didn't have the TV to

lean on when he didn't have anything to do, so he started to

fmd other things, like drawing."

Besides putting the TV into a closet, Apana also

gradually weeded out the toy supply. She removed noisy

toys and plastic ones and introduced things made of cloth,

wood and other natural materials, which could be shaped

into many different playthings. Also, at the school's

urging, she stopped worrying when Ravi was doing nothing

at all, realizing that constant activity can get in the way of a

child's inner growth.

The Waldorf approach to education grew out of the

work of Rudolf Steiner, who founded the first of the schools

in Stuttgart, Germany in 1919. Lately, there has been a

surge of interest in his approach. At least half the schools in

this country started within the past decade.

Instead of trying to teach children skills such as the 3Rs

above all, the followers of Steiner's philosophy seek to

prepare children to be self-disciplined, independent adults

with a mastery of analytical and critical faculties and a

re\crencefor the world's beauty and wonder Tlic "^R^ arc

taught, but not the way they are in most schools.

Rather than applauding early reading and viewing it as a

sign of success, Waldorf schools postpone acquaintance

with the written and printed word. There are no letters or

numbers in the kindergarten rooms, not on walls, wooden

blocks or paper. There are, instead, swatches of cloth in

glowing colors that can be made into costumes for dragons,

princes and fairies. There are paper crowns, shells, boxes.

At this level of a child's development, fairy tales are

viewed as a proper vehicle for learning, and children hear

them told, act them out with puppets and through singing

games, and make up their own. .

Circle games become means for introducing French and

German, with no need for translation. The teacher simply

teaches rhymes and songs in those languages, with

movements or gestures that make the meaning evident.

Childen become accustomed to the sound of the languages

Violation frompage 1

Leek was also questioned about reports of unsealed

ballot boxes.

••Primarily it was broken latches," he said. *'They have

since all been fixed.'*

Leek made that statement at 1:15. At 4 p.m. there was

still an unsealed ballot box at the music school polling

place.

At several times during the day various polling stations

were understaffed.

*•! have nothing to say about that, people do have bodily

functions you know," said Leek when questioned about

that particular irregularity.

and are later able to continue with greater ease.

Actually, says Grund, "We don't teach them anything,

we just do it. In kindergarten we focus on imitation." Each

teacher is expected to be an artist, bringing out children's

creativity.

But for this approach to be successful, it must connect

home and school. One of the major obstacles, teachers

fmd, is TV.
••Television children—children who watch a lot of

TV—are aggressive and cannot concentrate, they just rush

around," said Grund. "They are touched from the

outside— not from inside their own experience. They

imitate pictures in movies and on TV. Their play is full of

killing. They are disruptive."

Trying to limit children to "good" programs is like

trying to limit them to ••good" alcoholic drinks, Waldorf

teachers say. ••The developing chil^ is simply too young to

cope with the physical effects of the medium, not to

mention the narcotic impact on the child's own imaginative

faculties, its inappropriate models for imitative learning,

and its substitution of electronic for human authority," a

Waldorf booklet explains.

In the European Waldorf schools, ••television children"

are simply not admitted, said Grund. Here the approach is

to educate parents into pulling the cord.

CORRECTION
There were several errors in a story in yesterday's

Flambeau about student senator Ed Brosman. Vic DiMaio

is not vice chair of the student senate Judiciary Committee,

he is a member of that committee. Also, Brosman's

impeachment proceedings will not come before the full

senate, but a s^iate committee.

The Flambeau also incorrectly reported yesterday that an

ad placed by Fannies Restaurant and Lounge Manager

Richard Fillingim in Tuesday's Flambeau had been

intended by him to offer "exotic" women mudwrestlers,

rather than "topless" mudwrestlers, as the ad had it.

In fact, the Flambeau ad staff had it right all along.

Fillingim changed the ad to read ''exotic" on Tuesday. The

revised ad ran in yesterday's Flambeau.

This lively Two Fingers poster - available

in full color - is a great way to remember
that terrific Two Fingers taste.

And...tfie good times it brings.

To get your autographed copy,
send $ 1 .00 (to cover postage
and handlli^to:
Two Finger Tequila Poster Offer,

P.O. Box 32127
Detroit. Michigan 48232.

Please include your printed
name and address.

wantDon't forget. When you Wi
to add to your good times

Two Fin|{ers is all it takes.
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TODAY THROUGH SUNDAY

New violence greets Marines
UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL

U.S. Marines landed in west Beirut for

the second time in a month yesterday in a

bid to prevent fresh bloodletting, but new

violence against F^alestinian civilians was
reported in southern I cbanon.

Stale-run Beirut Radio said four

suspected Christian gunmen shot to death a

70-year-old Palestinian man at the Ain Al

Helwah refugee camp, 28 miles south of

Beirut.

Quoting I ebanese security officials, the

radio reported Israeli soldiers arrested the

gunmen— who police believe are

Christians—and handed them over to

Lebanese forces.

The Palestine Liberation Organization

observer mission at the United Nations

said, "There are reports of new attacks" on

Ain Al Helweh refugee camp "by the Israeli

Army and its Lebanese Fascist

mercenaries."

lour Palestinians were shot to death,

do/ens were wounded and "an unspecified

number** were kidnapped, said the PLO
release, which did not specify a date the

incidents occurred

.

Christians also were responsible for the

Sept. 16-18 massacres at Chatila and Sabra

refugee camps, which prompted the United

States, France and Italy to send their

peacekeeping forces back to Beirut.

"We're pleased to be off the ship," Col.

James Mead, commander of the American

forces, told U.S. Ambassador Robert

Dillon. "Marines are always pleased to be

ashore."

The U.S. Embassy in Beirut said 800

U.S. Marines landed in the Lebanese

capital. Altogether, 1,200 Marines will go

ashore to join Italian and French forces in

providing Lebanon a measure of stability

following the massacre of hundreds of

Palestinian refugees in Beirut.

The State Department took the unusual

step yesterday of reversing Reagan's

statement Tuesday that the Marines will

remain until both Israel and Syria withdraw

their armies from Lebanon.

"I don't think he was putting forth the

question of Israeli and Syrian withdrawals

from Lebanon as a criteria," State

Department spokesperson Alan Romberg
said in Washington.

•*1 think he was putting that forth as an

expectation of what is going to happen and

what we see happening in the inmiediate

future," he said.

Encounter a galaxy of entertainment as business and pleasure are combined

In the most exiting exposition to ever take place in North Florida

Thu
Sat

. Sept.
.Oct.

EX
3:00 p

BIT
,

- 9:00 bm • Fri
- 7:00 hm • Suij

V. Oc4 1. 3:00^ - 9:00 pit

lay. OcV 3; NoonV 6.00 pm

CHARLY McCLAIN IN CONCERT
SEPTEMBER 30 9:00 pm

FREE CONCERT ADMISSION TO THE FIRST 5,000 EXPO '82 ATTENDEES TO REDEEM
,THEIR EXPO "82 TICKET STUBS AT BOOTH 213

at...
45.

Breakfast served 6:30 a.m. 10:30 a.m.

7 DAYS A WEEK

BUY ONE
STEAK AND EQQ BISCUIT

AND GET ONE
COUNTRY HAM BISCUIT FREE
A fresh baked buttermilk biscuit filled with a

deiiciously thick steak patty and egg.

PtEASC Pn£S£NT COUPON BCfOnC OAOCMNG
Mot VIM In tonMicttofl with any other offer

Served during regular breakfast hours ,

Limit 1 coupon per custorner

Ml|«t

BurgarKingof Tallahass0e 1

Offer Expires

Oct. 31, 1982

BUY ONE SAUSAGE BISCUIT
GET ONE FREE

A fresh-baked buttermilk biscuit filled with

juicy pork sausage.

KEASC PRESENT COUPON BEFORE ORDERING

Not vaM m conjunction with any other offer

SmM durmg regular breakfast hours

LNrnit 1 coupon per customer

Burger King of Tallahassee
Offer Expires

Oct. 31, 1982

BUY ONE
BISCUIT AND GRAVY

GET ONE FREE

A fresh-baked buttermilk biscuit filled with juicy

pork sausage and egg

.

PtEASC PnCSCNT COURON BEFORE ORDERING
Not valid in coniunction with any other otter

Served dunrtg regular breektMt hours

Limit 1 coupon per customer»~
Offer Expires

«x I. u 7 Oct. 31, 1982
Burger King of Tallahassee '

BUY ONE SAUSAGE BISCUIT
GET ONE FREE

A fresh-baked buttermilk biscuit filtedwith

juicy pork sausage.

RtlASE RHESENT COUPON BEFORE ORDERING

Not valid in conjunnion with any other offer

Served during regular brealcfast hours

Limit 1 coupon per customer

BUY ONE STEAK BISCUIT
GET ONE FREE

A fresh-baked buttermilk biscuit filled with a

deiiciously thick steak patty.

RLEASE PRESENT COUPON BEFORE ORDERING

Not valid in conjunction with any other offer

served during regtrtar hreakfast houn

LiRHt 1 coi^Ksn pBT customer

BUY ONE
COUNTRY HAM AND EGG BISCUIT

GET ONE FREE
A fresh-baked buttermilk biscuit filled with

lean country ham and egg.
PLEASE PRESENT COUPON BEFORE OROERINO

Not valid In conjunction with any other offer

Served during regular breakfast hours

' Limit 1 coupon per customer

UMiHiat
Burger King of Tallahassee 2

Offer Expires

Oct. 31, 1982

at

Burger King of Tallahassee

Offer Expires

Oct. 31, 1982 Burger King of Tallahassee

Offer Expires

Oct. 31, 1982

I

BUY ONE
COUNTRY HAM AND EGG BISCUIT

AND GET ONE
COUNTRY HAM BISCUIT FREE
A fresh'baked buttermilk biscuit fiHed with

lean country ham and egg

.

RtEASE PRESENT COUPON BEf ORE OROERtNG

Not vaM in conjunction Mttti any other offer

Served during regular inakfKt hows

6Mi eriial ^'"^ ^ coupon per customer

BwpBr King o< Tslihsiseff 3

BUY ONE
SAUSAGE AND EGG BISCUIT

GET ONE
SAUSAGE BISCUIT FREE

A fresh-baked buttermilk biscuit filled with

juicy pork sausage and egg.

PLEASE PRESENT COUPON BEFORE ORDERING
Not valid in conjunction with any other offer

BUY ONE
BISCUIT AND GRAVY

GETONE FREE
A fresh-balked buttermilk biscuit filled with

lean country ham.
Please PREstNt coupon fiffonf oRotmNO

Not valid in conjunction with any other offer

served during regular bre^ast hours

Offer Expires

Oct. 31, 1982

Semed during regular imakfast hows

rif It Limit 1 coupon per customer

Burger King of Tallahassee 4

Offer Expires

Oct. 31, 1982

Limit 1 coupon per customer

GotdMrtitt

Burger King of Tallahassee 9
Offer expires

Oct. 31, 1982
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Up Front has the answers
BY MARKCARROLL

FLAMBEAU WRITKR

Every drug can have side effects, from

caffeine lo cocaine, and il is important for

you to be aware of them.

Fortunately, Up Front, a free call-in

service based in Miami, can give you
accurate, up-to-date information on both

legal and illegal drugs. The service provides

answers to all drug-related questions.

This is done in a purely

confidential, non-
judgemental fashion. The
goal of this private

organization is not to issue

moral directives, but to

prevent drug abuse and
misuse.

Up Front has been

located in the Coconut
Grove area of Miami for

nine years and has a toll free

number, 1-800-432-8255,

that you can call for

information.

The organization also has

an extensive library of over

2,000 reference books to

draw upon. It publishes an

international magazine.
Street Pharmacologist,

which presents a wide variety of articles on
drugs and related topics.

In addition to these services, anyone can

mail in a drug sample and for a small fee

have it analyzed and receive a confidential

report on the drug's content, effects, and
other pertinent information.

Up Front receives approximately 4,000

phone calls a year and analyzes over four
hundred drug samples, according to a

representative of the organization. Not ail

calls concern illegal drugs, however.

"Many senior citizens aren't told by their

doctor the extent of the medication they are

taking and call us to find out,*' the

representative said. "We also answer
questions about vitamins and dietary

mi Mm

plans.'*

Many calls serve to help Up Front by
informing the group if there is a bad strain

of illegal drugs which Up Front can warn
people against. This exchange of

information makes Up Front a

knowledgeable agency in terms of street

drugs.

INBRIEF
WW FSII FLYING CIRCUS WUi

meet tonight at 7 in 246 Union.

FASHION, INC. WILL BF HOLDING
tryouts for its model board today from 4 to

6 p.m. in212Sandete.

THE APALACHEE COMMUNITY
Mental Health Services, Incorporated

needs volunteers for evening and weekend
crisis counseling. If you are interested there

will be an organizational meeting tonight at

6 p.m. at 625 E. Tennessee St. For more
information call 487-2930, ext. 14.

OMICRON DELTA KAPPA, THE
national leadership honor society, is

accepting applications for membership.
Applications are available in 323 Union and
105 Dodd. They will meet tonight at 7:30 in

49 Bellamy.

THERE WILL BE A FREE
Nutrition, Physical Fitness and Blood
Pressure Health Screening today from noon
to 4 p.m. in the FSU Health Center, room
421.

CCIS WILL PRESENT A PLANNING
Your Career Clittic today at 7 p.m. in 110
Bryan Hall.

THE STUDENT COUNCIL FOR
Exceptional Children will meet tonight at

7:30 in 209 Education.

THERE WILL BE A COSTA RICA
Evening slide show and discussion tonight

at 7:30 in 201 Diffenbaugh.

ANGEL FLIGHT PLEDGE
is still accepting applicants. There will be a

meeting tonight at 7 in 222 ROTC for those

interested.

THE BLACK CRIMINOLOGY CLUB

will meet today at 5 p.m. in 62 Bellamy.

THERE WILL BE A FREE PROGRAM
on Record Keeping for the Small Business

tonight at 7 in the program room of the

Leon County Public Library. For more
information call 487-2665.

THERE WILL BE A WORKSHOP TO
train volunteer tutors of English as a second

language. The sessions begin in early

October. For more information call 487-

2665.

NAIM AKBAR, FSU PROFESSOR OF
psychology will be the guest speaker at

FAMU's SGA Convocation today at 11

a.m. It will be held at FAMU's Lee Hall

Auditorium.

THE LEON COUNTY PUBLIC
Library is closed every Wednesday and
Thursday mornings until noon. Library

Hours are: Monday, 9 to 9; Tuesday, 9
a.m. to 9 p.m.; Wednesday, noon till 9
p.m.;Thursday, noon till 9 p.m.; Friday, 9

a.m. till 9 p.m. and Saturday, 9 a.m. till 6
p.m. The Library is closed on Sundays.

THE LEON COUNTY PUBLIC
Library's Parkway Branch Library is

located in the Giilf Winds Shopping Center
on the Apalachee Parkway. Branch hours
are Wednesday, 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.;
Thursday, 10 a.m. to 7 p.m.; Friday, 10

a.m. to 6 p.m. and Saturday, 9 a.m. to 5

p.m. The Branch Library carries best-

sellers, paperbacks and comic books. For
more information call 878-3527.

THE WORLDWIDE DISCIPLESHIP
Association will meet tonight at 6:30 in the

Reynolds Hall Lobby.

BACCHUS WILL MEET TODAY AT 4
p.m. in the Subway Station downstairs.

THE SOCIETY FOR CREATIVE
Anachronism will meet tonight at 7 in 352
Union.

• ••ATTENTION...ATTENTION
The NAVAL ROTC [PROGRAM at Florida A&M University offers an

opportunity for qualified college freshmen and sophomores to win

SCHOLARSHIPS... and become COMMISSIONED OFFICERS in the

U.S. navy or marine corps.

WHAT DOYOU NEED TO DO TO QUALIFY?
U.S. citizen between the ages of 17 and 25

Enroll at FSU..TCC..FAMU as a freshman or a sophomore

Hav e a G PA of 2.0 or better

Physically fit

If you feel you are the kind of person we want for NROTC... come by

and see me in room 202 in the Perry-Paige Building on the FAMU
campus.. .or call me at (904) 599-3980/ 3989.

Contact me today. ..This is your chance to be someone special.

Or write to me:

Recruiting Officer

Naval ROTC unit

Florida A&M university I

Tallahassee, Florida 525071

: THIS PROGRAM IS OPEN TO BOTN MEN AND WOMEN
: PHONE: (904) 599-5980/5989

lAsk for:

: LIEUTENANT COMMANDER .inifiii
•JERRY FORD ^ NAVAL ROTC • ••

1^/

AN EDUCATION
WITH PAY

Wear your
name to

school . .

And make getting acquainted easy.

Your name in solid 14-karat gold on a 16"
necklace A smart accessory for the new school
year. And 578 names from which to choose.
Please allow two weeks for delivery. 59.95 ea.

Budget instdllment Revolving credit 30-60-90 day charge accounts
Interest free layawav American Express. Dirwrs' Club. MasterCard. Visa

LAWTON &C0.
UtmbHahwl In 1922

Two In thm Ullahmn— mrm

TALLAHASSEE MALL GOVERNORS SQUARE
Phone 385-7192 Phone 878-31 19

Pensacola • Daytona Beach • Orlando • St. Petersburg

hum



person out of work for 18 months
ends up with a problem in the home. If

we worlc on economic development

aggressively, the need for human
services would be less.'

—county commission candidate

A.J* Richardson

1 I . . .
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Richardson: FAMU grad made good iPJl*!^^^^^^^
BY DANNI VOGT
n^AMBEAU STAFF WRITER

It's been more than 12 years since county commission
candidate A.J. Richardson graduated from Florida A&M
University with a bachelors degree in philosophy and
religion, it was at FAMU that he first got interested in

politics.

While there, the lanipa native was electoral

commissioner, served in the congress and was president of
the men's senate. He was also head drum major for the

Marching 100, and served as chaplain for many student

organizations.

After graduating in 1969, Richardson attended several

theological schools before returning to Tallahassee in 1978

to take a job as pastor of Bethel A.M.E. Church. But his

involvement in politics didn't stop there. Richardson, who
turns 35 today, is now trying to make Leon County history

by becoming the first black ever to serve on the county
commission.

Richardson took second place in the Democratic primary
earlier this month to win the right to face Godby High
School prinicipal Bill Montford in next Tuesday's runoff.

The winner of that race will face Republican Bob Arnow, a
Miccosukee farmer, in the November 2 general election.

Richardson noted his concern for the future of Leon
County and the need for a minority presence on the

commission as the two major factors that led him to enter

the race. The campaign's major issoe, according to

Richardson, is economic development.

"It concerns me that we don't have industry in the

area," Richardson said yesterday in a telephone interview.

"1 think it might be due to a lack of vision in the past. I

would like to look further down the road and bring in clean

industry^we have the wherewithall to get that done. I see

people everyday coming into my church trying to get a job,

even members of the congregation need jobs."

Richardson, who has been a preacher since he was a
teenager, emphasizes the fact that hunuui services go hand
in hand with economic development.

"I would expect that if we had places for people to

exercise their skills or earn a dollar for their families we
would need less services," notes Richardson. "A person out

of work for 18 months ends up with a problem in the home.
They might heed family counseling, there's the potential

for spouse abuse and a feeling of inadequacy. If we work
on economic development aggressively, the need for human
services would be less." Richardson also said more jobs

would have an impact on crime problems.

According to last week's financial disclosure statements,

Richardson had taken in $8,791 in contributions as of

September 10. While Montford took in about $800 less.

Richardson took in the bulk of his contributions from small

donations. Montford received the backing of the local

development community, receiving $500 from a realty

political action committee and $200 from the Tallahassee

Builders Association, in addition to contributions from
other builders.

Montford received the endorsement of the Tallahassee

Democrat, while Richardson was endorsed by tne

Flambeau and by Dave Fountain, a progressive candidate

who was defeated in the primary.

Richardson favors what he calls "functional

consolidation" of city and county services to eliminate

situations where both governments offer the same services.

This would provide for better coordination and save the

taxpayers money, he said.

As far as the environment is concerned, Richardson

supports a strong tree ordinance that would protect not

only large trees, but small and mature trees as well. He also

favors keeping canopy roads, but says safety concerns must
also be taken into consideration.

"I favor protecting the roads, but if an ambulance had to

get down Centerville Road during rush hour, we would be
in trouble," said Richardson. "1 think we should have tree-

lined streets, but the more traffic you have, the more
problems you have."

Richardson also advocates a county sign ordinance to

prevent what he calls the "ugliflcation" of Tallahassee,

inducting size and setback limitations. He also favors a law
what would give existing signs two to five years to comply
with the new ordinance.

As far as future transportation needs go, Richardson

would begin a policy of conservation and try to expand
mass transit to reduce the number of cars on the road.

"We want Tallahassee to look like it's always looked in

the past, but there was a time when there were no paved
road and (teep ditches in front of people's houses,"

Richardson said. "There's been improvements here
without destroying Tallahassee; in our planning we have to

keep that kind of thing going."

Richardson said he favors a one cent gas tax to pay for

road improvements because not only Leon Countians
would pay.

To help fight crime Richardson would encourage
voluirteerism from citizens in crime watch programs, and
supports the program that places officers in public schools.

Richardson ako would press for a citizen study to make
sure the county affirmative action plan includes enough
women and minorities.

"The need is great to include more women and
minorities, and if the present policy doesn't meet
standards, I am willing to go forward," Richardson said.

Rape suspect to be extradited to Leon
FROM STAFF REPORTS

Maywood, Illfoois police have

arrested a man who Leon County
Sheriff's officials believe is responsible

for the September 5 rape and

attempted murder of a northwest

Tallahassee mother and her 17-year-old

dai|ghter.

Eugene Hill, Jr., 22, has been

charged with one count of attempted

murder, two counts of attempted

]
sexual battery, and one count of

burglary, according to Sheriff's

Department Spokesperson Dick

Simpson.

Hill allegedly broke into the house

of the two victims while the woman's
mother was out shopping, and
according to sheriff's officials,

sexually battered the teenager.

When Hill finished raping the

daughter he tied her up and put her in a

closet, according to Simpson.

Hill then severely beat the mother
when she returned from the store and
then sexually assaulted her. Hill then

put the mother into another closet.

according to Simpson, and it is alleged

he then ransacked the house before

fleeing.

When sheriff's deputies were called

to the scene a K-9 unit dog led his

handler to a nearby house, which

according to Simpson, Hill had resided

in for a short period of time.

This, along with some other

evidence, led to a warrant for Hill's

arrest.

Hill will be extradited back to Leon
County in a few days, Simpson said.

LADIES
NITE

All Ladies Get

FREEAdmisslon

Pius

2 DRINKS
Of Your Choice

husSAIL'N
and in the Beer Garden

Modern Age

BULLWMLE'S

EVERY

TBUftS9&T

Competitive Rental Rates • Personal service • Superior

Facilities • Convenient Location • Flexible Lease Terms

AMBERWOOD
1 and 2 Bedroom 575-1258

COLONY CLUB
1 and 2 Bedroom 224-7519

FOUR SEASONS
1 Bedroom ..222-0503

GLEN OAKS
1 and 2 Bedroom. 576-9787

GOVERNOR'S SQUARE
1-2-3 Bedroom 878-4125

HILLTOP
1 Bedroom.. 222-2056

PLANTATION
1 and 2 Bedroom 576-5805

PRINCE MANOR
2 Bedroom 576-9909

PALMS WEST
2 Bedroom Townhouse. ........ 576-6814

SPANISH TOWN
2 Bedroom 576-9787

TALLAHASSEE
1 and 2 bedroom 576-9961
Call Mottice and Associates at 386-2117 for Leasing Assistance

on any of these fine apartment communities.

VALUE
SERVICE
AMENITIES

CONVENIENCE
nnoniCC consideration
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Planet Waves
World

LUXEMBORG — An Aeroflot Ilyushin

62 jetliner crashed upon landing on the

main runway of Luxembourg's Findel

airport radio Luxembourg reported.

Paul Brasseur, a spokesperson for

Luxembourg Airlines, told the Cable News

Network the Soviei-built Aeronot Ilyushin

62 plane contained 66 passengers and 11

crewmembcrs.

Luxembourg television said initial reports

indicated many people were killed or

injured in the craft on a flight from
Moscow.

"The aircraft is completely burned up,"

he said, but the fire broke out after the

evacuation was completed.

WARSAW, PoUnd — PoHce seized four

ment>perating two illegal radio transmitters

yesterday and also arrested a four-man

underground Solidarity group, the Polish

news agency PAP said.

The four men operating the radio

transmitters were arrested in Gdansk on the

Baltic coast where the agency said one of

them tried to broadcast two Solidarity radio

programs and two of the otho's were in

possession of a **top-clas$ Japanese radio

transmitter."

TEL 'AVIV — Opposition forces,

unswayed by the Israeli government's

decision to launch an inquiry into the Beirut

massacre, yesterday pressed Prime Minister

Menachem Begin and Defense Minister

Ariel Sharon to resign.

Begin faced angry calls for his resignation

in an appearance before the Knesset's

powerful Foreign Affairs and Defense

Committee.

Opposition Labor Deputy Victor Shem-

tov said it was inexcusable that the

government had to meet four times over a

week and a half to decide a judicial

inquiry into the massacre of Palestinians by

Israel's Christian allies was needed, Israel

radio reported.

chemistry students studying the Periodic

Table -— the list of known elements — now
have another one to memorize, it's called

simply Element 109, and it's the heaviest

known to man.

The discovery* was announced this week
to a group of 300 nuclear physicists

attending a week-long international

conference inaugurating Michigan State

University's new national cyclotron

laboratory.

Element 109 was discovered Aug. 29 by a

group of 11 physicists working. at the

Gesselschaft Fur Schwerionen GSI at

Darmstadt, West Germany, headed by
Gottfried Munzenberg.

WASHINGTON - Racing the clock,

the Senate yesterday narrowly rejected a

number of controversial amendments and

worked nonstop in an effort to pass a

spending measure needed to fund the

government past midnight today.

Without enactment of the temporary

funding measure, called a "continuing

resolution," the federal government would

be forced to begin shutting down operations

Friday — the beginning of the 1983 fiscal

year.

State

Nation
LIVINGSTON, La. — A third explosion

rattled 43 derailed railroad cars in a

deserted Louisiana town yesterday forcing

200 more people to join 3,000 others driven

from their homes by raging flames and
plumes of toxic gas.

Aerial surveillance showed the intensity

of the blaze had decreased, but heavy

smoke and fumes forced officials to extend

an evacuation area about 4 miles to the

southwest.

EAST LANSING, Mich. — High school

TALL^ASSEE —The Florida Supreme
Court yesterday refused to stay next week's

execution of Mack Ruffin Jr. for the

abduction, rape and murder of a 21 -year-

old homemaker who was seven months
pregnant.

In a S-1 ruling, the state's highest court

said most issues raised by Ruffm in his last-

minute state appeal had already been
addressed in earlier petitions and the fresh

issues lacked merit.

Ruffin, 26, and Freddie Lee Hall, 37, are

scheduled to die in the electric chair at

Florida State Prison at 7 a.m. next

Wednesday for the Feb. 21, 1978, murder
of Karoi LeaHunt of Leesburg.

STUART — Prosecutors in the murder
case of Evinrude heiress Frances Julia

SbUer have asked a judge to "import" a

jury in Stuart from another county rather

than hold the trial elsewhere — a move they

say is unprecedented in Florida.

Jim Mideiis, assistant Martin County
state attorney, said yesterday the motion
filed with Circuit Judge C. Pfelffer

Trowbridge was the first time such a request

had been made in a murder trial in Florida.

Slater, the granddaughter of outboard

motor king Ralph Evinrude and singer-

actress Frances Langford, was abducted

April 27 from a Li'l General convenience

store where she was working.

11ROCHURES mum
Hav* your product r«prM«nt«d with

quality typesetting, paste-up & graphic

dMign! We have 8Vix11 (or larger) bro-

elwna for as low 4.95/8lde
P M Publishing is Typo9r<«phics, inc

222 1222 13MN Gadsden/ 222 1220

AFFORDABLE
HOSPITAL
INSURANCE

aiul Major Mi'c!il,i1 call

JUDY GREEN
^V-l 877 n ^^.

Eye Examination
(
including glaucoma test)

Contact Lens Fitting Fee
(includes all office visits tor 3 monthsl

$25
$50

DR.JORGE K.GORB
OPTOMETRIST

Governor's Square *Vil'i\\^.
[Next to Mo^'son s1

•877-0431

Open Doily »Evenings»SaturdaYS_^

What IS this thins calied love, anyway^

Accordins to cartoonist Skio Morrow ^author ot :n<:

phenomenally popular The Officidi I Hate Cats Book and

The Second Officidl I.Hate Cats Book) its a sentiment

that's srown cute, coy and completely out of hand

Here, then, is Skips latest collection of

fiendishly funny drawmss-

a tireless crusade asainst

schmaltz that sheds

a whole newlisht

on the flip side

of love.

THE
OFFICIAL
I HATE
LOVE
BOOK
by
Skip

Morrow
S3 95

CUPID \
GETS HIS

Holt, Rinehart&Winston

SHOE

Another brainchild
fromyour favorite

birdbrains.
The wit and wisdom of Shoe, the sage,
cigar-chomping editor-in-chief of the
Treetops Tattler Tribune, and his ace / • yi

pundit and crack reporter, Cosmo "the /
Perfesser" Fishhawk. have been col-
lected in this anthology of 270 strips. the perfesser

Carried in over 700 newspapers, Pulitzer Prize-winner
JefTMacNelly has created the most poignant animal
characters since Walt Kelly's Pogo

With a supporting cast that includes the
daredevil couner, Loon; the
Perfesser's precocious
nephew, Skyler; and Roz
the proprietress of the
local greasy spoon, the
wisecracks come fast

and thick in this fme-
feathered community

ON WITH
THE SHOE
BYJtffMMNellY^
$5.95

Holt, Rinehart & Winston



Learn what to do in case of attack
BY DIANE WOOD
FLAMKAU STAFF WRITER

You are walking home one evening when suddenly you
find you're being followed or harassed by a potential
rapist. What do you do?

Plenty of warnings have been issued to us concerning the
rape problem we are experiencing in Tallahassee now, but
suppose, despite these

warnings, you do come into

contact with an attacker.

Ron Kazoroski, Chief of
the Field Investigation

Bureau for the Tallahassee

Police Department, thinks

he has the answer to this

dilemma.

Kazoroski has founded
and put into practice the

first and only self defense

course for women in

Tallahassee.

Not just another Karate

class, Kazoroski's course

dedicates itself to the

practicing of defense using

realistic situations. Though
not ^:ompletely true to life,

he demonstrates to students

the usefulness of keyrings,

purses, elbows, umbrellas

and sunglasses as weapons

to detain your assailant

while you hopefully slip

from li^ grip.

Kazoroski is the Capitol

Police Self Defense

instructor, and does all the

self defense training of the

police in the department.

Some of the female

employees at the

department found the

course so effective for them that they urged Kazoroski to
begin a course open to all Tallahassee residents, Kazoroski
said. And that's exactly what he did.

The course, which began late September 13 and starts over

again every three months, consists of a total of 30 hours, and
meets twice a week for a fee of $30.

**The class is designed for women who have little or no
martial arts training and does not require students to be
athletic or in perfect physical condition,** Kazoroski said.

The course begins with the discussion of an individuals*

legal rights and limits as he or she defends themselves.

Next, students learn basic defense positions, vulnerable

parts of the body and the most effective means of taking
advantage of those vulnerabilities. Then comes "anti-
grabbing techniques" and the defense against weapons
such as clubs, guns, knives and razors. These actual
weapons, or simulations of the weapons are used in the
instruction.

Kazoroski then delves into defense application in the

most usual situations; for example, when answermg the
door or entering your vehicle. Even attacks in bed are
covered in the course.

The classes thus far have been relatively small and
individualized, consisting of women ranging in age from 16
to 60 years old. Housewives and students from Tallahassee
enroled in the class say they are optimistic about the course,
and though it is new to them, they say they will benefit
from it.

Classes are held at the Tallahassee Okinawan Karate
School on 1302 N. Monroe St., and are open to any woman
from the age of 16 on up.

Officials dedicate Hilaman golfcourse
BY CAROLINE BISCHOF

FLAMBEAU STAFFWMTER
A lovelier day could not have been created" for the

dedication yesterday of the Hilaman Park Municipal Golf
Course, located on Blairstone Road.

Many city officials were on hand to dedicate the golf
course in memory of the late Sheldon E. Hilaman. Hilaman
served as a city commissioner for five-and-a-half years and
was principal of WoodviUe Elementary and Caroline
Brevard Elementary Schools before he died last year.

Children from Caroline Brevard Elementary School sang
several songs after Commissioner Hurley Rudd led the
invocation and pledge to the flag.

A crowd of about 150 attended the dedication. The
continuous breeze cooled everyone there and the comments
on Hilaman's laudable accomplishments and character

warm^ everyone's hearts.

Members of Ha«nin*s family were seated among city

conoimissioners and Mayor James R. Ford. Marie Hilaman,
the former commissioner's wife, spoke of her husband's
love ff sports, children, teachers and leisure activities for

all.

At one point FSU owned the golf course.

**lt was given to us by Winewood Properties Inc.,"

according to Mike Beaudoin, director of information

serviqes at FSU. Winewood Properties was the original

developer of the property before FSU was given the

property. Beaudoin said FSU assumed a hefty mortgage

Mayor James Ford and Marie miaman
cut ribbon at munidpai golf course dedicated
yesterday.

and finally decided it was not in the position to operate
such a course.

FSU then sold the course to land developer and farmer
Alvin Newton who later negotiated a sale of the golf course
to the city for the amount of $1.3 million, according to
Charles Cuthbertson of the office of management and
budget.
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GRAND OPENING SALE
GRAND OPENING of our newly expanded

facilities at Tallahassee Tire West

BRAKE SPECIALi
FRONT DISC OR •49^^'

I FOUR DRUM,

I

FRONT DISC S^rhfiA
AND REAR DRUM •..../ ^ I

INCLUDES: New Lininqs and Pads. Fluid and I

i Blet?dinq
.

Turn Drums and Pack Wheel Bearings
I

I
1 0% o^f t ires & service to students 6 faculty

I

I

^ " ""'"w - ^ i'. ^-^

-

Valid only with coupon
I rvrr t imi? p. i?TT'rt7'r> co o o jOIL, LUBE, & filter"?

! 1917 W. TENIVESSEE "'^•-»y

.

WEST
0 Plaza!

PHONE 224^152 -or—,

God Is Good
Nevertheless He left not Himself without witness In

that He did good, and gave us rain from heaven, and
fruitful seasons, filling our hearts wtth food and

(Kadness. " Acts 14:17

Wend, cod Messes the )ust and the unjust,

be thankful.

The International Students' Bible study.

Join us each Friday 6-7 p.m. Rogers Hall (8tn floor

lobt^) for a bible study.

Tops 36-52 • Pants 30-48

Half siies W/i to 32V2

Lower Level Governor's Sqnare Mall

Cots to Ii>v>e S(?op

ELECT
Richardson
COUNTY COMMISSIONER
LEON—DISTRICT 3 DEMOCRAT

iftLPOLMv.

LunchBuffet
All the Pizza

& Salad Bar
You Can Eat

$299good thru

^ ^ ^MoB.-FH. 112 |ixp. 10 6 82

pi;^pr©
ANY LARGE PIZ2A WITH

2 OP MORE ITEMS

M'rt Valid On [,r --.w,.

S7S 8646
VlUr*rn C«nir(

893 3989

I

V&

I

*2°° OFF
ANY XTRA LARGE P1Z2A WITH

2 OR MOR£ ITEMS

On* C ibpon Ptr Cytc -n.r ftt

H • .<:>a 0- [)> .»-y

'Aid Shupptn| C*r

575 8646
KC^if-. (-tnttf

893 3989

!
I
I
I
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GOLD PRICES MAY BE SOARING AGAIN
BUT YOU CAN GCT IT FREE AT WMN-DIXIE!

18" SnRLING SILVER OR
14K GOLD FILLED CHAINS

WITH '300 IN GOLD
REGISTER TAPES

DATED AUGUST 1? thni OaOBER 27, 1982

Now more than even we're right for you!^ PRiaS GOOD THURS. - WIO., SIR. 30-Oa. 6, 1982 ^ (-^
IW TAUillMtSII A QUmCY trOKIS ONIYI

FOLGiRS FLAKED

COFFEE

,^ $179M
limit I witli $7.S0 mr nwra

HwrdiOM Mcl. cigt.

GALLO
CHABUS BLANC

99 SAVE
80'3

UUC VtUOW OR WHITE

BATHROOM TISSUE

i«

I7V.O. $||

79

MAYONNAISE 99«

POWDERED

UUCDinRGENT
THRffTY MAID CHEFSE &

MACARONI DINNER 4
>-URE VEGETABlf

ASTOROIL ....In-
THdIfTY MAIO

_ CORNED lEEF is »p
TROMCM niNCH, ORANGE, (3RA«

ill FRUIT DMNKS 99<^H DEEP SOUTH

^^^S THRTTYMAO

/"^TOMATO CATSUP 89'
ASTOd

INSTANT POTATOES 99'
DART

DISHDEnRGENT *\»
DEEP SOUTH

SALAD DRESSING ...St 89<
FISCHERS TAGIESS

TEA BAGS SI*' 99<
DEEP SOUTH SMOOTH A CRUNCHY

PEANUT BUTTER -
TROPICAl

GRAPE JELLY 'Jj? 79«

fuavniniiY, salismiry, onion aMP 0« IMIMHROOM A MEF

MORTON ENTREES

99' ^j?

OANO'S

PARTY PIZZA

$j|29 SAW



Breaker SAVE
50*

THRIFTY MAID

SUGAR
$119

lu\ PRiciS GOoiliW. 30-OCT. «. 1»M flOsC^tfS
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SAVE
60'

SUNMRANO

ICE CREAM

I C^^^^iU MICH OOOO SWT. «. IMS JDQEV^^I

irS TIME FOR OUR ANNUAL

STOREMANAGER'S

, Top

raiaS GOOD THURS. - WED.> SlfT. 30-Oa. 6, 1912
IN TAlLMUni A QUINCV STO«S ONiV

HICKORY SWEET
FUllY COOKED

SMOKED BONELESS
USDA

GRADI "A
FRESH

_ BUFFH HAMS

WHOuTrYERS $199

c49
LB. I u.

W-D BRAND USDA CHOICE

E-Z CARVE

LIMIT 2 riEASf I

_ ' SAVE 80*

STROHS BEER

LB.

6 =*1"
UimH two 6-p«ik* w/$7.S0 sr mtm

PEPSI COLA

C
2 LTR.
NRB 99

QUANTITY RIGHTS
RESERVED

WMN-OaOE SIOKS. MC.
comiGMr — IMS

MXn MKUIM

FAMILY BREAD

3 ST

MRS. FILBfRTS

16-OZ.
SIZE

CNOCOIATI ftfMk

CHOCO-CHARM

JUO
$149

POTATOES

10 ^ $129

.S. No. 1 REOUIAR

Mf^ji HARVfST FRESH TOKAY

RED GRAPES

79"
SUPERBRANO

GRAPEFRUIT JUKE s JJ^^l
29HALF *1

CM ^ XI

im

4/) w.



FREEFILM
Wmi avwy roa el eotof prM Mm m KoMMtor MR Otoe

Film Pubiii ProcMWM. fO» <«>e Mit of quatily

p<inli arxl a FNtC >« or MM Ol NoMi°« catoc

pfm( ttim'
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• Fr*« him
• Two ft«U of

qu«hty prmlm
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^ Wine fg Wine ^
Carlo Rotti

Burgundy Wln«
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Burger

wars
intensify
LM I KDPKKSS IN TKHN ^ I ION M

COLUMBUS, Ohio -
Figuring there "ain't no

reason** to let a competitor

get away with a nationwide

advertising campaign it

considers "false, misleading

and deceptive." Wendy's

International Inc. vesterda\

filed a $25 million lawsuit

against the Burger King

Corp.

In a news conference at

the No. 3 hamburger

maker's very first sandwich

shop, Wendy's C hairman

Robert I . Barney said the

suit was tiled in U.S.

District Court "for our

customers."

•Their (Burger King's)

claims are an rnsull to

^them," he said.

Burger King also has a

lawsuit pending against n

By McDonald's, the nation's

largest hamburger outlet,

because of ads claiming

consumers prefer its

**broiled'* burgers to the

**fried*' patties of

competitors.

"We cannot allow the

American consumer to be

contused, confounded and

misled by Burger King's

campaign," said Barney.

"Our research completely

contradicts everything they

claim."

The Columbus suit seeks

an iniunclion to stop the

ads, which began with a

nationally televised

commercial Sunday night,

damages and corrective

advertising.

If the ads continue, an

estimated W percent of all

.American consumers will

ha\c seen ihem withm eight

weeks.

The $25 million figure is

based on production costs

and media air time to run

corrective ads, Barney said,

and does not include punitive

damages to be determined

by the court.

"It's long been Wendy's

policy to provide the

customer with a quality

hamburger and
communicate its attributes

without making di^^parnging

remarks, uuiccurate claims,

misrcprcscniat ions or

factual omissions about the

competition," he said.

The lawsuit challenges

Burger King's research

claiming consumer
preference for its

"Whopper" over the

Wendy's International

"single" hamburger,

Barney said the "obvious

unfairness of this method of

comparison clearly

communicates the

questionable validity" ©f

Burger King's research.

t « t • I < • I
» . . I I . « • • • •
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Quality,
Variety and

Value.

I\iblixl\its
^

Them AllTogether.
Puzzled about where to get the most for your money' ADout where to find the wide

selection and quality of products you wanf You II find the solution at PvbHix.

where quality, variety and value fit together to make your shopping a pleasure.

101-».
. bol

•4t7

$179

49«

New Zealand

Lamb Shoulder
Roast
New Zealand

Lamb Shoulder
Chops T
Swift's Premium Beef. Dinner.

Regular or Bun Size

Franks Ul
Swift's Premium Beef, Corned
Beef, Ham, Turkey or Chicken

Deli Thin Meats
Tennessee Pride Mild or Hot

Whole Hog
Sausage
Meat or Beef

Kahn's Franks
Kahn's

Sliced Bacon
Kahn's

Ptokle A
Pimento Loaf
Kahn's Sliced

Cotto Salami or
Spiced Luncheon., pug.

Kahn's Sliced Meat or Beef

Bologna. .. %:i*V^
Kahn s Sliced

Snack Pak 'ST •2o«

Kahn's Chunk

Braunschweiger.... ^:
Hillshire Farm Smoked or Polish

Sausage »2«

1-lb

Mb.

$219

31

pke-

»2

$139

$169

3
ASSORTED FLAVORS

Breyers
Yogurt

.3$ 42$8-oz.

cups

429

Q Dairy fg Dairy ^
Breakfast Club

Spread ISit 79*
Mrs Filbert's Regular

Golden Quarters

Margarine 2 eVnV 99<

English Muffins 3 ^^i. *1
Dairi-Fresh Cream
Whipped
Topping 99«
Philadelphia Brand Soft

Cream Cheese 99*

SWIFT'S PREMIUM
FULLY COOKED

(EITHER END OR WHOLE)

Smoked
Hams

( 1 1 » • • • •

Tasty Old Fashion Loaf or
^^^^

German Bologna... ib 'l^^

Delicious Franklin or

Genoa Salami. "T' 99*
Flavorful Ham
American Beauty .."T'M^*
Zesty-Flavored

Baked Beans 1i. 89*
Fresh-Made •

--eh

Cuban Sandwich.. ^V^
Ready-to-take-out Southern

Fried Chicken 'KS *37»

Fresh-Baked Dutch Apple or

Apple Pie •.or-

Hot from the Dell!

Beef Stew T *27»

Macaroni &
Cheese

Steak RoUs pKS 69*

CONNOISSEUR'S CHOICE

Large . ..^?.®^'^.^.?.??.t°.^9}..*54°^

Medium .ik^v.«?.!?.l°.^9i..*365o

Small ....l??.')'.®?..?.^.!?^.. 2°°

THIS AD EFFECTIVE:
.
THURSDAY, SEPT. 30
THRU WEDNESDAY

f OCT. 6, 1982 ...

.„ CLOSED SUNDAY .

.

Seafood Treat, Frozen

Trout Fillet
Seafood Treat, Frozen

Red Snapper
Fillet
Seafood Treat, Frozen
(Imitation Crab Legs)

Deep Water Legs

lb.

per
lb.

t13»

$299

$399

ATTENTION
CUSTOMERS:
Now is the time to

Renew your Publix

Check Cashing Cards.

Please Renew your

card at the Bank ana

Shoe Counter

Present cards expire

Sept. 30, 1982.

^^j

i

FOR BREAKFAST, SNACKS
OR DESSERT, TASTY

Golden
Bananas

23
U.S.D.A. CHOICE
BEEF BONELESS

Chuck
Roast

per lb.

$•189

FliMix
Beef
the
special choice

CHOICE

U.S.D.A. Choica BMf BonalMa

Shoulder Stoak r t^it
U.S.D.A. Choice Baaf

Short Ribs r
Choice Beef (Bone-In)

Sirloin Steak r ^2*«
Choice Beef

Key Club Steak r ^339
U.S.D.A. Choice Beef

Top Round Steak ^2*^
Boneless

Beef For Stew r

PUBLIX
RESERVES
THE RIGHT
TOLmnt

QUANTITIES
9<H#

fi

Shor
2\ U.S.D.A.

m) Sirlo
W/ U.S.D.A. Minute

Maid
00 « PtJBf

ORANGE
>»juia

Wisconsin Cheese Bar IndividuaHy-

Wrapped Cheese Food

Sliced American.. VV,'

Kraft Chunk Style Cheese ,

Mild Cheddar '^.V *V
Wisconsin Cheese Bar Mild or

Medium Cheddar, Mozzarella.

Colby Halfmoon Longhorn or

Monterey Jack 'iT
Sealtest Small Curd or

Light N' Lively Lowfat

Cottage Cheese ... *:3f

Wisconsin Cheese Bar

Swiss Cheese T »3"

FRESH, TENDER, YELLOW

Sweet
Corn

10$ •|29
1)

For Snacks or Salads
King s Ruby Red
Seedless Grapes . T 79«
"Minute Maid" Chilled

Orange Juice <1»
Crisp Juicy "New Crop"
New England
Mcintosh
Apples 3 & 80«
Fresh, Crisp

Green Beans tt' 49«
Ripe, Sweet, Juicy
Fresh Prunes 1^' 39«
Serve With Cheese Sauce, Tender
Fresh Broccoli .... . bunch

Mountain Qrown Ript,
Juicy (165 Size) Grean
Bartlett Pears ...10 to, *i
"PubNx** Brand Unswaatened
GrapofruitJuice .. ^99^
(Medium Size) Taaty
tomatoes ^T- 30*
Salad Parfact Criap, Graan
Cucumbers
and Peppers 5 tor •I
Fraah, Crisp

Romaine Lettuce . iT
For Tossed Salad, Fraah, Crtap
Endive and
aemrola r 40«
Flavorful Fresh
Brusaols Sprouts. ^ M«
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BUSCH BEER

$179

12 or Disposable Cans

SIX PACK

SAVE 50C WITH THIS COUPON
HORIDA CRADE M

Large Eggs

R.C.. DIET RITE, NEHI
R.C. 100, aad R.C. DECAF

19C
Limit Oni Per Family

Wltl S7.S0 CrocirY

ontoff bcMiii
iMMcn nwKis

DOZEN

Expires 10-6-82

EIGHT PACK

fkOBCaSMfMNl

Gorton Batter Fried

Fish Portions. '^ijf
»1m

Young N Tender

Rock Cornish
Hens

ALL VARIETIES
TOTINO'S FROZEN

Party
Pizzas

reg. pkg.

99'
fi

Donald Duck Concentrate

Orange Juice 89*
Aunt Jemima's Cirmamon
Swirl or Regular

French Toast K 69*
Celentano's

Cheese Ravioli 'S^^V^
Southland's

CutOkra....... . . . . 89*

PUBLIX RCSCRVES THE RIGHT
TO LMMT QUANTITIES SOLO

more of a beautitui tii(R|

forltss!

34^^x. $^39

Funk & Wagnalis

Family Library
ofGreat Music.

REGULAR SLICED OR HALVES
PEACHES. SLICED OR HALVES
BARTLETT PEARS, FRUIT

COCKTAIL OR LITE YELLOW-
CLING SLICED PEACHES,

APRICOT HALVES. SLICED OR
HALVES PEARS, FRUIT COCK-
TAIL OR CHUNKY MIXED FRUIT

Dei Monte
Fruits
16-oz. can

69

San Francisco, Beef Flavor, Chicken
Flavor, Corn Bread or For Pork
Stove Top
Stuffing .

Plain or Iodized

Morton's Salt '^o7
Drip, Electric Perk or Regular
Folger's Coffee tISi

Nescafe Decaf
Instant Coffee
Hershey's

16 01 Returnable Bottles

THIS AD IPracnVB:
THURSDAY, SVT. 90
THRU WIDNESDAY
OCT. 6, 1982 . .

.

CLOSED SUNDAY . .

.

bei

Chocolate Syrup ...^
-oz. size)

t-ios

39*

$229

$159

Bach

SAVE 26c, (Giant Size) Almond
Milk Chocolate. Milk ChocolatB,
Hazelnut, Fruit & Nut or

Caramello Milk Chocolate

Cadbury Bars 89*

Sun Maid (1 ,

Raisins S5.
8-oz. Rippled or 9-oz. Lite or Regular

Pringles Chips 22i ^l^'
Plastic Food Bags
Baggies ^ tl"
Cleanser, (12c Off Label)

Soft Scrub '^i^ 83*
(PRE-PRKIED 49c)

Ivory Lkiuid 49*

(20c OFF LABEL)

Fab
Detergent

49-oz. box

$•|89

fi
SAVE 44c. Valvoline

10W/20W/40W
Motor Oil ':SI!:

Bonus Buys

Frito Lay's Toasted Corn, Toasted
Corn Lights, Nacho Cheese, Nacho
Cheese Uglilt or Taco Flavor
Doritos X
Nabisco's Chocolate Chip Cookies
Chips Ahoy
Nabisco's

Premium Saltines '^If 89*
Publix Special Recipe Butter

SosMM BroM ^t:^ 59*

(6 0Z. FREE
BONUS SIZE)

Puritan

Oil
38-02. bot.

$469

|iiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiMiwmmim
200 OFF
With This Coupon ONLY
Aunt Jemima's
Syrup
24-oz. bot.
(Effactiv* S«pt. 30Ocl. 6, 1982)

C

JIF SMOOTH
ORCRUNCHY

Peanut
Butter

18-oz. jar

Beys

gt088tOOM8g00900B»OflOOOOfl080tOOOOOOOflBpf

250 OFF
With This Coupon ONLY
Elec. Perk
or ADC Coffee ^

Maxwell Houae
2-lb. can
(EffacUva S«pl. 30-0ct 6. 1982)

400 OFF
With Thi« Coupon ONLY

GrOIMl COffN
am Ciaii M«raH
ADC Mellow Roast
1-ib. can
(CttMilM 9m0t. 3»0et. «. 1M2)

4pk. AAc
tnack packW

Del Monte 17-oz. Lima Beans or 16-oz.

StowMi TomaloM V£!
Del Monte Diced PeachcM,
Mixed Fruit or Assorted
Pudding Cups
Hunt's Rich, Thick

Tomato Ketchup ^hSt 99*
Orville Redenbacher
Popping Com •I"
Seven Seas Buttermiiic Country Spico,
Green Goddess, Viva Itaitan or
Buttermilk Recipe
Salad Drosaing 'S;S'M««
Blue Plate

Mayonnaise 'g* 99*

^tiiiiiuMiiiitsiiiMtininnnnmns

200 OFF
With This Coupon ONLY

Folger's

Flaked Coffee
1 13-oz. bag

(EfMtHM Sept aOOcL IMS)

cosco _
Folding taUes t^l^
and diairs fnun

I 200 OFF
g With TMs Coupon ONLY

I With Lemon,
Nestea Mix
12-oz.jar lS;!;|

(EHacUv* tapt. aOKJct. 6. 1982)
*

FoMiimTaM*

withSSO
miapes

19 99 With no purchase

S099
' with S50 in lapt's

' 13 49 with no purchase

Cash month* Start Mvina your ragtstar lapa* now
Laat day tor Itii* tpaciat a«faf t« Octobat 2nd

LAST 3 DAYS

m^ 600 OFF
With This Coupon ONLY

Herbal or Reg.
Shower to Shower
Body Powder
8-oz. can
(E(f*cliv* S*pl 30-Oct 6 19621

^ooooooQooaoaooooo»8(iQ8flflQ98t»omfl»m^

(i6m«iii«fiii»eMHiuiiiuiiiut

600 OFF
:
With This Coupon ONLY

: Scented or

: Unscented, Dry Idea

: Anti-Perspirant
: 1.S*oz. pkg.
; (Effacliv* S«pl 30-Oct 6 19«2|

^QaaoaioBgeoeafltflfttteBootiMMtm^l

Soveit

satellite

aids crash

survivors
IMIKD PRKSS IMFRNATIONAl

WASHINGTON — A
Soviet satellite guided

rescuers to three downed
Canadian fliers in rugged

British Columbia earUer

this month in the first

successful emergency use of

a new international search

and rescue system, the U.S.

space agency reported

yesterday.

A tiny radio beacon

aboard the single-engine

airplane transmitted a

distress signal, which was

picked up by the unmanned
Russian spacecraft and

relayed via a ground station

in Ottawa to the Rescue

Coordination Center in

Victoria. B.C.

Pararescuers found the

three survivors 25 '/i hours

after their plane crashed.

The plane carrying the

three men was more than 30

miles north of its intended

flight route and Canadian

rescue officials said that

without the satellite, it

would have been three or

four days before the crash

area was searched.

The rescuers said one of

the three flyers probably

would not have survived

such a delay. All three men
were injured in the

crash.

Bernie Trudell, mission

manager for the project at

the space agency's Goddard
Space Flight Center, said

the 6(X)-mile-high, Soviet

satellite, designated 1383,

carries a receiving and
transmitting instrument

using the U.S. and

Canadian distress frequency

as part of a cooperative

project thai has been in the

works since 1978.

The Soviet satellite was

launched in June uid is now
in the test phase. Trudell

said the downed Canadians

were fortunate that the

spacecraft was being tested

at the lime.

The National
Aeronautics and Space

Administration plans to

launch a weather satellite in

February carrying a similiar

search and rescue assembly

using equipment provided

by Canada and France.

U.S. law requires all

airplanes to carry the

distress t>eacons. They are

about the size of a quart

milk carton and are

designed to activate

automaiically in the event

of a crash. Ocean-going

ships and yachts carry

simitar beacons.
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Crews frompage 1

Tallahassee versus, perhaps, locating in

Orlando. Hard work, homework, and

knowing the tools that are available is the

primary thing."

Crews is a staunch environmentalist, and

has been endorsed by the league of

Conservation Voters and the Sierra Club.

He names the protection of the Suwannee

River as a primary environmental issue. The

Environmental Regulation Commission is

currently reviewing a request to allow peat

mining in the Santa Fe swamp; such

mining, Crews said, could badly damage
the Suwannee.

Crews said he would support legislation

to re-instate secondary waste treatment, on

a state level. Federal secondary treatment

regulations were recently dropped by the

Reagan administration.

Crime cannot be dealt with simply by

locking away more and more criminals.

Crews said.

"Generally, I'm very preventative

oriented and rehabilitation oriented in my
approach to crime," Crews said. *•! do not

think the solution is to keep building bigger

and bigger maximum security prisons and

locking people up."

C rews supports Leon County Sheriff

I ddie Boone's proposed regional work

camps for '.ess dangerous criminals. That

system would ease the strain on our

overcrowded system, as well as providing

inexpensive Tabor for local public service

projects, Crews said.

"I would kind of zero in on youth in my
preventative concerns,' Crews said. "One
solution might be simply putting a

basketball court in a playfield. Activities

are very important for youth."

Crews said he would be willing to

consider mandatory sentencing, but was

more interested in providing state-wide

uniform sentencing. The state's judges

need help in easing the case backlog, and we

need more law enforcement officers. Crews

said.

Though he was not an avid supporter of

the concept. Crews said he did agree with

the idea of capital punishment.

**It boils down to my feeling that a

person should be punished equivalent to the

crime they commit," he said.

Crews said he did not support the idea of

a cooling-off period before the purchase of

handguns, simply because he did not

believe it would have a substantial impact

on crime.

Persons convicted of minor crimes like

check-bouncing or shoplifting. Crews said,

should be put into alternative community
service work, rather than jailed.

Florida's educational system can be

improved. Crews believes, by reducing class

size and improving teacher salaries.

**My immediate objective wdiild be to

move FkMTida into the upper quartile of

teacher salaries," Crews said. "The
teachers are inadequately compensated. 1

would support much better salaries for

them. When the Legislature speaks and says

salaries should be increased, that increase

should be passed down to the local level and

not diverted to administration, or to special

projects."

Crews also said he would support the

community resource officer program to

improve security in the public schools.

Crews said he would fight to keep Florida

State Univesity and the University of Florida

as the state's flagship research schools and

that he would work to "maintain the

identity and the integrity** of Florida A&M
University. He also hopes to provide more

support for the state community college

system.

Jim

Crews

"There will be cut-backs in state

government," Crews said. **These are hard

times. Money is tight, revenues are reduced.

The question is not, 'Are there going to be

cut-backs?' but 'Where are the cut-backs to

going to occur?' I'm saying the cut-backs

are not going to be in public education."

Crews said he would support Gov. Bob
Graham's proposed tax on gasoline to

repair the state's highways, but said that tax

should be based on the cost of gasoline

purchased, rather than a penny-per-gallon,

as Graham has proposed

.

"That way, as the use of gasoline levels

off or decreases due to rising prices, our

revenue will not drop off," Crews said.

Crews is an avid supporter of public

transportation, including both city and
regional bus systems.

Abortion, Crews said, is an issue to be

decided by a woman, her doctoi:, and her

family.

"1 don't think government has any right

to intervene in such a personal and private

decision as whether or not to have an

abortion," Crews said. *'I would not want

any kind of blanket prohibition on
abortion."

Crews did not think his progressive

leanings would make it difficult for him to

work with the largely conservative Florida

Senate.

"I've worked in a conservative arena for

•six years. The Senate is no more
conservative than the board of county

conunis^oners," he said. '*I think a more
important issue is not whether you are

progressive or traditional or liberal or

conservative, but whether you identify with

people. Do you work for your

constituency or do you identify with a very

narrow special interest? I think that I fall

with the former."

Crews also expressed concern over the

detrimental effeet of federal budget cuts on
human services, particularly for the

disadvantaged and the elderly.

As the runoff campaign has progressed.

Crews has become increasingly critical of

his opponent, Madison banker Bill Grant,

for Grant's sizeable contributions from

banking, timber, phosphate and other

special-interest industries. That criticism,

Crews said, is not a mud-slinging attack,

but rather a serious campaign issue.

"You can tell a lot about a candidate by

the company he keeps," Crews said. "I

don't think a special interest group would

be making a significant contribution to a

candidate unless they thought that

(iandicbte would represent their concerns

once elected. People very definitely expect a

return on their contributions.

"I'm backed by special interest groups

too," Crews said. "They're

environmentalists, women's groups,

education associations. If I'm elected,

they're going to get a good return on their

investment. I'm going to protect the

environment, I'm going to vote for the

ERA, and I'm going to fight to bring

teachers salaries up to the top quartile."

»

FILLED WITH CUSTARD
AND ICED WITH CREAMY
CHOCOLATE, {4-OZ. SIZE)

Eclairs C

2 89<

MADE WITH BUTTER
AND CREAM CHEESE

(16-OZ. SIZE)

Butter Pound
Cake

eacH$^49

I

St
Apple Cobblestone
Bread 65 'I"

(Above Item Also

AvaH^MeatStOTM
Without Hot Bakeries)

(8-inch Round)

Honey Pecan Cluster •ach
for

$•189

Pineapple Pie ^1**

Fig Squares 2 ..r 45^
(R«gular$1.29)

Powdered Sugar
Cake Doiiuts
(Above Item Atoo AveNeMe atMeree Wntheut Not Befcerlee)

A GREAT GO-ALONG (
WITH ANY DINNER \

White Mountain
Dinner Rolls

per

doz.

A FAVORITE I

BREAKFAST TREAT!

Glazed Donuts

6 79^

Danish Bakery

Reserves the Right

to Limit Quantities Sold

THIS AD imCTIVC:
TNUIISOAV.MPT.SO
THRU WlOmSOAV
OCT. 6. 1989 . .

.

CLOSBO SUNPAY . .

.

WESTWOOD CENTER

KILLEARN CENTER

THIS AO GOOO AT THfSf LOCATIONS ONIV

NORTHWOOO MALI

K-HJUT PIAZA

teUMM
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Hearts andMinds
A compelling documentary depiction of the Vietnam War, Hearts and Minds will

show tonight at 8 in Moore Auditorium. Winner of an Academy A wardfor (he best

documentary of 1975, the film is sponsored by CPE, Student Government and the

Peace Studies class. Admission isfree and open to all.

Some of Abbey Theatre's

finest are showcased
in 'Odd Man Out' tonight

BY FRANK YOUNG/BILL McANDREW
FUMBEAU STAFF WRITEItS

Carol Reed's Odd Man Out (1947), one of

the most impressive films of post-war

Britain, graces Moore Auditorium tonight.

Relevant today because of its subject matter

(Irish revolutionary groups), the film is

suspenseful, well crafted, and full of fine

performances.

Odd Man Out has been the subject of

much critical praise over the years. Even the

normally blase Leonard Maltin, in his

guidebook TV Movies, proclaims "Don't

miss it!" Perhaps the film's finest praise

comes from its lead performer, James

Mason: "1 think it was a great film, perhaps

Carol Reed's best; certainly it was mine."

Set in a Northern Irish city (presumably

Belfast), Odd Man Out focuses on a group

of revolutionaries, the "Organization.**

The leader of the group, Johnny McQueen
(Mason), recently escaped from prison,

reluctantly takes part in a daring robbery to

net tunds for the "cause."

Johnny, repelled by the group's

increasingly violent bent, becomes ill and

confused in the turbulence of the holdup.

He accidentally kills a man and is himself

shot. Deserted by his comrades, Johnny

spends a harrowing night hiding from the

ever-present police.

This simple but remarkably riveting plot

is enhanced by the knowing, steady

direction of Carol Reed. With director of

photography Robert Krasker, Reed

tranforms the Irish city into a desperate no-

man's land« a world of dark, wet alleyways

and grimy people.

The Aim's style, a combination of

American/f/m no/rand Italian neo-realism,

is both stark and baroque, atmospheric and

tense. Reed captures the essence of this

bleak landscape, much in the way he would

picture wartorn Vienna in his later film

The Third Man {1949).

CINEMA
In addition to James Mason's fine

performance. Odd Man Out offers a

memorable role by Robert Newton as

Lukey, Johnny's artist friend. Newton
proved memorable enough to be praised by

a character in Harold Pinter's play. Old
Times: "And I still think he was fantastic.

And I would conomit murder for him, even

now."

The film also provides a rare glimpse of

some of the finest actors of Ireland's Abbey
Theatre (those who didn't go West with

John Ford). Cyril Cusack and Dan
O'Herlihy as Johnny's revolutionary

comrades, Pat and Nolan; Willie Fay as

Father Tom, and the Abbey's finest comic

actor, F.J. McCormick, as the "whimsical

little derelict" Shell, are all wonderful.

Both a straight thriller and an interesting

indictment of political violence. Odd Man
Out deserves the praise it's garnered. It is a

film classic.

Odd Man Out plays tonight at 7:30 only

at Moore Auditorium. Admission is $1.75.

Where else but in America?
PACIFIC NEWS SERVICE

First there was the Lacoste shirt, then the

Official Preppie Handbook. Now get ready

for. ..the preppie video game. In this

Brooks Brothers answer to Pac-Man, a

hero named Wadsworth Overcash has to

run an obstacle course to retrieve his golf

ball. Among the perils: menacing golf carts

and a wa|g|^|^^d fuU of...alligators, of

course.

• • •

For kids who don't want to be lumped

with the masses of Teddy Bear owners, now
there's Rare Bear, a nine-inch stuffed

animal made of 100 percent natural ranch

mink, complete with pedigree. And in case

the kids love him to death. Rare Bear comes

with a Ufetime guarantee. If he fie^ apart,

the manufacturer will patch him up. All this

for just $170. Maybe that's why fuzzy

wuzzy had no hair — he was holding out

for mink.

^« rtsons! G«t H.E.L.P. at Albmtsons! 0«t H.E.L.P. at Albmrtsons! Q«f H. E.^

" Albertsons' K:^

FLIQUOR^
\SPECIALS!
I Sho|t and Save in Our Convenient Liquor Stores

Ml

8.

t

WERE HERE TO
H.E.L.P. YOU! THAT

MEANS HUNDREDS OF
EVERYDAY LOW PRICES
TO SAVE YOU MONEY!
WHILE YOUR BUDGET

WILL LOVE OUR H.E.L.P.
YOU'LL LOVE OUR GREAT
^RVtCE & SELECTION!

COMETO US FOR
W»E«L»P«

WE ACCEPT \i VISA
Xm^msM VISA A
IMASTERCARD

r i

BACARDI LIGHT

RUIVI
33.8 OUNCES

(1 LITER)

-^1

KAHLUA COFFEE

LIQUEUR
25.4 OUNCES

(750 ML)

SEAGRAM'S 7 CROWN

BLEND
33.6 OUNCES

(1 LITER)

J&B RARE

SCOTCH
33.8 OUNCES
(1UTER)

SCHENLEY

VODKA
33.8 OUNCES

(1 LITER)

JACK
DANIELS

25.4 OUNCES
(750 ML)

BLACK
LABELi

CANADIAN
MIST

33.8 OUNCES
(1 LITER)

AN'ADIAN
MIST.

GORPaN>

DlSnUED
LOHDORDinl

Gin

GORDON'S

GIN
33.8 OUNCES

(1 LITER)

AVAIUBlUn
fa;-' 0' ifiese jOveaisea

irmsisfegui'edtoDe'eadiiy
aviiiawe fo' salt ii or tieio*

'It aovtniseo p'icf " sac*

aMN CHECK
VI* SI"vt 10 1|»e 9" iiric

suKiciem stoc« 0' ao<«" sec
-nficianflisf I' '0' ai, -n
SO" *i> a'f Qui 0' sioc" a
3A >, THf C« s« ssues
' »i g rfu ic Su« rnt <f
i- *ne aa.ei'Ste o' c* is
'^oo" as 'I seco'wM 'tO't

UQUOR
STORE HOURS

MON THRU WED
9AM TO 10 P M
THURS THRU SAT.

9 A M TO MID
NIGHT, SUNDAY

11 A.M.T07P.M.

HOOD IN OUR LIQUOR STORE:
j

SEPT. SO THRU WED.,

1925 NORTH MONROE STREET
2010 APALACHEE PARKWAY
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Ignoring old adages and listening to Florida bands

BY JIMMAHORNER
II.AMBKAl S f \KF WRITKR

If you (»n'i say anything nice, they used to tdl

me, don't say anything at all. Which would make
for a pretty short review of The Land That Time
Forgot, a collection of music by 15 Florida bands
released on Fort Lauderdale's Open Records label.

It's not like I get paid by the word or anything,

but Flambeau editor Mike Moiine ain't exactly St.

Nick either, and he's not about to come across with

a paycheck until he sees some copy. So, adages be

damned, here it is: The Good, The Bad and the

Ugly.

The most common problem on the album is the

failure to translate what might be absolutely

exciting live material to vinyl. The Land That Time
Forgol is divided pretty evenly between garage rock

thrashers and archly clever popsters. While nearly

all the latter are unredeemed failures, the rockers at

least show signs of life.

But few of them sound at all at home in the

studio. Production on this album is uniformly

sludgy; no telling how many wild guitar solos have
been tamed in the transition to wax. There's

something crazy going on in the background of "1

MUSIC
I cd Two Lives" by Miami's The Eat, but it takes a

lot ot faith to believe it's a guitarist mad enough to

spit nails.

A couple of exceptions, beginning with F's "I

Saw Your Vision." Recorded on a home cassette

deck, it sound crude biit clear. Guitarist Ravenous

Gangrene turns the distortion up, wrapping Flash's

death-rattle vocals in a fuzzy electric blanket; David

Cladding's martial drums cut through the static.

"Did You Think," by Ft. Lauderdale's

Breathers, is a success coming from the opposite

direction. Tom Staley, formerly of NRBQ, and a

trio of South Florida session musicians aren't

abused by the studio, like most of these bands. The
The ftea^im know how to use technology to turn out

light, airy pop you might expect from a band with

this name.

The Breathers also know how to write songs.

which turns out to be a real problem for most of

these bands. Da Boyz, for example, come up with

a nice riff and a killer guitar solo for "Bring It

Back," but the tune never goes any place. And
"The Land's..." cute, clever groups are all groping

about for'some decent material.

Magic, the Miami band whose "Locals Only"

sounds like Jan and Dean gone Nashville do better,

combining a nice melody with some fine Ventures-

inspired guitar work. And the lyrics— like a theme

song to "Gidget Meets 2000 Maniacs"—are great

fun.

Much less fun are A New Personality

(•'Waterfall," boasting a beautiful melody, would

have worked better as an instrumental); the Vulgar

Boatmen (silly, and from Gainesville); the

Essentials, Spanish Dogs, and Cats on Holiday

(Yawn, yawn and yawn).

Larry .loe Miller and the Rhy'hm Rockets,

though, deliver what this whole record should have

been. Florida's entry in the rockabilly revival prove

production isn't important if you bang the drums
hard enough, and any song will sound all right if

you get crazy. No resti^nt here, no holds barred,

and no trouble.

Charly

McClain

McClain highlights Expo 82
BY CURT FIELDS
Fl AMBK.AH ARTS KDITOR

A concert by country-politan star

Charly McClain tonight helps kick

off Expo 82 in the Civic Center.

Expo 82 is a four-day show
featuring area businesses showing
their wares and services. It starts

today at 3 p.m. Tomorrow, the show
will be open from 3-9 p.m. You can

see it on Saturday from 10 a.m. to 7

p.m. and on Sunday from noon to 6

p.m.

Mcclain's concert tonight will be
free to the first 5,000 people who
attend Expo 82 and redeem their

ticket stubs at the gate tonight.

The singer has had several

successful songs including "Women
Get Lonely," "Who's Cheatin'

Who" and "Sleepin' With the Radio

On." McClain has also appeared on
the ABC television series **Hart to

Hart."

Other highlights of Expo 82

include demonstrations and shows by

the Orange Blossom doggers,
Tallahassee Karate Academy, Straw

Street Cloggers, Sahliya's Middle

Eastern Dancers and several others.

Also, Tom Nielson, Floyd on the

Guiding Light will be appearing at

WCTV's booth during the Expo.

Unquestionably the Best'
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Forget Charles and Di: This is the story of Pip and Mave
BY D.K. ROBLR IS
FLAMBEAU STAFF WRITER

Once upon a time in glittering Putney,

known as **Shaliniar South of the Thames,"
there lived two young persons with green eyes

and a huge mix 'n' match his 'n' hers pierced

earring wardrobe named Philip Edward
Hartley Slandish Plowden and Sarah Frances

Cawthra but called, for confusion's sake, Pip

and Mavis.

Mostly what they did of a day was peruse

the mystical writings of Len Deighton and Ed
McBain while guzzling gallons of Nestle's

Gold Blend and eating things all smeared

with Hellman's Real you-know-what until 6

p.m. when strange alcoholic concoctions

started being served in elegant, wonderful,

exquisite champagne flutes so beautiful that

— (two unnecessary baroque pages deleted:

the glasses were a present from D.K. — Ed.).

Anyway, that's what they did except for

when Mavis was out saving the two-party

system for Britain by working as secretary to

Shirley Williams, Earth Goddess of the SDP,
and Pip was writing ballads about parking

meters called "La Belle Dame Sans lOp."

One day they had this good idea. They

decided to get engaged. Springtime returned.

Bunny-lambs frolicked. The sky was blue.

Little birdies sang. Mavis' grandparents who
are called Kay and Bodger and live with a cat

named Boot, gave them an emerald with

which to make a ring. The emerald belonged

on a pendant a long-lost suitor had pressed

into the indifferent hand of Kay ever so long

ago. The happy pair imm^iately sent the

rock to Snob, Snob, and Chinless (Jewelers)

Inc. to be looked at.

Meanwhile, something funny was
happening with the Sept. 7th edition of the

Times. There werai't any. On the Court page

between announcements for the Hon.
Claudia Glop and Lord Perky, and Miss

A.C.B.M. Woggle-Hesketh and the Rev.

John Thug, was a pertinent paragraph

reading the betrothal of a certain Pip and a

certain Mave.

So Pip bought seven copies. And Mave
bought five. And Stig (who lives in the front

room of the Putney flat with a pet mole)

bought three, and Mave's Mummy bought

fourteen and D.K. bought the last the

newsagent had and the county of Berkshire

sold out entirely and there was a certain

amount of panic on Fleet Street.

Telegrams started flowing in. Pip's

grandmother phoned but then she couldn't

remember his name. Mavis* 46 ex-boyfriends

and secret admirers phoned up and threw fits

and threatened to do away with themselves.

D.K. was, of course, restrained. She merely

bought a card and hinted strongly that if it

had not been for her the pair probably would

not have had the chance to have got all slimy-

eyed about each other in the first place. But

you know D.K. She's probably angling to be

godmother to the first brat which she wants

christened Savage Sam in honor of her FSU
heritage.

There was much in the way of jollification.

Off went the chaps to the friendly local

Afghan eatery which looks like the inside of a

tent oh the steppes and is hung with all

manner of Asian weaponry. The waiters look

like extras in Genghis Khan Rides to War.

JOSTEN'S
GOLD RING
15 off

SALE
lOKGold*30 off14KGokl

JOSTEN'S COLLEGE RINGS
AVAILABLE DAILYAT YOUR BOOKSTORE

OCT. 6 & 7,9-4 pm

Over dishes of innoccni-looking but lethally-

spiced carrots certain plans were laid.

The Wedding. You have no idea how
carefully these things must be thought out.

D.K. does, but then D.K. has a vocation for

this sort of thing. D.K. has always wanted to
be the tadv in Mcwn's who sits in the back
with (lie china and the big stationery books
and advises brides NOT to get wedding
invitations with pink butterllies on. D.K. is a

natural-born wedding quality control

inspector.

But Pip and Mavis didn't need any advice

from the likes of a short-legged -American.

They sorted out everything from traffic

diversions to white bridal boxing cloves

should various members of the fainilies take

exception to each other. And this, boys and
girls, is a good year hence. Pip and Mave
plan to do the deed in good old Oxford in

good old September 1983.

Pip was trying to get out of wearing
morning dress — stripy trousers and all.

Mave and D.K. came down hard with a

combination of threatened physical

discomfort if he refused and flattery. D.K.

got a gleam in her eye aind muttered things

about large green hats with ostrich feathers

and gloves to match. Pip and Mave looked
vaguely frightened and whispered to each

other "Maybe we can hide from her."

But no, darlings. 1 love you both and you
cannot escape me. I will be as an auntie to the

juniors when they come along. 1 will

introduce them to gin and Fiorucci. Like a

good godmother. And they'll all live happily

ever after. Or D.K.'ll hit somebody.

REDUCTION
SALE Now in Progress

Take an extra

our already low, low prices!

Everything Must Go!
Htmy in wNle limited safe quaiWties test.

WesUvood Center

2020 - 20 W. Pensdcold St./Tdlldhassce

Mon-Fri: 10 a-m--9 p.m. SaL 10 eLrrL-6 p.m.

Sun: 12 p.m. -5 p.m.
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Eric Ryan, FSWs offensive tackle.

we good enough?' If we do it this weekend,
I think we*ll be a contender. They*!! liave to
start making us favorites against some of
these teams we play."

Defensive tackle Alphonso Carreker on
Ohio State: "I look for Ohio State to take it

to us up the middle early because of last

week. But little do they know, that is our
plan. If we take it to them up the middle
early and force them to pass, we*l!^.^'

Defensive back Harvey Clayton on Ohio
State: "This year they are more run-
oriented. Last year we had to look so much
at the pass. It's still a challenge for the

secondary but I don't think we (the

secondary) will have too much to worry
about.**

Running , back Ricky Williams on last

year's Ohio State-FSU contest: "They*U
have the psychological edge because they
want revenge on us. They don't lose two
times in a row often."

MSW.TENNESS6EST.«224 243S»M-F10 7Sat.11 5

CAR DIVISION
Featuring #SANYO Specials

IN-DASH UNITS

I MM. ILl 'i I

/

FTCl
AM-FM Stereo Cassette

Mini Chassis

FTC 2
AM-FM Stereo Cassette

Mini Chassis

UNDER DASH UNITS
Work out
Head coach Bobby Bowden (kneelmg) watches as his team works out the rough

spots duringpractice. Florida Hambeau/Vicki Arias
~

Injury sidelines FSU's Ryan
BY MIKE RADIGAN/WAYNE DEAS

FLAMBEAU STAFF WRITERS

Fifth year offensive tackle Eric Ryan of

Florida State ended his college football

career last weekend, according to head
coach Bobby Bowden.
Ryan has aheady begun new duties on

the team as a junior varsity coach, Bowden
said.

Ryan, who has suffered from a shoulder

injury since his sophomore year in high

school, said it took him two weeks to reach

the decision to quit.

Pyan came out of FSU*s season opener
with a nerve injury in the same left shoulder

and was replacedby junior Terry Widner.
It was the nerve problem — which left

him with only 30 percent strength in his left

arm, coupled by muscle problems in his

lower back — which forced him to hang up
his pads.

"There's no use in me going out there

and standing around in pads when I can't do
anything for the team. Especially when a
younger player with some future could use
the time getting prepared," Ryan said.

Ryan will remain on FSU's scholarship

list but will not be paid outright for the

coaching job.

• • •

In Wednesday's practice and injury

news:

Senior defensive back Warren Hanaa
(knee ligaments) had his cast removed last

weekend and was able to run sprints at

Tuesday's practice, though not anywhere
near full speed.

Hanna might end up a redshirt this

season, but not if Bowden can help it.

**If he can get back m time and we're
having a good year, I would like to use
him," Bowden said.

Wide receiver Weegie Thompson (knee)

saw his first practice action in over three

weeks Tuesday.
• • •

Practice quotes:

Bowden on the trick play, a strategy he
has used against all three opponents so far

this season; "We can't continue to make a
living off that. I'm hoping we'll be able to

get by on them until we're good enough to

win in other areas.

"This is gonna be a week where it's 'Are

CASSCTTC STtWfO

FT-50 FT-150
Locking Fast Forward Auto Reverse - Dolby

Mini Cassette Cassette Player

All Units Fit Most Cars
62S W. Tennesse • 224-2635 • M-F 10-7 Sat. 11-5

[SALES • SERVICE • INSTALLATIO

1925

PENSACOLA

OPEN

7am - 10pm
FRI & SAT

Til 11pm
CARRY-OUT

576-5998

JIM & MILTS^ BARB-QUE ^
ALL DAY THURS

OUR ORIGINAL

HOBO SPECIAL

BEEF OR PORK
SANDWICH

OUR

FAMOUS

BRUSWICK STEW

TUES. & THURS;

BEER ^12
ON TAP fitcher

BREAKFAST SERVED

7 am to 11:00 am sun Til ii:45am
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FSU women's and men's tennis teams
are on the road in weekend tourneys

BY DKBORAH BARRINGTON
H AMBK-M SPOKTS KDITOR

Though several members of the Florida Stale women's
tennis team have seen tournament action, the test of team

ability comcs tWs weekend when the women travel to

Columbia, South Carolina to participate in the Carolina

Fall Classic.

Clemson, Indiana, Duke, Georgia, South Florida, North

and South Carolina round oui the eight-team field. First

round action begins on Saturday as FSU faces North

Carolina.

"This should be our toughest tournament all year. I

think we'll do very well. "Everyone is eager to get this season

started. We have a good combination of new people and
experienced players, and we expect to be strong throughout

the line-up," head coach Anne Davis said.

The top eight players traveling to South Carolina are Lee

McGuire, winner this past weekend of the Jerry Lewis

Muscular Dystrophy Tournament, Suzanne Doumar, third

place finisher in the Sun Life Tennis Classic in Syracuse,

N.Y. and Florida Federal Open winner Jaime Kaplan, as

well as Lisa Ehrgot, Debbie Pollack and Patty Henderson.

Henderson, sporting a number six ranking for 18-year-olds

in Canada, is the only freshman traveling with the team.

FSU*s Suzanne Doumar
• • •
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The men's team will be on the road to Athens, Ga. this

weekend to try for top honors in the Southern

Intercollegiate Invitational Tennis Championship. The
University of Georgia hosts this individual single

elimination tournament. Team points are compiled for

each players' win and the team with the highest point total

wins. A draw of 128 players is expected.

Head coach Randy Jobson lists the top five players for

this tournament as Jon McLean, Hernan Luque, Joey Rive,

Scott Blessing and Jeff Horine. Conspicuously missing

from that list is Marco Abilhoa who will remain at home
nursing a sore arm.

'*We have an excdlent chance of our players advancing

far in this tournament.Two senoirs, John and Hernan, have

three years playing experience in this tournament," said

Jobson.

The Southern Intercollegiate is one of the seven fail

events the team uses to prepare for the spring schedule.FSU's Patty Henderson

NFL bargaining session may not last long
tNITED PRESS INTKRN ATION Al

NEW YORK — Cleveland Browns owner Art Modell

predicted yesterday the next bargaining session between the

striking players' union and management would be "the

shortest meeting in history" unless the union alters

demands for a wage scale.

The National Football l eague Players Association and

the NFL Management Council were to resume talks in.

Washington today but the sides remained far apart.

Since abandoning a demand for 55 percent of the

kague^siross revenues, the union has proposed half of the

league's $2.1 billion television package be placed in a

centralized fimd and tied in with a wage scale.

tin Sunday, the NFLPA rebuffed the Council's offer to

irantee players $1 .6 billion over five years.

Modell said Wednesday the next move is up to Ed

Garvey, executive director of the union. "The ownership in

this league is opposed to a wage scale and if they don't

address that issue tomorrow, it'll be the shortest meeting in

1 history," said Modell, a member of. the Management

Council's Executive Committee. "The guarantees are

there. There is $1.1 million for every player who plays five

years. All I know is they rejected it and to me it was beyond
my comprehension.**

But an NFLPA spokesman said the union has no plans to

drop the wage scale concept. '*The numbers within a wage

scale are certainly negotiable," said Dave Sheridan, an

NFLPA public relations assistant. "We are seeking a basic

wage scale and that's not negotiable."

Despite prodding from the union for the Management

Council to be replaced — or at least augmented — at future

bargaining sessions, a Council spokesman said neither

Commissioner Pete Rozelle nor any of the 28 owners would

attend Thursday's session.

The union has filed suit with the National Labor

Relations Board charging management with failure to

bargain in good faith. Sheridan said a ruling is expected

later this week. A ruling in favor of the union could resuh

in the walkout being declared an unfair labor practices strike

a move that could protect strikers' jobs and get them pay

for the games they missed.

MIDIAIYPE

lY^EIEITIHS

ncRAGE
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Dr. MlaiO. Dtii, P.A.

OPTOMETRIST

CONTACT LENSES

FiniNC FEE

$20 • $50
In addition to exam fee

810 Thomasvllle Rd.

intersection of Monroe

and ThomasviHe Rds.

2»-9991

RESUMES
100 on whit* p«p«r-S24 95

25 with onvvl^s A co««r sheets to

match (ClasBic Laid Paper) S30 95

SO with anvalopa* A cover ahaets to

match (Classic Laid Paper*—$35 95

P.M PublishwKi h Typo^apMcs.
222 1222/135* N.G«ted«»/2?2 11

kinko's copi«s

AT LAST A
PROFESSIONAL
COPY SERVICE

QUALTTV XEROX
COPIES

SELF-SERVICE IBM

iVit overnight

no minimum
OPEN 7 DAYS

470 w. Tmn.

222-6171

SIDE 1
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^

POLTERGEIST

7:15. 9:45

(PC) (PQ

Coupon

Good on Mon. M^i^^ES
wed. & Thurs. Night

2 fpf j AdPlSSlOII

ROCKY III

TAS. 9:30

Coupon

Exp. 10-6-82

In Concert, From N.Y.

Tom Serabian
Sept. 30, Oct. 1 & 2

The
*DownUnder
Club 8:30 p.m.

$1 w/FSUI.D.
$2nol.D.

Explore the depths of the Downunder

MCAT >
LSAT-GRE

GRE PSYCH

ORE BIO i

DAT -VAT/

GMAT /

PCAT /
OCAT /
MAT IHP

mi

c
TEST PREPARATION

SPtCUUSTS SINCE 1938

At Stanlev Kaplan,

we have the courses

to prepare you for

the new exam.

Classes begin

Oct. 11 & NOV. 4

Call now and register.

222-0009
523 E. Tennessee St.

(Opp. Leon H.S.)

There is A DIFFERENCE!!
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9 A.M. — 4 p>M.
ClAssifiEd Ads

720 UnIon

Ad DEAdliNE 2 dAys bEpoRE

For SaLe

Six-2 foot shelves, five decorator
bricks-one dollar each 575-5273 after 6.

3 bdrm. apt. across from Law School.

Hardwood floors, fireplace, ceiling

fans, central heat, fenced in yard.
Available now. $375 per month
893-00i5 or 224-5S51 after 6.

Chateau De Roi AaHt. Walk to FSU
511 N Woodward, 1 BR fum; sound-
proof, pool, laundry, cable 8> util. incl.

except elec. $225 mo. Call Res. Mgr.
222 8428.

1VM Vcspa Scooter P200 windshield,
rear rack, custom front carrier 55
MPH&up to 75 MPG $850 or best offer.

2?? 1021/Days

Radio Shack Motion alarm $25 Stereo
Component System Kenwood,
Hitachi, JVC Tuner, amp, turntable,
casset&speakers 35 watt RMS $500
complete 222-1021/Day$.

30 gallon H20 heater, LP gas type
Ex. condition $75222 1021 days.

1 RO 0 NDTRIP PLANE > IclCE

f

FROM TALLAHASSEE TO MONTEGO
BAY JAMACIA $50 877 3862.

Guitars $25 8. up. Banjos $75 95.

Guifarcourse $15. Guitar strings are ' 2

price with this ad. SCOTT
TENNYSON GUITAR SIRVICCS
)304 Monroe 224 3361.

STEREO RECIEVER
Realistic /Modular 838. AM/P^ 8 -

track 2 45 watt spkrs 222 5179.

TWIN BAHAMA BEDS FOR SALE
CAN BE USED AS COUCHES OR
BEDS. GREAT SHAPE NEED
COVER $40 APIECE BOTH FOR $70
CALL MlK£ AT 385 8220 AFT 4.

1614 ATKAM1RE: 3 br, close to FSU
New carpet thru-out, fenced yd,

carport W/ storage $330 mo. Key
Realty Realtors, 224-3253.

FM RMT TO SHARE BEAUTIFUI.
APARTMENT AT BERKSHIRE.
OWN BR + BTH $130 MO. -f- V» UTL.
LV. MESS. AT 386 4416

Fly TfliicThassoe to Miami and return
$59 roundtrip leave Sept. 30 rvtum Oct.
6 call 224-9196 or 487-1780 CSk for
Claire.

3 FRONT ROW TICKETS
to Homecoming POW WOW Bob Hope
on 10/8. $40 Call Don at 644 6667.

ENGAGEMENT RING & MATChTnG
WEDDING BAND carat solit^e
$1800 value for $975 ieweler's reclf^ts
avail call 385-1754.

NEEDTO SUBLET APT!
1 br turn, cable, close to FSU COlony
'.lub Apts 224 8359

WANTEd
1 STUDENT COUPON FOR

HOMECOMING GAME ON 10/9.

CALL 57«-3249.

FM RMMT TO SHARE 2BDRM
FURN APT 2Vt MILES FORM FSU
$137.50 81 Ml UTIL CALL LANA AT
878 2061. ^

ML RMMT SERIOUS STUDENT,'
NON—SMKR. 65' TRAILER $90 MO.
81 UTL. CALLS7S-2304.

F rmmt Share 1 br turn apt, ac,

pool. $115 mo & ' ? util 5 min from FSU
Call Amy 224 2871 Town & Campus

* *WILL PAY TOP$* *

FOR S. ILLINOIS COUPONS
OCT 9 CALL DARCY222-5M4

Help
WANTEd
CPE Is now taking applications for a
dfrector of the Wood Shop. Please
come by 247 zuhion. Must be student.
No pitone calls.

ServIces
* * TYPING * * *

FAST & EFFICIENT, IBM ELEC.
CALL 878 1587.

FREE SMALL FML. LAB CROSS
NEEDS LOVEABLE HOME

FOR INFO. CALL 575 2531.

2 FOOTBALL COUPONS
HOMECOMING GAME ON
CALL TODD AT 222-9807.

FOR
10/9.

Two IBM selectric typewriters, one
comes with a secretarial desk,$275

each and two other I BMs $90 each, all

In exceltent shape. 576 6555.

AKC REG. GERMAN SHEPARD
PUPS $125 100. BLACK & SILVER
CALL 575 7622. 3 MONTHS OLD.

35 MM PENTAX K 1000 W/CASE,
TIMER ATTACHMENT, 50 MM
LENS: f2.8. UV/HAZE FILTERS ON
BOTH LENSES $230 CALL 576-3292

EARLY MORNING OR AFTER 5.

MEN'S RALEIGH 21" 10-SPD.
LIGHTWT W'RACK. EXC. CONO
SIOOCALL JOHN AT 222 9434.

MALE ROOMMATE TO SHARE TWO
BEDROOM DUPLEX CLOSE TO
FSU. $145/month. 575 5438.

besparatly need coupons for

E.Carolina game please contact nwat
575 6087 or 644 1811 ext legal.

DE S PE R ATE! NEED 2 COUPONS
FOR HOMECOMING GAME. WILL
PAY $$$ CALL 575-0413.

RMT NEEDED TO SHARE 2 BR
duplex $135 mo plus uti. close to

FSU call Matt 576-1408 anytime.

10 SPEED BIKE
Blue concord m excellent condition

$100 rail 575 4321.

POLAROID ONE STEP CAMERA
WITH FLASH UNIT. 1 YEAR OLD

LIKE NEW. $45 OR B.O.

CALL 222-6730 EVENINGS

AtTOS
77SPTIFIRE yellow, 63,000 Ml. 4 spd.
Boot, Tenneau, New Top, AM—FM
radio- Jensen Spkers, $3800 or BO call

385-5084 between 12 pm— 5 pm.

MALE RMMT WANTED LARGE 1BD
fum, close to campus. AAature stud.

IMreferred. Call Dou9aft5222-72f9.

I'MLOOKING FOR A RIDE TOOHIO
THIS WKEND WILL HELP PAY
EXPENSES CALL 576 0035.

VAN 66 FORD
$800. 576-0321.

IN GOOD SHAPE

1974 TOYOTA CELICA GT
5 SPEED JENSEN STEREO
GREAT SHAPE 575-0492.

7S OLDS OMEGA. AM/FM
CASSETTE $1300 NEGOTIABLE
CALL BOB AT 385-9855.

1974 TOYOTA CELICAOT
S-SPEED JENSEN STEREO
GREAT SHAPE 575-0492.

75 OLDS OMEGA: AM/FM
CASSETTE $I300 NEGOTIA»LB

For Rent

AAoving must sub-lease n)y apartment
immediatly. 1 bdrm, unfurn, facing
pool. Mission West Apts 575 5285

WANT TO DANCE
CHEEK TO CHEEKr

CHECK OUT THE RUG CUTTERS
Country/western dance lessons beg.
10/6 at Rocky II Lounge 7-9 pm.
Partners not needed.
Call Sue at 575-6837 between 4 6 pm

.

Quality typing efficient service also

editing at hourly rates MA in engilsh
575-2079 before 9pm

.

TYPING
NEAR FSU

575-7628 OR 386-4513.

BELLY—GRAMS

AND HULA—GRAMS 878-1651

CALL AFTER SCR SAT—SUN.
Professional typing by a former FSU
Secretary with experience typing for
profs and students. Theses,
dissertations, all typing. Call Kathy
877 2686 after 5:00pm.

ABLE TYPING SERVICE
DISSERTATIONS, THESIS,

TERM PAPERS 8, MANUSCRIPTS.
NEAR CAPITAL CENTER

222-0804

Professional typing. IBM Corr. Sel.
Term papers, theses, dissertations.
Near Norlttwood AAall. 3KHM81.

TYPING
NEAR FSU

575-7628 OR 386-4513.

BOOKKEEPER EXPERIENCED
IN ACCOUNTS PAYABLE,
RECEIVEABLE, TAXES, AND
PAYROLL AVAILABLE FOR PART-
TIME OR CONTRACT WORK. CALL
2fi-7798.

Need 1 female roommate to share a 1

bedroom apt very near campus. $110 a
month and W liBht. call ianlce at 222-

9471.

FOOTBALL COUPONS FOR
HQMBCpMING AAME on 10/9. Call

Gary between 8 am 8i 12pm 576-0036.

i NEED A RID E TO OHIO FOR
OSU—FSU GAME. WILL SPLIT GAS
A DRIVING. 222-9616.

Female needed to share two bedroom,
upstairs, furnished apt. Clean, wood
floors. A steal at $112.50 & Vs utI. and
sec. dep. Close to FSU. 224 2346.

Fm1?MT~0WN FURN RM N 3BR HS
W/D, HBO, AC. BIG YARD $135MP &
V4UTL. 10 Ml FR FSU. 386-2382.

HOUSEMATE NEEDED FOR
REMAINDER OF SEMESTER. $95 A
V3 UTILITIES. 57S-0001.

Rmmt for 3 br apt. $125 mo. i, Vs uti.

Near Governor's Sq. Wtndrush
Village. 877 6273 Ms. Neal anytime.

* GUITAR LESSONS * *
CLASSICAL AND POP

BEGINNER ADVANCED
SPECIAL STUDENT RATES
ALISON BERT, 644-5699

Complete range of proofreading,
editing, typing services at low rates.
385 1020 AFTER 3 pm.

IMPROVE YOUR GRADES!
Research Catalog 306 pages - 10,728
topics Rush $1.00. Box 25097C, Los
Angeles, CA 90025. (213) 477-8226.

WE SELL, SERVICE, AND
TOP CASH FOR YOUR
CONOITIONSRS. S7S^S62.

PAY
AIR-

FM RMT 2 BR 1 BTH, OWN ROOM
$115 MO 6. Va UTL. '-4 BLK TO FSU.
CALL DARCY 222-5884.

Clean, serious F or M to share plush
furnished Westwood condo. Pool, own
room 8i bath. Rates negot. 576-9409.

QUIET SETTING bv Lk Jackson
Fm rmt to share lovely, new duplex.
Well insulated w/ fireplace, Ig. yard
pets ok. NO LEASE - NO DEP.
$150 mo. 386-5978 or 386-4364.

NEED HOMECOMING COUPONS
FOR THE S. ILLINOIS GAME ON
OCT 9. CALL 222-9595.

ARE YOU LONELY...?
Looking for someone special? Want to
meet interesting people?
MATCHMAKERS UNLIMITED INC.
is a new unique Tallahassee based
concept helping people to meet one
another utilizing a staff of
profe^ionals aided by detailed
personallity profiles. Write today for

an application! MATCHMAKERS
UNLIMITED INC. P.O. BOX 20395
TALLAHASSEE FLORIDA 32304.

TOXIC SHOCK
ISKOMINOI
SO CATCH IT!

FREE PREGNANCY TEST
Abortion, Gynecology, Psych. Couns.
Call N. Fla. Women's Healtti and
Counseling. 877-3183.

GET FREE FPIRG BROCHURES!
PROTECT YOURSELF FROM
LOSING YOUR SECURITY
DEPOSIT AVOID AUTO REPAIR
RIPOFFS LEARN WHERE THE
BEST BUYS ARE. FREE
GROCERY, BANKING AND
CHECKING SURVEYS PICK UP
INFO AT FPIRG OFFICE 215

UNION. FPIRG CONSUMER
TENANT HOTLINE I IS 644-4884.

FREE PREGNANCY TEST
Abortion, gynecology, birth control,
infection checks & met.tal health
counseling. Low cost Professional
services Strictly confidential. For
appiontment call No. Fla. Women's
Health 8i Counseling. 877-3183.

PHIMU AND PIKES

the legend is about to begin. . .

HOMECOMING 1982!

Belta zeta SINK oar - swiaa
FM99 prizes kegs food canoe races
Sun. 10/3 2pm reservation bring ID.

GOOD LUCK WITH
THE BIG 201

YOUR KILLER

Improve your sex life! New booklet
tells how in 10 easy steps. Send $3.00 to
Score, Suite 25-C, 1105 N Main St.,

GainesvHIe, FL 32601.

QUIET NEIGHBORHOOD PERFECT
FOR 2 GRAD STUDENTS FURN 2

BEDROOM 2 BATHS WASHER AND
DRYER REFERENCES385-0119.

T BEDROOM FURNISHED 2182 W.
PENSACOLA 200 385 0119.

SUBLEASE—1 BR 1 BTH QUIET
APT. NEAR FSU TCC CALL JENNY
IMMEDIATLY AT 576-2030.

2 B.R. HOUSE 2 BLKS"to1="su $225

PER MONTH PETS OK SEE AT 1001

W.ST AUGUSTINE.

2 female rmmts needed to share br in

2br unfurn apt. rent $117-f Mi uti.-f$66
sec dep. Chartre Oaks Apt with pool
call Kathy 576-3740.

* 3 WEEKS FREE RENT «
SUBLEASE COLONY CLUB APT.

CALL 2S4-S9tlOR 8S«-6t61

.

TNT HIDEAWAY CANOE RENTAL
DIRECTLY ON WAKULLA RIVER
AND HWY 98
S5 up to 4 hrs 50c per cushion call
1 925 6412

HAPPY HOUR! 4 7 FMMON FRI
All draft 40c glass. $2.25 pitchers

THE PALACE SALOON
1303 JACKSON BLUFF ROAD

LOCK IT OR LOSE IT! FREE high
security U lock w/every 1982 bike
purchase, GUARANTEED against
theft. Fuji Nishiki, Trek,
Peugeat buy quality, security at
RAINBOW CYCLES, across from
Buliwinkles.

LOST: Bracelet with variety of small
stones. Lost at Bus Stop near Music
Building or Union. Reward! Debbie
575 6644 or 224- 1981 Iv. mess.

FOUND key ring with 1 key 8. nail

Clipper on it, in room 128 Educ. on
Wed. 9/22. Call Mike 222 9394.

LOST AT PITT GAME GOLDCHAIN
& 18KT. CROSS. PLEASE CALL,
VERY VALUABLE 222-9246.

triathlon headquarters is RAINBOW
CYCLES Superior bikes & expert
service clothing 8i accessories too!
RAINBOW CYCLES across from
Buliwinkles.

BIG SAVINGS ON BIKE
BAGS/RACKS 1 Item 15% Off, 2 items
20% off, 3 or more-30% off! zincl.
handlebar bags, panniers, racks, seat
bags 8i nwre. Eclipse, Cannondaie,
Kirtland, Rhode Gear 8. Blackburn,
Rhode i, Kryotonite racks! SAVE now
at RAINBOW CYCLES across from
Buliwinkles.

A PRO TO TYPE- your thesis, term
papers, dissertations, etc. Call Va
Wallace, 877-4900, eve/wk ends.

TYPING. MONDAY THROUGH
FRIDAY. PHONE 386-3759,

9 A.M. -3 P.M.

CALLING ALL BANDS
If you've been renting lighting or
sound in Tallahassee, you know you
only had a couple of choices Now
there's someone new to consider.

ANIMAL KINGDOM AUDIO
24 channels, 2500 watts - 1000 watt
monitor system - Lightinq, 15 PARs,
2 ellipsoidal spots MUCH MORE
Call the others first, then let AKA
give you more for your money

575-2697 : 24 hours

DID YOU KNOW YOU CAN HAVE
HIGH BLOOD PRESSURE AT ANY
AGE WITHOUT SYMPTOMS? FREE
BLOOD PRESSURE SCREENINGS
TODAY, RM. 423 HEALTH CENTER.
ALSO PHYSICAL CONDITIONING
AND NUTRITION COUNSELING
AVAILABLE. SPONSERED BY THE
AED PRE MED HONOR SOCIETY.

TYPING, FAST, EFFICIENT
PAPERS, THESES, LETTERS,
RESUMES ETC. 85 pg 386 4843.

DEAR TOB AKA TWACE,
JUST A NOTE TO SAY I WUV U
REVY MUCH! KEEP UP THE GOOD
WORK IN ORGANIC ! KNEW YOU
COULD DO IT! LOVE, THE DOO.

BEAUTIFUL*
Your the warmest person I've ever

known. I W A N T Y-O-U. What more
does it take to get closer? Another
finger? Talk to me! (Laugh)

Love you, SLINKY*
Fast professional typing & editing

resumes, term papers, theses, diss.

Call Miriam bef. 11pm. 575-5134.

SUE,
HAPPY 19th! DON'T DRINK TOO
AAANY BLOODY AAARYSI I LORI

MEN WOMEN!
Jobs on ships! American Foreign. No
experience required. Excellent pay.

Worldwide travel. Summer |ob or

career. Send $3.00 for information.

SEAFAX, Dept. C-6, Box 2049 Port

Angeles, WA 98362.

Business

PersonaIs

TYPING AND CORRECTIONS
FROM90« PER PAGE
878-3218AFTER 3 PM.

PersonaIs
There within a spark light, the
refracted barks of Sirius; the pulse of

breaking gems. The toad scrunches
lower and hides his eyes for Orion
hunts the dawn, blue-dark sky.

Merlin

PIONEER SX3700 DIGITAL RCVR
2 PIONEER HPM500 3WAY SPKRS
PIONEER PL530 AUTO TURNTBLE
AKAI CS707D CASSETTE DECK
ALL FOR $550, 222-3499 ANYTIME

HEY NIGHTOWLS, THERE'S A
NEW PLACE TO DRUNK AND
DANCE AFTER THE BARS
CLOSE UP— CHECK OUT

SWEETBAY BOTTLE CLUB
1313JACKSON BLUFF RD.

BRING YER OWN BOOZE AND
DRINK CHEAP!! LARGE DANCE
FLOOR S. LIVE ROCK & ROLL

PERSIAN GULF

OPEN 11 PM TIL 5 AM

SWEETBAY BOTTLE CLUB
1313 JACKSON BLUFF RD.*************

CRUISER SPECIAL 20 % OFF while
they last FUJI, Trail mate,
Earthcruiser 1&5 speed models some
with alloy wheels! RAINBOW
CYCLES across from Buliwinkles 222-
1021.

WE DELIVER DEAD FLOWERS****-#
BURNING HEARTS FLORISTS
INTRODUCTORYOFFER GET
$3.00OFF ANY REG. PRICE

Now you save while you sting!! We
hand deliver unique bouquets ofDEAD FLOWERS. Also inquire about
our FRUIT and FISH packages. Get a
laugh or give someone a laugh Now it

costs only $6.85' Your order is
enclosed with a dozen of lovelyDEAD FLOWERS wrapped in the
finest florists box. So call us today at
576-4803, 10:30 5:00 Mon Sat or send a
check or money order to P.O. Box
20228 include message and delivery
address

SWEETSHOP DELI
MEATS AND CHEESES

MEATS, CHEESES AND COLD
SALADS THAT INCLUDE ROAST
BEEF, HAM, TURKEY, IMPORTED
SWISS CHESE, CHEDDAR CHEESE,
COLE SLAW, AND MANY MORE ATMUCH LESS THAN AT THE
SUPERMARKET.

THE SWEETSHOP SALAD BAR
20 ITEMS FOR YOUR CREATION
PREPARED FRESH EACH DAY
FOR $1.99. WITH ANY SANDWICH
ORDER ONLY $1.69. SERVED 11AM
TILL 10PM DAILY.

To RELIEVE TENSION & STRESS
Try MASSAGE THERAPY 222-0550
Registered Massage Therapist.

* COSTUMES* ACCESSORIES
Magic trix. Lessons, Gags, Jokes,
Make-up, Masks, Clown & Juggling Eq

* MAGIC a FUN SHOP *
Univ. Plaza 1916 W. Tenn. 224-MAGI.

MILLER DRAFTSPECIALII
EVERY THURS NIGHT ^2
40c GLASS -$2.25 PITCHER
THE PALACE SALOON

1303 JACKSON BLUFF ROAD
FACIAL + BODY HAIR REMOVAL
PERMANENTLY BY ELECTROLYSIS
REGINA ARXER, ELECTROLOGIST
EUROPEAN DEEP CLEANING
FACIALS BY APPT. 222 3170

FOUND: RING, BY TULLY GYM
ON 9/22. CALL 644 4813 MRS.
LUDWIG FOR INFORMATION.

FOUND Rl
FOOTBALL
4862.

NO IN SECTION 16
STADIUM. CALL 222

Lost: Leather wallet W/ initials K.K.
on it. Lost 9/27 on campus. REWARD
FOR I.D. 575-7168.

FOR FUN & FRILLS
(Women Only) Treat yourself 8i your
friends to a For Fun & Frills Party.
Elegant lingerie, flavored lotions, &
gifts presented. For your party, call

575 8022. (Openings for sales
representatives available, small
investments required)

.

THE LONGBRANCH BAR & GRILL
THURSDAY LUNCH SPECIAL *

890 Steakburger 8. 25« Draft 112 pm.

300 MILLER DRAFT ALL DAY
THURSDAY AT POGO'S

PINBALL PALACE ACROSS THESTREET FROM BULLWINKLES

LosT&
FouNd

LOST: WHITE SAMOYED PUPPY
Male-4 months, 30 lbs. with red
collar. Answers to "Rodney"
Reward. 385-4354 if no ansiiifer, call

224-4920.

FOUND: GOLD CHARM NECKLACE
FOUND ON LANDIS GREEN OVER
SUMMER SEM. CALL 644-3617.

BUSINESS CARDS
1,000 for $17.95

This axtraordifiary offer includa*

typaartUng, pacl»up & raised printing.

We alto liava iattarttead & envolopas
with raised printing for as low as $59.

P.IVL Publishing b Tvt>0(|r<iphics, Inc

222 1222 1350 N. Gadsden 222 1220

OILJ)

nori4a HiMlMaii

TYPESETTING
Pricad as low as...~

50c an inch*
"Up lo ' ) wide !,nln % I Mirnu" • iMlr'

Over 100 typestyles to choose from!

If you want your graphiot to look unk|ue,

our typography house can help you.

P.M. Publishing h Typographies. Inc.

222 1222/1350 N. Gadsden/ 222 1220

20 lb. White^ 8'/txnCdples

COPIES

2V2*
kinko^ copi«s1

Oct. 1 thru Oct. 10

222-6171

470 IN Tenn.
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Top women competitors wUl take to the streets ofTallahassee Saturday for the annua!

Lady Nike li^ race. Florida FlambiBau/BobO'Lary

Lady Nike run kicks off racing year
BY DAVE PICARIELLO

H AMBEAl) WRITKR

The crisp fall weather in Tallahassee not only brings

welcome respite from the summer swelter, but also the

beginning of the road racing year. In this case, running.

This Saturday, Oct. 2, heralds the continuation of a

fantastic achievement for women in the world of racing.

The Gulf Winds Track Club in connection with Racing

South Magazine is again hosting the Annual Lady Nike 10

Kilometer Run. (6.2 miles) Racing South is co-sponsoring

this auspicious event with the Nike Company, (who

specializes in athletic wear, particularly running shoes).

Some 2(X)-250 women harriers are expected to show up for

this dynamic day.

Mike Caldwell, coach of the Tallahassee's Women's

Racing South team, first conceived of this idea back in

1979.

"We already had a women's team but no race specifically

for women," he said. "We had 110 entries the first year

and the race has grown steadily since then," he added.

Several excellent competitors have already made

commitments for the race.

Brenda Webb, last year's winner, is returning as is Linda

McLennan, last year's number two fmisher. Webb, a

member of the Athletes West team, is favored by many to

make the U.S. Olympic squad at 3,000 meters. McLennan

is a top ranked racer from Atlanta.

Laura Ledbetter, from the Racing South team, is in top

form, and looks to place high among the impressive field.

Nine teams are entered with the top three being

Tallahasee's Racing South, South Florida's Deercreek,

and Louisiana's Lady Cajuns.

The race will start promptly at 8:30 a.m. on the comer of

Chieftain Way and Call Street. Chieftain Way is the street

adjacent to the Mike Long Track near TuUy Gym. The

course winds its path from Chieftain Way to Pensacola

Street and from there is an out-and-back route, travelling

west and finishing east through the more scenic parts of

Tallahassee. The finish is on the Mike Long Track.

Registration is from 7-7:45 a.m. at the starting line the day

of the race. There will also be a sign-up from 3-7 p.m.

Friday, Oct. 1, at the Ramada Inn East on Apalachee

Parkway.

Trophies will be awarded to the team champion, top

three finishers and to age group winners. T-shirts and

packages of Bonne BeU cosmetics will also be awarded to

the finishers. For further information contact race

director Mike Caldwell at 575-4364 before 6 p.m. today

and t<»Borrow.

20% off with this ad
expires 10/7
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[Sizes 24-38 available)

TALLAHASSEE
MALL • S86-2606

expires 10/7/82
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CIPO presents'
^

Pow Wow
Concert
featurinq y ^

BOB HOPE
WITH SPECIAL GGEST BAND

GARY U.S. BONDS

Leon County Civic Center

8:30 pm Fri. Oct. 8

Student Tickets: $9 - $10
(sold at Union Ticket Office only)

General Admission: $10 - $11

National Car Rental

1 1

if

Football fans mad as hell; plan own strike

UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL

GAINESVILLE, Fla. — A University of Florida law

school dropout is calling on miffed sports fans to join a

counter-strike against NFL football players.

"Nobody considered the fans when the football players

decided to strike," said Lyle Benjamin, who quit law school

to start a small printing company. **They showed no

respect for the fans at all. it's the same thing that happened

last year with the baseball strike the fans are the ones

who came out suffering."

For $3. disgruntled football fanatics can join "Football

FAST" (Fans Are Striking Too) and receive a membership

certificate, an identification card, a bright blue anti-

football strike bumper sticker and a list of "50 ways not to

view football."

'*rve printed up a couple thousand of them so far/' the

23-year-old New York native said. "I started to do this

during the baseball strike while 1 was still in school, but my

brother talked me out of it because it would have interfered

with my studying.

•*I was sorry I didn't do it for the baseball strike, so I'm

doing it now," he said. "It's a personal fulfillment thing

for me. I'm a die-hard Miami Dolphins and New York

Yankees fan, and 1 just can't stand to sit around doing

nothing when fans are treated this way." Benjamin, who

has not yet started marketing FAST memberships, said he

expects irate sports fans from across the nation to sign up

in his organization.

**I think people will see it as a way for fans to show their

displeasure with the way sports are going today," he said.

"It's also sort of a fun thing to do and makes for good

conversation."

On FAST'S wallet-size blue ID card, members sign an

oath saying they **sotemnly swear to faithfully boycott

I^ofessional football games one day for each and every day

games are not played due to the strike, beginning the first

day after the players resume the football season."

The diploma-style certificate proclaims, "We football

fans are striking too because we are no longer going to

tolerate being third-class citizens of this country."

We f^eaiurp cm Car*-

like tnis Chevrolet Chevette

WEEKEND RATES: Rates apply

from 6 p.m. Thursday to 6

p.m. Sunday. Offer good to

students, 18 years old or

more, student I.D., valid

driver's license and cash

deposit (S100) required. You

pay for gas on this low rate

arid return car to renting

location. Rate is non

discouMaMe and subiect to

change without notice.

Specific cars are subject to

availability, you Hist make

reservations by calling S76*

4107.

SPECIAL RATE

WEEKEND

SM MILES FREE!

CALL NOW!

576-4107

National Car Rental

Available at

MUNICIPAL AIRPORT

Car Rental

Counter
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